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This document is presented in two volumes and is the cumulative issue
of the Research Data Facility (REDAF) R&D File. The next cumulative
issue will be published in January, 1972.
Volume I lists all Earth Resources Program documentary information that
is available at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Manned Spacecraft Center. Included in Volume II are sensor data collected
during flights over NASA test sites and from missions flown by subcontrac-
tors supporting the Earth Resources Survey Program.
The information cataloged in the two volumes of this document is divided
into six major data catagories as follows:
Vol. I Part 1 - Technical documents and maps
Part 2 - Satellite data
Part 3 - Special data types
Vol. II Part 4 - Functional and check out data
Part 5 - Imagery data
Part 6 - Electronic data
The method for assigning accession numbers to the technical data is
shown on the following pages. All requests for information concerning










The REDAF at the Manned Spacecraft Center has arranged for program
personnel and investigators supporting the Earth Resource Survey
Program to avail themselves of all appropriate and related information
concerning Earth Resources activites. This facility functions as the
principle depository and distributive source for sensor data, program
documents, and related information. Each data item contained in the
REDAF files has its own accession number and is indexed in the R&D File.
These numbers can be used in requesting data from REDAF. Copies of the
R&D File and monthly supplements are distributed to Earth Resources
Program participants in accordance with a current distribution list
maintained by this office. Copies of documents may be obtained, if
available, by investigators and program related personnel through written
requests or by visiting this facility. Documents identified in the R&D
File by an asterisk (*) are stored in quantity and are available in hard
copy. Where citations indicate that data is in microfiche form, or con-
tain STAR or AIAA abstract numbers, diazo microfiche copies will be pro-
vided. For data which is in short supply and/or is not available through
the above means, the user will be directed to the originating source or
a secondary distribution service. If no other source is available this
facility will within reason reproduce short papers for distribution.
However, due to limited reproduction capabilities at REDAF, no extensive
reproduction service is provided.
The REDAF accession numbering system is structured to yield such infor-
mation as major subject or discipline, specific data type, geographic
location, site number, and the shelf or index number. This number
identifies each unit of data for retrieving data requested from the files.
An example of an accession number, its elements, and how it is used to
extract information is shown on page iv.
NOTE:
Technical Letters, formerly Data Type-05, have been re-classified under
Technical Reports, Data Type-09. The Technical Letters are included into
a 02000 series of numbers reserved in the bin numeric code of the access-
ion numbering system. For example, under the old coding system Technical
Letter no. 161 would be numbered:
NR-E5-EJ-998-00161 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-161.
GEOLOGIC UTILITY OF SMALL-SCALE AIRPHOTOS. MALCOLM
M. CLARK, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK,
CALIFORNIA. 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER T-80485.
Under the new coding system this document will be numbered:
NR-E9-EJ-998-02161 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-161.
GEOLOGIC UTILITY OF SMALL-SCALE AIRPHOTOS. MALCOLM
M. CLARK, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK,
CALIFORNIA. 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER T-80485.
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ACCESSION NUMBER FORMAT
1.- NASA Index identifier






5.- Shelf or index number
199-A0166
1. NR
The first field of the accession number is a double letter code which
distinguishes this index (Natural Resources) from other NASA indexes.
2. Major discipline and data type
The second field contains a double-digit code which identifies the
specific data type under consideration. Documentary data is denoted
by an upper case alpha plus the numeric. Other data types (imagery
and nonimagery et cetera) are indicated by a double numeric.
In the case of documentary information, the first alpha digit








H - Multi-discipline and other sciences
P - Earth Observations Program documents
iii
I
The second digit is numeric which designates one of nine specific








8. Subject Related Document
9. Technical Report
In addition to the nine document data types described above, double-
digit numeric indicators have been provided for the following data types:
10 Inflight Records (charts, graphs, et cetera)
11 Journals
12 thru 19 Reserved for future data types
20 thru 49 Imagery Data (see Table I on page VI for a list of
specific sensor types)
50 Gemini Film and Document Data File
51 Apollo Film and Document Data File
52 Earth Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS)
53 Sky Lab
54 Space Station
55 thru 74 Reserved for spacecraft data types
iv
75 Electronic Data (Magnetic Taped). See page vii for
non-imaging sensors
76 Processed Electronic Data
v
TABLE I.- LIST OF SENSOR DATA TYPES
A.- CODE 20-49 IMAGERY SENSOR DATA TYPES
CODE NO. SENSOR
20 Multiband Camera (Itek - 9 Lens)
21 RS-14 Dual Channel IR Scanner (Texas Instruments)
22 RC-8 Camera (Wild-Heerbrugg)
23 Reconofax IV IR Scanner (HRB Singer)
24 AAS-5 Camera (HRB Singer)
25 Nikon Data Panel K-17 Camera (Chicago Aerial)
26 T-ll Camera (Fairchild)
27 APS Camera (Maurer)
28 IR Radiometer Scanner (Block Engineering Co.)
29 RS-7 IR Scanner (Texas Instruments)
30 K-17 Metric Camera (Chicago Aerial)
31 Hasselblad Camera - 6-inch focal length
32 Reserved
33 APQ-97 SLAR (Westinghouse)
34 Reconofax IV Camera (HRB Singer)
35 Zeiss RMK 30/23 Camera - 12-inch focal length
36 Hasselblad Cluster Camera A
37 Hasselblad Cluster Camera B
38 Hasselblad Cluster Camera C














B.- CODE 76 NO
SENSOR
Hasselblad Cluster Camera E





KA-62 Cluster Camera A (Chicago Aerial)
KA-62 Cluster Camera B (Chicago Aerial)
KA-62 Cluster Camera C (Chicago Aerial)
KA-62 Cluster Camera D (Chicago Aerial)
N-IMAGERY SENSOR TfPES
SENSOR
Liquid Water Content Indicator (Johnson-
Williams Co.)
Dewpoint Hygrometer (Cambridge Systems)
Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer (MFMR) -
(Space General Corp.)
IR Rapid Scan Spectrometer (Lockheed Aero. Corp.)
Precision Radiation Thermometer (PRT-5) - (Barnes
Engineering Corp.)
IR Radiometer (Block Engineering Corp.)
Total Air Temperature Probe (Rosemont Engineer-
ing Co.)
Multispectral Scanner-24 Channel (Bendix)





13.3 GHz Scatterometer-SP (Ryan Aero. Corp.)
13.3 GI11zScatterometer-DP (Ryan Aero. Corp.)




The third field contains a double-digit alpha code which indicates
the general geographic zone in which the data were collected. The
REDAF geographic reference system is similar to the World Geographic
Reference System (GEOREF) which is described on page xv. This
system divides the earths surface into 15 degree quadrangles of
latitude and longitude. Letters are assigned each 15 degree-division
of longitude, extending eastward 360 degrees from the l1Oth meridian
and also for each 15 degree division of latitude extending 180 degrees
northward from the south pole. The appropriate letters for each
division are shown on a Earth Zone Map on page x . Quadrangles
covering areas within the United States are shown on the U.S. Zone
Map on page xi
The initial letter indicates the approximate longitude and the
second letter indicates the approximate latitude. For example the
zone designated "GJ" indicates that the general geographic area for
a given data type is located in the eastern half of the United
States. The first letter indicates the approximate longitude, the
second letter indicates the approximate latitude. If more than
one zone is overflown the data are classified in the zone of greatest
coverage. The numerals "00" are used when zoning is not appropriate.
4. Site Numbers
Site numbers have been arbitrarily assigned by NASA for areas which
have been overflown and are indicated by a three-digit code in the
fourth field of the accession number. For the convenience of users
numbers covering test sites located within the United States are
shown on a U.S. Zone Map preceeding the index. A world map is also
included which shows sites overflown outside the United States. A
list of site numbers, zone indicators, test site titles and major
disciplines follows the maps. The code number "998" is used when
more than one site is covered by one document or map.
5. Bin or File Number
This number is used by the REDAF to indicate the shelf position in
which the data is stored and to locate or retrieve the data when
needed. All entries in the R and D File are arranged under sepa-
rate sections according to discipline and data type or sensor type.
An example of a typical entry is shown in the following figure.
ix






NR-E9-EJ-002-02007 U.S. Geological Survey, Technical
Test Site Letter NASA-7. Topographic studies
Geographic Reference of Pisgah Crater, California,
R. E. Altenhofen USGS, Menlo
Park, California, J. K. Oman and
T. M. Sousa USGS, Washington, D. C.
June 25, 1965, Contract No. R-146.
Information extracted from the above annotation establishes this
entry as a document in the Geological discipline and is a technical
letter concerning NASA Test Site 2 located within the "EJ" 15-degree
quadrangle which covers the western portion of the United States.





indicates that the data contains Reconofax IV imagery over Test
Site 75 - Goldfield, Nevada which is located within the EJ 15-degree
quadrangle covering the western portion of the U.S.
When the requestors area of interest has been determined, data-
research personnel at the REDAF will assist as needed in providing
the appropriate information and answering questions.
Documents, photographs, and maps are available to visitors for
examination and viewing. After deciding which information will be
needed, source information concerning its availability will be
provided.
xii
:C Computer searches can be made according to the geographical zone,
the test site, personal and corporate authors, missions, and subject
descriptors, or any combination of these classifications when more
specific information is desired.
Information may also be scanned on microfilm viewers in a viewing
area
In an effort to improve the utility of this document for meeting the
needs of users we have included a questionnaire following the index.
Your comments and the return of this form will be appreciated.
xiii.
GEOREF-WORLD GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE SYSTEM
The REDAF World Geographic Reference system is similar to the World
Geographic Reference System (GEOREF) described in A. F. Manual 51-40,
Vol. I, Air Navigation, pages 3-34 through 3-38.
The GEOREF is based on the normal geographic longitude and latitude
projection lines of any specific chart, and defines a -,uit of geographic
area in which a specific point lies. The GEOREF divides the earth's
surface into 15 degree quadrangles of longitude and latitude with the
point of origin at the 180th meridian and the South Pole (see Earth
Zone Map, page xv ). The divisions extend eastward 360 degrees from
the 180th meridian with each component zone of these divisions identi-
fied by a letter from A through Z, omitting I and 0, and extends
northward 180 degrees from the South Pole with the zones lettered from
A through M, omitting I. This combination divides the earth's surface
into 288 basic 15 degree quadrangles, each having 2 letters identifying
the zone of longitude and latitude.
Each such basic 15 degree quadrangle (see GEOREF 15 degree square sample
quadrangle, page xvi .) is further divided into 15 lettered 1-degree units
eastward and 15 lettered 1-degree niits northward. These 1 degree
quadrangles are lettered from A through Q, omitting I and 0.
As an example, within a one degree square quadrangle, the geographical
location of Site 002 (Pisgah Crater, California) the coordinates of
which are 116 degrees 16 minutes to 116 degrees 34 minutes west longi-
tude and 34 degrees 35 minutes to 34 degrees 50 minutes north latitude
is completely described by the four letters EJDE and located as follows:
1. On the Earth Zone Map, locate the 15 degree quadrangle "EJ" by read-
ing right to "E" and up to "J".
2. On the GEOREF 15 Degree Square Sample Quadrangle, locate the 1 degree
quadrangle "DE" with the sample "EJ" 15 degree quadrangle by reading
right to "D" and up to "E".
By the use of this method and assigning the appropriate four letter
designators for each 1-degree-square covered, all available photography
and other documented info.rmation on any specific geographical area can
be readily indexed and speedily retrieved by the 4-letter combinations.
The first two letters of each 4-letter combination which locate~ the
specific 15 degree zone quadrangle are also a part of all associated
document accession numbers. A map showing the location of each 1-degree
quadrangle is included on -the page xvii
xiv
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In addition to retrieving data by GEOREF all data coverage can be
located in the United States and can be retrieved by test quadrant
number. The Test Quadrant number corresponds to the Army Map Service
number shown on page xx.
As an example NH15-7 covers from 940 N to 960 W longitude and from
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ACTIVE TEST SITES OUTSIDE THE U.S. JULY 1970 - NR-01 00-999-0003
TEST SI E
SITE ZONE NAME
001 IFJ CEDA CI.T'Y (IRON SPRINGCS:), UTAH
PI - HILPERT, L.S., U.S.G.S., LnAH
002 EJ PISCAH CRiTER, CAI,I.tRNIA
PI - LYON, R.J.P., S'l'AWD UINIVV.
Pl -CHICK, H., NASA/[MSC, H(KiS'IN, T1:XAS
PI - GAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
PI - [X)AE , H.K., UNI .IVHSIT OF KANSAS,
003 EJ MOW) CRAT'ERS, CALIIURNIA
PI - LYON, R. J.P. , STANUi) UN I V.
004 EJ CARRIZO PLAIN, CALIFORNIA
PI - ClARK, M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - BHR(N, R.D., JR., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
005 EJ LtIEPA (TINTIC DIS1RICT), UTAH
Pl - MORRIS, H.T., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - LOVER I NG, T.S., UNIV. OF AR I ZONA
006 EJ SALT LAKE (SALT LAKE DISTRICT), UTAH
PI - ROBERTS, R.J., U.S.G.S., CALIF'.
Pi -CRITTENDEN, M., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
007 DJ COAST RANGE, OR.ION;/WASHINGT)N
PI - SNAVELY, P.D., JR., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P1 - PEARCe, W.G., ORFZN STATE UNIV.,
P - PA1A-I1UO, J., OREGON STATE UNIV.,
008 EJ SOUTH ORHEON S1RIP, OREUON
Pi - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
009 EJ SAN FILANCISCO DISTRICT, UTAH
PI - HILPERT, L.S., U.S.G.S., UTAH
010 EJ CARSON CITC (COMSTOCK DISTRICT), NEVADA
PI - T'OMPSON, G.A., STANFPRD UNiIV.,
PI - WHI'E, D.E., E'NID PARK, CALIF.
Pi - TUELLR, P., U. OV NEVA111,
Oil F.)EJ VEI STONE NATIONAL PARK, U-I4ING/
MONTANA/ I DHO
P - SMEDES, H.W., U.S.G.S., De.NV'R,
PI -COX, E.R., U.S.G.S., CHEYENNE,
PI -CAMPBELL, A.B., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
012 DJ CRATER LAKE, OREX;ON
Pi -WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - MOXHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
013 EJ SILVER CITY(CIETRAL DISTRICT), NEtW
tMEXICO
P1 - PRATT, W.P., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
014 EJ LITTLE DRACOON MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA
PI - GAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
015 EJ TWIN BULTES (PIMA DISTRICT), ARIZONA
Pi - SIMONS, F.
Pi - COOPER, J.R., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
PI - CANNIE, F.C., U..S.G.S., DF:NV:HR,
01b FH . 1OLITAR IO , TE)uXAS
PI - HIrPHIIL , W. ., S.G.S. ,
011 G BAL.TIMORE (FCHFItAI)-'UUK), H' LI.AND/
PENNS L.VAN I A
PI - S(rIlWI'CK, D.l.., U.S.G.S., IiARN1%ND
PI - WISE, D.U.
01 CI) HAGERSSTON (CENTRAI., APPlU ACH I AN)
P IE:LXNT' ), RH' I.AI)/PENNS LUVN ID/V I Ht: IN I A
PI - SOnUIIIWICK, D.L,., .S.G;.S., MIrILUD
PI - REED, J.C., JR., U.S.G.S.
019 EJ SONORA PASS, CALIFHRNIA
PI - LAON, R.J.P., STANIURD LNIV.,
020 D) BL'KS LAKE, CALI1FRNIA
P1 - DRAItCER, W.C., U. OF' CALIIFXNtNIA,
PI - COLt.ELL, R.N., U. OF CALI1.DHRNIA,
021 J) H4A'LE MOUNTAIN (RYE PATCH RESERVOIR/
RUBY MOUNTA I NS), NEVADA
PI - ROBERTS, R.J., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - CRITTENDEN, M.,-U.S.G.S., CALIF.
022 _EJ TOXOPAH, NEVADA.
PI - QUADE, J., MACKAY SCHOOL OF' MINES,
Pi - GA*WARI(xI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA






















023 DJ INYO NATIONAL*.OREST (FWARD xA-'}NTAIN/
CRATER MUOLTAIN), CALIFORNIA
PI - BATEMAN, P.C., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
024 DJ SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFURNIA
Pi - WALLACE, R., JET PROP. LAJB., CALIF.
PI - CLARK, M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - CARTER, W., U.S.G.S.. WASH., D.C.
P - BROWN, R.D., JR., U.b.G.S., CALIF.
025 EJ DEVILS PLAYGRONJD, CALIFORNIA
Pi - DEJLWIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
026 EJ SCRIPPS BEACH, CALIFORNIA
Pi - INMAN, D.L., SCRIPPS , CALIF.
PI - 1.EAUTSCHY, J.D.
027 EJ SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA
PI - STURROCK, A.M., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
028 EJ WINSLOW (Mbtl:R CRATER), ARIZONA
Pi - SCHA1ER, G.G., U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
029 EJ PHOENIX, ARIZ"NA
Pi - Ph'TINGER, L.R., UNIV. OF CALIF.,
PI - COLWELL, R.N., U. OF CALIFORNIA,
PI - GARRISON, W.F'. NORTi WESTERN U.,
P1 - MARBLE, DR..D.F., NOiRTWESTERN UNIV.
;030 EJ TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA
PI -NJRRISON, R.B., U.S.O.S., DENVER,
P1 - CREA, W.J., JR., NASA/MS., TEXAS
PI - COLWELL, R.N., U. OF CALIFURNIA,
P1 - CHESTNlU-hI')D, C.M., NASA/MSC, TEXAS
031 EJ WILLCOX DRY LA:, ARIZONA
PI - SKIBITZKF:, H.E., U.S.G.S., PHOENIX,
032 FH WESLACO, TEXAS
Pi - WIlEAND, C.L., U.S.D.A., TEXAS
PI - MYERS, V.I., SOI.H DAKM'A STATE U.
Pi - BLINN, J., JET PROP. LAB., CALIF.
Pi - BARATH, F., JET PROP. LAB., CALIF.
033 IFH CUADEWPE RIVER, TEXAS
PI - DELLWIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
034 FJ OUAHIT1'A hUNTAINS, ARKANSAS/OKLAH0MA
Pl - DELLWIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
035 FJ WICHITA, KANSAS
PI - SIMONtTT, D.S., UNIV. OF KANSAS,
036 FJ SPANISH PEAKS, COLORAIO X
Pi - DELLWIG, L.F., U. OF' KANSAS,
Pi - BICK).1RD, M.E., U. OF KANSAS,
037 EJ OURAY (SILVERTON/CREEDE DISTHICT AND
SAN JUAN 20 QUADRAN'), COLORADO
P1 - MORRIS, H.T., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
038 EJ GREAT SAGE PLAIN (LISBON VALLUY), Ui'AH/
COLORADO
Pl - SHAWE, D.R.,* U.S.G.S., DENWER,
PI - BROKAW, A.
039 EK EASTERN BEAR TUTH MOUKNAINS, WYOMING/
MONTANA
P1 - RO'AN, L.C., U.S.O.S., DENVER,
040 DK CASCADE MOUINTAINS (CASCADE GCLACIER SITE),
WASHINGTON
Pi - CAMPBELL, W.J., U.S.G.S., TACOMA,
PI - MEIER, M.F., U.S.G.S., TACOMA,
041 FK MESABI RANGE, MINN-ESOTA
PI - SIMS, P.K., MINN. G.S., MINNEAPOLIS
PI'- REEVES R., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
042 FK OaTAWA NATIONAL FOREST (GOGEBIC RANGE),
MICHIGAN
P1 - TRENT, V., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pi - REEVES, R., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
043 GJ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Pi - GARRISON, W.F., NORWIIESTERN U.,
PI - MARBLE, DR. D.F'., NORT"ESTERN UNIV.
044 CJ PUDUE, INDIANA
Pi - MACDONAI)D, R.H., PtHIXDE tNIVER:SI'rl,
P - LANDIXREBE, D., PtiRDUJE thIVFRiHSIl,
PI - HOIFYR, R.M., PUHIXtE UNIV;RS.IT],
PI - BAHWAR)NE.R, M., PL[UXE UNIVERS'IW',





















045 W OHRANE, VIRGINIA
Pl - DFLLWIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
046 GJ ASHEVILLF:, NORTH CAH(LINA
P! - PEPLIES, R.W., E. TENN. ST'ATE UNIV.,
PI - MOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
047 GJ M'RTLE BEACH, SOUIH CAROLINA
048 DJ SAN PALO RESERVOIR, CAI,I.UH.NIA
Pi - PE'I'INGER, L.R., UNIV. OF' CA1.1F.,
PI - LAUER, D.T., UNIV. OF CAI.IFtRHNIA,
PI -COL.,l.L, R.N., U. OF CALIFIIRNIA,
049 DW DAVIS, CALIFURNIA
Pi - COLELL, R.N., U. Of" CALIFORNIA,
050 DJ DONNER PASS, CALIFORNIA
P1 - LYON, R.J.P., STANFORD UNIV.,
051 EJ MESQUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA
PI - QUADE, J., MACKArY SCHOOL OF" MINES,
Pi - LINTZ, J., MACKAY SCHOOL OF' MINES,
052 EJ NEVADA AEC
PI - MORRIS, R.H., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
053 EJ SPANISH PEAKS-, COLORADO/CEDAR CITY, UTAH
PI - WYANT, D.
054 EJ SMOKE CREEK DESERT/HEBER, LTAH
Pi - ROBERTS, R.J., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - CRI'T'ENDEN, M., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
055 ) IMfBOUI' BASIN, NEVADA
Pi -ROBINOVE, C.J., U.S.G.S., WASH. D.C.
056 DJ MT.LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
P1 - LYON, R.J.P., STANFURD UNIV.,
PI - QUADE, J., MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
057 Hi HAWAII
Pi - LYON, R.J.P., STANFORD UNIV.,
PI - REEVES, R., U.S.G.S., DINVER,
058 EJ VALLES CALDERA, NEW M(EXICOD
P1 - MXHAiM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
059 EJ TOBIN RANGE, NEVADA
PI - SLUMONS, D.B., MACKAY SCHOOL OF M.
060 EJ DIXIE VALLEY, NEVADA
Pi - SLEKMONS, D.B., MACKAY SCHOOL OF' M.
061 DJ THE GEYSERS, CALII':I1NIA
P1 - MOXHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
062 DJ MT. SHASTA, CALIFORNIA
P1 - M)XHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
063 DJ NEWHBERHY CRATERS, ORFiON
Pi - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CAL,IF.
Pi - WALhER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CAI,IF.
PI - MOX!HAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., 'VIH(INIA
064 DJ CENTRAL. CASCAiD' RAfE, ORXX)ON
P! - WAIXR, G.W., UI.S.G.S., CALIF'.
PI - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
065 DK MT. HUOO, OiREG.ON
PI - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CA.IF.
PI - MOXHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
066 DK M'. ADAMS, WASHINGTON
P1 - WALKER, G.W.j U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P1 - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - MOXHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
067 DK MT. ST. HELNS, WASHINGTON
Pi - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI:- SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CAIIF.
PI -MOXHAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
068 DK MT. RAINIER, WASHINGTON
PI - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - IKOX]AM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA069 DK MT. BAKER, WASHINGTON
Pi - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - MOXHAM. R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
DISCIPL.INE




















070 HJ HOPK I NTON-M LFORD/TEMPLE1DN/ORANcE,
MASSACHUSETTS
Pl - PACE, L.R., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
P1 - OLDALE, R.N., U.S.G.S., MASS.
071' EJ HOPI BnITES, ARIZONA
P1 - SCHABER, G.G., U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
072 EJ COSO HOT SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
PI - AUSTIN, R., U. OF' CALIF., SCRIPPS
Pi -CGAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
Pi - AUSTIN, DR. C.F., NAVAL WEA0ONS CAL.
:073 EJ LYNN DISTRICT, NEVADA
PI - GAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
Pl - ROBERTS, R.J., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
074 EJ BENTON, CALIFORNIA
075 E.)J GOCL'IELD, NEVADA
P1 - LYON, R.J.P., STANFORD UNIV.,
PI - MOORE, R.K., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
PI -ASHLEY, R., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
_ P -ALERS, J.P., U.S.O.S., CALIF.
076 F'J GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
Pl - MOHAIN, S.A., UNIVE'SIT OF KASAS,
P1 - SIMONfi, ', D.S., UNIV. O1' iKANj.S.S,
P1 - MOORE, R.K., UNIVEHSI1TY O' KANSA\S,
PI - HOLTZU:N, J., U. OF KANSAS,
077 GJ NORiUKL, VIRGINIA
078 GJ CLVENLAND COU'NTY, NORTH CAROLINA
PI - OVERSTREFTr, W.C.
079 CJ MAT[WFAN, KENTFUlCKY
Pi - RICHARDS, P.W., U.S.G.S., KEN'L1KY
'080 F.J BIG PINE FAUL', CALIFORNIA
P! - SL4F4ONS, D.B., MACKA- SCHUX)L 0F' M.
081 EJ MT. MORRiSON FAULT, CAIIIUHNIA
- P - SLkMFONS, Do.., MACKAY SCHt0L OF M.
082 EJ ALVORD VALLEY, OIEJON
Pi - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
083 FJ IRONTON, MISSOURI
PI -' GU)LD, P.W., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
084 EJ ALAMOSA, COLORADO
PI - DELLWIG, L.F.,- U. OF KANSAS,
085 FJ LAWRHENCE, KANSAS
PI - SIMONEIT, D.S., UNIV. OF KANSAS,
086 HJ ARGUS ISLE, B.'LDA
Pi - HOLLINGER, J.P., NAVAL RESEARCH LAB.
PI - AUSTIN, R., U. OFi CALIF., SCRIPPS.
Pi - GRAHHAM, A.L., U.S. NAVAL. OIF'FICE
P1 - MOORE, R.K., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,'
PI - PIERSON, W.J., JR., NEW YORK UNIV.,
PI - WILLIAMS, G.F., JR., UNIV. OF MIAMI,
0oe7 JK GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR
P1 - YATKO, H.J.
Pl --CGRABHAM, A.L., U.S. NAVAL OFFICE
098 FJ MISSISSIPPI VALLEY, MISSOURI/TENNESSEE
PI - D'ACOSTINO, J.P.
PI - HEY, A.
089 EX BLACKBIRD DISTRICT, IDAHO
P1 - CANNEY, F.C., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
:090 EK ALBEITON'., MONTANA
Pi - %ELLS, J.D., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
091 EX TOBACCO ROOT MOUNTAIN, MONTANA
PI'- ACNEW, A.F.
092 Hm PUERTO RICO
PI - BERRYHILL, H.L., JR., U.S.G.S., TEX.
P! - SIMONffTT, D.S., UNIV. OF KANSAS,
Pi - POLCYN, F.C., UNIV. OF MICHICGAN,
Pl. - MARBLE, DR. D.F., NOR1HWESTERN UNIV.
P1 - ULE:, I).S., UNIV. OF1"' m('HI(;N,
PI - HUIGC;S, R.P., U.S.G.S., Pt:HRO RICX)














TEST S I TF
NAMESIT'E ZONE
093 HL PT. tIRROW, ALASKA
P1 - CA4PBEtL., W.J., U.S.G.S., TALXIhIA,
P1 - KFIIHUI, R., NAVAL, HESEARCH LAI.,
PI - PRU I ', E.L., U.S. DE;PT. OF' NAVI
PI - ROUSE, J., TEXAS A+M UNLIVERSIT'r ,
P I- WALKER, H., L.S.U., AT\lN R(OGE, IA.
P I - MC LERtAN, J., U.S. AIRMN' ENGINEERS
094 GJ NOR1lIEAST PENNSYLVANIA (PEAlT HOGS)
PI - CAMFRON, C.C., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
095 GH ltF.CRGLADFS, F1LR I DA
P1 - KOLIPINSKI, M.C., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
096 EJ DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL FOREST, LUTAH
PI - WILLIAMS, P.L., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
PI - HACKMAN, R.J., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
097 HI CAPE COD/MARiHA'S VINEYARD,
MASSACHUSETI'S
P1 - CRONIN, J.F., AFCRL, MASS.
098 GH HIOMESTEAD, FLORIDA
PI - CONOVER, DR. R., FLA.
099 CH FLORIDA STHAITS
PI - WILLIAMS, H., UNIV. OF' OREGON,
PI - WILLIAMS, G.F., JR., UNIV. OF' MIAMI,
PI - CONROD, A., MIT, CAMIRiRIDGE, MASS.
100 FJ HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
101 EJ SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS, ARIZONA
Pi - CHICK, R., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS
Pi - SCHABFR, G.G., U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
102 CJ STATENVILLE, GEORGIA/LAKE C ITY,. FLRIDA,
PHOSPHATE
PI - CATHCART, J.B., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
103 GH CRYSTAL RIVEtR, FLRIDA
PI -CATHCART, J.B., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
104 CH WAUCHULA/TAIPA, FLORIDA
PI - CATHCART, J.B., U.S.G.S., DhENVER,
105 CH CRESCENT BEACH SUItARINE SPRING, FLORIDA
PI - KOHOUT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
106 GH CLEARWATER/NAPL:ES SUEtIARINE SPRING,
FLOR I DA
P1 - KOHOUT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI, FLA.
107 GH CAPE SAHLE SUBMALRINE SPRING, FLORIDA
P - KOHOUT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
108 GH CTUtLER AREA SUHMARINE SPRING, FLORIDA
P1 - KOHOUT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
PI - KOLIPINSKI, M.C., U.S.C.S., Ml,Vll,
109 FJ SIEHHA MAI)E:HA, TiEXAS
PI - WILSHIRE, H.G., U.S.G.S., IDE:NF:H,
110 Ie CLARK FT)RK, IDAK)
PI - HARRISON, J.E., U.S.G.S., DENVFR,
111 I WFT' M1UUNTAIN, CO(IIIAlX)
PI - SINGW'AID, U.D.
112 EJ NOMTHTAST RNG;, COI.AlUX)
PI - HRADXXK, W.A., UNIl\EHSIT' OF CXXI).
113 CJ FAYE'TTEVILLE, NORH CARO.lNIA/NKEWPOHT,
TENNESSEE
PI - ROWAN, L.C., U.S.G.S., D-.N'ER,
114 J WHITE SANDS, NEW FIF:XI(X)
P1 -KOUHE, H., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P I - MASUHSKY, H.
115 EJ NEW' MF:XICO MIN.lRAL AND STRILCLRAI. HEoI.TS
PI - BACHMN, G.O., U.S.G.S., DEN\'EH,
PI - JOHNSON, H.B., U.S. G.S., DE:NVE.,
116 EJ GREAT SALT LAKE_, UT'AH
PI - ARNOW, 1'.
117 FJ LAKE CACHUMI, CALI)R01NIA
PI - SKIBITZKE, H.E., U.S.G.S., PHOENIX,
118 FK MISSOURI RIVER, NOR1H' DA,%I'A
PI - ERSKIN, H., U.S.G.S., HISARCK, N.D.
PI -CROSBY, O.A., U.S.G.S., N.D.
119 FJ BUTL'R (XCUN'I, KANSAS
PI-- MORGAN, C.O.

























120 FJ LAKE COLORADO CITY, TEXAS
PI - HARHECK, G.E., JR., U.S.G.S., COLO.
121 GH EFIFUI NTS AND MAJOR RIVERS, LOUISIANA
PI - MEADE, R.H.
122 HJ MILIERS RIVER, MASSACHUSETI'S
PI - WIESNE'T, D.R., U.S.G.S., BOSTON,
123 HJ MERRIMACK RIVER, MASSACHUSET'S
PI - WIESNET, D.R., U.S.G.S., BOSTON,
124 CJ DELMARVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE/MARYLAND/
VIRGINIA
PI - WHITE, W.F.
PI - OITON, E., U.S.G.S., TOWSON, MD.
PI - HOLLYDAY, E.F., U.S.G.S., M.D.
125 CJ ROXBORO RESERVOIR, NORTH CAROLINA
PI - TUNER, J.F., U.S.G.S., N.C.
PI - GODDARD, G.C., U.S.G.S., N.C.
'126 GK MARQUETTE/REPUBLIC THHOUGHS, MICHIGAN
Pi - WHITTEN, E.H., NORTI-MIESTERN UNIV.j
127 CJ ..JDHN.ON OINTY CRAVEL TEST, INDIANA
PI - BtAKEL, R.i., INI)IVA\A G.S.,
PLi CARR, -D.D., I NOI:,AA ;.S.,
128 GH MISSISSIPPI DELTA, IOISIANA
PI - MC INTIRE, W.S., L.S.U., Ht1VltN R(XtGE
PI - CA'IE,, C.E., U.S. COAST GU\RI), %,ASH.
PI - CAPUHHO, L.R.A., TEXAS A + M,
129 FJ ARKANSAS HASIN
PI - HAL!j, H.R., U.S.G.S., DI2EH, C(XX).
P! - HENDRICKS, T.A., U.S.G.S., D..NE.:H,
130 EJ SOUTHIEN CALIFURNIA
PI - iOADEN, L.W., U. OF CU.LIIFRNIA,
PI - PEASE, DR. R., UNIV. OF CALIF.,
132 GH NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
PI - MOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pi - MARHLE, DR. D.F., NORI1H.MESTERN UNIV.
PI - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHIMN'I)N, D.C.
133 GJ MICHOUCD, LOUISIANA
PI - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINII'ON, D.C.
134 J1 SLIDELL, LOUISIANA
Pi - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTON, D.C.
135 DJ HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFOURNIA
Pi - COLWELL, R.N., U. OF CALIFORNIA,
PI - CARNEGCIE, D., UNIV. OF' CALIF.,
136 HJ NAV" ACRES
PI - BATES, C.C., U.S. NAVY DEPT., WASH.
137 GJ MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
P1 - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Pi - NORTH, G., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
138 Il GULFSTREAM NORTH
Pi - NELSON, R.M., ESSA, ROCKVILLE, M.D.
139 EJ STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, COLORADO
PI -- SEXtRSTHOcM, K., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
140 EJ BISHOP, CALIFORNIA
P1 - CROWDER, D.F., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - SHERIDAN, M.F., ARIZONA STATE UNIV.,
141 GJ CHARLESTON/COLUMHIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
PI - COLOUHOUN, DR. D., U. OF' S.C.
142 GJ DELAWARE ESTUARY, PENNSILVANIA/NEW
JERSEY
Pl - PAULSON, R.W., U.S.G.S., PHIL. PA.
PI-- WHITE, T.E., U.S.G.S., PHIL. PA.
143 CL COOK INLET, ALASKA
PI - BARNWELL, W., U.S.G.S., ALASKA
Pi - FX.LNER, A.J., U.S.G.S., ALASKA
144 FJ WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
Pi - STANGLAND, H.G.
PI - WEENS, E.P., U.S.G.S., IMDI.SN, WIS.
145 CH GUF' COAST SPRIk(GS, FI.'l)l11)i
P! - CHtRNH, R.N.. UI.S..S. , 'I'APA, FitA.






















T'ES' S I TE
SITE ZA)NhEt 
146 G AIAF'IA AND) PEACF: RIFHlRS, F'lXlilI)A
Pi - COFER, A. F., U.S.G(.S., TAI'MiPA, IhA.
141 Gtl LAIES/iTAl'A, FIlX)III)A
PI - ST'.F,'Il'', J.. :.S.G.S., T'1.IIA, tIA.
141 GJ IlEHIGH HIE'R, PEn\SI.SANIA
Pi - WOOX), C.H., U.S.G.S., PA.
149 FJ BItrK H'IL.LS, S.UnFI INKll'A
PI - tUtF:s, C.;.
PI - HEJLIER, H.C., PACIFIC s.W. WFIU:SET
150 CJ PA%4LI(X) S(X.I), INOIHt CAO(X.lNA
PI - RRH , H.t.11., JHL., R., U.S.G.S., TEX.
151 I LU)NG ISLAND, NE ORttK
PI - PUlASKI, E.J., U.S.G.S., WASH.
PI - CXOHI:N, P., Ui.S.G.S.,  .'NXXA, N I.
152 HJ BIRNECAT HAV, NEW. JEHSE
PI - ANDERSON, P.W., U.S.G.S., N.J.
PI - SUUITZSKt, S., U.S.G.S., N.J.
153 CJ ANNAPOLIS, MAR.LA\D
PI - BARBVI:ENN, DR. K., SMITHSONIAN INST.
PI - BUE'CHNE;R, H.
154 EJ Al'HOY CRAl'ER. CAL IFORNIA
PI - CHK, H., NASA/MSC, HOUS1't, llTEIS
155 GH GUlF' COAST FISHERIES
P1 - DRENAN, h..., FISHERIES, MISS.
Pi - NORRIS, D.
Pi -CRAPREAL, C. NASA/MSC, HtUSTFS
P! - BUI.LIS, H., 1FIS"H IES; MISS.
156 DK WIND RIVER, WASHINGT'ION
PI - WtlAR, J.F., POtl'LAND, OR.;ON
157 EJ BORRItCO SPRINGS, CA.I,-NlNIA
Pi -CLARK, M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - WOL'E, E., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
15t FH CtRIPLS CHRISTI, TE\X/S/GU; L OF' NMXICO
Pi - HOLLINGER, J.P., NAVAL RE:StARCH LAB.
Pi - WILLIAMS, G.F., JH., UNIV. OF MIAMI,
159 DJ HORSEILY IhOU'TA IN, ORFXON
P1 - SINIONEl1', D.S., NIlV. OF' KANSAS,
160 JK NVEW*ONLDLAND CAST (ARGENTIA)
Pi - PIERSON, W.J., JR., NEW YORK UNIV.,
Pi - WILLIAMS, G.F., JR., UNIV. OF MIAMI,
161 HU RARItAN RIVER, NEW JRSE'Y
PI - ANDERSON, DR. R., AMERICAN UNIV.
PI - ANhl t..IS \, P.. , U.S.G.S., .J.
Pi - SI II/SKN', S., U.S.G.S., N.i.
1bL GtH &lAR{LA ANKS, FIIRIDA\
P! - C(X)NRD, A., MIT, CAtrdIIIIXF, F4\SS.
163 GH BISCANNF KL\N, FULOIID\
P - CONRH(), A., MI', CA(I-IIXGiE, MASS.
Pi - KELLI, M.G., NEOw lO(K UNiElSI''I,
PI - NORRIS, D0.
Pl - POL.CN, F.C., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
164 GH HOCA RAiTON/l:HI.Il.E CGLAD, FLOIDI)A
P1 - LATWHMI, DR. J., FLOR IJDA AT''LINTIC U.
PI - BTERI,IN, G.L., U.S.G.S., ARIZZONA
165 GJ DEtSEF'fI/ST. MAHKS, FLORIDA
PI - PRUNTY, M.C., JR., UNIV. OFG CGFIGIA,
166 LL NORTH ATL.'W'IC
Pi - EVANS, D., NASA/M-kSC, HOUSION, TEXAS
Pi .- OORE, R.K., UNIVERSITI OF' KANSAS,
PI - PItRSON, W.J., JR., NEW iOHK UNIV.,
167 CJ [LAtE MICHIGAN
PI - IE, D.S., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
PI - POLCYN, F.C., UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
168 CJ PAT'UXENT RIVER, MARILAND
PI - ANDERSON, DR. R., AiERICAN UNIV.
169 CH FLORIDA KEIS
PI - LAlHltM, DR. J., FLORIDA ATLANTIC U.
PI - POLCtN, F.C., iUNrIV. OF MICHIGAN,
Pi - NORR I S, D.
PI - KE:LLI. M.G.. NEW YORK UNIVEiSl1. ,
I) .t I Pi. INF ;
HII)Il(X (X;A























170 EJ SHEEP MrUN'TAIN, W'iOMING
171 F'i SABINE LAKE ESTUARI, TEXAS/LkUISIANA
Pi - HAHL, D.C., U.S.C.S HOUSTON, TEX.
Pl - RATZLAFF, K.W., U.S:.S., HUUSTON,
172 OH YUCATAN PENINSULA, MEXICO
Pi - KENDRICKS, L.
Pl LAME, D.S., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
PI -POLCYN, F.C., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
173 OH CULF LOOP
Pl - CAPURRO. L.R.A.. TEXAS A + M, TEXAS
174 O( WALLOPS ISLAND VIRGINIA
Pl - CARR, D.D., INDIANA G.S.,
Pi FOSTER, D., NASA/WALLOPS STATION,
Pl - PENNELL, J.D., PHILCt-FlORD, VA.
175 'FH HOUSTON, TEXAS, AREA
P1 - ,DORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
P - WHIITEHEAD, V., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON,
PI - GRASY'EAL, C., NASA/MSC, TEXAS
PI -CHESTSI'NUTDO, C.bl., NASA/MSC, 'TEXAS
P1 - BOVAY, H., HOVAY ENGINEIHS, INC.,
176 HJ NEW ENCLAND
P1 - SIMPSON, R.B., DARIMOfTH (XCUkLE,
177 CJ TENNESSEE VALLE'EY
PI - PEPLIES, R.W., E. TENN. STATE UNIV.,
P' - WITER, R., E.~ TENN. STATE UNIV.,
178 FJ MILL CREItX, (KLA.-o)A
P! - ROWAN, L.C., U.S.G.S.', DENVER, CXLD.
PI - SCHAHR, G.G., U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
Pi - CANNON, P.J., U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
179 FI LGUNA MADRE AND CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS
PI - BERRiHILL, H.L., JR., U.S.G.S., TEX.
Pl - MASON, C.C., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, T-EX.
180 eEJ GARNET MtOUNTAIN, ARIZOXNA
Pi - BALCET, P.M., USDA, WASHINGTIN, D.C. 
Pi - GAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA' /
181 EJ COLORADO RIVER DELTA, MEXICO
Pi - MASON, C.C., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEX. o0
182 CH WEST PALM BEACH, FLHRIDA
183 EJ LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Pi - GAWARECKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA -
184 FJ CHICKASHA, OJKAi-OA
Pi - BLANCHARD, B.J., USDA, CKLAIHMA
185 EJ BONANZA AREA, COU)RADO
P1 - GROSE, DR. L.T., COLO. SCH. OF MINES
Pi - REEVES, R., U.S.G.S., DENVER, COLO.
186 EJ CLARK FORK, WYOMINO
Pi - ROWAN, L.C., U.S.G.S., DENVER, COLD.
187 HJ BOSTON, MASSACHUSETITS
PI - CONROD, A., MIT, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
188 -HJ NEW YORK BIGHT
Pi - KELLY, M.G., NEW YORK UNIVERSITY,
189 DJ KLlAATH FALLS, ORFON
PI - PETINGER, L.R., UNIV. OF CALIF.,
190 C. ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Pt - OLSON, C.E., JR., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
191 -CI WASHTENAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN
Pi - POLCYN, F.C., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
PT - NALEPKA, R.F., UNIVERSITY OF MICH.
192 JO BARBADOS
PI - LOWE, D.S., UNIV. OF MICHIGAN,
PI- POLCYN, F.C., UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
P1 - PEASE, DR. R., UNIV. OF CALIF.,.
PI -ALEXANDtE:H, N.H., U.S(;.. ., *A8tl 
193 W EL DORAWIX) I-HEST, CALII'FNIA
Pi - LANGLEY, P.G., USDA, CALII".
i194 FJ DENVtE, COL(XDADO
PI - GRIFFIT'HS, DR., T.M., U. OF DE:NWF.H,
195 FJ HR(XK(INGS, SOI'IH DUAUI'A
Pl - MYERS, V. I.. SOLTH DAKUI'A STATE U.































196 GK GRAND SABl.IE, MICHIGAN
PI - GRL.IER, M.J., U.S.G.S., AR17)NA
19. 14K CHIPPEWA NATIONAL. FOREST, MINNE.WYI'A
PI - JOIHNSlN, J., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - MACE, A., UNIVERSITI OF MINNEs-UFA,
PI - MEYER, M.P., U. OF MINNESGI'A,
19e GJ MISSISSIPPI SOUND
Pi - PILAND, R.O., NASA/MSC, IOUSTON,
P! - GRAYBEAL, G., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON
199 F'H GALVESTON ISLANDD, TEXAS
Pi - GRA1BEAL, O., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEX
200 FJ KERR COUNTY, TEXAS
PI - CHILDS, L., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS
201 CJ MECHAN ICSBIG, PENNSYLVANIA
PI - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHI NCGTN, D.C.
202 FH PT. CO1FORT, TEXAS
PI - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASH I N1tN, D.C.
203 FJ GRANITE CIT',. ILLINOIS
PI - MALON_, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTON, D.C.
204 GJ BHNUt, AIAMIMA
P1 - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTON, D.C.
205 FJ BATO)N ROUGE, WUISIANA
Pi - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASH I NGTON, D.C.
206 CJ MUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA
PI -MALLON, J.H., OF:P, WASHINGTON, D.C.
207 Et iOSES LAKE, WASHINGTON
PI - MAlIERHOFE, C.R., WASH., D.C.
208 GJ BARAOO, WISCONSIN
PI - OFFIEID, T.W., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
209 EJ FORT APACHE/SAN CARLOS INDIAN
RESEIVATI ON, AR I ZONA
Pi - WOLL, A., U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR,
P - CULLER, R., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pi - MAST, C., BUR. OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
21O EJ IMIPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFOWRNIA
Pi - COLWELL, R.N.. U. OF' CALIFORNIA.
Pi -oIDEN, L..W., U. OF CAI.IFOICNIA,
.LI1 PI - WHA~, J., U.S.G.S., WASHINGJ1YN, I).C.
SAN FtANCISCO 'BA ARHEA, CAI.IF)HNiIA
PI - WRAY, J., U.S.G.S.; WASHINM;1TN, D.C.
Pi - ROSS, D.S., W(X))S IKK..E OLWF:A. IN.' .
P1 - NC CLT.IXH, D.S., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - NOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - GRANTZ, C., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - CAUSON, P., U.S.G.S.
PI -CAU.ON, P., U.S.G.S.
212 FJ MARAWTON, TEXAS
PI - STEF'I.NSON, H., NASA/tSC, HKLIS1)'N,
213 FJ COLXHADO RIVER, TtEXAS
PI - CHESNUTL(X)OD, C., M., NASA/C, Hi(ESTON
214 FH (ALF' OF' CALIFOIRNIA
PI - LA VIOLI'TI1E, P.A., WASH., D.C.
215 FJ LUOYG ISLAND S(XND, N.W 'ORHK
P - RILGGLES, F.H., JR., U.S.G.S., C()hN.
216 F- .IAMEST'I.N, NORTH DAK:OT'A
Pi - JOHNSTN, J.,. U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
217 CJ fTLANTA, GEORGIA
Po - MOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - HELLER, R.C., PACIFIC S.W. FOREST
PI - ALDRICH, R.C., PACIFIC S.W. FUREST
218 FJ SIOUX FALLS, SOTIH DKOT'A
PI - MYERS, V.1., SOUI'H DAKOTA STATE U.
219 CL. BEAUIFRT SEA, ALASKA
PI - NOORE, R.K., UNIVtRSITY OF KANSAS,
220 EJ FOHT HUACHUCA, ARIL)ONA
PI - POULTON, C.E., OHRGtON STATE UNIV,
PI - 'IURNR, R.M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - COLwELL, R.N., U. OF' CALIFURNIA,

























NAMES I EF ZONE
221 WK KA'TMAi NATIONAL ON04NT, ALASKA
Pi - HATCHER, N., LANGLEY RESEARCH CTR.
P1 - DROPPLMAN, H.D., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, 
222 FH BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK, TEXAS
Pi - AMSBURY, D., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON,
223 FJ VAN HORN, TELAS
P1 - AMSLURY, D., NASA/MSC, HOUSTONr,
224 GJ JA'ES RIVER, VIRGINIA
P1 - ANDERSON, P.W., U.S.G.S., N.J.
P1 -PAULSON, R.W., U.S.G.S., PHIL., PA.
225 EJ RIVERSIDEj CALIFURNIA
226 GJ PEJORIA, ILLI'NOIS
227 FJ WITCHITA FALLS, TEXAS
Pl - IORmLAC, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., p.C.
22P FJ MIDLAND, TEXAS
229 HJ NEW HAVEN, CONNEtl'ICUT
230 GJ WASHINGTON, D.C.
231 CJ PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
232 GJ AURORA, ILLINOIS
233 GH TAMPA, FLORIDA
:234 FJ CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
235. EJ SALT LAKE CI'I'Y, fInAH
236 DK SEAT'TLE, WASHINGTON
237 HH VIRGIN ISLANDS
PI - MASON, C.C., NASA/MNSC, HOIKSXuN,
P! - WOOD, W., MICHIGAN S-TATE UNIV.,
PI - WOOD, B.
P1 - GARETI'T, W.D., NAVAL RESEARCH LAO.,
PI' - CAPURRO, L.R.A., ''EXAS A + M,
238 FJ LUBH*OCK, TEXAS
Pi - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGCION, D.C.
;239 GJ LAKE.ONTARIO, U.S./CANADA
Pi - MACDOWELL, J., CANADA
PI - DEXi'SCH, M. , U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
-240 HK CATHEART MOUNTAAIN; MAINE
241. FH EAGLE PASS, TEXAS
242 FJ MANITOU, COLORADO
PI - DRISCOLL, R.S., U.S. ;UREST SERVICE,
243 EJ STANISLAUS NATIONAL FOREST, CALIFORNIA
PI - LANCLEY, P.G., USDA, CALIF.
244 GJ CENTRAL ATLANTIC COASTAL AREA
Pi - GOODELL, H., U. OF VIRGINIA,
.PI - PAULSON, R.W., U.S.G.S., PHIL., PA.
Pi - MOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - DANIEL, J., U.S.G.S.
Pi - ANDERSON, DR. R., AM;RICAN UNIV.
245 EJ MARBLE, COLORADO
PI - OFFIELD, T.W., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
246 EJ GILA RIVER, ARIZONA
Pi - TURNER, R.M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
247 (H AUTEC/ANDROS ISLAND, HAHAMAS
P1 - ZAITZEF'F, J.B., NASA/MSC, HOUS1TN,
PI - STREES, L., NAVOCEANO, WASH., D.C.
248 J01 NORTH CAROLINA COAST
Pi ,- MAIRS, R., NAVOCEANO, WASH., D.C.
249 C1 GUYANDIXII'E RIVER, WEST VIRGINIA
Pi - BONNrNTT, R., MARSHALL UNIVERSITY,
250 CJ INDIANA GRAIN BELT
P! - MACDONALD, R.B., PLRDUE UNIVERSITY,
251 oJ DESTIN, UIORIDA
PI - MC INTIRE, W.S., I..S.., IIONt H(X(;I:
252 W CHESAPA(F HA,-, MARf LAND/V I RL;INIA
Pi - ItIl'lJ'], J., NASA/WAtJOP'S Sr., VA.
.253 FH CENTRAL GLF.' COASTAL AREA
PI - MOORLAG, S;. U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - WRAY, J., U.S.G.S, WASHING'RIN, DC. -
254 PI - WRAY, J., U.S.G.S., SWASHIs1G; J, D.C.
CAL IFORN IA COASTAL AREA
PI - RAY, J., U.S.G.S., WASHING'IIUN, D.C.


























255 FJ NORIH HIGH PLAINS, S.OLI'H D1.K(I'A4
PI - MEtRS, V.I., SOUIH DIA(IrI'A S''4ATE U.
256 IH TRINITY BAY, TEXAS.
Pl - ZAITZEI-', J.H., NASA/Ls'C, HOUSTON,
257 FJ TRINITY RIVER, TEXAS
p1 - UHRANCOVSKNi, E.J., TEXAS TECH,
P1 - T'AN'tER, P.
258 GC PIT'SBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
Z59 EJ ARET'S (ARIZONA REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL TEST
SITE)
260 EJ CALIFORNIA (FEATHER RIVR PRWOJ;CT)
261 EJ JORNADA BIOE, Nt.W MXICO
262 FJ ENCHAN'TED ROCK, TEXAS
263 FJ GUAI)ALUPE Mn'S, TEX/N.M.
264 EJ PAINTED DEStRT/PtE'RIFIED FOREST, ARIZONA
265 GH LOUISIANA GULY COAST
266 GJ EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
267 FJ JUNCTION CITY, TEXAS
268 W hT. DIABLD, CALIFWRNIA
269 FK NORTH GREAT PLAINS, S(ln-I DAKCOTA
270 GJ NORT1HERN MISSISSIPPI
271 EJ BLACK MESA, ARIZONA
PI - HEHKES, W.
272 FJ OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
273 GJ ALLEtHIANY RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA
PI - DOCGLASS, DR. R., PA. STATE UNIV.,
274 FH TEXAS GULF COAST
275 FJ BIG SPRINGS, TEXAS
276 EJ SAN BERNARDiNO/ANIMAS VALIE-S,
ARI ZONA/NEW MtXICO
277 FJ CORN BELT
278 FH FWI.A"R GARDENS (CORAU, REEF)
279 GJ SOUTrHEASTERN MICHIGAN
280 GJ MILWALIKEE/GREEN BAW CORRIDOR
281 CJ MSS TEST SITE
212 GJ IlNRAM COOUNnT, MICHIGAN
2.,3 -I FILXR Hl.LF'FF, TEX\AS
701 F1i EL,. (lO'/TLAI.PLIJjAA, b:EXICO
PI - DL1. CAmPO, C., MF;XICO
702 M I I DlAN.E 1 )S i-LEHVOlES/LU)S NHl'ITOS,
HEXICO
PI - VALIE, H., MEXICO
703 FH l ULXCA IXT'LAIIHUACA, MEXICO
PI - DE LA KtXiA, J., BRAZIL
PI - THrILLO, A., MXICCO
PI - SANIX)VAL, F., MEXICOX
PI - GARA, G., MEXICO
PI - FIGCUEO, G., MEXICO
704 1-H CHAPINGO, MEX I CO
Pi - TAK1D)A, J., E'XICO
P1 - PORRAS, J., ME.XICO
P! - NlJNEZ, K., MEXICO
P1 - FERNANDEZ, R., h1EXI1CO
705 FIH VERACRUZ, MEXICO
PI - VAS.EZ, A., MEX.ICO
706 FH PAPALOAPAN BASIN, MF;XICO
P I- RODRIOUEZ, A., ME(XICO
P1 - PENICHE, A., MEXICO
PI - MARTINEZ, R., MEXI(CO
P1 - ALT1IRANO, M., MEXICO
707 1H CUATROCIENEUXAS, IMEXICO
PI - TEJERO, C.
70$1 FH SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO
PI - TRJEIO, C.
710 JH B'cmEX
PI - BARNEI', T., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON,
PI - AHITEI-FUIAD, V., NASA/bLSC, HOUSTON,




































S I TE ZONE
711 OH JAMAICA, WEST INDIES
TEST SI T'E
NAME
ot01 JE CAMPI NAS, BRAZI L
Pi - COE.EUD, A., BRAZIL
t802 KE IPEACS (KM-47), BRAZIL
Pi - CARVALUO, L., BRAZIL
:803 KE OUADRILATERO FERI.ERM, BRAZIL
Pl .- OLIVEIRA, G., BRAZIL o 
804 KE RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL 4'/
Pi - PENNA, F'.
Pl - ,LAN B., BRAZIL -
e05 KE CABO FHIO, BRAZIL
P1 - AL: I DA, K, ,BRAZ I.
851 OG' PIERU (1RXRXJAK(E)
PI - AMSBHIN, U., NAS.%/MSC, H(X;S1X)N, ''EX.
901 HE GREAT CHACO HX; I ON, ARGJENT I NA
Pl.- MtHiU.iLD, J., INTA, AIHRENTINA
992 FH F'IRANT, (1'LFXAS)
993 ChI TITUSVILLE, Fl)IJDA
Pl - PILAND, R.O., NASA/MSC, HOUJSTON,
994 El EL PASO, TEXAS
Pl - AMStUHf, D., NASA/tMSC, HXiSA'ION, TEX.
995 FJ ANSO:/SNlDER, TtX.AS
996 FJ DALLAS/iFT. %%ORTH, TEXAS
PI - CHFSNVIWJOO, C.M., NASA/MSC, TEXAS
Pi - MHORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - SIFLONETT, D.S., UNIV.'OF. KANSAS,
997 GH CAPE KE:NNEDI, Fi'HIDA
Pl - GLCLES'IXN, J., NASA/MSC, TEXIAS
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SITE 048-SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIF.
SITE 048-SAN PAHLID RESERV)OIR, CAL.IF.
SITE 076-GARI)EN CITYr, K-N SAS
SITE 076-GARDEiN CITY, KANSAS
SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
SITE 076-GARIDEN CITY, KA.SAS
SITE 076-GAHRDN CITY, KANSAS
SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
SITE 135-HARVEY VALLEY, CALIF.















































































SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGOUN
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHI NGiON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGION
SITE 159-HORSF;LY MOLNTAIN, ORF19ON
SITE 703-TOLUCA/IXTLAIACA,
MEXICO (1) AND (2)
SITE 704-CHAPINO), MEXICO



























007-(X)ASTr ,RANI:, (I-XX. N/'AASHI:I;' 1'N-
008-.S(XITH OI-X)N S'IHIP, (6tI'XAN
044-PRILF',, INDIANA


















D-SCH I Il' I (ON
SECTION i A3
AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUESTS
ACC'SSION( NUMHF.H D.:,CR I I' 1I0(h
NR-A3-DJ-007-00003 SITE 007-COAS'I' RAGE, ORI-X;Oh/WASHING.hTN (I)































020-BUCKS LAKE, CALIIFRNIA (1)













048-SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIFtRNIA (1)
048-SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIFORNIA (2)
098-H'MESTAD, FLJDRIDA (1)
135-HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (1)
NR-A3-WI-135-00159 SITE 135-HARVEI VrAlEY, CALIFM RNIA (2)
NR-A3-W-135-00160 SITE 135-HARVEY' VALL-, CALIFUHNIA (3)
NH-A3-FJ-149-00171 SITE 149-BLACK HILLS, SOUTH DAK(OTA (I)
NR-A3-FJ-149-00172 SITE 149-BLACK HILLS, SOWY3 DAK;OIA (2)
NR-A3-FJ-149-00173 SITE 149-BLACK HILLS, SOI'TH DAK<O'A (3)
NR-A3-F'J-149-00222 SITE 149-BLACK HILLS, SOtJiH DAKOTA (4)
NRH-A3-DK-156-00185 SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON (I)
NR-A3-DK-156-00186 SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON (2)
NR-A3-DK-156-00187 SITE 156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGOCN (3)
5
AIRCRAF' MISSION RF(HIk:SI5S - A4CHICULTIuE:
ACCESSION N1MHER DESCRIPTION
NH-A3-GJ-191-00358 SITE 191-WASHTENAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN (3)
NR-A3-FJ-195-00307 SITE 195-BRO:OKINS, SOUTH DAKOTA (1)
NRH-A3-FJ-195-00321 SITE 195-BROOK INGS, SCnTH DAKOTA (2)
NR-A3-EK-207-00318 SITE 207-MOSES LAKE, WASHINGTON (1)
NR-A3-FJ-184-00299 SITE 184-CHICKASHA, OKLAHOMA (1)
NR-A3-CJ-190-00350 SITE 190-ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN (2)
NR-A3-OJ-191-00303 SITE 191-WASHTENAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN (1)
NR-A3-GJ-191-00317 SITE 191-WASHTENAW COXNTI', MICHIGAN (2)
SECTION A4 - MISSION SCREENING AND
SUMMARY REPORTS
ADCCSS IO hlO R DtSCH I PT'' I ON
NR-A4-FH-032-B0016 MISSION NO. 16 SITE 032
NR-A4--1H-032-B0017 MISSION NO. 17 SITlle 032
NR-A4-FH-032-B0024 MISSION NO. 24 SITE 032
NR-A4-FH-032-B0027 MISSION NO. 27 SIlTE 032
KR-A4-GJ-250-BM028 MISSION NO. 28M, SITE 250
hH-A4-FH-032-B0035 MISSION NO. 35 SITE 032
NR-A4-CJ-277-B1M038 MISSION 38M, EARTH RESODP.CES AIRCRAFI' PROGR_,%m MISSION REPORT
SITE 277--CORN BELT. I.V 17, 21, 22, 1971.
NR-A4-FH-032-B0051 MISSION NOS. 51, 951 SITE 032
NR-A4-GJ-044-B0052 MISSION NO. 52 SITE 044
SR-A4-FH-032-B0064 MISSION NO. 64 SITE 32.
NR-A4-OJ-250-A0151 MISSION 151, EARTH RESOURCES SCRENING ANDT) INDEXING REPOR1'.
SITE 250
NR-A4-CJ-250-C0151 MISSION 151 - bETrEOROLX)ICAL DATA FRR FARTH RESOURCES AIR-
CRAFT PROGRAM. SITE 250, INDIANA GRAIN BHELT (INDIANA).
COMPILED BY T'HE ESSA WEA1HER BUREAU, DETFROIT, MICHIGAN -
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. SEPTEMBl' ER 1970. (IN TWO PARTS)
IR-A4-FJ-277-C0166 MISSION 166- ETIX)ROLOX ICAL DATA, MAY 12-30, 1971.
SPACEFLIGHT METJHROL.X'Y GROUP, MANNED SPACEXCRAFT CENT'FR,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1971, 3 ENVELPES.
Nr-A4-CJ-250-C0171 MISSION 171, CORN BELT, PHASE I (12 APRIL-3 MAY 1971) RAW
WEATHER DATA. SPACEI'LICHT METEOROLOXGY GROUP, MANNED SPACE-
CRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAY 1971. SURF'ACE AND UPPER
AIR, FAX CHARTS, RAOB'S FOR APRIL 16, 22-24, 28, 30, MAY 1,
3, CLOUD ATS-3 PHO(O FOR APRIL 22 THR(XIH MAY 3, 1971.
SECTION A6 - DIVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY
ACCESS I ON NLMEltR DESCR I P' I ON
NH-A6-FJ-149-00005 (A;ART'ER1'H STAlTUS HREPORT FR1 1T PERIOI) (XOCIXER 1, 1965 'IT)
APRIL 1, 1966. AGRICULLHAL RESEARCH SI-H¥ICE, UNITED STAT'IES
DEPARI-*NT OF' ACHRICULLTU1 :, WASHINGOIN, D.C. NASA COXNTRACTI'
NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-A6-FH-998-00012 FIRST QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT OF THE: LAHORATOR' FOR
AGRICULTUIRAAL RIM)TE SENSING. PERIOD ENDING MWRCH 31, 1966.
LABORATORY FR W AGRI CU'I U.AL RtYI'E SENSING, PUiHXE'
UN I VERSIT', WEST LUAFA EI'E, INDIANA. CONTRA'I1' NUtER
NGR-.15-005-028.
NR-A6-WJ-044-00019 RENIOTE MULTISPECTRAL SENSING IN AGRICULTURE. SEtIM-ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT - MAY 1, 1966. R.A. HOU.ES, DE'PART'ENT' OF
ELECTRICAL EtNGINEER-ING, AND R.M. HOIFPtER, DEPARTil'NT OF
BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY, PURiLE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYE'TIE,
INDIANA. CONTRACT NUt*R NGR-15-005-028. STAR X66-20469.
NR-A6-FH-998-00179 SPECTRAL SURVEY OF IRRIGATED RRMION CROPS AND SOILS. (ANN-
UAL REPORT). REPORT NO. 160-75-01-07-10. U.S. DEPARTM1ENT
OF AGRICULTURE, WESLACO, TEXAS. SEPTEMbER 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER R-09-038-002. STAR N70-17517.
NR-A6-GJ-044-00193 INVESTIGATIONS OF SPECTRUL MATCHING SENSING IN AGRICULTURE.
FINAL REPORT, MAY 1964 - MARCH 1967. VOL. 1, FABIAN C.
POLCYN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, INSTITT'E OF' SCIENCE AND
TEXOLGi-Y, WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
!NVERBI 1967. CONTRACT NO. NSG 715/23-05-071.
STAR N68-13477.
NR-A6-GJ-044-00197 INVESTIGATION OF SPECTRUM-MATCHING SENSING IN AGRICULTURE.
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT, I DECEIMER 1965 TH COUGH 30 SEPTEMIBR
1966, VOL. 1. FABIAN C. POLCYN, INFRARED AND OPTICAL SENSOR
LABORATORY, WILLOW RUN LAtORATORIES, INST'ITUL'E OF SCIENCE
AND 1ECHNOLOGY, THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, NN ARBOR, MICH.
CONTRACT NO. NSG 715/23-05-071. STAR N68-10268.
NR-A6-00-000-00204 FACIORS AND PROCEDUJRES INFLUENCING THE RELIABILITY OF AGRI-
CULTURAL DATA FROM EARTH ORBITING SENSOR SYSTEIS. FINAL
REPORT. BILL MULLINS, SYST1'iS TECHNOLOGY AND APPLIED RE-
SEARCH CORP., DALLAS, TEXAS. JUNE 1967. CONTRACT NLMBER
12-17-04-1-295. STAR N68-11810.
NR-A6-DJ-99e-00:09 TH1F ;SEFI X.NF:SS OF l1tmU.txl, INFHIAREI) ANI) RHF: VIElI) I 'I,;vF:H IN
1HF:' U*IWA'gIo'ION OF A(;H I Cl.lI;RIM. HE,.t HF:S. INM HF:'EPUIR'S
VOL.. I, ANID I . ROBtH'I' N. HN E. .W'TI, JN , CI.IFFt}I)
E. TIED)E]EAN, AND JA%:ES E. FLUI'NG, L'NIHERSIT' I)(' \I.1IF.
REtOq'E SENSING LAB., BHKE.EI-:, CAiuIF. SEPI'>iUrliH 30, 1966.
CONTRACT NtllEiHS R-09-03.-002 AND 12-14-100-e.16(20).
STAR N66-39715 AND N66-39305.
NRH-A6-EJ-027-00230 INTERACTION OF ELECtl'WROKGNET'IC ENEHGY WITH .;RICULI.I'AL
CROPS. CRAIG L. WIEGuND, W. GAU.SMN, WILl.IAM A. AiEFN AND
ROSS W. L.EAtR, U.S. DI:PAR'IF,'NT OF AGRICU.HIRF:, E:SLACO,
TEXAS. SEP'II4IER 1969. CONT'RACT' NO. R-09-03u-002.
NR-A6-CJ-044-00232 AUITOATIC IDENTIFICATION AND CIASSIFICATION OF' wHEAT BY
RkIMO'E SENSING. RESEARCH PROGRE:SS REPOR1' 279. D\VID A.
LANIGREBE, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ,LAORATORV F`RM RK>ENfiE SENSING,
LAFAEL'TfE, INDIANA. MARCH 1967.
NR-A6-OJ-998-00241 INVESTIGATIONS OF SPECIRUM-NMA\1NHING TECHFNIOt'ES -'OR REMI'E
SENSING IN AGRICULTURE. INTERIM REPORHI', MARCH 1967 THRU
DEC. 1967. VOL. 1. P.G. HASELL, ET. AL., UNIVERSITY (W
MICHIGAN, WILLOW RUN LAB., INSTITUTE OF SCIF:NCE AND 1'ECHNOL-
OGY, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. JULY 1968. CONTRAtcr NULfERS
USDA 12-14-100-8923 (20) AND USDA 12-14-100-9503 (20).
7
DIVISION HIHI.I(.AGHPPH - AGtICl.IRIH"
ACCiSSION NU'tRH DFSCRI PT'I ON
NR-A6-FJ-998-00289 AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS AND RIX)UIRFINESTS PlROI-MS, LKIART-
ERLY PROGtRESS REPORT-2, JAN.-HAR. 1969. PL.IXFLCE UNIVElRSITY,
LAFAYETITE, INDIANA. STAR N70-15752. MICROt'ICHE COPY.
SECTION A7 - SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESSION Ni4LR DSCR I l' I ON
NH-A7-Wi-998-0001 3 RIYII'E NjULTISPFC'i'FL., SENSIN; IN GrX;HIC(I.'Ill. CE)I.R(-; J -
AUC. 1966. J. RALPH SHAN, PtldLtE [.NI,-'Iis'I', ,N;HICI'l. l'ii,
EXPER I M.ENl' STATION, LA"Ki'tIFtlH/ t-)R AGIltIt 1 l't1. HIflF;
SENSING, , lAFANI'l''E, INDIANA. JtlI.A 19b7, CONT''HACT 'L' tilW-]-HS
NGR-15-005-02i AND 12-14-100-.307t20). P!HIISIlt-:I) IN
RESEARFCH lTi HUUI:lN NO. 832, IAOi i\t llRI FIt) ALR;HICtI'll.R,\L
RtkMI'E SENSING, VOL. NO. 2, (ANNlAL HFPORWI') JLI.t 19b7.
NR-A7-00-000-00052 AN APPRAISAL OF' 1HE PtrEN.TIAL FOR I.tHICtLRJI. Ht':;SOLiCE
SURVWES BI HREM[n'F SENSING. Stl+V\Ht HEP)IH'I. NASA CH-103704.
U.S. DEPT'. OF AGRICUL.LILHtE, tX.)OllCt HESI-PiCH SFRV ICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MAHCH 1969. CNTIRACT' NIUiIFHS R-09-03'.-001AND R-09-038-002. STAR N69-33491.
NR-A76-G-044-00056 REtM1'TE LTTISPECTRAL SFENSING IN AGH ICtJLRRE PLA'E UN IV.
AGRICULTIRAL E;XPERIMEtNT STATION AND 1TE SCHrOOL OF El 'Cit'RICALENGINEERING, LAFA'EiTrE, INDIANA. PlHLISHFD IN LAORM,\l`'Y
FOR AGRICUL'nRRAL RHlEI'E SENSING, (RE;SEARCH BuVLuLJrN NO. 644)ANNUAL REPORT, VOL. 3, SEPT. 1966 - kNV. 1967.
NR-A7-EJ-998-00066 NASA SUPPORTED REMIOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES Al' IHE ILNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN WILLOW RUN LAKRATOIIES, SEPT. 1969 ANNUAL




ACCESSION NUbI.'R DE.,SCH I PI' I ON
NR-Ab-00-000-00009 REP(GT OF A(AMK IlI):R NSASA I'iblSFI'R OF FlNI);S 'IX 'IE, FJUO11IC
RESEARCH SHV I CE., LS.i\; I)EPH'IFENT OF' AGR ICt:LltRAE,
R-0t 3jd-001 STAR X69-74556
NR-Ae-00-000-00083 ADAPTATION OF A LINEAR TRANSDER FOR MEASURING LEAF:' THICK-
NESS. REPRINTED FROM AGR.HOA JOLURNAL, VOL. 60, SEPT.-OUC'.
1968, P.57e-579. CONTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10. M.D. HERIlmN,
C.L. GONZALEZ, W.A. SWNrSON, AND W.J. RIPP3ET, U.S. DEPT.
OF AGRICULTLRE, WESLACO, TEXAS
NhH-A8-00-000-00162 NEUTRON SCATTERING AND SOIL NOISTIRE. CHARLES P. FISHYR,
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROL.INA.
1961.
NR-A8-00-000-00184 CONTRIBUI'IONS OF AUITOATIC CROP SLURVEYS TO AGRICULIX'I AL
DEWVELOPtb.l ' . P.M. HOF'ER, C.J. JOHANNSEN, ET AL., LAB.
FOR AGRICULTURAL RETI'E SENSING, PUIHDUE UNIVE.RSITY, ,WEST
LAFAYE1TrE, INDIANA. PRESENTED AT THE 4TH ANNUAL MEET'lING AND
TECHNICAL DISPLAY OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS
AND ASTRONAUTICS, ANAHEIM, CALIFURNIA. OCTIUIBE 1967.
AIAA PAPER NO. 67-766.
NR-A8-00-000-00292 AN EVALUATION OF CROP AND LAND USE DATA IN A WORLD SAMPLE OF
COUNTRIES. NASA CR-103944. SINlN BAKER, U.S. DEPT. OF'
AGRICULTURE, ECOUNMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHING'ON, D.C.
NOVMIBER 1968. STAR N69-34879.
NR-AS-00-000-00345 RFMOTE SENSING OF' CROP WATER DEFICITS AND ITS POTENTIAL
APPLICATIONS. AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. TECHNICAL REPORT
RSC-06. W.P. DAVID, TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, REI'TE SENSING
CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. SEPTEMBER 1969.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-AS-00-000-00346 RE7.OTE SENSING OF CROP WATER DEFICITS - BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH
ABSTRACTS. TECHNICAL REPORT RSC-07. W.P. DAVID, TEXAS
A + M UNIVERSITY, REkIIT'E SENSING CENTER, CXLEGIE STATION,
TEXAS. SEPTEMBER 1969.
NR-A8-00-000-00451 ME'1IODS FOR COMPILING LARGE-SCALE SOILS MAPS USING AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS. YU. A. LIVEHOVSKII, ACADEMY OF SCIFNCES, USSR.
1969. STAR N70-14553. AD-694 579. MICRDOFICHI' COPY.
NR-AS-00-000-00605 WORLU)IDE USE OF AIRPIH(IDS IN iRICI.UIItHE. AGHICL,.TI;E
HANDHOOK NO. 344. HE:NRN W. DILL, JR., U.S. DEFT. OF AGRI-
CULTURE, WASHING'ION, i).C. SEPT. 1967.
NR-A0-00-000-007Z1 RELATION OF LICGHT REFUl'CTANCE TD COU'l'ON LFAF MATUFRITY
(GOSSePIUM HIRSlTblM L. ) H.W. GACUSMAN, W.A. ALLEN, R.
CARDENAS, AND A.J. RICHARDSON, U.S. DEFT. OF AGHICULTIR4E,
SOIUTHIN PLAINS HBRNCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN INTE'.RNArIONAL
SYTbIPOSIUM ON RIt1UI'fE SENSIMG OF ENVIRONME.NT, 6TH, ANN AR'OR,
MICH., OCT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2. PP.1123-1141.
NR-A8-00-000-00891 MANUAL FUR USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN SOIL MAPPING.
TRANSL. OF MONOGHRAPH, M'I'yIt)ICHIt:,hOFE RXKOVODSTVO PO
ISPOLZOVANIrU MATE[,IALOV A.ERMFXUROSIdiP PRI POCHVENMIM
KARTIROVANII, MEOSO(A, SELSKOiK)%\OSITVENNAYA AUKADWt4I IA,
1964, PP.1-64. REPORT NO. F'SC-HT-23-732-68. A.P. HERSHIN,
(USSR) ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND ECHNOLOG CEN'iTER,
WASHINGTON, D.C., MAY 1970, 48P. MICROFICHE, COPY.
AD-708787 N70-40222
NR-As-CWI-000-00946 THE LOXK OF OUR LANID--AN AIRPHOTO ATLAS OF THE RURAL UNITED
STATES - NORTH CENTRAL. SIMON BAKER, AND HENRY W. DILL,
JR., FIORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITI, HOCA RATON, IFLA. U.S.
DEPARTHENT OF AGRICLLTURE, WASHINGTON, D.C. SEPT. 1970,




ACCESSION NlMHft:H DIECH I PTION
NR-Ad-00-000-00958 PLANT-CANOPY IRRADIANCE SPECIFIED BY THE DJNTLE' EYUUATIONS.
WILLIAM A. ALLEN, T. VINCENT GA.LE, AND AR1TUR J.
RICHARDSON, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, SOUCtHEHN PLAINS
BRANCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN OPTICAL SOCIE'Y OF AMERICA,
JOURNAL, VOL. 60, NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.372-376.
NRH-Ae-00-000-00959 RELATION OF LIGHT REFLECTXANCE TO HISTOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL
EVALUATIONS OF' CIl`UN LEAF MA'IJRITY. H.W. GAUSMAN, W.A.
ALLEN, R. CARDENAS, AND A.J. RICHIRDSON, U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE, SOIlHERN PLAINS BRANCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN
APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.545-552.
NIR-Ae-00-000-00960 DIFI''RENTIAL CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO AN IZSAK-BORCHE-RS
BALLISTIC TRAJECTORY. WILLIAM A. ALLEN, U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE, SOUDtMERN PLAINS BRANCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN
AIAA JOURNAL, VOL. 7, NO. 5, MAY 1969. PP.890-895.
NRH-Ad-00-000-01404 lHE I NFlENCE (OF A.'I 14- I NIX:EI) C".CF:i.I1 R I)lSCOI tIX'I'ION
WITHIN L(Y'IDN LEAV¥.S (GOISSPIIM HIH-t.rlM I.. ) O(Y ;HI'
REtECrkTANCE, Ti\NSM1'II'ANCE, AND ARS(OiP'I'ANCE. H. CARDEL'NAS,
H.W. GAULSMAN, W.A. A.IJ:N, ANI) MA\RCIA SCtilPP, U.S. D:P'I'. ()t'
AGRI(tLIlRE, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN Rt(IE F: I SENS NG OF'
ENVIRON';MNT, VOL. I, 1970. PP:I99-20Z. CA')N'A'IUT NO.
160-75-01-07-10.
NR-Ae-00-000-01479 CL.IIATE AND AGRICI;'IlRE - AN ECOIAX;ICAL SUIRV-. JEN-HFI
CHA0N, ASSOC. PROF., CGFXRXtAPHII ANtD CLIAtllXIC1ST, WAT'EH
RESOXRHCES RESEARCH CENT'FlR, LN IV. OF1' IH1-AI I. AlJ)INE
PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO, ILL. 196H, 320P. $9.75.
SECTION A9 - TECHNICAL REPORTS
ACCESS ION NJIHD:R DESCH I 1 ION
NR-A9-GJ-044-00009 I N\:ST IGATIONS OF' SPFXTHLi-M'IH IN(; SF'NS I NG IN AU;G I CIl' Hi:.
SFM.IANNUAL REPORI', LDEC. 19lt5 - SEPT. . \,hO. 1. FAIlAN
C. POLCYN, UNIVERST11 OF MICHI(GAN, INS1' T11'rE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOWLY, WILLIO RUN LUIXM tl'tOIES, ANN ARHK)O, MICHIGAN.
SEPTFBrER 1967. NASA GANT' NO. NSG 715/23-05-071.
NR-A9-F'J-076-00049 THE POTENTIAL OF R41AR AS A RHFYNI'E SENSOR IN AGRICIR,ITLHE:
1. A STUIDY WITH K-HAND IXGt\C.H IN WES'l'TERN KANSAS. CRES
TECH;NICAL REPORT 61-21. D.S. SI1.F0'Il', J.E. AOGL.I}MAN, D.C.
RHODES, AND D.E. SCHWARZ, UNI\-RSIT1' OF K\N\SAS, CFNTER FIt[}
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINE1HI NG SCIENCE DIVISION, LAIRENCE,
KANSAS, AND A.B. ERH-IRT, KANSAS STATE tUNIERSI'IY,
AGRICtLJLRAL EXPERl I ENT' STAT'ION, GAW)EN CIT 1, KANSAS.
CONTRACT' NLtBERS NSR 17-004-003 AND NSG-298.-
S"AR N67-36003.
NH-A9-00-000-00256 ABUNDANCE OF' MICROF:LORA IN SOILS OF DESERT REGIONS.
TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1378. RO. E. CA'ERON, CALIFtRNIA
INSTITUTE OF TECI'OXIG, JET PROPUILSION LAHRAAIO)RI,
PASADENA, CALIiURLNIA. 15 MAY 1969. CONTRAil r NO. NAS 7-100.
10
SUIEtCn' R EITEI':I) D Xtbd'N'T'S - A;RICtI.'I HE
TECHNICAL REPORTS - AGEICLLTLUE
ACCESSION NUMHER ' DESCRI P ION
NR-A9-FJ-027-00274 CROP SPECIES AND SOIL CONDITION DISCRIMINATION ON EK'TACROME
INFIRARD, APOLLO 9 IKMGERl AND INT.3RPREI'ATION OF AGRICULT-
URAL F-EAtRES ON SO-65 EXPERIMElNT COLO( RECX BINATIONS.
CRAIG L. WIEGAND, ElT. AL. U.S. DEPARTHENT OF AGRICULIURE,
WESLACO, TEXAS. 1969. CONTRACT N1UFER 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-00-000-00280 RADAR REMIOTE SENSING IN BIOLOGY. R.K. MOORE AND D.S.
SIMONETT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTlER I R RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1967.
PUBLISHED IN BIOSCIENCE, V. 17, NO. 6, JUNE 1967, P 384-390.
NR-A9-00-000-00283 VEGETATION ANALYSIS WITH RADAR IMAGERY. CRES REPORT 61-9.
S.A. MORAIN AND D.S. SIMONEIT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER
FMR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACT NUMWER NSR-17-004-003. A PAPER PRESENTED
TO 1TE FOURTH SYMPOSIUM ON REUIVrE SENSING OF THE ENVIROLtENT
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 1966.
STAR N67-13509.
NH-A9-W-159-00265 K-BAND RV\AAR IN VEEIEfATION MAPPING. CRES TECHNICAL REPOHTI'
61-23. SA. XO1AIN AND D.S. SIMONEnT'F, ItIVFHSIT7 OF, KANSAS,
CENTFER FPOR REStAHCH, INC., E:NGINE:HIN(; SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. (X)NTRACT' NUlHERHS NSH-17-004-003 AND
NSG-2968. REPR I NTED FRH(M PHUI-XOl.'ElR IRHC E.G I NEtR I NG,
JULY 1967, P 730-,740.
NR-A9-F'J-076-00323 THE USE OF' RADAR IN THE DISCRIMINATION AND IDENTIF'ICATION
OF AGRICULTlRAL LAND USE. DAVID SCHUAHZ AND FHED CASPAUL,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTEtR FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NUMHBEl USGS
14-08-0001-10848. PRESENTED AT THE FIFIH SMNIPOSIU ON
REIMOTE SENSING OF EkNVIHONMENT, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 1968. CRES TR 117-3.
NR-A9-EJ-076-00325 ADAPTIVE PATT.ERN RECOGNITION OF AGRICULTJRE IN WES'TERN
KANSAS BY USING A PREDII'NVE MOOEL IN CONSTHRLC7'TION OF
SIMILARITY SETS. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 133-3. R.M. HARALIC(K
UN I VERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., NG I NEER I NG
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRA.CT' NlU4vE (DOD)
DAAK02-68-C-0089. PRESENTED AT THE F'IFIH SMPOSIUM ON
REIOI'E SENSING OF ENVIRON'CENT, UNIV]ERSIT OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 1968.
NR-A9-00-000-00334 ELkETROOP''ICAL RFUI'E SE'NSING MEh'IODS AS NONDESTRUCTIVE
TESTING AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES IN AGRICULTURE. VICTOR I.
MYERS AND WILLIAM A. ALLEN, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE, WESLACO, TEXAS. PUBLISHED
IN APPLIED OPTICS, V.7, NO.9, SEPTEMHER 1968, P 1819-1838.
NH-A9-00-000-00335 LIGHT REFLECTANCE AND CHLOROPHYLL AND C.AROTENE CONTENTS OF
GRAPEFRUIT LEAVES AS AFFEC,'I') BY NA2SO4, NACL AND CACL2.
DAVID L. CARTER AND VICTOR 1. MtNERS, U.S. DEPAR'MI:NT OF
ACGRICULTRE, WESLACO, TEXAS. REPRINTED FIR.M PROCEEDINGS OF
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIE2CE, VOL. 82,
1963, P.217-221.
NR-A9-00-000-00336 PHOTOGRAE¥TRY FOR DETAILED DE',ECTION OF DRAINAGE AND
SALINITY PROBLEMS. V.I. MYERS, L.R. USSERY, AND W.J.
RIPPERT, U.S. DEPAR4'MENT OF AGRICULllXRE, WESLACO, TEXAS.
REPRINTED FIROM THE THANSACTIONS OF' THE ASAE,' VOL. 6, NO. 4,
1963, P.332-334.
11
TtI.HN ICAL, RH!tl',)T'S - AR;HICUItl.11lE
ACCESS ION NUE'.LR DESCR I PT ION
NH-A9-FH-032-00337 RElOl':E SENSIMN FI' ES'I'IMA\TING .)11, SA,.INI'l. VIC'IuH I.
MtERS, DAVID L. CAHl'iR, ANI) I1.l,,L' J. HIPPERTH', u:.. LD:PART'I-
EM'N OF AGRICLI..'LtE, WESLACO, TEXAS, AND) 'lIN F'ALL..S, IDIK).
PU'BLISHED IN JoULNALt OF. '1THE IHRIGATI'IO AND DRAINAGE';
DIVISION, ASCE, V.9Z, NO.IR4, DECt'JllIH 1966, P.59-6t.
Nh-A9-t'tl-032-00338 FACTORS AF'.F.Ct1'ING Ll(;T' REFICt'I'ANCE OF' C(I'I1N. PROCEEDIM;S
OF 41H SIYMPO I U ON RHI>YI'. SENS I M. OF' FNV I'H(vRoXN'r,
UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARIOl, APRHIL 12-14, 1966.
P.305-312. J.R. IIKOAS, V.I. MIERnS, M.D. HEILPIAN, AND C.L.
WIEUAND, U.S. DEPARITIFNiT OF AGRICLU'L;,E, WESLACO, ToEXAS.
STAR N67-13491.
NH-A9-FH-032-00339 RF~IOrTE SENSING IN SOIL AND WATER C(NSF.RVATION RESEAHCH.
PROCEF;FDINGS OF 41H S.MPOSIIM ON REHI' SENSI.SN O1'
ENVIRNROMN1NT' , UNIVERSITt OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARt*1R, APRIL, 12-14,
1966. P.801-813. V.I-. MtERS, C.L. WIKA1D, M.D. HFtILItAN AND
J.R. THOlAS, U.S. DEPAR1TMiEN OF AGRICUL1TUE, WESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-FIH-032-00340 'TFERMAL PATTERNS OF' .SO,ID FUEL BLOCK-HEATFED CITRUS TREES.
JOURNAL OF THE RIO GRHANDE VAIJIEY HORTICUItlURAL SOCIET'Y, vOL..
20, 1966. P.21-30. CRAIG WI'GXAND, VICIUR MI.ERS, AND NORiMtAN
MAXWELL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGHICUL'IIU'E, WESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-FH-032-00341 REFILECTANCE OF COTWON LEAVE.S AND ITS RELATION TO YIELD.
REPRINTED FROM THE AGHONC-f JOLUNAL, VOL..59, 1967, P.551-554
J.R. ITHNAS, C.L. WIEGAND, AND V.i. MY't.S, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTLRK, WESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-00-000-00342 EFFECT OF PULHSCFNCE ON REFECTANCE OF' LIGT'. PROCEEDINGS
OF 5TH SIMPOSIUM ON REMO1'E SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT,
UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 16-18,
1968. P.291-297, HAROLD W. GAUSMAN AND RUBEN CARDENAS,
U.S. DEPAR'lMNT OF AGRICULUlRE, WESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-FH-032-00343 DETAILED PLANT AND SOIL THERMAL REGIMF IN AGRONOF'.
PROCEEDINGS OF' 5T1H I$MPOSIUM ON REF.KI'E SENSING OF
ENVIRONMENT, UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
APRIL 16-18, 1968. P.325-342. CONTRiACT NO. R-09-038-002.
C.L. WIEGAND, M.D. HEILMAN, AND A.H. GFRBERTMANN, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, YWESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-FH-03Z-00344 INFlRARED AERIAL. CXII) PHI.X;GRAPHN FOR DIn'tI'I-'ION (O'
POPULATIONS OF Bll(MN SOIl' SCAIE' IN CITRHUS GROVES. RHPRINT
FHRM JOLRNAL OF' E(X)N(,IC ENTI)tOLAGt, VOX.. 61, NO. 3, JIUNE
1968, P.617-624. W.G. HART A'D V.I. M-:;RS, U.S. I)PARth',iNT
OF' AGRICULTUR., WESLACO, TEXAS.
NR-A9-FH-032-00345 INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH A PLANT CANxOPY. REPRINTED FRHOM
JOURNAL OF' THE OP'ICAL SOCIET'I OF AMERICA, VOL. 58, NO. r,
P.1023-1028, ALWJUST 1968. CONr1\CI''NO.. 160-75-01-07-10.
WILLIAM A. ALI-EN AND ARTHUR J. RICIH- RXSON, U.S. DEPAR'ITENT
OF AGR I CULTLRE, WESLACO, TtXAS.
NHR-A9-F'H-032-00346 EFFECT OF SOIL SALINITY ON EXTERNAL PlORPHOLOCY OF CO'IYON
LEAVES. REPRINTED 'FRO(i AGRONOMN JOUHNAL, VOL. 60, SEPT.-
OCT. 1968. P.566-567. CON)tLACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
HAROLD W. GAUSMAN AND RULBEN CARDNAS, U.S. DEPAR1MENT OF
AGRICULTURE, WESLACO, T1XAS.
NR-A9-00-000-00347 REFLECTANCE OF COFTON LEAVES AND THEIR STRUCTURE. REPRINT
FROM RFI'FE SENSING OF ENVIR.v'E,NT, 1969, P.19-22. CO(NRACrI
NO. 160-75-01-07-10. H.W. CGAUS'.N, W.A. ALIEN, AND R.






TECHNICAL. URFPOH'I'S - AGRICUl'I.Tl1E
ACCESSION NlMHER DESCRII'IION
NR-A9-00-000-00351 RFn)]FE SENSORS - A NEW DATA SOURCE FUR AGRICUL1TRAL
STATISTICS. EARL E. HOUSEMAN, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICLLTURE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OHSERV-
ATION$ AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS ME.I'ING, ANNAPOLIS, MD.,
MARCH 1970, PAPER NO.70-312. A70-22868. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-A9-CJ-000-00374 INFORMATION PROCESSING OF REM0I'ELY SENSED AGRICULIURAL DATA.
K.S. FU, AND D.A. LANDGREBE, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULTURAL
REMBZ'E SENSING, AND THE SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
PURiJE UNIVE;SITY, LAFAE'IrTE, INDIANA. REPRINI'ED FROM THE
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEFE, VOL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969.
PP.639-653.
NR-A9-EJ-027-00410 IMPERIAL VALLEY GROUND TRUTH FOR APOLLO 9 NERFLIGCHT OF
MARCH 1969. REPORT NO. 2264-7-X. N. SPANSAIL, WILLOW RUN
LABORATORIES, INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERS-
ITY'OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MAY 1969.
NR-A9-GJ-000-00460, AN AGRICII,T11RAL HFtIT'F SE:NSING INFUiMVI'ION SS'i'FT. DR. R.A.
IHOLUES, PUHUXE ,NIVEHSIT, I'AIV~lX0I FtRl- HlIrI'E SFNSINGi
LAF'AlEI'lE, INDIANA. 1968. REPHIN'IF:D FH(ll tAS)ON 68 HtX.a)D,
P.142-149.
NH-A9-EJ-047r00470 AN APPROACH TO 11THE RHIO'E DE'I'EFTION OF EARTH RES(OHCES IN
SLB-ARID LANDS. NASA TN D-4647. JEAN P(XUIF'I', AXOXARD
SPACE FLICGHT CENTER, GREENHFELT, M)D. DLt*)t'iR 1966.
NhR-A9-GJ-000-00471 AIRPHOTO INTFRPRET'ATION FOR SOIL S1IDIES. RALUPH W. KIEF:ER,
WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY, EN.;IINEERING EXPFRIFIMi3NT SI'A'I'ION,
MADISON, WISCONSIN. DECEMBtER 1966.
NR-A9-00-000-00537 A MULTICHANNEL IMAGE DATA HANDLING SISTIFl FUR AGRICUI.TURAL
.RE-IE SENSING. D.A. LANDOREUE AND T.L. PHILLIPS, PL:HIE
UNIVERSI'1Y, LABHRATORY FOR AGRICULTU1'HAL HRFlv"E SENSING,
LAFAYE-TE, INDIANA. PRESENTEI) AT AND PUBLISHED BY CO.PUfL.EH-
IZED IMAGING TECHNIUUES, SEMINAR, WASHINGT'ON, D.C. JUNE 26-
27, 1967. STAR N70-14080.
NR-A9-00-000-00544 SPECTROPKHOT'ETRIC AND COLORIMEH'RIC STUDY OF DISEASED AND
RUST RESISTING CERiAL CHOPS. NkS REPORT NO. 4591. H.J.
KEEGIAN, J.C. SCHI.I'EH, AND W.A. HALL, U.S. DEPLr. OF COMERCE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF' STANIARDXS, WASHING'ITON, D.C. 1957.
NR-A9-00-000-00548 SOWE POLARIZATION MFASURENENTS OF THE REFLECTED SUNLIGHT
FiLM DESERT TERHAIN NEAR TUCSON, ARIZONA. FREDERICK G.
FERNALD, ET. AL., UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, INST'IVI'E OF ATNO-
SPHERIC PHYSICS, TUCSON, ARIZONA. PULLISHED IN JOIRNAL OF
APPLIED METEOROLOGY, VOL. 8, NO. 4, AUG. 1969. PP.604-609.
NR-A9-00-000-00575 AERIAL MIETHODS OF STUDYING AND MAPPING SANDS. N.G. KHARIN,
DESERT INSTITUTE OF THE T1UKFl N SSR ACADEiY OF SCIENCES,
MMSCOW. PUBLISHED IN VESTNIK SEL SKOKRHOZYAYSTVENNOY NAUKI,
RUSSIAN, NO. 6, 1969, PP.74-80. STAR N69-35169.
NR-A9-00-000-00582 AFIRIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN AGRICULTURE. G.H. BRENCHLEY, NATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY SERHVICE, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND. PUBLISH-
ED IN AGRICULTURE, (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND
FOOD) LONDON, VOL. 77, NO. 11, NOV. 1968. PP.527-531.
NR-A9-00-000-00583 AFRIAI. PH(TY'X;bAPHY H THIE ST1DN OF PLANT DISFA\SF:S. GtEIOL; :
H. HRENCHI.E, NATlI(nA, AGRICUL1Tl;L. ,)AVISOH( SFRVIC:,
CAMI I IX;E, ENGLAND. PHRESENTEI) AT 11H: t\NUAL REV I E' OF' PHi -
1UPATHO(-IX;, VOL. 6, 1966. PP.I-2Z.
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NH-A9-FH-032-00601 CR(XND THILH SLttNRAH, APRIL-J.1., 196q SITE 32, WESLAUCO,
TEXAS. REPOR'I' NO. 69-03. ALV IN H. GERlHiE\RN, JOE A.
CLU.IAR, AND ROSS W. LltNMER, U.S. DE-PT. OF' AGRICUIXT.HRE,
WESLACO, TEXAS. DEC. 1969. COTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-00-000-00620 POT'ENTIAL BENEFITS 1' BE DERIVED FR(CI APPLICATIONS OF' 1Hi-YI'E
SENSING OF AGRICUTL\AL, F-OREST, AND RANGE RES(X-RCES.
NASA CR-103946. DONALD J. BHELtHER, F1' AL., CORNELL UNIV.,
THE CENTER {FUR AERIAL PHIOCTGRAPHIC STUDIES, ITHACA, N.I.
DECfcvtER 1967. CON(TRACT NO. 12-17-04-1-326. Sl'TA N69-34930
NR-A9-W-000-00642 A TECHNIOUE FOR HLE IDENTIFICATION OF FARM CROPS ON AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS. M.S. COODAN, UNIVERSITY OF DEItROIT, DEPT. OF'
GEOGRAPHY, DEIROIT, MICHIGAN. PULBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF
POT`OGRAMETRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 25, 1959. PP.131-137.
NR-A9-HJ-000-00675 AERIAL PH-K1XOGRAPHIC ME'THODS OF PHOTO DISEASE DETETION.
F1RANKLIN E. MANZER, AND GEORGE R. C(XPER, UNIVEiSIT'Y OF
MAINE, AGRICULTLRAL EXPERhIMl:NhI' STATION, ORONO, MAINE.
PUBLISHED IN MAINE AGRHICUtLl.AL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN
646, MARCH 1967.
NR-A9-CJ-044-00717 THE APPLICATION OF PA1'FERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUFS TO A
RFMOT(YE SENSING PROULEM. D.A. LANDGREBE, P.J. MIN, P.H.
SWAIN, AND K.S. FU., LABORATORY FUR AGR I CULTURAL REVZ'E
SENSING, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. 1968.
CONTRACT NO. 12-14-100-9502(20). PRESENTED AT THE 7TH
SYMPOSIUM ON ADAPTIVE PROCESSES, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA,
DEC. 16-18, 1968.
NR-A9-00-000-00718 AIR POLLUTJION DEITFCTIVES. CHARLES R. BERRY, ET AL., SOUInH-
EASTERN FRIEST EXPER I ME9T STATION, FOREST SERVICE
ASHEV I LLE, N.C. PBL I SHED IN THE YEARBOOK OF ACRICULTURE
1968, PP.142-146.
NR-A9-00-000-00740 A DATA STORAGE SYSTE1 F(U DESERT TERRAIN. AN INTERIM
REPORT. MILITARY ENGINEER!ING EXP IWM.INTAL ESTABLI SI-tIENT,
CHHISTCICRMCH, HAMPSHIRE, EM;LAND. MARCH 1967.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-A9-00-000-00755 USING AERI\AL PH(IY'(U;R\PHY IN DIFF1':RENT Sl'teI'HllN IN'I'TERAI.S 'Il)
STUDI' VFE];F''ATION AND SOIL. REPOIll' NO. FS/'C-HT-3i-309-70.
A.T. VINOGURADOVA, USSR. IlASIA'l'lION OF' GXX.;RAFICltl-.SK I
SHORNIK, SSSR, VOL. 7, 1955. PP.59-74. MICROFtICHE (Ot)I'.
STAR N70-11718.
NR-A9-00-000-00760 OHL EXPERIlF:NT PR(X;RAM. V(X,. H, PART I - ACRICCULTHE/
FRUESTRY. IIM" C(tP., FE'ERAL SS'TI'ttS DIV., H(iXKVILUE, ND).
FEH. 1966 CNTl'RACI' NO. NASW-1215. STAR N66-17047.
NR-A9-00-000-00800 USE OF AERIAL MI-HODS FMO THE STUDY OF TUnXIA tANlXSCAPES AND
FUR THEIR AGRICtl.llU,1.L UTILIATION. V.N. ANLDREEV, USSR.
1969. MICROFICHE COPY. S1TAR N70-109e6.
NR-A9-00-0-0000864 AGRICULTUR.AL APPLICAT'IONS OF RlO110rE MULTISPECt'RAL SENSING.
R.M. HO-I'FtR, LT' AL., PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYET'I'E, INDIANrA.
REPRINT'ED I-OM PROCEEDINGS OF T'lHE INDIANA ACADC AY OF' SCIENCE
FOR 1966, VOL. 76, NO. 2966, 1967. PP.386-395.
NR-A9-00-000-00868 RF'FLECTANCE AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE OFP CITON LF.AVES,
COSSYPIUFI HIRSUTUM L. A.W. GAUSAIN AND W.A. ALLEN, U.S.
DEPT. OF" AGRICULTURE, WESIACO, TEXAS. REPRINTED FROM
AGRONQMY JOUHNAL, VOL. 61, MAY-JUNE 1969. PP.374-376.
NR-A9-00-000-00870 INTERACTION OF ISO'ROPIC LIGHT WITH A CalPACT PLANT LEAF.
W.A. ALLEN, AND H.W. GAUSMAN, ElT AL., U.S. DEPT. OF'
AGRICULTURE, WESLACO, 'TEXAS. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF' THE
OPTICAL SOCIETY OF' AMEICA, VOL. 59, NO. 10, OCT. 1969.
PP.1376-1379.
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NR-A9-00-000-00882 LIGHT RELATIONS IN PLANT CANOPIES. S.B. IDSO, U.S. WATER
CONSERVATION LAB., PHOENIX, ARIZONA. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.177-184.
NR-A9-00-000-00885 ON F'EATURE SELECTION IN KLTICLASS PATTERN RECOXNITION.
TECHNICAL REPORT NO. TR-EE68-17. K.S. FU AND P.J. MIN,
PUR)UE UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF" ELECTRICAL ENG I NEERI NO,
LAFAYEITE, INDIANA. JULY 1968. PB-182 495.
NR-A9-00-000-00886 ON NONPARN4TRIC METHODS FUR PATTERN RECOGNITION. TECHNICAL
REPORT NO. TR-EE 68-19. K.S. FU AND ERNEST G. HENRICHON,
JR., PURDUE UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL, OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
LAFAVEITrE, INDIANA. AUG. 1968. PB-182 515.
NR-Ag9-h-998-00910 INVi':SI'IGVI'ION OF' . L.TIlSPE.tI'RHAI, DISCRIMlNATrlON 'I'.CIINIO;UES.
RE:Pt(T' NO. 2264-12-F. RICIARD F. NAL.FPKA, LNIVE.NSI1 OF'
MICHIGAN, INSTI'IUTrE OF' SCIENCE: AND TECHN(}OIx.GI, WILLWk HlUN
LABORATMIRIES, ANN ARHBOR, MICHIGAN. JANUAR- 1970. CONTAI\CT
NISHER 12-14-100-9548(20).
NR-A9-00-000-00943 THE AE'RIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF POTATO BLICGHT' EPID1FMICS.
G.H. BRENCHILY, NATIONAL AGRICUL'TRAL ADVISORY SERVICE,
EASTERN RElION, ENGLAND. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL
AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 70, DEC. 1966. PP.1082-1086.
NH-A9-DJ-998-00985 ACRICULTULRAL APPLICATION OF REITFE S.ENSING - THE PO'OENTIAL
FROM SPACE PLATFORMS. 'IECHNICAL REPORT NO. NASA CR-t9645.
H. THO-%AS FREY, U.S. DEPT. OF' AGCHICUL'RE, ECX)NOMIC RESE:ARCH
SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN AGRICULTLRE INF'hl,1-
ATION BLUELTIN NO. 328, SEPT. 1967. STAR N67-39649.
NR-A9-00-000-01004 LEAF ANA1l'.IY MFNOCGRAPH. PHOTC"IICROGRAPHS OF' LEAF TRANSEC-
TIONS OF' TWENTY-NINE PLANT GENFTUA. SWC RESEARCH REPOHRT 412.
MARCIA SCHU-PP, HAROLD W. CAUSMAN, AND RUBEN CARDENAS,
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICCULTURE, SOIL AND WATER CONSEHVAT'ION
RESEARCH DIV., WESLACO, TEXAS. DECEMBER 18, 1969.
CO(TRACT NUMBER 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-00-000-01066 IMPRINT ON LIVING, A REPORT ON PROGRESS. U.S. DEPT. OF
ACRICULTHE, WASHING'ION, D.C. JAN. 1969. PUBLISHFD IN
THE AGRICULTURE INFORMATION BULLETIN NO. 333.
NR-A-GCF-190-01069 ACCURACY OF LAND-USE INTERPRETATION FROM INFRARED IMAGERY
IN THE 4.5 TO 5.5 MICRON BAND. CHARLES E. OLSON, JR.,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PRESENTED AT
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANC1ENUT OF' SCIFNCE
MErTING, BERKELEY, CALIF., DeC. 1965. PUBLISHED IN 'HE
ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF' AMERICAN GEOCGRAPHER, VOL. 57,
NO. 2, JUNE 1967. PP.382-388.
NR-A9-00-000-01093 THE USE OF STEREO HEIGHT AS A DISCRIMINATING VARIABLE FOR
CROP CLASSIFICATION ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. D. STEINER,
WATERLOO UNIVERSITY, WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CANADA AND
H. MAURER, ZURICH UNIVERSITY, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND. PUBLISH-
ED IN PHO'IU-RAMEIRIA, VOL. 24, AUG. 1969. PP.223-241.
A69-41721.
NRH-A9-FJ-998-01133 INAtAl'lATI( OF' HF:SOLRHCE 1,SF: AND) EC-lolC iF.FvI''EI'S rI1 lX)
IHHIGATION WATER AVAIL.\HIBI'I'. IN TIEXAS. 'ltEIINICAL C.'lPI.F'I.-
ION REPORT, JLU. 66-JUNE 69. FRHI:l) A. S(:'.tiF:R ANsl) WARHI:N I..
THOCK, TE.XAS A+M UNIE'VRSIT'I , COII.E1E STI'.IrON, TEXA.S. AWG.
1969. PB-190 361. W70-049Z3.
NR-A9-GJ-000-01159 IN'ESTIGATIONS OF' CH()P-HAIL I)SS N*.ASLHtFN.NT T'F:CHNIA}.:S.
RESEARCH REPORT NO. 42. N.A. VI-RHON, S.A. CILA%\GNON, J.,
J. HORNADAY, ILLINOIS STATE WATEH SU.RVEI, LHHANA, ILLINOIS.
PB-189 706 N70-37483
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NR-A9-CJ-044-01283 INTERPRE'ATION OF' RUI'E MULTLISPECINAI. I.'*:HFR OF' AGRICtL,-
TtfAL CROPS. (COVFRS WORI IFHRO1 JUNE 1964-LF:C. 1965) URH.
EXP. STATION RESEARCH BtLIYITIN NO. 831. LbHORATORI FOR
AGRICULTURAL RFtnrE SENSIrN - VOLUME NO. 1. R(E.'R M.
HOFFI'-R, PURDUE LUNIVERSITN, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION,
LAFA ETN'E, IND.
NR-A9-00-000-01292 POrENl'AL APPLICATIONS OF RLOM)TE MUL.TISPECTTRAL SENSING IN
AGRICUIITIRE. ROGECR M. HOFF.ER, PULIXJE UNIEf.RSITY, LAFKAI''I'E,
IND. AND LEE D. MILLER, INST'IVIiE OF' SCIENICE + TX.CHNOLUE,
UNIVERSITY OF' MICH., ANN ARHOR, MICH. AT AMERICAN SOCItI'Y
OF PHOTC GRAt+ERY SFYI-ANNUAL CONVENTION, 30TH, DA\lTN,
OHIO, SEPT. 1965.
NR-A9-00-000-01293 REMOTE SENSING IN ACGRICUL'TUE. EXTENSION SERVICE ACRONOM'Y
CHOPS AND SOILS NOT'ES NO. 130. M.W. PHIULIPS, AND CHIIS
JOHANNSEN, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYET'rE, INDIANA. AULUST
1969.
NR-A9-CJ-044-01318 DATA ANALYSIS AND RkFM'.ELY SENSED DATA. DAVID A LANDGREBE,
PULDUE UNIVERSITY, LAHOlATOAltl FOR APPLICATIONS OF R1.O`I'E
SENSING, WEST LAF'A'ETIE, INDIANA. AT THE AIAA, EAR'H
RESOURCES OBSEtRVATIONS SYSTlEMS Ml.:EINC, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND,
UARCH 1970, PAPER 70-292. A70-22891.
NR-A9-00-000-01322 A CLUSTER APPROACH TO FINDING SPATIAL lOUNDARIES IN M.JLTI-
SPECTRAL IWAGERY: LARS INFORPMATION NOTE 122969. ARTHUR O.
WACKE.R, PURHDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRIC(ULIRAL
RtMOTE SENSING, WEST LAFAYE'I'E, IND. 1969.
NR-A9-HH-092-01333 INVESTIGATION OF SUGAR CANE VIGOR l'lIH AERHIAI. PlYlU;H.\PHt I1
PUERIO RICO. REPORT'' NO. CHHEI. SPECIAL. HREPOR'I' 93. 11.
PHILLIP L. JOI-NSON, U.S. Aa'If CORPS OF' E.NGINEERS, COlD
REGCIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINFERING LA.RA'll)RI, IANOVER, NEW
HAMPSHIRE. 1965. MICHOFICHE COPt. AD-624 625.
NR-A9-00-000-01340 ON THE APPLICATION OF' MIN-MACHINE StSrENiS TO PROBILtFS IN
RRI,)'E SENSING. K.S. FU, PHILIP H. SWAIN, AND DON A. GEM-
MANN, PURIXUE UNIVERSITY, LABORAIRlUl FOR AGRICCL;LTtRAL H"RI1KYI'E
SENSING, LAFAYETTE, IND. IN MIDEST. S\.IPOSIlM ON CIRCUIT
THEORY, 11H1, NOTRl Dk'vE, IND., MAN 1960, PROCEEDINGS.
PP.241-250. MICROFICHE COPY. A68-37727.
NR-A9-00-000-01394 RE2NOTE SENSING IN AGRICULTRE - AGRONOMIC SCIENCES. A
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPH' WITH ABS'IHACi'S. REPORT NO. RSC-08.
R.H. GRIFF'IN II, TEXAS A+M UNIVE:ASIlT, COLLELE STATION, TEX.
1970. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N70-42811.
NH-A9-EJ-024-01400 AN APPROACH OD THE RFM16'E DE'ECTION OF EARTHI RESOURCES IN
SUB-ARID LANDS. REPORT NOS. X-622-68-245, NASA 'M-X-63268,
AND NASA TN-D-4647. JEAN PO.OUbET, (XWODAR SPACE FLICHT
CENTER, GREENHELT, MAIRtLAND. PRESENTEI'D AT LHE INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF CGEOLGY, SECT'ION 13, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
AUG. 1968. PREPRINT. N68-29082
NR-A9-FH-032-01472 MF'AN EFFECTIVE OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF' (XCTON LEAVES.
WILLIAM A. ALLEN, HAROLD W. GAUSt,,iN, AND AR'IHUR J.
RICHARDSON, U.S. DFPT'. OF AGRICULRHE, SOIL AND WAT'ER
CONSERVATION RESEARCH DIV., WESLACO, TEXAS. IN JOLRNAL
OF THE OPTI'CAL SOCIkETY OF AMEt ICA, VOL. 60, N). 4, APRIL
1970. PP.542-547.
NH-A9-00-000-01475 CROP SURVEY FROCl SPACE. U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE,
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE, WASHING;ON, D.C. IN
AGRICULTURAL SITUATION, VOL. 53, NO. 3, 1969.
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NR-A9-CJ-000-01494 VISIBLE POLARIZATION SIGNATtRE FKR REMOTE SENSING OF SOIL
SURFACE MOISTURE. L. STEG, AND R.T. FROST, GECtERAL ELETRIC
SPACE SCIENCES LABORATORY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. COSPAR,
PLENARY MEETING, 13TH, LENINGRAD, USSR, MAY 1970, PAPER.
12P. A70-31667. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-A9-FJ-076-01515 A STATIST'I'ICAL, AND CONI)ITI ONAL. PHOIltAI11.11 .' S'Il) OF' CHOP
DISCRIMINAT'ION USING RH\ADA I\GF:S. REPORT NO. :' CRS 1'1-133-
R.M. HARALICK, F'. CASPALl,, H.K. tbLHiE, AND D.S. SNltETI'',
R-leWg]'E SENS I NG LAH(ORAlIHR, CENTER FORl H'..EsAHCH, INC.,
ENGlINE:]RIJC SCIENCE DIV., lTh UbNIVERSI'I' OF KA\NSAS,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 196b, 36P. PHESENTEI) A'rT IEEE
INIERATIONAL CONVENTION, NEW YORK CITY, b\RCH 1968, PAPER
6E-6. SYNOPSIS PLL.,ISHED IN IEEE INTERNAlIONAL, CONVEN'ION
DIGEST 1968, P.SI0. CONTRACT NOS. NASY-7175,
DAAK02-68-C-0089, AND 14-08-0001-10848.
NR-A9-00-000-01517 DISCRIMINATION OF' VEGETATION BY Mlr,TISPE'TRAL REFITEC'ANCE
-EASURE4ElNTS. ARTHUR J. RIC)ARDS)N, WILl.lIA A. AIJll:N, AND
JAMES R. THI(IAS, U.S. DEPT. OF' AGRICULIlRE, SO;I'IHERN PLAINS
BRANCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN INTERNATIONAL SI\MPOSIUM ON
REIOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMtNT, 6T1, ANN AR"LR, MICH., OCT.
1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2, PP.1143-1156.
NR-A9-F'H-032-01520 REFLECTANCE OF SINGLE LEAVES ANT) FIELD PLOTS OF CYCOCEL-
TREATED C(I)ON (GO)SSYPIUM HIRSLIJll L. ) IN RELATION TO LUEA
STRUC!l'E. H.W. GAUSMAN, W.A. AULEN, V.I. MIERS, ElT AL, U. 
S. DEPT. OF ACGRICULTURE, S(UHI-ERN PLAINS BRANCH, WESLACO,
TEXAS. IN REVT'E SENSING OF ENVIRO(NNT, VOL. 1, 1970.
PP.103-107. CONTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-00-000-01529 DETERMINATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF USING INFRARED SENSING
FUR AERIAL SURVEYS OF' WHITE-TAILED DEER. T'ECHNICAL
MMOAN"Dl RSC-11. E.D. ABLES, N.K. FURREST, P.O. REARDON,
AND J.W. ROUSE, JR., TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY1, REMUTE
SENSING CENTER, COLEXIE STATION, TEXAS. 1970.
NR-A9-00-000-01554 COLOR PHOTOS, COTTON LEAVES AND SOIL SALINITY. H.W.
GAUSMAN, W.A. ALLEN, R. CARDENAS, AND R.L. BOW-EN, U.S. DEPT.
OF AGRICULTURE . GREAT PLAINS BRANCH, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN
PHOGRAtIMEITRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 36, NO. 5, MAY 1970,
PP.454-459. CONTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-00-000-01580 PHYSICAI. AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR THE REFLECTANCE OF
VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED RADIATION FROM VEGETATION.
EDWARD B. KNIPLING, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTLIRE, AGRICULTUIAL
RESEARCH SERVICE, GAINESVILLE, FLA. IN RE.1OTE SENSING
OF' ENVIRONMENT, VOL. 1, SLUNER 1970. PP.155-159. A70-42767
NR-A9-FH-032-01585 THETRMAL INFRARED FOR SOIL. TFIPEtHITUHE STUD)IES. VICX)R I.
MYERS, REMYO1'E SENSING INSTITfI'E, SO(XlH I'HD(YI'A S'A'E UNIV.,
BROOKINGS, S.D. AND MARVIN D. HE'IL[JN, U.S. DEPI'. OF
ACRICULTURE, VWESLACO, TEXAS. IN PHOTOGRAMU.'FRIIC
EI.INEERING, VOL. 35, NO. 10, OC'T. 1969. PP.1024-1032.
NR-A9-00-000-01617 USING RADAR IMAGERY FOR CROP DISCRIMINATION - A STATISTICAL
AND CONDITIONAL PROIABILITY S'lTDN. REPORT NO.
CRES REPRINT 133-9. R.M. IARALICK, F. CASPALL, AND D.S.
SIMONlET, DEPT. OF' 'ljEC.ltICAL ENGINEERING, AND DFI' '. OF
GEOGRAPHY, CENTER FUR RESEARCH IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWHENCE, KANSAS. IN RIUrIE SENSING
OF ENVIRONMENT, VOL. 1, NO. 2, 1970. PP.131-142. CONI'HACT'
NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-A9-00-000-01700 M.EAN EFFECTIVE OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF THIRTFEN KINDS OF PLANT
LEAVES. W.A. AlLEN, H.W. GAUS.MN, A.J. RICHARDSON, AND C.L.
WIEGAND, U.S. DEPT. OF' AGRICULTURE, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN





TECHNICAL H REPOrrS - ALuHICLaI'lYHE
ACCESSION NMtkiFR DESCRIPTION
NR-A9-00-000-01727 SOIL PHO1rGRAPHIC MAPPING. PERIODIC REPORT, JAN-JUNE 1970.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111418. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL1UJHE,
WASHINGTDN, D.C. JUNFE 30, 1970, 16P. CONTRACT NO.
NASA ORDER W-12996. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-11994
NR-A9-DJ-049-01759 DE'i'ERMINING THE PREVALENCE OF CERTAIN CEREAL CROP DISEASES
BY MEANS OF AERIAL PHOrCX;RAPHY. ROBERT N. COLWELL, FORESTRY
EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKEEY, CALIF. IN HILGARDIA, VOL. 26,
NO. 5, NOV. 1956. PP.223-286.
NR-A9-EJ-998-01775 MTULTIBASE AND MULTIEMULSION SPACE PHOTOS FOR CROPS AND
SOILS. C.L. WIEGAND, R.W. LEA.%EH, D.A. WEBER, AND A.H.
GERBERMANN, USDA, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN PHOTCOGI;RUk&RIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 37, NO. 2, FEB. 1971. PP.147-156.
CONTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-1"H-032-01776 DETECTION OF FOOT ROI' DISEASE OF GRAPEFRUIT TREES WITH
INFRARED COLOR FILM. H.W. GAUSMAN, W.A. ALLEN, R. CARDENAS,
AND R.L. BOWEN, USDA, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN JOURNAL OF THE
RIO GRANTDE VALLEY HOR'ICULTURAL SOCIETY, VOL. 24, 1970.
PP.36-42. CONTRACT NO. 160-75-01-07-10.
NR-A9-[JI-210-01838 SIL'T'ISPEC'IRU, CLASSIFICATI'ION OF CHOI'S IN '1HE ImI)I'.:HII.
VALFEt, CAL. I FtN I A IFHlOI DIG I TI ZEI) AOKXI. .O 9 PtK Y';LAI.*I.
R:P(ORT NO. LARS IlNFlXlRMl'TIO N(IFE 070770. PAt.t E. A%\f'A,
LABOI.RANI FOR AGHICUI:IlLUHL HRFMYIrE SENSING, PlHIX.E ,NlV.,
LAFJAME7'lrE, INDIANA. ND. IIP.
NR-A9-00-000-01845 AIRPLANE PHOTOGR(APHY IN 1EW ST1DI OF (cXTIl`N R(Xrr R(Yi'. J.J.
TAUBENHAUS, WALTER' N. EZEKIEL, AND C.H. NEHII1-I:'E, 1T-:XAS
AGHICLT.LURAL FXPFRI-I'NT STAT'ION, (XX.LF;E STAT'I'I(, TXIu\S.
IN PHITUTOPATHOLOX; , V,O. 19, 1929. PP.1025-1029.
NR-A9-FJ-195-01866 APPLICATION OF' RIFOTE SENSING 1TECHNFIQES 1TO HONITORING
SOIL MOISTURE. INTERIM TECHNICAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. RSI-71-4. HAIL D. %ERNER, "AND FRED A. SCHIMR,
RF11TE SENSING INSTI1T'E, SO(lH DAlJI'A STATE INIV'ERSI'TY,
BROOKINGS, SOXUIH DAK(OTA. MAY 1971, 146P. CONT'RACT NOS.
14-08-0001-12510, 14-08-0001-12862.
NR-A9-00-000-01927 AEROSPACE SCIENCE AND ACRICUlTULRAL DE[VLOPEFNT, At*MRICAN
SOCIETY OF AGCONO(Y, CROP SCIENCE SOCIEt't OF' AIEHRICA, ANDSOIL SCIENCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA, ANNUAL EE1'TING, D'IROIT,
MICHIGAN, NOV. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. M.F. BALHLARDNER, (PUIDXE
UNIV.) EDITOR. AIERICAN SOCIEn' OF AGRONI(Mt, MADISON, WISC.
1970, 52P. S3.00. ASA SPECIAL PUBLICATION SERIES, NO. 18.
A71-18405
NR-A9-EJ-210-01928 CROP SURVEYS FROM Ml&.TIIBND SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS. REPORT
NO. LARS INFORlIATION NOTE 03271. PAUL E. ANUi'A, AND ROBERT
B. MACDONALD, LAB., FOR APPLICATIONS OF REOTrE SENSING,
PURDUE UNIV., WEST LA FAYETTE, INDIANA. (1970),35P.
CONTRACT NO. 12-14-100-10292(20), CGRANT NCR 15-005-112
NR-A9-NK-000-02053 U.S. GCELOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-53, EVALUATION
OF NIMBUS VIDICON PHOTOGRAPHY SOIUHWEST FRANCE AND NORHTEAST
SPAIN. EDW)ARD G. HASSF.R, U.S.G.S., WASHING1'ON, D.C.
OCI'OBER 1966. CONTRACT' NO. R-09-020-011. X66-23896
N70-38933 NASA-CR-78781 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 16P.
NR-A9-KJ-000-02060 U.S. CGEX)LOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-60, EXTENT OF
RELICT SOILS REVEALD BY GEMINI IV PHNOTOGR0APHS. HARALD
DREWES AND ROGER MORRISON. U.S.G.S., DENVER, COLORADO.
O1CI)HER 1966. CON1'AC'' NO. R-09-020-011. X66-23894
N70-38974 NASA-CR-78775 MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPY.. 19P.
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U.S. GEXJDGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LELIEH NASA-63,
PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF SOIL PATTERNS OBSEHVED IN RADAR
IMAGES, BISHOP AREA, CALIU.RNIA. MICHAEL F. SHERI)DAN,
DEPARIMENT OF GEOX)GY, ARIZONA STATE UINIVEISITi, T1.MPE,
ARIZONA. N(ovIvER 1966. CONlRACT K)NO. R-09-020-015.
X67-10993 N70-3r885 NASA-CR-80643.











DE.SCR I PT I ON
MAPPING RADAR, PHEL.IMINARI TEST RESUt:I'S. W.E. HH(AN, JR.,
R. JORDAN, CALII-thNIA INST'II'ln'E OIF 'IT'-CHNotU , JEl' PN(OPL-
SION LAB., PASADENA, CALIFIUHNIA. MAW 1968.
MAPPING FH(C SPACE. ALDEN P. C(,.V(COHESSES, U.S: GtUX;GICAI,
SLRVEY, MCLFAN, VIRGINIA. PUMlIStEI)I IN IEVRHICAN ,SCIE'l OV('
CIVIL ENGINEERS NATIONAL WATI'EH HESUCES EGINEEUING 
MEETING, MEMPHIS, TENN., JAN. 1970. PREPRINT PAPER NO. 1151
3-I NCH MAPPING CAMIRA. STUDY REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-
108414. FIAIRCHILD CAMHIA AND INSTRUIIFI:NT CORP., SPACE AND
DEFENSE S$STII4S DIV., SIOSSET, N.'. 1969. CX)NTRACT NhUBt
NAS9-10201. N70.27177.
DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING TEC'HNIQUES FOR RADAR MAPPING.
REPORT NO. ESL-T1-343. ROLBFRT W. ROIG, MASSACHUSE11'S
I NST ITUTE OF' TECNOY, FLECTRONIC SYSTI'MS LAB., CAHR I LUE,
MASS. JAN. 1968, 153P. CONTRACT' NO. AF-33(615)-3227.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-832213
SECTION B7 - SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESSION N~h.B'HR DFSCR I PI' I ON
NR-B7-00-000-00043 SPACE APP.ICA'I'IONIS SlUFiR S'1T) 19h9. L;SFI-:I, APPLICATI(',S)
OF EA'IH-ORIENTED SATELI'I'E-S. GI-XO:Sl-CAIfUIuRAPHN-N)%. I- .
NATIONAL ACAJ-FIkA OF' SCIENCES, NAT'lIO\AI. HE.:SEAtCH (.XX CII.,
WASHINGION, D.C. CONTRACT NUIhtIEH NiSH 09-012-909.
STAR N70-23541.
SECTION B8SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS
ACCESSION NU4M.E DESCR I PT I ON
NR-BE-00-000-00015 OFF"ICAL REPORT (F' THE U.S. DJ'LeXATIOUN O 1THE UNITElD NAl'IONS
REGIONAL CARTl;URAPHIC CONFEHENCE IURH AiRICA; JULN 1-13, 1963
STAR N69-75162
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
5LUBJIKf RiEiATED Dwx-t)'r. S - CArIR')RA-PH
ACCESSION NUMBR DESUR I PT I ON
NR-Be-00-i00-00194 A4EMRICAN MAPPING CAMERU:S. CLARICE L. NORTON, FAIRCHILD
SPACE AND DEFENSE S¥STEIS, SYOSS1T, N.Y. PRESEN'I'ED AT T'HE
10TH CNCRESS, INTERNATIONAL SOCIFITY OF' PHOfIJGPb.'TehRY,
LISBON, PORTlCAL. SEPT. 7-9, 1964. STAR X68-80528.
NIR-B-00-000-00197 ALPHABE1T'ICAL. LIST OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN GCXELEZIYA I
KARTIKCRAFIYA IN 1967. REPORT NO. FSTC-HLr-3-707-68. 1968.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-FB-00-000-00208 CARTOGRAPHY. 1967. L.S. GARAEVSKAYA, U.S. NAVY DEPT.,
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC O'FFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. REPRINTEl'D FIM
KARTOGRAF'IYA, 1955. PP.143-155. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N69-71090.
NH-B8-00-000-00233 SURVEYING THE EARTHS RESOURCES FROM SPACE. W.T. PICORA,
U.S. GEO)OGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE
27TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN CONCGRESS ON SURVEYING
AND MAPPING, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 10, 1967. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR--00-00000-00289 POSITION DETERMINATION FROM RADIO BEARINGS. NELSON M.
BLACHMAN, SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTInES, MT. VIEW, CALIF.
PUBLISHED IN IEEE TRANSACl'IONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC
SYSTElIS, VOL. AES-5, NO. 3, MAY 1969. PP.558-560.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H*-00-000-00327 PROSPECTS OF THE WORK OF THE CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF GEOOESY, AERIAL SURVEY AND CARTOGRAPHY IN THE
FIELD OF THEORE'TICAL GEODESY. L.P. PELLIN,N, RUSSIA.
TRANSLATED FI-0M4 GEODEZIYA I KARTGRAF'IA (MOSCOW), NO. 7,
1968. PP. 7-10. STAR N69-38310. AD-689 489. MICROF'ICHE
COPY.
NRH-B1-00-000-00384 GEOODETIC POSITIONING WITH PC-1000 CAMERA SYSTEM(AF65-WCS2) (AF'65-ElRI). DONOVAN N. HUiER, AERONAUTICAL
CHART AND) IRFURMATION CENTER, GEOPHYSICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES
BRANCH, ST. LiOUIS, MISSOURI. OCT. 1966. REPORT NO.
ACIC-TR-105. STAR N69-31808. AD-686 064. MICROFICHE COPY.
hI-HB8-00-000-00448 HIGHWA L'OLATION AND DESIGN 'LrlLll,4 PIHIi'(X.NTW."lRIC
TEURAIN DATA. CHUi;LES E. kCNOULD, PENNSL%'ANIA DEP'I'. -'
HIGH,%AS, HAHRISHHRG, PA. PAPER PRESENTED AT ASP-ACM F-AILL
CONVENTl'ON, PORLAND,  , URFON, SEPI'. 1969, PP.191-212.
NIR-1W-00-000-00 4 56 AIOtI' THE INCORHPORATION OF HORIZON PH(KYIUbA\PI IN ANALT'ICCAL
AERMY]'IANGULATION.- W. EISSMANW, UNIVERISI'I OF ILLINOIS,
URt\NA, ILLINOIS. JAN. 19k68. PRESENTED Al' INl'HAl'IlNiL,
CONCR;SS OF PICGR.I'MTTRY, 11TH, LAUSANNE,, SW I LZHIAND,
JULY 1968. PUBLISHED IN UNIVEHSIT' OF' Ill.INOIS, CIVIL
EG(IhNEERING STLDIES, PHOilUG]A+MnRY StERIES, NO. iF, JAN. 68.
STAR N69-21864. PB-180 783. MICROFICHE COP1.
NR-B8W-00-000-004 8 7 SIlAATION IN PH(KYIR'OCRIW-FRY. R. PE]KA MALINEN, INSTITIJE
OF' T';cHNOLOGY, HELSNlNKI, FINAND. JAN. 1969. STAR
N70-17683. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
NH-H8-00-000-0054 8 USE OF RELATIVE CONTROL. INFUJIRMATION INANALYTICAL E3IRA-
TERRESTRIAL PHKO.tRAfUM/IHY. DR. .F'AARD M. MIKHAIL, PUDLFE
UNIVERSITY, LAF'ATT'rE, INDIANA. PRESENTED AT THE Ab]RICANSOCIETY OF' PiHLOn RAMU'AtT ANNUAL CONVENTION, 35TH1, WASHING-
TON, D.C., MARCH 1969. PUBLISHED IN PHO'GIrAMMEHRIC ENGIN-
EIRING, VOL. 36, NO. 4, APRIL 1970. PP.381-389.
NR-B8-00-000-0 0 61 THE GEOSPHERIC SYS'FiN OF' UNITS - EVOLUjIONARY OVERVIEW.
NATURAL RESOURCES RESEAHCH INSTI'IVTiE, INFORMATION CIRCiLtAR
!O. 62. JOHN S. Btl.{AMY, UNIVERSITY OF' W'OMING, LARAMIE






SLtUECT R1A'l.'D IXCIWNAI'S - CA'flURAPti
AC'CESSION NtI1ER IESCH I PT 'I ON
NR-B8-00-000-00609 MEXHANIZATION STUDY OF" THE TECHNICAL LIBRARY U.S. ARMY MAP
SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. BOOZ-ALLEN APPLIED RESEARCH INC.,
BEi'ISDA, MARYLAND. SEPT. 1966. REPORT NOS. 914-1-26 AND
AD 640 121. C(XTRACT NO. DSA-7-15489.
NH-I8-0-0000-00627 A DATA SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR THE RECTIFICATION AND MAPPING
OF' DIGITIZED DATA. REPORT NO. AFGVC-TM-69-1. RICHARD C.
ROTH, AIR IORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL AIR WEAlTER SERVICE
(MAC), OF{FUIT AFB, NEBRASKA. DEC. 1969.- AD-701 374
N70-28299
NR-BS-00-000-00674 CORRELATION MEASRE OF CONT'IAST FUOR MAP MATCHING'.:--.b.
DIAMANTIDES, GOO{DEAR AEROSPACE WCRP., AKRON, OHIO. PUB-
LISHED IN THE JOJRNAL OF T1E OPTICAL SOCIEI'Y OF AMERICA,
VOL. 58, 1968. PP.996-998.
NR-B8-00-000-00691 ESTIMATING COSTS OF" AERIAL. SURVEYS. ANTONIO M. ACUILAR,
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANIHA-TAN, KANSAS. PUBLISHED IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING, VOL. 39, NO. 10, OCT. 1969. PP70-73.
W70-01698.
NR--8-00-000-00754 SOWE THCXtCHTS ON OPTIMAL MAPPING AND CODING OF SURFACES.
INTERIM REPORT. HARVARD PAPERS IN THEXETICAL GEOGRAPHY.
GEOCRAPHY AND THE PROPERTIES OF SURFACES SERIES, PAPER 34.
REPORT NO. ONR-TR-34. 'THMAS K. PEUCKIR, SIMON FRASER UNIV-
ERSITY, BURNABY, BRITISH COLL1tBIA. HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CA1-
BRIDGE, MASS. NOV. 1969. CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0298.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-704 518.
MR-U8-00-000-00759 NACHRICHIEN AUS DEl KARTEN-UND VERMESSUNGSWESEN, REIHE I -
DEWlSCHE BEITREGE UND INFOHMATIONEN, HEFT NO. 43 (INFRMA-
TION RELATIVE TO CARTOGRAPHY AND GEU)ESY. SERIES 1 - GEHMAN
CONTRIBUTIFONS AND INFXORMATION, NO. 43). INSTITUT FE'ER ANGE-
WANDTE GEODAESIE, FRANKFEIRT AM MAIN, WEST GERR'ANY. 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-24729.
NRB8-00-000-00765 THRE'E (MPUThF'R PROGRAMS FOR STRIP AEROTRIANGULATION. CIVIL
ENGINEERING STUDIES, PHOT!UGRA.ETRY SERIES NO. 20. DR. KAM
W. WONG, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL. AUG. 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY. PB-186 469 N70-21742.
NR-B8-00-000-00786 ZACALNA TEORIIA POMILOK ZOVNISHNOGO ORIENTUVANNIA AEROZIOMOK
TA DEFTORMTS I IA STEROMLODELI V AEROSTERE.X*UtGRAMMETR'II .
(GENERAL THEORY FOR THE EXTERNAL ORIENTATION ERROR OF AERIAL
PHUOTGRAPHS AND DEFtORMATION OF THE STEREO MODEL IN AERIAL
STEREO PHOlOGRAM.ETRY). O.S. MAKAR, LVIVSKII POLITEKHNICH-
NIl INSTITUT, LVOV, LKRAINIAN SSR. IN AKADEMIIA NAUK UiKA-
INSKOI SSR, DOPOVIDI, BIOLOGIIA, VOL. 32, NO. 1, JAN. 1970.
PP.46-51. IN SERIIA B - GELOGI IA, GEOFIZIKA, KHIMIIA I
UKRAINIAN. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-23394.
NR-B8-00-000-00807 ON THE SPEEDY COMPUTATION OF TERRAIN CORRECTIONS DURING
GRAVIM'IErR OBSERVATIONS. P.P. MAKACGONV AND G.A. SOLOVYEV,
ORDSHONIKIDZE GEOX I CAL PROSPECTING INSTI'TUrE, MOSCOW,
USSR. TRANSLATION FRMI IZVESTI IA VYSSHIKH UCHEBN*YKH ZAVE-
DENIY, GEUXLOII I RAZVIA (MOSCOW), VOL. 11, NO j 1968
PP. 104-10t. MICHOFIUICHE COPN. ,U)-b?'. hlZ Nhwt-.ltZezd.
NR-8U-00-000-00,21 A CFXE-RICAL FOUNDA'ION FPR AR('HI\OiIATION. PHUlHl'SS
REPORT' NO. 3, DEC. 1959. H.F. Wu;it, IDAVID S. H~RIXK:K.'lit,
AND ROBERT C. EI-kR, U.S. GEX)tX.ICAL SLURV1', WASHING'I(.N,
D.C. 1959
NR-B8-00-000-00837 ZUR MI',E DES OPTIMALFN BIl.l4ASS-STAHES BEI DE.R HERS'I'EUIM
VON ORTHOPHYrKOAHT'EN. (ON 1THF PHOBLUUE OF OIl 'l,'ltb INbVE
SCALE IN OR1.)PHOIDO MAP PRODICTION) W. BRLCKi.\AC-:H,
OBERKOCHEN, WEST GE.,FNY. IN BIIEESSUCNG UND L.L'I'TILL/t ESEN,





SUBJECT RELATED DOCLIE'NTS - CAH'IUX;RAPHY
ACCESSION NUOhIHHR DESCR IPTION
NR-B8-00-000-00856 StMPOSILM ON MAP AND CHART DIGITIZING, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
OCITOxER 1969, PHOCEEDINGS. GEOLLUICAL. SURHVEY C(XPt'IR -
CONTRIHUTION NO. 5. REPORT NO. USGS-11-70-001. HOROBERT
A. HUBER, U.S. GEOL({ICAL SLURVEY, 1UPOURAPHIC DIV.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PB-190 628 MARCH 1970, P.90.
N70-35193
NR-88-00-000-00879 WORLD MAPS OF CONSTANT B, L, AND FJUX CONTJURS. REPORT NO.
NASA SP-3054. E.G. STASSINOPOW',S, NASA, GCODARD SPACE
FLIGHT CEN'ER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. 1970, 182P.
1NN-Bd-EJ-029-00919 SPACE PHOTO WOVEN INT'O (TOPO) MAP OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA, AREA.
U.S. GEOXXLICAL SURVEY, WASHING"IN, D.C. GEUXXLCXICAL SURVEY
NEWS RELEASE, MARCH 2, 1970. IP.
NR-B8-00-000-00944 CONFURMAL MAPPING OF' STEPPED SURFACES. REPORT NO. IS-2254.
O.J. JONES, AMES LABORATORY, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, AMES,
IOWA. JAN. 1970, 49P. CONTRACT NO. W-7405 ENG-82.
N70-33817 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-B8-00-000-00954 SLOPE MEASUREMENT FRlM CONTOUR MAPS. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-II1OlS, AND TR-70-109. CHAN M. PARKS, YUNG H. LEE,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLECE PARK, MARYLAND, AND BERNARD
B. SCHEPS, ARMY ENGINERS, TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., FT. BELVOIR,
VA. CONTRACT NOS. GRANT NGL-21-002-008, AND AT(40-1)-3662.
N70-28723
NRH-HB-00-000-00981 CARTOCRAPHIC AUrIOMATIC MAPPING PROGRAM (CAM) DOCLMENTATION.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. CIA/HtGI-CD-70-2. MAY 1970. 67P.
PB-191779 N70-37336. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-BH-00-000-01001 AI:ROHII\IA(itlAT'ION MIT thAliAN;OGIeG:N btI.:I I 1%(AEI-U'RIA';GLtATION WITH INl);PEXlN..NT 1t )l.:l). F'.
AChkWIANN, slIuAURT, LNIFEH$ITT'vl', S'l;l'lIlWH'I' , E.SIl' GF%:IXN,.
IN BILfESSUN UNIbD Lt'UTHILtES:EN, V(X.. 38, JlU. I , 1970.
PP.198-206. A70-3677t
N·R-B:H-00-000-01036 CARXTOGRAPHY IX(AY. R.C.A. EDGE, EDI1'O, HRI'TISH
ASSOCIATION FtUR 'HE ADVANCEt'.FNT OFI' SCIENCE, SE.,'I'ON E(GMCXRAPHt') IN THE' ADVANCE1*tLN' OF SCI E.NCE, VOL. 16, NO.
130, JUNE 1970. PP.355-371.
NR-B8-00-000-01060 THE CHANGING TASKS AND n11`HODS OF THE SLW'VEORI. R.C.A.
EDGE, DIRCXUR GENERAL, ORHDNANCE SU."t., (G.B. ) IN
ADVANCMENiNT OF SCIENCE, VOL. 26, NO. 127, SEPT ' . 1969.
PP.43-51.
NR-B8-00-000-01065 MAP READING. REPORT NO. FM 21-26. DEPAR1MENT OF T-E ARFt,
HEADOUARTERS, WASHINGCX)N, D.C. JAN. 1969, 144P. AND 3 FWOU)ED
MAPS IN POCKET. AVAILABLE F1RM U.S. GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
WASHIlGTO)N, D.C.
NR-BS-00-000-01094 HSD MAP TRANSFORIMATION M.LCHANIZATION. E.A. O'HERN, AND
T.C. LU, NORTH AMERICAN ROC<WELL CORP., AUTONE'TICS DIV.,
ANAHEIM, CALIF. AIAA, AEROSPACE COMPUJTER SISTEMS
CONFERENCE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., SEPT. 1969, PAPER 69-987.
13P. IN JOLRNAL OF AIRCRAFT, VOL. 7, SEPT.-OCT. 1970.
PP.448-455. A69-40367 A70-42710
NR-1B-00-000-01100 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF ACCURACY OF RADIOGEDETIC
MEASLREt,"TS IN AERIAL PHOTOIPOGRAPHIC WOHK. V.N.
BALANDIN, LENINGRAD MINING INSTITUt'E, AND G.V. SHOVKHET,
ALL-UNION MINE SURVEYING TURST, USSR. IN GEODESY AND
AEROPHCOGRAPHY (TRANSLATION JOURNAL) 1967, NO. 1.
PP.41-44.
24
SURIE('I' Ri:LAT'FEI) DXCLMbI'NTS - CA.'I'OHRAPM
ACCESS ION NLUI.R DE:.S'RICPTI L
NR-B8-00-000-01101 TEXCNIOUES FOR IMPROVING THE ACCURACY OF AIR-TO-GROUND
RADIO DISTANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS. REPORT NO.
ESSA-TR-ERL-108-ITS-76. L.E. WOOD, AND M.C. THOMPSON, JR.,
INSTIlTrrE FUR TELEXuCOtMMUNICATION SCIENGES, BOULDR, COLORADO.
MARCH 1969, 33P. N70-32180
NR-B8-00-000-01118 RACOMS PASS POINT MAlRKING ANMD ,:XASHRINl INSTRIMENT.
CNSINKlR DESIGN TEST RHEPORT, JLLI 6b-JULY 69. REPORT NO.
USAETL-53-TR. ECENE TAILOR, U.S. ARMbN ENGINEER
TOPOGRAPHIC LAMS., I"ORT BELVOIR, VA. JAN. 1970, 53P.MICROFICHE COPY. AD-706 828 N70-37943
NR-B8-00-000-01131 WORLD CONOURS OF CONJLGATE MIRROR LOCATIONS. FRAN]KLIN
D. BARISH, DENVER UNIVERSITY. DENVER, COLO., AND ROHEHT E.WILEY, USAF, WEAPONS LAB., KIRTL\ND AFB, N. MEX. IN JOURNAL
OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NOV. 1, 1970.
PP.6342-6346. CON'RACI' NO. NSF GRANT.GA-3905. A71-11516
NR-B8-00-000-01144 THE NEW CIRCUMZENITHAL OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUtIE FURGEODESY, TOPOGRAPHY AND CARTXOGRAPHY IN PRAGUE. J. VONDRAK,
VYZKI.NY USTAV GEODETICK, 1OPOGRAF'ICXY A KARTOGRAFICKY,
PRAGUE, GCEODTICKA OBSERVATOR, PECNY, CZECHOSLDVAKIA.IN ASTRONUMICAL INSTITUI'ES OF CZFXHOSLOVAKIA, BULLETIN, VOL.
21, NO. 4, 1970. PP.264-269. A71-10872
NR-BS-00-000-01163 AUTOMATION IN CARTOGRAPHY, 1970. REPORT OF (HMMISSION 3,
INTERNATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. MORRIS M. THOMPSON,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGX'TON, D.C. F'UR PRESENTATION
AT THE INTERNATIONAL COINFItNCE ON CARTOGRAPHY, 5T1H, S'RESA,.
ITALY, MAY 1970, 15P.
NR-B8-00-000-01175 WEITERENTWICKLUNG DES ELEKTRONISCHEN HOHENSCHICHTLINIEN-
ZEICHNERS HLZ ZUM ORTHOPROJEUTOR GIGAS-ZEISS. (FURTHER
DINElOPMENT OF THE ELFXTRONIC CONTOUR LINE RECORDER HLZ
FOR THE 'ORTHOPRQOJEKUR GIGAS-ZEISS'.) H.K. MEIER, CARL
ZEISS, OBERKOC(I , WEST GERMANY. IN BIL.DESSUNG UND
LUFTBILMESEN, VOL. 38, NOV. 1, 1970. PP.355-357. INGERMAN. A71-11329
NR-H8-00-000-01176 EINFACHE AUSWERTUNG VON ZEHIMFDIEN-BILDPAAREN IN
DOPPELPROJCEKTORN. (SIMPLE EVALUATION OF TWO-MEDIA IMAGE
PAIRS IN DOUBLE PROJECTORS). W. KREILING, INSTITUT FIUR
PtIHOTCGRA-TRIE UND TOPOGRAPHIE, UNIVERSITAT, KARLSRUHE,
WEST GERMANY. IN BILDMESSUNG UND LUFTBILDWESEN, VOL. 38,NOV. 1, 1970. PP.345-347. IN GERMAN. A71-11327
NR-BH-00-000-01205 NACHRICHTEN AUS DEM KARTEN- UND VERMESSUNGSWESEN. REIHE 1 -
DEUTSCHE BEITRAEUE UND IN}FORMATIONEN, HEFT NR. 48.(INFORMATION RELATIVE TO CARTOCRAPHY AND SURVEYING. SERIES
1 - GERMAN CON'IRIHUTIONS AND INFOHMATION, NO. 48).INSTITUT FlUtI ANGEANMDTE GCXDESIE, FRANKFU1T AM MAIN, WEST
C-;L,\N,.170 . I (.EIiMAN. ENP(;. NStkbFH1. l:R. tltIrlFftf9
COP . N71-O!()-o7
NH-HB-00-000-01206( NACHHICKI'EN A14S DENII KAIHTEN- UND VE.RtI':SSL-;SUGESfN. HNEIHE I -
DEUV'SCH: BEITHAEGE tND INFONMA'AI('ONEN, HEF'I' NH. 44.(INFORMAT'ION RELATIVE T) CAH'IU};Rpti] AfD SUHVEINj . SEI { I.
I - GERM AN CONTRIHLrIONS AND IN. 1A"l'lON, NO. 44).INSTITUT FMiR ANGiE*ANDTE GE.XDI-'S]E, 'TANKI-,Jwr Am tAIN, n'FST
GERMANY. 1970, 76P. IN GE[lMAN, ENG. SULIRY. MICROIFICHE
COPY. N71-10808
NR-H1 -00-000-01248 BEITRAECE ZU, TRANSFURMATION CGOFrTISCI-I. E GNFIGRAPHISCHE
KOORDINATEN NACH HHIS1IO/. (COXTHIHriHTIONs TO 1IE
'RANSFIUIlAI'ION OF' GCEX:OF'C GEXCGRAPHIC C(X*DINA'I'ES AF1'ER
HRIS'OW) WALTER %ELSCH (PH.D. THESIS), TECI-tNISCHE
OCH'SCULkEi bJN~HCHEN, WEST' GER'ANY. NOV. 1969, 76P. IN
GERMAN. N70-26210
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ACCESSION NM.BHE DESCR I PT ION
NR-B8-00-000-01257 GI)GRAPHIC ORIENTATION IN AIR OPERATIONS, A JANAIR (JOINT
ARM'i AND NAVY AIRCRAFT INSTRLUENTATION RESEARCH) SIMPOISIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C., NOV. 1969. REPORT NO. REPT. NO. 101-1.
JAMES J. XMORATH, EDITOR, ANACAPA SCIENCES INC., SANTA
BARBARA, CALIF. APRIL 1970, 321P. COINTlACT NO.
N00014-70-C-0066. AD-709124
NR-E8-00-000-01278 ORTHOPROJECTION SYSTEMS AND THEIR PRACTICAL POTENTIAL.
REPORT O). S51-540E. H.K. MEIER, KARL ZEISS, OERKOCHEN,
WEST GERMANY. PRESENTED AT NAT'IOiNAL SURVE' CONUFEENCE,
4TH, DLRBAN, NATAL, JULY 1970, 12P.
NR-B8-00-000-01304 PHOTOGRM4FETRY IN 1HE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PHY)GLRAMETRY, FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA. 1968,
12P.
NR-Bg-00-000-01328 DETERMINATION OF LATITUDE, AND LONGITUDE OF UNKNWN STATIONS
FROM PHO7OGRAPHS OF A SATELLITE AGAINST STELLAR BACKGROUND
INDEPENDENT OF ANY DISTANCE. ANGEL A. BALDINI ARMY
ENWINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., FORT BELVOIR, VIRGrNIA. 1970,
14P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713508 N71-15354
NR-BH-00-000-01342 A MEIHOD FOR ANALYZING IMAGE DISTORTION IN DIF'RACTION
TOPOGRAPHS. REPORT NO. BRL-1517. P.W. KIN(MAN, BALLISTIC
RESEARCH LABORATORIES, AHERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND.
DEC. 1970, 19P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717006
NR-B8-0-000-01364 COLVEHSION (F' SIFTI'ION-TlANSH IP-RAN.;E '1) trl'll -lAY],,ll(I'1l.E -
A COMPLT'EH l'tE.XHNIUL:.. REPORI'I' NOS. SP-%4, AND
OwHR-A-014-MON1'( 2T). M.K. kHtX.TZ, hONT','l uk HHEAU (F MlNE' AND
GEX.LOGY, Hnfl'E, MONTANA. De. 1969, 21P. PB-196393
W70-06702
NR-Be8-00-000-01399 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHf STATUS MAPS AS OF MAY 1, 1970. REPORT
NO. TR-ETR-7100-4A. FURF'ST SERVICE, U.S. Dt':Yf. OF-
AGRICULTLRE, WASHINGTO"N, D.C. MAY 1970, 82P.
NR-B8-00-000-01446 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY STATUS MAPS AS OF JULN 31, 1970.
AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION AND CXONSEIRVA'riN SERVICE, U.S.
DEPT. OF' AGRICUL'LRE, WASHINGTUN, D.C. 1970, 138P.
NH-B8-00-000-01457 STUDY OF' POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF HOl(GRAPHIC lrEt-\ lOVES TO
MAPPING INTEHIM TECHNICAL REPORT SEPT. 69-SEPT. 70.
REPORT NO. ETL-CR-70-8. GARY H. GLASER, AND EIARHD M.
MIKHAIL, PLRDLE RESEARCH R'XUNDATION, LAFA E'ITTE, INDIANA.
DEC. 1970, 203P. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-69-C-0563.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-718084
NR-B8-00-000-01458 AN INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCURACY OF' MULTIOUADUIC EXUATIONS
OF TOPOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. TOPCOI-TR-1-4. PAUL DENIS
BROOKS, U.S. ARM TOPOGRAPHIC CUOt1AND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
MARCH 1971, 106P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-718038
NR-B8-00-000-01461 TH'E ALL-UNION CONFERENCE ON PROBLEMS OF AUOM4TION AND
MEHANIZATION IN CARTOGRAPHY. (V-SESOYUZNAYA KONFEFENTSIYA
PO VOPROSAM AVTOCATIATTSI II MEKHAN I ZATSII V KARTOURAFII).
REPORT NO. ACIC-1'C-1621. A.A. PAVLOV. AERONAUTICAL CHART
AND INFIRMATION CENTER, ST. LOUXIS MO. LINGUISTIC SECTION.
AUL. 1970, 8P. TRANSL. OF' LENINGRAD UNIV., VESTNIK (USSR)
VOL. 22, NO. 12, SERIYA GEOLOGII I GEOCRAFII, NO. 2.
PP.166-167. JUNE 1967. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-711 978
NR-B8-00-000-01473 AURORAL OVAL PLOUIER AND NMOCGRAPH FOR DETE1IINING CORRECTED
CGEX4AGNETIC LOCAL TIME, LATIT'DE, AND LONGCITWDE FUR HIGH
LATITUDES IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE,. REPORT NOS.
AF'CRL-70-0422, AND AFCRL-ERP-327. JAMES A WHALEN, U.S.
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABS., L.G. HANSCOM FIELD,
MASS. JULY 1970, 31P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713170
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SUBJECT RELATED IXXEtl:*NTS - CI1UCRAPHI
ACCESSION NuWIER DESCRIPTION
*hR-B8-00-000-01475 ACTIVITIES REPORT OF ETL FIELD OFFICE, JAN-DEC. 1967.
ENGINEF.R TOPOUHAPHIC LAHIRXUL\IIES, U.S. ARM'- COHPS OF
ENGINEERS, RICAH'r-PArl'tER.SN AFB, OHIO. JAN. 1968, 186P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-828068
NN-BQ-00-000-01487 MANUAL OF PHOTOGIRA",*tRY. THIRD EDITION. IN 2 'VOLI1E:S.
MORRIS M. THMPSON, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. AMERICAN SOCIIETY OFPHIUq'j'I'H¥RY, F'ALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA. 1966, 2 V(XS.
1221P. $38.00.
NR-BQ-00-000-01499 A REVIEW OF' LANDET'PE CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING.. DOUGLAS S.
LACATE, DEPT. OF' FURESTRY, VICTORIA, B.C., CANADA. IN
LAND ECON(MICS, VOL. 27, NO. 3, 1961. PP.271-278.
NR-HB-00-000-01501 VERGLFICH DFI WIRTSCHA'TLICHKEIT VON TERRESTRISCHEN MIT
PHtiGRAN M'IRICHEN MIIHIODEN. (CUMPARI.SON OF 'THE ECXONOMY OF
TERRESTRIAL AND PHOI;URAt+'IERICAL MI'HODS). RULtXPHFURST'NER, INSTITUT I FiER ANGKWANDTE GEOX)AESIE, FRANKFURT AMMAIN, WEST GERMANY. INSTITUT F.ER ANGt.EANTTE GEUDAESIE(FRANYFURMT AM MAIN). CARTOGRAPHIC AND GCEODETIC SURVEYREPORT SERIES 1, ISSUE NO. 38, 1968. PP.5-17. IN GERMAN.
N69-36516
NR-Be-00-000-01521 ATLANTIC REGION SF1IANALTYTICAL AEROTRIANGLULATION PROGRAM.
LEONARD R. MANNE1kLO, MORRIS L. MCKENZIE, AND ROHIRT
MONTGC4ERY, JR., U.S. XGEOLUICAL SURVEY, ARLINGTON, VA.
APRIL 1970, 68P. USGS UXPUTIER CONTRIBUTION-6.
PB-194570 N71-16994
NR-Hd-00-000-01524 NU!ERICAL METHODS FR RADIAL TRIANAULATION. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. RES. REPT. 79-1F. ROBERT D. TURPIN, CENTERFUR HICIHWAY RESEARCH, UNIV. OF TEXAS, AUSTIN, TEXAS. MAY
1966, 68P. CONTRACT NO. 3-8-64-79.
NR-HBe-00-000-01544 INTERNATIONAL RE6IATIONS OF SOVIET GEODESISTS AND
CARTOGRAPHERS. REPORT NO. JPRS-50964. N.N. SPASSKIY,
ADDRESS UNKNOWN. JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1970, 12P. TRANSL. OF -
GEODEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA (USSR), MAY 1970. PP.62-69.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-34773
NR-B8-0000-0-01547 TRIIJAl'FITION ADJUSlt'*NT AND Nk'I%(tIh D.SIGN - A CHIT'ICALCM4PENDI UM OF ' MLH(X)S AND I'ECI- I(FG.S Pjti)pIOSED IUH THI- 
ADJUblI*ENT AND DtSILN OF' THIIATFLI' :Ei) N'I'%R(.KS. HFP(OHT NO.
TOPOC(W-TR-I-3 I-ANCIS LARHENCE HANIGAN PH.I). DISSEfRIA-TION), OHIO STATE LNIV., COLX)IIUMLS. 110O STATE INIV.,
COA.IlBUS, OH1O. DEXC. 1970, 345P. MICREFIC-I(. COpy AND 2
RDM COPIES. AD-715710
NH-HI'-00-000-01548 PHOTOGRAM¥MTRW - BASIC PRINCIPLES AND GENERAL SURVEY.
BERTIL HALLERT, HO}AL INSTITUlE OF IF : ,' NOA(WLj, S'I}hKOJ-I,
S$EWN. MCGRAW-HILL UUK (XXcIPAN, NEW 1UOR. 1960, 349P.$16
NR-8e-00-000-01550 HESSEN IN KARTE UND LUiBILD - TOPRAPHICHE ATLS.
TElL 1. EUGEN ERNST, AND HERMIAN KLINGSPORN, ED)ITORS.
H-,AUSGEEtAN VOM HESS I SCt.N LANSLVER*,jSSUNGS+.MT. KARL
WAHOLTZ VERLAG, NEU4JNSTER, GERMANY. 1969, 182P.25X34 CM. $10.
NR-B8-00-000-01553 AIR NAVIGATION. REPORT NO. AF MANUJAL 51-408 VOL. 1
DEPARIt&NT OF THE AIR IURCE, AIR TRAINING (XYt-AND
WASHINGTON, D. C. AUG. 1968, 437P AVAILABLE FRO.M- U. S.
OOVERN4tNT PRINTING OFFICE S4.75
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ACCESSION NIMBER DF:SCR I I'ION
hH-B9-PJ-000-00030 A DIVERSIF'IED PR(X;lJUM F'R 1TE S1UD OF SHAULIV WATER SEI'{CH-
ING AND MAPPING TECHN I(AXES. FINAL REPORT. GEORGE F. 1\ASS,AND DONALD M. ROSENCRANT'Z, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSNLVANIA,UNIVERSITY MUSFE.M, PHILADELPHIA, PA. NOV. 1968. CONIfRACT
NU4MER N00014-67-A-0216-002. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
NH-H9-00-000-00032 NATION-WIDE APPLICATION OF A;ROTRIANC(UATION. G. T'rINKEL.,
ESSA COAST AND GEUOETIC SURVEY, ROCKVILLE, MARILAND.
PRESENTED AT THE AMERIICAN PHYrIU.GRAt'+1'IIIC SUMIEr, -AM1.R ICANCONGRESS OF SURVEYING AND MAPPING, PORTLAND, ORhI.ON, SEPT.
1969. PP.296-315 IN CONVENTION PROCEEDINGS.
NR-B9-00-000-00062 A MODERN SYSTEM FUR AERIAL MAPPING. REPORT NO. GIMf,9)A-TN-
67-2. ROBERT G. LIVINGSTON, U.S. ARMY ENGINEER GEOUdESYINTELLIGENCE AND 4MAPPING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPENT AGENCY,WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. PUBLISI-HED IN MILITARY ENGINEER,
NO. 389, MAY-JUNE 1967. PP.172-173.
INH-B9-00-000-00092 INVESTIGATION OF SMALL-SCALE MAP PROJECTIONS FOR SPACE
IMAGERY. NATHAN 'RESNICK, U.S. GEXUDGICAL SURVEY, WASHING-
TON, D.C. MARCH 1970. PB-190 718 N70-35117.
N1R-B9-FJ-998-00093 LAND USE MAPPING OF THE SOUIHWESTERN UNITED STATES FROM
SATELLITE IMAGERY. NORMIAN J. THRO4.RH, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OFCALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. PRESENTED AT AMERICANASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY, NATIONAL EETING, NEW MEXICO STATEUNIVERSITY, LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER 1969. PAPER
AAS 69-576. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR'B9-00-000161 COORDINATE NElHOD IN ANALYTICAL RADIAL TRIANGULATION. LIU
HSIEN-LIN, CHINA. PUBLISHED IN ACTA GCEOETICA E'T CARTOGRA-
PHICA SINICA, VOL. 7, NO. 4, 1964. PP.261-274.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Bg-00-000-00210 ACCURACY OF SIGHTING AND IDENTIFYING POINTS DURING MEASIRE-NEWITS OF THEIR COORDINATES FROM AERIAL PH0IOGRAPHS. N.M.
FILCHAGIN, USSR. PUBLISHED IN GCEODEZIIA I KARTOGRAFIIA,
VOL. 14, NO. 6, 1969. PP.38-46. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-NK-000-00211 PHOIlUGRAM4ETRIC CONTOURING FROM AERIAL COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS.
J. DENZLER, TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF SWITZERLAND. PRESENTED
AT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF PHIXRAt!HMbETRY, 11TH, LAUSANNE,SWITZERLAND, JULY 1968, PUBLISHED IN INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES
OF P1I.OGAm"rRY, VOL. 17, PART 9, 1969.
NR-B9-GH-095-0021 7 CO.JH-SEPAIATION AND PRINTINGC 1.1.1(,Q IUFR PHOtKYrt\PS.
JACK W. 'PILPELLY, U.S. GX)LCICAL SkL'¥EY. 19b7. PUHLISHED
IN SURVEYIIN AND MAPPING, VOL. 27, NO. 2, 1967. PP.277-ZK0.
NH-B9-FJ-076-002 5 2 ThE CORRELATION OF RADAR SCA'rr'I-t'I'ER. DATA WITH 'AERIAL,
TERtAIN PHIrUDRHAPHYf. CRES TEIHNICAL RE HPORT 11-13.
J.M. CU..0 AND G.A. BIWUXL~ , UNIVER.I'I' OF KANSAS, CENTER
FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE.,KANSAS. AU;UiST 1968, REVISED MARCH 1969. COXJNTRAf''




TEHNICA.L E;PO1H'r' - CAH'IURAPH~ best available copy.
ACCESSION NUF.BER DESCRIPTI ON
NR-B9-00-000-00258 A TECHNIQUE FOR PREPARING DESFRT TERRAIN ANALOCS. HANDWX2K.
TR 3-506. U.S. ARM Y. ENGINEER, CORPS OF ENGINEERS, WAT'ERWAS
EXPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI. MAY 1959.
CONTRACT NO. R AND D 8-70-09-400.
NR-B9-00;-000-00261 THE USE OF AERIAL PHCOOGRAPHS FOR MAPPING AND RESOURCE
SURVEYS IN DEVEiLPING COUNTRIES. ANDREW N. NASH, UNIVER-
SITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. PUBLISHED IN THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHICHGrAMMETRY. 1968 SEMI-ANNUAL MEET-
ilG, SAN ANTOUNIO, TEXAS. SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NR-B9-00-000-00264 A UNIVERSAL PRECISION PLOtTER. DIETER ZEUNER, DIPL. INGC.
CARL ZEISS, JENA, GERtANY, D.D.R. PUB3LISHED IN THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PHUI-TOTGRAtMRY. 1968 SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING, SAN
ANTONIO, TEXAS. SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NR-B9-00-000-00265 AEROTRIANGULATION PROGRAM AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.
O.C. TEWINKEL, ESSA COAST AND GEODET'IC SURVEY, ROCKVILLE,
MD. PUBLISHED IN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHO0IGRAAM'I'RY.
1968 SEM-ANNUAL MELTING, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.
SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NR-B9-EJ-998-00303 THE USE OF' MULTIPARAMETER RADAR IVWERY FOR THE DISCRIMI-
NATION OF TERRAIN CHARACTERHISTICS. CRES TETHNICAL REPORT
61-19. R.D. ELLERMEIIER, D.S. SIMONEIT AND L.F. DELLWIG,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CON'RACT NUMBERS
NSR-17-004-003 AND NSG-298. ·PUBLISHED IN THE 1967 IEEE
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RECORDj PART 2, P 127-135.
NR-B9-00-000-00327 POI'ENTIAL OF' RADAR REIMOrI'E SENSORS AS T(X.XS IN RECNXNAISSAINCE
GEkl.MPHIC, VtXE.''Al'ION AND SOIL MAPPING. D.S. SIl.Eh'l',
UNIVERSITl OF KANSAS, DEPAHIMFENT OP GEUGXRAPi-, LARENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACT NULItER U.SGS 14-08-0001-10M4H. PUBLISH'D
IN PROCEEDINGS, 9'H (CONHESS, INTERN'ATIONAL SOIL SCIENCE
SOCIETY, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA, AUWRST 6-16, 1968.
MH-B9-00-000-00357 K VOPROSU OHRABOIXI AEROSNIM<OV NA FlUIOGRAtUIE'RICHESKIKH
PROBORAKH PO USTANOVOCIHN'M VELICHINOJM. (PROCESSING OF
AERIAL PHOTIGRAPHS ON PHDJIVUR4EMTRIC DEVICES ON THE PWSIS
OF SE'TrING VALUES. PUBLISHED IN GX.DEZI IA I KARTUGIXAF'I IA,
VOL. 14, NO. 10, 1969. PP.61-63. A70-18691 MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00358 08 OPTIM)LNJM MASSHTABE AEROFOTOSE.KI. (OPTIMAL SCALE OF
AERIAL SULVELYS). A.G. VANIN, USSR. PUIBLISHED IN GE{XDEZIIA
I KARTOGRA1IIA, VOL. 14, NO. 10, 1969. PP.52-61. A70-18690
MICROFICHE COPY
NR-B9-00-000-00370 RADAR RESOLUTION AND FIDELITY TESTING:. THE EL!IN AFB,
WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB AND FORT HUACHUCA RADAR TESTING RANGES.
CRES TECHNICAL HMEMOANDLM 118-13. GARY C. TKHCANN, THE
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWHENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBIER NAS 9-7175.
NR-B9-00-000-00443 AIRBORNE RADIOET'RIC SURVEYING-OFFICE AND FIELD TECHNICUES.
(RME-129 REV). 1TH-MAS L. BOYLE,, U.S. ATUMIC ENERGY CClM-
ISSION, GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO. JULY 1963.
NR-89-00-000-00461 IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROL POINTS IN TERRAIN AND IN AERIAL
PIOTOGRAPKS. JIRI SIMA, GEODIT IC INSTITU'E, PRAGUE, CZECH-
OSLOVAKIA. REPRINT FR(-M GEUDETIC AND CAR'IUGRAPHIC HORIZON,
VOL. 8/50, NO. 6, PRAGUE, JUNE 1962, P.102-107.
STAR NO. X63-10251.
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ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPTION
Mt-B9-00-000-00464 DIE VERWUENDUNG EINES 35-GHZ-RADIOMEERS ZUR KARTOGRAPHIE VOMFUWGZEUG AUS. ENGLISH TRANSLATION - THE USE OF A 35 GHZ
RADIOIEER FUR MICROWAVE GROUNMAPPING. F. SCHLUDE,GERMANY. MAY 1968. STAR N68-30499.
NR-B9-00-000-0465 BEI1TRAG ZUR VERWENDUNG DES STEREOTOP FUR DIE HERSTELLUNG
TOPOGRAPHISCHOR:IKARTEN. ALFUNS HABEIVYER, SONDE].DRUCK AUS
DEM MITTEILUJNGSBLATT DES DEUTSCHEN VEREINS FUR VERMESSUNG-
SWESEN, LANDSVEREIN BAYERN, GEIRMANY. 1967. STAR N68-84243
NR-B9-00-000-00475 SOVIET USE OF RADIOCGEODESIC STATIONS (RGSTS) IN ,UINGM 1 X)PLOCGAPHIC MAPS. M.D. KONSHIN AND N.D. NAZAROV, USSR. PLH-
LISHtD IN GE)OEZIYA I KAHR1UX'AFIA. JUNE 196e. P.37-46
MICROFICHE COPY.
NIt-B9-00-000-00477 ON ,SEARCHING A COiNTUR MAP FOR A GIVEN 1qHRAIN F':IEVATI'ON
PROFILE. H. FREEMAN, DEPARTHIENT OF FlXCTICnAiL F'd.'INEEHIjNG,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, BRONX, NEW YORK, AND S.P. OUISE, IHM
THOMAS J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER, NtORKET(N HfIGt-l'S, NEW
YORK. PUIBLISHED IN THE JOLRNAL OF' THE, IANKL IN INSI'lTVI'E,
VOL. 284, NO. 1. JULY 1967. PP.1-23.
NR-89-00-000-00568 PHOTOGRAMb'TRIC MAPPING USING VERTICALITY DATA. FINAL RE-
PORT, MARCH 23-MAY 23, 1962. ARTH'UR J. BAN~DEMNHGRkFR, OHIO
STATE LUNIVERSITY, COLUUS, 1HIO. WO(IRALT NItfER
AF 08-(614)-3188. STAR N68-80480. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-89-00-000-00585 USE OF' HIGH-ALTITLDIE JET PHO7IOGRAPHY FOR TOPOGRAPHIC MAP-
PING. ROBERT E. ALT:HC(*1N, U.S. OtGXX)LGICAL SURVEY, MENWL
PARK, CALIF'tRNIA. 1969.
NR-B9-EJ-998-00587 AIL-WEATHER MAPPING BY RADAR. A.A. NIMS, DEFENSE AND SPACE
CENTER, WESTINGHOUSE EkL'TRIC CORP., BALTIMORE, MD. REPRINT
FROM WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER, VOL. 28, MAY 1968. PP.76-81.
NR-B9-00-000-00607 H.F. IONOSPHERIC RADAR GROUN-SCATI'ER MAP SHOWING LAND-SEA
B(OUNDARIES BY A SPECIRAL-SEPARATION TECIHNlUE. J.C. BLAIR
AND L.L. MELANSON, ESSA RESEARCH LABORATORIES, BOULDER
COLRADOx. PUBLISHED IN ELECTRONICS E1TElRS, VOL. 5, NO. 4,
FEB. 1969. PP.75-76.
NR-B9-00-000-00618 AERIAL PHt*OGRAPHY USED IN MAPPING VEGETATION AND SOILS.
TRANSLATED FIOM RUSSIAN BOOK, OPYT KARTIROVANIYA RASTITEL
NOSTI I POCHV PO AEROSNIMKAM, 1964. B.V. VINOGRADOV, USSR.
NR-B9-00-000-00638 THE CASE FOR UNIVERSAL MAPPING. ALMEN P. COLVOCORESSES,
U.S. CGELa ICAL SURVEY, MC LEAN, VA. AND U.S. 'GEULOGICAL
SURVEY, WASHINGT", D.C.
NR-B9-00-000-00668 APPLICATION OF SMALL AERIAL CAMERAS TO THE COMPILATION OF
1.25,000 SCALE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS. V. YE. PERMITIN AND A.S.
SUDAKOV, ARMY FOREIGN SCI'ENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER, WASH.
D.C. TRANSLATED FROWM RUSSIAN, PUBLISHED IN GEODEZIYA I
KARTOGRAFIYA, NO. 7, 1968. PP.46-52. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N69-33118.
NR-B9-00-000-00751 USE 01 EI'LCTR(NIC C(t1PUl+.RS IN TOP(;,APHIC AND 1b'XX)'I'IC)RIIK. REPORHT NO. I"'STC-IfI'-23-7I3-6e. L.A. KA.sHIN, (,.SH.
TRANSLATION O" GhEUOZINA I KAH'RIURAFIlA, NO. 5, 1961.
PP.13-19. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00 7 6 6 TOPOCGRAPHISCHE KART1*GRAPHIE IN DER G1'U.'NWAR. (TUPOGRAPHIC
MAPPING AT TlHE PRESENhT TIME. ) HEHI'3'i' KNOHR, F'RAI-,I' A.M.GEftANY. PUBLISHED IN ZEITSCH:I'I-' F.H VFPLK'SSUiGStEsE,
VOL. 94, DEC. 1969. PP.504-511. A70-19371.
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TEDfICAL REPORTS - CAmUHAI"HY
ACCESSION NUBR DESCRIPTION
NR-H9-00-000-00802 PHI'OGRA*ETRIC EXX IPMFt.NT. EDITED TRANSLATION OF IMONOGRAPH
V/O MASHPRIBORMIN.LMG. APPAREIIS PONO LA PH nlXX 4IE.TRIC.
MDSCOW, N.D. PP.I-II. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-69-00-000-00806 RESULTS OF EXPERI MENTAL WORK OF THE TSNIIGAIK (CENTRAL
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUT'E OF GEUIDSY, AERIAL MAPPING
AND CARTOGRAPHY) ON LARGE-SCALE SLEVENS. N.A. SOKOLOVA,
USSR. TRANSLATION OF GEtDEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIA, NO. 7, 1968.
PP.35-45. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00807 SNOVIET AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND OTHER TOPOGRAPHIC, GELIDTIC
AND CARTOGRAPHIC SURVEYS IN THE ANTARCTIC. B.V. DUHOVSKOY,
USSR. TRANSLATION OF' GE)OZIYA I KARTOGRAF'IA, NO. 6, 1966.
PP.51-61. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00808 GEODESY AND CARTUGRAPHY, NO. 3, 1966 (SELECTED ARTICLES).
E.A. OSIPOV, M.V. OSTROVSKII, AND E.R. MALV, USSR.
TRANSLATION OF GEODEZIYA I KART1GRAFIA, NO. 3, 1966.
PP.50-55. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00809 SOVIET PHOTOCRt1METRY. (SURVEYS OF FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TEXCH-
NICAL LITEIRATURE). ALEXANDER BOBRDVSKY, LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS, AEROSPACE TEFNOLUGY DIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.
JUNE 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-41250.
NR-B9-00-000-00862 GRUNDLAGEN, BEARBEITUNG UND HERSTEULLUNG ROSSMASSTAEBIGER
IUFTBILKARTEN. (FUNCAMENTALS, PROCESSING AND MANUFACIURE
OF LARGE SCALE AEROPHOTOGRAPHI MAPS). RUDOLF SCHIEISSTHAL,
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE HANNOVER, WEST GERMANY, FAKULTAT FlR
BAULESEN. 1967. STAR N69-11041.
NHR-B9-00-000-00932 MARKING OF GEtDETIC POINTS IN OPEN bUrNTAIN RtiIONS. M.S.
KRYUGER, USSR. TRANSLATED FROM GEODEZIVA I KAR'I}GRAF!IIA,
NO. 11, 1965. PP. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-U9-00-000-00934 EXPERIENCE IN LARGE-SCALE LANDSCAPE INTERPR[ETATION AND
MAPPING OF KEY SECTORS IN THE ARID AND SUItARID ZONES OF
CENTRAL ASIA AND KAZAKHSTAN. B.V. VINOGRADOR, USSR.
AUGUST 1968. STAR N70-10842. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-B9-00-000-00953 MAP COMPILATION WITH ORTHOPHOTYOGRAPHY. CHARLES H. LA%,RE-CE,
ARMY MAP SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN AMERICAN
CONCRESS ON SURVEYING AND MAPPING 28TH ANNUAL MEETING,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1968, PAPERS, PP.253-264.
SR-B9-WC-000-00988 AIRPHOTO MAPPING OF MONTGCOERY COUNTY SOILS FIOR ENGINEERING
PURPOSES. J.D. MOLLARD, PUHDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYEITE,
INDIANA. PUBLISHED IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGINEERING BULL-
ETIN, EXTENSION SERIES NO. 63, VOL. 31, NO. 4, JULY 1947.
PP.223-266.
NR-B9-00-000-00990 THE USE OF AERIAL MAPS IN SOIL STUDIES AND LOCATION OF
BOaROW PITS. ROBERT E. IROST, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE,
INDIANA. REPRINTED FROM KANSAS ENGCINEERING EXPERIMENT
STATION BULLETIN NO. 51, JULY 1946. PP.58-82. PUBLISHED IN
PUl R.E UNIVERSITY, ENGINEERINE G BLJlETIFN NO. 20.
NR-B9-G.-000-01001 THE PREPARATION OF ENGINEERING SOIL MAPS FR'M AERIAL PHOTO-
GRAPHS. CHARLES R. MC CULLOLCH, PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETTIE, INDIANA. PUBLISHE) IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGIN-
EEING BULJLETIN, NO. 31, VOL. 4, NO. 1, JAN. 1950.
PP.42-53.
NR-B9-00-000-01020 EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON ANALYTICAL PHOTOTRIANGULATION.
N.S. BOIKOVA, USSR. TRANSLATION OF' CEODEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA
(SSSR),.NO. 3, MARCH 1967. PP.34-38. AD-695 730. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. STAR N70-15134
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TECHNICAL REPORTS - CAR1TOGRAPHY
ACCESSION 1NtM4UR DESCRIPTION
NR-B9-00-000-01025 MAPPING FROM SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY. FREDERICK J. DOYLE,
RAYTHEON CO., ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. PRESENTED AT THE 61STANNUAL MErTING OF' THE CANADIAN INSTITUI'E OF SURVEYING,
wI4ONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA, JAN.-FEB. 1968.
INH-B9-00-000-01036 ERF'AHRUNGEN BEI DER HER.STELUJNG VON OI)P''H yI'IOKARlHTEN.(EXPERIENCE IN THE PROLUC'TION (' OHIrK)PH(YI't) MAPS. )G. WINKELMiNN, MUNSTER, GERHiANY. PUHLISHF:D IN HIIrniEXS.lCM
UND LUIF'BILLDESEN, VOL. 37, SEPT. 1969. PP.183-186.
A69-41246.
NR-B9-00-000-01037 APPLICATION OF AERIAL PHOIOGRAPHS IN CGEIQRPHOLOXGY. FRITZ
FEZER, HEIDELBERG UNIVERSIT, WEST CERtMiNY
' . PUMLISHED INBILDESSUNG UND Wt'BILDAESEN, VOL. 37, JULY 1969.
PP.161-165.
NR-B9-00-000-01087 CHOOSING A TECHNICAL PROCEDURE FUR COMPILING A 1.25,000 MAP
OF A PLAINS AREA WITH SPARSE HORIZOJNTAL AND VERTICAL CONTROL
FllR AERIAL PHOOGRHAPHS. V.M. SHUM-LIN, MOSCOW INSTITUI'E OF'
GECXDETIC AERIAL MAPPING AND CAR'IWGRAPHIC ENGINEERS, USSR.
PUBLISHED IN GEO)ESY AND AEROPHOIUGRAPHY, NO. 1, 4967.
PP.44-49.
NR-B9-00-000-01089 TO MEASURE IS TO KNOW - GEDOETRIC FIDELITY AND INTERPRE'TA-
TION IN RADAR MAPPING. BRiNARD B. SCHEPS, U.S. ARMY
F-4IINEER RESEARCH AND DEVhLEPMENT LAMIATURIES, FORT
BELVIOR, VA. PUBLISHED IN PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING,
VOL. 26, NO. 4, 1960. PP.637-644.
NR-B9-00-000-01166 ADVANCED RADAR MAP (OMPILATION EQUIPMENT. CLIFFTRD J.
CRANAcLL, U.S. ARMY, INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND
DEVDOPmT AGENCY (GIMRADA), FT. BELVOIR, VA. PUBLISHED IN
PHOTOGRAMbE'RIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 29, NO. 6, 1963. PP.947-
955.
NR-B9-00-000-01261 CARTOCGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS OF ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY. REPORT
NO. X-644-70-110. RONALD G. DALRYMPLE, PLANETOL, GY BRANCH,NASA, CGODARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREjENELT, M). MARCH
1970. NASA-TM-X-63938 N70-30215
NR-B9-00-000-01308 SATELLITE HIGH RESOLUTION RADAR MAPPING TECHNIOUES. JOl N
J. COVALY, RAYTHEON CO., BEiDEORD, MASS. AT NEW YORK ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES, CONFERENCE ON PLANETrOL/GY AND SPACE MISSIONPLANNING, 2ND, NEW YORK CITY, OCT. 1967. IN NEW YORK
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. ANNALS, VOL. 163, SEPT. 1969.
PP.154-170. A70-26038.
NR-B9-RJ-000-0134 4 ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE USSR. GCEXRAPHIC SOCIE3'T, NF.W
PROHLFiS AND MINHKIOS OF' CAR1LTGRAPHY. N.A. LXISEVA AND 4.A.
PAVLOV, USSR. TRANSLATION OF" AADFENLIA NAtU SSSH. GF.OU;A-FICHESKhYE OBSHCHEST VO NOV.YE PROHILEMI I METiOY KR'IUL;RA-F1l, LENINGRAD, IZD-VO NAU(A, 1967., PP.25-39. CONTRACI' NO.
F33657-68-D-1287. MICROFICHE COPY. Ab-686 229 N70-20247.
hR-B9-00-000-01350 ELECTRONIC PHOTOGiRA'MET'RY. L.N. VASILYEV, YR. N. PANKRAT!.V,
USSR. TRANSLATION OF". FCNORAPHY - EU.XKTRONIKA V FVICuIGRA**,-
TRI1, LVOVSKIY UNVlERSlITET, MOSCOW, 1968. PP.1-237. MICRO-
PICHE COPY. AD-700 847
NR-B9-00-000-01 35 2 METHODS OF GRAPHICAL AND ANALYTICAL MENSURATION OF SINGLE
TERRESTRIAL PH 'OGRAPHS. JAMES MYRON FRY, UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL. MAY 1969. MICROFICHE COPY.
PB-183 889 N70-10344
·N R-B9-00-000-01355 ANALYTICAL AEROIRIANGt.ATION FOR HICHWAY LOCATION AND
DESIGN. INTERIM REPORT ON PHASES I AND 2, POJ.ErT 1HR-s04.H.M. KARARA AND G.W. MARKS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URHANA,
11.. NOV. 1968. HICROICHE COPY. PB-183 706 N70-10057
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ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPTION
iR-B9-00-000-01357 APPLICATION OF A UNIVERSAL STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRIC APPARATUR
OS THIRD ORDER ACCUHACY (SANTONI STEREOMICROF'lME'R) IN
STUDYING THE FISSLtE TELONICS OF AN INTRUSIVE MASS. M.M.
NABOKOV, V.I. NARKEVICH, USSR. TRANSLATION FROM - FUYiGRAM-
METRICHESKAYA OBRABOTKA I DESHIFRIROVANIYE AEROSNIMKOV.
1LENNINGRAD, NAU(A, 1967. PP.139-148. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-662 286 N68-15845.
NR-B9-00-000-01376 RADAR MAPPING IN HEAVY RAIN WITH ORMHOGONAL RADAR MODES AT
X-AND K SUB A-BAND. M.S-. %HEELER, AND K.A. BADERTSCHER,
WESTINCH(XSE ElECTRIC CORP., BALTIMORE, MD. IN NAXECN '70
RECORD - INSTITUT'E OF' EIECTRICAL AND ELECIRONICS ENGINEERS,
NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, DAYTON, OHIO,
MAY 1970, PROCEEDINGS. PP.72-80. A70-33434
NR-B9-00-000-01380 TERRAIN ANALYSIS IN MOBILITY STUDIES FOR MILITARY VEHICLES.
J.T. PARRY, J.A. HEGINBO'ITOM, AND W.R. COWAN, MCGILL
UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL, CANADA. IN LAND EVALUATION, 1968.
PP.160-170. -CONTRACT NO. VC 69-500007--SERIAL NO. 2VC 5-1.
NR-B9-00-000-01425 RESEARCH FMR THE DENLLOPME'NT OF AN ~EAR1H ATLAS BASE:D ON
VIEWING THE EARTH FROM SPACE WITH VARHI(US HIUI'JfE SENSORS AND
THE APPLICATION FXU GLOB3AL PLANNING. JAMES E. GILIS, JR.,
AND ROGER A. ULES'ITA, U.S. ARMY C(ORPS OF ,ENGINEER~S, GHUX)ESN,
INTELLIGENCE, MAPPING RF:SEARHCH ANM) IEC:PLDI4:N'I' AGENCY.
IN SCIENTIFIC EXPERI-M.NTS FOR MANNED ORHITAL FLIGHT, GODUAR)
MEMORIAL SYMPOSItM, 3RD, WASHINGiTON, D.C., MARCH 1965,
PROCEEDINGS (AAS SCIENCE AND 1'TFXTNOXIY SERIES, VOL. 4)
PP.235-259.
NR-B9-EJ-998-01454 ANNUAL REPORT ON RESEARCH AND DENVELDP:ENT. APRIL 1970.
REPORT NO. USGS-1)-70-003. ROBERT' A. HbMER, U.S. GEtOLWGICAL
SURVEY, TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL 1970.
PB-192041 N70-373e2
NR-B9-00-000-01495 ECONOMICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PHCrOGRAMMUIRIC SURVEYING AND
MAPPING. DR. AR1HUR J. HRANDENHERGEtR, LAVAL UNIVERSITY,
QUEBIEC, CANADA. INVITE) PAPER INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
PHOTOGIIUUHRA*ERY, CIS4ISSION 4, LAUSANNE 1968. 10P.
NIR-H9-00-000-01504 USE OF AIR PHOTOGRAPHS IN LAND USE STUDIES IN SOCUTH AFRICA
AND ADJACENT TERRITORIIES. C. BOARD, DEPT. OF GCOGRAPHY,
LONDON SCHOOL OF EXCONaL1ICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE, LONDON,
REGLAND. IN PHO1OGRE4'TRIA, VOL. 20, 1965, PP.163-170.
NR-B9-CH-095-01532 MAPPING FUR CHANGING ENVIRO!NINT. MORRIS M. THMPSON, U.S.
GEOLCGICAL SURVEY, ARLINGC1ON, VA. IN ASCE PROCEEI)INGS,
JCOURNAL OF THE SURVEYING AND MAPPING DIVISION, VOL. 95, NO.
SU 1, PAPER 6818, PP.35-48, OCT. 1969. W70-07019
NR-B9-00-000-01537 FTD INPUT PROCESSING OF AERIAL PHOTOCRAPHIC DATA FUR
RECTIFICATION PARAMETERS. WITIH A'ITACI-E) MEHIRAIN[X OF OCT.
1965 FROI JAMES LARUE ON (APPLICATION OF DIMENSIONAL
ANALYSIS TO RANGER PHOTOGRAPHS). JAMES D. LARUE, AND
FRANCIS L. BEIL, TECHNO(XGY INCORPORATED, DAYT)N, OHIO.
OCT. 1964, 150P. MEIO OCT. 1965. 3P.
NR-B9-00-000-01594 LOW LIGHT LEVEL . TECHNICAL REPORT, MARCH-OT.
1965. REPORT NO. REPT.-32-TR. JOHN R. BENTUN, U.S. ARMY
ENGINEER GEODESY, INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPING AGENCY, FORT BELVOIR, VA. AUW. 1966, 64P.
MICROF'ICHE COPY. AD-642167 N67-16171
NR-B9-00-000-01601 MAPPING OF T'E LAND FROM SPACE. FREDERICK J. DOIN.E,
RAi'HIEXN CO., AlUT('IRFI IC OPERATION, FXI GWlON, MASS.
AT AMtR I CAN ASTHONAUT ICAL SOCIF,'Y, ANNUAL MflEn'TING, 131H,




TECHN ICAL REPORTS - CAR1UGRAPH'
ACCESSION NUIMHE DESCRIPTION
MR-B9-00-000-01602 TOPOGRAF'ICHESKOE PRIM-NENIE TSVETNOI AEROI'R1OS'I(KI V SSSR.(TOPOGRAPHIC APPLICATION OF' COLOR AERIAL PHO'yXHAPH' IN THE
USSR). L.M. GOL'SMAN, (USSR) IN CEUDEZIIA I KARTOGWRAIIA,
NOV. 1965. PP.41-47. IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY.
A66-16752
NR-B9-00-000-01603 AUTCMATIZIERUND UND mECHANISIERUNG IN DER MAHEMATHISCHEN
KARTOGRAPH I E. (AIUTMATION AND MECXANIZATI ON IN MATHEMATICAL
.CARTOGRAPHY). N.M. VOL(OV, MOSKOVSKII INSTITUT INZH-ENEROV
GEDOEZII, EAROI*I'SE2MKI I KARTOGRAi I, MOSCOW, USSR. INWISSENSCHAFT'LICHE ZEITSCHRIFT DER TECHNISCHEN UNIVERSITAT
DRESDEN, VOL. 18, NO. 2, 1969. PP.589-596. IN GERMAN.
MICROFICHE COPY. A70-28925
NR-B9-00-000-01613 AIRBORNE CONTROL (ABC) SYS-TEM SURVEYS. U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1962,
45P. TOPOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
GEXLOGICAL SURVEY (PROVISIONAL), CHAPTER 2F'6.
NR-B9-00-000-01614 ORTHOPHOIThOMAPS--PORTRAITS OF THE LAND. THOMAS B. HOPKINS,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON,
D.C. PRESENTED AT THE CONFIIENCE ON SURVEYING AND MAPPING,
AUIURN, ALABAMA, NOV. 1969, 14P.
NR-B9-00-000-01650 APPLICATIONS OF COLOR AERIAL PHOTOCRAPHS IN TOPOGRAPHIC
MAPPING. JAMES HALLIDAY, U.S. GEOUOGICAL SURVEY,
TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT -
AMIRICAN SOCILEY OF' PHOCIURAME'TRY - SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
SCIENTISTS AND ENCINUERS, JOINT SEMINAR, NEW YORK CITY, JUNE
1969, 19P.
NR-B9-00-000-01654 THE ANALYTICAL REI1CTION OF PANORAMIC AND STRIP PHOTOGRAPHY.
JAMES B. CASE, RAYTHEON COMPAN', ALEXANDRIA, VA. IN
PHOROGRALMRIA, VOL. 22, NO. 4, MAY 1967. PP.127-141.
SR-B9-00-000-01665 FURMT N IV PHOGRAIKING FIt CAR'TU*GAPH' AND TIP(XHAPHM.
REPO.RT NO. hWl, TEtLrNICAL REPI'. -2339. A.V. HlFRSHt.Y, SCIENCEAND MATlHEMTICS RESEARCH GHiOUP, U.S. NAVAL WEIAPNS LAH.,
DAiLGUEN, VA. SEPT. 1969, 104P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-703 220
NR-B9-00-000-01666 THREE CONTUURING ALCORITItIS. REPORT NO. NPL-DNAM-81. F.R.
HEAP, AND MONICA GC: PINK, CENTRAL CFPUI'ER UNIT, NATIONAL
PHYSICAL LAB., DIVISION OF' NU*RICAL AND APPLIED
MATHEMATICS, lTEIDINGIN, ENGLAND. DEC. 1969, 25P.
NICROF'ICHE COPY. N170-26377
NR-B9-00-000-01675 OBZOR OPT I MLNYKH SRCKOV AEROPUOGIRAFIROVAN II A OSNOVNKH
TIPOV LANDSHAcFOV. (REVIEW OF' OPTIMAL PERIODS FOI AERI.ALMAPPING OF BASIC LANDSCAPE TYPES). B.V. VINOGRADV,
LENINGRADSKII GOSLUARSTVIENNYI UNIVERSI'lET, LENINGRAD, SSSR.
IN CGEDEZIIA I AF]EAOTrOSEiKA, NO. 4, 1969. PP.75-79.
IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-45196
NR-B9-00-000-01683 ADVANCED ME'IODS FOR THE CALIBRATION OF' mEoRIC CAME~S.
FINAL REPORT, PART I. DUANE C. BRON, DUA SYSTEMS INC.,
MPELBJIRNE, FLORIDA. DEUCEIER 1968, 125P. CONTRACT NO.
DA-44-009-AMC-1457(X). MICROFICHE COPY. AD-706870
N70-76463
NR-B9-00-000-01718 INTIODUCTION TO PHOTCGRAMNTRY. PAUL E. NORMAN, NASA,
MANNED SPACECRAFT' CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. IAGS(INTER-AMERICAN GE.DE-TIC SURVEY) ADVANCED PHI(OOGRA4ETRY
PROGRAM. LECTURE NOTES FOR CARTOGRAPHY 331, JAN. 1967, 46P.
NR-B9-00-000-01719 AEROTRIANGUATION WITh THE KERN P2. FREDERIK GOUDSWAARD,





TECHNICAL REPORTS - CARTOGRAPHY
ACCESSION N'MBER DESCR I PTI ON
NRt-9-EJ-029-01745 AN/USO-28 MAPPING AND GEODETIC SURVEY SYSTEF. KOLLSMAN
INSTRFLUMT CORP., SYOSSET, NEW YORK. N.D. (1969)
5-PAGE FOLXDR
NR-B9-EJ-029-01746 KOLISMAN PRESENTS U.S. AIR FORCE AN/USQ-28 AERIAL ELEBVO-
PHOTO MAPPING SYSTEM. KOLLAN INSTRU'NT CORP.,
SYOSS-ET, NEW YORK. DEC. 1967, 32P.
NHR-B9-00-000-01749 LAND SURVE(.R'S CONI'IRENCE, 3RD ANNUAl,, IFEXING'IUN,
KENTIUCKY, JAN. 1970, PR(XOCEEDINGS. HEP' NO. TR-22-70-CE-I.
UNIVERSIrl OF KEN'IKCKY, C(LUEE OF' ENGINEERING, LEXI GIIiN,KY. JAN. 1970, 55P. MICROFICHE COPY. PB-191326
N71-15418
NR-B9-EFH-998-01?77.7 PHU'eTRY FOR INTERPRETATION. ROBI.l' G. JUSGROVE, NASA,MANNED SPACECI'T CENTl'ER, HOUSTON, TAS. IN
PH(IOGRAM'TRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 35, NO. 10, OCT. 1969.
PP.1015-1023.
NH-B9-00-000-01786 OUEL.QUES CONSIDERATIONS SLUR LES ASPECTS EX)NOMIOUES DE LA
CARTOGRAPHIE ULREAINE. J.J.O. PALGEN, COMITE CARTOGRAPHIE
URBAINE, DEPT. PHU(YGRAMMETRIE, UNIV. OF LAVAL, OUIEBEC,
QUEBEC, CANADA. 1967, 36P.
NR-B9-EJ-029-01839 METRIC TESTS OF' ASP-PHOENIX COLOR AERIAL PHOOGRAPHY.
REPORT NO. USA'OPOC(M-TR-NO. 1-5. GARY W. SCHALLOCK, U.S.
ARMY TOPOGRAPHIC COMMAND, ARMY TOPOGRAPH IC STATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1971, 66P.
NR-B9-00-000-01864 PHOTCIIAPS AT 1-50,000 FOR THE EXTENSION OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC
SERIES TO NORTHERN CANADA. E.A. FLEMINGS, TOPOGRAPHICALSURVEY DIRECTORATE, DEPT. OF ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. JAN. 1971, 15P.
NR-B9-00-000-01900 ANALYTICAL AERIAL TRIANGULATION THRQCH SIMU.LTANEXUS RELA-TIVE ORIENTATION OF MtULTIPLE CAMF'RAS. ATEF AK.ED ELASSAL,(PH.D. THESIS) DEPT. OF' CIVIL ENGINE.ERING, UNIV. OF ILL.
URBANA, ILL. OCT. 1965 (SUIMIT1ED 1963), 138P. CIVILENGINEERING STUDIES, PHOCOGRA'4,TRY SERIES NO. 2. CONT:ACT
NO. CRANT NSF-G-19749 MICROFICHE COPY. PB-176458
NH-B9-00-000-01918 FOTOPRIVIAZKA AElCGEOF'IZICHESKIKH MARSHRLTOV I ANOMALII.(AERIAL-PHOTO PLOTTING OF AEROG:WPHYSICAL RCUTES AND
ANOMALIES). 2ND REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION. 1.D.
BOSHNIAKOVICH, AND IU. S. CLEHOVSKII, PUBLISHED BY IZDATE'L-
STVO NEDRA, LENINGRAD, 1969. 209P. IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHECOPY A70-37408
IR-B09-00-000-01933 PLANNING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. U.S. CGEXOGICAL SURVEY,
TOPOGRAPHIC DIV., WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1962, 101P.TOPOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS OF THE UNITED) STATES GEXLOGXICAL
SURVEY (PROVISIONAL), CHAPTER 3B3.
NR-B9-00-000-01939 A STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION OF T'HE. PROPAGATION (F RANIX*ERRORS IN ANALOG AH II;\I.ATI ON. (XIX)N GRICIF, (PH.D.
THESIS). DEPT. OF' CIVIL ENGINEERIN(, LUNIV. OF IlUN. M)IS,
URBANA, ILL. OCT. 1965, 169P. CIVIL ENGINIEERING STU)IES,
PH(IUGRA! IETW'R SERIES NO. 3. CONTRACT' NO. NSF-'G-19749.MICROFICHE COPY. PNB-176459.
NIR-B9-00-000-01940 SPOSOB POLEVOGO KONTROLIA PLAOVOI PRIVIAMI AEROSNI4IOV.(FIELD CXONROL TECHNI,, L. E INR A PLANAR TI ING-IN OF AIERIAL
PHOIU0RAPHS). B.C. 1URDAAOV, IN- GI'XW:ZI IIA I KARHUJ.;I.' IA,




TECHNICAL REPORTS - CAR'Il)GHAPIiY
ACCESSION NUMiER DFSCRIPTION
iR-B9-00-000-01943 VLIIANIE KRIVIZNY ZEH1I NA POLOHI:*NIE TOCHEX AtROSNIMKA.
(EFFECT OF' THE CURVATURE OF THE EARTH ON THE POSITION OF
POINTS ON AN AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH). I.F'. KUSHTIlN, ROSTOVSKII
INZHENERNO-STROITELNYI INSTITIT', ROSTOV, USSR. IN-
GEODEZIIA I AEROIOTUOSbKA, NO. 4, 1969, P. 91-97. IN
RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-45197
NR-B9-00-000-01949 OTSENKA OPTICHESKIKH SVOISTV MESTNOSTI S TSELIU SOSTAVLE'NIIA
KARTY OPTIMALiNYKH SROKOV AEROFUI'OSw4KI. (ESTIMATION
OF THE OPT'iCAL PROPERTIES OF A TERRAIN FOR CHARTING THE
OPTIMAL TIMES OF AERIAL MAPPING). L.A. EBIOOMLOV,
MOSKOVSKII INSTITUT INZHFNEROV CGODEZII, AEROYfTOSM4KI I
KARTOGRAFII, MOSCOW, USSR. IN- CGEODEZIIA I AEROFIVOShMKA,
NO. 4, 1969, P. 121-124. IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY.
A70-45199
NR-B9-00-000-01950 MAP AND AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY READING. 5TH EDITION. CALER.
MILITARY SERVICE PUBL. CO., HARRISBURG, PENN. 1957, 182P.
$4.50.
NR-B9-00-000-02051 U.S. GEOLOXICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-51,
APPLICATIONS OF' REMUTE SENSOR DATA TO CARTOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS.
W. SIBERT, U.S.G.S., TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, MCLEAN,
VIRGINIA. AUGUST 1966, CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-024.
X66-22138 N70-38891 NASA-CR-7741.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 15P.
NR-B9-00-000-02054 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-54, POTENTIAL
TIME-COST BENEFITS FROM USE OF ORBITAL-HEIGHT PHOTOGRAPHIC
DATA IN CARTOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS. LO.ELL E. STARR, U.S.G.S,
TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND WINSTON SIBERT,
U.S.G.S., TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, MCLEAN. VIRGINIA. AUGUST
1966. (XtNTACT' NLtBI'H H-09-020-024. Xhh-eIt79.
N70-41075 NASA-CH-77069 MICHOFlICHH. AN)t) HtAH) COX)I'. 2:1p.
NR-B9-00-000-02073 U.S. GCW)GICAL SURVEY,, T'CTHNICAL II-iFH NASA-73.
ULTRA-HIGH-PHUI=I'tOAPH' C (IPPIL'l(TIN EVAILATIO'(. ROI*)tT
NUGENT, U.S.G.S., %ASHING'IUN, D.C.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-024. X67-l824 N70-3K927
NASA-CR-85483 10P.
NR-B9-00-000-02079 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SMVE, TECHNICAL LET'r.H NASA-79 RE.";OLI'Il(N
STUDY. ROIERT H. NGiUCT AND HU HB. UVIMNG, U.S.G.S.,
TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGI"uN, D.C. MWRCH 1967.
CONTRACT NUMFER R-09-020-024. X67-17295 N70-3h888
NASA-CR-84634 MICROFICHE AND IHARD COPI. IIP.
NR-B9-GF-000-02087 U.S. CFXLOCICAL SURVEY, TECFNICAL LU,I'ER NASA-87. A PHITO-
MOSAIC OF WESTERN PERU FRI GCNMINI PHUOOGRAPHY. JUtES A.
MACKALLAR, U.S.G.S., WASHINITON, D.C. OCTIOEH 1967.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-013. X67-23758
N70-41124 NASA-TM-X-60596 MICROFICHEI AND HARD COPY. I8P.
MR-B9-EJ-000-021i1 U.S. GEULOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETFER NASA-III.
PRELIMINARY SOIL CLASSIFICATION MAP OF' SOUIHWESTERN U.S.
AND HEXICO FT(HM SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY. ROGER B. MOHRRISON,
U.S. GCECGICAL SURVEY, DENVER, COLORADO. CONTHACT NUNt"ER
R-146-09-020-006. N69-28395
NRI-B9-EJ-000-02114 U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETrER NASA-114.
A GEMINI MOSAIC ALONG THE THIRT'Y-SEDOND DEWREE OF LATITUDE
FROM BAJA CALIF IRNIA '1 CENTRAL TEXAS. JULES A. MACKALLJR,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1968.
CONTRACT NUitER R-09-020-013. N68-28636
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NR-B9-DJ-007-02124 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-124.
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF INFRARED AND RADAR IMAGERY,
WASHINOTON AND OIMi)ON COASTS. PARKE D. SNAVELY JR., AND
NORMAN S. MACLEOXD, U.S. GEOLXGICAL SURVEY, MENLb PARK,
CALIFORNIA. SEPTEMHER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER W-12589.
N69-25024
NR-B9-E- -998-02125 U.S. GEOLLGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-125.
POTENTIAL OF' RADAR R.EMOTE SENSORS AS TOOLS IN RECONNAISSANCE
GEXMORPHIC, VEGETATION AND SOIL MAPPING. DAVID S. SIMONI.'T,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER
14-08-0001-10848. N69-28154 CRES TR 117-2.
NR-B9-00-000-02140 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SIRVEY, TECXHNICAL L1'T'ER NASA-140.
THE UTILIT .l OF' RDU). ANUD (YINtR R.TaE St:NS(I1S IN T"11lVrt'lC
LAND USE MAPPING F1tOM SPACEUCRAFU': AlNNS/AI. HR;I.'I'. DA\VIO S.
SIMIDNEl'i, UNIVVERSITY O1 KANSAS, DEP'R1tM1'T O" GEX;RAPIP fI,
LAWlENCE, KANSAS. JANUARN 1969. CX)NRIACI' NO. R-09-020-0Z4.
N69-16255
NR-B9-00-000-02162 U.S. GECOLUCICAL SURVEY, TEXHNICAL LETIER NASP-162.
THE PHaOlOGRA**,IRIC APPROACH TO THE GRIDDING OF SPACE PHIYOV-
GRAPHS. GLENN N. SMITH, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF
GEXIDETIC SCIENCE, CO(.UMUS, OHIO. CONTRACT NUI.ER
R-09-020-024.
ItR-B9-WE-000-02172 U.S. GEOLDGICAL SURVEY, TEXHNICAL LfIER NASA-172.
ENVIRONNT MAPPINC WITH SPACECRAFT PHOI-CUGRAPHY - A CENTRAL
AUSTRALIAN EXAMPLE. DAVID S. SIMONEtIT, G. ROSS COCHRANE,
STANLEY A. MLRAIN, AND D'IGiHT E. EUHERT, UNIVERSITY OF'






















020-BUCKS LAKE, *CALIFORNIA ·
048-SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIF.
































020-HtCKS LAKE, CALIFRONIA (3)
020-BCXKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA (4)
029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (4)
030-TUCSON, ARIZONA (2)
210-IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (2)
029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (4)
030-1TCSON, ARIZONA (2)
210-IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (2)
220-FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZONA (1)
031-WIUICOX DRI LAKE, ARIZONA (1)
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048-SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIFORNIA (3)
135-HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (4)
149-BLACK HILLS, SOUTH DAKOTA (5)
156-WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON (4)
189-KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON (1)
190-ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN (1)
193-EL DORADO FOREST, CALIFORNIA (1)
029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (4)
030-TUCSON, ARIZONA (2)
210-IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (2)
217-ATLANTA, GEORGIA (1')
220-FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZONA (1)
031-WILLCOX DRY LAKE, ARIZONA (1)
220-FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZONA (2)
SECTION C4 - MISSION SCREENING ANDSUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESSION Nh1MER DESCRIP1TION
hN-C4-GJ-190-B*11024 MISSION NO. 24M, SITE 190
NR-C4-CJ-190-13M026 MISSION NO. 26M, SITE 190
fR-C4-FJ-200-B0109 MISSION NO. 109 SITE 200
Nh-C4-GJ-998-C0141 MISSION 141 - M.TEX)ROL/GICAL DATA FOR EARTH RE'S(LRCES AIR-
CRAFI' PROGRAM. SITE 217, ATLANTA, GCX-tGIA - SITE 220, HURT
HUACHUCA, ARIZONA. COIPILED B' 1ThE ESSA WEAHR . HtEAU,
ATLANTA, GELMIA. SEf:l'EmiER 1970. (IN THREE PARTS)
NR-C4-CJ-174-C0181 MISSION 181 - WEITHER DATA, JUNE 8-10, 1971.
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ACCESSION NUMEBER DESCRIPT'ION
NR-C6-00-000-00039 TESTING THE CONCEPT AND PRACI'ICAL APPI.ICAT'ION OF' FtLTIBAND
RECXONNAISSANCE. SFPIIANNUAL STA'IUS RFP(icr, O''(IIR I, 1 966b,
TO MARCH 31, 1967. UNIV1SIT11Y OF C.A, IFORNIA, HF.HHKEL.,CALIFORNIA, SC'OOL OF' F'ESlTR, HOBERT N. COLWLE.L,
MARCH 31, 1967. CONTRACT NO. NGR-05-003-080.
NR-C6-DK-156-00047 ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 1967. THE iDVENlDPENT OF SPECTRO-
SIGNATURE INDICATORS OF ROOT DISEASE ON LARGE FOREST AREAS.
JOHN F. WEAR, U.S. DEPAR'TENT OF AGRICULTUHF,. FORESTRY
REMIE SENSING LABORATORY, LNIVERSI1TY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. SEPTET.,IER 30, 1967. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-038-002. STAR N68-17378.
NR-C6-DJ-998-00048 ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 1967. THE INTERPRETABILITY OF HIGH
ALTITUDE MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY FOR THE EVALUATI'ON OF WILD
LAND RESOURCES. WILLIAM C. DRAEGXE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
FORESTRY REfOTE SENSING LA3ORA70RY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFLRNlIA
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. SEPTEMBER 30, 1967. CONTIACI' O.
R-09-038-002. STAR N68-17406.
NR-C6-DJ-998-00049 ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 1967. THE EIALUATION OF RANGELAND
RESOURCES BY MEANS OF MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY. DAVID M.
CARNEGGIE, C.E. POULTON, AND E.H. ROBERTS, UNIVIRSITY OF
CALIFURNIA. FIREISTRY R.14J1E] SENSING LAIHRA'IlY, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA, BERKEEY, CALIFORNIA. SEP'TEMER 30, 1967.
R-09-038-003. STAR N68-17691.
NR-C6-00-000-00064 R[IF1E SENSING IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGIC
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION O" TREE SEEDLINGS UNDER MOISTlRE
STRESS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT TO SEP1'TIEIE 30, 1967.
FREDERICK P. WEBER, U.S. FOREST SERVICE, AND CHARLES E.
OLSON, JR., UNIVERSITY OF" MICHIGAN. FORESTRY Rbhl.E
SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER R-0"-038-002. STAR N68-17247.
NR-C6-DJ-998-00072 THE FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING FOREST SPECIES AND
DELINEATING MAJOR TIMBER TYPES IN CALIFORNIA BY E-ANS OF
HIGH ALTITUDE SMALL SCALE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. DONALDU T.LAUER, SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFNORNIA,
BEKE.IK'Y, CALIFORNIA. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, SEPTEBER 30,
1966. CONTRACT NU4ER R-09-038-002. STAR N66-39386.
hH-C6-00-000-00060 TKE, DIU-tPLE1' 09" AN -AR 'l RHES(.UC'I-S INI'Htit\l'FION ST1s]
USING AERIAL PHO(I'i}R.APHS A/ND DII'TAI, C(OPL''t-HNs. ANNUAL,
PROGRESS REPOR'I', 30 SEP`I'Pll*R 19{)H. R)HES'I'Ri HbR rl'E .,SENSIVNG
LABORATOHR, BERKELEY, CALIFONHIA. PHII.IP CG. LANM;IE-. AND
DAVID A. SHARPNACK, PAC I F IC S)UIl'HIEST' FtiES' AND R, ;I'K
EXPtRIbEINT STATION, BHtRKELEY, CAL I FI'Uh IA. \NTRACTI NLC*tiFR
R-09-038-002.
MNR-C6-DK-156-00081 THE DEVELOWAENT OF SPECTRO-SIGNATURE INDICATIES OF HOuI'
DISEASE IMPACq'S ON FOREST STANDS. ANNAIAL PHOUHESS REPORT,
30 SEPTI'MIBER 1968. FORESTHR RHGXTE StFNSIN LAIX)IAlX11{,
BEIRKELEY, CALIFORNIA. JOL-N F. WEAR, PACIFIC O-MIS'IT
FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIM-;NT STATION, B' RKI-;ELY, ;CALIilNIA.
COINRACT I.CNUlBER R-09-036-002.
NR-C6-EJ--00o-00082z THE IDENTIFICATION AND QUAN'IFICATION OF PLANT SP IES,
C(OM'tNITIES, AND OIHIR RESORCE FEA')REIS IN HEHL-.AND ANDSRUBILAND ENVIRON4:NI'S 'ROM LARGE SCALE AERIAL PHl'C;RAPHY.
AmIAL PROCGRESS5 REPORI', 30 SEPi'Mt,'R 1968. F'UIESTRy R,?'C.ESENSING LABORATORY, BERKELE., CALIFORNIA. RICHARD S.
DRISCOL. AND JACK N. REPPEHT, ROKLY' MUJNTAIN UIE:ST AND
RANGE EXPERINENT STATION, FORT COLLINS, COLORUADO. CONTRACT
LMBER R-09-038-002.
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hR-C6-DJ-020-00083 THE INTERPRETABILITY OF HIGH ALTITE MNLLTISPECTRAL IMAGERY
FOR THE EVALUATION OF WILDLAND RESOUHCES. ANNUIAL PROGRESS
REPOR', 30 SEPI'EIER 1968. FORESTRY REfOI'E SENSING
LABORATORY, BEHKKEL'Y, CALIFORNIA. WILLIAM C. DRAEGER,
SCHOOL OF' FDRESTRY AND CONSERVATION, UNIVERSITY OF'
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CON'TACT NO. R-09-038-002.
STAR N69-12159.
NR-C6-F'J-149-00084 THE USE OF NMLLTISPECTRAL SENSING TECHNIQUES TO DFI'ECT
PONDEROSA PINE TREES UNDER STRESS F}WN INSECT OR PATHOGENIC
ORGANISMS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, 30 SEP1TEMIER 1968.
FORESTRY REMOE SENSING LABORATORY, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA.
R.C. HEhIlt, R.C. ALDRICH, ET AL, PACIFIC SOUWEST FOREST
AND RANGE EXPERIMEN' STATION, BERKEL.EY, CAL I'ORNIA.
CONTRACT NUMBER R-09-038-002. STAR N68-17408
NR-C6-EJ-998-00087 THE FEASIBILITY OF INVENTORYING NATIVE VEGETATION AND
RELATED RESOURCES FROM SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY. ANNUAL PROGRESS
REPORT, 30 SEPl'tEIER 1968. FORESTRY REY'.TE SENSING LAHORA-
TORY, BENKELEY, CA.IFORNIA. CHARLES E. POULTON, BARRY J.
SCHRUMPF'. AND EDMUJNDO GARCIA-MOYA. DEPARINiENT OE RANGE
MANAG!).:NT', AGRICUL.-HAL EXPt:HIFHEN'I ST'I'J'I(N, (N01() .S'I9',V'F
UNIVEHSITY, CORVAILIS, (}HIXXN. COT'IHRACI' NO. H-U'4-03.-002.
STAR N69-16390.
NR-C6-DJ-990-00088 FOREST SPECIES IDE'NTIFICATION ANI)' TIMHER 1PE I.IINEVrI'ON (h
M14LTISPEtHSAL K IOfIUGRAPHl. ANNUAL, PH(X;HESS HEKPTI',
30 SEPTI'EtR 1968. FOiESTHR HRt. 1+'E S;N1SIN. tEA'I.ImlJ,
BERKELEU , CALIFORNIA. XINALD T. LAtER, SCI-XX, Ot' mI'HE'S.'R
AND CONSERVATION, UNIVERSIT' OF' CALIFHNIA, HIHhELEJ', CA.IF.
CONTRACT NlU4ER NONE. STAR N69-16113.
NR-C6-00-000-00089 REMOTE SENSING OF' CHANGES IN MUHPHOXIL AND PHFtSIO(X1.Y OF'
TREES UNDER STRESS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTl', 30 St:Pft.k2-:R
1968. F(RESTRY RIXXOTE SENSING LU:. A'IOR\, IHEKELEt, CALIF.
CHARLES E. OLSON, JR. AND JENNIFEIH M. WARD, SCHIXN. OF'
NATiRAL RESi.RCES, UNIVEtSIT' OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH.
CONTRACT NU3BER R-09-038-002. S1'AR N69-15856.
NR-C6-W-020-00090 THE FEASIBILIT*- OF' IDENTIFY'ING WILDLAND RESOLRCES THROUCH
THE ANALYSIS OF' DIGITALLI REXXLUiED F1UtIE SENSING DA1'A.
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, 30 DE[EDIIttR 1968. FtRESHRY RHEMI'E
SENSING LABORATORY, BERKEkLY, CALIFOHNIA. JEHRY D. LEiNT,
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION, UNIVERSITY OF' CALIF.,
BkRKELEY, CALIF. COFNRACT NItBER NONE. STAR N6"-16461.
NR-C6-DJ-998-00143 THE FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING FOREST SPECIES AND DELINEAT-
ING MAJOR TYPES BY MEANS OF HIGH ALTITWUE MtlLTISPE.'TRAL
IMAGERY. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, 30 SEPTEI..ER 1967.
FORESTRY RELUrE SENSING LABORAItORY, BEtUkLE'Y, CALIFORNIA.
DONALD T. LAUER, UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFORNIA, SC.OOL OF
FORESTRY, BERKlEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACI' NO. R-09-038-002.
STAR N68-17494.
NR-C6-EJ-998-00149 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, JANUARY 1, 1969 TO MARCH 31,
1969. FORESTRY RHFNTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVEHSITY OF'
CALIFXRN IA, BERKElEY, CALIFOHRNIA. CONTRACT NU43FR
R-09-038-002.
NH-C6-CJ-190-00171 IJLTI-SPECTRAL IMACERY FOR SPECIES IDENTIFICATION.
F.P. WEsHER, PACIFIC SOU'ITEST FOREST AND RANGE E(PERIMENT
STATION, BEIKELEY, CALIFORNIA. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT,
30 SEPTEMHER 1966, FORESTRY REtI0TE SENSING LABORATORY,
BERK(ELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT hNU4ER R-09-038-002.
STAR N66-39405.
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NR-C6-FJ-149-001 l88E U: SE OF' jI.LTISPI~T'HAL SENSING T'HNIFtlES TO DTl'rCT POND-
EROSA PINE TREES UNDER STRESS FRUM I.NSCYr Oi PA1HOGENIC
ORGANISMS. ANNUAL .PR(XRESS REPOIT, 30 SEPTH't*BER 1967.{FURESTR' RMF'FE SENSISNG LAYORATOIIY, BEIELEY, CALIF WiNIA.
R.C. H:lUER, R.C. ALDRICH, ETl'. AL. PACIFIC SOU-1xIfEST FUAEiST
AND RANGE EXPER I N*iT STATION, B1I.hELEY,, CAL I HN I A.
CONTRACT NLuEI R-09-038-002. STAR N68-17406.
NR-C6-FJ-149-00265 THE USE OF MULTISPECIRAL SENSING TEXLHNIOLqES TO DETECT
POIDEROSA PINE TREES UNDER STRESS IFRO1 I NSEC' OR PA1(GEN IC
ORGANISMS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, 30 .nE'PrI'tER 1966.
FORA'SRY IREO SENSING LABORATORY, BR.HKEU:L, CAL. I FRNIA.
ROBERT C. HELLER, LT AL., PACIFIC SiWI'IVEST FOREST AND RANCE
EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKELEY, CALIFt'RNIA. CON'I'RACT, NUMER
R-09-038-002. STAR N66-39304.
NR-C6-DJ-193-00314 THE DEVELOPMENT OF' AN EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM
USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND DIGIT1AL COMPUL'ERS. ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT. PHILIP G. LANGLEY, DAVID A. SHARPNACK,
ROBERT M. RUSSELL AND JAN VAN ROESSEL, PACIFIC SOTE-IEST
FUREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, FOREST SERVICE, U.S.
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, FURESTRY
REMOTE SENSING LAB., EERKELL , CALIFIRNIA. SEPT. 30, 1969.
CONaRACT NO. R-09-038-002. NASA-CR-114121.
NR-C6-FJ-149-00315 THE USE OF MULTISPECTRAL SENSING TECHNIQUES TO DE'IICT
PONDEROSA PINE TREES UNDER STRESS FHOM INSECT OR DISEASES.
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. R.C. HELLEJR, R.C. ALDRICH, W.F.
MCCAMBIRIDGE AND F.P. WEIER, PACIFIC SOUTHWEST FOREST AND
RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEPT. OF'
AGRICULTURE. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, FORESTRY RI, I'TE
SENSING LAB., BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. SEPTEIIER 30, 1969.
CONTRACT Nl4iER R-09-038-002.
NR-C6-EJ-998-00316 INVENTIRY OF NATIVE VEGETATION AND RELATED RESOURCES FROM
SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. CHARLES E.
POULTON, ELMJNDO GARCIA-MOYA, JAMES R. JOHNSON AND BARRY J.
SCTIIUMPF, DEPT. OFS RANGE 1WANAGNT, ACRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION, COREON STATE UNIVERSITY. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
REMOTE SENSING LAB., BERKELY, CALI~ODRNIA. SEPT. 30, 1969.
CONTRACT NO. R-03-038-002.
NR-C6-DJ-998-00317 ANALYSIS OF RENOTE SENSING DAI'A FOR EVALUATING I.UREST AND
RANGE RESOUHCES. ANNUAL PRORFESS REPORT. ROHERT N.
CXOLWELL AND GLNE A. THORL-E, SCxOOL OF FORES'iRY AND
CONSERVATION, IDRESTRY REMJI'E SENSING lAB., UNIVEHSIl OF'
CALIFORNIA, BERKELE., CALIFIORNIA. SEPTEMBER 30, 1969.
aCOnRACT NO. R-03-038-002.
NH-C6-EJ-000-00318 THE IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF' HEI- AND AND SI-sUW-
LAN) VEIETATION RESOURCES {ROM AERIAL AND SPACE PKIOGRAPHY.
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. RICHARD S. DRISCOLL, ROCKY MT.
FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION FOREST SERVICE, U.S.
DEPT. OF AGRICUTIURE. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, FORESTRY
REOWTE SENSING LAB., SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION
BERKELEY, CALIFC1NIA. SEP'fMIER 30, 1969. CO!TRACF &5U;ER
R-09-038-002.
NRf-C6-DK-156-00319 THE DEVE.OPENT OF SPEC'Tp O-SIGNATIUR INDICAIURS OF ROOT
DISEASE IMPACTS ON FOREST STANDS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT.
JOHN F. WEAR AND F.P. WERERM, PACIFIC SO.]IIWEST FOREST AND
RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, I.OREST SERVICE, U.S. DEPT. OFAGRICULVJRE. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, ]ORESTRH REIUnI'ESENSING LAB., SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION, EHRKELEY,,
CALIFORNIA. SEPTEMBER 30, 1969. CONITACT NO. R-09-038-002.
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NR-C8-00-000-00174 I'UHEST'R'S GIDFE TO AERIAL PHOTO INTEHPHETn.TION. USDA/
AGRICULllrTL 'iDLH)I(K 30. 1'. RJGENE AV-.HN, UUIE;ST SERV ICE,U.S. DEPT'. OF' A;RICLL'1M:, WASHIN'IOUN, D.C. OCT'. 1966.
NR-C8-00-000-00175 IDENTIFICATION OF' 1w"E SPECIES ON LARGE-SCALE P/ttCHI('Ir'ICAND COLA)R AERIAL PHIFXI'RAPHS. R.C. HELLEH, G.E. IX)VHSPlIKhE,AND R.C. ALDRICH, 'UIGEST INSEXT LAB., U.S. DEP'. OF AGHI-CULTRE, BELTSVILE, MD. PUBLISSHED IN AGRHICLL1tHE HAI'DWJ(
NO. 261, JUL, 1964.
NR-C8-00-000-00434 PRELIMINARY AERIAL INFRARD FIRE MAPPING SYSTIS ANAL'SIS.FINAL RFPORT, FEB. 66-JULY 67. RICHARD D. SH1"ED;N AND
CR.L.EN L. DLUAY, HRB-SINGME., INC., STATE CLOIJ'SE, PA.APRIL 1967. REPORT NO. NRB-S 97711-F. CONTRACT NO.
N00228-66-C-0394. STAR N67-36901. AD-655 685. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-C8-00-000-00585 OPERATIONS GUIDE, iNFRARED FIRE MAPPING UNIT. U.S. DEPT.
OF ACRICULTUHE, FKREST SERVICE, WASHIIGTUN, D.C. MAY 1968.
SR-C8-00-000-00893 DEFECT INDICATORS IN SUGAR-MAPLE - A PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE.J`REST SERVICE RESEARCH PAPER NC-37, 34P. RICHARD M. MARDENAND CHARLES L. STAYTON, NORTH CENTRAL FOREST EXPERIMENT
STATION, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. PB-191 905
NR-CS-DJ-998-01172 AN ANALYSIS OF STATE-OWNED RANGELAND RESOURCES FOR MULTIPLE-
USE MANAGEMEN2T IN SOUTHEASTERN ORECON. CHARLES E. POULTON,
AND ARLEIGH O. ISLEY RANGE MANAGEmENT PROGRAM, AGR.
EXPERIMENT STATION,- REGON STATE UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS,
ORE. AUC. 1970, 128P.
NR-C8-WD-998-01261 RANGE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT EVALUATION - A RESEARCH
SYMPOSIUM. I'IJURH CONFERENCE, FLAGSTAFF AND TEMPE,
ARIZONA, MAY 1968. REPORT NO. USDA MISCELLANEOUS PUBL.1147.HAROUD A. PAULSEN, JR., AND ELBERT H. REID, U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1970,
220P. U.S; DEPT. OF ACRICULTURE MISCELLANEXUS PUBLICATION
NO. 1147. W71-00209
IR-CS-00-000-01520 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF FOREST DAMAGE - AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. IR--WR-X-16. PETER A.MURTHA, FOREST MANA,,E],i ' INSTIVTUE, OTTAWA. CANADA DEPT.OF FISHES AND FURESTHY, FORESTRY BRANCH, OVrAWA, ONTARIO,
CANADA. MARCH 1969, 80P.
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NR-C9-OL-000-00004 APPRAISING AND MAPPIN; FElI WllH AERIAL. PIKYXiRI\PHtS.
H. OGDE LUND, PACIFIC NOR'IIhEST FUI:FS'I' ANlD R\AN:E EXPHI*.'.NT
STATION, SEAt''LE, WASHINMlOJN. PAPER PHESF:NT'I) AT ASP-AC.SI,
1969 FALL CONVEN'ION, POR'LAND, OREO"N, SEPT. 1969.
PP.173-180.
NR-C9-DJ-159-00039 FIELD STUDIES ON VIXETATION AT HORSE:I,Y Oi.NTAIN, OR(FON ANO
ITS RELATION TO RADAR IMACERY, CRES REPORT NO. 61-22.
STANILY A. MORAIN, REMI7rE SENSI G LA HlOA'IUIY CEt'IE FOR
RESEARCH, INC., EKINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, L.NILNSITI OF
KANSAS, LARENCE, KANSAS. CONTRA'CT' NOS. NSG-296 AND
NSR-17-004-003. STAR N67-36024.
NR-C9-NJ-000-00051 POSSIBILITIES OF E4PLDYING ARTIF'ICIAI. SATELITES IN ITALY
FOR FIREST FIRE DEt'ECT ION AND WARNING. RAFAI'IO BRUbNO,
DEPT. OF' AGRICLLTTE AND FI.ESTRY, RU"E, ITAL,, AND 4*UMH
GIEZZI, C.N.R., POLITECNICO DE MILANO, MILAN, ITALY. 1969.
STAR N70-10952. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-C9-00-000-00107 APPLICATIONS OF EARTH ORBITAL RRE-E; SENSING TO FOREST AND
RANGE PROBLfMS. AAS PAPER 69-059. ROBERT N. CXLWELL,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, FURESTRY RRIJ'E SENSING LAB.,
BERKEl'Y, CALIFORNIA. JUNE 1969. PRESENTED AT AERICAN
ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIET'Y OF'
AMERICA, JOINT NATIONAL MElETIN, DENVER, CCLLRADO, JUNE
1969.
NR-C9-00-000-00193 DIRXCT DETERMINATION OF AREA DISTRIBUTIION BASED UPON TOPO-
RAPHIC FTEATURES BY MEANS OF THE WILD B9 AVIOGRAPH.
Z. TOMASECOVIC, INSTITUTE FOR SURVEYING, FORESTRY, FACULTY,
ZAGREB, rUCOSLAVIA. PUBLISHED IN PKHOXCGRAYMTRIA, VOL. 23,
NO. 4, JULY 1968. PP.123-137.
NR-C9-00-000-00194 VOLUME ASSESSMENT THROUGH AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN A FOREST
AREA IN BELGIUM. D.A. STL'ILINGWER, INTERNATIONAL INST. FOR
AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES, DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS.
PUBLISHED IN PHOIOGRA4ME'RIA, VOL. 22, NO. 5, JULY 1967.
PP.161-169.
NR-C9-00-000-00209 PtHO-oINTEIPREFTATION IN FOREST TYPE MAPPING AND INVNTORY.
P.N. GUPTA, INTERNATIONAL INSTITrIYE FOR AERIAL SURVEY AND
EARTH SCIENCES, DELUT, NELHERLANDS. AUGUST 1969.
PUBLICATIONS SERIES B, NO. 55. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N70-12911.
NR-C9-EJ-000-00260 COLLR NPIlATIVES ON THE XX)NINO) NATI)ONAL IFIIREST. CHHIL:S 1).
GALIRIEATH, U.S. FOIE:ST SERVICE, iOrnlF;ESTEHN RFIXION,
ALIJUkEROE, NEtW mEX I CO. PUIK ISHED) IN lE-: A-* ICAN SOCIIE Y
OF PKn) xURvW*,R9. 19638 S-Eml -ANNUAL lE':ING, SAN AN't'x0 o,
TEXAS. SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NN-C9-PL-000-00263 THE USE OF' AERIAL PH(OLK RAPHS IN THFE ESTIlMATION OF' ,;]IE
FOREST CHARACTERISTICS. AAHNE NNSS(;NEN, SI! ) POSO), ANDCHRISTIAN KEIL, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINI, FI'INSKA FI"OEST'I'AM-
VFUNDT, FINLAND. REPRINT FIHM ACTA I-UE.STALIA IENNICA,
VOL. 82, NO. 4, 1968.
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COLOR PHOTGRAPHY FUR APPRAISAL SURVE*S OF THE SOUIHERN PINE
BEETLE INl THE SOUrlEAST. W.M. CIESLA, U.S. FPUREST SERVICE,
SOUTHEAST AREA, DIVISION OF FOREST PEST CONTROL, PINEVILLE,
LUJUISIANA. PUBLI SHED IN THE AM ICAN SOC IETY OF PUI'O-
GRA4*tIRY. 1968 SEMI4-ANNUAL MEETING, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS,
SEPTIf1~ 29-OCIOBER 3.
MAtHT1I1ATICAL RNF ENTI'ALS OF AERIAL PHTIO-INTERPRETATION OF'
FORESTS. M.K. HOHAR(OV AND G.G. SAMOILOVICH, USSR.
TRANSLATION OF MONOGRAPH, MATB04ATICHESKIE OSNWNY DESHIF-
RIROVANIYA AEROSNIM(OV LESA. MOSCOW, 1964, P.1-222.
STAR N70-10955. AD-691 916. MICROFICHE COPY
hN-C9-DK-000-00373 INFRARI D LOCATES DISEASED TREES. (REPRINTED FROM ELICTRONICS
WORLD, AUGUST 1969 PP. 34-35).. ROBERT NEUBERT, AMPEX CORP.
REDWOiD CITY, CALIFtRNIA.
NR-C9-DJ-000-00375 SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF MULTIBAND SPECIRAL
RECONNAISSANCE FUR THE INVENTORY OF WILDLUAND RESOURCES.
REPRINTED FROM RktYTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT, VOL. 1, NO. 1,
MARCH 1969. JERRY D. LENT AND GENE A. THORLEY, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA, SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA.
NR-C9-00-000-00466 PRESENT AND FVTURE FORESTRY APPLICATIONS OF REMvTE SENSING
FRiM SPACE. WILLIAM C. DRAEGER AND DONALD T. LAUER,
FORESTRY Rf43TE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED AS AIAA PAPER NO. 67-765,
4TH ANNUAL MEETINC AND TECINICAL DISPLAY, OC'OBER 23-27,
1967, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
NR-C9-DJ-000-00468 ESTIMATING THEE MRTALITY FRI M APOLLO 9 IMAGERY. JOHN F.
WEAR, U.S. FlREST SERVICE, PORTLAND, ORE0ON. SEPTEIBIER 1969.
NR-C9-HK-000-00541 A TEST WITH LARGE SCALE AERIAL PHITOGRAPHS TO SAMPLE BALSAM
WOOLLY APHID DAMAUE IN THE NORHEASI'. R.C. HELIUH, J.H.
LOWE, R.C. ALDRICH, El AL., PACIFIC SOUtIWEST FUItEST'RY AND
RAME EXPERIMENT STATION, HtERKELEY, CALIFURNIA. REPRINTED
FROM JOURNAL OF FORESTRY, VOL. 65, NO. I. JAN. 1967.
PP.10-18.
NR-C9-00-000-00561 AN ANALYSIS OF MEASURElENTS OF LICHI' REFIECTANCE FROM! TREE
FOLIAGE MADE DURING 1960 AND 1961. CHARLES E. OLSON, E'T AL.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, AGRICULLtRAL E!XPERIE.ANT STATION,
DEPT. OF FORESTRY, URBANA, ILLINOIS. JUNE 1964. CNlRACT
NUMBER NONR-1834(31). MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N65-81674.
NR-C9-00-000-00565 EXPERIMENT IN MARKING CONTROL POINTS IN A FUREST. G.N.
TIMUSHEV, U.S. AIR FORCE, AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFURMATION
CENTER, CARTOGRAPHY DIV., ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. SEPT. 1968.
STAR N69-15885. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-C9-0000-0-00599 STRATIFYING PHOTO PLOTS INTO VOLUME CLASSES. U.S. RFREST
SERVICE, RESEARCH NOTE PSW-151. ROBERT C. ALDRICH, PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKELEY,
CALIFORNIA. 1967.
NR-C9-00-000-00605 WEDGiE EASURES PARALLAX SEPARATIONS...ON LARGE-SCALE 70-MM.
AERIAL PHOnOGRAPHS. REPORT N143ER PSW-142. STEVEN L. WIRT
AND RICHARD J. MWHRE, PACIFIC SOUIHMEST IUREST AND RANGE
EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKELEY, CALI FORNIA. 1967.
NR-C9-00-000-00608 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN FORESTRY AND
OTHlER VEGETATION STUDIES. (PUBLISHED IN EhGLISH, FRENCH AND
SPANISH) D.A. STELLINGWERP, INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER
FOR AERIAL SURVEY, DELE.', NEThERLANDS. PUELISHED IN I.T.C.
PUBLICATION SERIES B, NO. 38. 1966. STAR N67-12851.
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NR-C9-GJ-000-00625 DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF ASH DIEBACK ON LARGE-SCALE
COLUR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH
PAPER PSW-35. RALPH J. CROXTON, PACIFIC SOUTHWEST FORESTRYAND RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. 1966.
NR-C9-00-000-00679 RECOGNITION OF TREE SPECIES ON AIR PIKTOGRAPHS HY CR(R*N
CHARACTIFRIS'TICS. L. SAIN-WI'lUENSTlEIN, IEPT. Ob' POES'ITHR,CANADA. PbULISHFD IN CANADA, DF:PT. O*' F1KES7R AND RMURL
DE'VELFtENT', URtESTR BRANCH TECHNICAL N1'E NO. 95. 1960.
Kt-C9-00-000-00680 TREE MEASURENENTS ON LARGE-SCALE, VETl'ICAL., 70,M. AIR PYIX)U-
GRAPHS. PUREST RESEARCH BRANCI CON'I'RIHN'I Th NO. 591. F.W.
KIPPEN AND L. SAYN-WIllTUENST'EIN, DEPT. OF' URESTRY, FUREST
RESEARCH BRANCH, OTi'AWA, CANADA. 1964.
hR-C9-00-000-00681 PHENOLOGICAL AIDS TO SPECIES IDENTIFICATION ON AIR PHOTO-
GRAPHS. DEPT. OF PORESTRY, PUREST RESEAHCH BRANCH, 'I'ECH-
NICAL NOTE 104. L. SAYN-WITTCENSTEIN, DEPT. OF IFURESTHY,
FOREST RESEARCH BRANCH, CIITAWA, CANADA. 1961.
NR-C9-00-000-00688 AVIONICS IN FOREST RESOURCE INVENTORIES. L. SAYN-WI'TCGEN-
STEIN AND A.H. ALDRED, DEPT. OF IFUHESTRY AND RURAL DEVELOP-
M'ENT, OTTAWA, CANADA. PLtULISHED IN CANADIAN AERONAUTlCS AND
SPACE JOURNAL, VOL. 14, NO. 8, OCT. 1968. PP.315-317.
NR-C9-CJ-125-00722 STRATIFYING STAND VOLUME ON NON-STERE AERIAL PHOTOS -
REDUCES ERRORS IN' FUREST SURVEY ESTIMATES. REPORT NO. PSW-
51. ROBERT C. ALDRICH AND NANCY X. NORICK, PACIFIC SOLt'H-
WEST FOPUREST AND RANME EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKELEY, CALIF.
1969. STAR N70-13254.
NR-C9-UL-000-00742 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND MAPPING OF THE SIBERIAN FOREST.
G.P. MUIMTILOV, RUSSIA. TRANSLATION OF MONOGRAPH, AEU-
FOTOSEI4KA I KARTOGRAF'YAROVANIE, MLOSOW 1966. MICROFICHE
COPY. STAR N70-11720.
NR-C9-00-000-00749 SWAMPY FPUREST ZONE TERRAIN. REPORT NO. FSTC-HT-23-736-69.
E.A. GALKINA, RUSSIA. TRANSLATION OF GEWFIZICHESKII SBORNIK(USSR) VOL. 7, 1955. PP.75-84. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N70-11486.
NR-C9-00-000-00750 USE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN STUDYING FOREST TYPES. REPORT
NO. FSTC-HT-23-285-68. G.G. SAMOILOVICH, ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES, RUSSIA. 1961. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-C9-HH-092-00772 AERIAL SENSING AND PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE EL VERDE RAIN
FPREST, PUERTO RICO. DR. PHILIP L. JOHNSON AND DAVID M.
ATWOOD U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, COLD REGIONS RESEARCH
AND ENCINEl RING LAB., HANbOVR, NEW HAMPSHIRE. REPORT NO.
CRREL RR-250. DEC. 1969. N70-36236 AD-703 123
MICROFICtE'I AND) HARD CtX)P.
NR-C9-00-000-00775 INFRARED) FIRPI*APPER D-I'TORIW AND 11'S ROL IN IRIEST FINHE
CONTCOL. J . E. TA LOR, tXI'LU'IlNGU DFVICF:S OF C4NAvLX, VOL,. 69,
NO. 20, OCTLUOE 196e. PP.tl-91.
NR-C9-EJ-000-00846 INFRARED PINPOINTS FIRES tH(RGH A SEA OF' SMlkE. CRAIC, C.
CHANDLE, U.S. PUREST SERVICE, WASHINGT'ON, D.C. PLBLI*H'D
IN THE YEARIJX0K OF AGRICULTUU' 1968. PP.Z08-217.
NR-C9-00-000-00856 RADIANT ENIMY IN RELATION TO PURESTS. USDA IHDHEST SERVICE
TECHNICAL BU.lETIN NO. 1344. WIIAM E. REIFSSN¥y.3,, VAIL UNIVERSIT, NEW HAVEN, (XCONN. AND I-OWRD W. LULL, NRTH-
EASERIN PUFREST EXPERIMENT STATION, UPPER D/RHI, PA. U.S.
DEFT. OF ACGICULTUlE, PUREST SERVICE, WASHIINTON, D.C.
DM,. 1965.
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NR-C9-00-000-00860 INVESTICATING THE FEASIBILITY OF CENSUSING DEER BY REMOIE
SENSING OF THERMAL IN'RARED RADIATION. RICHARD M.
'ARTmGLEW, INDIANA DEPT. OF NATURAL NESOURCES, AND ROGER
M. H*''FER, LABORATORY FOR REMOTE SENSING, PLUUXE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETFE, INDIANA. PRESENTED AT THE MIIDWEST WILDLI FE
CONFRENCE, CHICACO, ILL., DEC. 1966.
NR-C9-EJ-000-00874 AERIAL PHCIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATING DAMAGE BY
INSECTS IN WESTERN FORESTS. J.F. WEAR, R.B. POPE, AND
ROBERT B. POPE, U.S. FOREST SERVICE, PACIFIC NORTHWEST
FOREST AND RANGE EXPER IfENT STATION, PORTLAND, ORECON.
1966.
NR-C9-00-000-00904 TREE SHADOW PATTERNS AND ILL.UMNATION MEASUREMENTS WITHIN
CLEARCUT STRIPS AND IRREGULAR OPENINGS IN A TRUE FIR FOREST.
U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH NOTE PSW-172. D.T. GORDON,
PACIFIC SOUWTIEST FOREST + RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN U.S. FOREST SERVICE
RESEARCH NOTE, 1968.
IR-C9-00-000-00905 CONTRACTING FOR FOREST AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE UNITED
STATES. GENE AVERY, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, EAST
LANSING, MICHIGAN AND MFRLE P. MEYER, UNIVERSITY OF MINN-
ESOTA, ST. PAUL, MINNESOT'A. U.S. FOREST SERVICE, LAKE
STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.
PUBLISHED IN U.S. FOREST SERVICE, STATION PAPER NO. 96.
NR-C9-CJ-000-00906 VOLX.L: TABLES FRI AERIAL TIMBER ESTIMATING IN NORTHERN
MINNESOTA. GENE AVERY, SOUTHEASTEhN F'OREST EXPERIMENT
STATION, ASHEVILLE, N.C. AND f.*RLE P. .lMEWR, UNIFI.RSI'rY OF
MINNESOTA, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. U.S. FOREST SEHMVICE, LAKE
STATES FOREST E3XPERIMENT STATION, ST. PAU., MINNESOI'A.
PUBLISHED IN U.S. FOREST SERVICE, STATION PAPER NO. 78,
NOV. 1959.
NR-C9-00-000-00907 DETECTION OF DISEASED TREES. MERLE P. MEYER AND DAVID W.
FRENCH, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.
REPRINTED FROM PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERINC, VOL. 33,
SEPT. 1967. PP.1035-1040. PUBLISHED IN SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL
SERIES, PAPER NO. 6229.
NR-C9-00-000-00 909 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF AERIAL VOLUME TABLE CONSTRUCTION FOR
LODGEPOLE PINE IN WEST-CENTRAL ALBERTA. PATRICK J.B. DuF',
DEPT. OF FORESTRY, CALIARY, CANADA AND MERLE P. 'yER,
UNIVERSITY OF' MINNESOTA, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. PUBLISHED IN
FORESTRY CHRONICLE, VOL. 38, NO. 2, JUNE 1962. PP.212-218.
NR-C9-FJ-000-00911 RELATIONSHIP OF' AERIAL PHOTO MEASLREMENTS TO THE STAND
DIAMETER CLASSES OF A MINNESOTA HARD-MUD FOREST. MERLE P.
MEYER AND VERDELL G. ERICKSON, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. REPRINTED FROM PHOURGAMM'TfRIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 30, JAN. 1964. PP.142-144.
NR-C9-CJ-06-00912 AN EVALUATION OF AERIAL COI1R PHOTOGRAPHY FOR DE'TETING
FOREST DISEASES AND INSECTS. C.E. CORDEUL, J.S. ASTIN, JR.,
AND R.T. FRANKLIN, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE
ASHEVILLE, N.C. U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICUTIXURE REPORT NO.
65-1-9 (1965). MARCH 1965.
·NR-C9-FK-000-00916 EFFECTS OF SCALE, PRINTING ME'TOD AND PRINT SURFACE VARIA-
TIONS UPON AIR PHOIU IMAGE QUALITY. MINNESOTA FORESTRY
RESEARCH NOTES NO. 206. J.J. ULLIMAN, G.W. FRITS, ET AL.,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
JULY 1969. PUBLISHED AS SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL SERIES PAPER
NO. 6992, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION.
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10-00918 CONSTRUCTION OF A LOCAL AERIAL STAND KVOLME TABLE FRM THE
HlOTO MEASURME'NTS OF ONE INTERPRETER. MINNESOT'A iFRESTRY
NOTES NO. 173. GARRY W. FRITS AND MERLE P. HEYER,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, SCHOOL OF F'RESTRY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
JULY 1966. PUBLISHED AS SCIENTIFIC JOJdNAL SERIES PAPER NO.
6034 OF' THE MINNESO(I'A AGHFCIAtl.lAI. F:XI):HINi''T SI'IION.
D0-00919 cONSTlUCT'ION OF LOCAL AERIAL STAND VOULL' , TABLES. MINNE.S('A
FORESTRY NYOTES NO. 170. ALAN R. EK AND MI*iLE P. MEER,
UNIVERSITY OF' MINNESOTA, SCHX)L OF AWt.ESTHlt, ST. PAUL., MINN.
APRIL 1966. PUBLISHE'D AS SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL SERIES PAPER
NO. 5968 OF '1E MI.NNENr1'A AGRICULWRAL EXPIIMENT STATION.
D0-00920 WHITE FIR STANDS KILUD BY 1USSOCK MCIH - 70-MM, COIOR
PHOlOGRAPHY AIDS DETECTION. U.S. FIUREST SERVICE RESEARCH
NOTE PSW-168. STEVEN L. WERT AND HOYD E. WICKMAN, PACIFIC
SOUTIHWEST FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMEhT STATION, BEHKELEY,
CALIFORNIA. 1968.
D0-00924 USE OF AERIAL ME'iTHODS FUR STUDYING ZONAL AND REgIONAL LAND-
SCAPE PAT'ERNS. V.P. MIROSHNICHENKO, USSR. SEPT. 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-15148 AD-695 724
)0-00928 KODAK EKTACHROMF INFRARED AMRO FIUM FOR FORESTRY PURPOSES.
D.A. STELLINGWERF, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FRA AERIAL SLRHVEY
A)ND EARH SCIENCES, DELFT, NE:THERLANDS. PUBLICATIONS SERIES
B, NO. 54. MARCH 1969. STAR N70-10556. MICROFICHE COPY.
D0-00975 PROJECT FIRE SCAN, FIRE MAPPING, FINAL REPORT. APRIL 1962 -
DECEMBER 1966. THE USE AND SYSTEM REUIREMENTS OF' INFRARED
SCANNERS IN MAPPING WILDFIRES. U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH
PAPER INT-49, 1968. STANLEY N. HIRSCH, U.S. FI-RUST SERVICE,
NORTHERN FOREST FIRE LAB., MISSOUtLA, MONTANA, ROBERT L.
BJORNSEN, U.S. FOREST SERVICE, DIV. OF FIRE CONThOL, WASH.,
D.C., ET AL., 1968. CONTRACT NLHBERS OCD-OS-62-174 AND
OCD-PS-66-17.
DO-01018 SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS COPARED WITH PANCHRTIC
AND INFRARED AERIAL PHIOOGRAPHS. CHARLES E. OLSON, JR.,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. 1964.
OITRACT NO. NONR 1224-(44). STAR N65-36156. AD-603 499.
MICROFICHE COPY.
10-01023 EVALUATION OF FOREST CANOPIES BY PHCOOGRAPHY. REPORT NO.
CRREL-RR-253. DR. PHILIP L. JOHNSON AND THEODORE C. VOGEL,
U.S. ARMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH + EGINEERING LAB., HANOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE. OCT. 1968. AD-680 182.
NR-C9-GJ-000-01024 COLOR PHI-C;mRAPHY FIR OAK WIL' D:rI'ECTlON. EtIi*:R R. RH(IH,
U.S. FOHEST S.ERVICE, ATLANT'A, CGFXIGIA, H(U'HTI' C. HE':IJFH,
U.S. FOUREST SEIVICE, HEL,TSVIU.E, ,M \AIANI), Fl' AL. PLU.LISHED
IN JOURNAL OF' FI..R;STRY, VOL. 61, NO. 10, OC'T. 1963.
PP.774,776,778.
NR-C9-DK-000-01028 AERIAL PHOTO INTERPRET'ATION (OF UND'*ST(NRIES IN T1O ORE)ON
OAK STANDS. FOREST SERVICE RESEARcH NOTE PN*-58.
H. GCDE LUND, GEORGE R. FAHNEST(X'K, AhD JOHN F. WEAR,
PACIFIC NO)RTHESI' F'REST + RANGE EXPEtRI NT STATION, PoHT-
LAND, OREGON. PUBLISHE) IN U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH
NOTE, JULY 1967.
hR-C9-WD-159-01039 A MULTI-SENSOR STLDY OF' PLANT C.M'NI1'IES AT HORSEFLY
MOUNTAIN, OREGON. REX M. PETER.SON, G. ROSS COCHRANE,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. PLULISHED IN REMT'E
SENSING IN ECOLOGY, 1969. PP.63-94. REPORT NO. CRES
REPRINT 133-6. ONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089. NAS 9-7175
14-08-;0001-10848. AD-698 098.
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NR-C9-00-000-01052 SOME PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPI-IN3 NEW ZEALAND FORESTS. PART I.
M.D. KING, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGITON, NEW ZEALAND.
PUBLISHED IN TUATARA, VOL. 15, NO. 2, JULY 1967. PP.60-74.
NR-C9-00-000-01153 NONIMAGING OPTICAL DIFFERENTATION OF F'OREST FOLTAGE.
W.G. EGAN, GRLItAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORP., BEGHPAGE,
NEW YORK. OCT. 1969. REPORT NO. RM-458J. STAR N69-40307.
hR-C9-00-000-01184 UNTERSUCHUNGEEN ZR ERMITUJNG HOL.ESSK1UNDLICEER DATEN AUS
LUIBIiLDERN BEI DER HOLZART FICHTE. (DEDUCING MENSURATIONAL
DATA FROM AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF SPRUCE SPECIES). DIETHARD
KAHLEYSS AND GERHARD KLIER, INSTITUT FUR FORSTLICIE GEUDASIE
UND PHOTOGROAMM-TRIE, T1ARANDT, GERMANY. PUBLISHED IN ARCIV
FUER FORSTWESEN, BD. 17, HEFT 4, 1968. PP.369-380.
NR-C9g-H-000-01198 INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY AS AN INDICATOR OF DISEASE AND DECLINE
IN CITRUS TREES. GERALD G. NORMAN, FLORIDA DEPT. OF AGRI-
CULTURE, WINTER HAVEN, FIORIDA AND NORMAN L. FRITZ, EASTMAN
KODAK( CO., ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. PUBLISHED IN FLORIDA STATE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 78, 1965. PP.59-63.
NR-C9-0000-0-01221 AIRBORNE INFRARED LINE SCANNERS FOR FOREST FIRE SELRVEILL-
ANCE. STANtEY N. HIRSCH ANO FORREST H. MADDEN, U.S. DEPTI'.
OF ACRICULITUE, FtOREST SERVICE, MISSOULA, MvNTANA. PRESENT-
ED AT THE SOCIETY OF PHCOO-OPTICAL INSTHIRLMNTATION ENGINEERS
ANNUAL TECHNICAL SVTIPOSIUM AND EXHIHORAM4, 14TH, SAN HRAN-
CISCO, CALIF., AUG. 1969. PUILISHED IN PH(JXI-OPTICAL
INSTRIMENTATION APPLICATIONS AND THEORY, SOCIETY OF PHOIO-
OPTICAL INSTRUIENTATION E9GINEERS PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2, AUG.
1969. PP.51-57. A70-23753.
'NR-C9-00-000-01315 STUDIES OF THE WOODLAND LIGHT CLIMATE. 1. - THE PHIOCGRAP0-
IC COMPUTATION OF LIGHT CONDITIONS. MARGARET C. ANDERSON,
BOTANY SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE. IN JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY, VOL. 52,
1964. PP.27-41.
NR-%P9-00-000-01346 THE NEED FOR FOREST INVENTORIES. DONALD A. STELLINGIERF,
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE F'OR AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIiENCES
DELFT, NETIHELDS. OCT. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-12960
NR-C9-FH-032-01437 DETECTION OF ARTIHROPOD ACTIVITY ON CITRUS FOLIAGE WITH
AERIAL INFRARED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. W.G. HART AND S.J.
INGLE, U.S. DEPT. OF" AGRICULTUIE, WESLACO, TEXAS. IN
WORKSHOP ON AERIAL COLOR PHOTCGRAPHY IN THE PLANT SCIENCES,
GAINESVILLE, F/LORIDA, MARCH 1969, PROCEEDINGS. PP.85-88.
NR-C9-00-000-01483 PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE DETECTION OF WILDLIFE WITH AN
AIRCRAFT-MOUNTED INFRARED SCANNER. TECHNICAL MEIORANDWM
RSC-12. 1970. GEORGE RANDALL HARKER, TEXAS A AND M
UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS.
NR-C9-DJ-048-01485 (FALSE-COLOR FILM FAILS IN PRACTICE). -C. ROSS COCHRANE
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANS. IN PFOIC4GRAMMO'flIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 34, NO. 11, NOV. 1968, PP.1142-1146.
CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-10848.
NR-C9-GJ-167-01533 S1IDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER. FINAL REPORT OCT. 62-
SEPT. 65. HEINZ H. LEITAU, HARRY L. HAMILTON, JR., WARREN
B. JOHNSON, JR., AND DONALD H. LENSCHOW, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN, MADISON, WIS. OCT. 1965. 263P. CONTRACT NO.
DA-36-039-AMC-00878(E). AD-478083
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TEXHN I CAL REPORTS - FIltSTRh
ACCESSION NUMI DE! u CRI .I ON
NR-C9-FJ-000-01544 DIN.IDPtI-*NT OF AN AIRKNXINE: HEI'E:-SENSOR SIHIVEV (O' THEE;
DISEASES IN TEXAS. RHtPOR'I' IUR 1969-70. F:.P. VA\N AHSI:I.,
TEXAS A AND M UNIVESITY, DFPT. OF Pij\N'l' SCIF:NCI:S, C(XII);E
STATION, TEXAS. 1970. 42P. COIXNIACT NO. RHANT NSG .l9-b62.
NH-C9-FJ-000-01545 PROGRESS IN 1HiE Rf(TI'E Dn'TECIX'ION OF' LIVE (1XK DitX.INE' AND
ASH RUST. ALSO (YIIt REPORlTS ON TREE DI SEASES S''I).
DR. E.P. VAN ARSDEL, TEXAS A AND HM UNIV.EHSIT5, DEPTr. OF
PLANT SCIENCES, COtLIlJE STATION, TEXAS. 1970, tP. CON'IVAUT
NO. NASA GRANT NSG239-62.
NR-C9-00-000-01547 EVALUATION OF PROJWCT FIRFSCAN AS AN R1'U HEAT S.XiHCE
SEARCH AND DTEiCTION SYSTEM. REPORT' O. SC-DH-70-152.
J.L. ENTREXIN, AND L.L. KELU,, JR., SANDIA LAIAAT.HtIES,
ALBI. lERtUE, NEW PROXICO, MARCH 1970, 29P. N70-34504
NR-C9-1D-000-01601 IMPACT OF DOiULAS-FIR TUSSOCK MOTHL.. COLOR AERIAL
PHMIUGRAPHY EVALUATES MORTALITY. REPORT NO. FSHP-PSW-60.
STEVEN L. WERT, PACIFIC SOUTHWEST PtNREST AND RANGE
EXPERIMENT STATION, BERKElLET CALIF., AND BOYD E. WICKAN,
PACIFIC NORTHWEST FOREST AND RANGE EXP. STATION, FORES'IRY
SCIENCES LAB., CORVALLIS, OREION. 1970, 9P. PB-193698
N71-12160
NR-C9-EJ-000-01624 LAN'D RESOUiRCE INVENTORY AND EGINEERING SURVEYS USING
PHROTOGRA*EIRY. ENGINEERIING TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
EIR-7100-2. JOHN R. SWINNERTON, DIV. OF ENGINEERING, U.S.
DEPT. OF AGRICUL'IRE, FOREST SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SEPT. 1969. REPRINTED AAU . 1970, 26P. N70-42142
INR-C9-00-000-01628 DISPERSION OF AIR TRACERS INTO AND WITHIN A FORESTED AREA,
VOL. 1 - TECNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO. EWOM-68-G8-I. LEO' J.
FRITSCHEN, CHARLES H. DRIVER, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON, COLUE OF' FOREST RES(XURCES, SEATTIE, WASH.
SEPT. 1969, 45P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT DA-AMC-28-043-68-GS.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-700 974 N70-26988
NRi-C9-GJ-000-01639 THE RADIANT ENERGY BUDGET OF CLEARCUT AND FORESTED SITES IN
WEST VIRGINIA. J.W. H.ORNBECK, NORTHEASTERN FiREST
EXPERIMENT STATION, FOREST SERVICE, DLiHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
USDA, FOREST SERVICE, NORTHEASTERN FIREST EXPERIMENT
STATION, UPPER DARBY, PENNSYLVANIA. IN PUREST SCIENCE, VOL.
16, NO. 2, JUNE 1970. PP.139-145. W70-10422
NR-C9-00-000-01674 SPECTRAL INFRlAHED REFLX,1'ION MEASLii-ENTS IFROM NATLHRAL AlND
TREATED) ASPEN FORESTS. REPORT NO. CRH-14-4. I-RANK W.
HAWS, RALPH HRISCOE, AND ALLAN STEED, UI'AH- CEN'TER; ItOR WATER
RESOURCES RESEARCH, UX;AN,. U'AH. DEC. 1969, 17P.
MICROFICHE COPY. PB-19Z209 W70-07332
NR-C9-BK-000-01684 TREES OF' INTERIOR ALASKA, THFIR SIGNIFICANCE AS SOIL AND
PERMAFROST INDICATORS. REPORT NO., ACF'L-TH-39. E.G.
STOCKElk E, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF NGJhINEILRS, PEHIMAF',OS'T DIV.,
ST. PAUL,. MINN. ARCTIC CONSIRUCTI"ON AND FIH)ST E'FFI'.'TS LAH.,
BOSTON, MASS. 1952, 28P. MICROFICHE COPY. PH-162803
AD-712597
NR-C9-GJ-217-01772 FOREST AND RANGE INVENTOR1 AND MAPPING. ROER1' C. ALDRICH,
PACIFIC SOUTIIEST FOREST AND RANGE EXPERIMI4'T STATION,
BUKEJLEY, CAL.IF. 1970, 30P. TO BE PUBLISHED IN -
INTERNATIONAL WURKSHOP IN EARTH RESOURCES SLURVE SYST!MqS,




TECHNICAL REPORTS - OIRESTHY
ACCESSION NLUF1R DESCRIPT'ION
NR-C9-FJ-149-01773 DIE'NCTION AN)D CHARACTERIZATION OF STRESS SYMPTIMS IN FIREST
VECETATION. ROBERT C. HELLER, PACIFIC SOUTFEST FRREST AND
RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION, HERKEL'E, CALIF. 1969, 55P.
TO BE PUBLISHED IN - PROCEEDINGS FUR THE INTElNATIONAL
WORKSHOP IN EAHTH RESOURCES SURVEY SYSTEMS, HELD IN ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN, MAY 1971. N71-15502
NR-C9-CL-143-01804 AERIAL PH(OOCRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF NATURAL VECETATION IN
THE ANCHORAGE AREA, ALASKA. KIRK N. STONE, PROF. OF
GEOCRAPHY, UNIV. OF' WISCONSIN, MADISON. IN THE
GBOGRAPHICAL REVIEW, VOL. 38, 1948. PP.465-474.
REPRINTED IN SURVEYING AND MAPPING, VOL. 10, 1950.
PP199-207.
NR-C9-00-000-01817 OCULAR ESTIMATION OF CROWN DENSITY ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
ROBERT B. POPE, PACIFIC NORTHWEST FOREST AND RANGE
EXPERIMENT STATION, PORTLAND, OREGON. IN FORESTRY
CHRONICLE, VOL. 35, NO. 1, 1960. PP.89-90.
NR-C9-00-000-01846 LEGIFENYKEPEK FELHASZNALASA AZ ERDORENDEZESI MN(A SORAN.
(UTILIZATION OF AERIAL PHOTOS IN FOREST MANAGEMENT).
ISTVAN BAN, AND BELA BERDAR, ADORESS UNKNOWN. IN ERDO,
VOL. 17, NO. 8, AUG. 1968. PP.356-362. IN HUNGARIAN,GERMAN SL4MARY.
NR-C9-00-000-01877 RII0'E: SENSING OF GUASSLAND ViFO:I'Vl'lION. SHIGICRU Ti'KAH'I'A,
IN-J.RN.%AL OF HOKCNO, VOL. 34, NO. 10, 1969, P. 27-3b.
IN JAPANESE, ENGLISH SIFMARY.
·-NR-C9-CT-000-01929 FROST POCKE'TS ON 1THeMAL IMAGIRY. P.A. MtRTHA, FOREST
MANAGEI'/ENT INSTITTI'E, I)EPT. OF FISHlRIES AND -,ME.TH',
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. IN-'hE I'UHESTRY CHRONICLE, VOL. 47NO. 2, APRIL 1971.
NR-C9-HK-000-02169 U.S. GOELXCICAL SURVEY, TELiHNICAL LkUFR NASA-169.
THE EM4PLU.NENT OF WEATHER SATELLITE IM.WY:]W IN AN EFFH'rT 1D
IDCENTIF AND LOCATE THE FUREST-TUNDHA IFtkUNE IN CANAW.
SUSAN A. ALDRICH, fRANK T. AILHICH, AP.U i, UERT D. RLW),






























TYPE', S I Z:
HIGH ALTl1l'tl AIRCHAF'I ' , EL-PASO 1O
TUCSON
HIGH ALT'ITLtDE AIRCRAFT, EL PASO TO
TUCSON
SITE 130-SOLnfI1*FN CALIIURNIA
SITE 027-SALtUN SEA, CALIFUINIA
SITE 157-BORRIXXO SPRINCS, CALIFIRNIA
SITE - IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA













SITE 046-ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA



























































SITE bAPS - GE(1;RAPt
-\s'C-:s. I (h NIMtR LOCAT I (ON
NR-DI-GCH-103-00055 SITE 098-H'SESTEAD, FLA.
SITE 102-STATE:NVILLE/1LAKE CITY,
FLA., PHOSPHATE
SITE 103-CRYSTAL RIVER, FIBIDA,
SITE 104-WAUCHIULA/TAMPA, FLA.,
NR-DI-GH-104-00055 SITE 098-H'KIESTFAD, FIA.
SITE 102-STATEN'VILLE/LAKE CITY,
FLA., PHOSPHATE
SITE 103-CRYSTAL RIVER, FLORIM,
SITE 104-WAUCHULA/TAMPA, FLA.,
NR-DI-GH-105-00022 SITE 105-CRESCENT BEACH SUIMARINE
SPRING, PLA.
NR-DI-EJ-117-00257 HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCHUAT, U'LtA TO
LOS ANGELES
NRH-DI0-J-130-00029 SITE 130-SOTVIERN CALIF.
NR-DI-EJ-130-00030 SITE 130-SOI'IIERN CALIF.
NH-DI-EJ-130-00066 SITE 130-SOJ'IIERN CALIEORNIA
NR-DI-FJ-130-00105 SI TE 130-1Xn-ERN CALIFORNIA
NH-DI-FU-130-00107 SITE 130-S(XfllHERN CALINMIINIA
SITE 157-tll0lGO SPRINGS, CALIF.
NR-DI-EJ-130-00168 SIT'E 130-.S(XnHFRN CALIFMRNIA
SITE 027-SAlIOUN SEA, CALIF)PNIA
SITE 157-OXHRREO SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
NR-DI-EJ-130-00171 SITE 130-SOLtHiERN CALIFORNIA
NH-DI-EJ-130-00254 SITE - IMPERIAL, VALL', CALIFO.NIA
NH-DI-EJ-130-00257 HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFIT, YLMA TO
LOS ANGELES
NR-DI-GW-132-00063 SITE 132-NEW ORLEANS, LA.
SITE 133-MICHOD, LA.
SITE 134-SLIDELL, LA.
SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
NR-DI-GH-132-00127 SITE 132-N'W ORLt'ANS, LO.ISIANA
NR-DI-GH-132-00143 SITE 132-NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
NH-DI-GH-132-00204 SITE 132-NEW ORLEANS, LWUISIANA
NH-DI-GJ-133-00063 SITE 132-NEW ORLEANS, LA.
SITE 133-MICHOUD, LA.
SITE 134-SLIDEU,, LA.
SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
NH-DI-GJ-133-00128 SITE 133-MICHOUD, LOISIANA
NR-DI-GJ-134-00063 SITE 132-NEW ORLANS, LA.
SITE 133-MICHOUJ, LA.
SITE 134-SLIDELL, LA.
SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY










































REGIONAL 17 X 22
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SITE SAPS - GFCXIRAPM
ACCESS I ON NUMER U)CATION TIPE
hR-DI-GJ-137-00063 SITE 132-NE' OHLEANS, LA. REUION\L
SITE 133-MICHUD, LA.
SITE 134-SLIDELL, LA.
SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILI'IY
hR-DI-.J-137-00130 SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY REGIONAL
NR-DI-GCH-146-00207 SITE 146-ALAFIA/PEACE RIVERS, FLORIDA REGIONAL
SITE 165-DESEkTEW'/ST. MARKS, FWIRIDA
NR-DI-CH-146-00249 SITE 146-ALAFIA/PEACE RIVERS, FlA. REGIONAL
SITE I65-DESERTE'/ST. MARKS, FLOIDA
NR-D1-CJ-153-00083 SITE 153-ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND REGIONAL
NR-DI-EJ-157-00107 SITE 130-SOJIFERN CALIFORNIA REGIONAL
SITE 157-BORREGO SPRINGS, CALIF.
NR-DI1-EJ-157-00168 SITE 130-SOUlIERN CALIFO.RNIA REGIONAL
SITE 027-SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA
SITE 157-BORREGO SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
NR-DI-FJ-157-00254 SITE - IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFURNIA REGIONAL
NR-DI-DJ-159-00117 SITE 159-HORSEFLY MOUNTAIN, OREG(ON REGIONAL
NR-DI-GH-164-00156 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/BELLE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
iR-DI-GH-164-00200 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/RBEIE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
NR-DI-GH-164-00229 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/oELLE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
NR-D1-CH-164-00232 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/BLLE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
hR-D1-CH-164-00240 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/BELIE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
IR-DI-GH-164-00247 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/BELE GLADE, FLA. REGIONAL
NR-DI-GJ-165-00132 SITE 165-DESEREr/ST. ARKS, FLORIDA REGIONAL
NR-DI-GJ-165-00133 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA REGIONAL
NR-DI-GJ-165-00134 SITE 165-DF:SEHEN'/ST. 4HWiS, IFlI)tl[ RFlHIX;AL
NH-DI-GJ-165-00147 SITE 165-DE-SERE'/ ST. MARKS, FI-RIII)\ RFXIONAL
NR-DI-GJ-165-00148 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARWS, FI-IDA REGIONAL
NR-DI-CkJ-165-00152 SITE 165-DESERE'r/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA REGIONAL
NR-DI-GH-165-00207 SITE 146-ALAFIA/PEACE RIVERS, FI.RIDA RIX;IONAL
SITE 165-DESEET/ST. MARKS, FURilDA
NR-DI-0J-165-00209 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MAIKS, FLORIDA REGIONAL
NR-DI-GJ-165-00231 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FMOH IDA REGIONAL
NR-DI J-165-00233 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, F.R I DA REGIONAL




SITE 146-ALAPIA/PEACE RIVERS, FLA.
SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FULORIDA
SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA






























































SITE 993-1'IT'liV .I LE, FI.H II)'
SITE 997-CAPE KENNEt:I, FL-' I IA
SITE 994-EL PASO, TEXAS
SITE 994-EL PASO, TEXAS
HIGH ALTITUDE AIHCRAFI ', EL PASO TO
TUCSON
SITE 995-ANSON/SNl`]R, TEXAS
SITE 996-DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS
SITE 996-DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS
SITE 993-TITUSVILLEF, F.1ORIDA
SITE 997-CAPE KIENNEDY, FLORIDA
SECTION D2




































DECR I PT I ON
NR-D2-W-'018-00012 SITE 01P-HtEfHS1],N (CENT'IU, APP,1,AC0III/A PIl lH)Il'),
MARYIAND/PENNS'LL ANIA/V IG I N I A
NR-D2-FJ-130-00053 SITE 130-S.I'HI'RN CAIIF'.
NR-DZ-GH-164-00067 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/HIELI.E GiADE, lUAlIDA
NH-D2-EJ-170-00063 SITE 170-SHEEP Kt]UTAIN, WV'(ING
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SECTION D3
AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUESTS
ACCESS ION DN l.* 'CR. I PT'I ON
NH-D3-CJ-018-00009 SITE 018-H1GIRHS"I'N (CENTRAL APPALACHIAN PIEI1'Ohq'),
MARILAND/PENNhSLVANIA/VIHGINIA ( I )
NI-D3-GJ-018-00075 SITE 018-HAGERS1TXN (C.ENTRAL APPAIACHIAN PIEI11N'I'),
MARYLAND/PENhS LVANI A/V I RG IN I A (2)
NR-D3-EJ-029-00246 SITE 029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (1)
NR-D3-EJ-029-00325 SITE 029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (2)
NH-D3-EJ-029-00338 SITE 029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (3)
SITE 210-IMPE.IiAL VALLFY, CALIFORN IA (1)
NR-D3-F'J-035-00093 SITE 035-WICHITA. KANSAS (1)
%R-D3-FJ-035-00094 SITE 035-WICHITA, KANSAS (2)
NR-D3-GJ-043-00100 SITE 043-CHICAGO, ILLINOIS (1)
NR-D3-CJ-046-00103 SITE 046-ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA (1)
Nh-D3-FJ-076-00115 SITE.076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (I)
NR-D3-F'J-076-00116 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (2)
NR-D3-FJ-076-00117 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (3)
NR-D3-FJ-076-00118 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (4)
NR-D3-F"J-076-00215 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (5)
NR-D3-FJ-076-00258 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (6)
NH-D3-FJ-076-00286 SITE 076-GARDIEN CITY, KANSAS (8)
NR-D3-FJ-076-00345 SITE 076-GARDEN CITY, KANSAS (9)
NR-D3-FJ-085-00120 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (1)
NR-D3-FJ-085-00122 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (3)
Nh-D3-FJ-085-00123 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (4)
NR-D3-F'J-085-00124 SITE 085-LAWRE'NCE, KANSAS (5)
NR-D3-FJ-085-00261 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (6)
NR-D3-FJ-085-00262 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (7)
NR-D3-FJ-085-00310 SITE 085-LAWRENCE, KANSAS (10)
NR-D3-EJ-130-00050 SITE 130-SCFXJtPRN CALIFIRNIA (1)
NR-D3-EJ-130-00156 SITE 130-SOXJlERN CALIFORNIA (2)
NR-D3-EJ-130-00157 SITE 130-SMIERN CALIFUONIA (3)
NR-D3-GH-132-00043 SITE 132-NEW ORLEANS, LWUISIANA (I)
NR-D3-J-133-00044 SITE 133-MICHOUD, LOUISIANA (I)
NR-D3-CJ-134-00045 SITE 134-SLIDELL, LOUISIANA (1)
NR-D3-CGJ-137-00046 SITE 137-MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY (1)
NR-D3W-J-153-00177 SITE 153-ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (1)
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AIRCRA'T bIISSI(ON RE(.ESTS - (;UIXFRtAI-








































DESCR I PT I ON
159-HiRSEFLY NOUNTAIN, ORBGON (1)
159-H10RSEFLY MIUNTAIN, OREXON (2)
159-HORSEFLY MOUNTAIN, OREGON (3)
159-HORSFFLY MOUNTAIN, OREGON (4)
159-HORSEFLY MOUNTAIN, OREXON (5)
164-BOCA RATON/BELLE GLADE, FIORIDA (1)
164-BOCA RATON/BEiLE CLADE, F1iRIDA (2)
165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FIORIDA (1)
165-.ESE:REq'/ S'T.. miKWS, U*II),'\ (3)
165-DESFET/'/ ST. MIARKS, FU)RtIA (2)












202-PT. CO(LFURT, TEXAS (1)
203-GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
204-BYNAM, ALABAMA (1)
205-BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA (1)
206-JUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA (1)
201-MIECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA (1)
202-PT. CIWORT, TEXAS (1)
203-GRANI'TE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
204-BYNAM, ALABAMA (1)
205-BAT1ON ROECE, LOUISIANA (I)
206-MUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA (1)
201-MECLHANICSgBUG, PENNSYLVANIA (1)
202-PT. C(XOM}UT, 'EXAS (1)
203-GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
204-BYNAM, ALAAMA ( I )
205-BATON ROUGE, LUJISIANA (1)
206-MJSCI.E S-K)AI.S, AtIAX\V (1)
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DESC I PT I'ON
SITE 201-1IXHANICSBURCG PENNSILVANIA (1)
SITE 202-PT. C(*`OIT, 't'X\S (I)
SITE 203-GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
SITE 204-8BNAM, AtliABA (1)
SITE 205-BATON ROLU;E, LWUISIANA (1)
SITE 206-MUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA 1)
SITE 201-ECHANICSHBUI, PENNSYLVANIA (1)
SITE 202-PT. C FI.IRT, TEXAS (1)
SITE 203-GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
SITE 204-BYNAM, ALABAMA (1)
SITE 205-BATON HOLGE, LOUISIANA (1)
SITE 206-tMUSCLE SHOALS, ALAHAMA (I)
SITE 201-MECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA (1)
SITE 202-PT. COMXIIRT, TEXAS (1)
SITE 203-GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS (1)
SITE 204-BYNVdM, ALABAMA (1)
SITE 205-BATON ROUXJE, LOUISIANA (1)
SITE 206-MUSCLE SHOALS, ALABAMA (1)
SITE 029-PHOENIX, ARIZONA (3)
SITE 210-IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (1)
SITE 996-DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS (1)
SITE 996-DALLAS/PFT. WORTH, TEXAS (2)
SITE 996-DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS (3) ·
SITE 996-DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS (4)
SECTION D4 -1 MISSION SCREENING
AND SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESS ION NUIMBE DESCR IPT'ION
NR-D4-GC-998-B0014 MISSION NO. 14 SITES 043, 046
hN-D4-DK-998-B0029 MISSION NO. 29 SITU 040, 130
hR-D4-CJ-043-B0031 MISSION NO. 31 SITE 043
NI-D4-CJ-'165-B0964 MISSION NO. 964 SITE 165
NR-D4-CH-998-B0090 MISSION NO. 90 SITES 164, 165
NR-D4-HE-901-B0097 MISSION NO. 97 SITES 901
NH-D4-GJ-137-A0125 MISSION 125, EARTH RESOURCES SCRIEE NING AND INDEX(ING REPORT.
SITE 137 -
NR-D4-WJ-137-B0125 MISSION NO. 125 SITES 137
MR-D4-PJ-998-AI28C MISSION 128C, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT
SITES 85, 226, AND 234.
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MISSION SCR ENING AND SNAHtE iu:PI('I'S - cvllltti\PH
?ACCESSION: N%1tER DESCR I PT I ON
NR-D4-1j-998-AIZ8D MISSION 128D, EARTH RESO.iRCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 187, 194, 229, 230 AND 231
NR-D4-FJ-228-A128E MISSION 128E, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITE 228
NR-D4-GJ-998-A0136 MISSION 136, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING
SITES 204 AND 206
NR-D4-GJ-998-B0136 MISSION NO. 136 SITES 204, 206
NR-D4-FJ-238-A0137 MISSION 137, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING
SI1TE 238
NR-D4-FJ-238-BOI'37 MISSION NO. 137 SITE 238
NR-D4-GF-851-BO148 MISSION NO. 148 SITE 851 - PERU
NR-D4-FJ-270-A0163 MISSION 163, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING
SITE 270













R)DARH SENSING -Otll GEOSCI-INCE PtIUI)SIF . SI II-ANNt ,L.. PIR(IGRFSS
REPORT, CHSA 61-2, 1 JANSUA 1966 '1) I JtI,N 1966. 'TllF
UNIVIRSI'IY OF KANSAS, CENTER RtX[ HESEAWCH INEC., FNIt;]NEER HING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWIRENCE, KANSAS. CON'I'RALC NlUbItER
NSR 17-004-003. STAR X66-37199.
URBLN AND TRANSPORTATION INFtORIXTION SYSTE'IFS. ANNlUAL
REPORT, APRII 1966. NOHWIESTtRhN UNIVFHSIT'I RHESEICH
OFF'ICE, DEPARHTe:NT OF GEOGRAPHY, EVANTS'IN, lU,(INOIS.
CONTRACT NO. NNRH 1228(37), TASK Nh 389-143. ST'AR X69-74535
NINETY DAY REPORT. GIXGRAPHIC R11UK7YI'E SENSING TESTS INSOIUllERN CALIFORNIA, SPRING 1968. L.ONARD W. BtMDYEN,
UNIVIESITY OF' CAL I I-RN IA, DEPART'IENT OF' GEUGRAPHn,
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, AND ROHERT H. ALEXANDER, U.S.G.S.,
GEOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS PROGRMA, WASIHIN1;'IN, D.C.
EXCERiT F1Ra4 'MISSION SUlIARY AND DAI'A CATALOG' AUG. 1968.
AN APPRAISAL OF' HE CONlRI!BUTION OF' ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY I10
PROILtKS OF ENVIROENTAL QUALI'IT. F'ANK J. WO*BBER, IFM*
FEDERAL SYSTE'S DIV., (AITHRSHURGC, MD. PREPRINT OF PAPER
PRESENTED TO 1HE PHO'iGRAME'IRY S'IMPO1SILIH, NEW IHOIZONS IN
COLOR AERIAL PHOlX'ORAPHY, NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 1969.
ANNALS MAP SUPPLfElENT NlhME 'IWELVE - LAND USE IN TlHF SOmTH-
WESTERN UNITED STATES FRLM GCMINI AND APOLLO IMAGERY.
NORMAN J.W. TIROWIER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIF-URNIA, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION O'







DIVISION BIBLIO;KIAPHY - G,(UR\PHL
ACCESSION NMhUER DESCRIPTION
NR-D6-GH-164-00326 ELXI.CRONIC QIANTIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF GECGRAPHIC
PAT'TrINS REXOHDED BY VARIOUS REMK'E SENSORS, AND AN EVALU-ATION OF THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS T GCECGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND
METIOOILOCY. FINAL REPORT. JAN. 65-JAN. 70. JAMES P.LATHAM, FLRIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA.
CONTRACT NO. NONR-4761(00!. AD-700 947. STAR N70-26900.
NR-D6-00-000-00415 CORNELL AERIAL PHOTO INVENTORIES OF URBAN LAND USE AND
NATURAL RESOURCES. J(HN T. ROACH, CORNELL UNIVERSITY,
ITHACA, N.Y. IN AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHUYI.GRAM/M.'RY, ANNUAL
MEETING, 36TH, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 1970, TECHNICAL





NR-D7-00-000-00011 ANNOTAI'ATED BIBl.IOULPHY ON THE USF OF' S1Dt'-IAX)OlNG AIHOItNNE
RADAR (SLUR) ItNGFHY FIR ENGINERING SOIL S'ILJIES, PI-'l' I -UNCLASSIF'IED Ll'ITERAnTUL E. DAVID J. HARR, SC(KXX. O1' CIVIL
ENGINEERING, PURDUE UNIVERSI'I' , LAF'AIE'IV7'E, INDIAN.\A.
PREPARED FIUR U.S. Al't E;NGINIEIR IP(O;HAPHIC LAXHOHnARIIES,
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. CONTRACT NO. DA-44-009-A'C-1647(X).
NR-D7-00-000-00032 SPACE APPLICATIONS SNtIER STUD, 1969. USEFFUL. APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-O I ENTED SA1'ELLITES. FORES1'RY-AGR I CUIItR-C;1GXX.A--
PHY-NO. 1. NATIONAL ACiADEM OF' SCIENCES, NATIONAL, Rt;SEACH






SPACE APPLICATIONS S1U4ER* STUDY 1969. USEFUl, APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-ORlIENTED SATELLITES. v'I't'X)UXCy-NO. 4. NATIONAL
ACADIMY OF SCIENCES, NATIONAL REfSARCH CO(UCI L, WASHINGTO,N,
D.C. CONTRACT NKhlER NSR 09-012-909. STAR N69-28102.
SPACE APPLICATIONS SU14*R STUDY 1969. USEFUL APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-OH I ENTED SATELLITES. NAVIGATION AND TRAF'F IC CON-TROL-NO. 11. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF' SCIENCES, NATIONAL RES-
EARCH COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. CONX'RACT NO. NSR 09-012-909
STAR N69-27963.
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEV--F2TS IN SATELLITE TEROLXGY 1958-1964.
NASA SP-96. NATIONAL AEROlNAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF TEFINOLOGY UTILIZATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1966.
GE)GRAPHIC APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSOR DATA FROM AIRCRAFT
AND SPACECRAFT. DR. ARCH C. GERLACH, U.S. GIEXLOJ ICAL SURVEY
WASH I NGTON, D.C. PRESENTED Al' THE INTERNATONAL GEUXRAPH-
ICAL UNION REIIONAL CONFEHENCE, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, AUG.
1966.
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SUNMAiRN RE:.PX0TS - ;EtRl;t\PHY
At;CEisXs ION N~LN" OD.UH I P'I'I I(N
NR-D7 -FJ-998-00061
NH-D7-F1J-998-00063
SPACECRAFT AND REIOTE SENSOR DEVELOPMENT FOR PEACEFUL,
SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES. DR. ARCH C. GERIACH, U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, WASH ING'TON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE PAN AMERICAN
INSTITUTI'E OF' GCXGRAPHY AND HISTORY, 11TH DIROETING COUNCIL,
EXINXCO CITY, MEXICO, AUG. 1968.
A Ia:U.)F; 01' SPACECR4I'r ,NI) H_-II'E SE";OH L*"EII.PMFNT'' FUR,
PEACEF.I,, SCIENTIFIC PLAPOSES. D:. AC C. ACHI.ACH, i.S.
GLOL.X.ICA. SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PltXt'tD AT 'HE
GEIYXRAPHIC APPLICATIONSOF Ri'1,qOlE .SENSING, SL'U'ER INSTITUTE,
UNIVERSIT OF MICHICGAN, 1968.
SECTION D8SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS
ACCESS ION NI,..BER DESCR I K' ITON
NH-D"-M-000000-31 DEEP SOIL T'MPERATUHRE TRENDS AND I..HPBN EFFEC'''TS A'I PARI S.
JACC1ES LC:I'IrlELL.ER, IFd'Et,OHOLI.;IE NATI(ONAL-E, PARIS, FRAtF:.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF APPLIFD MEN'EXOItU.L', VOL. 9, NO. I,
FEB. 1970. PP.178-180.
NR-D6-00-000-00034 CONFR.ENCE ON SPACE, SCIENCE, AND URBAN LIFE. MARCH 28-30,
1963. DUNSMUJIR HOUSE CONFERENCE ,A-S SUPPORTE'IF Hr 'ITE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AIllINISTRAT'ION AND THE FORD
FOUNDATION IN COOPERATION WI1lH 'II;: ,UIVHERSIT'r OF' CALII.HWNIA
AND '1HE CITY OF OAKLAND. OF'FICE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECkNICAL,
INFORMATION, WASHINGT'ON, D.C. NASA SP-37.
NR-D8--00-000-00079 SO1E APPLICATIONS OF' RADAR RETUR DATA 1TO THE STlDY OF
TIERRESTRIAL AND OCEANIC PHEENOlNA. CRES T'ECHNICAL RE.PORT
61-3. W.J. PIERSON, JR., NEW IORK ,UNIVERSI'Y, B.B. SCHEPS,
U.S. ARMY, GIMEADA, AND D.S. SIbOUNErI'',UNIVEHRS1ITY OF KANSAS,
CENFER FOR RESEAIRCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CON1'RACT NUtMBERS NSR-17-004-003 AND
NONR 285(57). PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF' THE THIRD GODDARD
RI)RIAL S'MPOSIUM ON SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED
ORBITAL FLIGHT', 18-19 MARCH 1965, WASHINGTON, D.C., P 87-137
STAR N68-10284.
NR-D8-00-000-00082 1TO TROPICAL STORMS VIE.ED BY APOLLO 7. STANLE, D. SO(TE:S,
NATIONAL ENVIRON1MENTAL SATELLITE CENTER, ESSA, AND KENNETH
M. NAGLkR, EA\THER BURFAU, ESSA, WASHINGTON, D.C. REPRINTED
FROM ULZETrIN OF THE AMERICAN MWvIEXROIXGICAL SOCIET'Y, V.50,
NO.2, FEBRUARY 1969, P 58-65.
NR-D8-00-000-00164 AIR-POLUJJTION-ONITORING INSTRUlENTATION. NASA SP-5072.
ALVIN LIEBERMAN AND PETER SCHIPMA, IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TECUINLOLY CENTER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 1969. CONTRACT NO.
NASW-1716.
NR-D8-00-000-00173 METEOROLOGXY OF AIR POLLUTION. DONALD H. PACK, U.S. DEPT.
OF CMtERCE, WEAThER BUREAU, WASHINGMOIN, D.C. PUBLISHED IN
SCIENCE, VOL. 146, NO. 3648, NVINMBE R 1964. PP.1119-1127.
63
SUBJECT RELATED COCUETNTS - GEXGRAPHY
ACCESSION NUM DESC I PT I ON
NR-DM-00-000-00219 STUDY OP AIR POLLUTANT DETECTION BY REMOTE SENSORS. NASA
CR-1380. REPORT NO. GDC-DBE68-011. C.B. LUDWIO, R. BARTLE,
AND M. GRIGGS, GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
JULY 1969. CONTRACT NU4ER NAS 12-630. STAR N69-31961.
NR-DS'-00-000-00237 AE,'RIAL-PHOTD I NTIPHRE'ATION IN CLASSIFNM ING \) 4\PPIMNG
SOILS. U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICUL' 1RE, .UOl. CO.NS.HVA'I'I(O
SERVICE, WASHING-I'N, D.C. PUHLSLWEi IN AHRICI:IULAIAL HA)Al-
BOWK NO. 294, OLUt:ER 1966.
NR-D,-00-000-00290 AIRPIK-YiX USE IN RESOLRCE: MANAEIO' ,T. A SIlVEY' (O' MON-
FEDERAL PURCHASERS 0.F' AGRICUlTLAL STAHI LI ZAT IO AND CONsIER-
VATION SERVICE AIRIPHUOS. ORVILL E. hKRAUSE, U.S. DEIY''. OF'
PGRICUL'TUHE, FCX:ObMIC RESEARCH SEHVICE, WASHING'IUN, D.C.
MAY 1969. PUiLISHkD IN AGRICULTW:E INh-lt'iO riON HUUtTIN
NO. 336. STAR N69-35256.
NR-D8-00-000-00318 A PHOTOGRAPHIC SLbIMARY OF THE EARTHS CLOLD COVER IFOR THE
YEAR 1967. JACK KORNFIELD AND A. ERfDERIICK HASLER,
WISCONSIN UNIVI'RSITY', SPACE SCIENCE AND ENGINFi.RING,
MADISON, WISCONSIN. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF' APPLIED
IMTELROL.GY, VOL. 8, AUG. 1969. PP.687-700.
iR-D8-00-000-00334 THE EARThS GRAVITY FIELD AS DEDXUCD FR(1O 1ThE DOPPLER TRACK-
ING OF' FIVE SATELLITES. W.H. GUIEl AND R.R. N.WIVON, JOHNS
HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, APPLIED PHYSICS LA,., SILVER SPRING, HID.
PUBLISHtD OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 70, NO. 18, SEPT.
1965.. PP.4613-4626.
SH-D-QG1-128-00343 PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSING OF THE EARTHS ENVIROIrN4EN - A BIB-
LIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. RSC-03.
JERRY A. RICHiRSON, TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, RFWIO'E SENSING
CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. SEPTEMBER 1969.
N70-43080, NASA-CR-110864. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-D8-HJ-000-00348 THE EFFECT OF AIR POLLUrANTS ON VISIBILITY IN 'UG AND HAZE
AT NEW YORK CITY. R.P. MCNULTY, 256 WEST HILL RD.,
NEWINGCTN, CONN. PUBLISHED IN ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONFlNMNT,
VOL. 2, NO. 6, NOV. 1968. PP.625-628.
NR-D8-00-000-00432 MULTIPLE SCATTERING OF LASER LIGHT IN THE ATMOSPHERE. FINAL
REPORT, DEC. 1967-JUNE 1968. GILBERT N. PLASS, TEXAS A+M
UNIVERSITY AND G.W. KATTAWAR, SOUTHWEST CENTER FUR ADVANCED
STUDIES, DALLAS, TEXAS. JULY 1968. REPORT NO. AFCRL-
66-0367. CONTRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0181. AD-675 155.
HICROFICE COPY.
NR-D8-00-000-00400 COMPln'ER SIMU1lATION OF OPTICAL COINTRAST REDIUC'TION CAUSED HY
ATMiSPHERIC AEROSOL. P.J. HHEITLING AND S. PILIPCM.',hJ,
USAF, AIR WEATHER SERVICE HtEAIXJATERS, SCU('I' AFH, IlL.
PRESENTED AT /AIERICAN INSTITU'' E OF' AERONAU'i'ICS ANl) ASTHO-
NAUTICS, AINOSPACE SCIENCES HEETl''NG, 8TH, NEW tORK,
JAN. 1970, PAPER NO. 70-194. A70-18156. MICROFICHE COPY.
NH-D8-00-000-00492 REVIEW OF' NEW GEOGRAPHIC 'TlODS AND TECHNIQUES. QUES'rlON-
NAIRE SURVEY. WATER RESO(AlCES PLANNING AND I'NAGENINT.
RECFNT TRENDS IN REldlTE SENSIN; TECHNOLOGY. FINAL REPORT.(APPENDIX C ). ROBERT' J. TATA, ET AL., FLORIDA ATLANT'IC
UNIVERSITY, HOCA HA'ITU, FIA. OCUI'IER 1969. CO(N'lTACU' NhUU:
DAAK02-68-C-0219. STAR N70-25632 070-06466.
AD-700 176
NR-DO-00-000-00493 REVIEW OF NEW GEOGRAPHIC MEIHOOS AND TECHNIQUES. FINAL
REPORT. ROBERT J. TATA, IFLRIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSIT, HOCA






















POPULATION DISTRIBLt'ION ANALYSIS OF' THE WORLD. V.E. BLA.E,
SANDIA CORP., ALIIXLERULE, NEW IMEXICO. JULY 1969. STAR
N70-15834. MICROFICHE COPY.
PL~IE RISE - A CRITICAL SURVEY. G.A. BRIGGS, ENVIRONM.NTAL
SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, OAK RIDGE, TENN. REPORT
NO. TID-25075. STAR N70-19663. MICROFICHE COPY.
TOPICS ON URBAN PLANNING - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. REPORT
NO. NASA CR-107170. JOSEPH DISALVO AND D.E. LUNDGREN,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY, AEROSPACE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS CENTER,
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA. CONTRACT NO. NSR-15-003-055.
STAR N70-12898. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE DEVEIPMIENT OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL
EMISSION DEXECTOR FOR AIR POLLn'ANTS BASED ON H(OFGENEOUS
CHEMILUMINESCENT GAS PHASE REACTIONS. FINAL REPORT, AUG.
68-SEPT. 69. ARqTH FNXI'IJN, ALBERTO J. SABADELL AND RICH-
ARD J. RONCO, AEHOCIHF- RESEARCH LABCOAlTRIES, INC., PRINCE-
TON, NEW JERSEY. STAR N70-21523. PB-188 104.
NOIRE TOPOGRAPH). H. '1UK\AI.,NI, SHIAlZJ(' lNIVEN1S'1,
HAMAMATSU-SHI, JAPAN. PUU.ISHEID IN APPLIED) OPT'ICS, VOL. 9,
NO. 6, JUNE 1970. PP.1467-147Z.
A DIGITAL TERRAIN LIHRARY. TECHNICAL. REPORT. REP(O'I' M).
UNIV. OF MICH. 08055-1-1'. AIUDO R. 1XLEFR AND CHHiLFS M.
DAVIS, UNIVE.SIT1 OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. tMARCH 1968.
CONIRACT NO. DA-31-124-ARO-D-456. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-671 039
REFERENCE GUIDE ,Il.INE. SPECIFICATIONS FIOR AERIAL SURViIS
AND MAPPING BH PHWICA.i'.lE`RIC MllO.'S F-Ut HIGHWAYS.
RE'VISFD 1968. AMktRICAN SOCIETY OF PFH(3GHr1tAHIH¥Y,
PHOTUGRAMiW]'RY FUR HIGHWAYS C il','iE, FALL.S CHURCH, VA.
REOTIE SENSINO OT THE URBAN ENVIRONfENT - A SELECTED
BIBLIOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. EXCHANGE BIBLIOGRAPH' NO. 69.
WILLIAM A HOWARD, DEPl'. OF GFXEGRAPHY, UNIV. OF' DENVER,
DENVER, COLORADO. COLU;IL OF PLANNING LIBRARIANS,
MONTICELL1O, ILLINOIS. MARCH, 1968, 7P.
HANDBOOK OF AlIR POLLUTION. REPORT NO. PHS-PUB-999-AP-44.
JAMES P. SHEENiY, WILLIAM C. ACHINGER, *AND RFX;INA A. SIMON,
NATIONAL CE.NTER FR AIR PO(LUT'ION CONI1/,, DURHAM, N.C.
1969, 231P. PB-190247 N70-34070
MENSURATION AND REDUCTION ACCURACY AND PRECISION STANDARDS
APPLICABLE TO AN INTEGRATED, WORLDWIDE, TOPOGRAPHIC SYSTE',.
REPORT NO. USAEqTL-58-TR. NATHAN FISHEL, U.S. ARMY ENGINEER
TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., FTRT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. MARCH 1970, 20P.
MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-707430 N70-37890
FI3RMULA FMR GROWTH - HOW TO MAKE AN INDUSTRIAL SITE SURVEY.
ECONOMIC DEVEIDOPMENT ADMINISTHATION, WASHINGION, D.C. OCT.
1969, 30P. PB-193 553
PIECEWISE APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS OF TiO VARIABLES AND
ITS APPLICATION IN TOPOGRAPHICAL DATA REDUCTION. REPORT NO.
TR-86. THEXDOSIOS PAVLIDIS, PRINCEI'ON UNIVERSITY, COMPUTER
SCIENCE LABORATURY, PRINCETON, N.J. SEPT. 1970, 30P.
AD-? 13986
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SUBJECT RELATED DOCLMEN'S - UEXOGRAPHY
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPTION
NR-DS-00-000-01155 COMPRESSION OF' 'OPOCGRPHICAL DTVrA APPLICATI'ONS. RFP(C'I'r NOS.
AROD-8244-3-A, AND TR-31. 1TFX)XDOSIOS PAVLIDIS, PRINCCIUTN
UNIVERSITY, INFHMKATION SCIENCES AND SYSl't:iS LAUIA'IVHY,
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. MARCH 1970, 52P. CONHAC'I' NO.
OAHC04-69-C-0035. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-706222
N70-38171
Nh-D8-00-000-01161 TOPOGRAPHIC DATA BANK. DEAN T. EDSoN, U.S. GECOLXICAL
SURVEY, TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISION, WASHINGTCON, D.C. PRESENTED
AT - AMERICAN SOCIETY OF' PHOTFIVtRI+IE'RY/PRS SI'MPOSIUM ON
CQ4PUTATIONAL PHI'O WRAM~TFRY, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, JAN.
1970, 4P.
NR-DS-00-000-01216 INITERAL EgUATION FORMULATIONS OF SCATTERING FRUM TWO-
DIME'NSIONAL INHOMOCENEITIES IN A CONDUCTIVE EART1H. FINAL
REPORT, PART 1. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-110910. JOHN ROBERT
PARRY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFDRNIA, SPACE SCIENCES LAB.,
BERKELEY, CALIF. AUG. 1969, 216P. SPACE SCIENCES
LABORATORY (UNIVERSITY OF CALIFUHNIA, BERKELEY) SERIES 11,
ISSUE 46. CONTRACT NO. NAS2-5078, MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-10783
IR-DOI-CH-998-01516 THE LOOK OF OUR LAND--AN AIRPHOTO ATLAS OF THE RURAL UNITED
STATES - TH EAST AND SUTH.. U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE,
E[ONQMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL 1971,
99P. AVAILABLE - U.S. GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE $1.25. USDA
AGRICULTURE HANUDBOK 406
NR-DE-00-000-01523 CHANGES IN THE CARBON-DIOXIDE CONTENT O91:E ATMOSPHERE -
A CGLBAL AIR POLLUTION PROBLEM. REPBR1I W0.
NLL-M-9147-(5828.4F). B. BOLIN, ADDRESS UNKNOCN. NATIONAL
LEMDING LIBRARY F1OR SCIENCE AND TELFINOLOGY, BOSTON SPA,
ENCLAND. (PRICE - I NLL PHTUCOPY COUPON). TRANSL FR(OM -
STATENS NATURVtTENSKAPLIGA F3RSKNINGSRADS (STOCKXHOl M) 1966.
PP.134-146. N71-12864
SECTION D9 - TECHNICAL REPORTS
ACCESSION NU4B1R DESCRIPTION
NR-D9-00-000-000008 FIVE PAPERS ON R.6OTFI'E SENSING AND UHPAN INFOURMATION SIS1'TiS.
WILLIAM L. GARRISON, AZaIEL ROSENFELD, tl'1 AL. TECHNICAL
REPORT NO. I, DEPAR'MNT' OF' GE[X;HAPHI, NORTI-[ES'I'tEN
UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. APRIL 1966. CONTRACT
NUMBER NONR 1228(37).
NR-D9-00-000-00012 A MO)EL FUR THE AREAL PATTERN OF RETAIL AND SERVICE
ESTABLISIMtNTS WITHIN AN LRjAN AREA. MICHAEL F. DACEY,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, DEPARIt*NT OF GEXCX;PHY, UHtLRBAN AND
TRANSPORTATION INFUlMAT'ION SYSTES, TEHNICAL REPORT NO. 2.
APRIL 1966. CONTRACT NO. NONR-1228(37)
NR-D9-00-000-00020 THE STRUCTUUE OF TRANSPORTATION NETIKS. PREPARED BY THE
TRANSPORTATION CENTER, 'NRT'IIESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON,
ILLINOIS, FUR THE U.S. ARMY, TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH
COMMAND, FURT EUSTIS, VIRGINIA. TCREC TECHNICAL REPORT 62-11
MAY 1962. CONTRACT NO. DA-44-177-1C-685. STAR N62-15685.
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TECI-tICAL RIEK)~lS - GE(;APtI
4CtESS ION tIM-ER DESCR I '' I ON
NR-D9-ItJ-176-00038 ORTHOPHKI'OCRAP!HY - AN OPTIMLM DATA BA[SE. GEORGE L. LOEILE'S,
JR., RAYTHON CO., ALEXANDRIA, VA. PAPER PRESENTED AT THE
AMRIICAN SOCIETY OF PHI GRAlMPIfIEIRY, AND A'IRICAN CONGRESS
OF' SURVEYING AND MAPPING, PORTLAND, OREXON, SEPT. 1969.
CNVENTION PROCEEDINGS P.P.149-172.
NR-D9-00-000-00042 SPATIAL DATA SYSTEMIS: ORGANIZATION OF SPATIAL DATA TECH.
REPORT NO. 4. KENNETH DUE'ER, DEPARTMENT O' GEOGRAPHY,
iORliHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL. JUNE 18, 1967.
CONTRACT NO. NONR 1228(37) STAR N67-31145.
NR-D9-00-000-00043 SPATIAL DATA SYSTEMS: SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS TECH. REPORT
NO. 5. KENNETH DIU(ER, DEPART1MENT OF GEXGRAPHY,
MORTIESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL. JUNE 18, 1967.
CONTRACT NO. NONR 1228(37)
NH-D9-00-000-00044 SPATIAL DATA SYSTEMS: SPECIAL TOPICS. TECHNICAL REPORT
NO. 6. KENNEkTH J. DUEEXR, DEPAR1M~'NT OF GEOGRAPHY,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. DECER 1966.
CONTRACT NUE NONR 1228(37). STAR N69-74769
NW-D9-HJ-176-00063 STUDY OF REACTIONS OF SULFUR IN STACK PLUMES. FIRST ANNUAL-
REPORT, APRIL 1967 - APRIL 1968. REPORT NO. GCA-TR-68-19-G.
- A.W. BERGER, C.E. BILLINGS, ET AL., GCA CORP., TEIYNOLDGY
DIV.
,
BEDFURD, MASS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NO. PH-86-67-125
NR-D9-F'K-000-00064 THF VERTICAL, DISTHIlUTIION OF' PAR'I'II ATt: btXl'l'H NEAR T1HE
SURFACE OF' THE EAR1H. JAr:S M. HOSEN, SCHXX, OF' PHISICS AND
ASTRON(I, UN I VtRSITY OF' MINNhESUI.A, MI NNEAI'O IS, MI NNES.I'A.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF' T1HE AIR POLILJ'IOIN LX'"I(t ASS(C;IA-
TION, VOL. 19, NO. 2, FEB. 1969. PP.106-10e. MICROFICHE
AND HARD COPY.
NR-D9-00-000-00115 HIGHWAYS AND RESOURCES WITH C(NSERVATION AND PRESERVATION.
WILLIAM T. PRYOR, U.S. DEPT. OF" 'ltaNSPORTATION, ,ASHIM1AIN,
D.C. PAPER PRESENTED AT AMHRICAN PH-YL bV.'tnl'HIC .SOCIlI'Y`
AND AMIRICAN CONGRESS OF' SLRVE'ING AND A\PPING, PORTLAND,
OREGON. SEPT. 1969, PP.242-250.
NR-D9-00-000-00123 ORGANI7ATION OF THE CONVEYANCE OF' SATELITt E INFORMATION
INTO BANKS OF GEXPGRAPHIC CHARTS. V.G. KONSTANTlNOVA, USSR.
TRANSLATED FROM GIDRUq'EtRKXOUGICHESKI'I NALHNO- ISSLEIDVA''T-
ELSKIY TSENTR SSSR. TRUDY, NO. 11, 1967. PP.169-174.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-14796.
NR-D9-00-000-00162 IMECHANISMS OF' AEROSOL PARTICLE DISPERSION IN THE FRtEE
ATMOSPHERE. TRANSLATED FRCOM RUSSIAN. G.M. PEI'ROVA, ET AL.,
USSR, SEPTEMBER 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-15127.
NR-D9-00-000-00163 AERIAL ANALYSIS OF VEGETATION IN ARID ZOINES. REPORT NO.
FSTC-HT-23-735-68. B.V. VINOGRADOV, USSR. 1966-RUSSIAN,
1969-TRANSLATION. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-23326.
NR-D9-EJ-000-00165 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND MILITARY ENVIRONMENT IN A TRANSECT
OF THE UTAH AND COLORADO ROCKIES. ARMY NATICK LABS. SERIES
ES-46. REPORT NO. TR-69-73-ES. WILL F. 'M1-PSON, U.S. ARMY
NATICK LABS., NATICK, MASS. MAY 1969. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N70-11799.
NR-D9-00-000-00190 AIRBORNE DUST COLLECTIONS OVER THE NIi'H ATLANTIC. D.W.
PARKIN, ET AL., SCHOOL OF PHYSICS, BATH UNIVERSITY, BATH,
ENGLAND. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH,
VOL. 75, NO. 9, MARCH 1970. PP.1782-1793.
NR-D9-00-000-00203 NEW ACHIEVEMNFTS IN THE USE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE
GEOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE TERRAIN. L.M. OLXDOAN, CENTRAL
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR GEODESY, USSR. PUBLISHED
IN ISPOLZOVANIYE TOPOGRAF'ICHESKIKH KARTUCRAF'ICHESKIKH
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DESCRIPTION
ADVANCED PHU'OLWRAMIETRIC 'TECHNIQUES FtR HIGHWAY INT'EHCI-M.E,
CGEPO*IRY. FINAL TEC'NICAL REPORT', MARCH 1967-JAN. 1969.
KAILASH C. CHOPRA, OHIO ST'ATE UNIVElillT, )LULIHUS, OHIO.
JAN. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-13424.
USING AN AIRBORNE INFRIARED IMACINGO SYSTEMN TO LOCATE SUB-
SURFACE COAL.FIRES IN CUL HBANKS. W.M. KN1TH, HHR-SINGERH,
INC., ENVIRNMWENTAL SCIENCES BRANCH, STAT'E COLtLEE, PA.
PUBLISHED IN PENNSYLVANIA ACADEY OF' SCIENCE, PHOCEEDItK S,
VOL. 42, 1969. PP.152-156.
USE OF' SIDE-LAOKING AIRBORNE RADAR IMACERY FOR ENGINEERING
SOILS STLUDIES. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT. 'DAVID J. BAIR,
SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, PRDIUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETI'E,
INDIANA. JUNE 1968. PREPARED FUR GEXCRAPHIC SCIENCES DIV.,
U.S. ARMY ENGOINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABRAR I ES, FORT BELVOI R,
VIRGINIA. COhN`RACT NUMBER DA-44-009-AMC-1847(X).
STAR N69-40170
OPTICAL-CORRETION SPECWrIERY FOR REMOTE SENSING OF' AIR
POITI'ION. DR. A.R. BARRINGER, BARRINGER RESEARCH LTD.,
REXDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA. AT S8MPOSIUM ON OPTICAL
IDENTIFICATION OF AIR POUJUTANTS, OPTICAL SOCIETY OF'
AMERICA, SPRINT MEETING, APRIL 1970. ABSTRACT ONLY.
(PAPER IS NOT SCHEDULED FUR PUBLICATION)
NR-D9-00-000-00244 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINING LAND USE. V.G. PANSF',
V.V.R. MURTY, ET AL., INSTITUTE OF' ACRICULTURAL RESEARCH
STATISTICS, NEW DELHI, INDIA. PUBLISHED IN SOCIETY OF
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, VOL. 19, NO. 2, DEC. 1967.
PP.25-35.
NR-D9-00-000-00248 ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY EXPERIMENT - REMOTE SENSING OF TRACE
GASES FROM ORBI1'AL ALTITUDES. FINAL REPORT, TR-68-56.
BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED, ONTARIO, CANADA. FEBRUARY 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7241. STAR N68-21948.
NR-D9-00-000-00262 PHOtIGRAMElTRY AS AN AID TO CANADIAN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMINT. AF'IFI H. SOLIMAN, MLMASTER UNIVERSITY,
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA. PUBLISHED IN THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PHOGlRAMTM'1`RY. 1968 SEMII-ANNUAL MEETING, SAN
ANTONIO, TEXAS. 'SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NH-D9-00-000-00267 PIClUMAPS GO SUOLH OF' ITH BOHDIR. SAtEIL T. ALVARAIX), U.S.
ARMY IN''ER AMFRICAN GCX)FDirlC StuRVE, FUR'I' CLAIlN, CIANAL
ZONE. PUBLISHED IN THE AMERICAN SOCIF'Il OF' PHfJIH;,I*IWfItH.
1968 SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. SEPT.29-OCT.'3.
NR-D9-00-000-00286 APPLICATION OF COLOR-C(OSBIN{ED MUL.TIPLE POLARIZATION RADAR
IMAGES TO CEX)SCIENCE PROBL.IS. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-27.
D.S. SIMONETT, UNIVERSIT OF' KANSAS, CENTER' FUR RESEAHRH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAHRENCE, KANSAS.
CONTRACT NUMBER NSR-17-004-003. PUBLISHED IN CCltPUnER
APPLICATIONS IN THE EARf'H SCIFNCES: (XXLLOUIUM ON CLASSIFI-
CATION PROCEDURES, CIPU'TER CONTRIBUTION 7, P 19-23, 1966.
-STATE GELXJOGICAL SURVEY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE.
STAR N69-30696'
Ni-D9-00-000-00287 IMPLEMENTATION OF PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES AS APPLIED
TO GEXSCIENCE INTERPRETATION. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-28.
G.W. DALKE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRAlHCT
NUMBER NSR-17-004-003. PUBLISHED IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
IN THE EARTH SCIENCES: COLLOUUIUM ON CLASSIFICATION PROCE-
iDUES, COMPUTER CONTRIBUTION 7, P 24-29, 1966. STATE
GDaLOGICAL SURVEY, UNIVERSIT1' OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE.
68
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NR-D9-00-000-00292 FEI'URE AND PRESENT NEEDS OF REMOTE SENSING IN GEOGRAPHY.
CRES REPORT 61-12. D.S. SIMONE-IT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONiTRACT NU43ER NSR-17-004-003. A PAPER
PRESENTED TO THE FORRTH SYIPOSIUM ON RETYT-E SENSING OF THE
ENVIROr'MEN.T, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN AR:OR, MICHIGAN,
APRIL 1966. STAR N66-37521.
NR-D9-00-000-00296 ORBITAL REMOTE SENSORS - DATA PROCESSING FOR GEOSCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS. CHES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-29. G.W. DALKE
AND J.W. ROUSE, JR., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FEOR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003. AMERICAN
ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY SYMPOSIUM, TRANSACTIONS, VOLUME 11,
JUNE 1967, P MM-23-1 TO MM-23-20.
NH-D9-00-000-00302 USE OF ORBITAL RADARS FMR GEOSCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS.
CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-8. J.W. ROUSE, JR., W.P. WAITE AND
R.L. WALTERS, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT'ER FOR RESEARCH INC,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT
NUMBER NSR 1_7-004-003. PRESENTED AT THE THIRD SPACE
COGFHESS :!F,-'lING, 'c().\ H':,ECIu, FI(1HII)A, MA/CH 19b5,
PUHLISH:ED IN TH'E Pli(kt::DNl)l ";, P 77-94.
NR-D9-EJ-998-00326 POTUI.NT'IAL RESEARCH AND EARTH RESOUHCES STtDIES WITH ORBIT-
ING RADARS - RESULTS OF RECENT STUDtIES. HIICIAH K. f, X)/E
AND DAVID SI NONEI', UNIV RSITY OF' KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
PRESENTED AT THE AIAA ANNUAL M'ETING AND TECHNICAL DISPLAN,
4TH, ANAHEIM, CALIF., OCT. 1967, AIAA PAPER NO. 67-767.
GK-1153, N62305-67-C-0044, AND 14-08-0001-10848. PLH.ISIH-I)
AS AIAA PAPER NO. 67-767, 4TH ANNtJAL MEEt'ING AND TELXKNICAL
DISPLAY, OCIOHER 23-27, 1967, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. A67-42936
NR-D9-00-000-00328 LAND EVAILUATION STULIES WITH REMIOTE SEN.SOS IN TH: INFRARED
AND RADAR REXIONS. D.S. SIFONETT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
DEPARIMTENT OF' GIC)RAPHY, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NIbJiER
USGS 14-08-0001-10848. REPRINT'lED FROM LAND EVAUi'ATION,
PAPERS OF A CSIRO SINPOSIIUM ORGANIZED IN COOPERATION WITH
UNEFSCO, AUGUST 26-31, 1968.
NR-D9-EJ-000-00332 ANGEL'S EYE VIEW OF ARIZONA. HERBERT A. TIEDEIANN, NASA,
MANNED SPACECRAFT CE-NTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. PUBLISHED IN
ARIZONA HICHWAYS, V.45, NO.4, APRIL 1969, PACES 10-31.
NR-D9-0:-000-00348 TEXTIHUACAN, MEXICO, AND ITS IMPACT ON REGIONAL DEfOGRAPHY.
PUBLISHED IN SCIENCE, VOL. 162, NO. 3856, P.872-877, NOV.
.22, 1968. JEF]REY R. PARSONS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
%R-D9-FJ-996-00360 POTENTIAL CONTRIBMLION OF ORBITAL EARTH RESOURCES DATA TO
UBRAN PLANNING. CHARLES T.N. PALUDAN, NASA/HUNTSVILL, ALA.
PRESENTED AT AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY AND OPERATIONS
RESEARCH SOCIETY OF AMERICA, JOINT MEETING, DENVER, COLO.,
JUNE 1969, AAS PAPER 69-483. A69-42837. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-D9-00-000-00377 AERIAL AND ORBITAL IMAGES IN URBAN ENVIRONMENT STUDIES.
FRANK J. WOVBER, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.
FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION, BETHESDA, MARYLAND. JULY 1969.
PHOTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLO(GY AND
MEDICINE. VOL. 3, NO. 12, PP.21-27.
NR-D9-00-000-00391 RADIATION MEASUREMENTS OVER SIIMULATED PLANE SOURCES. F.J.
DAVIS AND P.W. REINNHARDT, OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY,
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE. PUBLISHED IN HEALTH PHYSICS,'V.8,
JUNE 1962, P.233-243.
69
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bR-Dg-EJ-998-00403 TERRESTRIAL. ITISPECNRAL PMI(TOGRAPHY. AP RL,-67-0076.
J.F. CRON IN, AIR F0CjE CA HI E,RERESEACH LA1 IH ES,
BEOFRHD, MASSACH jI'S. CONIA' hNlaiER RL2-13-012.
STAR N67-27656.
NR-D9'-FH-175-00419 A STUDY OF' AIR POLUI.ION SOIRCS AS VIEWED BY' EARIIH SATELL-
ITES. D1ARRYL RADSON, DEPALRMENT OF' MTIhOR(OXIY, TEXAS
A + M UNIVERSITY, COLLX);E STAIiON, TEXAS.. REPRINTED IF.M
APCA JOUlIAL, VOL. 1B, NO. 4, APRIL 1968. PPA249-Z53.
M-D9-00-00-00-422 REMI fE fULTISPE'-hAL SENSING OF EARTH RESC iCES. CEINEER-
ING RESEARCH REPORT NO. 660206, REVISION A.- ROMbAN K.C.
JIHNS AND WILL CONELL, HlOON, MONROVIA, CALIJFONIA. DEC.
2, 1968.
NR-D9-EJ-998-00425 ENVIROMNTAL STUDIES.US!ING EARTH ORBITAL PHOIOGRAPHY. F.J.
OBBR. IRM CORP., FEBERAL SYSTE1'S DIV., AITHERSBURLG, MD.
PURLISHED IN PHFIM~RAMMEIRIA, 24 (1969) P.107-165).
MR-D9"CJ-998-00429 RESO(XCE SLURVEY BY SATELLITE, SCIENCE FICTION COMING TRUE.
R.N. COLWELL, UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFORINIA, SCHOOL OF FORESTRY,
BERKELEY, CALlFORNIA, V.I. MYERS, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
SERVICE, WESLACO, TEXAS, ET AL. PUBLISHED IN YEARBOOK OF
ARLCOLTURIE 1968. PP.13-19.
NR-D9-00-000-00433 REM EDETECTION OF TERRAIN FEATURES FROM NIMBUS I HIGH RES-
OLUION INFRARED RADIOEtTER NIGHITTIME bEASURMENTS. REPORT
NO. IN D-4603. JEAN POUOUET, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
AI4INISTRATION, CGODIARD SPACE FLIGHT C!ER, GREENBELT,
M§ARYLAND. JULY 1968.
NR-D9-EJ-998-00435 AERIAL AND ORBITAL IMAGES IN URBAN ENVIRO7X4T SIUDIES.
FRANK J. WOB:ER, IBM, FEDERAL SYSTEMS CENTER, GAITHERSBIRG,
MARYLAND. PUBLISHED IN PHOITOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS IN
SCIENCE, TECltiOLXGY AND lMDICINE, VOL. 3, NO. 13, JULY-SEPT.
1969. PART I, PP.21-27, PART 11, PP.33-39.
NR-D9-00-000-00438 SPACE PHOI(OGRAPHY FOR TE GEOGRAPHIC STUDY OF ThE EARTI.
B.V. VINOGRADOV, TRANSLATED FR(.1 BU.IETIN OF THE ALL UNION
GODGRAPHIC SOCIETY, NO. 2, 1966, PP.101-111.
STAR N68-17540.
NR-D9-FJ-000-00445 REMI'E AND IN SITU TE.LPERAiT' H:ASlREt 'NT'S OF IAND AND
WATER SURFACES. WILLIA E. MARLA,'r, COtIAO ST'AI'E UNIV.,
FORT COLLINS, COULHRA)O. PUBLISHED IN J(RNAL OF' APPLIED
.EI ¥ROIGY, VOL. 6, APRIL 1967. PP.272-279.
NR-D9-00-000-00514 RUSSIAN DATA ON SPECTRAL REFLETrANCE OF' VEXETATION, SOIL AND
ROCK TYPES. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT. DIETI'ER ST'EINER AND
THO4mAS GUIM1 ANN, LNIVEILSITY OF ZURICH, DEPT. OF' GERAPHY,
ZaRICH, SWITZERLAND. NUOVlilER 1966. STAR X67-21462.
NR-Dg-00-000-00530 EXPERIENCE OF ORGANIZATION AND 'EIHODS OF TOPORHAPHIC INTE-
PRETA--ETC. (U) N.A. STUPIN, U.S. AIR FURCE, AEHI'ONAL'ICAL
CHART AND INFMATION CEWFE, CARTOGRAPHY DIV., ST. IXIS,
MISSOURI. REPRINTED FROM GEO.EZITA I KARTU'RAFIYA, 1966.
PP.43-46. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-15910.
NR-D9-00-000-00533 A COMPARISON OF MICRODENSITOM1IRY AND TV WAVEl`RM ANALYSIS
AS EXPRESSIONS OF OBSERVED LANDSCAPE, ETC. NELSON R.
NUIALLY, FUlRIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF GECXRAPHY,
BOCA RATON, FOLRIDA. AUGUST 1968. CONTRACT KNU4,R
ONR 4761(00). MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
STAR N68-35378
'7o
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NR-D9-00-000-00534 WAVEFOARM ANALYSIS OF GEOGRAPHIC PAT'ERNS RECORDED ON VISIBLE
AND INFRARED IMAGERY. RICHARD E. WIt{ER, FLRIDA ATLANTIC
UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHY, BOCA RAl'N, FILRIDA. SEPT.
1967. CONTRACT NO. NONR 4761(00). MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N68-11140.
NR-D9-00-000-00551 MBETEROLUOY AND URBAN AIR POLLUTION. ROERT' A. MCCORMICK
ENVIRO?'NETAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON,
D.C. PUBLISHED IN MEbTEXHLOGICAL ORGANIZATION BULLETIN,
VOL. 18, NO. 3, JULY 1969. PP.155-165.
NR-D9-00-000-00610 GROUND TEMPERATURE UNDER NATURAL AND MAN-MADE RESERVOIRS IN
THE IGARKA REGION. S.G. TSVETKOVA, USSR. TRANSLATED FROM
MATER I ALY K UCHENI IA O MERZLYKH ZONAKH ZEMNOI KORY.
PUBLISHED BY AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, INSTITUT MERZLOTOVEDENIA,
MOSC(6W, 1961. PP.36-65. STAR N70-15002. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-D9-00-000-00611 USE OF COLOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FO(R PAVEMENT EVALUATION
STUDIES IN MAINE. TECHNICAL PAPER 68-6R. E.G. STOECKELER,
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY C(MiISSION, MATERIALS AND RESEARCH DIV.,
AUGUSTA, MAINE. NOVEMBER 1968. STAR N69-35418.
SR-D9-00-000-00616 THE USE OF LIDAR IN AIR POLLLW'iON S'IDIES. P.M. HAMII1TON,
CENRAL ELECTRICITY RESEAt CH LABOHgVIXHIES, SURREY., FNLANI).
PUBLISHED IN AIR AND WATlER POLWI'IrON IN'T. J., PERGAING PRESS
1966. VOL. 10, PP.427-434.
4R-D9-EJ-998-00631 VARIATIONS IN THE SIZE DISTRIHUTIONS OF SbJ'LR-CONTAINIlN
CCW4PUNDS IN URBAN AF:ROSOLS. F.L. LUIkG AND ELMER
ROBINSON, STANFrHD RESEARCH INSTIl'lnE, WENLO PARK, CALIF.
PUBLISHED IN ATMOSPHEHIC ENVIRONFE'NT, VOL. 2, NO. 1, JAN.
1968. PP.12-23.
NR-D9-EJ-130-00652 GROWING IMPORTANCE OF URBAN GEOLOGY. GEOXLOGICAL SURVE'Y
CIRCULAR 487. JOHN T. MCOILL, U.S. GEOCGICAL SURVEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1964.
NR-D9-00-000-00659 GEOGRAPHIC CORRELATIONS IN DISTANT EXTRAPOLATION OF INTER-
PRETATION CHARACTERISTICS OF LANDSCAPE ANALOGS. B.V.
VINOGRADOV, USSR. TRANSLATION OF' AKADENI IA NALK SSSR,
LABORATORIEA AERMETOD0V, PRIiENENIE AERO ME'IODOV DLYA
IZUCHENIIA, 1962. PP.114-143. STAR N70-16958.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-D9-00-000-00663 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY RECXONNAISSANCE - WEST PAKISTAN COASTAL
ZONE. ROLDMAN E. SNEAD, UNIVERSITI OF NEW MEXICO, DE:PT. OF'
GECGRAPHY, ALBIJUEROUE, NEW MEXICO. MAY 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER NONR-1575(03). MICROFICHE C(X)PY. STAR N69-35752.
NR-D9-00-000-00667 STUDY OF THE IDENTIFICATION OF SMALL TOPOGRAPHIC OBJECTS ON
LARGE-SCALE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. L.M. GOLDMAN, AIR FORCE
SYSTENMS XMMAND, WRIGHT-PAnIERSON AFB, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN
CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTI1UTE OF GEUDESY, AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY, AND CARTOGRAPHY. TRANSACTIONS, MOSCOW, 1964.
NO. 149, PP.127-139. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-35956.
NR-D9-00-000-00673 RADIOPROFILOGRAPH AND ITS APPLICATION IN AIRBORNE RADIO
LEVELING. A.V. BORODIN AND A.G. IVANOV, MOSCOW, USSR.
PUBLISHED IN GEODEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA, NO. 12, 1968.
PP.36-43. STAR N69-36767.
NR-D9-00-000-00682 RADIOTRACER PROCEDURES FOR MECHANISTIC STUDIES IN AIR POLLU-
TION RESEARCH. REPORT NO. RI 7304. MARVIN L. WHISMAN AND
BASIL DIMITRIADES, U.S. BUREAU OF MINES, BARTLESVILLE, OKLA.
OC'OBER 1969. STAR N69-36536.
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SR-D9-00-00-000702 CMPARATIVE WAVEFOMt*I ANALYSIS OF' FI.TISENSO IM GI.Y. JAtES
P. LATHA' AND RICHARD E. WIPVi*R , "11RIDA ATLANTIC UNIVIFR-
SITI, BOCA RATON, I'UJRI DA. PULI SHF1D IN. PHttUI.;IVM*.H I C
ENGINEERING, VOL. 33, NO. 7, JULY 1967. PP.779-7T6.
AD-657 529.
NR-Dg-HJ-176-00706 SEASONAL CHANGE REVEAIFD BY TIME-LAPSE PHUIXRAPH4Y.
ROLAND J. F'RODIGH, ARMF NATICK LARS., NATICK, MASS.
MARCH 1967. MICRLFICHE COPY. STAR N67-32684.
NR-D9-GJ-124-00715 QUANTITATIVE REMOTE SENSING OF WATIR POLLUTION. FRANK B.
SILVESTRO, CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BLUFFAI), N.V.
PRESEKI-ED AT TEM 151TH ANNIAL TlNICAL ME.TIE OF ' h INST-
I'JIU OF ENVIRO NTAL SCIENCES AT ANAHEIM, CALIFIUNIA.
APRIL 1969.
NR-D9-FHI-998-00721 AN PPROACH T THE DETECTION OF AIR POLLUION FROM SPACE.
F.F. OTlRSTCHBH, N.W. WODRiICK, AND F.J. wOtIER, IBM FIEDRAL
SYSiTEMS DIV., BEICESDA, MPARYAND. PRESENTI) BEFCIRE ThE 4971ANNUAL JOINT MFETING OF TE AMERICAN GOWPHYSICAL UNION AND
1HE A4ERICAN MbThROLDGICAL SOC IETY, WASH I , D.C. APRIL
8-11, 1968.
NR-Do-00-000-00743 EXPERIENCE IN MAKIIG USE OF SPECTROZONAL PIHTOGRAPHS IN A
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY ON A 1.25,000 SCALE. REPORT NO. FSTC-
Ifr-23-669-68. B.I. IGNATYEV, RUSSIA. TRANSLATION OF
GEIXEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIA (USSR) NO. 1, JAN. 1967. PP.43-45.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-D9--00000-00748 APPLICATION OF PHOIDGRA4PMRY TO AIR POLIUUTION RESEARCH.
S.A. VERESS, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.
PRESENTED AT AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHITORAI M'TRY, PORTLAND,
OREGON, SEPT. 1969, PAPERS, PP.341-357.
NR-D9-00-000-00752 TE ROLE OF SOILS IN THE IN!RPRETATION OF' ARID-ZONE LAND-
SCAPES FWPN AERIAL PHOOCYGRAPHS. REPORT NUBER FSTC-HT-
23-492-69. YU. S. TOLAMELNIKOV, USSR. 1969. MICROFICHE
COPY. STAR N70-11798.
NR-D9-00-000-00762 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 4 - GEOGRAPHY. IBM
CORP., FEDERAL SYSTSMS DIV., ROCKVILLE, MD. FEBRUARY 1966.
COINTRACT NUMIER NASW-1215. STAR N66-17050.
NR-D9-00-000-00765 ORL EXPFRIMfENT' PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 6 - C(. lJNICTI'IONS AND
NAVIGATION/TRAFFIC CO('ITROL. IHM O4RIP., F¥DURAL SiSTInIS DIV.
ROCKVIUIE, MD. FEB. 1966. CONT'IRACT Nt. E NASW-1Z15.
STAR N66-17052.
NR-D9-00-000-00771 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 12 - BIOSCIENCE. I'~
CORP., IEDUAL SYSTf'tS DIV., ROCKVIUE, MD. FEBRUARY 1966.
CONTRAC NLMER NASW-1215. STAR N66-17058.
NR-D9-00-000-00786 THE ROLE OF CLIMATE IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF' VEE'I'ATION. JOHN.
R. MATHER, C.W. TF'ORNT'AITE ASSOCIATE:S, FEIJ4R, NEW JERSEY.
PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN GECRXAPHERS, VOL. 58,
NO. 1, MARCH 1968. PP.29-41.
NR-D9-00-000-11142 THE wrijbROLOY AND VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF POLLUTANTS IN
AIR POLLUTION EPISODES IN PHIDELPHIA. FRANCIS K. DAVIS,
AND HERMAN NEWSTEIN, DREXEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND
WFIL-TV, PHILADELPHIA, PA. PUBLISHE) IN ATIDSPHERIC
VIRONENT, VOL. 2, NO. 6, NOV. 1968. PP.559-574.
NR-D9-EJ-000-00843 ON THE GENERALITY OF CORRELATION OF ATMDSPHERIC AEROSOL MASS
CONCEHTRATION AND LIGHT SCATTER. ROBERT J. CHARLSON, NORMAN
C. AHLCUIST, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON. PUBLISHED IN ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT, VOL. 2,
NO. 5, SEPT. 1968. PP.455-464.
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NR-D9-'J-043-00858 APPLICATION OF THE LIDAR TO AIR POLIlUTION MEASUREINTS.
EARL W. BARRETT AND ODED BEN-DOV, NOR'THWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. PUBLISHED IN JOb'RNAL OF APPLIED METEXW-
ROLXGY, VOL. 6, JUNE 1967. PP.500-515.
NR-D9-00-000-00865 ECOLOGICAL POTENTIALS IN SPECTRAL SIGNATURE ANALYSIS. R.M.
HOFFER, AND C.J. JOHANNSEN, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY
FOR AGRICULTURAL RkMXl'E SENSING, LAFAYET'E, INDIANA.
REPRINTED FROM Rkl4T'E SENSING IN ECXXLOGY, 1969. JOURNAL
PAPER NO. 3479.
NR-D9-00-000-00884 AN IMPROVED POLARIMETER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION STUDIES.
T.A. HARIHARAN, INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS AND PLANETARY
PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRLEMNTS (JOURNAL OF
PHYSICS E) SERIES 2, VOL. 2, NO. 12, DEC. 1969.
PP.1135-1137.
NH-D9-00-000-00900 ANThIL.L IxFES.Tl'ATl(INS. H.P. H':'N:H, t:NIVFHNSI'l' ()' MINNSYI'-A,
ST. PAUl., MIhNNt:.Cil'A, AND E.J. (XU.FVl-,, C()\CItI'(I(N 1)1.1.
L.UGUA', AtGENl'IlNA. REPIIINT'I) -t(ll I PIl(}X;.lb'.'RI'C :ENIN-
E]RING, VOL. 33, NOV. 1967. PP.1247-1249.
NR-D9-EJ-130-00914 RESULTS OF AIRBORNE' SURVEY OF N02 AND S02 OVER IlS ANt,;EI.I:S
BASIN. NASA CR 92376. HAHRINGER RESEARCH LlMl'le), HEXLmUE:,
ONTARIO, CANADA. SEPITEH 196e. clX)NACTr NlvI*H NAS9-795b
REPORT NO. TR-68-6$. STAR N69-10S10.
NR-D9-00-000-00921 THE HODIFICATION (OP PLANTI' EARTH BY MAN. GORIX)N J.F.
MACDONALD, UNIVERSITY OT' CALI FUHN IA, SANTA IHRHARW, CAL I F'.
PUBLISHED IN TECHtNOOGY REVIEW, VOL. 72, (OX'.-NU. 1969.
PP.26-35. A70-11045.
NR-D9-00-000-00925 STUDY OF' DATA SOURCES AND PROCESSING Fl RADAR LAND MASS
SIMULATION. FINAL REPORT, JAN.-DEC. 1968. PATRICK D.
FLIGOR, TEICNOL)GY INC., DAYTON, OHIO. STAR N70-10465.
MICROFPICE COPY.
NR-D9-00-000-00965 COLOR INFRARED FILM - A BOON TO GEGRAPHEtS WHO FLY. ROBERT
W. PEASE, UNIVERSITY O( CAL IIURNIA, RIVERSIDE, CALIF'ORNIA.
ABSTRACT IN ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AN*ICAN GE]XG-
RAPHERS, VOL. 59, NO. 1, MARCH 1969. P.199.
NIR-D9-00-000-00966 THE DIRECT EASLURET,",tT OF AT'ISPHERIC LIGHT SCATTERING
COEFFICIENT FIER S1UDIES OF VISIBILITY AND POLLTfION.
ROBERT J. CHARLSON, HElIUITH HORVATH, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON, SEATL1E, WASHINGTON. PUBLISHED IN AIMOSPHERIC
ENVIRONIT, VOL. I, 1967. PP.469-478.
WNR-D9-EJ-210-00967 THERMAL INFRARED IM:;ERY AND ITS APPLICATION TO STRUCTJRAL
MAPPING IN SOLJIHRN CALIFORNIA. FLOYD F. SABIINS, JR.,
CHEVRON OIL FIELD RESEARCH CO.-, LA HABRA, CALIFOURNIA.
PUBLISHED IN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA BIULLETIN,
VOL. 80, MARCH 1969. PP.397-404.
NR-D9-CJ-000-01000 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY APPLIED TO TRAFFIC STUDIES. W.F. HOWES
AND R.D. MILES, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.
PUBLISHtD IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGINEERING REPRIN'S,
CE-209, JULY 1964.
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NR-D9-00-000-01005 CONCENtRATION AND SIZEI DIS'TIltI.i'IC(, t.ASIt.RE'N'TS OF Al,'SPH-
ERIIC AEROSOLS AND A TEST OF '1lHE 'ITHX(I OW SEL'-PHESE'RV¥ING
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS. WILI.IAM E. CLAHK, BATTELLE tLF4JIAL
INSTITUlJE, COULIXIS, OHIO AND KENNIEI" 1'T. Wl'HIT'r, INiVt'RSITl
OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESUI'A. REPRINTED FH(XM
JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, VOL. 24, NO. 6, NOV. 1967.
PP.667-687.
NR-D9-00-000-01012 EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF MLLTIBAND PHUJUGRAPHY IN LHLAN
RESEARCH. R IC G. MbHOE AND BARR S. WEZAH, DEPT. OF
GtlORAP4Y, NORITMWESTHEN UNIVERSITY, C ICAGCO, ILL. REPRINT
FROM ILLINOIS STATE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, THANSACTIONS, VOL.
61, NO. 1, 1968. PP.80-88.
NR-D9-00-000-01016 AERIAL AND BORE-HOLE THERMAL SURVEYS AT COAL MINE FIRES, PA.
ROBEIT M. M)OXHAM, GORDON W. GREIENE, ET AL., U.S. GECXUGICAL
SURVEY, ARLINGTON, VA. ABSTRACT IN MINING ENGINEER,
VOL. 19, NO. 12, 1968. P.35
NR-D9-RJ-000-01019 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AS A MEIEHOD FOR THE CO14PLEX STUDY OF THE
LANDSCAPE OF SEMI-DESERTS AND DRY STEPPES. V.A. NIKOLAEV,
AND Z.G. RYABTSEVA, USSR. TRANSLATION OF AKADNI IA NAU(
SSSR LABORATORIIA AE ETDOV PRHIMNENTE AERPMEOOIOV LAND-
SHAFINYKH ISSLEDOVANIYA, 1965. PP.105-119. AD-695 723.
MICROFICFE COPY. STAR N70-15125
WR-D9-CJ-046-01070 RURAL LAND USE ANALYSIS VIA EKTAI E INFRARED PHOTO INTER-
PRETATION. TECHNICAL REPORT 4. JOIN DAVID SAMOL, EAST
TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY, JOHNSON CITY, TENN. 1968.
CONIRACT NO. N33314-67-A-0102-001.
.NR-D9-00-000-01091 DRIVE ON POLLUJION EXPECTED TO WIDEN APPLICATIONS OF LASERS
IN SPECTROSCOPY. PUBLISHED IN LASER FOCUS, VOL. 6, NO. 3,
MARCH 1970.
NR-D9-00-000-01102 STUDIES IN THE APPLICATION OF REMOE SENSING TO HISTORICAL
GOEGRAPHY. TECHNICAL REPORT 2. NICHOLAS C. CRAWFORD, EAST
TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY, JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE.
OONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0102-0001.
NR-D9-00-000-01183 THE MOVEMFNT OF BARCHAN DUNES MEASIRED BY AERIAL PHOTOGRAM-
METRY. HERMAN J. FINKEL, ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
HAIFA, ISRAEL. PUBLISHED IN PHP.9 GRAt&4IRIC ENGINEERING,
VOL. 27, NO. 3, 1961. PP.439-444.
NR-D9-00-000-01196 MAIN 'TRENDS IN 1HFE APPI.ICATION ( ' AIHPHIKYIIO W)rIHS 1) X) CtO-
GRAPHICAL RESEAHCH IN 'TE U.S.S.R. - A HIENI' OtF PL,,IACAT-
IONS, 1962-1964. B.. .VINLX. IbIXN, i.UWi*)I (OF SCIE:N.ES,
LENINGRAD, USSH. PUILISHED IN PWt*YU6,3*lt'. I IA, VOL. Z3, IMi
1968. PP.77-94. A6t8-347Z0.
NR-D9-WJ-000-01199 AERIAL SURV', - COIDiY OF H()K KONG. H.G. DAW:, HNTING
SURVEYS LTD. PUBLISHtD IN PHL`riHAMtI'RHIC HRE:CUD, VOUL. 6,
NO. 34, OCT. 1969. PP.335-347.
NR-D9-GH-164-01215 A MULTISPECITRAL SURVEY O' A C)ASTAL-INl1hAASTAU. ENVIRON-
MENT. RICHARD E. WITI:R, FlORIDA AlTLANTIC LUIVEHSIT, HO(CA
RATON, FLORIDA. TECIINICAL REPORT' Ni. 5, COUNTACT KO..
.NONR 4761(00). AD-667 610.
NR-D9-CH-164-01219 INSTRLi'tENT')D GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF MIUtTISEN;SUR INI1E]RY.
JAMES P. LAmA, FIlRIDA ATLANTIC UNIViRSITY, BEUCA PA1]N,
FLORIDA. PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATION GEUCHAPHIC COt(;HESS,
21ST, NEW DELHI, INDIA, DEC. 1968, SECTION IX - CARlxURAPHY
AND PHS.OGEUGRGIHY.
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ACCE.SSION N ERLE DSCHIP'I I ON
NR-D9-EJ-130-01246 INFHARED SPE'TROSCOPY AND INIRARHtD LASERS IN AIR POLILTION
RESEARCH AND MONIIURING. PHILIP L. HANST', NASA ELEC'TRONICS
RESEARCH CENTER, CAMHHIDGE, MASSACHUSE'ITS. IN - APPLIED
SPECTROSCOPY, VOL. 24, NO. 2, MARCH/APRIL 1970.
PP.161-174. A70-29106.
NR-D9-00-000-01288 THE APPLICATIONS OF' OPTICAL CORRELATION TECHNIQUES TO THE
IN-STACK MEASUREL NT OF S02 USING INCADESCENT LIGHT SOURCES
AND THE RETI'E SENSING OF' S02 PLUMES USING SKI LIGHT. A.J.
MDFFFAT, J.R. ROBBINS, R.M. WATTS, AND M. MILLAN, BARRINGER
RESEARCH LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA. AT SYMPOSIUM ON
ADVANCES IN INSTRUMENTATION FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL,
CINCINNATI, OHIO, MAY 1969.
NR-D9-GJ-043-01304 THE PROLBAIS AND POTENTIAL IN MONITORING POLLATION FROM
SATELLITES. A.R. BARRINGER, J.H. DAVIES, AND A.J. MOFFIAT,
BARRINGER RESEARCH LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA. AT THE
AIAA, EARTH RESOBRCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970. PAPER 70-305.
A70-22875.
NH-D9-00-000-01334 SPft'TH(XI\ID)t.F(n'RIC DFI'-.t"'lON OF' EI -'ENTS. RHEPRII' NO.
PNE-954. R.L. L.NN AND I).G. CRNDAUI., FIX.H'IIN, Gk'I.;StbU-
SEtN AND CRIER, INC., SANTA BARHARA, CA,IF. MICRO('ICHE CLX)P\.
N70-21519.
NH-D9-DK-000-01406 AIRPtYlTO INIl'1.RPRFTAT'IONS OF LAh)D -t;SF IN T11hE CENTRALL INT'RTIOR
OF BRITISH COUhLBIA, 1945 1T 1955. RFP(I'I' NO. 57/12. L.E.
PHILPOI'FS, CANADA DEPT. OF' ARIC.l:t.IiHIK, tXXc)N(ltICS DIV.,
CTfAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. JLNE 1957.
NR-D9-FK-000-01407 THE USE OF' THE AERIA, PHOTO IN 1HE CHANGE OF LAND USE IN
SOUI-HMESTERN SASKA'I'CHE;'AN. REPORT NO. 57/20. L.E.
PHILPOTTS, CANADA DEPT. OF AGRICLLT;HE, UONOMICS DIV.,
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. AUG. 1957.
NR-D9-CK-000-01408 AERIAL PHOTO INTERPRETrATION OF' LAND USE CHAWNGFS. STUDY NO.
8. BACKGROUND STUDIFS FOR RESO.LCE DEt':tDOPiF;NT IN THE
1TWED FIIREST DISTRICT, ONTARIO. REPORT hO. AE. -63-418.
ONTARIO AGR ICIL'IUAL COLtE~UE, DEPT. OF AGHICULTLRE
EX)NOMICS, GUELPH, CANADA. 1963.
NR-D9-CK-000-01409 STUDY OF LAND-USE CHANGES IN DARLING TOANSHIP (4 CLOR
PLATES AND LEtTtER OF' EPLANATION) L.E. PHILPWOTS, CANADA
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, ECONOMICS DIV., OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
CANADA. 1964.
NR-D9-FJ-238-01419 THE STORM CHARACTERISTICS OF' THE LUBOCK TORNADO. REPORT
NO. PROP. 0-41. UNIVERSITY OF ST. TH0LAS, HUS'TON, TEXAS
AUG. 1970.
NR-D9-FJ-238-01420 INVESTIGATION OF THE LUBBOCK T'RNADO PERISHABLE DAMAGE,
REPORT NO. ISR-0-15. JOSEPH L. COUIXAN, TOSHIMITSU
USHIJIMA, AND GEORGE REYNOLDS, INSTITUTE FOR S'TRM RESEARCH,
UNIVERSITY OF ST. TH11'AS, HOUSTUN, TEXAS. 1970.
NR-D9-00-000-01440 A METyODOLOGY FOR THE AUTTED PHOTO-IDENTIFICATION OF
RUtRAL LAND USE TYPES. DIETER STEINER, ZURICH UNIVERSITAT,
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, DEPT. OF GCXXGRAPHY. IN AUIbOATIC
INTERPRETATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF' IMAGES, NATO, SLbtER
SCHOOL, PIZA-TIRRENIA, ITALY, SEPT. 1968, PROCEEDINGS.
1969. PP.235-241. A70-28108
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W.AVES, TURHILENCE, AIN) INSEC'I'S AS SEEN HI tL,TIA-HIGH
RFSOUAITION AR. REU ).R TH-1 . DAVID ATlAS, CHICAGO
UNIVERSITI, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AND J;EH;EN H. HICHI'FH,
AND EARL E. GOSSARD, NAVAL EUILXRIHN (ICS LIU()AT1HI CE:N'i'H,
SAN DIElO, CALIF. OCT. 1969. COlTRACT' NLItBIER
GRANT N00014-67-A-0285-0007. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPIES.
AD-705 622 N70-33921
APPLICATION OF RErIE SENSORS TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF ARFAL
DATA AT DIFFERENT SCALES - A CASE STLDY IN HUJSIIN QUALITI.
ERIC G. MOORE, NORTHW'ESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANS'IN, ILLINOIS.
IN REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIFLI*'NT, VOL. I, NO. 2, MARCH 1970.
PP.109-121. CCNTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-10654.
ON THE USE OF BISTATIC LIDAR IN THE STUDY OF AT!OSPHERIC
AEROSOLS. J.A. REAGAN, B.M. HERMAN, AND R.J. SPIE)GL,
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA. IN IEEE, ANNUAL
SOIUTHWSTERN CONFIRENCE AND EXHIBITION, 22ND, DALLAS, TEXAS,
APRIL 1970, TECHNICAL PAPERS. PP.526-530. A70-32609.
LAND USE AND NATURAL RESOURCES INVENTORIES. REPORT NO.
PAPER AAS 69-573. D.V. BEL2HER, CORNELL UNIVERSITY,
ITHACA, N.Y. AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCILETY NATIONAL
MEETING, OCT. 1969, 18P.
DAS LAND-SYSTE-KONZEPT UND) DAS MUS'IER ('PAT'rERN') IN DER
LUFTBILD-INTERPRETATION. (T1E LAND-SYSTEM CONCEPT AND
PATTERN IN AERIAL PHOTO I NTIPRETATION). ERNST RE I NER,
NIEDER-GELPE IN BILDESSUb UND LUnt1BILD.WESEN, VOL. 38,
SEPT. 1, 1970, PP.303-306. IN GERMAN. A70-41401
DAS LANDSCHF LICHE GEFlGE IM LUFTBILD (LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE
IN AERIAL PHOTOS). HEINZ FISCHER, INSTITUT FIUR LANDESKUNDE,
BONN-BAD GODESBHER, WEST GERMANY. NATUlRWISSENSCHAF-TLICHE
RUNDSCHAU, BD. 23, HEF'T 4, APRIL 1970, PP.143-151.
A70-27237
AIR PHOOGRAPH INTERPRETATION IN SITE INVESTIGATION FOR
ROADS. A.N. BURTON, SENIOR GEOLOGIST, HUNTING GEOLOGY AND
CGEPHYSICS LTD. IN ROADS AND ROAD CONSTRUCTION, VOL. 47,
NO. 5551, MARCH 1969. PP..72-76.
DITECl 'ION O' IINEAR CULTHRAL FEATURES WITH MILT'IPOtARIZt:I)
RADAR IMAGreUi. REPORT I NO. CRES REPHINT 118-4. ANlHOMO J.
LEWIS, HAROLD C. MACDONALD, AND DAVID S. SIM(EfI'T, CENTEH
FUR RESEARCH IN ECNGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIV. OF' KANSAS,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IN INTR'NATIONAL SIMPOSILM ON RFIk.TrE
SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT, 6T1, ANN ARHOR, MICH., OCT. 1969,
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2. PP.879-893. (.ilRACT NOS. W-12589,
AND TASK NO. 160-75-01-32-10.
AERIAL PHOTOCRAPHIC INTERPRETATION AND LAND USE
CLASSIFICATION. A.P. GWhNN, REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL,
BALTIMORE, MD. APRIL 1968, 60P. MICROFICHE COPY.
PB-182 117 N69-21230
iEXPERIENCE IN THE APPLICATION OF SPE'TROZONAL AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS FOR TOPOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION. REPORT NOS.
JPRS-37361, AND TT-66-33790. V. ZH. SHOYVANOV, JOINT
PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. AUG. 1966,
liP. TRANSLATION OF - GEODEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA (MOSC(OW),
NO. 6, JUNE 1966. PP.48-51. MICROFICHE COPY. N66-35989
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NR-D9-00-000-01597 DATA SYS1 TS REQUIREINMENTS FOR GEOGRAPHIC RESEARCH. W.L.
GARRISON, NOR1TWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL., AND R.
ALEXANJER, OFFICE OF' NAVAL RESEARCH, ET AL. NORITWESTERN
UNIVERSITY, DEPARThNtT OF GEXOGRAPHY, EVANSION, ILL.
DEVELOPMENT OF GEOGRAPHIC. INFUtMArTION SYST1MS, TECH. REPT.
NO. 1. IN SCIENTIFIC EXPERIME:NTS FOR MANNED ORBITAL FLIG-HT,
GODDARD 4LM)ORIAL SYMPOSIlUM, 3RD, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH
1965, PROCEEDINGS (AAS SCIENCE AND TEXCHNO(OGY SERIES, VOL.
4). PP.139-151. CONTRACT NOS. NONR 1228(35), AND
NONR 1228(37). A66-21522 N66-82094
NR-D9-EJ-998-0160 9 URBAN TEXTURE AND URBAN QUALITY ASSESSMENT IN RI3'TELY
SENSED IMAGERY. JACK J.O. PALGEN, ALLIED RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC., LATHAM, MARYLAND. PRESENTED AT SPIE
TECHNICAL SIMPOSIUM, 15TH ANNUAL, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA,
SEPT. 1970. 10P.
N1R-D9-00-000-01611 DETERMINATION OF MOTION AND DEFLECTION OF RETAINING WALLS.
PART I. THE '!RE ICAL CONS I DRATION. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT.
S.A. VERESS, AND GERRIE DEGROSS, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON,
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, SEATTLE, WASH. JUNE 1970, 64P.
PB-194150
NR-D9-00-000-01621 THE MEASURF1:N1T OF' X)lAR SPECIRAL. IRHIADIANCE Al' I)IFF'FI:RF'lNT
TERRIESTRIAL ELEVATIONS. t'.G. I.AF, ('U.I-FL\IA INSl'lTI'E (OF'
TECKX(X),UY, JET PROPULSIONI AIRTH.'.tRNt, PASAIu:NA, CALI.i. IN
SOLAR ENERGY, VOL. 13, APRIL. 1970. PP.43-57. A70-42599
NR-D9-FJ-238-01630 LUBOCK TORNADOES OF 11 MAY 1970. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-110786, AND .P-RPP- '. TEl'SUl\A THFX)IXE Fl'JITA,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, SATEL, ITE AND NtE."bXETH OLMUIR
RESEARCH PROJECT, CHICAGO, ILL. JLLY 1970, 24P. CONTRAC'
NOS. GRANTS NGR-14-001-008, AND ESSA-E-198-68(G).
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-42362
NR-D9-CJ-046-01635 THE FEASIBILITY OF USING REOTE SENSORS FUR GU;GRAPHIC
RESEARCH. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. FR-I, AND
NASA-CR-111109. ROBERT W. PEPLIES, EAST 'TEINESSEE STATE
IUNIVERSITY, REMJTE SENSING INSTITUTE, JOHNSON CITY, TENN.
MAY 1970, 73P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0102-0001.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-707815 N71-10348
NR-D9-DJ-998-01704 ANALYSIS OF DATA DENSITY AND STORAGE REbUIREMkNTS FOR HIGH
RESOLUTION RADAR SIMULtATION SYSTEM DESIGN. FINAL REPORT,
FEB. 69-FEB. 70. REPORT NO. AFHIHL-TR-70-12. PATRICK D.
FLIGOR, TECHNOLOGY INC., DAYTON, CHIO. JUNE 1970, 141P.
CONTRACT NO. F33615-69-C-1363. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPIES.
;AD-711385 N71-10665
NR-D9'-00-000-01730 TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINATION OF TERRAIN ANALOGS. REPORT NO.
AE9ES-CR-3-25. GEORGE E. STOERTS, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 1957, 85P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-716975
NR-D9-FJ-194-01791 DEVELOPING REMOTE SENSING DISPLAY MODES TO SATISFY URBAN
PLANNING DATA INPUT NEEDS. REPORT NOS. TR-71-1, AND
INtERAGEcNCY REPT. USGS-207. 'THMAS B. GRIFFITHS, WILLIAM
A. HOWARD, JAMES B. KRACHT, DEPT. OF' GEOGRAPHY, UNIV. OF
DENVER, DENVER, COLD. U.S. GEULOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. JAN. 1971, 45P. CONTRACT NOS. W-13165, AND
14-08-0001-11979.
NR-D9-CH-164-01793 AN INVESTIGATION OF REMOTE SENSING OF VACANT AND UNUTILIZED
LAND IN AN URBANIZED COASTAL AREA OF' SOtIIHEAST FLORIDA.
REPORT NO. INTERACGENCY REPT. USGS-201. L. ALAN EYRE, DEPT.
OF GEOGRAPHY, I-'t IDA ATLANTIC UNIV., BOCA RATON, FLOR IDA.
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. AUG. 1969, 36P.
CONTRACT NOS. W-12570, AND 14-08-0001-10936.
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LXCESS I ON i iltXESCR IPTON
NR-D9-W.-~043-0109 EVAI IL!'TI(N AND C(OCL.,:SI(ONS O ASSeSSIN' AND ImPRH(OvIF:N'I'
O(X)NTROL BY AER I AL ASSESSMENT AND I N'TEHHPREI'A'I'I(}N \ :I'I})S.
R.L. REX, SIDELL STLDIO, INC., WE.ST CHIC.AGO, IlINOIS.
1963, 15SP.
NH-D9-00-000-01811 SPECTRALE RIFISSION UNBEWACHSF.NER OD 0N ALS I.AKTHR HF:I DEr
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DER BUNDESANSTALT I-R LNDEPE AKUNDI JUND RAL'OHSCHLNG,
BAD GODESBERG, WEST GERIANY. 1967, 44P. IN GERIAN,
PREFACE AND SLHtJ-RY ALSO IN ENGLISH AhD FRENCH.
GCEXRAPHISCHE LL,'TBI LDINTERPRETATION 2.
NR-D9-GJ-000-01815 IDWNTOWN TORONOX) - A LOOK AT AN AIR PHOID. J. SPELT,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. IN CANADIAN GEX.;RAPH.R, VOL. 10,
1966, NO. 3. PP.184-189.
NR-D9-00-000-0182 0 RADAR, GECCRAPHIC TOOL. ROBERT B. SIMPSON, DARTMOXif
CO(I1JE, HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE. IN ANNALS OF' THE,
ASSOCIATION OF AERICAN GtGHAPHEHS, VOL. 16, MARCH 1966.
PP. 80-96.
NH-D9-tJ-114-01821 SPACE PH(OOGRAPHY AND ITS GEOCRAPHICAL APPLICATIONS. J.
BRIAN BIRD, AND A. MORRISON, CCIGILL UNIVERSITY, NON1TRUAL.,
CANADA. IN GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW, VOL. 54, MARCH 1964.
PP.463-486.
rR-D9-GJ-046-01823 THE DERIVATION OF TRADE AREAS AND TRAF'FIC FL'WS FRiOM RFMOTE
SENSING IMAGERY. REPORT NO. TR-15. ROBERT B. HONEA, DtPT.
OF GOGXRAPHY, EAST TENNFSSEE STATE UNIVERSITY, REMOTE
SENSING INSTITUTE, JOINSON CITY,.TENNESSEE. 1968, 23P.
CONTRACT NO. ONR CONTRACT N00014-67-A-0102-0001.
NR-D9-00-000-01836 AIR-PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION FOR ROAD ENGINEERS IN BRITAIN.
REPORT NO. RRL-LR369. M.J. DIULEON, AND G. WEST, ROAD
RESEARCH LAB., CROWTHORNE, BNLAND. 1970, 28P. PB-197602
NR-D9-HJ-187-01837 PRODUCTION OF HIGH ALTITUDE LAND USE MAP AND DATA BASE FOR
BOSTON. REPORT NO. IR-USGS-205. ROBERT B. SIMPSON, DEPT.
OF GEUGRAPHY, DARTMDI-fH COUIEGE, HAN(OR, NEW HAMPSHIRE.





APPLICATION OF AIR PHUrO INTERPHk'TATION TECHNIOUES TO
PROBLES IN UIBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING. ROBERT I". WELS,(M.S. THESIS). OKLAHOMA STAT'E UNIVERSITY, S1'ILLWA'I'ER, O(hLA.
INVESTIGATING THE DCXX)DABILITY OF' SMALL TOPOGRAPHIC OtWX;E'fS
IN LARGE-SCALE AERIAL PHOUIUGRAPHY. REP'ORT NO.
FTD-HC-23-671-70. L.M. G;OLU.AN, ADDRESS UNKNNOWN. AIR FORHCF
SYSTEMS CHMAND, FOREIGN TECHMOLOY DIV., WHIClIT-PArT'fERSN
AFB, OHIO. JAN. 1971, 17P. TRANSL. OF - TSENTRALNI
NAUCHNO-ISSLEXVATELSKII INSTITI' GX)ODEZII, AEROSE?(I I
KARTOGRAFII, TRUDY (USSR) NO. 149, 1964. PP.127-139.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-720765
AIR SURVEY IN ECOXNOMIC DEVELUPIt. ROLT HAm*,IoD, AMERICAN
ELSEVIER PUBLISHING CO., INC., N.Y., 1967, 254P. $8.50.
U.S. GEOCLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-118.
REMOTE SENSOR IMAGERY IN URBAN RESEARCH - SOlE
POTENrALITIES AND PROBLEMS. ERIC G. MOORE AND BARRY S.
WE1LAR, NORTIHESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.
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NR-D9-GJ-043-02119 U.S. GEXOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LITITER NASA-119.
GENERATION OF HOUSIMN QUALITY DAl'A FHRCM MLITIHAND AERIAL
PFKHOYOGRAPHS. BARRY S. WELLAR, DEPAR'IME'NT OF GECXOPL\HY,
NORTHIESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. MAY 1968.
CXNTRACT NUMBER 14-08-0001-10654. N68-25878
NR-D9-GJ-043-02120 U.S. GEOLCOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LFE'ER NASA-120.
UTILIZATION OF MULTIBAND AERIAL PHUItYULGXPHS IN URHAN
HOUSING QUALITY STUDIES. BARRY S. WEUIAR, NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY, DEPARTIMENT OF GEOGRAPHY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.
MAY 1968. CON'CRACT NLUMER 14-08-0001-10654.
N68-25422
NR-D9-00-000-02126 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-126. LAND
EVALUATION STUDIES WITH REMYO'E SENSORS IN THE INFRARED AND
RADAR REGIONS. DAVID S. SIMONEFTT, CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN
ENGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
JULY 1968. CONTRACT NUMLHER W-12589. N69-75042.
NH-D9-00-000-02130 U.S. GIX)IIX;ICAL StlHVE', TECHNICAL, I-I'W'k-l' NASA-130.
EVALUATION OF' L'LT'IPLI; POLUAIZF:D RAU)-U IiAG;EH't RFlt 'l}IE
DEI'ECTION OF' SELEC'I'ED CUILURAL FIIA'ItHES. AN'IlK¥Y J. IF..!IS,
UNIVERSI1'- OF KANSAS, CENTER U RHESEt.ACH, INC., EINGINHtINING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. (I. lTHER 1968.
COMRACT NUMBER W-12589. N69-28151 CRES TR 61-20.
NA-D9-00-000-02131 U.S. GEOLXGICAL SURVE-, TECHNICAL. LEII'rER NASA-131. USES OF'CONVENTIONAL AERIAL. PI-IURHGAPHY IN UHWXN AREAS: REVIEW ANtD
BIBLIOGRAPHY. ASHRAF' S. MANJI, NORTIWESTIERN UNIVEESI'I'I,
DEPARMhENT OF' GEOGXAPH, .VANSO1%)N, ILLINOIS. SEYI'FT1H1ER
1968. CONTRACT NUllERN W-12570. N69-28596
·NR-D9-00-000-02135 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL L1F'TER NASA-135. 'M-HTML
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ILLINOIS. DECEMBER 1968. CONTRACT NU.IER R-09-020-024.
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9R-D9-00-000-02138 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETIER NASA-138.
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ERIC G. MOORE, NORhITWESTERN UNIVERSITY, iEPARTIENT OF
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4 SITE 002-PISGAH CRATER, CALIFOURNIA
5 SITE 002-PISGAH CRATER, CALIFORNIA
5 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALI!F'RNIA
5 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
6 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
6 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIF.
SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIF.
1 SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
2 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
6 SITE 006-SALT LAKE (SALT LAKE DIST.)
UTAH
I SITE 011-YeLLOWSTONE NAT'L. PARK,
WYO. /MNT./IDAHO
2 SITE 011-YELLOWSTONE NAT'L. PARK,
WYO. /MONT. / IDAHO
9 SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
6 SITE'003-MONO CRATERS, CALIF.
SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIF.
I SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
SITE 003-MOiO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
0 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA
SITE 075-OO'WIELD, NEVADA
SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIF.
SITE - IMPERIAL VALLEY, CAL,IFORNIA
SITE 029-PHOENIX, ARIZ.
SITE 031-WILLOXX DRY LAKE, ARIZ.
SITE 040-CASCADE MTNS. (CASCADE
GLACIER SITE), WASHINGTON.
SITE 041-MESABI RANGE, MINNESOTA
SITE 051-MESQUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZ.
SITE 051-MESOUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZ.
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SITE 051-MESOUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZ.
SITE 052-NEVADA AEC
SITE 052-NEVADA AEC
SITE 056-MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
SITE 056-MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
SITE 056-WT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
SITE 072-COSO HOT SPRINGS, CALIF.




SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, N.M.
NH-EI-EJ-114-00043 SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, N.M.
NH-EI-EJ-114-00058 SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, N.M.
NR-El-EJ-114-00059 SITE .114-WHITE SANDS, N.M.
NR-E1-GK-126-00165 SITE 126-MARQUETTE/REPUBLIC TROUCHS,
MICHIGAN
NR-EI-FJ-129-00123 SITE 129-ARKANSAS BASIN
NR-EI-FJ-129-00124 SITE 129-ARKANSAS BASIN
%R-El-EJ-130-00254 SITE - IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
NR-EI-GJ-141-00119 SITE 141-CHARLESTON/COLUMIA, S.C.
NR-EI-CJ-141-00120 SITE 141-CHARLESTON/CXLUMBIA, S.C.
.R-E1-CI-141-00121 SITE 141-CHARLESTON/OOUJMBIA, S.C.
NR-EI-GJ-141-00122 SITE 141-CARLESTON/COLMA.IA, S.C.
NR-EI-GJ-150-00078 SITE 150-PAMLICO SOUND, N.C.
NR-EI-GJ-150-00141 SITE 150-PAMLICO SOUND, N.C.
NR-EI-C.-153-00086 SITE 153-ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
NR-EI-FJ-154-00146 SITE 154-AMI3Y CRATER, CALIFORNIA
NR-EI-EJ-157-00254 SITE - IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
NR-EI-GH-164-00247 SITE 164-BOCA RATON/BR'JE GLADE, FLA.
NR-E-CGH-165-00250 SITE 165-DESERET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA
NR-EI-FJ-178-00226 SITE 178-MILL CREEK, OKLAHOMA
NR-EI-FJ-180-0023 4 SITE 180-GARNET MOUNTAIN, ARIZONA
NR-EI-EJ-183-00235 SITE 183-L{klDSBLRG, NEW b*.l X)
NH-E1-F'H-701-00259 SITE 701-EL ORO/TiALPUJItt;A, MXICO
NR-EI-FH-702-00 260 SITE 702-IX"LAN D: LU)S Ht'RV(RES/































































































SECTION E2 - SITE DESCRIPTIONS


































SITE 001-CEDAR CITY (IRON SPRINGS), UTAHr
SITE 002-PI.SGAH CRATER, CALIFUHNIA
SITE 004-CARRIZO PLAINS, CALIORLNIA
SITE 005-F1MEKA (TINTIC DISTRICT), U',AHI
SITE 006-SALT LAKE (SALT LAKE DIST. ), ULTAH
SITE 009-SAN FRANCISCO DIST., UTAH
SITE 010-CARSON CITY (C(MSTOQCK DISTRICT), NEVADA
SITE 011-YE.LLDWSTONE NAT'L. PARK, WYO/MONT./IDAHO
SITE 015-TWIN BUI'ES (PIMA DIST. ) ARIZ.
SITE 017-BALTIMORE (HARIF`R)-lO0K), MD./PA.
SITE 018-HAGERSTOAN (CENiRAL APPALACHIAN PIFo'NT'r),
MARYLAND/PENNSLVAN IA/VIRG IN I A
SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFURNIA (II)
SITE 021-BATLI MITN. (RYE PATCH RES./RUBY MfNS.), NEVADA
SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEV.
SITE 023-INYO NATIONAL FOREST (WARD MlN./CRATER MTN), CALIF.
SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA
SITE 026-SCRIPPS BEACH, CALIF.
SITE 027-SALTON SEA, CALIF.
SITE 028-WINSLOW (METEXR CRATER), ARIZONA
SITE 034-OUACHITA MTNS., AHK./OKLA.
SITE 036-SPANISH PEAKS, COUD.
SITE 038-GREAT SAGE PLAIN (LISHON VALLEY), UTAH/(XXII.IAiX)
SITE 050-DONNER PASS, CALIF.
SITE 051-NESQUITE SED)IENTARY, ARIZNA
SITE 052-NEVADA AEC
SITE 054-SMOKE CRENX DESERT/HEB!R, UTAH
SITE 064-CEtlRAL CASCADE RANGE, OHCX;ON
SITE 070-HOPK I N1ON-MILFURD/TEMPL EN/ORANCE, MASS
SITE 071-HOPI BUITES, ARIZ.




















I)E.'CH I T- I (ON
SITE 082-ALVORD VALLFY, ORE.
SITE 083-IRONO1N, MISSOURI
SITE 089-BLACKBIRD DIST., IDAHO
SITE 090-ALBEHTON, MONT.
SITE 092-PUElTO RICO
SITE 094-NE PENNSYLVANIA (PEAT BOGS)
SITE 101-SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS, ARIZ.
SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO
SITE I15-NE.' i EXICO MINEt\L AND STHtLUtIRAI HLI.'S
SITE 127-JOHNSON COUNI' GCRAVEL TEl'T.', INI)IANA
SITE 129-ARKANSAS BASIN
SITE 139-STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, COLD.
SITE 141 -CHARLESTON/COL BIiA, S.C.
SITE 150-PAhVLICO SO(JND, NORTH CAROLINA
SECTION E3
AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUESTS
ACCESSION NtU-ttR DESCRH 1PTION
NH-E3-KI-002-00272 SIlTE 002-PISGiWi CRATER, CALIFIJNIA (I)
NH-E3-EtI-003-00065 SITE 003-,(0)O CRATERS, CALIIFRNIA (1)
NH-E3-EJ-003-00066 SITE 003-1.NO CRATERS, CALIFUINIA (2)
NH-E3-EJ-003-00206 SI'TE 019-S(ONRA PASS, CALI.IY)INIA (2)
SITE 0034-O,) CHRATERS, CAI.IIFOiNIA (3)SITE 056-WT. LASSSEN, CALIRUIh\IA (4)
hH-E3-EJ-004-00001 SITE 004-CARIZZO PLAIN, CALIFORNIA (1)
NH-E3-EJ-004-00067 SITE 004-CARRIlO PLAINS, CALII.NIA (2)
SITE 024-SAN ANDHtEAS FAULT, CALI.)HNIA (2)
NhH-E3-EJ-005-00053 SITE 005-EIRKEA (TINTIC DISTRICT), U'AH (1)
NR-E3-EJ-005-00068 SITE 005-IH-RXA (TINTIC DISTRICT), Ul'AH (2)
NH-E3-EJ-006-00002 SITE 006-SAT1 LAKE (SALT LAKE DISTRICT), UTAH (1)
RH-E3-EJ-007-00069 SITE 007-COAST RANGE, ORF"ON/WASHINGlUN (2)
NH-E3-DJ-007-00070 SITE 007-COAST RANGE, ORECGON/WASHINGTON (3)
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SITE 007-COAST RANGE, ORICXON/WASHINCTON (4)
SITE 007-COAST RANGE, OREC.ON/WASHINGTON (5)
SITE 007-COAST RANGE, ORkEON/WASHINCTO (6)
SITE 010-CARSON CITY (COMSTOCK DISTRICT), NEVADA (1)
SITE 011-YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WrOMING/MONT./IDAHO (1)
SITE 014-LITTIE DRAGOON MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA (1)
SITE 015-TWIN BUTTES (PIMA DISTRICT), ARIZONA (1)
SITE 016-SOLITARIO, TEXAS (1)
NR-E3-GJ-017-00008 SITE 017-BALTIMORE (HARIUR`-l()RK), AHIAND/PENNSIN.ANI.A (1)
NR-E3-EJ-019:00042 SITE 019-SONORA PASS (II) (1)
NR-E3-EJ-019-00076 SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFURNIA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-019-00206 SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA (2)
SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA (3)
SITE 056-MT. LASSEN, CALIFlRNIA (4)
NR-E3-EJ-021-00010 SITE 021-BATrIE MOUNTAIN (RYE PATCH RESEIVOIR/RL-Y
MIU4NTAINS), NEVADA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-021-00079 SITE 021-BATILE MOUNTAIN (RYE PATCH RESERVOIR/RL",Y
MOUNTAINS), NEVADA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00011 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA (1)
NR-E3-FJ-022-00080 SITE 022-TONOPA*H, NEVADA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00208 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA (3)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00265 SITE 022-ITNOPAH, NEVADA (4)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00278 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA. (5)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00279 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA (6)
NR-E3-EJ-022-00280 SITE 022-TONOPAH, NEVADA (7)
NR-E3-DJ-023-00012 SITE 023-INYO NATIONAL FOREST (WARD MOUNTAIN/CRATER
MOUXNTAIN), CALIFORNIA (1)
NR-E3-DJ-024-00013 SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA (1)
NH-E3-EJ-024-00067 SITE 004-CARRIZO PLAINS, CALIFORNIA (2)
SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA (2)
NR-E3-DU-024-00081 SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA (3)
NR-E3-DJ-024-00082 SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA (4)
NH-E3-WD-024-00083 SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFOHNIA (5)
RH-E3-WJ-024-00209 SITE 024-SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA (6)
NR-E3-EJ-028-00015 SITE 028-WINSLOW (b4MENiOR CRATFR),' ARIZONA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-028-00086 SITE 028-WINSLOW (METEXR CRATER), ARIZONA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-030-00256 SITE 030-IUCSON, ARIZONA (1)
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NR-E3-FJ-034-00092 SITE 034-OUACHITA IFOUNTAINS, ARKANSAS/OKLAHti'IA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-038-00016 SITE 030-GREAT SAGE PLAIN (LISBON VALLY), LTI'AH/COLXX) (1)
NR-E3-EK-039-00257 SITE 039-EASTEIN BEAR TOOTH MU9NTAINS, WYOMING/MUNTANA (1)
NR-E3-EK-039-00282 SITE 039-EASTERN BEARTOC1IH MOUNTAINS, WYOMING/MUNTANA (2)
NR-E3-FM-041-00098 SI1TE 041-MFSABI RANGE, MINNESOTA (I)
NR-E3-F'-042-00099 SITE 042--OTAWA NATIONAL FIOREST (GOCCGEBIC RANGE),
MICHIGAN (I)
NR-E3-EJ-051-00106 SITE 051-MESQUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA (1)
NH-E3-.J-051-00107 SITE 051-MESQUITE SEDIIENTARY, ARIZONA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-052-00018 SITE 052-NEVADA AEC (1)
NR-E3-EJ-054-00019 SITE 054-SMOKE CREE DESERT/HEBER, UTAH (1)
NR-E3-DJ-056-00108 SITE 056-MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA (1)
NH-E3-DJ-056-00109 SITE 056-M'. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA (2)
NH-E3-EJ-056-00206 SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA (2)
SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA (3)
SITE 056-MHT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA (4)
NR-E3-DJ-056-00213 SITE 056-MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA (3)
NR-E3-WM-064-00020 SITE 064-CE,1RAL CASCADE PRkNGE, ORHEON (I)
NH-E3-HJ-070-00021 SITE 070-HOPKINTON-MI LJUtRJD/TE1tPL,c'IR/(Xt/OANG,
MASSACLUSE'1TS (I)
NR-E3-EJ-071-00055 SITE 071-HOPI BLFrTES, ARIZONA (I)
NR-E3-J-072-00022 SITE 072-(OSO HUT SPRINGS, CAl.IFURNIA (I)
NR-E3-EJ-072-00110 SITE 072-COSO HOT SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-072-00ill SITE 072-COSO HOT SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA (3)
NR-E3-EJ-073-00023 SITE 073-LYNN DISTRICT, NEVADA (I)
NR-E3-EJ-073-00112 SITE 073-LNN DISTRICT, NEVADA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-073-00113 SITE 073-LYNN DISTRICT, NEVADA (3)
NR-E3-EJ-075-00024 SITE 075-GOXF'IELD, NEVADA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-075-0011 4 SITE 075-G(O)FIELD, NEVADA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-075-0021 4 SITE 075-GOLDFIELD, NEVADA (3)
NR-E3-GJ-079-00025 SITE 079-MATEWAN, KENIUCXY (1)
NH-E3-GJ-079-00119 SITE 079-MATEWAN, KENlCY (2)
NR-E3-EJ-082-000 2 6 SITE 082-AI,VORD VALLEY, ORECGO (1)
NR-E3-FJ-083-00027 SITE 083-IRONTON, MISSOCLRI (1)
NR-E3-FJ-085-00288 SITE 085-LAWRenCE, KANSAS (9)
NR-E3-EK-089-000 2 8 SITE 089-BLACKBIRD DISTRICT, IDAHO (1)
hR-E3-EK-090-000 2 9 SITE 090-ALBERTN, MUMTANA (1)
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NR-E3-HH-092-00030 SITE 092-PUERTO RICO (1)
NR-E3-HH-092-00216 SITE 092-PUERTO RICO (2)
NH-E3-GJ-094-00031 SITE 094-NORTlIrAST' PENNSYLVANIA (PEAT1' HOGS) (1)
NR-E3-GJ-094-00128 SITE 094-NORTHEAST PENNSYLVANIA (PEAT BOGS) (2)
NH-E3-EJ-096-00033 SITE 096-DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL FOREST, JUTAH (1)
NR-E3-EJ-101-00136 SITE 101-SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS, ARIZONA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-101-00137 SITE 101-SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS, ARIZONA (2)
NR-E3-GH-102-00049 SITE 10Z-STATE'NVILLE/LAKE CITY, FLORIDA, PHOSPHATE (1)
SITE 103-CRYSTAL RIVER, FLORIDA (1)
SITE 104-WAUCHALAITAMPA, FLORIDA (1)
NR-E3-GH-103-00049 SITE 102-STATENVILLE/LAKE CITY, FIORIDA, PHOSPHATE (1)
SITE 103-CRYSTAL RIVER, IFDHIDA (1)
SITE 104-WAUCHALA/TAMPA, FLORIDA (1)
NR-E3-GH-104-00049 SITE 102-STATENVILLE/LAKE CITY, FLORIDA, PHOSPHATE (1)
SITE 103-CRYSTAL RIVER, FLORIDA (1)
SITE 104-WAUCHALA/TAMPA, FlARIDA (1)
NR-E3-FJ-109-00037 SITE 109-SIERRA MADERA, TEXAS (1)
NR-E3-EJ-112-00038 SITE 112-NORTHEAST RANGE,.COOLRADO (1)
NR-E3-EJ-112-00139 SITE 112-NORTHEAST RANGE, COLCORADO (2)
NR-E3-EJ-114-00039 SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO (1)
SR-E3-EJ-114-00140 SITE 114-WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO (2)
hR-E3-EJ-115-00048 SITE 115-NEW MEXICO MINERAL AND STRUCTIURAL BELTS (1)
NR-E3-GK-126-00040 SITE 126-MPARQUXTTE/REPUBLIC TROUCHS, MICHIGAN (1)
NR-E3-CK-126-00145 SITE 126-MARQUETT'E/REPUBLIC TROUGHS, MICHIGAN (2)
NR-E3-GK-126-00146 SITE 126-MARDUEITE/REPUBLIC TROUGHS, MICHIGAN (3)
NR-E3-GK-126-00147 SITE 126-MARQUEC.'E/REpUlLCIC ATtX;H.S, MICHIGAN (4)
NR-E3-J-127-00047 SITE 127-JOHN.SON COUNi' G.HAVEL TEST, INI)IANA (I)
NR-E3-CJ-127-00148 SITE 127-JOHNSON COUNNY GRA\.EL TEST, INDIANA (2)
NR-E3-FJ-129-00041 SITE 129-ARKANSAS BASIN (1)
NR-E3-FJ-129-00155 SITE 129-ARKANSAS BASIN (2)
NR-E3-EJ-139-00051 SITE 139-STEAMLOAT SPRINGS, COLORADO (1)
NR-E3-EJ-140-00161 SITE 140-BISHOP, CALIIFO1RNIA (1)
NR-E3-CJ-141-00058 SITE 141-CHARLESTON/COLUM) IA, SOLFTH CAROLINA (I)
NR-E3-GJ-141-00162 SITE 141-CHARLESTON/COLU4MIA, S(lIH CAROLINA (2)
NR-E3-EJ-157-00188 SITE 157-BORREGO SPRINGS, CALIFURNIA (1)
NR-E3-EJ-157-00189 SITE 157-BORRIEO SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA (2)
NR-E3-FJ-178-00238 SITE 178-MILL CREEK, OkLAHOMA (I)
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SITE 178-MILL CREEK, OCKLAHXl- (2)
SITE 178-MILL CREE(, OKLAHmblA (3)
SITE 178-MILL CREEK, OKLAHCMA (4)
SITE 178-MILL CREEK, OKLAAHM (5)
SITE 185-BONANZA AREA, COLORADO (1)
SITE 185-BONANZA AREA, COLORADO (2)
SITE 185-BONANZA AREA, COLORADO (3)
SITE 186-CLARKS FORK, WYOMING (1)
SITE 196-GRAND SABLE, MICHIGAN (1)
SITE 196-GRAND SABLE, MICHIGAN (2)
SITE 221-KATMAI NATIONAL O'UNLMFNT, ALASKA (1)
SITE 707-CUATRO C!Er_,AS, MEXICO (1)
SITE 708-SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO (1)
SECTION E4 - MISSION SCREENING ANDSUMMARY REPORT
ACCESSION NUM4*R DESCH I PT ION
NR-E4-FJ-031-B00 15
NH-E4-FJ-178-BM4016
MISSION NO. 15 SITE 031
MISSION 16M, EARTH OtkERVATI(OS AIHCHAPI1'




NR-E4-EJ-1I4-B00 3 3 MISSION NO.
NR-E4-EJ-114-B003 9 MISSION NO.
NR-E4-EJ-998-B00 4 3 MISSION'NO.
NR-E4-EJ-998-B00 4 4 MISSION NO.
NR-E4-EJ-998- BO07 6 MISSION NO.
19 SITE 029
21M, S1TE 240
30 SITES 003, 020, 052, 019, 135
33 SITE 114
39 SITE 114
43 SITES 014, 029, 101, 114
44 SITES 051, 052, 154, 002
76 SITES 022, 056, 075
PtI(ERX;q MISS I(O
JINE 22-26, 1970
NR-E4-FJ-178-[MOl6 MISSION 16M, EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIHCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION
REPORT-TEST SITE 178--MILL C4REK, OKLA. JULE 22-26, 1970.
NR-E4-EJ-998-B0086 MISSION NO. 86 SITES 180, 183
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NR-E4-FJ-99-8Aolo0 MISSION 108, EARTH RESOURCES SCRE'ENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 002, 022, AND 075
NR-E4-EJ-998-B0108 MISSION NO. 108 SITES 002, 022, 075
NR-E4-EJ-998-AO140 MISSION 140, EARTH RESXURCES SCREENING AND INDING REPORT.
SITES 007 AND 022
NR-E4-GF-851-A0148 MISSION 148, EARTH RESOURCES SCREEIING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITE 851
SECTION E6 - DIVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY
ACCESSION NXUIB:tR IDESCRII'ION
NR-E6-EJ-998-00002 INFRARE AND ULTRAVIOLE' STUDIES OF' THRRF:SHRIAI, I MATERIAL.S
STATUS REPORT, JULY 1, 1965 1O SEPTIli'HER 30, 1965. S'tEPHEN
J. CAWARECKI AND R.M. MOX)HAM, U.S.G.S., WASHIM;1ON, D.C.
CONTRACT NO. R-146.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00006 INVESTIGATION OF IN SITU PHNSICAI PROPERTIES OF SURF'ACE AND
SUBSURFACE SITE 1MATERRIALS H EM;hINEERING GFlOPHISICAL
TECHNIQUES. PROJECT QUARTERLY REPORT, JANlUARli 1, 1966 TO
MARCH 31, 1966. U.S. DEPARIMENT OF THE INTER4OH, GWEtIXiICAL
SURVEY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA. NASA CONTltCT NO. T-25091 (G).
STAR X69-74557.
NR-E6-00-000-00007 INFRARED AND ULTRAVIOLET STUDIES OF TERRESTRIAL MATERIALS.
STATUS REPORT OCTOBER 1, 1965 TO DECF1tIER 31, 1965. UNITED
STATES DEPARTIlNT O' THE INlER I (R GFL ICAL SURVEY. NASA
CONTRACT NO. R-146. BY ROBERT M. MOXHM.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00014 SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. MACKAY SCH(XL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. JANUARY 1, 1966 TIHHOUGH
JUNE 10, 1966. NASA CONTRACT NO. NGR-29-001-015
STAR X66-18637.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00015 SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. JUNE 18, 1965 l'}lO.;H
DECEbIER 31, 1965. NASA CONTRACT NO. NGR-29-001-015.
STAR X66-15810.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00020 STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF THE CaMPOSITION, PH'SICAL
PROPERTIES, AND SURFACE CONFIGURATION OF TERRESTRIAL TEST
SITES AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH REMOTELY SENSED DATA.
SEMI-ANNUAL STATUS REPORT - MARCH 31, 1966. NOlI-ESTERN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NU4BER 3. DEPAR¶TMENT OF GEOLOGY,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. CONTRACT
NU14ER NGR-14-007-027. STAR X66-18322.
NR-E6-00-000-00021 APPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN MULTIFACTOR COPUWIE PROGRAMS TO
THE ANALYSIS, CLASSIFICATION, AND PREDICTION OF LANDFIU MS;
FINAL REPORT, CONTRACT NhER NONR-4145(00). AtIrlIUNRIC
CORPORATION, DECEBIER 1, 1963.
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AKCESSION NUER DESC I PIT riON
NR-E:6-00-000-00022 TERRAIN O'ALIF'ICATION, PHASt: 1: SLRF'ACE CFlXbtITR
MEASURIEN'TS. TEXAS INS'I'H4LtEFNTS INCORPORATEI), SCIENCE
SERVICF DIVISION, FINAL REPORT, D-Cl-tl-IH- 31, 1962. PHEP,AEI)
FVR GEOPH'SICS RESEARCH DIRHECtIiATE, AIR FRICE C/4MH.RIDLE
RESEARCH LARAVTORHIES, AIR FIURCE OFF'IC OF A:EHOSPACE
RESEARCH, UNITED STATES AIR FIORCE, BHEI*IT), \ASSACHUSfT'f'S.
BY DONALD D.. CARR AND JACK R. VAN LOPI K. CXN'iTACT NO.
AFl 19(628)-481, PROtJE)C' NO. 7621, TASK M). 762805.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00026 FIELD INFRARED ANALYSIS OF' TLRRAIN. FIRST ANNUAL REPORT,
R1EIT'E SENSING LALORATORY, GEP-PHSICS DEPARTMHENT, STAN1'URD
UNIVFRSSITY, STANFORD, CALIFMNIA. I N'FvI*lRJi 1965 1T 31
OCTOBER 1966. RESEARCH GRANT .;R-05-020-115.
NH-E6-00-000-00028 DETAIL PLAN AND STATUS REPORTOF LUNITED STATES GEOLUGICAL
SURVEY RESEARCH IN RFMOTE SENSING UNLDER THE NATWNHAL
RESOURCES SPACE APPLICATIONS PROGRAM. SECOND EDITION, U.S.
GEDOLOICAL SURVEY. STAR X66-18726.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00030 STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF' THE COMPOSITION, PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES, AND SURFACE CONFICGURATION OF iEDRRESTRIAL TEST
SITES AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH RH,40JELY SENSED DATA.
SFI41-ANNUAL STATUS REPORT - SEPTENI..R 30, 1966. NOR1H'-ESTFRN
UNIVERSITY REPORT Nt13BER 6. DEPARTMENT OF' GEULOCY,
NOR'1THES'ERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. CON'TACT
NUMBER NC R-14-007-027.
NR-E6-F-J-998-00035 STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF THE COMPOSITION, PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES, AND SLRFACE CONFIGURATION OF' TERRESTRIAL TESTSITES AND THEIR CORRELATION WITH RtFMITELY SENSED DATA.
SEMI-ANNUAL STATUS REPORT - MARCH 31, '1967. NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NUFHER 9. DEPAR'lNENT OF' GFXLOGY,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANS1ON, ILLINOIS. C(XNTRACT
NUMIER NGR-14-007-027. STAR N66-81471.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00036 FIELD INFRARED ANALYSIS OF TERRAIN. SENI-ANNUAL REPORT
NOV1:iER 1, 1966 1`0 APRIL 30, 1967. REMOTE SENSING
LABORATORY, GEXOPHSICS DEPARM'ENT, STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
STANFiORD, CALIFORNIA. JUNE 19, 1967, ISSUE DATE MAY 15,
1967. CONTRACT NO. NGR-05-020-115.
NH-E6-00-000-00051 SECOND ANNUAL REPORiT, I MNltHFH 1966 TO 31 OCIOBERH 1967.
FIELD INFRARED ANAIA.SIS OF TER:HAIN.N. RHYrI'E SENSING
LAHORATORY, GEOPI-SICS DEPAHTilENl', ST'ANF'OtiD UNIVERSIT'1,
STANFRHD, CALIFIORNIA. CONTRA'CT NO. NGR-05-020-115.
STAR N68-13412.
NR-Eb-EJ-002-00065 INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT, MARCH 31, 1965. E.H. TIMUIHw
1MWH1I'EN. NORTH-ESTERN UNIVERSITY REPORT' NO. 1. NORlIHFESTERN
UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. APRIL 7, 1965. CONTRACT' NO.
NGR 14-007-027.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00067 FINAL REPORT TO NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIS1RA-
TION. JUNE 18, 1965 TO AUGUIST 31, 1967. DAVID B. SLFk4bINS,
JOSEPH LINTZ, JR., MALXOLX J. HIBBARD, JACK G. QUADE, AND
PETER CHAPMAN, MACKAY SCHOOL OF' MINES, UNIVERSITY OF' NEVADA,
RENO, NEVADA. APRIL 30, 1968. CONTRACT NO. NGR-29-001-015.
STAR X69-90092.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00069 FIELD INFRARED ANALYSIS OF' TERRAIN. SEMIANNUAL PROGRESS
REPORT - MAY 1, 1966. R.J.P. LION, DEPARTMENT OF' GEXOPHSICS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIFURNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER
NGR-05-020-115. STAR X66-17198.
NR-E6-FJ-998-00070 FULDAMENTAL STUDIES RELATING PARTICLE EFFECTS TO INFRARED
SPECTRA. FINAL REPORT, I-JUNE 1967 - 31 MAY 1968. STANFORD
UNIVERSITY, REIOTE SENSING LABORATORY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA.













FIELD ANALYSIS OF TERRAIN. FINAL REPORT, I NO 1967 -
31 OCTOBER 1968. R.J.P. LYON, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIIORNIA. DECEiER 1968.
CONTRACT NULB1R NG1-05-020-115. STAR N69-20189.
PROGRESS REPORT FR(4 DICEMBER 1, 1968 TO DECEIBER 31, 1968.
JACK QUADE, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA,
RENO, NEVADA. CONTRACT Ki&EX NAS 9-7779.
FIELD INFRARED ANALYSIS OF TERRAIN - SPECTRAL CORRELATION
PROGRAM. PART 2 - STANFORD ADAPTATION AND CORRECTIONS FOR
USE ON LMSC PROGRAM ON IBM 7090 - 32K ME[ORY C)LPUTER.
PART 3. - VOLTAGE DRIIFT CORRECTION PROCEDURES. RSL TECH
REPORT NO. 67-2. STANFORD UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING
LABORATORY, STANFPOD, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NLM"EE
NGR-05-020-115.
NH-E6-EJ-002-00150 PISGAH CA'TER RADAR HF.'IRN STUDY. THIW) HI-MTHI.t HF:IRt'l'
FOR PERIOD ENDING 31 pX\RCH 1965. *.D. SIAPNO, NO'TH
AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., SPACE AND INFUtRVI'IOF SS''FNs
DIVISION. CONTRACT N4IBER hAS 9-3588.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00175 USGS/NASA SOUtHERN CALIFORNIA RkM'IE SENSING TEST PRH(IWI.
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SUCVE, GCFXXUAPHIC APPLICATIONS P"WURAJ ,
WASHINGTON,. D.C. AND AUTV'ETRIC/RATllEN CO., ALEXANUHIA,
VIRGINIA. MAY 1968.
%R-E6-EJ-181-00176 APOLLO 502 MISSION PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF SEIDIMEN1UL(X)I.
FRANK J. WOBER, I BM SPACE SY STI4S CENTRR, BE'TIESDA, MD.
MAY 30, 1968.
NR-E6-EJ-998-00195 INFRARED AND ULTRAVIOLET STUDIES OF TERRESTRIAL MATERIALS.
STATUS REPORT, JAN. 31, 1965 - MARCH 31, 1965. W.A. FISCHER,
U.S. GEOoIGICAL SURVEY, U.S. DEPAR'T-ENT OF THE INTERIOR,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1965. CONT'RACT NO. NASA R-146/09-020-
006. STAR X65-15621.
bR-E6-00-000-00206 STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS THROUGH INTERIPRE-
TATION OF" AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. FINAL REPORT-APRIL 1964 .IV
MARCH 1965. J.M. ALAREDA, ET AL., INSTITUTO DE, EDAFUJOIA
Y FISIOLOGIA VEGE'TAL, MADRID, SPAIN. CONTRACT NUMLER
DA-91-591-EUC-3285. STAR X65-18316.
NR-E6-00-000-00248 AN OPTIMUM MULTISENSOR APPROACH FOR DETAILED ENGINEEHING
SOILS MAPPING. VOL. I AND 11, PROGRESS REPORT. H.T. RIB,
PURDUXE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIAN. DECEMIER 1966.
STAR N68-84718.
NR-E6-00-000-00278 SPECTROSCOPIC REIE SENSING OF WATER-BEARING MINERALS.
PREPRINT. JO"N W. SALISBURY AND GRAHAM R. HUNT, U.S. AIR
FURCE CAtURIDGE RESEARCH LAB., BE- URD, MASS. DEC. 1969.
NR-E6-00-000-00293 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRA OF MINERALS AND ROCKS.
1. SILICATE MINERALS. PREPRINT, SUBMIITIED 1O MODERN
GEALOGY, FEB. 1970. GRAHAM R. HUNT AND JOHN W. SALISBURY,
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGC RESEARCH LAB., BEDFORD, MASS. FIEB. 1970
NH-E6-J-000-00322 FIELD EXPERIEB'NTS ON .hE FUX OF RADIONUCLIDES THROUxH A
SALT MARSH ECOSYSTPE. PROGRESS REPORT. L.R. POMRDOY AND
E.P. ODLM, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHElNS, GEORGIA. SEPT.
1969. CONTRACT NO. AT(40-1)-3238. 0U)-3238-7.
R epaoducble copY
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NR-E6-EJ-075-00344 GEtX)OGIC INTERPRtq'ATION OF' AIIEORNE INFI1ARED TH1FRt'lI. INI-\AGH
OF (XXOLDIELD, NENADA. FINAL REPORT - PART' A. S'I'ANFI-I HL
TECHNICAL RPT. 70-3. I.A. KILINC AND R.J.P. LNON, S''ANFOID
UNIVERSIT , RF.Ji'F SENSING LABH., SCHOOL OF EARTH SC I ENCES,
STANFORD, CALIFOICNIA. JAN. 1970. USDI CONTRACl'T NUMIHI
14-08-0001-118372.
NR-E6-EJ-075-00345 GEOPtHSICAL ANALYSIS OF THERMAL INFRARED IM;ERH NEAR
GOLD I ELD NEVADA - EXPERI MEINTAL AND CORRELAT I ON ANAL SI I.
FINAL REPORT - PART B. S1'ANFOR RSL TECH. RP'I'. 70-5.
W.B. ERVINE, STANFOlRD UIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EART1H SCIENCES,
RElZKTE SENSING LAB., STANFORD, CALIFIHRNIA. FEI:UARY 1970.
USDI CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-11872.
NR-E6-00-000-00363 M.!LTIFRXXIENCY ,EASUPr1ENTS OF A LIlESTONE CAVERN SISTE.
INTERNAL REPORT. A.T. E'DER'I1ON, AER.JE'-GhNERAL CORP., EL
MONTE, CALIF.
NH-E6-00-000-00377 AEROMAGCNETIC SURVEYING OF THE IRON DEPOSITS IN CENTRAL
BOSNIA. SLODIODAN VULASINOVIC, ESTABLISHMENI.T IFUR NUCLE'AR
RAW MATERIALS, BELGRADE, YUGOSLAVIA. TRANSLATED FRHO
GELODSNIK GLASNIK (VlUCOSLAVIA), NO. 10, 1964. PP.275-285.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-835 113L X68-19326.
hN-E6-00-000-00426 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRA OF' MINFRALS AND ROCKS -
II CARBONATES. PREPRINT, SUilMITTED TO MOLERN GELOUM, FEB.
1970. GRAHAM R. HUNT AND JOHN W. SALISBCRY, AIR FURCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB., SPACE PHYSICS LAB., L.G. HANSCOM
FIELD, BEDFORD, MASS. FEB. 1970.
NR-E6-GF-000-00435 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE GEOLOGIC EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE MAY 31, 1970, PERU EARI-IQUAKE. GFXHGE E. ERICKSEN, AND
GEORGE PLAFKER, U.S. GEOL!GICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
AND JAIME FERNANDEZ CONCHA, LIMA PERU. U.S. GEOOGXICAL
SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1970, 28P. GECLXGICAL SURVEY
CIRCULAR 639.
NR-E6-AK-00000-437 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF RELICT MARINE TERRACES OF THE ?ESTERN
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA. REPORT NOS. AMCHITKA-18, AND
USGS-474-62. ROBERT H. MOHRIS, CELOUXICAL SURVEY, Dt:NVER,
COLO., 1970, 24P. CONTRACT NO. AT(29-2)-474. USGS-474-62
IN NSA 24 13
NR-E6-IL-166-00446 INFRARD;) SUR\VES IN ICELAND-PREI.INlINARY REPORT. Jil1 :S ).
FRlIEI'AN, U.S. GE)tOGICAL SLUREN, WASHINGTON, I).C., RICHi'I)
S. WILLIAMS, JR., AIR FIORCE C'iHRIDGE R:.SA\iCIlI LAt.,
BEDFI;ORD, MASS., GWL);NLJR PAI.MASO, ORKUEbISOFUN (ICELAND
NATIONAL ENERGY AUIII-OIT'), REYJAVIK, ICELAI/D, ANl) CARL D.
MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARtBOH, IICHIGUA. IN
GBOULGICAL SURVEY RESEARCH 1969, U.S. CFUXLLICAL SURVEY
PROFESSIONAL PAPER 650-C, 1969. PP.Cd9-C105.
NR-E6-00-000-00483 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRA OF' MINRAIS AND ROCKS -
111. OXIDES AND H'DROXID(ES. CGRAAM R. HUNI', JOHN W.
SALISBURY AND CHARLES J. LENHOFFP, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABORATORIES, SPACE P-YSICS LAB., BEDFUR, MASS.
PREPRINT NOV. 1970, 3dP.
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NH-E7-00-000-00014 SEUECTID HIBLIOLRAPHWI OF THE' TFH.AIN SCIENCES. HOeKHI' F'.
hOI:ES, AND JOSEPH J. 'X)'I;tN, HATlMHX C(L''IPAN, AUIXsI-;'HI c
OP]ERATION, ALF"ANLRIA, VIRIINIA. 1968
NH-E7-00-000-00033 SPACE APPLICATIONS SlMNHE ST1UI 1969. LtSEIFUL APPI.ICA'IONS'I(
OF EARTH-ORIENTED SA'lrEtLITES. GELtUEI-NO. Z. NATIONAL
ACADEP OF SCIENC'ES, NATIONAL RIESEARCH UOL.%CIL, WASHING'IDN,
D.C. COJNTRACT' NLMHR NSR 09-012-909. STAR N69-281b0.
NH-E7-00-000-00055 GIFXLOGIC APPLICATIONS OC' EARTH ORBITAL SATELLIT'ES. *.T.
PEOXORA, U.S. GEOtL(lGICAL SUHVEY, .iA.S4HINGTll, D.C. PRESENTIE
AT 1hLE UNITE)D NATIONS YNIIHENCE ON 1TE EXPLOVI'ION AND
PEACEFUL, USES OF' OULER SPACE, JUNE 1968. STAR N69-40998.
NH-E7-00-000-00068 GELDGICAL SURVEY RESWARCH 1966, CHAPTER A. GEOfXX;ICAL
SUlRVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 550-A. U.S. GEXLAOGICAL SURVEI,
WASH I TON, D.C. 1966.
SECTION E8
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS
ACCESSIO ON NE DESCH I T IO
NR-E8-EJ-019-00010 PRELIJMINARH I'I'AIL'S OF SA'IPL.ING [lA'I'I(NS Al' NASA SO(b\,
PASS TEST SITE, CALIFIANIA; NO'IlESTE;IIN UNIVIAHSIS1 H:RXIPTl'
NO.5. WAL1'ER A. BFt)X.'vKN, JR. AND E.H. 'TIry1 wHI'IE'N.
DEPARFTMENT OF GEX)LIN, R'IHTEST'I'N UNIV'ERSIT', EVANSTON,
ILLINOIS. NASA RESEWRCH GRANT1 KH-14-007-027, JULL 22, 1966.
STAR X66-21280.
NH-E-FHI-000-00016 SELECTED GEOIX;IC LIT.RATURE - LUER MISSISSIPPI VAlLF:Y
DIVISION AREA INDEX AND ANNOI'ATED BIBLIOGtAPH. 'I't-ICAL
REPORT NO. 3-712, AND SUPPLP-UENT 3. ROGER T. SAC I ER,
GCXAOGY BRAiCH, U.S. ARMFl ENLINEEi WATEHRWAS EXPFHRIMF;NT
STATION, VICKSHLMG, MISSISSIPPI. REPORT JAN. 1969.
SUPPLkENTT 3 OCT'. 1969.
NR-E8-00-000-00062 A BRIEF SURVEY OF RADIATION EF'.)CTS APPLICABLE TO GEOLOGY
PROBL4S. PAUL W. LEVY, HH(XCHA~kl'N NATIONAL LAtORATORHA ,
UPITON, NEW YORK. SEFPTER 1966.
NR-E8-00-000-00076 ELETROMAGNE'TIC SCAI'EING lRtOM ROCGH, FIN)TELY COFNDCTING
SLURFACES. ALEX STO'RIN, SPACE-GENERAL CORP., IEL. NrTE,
CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHiD IN HADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 2, N.EW SERIES,
NO. 4, 1967. PP.415-428. MICROFICHE C)P.
NR-ES-00-000-00080 FPRTRAN IV CDC 6400 CcIPUTER PROGRAM TO ANALYZE SUBSURFACE
FULD GEI1ETRY. NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY REPORT NO. 17.
E.H.T. WHITIEN, DEPAR1TNET OF' GCoLGY, NORTHFESTERN UNIVERH-
SITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. COXNTACT NUtIER NGR-14-007-027.
PUBLISHED AS COMPUtER CONTRIHUTION 25, STATE GEOX)LICAL
SU.VEY, UNIVERSITY CF' KANSAS, LAWRENCE, SEPTIEMBER 30, 1968.
STAR N69-13568.
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NH-E8-00-000-00154 IN SEARCH OF METALS. (PUBLIC LCTJIRE) .SIETZE DIJKSTRA, THEiNlERNATIONAL INST ITllIE FMU AERIAL SHVEY AND EARTH SCIEN-
CES, DE1F'T, NE'I'HRLANDS. MAY 1968. STAR N69-14953.
NH-E8-00-000-00156 T1E TWIC1ONICS OF NORTH A1MERICA - A DISCUSSION TO ACC(MPANY
THE TET'ONIC MAP O-' NOR'IH AMIRICA. SCALE 1.5,000,000.PHILIP B. KING, U.S. DtEPARH1IENT OF ThE INTERIOR, GEOjXLUICALSURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969.
NR-Et-00-000-00163 AN INVF:STIGAT ION OF COPPER AND (7111FIR SFIE .CTF:0) EL.FmF:N'I'S INSOIL UI'LI ZING M AI; IA tLADI AT I(NS INIACI:I) 'F1Et:HI l, NEln'H(ONACTIVATION. JEHIi H. Kl.INE, lNIIHSIT1 OF' MINNESOTA,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNES(YTA. D"CFI-.2iFH 1964.
NH-E8-DJ-998-00176 APPLICATION OF" BIt(XF.CHI-IISTHI TO MEHNA, PROSPFCT'INM.NASA SP-5056. NORIH AMlER.ICVNR HROUCELL CtP., HUCkFI'DYNEDIVISION, CANGA PARK, CALI~FlNIA. 1966. CONTRACT NhUsiER
NAS8-5604.
NR-E8-00-000-00193 A DIGEST OF LIT.URATLRE RELATFD TO DET'ECTING BURIED FHRROUSOHJECI'S AND EART'H VOIDS BI NL\GNETIIC IlnIH) ODS. LE:POR1' NhbERBAT-171-35. GCEORGE J. FALKi-.\RACH, IlEtT.LIU' bEXlMRIAL INS'I~I-
TUTIE, COLtiBUS, OHIO. JANUWRY 1966. CONTRIlACT' NO. SD-171.STAR X66-14183.
NR-Ed-00-000-00205 CHARACTERISTICS OF CAMMA FIELD IN CE-TRAL KARAKIMY, AS IN-FIUENCED BY COtIPOSITIO( OF' SANDI SF'DIbElT'S. M.A. ROfl\NOVAAND B.V. SHILIN, LA AXt)l1 OF MATlAHI-m'I'ICAL GEOXLjCG AND lihE
LAHORATORY OF' AERIAL bM.--K.)S, LENINGRAD, USSR. PUHLISH1D ININI'ERNATIONAL GLFXLOGD REVIEW, VOL. 11, NO. 8, AUG. 1969.
PP.911-918.
NR-E$-00-000-00207 DEtERMINATION OF THEII' CtIPOSITi(O O' R(OCKS OF THE PAL.FX)ZOIC
BASkPENT ACCORDING 1O CHAIRAC'TERISl'IC PEC'I.IARITIES OF' THEANOAIOUUS M;GNE'TIC FIELD. A.V. GLAZ'NOVA, U.S. AIR FHCE,AERONAUI'ICAL CHART AND INFT'URMATlION CENTER, CAR'OGRAPH{ DIV.,ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. REPRINTED F'LOM IZVESTIA AKADIIIl NAUK,
SSR, NO. 6, 1966. PP.65-74. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N68-26059.
hR-Es-EJ-996-00209 A DESCRIPTIVE CATALU)G OF SELECITED AIMIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF
GIXLUXIC FEAllRES IN '1E UNITED STATES. GEOUCGICAL SURVEYPRUFESSIONAL PAPER 590. CHARLES S. DtNYN, E1'. AL., U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGItN, D.C. 1968.
NR-E8-00-000-00220 NEAR SURFACE HORIZONTAL STRESSES INCLUDING THE EF'"ECTS OF
RLOCK ANISIO'ROPY. REPORT NO. 7224. VERNE E. HOO)KER, ET AL.U.S. BUREAU OF MINES, DEN.VER, CrOLRAD). FEBRUARY 1969.
ALSO ON MICROFICHE.
%R-E6-00-000-00 2 57 A DESCRHIPTIVE CAlI'AX,; OF SEF:IC'I'EI) AEHIAL, Ptl(l;bLPlHS-I OF
GLEOLOIC Ft-l'IXjHES IN AE'\S (trI'SII): '111E UNITEI) S'I'AT:s.U.S. GFO.LOGICALv Sti'v; POr..l(hlON. PAP'FR 591. C-IAHFI.ES S.
DENNY, O'f AL., U.S. (G .LOXXICAL. Sl.HVE'Y, WASHI-NG'IN, D.C.1969.
NR-E8-CG-000-0 0 2 8 0 A SFELECTED lILIO(XRAPHNT OF- G-X)tlX. AND GDX)PH'.SICS F.XR THIiE,
GULF OFt MEXICO. REPORT NO. N(X)-IH-6b-t9. H.R. hENSTINGER
AND W.T. IORTON, NAVAL OCbF:NOGRAPt\HIC OFF'ICE, WlistlNIxN,
D.C. SEPTEUHER 1968. STAR X69-17740. MICHROFICHE C)Pt.
N"6-E3-000-00- 2 8 2 GLOSSARH OF TERMS USED IN FUVIAL, DL1,TAIC AND COASTAL
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NR-Ee-HJ-176-00321 PRELIMINARY RECONNAISSANCE FXMR URANILH IN CONN., MAINE.
MASSACHUISETTS, NEW JFRSEY, E'W YORK AND VERO)NT, 1950 TO
1959. U.S. ATOMIC ENERG5 CU(1,ISSION, DIV. OF RAW MA'TIRIALS,
WASHINGION, D.C. AND U.S. GEXLUGICAL SURVEY, WASHING1O1N,
D.C. FE'BRUARY 1969.
NR-Ed-00-000-00391 CONFERENCE NUMERICAL TOPOGRAPHIC DATA AND OIHER NEW MAP
PRODUCTS, FIUT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA, MAY 1966. DEPARIMENT OF
THE ARMY, OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEERS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
STAR X68-82414. AD-806-740
NR-EB-00-000-00408 IMPROVEMENT OF SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH-RESISTANCE
THEI4AL RADIATION DEITECTLtLS. L.S. KREBENCHUGSKI I AND
V.S. LYSENKO, USSR. DEC. 1967. TRANSLATION OF Z'LNAL
PROKLADNOY SPEKTROSKOPII, USSR, VOL. 4, 1966.
PP.298-301. AD-678 468. MICRWFICHE COPY.
NR-Es-00-000-00412 ROUGH SURFACE SCATTERING BASED ON THE SP-lUAAR POINT THEORY.
DONALD E. BARR ICK, BATELLE MER I AL INST I lUTE, COLIUMUS,
OHIO. REPRINTED) FROM IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-16, NO.- 4, JULY 1968. PP.449-454.
NR-E8-00-000-00419 RESEARCH ON EFFECTS OF EAR1H CURRENTS ON PIPELINES.
D.N. GIDEON, BATITELLE IORIAL INSTIT'JTE, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
REPRINT OF PAPER PRESENTED AT NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
CORROSION ENGINEERS-196&8 CONFERENCE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
PAPER NO. 41.
NH-E8-PK-000-00426 STRUC'ultAL SCHE: OF' 'ITHE FARI-'S CRUS1' OF' THE'1' UAIS FR(O
GRAVIMETRIC DATA. A.N. T'JiFEEIV AND A.A. kliZnlT'(NV, USSR.
MAY 1969. TRANSLATION OF GLLBINNOYE S'I'HOEFNINE LRALA(MOS(OW), 1968. PP.101-108. STAR N70-10361. AD-692 095.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-E8-00-000-00442 BACKSCATTERING WAVES BY C(MPOSITE ROU1H SURFACES.
A.K. FUNG AND HSIAO-LIEN CHAN, CENTER FIO RESEARCH, INc.,
EIGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., UNIVERSIl'Y OF KANSAS, LAWRE..CE,
KANSAS. PUBLISHED IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS A'.D
PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-17, NO. 5, SEPT. 1969. PP.590-597.
A70-12589.
NR-E8-00-000-00454 RESEARCH DIRECTED TOWARD THE USE OF LONG AND INTEREDIATE
PERIOD SEISMIC PWAVES ILMR THE IDENTIFICATION OF SEISMIC
S(URCES. ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT, AUG. 68-ALG. 69.
FRANK J. GUMPE]R, LAOT-DOTERTY GILX)GICAL OHMSERVAlURY,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, PALISADES, NEW NORK. REPORT NO.
AFXCRL-69-0407. CONTRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0341. STAR
N70-15750. AD-695 495. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-E8-00-000-00466 ULTRASONIC LATI--CHANNEL LXGGING WITH CLAMPED SONDES IN
ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS. V.I. KOPTEV, USSR.
1968. TRANSLATION OF GXEOAKUSTIKA, MOSCOW, AKADENI IA NAUK
SSSR, 1966. PP.84-94. STAR N70-13975. PB-184 927T.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Ed-00-000-00470 IGNEOUS ROCKS, VOtUME 1. BIBLIOGRAPHY REPORT, MARCH 1962-
MAY 1969. DEFENSE DOCUENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA.
STAR N70-15873. AD-693 800. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-E8-00-00-00481 LONG PERIOD SIGNAL PROCESSING RESULTS FOR THE LARGE APERA-
TIURE SEISMIC ARRAY. JACK CAPON, ROY J. GREENFIELD, RICHARD
T. LACOSS, MASSALIJSE'ITS INSTIlUTE OF TEC ¥NOjGOC, LEXINGTON,
MASSACHUSETTS. PUBLISHED IN GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 34, NO. 3,
JUNE 1969. PP.305-329. REPORT NOS. JA-3193 ESD-TR-69-221.
CONIRACT NO. AF19(628)-5167. STAR N70-15623. AD-694 326.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Eg-00-000-00521 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY RESEARCH 1969. CHAPTER A GEOLOGICAL
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NK-E8-00-000-00564 UPPER MANT'LIE S'I'"L'I1': IN T1H:E HASIN /1) RNt;FE PH(O I"'CE,
WESTElN NOR'IH Mt:ERICA\, H(I 'IlHF APPAIi:ENT V'FI (T'II, O)F' S
WAVES. ROH(RiT L. {sOVACH AND RiSSELL HRO(INSON, .SI'..X-Otl )
UNIVENSI',, S'AF. ID, CAIIF. Pt IILISIEI) IN SIS-.'1OGICAI.
SOCIETY OF ANIERICA, HUIlI1IN, VOL. 59, AUG. 1969. PP.Ib53-
1665. A70-12505.
NR-El'-00-000-00581 TRIALS WIllH T'E WILD DI 10 INF-D-RFD DIS'TANCE bMEASUHLIi ON
SURFACE AND UNDERR(OUND SURVEYS. DR. D.J. H-OXX;F:\S \.D J.4.
GREEN'WOD, UNIVI-SITl OF NUITI NGt% , 1'INl-t,,,, ENGLAAND.
PUBLISHFID IN 1TE MINING E.,GINtEE, VOL. 128, APRIL 1969.
PP.401-410.
NR-E(-00-000-00586 lNEAGNI'lIC DFEP S(NDING AND UPPER MANTrL STRltHRE IN ThE'
WESTERN UNllTD STATES. J.S. REITZEL AND H. POt\TH, UIV+R~H-
SITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS, DALLAS, TEXAS, D.I. (GOGH AD C.W.
ANDERSON, UN IIV1USI 'IY OF AL*i'A, EiFNTOlUN, CANADA. PUHLISH-
ED IN THE GCOPHNSICAL JCOLULL OF 1'HE ROYAL AS'IROSHIIICAL
SOCIETY, VOL. 19, NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.213-Z35.
NR-ES-00-000-00590 A C(XPt'ER PROGRAM FOR THE STEREXX;RAPHIC ANALYSIS OF (XIAL
FRACIti'ES AND CLEATS. U.S. BURiAU OF MINES INFR'MATION
CIRCULAR IC 8454. P.W. JERAN AND J.R. MASHEY, PITI'SHCRGH
-MINING RESEARCH CENTER, LUREAU OF MINES, PI1T'SBLfRCH, PA.
MARCH 1970.
NR-E8-EJ-000-00638 STRATIGRAPHY AND PEIROLEJM OCCURRENCE, GREEN RIV'ER FURMAT-
ION, RFD WASH FIELD, UI'AH. R.P. KOESU(JkvDINATA, COLORMAD
SCHOOL OF MINES, GOLDEN, COID. PLH3LISHED IN COLRAJO) SCHOOL
OF' MINES OUARTERLY, VOL. 65, NO. 1, JAN. 1970.
NR-E8-00-000-00722 GEOPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE IN1ERRELATIONSHIP OF THE
GEOGRAVITY AND GE(IXGCNET'IC FIELDS. MOHAIMAD ASADULILA KHAN
AND CEORGE P. WOULLARD, UNIVERSITY OF' HAWAI I, HOINOLUW,
HAWAII. IN NA1JRE, VOL. 226, APRIL 25, 1970. PP.340-343.
A70-28620.
NR-E8-00-000-00735 INFRARED SPECTRA OF INORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN TI 500-33/CHM
REION. TECHNICAL REPORT, SEPT1. 68-MARCH 69. REPORT NO.
AFML-TR-69-233. WILLIAM R. FEAIRl-EJLU , JR. AND JOHN T.
MII.ER, JR., MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP, DAY1ON, OHIO. CONTRACT






FASLtRFI:IhNT FXlI PMFNl' FOR AIR AI, ELXT'IRICAL, PRO()SPECT'IML
USING THE NATU'.I. EL{.{'IR'TO-fA\GNE.,l'C FIELJDS ME1-I). V.D.
GELFAND AND E.V. PASKO, USSR. TRANSLAT'EI) F-HU GX)EOFIZICHES-
KAYA APPARATURA (MOSCOW), NO. 39, 1969. PP.25-33. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. N70-19846.
AIRPHIOTO PATTERN RECONNAISSANCE OF NORTHWESTERN CANADA.
VOL. I AND VOL. II. REPORT NOS. ACFEL-T'R-41-VOL. I AND
ACFEL-TR-41-VOL. 2. PLHDUE UNIVERSITY, LAF'Air"l-E, IND.
CONTRACT NO. W-21-018-EIN-683. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-701 204-V.2 AD-701 180-V.1.
TREND SURFACE ANALYSIS AND SPATIA, COR;LATION. ITECHNICAL
REPORT 124. GEOF-RE`Y S. WAT'SON, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSI'T,
BALTIM1RE, MARILAND. SEPT. 1969. CX)ONTRAC' NO.
NONR-4010(09). MICROFICHE COPY. AD-699 163 N70-24095.
AN INVESTIGATION OF VOLCANIC DEPRESSIONS, PART 1, GELIOGIC
AND GEOPHYSICAL FEATURES OF CAIDE.tAS. HK(EL WILLIA.S AND
ALEXANDER R. MCBIRNEY, CENTER {FOR VOLCANOOLUY, UNIVERSITY
OF OREGON, EUGENE, OREGON. JANUARY 22, 1968. A PROGRESS
REPORT. CONTRACT NUtIMR NGR-38-033-012.
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NR-Ed-BL-000-00823 TECTONICS OF THE MARCH 27, 1964, ALASKA EARTHQUAKE.
GEORGE PLAJWER, U. S. GCXLOG CAL, SURVEY, WASHI NGTON, D.C.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 543-1, 1969.
NH-E8-90-000-00831 APPARENT TEMPERAIURES OF SMO0Ti AND R(XDH TERRAIN. WILLIAM
H. PEAKE AND S.N.C. CHEN, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COUOLMUS, OHIO. IN I.R.E. TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-9, NOV. 1961. PP.567-572.
NR-E8-DK-068-00860 ANALYSIS OF A 24-YEAR PHOTOCRNAPHIC RECORD OF NISOUALLY
GLACIER, MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK, WASHINGTON, CEOLOGICAL
SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 631. FRED M. VEATCH, U.S.
GEOLGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969. W70-06143
NR-E8-00-000-00896 THEORY OF RADAR SCATITER FROM RUGHI SURFACES, BISTATIC AND
MONOSTATIC WITH APPLICATION TO LUNAR RADAR RETURN. REPORTNO. CRES TR 48-10. A.K. FUNGO, UNIV. OF KANSAS, CENTER IUR
RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANS.
JOURNAL OF' GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 69, NO. 6, MARCH 15,
1964, PP.1063-1073. CONTRACT NOS. GRANTS NSF GP-2259, AND
NASA NSG-298.
NR-EB-00-000-00935 INFRARED SPECTRA AND RADIAT'IVE T'HERMAL CONIXTI'IVIlT OF'
MINERALS AT' HIGH TI'4PER1:I'TES. J.R. ARCNSON, L.H.
BEUITn'i, S.W. ECKROAD, ET AL., AR1HtL) D. I.Il''rt-, INC.,
CAI-RIDGE, MASS. JOULNAL OF GCOPHISICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75,
NO. 17, JUNE 1970, PP.3443-3456. CONTRAiC' NOS. NAS9-5840,
AND NSF GRANT C-541. A70-33648
NR-EE-FJ-000-01023 AN INVESTIGATION OF 1HE MAGNE'X7I'ELLUJRIC T1NSOR IMPEIANCE
MEITHOD. REPORT NO. 1R-82. DARRELL R. %OR1D, H.W. MIT1H, AND
F.X. BOSTICK, JR., TEXAS UNIVERSITY, ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
CENTER, AUSTIN, TE3LAS. MARCH 1970, 281P. CONTRACTI' NOS.
N00014-67-A-0126-0004, AND GRANT NSF GA-1236. AD-706359
N70-37772 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-E8-LL-166-01046 ELDUE I OSKJU. ASKJA ON FIRE. SIGlRDUR THORARINSSON.
ENGLISH TRANSLATION BR JOHANN HANNESSON. PUBLISHED BY
ALENNA BOKAFELAGID, RE'KJAVIK, ICELAND, 1963, 100P.
IN ICELANDIC AND ENGLISH.
NH-ES-NJ-000-01071 THE STABILITY OF PARTLY IMMERGED FISSURED ROCK MASSES, AND
THE VAIONT ROCK SLIDE. C. JAE;ER, ADDRESS U(NWION. IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING PUBLIC WORKS REVIEW, VOL. 64, NO. 761,
DEC. 1969. PP.1204-1207. W70-10130
NR-ES-00-000-01097 ANTENNA-POLARIZATION AND TERRAIN-DEPOLARIZATION EFIFCXTS ON
PULSE-RADAR RETURN F1UU1M EXTENDED AREAS AT THE NEAR VERTICAL.
CHARLES S. WILLIAMS, JAMES ARLIN COOP'ER, SANDIA LABS.,
ALBRIUERUE, NEW MEXICO, AND J. RICHARD HUIJTNN, LOCIHk-ED
MISSILES AND SPACE CO.,' PALDO ALTO, CALIF. IN IEEE
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 58, SEPT. 1970. PP.1322-1328. A70-43327
NR-E8-FH-0Q0-01128 A NEW APPROACH TO MAPPINC THE CONTINENTAL SHELF. W.
ARMSTRONG PRICE, TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF
OCEANOGRAPHY, COLLEGE STATION, 1TEXAS. IN THE OIL AND GAS
JOURNAL, VOL. 53, NO. 47, MARCH 28, 1955. PP.106-111.
NH-E8-GJ-998-01135 A RECONNAISSANCE OF' COASTAL EROSION IN NORTH CAROLINA. JAY
LANGFELDFER, DONALD STAFEiURD, AND MICHAEL AMEIN, NORTH
CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
RALEIGH, N.C. DEC. 1968, 170P.
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NR-ES-00-000-01137 GEOIJGIC TIME - THE ACE OF THE EARTH. WILLIAM L. NEIAFN,U.S. GOLXOGIC SURVLEY WASHINGTLON, D.C. 1970, 20P.
N70-38189
NH-E8-00-000-01142 MICROSEISMIC AND DISPLACEtMNT INVESTIGATIONS IN AN UNSTABLESLOPE. REPORT NO. HI-7470. RAbN..D M. STAT'FtAM, DENVERMINING RESEARCH CENTtR, BUREAU OF MINES, DENVER, COLX)., ANDJOHN S. VANDEKPOOL, KE.NECYIT' COPPER CORP., NEVADA MINESDIV., RUlIlI, NEV. U.S. BUREAU OF MINES, WASHINGTON, D.C.JAN. 1971, 22P. BUREAU OF MINES REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS
7470. N71-15501
NR-E8-EJ-000-01147 GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC AN(WLIES IN THE SODA SPRINGS RFGION,SOUlIEASTERN IDAHO. DON R. MABEY, AND STEVEN S. ORIEL, U.S.GEDLUGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGl'T,, D.C. 1970, 18P. AND 2 FOUDED
MAPS IN POCKET'. GEX))GICAL SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 646-E.
N70-42012
NR-E8'00-000-01153 VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRA OF MINERALS AND ROCKS -IV. SULPHIDES AND SULPHATES. PREPRINT. GRAHAM R. HUNT,
JOHN W. SALISBURY, AND CHARLES J. LENHOFF, AIR FIRCECAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES, SPACE PHYSICS LAB., L.G.
HANSCOM FIELD, B3EDFI)D, MASS. DEC. 1970, 52P.
NR-E8-WG-000-01167 COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF THE PATTERN OF LAND USE IN RELATION
TO THE GFXE)ORPHIC FEATURES OF' IE TERRACE UPLANDS IN JAPAN.FINAL REPORT, JULY 66-MARCH 68. REPORT NO. ARDC(FE)-331.
AKIRA WATANABE, DEPT. OF GEO.GRAPHY, OCHAN(MIZU UNIVERSITY,TOKYO, JAPAN. MAY 1970, 44P. CONTRACI' NO.
GRANT DA-CRD-AG-S92-544-66-G54. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPIES.
AD-710335
NR-ES-00-000-01174 ZLR GEIANDEERFASSUNG DURCH SCHICHTLINIEN UND PROFILE.(THE REPRESENTATION OF T1'EHRAIN BY OON1'UR LINES ANDPROFILES). RUDIGER FINSTtRWALDER, MUNCHEN TECHNISCHE
HOCHSCHULE', MUNICH, WEST GERMANY. IN BILDMESSUNG UND
LUFTBILLD ESEN, VOL. 38, NOV. 1, 1970. PP.349-354. INGERMXAN. A71-11328
NR-E8--00-00-01180 THE: ORIGIN OF' THE MOON. JOHN A. O'KEEFE, LABORA'ORY FOR
SPACE PHYSICS, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
IN JOURNAL OF GCEPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 32, NOV.
10, 1970. PP.6565-6574.
NR-ER-00-000-01192 btHlblTORI SR'1IES OF IbAINFI:SCIENCE: OF HOCKS AND OF' NA'IH:\I.SYNTHETIC INORGANIC MA'I'EHR ,L.. J. Ht))lIS, u.NIVEH'I 'i ' O.'
PAU, FHRANCE. IN SPACE APPLICA'TION' S OF' "SO!.ID S'I'A'I1
LMINESCENT PHENUUlXENA - WoIRSti)P, LNIVYEHsIT¥ PARK, PA., A\Y
1970, PROCEEDINGS. PP.99-104. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10087
NR-E-00-000ooo-0193 SPACE APPLICATIONS OF SOLID STAT-E IUlINESCE.NT PHFIENONA -
WORKSHOP, UNIV.tSInT PARK, PA;, MAI 1970, PROCiEDINGI.SREPORT NOS. NASA-CR-I 111003, AND MPJL-SPEC-P ItL-70-101.
JON N. WEBER, AND FUGENE WHITE, FI)TORS, P'ENNSYLVANIA STATEUNIVERSITY, MAtI'RiIALS RESEARCH LAB., UINIVERHSIITY PAR., PA.1970, 115P. CON'TRACT NO. MRk',T NGL-39-009-01 5. MICROFICHE
COPY. N71-10076 THIU N71-1008b
NR-ES-00-000-0119 6 MOSSBAUER EFFWT APPLICATION. FINAL REPORT, 1960-1969.
SERGIO DE BEltNEDTI', F.RANDO DiFE S. BARROS, AND WILLIAM T.OOSTRW1UIS, CARNIEGIE-CI,EZ UNIVEHSITY, DEPT. OF PHYSICS,PI1TSBURGH, PA. AUG. 1970, 10P. CONTRACT NOS. NMNR-760(20)
AND N0014-67-A-00314-0005. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-710808N71-10553
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NR-E8-00-000-01198 MOSSBAUER SPFCTROSCOPY OF COAL-RFIATI) MINERALS. JAMIS D.
ULMRW, RESEARCH PHYSICIST, CAHNFLXIE-MIEL)N UNIV.,
PITTSBURGH, PA. IN NUCLEAR CI*1ISTRY AND GEXXWCEIISTRY
RESEARCH CARNEGIE-16UIJ)N UNIVIHRSITY. PROGRESS REPORT,
1969-70, JUNE 1970. PP.31-36. CONTRACT NOS. AT(30-1)-644,
AND NAS9-8073. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10308
NR-EO-00-000-01199 NUCLEAR CIHEMISTRY AND GEOCHEMISTRY RESEARCH CARNEGIE-fMELLON
UNIVERSITY. PROGRESS REPORT, 1969-70. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-111001. T.P. KCIMAN PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, ET
AL., CARNEGIE-4ELLON UNIVERITY, DEPT. OF CHIMISTRY,
PITTSBURCH, PA. JUNE 1970, 115P. CONTRACT NOS.
AT(30-1)-844, AND NAS9-8073. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10304
THRU N71-10319
NR-EB-FJ-034-01215 SELECT GEXLMIIC LITERATURE LOlER MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
DIVISION AREA INDEX AND ANNOTATI') BIBLIOGRAPHY. TECHNICAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. AEWES-TR-3-712-SUPPL-4. R.T. SAUCIER,
U.S. ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS E'XPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG,
MISS. JULY 1970, 97P. MICROFI'IHE COPY. AD-710967
NR-E0-00-000-01221 UNITED STATES EA4RKIXAKES, 1928-1935. COAST AND GIX})EN'IC
SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968, 446P. MICHOFICHE COPY.
N70-26494
NR-EB-00-000-01222 UNITED STATES EARTHQUAKES, 1936-1940. COAST AND GEDIOETIC
SURVEY, ROCKVILLE, MARIILAND. 1969, 336P. MICROFICHE. COPY.
N70-26495
NR-Ed-00-000-01223 UNITFD STATES EARTHOUAKES, 1941-1945. COAST AND CEXUETIC
SURVEY, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND. 1969, 277P. MICROFICHE COPY.
N70-26496
NR-ES-00-000-01241 MESURES 1THEMIOUES DANS LES GAZ VOLCANIQUES. (T'HERMAL
MEASURE)ENTS IN VOLCANIC GASES). REPORT NO. ONERA-TP-868.
JEAN LCUIS BOULDAY, OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE
RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES, CHATILLON-OUS-BAGNEIX, FRANCE.
PRESENhED AT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON HEAT TRANSFER, 4TH,
VERSAILLES, FRANCE, AUL-SEPT. 1970, 13P. IN FRENCiH.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-11578
IN-E8-00-000-01245 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE REF'lUkTIVITY OF AL, CU,
ZN AND NI AND ITS CQ1PARISON WIH THhEORY. JACK JINN-GOE
HSIA, (DOCTIRAL THESIS), PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAIETTE,
INDIANA. AUG. 1968, 131P. CONTRACT NUMLER
N00014-67-A-0226-0002. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-711 624
NR-EA-00-000-01258 THE EARTH'S CRUST AND MANTIE. REPORT NO. ACIC-TC-1558.
R.M. DEIENITSKAYA, AEROi AUTICAL CHART ANT) INFRMATION
CENTER, LINGUISTIC SECTION, ST. LOUIS, MO. AUG. 1970,
399P. TRANSL. OF RUSSIAN BOOK - (KORA I M4NTIYA ZEILI)
MOS(OW, NEDRA, 1967. PP.1-280. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-712106 N71-11538
NR-EB-00-000-01280 C(MiPOSITION OF'-THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS - POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS
FOR EVOAFTION OF THE EARTH'S CRUST. PAUL D. LOWMAN, JR.,
OODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, PLANETqOLGY BRANCH,
(DREENBELT, MARYLAND. IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH,
VOL. 74, NO. 2, JAN. 15, 1969. PP.495-504.
NR-E-8-000-0-01427 HIGHWAY GEOLOGY SYMPOSIUM, 18TH ANNUALj LAFAYETTE, INDIANA,
APRIL 1967, PROCEEDINGS. REPORT NO. ENGINEERING
EXTENSION SERIES NO. 127. T.R. WEST, AND E.J. YODER,
EDITORS, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETI'E, INDIANA. JULY 1967,
157P. $4.50. ENGINEERINiG BULLTIN OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
VOL. 51, NO. 4, JULY 1967.
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NR-EO-PK-000-01438 LANDSLIDES AND THEIR CONTROL. QUID) AsWLUtlA, TTEHNICALUNIV., PRAGUE. AND VJ'I'ECH MENCL., 'tECHNICAL UNIV., HtlhO,
CZECHOSLIUAKIA. ELSEVIER, NEW ORK, 1969, 214P. S14.50.
TRANSLATED FlIOM CZECH.
NR-ES-0'0-000-01480 EARTH RESOLIRCES. BRIAN J. SKINNERI, WAI. l'NIV.SITl, NEW
HAVEN, CONN. PIRNTICE-HALL, INC., ENGLUWOO CLIFFS, NEW
JERSEY. 1969, 160P. $5.95.
NR-ES-EJ-024-01488 MEASlUETENT1 OF' FOVEMENT ON THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT. REPORT
NOS. NOAA-71021008, AND C(M-71-00222. ROtERT D. NASON, ANDDON TOCH.R, ENV I RONMENTAL SCIEbNCE SERVICES ADt IN S'IHAT ION,
EARTHQUAKE 1MCHANISM LAB., SAN FHANCISCO, CALIF. 1970, liP.
PUBLI SHED IN - EARIlIGUAKE DISPLACEMENT FII ELS AND THE
ROTATION OF' THE EARTH, 1970.. PP.246-254. (D. REIDEL PUB.
CO., DORDRE.TMf-HOLLAND, L. MANSINHA ET AL., EDIURS).
NR-E8-00-000-01490 AFROGEOLXGY (ON PHIOTOGI3L)GIC INTERPRETATION). HORST F.
VON BANDAT. CGULM PUBLISHING COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
1962, 362P. $16.95.
NR-E8-00-000-01556 CGEOPHYSICS, GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES AND TETIrONICS. JOHN S.SUMNER, UNIVERSITY OF' ARIZONA, TUCSON. M.C. BROLN
COMPANY PUBLISHERS, DULU)UE, IOWA. 1969, 124P. $1.95.
NR-E8-00-000-01558 SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIFES OF RARE EARTHS. BRIAN C. WYBOUC NE,
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORAUORY, ARGONNE, ILL. JOHN WILEY AND
SONS, INC., NEW YORK. 1965, 243P., $10.50
NR-EO-EJ-052-01583 GRAVITY SURVEY OF AREA 8, NEVADA TEST SITE, NYE CO(XLY, NEV.
REPORT NO. USGS-474-89. DON L. HEALEY, U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, FEDERAL CENrE, DENVER, COLO. 1970, IIP.
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ASPbECTS OF GFXXIGICAL SAMPLING Al' TESI' SITES. E. H. TIbtYIlH
WHIT'EN, WALTER' A. t:CIhMAN, JR.., AND R. D. OI(SON,
NOFHWIESTERN UNIVERSI'fll, DEPAHlt'NI'xT OF GX)LG'1. HEPORT
NUlAR X4. JULY 11, 1966. CXolHRACT NO. NG1R-14-007-027.
STAR X66-21277.
GEOLOGY OF THE ARIZONA SEDIMEvrARY 1'EST SITE, CANE SPRIM.S,
ARIZONA. JOESPH LINTZ, JR. AND PETER A. HHRENNAN, UNIVERSITY
OF NEVADA, MACKAY SCHDOL OF MINES, RENO, NEVADA. TECH.NICAL
REPORT NO. 3, REVISED APRIL 1966. CONTIL\CT NO.
NCR-29-001-015. STAR X66-18384.
CENOZOIC VOLCANISM OF THE CENTRAL SIE.RA NEVADA, CAIIFURNIA
DAVID B. SLEkb"NS, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF'
NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. TECXNICAL REP!IIT' NO. 4. APRIL 1966.
(XNTRACT NO. NCR-29-001-.015. STAR X66-36635.
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NR-E9-W-020-00015 GELOtGY OF THE BUCKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA. DAVID B. SLE+iDNS,
WILLIAM TAFUNI, AND GARY BALI.V/, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. TEICHNICAL REPORT NO. 5.
MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO. NCR-29-001-015. STAR X66-18329.
NR-E9-EJ-051-00016 GEOLOGY OF THE CANE SPRINGS TEST SITE, ARIZONA. JOSEPH
LINTZ, JR. AND PETER A. BRENNAN, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. TECHN ICAL REPORT NO. 3.
NUVEMBER 1965. CONITACIT NO. NCR-29-001-015. STAR X66-15544.
bR-E9-EJ-019-00017 GEOLOGY OF THE SONORA PASS-EMIGRANT BASIN, CALIFORNIA. DAVID
B. SLEM4ONS, MALaOM HIBBARD, PETER CHAPMAN, JACK OUADE,
JAMES SJOBERY, AND DAVID STERLING, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES.
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA..TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 1.
DECEMBER 1965. CONTNACT NO. NGR-29-001-015. STAR X66-15544.
NR-Eg-EJ-019-00021 GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE SONORA PASS TEST SITE, CALIFORNIA.
DRAi'-D BY RONALD E. GUNDERSON, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF' NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. TECHNICAL REPORT NO.2.
DECEMBER 1965.
NR-E9-00-000-00035 STATISTICAL PROBLFS INVOLVED IN REMOTE-SENSING OF THE
CEOLOGY OF THE LITHOSPHERE-ATHOSPHERE INTERFACE. WALTER A.
BECKMAN, JR. AND E.H. TIMOTHY WHITTEN. NORHITESTEHN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NiUER 7. DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
NORTiWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. DECEMBER 15,
1966. CONTRACT NUMHER BCR-14-007-027.
NR-E9-EJ-002-00040 IDENTIFICATION OF R'E It'E OIIECTI'S H' MFANS OF' SCA''F*-(IE'IW.
DATA AND APPLICATlIOn 1T PISGJI CH\.'I'AR. CRES RIE.P(AI'T 61-17.
GC.W. DALKE, REWI'E SENSING ILURATOHIRY, CEN'I'ER IUH RESEARCH
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, UNIVERSIT' OF' KANSAS,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACI' NlUtBER NSR-17-004-003.
STAR N67-35533.
NR-E9-00-000-00046 AIR-PHOTO INTERPRETATION REDUCES COSTS FUR A WIDE VARIE.TY OF
OILFIELD PROJECL'S. C.E. ANDERSON, D.B. HORNE, ET AL.,
U4ERWOOD MCLELLAN AMND ASSOCIATES, CALGANY, ALBERTA, CANADA.
PUiLISHED IN CANADIAN MINIRG AND HE_'AULLRGICAL BLJ,ETIN,
VOL. 61, NO.679, NOV(b1ER 1968. PP.1337-1.341.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00048 INVESTIGATION OF CROSS-POLARIZED RADAR ON VOLCANIC ROCKS,
CRES REPORT NO. 61-25. ELLIOT GILUERMAN, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 9, 1967, ISSUE DATE
FEBRUARY 1967. CONTRACT NO. NSR-17-004-003.
STAR N67-36566.
NR-E9-00-000-00061 A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE REFECITANCE OF IGNEOUS ROCKS
FROM 0.2 TO 2.65 MICRONS. HOWARD P. ROSS, JOEL E.M. ADLER,
ET AL., U.S. AIR FORCE, OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH,
CA[MBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB., BEDFORD, MASS. PUBLISHED IN
ICARUS, VCL. 11, JULY 1969. PP.46-54.
NR-E9-EJ-019-00067 TWO PROCRAMS FOR THE FACTOR ANALYSIS OF GEOLOGIC AND REM4TE-
SENSING DATA. NORTIHWESTERN UNIVERSITY REPORT NUFBER 12.
ROBERT G. CARRETT, NORITWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON,
ILLINOIS. OCTOBER 1967. CONTRACT NO. NSR-14-007-027.
STAR N67-39920.
NR-E9-CK-126-00068 THE GEOLOGY OF LCWER PRECAMIRIAN ROCKS OF THE
CHAMPION-REPUBLIC AREA OF UPPER MICHIGAN. NORT1MESTERN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NU4MER 13. 1. E. GORDON TAYLOR,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. OCTOBER 1967.
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NR-E9-EJ-998-00070 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IR SPECTRA - STANFORD PROGRAMS
APPLIED 1TO USGS SPECTRA IN TECHNICAL LEI'EER NO. 13. REMYO
SENSING LABORATORY TR 67-3. GEOPHYSICS DEPARTtlENT. REN
SENSING LABORATORY, STANFURD UNIVERSITY, STANFL`RD, CALIF.
NOVH4BER 10, 1967. CONTRACT NO. NGR-05-020-115. U.S.G.S.
TECHNICAL LETIER NASA-13 - NR-05-DL-998-0013.
STAR N69-30041
NH-E9-EJ-019-00073 TlHE GXCHIISTH' OF' 1HE -ltFit)NT LAKE OUARTZ MONZONITES ArD
ASSOC.IATJ')D RUSS, NASA S.OOA PASS GRXAMXGICAL TEIS1 SITE,
SIERRA NEVA)A, CALIFORNIA. MNIwITESTEIN UNIVERSITY REPOTI
NO. 14. ROB1'RT . GARREHIl', I .RTMEWNT OF UCEFX Y,
NOR'I[WESTERN UNIVERSI11TY, E\iANSIUN, ILLINOIS. NOVNFItHR 17,
1967. CONTRACT' NO. NH-14-007-027. STAR N68-10180.
NR-E9-00-000-00076 EVALUATION OF' INFRARED SPFX;TH(PHIOln'Y'ETRY IFR C(lPOSITIONAL
ANALYSIS OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY SOILS. R.J.P. LNON, STANFhRD
RESEARCH INSTITLTE, ME:NLO PARK, CALIFURNIA. APRIL 1963.
PREPARED FOR NATIONAL AERONAUT I CS AND SPACE A-,I NI SHA'I ON,
WASHINGION, D.C. TECHNICAL MnY1 D-1871. CONTRACT NO.
NASR-49(04). STAR N63-14406.
NR-E9-00-000-00077 EVAJLUATION OF INF!'ARD SPECIROPHOThITRY FOR COMPOSITIONAL
ANALYSIS OF UJNAR AND PLANETAHY SOILS. PART 2. ROUGH AND
POWERED SURFACES. R.J.P. L(ON, STANFORD RESEAHCH INSTI'TL'E,
Mb4,LO PARK, CALI IURNIA. NOVFt.IIFR 1964. PREPARED FUR NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIS'ITRATION, WA:SHINGlt.N, D.C.
CR-100. CONTRACT NO. NASR-49(04). STAR N65-10774.
NR-E9-EJ-002-00079 ANALYSIS OF SCATIERFIT'ERY DATA FROI P ISGAH CRATER.
CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 118-2. JERHY R. LbUNDIEN, REMOFE
SENSING LABORATORY, UN I VES TY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. AUIUST 1967. CONTRACT NOS. NSR 17-004-003 AND
NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-32555
NR-E9-EJ-002-00080 SCATrEIOMETER DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES. CRES TECHNICAL
REPORT 118-3. H.W. MASENTHIN, RHNI'E SENSING LBORATORY,
URIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTEr FOR RESEARCH INC., tE.iGINEERI NGSCIENCE DIVISION, LARENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1967. CONTRACT
NOS. NSR 17-004-003 AND NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-15722.
NR-E9-EJ-185-00094 BONANZA - A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO EARH RES(JRCES. W.W.
GODWIN, ET AL., MARTIN MARIlt]TA CORP., DENVER, COLORADO.
PRESENTED AT AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY, NATIONAL
ME'TING, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CRUCES, NEW
MEXICO, OCTOBER 1969. PAPER AAS 69-574. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-E9-00-000-00100 QUARTZ MAGNETIC SENSOR. V.N. BOBROV, ET AL., AKADEIIIA
NAUK, SSSR. PUBLISHEI IN GC(F)UANETISM AND AERONOMY, VOL. 9,
NO. 2, 1969. PP.307-308. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-E8-EJ-002-00125 REMOTE SENSOR STLl)IES OF' THE PIS.;AH CRATER ARFA, CAI.IFXINIA:-
A PRELIMINARH RFPONTW'. l'tEtNtICA, C.MA,",IXh N6I~ bl-lbi.
L.F. DEtLWIG, M.;E. BICKFI.XI), N. KIRK, A\ND H. WALTERS,
UN I VEIS I TY OF' KINSAS, CENTEI'H F(R RESEARCH, INC., E; i NF;E IN IG
SCIENCE DIVISION, LiAHR.:NC:, KANSAS. DECXEHEH 1965.
CONTRACT Nu'BERU NSR 17-004-003.
NR-E9-OH-0-0000175 ROLE OF SATE.LlITE PHrIYOGRAPHS IN PHl-GI. FX)!LG¥. J.G.W.
GREENtWOOD, INST ITLTE OF- GFX'XX IICAI, SCIEt.NCES, PHYIUlXX.;,X
UNIT, LONIXUN, EN;LAND. PUBLISHtDl IN NA'IURE, VOL. 224, NMV.
1969. PP.506-50b.
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NR-E9-PJ-000-00176 TECIONIC AERIAL INTEHPREHrATION IN THE MtDIT'R'RANEN RIU;ION
EXtUPLIFIEID Bt Th' bM*''AMIPHIC SERIES OF' EAST'IN GREECE,
NEAR MARArHON. J. U.Dfi'EL. AND G. PAPADEAS, DEPT. OF'
GEOLOGY AND MI NEROULAG, UN I VERSI (OF IJNICH, GECRMR .
PUBLISHED IN PUrIORAtE'[RIA, VOL. 23, NO. 6, MN. 1968.
PP.201-210.
NlR-E9-EJ-031-00180 RADAR GEOXLGY TEST AREA, WIUICOX PLAYA, ARIZONA. JAO/t"S R.SHEPARD, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGNEERS, GIMADA, FT. BELVOIR,VIRGINIA. JANUARY 1966. CONTRACT NU4LPR R-47-009-002.
NR-E9-00-000-00181 VARIANCE OF SOME SELUCTED AT'IRIBTE'S IN GRANITIC ROCKS.NORTH'WESTERN UN IVERSIT'I REPORT NU4IER 16. E.H. TtIfIY
WIHITI'EN, DEPARThWNT OF' CEOL)GY, NORh'IESTERN UNIVFRI'SIlT,EVANSlXON, ILLINOIS. OM)tW 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER
NGR-14-007-027. STAR N69-30686
NR-E9-00-000-00183 A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TE REPIECTANCE OF IGNEOUS ROCKSFROIM 0.2 - 2.65 MICRONS. HOWARD P. ROSS, JOEL E.M. ADLER,
AND GRAHAM R. HItT, SPACE* PHYSICS LABORATORY, AIR FORCECAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES, OFFICE OF AEROSPACERESEARCH, BEIXUDD, MASSACHUS'I'S. CONTRACT NUM.ER NONE.
NH-E9-W-056-00184 AIRBORNE MULTIFIEQUENCY MICROWAVE RADIOMIRIC SENSING OF AN
EXPOSED VOLCANIC PROVINCE. TECHNICAL MEIJRANDMk 33-405,JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIF'ORNIA INSTITUTE OF T tEi L-
OGY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. OCITBER 15, 1968. JOHN C.
BLINN, II111, JET PROPULSION LABOHRATRY, AND PETER CHAPMAN
AND JACK CUADE, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA. CONTRACT NU41ER
NAS 7-100.
NH-E9-EJ-000-00186 IDAHO RIFT' SSI'TEI, SN,';E RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO. MART'IN PRINZ,
DEPT. OF GRIl}GI AND INSTITUIE OF' NIEt''RITICS, UNIVERSIF'.i
CF NEW MNEXICOX, ALEI(iEXUEE, NERW HEXXICO. PLBLISHE) IN
GEXJLGICAL SOCIETY OF AMMHICA BU1.UI'IN, VOL. 81, NO. 3,
MARCH 1970. PP.941-947.
NR-E9-EJ-114-00197 TERRAIN BIAS ON DOPPLER SYSTE4 OjTPUT. REPORT NO. TR-68-6.
NASA-CR-101804. H.S. HAYRE, WAVE PROPAGATION LAB., DEIPT1. OF
IeECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 'UNIVERSI: 1Y OF HU.NI, HOUS1XN,
TEXAS. 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-6760. STAR N69-36215.
NR-E9-00-000-00212 MASS SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF MINERALS AND ROCKS.
H. HINTENUERGER, MASS SPECTROSCOPIC DIV. OF 1THE MAX-PLANCK-
INSTITUT'E iFOR CHE ISTRY, MAINZ, GERMANY. 'IRANSLATED FROMI
NAIURlISSENSCHA'LTEN, VOL. 56, NO. 5, MAY 1969. PP.262-267.
STAR N70-28803
.'R-E9-00-000-00218 TECHNIQUE OF MAPPING GEOLOGIC FRACTIRE TRACES AND LINE*EA'NTS
ON AERIAL PH(IT.OGRAPHS. CO(XLJE OF MINERAL INDUSTRIES
CONTRIIUJTION NO. 57-9. LALRLENCE H. LAIAilN, PENNSYLVANIA
STATE UNIVERSITY, PA. PUBLISHED IN PHUIUGRA.IN~TRIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 24, NO. 4, 1958I PP.568-576.
NR-E9-EJ-019-00222 RE-EVALUATION OF THE NORMATIVE MINERALS OF SONORA PASS ROCK
STANDARDS - UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA REPORTS hO. 7 AND NO. 12.STANFORD RSL TECH REPORT 68-2. I.A. KILINC AND R.J.P. LION,STANFORD UNIVERSITY, REMTE SENSING LABORATORY, STANFIRD,
CALIFORNIA. NOEER 16, 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.STAR N69-31055
NR-E9-1J-002-00245 A GEOSCIENCE EVALUATION OF mULTIFRlEUENCy RADAR IMAGERY OF
THE PISCGAH CRATER AREA, CALIFORNIA. CRES REPORT 118-6.LOUIS F. DELLWIG UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH,
INC., EiNGINEEIiZ SCIEiNCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
SEPTE.ER 1968. CONTRACT NLbSER NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-32638
NR-E9-EJ-000-00246 LINEAMENTS IN THE GRAND CANYON AREA, NORTHERN ARIZONA - A
RADAR ANALYSIS. CRIES REPORT 118-9. LEE H.- JEFERIS,UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FMR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IFEBRUARY 1969.
CONTRACT NU1BER NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-32799
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NH-E9-FJ-083-00247 MAJOH LINEA'-ENT'S AND POSSIBLE CAIJIEA> S D:FINI') IN' SIDIE-
LoOKING AIRHt)RNE RADAR IIAVGEHY, ST. \RANCOIS ,'(JNTAINS,
MISSOURI. CHES RE'OHI' 118-12. ELLITYr GIL.L.'-TARN, IhlV:HS.I'I'r
OF KANSAS, CENTER FPI{ RESEARCH, INC., EMN I NEtE I NG SC I tNCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OLOUHER 1968. CONThAC7X'
NUMBER NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-32469
NR-E9-EJ-003-00250 OL'ANTITATIVE GEOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF' OLTI/AND PtHIYGR APHY FIHM
THE MONO CRATERS AREA, CALAIMYNIA. RSL TETH\ICAL, REPORTI
69-2. GARY I. ALF.W, .SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, STA%'UU)
UN I VERSI T, STANFIORD, CALIFUHN IA. 'EBCUARY I 9b9. CONTHCW(I'
NPEfRS NCR-05-020-115 AND NAS 9-7313.
Nh-E9-MH-000-00255 REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF THE NIGER RIVER HEADWATFRS AREA DERIVED
FROM SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. 1610-68-41. J.R. f4.tM,
MARTIN MIARIE'ITA CORPORATION, ASTROGEX)PHISICS SECTION,
DENVER DIVISION, DENVER, COLURADO. OCUi)IE 1968.
NR-E9-00-000-00293 HE GEOLOCGICAL VALUE OF SIMULTANE.XIlSLY PRODIUCED LIKE- AND
CROSS-POLAR I ZED RADAR IMAGERY. CHES REPORT 61-13.
L.F. DEUWIG AND R.K. MOORE, UNIVF.SITY OF KANSAS, CENTR.'
FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE, DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CONITRACT NUMlH/R NSR 17-004-003. APPEARS IN JOURNAL
OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, V.71, NO.14, JULY 15, 1966.
N'-E9-00-000-00294 THE POTENTIAL OF LOW-RESOLbTION RADAR IMAGEY IN REGIONAL
GC)LXOGIC SIUDIES. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-14.
L.F. DELLWIG, J.N. KIRK AND R.L. WALTERS, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINIERING SCI ENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT1 ' NUBE-tR NSR-17-004-003.
PUBLISHED IN JOCRNAL OF CGEOPHLSICAL RESEARCH, V.71, NO.20,
OCXTOBE 15, 1966. PP.4995-4998
NR-E9-EJ-051-00295 GEOLOGIC EVALUATION BY RADAR OF NASA SEDIMETARY TEST SITE.
CRES REPORT 61-24. H.C. MACDONALD AND L.F. DELLWIG,
UN IVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., EN I NEER I N
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AND P.A. BRENNAN,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. CONTRACT NUMBERS
NSR-17-004-003 AND NSG-298. REPRINTED FROM IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE ELECI'RONICS, V.GE-5, NO.3,
DECEMHER 1967, P 72-78.
NR-E9-FJ-998-00322 WIHAT'S NEW IN RADAR 'IE * GXiL(GIST' U' U IS F. D:IRI.GIG,
UNIVERSITY OF KIANSAS, CENTER F'IU RES':ARCH, INC., FNGIN'F:RIM.;
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. LXC)NTRACT NI lBERS
NSR-17-004-003, NAS 9-7175 AND NSG-2998. PHESENTED) TO THE
HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD OF TiHE NATIONAL RESEARCH CONCIL,
JANUARY 19, 1968, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00324 THE POTENTIAL OF RADAR IN GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION. CRES
REPORT 118-11. L.F. DELLWIG, H.C. MACX)NALD AND J.N. KIRK,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENOiNEERINGl
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTHALT N'UH-ER
NAS 9-7175. PUBLISHED IN 'IHE PROCEEDINGS OF THE FII'TH
SY:POSILM ON RWFNE SENSING OF E3NVIRONT, UN)IVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN, ANN AR"OR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 1968, P 747-763.
NR-E9-00-000-00329 RADAR IMAGERY, A NEW TOOL FCOR THE GEOLOGIST. CRES TECHNICAL
MEtIORANDLM 61-50. J.N. KIRK AND R.L. WALTERS, UN.'IV[RSITl OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENG I NEER I NG SC I ENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONlRACI' NI[tIER NSR-17-004-003.
PUBLISHED IN THE CEOMPASS OF SIGMA GACMA EPSILON, V.43, NO.2,
JANUARY 1966, P 85-93.
NR-E9-00-000-00331 GEOLOGIC ENVIRONNT, OF HVDC GROCA.ND CLURENTS AS RELATED TO
BjRIED PIPELINES. I.C. BCHTO'U), LA HAiHRA, CALIFORNIA, AND
R.H. JAHNS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA.
PAPER NO. 42, PREPRINT, NATIONAL, ASSOCIATION OF CORROSION
ENGINEERS, 1968 CON1ERENCE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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NH-E9-DJ-998-00371 CHOLAIN AREA-SAN ANDREAS FAULT ZONE-CALIFORNIA. A STUDY IN
SLAR. CRES REPORT NO. 116-10. R.S. WING AND L.F. DELLWIG,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, LAWRIECE, KANSAS. APRIL 1969.
XONTRACT NI.4R NAS 9-7175.
NH-E9-00-000-00383 THE 1968 COLLAPSE OF FERNANDINA CALDERA, GALAPAGCOS ISLANDS.
TM SIliN AND KEITH A. HOWARD, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
WASHINWG'JN, D.C. 16 EO4BER 1968.
NR-E9-00-000-00387 INSTRiLMNTAL NFLITRON-ACTIVATION ANALYSIS OF 'STANDARD
ROCKS'. A.O. BRUNFELT, UNIVERSITY OF OSLO, NORWAY, AND
EILIV STEINNES, INSTITUIT [UR A'I!NERGI, KJEULER, NORWAY.
PUBLISHED IN GOCHIIMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA, V.30, SEPT.
1966, P.921-928.
NH-E9-00-000-00392 GAM AC-'IVAlTION ANAI.SIS OF R(XKS ANI) (Xt:ES. R\SFD ON IIE
TRANSLAT'ED PAPER SM-66/59, PHESEN'EI'D A'' THEI IAF\ SWMPOSILI,
WARSAW, OC'T. 18-22, 1965. P.HLISHEI) IN ISUIOPES AND
RADIATION I'EHNO(X;Y, V.3, NO.4, SLbtkfR 1966, P.334-339.
NR-E9-00-000-00395 PRESENT STATE AND USE OF' BASIC NtCLEARi G')fDPIHSICAL tEHO1IS
FOR INVESTIGATING ROCKS AND ORES. A.K. HFHZIN, iEN'. AL..,
INSTITUIE OF T1HE: STATE GCEILUGICAL C(XMI11'rI'EE, IOSiCO, USSR.
PUBLISHED IN AL1MIC ENEHRG REVIEW, V.4 NO.2, 1966, P.59-111.
NR-E9-00-000-00396 ON ThE ERRORS IN CONCENTRATION DEINTMINATIONS OF RADI(OAC1I'VE
El..'NTS IN ROCKS OHtfAINEID BY .IGbVA-kEIISSION MASLSUHi't'I'S
USING THRESHOLD AND DIF'FFRENT1IAL SPEC'IROL'iE'tS. N.D.
BALYASNYI, El'. AL., ACADFIY OF SCIENCE, KSCOW, UJSSR.
TRANSLATION OF PAPER PUW'LISHED IN I'VESTIA AKADENIA NAU(
SSSR, FIZ.ZFMLI, NO.4, 1966, P.89-97.
NR-E9-00-000-00397 CORRfCTION FR BACKGROUND IN DETERMINATION OF' RARE-EARTH
E,,l"NTS BY X-RAY SPXTIROSCOPY. R.A. KRAVCHtENKO-BRE2I'"O)I
AND L. I. POLEZHAEVA, ACADEMY OF SCI ENCES, K I HO GCEYX;I CAL
INSTITUtrE, USSR. TRANSLATED FRO'M ZAVODSKAYA LABORATORIYA,
V.34, NO.4, APRIL 1965, P.436-440.
NR-E9-00-000-00399 EXPERIENCE GAINED IN DETERMINING RADILI, THORIUM, AND
POTASSILM IN ROCKS BY NEANS OF A DATA TRANSMI''ER BASED
ON A NAI (TI) CRYSTAL ABOARD AN AIRPLANE. L.. .OLTNEVA,
ET. AL. TRANSLATED FILPM ATCI4NAYA ENERGIYA, V.13, NO.3,
SEPTEIBER 1962, P.280-282.
NR-E9-00-000-00400 UNDERGROUND RECORDING OF COSMIC RADIATION FOR THE PURPOSE
OF SOLVING CERTAIN GEXLOGICAL PROHI1MS. YA.L. BLOKH, V.M.
BONDARENKO, AND A.G. TARKHOV, ACADENY OF SCIENCES, MOSCOW,
USSR. PUBLISHID IN -GEXINETIISM AhERONP Y, V.3, 1963,
P.320-323.
NR-E9-00-000-00402 THE DETERMINATION OF ANTIMONY IN NATIURA MATERIALS BY
NEUIRON ACTIVATION. DISSERTATION BY JAMES THCMAS TANNER,
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON, KENIICKY, 1966.
U.S. ATOHIC ENERGY WCllISSION, CONTACT AT-(40-1)-2670.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00404 GEXLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF ORBITAL PHOIOGRAPHY. TN D-4155.
PAUL D. ULIMAN, JR., GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
GRIEENBELT, MARYLAND. DECEMBER 1967. STAR N68-11714.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00407 TEXAS LINEAMENT TRACE) ON EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM
SPACE. TECHNICAL LE'I'ER Ti' 7-3. IEtEDA K1EAR, NASA/MI'ANED
SPACEXRAFt CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1970.
NR-E9-F'J-085-00408 AN EVALUATION OF RADAR IMAGERY FOR STRUCTRAL ANALYSIS IN
GEITFLY DEFIRMED STRATA: A STUDY IN NORT1EAST KANSAS. CRFS
TCHNICAL REPORT 118-16. U:E H. JEF'Fi-dIS, RECUFE SENSING
LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LARENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1969.
CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7175.
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SPACE PHOTO POINTS WAY TO OIL. DUNCAN A. MCNAUGHICTON AND
WILLIAM A. HUCKABA, PETROLEUMX CONSULTANTS, DAL[JS, TEXAS.
PUBLISHED IN THE OIL AND GAS JOURNAL, JUNE 13, 1966.
P.132-136.
PUT GEOLOGY SURVEYS IN ORBIT TO FIND OIL. FRANK J. WOBBER,
IBM CORP., FEHtRAL SYSTEMS DIV., BETHESDA, MD. REPRINT FHR(
THE OIL AND GAS JOURNAL. DEC. 11, 1967.
SPACE AGE PROSPEX'I'NG. FRANK J. WORBER, IBM CORP., FIDERAL
SYSTEMS DIV., BETHESDA, MD. REPRINTED FROlM WORLD MINING,
JUNE 1968.
ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY. APPLIED EARTH SURVEY TOOL. FRANK J.
WOHBER, IBM CORP., FEDERAL SYSTEIS DIV., BEnHESDA, MD.
REPRINTED FIRM PHOTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS IN SCIENCE, TECH-
NOLLGY AND MEDICINE, SLMMER 1968.
THERMAL DYNAMICS AT THE EARTH-AIR INTERFACE. THE IMPLICA-
TIONS KFR REMOTE SENSING OF THE GEXLOGIC ENVIORNiENT. RSL
TECHNICAL REPORT 69-4. ROSSMAN W. SMITH, JR., STANFO)RD
UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA.
JULY 8, 1969. CONTRACT NUttBERS USDI 14-08-0001-11872 AND
ILAS9-7313.
DEPENIENCE OF RADIOACTIVITY AND TRACE ELEMNENT CONTENT IN
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS ON THE MFCHANICAL CCFPOSITION 'OF THE
ROCKS. A.L. KOVALEVSKIY, BURYAT INTER-SCIENCE RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, SIBERIAN BRANCH OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES USSR,
ULAN-UDE. TRANSLATED FROM GEl(HIMIYA, NO. 3, PP.362-368,
1966.
NR-E9-EJ-181-00434 GFGX)OGIC ORBITAL. PHIX;GRAPHI: EXPF.RHI.NCE F(M 1HE GCtlllNI
PROGRAM. NASA Il X-63244. -PAUL I. UL1AkN, JR., (XX)RD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER', GHEENH:L:r, AHxWLX.D. JUNE 1968.
ALSO IN PHt*U)LGRM'iTRIA, VOL. 24, 1969. PP.77-106.
STAR N68-27615. REPORT NO. X-644-68-228.
NR-E9-00-000-00440 A TERRAIN BRIEF. (NORTH NIGERIA) M.E.X.E. TEST REPORT 931.
MILITARY ENGINEERI NC EXPER I Mn1'AL ES'ABLI ' S-ENT, CH I ST-
CIURIH, UNITED KINGIRXM. -NOVEIBER 1965 (REPRINT PEBRUARY
1967) STAR N68-81461.
MR-E9-OJ-000-000441 GEXC GICAL STRUCbURES OF THE RED SFA AREA INFERPRED FRM
SATELLITE PICTURES. N(XEM ABDEL-;A*AD, SCIENCE CENTER
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWEI.L CORP., THLUSAND OAKS, CALIUlRN IA.
PUBLISHED IN HOT BRINES AND REXENT HEAVY W TAL DEPOSITS IN
THE RED SEA, EGON T. DEGENS, AND DAVID A. ROSS, EDITORS,
SPRINGER-VERLAG NEW YORK, INC., 1969, PP.25-37.
W70-07680
NR-E9-00-000-00442 APPLICATION OF NEUITRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS TO CGX)LOGY.
D.I. LEIPUNSKAYA, R.A. REZVANOV, AND V.I. DRYNKIN, ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES, MOSCOW, USSR. AEC TRANSLATION 6390, P.355-364.
NR-E9-GC-998-00483 GECOLOGIC EVALUATION OF RADAR IMACERY I-RCOM DARIEN PROVINCE,
PANAMA. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 133-6. HAROULD C. MACDONALD,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FEl RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT'
NUMBERS DAAK02-68-C-0089 AND NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-40572.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00487 SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY - A NEW ANALYTICAL TOOL FOR THE SEDIMENT-
OLOGIST. FRANK J. WOBcER, IHM, FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION,
BE'ItESDA, MARYLAND. REPRINITE) FRM SEDIMENTOLUCY, VOL. 9,
1967, PP.265-317.
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N1-E9-BH"-057-00489 INFRARED SURVEYS OF HAWAIIAN VOLCANOES. W.A. FISCHER AND
R.M. MOXHAM, U.S. GEOLX3GICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN SCIENCE, VOL. 146, NO. 3646, NOV. 6, 1964.
PP.733-742.
NR-E9-00-000-00519 TERRAIN ANALYSIS BY ELEXTR]FCMAGNETIC MEANS. REPORT 4. LABOR-
A'ORY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE INFRARED tEISSIVITY OF SOILS
BELOW A WAVELFENGTH OF 7.7 MICRONS. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 3-
693. N,.J. LAVECCHIA, JR. AND A.N. WILLIAMSON, JR., U.S.
ARMY CORPS OF ENOINEERS, WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION,
VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI. MAY 1967. STAR X67-21482.
NH-E9-00-000-00528 S'I3'RULIHIU. Et''t.I'CI'S 0-' SEA-F'IX)R SPREAWING IN 'IHE CIY OF('
ADEN AND RED SEA ON 'AHE. AIRAHIAN SHIEL:D. PF'IITH J. HIHRX,
SOUIHlWEST CEN'IbER F'R ANVUCED Sl.tD)IES, Gt)SCl' ENC'F DI I S I ON,
DALLAS, T'XAS. JUNE 1968. {XNIVNIAC'I NItbk-HS NS.-269-62 AND
NAS9-87671.
NR-E9-00-000-00529 TECTONIC EFITS OF SEA-FWXOR, SPREADING ON THE ARABIAN
SHIELD. (CON'RIHLfTiON NO. 81). PETER J. ;:REX, SWIHft'EST'
CENIER FOR ADVANCED SlTDIES, GXCLS CIENCE DIV., ALlAS, *IEXAS.
1969. CONTtACI' NL*INB S NSG-269-62 AND NAS9-87671.
NR-E9-00-000-00531 PROSPEC'TS OF-' GELGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THF: ANTARCTIC IN
TE ANT'ARCTIC IN 1960-1965. M.G. RAVICH, USSR. MARCH 196$.
PUBLICATIONS OF' 1HE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF 1HE USSR, ,OSCOW,
1961. PP.25-37. MICRHOICIE COPY. STAR N68-24377.
NR-E9-00-000-00535 INFRARED RADIANCE OF SELkFXFED TERRAIN FEATURES AS .VI'E%.D
FROM HIGH ALTITUDE. REPOT' NO. AF'CRL-67-0448. DXVID C.
MURCRAY, ET AL., DENVER UNIVERSIT1, DEPT. OF' PHYSICS,
DENVER, CODRADO. JULY 1967. CONTRACT NO. AF 19(628)-4797.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-40218.
NH-E9-EJ-000-00547 PHOTOIN1ERPRETIVE MAPPING FROM SPACE PHOTOGRAPHS OF GUAT-
ERNARY GElI4RPHIC F¥ATURES AND SOIL ASSOCIATIONS IN NORTHERN
CHIFHIUWAA AND ADJOINING NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS. R";ER B.
MORRISON, U.S. EOLO;GICAL SURVEY, DENVER, COLORADU. PUBLI-
SHED IN NEW MEXICO GECUOUICAL SOCIETY - TWENTIE'HI FIELD
CONFERENCE, 1969. PP.116-130.
NH-E9-00-000-00554 VII. GCACIOLOGY. O. HATIERSLEY SMITH, NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNC IL OF CANADA, OTTAWA, CANADA. PUBLISHED IN CANADIAN
GEOPHYSICS BULLETIN, VOL. 5, 1962, P.95-109. STAR X68-81036.
NR-E9-EJ-029-00555 DEV'LOPMENT IN AERIAL COLOR PHVTOCRAPHY FOR TERRAIN ANALY-
SIS. ABRAHAM ANSON, SYSTEMS BRANCH, INTlElLIGENCE DIV., U.S.
ARMY ENGINEER, GIbRADA, FT'. BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. MARCH 1968.
REPRINTED FROM PHIT RAM'nI'RIC ENGINEERING, OCT. 1968,
PP.1048-1057.
NR-E9-EJ-031-00559 CGELOGY, MINERALOGIY, AND HYDROLOGY OF U.S. PLAYAS. REPORT
NO. AF'CRL-65-266. JAMES T. NEAL, U.S. AIR FORCE, OFFICE OF
AEROSPACE RESEARCH, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB., BED-
FORD, MASS. 1965. CONTRACT NO. AF 19(628)-2486. MICRO-
PICHE COPY. STAR N65-29540.
NR-E9-00-000-00560 PHO 0UGE)LJGY OF' THE SAHARA AND THE KALAHARI IFRH11i TIHO.
JAMES W. SKEIiAN, BOSITON C(XOLLGE, CHESTNUI HILL., M\SS. DEC.
1965. CONTRAC' NO. AF19(62t)-3990. MICROFICHE COPI.
STAR N66-21891.
NH-E9-EJ-000-00562 PHYSICAL CHARACI'ERISTICS OF ALLUVIAL FANS. ROBR1'T L,. ANSTEy
U.S. ARMY, NATICK LABORATORIES, NATICK, MASS. DEC. 1965.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N65-81674.
NR-E9-EJ-029-00576 A CO PARATIVE STUDY OF PMUIOGRAPHY FOR SOILS AND TERRAIN
DATA. OLIN W. MINTZER, U.S. ARMY ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LAB.,
CEOGRAPHIC ,SCIENCES DIV., FOURT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. APRIL
1968. STAR N68-30679. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
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NR-E9-HiJ-000-00580 MULTISPECTRAL PHOtOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF A RFID-BED FACIFES,
MINAS BASIN, NOVA SCUTIA. REPORT NO. AFUCHL-67-0603. GEORGE
D. BRLWN, JR., U.S. AIRFORCE CAMBRIDGE HESbARCH LAB., OFFICE
OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH, BEDFORD, MASS. NUVEMBFR 1967.MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N68-26340 AD-668 438
NR-E9-W -024-00581 CGEPHYSICAL STUDY OF BASIN-RANGE STRUCTURE, DIXIE VALLEYREGION, NEVADA. FINAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT, PARTS I-VIII, JAN.
1964-DEC. 1966. GECRGE A. TH'14PSON, ET AL., STANFORD UNIV.,GEOPHYSICS DEPT., RHIOTE SENSING LAB., S1'ANFtRD, CALIFORNIA.
C(OTRACT NO. AF 19(628)-3867. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N67-40021.
NR-E9-00-000-00594 APPLICATIONS OF COHERENT OPTICS TO GEXLOGICAL IMAGERY.
REPORT NO. AFUCRL-69-0135. R.H. MITCHEL AND F.B. RUTZ,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, INSTITUTE OF' SCIENCE AND TECHNi LOGY,WILLOW RUN LAB., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. AUG. 1969.CONTRACT NO. F19628-67-C-0402. STAR N70-11038.
NR-E9-EJ-998-00595 DETAILED GROUND STUDY OF 8 - 13 MICRON INFRARED IMAGERY,CARRIZON PLAINS, CALIFORNIA. ROBERT W. CAMPBELL, JR.,LAWRENCE D. HOOVER AND FRANCISCO QUEROL-SUNE, STANFORDUNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, RbwrE SENS ING LAB.,STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. JANUARY 1970. STANFORD RI.TESENSING LAB. TR NO. 70-1. CONTRACT NUMBERS NAS9-7313 ANDUSDI 14-08-0001-11872. N70-33736.
NR-E9-00-000-00602 MINERIA EN LA ERA ESPACIAL.. IFRlK J. W[)HI. R, II11 FE'I):HAISIST'tMS CENTER, GAI'TIH'.SHtG, KAHWLAND. HFPHEHINTl'I FH(Bl
HIERRO Y IUIU. (LMA, PMU), NO. 75, SEP'I',uIFR 1968.
NR-E9-BH-057-00614 LA DEIXIXTION A DISTANCE - PH(X;:HES RIFX:N1'S D: LA PttKI'O-
GU!X)LIE. M. G., FCOLE NA'I'(,AIJ: S.IP FHIFHE DU PF;I'HOLF F'TDES MOTY.lMS, RHLEIL,-1MAISlON, FRANCE. PUBLISH bHD IN ANNAI.:SDES MINES, FEB. 1969, PP.29-72.
NR-E9-HK-000-00619 COLOR AIRPIK'OS FOR TERRHHAIN ANAI.SIS IN MAINE. TECHNICALPAPER 68-5R. E.G. STO'KE1.E, MAINE STATE HIC-WA¥ (*XclFtISS-
ION, MATERIALS AND RESEARCH DIV., AUGUSTA, MAINE. NUV. 196
STAR N69-35460.
NR-E9-EJ-000-00624 COULOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS. (ScE,
RESLLTS OF RHEENT STUDIES) W.A. FISCHI-, U.S. CGXIX, ICAU.SUIRVEY, WASHINGOiN, 'D.C. PULI`ISHIFD IN PH'nIMRI+E'RHIC
ENGINEIRING, VOL. 28, NO. 1, 1962. PP.133-139.
NR-E9-00-000-00630 GEOXLOGISHE UND BODFNKUNDLICHE: BE)BACHTUNGSMGILICHE: ITEN AUS
DEI LUFT IM ABLAUF DEU JAHRESZEITEN. R. ML.FL:LD, BUNDES-ANSTALT FUR BODEPFtRSCHUNG, ItNMVNE, DE'I'SCHLAND. OFFPRINT FROM ACTES DU IIE SIMPOSILM INTERNATIONAL DE PHOi')-*
INTERPRETATION, PARIS, 1966. PP.IV-107-114.
NR-E9-OJ-000-00634 APPLICATION OF' SPACE PHICtRAPHS FOR GEOXORPHOLOGICAL.
STUDY - TAIRUS MjN1'AA INS, TURKEY. NASA TECHNICAL LETT'ER
F7-1. YEHJDA KEDAR, NASA/MANNED SPACECRAJ-T CENTER,
HXUSTON, TEXAS. AUGUST 1969. STAR N70-15222.
NR-E9-00-000-006 4 3 SPECTRAL DIFFUSE RE'IFLECTANCE OF DESERT SURFACES.- EDWARD V.
ASHBLURN AND RODNEY G. WEUDON, MICHELSON LAHBORATRY, U.S.
NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA. PUB-LISHED IN JORNAL OF THE OPTICAL SXOCIETY O. A(WS-ICA, VOL.
46, NO. 8, AUG. 1956. PP.583-586.
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CONTRACT NO. NONR-583(11). AD-701-743. STAR N70-26852.
NR-E9-EJ-024-01105 INFRARED IMAGERY AND GXtLOGIC ASPECTS. F.F. SABINS, JR.,
CHEVRON RESEARCH CO., LA HABRA, CALIF. PULLISHED IN
PHOTtGRAYE'TRIC ENGINEERING, 'VOL. 33, NO. 7, 1967.
PP.743-750.
NR-E9-00-000-01113 ASSESSMENT OF SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS FUR GEOLOGICAL MAPPING
AND RESEARCH. J.A.E. ALLUM, INSTITUTE OF GEOLOGICAL
SCIENCES, 5, PRINCES GATE, LONDON, S.W. 7. PUBLISHED IN
JOURNAL OF' THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY, VOL. 23, NO.
4, APRIL 1970. PP.297-306. A70-24640.
NR-E9-00-000-01114 S0ME RECENT RESULTS WITH THE INPUT AIRBORNE EM SYSTIN.
J.B. BONIWELL, BARRINGER RESEARCH LTD., TORONTO, CANADA.
PUBLISHED IN CANADIAN MINING AND bETALLURGICAL BULLTIN,
(MONTREAL), VOL. 60, NO. 659, MARCH 1967. PP.325-332.
NR-E9-00-000-01128 A SEQUENTIAL LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS PROGRAM FUR
GEOLOGICAL AND RE1X.TELY-SENSED DATA. NOR'IEESTERN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NO. 22. E.H. TIMOTHY WHITTEN,
NOR'ITHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL. JULY 1970.
NASA GRAN' NGR-14-007-027. NASA-CR-113901.
N70-41177. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-E9-00-000-01129 SOWE RESULTS OF AEROMAGNE'TIC SURVEYING WITH A DIGITAL
CESIUM-VAPOR MAGNE`U'ET'ER. RAOUL 1. GIRET, COMPAGNIE GEN-
ERALE DE GEOPHYSIIUE, PARIS, IFRANCE. PUBLISHED IN
GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 30, NO. 5, OCT. 1965. PP.883-890.
NR-E9-00-000-01131 TECHNICAL LETIER TF7-6 PLATE-MARGIN ORPHOIECTONICS CASE
STUDY - THE ISRAEL-SINAI SECTION. E.Y. KEUAR, NASA/MSC,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1970.
NR-E9-EJ-998-01137 PHEN(tlENA AND PROPERTIES OF C GFXlL;IC NWV'TfIALS AI"FF'L'TING
MICROWAVES - A REV I EW. STANOURIl) RtIlk'E SENSING [AH. 'I'TH-
NICAL REPORT 70-10. DF:ANE I$iHSTE-LUIRN, ST'ANRF.ID UNIVtHSI'I' Y
REOTE SENSING LAB., S'IANhIJ), CALIORNIA. APRIL 1970.
CONTRACT NO. NAW 9-7313. N70-32931.
NR-E9-EJ-998-01162 THE MULTIBAND APPROACH TO GCXiLOICAL MAPPING FROI ORBITING
SATELLITES - IS IT REUlNDLFWr OR VITAL. R.J.P. LION,
STANFURD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIF. PRESF.NTED AT THE
AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSEiVATIONS AND INFHURMATlION SISTE1S
MEl'ING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., IMRCH 1970. CONIMRACT NOS.
NAS9-7313 AND USDI 14-08-0001-11872. A70-22882.
NR-E9-FJ-002-01163 PISGAH CRATER TERRAIN ANALYSIS. G.A. MC CUE AND J. GREEN,
NORTh AIMRICAN AVIATION, INC., DLXNEV, CALIF". PUBLISIHED IN
PHO`ROG~RA ElRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 31, NO. 5, SEPT. 1965.
PP.810-821
NR-E9-00-000-01164 GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF' AIRBORNE INFRARED IMAGERY.
LAURENCE H. LATIMAN, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA. PUBLISHED IN PHUIOCGRA:'1.RIC ,EGINEER-
ING, VOL. 29, NO. 1, 1963. PP.83-87.
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NR-E9-00-000-01177 TERRAIN MAPPING BY USE OF INFRARED RADIATION. DAVID E.
HARRIS AND CASPAR L. WOODXRIDGE, HR.B-SINGER, INC., STATE
COLLECE, PA. PUBLISHED IN PH"iOU rRIC ENGINEERIING,
VOL. 30, JAN. 1964. PP.134-139. PUBLISHED IN THE TRANS-
ACTIONS. OF THE NATIONAL ELECTHIC ICS CONFFERNCE, VOL. 18,
OCT. 1962. A64-14786.
AN-E9-00-000-01180 THE SEARCH RFR ORE DEPOSITS USING THERMAL RADIATION.
D.W. STRANGWAY AND R.C. HOMER, KENNEC0TT COPPER CORP.,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. PUBLISHED IN GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 31,
NO. 1, FEB. 1966. PP.225-242.
NR-E9-00-000-01188 INTERPRETING NATURAL TERRAIN FRaM RADAR DISPLAYS. A.M.
FEDER, CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAS., BUFFALD, NEW YORK. PUB-
LISHED IN RPH-COGRAMME'RIC EGIIEERING, VOL. 26, NO. 4, 1960.
PP.618-630.
NH-E9-LL-166-01189 A COMPARISON OF AERIAL FILPMS IN THE STUDY OF BREIDAMERKUR
GLACIER AREA, ICELAND. R. WELCH, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW,
GLASGOW, SCOILAND. PUBLISHED IN P1IHUtCRAM1IRIC RE0RD,
VOL. 5, NO. 28, OCT. 1966. PP.289-306.
NR-E9-EJ-998-01195 EVALUATION OF GCXYIHFI.'UL PROSPEXI'S AND THE, OtJtI1'IVES (O'
GEOITHERMAL !EXLl'ATION. GUCNAR OODVAHSSSN, OHXXN STAT'E
UNIVERSITY, CORVALLIS, OHEXP)N. PUBLISHED IN GEUIXPLORATION,
VOL. 8, NO. 1, 1970. PP.7-17.
NH-E9-LL-166-01203 ANALYSIS OFI 1966 INFRARED IMAGERY OF SURTSEY, ICELAND.
RICHARD S. WILLIAMS, JR., AIR FORCE CAMPRIIDE RESI.ARCH LAB.,
BEDFORD, MASS. AND JULES D. FRI!U/}4N, U.S. GLRCtUICAL, SUHVEY
WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE I NTERNATIONAL UN ION OF'
GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS, 141H GENiRAL ASS.ENLY, INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF VOLCANOLCGY SECTION, ZURICH, SWITZULAND,
OCT. 1967.
NR-E9-CL-000-01224 INTERPRETATION OF ALASKA POST-FARTIOUAKE PIHYIVGRAPHS.
ROBERT J. HACKMAN, U.S. GEOXXGICAL SURVEY, WASHINluN, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN PHIUGRA*EWMIC ENGINEERING, VO.. 31, JULY
1969. PP.604-610.
NR-E9-LL-166-01227 PALBXWIMNETISM AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS IN ICELAND. LED
KRISTJANSSON, UNIVERSITY OF ICELAND, REYKJAVIK, ICEIAhD.
PUBLISHED IN EARITH AND PLANETARY SCIcE LEI'TERS, VOL. 8,
NO. 2, APRIL 1970. PP.101-108.
NR-E9-00-000-01228 THE PH!(IGOLOGICAL RECOGNITION OF ACIENT OROGENIC BELTS IN
AFRICA. JOHN VORD HEPORTH, INSTIITUTE OF CGXLOGICAL SCIEN-
CES, ONDON ENGLAND. PUMLISHED IN JOURNAL CGELOGICAL
SOCIETY OF LONIN . UARltERLY, VOL. 123, PART 3, NO491, 1967.
PP.253-291.
Mi-E9-00-000-01230 INFRARED REFECTIVITY OF SOME OtWION MINERALS. W.A. HOVIS,
JR., NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHf CENTER, GCREENBELT, MARYLAND.
AUW. 1965. EPORT NO. NASA-T*t-X-56482. STAR N66-29335.
NR-E9-XF-000-01237 THE ROLE OF LANDSLIDES IN SLDPE DEVEIDPMENT IN ThE HIGH
RAINFALL TROPTICS. DAVID S. SIMONEITT, UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS,
IARCH 1970. CONTRACT NO. NONR 583(11) AND NR 389-133.
N70-38224 AD-706 102
NR-E9-XF-000-01238 LANDSLIDE DISTRIBUTION AND EARI*YUAKES IN THE BEWANI AND
TORRICELLI MOUNTAINS, NEW GUINEA. DAVID S. SIMONETIT,
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SELVA LANDSCAPES - LANDSLIDES. DAVID S. SIMNIE'T, UNIVERt-
SITY 01F KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. HEPHIN'ID IFROIM ITIE ENCl-
CLOPEDIA OF' GCfLIOHPFK. JG, 1968. PP.9e9-991, 639-641.
REPORT NO. ONR TR-3. XCOTRACT NO. OiNR-583(11) AND
NR 389-133.
RELATIONS HEM ;EN SLOPE AND RIDGE URMS AND UITH(OGX;Y IN NEW
GUINEA. DAVID S, SIS'E'tFI AND DONAiD L. WItIA1M1S, INIVIER-
SITY OF' KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 16e. REPOR'' O.
ONR TR-2. (XONRACT NO. NOiR 583(11) AND NR 389-113.
THE CONTRIBIJTION OF LAN1DSLIDES TO REGIONAL DENUDATION IN NEW
GUINEA. DAVID S. SIMON_,R'T AND DONNA L. ROLGFiS, UNIbVERSITL
OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. FEB. 1970. REPORT NO.
ONR TR-6. CONaRACT NO. NONR 538(11) AND NIR 389-133.
NASA GEOLXGICAL TEST SITE 126, MARbL UITTE/REPLH LIC TROUHS,
MICHIGAN- REPORT ON PHOTOCGRAPHIC IMAGERY OH'AINED ON MISSION
72, MAY 1968. NORTHWESTE1N UNIVERSITY REPORT NltlE'R 19.
E.H. TIMOTHY WHITTEN, W.A. BECKMAN, JR., AND ZENAIDE C.G.
SILVA, DEPART'ENT OF' GELOGY, NORTKHESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. NOVEIMBER 20, 1968. CONTRACT NU4*R
NGR-14-007-027.
NR-E9-00-000-01268 THE INFLUENCE OF COASTAL AND SEA FLOOR CGEOETRY ON NAT'RAL
ELRBClOAGNE'TIC VARIATIONS OF .0001 TO 1000 HZ. ABSTRACT
ONLY. J. ROGER BLAKE, ALASKA UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE, ALASKA.
IN DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS, VOL. 29, 1969. PP.4307-B.
N70-22998.
NR-E9-00-000-01269 COLOR MIMICRY IN GEXLOGCY AND CFX)PHYSICS. B.F. GROSSLING, U.
S. CGELOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN GEXPHYSICS, VOL.
34, NO. 2, APRIL 1969. PP.249-254.
INR-E9-00-000-01276 COMPARATIVE LUNAR-TERRESTRIAL COI.RIME'TRY. REPORT NO.
NASA TM X-58008. R.M. HIVELY, NASA, MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
AND J.K. WESTHUSING, LOCKIHED ELE.CTRONICS CO., HOUSTON,






CHEMICAL ANALYSIS BY REMUTE SENSING. A.R. BARRINGER,
BARRINGER RESEARCH LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA. AT
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF' AMERICA, INSTRUMENTATION AUTIMATION
ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 23RD, OCT. 1968.
DISTRIBUTION OF BRIGHTNESS IN THE SPEC'TRL OF' SOLAR LIGHT
REFJECTED BHY VOLCANIC COVERINCS. IU. N. LIPSKII AND V.V.
NOVIKOV, USSR. TRANSLATION RHOU RUSSIAN - KOSICHESKIE
ISSLEW.VANIIA, VOL. 7, SEPT.-OCT. 1969. PP.753-759. IN
COSMIC RESEARCH, VOL. 7, SEPT.-OCT. 1969. PP.681-686.
A70-28464.
CHANGES IN SURFACE TEMPERAITURE AT TAAL VOLCANO, 1965-1966.
R.M. MOXHNM, U.S. GEULOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN
BLIJ.ETIN VOLCANOLOGIQUE, TaFE 31, 1967. PP.215-234.
THERMAL FEATURES AT M WrNT RAINIER, WASHINGTON, AS REVEALED
BY INFRARED SURVEYS. R.M. MOXHAM, USGS, WASHINGXN, D.C.,
D.R. CRANDELL, USGS, DENVER, COLD., AND W.E. MARLArI, COLDO.
STATE UNIV., FORT COLLINS, COLD. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
WASHINGION, D.C. IN U.S. GEDLOGICAL SURVEY PRO'ESSIONAL
PAPER 525-D, 1965. PP.D93-D100*.
GEOLOGY FROM THE AIR. J.F.M. MEKEL, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
FOR AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES, DELFT, NEITHELANDS.
1969. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-20225.
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NR-E9-BH-057-01327 DeTAIL) CGEOPHYSICAL STUDIES ON THE HAWAIIAN ARCH NEAR 24DE;. 25 MIN. N, 157 DEG. 40 MIN W - A CLOSELY SPACED SUITEOF HEAT FLOW STATIONS. REPORT NO. MPL-U-28/68. J.G.
SCLATER, J.D. PUDIE, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF' OCEANORAPHY,SAN DIE;O, CALIF., AND C.G.A. HARRISON, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI,MIAMI, FLA. IN J(X2NAL OF IGEOHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75,NO. 2, JAN. 1970. PP.333-348. COINTRACT NLUMER
N00014-67-A-0109-0009. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-704 630.
NR-E9-00-000-01331 THE1 AL AERIAL S.RVEY OF KAMH1ATKA VOLCANOES. B.V. SHILIN
AND N.A. GUSEV, LABORATORY OF AERIAL BME'HIODS OF THE MINISTRY
OF GEOLOOY, USSR. SOVETSKAYA GE.tOLGIYA (USSR), VOL. 12, NO.
.6, 1969. PP.139-147. MICROFIOHE COPY. AD-704 830.
N70-32303
NR-E9-00-000-01361 SCATTERING FROM SURFACES WITH DIFFERENT ROULHNESS SCALES -ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION. RESEARCH REPT. NO.BAT-197A-10-3, BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITIUTE, COLLUBUS LABORA-1TORIES, CQUJMJS, OHIO, AD-662 751, ALSO PUBLISHED UNDERSEPARATE COVER AS REPT. NO'. 1388-26, ELEkIROSCIENCE LABORA-TORY OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, OOLUMBUS, CHIO. DONALD E.BARRICK, BATTELLE MEMIORIAL INSTIITUTE, (XCUIMBUS, OHIO, ANDWILLIAM V. PEAKE, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
196/. M ICNWIICHF COPI. AU)-bbl 751 h%7-3q909
NR-E9-FK-000-01366 AERIAL MOSAICS REVEAL lRACTURE PATf'IRNS ON SURFACE M/t1'.RIAISIN SOIfHEkRN SASKAIOHEWAN ,AN) MANI'IOIA. J.R. NOU AR), J .LD.
NOLLARD AND ASSOCIATES, LTD. IN OIL IN CANADA, VOLt. 9, AtU.5, 1957, P. 26, 28, 30, 34, 36, 38, 40, 44, 46, 48, 50.
MR-E9-00-000-01372 THE INFUUPENCE OF PHYSICAL VARIABLES ON SPECTRAL SIGNATUIES
OF NATURAL TARGETS. FINAL REPORT, MAY 67-DEC. 69. REPORTNOS. AFCRL-70-0083 AND ADL C-69339. JAM*,S R. ARONSON ANDALFRED G. E.ISLIE, ARTHUR D. LI'ITLE INC., CAMHRIDUE, MASS.CONTRACT NO. F19628-67-C-0353.
NR-E9-HM-000-01381 COMPARISON OF AERIAL PHCTOGRAPHIC TERRAIN ANALYSIS WllH
INVESTIGATION IN ARCTIC CANADA. ALBERT E. PRESSMAN, WATER-7MN, MASS. IN PH(TJIGRM*MERIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 29, 1963,PP.245-252.
mN-E9-00-000-01398 NARRATIVE REPORT FMR GEOSCIENCE OVERLAYS, DARIEN PROVINCE,
PANAMA. L.F. DELLWIG, A.J. LEWIS, AND H.C. MACDONALD,UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUG. 1968. CONTRACTNO. DAAK02-68-M-6993.
NR-E9-EJ-998-01421 REMOTE SENSING OF THE GEOLOGICAL ENVIR0NMEN-T. E.E.BLIAMPTIS, EDITOR, AIR FORCE CAMORIDGE RESEARCH. LAB., L.G.HANSCOM FIELD, BEDFIRD, MASS. JUNE 1967.
N1-E9-CL-0o0-01422G CEOLGIC INTERPRErATION OF RECONNAISSANCE AiR C4 EIICSURVEY OF NOR1HEASTERN ALASKA. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
BULJETIN 1271-F. 17P. AND PORTFOLIO OF PLATES. WILLIAM P.BROSGE, EARL E. BRABB, AND ELIZABETl R. KING, U.S.GEXlmGICAL SURVEY, WASHIN1BIN, D.C. 1970. N71-15671
NR-E9-EJ-000-01424 SME FEATURES PERTINENT IN EXPLORATION OF PORPHYRY COPPERDEPOSITS. S.E. JROE, NEVADA BUREAU OF' MINES, UNIVERSITYOF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. IN CO'ONI;QUE DES MINES ET DE LAREERQCHE MINIERE, NO. 323, OCT. 1963. PP.303-321. INENGLISH AND FRENCH.
NR-E9-00-000-01 4 31 BETRAITCIJENN ZIR PASSPUNIESTIIG DURCH - MESSTISCH-
PO TEOGRAMWTRIE BEI TERRESTRISCHPHUIVOGRA~MTRISC SHENAUFNtM VON BRAUNKCHLENiTAhGEAUEN. W. RUCER, GERMANY INACTA 1HNICA ICINGARICAE, VOL. 52, NO. 3-4, MARCH 1965.PP.393-403.
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NH-E9-GF-000-01433 TIF HAEWitCHANS OF S(XTfI'ERN PEHR. HERML N J. INIEI, D:PT. OF'AGIRIC ULTRAAL EN I NEE:HIM ., I SFUFI. I NSI' I'I'E OF' T'CH.XI.L ,HAIF'A, ISRAEL. IN JOUrNAL (WOF lF))UXY, VOL. 67, O). 6, NOV.
1959. PP.614-647.
Nr-E9-J-061-01445 AEHIAL INFIHAFD SURVEYS AT THE GEYSERS G..iEX(II`tA STEAMFIELD, CALIFIRNIA. 1967. R.M. KXXHkM, U.S. GEXXU.IC,U.
SURVE,, WASHINGIUN, D.C. IN U.S. GCIOAGICAI. SLUV.EY
PROFESSIONAL PAPER 650-C, PP.C106C-IZl.-
hN-E9-00-000-01446 AIRBORNE [WASLREfIENTS OF TERRESTRIAL RADIOACTIVITY AS AN AIDTO GEOLOGIC MAPPING. J.A. PITiIN, U.S. GEULXOICAL SLUVEY,WASHINGO'N, D.C. IN - GEOCIGICAL SLUIVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER
516-F, 1968. PP.Fl-F29.
NR-E9-00-000-01460 INFRARED IMAGICRY MOSAICS FMO GEXCLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.
RICHARD S. WILLIAMS, JR., AND t(hlIAS R. ORY, HRB-SINGI,
INC., STATE COOLLEE, PA. IN PHt*yIRsER'itlC E4GINEERING,
VOL. 33, NO. 12, DEC. 1967. PP.1377-1380.
NR-E9-00-000-01461 AIRHORNE GEOLOGY OR THOSE MARVELOUS SENSORS IN THE FLYING
MACHINES. CARLTON E. MOLINEUX, AIR F-RCE CAtRIXGERESEARCH LAB., TERRESTRIAL SCIENCE LAB., L.G. HANSCOM FIELD,
BEDFRD,' MASS. IN - ESTA - THE JOURNAL OF THE EARTH
SCIENCES TEtHNOLOGICS ASSOCIATION, VOL. 2, 1966.
NR-E9-EJ-000-01464 RELATIONS BETPEEN GEOXLGICAL STRUCTURE AND AEROMAl NETICANOMALIES IN CUTRAL NEVADA. EDWIN S. ROBINSON, U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DENVER, COLO. GEX3OGICAL SOCIETY OF
ANERICA BULLETIN, VOL. 81, NO. 7, JULY 1970. PP.2045-2060.
NR-E9-LL-998-01468 REMOTE SENSING. REPORT NO. AFICRL-70-0277. HARALD SVENSSON,SWEDEN. AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAHS., L.G. HANSCOM
FIELD, BEIORD, MASS. TRANSLATION F1OM THE REPORT - RElMOTESENSING - FJARRAVKANNING, IN FORSHANING OCH FIRAMSTEG, NO. 5,
1969. PP.10-19. AD-707 824 N70-40086 . MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPY.
NR-E9-00-000-01473 GLACIER SOUNDING IN THE POLAR REGIONS - A SYMPOSIUM.
REPORT NO. DREO-607. S. EVANS, P. GUIDMANSEN, CHARLESSWITHINBANK, ET AL., DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT OTTAWA,ONTARIO, CANADA. IN GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL, V. 135, PT. 4,
DEC. 1969.. PP.547-563. AD-704 680
NR-E9-GL-000-0 1 4 7 7 SITE LOCATION IN THE ARCTIC REGION BH AIRPI-/I'O ANAtSIS.
STANULE' M. NEIXlLE.I%%N, AND AHLBERT E. PRESSAN. IN THEMILITARY pEOINEFR, VOL. 54, NO. 359, MAI-JUNiE 1962.
PP.188-191.
NR-E9-00-000-01 4 79 INQ4 EIR IIC DETERMINATION OF 1HE SPECTL INRARI)
EIq!SSIVITIES *OF TEHRESTRIAL SURFACES. PREPRINT. J(MN F.CRONIN AND CLIFTHD D. KERN, AIR IORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCHLAB., L.G. iANSWOM FIELD BEIF,-ORD MASS. To BE PUBLISHEDIN PROCEEDINGS OF THE Ii'E1erNATIONAL SYMPOSILM.ON
FXkJCTRO4ANETIC SENSING OF EARTH HROMI SATELLITES (1967)
NR-E9-EJ-998-01 4 8 4 MICROWAVE EMISSION FRO.M CGRANULAR SILICATES - DETFRMINATION
OF ThE ABSORPT!ON COEFFICIENT FROU PLATE MASUtN'I'S ANDTHE EFFECTS OF SCATTERING. REPORT NO. JPL 'IN 33-45g.J.E. XOONE., JET' PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIF. INSTITVFE OF
TEC¥NOLOGY, PASADENA, CALIF. OCT. 1970. CONTRACT NUMBRNAS7-100. NASA-CR-11023 N71-10458MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-E9--CJ-99-q0 1 4 8 8 C 4t'ENT'S ON TH GEOLOGICAL USE OF NIMUJS I TELEVISION
PHIIO(,;RAPHy GEOR;E RABCIHEVSKY, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
INC., COCOD, MASS., 1970, 28P.
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NR-E9-OG-000-01500 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS FROM RADAR IMAGERY, EASTERN PANAMANIAN
IST'IMUS. REPORT NO. CRES-lR-133-15. RICHARD S. WING (PH.D.
DISSERTATION), THE UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, OCNTER FOR RESEARCH
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. ALU. 1970
157P. OCNTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089. AD-715322.
NR-E9-DJ-211-01509 THEORY, APPLICATIONS, ANB RESULTS OF THE LONGLINE
(CRRELATION SPEIMET"I'iER. GILBERT S. NE'WOSB, ENVIRONMENrAL
MIEASU5REMNTS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., AND MILLAN MUNOZ
MILLAN, 'BARRINGER RESEARCH LTD., TORONTO, CANADA. IN - IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON GEDSCIENCE ELEcTRONICS, VOL. GE-8, NO. 3,
JULY 1970, PP.149-157. A70-39793
NM-E9-00-000-01514 EFFECTS OF R0UGHNESS ON EMISSIVITY OF NATURAL SURFACES 1N
THE MICROWAVE REGION. REPORT NO. CRES REPRINT 133-8.
F.T. ULABY, AND A.K. FUNG, UNIV. OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IN
SOUIHWEST IEEE CONFERENCE (SWIEEECO), APRIL 1970, RECORD OF
TECFNICAL PAPERS, PP.436-440. CONTRACT NUMBER
cDAKo0-6e-C0089-THE1IS. AD-706517
NR-E9-I-000-01521 RADIOMETRIC ST1LDIES, BAY OF FJNDY. JOHN F. CRONIN, AIR
FORCE CAM4NIDGE RESEARCH LAB., BIX*UHD, MASS. IN MARITIME
SEDIMENTS, VOL. 5, NO. 3, VEC. 1969. PP.119-122.
Nw-E9-MK-000-01524 RADAR AND GEOLOGY. FINAL REPORT, FEB. 1964-FLE. 1965.
REPORT NO. AFJCRL. 65-202. H.L. CAMERON, ACADIA UNIVFHSI'T,
LFV I LE, NOVA SCO IA, CANADA. AIR FORCE CIR I DGE
RESEARCH LAB., BEWURD, MASS. JULY 1965. COI*RACT NO.
AF19(628)-4005.
NR-E9-WJ-000-01553 BURNING SPRINGS, WEST VIRGINIA SLAR IMARGERY LINKEAMNT
ANALYSIS, COMPARISON WITH AIR PHOIOS. SECOND AND FINAL
REPORT, SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR FVOAN1U AN PEhOU].2
RESEARCH LAB., U.S. BLF;RAU OF MINES. JUNE 1969. R.S. WING
AND L.F. DELLWING, UNIVEkiSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER I-UR RESEARCH
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, JUNE 1969,
10oP.
iR-E9--J-028-01556 IMACING NATURAL !EATURES WITH HIGH RESOUTION RADAR.
REPORT NOS. GIB-9195, AND CODE 99696. HUERT O. RYDSTROM,
CE.OXLGIST, GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., ARIZONA DIV.,
LITCIFIELD PARK, ARIZONA, JULY 1970, 31P.
IR-E9-HH-0922-1559 DEVELOPMENT OF REMOTE METHODS FUR OBTAINING SOIL INFORMATION
AND LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS USINO GAMMA RAY
SIGNATURES FOR PROJECT THEMIS. SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT. DEPT.
OF GEXLLGY, RICE UNIVERSITY, HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1970,
278P. CONTRACT NO. DACA 39-69-C-0048. AD-718 519
NR-E9-HH-092-01560 DEVEOiNhINT OF REMIOTE ME1HODS FOR OBTAINING SOIL INFORMATION
AMND LOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS USING GAMtA RAY
SIGNATURES FOR PROJECT THEMIS. SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT.
APPENDIX I OF I - ENGINEERING DRAWINGS. DEPT. OF' GEOLOGY,
RICE UNIVERSITY HOUS1TON, TEXAS. DEC. 1970, 70P. CONTRACT
NO. .DACA 39-69-C-0048.
NR-E9-GF-851-01593 THE PERU-BOLIVIA BORDER EARTHOUAKE OF AUGUST 15, 1963.
REPORT NOS. SCIENTIFIC-II, AND AFURL-70-0400. UMESH
CHANDRA, SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF EARTH AND
AIMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, ST. LOUIS, MO. NOV. 1969, 13P.
PUBLISHED IN BULLETIN OF THE SEISMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, VOL. 60, NO. 2, APRIL 1970. PP.639-646.
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NM-E9-00-000-01606 RADAR GEXOLWY. AIIEN uMARTIN FEDER (M.S. THESIS), LNIVItSI'TY
OF BUFFIALO, BUFFALO, N.Y. CORNELL AEURNAUl'ICAL LAHiRAl'PI,
INC., BUIFALO, N.Y. FE'.. 1960, 150P.
NR-E9-WJ-000-01616 ROSEILE LINEAMt.NT OF SOInHEAST MISSOURI. RE:PORT NO.
CRES REPRINT 118-5. ELLIO(' GILLEHMAN, UNIV1iSITI OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IN GCXLOGICAL SOCIETY O.' AMERICA
BwULxIN, VOL. 81, MARCH 1970. PP.975-982. NAS9-7175
NR-E9-HH-057-01648 RECONNAISSANCE SAND INYVE=N1ORY - OFF LEEWVARD OAHU. REPORT
NOS. SEAGRANT-70-2, AND HIG-70-16. J.F. CAMPBELL, W.T.
COUtiLHRN, R. MOBERLY, JR., AND B.R. ROSENDAHL, HAWAII
INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS, HONOLULU, HAWAII. JUNE 1970, 50P.
CXNTRACT NO. GRANT NSF-GH-28. PB-193992 N71-14758
NI-E9-GJ-043-01668 AERORADIOACTIVITY SURVEY AND REtATED SURFACE GECXOCY OF THE
0HICAGO AREA, ILLINOIS AND INDIANA (ARMS-I). REPORT NO.
CEX-59.4.13. GCEXUE M. FLINT JR., AND JAMES A. PIIXIN,
GEOUXLICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1970, 45P.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-39324
NI-E9-BK-221-01677 EVALUATION OF' SOILS AND PERMA4FROST CONDITIONS IN THE
TERRITORY (OF ALASKA BY NEANS OF AERIAL PH(!IVGRAPHS. VOL. 1.
ROBERT E. FROST, RESEARCH ENGINEER, PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
OENINEERINO EXPERIMENT STATION, LAFAYVET'E, INDIANA. SEPT.
1950, 163P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-703 359
NR-E9-BK-221-01678 EVALUATION OF SOILS AND PERIMAFROST CONDITIONS IN THE
TERRITORY OF ALASKA BY MEANS OF AERIAL PHOrIUGRAPHS. VOL. 2.
ROBERT E. PROST, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGINERING EXPERIMENT
STATION, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. SEPT. 1950, 166P. MICROF'ICHE
COPY. AD-703 343
NR-E9-00-000-01679 APPLICATIONS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY IN CGEXIGY. REPORT NO.
JPRS-51578. B.V. VINOGRADOV, AND A.A. GRICOREV (USSR),
JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT.
1970, 15P. TRANSL OF - AKADEMIYA NAUK SSSR. IZVESTIYA.
SERIYA GEOLXGICHESKAYA, VOL. 33, NO. 1, 1970. PP.19-27.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10801
NR-E9-EJ-052-01688 SPECIAL AERIAL PIHOCGRAPHY NEAR THE NEVADA TEST SITE.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. AFOSR-70-2035TR. DAVID B.
SLEM4ONS, GEORGE E. BROGAN, GARY A. CARVER, ET AL., MACKAY
SCHOOL OF MINES, NEVADA UNIVERSITY, RENO, NEVADA. JUNE
1970, 21P. CONTRACTI NO. GRANTS AF-AFOSR-1564-68, AND
AT(2-1 )-454. MICHOFIC'HE ANDl) tItl) C'(Ol. AI)-705 735
N70-41659
NH-E9-EJ-000-01691 SLIF'A;CE MATERIALS AND ThERHAI .'-:AlI.HS, OF 1.lMA PH(}OVIN
GRLOUND (L.AGUNA, ARIZ.-CALIF. , IAUtANU;I:.E. HEPOX' M)S.
ES-59, AND USA-NLAIkS-TH-7I1-4-ES. JOt\ A. MIL.LUI'I, AND H.
PRANK HARNEIT', U.S. ARMN NA'ICK LAS., EAIT'IH SCItEN:'FS LAiU.,
NATICK, MASS. OCT. 1970, 60P. MICRHOIICHE AND HARD CtX)P.
AD-715363
NR-E9-FJ-178-01694 THER MAL INFRARED INVESTIGATIONS, ARBHCXKL FU'UNTAIN,
OKLAHOMA. L.C. ROWAN, T.W. OFVIELD, KENNE'TH WAT'.SON, USCS,
DENVER, COLO., ET AL. IN GEUULGICAL SOUCIElI OF A'ERICA
BULLETIN, VOL. 8, DEC. 1970. PP.3549-3562.
NR-E9-FJ-178-01695 REMOTE-SENSING INVESTIGATIONS NEAR MILL CREEK(, OKLAHOMA.
L.C. ROWAN, AND P.J. CANNON, U.S. GEX)LLICAL SURVEY,
DENVER, COLD., AND FIAGSTAF', AHIZONA, RESPECT'I'VELY. IN
LAHI MA GXOLUXCY NOTES, VOL. 30, NO. 6, DEC. 1970.
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NR-E9-00-000-01I12 PKnYi;RAPHAY AND) HXlIONAL MLPPIM,;. J.A.E. AlllM, OVERSEAS
CXGIL);ICAL SURVEYS - PH(IIU'(.;XIXICA. 1)1IV., Pm/vL;4KN PFRSS,
NEW (ORK. 19b6, 119P. .S7.50.
NR-E9-0-0000-01e61 EVALUTAION OF AIRI*RNE LF'.X1VMAGNEI'IC SURVEVING lHM MAPPING
VARIATIONS IN ROCK STHENGTH. FINAL REPORT, .MAHCH 69-JtLY
70. REPORT NO. AFCRL-70-0701 GFXR:GE V. KEIJ.H, ANDRHE H.
LEBE'L, AND EVAN L. AUSMbAN, JR., (X)RLADO SCHOOL OF MINES,
DEPI'. OF GEOPHSICS, G ,XLN, COLO. DEX. 1970, 70P. CONTHACT'
NO. F19628-69-C-0281. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-718438
NR-E9-EJ-998-01868 GECSCIENCE POTENTIALS OF SIDE-LOOKING RADAR. VOL. I - TEXT,
VOL. 2 - IMAGiERY AND OVERLAYS. F.D. BEATTY, A.D. BECASIO,
E.S. BECKER, r' AL. RAYTHhN/AUIz4T.I`C, ALEXANDRIA, VA.
SEPT. 1965, V.1 -100P, V.2 - 111P. CON'ilt\CT NO.
DA-44-009-AMC-1040(X). MICROF'ICHE COPY AND HARD COPY OF
VOL. 2. AD-650498-VOL. 1, AD-650499-VOL. 2. X68-80036
NR-E9-FJ-998-0 1873 REIONAL CGLOGY OF 1TE ARBUCKLE NO ULTA INS, (LAH .
WILLIAM E. HAM, OKLA. GI'AXLOGICAL SURVEY. UNIV. OF' KLA,
NORtN, OKLA. 1969, 52P. AND FILDED MAP IN BACK POCKI'T.
$5.50. (KLAHObA CGEOLXICAL SURVEY GUIDE BOOK 17.
hR-E9-00-000-01881 EJDE DU POUVOIR DE REFLEXION SPECIRAL DES ROCHES. REPORT
NO. REVUE PHOIO INTERPRETATION 1967-6 . JU. A. ZAJCEV, ET
L.A. KBJHINA, TRADUCTION DU SERVICE DES TRADUCTIONS, INSTI-
1JT FRANC CIAS DU PETROLE', CENTHE DE DOLCU'ATATION, 92 RUEIL
uALMIAISON, FRANCE. 26P. $10. EXTRAIT DE-UTILISATION DE LA
PHOIxX;HAPHIE AERIENNE SPECTROZONALE ElT EN COULERS APPLIQUEE
A LA GEOXLOGIE, CHAP. 4 AND 5 , P. 37-63. PUBLICATIONS DE'
L'UNIVERSITE DE MOS(XU, 1966.
NR-E9-00-000-01888 SHORT GUIDE TO GEO-BOTANICAL SURVEYING. (KRATKOW
RUKOVODSTVO PO GEOHOTANICHESKIM S'EMI(AM. PU:L. MOSCOW,
1959). S. V. VIK1UROV, YE. A. VOS1UKOVA, D.D. VYSHIVKIN
PE1RGMON PRESS, NEW YORK. TRANSLATION, 1964, 169P. $9.
NR-E9-EJ-000-01901 \MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL IEn'l'EH - 1. Si PP(HT'I'I
EA.j\SIk•Rt-'%NTS OF PASSIVE MICHOAE H)I('I' Sl It..s,. JOsEPH
LINTZ, JACK (QU/IA, El' AL: MAICKA SCKX)L, O' MINES, INIVE:HSITI
OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVAD\. CX)NTRAC'' NO. NCR 1-38-7751.
NR-E9-EJ-019-01903 MACKAY SCH(X) OF MINES, TECHNICAI, LIi'-TER - 3. C(N-FERRENCE ON
GROJNUD MEASUREHENTS FUH 1HE INSTR~IIN.T AND GCEOLXIC T:E'JH'S.
JOSEPH LINTZ, JACK UADE, Ettl' AL. hACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF' NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. CONTRACr NO.
NGR 1-38-7751. N69-75359.
NR-E9-EJ-019-01904 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LET1ER - 4. SOIL STLUDY OF
SONORA PASS TEST SITE. JOSEPH LINTZ, JACK QUADE, FT AL.
MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITI OF NEVADA, REhO, NEVADA.
CONTRACT NO. NCR 1-38-7751.
NR-E9-EJ-019-01907 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LEITEI - 7, SONORA PASS
STANDARDS. DR. JOSEPH LINTZ, JACK LUADE,. ElT. AL. MACKAY
SCIUL OF' MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA
CONTRACT NO. NIc 1-38-7751. N69-74846
NR-E9-DJ-056-01908 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TEC(NICAL LETTER - 8, PRELIMINARY
GROLND TRUIH REPORT OF iTE. M1'. LASSEN TEST SITE NO. 56
PEftER CHAMAN, PE'TFR BRENNAN, JACK QUADE, PAT ROBERTSON,
DAVID NICOLARSEN, AND) L)VID KIRCHNER. MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, REN, NEVADA. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7044.
N69-31063
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NR-E9-F'J-178-01696 PALkIatGNE'TISM OF LBASIENT GRANITES IN SOUTH'ERN OKLAKMA.FINAL REPORT. HENRY SPALL, (XX)PEHATIVE INST'IlVTE F'R
RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, UNIV: OF COLORADO,
B(XULDER, COLD. IN OKLAHUMA GtX)LGI NOTES, VOL. 30, NO. 6,
DEC. 1970. PP.136-150. COUTRACT NOS. ACS RAN1' PRFU-1829,
AND NSF GRANT GP-2205.
NR-E9-WJ-998-01701 COASTAL EROSION IN NORTH CAROLINA. LEONARD J. LANGFEULDR,
AND MICHAEL AMEIN, DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINE.RING, NOR1H
CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH, AND DONALD B. STAFIURD, DEPT.
OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, CL*SON UNIV., CLEMSON, StHl
CAROLINA. IN ASCE PROCEEDINGS, WATERWAYS AND HARBORS
DIVISION. JOURNAL, VOL. 96, NO. WW2, PAPER 7306, MAY 1970.
PP.531-545. W70-10265
NH-E9-LL-166-01758 SATELLITE OBSERVATION OF EFFUSIVE VOLCANISM. REPORT NO.
AFCRL-70-0368. RICHARD S. WILLIAMS, JR., AIR FRHCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAHS., BEDFORD, MASS., AND JULES D.
FRIEDMAN, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN JBIS(JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIElY, VOL. 23, NO.
2, JUNE 1970. PP.441-450. A69-38631 N70-11253
NR-E9-EJ-000-01761 GEOIXjGICAL COMPARISON OF SPACECRAFT AND AIRCRAFT PHOC1`'OGRAPHS
OF THE POTRILLO MOUNT'AINS, NEW MEXICO, AND FRAN(LIN
MDUNTAINS, TEXAS. DAVID L. AMSBLHY, EARTH RESOURCES DIV.,
NASA MANNED SPACECRAFI' CENTER, HOUS1IUN, ThXAS. IN
INTERNATIONAL S$MPOSIUM ON RIlIWTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT'.
611t, ANN AHIK)H, MI'.t'(;L%, (A.. I'I.t9, PI{(X'It'I'IM;., (). I
PP.493-515. A70-(tl5b
NR-E9-NK-000-01765 ZIH l'TECHNIK De.R PH(JYI(;HXIIDXI.SCHFAN .aL.S~IF.'Il IM
KAIKALPINEN HEIEICH (HESI'Tt:HH.IX;lI.lI II', (S'I. CHE L lECtn-AIFR
ALPEN, TIROL). FHANZ K. LIS', FHFA:IEN L:NIEI{HSIT'AT', H:RHILIN,
GERMANY. IN G;tXXtX;ISCHEN HILNDSCHAU, BAI) 5y, OLI'. 1968.
*PP.196-219. IN CF.UNL, AHSIHACT'S IN GENMAGN, ENGLISH,
FiEMCH AND RUSSIAN.
NR-E9-00-000-01766 PHOTIOGIEtLOGISCHE bNTERSUCHLtGI-N UIER LIlTHOICGISCHE UND
TEKTUNISCHE KONltOLL;: VON EN'IMASSF'LNb.SSlS'IlfE.N IM
TIBESTI-GEBIRGE (ZENTRAL-SAHARA, TSCHAD). FRlbNZ K. LIST,
UND DIETRICH HELCKE, BERLIN, H IN, GEti. IN BIU2'.SSULNG UND
LUFTBIiLDUESEN, HEFT 5, 1970. PP.273-278. IN GEtHAN,
ENGLISH AND FRENCH SUtMARHIFS.
NR-e9-00-000-01767 QUANTITATIVE EWRASSUNG VON KLAJIFNEZ UND EWASSERUjNSNl-'Z
AUS DEM LU'FTILD. FRNZ K. LIST, HERLIN, GC.MANl. IN
BILUESSUNM UND LUFTBILLD)ESEN, HEkFT 4, 1969. PP.134-140.
IN GUM44N, WITH CGERAN, ENG.ISH AND FRNCH SUMLRIES.
NR-E9-00-000-01768 PHOTIEDXLOGISCHE UNTIRSUCIHLF7.N Ct1- HBRLiT'E)(!UNIK bND
ENTWASSWE~uGSN~ETZ IM PRAKI(ARIUM DES MOHLICHEN TIBESTI-
GEBIRGES, ZENIRAL-SAHARA, TSCHAD. FbLAZ K. LIST, UND PETER
STOCK, FREIEN UNIVERSITAT, BERLIN, GN EMANY. IN GtXXIISCHEN
RUNDSCHAU, BAND 59, NOV. 1969. PP.228-256. IN GERMAN,
ABSTRACTS IN GERMAN, ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND RUSSIAN.
NR-E9-GH-128-01785 PTOGEX.LOGY. VICTOR C. MILLUR, AND CALVIN F. MILLER,
MIUJR AND ASSOCIATES, INC. MCCRAW-HILL BOOK CO., INC.,
NEW YORK, 1961, 255P. $16.00.
NR-E9-CL-143-01801 AN AERaMIAGNETIC REXX)NNAISSANCE OF THE COOK INLET AREA
ALASKA. ARTHUR CGRANTZ, ISIDORE ZIETZ, AND GORDON E.
ANDREASEN, U.S. GEOLDOICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON., D.C. 1963.
PP.117-134 AND 5 FOLDED PLATES. CG'X.LGICAL SLURVEY
PROFESSIONAL PAPER 316-C.
NR-E9-ESJ-130-01802 SAN FERNANDO EARTHOUAKE OF 9 FEBRUARY 1971 - PAT'IERN OF
FAULTING. D.F. PALMEH, AND T.L. HENYIL', DEPT. OF
GE!OLGICAL SCIENCES, UNIV. OF SOUTHERN CALIF., LDS ANGELES.
IN SCIENCE, VOL. 172, MAY 14, 1971. PP.712-715.
Reproduced from
best available copy.
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NR-E9-F1i-000-01909 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LEITER - 9. GROUND TRUTH
PARA.'TERS ItOR PADRE ISLAND, TEXAS. JOSEPH LINTZ, JR.,
MAC;KAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVESITY OF' NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA.
AUGUST 1967. CONTRACT Nh3ER NAS 9-7044. N69-30685
NR-E9-EJ-998-01910 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LEITE - 10. GROUND
TRVIH FLICHT DATA; MISSIONS 55 AND 56; SITE 56, MT. LASSEN,
SITE 19, SONORA PASS, AND SITE 3, MON CRATERS. JACK QUADE,
PETER CHAPMAN, PETER BRENNAN AND PAT ROERTSON, MACKAY
SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA.
OC'TOER 1967. CONTACT NI'MER NAS 9-7044.
N69-30579
NR-E9-00-000-01911 MACKAt SCHOOL. OF MINES. TECXHNICAL. LE'l'E - 11. COIPtrI'EH
CONTHROUIl) X-R\ SPEIit(~EHIfI'ItHIC ANALtSIS OF (;FX)LX;ICAI,
MATERIALS. PAUL A. WE.UL:R, \CkA SCKX) OF' MINE:S,
UNIVERSITY OF NE.VAD, RFNO, NE.VAD\. MARCH 1961,. tX)NT1ALi'
141MER NCt 1-38-7751. N69-30b6Z
NH-E9-EJ-019-01912 MACKAY SCHOO OF" MINES, TECHNICAL LT'I'ER - 12. SLR'I"ACE
CHEfMISTRt OF' MAJOR ROCK T'PES OF SO.ORA PASS TEST' S ITE,
CALIFORNIA. JACK C. !AI)E, PTFE'R E. CHAPEl1% AND PE'I'-E A.
BRENNAN, MACKAY SCHOOL OF' MINES, UNIVES*Stl' OF NEVADA, RENO),
NEVADA. JUNE 1968. CON'IRACT' NlvUI, MAR 1-38-7754.
N69-30684
NR-E9-00-000-01913 AER1MACGNETIC TESTS FUR CONTINiENTAL DRIFT IN AFIRICA AND
NR-E9-EJ-019-01914 MACKAY, SCHOOL OF' MINES, TF'LANI CAL LE'TER - 14. GROUND DATA
INVESTIGATIONS, SONORA PASS, SITE 19-MISSION 78. JACK C.
QUADE, PEE CHLAPMAN, AND PETERl HRENNAN, MACKAY SCIXL OF
MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. SEPTEMI:.A 1968.
CONTRACT N4ER NAS 9-7779. N69-31197
NR-E9-DJ-056-01916 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LETTER - 16. ALBEDO
MEASURM1ETS AT HE, MTfr. LASSEN TEST SITE. PETER BRENNAN,
MACKAY SCHOOL OF' MINES, U1NIVEHSITY OF' NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA.
DO'CEMER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7779.
N69-31057
NR-E9-00-000-01938 GAbMA SPECIROM'TRY OF NATURAL ENVIRONI1ENTS AND FORMATIONS.
THEORY OF' THE ME.'iIOD APPLICATIONS TO GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS.
REPORT NO. SFCSI-C"M(I'T-70-50092) R.M. KOGAN, I.M. NAZAROV
AND SH. D. FRIDMAN, TRANSL. BY-NATIONAL SCIENCE FtUNDATION,
SPECIAL FOREIGN CU.RENCY SCIENCE INFERMATION PROGRAM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1971, 350P. TRANSL. OF RUSSIAN MONOGRAPH-
OSNOVY GANMA-SPF'X]TL1IETR II PRIRODNYKH SRED. TEORIYA MIXDA
G4M'MA-SPEkCIl0*7TRII I GXXLOGO-GE'FIlZICHESKIE PRILOZHENNA,
·'OSCOW, AU TOMIDA'T, 1969, 468P. MICROIFICHE COPY.
T-70-50092, N71-22261.
NR-E9-EJ-075-02001 U.S. GEX.LOGICAL S.URVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-I.
INFORMATION RECARDING VINDICAl'.R MOUNTAIN, NEVADA, AS A
POSSIBLE TEST SITE FUR NASA REML'E SENSING PROGRAM. WILLIAM
A. FISCHER, U.S.O.S., WASHINGI1MN, D.C. AUGUST 5, 1964.
CONTRACT NO. NONE. N69-80261
%,R-E9-EJ-002-02002 U.S. GCX)IIGICAL SL.RViE, TEC'NICAL l'I'EtR NASA4-2 GEIIX;ICAL
RECONNAISSANCE REPORT TESI' SITE NO. 2 - PI.SGAJI CMXI'ER,
CALIFUlNIA.. Sl'EPlEN J. GAWAHECKI, U.S.G.S., HRANCH OF
THEOBDRETICAL GEOP)HYSICS, WASHINGITON, D.U. ALGUST 10, 1964.
CONTRACT NO. NONE. N69-80265
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NR-E9-00-000-02003 U.S. GEXXIBGICAI SURVEY, TECHNICAL UL'l'TER NASA-3.
INTERIM REPORT OF' tLTRAVIOLE'T AORQPTFION AND STINt.LAVI't D
IUMiNESCENICE INVESTIGATION S BEING bUNDI'rIAE:N IN CO()PERl'TION
WITH THE NASA. PART I. ULlTAVIOLE7' VIDe/3 IVAGING SISITM,
BY WILLIAM R. HPHILU.. AND STEPHEN J. GAWARECKI. PART 2.
SPECTRAL DISTR I HBU ION OF' ULTRAVIOLEI'l STI ILATF.'D LUMINESCtNCE
BY WIU.IAM A. FISCH.R AND DAVID L. DANIELS. PART 3.
MFASI4FENi T OF' ULTRAV I OLn' RFLk'FrANCE, BY WILLIAM A.
FISCHER AND REINHU.).D ERHAHZ. U.S.G.S., WASHINGi1ON, D.C.
NOV1E1HER 1964. CONTRACT NO. NONE. N69-29390
Nh-E9-EJ-002-02004 U.S. GEOXXLOICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LET'.ER NASA-4 PRELIMINARY
GEOLOGIC MAP - PISGAH CRATER AND VICINITY, CALIFORNIA.
T.W. DIBHLEE, JR., U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 12,
1965. CONTRACT NO. NONE. N69-02Z63
NR-E9-EJ-002-02005 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SLRVEY, 1TCHNICAL LEITER NASA-5 PRELIMINARY
RESULTS OF' AERIAL INFRARED SURVEY AT PISGAH CRATER. W. A.
FISCH;R, J.D. FRIEltIIAN, T.M. SOUSA, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON,
D.C. APRIL 22, 1965. CONIHACT NO. R-146. X65-25872
N70-38898 NASA CR-62908. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-E9-00-000-02006 U.S. GCXLLOGICAL SURVEY,' TECHNICAL LET[ER NASA-6, ULTRAVIOLET
ABSORPTION AND LUMbINESCENCE INVF:STIGATIONS PROGRESS REPORT.
WILLIAM R. HEIPHIIL, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C., AND SAMUE'L
U. CARNAHAN, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTlRIC CORPORATION, BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND. AUGUST 16, 1965. CONTRACT' NO. R-146.
X66-11692 N70-38944 NASA-CR-68748. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY.
NR-E9-EJ-002-02007 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LVITER NASA-7.
TOPOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF PISGAH CRATER, CALIFORNIA. R.E.
ALTENHOFEN, U.S.G.S., MENLO PARK, CALIIFXRNIA, J.K. OMAN AND
T.M. SOUSA, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 25, 1965.
XONfRACT NO. R-146. X65-17293 N70-38928 NASA-CR-63699 109P
NR-E9-00-000-02008 U.S. GIX.IXt;IACAL. SLHVE', T'ECINICAL IIF'rFl NASA-s, RFFIFt-X'I'ANCE;
Mt.ASLtl>:h'l'. S IhN 'E- 0 b 'TO Z.5 MICHON PIWr (*' 'lFE SPI-.I'HLM.
REINHOII) UC:R"tAHZ AND WIL.LIAM A. FISCHUIi, U.S.G.S.,
WASHING'ILN, D.C. FiB-tUARY 1, 1966. CONTPUXC'I' NO. H-14b.
N66-21664
hH-E9-EJ-003-02009 U.S. CEOIJGIC.AL SURVEY, TEC:NICAL LEl'I'EH NAASA-9, PR.LIMINARY
GEX IC MAP OF' 1TE bONO CRHiXTlS 'OUADANGLE CALItFONIA.
RONALD) W. KISTLER, U.S.G.S., MENW PARK, CALIFORNIA.
SEPTEIBER 1, 1965. CO)NTRACT NO. R-146. X66-11367
N70-38097 NASA CR-68346. MICROF'IClIf : AND KARL COP\.
NR-E9-EJ-002-02011 U.S. GEO.OGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITtER NASA-11, GFJLOGIC
MAP OF' '11E PISG4AH AND SUNSHINE CONE LAVA FIF.DS. WIIMW S.
WISE, UNIVERSITY OF CAIIUORNIA, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFO-RNIA.
MARCH 10, 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146. N66-29544
NR-E9-EJ-003-02012 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-12, GEOLOGIC
MAP OF MUNO CRATERS AREA, CALIFOItNIA. JUL:S D. iRIEI.fAN,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1966. COFN'lTACR NO.
R-146-09-020 AND ORDER NO. T-65754G. N69-80264.
NR-E9-EJ-998-02013 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TBCHFIICAL LEITER NASA-13. INFRARED
SPECTRAL E1M'I'rLANCE OF ROCKS FR1M 1THE PISOAH AND 1lOND CRATERS
AREAS, CALIFORNIA. DAVID L. DANIELS, U.S.GC.S., WASHINGTbN,
D.C. NOVEM3ER 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006.
U.S. GEOX. ICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LUI'TER NASA-13A.
SUPPLERENT, INFAR1HtD SPECrRAL EN'ITANCE F' HOCKS FRIM THE
PISGAH AND NONO CRATERS AREA, CALIFORNIA. DAVID L. DANIELS,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. NOVEIiHER 1966. CONTRACT
NUMER R-146-09-020-006. N67-13102
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NH-89D-,J-007-02016 U.S. GE&LGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-16, GEOXLOGICAL
EVALUATION OF RADAR IMAGERI OREGON COAST. PARKE D. SNAVELY,
JR. AND HOLLY C. WAGNER, U.S.G.S., MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA.
MAY 1966. CXN'I'RACT NO. R-09-020-015. N69-80335
NR-E9-EJ-130-02017 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEFTER NASA-17, EVALUATION
OF EKTACHROAIE AND MUJLTIBAND PHOTO(LRAPHY IN CALIENTE RAhGE,
CALIFORNIA. J. G. VEDIE-R AND E. W. W}LFE, U.S.G.S., MENLO
PARK, CALIFORNIA. ALUGUST 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X66-21284 N70-41141 NASA-CR-77081. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY.
NR-E9-EJ-998-020186 U.S. GE.LOGICAL SURVEY, TFCHNICAL II'ER NASA-le.EVALUATION OF NI NE-F'AWF: ENHANCI) MiLL;'1 IHAND PIKrYIXRAPHY SAN
ANDREAS FAULT ZONE, CARRIZO. PLAIN, CALIdIINIA. R(O'ERTI' E.
WALLACE, U.S. GFXJLOGICAL SHRVEY, NIENLW PUARK, CALItORNIA.
1969. CONTRACT NUMk*lR R-090-020-011.
NH-E9-DJ-064-02019 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LFl'ER NASA-19, GtXILGIC
EVALUATION OF RADAUR IMAGERY OF THE CETHAL PART' OF THE
ORECON HIGH CASCADE FANCE. D. A. SWANSON, U.S.G.S., MENLO
PARK, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X66-20587 N70-38943 NASA-CR-77691.
MICROFICHE AND HAURD COPY. 19P.
NR-E9-EJ-002-02020 U.S. GEOXGICAI.L SURVEY, TECHNICAL LE'ITER NASA-20 CCOMPOSITION
OF BASALT FL-WS AT PISCGAH CRATER, CALIFOl!NIA: PRELIMINARY
DATA. JULES D. FRIECFAN, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY
1966. CONT1RACT NO. R-146. X66-20670 N70-38845
NASA-CR-76716 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 41P.
NIhR-E9-DJ-998-02023 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LET"ER NASA-23, GEOLOGIC
APPRAISAL OF RADAR IMAGERY OF' SOJ'TWESTElRN OREGON. WILLI AM
P. IRWIN, U.S.G.S., MENLO PARK, CALII-"NIA. JUNE 1966.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-20589 N70-38892
NASA-CR-76690 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 13P.
NR-E9-EJ-000-02024 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETI'ER NASA-24,
PHOTOGOtoGIC INTERPRETATION OF GEMI1NI IV COLOR PHOTOGtRAPHY:
BAJA, CALIFORNIA. ROWLAND TAHOR, U.S.G.S., MENLO PARK,
CALIFEORNIA. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X66-82368
NR-E9-EJ-008-02025 U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-25, EVALUATION
OF RADAR IMAGERY OF HIGHLY FAULTED VOLCANIC TERRANE IN
SOUTHEAST ORFhXON-. G. W. WALKER, U.S.G.S., MENLO PARK,
CALIFORNIA. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X66-18326 N70-41122 NASA-CR-75507. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY.
NR41-E9-DK-040-02026 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-26,
APPLICATION OF RADAR IMAGERY TO A GEOLOGIC PROBLEM AT
GLACIER PEAK VOLCANO, WASHINGTON. ROWLAND TABOR, U.S.G.S.,
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-020-01.. X66-93576. N70-38896 NASA-CR-113312
NR-E9-FJ-140-02027 U.S. GEXXLOGICAL SUVEY., TECXHNICA'L L'FEH NASA-27. GI.tlGIC
EVALUATION OF' RADAR lrtU..;Rb OF ILIGHTI'S 100-B AND 100-C
ACROSS THE CENIRAL SI.ERRA NEVid)l, CAUI*INIA. PALL C.
BAT''AN, U.S.G.S., WENLO PARK, CA1,IFONIA MAN 196.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-82458 N70-36k99qg
NASA-CS-75525 9P.
NR-E9-EJ-015-02028 U.S. GEOXXLGICAL StRVEY, TECHNICAL LE'TFER NASA-28, GtI.X;.IC
EVALJATION - RADAR IMAGERY OF TWIN ,LFrEs AREA, ARIZONA TEST
SITE 15. JOHN R. COOP.R, U.S.G.S., oIDENVEt, CLOR DO. MAN
1966. CON'ITRACT NO. R-09-020-015. STAR Xb6-19233.
N70-40311. NASA-CR-76004. MICROFICHE DAND HARD COPY.
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NR-E9-EJ-027-02029 U.S. GEOIOXICAL SURVE'N, TECHNICAL LktInR NASA-29, RADAR
IMRAGERY: SALTN SEA AREA, CALIHfORNIA. EI)WAH) W. IWOLFE,
U.S.G.S., MHENO PARK, CALIFIRNIA. MAY 1966. CONtl\ACTl ' NO.
R-09-020-015. X66-b2371. N70-38937 NASA-CR-75452.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 16P.
R-Eg9-EJ-011-02030 U.S. GBXLOGICAL SURVEY, TFECHNICAL LEI'[l'R NASA-30,
PREIMINARY EVALUATION Of RADAR IMAGERY OF YEUOASTONE
PARK, MWY~MINCG. R.L. CHRIS1'TIANSEN, K.L. PIERCE, H.J. PROSTKA,
AND E. T. RUPPEL, U.S.G.S., DENVER, COLORADOI JULY 1966.
XFlRACT' NO. R-09-020-015. X66-20671. N70-38847
NASA-CR-76711 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 24P.
NR-E9-00-000-02032 U.S. GLOCGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-32,
REFLE-'CTANCE OF ROCKS AND MINERALS T'O VISIBLE AND ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION. H. V. WAITS, IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CHICAGO,
LLI.NOIS. JULY 1966. CONTHACT NO. R-146-09-020-006.
X66-19710 N70-38884 NASA-CR-76300.
MICROT'ICHE AND HARD COPY. 69P.
NR-E9-00-000-02033 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-33. GEOLOGICAL
STUJDIES OF THE EARTH AND PLANE'I'ARY SURFACES OF ULTRAVIOLET
ABSORPTION AM) STIMULATED LUkMINESCENCE. WILLIAM R. HlPHILL,
U.S.G.S., WASHING1UN, D.C., AND ROGER VICKERS, IITRI,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. APRIL 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006
X66-19431 W70-38945 NASA-CR-75909. MICROFICHE AND) HARD
COPY .
U.S. GEOLOIJICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-33A.
SUPPL9ENET, GECILGICA, SI1JDIES OF THIE EAR1T AND PLANETARY
SURFACES OF ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION AND STIMULA1'ED
-LUMINESCENCE. WILLIAM R. HIFM"PHILL, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON,
D.C., AND RCUiER VICKERS. IlTRI, CHICACO, ILLINOIS.
ALUST 1966. xlNTIACT Nltlh'I:R H-146b-09-02~0-00b.
X67-10466
NR-E9-EJ-027-02034 U.S. GFXR.' ICAL SURVE'N, TECHNICAL I NI'I'KH ASA-34, C(;IlINI V
CaOLOR P YIMURAlPHlt OF SAL'TON , i , AREA  CAI.Itf',NIA. E:lA,\U) W.
WKLF:, U.S.G.S., NLAWL PARK, CALIIFUHNIA. M\A 1966. CONtltACTr
NO. R-09-020-015.
NR-E9-00-000-02036 U.S. GFXLDGICAL SURVEY, 'I¥.NICA .. LYrl.NR NASA-36, T''E EI.FI'I'
OF ULTRAVIO LEhT RADIATION OF' ItEW INt:ENSITY OF"' UI.MINESCENCE.
DAVID L. DANIELS, U.S.G.S., WASHINGT1N, D.C. JL.NE 1966.
COiRACT )NO. R-146-09-020-006. STAR Xb66-19714.
NR-E9-00-000-0Z037 U.S. GEOLGICAL. SURV[F', TECHNICAL. LETTER NASA-37,
PRELIMI NARY 1.TRAV IOtXJ-F REFI.-LTFiANCE OF(' qIE H'(XS AND
MINFRALS FROM 2000A ') 3000A. A.N. IH(RPE, C.M. ALEXANDER,
AND F.E. SENF'rLE, U.S.G.S., WASHINITON, D.C. AUGUST 1966.
CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006. X66-21931
N70-41116 NASA-CR-77596 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 52P.
NR-E9-EJ-001-0203e U.S. GFOLOGICAL SLRVEY, TECHNICAL LEI'ER NASA-38, GEXLOGICAL
EVALIUATION OF RAD/\R IMtAGERY, S.fWI-MESTERN AND CENTRHAL UTAH.
Lt'ELL S. HILPERT, U.S.G.S., SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. AUGUST
1966. OONTRACI' NO. R-09-020-015. X66-21932.
N70-41126 NASA-CR-77595 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 16P.
NR-E9-EJ-998-02039 U.S. GEFOLOGICAL SURVE'Y, 'ICHNICAL LETTER NASA-39.
INTERPREFATION OF U[LTHRVIOIlF.T ItNAGERY OF' THE MEtIX CRATER,
SALTON SEA AND ARIZONA SEDlEN'TM ARY TEST SITES (MISSION 18,
JANUARY 1966). WILLIAM R. HFNPHILL, U.S.G.S., WASHING'tN,
D.C. AUWIUST 1966. CONTHACT NO. R-146-09-020-006.
X67-0464,
U.S. GEMLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-39A.
SUPPLEMvLNT, INL':ERPRE'ATION OF) ULLTAVIOLI'T IMAGERY OF THE
MTEFER CRATER, SALION SEA AND ARIZONA SEDI24fTARY TEST
SITES (MISSION 18, JANUARY 1966). WILLIAM R. HEMPHILL,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGlON, D.C. AUGUST 1966. CONTHACT NUbMER
R-146-O9-020-006. X67-10464
1N70-388B6 NASA-CR-77594 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
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NR-E9-00-000-02040 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-40, GEOLOGIC
INTERPRETATION OF THE G*4INI V PHKH'RAPH Of THE SALT RANGE
POTWAN PLATEAU REGION, WEST PAKISTAN. WILLIAM R. HIMPHILL,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. AND WALTE) DANILCHIK, U.S.G.S.,
DENVER, aCORADO. ALCUST 1966. CONTRACT NO.
R-146-09-020-013. X66-21934 N70-41115
NASA-CR-77597 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 22P.
NR-E9-00-000-02041 U.S. GEX)IOGICAL SURVEY, TEC'HNICAL lE.'f'fTR NASA-41 POSSIBLE
APPLICATION OF' RE tM'E-SENSING l'tEHNIXES AN) SAT'EII.IqE
COCHUNICATIONS FOR EARH1q,'AKE STUiDIES. ROt*Hi'' E. %AL1ACE,
U.S.G.S, MENLO PARK, CALIIFUINIA, AND) DVID B. S1.II'(ONS,
-MACAY SCHOOL OF' MINES, UNIVRSITY OF' NEVAD)A, RENO, NEVADA.
JUNE 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-19711
N70-40310 NASA-CR-76299 MICHOFICHE AND HARD COWP. 9P.
NR-E9-W-024-02042 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEI'i'ER NASA-42.
USE OF IhNFlAREDI MAGERY IN STlD' OF THE SAN ANIRHEAS FAULT
SYSTEM1,CALIFORNIA. R.E. WiLLACE, U.S.G.S., MEhNL) PARK,
CALIFORNIA, AND R.M. MOX/H-AM, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C.
JUNE 1966. CONTRACT -NO. R-09-020-015. X66-?0672
NIO-41074 NASA-CR-76707 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 23P.
NR-E9-Q-000-02043 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, lTEINICAL LETER NASA-43, GEOLOGICAL
UTIILIZATION OF GCEMINI COLOR PhqXUGRAPH OF DUBA AREA, SAUDI
ARABIA. ROBERT F. JOHNSON, U.S.G.S., JIDDA, SAUDI ARABIA,
AND JULES A. MACKALLOR, U.S.G.S., WASHINGlTN, D.C. ALGUST
1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-21935
N70-38890 NASA-CR-77593 MICROFICiHE AND HARD COPY.
WM-E9-EJ-001-02044 U.S. GEOLXGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETER NASA-44,
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON RADAR IMAGERY OF CEDAR CITY-IRON
SPRINGS AREA, LI'AH. PAUL L. WILLIAMS, U.S.G.S., DNVER,
COLRIADO. SEPTEMBER 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
N70-38887 NASA-CR-78780 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-E9-DJ-024-02045 U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECINICAL LETTER NASA-45, GEOLOGIC
EVALUATION OF RADAR IMAGERY: SAN AN'DREAS FAULT ZONE FR(OM
STEVE!S CREEK, SANTA CLARA O]UNITY TO MISSEL ROCK, SAN MATMO
OOUNTY, CALIFWRNIA. ROHERT D. BROWN, JR., U.S.G.S., MNiLD
PARK, CALIFORNIA. AULGUST 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X66-21936 N70-38893 NASA-CR-77610.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 15P.
NR-E9-00-000-02046 U.S. GEOUXGICAL SURVEY, TEIHNICAL LE"'ER NASA-46, AN
EVALUAT ION OF THE GE MINI V COLOR PHOTIS OF THE UJLF OF
CALIFORNIA - CENTRAL TEXAS AREA. H. DREWES U S.G.S.,
DENVER, COLfJADO. OCTIUFR 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-013.
X66-23897 N70-38975 NASA-CR-78774.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 17P.
NR-E9-F'J-036-02047 U.S. GEX)tOGICAL SURVEF, 1TECHNICAL, ll''-ER NASA-47, CIX)IX.;IC
EVAIAJATION OF' RADAR I1MAGR OF '11tE SPANISH PF!AKS HFI(ON,
COLORADO. ROSS B. J(*iNSON, U.S.G.S., I)NVE}, C(OXIAIX).
OCIUB-R 1966. COWTRACT NO. R-09-00-015. X66-.,1900.
N70-38938 NASA-CR-7d779 MICROFICHE AND IHtRD CO()P. 14P.
iR-E9--J-017-02048 U.S. GEMUOGICAL SRVE, TECHNICAL LETTs NASA-48, GcXI.LOGICAL
EVALUATION OF RADAR ItVGAERY, APPALACHIAN PInIAUNT, HARF-UW
AND IORK CO(WN'IES, MARFLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA. DAVID L.
SOULIWICK, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. OL'3X"I 1966.
COTH'RACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-23899 N70-38935
NASA-CR-78778 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPt. 15P.
NR-E9-EJ-073-02049 U.S. GEOLOGICAL. SURWY, TECHNICAL LEIWTF NASA-49, CGEXLXICAL
EVALUATION OF K-hUND IMAGERY, N5RTH-CLTNRAL NEVADA. RAL.PH
J. ROBERTS, U.S.G.S., PlW PARK, CALIFORNIA. AGUST' 1966.
COMTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X66-21937 N70-38894
NASA-CR-77609
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HR-E9-00-000-02052 U.S. GELCGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-52, GIXULDGICINVESTIGATIONS OF REMOT'E SENSING TECHNIOUES, FINAL REPORT TO
NASA, FY 1966. W. D. CARTER, GFrXLWCY C(OODINAIH, U.S.G.S.,GEDLOGIC DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 21, 1966.
CONTIRACT NOS. R-09-020-011, R-09-020-013, H-09-020-015,
AND R-09-020-019. X66-20443 N70-41028
NASA-CR-76634 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 21P.
NiR-E9-HMF4-000-02056 U.S. G)XJLCICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETIER NASA-56, GEOLOGICALEVAAl'ATICN OF NIMBUS VIDICON IMAGERY, NORTHWEST GREENLAND.
WILLIANM E. DAVIES, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C.OCTOBER 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-011. X66-23898.
N70-38934 NASA-CR-78776 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 15P.
NR-E9-00-000-02057 U.S. GEXLAICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-57.
LIu9oD NITRCGEN BLACKBODY FOR SPECTRAL ENITTANCE STUDIES.
D.L. DANIELS AND A.E. STDD)ARD, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTO'IN, D.C.,
ALCUIST 1966. CONTRACT NLMR*E R-146-09-020-006.
X66~22081 N70-38889 NASA-CR-113209.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 16P.
NR-E9-EJ-053-02058 U.S. GFX4GIJCAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-SB, GEOLOXICEVALUATION OF RADAR IMAGERY IN SOUTHERN UTAH. R. J. HACKMAN,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. NOVaEMBER 1966. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-020-015. X67-11346 N70-41147 NASA-CR-80782
MICR.FICHE AND HARD COPY. 24P.
%H-E9-00-000-02059 IU.S. GUE(ALO;ICM. StIRH , 'F.HICHtC.tL. IkH:I'ItH NASA\-59, ANA.LSISOF EARA (tRIl'l'EH T'I:ST ITE PH(;H/R,,I IN HNIA''IO(hN ') U:.S.MINERM, NEEDS. W. D. CAH'TH, LU.S.C.S., WASHI(INGlTN, D.C.AUGUST 1966. CONTRA4C' NO. R-09-020-013. X66-37-542N70-4R112 NASA-CH-77747 MICHOFICHE AND HARD) C)Pt. 21P.
i-E9-E.J-028-02062 U.S. GbUICAL SURV.Y, TI)LNICAL UnTIR NASA-62.RADAR IDMAGES - MErNTEXi CRATER, R IAO)NA- GtERUD CG. SC(HAHE,U.S.G.S., bGSTAi.'F, ARIZONA. NOVEIO* 1966.CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-o15. X67-10994
N70-41121 NASA-CR-80642 MICROFICHiE AND HARD COPY. 1IP.
NR-E9-CJ-000-02064 U.S. GfCEL-GlC M, SURVEN, TElUFICAL LETrER NASA-64, CEXXt;MICALEVALUATION (O NI lUS VIDI(CON PHO'O;RAPHY, CHESAPEAKE HAY -BLUE RIDGE. CHARL.ES R. LEWIS AND WILLIAM E. DAVIES,U.S.G.S., WASHING'IN, D.C. NOVMEIER 1966.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-011. X67-11347 N70-41117NASA-CQR-80703 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. liP.
NR-E9-00-000-02070 U.S. GEWOLLSICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETITR NASA-70,
ASCRL TENT OF LJlU INESCENCE BY THE FLNW-KHOFER LINE DEPTHMEa3OD. H. T. EZ, IT RESEARCH INSTITUfE, CHICAGO,
ILLINIS. DECHER 1966. C(tblLACT NO. R-146-09-020-006.
N67-13700
NR-E9-EJ-013-02071 U.S. GOULiGICAL SLRV[.E, TECHNICAL LETT-ER NASA-71. INFRARED
IMAGERY 01' O aSCBLHG - SILVER CITY ARE'A, NEW MEXICO.
WALDIEN P. PRATT, U.S.G.S., DENVER, COLORAXDO. MAY 1968.CONTRACT N1JMER R-146-09-020-006. N69-28394
NR-E9-EK-110-02072 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-72. CXDLOGIC
INTERPREI'ATION OF INFTRARD IMAGERY OF' THE PEND OREILLE AREA,IDAHO. JACK E. HARHI.SON, U.S.G.S., DiNVER, COLJRADO. MAY1968. CUNIRACI' NLUMHBR R-09-020-015. N68-23406
NR-E9-FJ-008-02077 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEI'TER NASA-77, CGELOGICEVALUATION OF I NFR ARE) IMAGERY OF HIGHLY FAULTED VOLCANIC
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NR-E9-FJ-015-02089 U.S. GOXXIOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL IJl'l'.I NASA-49.
EKTACHR-CiE AND E.TAUHHO(IE IhNkHARD) PYIlX;L\PH- OF T'HE
TWIN BUTrEhS AHEA, ARIZONA. JOHN R. Ct)OPEH, U.S.G.S.,
DENVER, COIDRAIX). JANUARY 1968. CONlRHA7I' NO.R-09-0Z0-001.
X68-13263 N70-41123 NASA-1M-X-60760.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 14P.
NR-F9-EI-003-02090 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEll-'T NASA-90, ADDITIONAL
INJFARED SPwEnRAL FmIrfANCE EASUREFNTS OF' ROCKS F'OM 'IHE:
MONO CRATERS REGION, CALIIF'HNIA. DAVID L. DANIELS, U.S.G.S.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. OCXBUER 1967. CONTRACT NO. T-65754
N69-28378
NR-E9-EJ-002-02099 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TEXHNICAL LE.IER NASA-99.
INIR1\ARED SURVEY OF' 1HiE PISGCAH CRATER AREA, SAN HERNARDINO
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA; A GEOLOGIC INTERPRET.ATION. STEPHEN J.
GAWARECKI, U.S. GEOLO I CAL SURVE'Y, WASHINGION, D.C.
JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT NU4 R-09-020-011.
N69-16109
NR-E9-00-000-02100 U.S. CEOLGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEIEIR NASA-100.
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE S'IDIES, PROGRESS
REPORT FOR THE PERIOD APRIL ' DtiCEM3ER 1967. WILLIAM R.
IHUPHILL, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. JANUARY 1968. CON-TRACT
NO. R-146-09-020-006. N69-28401
NR-69-00-000-02102 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEIER NASA-102.
STRUCTIAL GEOLOGIC INTMRPRETATION FROM RADAR IMAGERY.
R.G. REEVES, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DENVER, COWURADO.
DECEMBER 1968. CONTRACT NUMER R-09-020-011.
N69-13927
NR-E9-EJ-011-02104 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LRETER NASA-104.
A DISTINCTION BET'IEEN BEDROCK AND UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS
ON 3-5U INF"RARED IMAGERY OF TH1E YELLOS'IUNE RIHOLITE
PLATEAU. ROBERT L. CHRISTIANSEN, U.S.G.S., DENVER,
COLORADO. MAY 1968. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X68-15249 N70-38926 NASA-CR-94415.
NICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 8P.
NR-E9-EJ-011-02106 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TEXHNICAL LEVIER NASA-10B.
EVALUATION OF RADAR AND INFRARED IMAGERY OF SEDIMENTARY
ROCK TERRANE, SOUTH-CENTRAL YEllOASTONE NAT'I(NAL PARK,
WYOMING. WILLIAM R. KEEIER, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DENVER,
COLORADO. MAY 1968. CONTRACT i NUER R-09-020-015.
N68-23210
NR-E9-EJ-004-02113 U.S. GEXX)OGICAL SURVEY, TECNICAL, II'lt-EH NASA-113. GCUXtXlIC
EVALUATION OF' THlltliUM INAR-ED I.t:H, CAIIENTE A )AD T'I'HIIH
RANJES, SOIUHERN CALIFURNIA. EIWAHtD W. WOLT-:, U.S.G.S.,
FAGSTAF'V, ARIZONA. SEPI'cHE. 196ti. CONTACT'I N. W-12569.
N69-25018
NR-E9-00-000-02121 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETIER NASA-121.
APPLICATION OF ULTRAVIOLET REFIECTAUCE AND STIMULATED
lUMINESCENCE TO THM RETE DE'1TECION OF NATUHAL MArTEHIALS.
WILLIAM R. HFiPHILL, U.S.G.S., WASHINGIUN, D.C. SEP'tEie:R
1968. CONTRACT NUIMER T-65757. 'ITS REPORT WAS PRESENTED
AT TE 1968 AMFRICAN SOCIEV'Y FUR PHI-YXURVfEITY CONVENTION,
MARCH 12, SESSION B, APPLICATION OF RkYJI'E SENSING;.
N69-28327
NR-E9-EJ-004-02133 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TEIHNICAL LFI`TER NASA-133.
GEXLOGIC EVALUAT1ION OF RADAR IMACERY, CALIENTE AND 'IfitHLOR
RANGES, SOUIHWRN CALIFORNIA. Ec]DWARD W. WOLY':,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, ILACSTAIFF, ARIZONA. JANUARY 1969.
CONIRACT NUMHE,' R-09-020-011. N69-16988
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TECXHNICAL HPOR'I'S - .IXRXX;I
ACCESSION NlU'Ul.R .. CR I 1i' (O
NR-E9-DK-040-02137 U.S. GEODLOGICAI, SURVEY, TFXHNICAL LEcITER NASA-137. THFERMAL
FEATURES AT SOlE CASCADE VOLCANOES AS OBSERVED BY AERIAL
INFRARED SURVEYS. R(EIRT M. MOXHiAM, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969. CONTRACT' NUMtEkR T-65754-G.
NH-E9-DJ-024-02139 U.S. GEOLCX ICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-139.
POST-EARTHOUAKE INFRAREt IMAGERY, PARKFIELD-CH0.LA,' ,CALIFORNIA, EARTH1UAKES OF" JUNE-AUGUST, 1966. ROtERT D.
BRO('N, JR., U.S. GOXL)GICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA.
JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT Nhi:R R-09-020-011.
N69-16908
NR-E9-EJ-139-02141 U.S. GCEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-141. AERIAL
INFRARED RECONNAISSANCE OF THE STEAMBOAT SPRINGS AREA,
NEVADA. R.M. MDXtAlM, U.S. GEOLUGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. AND GORDON W. GREENE, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DENVER,COLORADO. DECEMIR 1968. CONTRACT Nh4BER T-65754-G.
NR-E9-EJ-998-02144 U.S. GEOLOGICALt SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEflIR NASA-144. GEOLOIC
EVALUATION OF RF'UTE SENSING DATA - SITE 157 ANZA-BORREUO
DESERT, CALIFORNIA. ED#AIRD W. W(.+E, U.S. GEOLOGICALSURVEY, FLAGSTAF', ARIZONA. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NU4BER
R-09-020-011. N69-1698b.
NR-E9-EJ-998-02161 U.S. GFXXGICAL. SURVE1, IT-CH\ICA\. I'l'f]tH NASA-6t1. GFXllX;IC
UTILII'r OF' SM-XI.l-SCALJ-: AIRPHtJI'OS. blA.IltYM M,. CIJAK, .S.GEO."tL;ICAL StHURVE, MlE:NLO PIAH,, CALIFTRNIA. 1969. COR'IWlC'
N-a.R T'-60485.
NR-Eg-EJ-998-02164 U.S. CGIOGICAL, SLHVIF', 'I'CttNICMA.. L'I'tEN NASA-164.
MAPPING FiWH SPACE PH(T(IXlAPHS OF' O(JATF-NARY] G XtOPHICFEATURES AND SOIL ASSOCI Al' IONS IN NORHERN CH IHIIJAA AND
ADJOININC NEW MEXICO AND TEkAS. ROGER H. NbRRISNh, U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHIN'IN, D.C. FEHIrUARI 1970.
CONTRACT MNUME1S R-09-020-011 AND 160-75-01-46-10.
NR-E9-EJ-011-02165 U.S. GEOLOGICAL. SURVEY, 1T'ECNICAL LETI1'ER NASA-165. GEXJ)OUIC
EVALUATION OF AM-F1VLIES BEqTFEN LIKE-POLAHRIZD]) AND CROSS-
POLARIZED K-BAND SIDE-LDXKING ,RADAR IMAG;ERY OiF 'EL.LS'INE
NAT'IONAL PARK. GERALD M. RICIOND, U.S. GIEXXOCICAL SURVEY,
DENVER, (XLORADO. CONTRACT NU4tER 160-75-01-43-10.
NH-E9-fEJ-011-0Z166 U.S. GCEOLOICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEPFIER NASA-166.
DETEC'TION OF THICK SURFICIAL DEPOSITS ON 8-14U INFRARED
IMAGER'Y OF' THE MADISON PLATEAU tEl.O.AS'TONE NAT'IOAXL PARK.
HENRY A. WALDROP, U.S. CEXIGICAL SURVEY, DENVER, COURADO.
OCTOLER 1969. CONTRACT NUIHER R-09-0Z0-015.
NR-E9-EJ-011-0216s U.S. GEOtXLICAL SURVVEY, TEXHNICAL LEIMER NASA-168.
CEN-RALIZE.D GXEOUXLIC EVALUA'I'ION OF' SIDE-LUXKING RADAR
IMAGERY OF 'ITHE EIUN RANGE AND JACKSON HOLE, NRlI-EWES''ERN
WYOMING. J.D. LOVE, U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHING'ION,
D.C. CONTRACT Nh'l3ES R-09-020-011 AND 160-75-01-43-10.
NR-E9-EJ-0 1-02179 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY TXEHNICAL LEI'rER NASA-179.
GEOLOGIC INTERPRE1'ATION OF' A RADAR MOSAIC OF YELLWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK. HAROLD J. PROSTKA, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,





SECTION F1- SITE MAP
~;blgdO:py.
ACCESS ION NUWIER UX'Tfrl(\
N-F'I--DK-040-0002e SITE 040-CASCADE bfNS., WASHINGTON D'TAIL
NH-FI-DK-040-00190 SITE 040-CASCADE IUNTAIN, WASHINGI1U REUIONAL
NH-F1-CH-095-00024 SITE 095-E'RLADES, FLORIDA REGIONAL
SITE 098-HO-ST'EAD,. IU)RIDA
SITE 099-FLII),iDA STRAITS
SITE 107-CAPE SABLE SU1l-ARINE SPRING,
FLUR I DA
SITE 108-CUiLER ARFA SUBMARINE
SPRING, FLORIDA
NR-FI-C'-095-00053 SITE 095-EVEGLADES, FIA. DETAIL
NH-FI1-CH-095-00073 SITE 095-EVERGLADES, FLORIDA REIONAL
SITE 108-CU1rFR AREA SUIMARINE SPRING,
FILOR I DA
NR-F1-CH-098-00024 SITE 095-EVERGLADES, FUORIDA REGIONAL
SITE 098-HOM4ESTEAD, 1F`HI1DA
SITE 099-FLORIDA STRAITS
SITE 107-CAPE SABLE SUlbllARINE SPRING,
FLOR I DA
SITE 108-CITLER AREA SUBMcARINE
SPRING, FLORIDA
NR-Fl-'C-099-00024 SITE 095-EVERGLADES, FLORIDA REGIONAL
SITE 098-HO)ESTEAD, FLJORIDA
SITE 099-FLORRIDA STRAITS
SITE 107-CAPE SABLE SUtI4ARINE SPRING,
FLORI DA
SITE 108-CQLkER AREA SUIMARINE
SPRING, FLDRIDA
NhR-FI-CH-105-00022 SITE 105-CRESCENT BEACH SUtlMARINE REBGIONAL
SPRING, FLA.
NHR-Fl'-1-106-00023 SITE 106-CLEARWATER/NAPLES SUBMIARINE RBGIONAL
SPRING. FIA.
NR-FI-GH-107-00024 SITE 095-EVERIGLAS, FL RIDA RUG IONAL
SITE 098-HOliESTEAD, I-RIDA
SITE 099-F IDA STRAITSl'S
SITE 107-CAPE SABLE SUbIN'AINE SPRING,
FLRI DA
SITE 108-CUrLER AREA S.bMtARINE
SPRING, FLOR I DA
Nh-FI-C'-108-00024 SITE 095-EVERGLADES, FLORIDA REGIONAL
SITE 098-HCESTEAD, FLORIDA
SITE 099-FLORIDA STRAITS
SITE 107-CAPE SABLE SbIMARINE SPRING,
-FLORIDA
SITE 108-CUILFR AREA SUIARINE
SPRING, FLORIDA
hR-FI-CH-108-00073 SITE 095-EVERGLADES, FLORIDA REGIONAL















PR~:CEDINU PAGU C ,, NO
fA~il NC~1' E'ILB~e~I~y 
SITE ML\PS - HIL)HOIX;I
ACCESSION Nl.kfs.NR tLATION
YR-FI-GJ-124-00082 SITE 124-DELMARVA PENINSULA DEL./
MD./VA.
T1 PE S I IE
REGIONAL 17 X 22
NH-FI-Ft,-118-00090 SITE 118-MISSCLRI RIVER, N.D. REGIONAL
NR-F1I-IK-118-00Z02 SITE 118-MISSCORI RIVER, NORTH DAKOTA REGIONAL
NR-FI-GJ-124-00137 SITE 124-DEI.AVRVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE REGIONAL
MARRLAND/VIRGINIA



































SITE 143-COOK INLET, A
SITE 144-WISCONSIN SAN
SITE 144-WISCONSIN SAN
SITE 145-CtFiX COAST SF
SITE 145-GULF OOAST SI













































































































































SITE 168-PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
SITE 171-SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA
SITE 171-SABINE LAKE, LDOUISIANA
SITE 168-PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
SITE 174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
SITE 174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
SITE 174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
SITE 174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
SITE 174-WALUOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA












SITE 179-LAGUNA MADRE/CORPUS CHRISTI, REGIONAL
SITE 179-LACUNA MADRE/CORPUS CHRISTI, REXGIONAL
SITE 179-LAGUNA MADRE/CORPUS CHRISTI, RBGIONAL
TEXAS





























SITE 027-SALTON SEA, CALIF.
SITE 040-CASCADE MTNS. (CASCADE GLACIER SITE), WASHINGI'ON
SITE 095-EVLGLADES, FLORIDA
SITE 118-MISSXRI RIVER, NOR1H DAKOT'A
SITE 120-LAKE COLORADO CITY, TEX.
SITE 125-ROXBORO RESEtRVOIR, N.C.
SITE 142-DELAWARE ESTUARY, PENNSYLVANIA/NEW JERSEY
SITE 143-COOK INLE[T, ALASKA
SITE 144-WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
SllF.148-L[IIGH RIVR, .PENNSYLVANIA
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SECTION F3 - AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUESTS











SITE 011-NEIJIMSTONE NATIONAL PARK,
SITE 027-SALtON SEA, CALIF)RNIA (1)
SITE 027-SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA (2)
SITE 027-SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA (3)
SITE 040-CASCADE












WASH I NG'ON (7)
Wi(lMNG/MOTT./IDAI)O (2)
MXINT'AINS (CASCADE GLACIER SITE),
MOU.NTAINS (CASCADE GLACIER SITE),
NLOUNTAINS (CASCADE CLACIER SITE),
M:XOJTAINS (CASCADE GLACIER SIT1'E),
MNLUATAINS (CASCADE GLACIER SITE),
MUlNTAINS (CASCADE GLACIER SITE),






























105-CRESCENT BEACH SURH4RINE SPRING, FLORIDA (1)
106-CLEARWATER/NAPtL.kS SUIMARINE SPRING, FLRIDA (1)
107-CAPE SABLE SUlRX\RINE SPRING, FLOHIDA (1)
108-CUTLER AREA SUBMARINE SPRING, FWLRIDA (1)
105-CRESCENT BHIACH SI.It\RINE SPRING, FllRIIl)A (1)
106-CLkAAtVI' N/NAPL.FS SLRH'AhINE SPRING, UMII)DA (1)
107-CAPE SAHBLE SLHi\HAINE SPHING, FIMWII)A (1)
108-CJLlrl AHEA SUIBMAHINE SPRING, U)ulID\ ( I )
105-CRESCENT BEACH SL'lAHINE SPRING, F'HIID> (I)
106-CLIAliXATER/NAPL.ES SUlitWltINE SPRING, FA)HIDA (1)
107-CAPE SABL. StI1IARINE: SPRING, FUIMIDA ( )
108-CUI'LkEH AREA SULI*AHINE SPRING, FWHIRID, (I)
108-CUrLER AREA SUI:MARINE SPRING, FLORIDA (2)
118-MISSOLURI RIVER, NOR1TH DAKUIA .(I)
1le-MISSOLRI RIVER, NORTH DAKO'A (2)
118-MISSORI RIVER, NORTH DAKKUI'A (3)
118-HISSOLRI RIVER, NORTH DAKON'A (4)
118-MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH DAIOI'A (5)
120-LAKE CO(XLRUX) CIT1, TEXAS (1)
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DESCR I PlION .
124-DEL-.ARVA PENINSLULA, DELAWARE/MARYLAND/VIRGINIA (1)
124-DELMARVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE/MARYLAND/VIRGINIA (2)
124-DELMWRVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE/MARYLAND/VIRGINIA (3)
125-ROXBORO RESERVOIR, NORTH CAROLINA (1)
125.-ROXBORO RESERVOIR, NORTH CAROLINA (2)
142-DELAWARE ESTUARY, PENNSYLVANIA/NEW JERSEY (1)
142-DELAWARE ESTUARY, PENNSYLVANIA/NEW JERSEY (2)
142-DELAWARE ESTUARY, PENNSYLVANIA/NEW JERSEY (3)
142-DELAWARE ESSTUARY, PENNSYLVANIA/NEW JERSEY (4)
142-DEL:AWAHE ESTUAHY, PE'NNSLVANIA/NEh JFEHSE: (5)
142-DELAWARE ESlUARS, PENNSILVANIA/NEW JERSEY (6)
143-CO0K INhLT, AIASI(A (1)
144-WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS (1)
i45-GULF COAST SPRINGS (I)
145-GUF O()AST SPRINGS (2).
145-GCUF COAST SPRINGS (3)
146-AL.AFIA/PEACE RIVERS, ILORIDA (1)
146-ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FU)RIDA (2)
146-ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FLORIDA (3)
146-ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FIDRIDA (4)




148-LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA (1)
148-LEHICGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA (2)
148-LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA (3)
148-LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA (4)
150-PAMLICO SCOND, NORTH CAROLINA (1)
151-LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK (1)
151-U)..; ISLAND, N%. O(hk (l)
151-LOU. ISLAND, NEW IORK (3)
151-LONG ISLAND, NEh. N(IK (4)
151-UNG ISLAND, NEM' SORIK (5)
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151-UL)N ISLAND, Nt.W ORK (6)
151-LON(G ISLAND, NEW YORK (7)
152-BIRNCAT BAY, NEW JERSE. (I)
I52-Wl",FIAT BAY, NEW JERSEY (2)
152-BAtRNilAT HAY, NEW JESit' (3)
161-RARITAN RIVER, NEW JERSty (1)
168-PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND (1)
168-PATUXENT RIVER, '\RILAND (2)
168-PATUXENT RIVEU, MARYLAND (3)
168-PATUXtENT RIVER, MARYLAND (4)
168-PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND (6)
168-PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND (7)
171-SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA (1)
171-SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA (2)
171-SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA (3)
174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA (1-)
174-WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA (2)
215-LU)C ISI'AND S;Xil), NF.W ~(XtK (I)
216-JA~lESS'kN, NOFR.IE khOAJl'A (I)
SECTION F4 - MISSION SCREENING AND
SUMMARY REPORTS
4CC.'.SION NUh.IR DESCHRIPI ON
NH-F4-GH-146-31M022 MISSION NO. 22M, SITE 146
NH-F'4-FH-171-H0087 MISSION NO. 87 SITE 171
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SECTION F6 - DIVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY
ACCESSION NI3EI DEXSCR I PT'I ON
hN-I6-K00-000-00183 'E DEVEIOPMElNT OrF A CO'NTINMlIS N..TIP k.t NIFEl¥H .A'l-H I Lt;' \MAL'TNMONIITOR. FINAL REPORI'. I.PAHRIh'NT'' OF' Ei.LE'IHiONICS AND) INSN''-
RLUENTATION, UNIltvHSIT (0' ARKASAS, GRHAI.A'TE INS'r'T11'rE OF'T'ItXNOL:I, LII'nl HOCK, ARKANSAS. ALRJUST 1969. RESEARCHGRANT )O. WP00044.
NR-F'6-IHI-152-00184 A CONTRIBrI'ION TO A C(X)PERIVlVE STUDY OF' THF: E;FI-'P1' OF' HF:EFFLUENT FHOM AN AT'IIIC POtER PLANT ON 'TE ADJACEN'I' WATERSBAtNEGAT BAY, NEW JERSEY. SPECIAL INTEH IM PROGRESS REPORT.ROBERT CAMPBE.L, U.S. PULLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 'NORTHEAS'RESEARCH CENl'ER, ARRAGANSE'T, R IWME ISLAND. MARCH 1967.
NR-F6-HH-152-00185 A C(XNTRIBUTION TO A COOPERATIVE STLD) OF' 1T, EFF"I-T7' OF 1THEIE"U'ENT FIK:. AN AThIlC POIR PLANT ON THE ADJACENT' WA''TERSOF BARNEGAT BAY, NEW JERSE1'. SPECIAL INTERIM PROGRESS NO. 2JAWES L. VERBER, U.S. PLULIC HEAL1H SERVICF, NOH'IIASTMARINE HEALTH SCIENCES LAI3ORHATlRY, NARRACANSETI', RHODEISLAND APRIL 1968.
hR-F6-HH-152-00186 EFI'1T OF THE EFFLUVENVI FHa AN A1')MIC PO:TR PLANT ON THEADJACENT PORTION OF HtRNHGX3AT HAY, NEW JERSEY. SPECIAL
INTERIM REPORT, OBSERLVATIONS ON SHELLF'ISH RESOLRCES. ROBRTCAMPBELL, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, NORlEAST MAR INEHEALTH SCIENCES LABORATORY, NARRAGANSEIT, RHODE ISLAND.
AUGUST 1968
NR-F6-HH-152-00187 EFFECT OF THE EiFUIJ.T FROM AN ATOMIC POC1R PLANT ON THEADJACENT PORTION OF BARNEUAT BAY, NEW JERSEY. TECHNICALASSISTANCE PROPOSAL. U.S. PUBLIC HEALITH SERVICE, NORT'HEASTRESEARCH CENTER, NARRAGANSEIT, RHO ISLAND, JULY 1, 1965.
NR-F6-WJ-003-00191 INFRARED EXPLORATION FUR SHORELINE SPRINGS AT MONO LAKE,CALIIURINIA, TEST SITE. FINAL REPORT'. STANI-ORD RSL TECH-NICAL REPORT 69-7. KEL"AN L.E, GX)LX:Y DEPARTHEN.T, STANIU-DU)UNIVERSITY. SEPTtEIIER 1969. CONRHACT NO. 14-08-0001-11217.
NR-F6-00-000-00215 ENLANCEINT OF HYDROGRAPCIC AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. FINALREPORT, NO. TR-DA41s4. D.S. ROSS AND H.A. SHORT, PHILX)-
FRRD CORP., SPACE AND RE-ENTRY SYSTNMS DIV., PALO ALTO,CALIFORNIA. SEPTE3'ER 1968. OXONTRACT NO. N62306-68-CO155.
NR-F6-00-000-00224 SATEI 1TE SIRVEILAANCE OF M()(TAIN SNOW( IN THE W:ES'l'.1lUNITED S'TAES. IFINAL REPORI', NO. -G57-F. J/ml-S C. HAINiESAND CLIN'TON J. BI:LEl, ALIED RES. AHCH ASXSIATr:S, INC.
CO(XORD, MASS. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT" N-L0ltR E-19b-61.N70-13236
NHR-F6-W-049-002 4 3 PASSIVE MICROWAVE :EASI'WqR:N'S OF SNOW, SOILSt AND SNO-ICE-WATER SYSIITES. PHOGR.ESS REPORT, JAN. 1967 - NOV. 1967.A.T. EDC.GETN, ET' AL., AERWOET GENERAL CORP., SPACE I)IV.
F;., NONTqE, CHtI FEB. '1968. CXOTRACT NO. NON.R4767(oELMON¢.]' CNOIE. 1)H4767(00MICROFICHE COPY. STAR h68-30647.
NR-F6-EJ-130-00244 PASSIVE MICROAVE MEASLHEI-,':'S O1 SNOW, ICE AND SOIL. SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, IMARCH 1968-ALCU4.iST 1968. 4.T'.
EDXRIUN, iAE .E.T CGENEAL CORP., SPACE DIVISION, EL NONTE,CALIFORNIA. ALCUST 1968. COXTHAT NO. NONH 4767(00).
NICROFI OE_COPY. STAR N69-12544.











L4SCR I PT I ON
MAPPING OF SLHRLRGFID AOUATIC VEGETATION IN CAYUGA LAKE USING
COLOR AFHIAL PHnOXX;HAPH". JOHN E. UKI:NS, NEW 'IORK STATE
CONS1tVAlTION DEPT., DIV. OF' WATER RESOURCES, ITHACA, N.Y.
F'EAS I B IL IT STDY O' THE USE OF RADAR TO DETECT SURFACE AND
GLND) WAVI'EH. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 3-727. B.R. DAVIS,
JE.RRI R. LUTDIE. A)ND ALHFRT N. WILLIAMSON, JR., U.S. ARMY
ENGINEEtR AWATH'AYS EXPWItlMENT STATION, VICKSWURG, MISS.
APRIL 1966. AD 483 864. X66-22426
NIGHT RADIATION MEASUREENTS AT LAC MONTAUBAN, QUEBEC,
OCIUDER 1968. REPORT NO. DfRV-TN-1865/70. D. PLEITIE AND
G.A. MOLLEY, D)E:I-NCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMfNT, VALCARTIER
QUEBEC, CANADA. JAN. 1970. MICROFICHE COPY. X70-14226.
PLAF' EI-ELTS OF NATURAL DRAFT HYPtRBOLIC COOLING TOWERS.
INTERIM REPORT. ROBERT F. VISBISKY, CARROLL H. BITTING,
GILErT' ASSOCIATES, INC., READINO, PENNSYLVANIA, AND GORGCE
F. BIE.MAN, MbTHOPOLITAN EDISON CO., READING, PA., 1970,
liP. W70-09604
SECTION F7 - SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCE':SS ION NULNiH DESCH I trl' I OC
NH-F7-00-000-00034 ,PA\CE; APPI.IC.\'I(ONS Sbl':H lI.' 19 I h9. I .'I1. APPLICATIOi(S
O~' K-URTIH-OHI-:NTEI-:) SH')'.l.ll':... NI(X -N ' O 3 ( \I.L
ACADI). OF"' 4CIECES, sA'I'I(1JAI. RE R:iCH (} T\CAII., , , \.HIN;'IXON,
D.C. (XTRXH4CI' NUi;H NSH 09-01L-909. SlA'N Nhbq-2zH3b0.
SECTION F8
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS
ACCESSION NLItlR DUESCH I Ptl' I (N
NH-F8-00-000-00019 WAT'I-H RE.S(XICCES HI-;SEARCH CVI'A\It;, %\(X I'I: 2. OH'F'ICE (F' ,VI'IEH
.RESOLRCES RESA\HCH, U;.S. HI)":PA'I,:Nl' ()O' 'I  I NI'FHI(II,
WASHINGCIXN, D.C. NNlUl1F.'H 1Ybb.
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SUJIJFA,' RELA'IfED IXxI-'"NTS - H)l(IM(lXX;
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NR-F'8-00-000-00158 INDEX TO CATAL/S OF INF iT'I(N (h WANI'ER I)'t'A. WA'I'FH
OUALITY STATIONS. EDI)ITION 1967. W(XIPII:I) HI K.F'. HbRHIS,
J.R. RAPP, AND W.W. DO[EL, U.S. IDPAH'IBN'I' OF ''IHE IN'I'tI(xt,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, OFFICE OF Al'T I DI'A C(XXA NA'I'ION,
WASH INU"IGN, D.C.
NR-F'-00-000-00171 ICE OBSERVATIONS 1964. HUDSON BAW AND APPHOACHES. IF*n'FXM-CLOGICAL BRANCH, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT, (L'I'AWA, CANADA. I9b4.
STAR X68-12805
NR-F8-00-000-000185 WATlR RESOURCES RESEARCH CATALOG, VOL. 3. OFFICE OF WATER
RESOURCES RESEARCH, U.S. DEPAR'IMENT OF THE INTEIIOR,
WASHINGTON, D.C. DECEMR, 1967.
NR-F'-00-000-00213 FEDERAL PLAN FOR COORDINATION OF NATIONAL NF-V"tHK AND
SPECIALIZED WATER-DATA ACOUISITION ACTIVITIES, 1966 FISCAL
YEAR. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGlON, D.C. NVElviYM
1964.
NR-F8-00-000-00235 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SINO, ICE AND FROZEN GROUND. VOl,. XXI I'.
REPORT NO. CRRL 12. U.S. AlHNt, COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING LAB., HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE. JUNE 1968.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N68-35240.
NR-F8-00-000-00320 ANNOTATED BIBLIOCGRAPHY ON HIDROLOGY AND SEDIMENTATION 1963-
1965. JOINT HYDROLOGY-SEDIMIENTATION IBJLLE'IN NO. 9.
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICUL1~RE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1969.
NH-F'8-tH-057-00380 FRESH-WATER SPRINGS OF HAWAII FRUM INFHARED IMAGES. REPORT
NO. ATLAS HA-218. WILLIAM A. FISCHER, DAN A. DAVIS AND
THERESA M. SOUSA, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1966.
NR-FP-00-000-00501 A PLAN FOR A COMPRIHENSIVE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INFORtM-
ATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM, FINAL REPORT, AUG. 1969. HARVEY O.
BAMKS AND CHARLES G. WOLFE, LEEDS, HILL AND JEWITT, INC.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. STAR N70-13889. PB-185 801. MICRO-
FICHE COPY.
IR-F'--CJ-998-00550 OPERATIONAL GUIDE FUR M\PPING SNOW CLXVFR FHR(O S.l'TFI.I.I'I
POTOGRAPHY. JAMFIS C. BARNS AND CL[IT(N J. ItkI.E:, AI.IIF;D
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.', CONCORD, MLSS. MAI 191b8.
INH-0'-FJ-000-00598 PLUE TRACKING AND MASS FlOW STUDIES WITHIN 'THE FLK MOUNM'ITAIN
WATER RESOURCE OBSERVATORY AND WESTERN SWOIH DAKl'IA.
AUGUST H. AUER, JR., DONALD L. VEAL, AND J(t-HN D. tfITRll'Z,
NATURAL RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTI1tTE, UNIlVtSlIT OF' W( ING;,
LARAMIE, WYOMING. PRESENTED AT PROJEXC SK-WA'I'FR PIANN I 
CONFERENCE OC THE BUHEAU OF RECLAMATION, 3RD, FURT COLLINS,
COLU., IE,. 1967. NA'IUAL RESOURHCES RESEARCH INSTITUITE,
INFORMATION CIRCULAR NO. 54, FEB. 1968.
NR-F8-00-000-0068 7 A M|ELING APPROACH TO lHE PROBLkN OF( DIIr.lMINING THE T'kip-
ERATLRE OF RIVERS FR1OM SATEUL0TES. A.A. I1.IT'HIEV AND T.V.
EVNEVICH, MOSCOW STATE UNIVERsITY, USSR. PUBLISHEI) IN
AKAD1IIA NAU( SSSR, IZVESTIA, A'ITWSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PH-
SICS, VOL. 2, NO. 8, 1966. PP.897-899.
NR-F8-00-000-0072 4 PERSISTENCE IN SNOWFALL INTERSITIES EASURED AT 1TH GHAJUTD.
REPORT NO. AFURL-70-0230. ROSEIIRY M. DIER, AIR FORCE
CAMBIRIDGE RESEARCH LAUORATURIES, BElDRD, MASS. IN JOURNAL
1 APPLIED7 D 009 Th ZGy, L 9, 0. 1, VOEB. 1970. PP.29-34.AD-705 009.
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NR-FO-00-000-00747 TRANSPORT VELOCITIES OF INDIVIDUAL SIZE FRACTIONS IN HETTlR
-OGENEUS BED LOAD. COASTAL STUDIES INSTITUTtE TECHNICAL
REPORT 74. NILS MLANI), WISCONSIN STATE UNIVERSITY,
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN, AND JOHN O. NORRMAN, UPPSALA UNIVERSITY,
UPPSALA, SWEDEN. LOUISIANA STATE UNIVEHSITY, COASTAL STUD-
IES INSTITUTIE, BA1T)N ROUGE, LA. REPRINTE)D FROM GEXORAF'ISKA
ANNALE, VOL. 51A, NO. 3, 1969. PP.127-144. MICROF'ICHE
COPY. AD-704 540.
NI-Fd-00-000-00762 WATER RESOURCES OBSERVATORY SOLAR RADIATION DATA, WATER YEAR
1969 AND PRIOR. WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE. WATER
RESOURCES SERIES 16. UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING, LARAMIE, W1O-
MING, OCT. 1969. MICROF'ICHE COPY. PB-188 287 W70-02242
N70-25495.
NR-FS-00-000-00887 THE INFLJENCE OF SOLAR RADIATION REFIECTANCE ON WATER
EVAPORATION. J. TAYLOR BEARD, AND DAVID K. HOLLEN,
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, MECHANICAL ENCINEERING DEPT.,
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. WA'TER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER,
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUI'E, BLACKSBURC, VIRGINIA. AUG.
1969, Z9P. WA'I'FH HI:HF(XHCES Ht:'SFA.E'tI (-i'F'.-, vit Ft II.IN
POIATI'CIH NIC INS'T' ITt'':, II.kl llEIf Al. I'li-I r 49 N7?0-Eb 99
MICH(WlICHE AN,) txHI) C'OPa .
NR-Fd-00-000-00947 DATA ERROR EFErTI'S IN UNIT HIDROGRAPH Dt.RIVATION. ERIC M.
IAURENSON, UNIV. OF NEW SO(TF WALES, S'NDNFA, AUSTRALIA, AND
TERENCE O'DONNELL, IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TEX-H.,
LONDON, ELG. IN AM*I2RICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
PROCEEDINGS. JOURNAU. OF' 'lIE HYDRAULICS DIVISION, VOL. 95,
NO. HY6, NOV. 1969, PAPER 6887, PP.1899-1917. W70-02454
NR-F8-EJ-209-00956 OBJECTIVES, METHODS, AND ENVIRONENT, GILA RIVER
PHREATOPHt''E PROJECT, GRAHAH COUXl, ARIZONA. GEILOGICAL
SURVlE' PROFESSIONAL PAPER 655-A. (AHOtin' 32P.) RICHARD C.
C(LLER, AND OTiHRS, GIIA RIVER PHREA',PHYTH PROJECT1', U.S.
GEXLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970.
NR-F8-00-000-01018 ANNO'IATE]) BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS, STUDIES, AND
INVESTIGATIONS RELATING TO SATELLITE IfYDROtLXG'. TECHNICAL
MEMO. REPORT NO. NESCTM-10. D.R. BAKER, A.F. FLAND:RS,
AND M. FLEMING, NATIONAL ENVIRONENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
WASHINGTON, D.C., JULY 1970, 32P. PB-194072 N71-14697
NR-F8-00-000-01081 INSTR'4IENTATION AND OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES, PROCEEDINGS OF
HYDROLOGY SYMPOSILM NO. 7, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLtUMIA, IMA
1969, 2 VOLUMES. INLAND WATERS BRANCH, DEPAR'iENT OF'
ENRGY, MINES AND RESOURCES, OTTAWA, CANADA. VOLALE I. -
348P., VOLIE 2. - 130P. W70-08611
N-IF8-00-000-01112 THE PrAPU'ATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE POWER SPECTRA OF
WATER OUALITY DATA. A. DEMAYO, INLAND WATERS BRANCH, DEPT.
OF ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES, OFTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA.
1969, 31P. CANADA - INLAND WATERS BRANCH TECHNICAL
BULLETIN NO. 16.
NR-F8-00-000-01116 SURFACE WATER. E.R. PETFRSON, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, MINES
AND RESOURCES, INLAND WATERS BRANCH, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
CANADA. IN CANADIAN HYDOLOGY SMPO(SIUM NO. 7, VICTORIA,
BRITISH COtLMBIIA, OCT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.59-80.
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, SUB-C(XMITTEE ON
HYDROLOGY. W70-08615
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NR-F'-C-J-000-01181 REPORT ON GEOPHYSICAL AND TELEVISION EXPLORATIONS IN CITY
OF JACKSONVILLE WATER WELLS. G.W. LEVE, GROLOGICAL SULRVEY,
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA. FLORIDA BUREAU OF GEOXIGY INFO1RMATION
CIRCULAR, NO. 64, 1970, 15P. W71-00849
NR-F8-00-000-01238 A SELECTED ANNOI'ATED HIHLOLOGPlPIIY ON 1IF:E ANALA.SIS OF 'A\II-.
RESOURCE SYST1lbS. REPOXT NO. PLUB-5-*70-00.i06. MxHFl6 L
GYSI, AND DANIEL P. LOUCKS, C(XNEL.L UNIVFlHSI'i, ,ATRFH
RESOURCES AND MARINE SCIENCES CF:N'I'ER, IITIHCA, NEW IOHK.
AUO. 1969, 197P. MICROFIC{IE COPf. PB-186335 N70-130b2
NR-FS-PJ-000-01240 THE MRPHO-DINAMICS OF ThE CRATI RIVER BASIN, CAI-AIA,
ITALY. REPORT NO. B-56. J.L. VAN CENDIEREN, INThERNALrTIONAL
INSTITI'E FtR AERIAL SULVEY AND EARTH SCIE.NCES, DEIT',
NEIHERLANDS. JAN. 1970, 47P. INTERNAT'IONAL INSTI-I'JIE RPR
AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES (I1C, DELJI') PLHLICATIONS
SERIES B, NU4IER 56. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-11863
NR-F8-DK-000-01277 SEDITMET SURVEYS IN CANADA. W. STICHLING, AND T.F. SMIlH,
INLAND WATERS BRANCH, DEPT. OF' EERGf, MINES AND RES(XJRCES,
OrITAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. 1969. CANADA - INLAND WATERS
BRANCH TECHNICAL BULLETIN NO. 12.
NR-Fs-00-000-01297 FLOOD DAMAGE AHAMTI'NFIT F7EDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL
GOV(EINNN. WILLIAM R. WALKER, AND T.W. JOHNSON, FDIT OS,
WATER RESOURCES RFSEARCH CENT'ER, VIRGINIA POLYTE NIlC
INSTITUTE AND STAqTE UNIVERSITY, BLACKSBLURG, VIRGINIA.




-01325 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE WATER YIELD FRO1M SNOW BY
MEANS OF RADIOACTIVE COBALT. P.P. KUlZMIN, (USSR) COLD
REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., FHAN(ER, N.H. 1965,
31P. TRANSL. OF' COSUDARSTVENNYI GIDROLGICHESKII INSTITUT'.
TRUDY (USSR), NO. 65, 1958. PP.30-49. MICLROFICHE COPY.
AD-715062
-01357 Al TO 2 MICROE~TER SILICON AVALANCHE PHOTIODIOCE. REPORT NO.
AE'RL-70-0629. FRERMAN D. SHEPHERD, JR., A.C. YANG, AND
R.W. TAYLOR, AIR FURCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABS., L.G.
HANSCOM FIELD, MASS. MARQH 1970, 4P. IN IEEE PROCEEDINGS,
V. 58, N. 7, JULY 1970. PP.1160-1162. AD-715161
NR-F8-00-000-01434 THE PROGRESS OF HYDROLOGY, PROCEEDINOS OF THE FIRST
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR JUl HYDROLOGY PROFESSORS, URBANA,
ILLINOIS, JULY 1969. VOLUA.h 3 - HYDROLOGIC EDXCATION AND
DISCUSSIONS. UNIVERSIlTY OF' ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN,
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, URBANA, ILL. 1969.
PP.937-1295. $1.00.
%RH-F-00-000-01435 IHE PROGRESS OF' HYIDR()LCG', PH(XtEEI)IN(;S (OF lIE FIHST
INTERNATIONAL SFNINAR NJO HDIRM(X;UY' PFII()E:S.4.s(?S, tRHwANA,
ILLINOIS, Jtl.A 19b9. V(XANb': II - SPECIA.IZFID HNIA(X}IGIC
SUEC'TS. (,IW.lRSITY OF ILL NOIS Al' LHRIINA-CtA¥,4IPAII(N, L)EPI'.
OF CIVIL ENCGINEERING, URtANA, ILL. 1969. PP.511-936.
51.00.
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NH-Fe-0-00-000-01436 lit: PRt(XRESS OF HIIR(XOGY, PR(EFt-DINCS OF 1HE FIRS1T
INTIEiSAT''IONU SENINA/R J` HIDH-OL.UG PHOEIESS(.S, LItl.\A,
ILLINOIS, JULY 1969. 'vOtU'E 2 - NEW DEVELOPtMiNT'S IN
HYDROtLOY. UNIVERSITY OF' ILLINOIS AT' URBANA-C-HAIPAIGN,
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEI'ING, UHtiiNA, ILL. 1969, 512P.
$S .00.
NH-F'8-00-000-01497 INVESTIGATION OF A MEHlOD OF' MbASURING SNOW STORAGE BY USING
THE CAViA RADIATION OF 1THE EARTH. N.V. ZLrTNOV. THANSL.
._.i TLHANSACT IONS OF THE STATE H1DROL iGIC INSTITIr'E
(TRCUD COGI), NO. 152, 1968. PP.114-130. IN SISVIET
IHfiROLOGY - SELEETED PAPERS, ISSUE 3, 1968. PP.254-266.
NR-F'-FH-99d-01554 ESTUARIES. GEO)RGE H. LAUFF, EDITOR, W.K. KELLOGG BIOLD-
GICAL STATION, MICHIGAN STATE UNIV. AMERICAN ASSOC. FUR THE
ADVANCHItT OF SCIENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1967, 772P. $27.
AAAS PUL.ICATION, NO. 83.
NR-F8-00-000-01576 ESTIMATION OF MAXIMLM FllXODS. REPORT NO. W0D-'NO.233.TP.126
COPM',ISSION FOR HIDHROLI'tUROLOGY, SECRETARIAT OF" THE WORLD
MEf11XOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION, GENEtVA, SWITZERLAD. 1969,
298P. $12.50. WORLD tlETE'XIOOWCICAL ORGANIZATION TUXHNICAL
NO',E NO. 98. N70-14894
NH-F'8-00-000-01577 FURE:ST HIDROLOGY. NATIONAL SCIENCE FlUNDATION ADVANCED
SCIENCE SEMNINAR, UNIVERSITY PARK, PENN., SEPT. 1965,
PROCEEDINGS. WILLIAM E. SOPPER, AND HOW'ARD W. LLL, EDITORS
PESANFON PRESS, NEW YORK. 1967, 828P. $45.
NR-F'8-00-000-01652 Dt-CAiDE REPRESENTATIVE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH BASINS IN
THE UN ITED STATES. A UNITED STATES CONTRIBffTION TO THE
IkLTRN'ATIONAL H'IDROLOXICAL DECADE 1965-1974. AVAILABLE FRLtM
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF' SCIENCES, PRINTING AND PUBLISHING OFF'ICE
nASHINITON, D.C. $3.50. WORK GROUP ON REPRESENTATIVE AND
LEXF!-IMENTAL BASINS, U.S. NATIONAL (OXMIT'EE FIZO IHD,





NR--9-GW-000000-00081 AN EVALUATION OF HjUAAR IMAGCER AS A 1TXX, FOtR DbINAGE
BASIN ANAL,'SIS. CRt:S ''t.ECHNICAL REPORT 1bl-31. R(X;EtH M. MC)W),
RM2'E SENSING LA 'IORA'TA, UNIVI-.ESIlT OFi KANSAS, ClENTER DIi
RESEARCH INC., ENGINEEHING SCIECE DIVISION, LAWHENCE,
KANSAS. ALCUST 1967. CONWlAtL' NOS. NSR 17-004-003 AND
GRANT' NSG-298. STAR N69-11953.
NH-F'9-00-000-00159 AUTIP)t1TIC *E&ASlUR1ENT AND REDlTION OF( DRAINAGE BASIN DATA.
TEO'HNICAL tMIVlXDUMl 61-32. C. DAIJKE AND R. N.COY,
UNIVERSITY OF KAiNSAS, CEN'I'ER FOR RESEAWCH, INC., ENGINE:.RhI.NC
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. ALCUST 1966. CONlIbACT
NLb1hER NSR 17-004-003.
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NH-F9-00-000-00226 PASSIVE MICR(MIAVE MEASURft1,:NTS OF SMNW AND SOIL, VOIllF. 1,
INSTRUMENTAT I ON AND ASURMhENTS. TECHN I CAL REPORT NO. 2,
SGC 829R-4. J.M. KENNtED, ET. AL., SPACE-GENCFWL, A
DIVISION OF' AEROJET-GENEhAL CORPOATION, EL MFON'l'E, CALIF.
NO4IEMER 5, 1966. CONTRACT NUkIER NONR 4767(00).
NH-F9-00-000-00227 PASSIVE MICROWAVE MEASURIMENTS OF SNOW AND SOIL, VOLUME 11,
ANALYSIS. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 2, SCC 829R-4. J.M. KENNEDY,
ET. AL., SPACE-GENERAL, A DIVISION OF' AEW'T-CGENERAL
OORPORATION, EL )ONT'E, CALIFURNIA. NOVMBER 5, 1966..
CONTRACT N41!ER NONH 4767(00).
NR-F9-GH-163-00376 APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE PHOOURAPHY TO THE STUDY OF COASTAL
ECOLOGY IN BISCAYNE BAY, FIORHIDA. MA4HUN C. KELlY, DEPT. OF
BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES, FIRIDA.
JULY 1969. CONTRACT NtMBER N-62306-69-C-0032.
NR-F9-EJ-130-00424 EFFECTIVE WATER RESOURCE MANAf G1ENE. TRW S$STEMS, SAN
BERNARDINO, CALIF. APRIL 1968.
NR-F9-00-000-00436 MANAGCHEN'T OF HYDROLOGIC SYSTEMS FOR WATER QUALITY CONTROL.
PHILIP C. WOOD, SANITARY ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY,
COULLE OF ENGINEERING AND SCHOXL OF' PUBLIC HEALTH,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFURNIA, HBEKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRIBUT-
ION NO. 121. JUNE 1967.
NH-F9-WJ-000-00469 PLAYA SURFACE MORPHOLOGY - MISCEUAIUNEOUS INVESTIGATIONS.
REPORT NO. AFUCRL-68-0133. AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB.
BEDFORD MASS. MARCH 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N68-27352
NH-F9-GJ-043-0048Z HEAVY SNOW IN THE CHICAGO )tIA A.:S HEVFAU.J H SA'I:F:i.I'lTE
PICTIRES. (SATEIlITE A ND HIEC.'t.'TIiOt L] F.:SACH PNH(jF.cI'I
.PAPER NO. 75. JA/tES I'TING AND DXOiNN-A lit, U.'iUHT'I:Nr'I ()*'
CEX)OPHSICAL SCIENCES, THt: ,lVfE[SIl'T OF CHICAVAO. J(I1A 196b.
GRANT NUhIER C*B WUBI-34. STAR N69-15965.
NR-F9-00-000-00490 EFFECTS ON PHOTIGRAPHS OF WATE] HBY VARIATION OF' SI])IMF:l'T ANO
ALGAL CONTENT UNtERH CONTHOUL-D CONDITIONS. TFI,.HNICAL RKPORIT
9. LIMAN O. WILLIAMS AND JOHN 1DAVIl SJfoL, EAST TENNPEStX:
STATE UNIVERS11-T , JOHNSON CIT', TENN. CONTrA\CT NO.
N00014-67-A-0102-0001.
NH-F9-DU-012-00496 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CLEAR NATLRU, WATER. RANtI)ND C. SMI'IH
AND JOHN E. I-LVH, SCRIPPS INSTIT1TION (F "' C'UR;APtN,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIPFORNIA, SAN DIL';O, CALIFORNUIA. REPRINTED
FRWM JOJRNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMFRICA, VOL. 57, NO.
5, MAY 1967. PP.589-595.
NR-F9-00-000-00511 OPERATIONAL SNON MAPPING FRO" SATEU.ITE PHOYI XRPHYM. JAMES
C. BARNES AND CLINTON J. H(OLEZ, AI.L.LEI) R-SEACH A.SSOCIATES,
INC., CONCORD, MASS. CONhRTACT' NULFt E-196-68. PRESENI'FD
AT EASTERN SNOW CONFENCE, jFUBHLUARY 1969, PORTLAND, MAINE.
NR-F9-00-000-00512 SATELLITE PHQIrGRAPY' FOR SNOR SLRVEILLANCE IN WES1ERN
MOUNTAINS. JAMES C. BARNES A.D CLt. lNUN J. "I-EU, ALLI ED
RESEARCH ASSOCIAI'S, INC., CONCORD, MASS. PRESENTED AT
WESTERN SNOW CONF'ENCE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. APRIL 1969.
NR-F9-00-000-00517 PH(YIURAETRY APPLIED TO ARCTIC GLACIER SUQEVEY:. VOLEAM
FAIG, DEPARTMENT OF SURVEYING ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF
NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA. FEBRUARY 1966. STAR X66-18589.
NR-F9-00-000-00553 LONG-DISTANCE AIRBORNE GLACIAL SOUNDING. TECHNICAL REPORT
EC(XM-2887. JOH W. WALKER, U.S. ARMY, EL'ECIRONICS CC4AND,








T'ECHN ICAL, REP(NT'S - H-lDIOl(X;Y'
S:(.:l:.SI1 ON N '.R DESCR I PT I ON
ti- F'9-00-000-00563 AI.lU.:IX) OF ICE IN TIE ARCT'IC SEA\S ACC(RI)ING 'lO DAT\A l` ( 1 AIH-
CRA{"I' OIt;SRVA'I'IONS. A. 1A. LJZiI-EV, FIl' AL.', RAND C(X)IIP.,SANTA MONICA, CALI{FORNIA. APRIL 1968. MICROFICHE COPI.
STAR N69-12339.
qi F9-HI.-093-00570 Ntl.TISPiXCIRAL StHVF.E OF' ARCTIC RIXGIONS. FINAL HEP(R'I'.ROHERT'I' FVATH, lNIVFRSITY OF bIICHIGAN, INSTITUI'E OF SCIEUCE
AND TEC'tHN( UI, WItI,' RN LAHOI\ATlRIES, ANN ARH)Ri, MICH.JANUARY 1968. (N)hITACI' NO. DA-28-043-ANlC-0013(E).
STAR N60-32521. MICROFICHE CXOPI.
i- t9-00-000-00571 T11 EF'FE'CT OF' RAIN CLOD1)S ON IFHE DESIGN OF RADAR ALTIMEFtRtHS.C.H. BIDELL, SANDIA CORP., ALHLCXI'.RXiE, N.EW ME)XILO.
aTOVLER 1961. PUBLISHED IN NUCLEAR ABSTRAC.'fS, 16.3184(SCR-430).
'NR-Fg-00-000-00579 BREAKUP OF ICE, MEADE RIVI-R, ALASKA. SPECIAL REPORT 118.
PHILIP L. JOHNSON, U.S. ARUMY, COU) RI'XCIONS RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING LAB, HANOVER, NFW HAMPSHIRE. OC'"ULiF* 1967.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N68-26340.
NH-F9-kFJ-000-00592 A TECNIQUl ,'OR SAMIPLING GENE.RAL FISH HABITAT CHARACTER-ISTICS OF STREAMS. U.S. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH PAPER INT'-
41, 1967. ROSCOE B. HERRINGTON AND DONALD K. DLINhAM, U.S.DEPT. OF' AGRICLLTURE, INTERMOU'TAIN FIOREST AND RANCE EXPER-
IME.NT STATION, I)W.EST SERVICE, OGDEN, Ufl'AH.
NiR F9')-00-000-00600 4MANUAL. OF FPRECASTING ICE-FORIMATION FOtJR RIVCERS AND INLANDLAKES. MANUAL OF' H'-DROLOLI CAL FUIRECASTING, NO. 4. MAIN
ADMINISTRATION OF THE H3iDRO-fi I1TWiJGICAL SERVICE, CENTRAL
FORECASTING INSTITUT'E, RUSSIA. 1963. STAR N68-82744.
,.i F'39-00-000-00604 A RAINFALL RA1E SENSOR. TECHNICAL EN*'OHAN'ELX RLTM-NSSL 42.BRIAN E. NMAN, ESSA COAST AND GEODEI'IC SUtRVEY, NATIONALSEVERE bTORMS LABORATORY, NORMAN, GOKL.0. t 3. OV4E]R 1968.
1il f'9--I-IJ-998-00639 INFRARED IMAGING FOR WATER RESOURCES STUDIES. JA14S I.TAYLOR, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY PARK, PA.AND RONALD W. STINGELIN, HHB-SINGER, INC., STATE COL.LGE,PA. PUL, ISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIE'TY OF
CIVIL. ENGINEERS, VOL. 95, JAN. 1969. PP.175-189.
NH--F9-00-000-00641 AFRIAHl PrI1TO l'tH.'II.:ES FOt) HREtCREATION INVE:N(IX]O (O-' .".\'I'-\IN
LAKES AND S'RF.t.tiS. U.S. I'HREST'I' 5.RICE: HRE.F: IRCH PAPR:H I NT-37. ROSC()E B. HitHHRINlUN AD S. HOSS '.IC(tH:R, U.. D'. (OFAGR I (CU', I NTER.lX)LN'lA IN FOREST' AND RANGE EXPERHI IENTSTATION, (LD:N, rl'AH. 1967.
I-t-F'9-00-000-0064 7 HiE NEAR INIF-RJ-ED AB.SORPTION OF LIOlUID WAT-ER. J.A. CLHCIO,
AND C.C. PE'mF¥, U.S. NAVAL RESE'AH(CH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.PUBLISHED IN JOLURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIET1Yl OF AMk'ERICA,
VOL. 41, NO. 5, MAY 1951. PP.302-304.
hiR-F9-GH-998-00648 REI'(YTE-SENSING APPLICATIONS TO HMDROBIOtLCY IN SOUIH
FL_)RIDA. MILION C. KOLIPINSKI AND AARXON L. HIGEH, I.S.GEULOGICAL SURVlE, WAT'ER R.S(HCES DIV., MIAMI, FULORIiD.
REPRINTEID {F`O NAT1IONAL AERONAUTI' CS AND SPACE ADlM IN I STRATIONEARTH RESOURCES AIRCURA'I' PROLcRAM, ST'ATIiS REV I F', VOL. III,
HYDRlOLOGY, OCEANOGRAPHY, AND SF;NSOR STDI tES. PRES.'NT'I-D AT'
THE NASA/MANNED SPACECtIAI' CkNTE', HOUSTON, TEXLAS, SEPTEl'*tR
16 - 18, 1968.
hH -9-00-000-00649 CO(XNTlRIBn'lON 1' THE SELECTION OF( RADIOACTI'IVE IRACERS FIUR
h'DRUXLOG-ILy. (TRANSLATED F{iHtM FtRi-NCH). A. LAL.LXMAND,BUREAU DE RECHIF:HCHES GEOI xGUIcjES Er MINIERES, PARIS, FRANCE.
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NR-F9-ti-000-00650 AERIAL ICE OBSERVING AND RECONNAISSANCE - BAFFIN BAY, DAVID
STRAIT AND FI'XE BASIN. I1''EXROLI_ I CAL BRANCH, DEPT. OF'
TRANSPORT, CANADA. 1961. STAR X69-85043.
NR-F9-00-000-00666 SATELLITE SNOW SURVEILLANCE - A DOWN-TO-FARiT USE OF SPACE
TEHINOXLY. JAMES C. BARNES AND CLINTON J. YHWLE'Y, ALLIED
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., C ORD, MASS. PRESENTlED ATSPACE TECHNOLXY, AND SOCIETY, MARCH 1969. CAPE CANAVERAL,
FIA. VOL. 1, PP.5-I - 5-12.
NH-F9-00-000-00687 NAVIGATION SYSTEMS USED FIOR ICE RECONNAISSANCE IN CANADA.
H.J. BELL, TELEXXIMNICATIONS AND ELCTMRONICS BRANCH, DEPT.OF TRANSPORT, CANADA. PUBLISHED IN CANADIAN AERONAUTICS ANDSPACE JOLINAL, VOL. 14, NO. 10, DEC. 1968. PP.399-406.
NR-F9-GK-000-00689 A RECONNAISSANCE STUDY OF CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE HEAT CYCLE
OF LAKES. FINAL REPORT DEC. 57-JAN. 68. REID A. BRYSON AND
ROBERT A. RAGOTZXIE, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WIS.AUG. 1969. CONTRACT NO. NONR-1202(07). .STAR N70-15031.
AD-695 059.NRH-F9-HJ-000-00707 PRWIECT AOLIA-MAP UDFVEIA)PMENT OF- ARIAL, PH(IUXHA\PI-' AS AN All)TO WATER OUALITY FMANAAGEEI-.'. HEPORT NO. CAL VI'-2449-0-I.C. NEi\lIErt, F. SILV.ESTRO, L'l AL.., CiORNEIIl., A.N(hAI'ICAt, LAIi-ORATORY, INC., BUFFALO , N.Y. SEP'lt'tI4. 1967.' Ct'jLHI'
iLMBE HC-9768.
NR-F'9-HJ-000-00708 PRWUECT AO;A-MAP II DIVElOPMENT OF AERIAL PI'YRlX;RAPIHF AS ANAID TO WATER OUALIT MANAGVtM':NT. CAL FINAl, REPORT V'T-2614-0-1. FRANK B. SILVES'IO AND KENNEITH R. Plx)-It, OXHNEt.LAIRONAUTICAL LAB., INC., HlJF'ALW, N.Y. JANUARY 1969.
CONIRACT NU4" D26064.
NR-F'9-RJ-000-00736 INTEPRL'TATION OF' GROND WATER' OF' TPICAL LANDSCAPES IN T1ECASPIAN LU04AND ON AERIAL, PHUlR.IHAPHS. H.V. VIN(XHAX)V,
ET AL., ACADEM OF SCIENCES, LAHAT1URI IA A/".IitmL.v, USSR.1962. MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N70-11529.
NH-F9-00-000-00738 THE EFFECT OP UNfLERLYING SURFACE ON READINGS OF THE RVTD-ARADIO ALTIMTETR. N.P. KOZHEVNI/W, AIR FURCE SISl'tlNS
CMMAND, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN GIC}IE'ZIfA
I KAR'iXRAFIYA, NO. 1, 1968. PP.49-55.
NR-F9-RJ-000-00744 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC M.THOD FUR ST'UDYIN CGROUXND WATER.
G.E. MEER, ET AL., USSR 1962. STAR N69-40218.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-F9-RJ-000-00756 STUDY OF THE SPECTRAL RIGCHTNESS OF Stc4E LANDSCAPE ELEMT'S
FDR INTERPRETATION OF GROLND WATER ON AERIAL PHTIUORAPHS.
REPORT NO.- FSTC-T-23-253-68. E.S. ARTSYBASHEV, USSR.
1962. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-11722.
NH-F9-CH-095-00776 APPLICATIONS-OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND REMOlTE SENSING TO
HYDROBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN SOITH FL.IHDA. U.S . GEcLLGICAL
SURVEY OPEN-FILE REPORT. MILTON C. KOLIPINSKI AND AARON L.HIGCER, U.S. CEOXLOGICAL SURVEY, MIAMI, FULRIDA. FEB. 1968.
NH-F9-00-000-00779 INDUSTRIAL E"YIWENT DIFFUSION IN RIVERS. A NEW APPROACH TO
THEORY AND MEASUREMENT. KENNETH R. PIECH, FRANK B.
SILVESTRO, El' AL., (XORN'LL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BUFFALO,
NEW YORK. REPRINTED FHOM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE
OF ENVIRONFPAL ~.7SCIENCES, 15'H ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEE"'ING,
ANAEIIM. CALJI'ORNIA, APRIL 1969.
Reproduced from|best available copy.
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NR-F"9-00-000-00823 SPACE APPL.ICATIONS IN WATER RES(OL.CE I),VEI.OPM'NT. CHIARL.ES
J. ROHIINOVE, U.S. GEOLLGICAL SLUVEt, WASHINGTO'IN, D.C.
PRESENTED'AT' THE U.N. CO NPIRENCE ON THE EXPLLURATI(ON AND
PEACER'AL USES OF OUTER SPACE, VIENNA, AUSTRIA. AUL. 1968.
STAR N69-41211.
NR-F9-00-000-00835 SLRFACE MFASU'RE4E'NTS OF SNOW AND ICE F'R CORRELATION WITH
AIRCRAFT AND SATELLILTE OBSERVAT'IONS. REPOHRI NO. CRHHEL-SH-
127. MICHAEL A. BILELLO, U.S. ARMY COLD RIXIONS RESEARCH
AND EhGINERING LAB., HANOVER, N.H. MAY 1969.
STAR N69-37762.
.NR-F9-00-000-00931 INTERPRETATION OF GROUND WATER OF TYPICAL LANDSCAPES IN
TURIMENIA ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. G. YA. vMENR, ET AL.,
USSR. TRANSLATION OF AKADF{I IA NAUK, SSSR, LAHORATORI IA
AERIOMETOOV PRIMENENIES AERXF(IUODOV DLIA IZLIHtEHNIIA
GRUNLTOVKH, VOD. 1962. PP.16-32. STAR N69-40545.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-F9-FJ-998-00938 SNOW COVER DISTRIBUITION AS MAPPED FR'OM SATELLITE PHOFXIURA-
PHY. JA"ES C. BARNES AND CLINTON J. WALEY, AiLIED R.ESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS. IN WATEIR RESOURCES RE-
SEARCH, VOL. 4, NO. 2, APRIL 1968. PP.257-272. CONTRACT'
NO. CWB-11269. W70-02314.
NR-F9-DK-000-00949 CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEI FlOM INDUSTRIAL SOLRCES AND THEIIR
APPARENT INiLUJENCE ON PRECIPITAT'ION IN WASHIMNGUN STATE.
PETER V. HOBBS AND L.P. RADKE, DEPT. OF AlKOSPHERIC SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEA'TLE, WASHINGl)N. CONTM'RIUI'ION.
NO. 212. PUBLISHED IN JCURNAL OF THE AOM)SPHERIC SCIENCES,
VOL. 27, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.81-89.
NR-F'9-00-000-00979 LANDSCAPE INVESTIGATIONS OF RESERVOIRS USING AERIAL Mt4HODS.
N.N. SOKOLOV, USSR. TRANSLATED FRHU SELSKOKHOZIASTVENHAI
AKADEMIA, 1964, PP.217-224. STAR 1470-10609. MICROF'ICHE
CO[PY.
NR-F'9-CG-167-00982 GREAT LAKES ICE COVER WINTER 1962-63 AND 1963-64. DONALD R.
RONDY, GREAT LAKES RESEARCH CENTER, LAKE SURVEY DISrRICT,
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, DETROIT, MICHIGAN. JUNE 1969..
MICROF1ICHE COPY.
NH-F'9-WJ-000-00999 PLANFORM ANAL.YSIS OF MtEANDEHING RIVERS. G.H. lF:HFt:S ANI)
T.P. CHA/U, PUHDWE UNIVERSI'I', LAFAtI':I'E, INDIANA. Ptll.lnH-
ED IN PULRbmE UNIVERsI'rI, ENGINEIERIM; REPRINTS, CE-24Z,
FEB. 1968.
NR-F9-GH-095-01013 RFx{OJrFE-SENSING POTENTIAL- IN KLSIC-DATA ACXJIISITION. CHI\HI.:S
J. ROBINHOV, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTIN, D.C. PHESEN'I')E AT '''IHE
INTERNATIONAL CONFIRENCE ON WATEN F1UR PEACE, WASHIING'ITN,
D.C., MAY 1967.
NR--9-00-000-01021 USE OF THE PROPERTIES OF THEF SOIL CO.ER IN 'THE INTE.PRFn'-
ATION OF GROLND WAT'E ON AERIAL PHUILtX;HPHS.
V.V. KUZNF.TSOV, USSR. TRANSLATION OF' AKAFUNIIA NALUK SSSR,
LABORATORI IA AERqOtiDOV PRIMENENIE AETE'IP)JDOV DILA AZSLH-
ENIIA CRUNTIOVIKH VOD (HOSCO)W), 1962. PP.80-89.
STAR N70-11024. AD-692 627. MICHOF'ICHE COPY.
NR-F9-00-000-01051 SNOW ALBI)DO MODIFICATION - A REVIEW OF LITERATURE. FINAL
REPORT. DR. CHARLES W. SLAUHI'-ER, U.S. ARIMY, COUD REGIONS
RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., HNOVE'R, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
OCT. 1969. REPORT NO. CRREL-TR-217. AD-698 023.
N70-21321 W70-03652
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NR-F'9-00-000-01075 TEMPERATURE AND TURBULANCE EF'FC'TS ON THE PARAMF'TER DELTA IN
THE STOCHASTIC MODEL FiR BUD AND DO IN S1REAMS. BUUJYTIN
33. JOSEPH R. BOSLEY, JOHN J. CIBLUKA, AND RICHARD C.
KRUTIsHKOFF, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, BLACKSHUCG, VA.
NOV. 1969. REPORT NO. W70-03066. PB-189 086.
NR-F9-HJ-123-01077 ADVANCEMENTS IN AIRBORNE INFRARED IMAGING TECHNIQUES IN
HYDROLOGICAL STUDIES. RONALD W. STINCELIN, SR. AND WILSON
FISHER, JR., HRB-SINGER, INC., STATE COLLEGE, PA. PROCEED-
INGS OF AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ANNUAL CONfEIRENCE, 3RD,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., NOV. 1967. PP.465-471.
NR-F9-GJ-000-01086 FIGHTING WATER POLLU'ION. PREFPRMED LINE PRODUCTS CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN UNDER-SEA TECHNOLOGY,
VOL. 10, NO. 1, MAY 1969. PP.46-47.
NR-F9-00-000-01099 MEASURING SNOW DEPTHS BY AERIAL PHOTOG;R.4I'RY Y. F.M. SMITH,
USDA, BOISE, IDAHO, C.F. COOPER, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN, AND E.G. CHAPMAN, AERIAL MAPPING CO.,
BOISE, IDAHO. PROCEEDINGS OF WESTERN SNOW CONWFEENCE,
ANNUAL METIING, 35Th, 1967. PP.66-72.
NH-F9-00-000-01160 GEkXYIEHiAL EXPLORATION FUR GH(NID) AT'EH - DISCU;SSION.
KEROS CARTHRIGTI', ILL INOIS STA1'E GXN)LOG ICAL SURHVEA, I.HtANA,
ILLINOIS. CGX)LOGICAL SOCItI OF' At*ICA ULL_;I'IrN, VOL. 61,
NO. 4, APRIL 1970, PP.1281-1283.
NRH-F9-EJ-130-01144 SYSTkEMS APPROACH TO WATER RESOJRCE MANAGEM,iENT RESEARCH
ACTIVITY REPORT. TRW SYSTEMS, SAN BERNARI)INO, CALIFIONIA.
APRIL 1968. CONTRACT NO. 14-01-0001-1579.
hN-F9-EJ-998-01145 SNOWFIELD MAPPING WITH K-RAND RADAR. REPORT NO.
CRES REPRINT 133-7. WILLIAM P. WAITE, AND HAROLD C.
MACDONALD, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER -UR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERIING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IN RHi'YE
SENSING OF ENVIROIIENT, VOL. 1, NO. 2, 1970, PP.143-150.
CONTIRACT NOS. DIAK02-68-C-0089, AND NAS9-7175.
W70-07157
NR-F9-00-000-01161 MICROWAVE SENSORS FOR WATER MANAGE9ENT AND HWDROLOGY FROM
SPACE. J.M. KEN'NEDY, RYAN ARONAUTICAL CO., SAN DIEGO,
CALIF. PRESENTtE AT THE AIAA ANNUAL E'ETING AND TECHNICAL
DISPLAY, 5TH, PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCT. 1968, PAPER 68-1076.
A68-44991.
NR-F9-GH-095-01173 WATER RESOURCES IN THE EVERGLADES. WILLIAM J. SCHNEIDER,
U.S. CEXLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN
PHTUOGRAtM'ERIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 32, NOV. 1966. PF.958-
965.
NH-F9-00-000-01186 ASPECTS OF COMPARATIVE AIR PHOTOINTERPRETATION IN THE DYFI
ESTUARY. A.D. JONES, UNIVERSITY COLLE;E OF WALES, ABEIYST-
WYTH, WALES. PUBLISHED IN PHOTOAAMRE'TRIC RECORD, VOL. 6,
APRIL 1969. PP.291-305.
NH-F9-CJ-168-01208 WA'TER QUALITY AND PLANT DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE UPPER PATUX-
ENT RIVER, MARYLAND. RICHARD R. ANDERSON, AMERICAN UNIVER-
SITY, WASHINGTON, D.C., RUSSELL G. BROWN AND ROBERT D.
RAPPLEYE, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAhD, C(LLECE PARK, MD. PUB-
LISHED IN CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE, VOL. 9, NO. 3, SEPT. 1968.
PP.145-156.
NR-F9-BH-998-01226 INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY AND IMAGIERY IN WATER RESOUIRCES
RESEARCH. CHARLES J. ROBINOVE, U.S. GEXLOGICAL SURVEY,
ST. LOUIS, MO. PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN WATER
WORKS ASSOCIATION. VOL. 57. NO. 1. 1965. PP.834-840.
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AERIAL WATER {XVALITY RE'ONINAISSANCF S)S'I'FT. C.H. S'IANIFH(;,
ITEK COHP., VID'A DIV., ItlXINGIN, MA\SS. IN PYH(lIXAbltT:l'HIC
ENGINEERIIG, VOL. 30, NO. 1, 1964. PP.46-54.
RE-l'E SENSING ANAL'SIS OF' WATIR UAIALITY. FRANFK H. SIl,VES-
TRO, CORNELL UNIVERSIT'l, RFLIFALO, N.Y. IN JOURHNAl., WATl
POLLUTION CONTROL IFEIX*1ATION, VOL. 42, NO. 4, APRIL 1970.
PP.553-561. W70-07362
VISUALIZATION OF SPIRAL. bOTION IN CU'RVEl) OPEN CiHIANNEL'S OF
LARGE WIDTH. J.R.D. FRANCIS AND A.F. ASFARI, IMPERIAL
COXLEG) E OF SCIENCE AND I'ECHAOLXGY, LONIX)N, ENGLAND. IN
NATURE, VOL. 225, NO. 5243, IEB. 21, 1970. PP.725-728.
W-70-04553.
ATTENUATION OF VISIBLE LIGHT BY FALLING SNOW. RESEARCH
REPORT. REPORT NO. CRREL-RR-242. HAROLD W. O'BRIEN, U.S.
ARMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING LAB., HANOVER,
N.H. AD-702 905. N70-31584
NR-F9-CJ-000-01297 APPLICABILITY OF REMOTE SE'NSING AND SYST1'ES ANALYSIS TiCH-
NIOUES TO RIVER BASIN PLANNING. M.F. BALMtHARDNER, L.F.
IHUGINS, R.B. MACDONALD, PURDUE UNIVERSI'TY, WEST LAF'AYET'TE,
IND. IN AMERICAN WA'TER RESOURCES CONFERENCE, 3RD, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF. NOV. 1967, PROCEEDINGS. PP.456-465.
PURDUE AGR. EXP. STATION, JOURNAL PAPER NO. 3224.
NR-F9-00-000-01307 THE RECENT HISTORY OF THE INDUS. D.A. HOLMES, HUNTING TECH-
NICAL SERVICES LTD., BOR)IAM WOOD, ENGLAND. IN GEXRAPHICAL
JOURNAL, VOL. 134, NO. 3, 1968. PP.367-382. W70-01804.
NR-F9-GJ-168-01336 ON THE STRUCTUIRE OF HIGH-FREXQENCY TURBULENCE IN A TIDAL
ESTRARY. CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 59.
REPORT NO. REF-69-12. WILLIAM J. WISEMAN, JR., JOHNS HOP-
KINS UNIVERSITY, CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTIlTUE, BALTINORE, MD.
NOV. 1969. CONTRAC' NO. NONR-4010(11). MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-698 814 N70-22545.
NR-F9-PK-000-01360 DECODING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF GLACIAL LANDSCAPES - INDICA-
TORS OF GRO UND WATERS. G. YA. MEER AND V.K. MARKOVSKIY,
USSR. TRANSLATION IF.M AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR. LAORATORI IA
AERlME`TOOOV PR I MENEN I E AEOMET V DLIA IZUCHEN I IA GRUNT-
OVYKH VOD (USSR), 1962. PP.69-79. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-696 181 N70-18469 W70-08610
NR-F9-FK-216-01396 A STUDY OF WAT'ERFOL HAHITAT IN NORH'I IDAKI'A USING 8FTII'rE
SENSING TECHNIQUES. FINAL REPORT, MFAY 69-JAN. 70.
REPORT NO. 2771-7-F. W.G. BLRGE, AND W.i,. HHkUN, MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY, WILUOW RUN LAPRA1ORIES, INFHA:IL) AND OfTICS
LABORATORY, ANN ARBOR, MICH. JULY 1970. CONIRAC'r NO.
14-08-0001-11950.
NR-F9-EJ-998-01399 SATELLITE MONITORING OF LAKEBUD SURF'ACES. JtI.ES T. NEAL,
CAPT. USAF', AIR FVORCE CAErHIDGE RESEARCH LAIOAXIIHIE.';,
BEDFORD, MASS. IN - At-RICAN SOCIETY O' PHFYrPX;UbIt R,
ANNUAL hEETING, WASHINGTlON, D.C., 1967, PAPERS. PP.131-150.
NR-F9-00-000-01452 STUDY OF THE USE OF AERIAL AND SATELLITE PYnqI(XA~*, E`TR' FOR
SURVEYS IN HYDRCLOGY. ESSA TECHNICAL bN.NOHANDXM NESCqIM 14.
EVERETT H. RAMEY, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVVIRONNENTAL SATELLITE
CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1970. N70-28678
PB-191 735 W70-09454
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APPLICATIONS OF M1LTISPECTAL RE,11 SENSING TCHNIQULS TO 
KYDROBIOLCOICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN EvROLGS NATIONAL PARK.
REPORT NO. TR-2528-5-T. A.L. HIGER, AND M.C. KOLIPINSKI,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SULRVE'Y, TALLAASSEE, LA. AND N.S.
THNMSON, F.J. TIhSON, UNIVR1SITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLW RUN
LABORATORIES, ANN ANRRWJ, MICH. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
WILLOW RUN LAMTRATIES, IRRED AND OPTICS LABORATORY,
NN ARB a MI1C JAN. 1. 70 35P PUELISHID IN -
IAMMNATINZ SiIPOSIENl2ON 1d O' SENSING OF ENVIROQEIMT,
6T, ANN ARBR, MICH OCT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1,
PP.79-95. CTATf 1. MD-4012-632-69.
AUTh4ATIC SRRS O F DRAIN WBl NETWORKS. ROGER M. MCOWY,
UNfVIRSITY OF KENlTUY, 5 YLEXIN , K .  - IEE
IRANSACTIONS ON GEDSCIENCE ELcRONICS, VOL. GE-8, NO. 3,
JULY 1970, PP.170-182. CONTRACT NOS. NSR-17-004-003, AND
GRANT NSG-296. A70-39794
THE USE OF ENVIRONIPMTAL SATELLITE QDATA FR MAPPING ANNUAL
SNOW-EXTENT DECREASE IN THE WESTIEN UNITED STATES. FINAL
REPORT. 112P. REPORT NO. 8672-F. JAMS C. BARNES AND
CLINTON J. HOWLEY, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.,
CONCORD, KASS. JUNE 1970. CONTRACT NO. E-252-69(N).
W7I-00946 P8-194-004 N71-14750
NR-F9-CQJ-000-01534 AERIAL C(XIU ANAL,,SES ' WAVI'E:R AI.I'VI. NNEF'I) R. PIETi,
AND J.E. WAIER, C(N :IJ*. /O(AtI ' IC.AL IAII. , INC. H R Fi'AIA),
N.V. TI) HE PRESENTI3) A' AM-ERICAN .")I'El: (W' ClIIl. II'.NDL:)iS
MEE'tING, P)IENIX, ARIZONA, JAN. 1971. a7P.
hRN-F9-BH-057-01548 AR4MAGNhIETIC, GRAVITY, AND ELUTUHICAL RESISTIVITY
EXPLORATION MEI~EN0 PAPiALA AND DPNAIAUA, HAWAII. REPORT' i.
T1R-28, HIG-WHRC-4, AND O'R-H-00'0-HI(3). WILLIAM M.
ADAMS, SLUENLWA P. MAwR&, RICHIE ID. HlAEH, WA'IT.R REI.SC'HCES
RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVISLITY OF HAWAII, INOUIUWJ, HAWAI I,
F1SB. 1970, 67P. CONTIIACT NO. DI-14-01-0001-0494.
PB-192807 W70-08154 N71-11680
NR-1'9-BH-057-01557 A HYDROGEOPtfSICAL SLRVEY FROM KAWAIHAE TO KAILUA-KONA,
HAWAII. REFURT NOS. TECH. REPT. NO. 32, HIG SERIES, AND
HJG-WRRC-4. WILLIAM M; ADA.S, FRANK L. PETERS.ON,
SURENDRA P. MATH'RL, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF' HAWAII, HOLI'AJUJ,
HAWAII, SEPT. 69, 156P. PB-IS7 520 W70-00908 N70-26269
NR-F9-00-000-01561 FLOWD PLAIN MAPPING BY THE U.S. GEULOGICAL SURVEY. D.W.
ELLIS, GC)GICAL SURVEY, CHAMPAIGN, ILL. IN FLOOD PLAIN
MANAGE'MYENT - IOWA'S EXPERIENCE, CONFERENCE ON F1OXOD PLAIN
MANWt, 61TH WATER R'F CES DESIGN CONI-U'ENCE, AtS,
IOWA, JAN. 1968, PAPERS (IOWA STATE UNIV. PRESS, 1969),
PP. 197-206. W70-09255.
NR-F9-W1-000-01573 USING SOIL MAPS TO DELINEATE FLOJDPLAINS IN A CLACIATED
LOW-RELIEF LANDSCAPE. DALE E. PARKIER, GEHARD B. LEE, AND
DOU.,LAS A. YAea'NtCR, WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF SOIL
SCIENCE , ADISO, WIS. IN JORNAL OF SOIL AND WATER
CONSERVATIMON,- VOL. 25, NO. 3, MAY-JUNE 1970. PP.96-99.'
W70-08183
NI-F9-GJ-000-01574 FOOD PLAIN DELINEATICN WITh PAN AND COLOR. DALE E. PARKER,
GERIARD 8. LEE, CLARENCE J. MIL D, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN, DEPT. 0F SOIL SCIENCE, MADISON, WIS. IN
FlHTOGRt*'lFRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 36, NO. 10, OCT. 1970.
PP.1059-1063.
NR-F9-00-000-01577 RIIE SENSING GOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS TO HYDROLOGY.
L.S. COXibLE, GEOLW I CAL SURVEY OF CANADA, bEhUX ICAL
MET6HODS SECTION, OWTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. IN CANADIAN
HYDROLOGY SYFPOSILUM NO. 7, VICTORIA, BRITISH COCOIBIA, OCT.
1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.237-260. NATIONAL RESEAHCH
XJCIL OF CANADA, SUBCONMITIEF ON HYDROLOGY. W70-08619
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T'ECHN IC;, H:REP'I'S - HFIit(OILX)A!
ACCESSION N~.R DE.SCR I P'TIO 
NR-F9-CJ-000-01612 PHOJXE(I' CAi.L111C - AN INVESTI'GATI(N OF' H:AVI' HEI.ti'A:E P:VI'IE''HNSASSOCIA'fTED WIlH PRESENT AND PLA.IUND) E:I.CT'HIC P(hlt Pt,%'l'.S
ON CAYU(.A LAKE (EXPERII.NTAL PHROUIAM). FINA. HEPINXI'.
REPORTl' NO. CAL NO. VT-2616-0-3. G. NEUIt1.ER AND U. HI-Wh,
CORNELL AFRONAIJ'ICAL LAB., INC., HUF'FALO, N.I. N. 1969,
66P. CONTRAC' NO. 9500-01-1013-N~S17. W70-08Z7
NR-F9-00-000-01619 APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE PIJIUOI3RAPHS 10 I-H)nROtLAV 1INCANADA. H.L. FERGUSON, H.F. CORK, AND A.I).J. O'NEILL,
DEPAWTMENT OF TRANSPORT, MFNEE)HOL(GICAL tRANCH, 1UH(l.U,
ONTARIO, CANADA. IN CANADIAN H'LDROIUC Y SMNPOSI(fll NO. 7,VICTORIA, BRITISH COtLk3IA, MAY 1969, PR(CEEI)INGS, \VOL. 1.
PP.311-343. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 0F' CANADA,
SUB(XMIITTEE ON HYIDROLOGY. W70-08622
NR-F9-00-000-01625 PHCTIOGRAPHIC RI!.~.ErE SENSING FOR HYDROLOGY. STANLEY H.COLLINS, G(EL.PH UNIVERSITY', ONTARIO, CANADA. IN CANADIANHYDROLOGY SYIPOSILU NO. 7, VICTORIA, BRITISH CXOLUIIA, (XOn.
1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.283-294. NATIONAL RESEARCHCO.NCIL OF CANADA, SUUCI'VIT'EE ON HkYDROLLY. W70-0e621
NR-F9-FH-998-01626 MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF CGUl COAST ESTUARIES. ROY W. HANN,
JR., TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSIT,, COLL[.E STATION, TEXAS. IN
WATER RESOURCES BUL.TIN, VOL. 6, NO. 3, PAPER 70031.
PP.323-338.
NR-F9-00-000-01643 RADAR AS A RENOTE SENSOR FOR HYDROLOGY. J.S. MARSHALL, AND
P.E. CARLSON, DEPT. OF PHYSICS AND MErEXOLOGY, MX;ILL
UNIVEIRSITY, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA. NATIONAL RESEARCHCOUNCIL OF CANADA, SLICOIIITrEE ON HYDROLOGY. IN CANADIAN
iHUROLOGY SIMPOSILUM NO. 7, VICTORIA, BRITISH COLU BIA, OCrT.
1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.261-281. W70-3625
NR-F9-CJ-239-01646 MONTHLY MEAN SLURACE TEIMPERAT1RES FOR LAKE ONTARIO AS
DII'ETEMINED BY AERIAL SURVEY. MICHAEL S. WEBB,
METEUROLOXGICAL SERVICE OF CANADA, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.
IN WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH, VOL. 6, NO. 3, JUNE 1970.
PP.943-956. W70-09206
NR-F9-00-000-01647 THERMAL SCANNERS - APPLICATIONS TO WATER QUALITY STUDIES.
CARL D. MILLR, DAEDALUS ENTERPRISES, INC., ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN. PRESENTED AT REMnTE SENSING OF' ENVIRONENTAL
POLLLUION, MADISON, WISCONSIN, NOV. 1970. 7 PAGES OFGRAPHICS ONLY. (PAPER WAS NOT PRINTED).
NR-F9-00-000-01697 AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION OFt !IX)OD PLAIN .S0ILS. RALPH W.
KIEFIR, DEPT. OF" CIVIL ENGINEERING, NIYEIRHSITI OFt %CISCltSIN,MADISON, WISCONSIN. IN PROCEEDINGS OF THiF A,,tIHICAN SCIK.'f
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. SUHVEYING AND 'APPING DI¥I$IOX.
JO7UNAL, VOL. 95, NO. SUI, PAPER 6819, OCUT. 1969. PP.49-70.
W70-04630
NiR-F9-00-000-0169 8 SPACE TECNOLOGY IN HYDROL.GIC APPLICATIONS. CHiARI.ES J.
ROBINOVE, U.S. GEXXULOGICAL SURHVEY, WASHING'ION, D.C. IN TIHE
HYROLOGY, I NTERNATIONAL S!'vINAR UR 'HYDROLOGY PROFESSORS,
I ST, UIR9A, ILL.INOIS, JULY 1969, PROCEEDINGS (UNIV. OF
ILL., 1969). PP.88-107. W71-01069
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TECHNICAL REPORTS - HY`DOitX.
ACCESSION NLMHER DESCRIPTION
NR-F9-EK-000-01703 OBSERVED FORMS (F BED R(UIINESS IN AN ?UNSTAHLE GRAVEL RIVEH.
V.A. GALAY, RESEARCH COUNCIL OF ALHFRTA, EDMONLUN, ALu*RTA,CANADA. CONTRIBUTION NO. 372, RESEARCH C(U7NCIL O( ALUERTA.IN INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HIDRAULIC RESEARCH, 121T
CONGRESS, FT. COLLINS, COLO., SEPT. 1967, PROC'EIDINMS, VOL.
I (RIVER HYDRAULICS), PAPER ALL. PP.85-94. *70-05196
NR-F9-00-000-01706 REMOTE SENSING IN SPACE TEXHNOLOGY IN HYDROLOGY. PAUL BLCK,
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT,
STCORRS, CONN. IN THE PROGRESS OF' HYDROLOGY, VOL. I - NEWCEVELODPENTS IN HYDRO8IOLOGY, INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR FORHYDROLOGY PROFESSORS 1ST, URBANA, ILLINOIS, JULY 1969,
PROCEEDINGS (UNIVERSiTY OF ILLINOIS, 1969). PP.61-87.
W71-01070
NR-F'9-DK-000-01707 INTERPRETATION OF FDREST STANDS FOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES.
HANS WAELTI, ENGINEERING DIV., BRITISH COLUMBIA IURESTSERVICE, CANADA. IN 1HE B.C. PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER(VANCOUVER), VOL. 17, NO. 2, FEB. 1966. PP.9-12.
NR-F9-'U-000-01711 CRITERIA FOR RECOGNITION OF ESTUARINE WATuR POLLUTION BYAERIAL REWMI'E SENSING. TECHNICAL COMPLETION REPORT, JULY69-JUNE 70. REPORT NOS. W71-01900, AND O.RR-A-031-RI(1).
JOHN J. FISHER, UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND, KINGSTON, RHODE
ISLAND. JUNE 1970, 16P. CONTRACT NO. DI-14-31-0001-3040.
PB-195976
MR-F9-00-000-01733 AVALANCHES IN T1HE USSR (DISTIRPn'ION, DIVISION, Ft'HEAST'INGPOSSIBILITIES). K.S. LDSEV, COLD RIXIONS HESEAHCH AND
ENGINEERING LAB., HANOVNER, N.H. 1970, 169P. 'RANSL. OF' -LAVINY SSSR (RASPROST HTlENIE, RANONIHHOVANIE, VOZi"J,iIN)'I'IPRGNOVA), LENINGARD, 1966. PP.1-130. MICROFICEX COPIY.
AD-?15090
NN-F'9-W0-000-01750 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS - APPLICATIONS IN WATER POXLLTION L CON'I'H(L.REPORT NO. CWr-3. T-A. WASTLER, WATtER POL'UTION (x CN1OLADMINISTRATION, WASHIlGTON, D.C. DEC. 1969, 104P.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N70-35827.
NR-F9-00-000-01752 REI'E SENSING FIR RESO,.CE MANAGEENT AND FLOOD PLAIN
-DELINEATION. REPORT NO. O~(RR-B-002-WISC(II). C.J.MILUFED, D.E. PARKER, AND 'G.B. LEE, UNIV. OF WISCONSIN,
DEPT. OF' SOIL SCIENCE, MADISON, WIS. PRESENTED AT
MIDWESTERN STATES FLOOD CONIROL AND WATER RESOURCESCONFERENCE, MILWAUKEE, WIS(XCONSIN, MAY 1969, 17P. CONTRACTNO. GRANT B-002-WIS. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
PB-195086 W71-00415
NR-F9-DJ-998-01754 WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS. CARL H. STRANDBERG, ITEK DATAANALYSIS CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. IN PtUIGRIAMETRIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 32, NO. 2, 1966. PP.234-248.
NRl-F9-W-998-01755 ANALYSIS OF THER" AL POLLUTION FROM TE AIR. CARL H.
STANDBERG. IN INDUSTRIAL WASTE CONFE1RENCE, 17T, PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, MAY 1962, PROCEEDINGS. PP-779-802.
NR-F'9-BL-998-01788 THE GREAT ALASKA EARTHQUAKE OF 1964. VOL. 1, HYDROLOGY,PT. A--TEXT, PART B--IUUXtDED MAPS. COM41rIEE ON THE ALASKA
EARIHQUAKE OF ThE DIVISION OF EARTH 'SCIENCES, NATIONALRESEARCH COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968, TEXT 458P.,
6 FULDED MAPS. $25.00. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF' SCIENCESPUBLICATION 1603.
r-F-0-oo-o7 AIRPHOTwO INTERPRETATION AS AN AID IN FLOOD SUSCEPTIBILITYDtRM9 INATION. LAWHE'NCE C.N. BURGESS, CANADA, DEPT. OF
ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES, OTTAWA. PRESENTED AT -
ITERNATIONAL CONUERENCE ON WATER FOR PEACE, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1967, 18P.
.1
TXeHNICAL IREPOHLS - HYDHOLOUY
ACCESSION NU~H.R DESCRIPTION
NR-F'9-EJ-139-01816 EVALUATION OF SMNO WAT'I EOUIVAlE:NT'I' I AIRHORNE [FASURHld':NT'
OF PASSIVE TERRESTRIAL, GAIA+v RADIATION. E.L. PEICK, AND
V.C. BISSELL, NATIONAL WEAlTHiE SERVICE, NOAA, SILVER
SPRING, MARYLAND, AND E.H. JONES, 4URlDN W. BTll'lINGUR AND
ASSOC., IT. COLLINS, COLO., AND D.L. IBURE, HG AND G, INC.,
LAS VEiAS, NEV. PRESENTED.AT - AMFRICAN GFX)PHnSICAU. UNION
NATIONAL FALL MEETING, SAN IHANCISCO, CALIF.RNIA, DEC.
1970. 26P.
NR-F'9-G-998-01862 PROJECT LAKE EFFEXCT - A STUDY OF INTERACTIONS BEU',EEN THFE
GREAT LAKES AND THE A1'NOSPHIRE, FINAL REPORlT, JULY 64-XL'T.
65. REPORT NO. 2. REPORT NO. CAL-VC-1967-P-2. G.E.
MCVEHIL, AND R.L. PEACE, JR., CORNELL AERONAUI'ICAL LAB.,
INC., lUFFALD, N.Y. OCT. 1965, 64P. CONTRACT NO.
DA-28-043-AMC-00306(E) MICROFICHE COPY. N66-22478 ,
AD-625739
NR-F'9-EJ-000-01926 AREAL SNOW COVER AND DISPOSITION OF SNWIMELT RUNOFF IN
CENTRAL COLORADO. REPORT NO. FSRP-HM-66. CHARLES F. LEAF,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER, ROCKY MOUNTAIN RFREST AND RANGE EXPERI-
MENT STATION, FURT COLLINS, COLORADO. MARCH 1971. 25P.
PB-198099
NR-F9-00-000-02021 U.S. GEOXOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LFITER NASA-21.
LAKE SURVEYING TECHNIQUtES IN THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROGRESS
REPORT. H.E. SKIBITZKE, U.S.G.S., WATER RESOURCES DIVISION,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA, AND C.J. ROBINOVE, U.S.G.S., WATER
RESOURCES DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D. C. JUNE 1966. CONTRACT
NO. R-09-020-009. X66-19232 N70-41149
NASA-CR-76006 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 22P.
NR-F9-00-000-02050 U.S. GEOXLOICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-50, A
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF AIRBORNE AND SPACEBORNE REIOTE
SENSING DATA FURI Hi'LfOLUIC USES. CHARLES J. ROBINOVE,
U.S.G.S., WATER RESOURCES DIVISION, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY
1966. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-009. X66-20466
N70-41150 NASA-CR-76594 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 19P.
NR-F9-EJ-116-02061 U.S. GCELOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-61, HYDROLOGIC
INTERPRETATION OF NIMBUS VIDICOON IMAGE -- GREAT SALT LAKE,
UTAH. D. C. HAHL AND A.. H. HANDY, U.S.G.S., WATER RESOURCES
DIVISION, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. NOVEMBER 1966.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. X67-10480
N7l-3Ra43 - NASA-CR-79887 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. RP.
NR-F'9-00-000-02068 U.S. GiCX)XLICAL SLRVE'., l'IX'tNICAL ..l*I4 NASA-64 HNI)H(XA;IC
EVALUATION OFW GI-1INI PKInXU\PHN OF F'RHIM;NS (O li;E s.AHAII\,
AFRICA. J.R. JONES, U.S.G.S., WASHINIIM, D.C. APRIL 1967.
CONTRA\CT NO. R-09-020-013. X67-19549 N70-Jm929
NASA-CR-84568 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. IbP.
NR-F9-00-000-02074 U.S. CGEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TEXH-NICAL. LE-vti' NASA-74, AERIAL
INFRARED SURVEAS IN WATER RF'-t.XCES SITLDY. R. M. fR.M. ) ,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL 1967. ONTRALCT NO.
R-146-09-020-006. N68-14987
NH-F9-DJ-000-02076 U.S. GEULOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NSAA-76 INFRAR.D
IMWGERY OF PART OF THE HIGH CASCADE RiLNGE AND MCKENZIE RIVER
VALLE'Y, ORIXON. DONALD A. SWANSON, U.S.G.S., NENLO PARK,
CALIFORNIA, JUNE 1967, CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
X67-18037 N70-3Q939 NASA-CR-85276.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 21P.
NR-F9-HJ-123-02078 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL IET.ER NASA-78. USE OF
INIRARED IMAGERY IN CIRCULATION STUDIES OF THE MIERRIMACK
RIVER ESTUARY, MASSACI-S.i-S. DONALD R. WIESNETF AND JOHN E.
COITON, U.S.C.S., HOSTON, MASSACHUSEqTTS. OC1OHER 1967.
WORK PERFORMED UNDER COOPERATIVE AGREi.'NT BETWEE'N THE
U.S. GELOLGICAL SURVEY AND THE WATER RESOURCES CWOMISSION
OF THE OUM44)NNEALTH OF MoSSACHUSEI''S.
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TEIN ICAL REK)TI'S - HI. JULOGY'
ACCeSSION NUMItR estIP'lON
N-F9-E-o 03-02082 U.S. GEUaocAL'SURVEY, TENICAL IEIrIE NASA-82. 'TH11AL
ANCMALIES AND GECXLGIC FEATUIES OF THE MONO LAKE AREA,
CALIFURNIAj AS lVEALED BY INFRAR/D IMAIERY. JULES D.
FRIEI4AN, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SEPTEMBER 1968. CONTRACT NMBER R-146-09-020.
N69-41239
NI-F9-It-O11-02083 U.S. CEXOLGICAL SURVEY, TaNICAL LEA ThR NASA-83.
.-' GE0UWI1CAL EVALUATION OF INFRARED I Y, EASRN PART OF
YELLAOSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WYOWING AND iONTANA. HARRY W.
S.EDES, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DENR, COUIRADO.
'I'CEMI 1968. CONTRACT NUMIER R-09-020-011.
N69-12276
I-F'9-J-1OI-02084' U.S. GEXoilCAL SULVEY, 'NTIICAL LEITER NASA-84. RAmAR
IM4WIES - SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELD, ARIZONA - A
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION. GERALD O. SCHABRA, U.S.G.S.,
PLAGSTAJF, ARIZONA. AUiUST 1967. CONIRACT NO. R-09-020-015.
4N68-13146
R-.'9-EJ-01.1-02093 U.S. (GIXGUICAL SUlWFt:, 1I'TCHICAL l'I.'HR N/iSA-93.
EVAIUATION OF' INIURPLI)D INE;t:Ht APPLICATIONS 'IX) S:'IU)IF: OF
SUU'ICIAL, GCEOLIt -- tLUJASIUNE PARK. ;NN':ITH I.. PIENHCI',
U.S. CdEOLOOICAL SURVEY, DENVbW, C uX);.. MAY 19be -. .
..; :, COlRAUTI' Nhf:IER.R-09-020-015..- N6d-05120
NR-F9-00-000-020964 U.S., COLOICAL SURVFY,, TIEX4NICAL MT-Fr. NASA-96. VACt.tM
ULTRAVIOU.ET MEASURtII-,TS OF' WH.1a' ANCE AND LUlNESCInCE
FR1O VARIOUS FRO SAMPLES.'H'. V. WAlT'S AND H.J. GXOUI\N,
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUI1E, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. JANUARH Y 1968.
CtlRrACT NO. T-65757. (CONTINUATION OF' INMftATION IN
TECHNICAL Lk.lTER NASA-32.) N69-28158
NR-F9-HJ-151-02098 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TE-CHNICAL LkTI'ER NASA-98.
HlYOROLCGIC EVALUATION OF(W INFRRED IMAGEWRY OF' GRAHT SOJI.IH
BAY - ~ STPSTEAD BAY REJION OF' LUCN ISLAND, NEW tORK.
EDWARD J. PULLHOWSKI, U.S. GEAIUICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. MARCH 1968. CONTRACT NtMEH NASA 09-020-011.
NR-F9-00-000-02101 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEriE.R NASA-101.
TH REITE T EASURU*ENT OF RHODAMI NE B CONCEN'1AT ITON iWHEN
USED AS F.I,-RESCVF. TRACER IN HYDROLUGIC ST1TDIES.
H.T. BETZ, lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
JANUARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-02-006.
N69-28396
NR-F9,-DK-040-02107 U.S. GEXLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-107.
SYNOPTIC TEMPERATURE MIEASURH.2ETS OF' A 'GLACIER LAKE AND ITS
ENVIRONMENT. WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, U.S.G.S., TACOMAI,
WASHINGTON. FEBRUARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006
N69-28506
NR-F9-EFJ-011-02109 U.S. CGELOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEllER NASA-109.
GIENHEHMAL STUDIES - YEILWS'ITNE NATIONAL PARK (TEST
SITE II), WYOMING. D.E. WHITE, R.O. HIURNIER, L.J.P.
IMUFFIER, AND A.H. TRUESDELL, U.S. CGE6LOICAL SURVEY, MEN`UO
PARK, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1968. TASK NO. 160-75-01-52-10.
N68-25251
NR-F9-DJ-061--02110 U.S. GEOCLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-110. AERIAL
INFRARED IMAGES OF' THE GEYSERS COEXHERMAL STEAM FIELD AND
VICINITY, SONCMA COJNTY, CALIIURNIA. ROBERT M. FDXHAM,




TECHNICAL REPORTS - HYDHOU/UY
ACtCESSION NU4IER DESCRIPTION
NR-F9-W,-061-02123 U.S. GFXLGUICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LI'E'R NASA-123. AERIAL
INIFRARED SURVEYS AT THE GEISER-S CL3XYEXIHAL Sl'tNM FILFD,
CALIFtRNIA. ROBERT M. MOXHAM, U.S. GMXII.ICAL SI.HVEY,
WASHINGTUN, D.C. SEPTINMER 1968. CONTRAP'Ir NO. T-65754-G.
N68-37353
%R-F9-00-000-02127 U.S. GEXLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEU.TER NASA-127. R(JEl':
DETECI'ION OF SOLAR STIMILATED LUMINESCENCE. WILLIAM H.
EMPHIILL, U.S. GEUXLGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGION, D.C.
SEIPTEMER 1968. CONTRACT NLMIEN T-65757. N69-10855
NR-F9-00-000-02134 U.S. GEOXOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTR NASA-134.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF' RMUFE SENSING OF' EARTH RESOURCES FRR I'DHO-
LOGICAL APPLICATIONS, 1960-1967. RITA K. LLAVERIAS, U.S.
CGEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WATER RESOURCES DIVISION, ARLING1IN, VA.
NOVEBMER 1968. CONTRACT NU9HER R-146-09-020-011.
N69-28505
NR-F'9-00-000-02158 U.S.GCEOOCICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LE!ER NASA-158. FRAUiN-
HOFER LINE-DEPTH SENSING APPLIED TO WATER. GEORGE E.
STOERTZ, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969.
CONTRACT NUMER T-80485C.
NR-F9-GJ-177-02191 U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-191.
APPLICATION OF RBEMIE SENSING TECHNIQUES 1O WATIE ORIEN'IED
UIXOOR RECREATION PLANNINC;. TECHNICAL REPORT 69-2.
ROBERT W. DOUCLASS, PENNS5LVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, MONT
ALTO, PA. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGOI(N, D.C.
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SITE KIPS - OCE:AMtAPHY'
ACCESSION NLMBtER LOCATION























RECIONAL 17 X 22
REGIONAL 17 X 22
RFGIONAL 17 X 22
REGIONAL 17 X 22
REGIONAL 17 X 22
REOIONAL 17 X 22
REGIONAL 17 X 22
REfIONAL 17 X 22
REGIONAL 17 X 22











































































SITE 007-COAST RANGE, ORIUON/WASHINGT'N
SITE 026-SCRIPPS BEACH, CALIF.
SITE 086-ARGUS ISLE, BERMIUDA
SITE 087-GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR
SITE 096-DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL FOREST, UTAH
SITE 099-FLORIDA STRAITS
SECTION G3AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUESTS
ACCESSION NUMER DESC UIn.'lON
NH-O3-WD-007-00255 SITE 007-COAST RAGCE, ORIX;ON/WASHINItUN (7)
NR-03-DW-007-00275 SITE 007-C04S1T RANGE, OHIX)ON/WASHINU.)N (()
NIrG-3-H-086-00125 SITE 086-ARGUS ISLE, HERMUDA (I)
NR-G3-HJ-086-00323 SITE 086-ARGUS ISLE, eERu4i (2)
MR-03-HJ-086-00324 SITE 086-AGUS ISLE, BE4MJD (2)
NR-G3-H1H-092-00253 SITE 092-PUEI'O RICO (3)
SITE 192-BfARHADOS (I)
NR-03-BL-093-00126 SITE 093-PT. BARROW, ALASKA (I)
iR-C3-BL-093-00127 SITE 093-PT. BARAR(, ALASKA (2)








NR-G3-OH-099-001 3 5 SITE
NR-G3-OH-099-002 4 4 SITE
NR-G3-EJ-117-00217 SITE
SITE
093-PT. BARROW, ALASKA (4)
095-EVRLtADES, FLORIDA (6)


















































DESCR I P ION
28-MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA (1)
128-MISSISSIPPI DF.TA, LUUISIA NA (Z)
128-MISSISSIPPI DELTA, UXJISIANA (3)
128-MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA (4)
128-MISSISSISIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA *(5)
128-MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LIISIANA (6)
117-LU\KE CA1CMA, CAL. IFRNIA (.1)
130-SOUW1ERN CALI*F IRNIA (4)
188-NEW YORK HICG' (2)
151-. LL1. ISLAND, NEW tORK (7)
155-ULY' COAST FISHERIES (1)

































155-GULF COAST FISHERIES (11)
155-GULF COAST FISHERIES (12)
160-NEWFUNDAND COAST (ARGENTIA) (1)
162-BAHAMA HANKS, F11JIIDA (1)
162-BAHAWI BANKS, IFtlI)DA (2)
163-BISCAYNE BAY, IFDRIDA ()'
095-ttL.ADES, FLUORIDA (6)
163-BISCAtNE BAN, IEl-ILM (2)
163-BISCAINE BAY, FLORIDA (3)
169-FLORIDA KEYS (2)
163-BI.SCArNE BAY, FLORIDA (4)
169-FUJRIDA KEY (3)




168-PATUXENP RIVER, MARYLAND (5)
161
AIRCRAFT MISSION RkEUESTS - OCAMNULA\PHY
ACCESSION NM.ER 2OESCRIPTION
NR-03-GH-169-00246 SITE 169-PLORIDA KEYS (1)
NR-03-Hi-169-00315 SITE 163-BISCAYNE BAY, FRLRIDA (3)
'SITE 169-FlLRIDA KEYS (2)
NR-03-GH-169-00316 SITE 163-BISCAYNE BAY, FLORIDA (4)
SITE 169-FLORIDA KEY (3)
NR-03-GH-173-00237 SITE 173-CGU LOOP (1)
NR-G3-GH-182-00243 SITE 182-WEST PALM.BEACH, FLORIDA (1)
NR-G3-HU-188-00300 SITE 188-NEW YORK BIGHT (1)
NR-03-HJ-188-00336 SITE 138-NEW YORK BIHTr (2)
SITE 151-LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK (7)
NR-G3-HH-192-00253 SITE 092-P.IRnTO RI(X) (3)
SITE 192-1RHADX)S (I)
NR-03-DJ-211-00343 SITE 211-SAN FlANC ISCO HAY AHIA, CAI,IIHNIA (I)
NR-03-EH-214-00342 SITE 214-(GUL OF CALIFURNIA (1)
























49 SITES 099, 155
60 SITE 160
88 SITE 166
MISSION NO. 94 SITE 710
MISSION NO. 99 SITE 007
MISSION hO. 113 SITE 158
MISSION 114, EARTH RES.LIRCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 155, 163, AND 169
MISSION NO. 114 SITES 155, 163 AND 169
162
MISSION SCHEENI(I AIND SLUMVRY RFPOHTS - A(NE%(XJHAPlII
ACCESSION NUM4* R DESCRIPTION
NR-G4-HJ-086-A0119 MISSION 119, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITE 086
Mh-U4-HJ-086-B0 119 MISSION NO. 119 SITE 119
NR-C4-GH-998-A0122 MISSION 122, EARTH RESOLRCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 163 AND 169
·NR-C4-GH-998-B0122 MISSION NO. 122 SITES 163, 169
NR-04-GH-128-A0135 MISSION 135, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITE 128
NR-G4-HH-237-A0138 MISSION 130, EARNH RIESC.HRCES SCRtt:NING ,UND INL:EXING REPORT.
SITE 237
NR-G4-HH-237-B0138 MISSION hO. 138 SITE 237 - VIRGIN ISLANDS
NR-G4-IG-998-C0147 MISSION 147, NOVEMHER 17, 1970, MEnTIXROLOGICAL OtHSEIVATIONS-
SITE 248 - NORTH CAROLINA COASTFLIGHII'S 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
SITE 175 - HOUSTON, TEXAS. SPACE FLIGHT MtrTEUHOLUOG GCRUP,
NASA/MSC, HOUSTUN, TEXAS.
NR-G4-IH-155-B0149 MISSION NO. 149 SITE 155
NR-04-I'H-158-C0149 MISSION 149 - METEXROL`X0ICAL DATA IFR EARTH RESOLRCES AIR-
CRAFT PROGRAM. SITE 158, COHPIJS CIRISTI, TEXAS/CULF OF
MEXICO. IHURRICANE CELIA, AUGUST 2-6, 1970. ITOS -FA'THle
SATELLITE PHOtOLXGRAPtS. COMPlIID BY ESSA/WEATHFER BLREAU,
GULF COAST STATIONS, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA - GALVEST'iN,
TEXAS, or AL.
NR-G4-GH-711-C0172 MISSION 172, SITE 711, M[TE.ROLLXOICAL DATA AND CHARTS, APRIL
19-30, 1971. SPACEFLIGCHT `*T EROI.AGY GROUP, MANNED SPACE-






NC-G6-00-000-00024 OCEANOGRAPtlIC SATELLITE SISTl4] CONCET ' AND FEt'\SIIlILIT) S'l' l)\
(U). FINAL REPORT, VOUME: 3, APPENDICES. ALGUSI' 1963.
GENERiAL ELECIRIC, MISSILE AND SPACE DIVISION. PREPlIIF:I) PF1t
ASTR1OALI'ICS PROGRAM OFFICE, HIMteAU OF' NAVAL .SAPONS, NAVAv
DEPARTMNTT, WASHINGTON, D.C. CONTRACT N. N-600(.19)5947?.
NR-G6-CH-128-00027 SPACE OCEANOGRAPHIC PROJEC'. STATUS REPORT, PHHRU,AR 1966 -
OCTOUEN 1966. TEXAS A+M UNIVE1RSIl, DEPARHTE-.,T O9'
OCEANOGRAPHY, COLLXEGE STATION, TEXAS. OF1-'ICE OF NAVAL
RESEARCH. CON'IHAC' NO. NONR 2119(04).
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DIVISIOi BIHAOLHAL\Pif - UC6I\NAHA'APH
ACCESSION NUBER DiS I Tl hON
NH-06--086- 00029 INFORMAL LOG - 13.3 GHZ SINGLE-POLARIZED SCATlnaUlER,
400 MZ DUAL-POLARIZED SCATTEROMEER. MISSION 119, AMRGUS
ISLAND, BERMUDA, JAN. 19-27, 1970. CRES TECFNICAL I1HtMAN-
DU4 177-4. G.A. BRADLEY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER IUR
-RESEARCH IN ENG I NEER I NM SC ENCE RMP3TE SENSI NG LABURATURY,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. FEB. 1970. $NT7A'CT NO. AS 9-10261.
NR-G6-EJ-998-00032 THE AIRCRAFT TEST SITE RJUIRMEN~TS STUDY FOR SPACECRAFF
OCEANOGRAPHY - FINAL REPORT. ASTRO SCIENCES CENFER OF LIT
RESEARCH INSTITUniE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. PREPARk.D FOR THE U.S.
NAVAL OCEANORAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINhOiN, D.C. SEPTEMBE 23,
1966. CONTRACT NO. N62306-2075.
NR-06-GI-128-00034 OCEANOGRAPHY USING REOTE SENSORS. STATUS REPORT, MARCH 1,
1967. TEXAS A*M UNIVERSITY, DEPARIMENT OF OCEANORAPHY.
CONTRACT NO. NONR 2119(04).
NR-G6-OH-128-00038 OCEANOGRAPHY USING RE1OTE SENSORS. STATUS REPORT, JUNE 1,
1967. TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, DEPARPMENT Of' OCbENOGRAPHY.
JULY 8, 1967, PUBLISH DATE JUNE 1, 1967. (XCNTRAC' NO. NONlR
2119(04).
MR-G6-4H-128-00042 OCEANOGRAPHY USING REMO'E SENSORS. STATUS REPORT,
I SEPTEMBER 1967. TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, DE"PARTMENT OF
OCEANOGRAPHY, CO(LE STATION, TEXAS. CONTRHAT N1! ER
NONR-2119(04). STAR N68-10843.
NR-G6-EJ-998-00052 DETAILED PLAN FMR THE U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OF''ICE
PARTICIPATION IN THE NASA NAItRAL RESOURCES PROGRAM. MARCH
1966. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPIC OFFICE, WASHINGTOUN, D.C.
CONTRACT NO. NONE.
NH-G6-CH-998-00053 SPACE'CRAT OCEANOGRAPm PRa(II'. 14 Qbb \NN( L HF'PIrT'.
PHILWU CORPOATrION, SPACE ANt) HE-F:IN'H I)IVISI(ON, PAI.) AI.'l,
CALIFIORNIA. U.S. NAVAL OCFANMX;HAPHIC (F'FICE, IAASHIr'INOTN,
D.C. SPONSORED BY T1Ht NATIONAL AER"O'AtUI'ICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, WASINM;1UiN, D.C. 19b7 HEPRINT. C()N'ACT NO..
N62306-2141
NR'-G6-GH-128-00056 OCEANOGRAPHY USING REIMOTlE SENSORS. S1ATUS REPORT, I JANUARI
1968. LUIS R.A. CAPUWRO, l'EXAS A+M UNIVEHSI'TI, :DEPARU'I*:;N'OF OCEANOGRAPHY, COLL./E STATION, TEXAS. JANUARY 196g.
IONTRACT NO. NONR 2119(04). STAR N66-20041.
NR-C6-{-998-00077 OCEANOGRAPHIC IMAGE ENtHANC FN''. FINAL REPORT - THR-DI2164.
DONALD S. ROSS, PHILCO-I-UHD (XRP., SPACE AND HE-EN'IVr
SYSTI4S DIV., PALO ALTO, CALIFIUHNIA. JAN. 1970. (COX)NCT
NUMBER N62306-69-C-0072.
NR-G6-GI-128-00096 OCEANOGRAPHY USING REm1Y'E SENSORS. FINAL REPORT, JANUARY
15, 1969. LUIS R.A. CAPUWO, TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS.
CONTFRACT NUNIER NONR 2119(04). STAR N70-18106.
MI-G6-00-000-00106 OCEANOGRAPHIC CC(IENT ON APOLLO 501 MISSION PHOtOGRApIY.
DON WALSH, LCDR., U.S. NAVY, AND JAMES E. ARNOLD, DEPARTMhNT
OF OCEANOGRAPHY, TAS A+M UNIVERSITY, COLLEE STATION,
TEXAS. NOEM 1967. OMNTRACT NLIBER NONR 2119(04).
STAR N68-18773.
NR-G6-GH-128-00107 PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM CONVAIR 240A, MISSION 50, JUNE 12,
1917, OVR MISSISSIPPI DEXLTA ARtEA. JACK F. PARIS, 'ElXAS A+M
MIVERSITY, DEPAR'IENT OF OCEANOXRAPHY COLLJEGE STATION,
· A k68-.3 MAY 1968. CO(NRACT NUM3ER NONR 2119(04).
STAR N68-33130.
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DIVISION HIHLIOGRAPHI - OCtEA'N(1II.,I'HY
ACCE:SSION NUrFH* DE.SC I '1'I ON
NR-G6-FH-175-00138 SELECTED GROUND TRUTH DATA IN THE HOUSTON-GALVESTON AREA.
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, INSTRtMENTATION AND ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUMENT 28-108.
MAY 8, 1968. CONTRACT NLMBER NAS 9-5191.
NR-G6-00-000-00162 NATIONAL DATA PROGRAM FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT. FINAL
REPORT. VOL. I AND 2. SECOND DRAFT. REPORT NULHER TM-4023/
004/00. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COHPORATION, SANTA MONICA,
CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER N00014-67-C-0559
NR-G6-00-000-00163 THE DETERMINATION OF' MIXING AND CIHCtIAI'ION IN 'IHE OCFIAN
WITI RADIOACTIVE TRACERS. J.M. PROSPFRHO, I.NIF:tEHS'I't OF
MIAMI, INSTI'IVIE OF' MARINE SCIENCE, CUOtbL. GIMILfS, FLU IDA.
OCTOBER 1965. CONTHAC' NO. Al'-(40-D-3146).
NR-G6-FiH-998-00165 T-S CHARACTERISTICS OF T'E GCI.' OF MEXICO AT IN',hrtbl)lA''E
DEPTHS. REPORT NO. A/M-REF-69-7-T. J.W. CARUTIt:HS, TEXA\S
A + M UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF' OCAOXjGRAPHY, CO(XLIE STATION,
TEXAS. JUNE 1969. STAR N70-13000.
NR-CG6-EJ-027-00196 MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS OF' SEA STATE FROM AIRCRAiF'. REPOHT
NO. X-620-68-414. W. NORDX*IC, JACK COXXAWAV, AND P. 'HA)XC*,S
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENHELT, MARI1AND. NOVEMER
1968. STAR N69-11537.
NH-G6-GH-128-00199 CHARACTERISTIC PATTERNS OF RIVER OUTFIDW IN THE MISSISSIPPI
DELTA. REtERENCE NO. 69-8-T. DON WALSH, TEXAS A + M UNIV-
ERSITY, DEPARI'NENT OF OCEANcOGRAPH, CO(LEUE STATION, TEXAS.
JUNE 1969. CONTRACT NO. N62306-69-C-0263. STAR N70-18375
NR-C6-HM-000-00200 PRELIMINARY STUDIES OF INFRAbRDJ IMAGERY OF SEA-ICE PATTERNS
SPECIAL REPORT 52. VERNON H. ANDH.ESON, U.S. ARMY COLD
REGIONS RESEARCH AND ENGCINEERING LABORATORY, HANOVER, N.H.
OCTOBER 1962.
NHR-6-00-000-00202 NATIONAL DATA PROGRAM FOR THE MARINE ENVIRO*I(ENT. PHASE 2,
PART 3. PROGRESS REPORT TM-4023/003/33. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. 28 IEBRUARY 1969.
CONTTRACT NUMBER N00014-67-C-0559.
NR-C6-00-000-00203 NATIONAL DATA PROGRAM FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONFNENT. PHASE 2,
PART 2. PROGRESS REPORT 'TM-4023/002/00. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. 17 JANUARY 1969.
C(NTXIRAT NUMER N0014-67-C-0559.
NR-G6-00-000-00214 POE(7NTIAL IMPACT OF SATELLITE DATA ON SEA SURFACE TEMPERA-
TURE ANALYSIS. INFORMAL REPORT, NO. IR-69-64. JOHN C.
WILKERSON AND VINCENT E. NOBLE, U.S. NAVY DEPARTFENT, NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFIFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1969.
NR-G6-EJ-998-00 216 REMOTE SENSING TECHNIOUES FOR TH LOCATION AND MEASUREMENT
OF SHALLOW-WATER FEATURES. REPORT NO. 8973-10-P. F.C.
POLCYN AND R.A. ROLLIN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, INSTITUTE
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCCY, WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN. JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER
N62303-67-C-0243.
hR-06-EJ-998-00217 FlLIGHT TEST OF AN OCtEAN CLUR M.ASURING SYSTl'r. FINAL
REPORT. J.S. BAIUA,, THW SISTEMS, HERX[W H\ BEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1969. COhN'RACT NUIhER N6230669-C-0024.
NH-06-00-000-00220 SYNOPTIC QCEANOGRtPHY. Rtlt.rE SENSING STlDIES OF' THE OC-AN.
PREPRINT (SPACECRAFT OCEANOGURAPHY PRHOIF'T), PRHSENI'TED AT
JOINT NATIONAL mEE'TINGS, AMftRICAN ASTRONAIn'ICAL SOC.IF'Y(15TH A4NUAL) AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCI ff. (351H NAT-
IONAI). JUNE 17-20, 1969. DENhER, OLLRAX). JO(i W.
SHE-RMAN, III. U.S. NAVY DE:PARHl'tNT, NAVAL OCFi4NOGHAPHIC
OFFICE, SPACECRAFT OCEAOGRAPtHY PROJEiT, WASHING1'ON, D.C.
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DIVIS1ON HIIHi.I(uI.H.%IPI - OC(A\(XHAPmHY
ACCESSION NU4*HR L:SCH I P'IION
NM-06-00-000-00221 PHOTOGRAPHY - RAPID PHOTOCRAPHIC PROCESSING AND LiHWATEF
PHtIUGRAPY. VOL. 1, VOL. II, VOL. III. REPORT BIBLIO-
CRAPHY. JAN. 1953-NOV. 1969. MICR.OFICHE COPY.
NR-06-00-000-00222 USE OF SATELLITE HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED IMAGERY D0 MAP
ARCTIC SEA ICE. FINAL REPORT. JANES C. BARNES AND DAVID T.
CHANG, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS.,
AUGUIST 1969. COXNTACT NlMIEX N62306-68-C-0276.
NR-G6-00-000-00225 THE USE OF METEIROLOGICAL SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS FR THE.
tEASUREMENT OF SEA STATE. REPORT NO. IT-2. SEIBERT 0.
DUNTILY AND CATHARINE F. EDGiERTON, U.S. NAVY, iRfEAU OF.
SHIPS, WASHINGI.IN, D.C. JUNE 1966. CONTRACT NO. MNOS-86012
STAR X67-11043.
NR-C6-HJ-86-00228 THE AIRBORNE SEA STATE RADAR PRINCIPLE AND PRELIMINARY ANAL-
YSIS OF AN EXPERIEN1TAL EVALUATION. NRL MEM1 REPORT 1884.
ARNO M. KING, ET AL., U.S. NAVY DEPT., NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1968. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
STAR N68-35563.
NMI-6-00-000-00240 RADAR SCATI'ERING IFHM THE SEA. PROGRESS REPORT APRIL-JUNE
1966. G.R. VALENZUELA AND E.B. DOBSON, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, APPLIED PHYSICS LAHORATORY, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
STAR X67-12567. AD-375 012
NR-G6-00-000-00257 PHOTOGRAPHY - UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY. VOL. II. REPORT
BIBLIOGRAPHY. JAN. 1953-MARCH 1969. MICROFICHE COPY.
NHR-G6-EJ-181-0063 APOlIl) 502 MISSIOh - PRELIMINARY ANAI.)SIS OF SEI)II*;:N'IiXJ .
FRANK J. WOtBER, ItI1 CORP., GAITHERHSHAHG, Mi). JA1N.AHt 1969.
NR-G6-WG-150-00274 ASPECTS OF COASTAL. OCEAGRAIXPHY FNOM SPACE PHOIX;IRAPH.
MAYNARD M. NIQCHS, VIRH;INIA INSTIllI'E OF MAbINE SCIEN.E,
GLOUCESTER POINT, VIRGINIA. PRESENTED AT GEOLUXICAL SOCIFI-1
OF AMERICA, ANNUAL ME'I'ING, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., NV. 1969.
'QR-G6-00-000-00290 STUDY OF DOPPLER SPECTHA OF RADAR SEA-ECHO. G.R. VALFUNZU-IA
AND M.B. LAIN0, NAVAL, RESEARCH LAB., WASHINI"ON, D.C.
NOV. 1969. REPORT NO. NRL-6934. AD-b98 117. MICROFIOCHE
COPY. STAR N70-21902 AD-698 117
NR-G6-GH-162-00292 ON THE INTERPRETATION OF FETCH-LIMITED WAVE SPECTRA ASMEASLUED BY AN AIRBORNE SEA-SWEILL RECORDEH. T.P. IIUlNE'lT
AND J.C. WIUKERSON, NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHIN;,IUN,
D.C. MAY 1967. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. NOX)-T1-191.
AD-824 468. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-G6-00-000-00308 FISHERIES FORECASTING SYSTEMS - A STUDY OF THE JAPANESE
FISHERIES FRMECASTINU SYST'EM. FINAL REPORT FUR IR AND D
MUO 9843-39. ALAN BULRANK AND R.H. DOUGLASS, TRW SYS1EMS,
REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA. APRIL 1969.
NR-G6-00-.000-00328 U.S.'NAVY ,SYMPOSIUM (4TH) ON MILITARY OCEANOGRAPHY',
WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1967. PROCEEDINGS, VOLUNE I.
U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPY. AD-822 946L X68-12141 THRU X68-12166.
NR-G6-00-000-00329 U.S. NAVY SYMPOSIUM (5TH) ON MILITARY OCEANOGRAPHY,
VOLUqE 1. U.S. NAVY MINE DEFENSE LAIORATORY, PANAMA CITY,
FlRIDA. 1968.
NR-U6-CH-162-00330 AIRBORNE RADIATION TH'E] TER SURVEY TONGUE OF THE OCEAN,
5 THIOUGH 9 FEBRUARY 1963. INFURMAL MANUSCRIPT REPORT
NO. 0-20-63. (REPRINT) J. WILKERSON, R. PELOOUIN, ET AL.,
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.FEIRUARY 1963.
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DIVISION HIHt.IOGHAPHi - OCFLN(X;RAP1r
AO0ESSION NUIER DESCR I P'ION
NR-G6-HJ-086-00331 AIRBORNE RADIATION AND INFTARED THERMOMEERS. (TWO PARTS)
INFXORMAL REPORT NO. 0-16-63. PART I, MORRIS WEISS, BARNES
ENGINEERING CO., STAMFIRD, CONN. - PART II, ROBERT A.
PElLOUIN, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASH., D.C.
PRESENT1) AT INSTRUMENT SOCIETY OF AM*ERICA CONFIRENCE, SAN
DIEUO, CALIFIORNIA, NOV. 1962.
NH-G6-00-000-00332 ACCLRAC0 OF' AN AIHHOHNE, INF9HF-II)> ,U)I;'TI(N 'I1tF-.,rCt'l* :H.
INFlORAL REPO'r NO. 3-1-66. H(ItR'I' E:... PICKhF-R, U.S. NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHIN;'IUN, D.C. APRIL 1966.
NRH-6-JH-710-00336 NEWS FROM HOLEX. (BARBADOS OCEANOGRAPHIC AND MFN'FXFOLXOGICAL
EXPRIIMENT). PRESS KIT, MARCH 21, 1969. tENVIH.RO.1NTAL
SCIENCE SERVICES AUMINISTRAT'ION, HWU"X PRUELCT' O(FFICE,
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND.
NR-G6-00-000-00337 WORKSHOP ON TEICHNIUCES FUR INFtRI*D SURVEY OF SEA TItP-
ERATURE. APRIL 27-28, 1964. JOHN CLAHK, OFFICE OF' NAVAL
RESEARCH, SANDY HOOK MARINE LAB., HIGHLAhDS, N.J. AUG. 1964
PRELIMINARY REPORT.
NR-G6-00-000-00341 RADIO .SO'NDING OF ANTARCTIC ICE. RESEARCH REPORT SERIES
NO. 67-1, CONT'RIBUI'ION 214. GEFRE R. JIRACEX, LUNIVUISITY
OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN. INVU43ER 1967. X68-14890
AD-827 844.
NR-G6-00-000-00355 AN EVALUATION OF THE INFRA-RED THERMOMETER AS AN AIRBORNE
INDICATOR OF SURFACE WATER T'IIPERAT'RES. CANADA - IE,'tXIuO-
LOGICAL BRANCH, CIRCULAR 4354. JAN. 1966. T.L. RICHURDS,
AND D.G. MASSEY, DEPT. OF' TRANSPORT, MEF,1"RLOGICAL BlRAhCH,
TRONTO, CANADA. X66-21621
NR-G6-00-000-00372 AIR-SEA INTERFACE AND INTERACTIONS. REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY,
FEB. 1956-JULY 1969. REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-69-68. DEFENSE
DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. JAN. 1970. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. AD-065 800 X70-14187.
HR-G6-LL-166-00401 MEASUREMENTS OF MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM A !FAM COVERED, WIND
DRIVEN SEA. REPORT NO. X-650-70-384 PREPRINT. W. NORDhERG,
J. CONAWAY, DUINCAN B. ROSS, AND T. WILHEIT, NASA, GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. OCT. 1970.
SUBMI'ITTED FOR PUBLICATION 'D JOURNAL OF' ATMOSPHERIC
SCIENCES, OCT. 1970. NASA-TM-X-65368.
N70-42628. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-G6-HJ-998-00428 AERIAL PHOFIGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE COASTAL WATERS OF NEW
YORK AND LONG ISLAND. MAHLON G. KELLY, UNIVERSITY OF
VIRGINIA, DEPT. OF ENVIROINMENTAL SCIENCE, CHARLO'ITESVILLE,
VA., AND LOUIS CASTIGLIONE, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF
BIOLOGY, BRONX, N.Y. NEV. 1970. CONTRACT NUMBER -
N62306-70-A-0073-0003. AD-715 804 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY
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SECTION G7
: AVCESS ION NU4EE
- SUMMARY REPORTS
DESCRI 'r ION
I--0G7-00-000-00004 OCEANOGHAPHN FROM SPACE. PHOCEt)DINGS Of CO FERENCE (ON 'I-IE
FEASIBILITY OF CONDUTI'ING OCFANOGHAPHIC I:CXPL.IMVI'IONS I(H
AIRCRAIFT, MANNET ORBITAI, AND LIkJl IAH(}IRAT'HIES. AUXIlST
24 - 28, 1964. WOUDS HkLE, OCEANOGRAPHIC INST'ITI'ION, W(X.)S
HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS. APRIL 1965, OIN'IHI\CT' NO.
NSR-22-014-003. STAR N65-30350. G.C. EWING, EDIlUH
dR-07-00-000-00006 T'E FEASIBILITY OF SEA StRF'ACE tiMPERATURE Dt'EHMINATION
USING SAl'LLITE INFRARED DATA. NASA CR-474. JAME:S H. GREAVES
RAYMOND *WEXLE AND CLIN1TON J. HUWLFUY, ALLIED HESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS. MAY 1966. CONl'ACl'' NO.
NASW-11.St STAR N66-24393.
RR-G7-00-000-00-003'PACE APPLICATIONS SLN4ER ST[DY 1969. U.SgUJL APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-ORi ENTED SATELLITES. OCEANOGRAPHI-NO. 5. NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, NATIONAL RESEARCH CO(UNCIL, WASHINGTON,
*D.C. CONTRACT NU!BER NSR 09-012-909. STAR N69-28072.
IR-G7-00-000-00049 OCEANOGRAPHY AND mETEXROLoGY, A SYSTEM ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY
ORBITAL RESEARCH REQUIRE!NTS.- VOL. 1 - EXECUTIVE SLM4ARY
REPORT AND VOL. 2 - TEXCHNICAL REPORT. W.W. HILDREI1H AND
A.B. HOLLINDEN, MC DONNELL DOUGLAS CORPi SANTA NONICR,
CALIFURNIA. APRIL 1968. REPORT NOS. DAC-58120-VOL. 1, AND
DAC-58121- VOL. 2.. CONTRACT NO. NAS 8-21064, ADDENUL M ONE.
WR-G7-00-000-00050 SATELLITES CAPABLE OF OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA ACOUISITION - A
REVIEW. REPORT NO. TR-215. PAUL E. LAVIOLETTE AND SANDRA
E. SEIM, U.S. NAVY DEPT., OCEAGOCRAPHIC;:OFFICE, WASHINGIIUN,
D.C. MAY 1969.
NR-G7-EJ-998-00059 ANNEX A. A REVIEW OF ACHIEVMNENTS IN REMOTE SENSING FOR
OCEANOGRAPHY. ANNUAL REPORT, OCT. 1965 - SEPT. 1966. U.S.
NAVY DEPT., NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
STAR X6-R.1950.
* R-G7-HJ-998-00069 WIND-DRIFT CURRENT INVESTIGATIOINS. 'SUMMARY REPORT:
ARNOLD L. GORDON AND ROtERT D. GERARD, LAVNONT-DOHERTY
GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY OF COLLb.BIA UNIVERSI'Y, PALISADES,
NEW YORK. DEC. 1969. CONTRATI NO, N 62306-C-0296.
NIH-U7-HJ-998-00070 WIND-DRIl1' CU.HRiRF' IVE.'IG,\'I'I(N.S. Nt:Al. RE:POT'. ARNOLD
L. GORDON AND ROCtRT O. GERARD, LA -'l*'-X}*tWT CGEDULUICAL
OBSERVA1TRY OF ClAAU'iIA LNIVElSIT'Y, PALISADES, NEW YORK.
JUNE. 1969. CONTRACT NO. N 6Z306-C-0296.
NR-G7-LL-998-00087 MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS Of' THE OCEAN SURFACE. ANALYSES OF'
THB NASA/NAVY REVIEW JUNE 1969. REPORT NO. SP-152. U.S.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC 6 FICE, SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPH PHRUEC'I',
MASHINGTON, D.C. DEC. 1970, 292P. AD-718 773
NR-G7-EJ-027-00088 SPACECRAPFT OCANOGRAPHY PROJECT. ANNEX A - A REVIEW OF'
ACHIEVEMIENS IN REI>n'E SENSING FUR OCEANCGXRAPHY. ANNUAL
REPORT, I OCT. 65-1 SEPTi. 66. PREPARED JOINTLY BY NAVY AND
PHILCO--FRD CORP., PALO AL1TO, CALIF. SEPT. 1966, 104P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-823211 X68-81950
NR-G7-GH-998-00094 UNITED STATES ACTIVITIES IN SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY.
NASA, AND U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGVTIN, D.C.
OCT. 1967, 48P. AVAILABLE - U.S. GOVT. PRINT. OFFICE, .65.
MR-G7-HJ-998-00102 REIMTE SENSING IN MARINE BIOLOGY AND FISHERY RE'SORCES, SYM-
POSILM, COULEGE STATION, TEXAS, JAN. 1971, PROCFI-)IGS.
REPORT NO. TAMU-SG-71-106. TEXAS A+M UNIV., REMTE
SENSING CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. MARCH 1971, 306P.




ACCESSION NUMIER LESURt PtTMN
NR-G8-00-000 -00018 DATA tOCEANOGJAPHY ISSUE); VOL. 9, M). 5, MAY 1964
NRH -0-00--00-000 66 REFRA'iUCTI'VE. INDEX OF WA'TR IN THE INFRARIt. MARVIN H. OGLHY
AND HAS IL. CURNI'E, KANSAS STAE UN I VlS ITY, IANI-A\l'l'AN,
KANSAS. PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF THE OPTIlCAL SOCIETY OF
ANERICA, VOL. 59, NO. 10, OLT. 1969. PP.1299-1305.
NR-G0-00-000-00146 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE USE OF SATELLITES FUR OC'ANOGRAPHIC
OBSERVATIONS. WILLIAM K. WIDGITR, JR. AND JAIWES R. CREAVES,
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CON(XRU), -MASS. APRIL 1968.
CONTRACT NUFUER NASW-1651.
NR-G8-00-000-00157 ILLUSORY LAND IN THE ARCTIC. V.S. ANTONOV, ARCTIC RESEARCH
OBSERVAT'RY, DICKSON ISLAND, CANADA. TRANSLATED FRWM
PRIRODA, 1967, NO. 12, P.68. STAR NO. N68-27702.
NR-Ga-JK-998-00202 REPORT OF THE ARCTIC ICE OBSERVING AND FUIRFCASTING PROGRAM-
1965. REPORT NO. SP-70(65). U.S. NAVY DEPT., OCEANOGHAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHING'iON, D.C. MAY 1967. STAR N68-86204.
NR-"G-H1J-998-00204 SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY 1964-1967. INFOMX)AL REPORT.
CHARLES C. BATES AND JOHN W. SHFMAN, U.S. NAVY DEPAR1MENT,
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHICNTON, D.C. MAY 1968.
STAR X68-20409
NIR-C8-JK-998-00231 REPORT OF ITHE ARCTIC ICE OBSERVING AND FORECASTING PROCRAM
1964. SP-70(64). U.S. NAVY DEPT., NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. DECEMBER 1965. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N66-31276.
NR-GS-00-000-00277 ME1ETROLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF NIMBUS HIGH RF.SOUUTION
INFiARUD (HRIR) DATA. NASA CR-352. W.K. WIDGER, JR., J.C.
BARNES, ET AL., ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., XNCOXRD,
MASS. ALUCUST 1965. CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-9554.
STAR N66-17661.
NR-GC-00-000-00284 SATELLITE STUDIES OF CLOUDS AND CLOUD BANDS NEAR THE LOW-
LEVEL JET. WILLIAM D. BONNER AND FRANK WINNINGHOFF, UNIV.
OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFXRNIA. PUBLISHEID iN
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, VOL. 97, NO. 7, JULY 1969. PP.490-
500. MICROFICHE COPY.
NH-U8-00-000-00285 INTERACTION tU'E'FNF StLITROPICAL. AND) POA.,R-FRH(T JET Sl'HT\'r.
E.R. REI'T, E'' Al.., COX)tmUX) STATE UNIVtl llTY, ItYl'. OF'
ATMOSPHfNIC SCIENCE, VI'. COlLINS, (XbIUX). PtHS.ISHEI IN
MNIITHLY WEAT1HER RE;VIF., VOX.. 97, JUNE 1969. PP.432-43-A.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NH-G8-00-00Q-00287 SPACE OCEANOGRAPHY - APPLICATIONS AND RENIKFITS. E.E. LLD-
WICK, JR., CGENERAL LElX'TRI CO., MISSISSIPPI TEIST StPPORH'
DEPT., BAY ST. LOUIS, MISS. PtiBLISHED IN SPACE, 'T*)INOXI.t,
AND SOCIETY - CANAVRAL COUNCIL OF TEXHNICAL. SEIEI'IES,
SPACE CONGRESS, 6T1, CO(X)A EACH, FLA., MAHCH 1969. VOL. 1,
PP.9-5-9-35. MICROFICHE COPY.
IR-G8-00-000-00304 COLLECTED REPRINTS-ESSA-INSTIIF!TE FOR OCEANOU RAPHY 1966.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SIEVICES AiMINIS"tATION, AllANTIC
OCEANOGRAPHIC LAHORATRIES, MIAMI, FLA., AND PACIFIC OCEAN-
OCRAPHIC LABORAltRIES, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. 1969.
NR-G8-00-000-00305 COLLE'TED REPRINTS-ESSA- INSTilrUTE FOR OCFAUXORAPHY 1967.
ENVIRONMETAL SCItENCE SEIVICES AEPIINISTRATION, A11UINTIC
OCEANOGRAPHIC LAIURATOlRIES, MIAMI, FLA., AND PACIF'IC OCEAh-
OGRAPHIC LABORATORIES, SEATTLE. , WASHINGTON. 1969.
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NR-G8-00-000-00306 COLLECTED REPRINTS-ESSA-INSTITUTVIE FR OCEANOGRAPHY 1968.
ENVIRFIi ,1AL SCIENCE S1ERVICES ADMINISTRATIrON, ATLANTIC
OCEANOGRAPHIC LAHMORAlRIES, MIAMI, FLA., AND PACIFIC OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC LABORATORIES, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. 1969.
NR-G8-HQ-998-00312 FTIURE FIELDS OF CONTROL APPLICATION - SYMPOSIUM, CAMBRIDGE,
MASS., FE'. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. REPORT NOS-. NASA-SP-211,
NASA-TIM-X-66516, AND PM-87. GIFFORD C. EWING, NASA,
ELECTIRONICS RESEARCH CENFER, CABRIDGE, MASS. AUW. 1969,
151P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N69-39957 ITHRU 39969 =
SP-211, N71-14426 1HIU 14438 = PM-87.
N--08-0-00W-00319 FORMATION AND STRUCE OUF' EDUATORIAL ANTICYCLONES CAUSED BY
LARGE-SCALE CROSS-EUUA'IRIAL FlLOWS DETERMINED BY ATS-I
PHICIGRAPHS. TETSUVA T. FUJITA, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO, DEPT. OF GWPHYSICAL SCIENCES, CHICAGO, ILL.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF APPLIEFD HET1OROLOGY, VOL. 8, AUGUST
1969. PP.649-667. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NH-G8-JK-160-00339 REPORT OF THE INTIENATIONAL ICE PATRHW. SIRVICi: IN 1TH, NORTH
A'LANTIC OCEAN SEASON OF 1966. J.E. LRAHI, COAST GUARD,
WASHINGTON, D.C. REPORT NOS. USC(-BULL. 52, US(X-188-21.
AD-692 936. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-08-00-000-00352 SATElLITE EVIDENCE OF SEA-AIR INTERACTIONS DURING THE INDIAN
MNSOON. K. RAGHAVAN, INSTI TUTE OF TROPICAL M.TEEHOLM;V,
POONA, INDIA. PUBLISHED IN WEATlER REVIEW, VOL. 97, NO. 12,
DEXC. 1969. PP.905-909.
NR-G8-00-000-00356 FINAL ANALYSIS ON SOME POTENTIAL HBENEFITS TO COMF-RCIAL
FISHING THROUCH INCREASED SEARCH EFF'ICILENC'. A CASE S1lDI -
THE TUNA INDUSTRY. VIRGIL J. NORTON, LUNIVERSIT' OF' RHODE
ISLAND, KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND. JAN. 1969. STAR N69-40908.
Nl-GO-00-000-00405 OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. 1. BIBLIOGRAPHY REPORT, JAN. 1963-
JUNE 1968. DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA,
VIRGINIA. JUNE 1969. REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-69-36-1. STAR
N69-38370. AD-689 700. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-GO-00-000-00406 OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. II. BIBLIOGRAPHY REPORT, JAN. 1963-
JUNE 1968. DEFENSE DOCUM'NTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA,
VIRGINIA. JUNE 1969. REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-69-36-2.
AD-855 000. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-08-00-000-00433 THE ADDITION OF AUTOMATIC TE.PERATURE AND PRESSURE SENSORS
TO UNDERWATER GAt4A SPECITROMTER. GORDON K. RIEL, NAVAL
ORDNANCE LAB., SILVER SPRINGS, MARYLAND. MARCH 1969.
REPORT NO. NOLTR-69-66. AD-698 287. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-GC-00-000-00440 A DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF A PH(OOGRAPH OF THE SEA.
N.F. BARBER, ROYAL NAVAL SCIENTIFIC SERVICE, LONDON, ENGLAND
PULISHED IN NATURE, VOL. 164, NO. 4168, SEPT. 1949, P.485.
NR-G8-00'-000-00446 WEATHER SATELLITES. VOL. 1 OF 2, REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY,
JAN. 1956 - NOV. 1968. VOL. 2 OF 2, REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY,
JUNE 1958 - MAY 1968. DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER,
ALEXANDRIA, VA.. AD-862 200 AD-696 901 X70-12576
NR-08-00-000-00483 THE INTERPRETATION OF CROSSED ORThOGONALS IN WAVE REFRACTION
PHENOMENA. TECHNICAL MEM) NO. 21. DR. WILLARD J. PIERSON,
JR., NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK.
CORP OF ENGINEERS, WASHING1ON, D.C. JAN. 1951.
CONTRACT NO. W49-055-ENCI. AD-699 398. MICROFICHE COPY.
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ACC(ESSION NNI43ER OESCRIPTION
NR-48-00-000-00500 S.M E SYST'FI!S POSIIHIl'lTI S ItR ;LL)IAL, A'IM)SPHFItIC H]SFtUitCH
PROGRAM. DR. KIHkIS TlEPPER, NASA, WAHI''TRN, D).C. ANl)
STANLE. RUIT.lEN3EHG, hATIONAL. CENTER IFOH A'Nt-)SPHE;RHIC HE.is:AHXCH
BOUIDIR, CXoU). PRESlEN'IF2 AT' 1TE iF*.'RICAN ASTiHONAL'IC ,,
SOCIETY AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH .CIETn OF' AtHt3ICA, JOIN'l
NATIONAL .LNTI, UDENVER, OLUHRADO, JLNE 1969, AAS PAPER
69-120. A69-42817. MICHOF'ICE A"ND HARD COP.
NR-iO-00-000-00503 AIR-SEA INTERACTION - THE F ITXE; N THE AIOSPHEHIC NW1LHRY
LAYER. RICCARDO PESAHRSI, SACLANT ASW RESEARCH CENTER,
LA SPEZIA, ITALY. AUG. 1969. STAR N70-13771. MIC.HlICHE
COPY. AD-859 893
NR-08-00-000-00508 SIRS - A MAJOR BRLEAK(11UCH IN METIX)ROLOGICAL OtSERVATION.
PUBLISHED IN WORLD ME7E1UOWL.ICAL ORGANIZATION BULLEJi IN(tMO), VOL. 19, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.2-10.
NR-G8-00-000-00613 SPACECRAIFT OCEANGRAPHY PROJFUXT BIBLIOGRAPHY. ISSUE 1.
FE. 1967. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFF'ICE, WASHINGT'1N,
D.C. AND PHILOWFORD CORP., PALO ALTO, CALIF'.
NR-G8-CH-128-00660 TECHNIQUES FUR INFRARED SLUVEY OF SEA TEMPERATURE, REPORT
OF WORKSHOP, WASHING'OON, D.C. APRIL 1964. BULEAU OF' SPORT
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE CIRCULAR NO. 202, NOV. 1964. JOHN
CLARK, BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, HIGHLANDS,
NEW JERSEY AND ALBUQUERQUE, NEW EXIlCO.
NR-08-00-000-00662 CONCElRNINC THE THEORY OF SCATTER OF' H RADIO GROUND WAVES
FRLM PERIODIC SEA WAVES. ESSA, TECHNICAL REPORT ERL 145-OD
3. JAWES R. WAIT, ESSA, RESEARCH LABORATORIES, UCXLJEH,
COLO. DEC. 1969. N70-33728
NH-OG-00-000-00666 ETEEORODOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF LID4R. W.E. EVANS AND R.T.H.
COLLIS, STANFXRD RESEARCH INSTITUrTE, MENLO PARK, CALIF.
PUBLISHED IN SPIE JOLRNAL, VOL. 8, NO. 1, JAN. 1970.
PP.38-45. A70-23066.
NR-GO-00-000-00714 T1HUXY OF' i- GR(UND WAVE PCKSCATI'ER FR( SeA WAVFS. JAiES
R. WAIT ESSA, HUlI)ER, COXL. PUBLISHED IN J(AhMNAL OF
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 71, NO. 20, OCT. 1966. PP.l839-
4842.
NR-G8-00-000-00723 OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE SYSTE1 CONCEPT AND FEASIBILITY
STUDY. FINAL REPORT, VOL. 3, APPENI)CES. DX)ClUEN'I' NO.
63SD717. A.S. CO.RSON, VALLkZ FORGE SPACE TiEKCHXiNGt CENTER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. AUCUST 1963. CONTRAC' NO. N-600(19)59478
AD-436 744. N64-84331
NR-G8-00-00000-0731 SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY - ITS SCIENTIFIC AND ECONIMIC IMPLI-
CATIONS FUR THE NEXT DECADE. J(HN W. SHEIrAN, NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHING'iN, D.C., AND CAPT. IEROY
CHENEY, VALLEY IFRGE SPACE TECHNOLOGY CENTER, GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. AT UNI1ED NATIONS -CO NFER-
ENCE ON THE EXPLORATION AND PEACEFUL USES OF OUtER SPACE,
VIENNA, AUSTRIA, AUG. 1968. PAPER 68-95878, MICROFICHE
COPY. A69-10491.
NR-G8-00-000-00739 NATIONAL DATA BUOY SYSTEIS, U.S. COAST GUARD, SCIENTIFIC
ADVISORY tF-TING, IST, NEW LONDON, CONN., MAY 1969, PROCE..-
INGS. U.S. COAST GUARD, NEW LONDO, COiN. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-695 501 N70-20604.
NR-08-00-000-00750 ICE OBSERVATIONS. OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE OBStRVERS MANUAL.
REPORT NO. N00-HO-PUB.-606-D. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
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NR-G8-00-000-00757 MEASURa4ENT OF THE, STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE OCEAN SUR-
FACE WIIH INSTIRlMNTED SURFACE FLOATS.: PART 2 - ENI NERING
AND DATA PROCESSING. FINAL SUMMARY REPORT. REPORT NO.
GSL-TR-69-10-PT.2. R. ANLRED SAENGER, RESEARCH DIV., SCHOOL
OF ENG;IINERIN AND SCIENCE, N'W YORK UNIVERSITY, GFCIPHYSICAL
SCIENCE LAB., NEW YORK. OCT. 1969. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-67-A-0647-0012. 'MICROF'ICHE COPY. AD-699 180
N70-25082.
NR-G0-00-000-00775 ON THE (CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN TIME AND SPACE OF WINDC-GN-
ERATFD OCEAN WAVES. REPORT NO, SACLANTCEN-TR-160. JAN
GEERT DE BOER, SACLANT ASW RESEARCH CENTER, NATO, LA SPEZIA,
ITALY. DEC. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-22953.
NR-G8-00-000-00780 A STbUDY OF SEA REITRN AT NORMAL AND NF'A-NhORIMl, INCII*:.E.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT( M). NRL-7005. O.D. Sl.:IX;:E Ai) ,S.F.
CXORGE, U.S. NAVAL, RESEARCH' LAB., VASHIM;'IU, D.C. JAN.
1970. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-70Z 735. N70-3bt674
NR-GC-00-000-00801 FORMATION OF NEGATIVE T'b4PERAlIUE GRADIENTS NEAR A WATER
SURFACE. REPORT NO. CLH-3T-620. S.P. :ALESKII-MAIJVICH,
USSR TRANSLATION OF MFt*'Xl.CIYA I GIDIHO(U IVA (US.R), NO.
3, 1969 PP.53-59. R.E. GIBSON LIBRARY BI:J'lTN ItANSLATION
SERIES. CONTRACT NO. NOM 62-0604-C. MICROFICHE .OPY.
AD-703 992. N70-31789
NR-GCd-00-000-00813 AN ENGCINEERING GUIDE TO SPECTRAL ANALYSIS. F'INA REPORT,
JULY 1962-OCT. 1967. REPORT NO. TR-69-63. WILUR LH RS,
OCEANICS, INC., PLAIN'VIEW, NEW YORK. JUNE 1969. CONTlACT
NO. NONR 3961(00), MICROFICH COPY. AD698 837 N70-22898.
NI-G8-00-000-00828 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON UNDEHWATER PHI-OIRAPHY AND PIYXGRA'ITR¥Y.
KODAK PAMPHLET NO. P-124, EK CO., 1968. EASITAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N.Y. AUG. 1968 REVISION.
NR-G8-00-000-00830 THE INTER-TROPICAL CONVERGNCE ZONE STUDIED WITH AN
INTERACTING AThOSPHERE AND OCEAN N)E'L. REPORT NOS. :
SCIENTIFIC-2 AND AFCRL-70-0069. ARTH1R C. PIKE, UNIVERSITY
OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA. JAN. 1970. CONMIACT NO.
F19628-68-C-0144. AD-703 082
NR-G8-00-000-00877 TSUNAMI. REPORT NO. ESSA-TM-WBiM`-WR-48. RICHARD P.
ALUQLIS, WEATHER BUREAU, WESTERN REGION, SALT LAKE CITY,
UTAHI. FEB. 1970, 31P. PB-190157 N70-37213
.NR-G8-HM-000-00880 RADAR IMAGERY OF ARCTIC PARK ICE, KANE BASIN TO NORTH POLE.
REPORT NO. SR-94. U.S. ARMY COLD REGIONS RESEARCH AND
ENCINEERI NG LABORATORY, PHOJIGRAPHIC I NTERPRETATION RESEARCH
DIV., HANOVER, N.H. APRIL 1968, 5 CHARTS.
NR-GC-00-000-00 898 TROPOSPHERIC PROPAGATION IN OCEAN SURFACE DUCTS. ALBERT W.
BIGGS, LECITRICAL ENGINEERING DEPT., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
NR-C8-00-000-00945 OCEANIC BIOUMINESCENCE AND THE ECOLGY OF DINOFlAGELAITES.
MAFLON GEORGE KELLY, JR., HARVARD UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF'
BIOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSET'S. JAN. 1968, 237P.
(PH.D. ThESIS)
NR-G8-HJ-o00-01007 RESEARCH ON THE DYNAMICS OF AIR-SEA INTERACTt(N. PROGRESS
REPORT. ERI K OULD-CMH I STENSEN, MASSACHUSEI'TS INSTIr TUE
OF' TE¥NOLUXY, DEPT. OF' ETEHROIUW t, CAI:RIIDUE, MASS., JUblE
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MI-OG-F'H-998-01024 COUP)XCTED REPRINTS ESSA ATLANTIC OCEAKNOGHbPHIC AND
ME1EUROLOGICAL LAHORAIURIES, PACIFIC OCEANOULRAPHIC
LABORATORIES - 1969, IN 2 VOUiIES. ENVIROAF'iENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMIN., ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC AND METEDHOO(UICAL
LABS., MIAMI, FLORIDA, AND PACIFIC OCEANOGRAPHIC LA"S.,
SEATTLE, WASHING"1N. SEPT 1970.
NR-G8-00-000-01025 UNITED STATES COAST CGIARD OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOR ,SITUDY.
VOLJE 1. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
M17!F)ROLOGICAL SENSORS, "TIORIAL DISCUSSION. TECUNICAL ON
TASK 1. REPORT NO. TI-59009-LA. ROHERT J. GAILLARD,
KENNEIH I. HEIJ)EBRANUIT, ROBERT M. CROSHY, AND TIHL\AS CASS,
TEXAS INSTRLMENTS, INC., SERVICES GROUP, DALLAS, TEXAS. MAW
1970, 213P. CONTRACT NO. DOT-CG-90505-A. MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPY. AD-711322 N71-11383
NR-GC-00-000-01026 UNITED STATES COAST GUARD OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOR STUDY.
VOLUbE II. STATE-OF-1HE--ART OF OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS, CATALOG. TECHNICAL REPORT ON TASK
1. REPORT NO. TI-59009-1B. ROBERT J. GAILLARD, KENNEl-H I.
H.ELDEBRANDT, ROBERT M. CROSBY, AND I1H14AS CASS, TEXAS
INSTRLMENTS INC., SERVICES GROUP, DALLAS, TEXAS. MAY 1970,
354P. CON'RACT NO. DOT-CG-90505-A. MICROFI'CHE AND HARD
COPY. AD-711323 N71-11384
NR-G8-LL-998-01027 UNITED STATES COAST GUARD OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOR ST'DY.
VOL.E III. THE SURVIVAL ENVIROC4ENT FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
METEXROLOGICAL SENSORS. REPORT NO. TI-59009-2. ROERn' M.
CROSBY, !FRANK H. MACDONALD, T1HMAS R. LIVE}MORE, AND
WILLIAM GCUM4, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., SERVICES GROUP,
DA.LAS, TEXAS. MAY 1970, 123P. CONTRACT NO.
DOT-CO-90505-A. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-711325
N71-11385
NR-G8-00-000-01028 UNITED STATES COAST GUARD OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOR STUDY.
VOULME IV. THE F!RMA'ITING AND TRANSMISSION OF DATA R(OM
OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSORS. TECHNICAL REPORT ON TASK 3.
REPORT NO. TI-59009-3. WILTON J. DANIEL, JR., AND JERRY R.
YVRAa.AN. TEXAS INST.RL'ENTS INC., SERVICES GROUP. DALLAS,
TEXAS, WWY 1970, 165P. CA),'I'lACT N(). IXYI'-t'.;-qO,(l- ,-A.
MICRO(FICtF ANI) HAD COP%.' AD)-7l13Lti N7I1-IAIr'
hR-8-00-ooo-o01029 UNITEtD STATES COAST C!ARi) OCFA[(tAX;RAPHIC SFNSOR .'11.).
VOLUL, V. ANAL, SIS OF APPLf ING STr/NIdU)ITATriCY TCfILK.i':
TO OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOHS. TEC'LNICAL RE'POR*' CON TASh 4.
REPORT NO. TI-59009-4. P. DAVID CALL, ANI) WILt.ON J. i\"NIFL.,
JR., TEXAS INSTRAMENTS INC., SERVICES GHOA,P, DLLAS, TE)K\S,
JUNE 1970, 59P. CONTRACT NO. WUXr-OG-90505-A. MICHOIFICHE
AND HARD COPY. AD-711327 N71-11387
NRH-O-00-000-01030 UNITED)STATES COAST GCARD OCEANOGRAPHIC SENDSOR STDY.
VOLI'E VI. TEST RI[XUIREt.ENTS FUR OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
IWTEXRfLCCICAL SENSORS. REPORT NO. TI-59009-5. FI.bXNK H.
MACDONALD, LAVURECE B. SULLIVAN, AND TH'-lAS H. LIVI¥"]L4RE,
TEXAS I NSTRUMENTS INC., SERVICES GROUP, DILLAS, -'i'tS. MtA
1970, 193P. CO()NACT NO. DOn'-CO-90505-A. MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPI. AD-711328 N71-11308
NR-Gg-HJ-151-01045 R *(YnE SENSING IN MARINE BIOLOGY AND FISHERY RESOURCES,
SjMPOSIUM, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS, JAN 1971, ABSTRACTS OF'
PAPERS. TEXAS A AND M UN I VlvS Il, RE(OTE SENSING CENTER,
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ACCESSION NUMMER DESCRIPTION
R-GO8-00-000-01066 MARINE SCIENCE AFFAIRS - A YEAR OF' TRANSITION. NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON MARINE RESOLRCES AND ENOINIRING DE.EINPMkNT,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-G8-00-000-01068 OCEANOGRAPHIC REGIONS AND ASSESSMENTT OF TEMPERA1URE
STRLCTURE IN THE SEASONAL ZONE Of' NuITH PACIFIC OCEAN.
JOlHN P. TULY, FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OC' CANADA, PACIFIC
OCEANOGRAPHIC GROUP, NANAIMO, B.C. CANADA. IN JOURNAL CF
THE FISHERIES RESEARCH HOARD OF CANADA, VOL. 21, NO. 5,
1964, PP.941-910.
NR-08-00-000-01092 OBSERVATIONS OF MILLIMEIE WAVELENGTH SOLAR RADIATION AT SEA
LSVEL. J.E. HARRIES, AND W.J. URIROUGHS, MINISTRY OF
TECHUOXIY, NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY, TIED)iINDN,
MIDDLESEX, ECLAND. IN INFRARED PHYSICS, VOL. 10, OCT.
1970. PP.165-172. A70-45785
hiR-O-00-000-01110 FEIERAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ORGANIZATION, PART 1.
U.S. CO(GHESS. SENATE. COMMITTEE ON CMERCE.,
SUBCMMITI'EE ON OCEANOGRAPHY, WASHINGTON, D.C. (WASHINIGTN,
GPO, 1970, 775P.) HEARING ON S. 2841 AND S. 2802 IERtHEF
CO(]ITTEE ON CtFEJRCE., 91ST CONCRESS, IST AND 2D SESSIONS,
17 DEC. 1969 AND 9-10, 17-18, 24, 26 'EB. 1970. N70-41435
PART 2 - HEARINGS ON 5.2802, 5.2393, S.3118, AND S.3460
HI"UHR (.XH C l'l'FI' (N (XJIF.HCF:, 9IsTF' C(Xm;HES, I.'1' ANI) eN1)
SESSIONS, :1 rMHI., 2,9,14,16,21 APWIL., ANI) 4 M\ I'1(70,
N70-41746 SFIIAI, NOU. 91-59.
hiR-Go-00-000-0112I SCATI'.'ING AND RADIATION OF' WATER WAVES. FINAL REPORT,
1966-1970. REPORT NOS. 121, AND T70-3. JARED L. BLACK, AND
CHIANG C. Ei, MASSACHUSETr'S INSTIVI'E OF THCHNOX3GY, WATER
RESOUtCES AND HIDROODNAMICS LAB., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. APRIL
1970, 251P. CONRAC'I' NOS. N00014-67-A-0204-0036, AND
NONR7-041I(59). MICROFICHE C-UY. AD-705 621
NM-G$-00-000-01122 ORBIT UNCERTAINTY AND SEA-SURF'ACE ALTIMF,4'RY. REPOR'RT U).
GSL-TR-70-5. FH'RDRICK C. JACKSON, NEW YORK UNIVERSI11,
GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES LAB., UNIVESIY' HEIGHI'S, NEW. YOHK,
N.Y. MARCH 1970, 35P. CONTRACT NOS. N62306-68-C-0249, AND
N70-36237
NR-GB-H-138-01195 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF' TEMPERATIRE MICROSTRUCIURE IN THE
OCEAN. PEYTON MARSHALL MAGRUDeR, JR., (M.S. T1ESIS), NAVAL
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEKEY, CALIF. -APRIL 1970, 156P.
MICROF1CHE CO PY. AD-710714 N71-.10529
4NR-G8-00-000-01197 CNOIDAL WAVE THEORY APPLIED TO RADIATION STRESS PHENOMENA.
GEORGE MEREDITH MUSICK, III (M.S. 1HESIS), NAVAL
POSTiRADUATE SCHOOL, MDNTR'EY, CALIF. APRIL 1970, 50P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-710715 N71-10547
NR-G8-00-000-01228 REAL-TIME PROCESSING OF ACOUSTIC AND OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA AT
SEA. REPORT NO. USL-1039. RANOt.ND W. HASSE, AND ROBERT L.
-MARTIN, U.S. NAVY UNDERWATER SOUND LAB., OCEAN SCIENCES
DIV., NEW LONDON, CONN. JUNE 1970, 29P. MICROFICHE )OPY.
AD-711598 N71-12165
NR-GO-00-000-01249 (THERMAL CRACKS IN SEA ICE, CRITICAL RICHARDSON NUBER AND
FRICTIONAL COb'PLING BETWEEN AIR AND ICE, AND THE CREEP
MECHANISM OF POLYCRYSTALLINE ICE.) ANNUAL REPORT, OCT. 68-
SEPT. 69. REPORT NO. AR-I. NORBERT UNTERSTEINER, PHIL
CHURCH, GARY MAYKUT, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON,
DEPT. OF ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, SEATTLE, WASH. DEE. 1969,
28P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0103-0007. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-699144 N70-24324
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NR-G8-00-000-01323 ON WIND WAVE INTERACTIONS. REPORT NO. TR-231-27. JIN WU,HYDRONAUTICS, INC., LAUREL, MARYLAND. NOV. 1969, 20P.
CONTRACT NOS. NONR-3688(00), AND N00014-70-C-0345.
MICROFICHIE COPY. AD-712788 N71-13175
NR-GS-00-000-01329 SUlMAC - A NIE-RICAI, ,UClEL E-H ,A*Ii:R WAVES. HFPOH1' NO.
TR-135. ROBERT K.C. CHAN, A)D HtU-E'T 1.. ST'H1:'F', STAhN4)RDUNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF' CIVIL ENGINEI'HIN- , S'I TAItU), CAL.IF.
AUG. 1970, 172P. CONRi\AC'T NiS. NNR-Z25(71), AND
GRANT NSF OK-2506. MICHL*'IClI-E C(Y '. AD-713444 N71-1484b
NR-GO-00-000-01330 LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS (OF AIR-SEA INTFACTIONS. RFI:POTL
"SU, AND SI H EN YU, STANI'UORD UNI'EiSITI, DOEPT. OF CIVIL
NO. TR-137. tN LUN HSU, AND HSI tEN NU, STANPURI) UNIV.
42P. COI'RACT NO. NOhR-225(71), AD GRAT NSF CK-z506.
MLOCflFCHE COPY. .AD-713469 N71-15521
NR-GC-00-000-01332 REMOTE SENSING OF UNDEHWATIER SOUND. FINAL REPORT. REPORT
NO. GIT-A-519-F. WANhE K. RIVERS, GCELUIA INSTITUTE OF
Ct Y,.OLO, ENGINEI RING EXPERIMNi'T ST'ATION, ATLANT'A, GA.
OCT. 1970, 22P. CONTRACT NO. MN'-991(08). MICROF'ICHE
COPY. AD-' 15132
NR-G8-00-000-01345 FEASIBILITY OF DEIECTING OBJECTS BIRIED IN THE SE'A B:O-1U
WITH LUVE WAVES. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT, JUNE-(CT. 1970.
REPORT NO. REPT. NO. 70-1. ALBEHT A. !HDINAC, SCIENTIFWIC
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., ROCKVILLE, NARLAND. NOV. 1970,
87P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-70-C-0378. MICHOFICHE COPY.
AD-717087
NR-GC-00-000-01361 ECTIROCMCNETIC OF THE SEA, ACARD El..CIqFWAGNETIC WAVE
PROPACATION PANEL SPECIALISTS CONF1RENCE, PARIS, JUNE 1970,PROCEEDINGS. REPORT NO. ACARD-CP-77-70. ADVISORY GHOUP FIUR
AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PARIS, IRANCE. UV.
1970, 543P. MOSTLY ENGLISH, PAHTLY IN PHENC. N71-13701
ltRU N71-13741
NR-G8-00-000-01383 ELUECRIMAGNETIC SIMULATION OF MICROWAVE BACKSCATrER FROM THEOCEAN SURFACE - A FEASSIBILITY STWDY. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-98454, AND L-86-68-2. ROBERT B. WARD, LOQCEED
MISSILES AND SPACE CO., RESEARCH LAB., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
JUiE 1968,. 51P. MICROFICHE COPY. N69-28068
NR-CG-00-000-01386 JOINT CONFERENCE ON PREVENTION AND CONTRO OF OIL SPILLS,
NEW YORK CITY, DEC. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. PUBLISHED BY
AMIRICAN PETIROLEM INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, 1970, 345P.
NICOFICHE COPY. PB-194395 W70-10035
NR-08-00-000-01411 EFFCTS OF LEAF NODAL POSITION ON AISRPTION AND SCATTERIING(XCOEFFICIENI'S 'AND INFINITE HE.I'UX,'TANCE OF' CoION LEAVES,
OOSSYPILM HIRSUTLm'L,:' H.W. CGAUSMAN, W.A. AU.J-N, H.
CAROENAS, AND A.J.: RICH/IRDSX,, USDA, %ESLAC0, TEXAS. IN
AGM3ONC4 JOURNAL, VOL. :6& JAN.-I.EB. 1971. PP.87-91.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-G8-00-00o-01418 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE EFI-CXT OF StIRFACE
F!UCIIATIONS ON SOUND AMPLITUDE IN GUIDED K)I.E PROPAGATION.WESLEY EARL JORDAN, JR. (MASTE'S ThESIS), U.S. NAVAL
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NR-G0-000-01424 THE STATISTICS OF MICROWAVE SCATTEIING FRM4 THE OCEAN.
REPORT NOS. L-86-67-1, AND WM'S-13777. F.H. MAIL.TZ
LOCKHEED PAID ALTO RESEARCH LABORATRY, ELECTHONIC
SCIENCES LABORATORY, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1967, 32P.
. ONTRACT NO. NAS8-20395.
NR-G-00-00-01425 REMOTE DETERMINATION OF SEA CO)NQTIONS BY ELECIRCMAGNETIC
BACKSCATI'ER FIEASBREMY. REPORT NO. TEOH. BRIEF 71-10027.
F.M. MALTZ, NASA ,GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENLER,
TEClba.oY UTILIATION OFFfICE, ALABAMA.
NR-G8-00-000-01426 WIND WAVES THEIR WENERATION AND PROPAGATION ON THE OCEAN
SURFACE. BLAIR KINSMAN, DEPT. OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, THE JOHNS
HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD. PRENTICE-HALL, ENGLE'OOD
CLIFFS, NEW JERSEY. 1965, 699P. $19.95.
NR-G8-00-000-01432 SEA AND AIR - TH1 NAVAL ENVIRONENT. JEROME WILLIAMS, JOHN
J. HIGOINSON, JOHN D. ROHRHLU, UNITED STATES NAVAL
INSTITUIE, ANNAPOLIS, MARIWAND. 1968, 363P. 511.50.
NR-G8-QH-998-01439 OCEANS FROM SPACE - SYMPOSIUM, HOUSTON, TEXAS, 1968,
PROCEEDINGS. PETER C. BADCLEY, LEATHA MILOY, AND LED
CHILDS, EDITORS. PUBLISHED BY GULF PUBLISHING COMPANY,
HIUSTON, TEXAS. 1969, 234P. 513.95.
NRM-8-00-000-01452 THE DISTRIBUTION OF ABScRBED RADIATION ON CONTINENTS AND
OCEANS. REPORT NO. NLL-M.NO. 7875-(5628.4F). V.V.
MLIHEBERG, AND L.A. STROKINA. TRANSL. FROM - GLAVNAIA
GEOFIZICHESKAIA OBSERVATORI IA (LENINGRAD) TRUDY, VYPUSK 193,
1967. PP.37-43. N70-22290
NR-GC-00-000-01459 INTERFACE RII',EEN SEA HVB'IUM INSTHi.4A'NTS IUR SATELLI'ITE%.
FINAL REPORT. HAROLD A. TITUS, UNIV. OF' CALIIUHRNIA,
INSTITUTE OF GEODPHSICS AND PLANFI'ARY PHYSICS, SAN I)llO,
CALIF. JAN. 1971, 21P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-70-C-0343.
NICROFICHE COPY. AD-717966
SR-GO8-00-000-01489 THE DYNAMICS OF THE UPPER OCEAN. O.M. PHILLIPS, JOHNS
HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. CAMWJRIDGE LNIVH41SITI
PRESS, NEW YORK, LODON. 1966, 268P.' $9.50.
NR-.O8-00-000-01492 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY. ' IN 2 VOUM.ES. ALBERT DEFANT,
UNIVERSITY OF INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA. PEGAI.I)N PRESS, NEW
YORK.. 196Q-61. 2 VOLS.. 745 AND 607P. $35/SE1T.
NRm-8-00-000-01494 OPTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY. N.G. JERLUV, UNIVERSITY OF'
COPENHAGCN, COPEN4WGEN, DENMARK. ELSEVIER PUBLISHINI
CCMPANY, NEW YORK. 1968, 207P. S13.50.
NR-G8-00-000-01508 STUDIES ON OCEANOGRAPHY. A COLLECTION OF PAPERS
DEDICATED TO KOJI HIDAKA. KOLO YOSHIDA, EDITOR, ADDRESS
LNKSOWN. UNIVERSITY OF WASHINCTON PRESS, SEATTLE.
AMERICAN EDITION 1965, 573P. 5$20.00. MOSTLY ENGLISH,
SCME JAPANESE, GERMAN, RUSSIAN.
NRM-G-00-000-01510 FISHERIES OCEANOGRAPHY. NEW OCEAN ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES.
TAIVO LAEVASTU, AND ILO HEILA. FISHING NEWS (BOOKS) LTD.,
LONDON, E.C.4. 1970, 253P. 513.80.
NR-G8-00-000-01513 OCEAN WAVE STATISTICS. A STATISTICAL SURVEY OF WAVE
CHARACTERISTICS ESTIMATED VISUALLY FROM VOLUNTARY OBSERVING
SHIPS SAILING ALONG THE SHIPPING RO.TES OF THE WORLD.
N. HOOBEN, NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY, MINISTRY OF
TECHNOL Y, AND F.E. UJMB, METIEROLOGICAL OFFICE. HER
MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE, LUNDON. 1967, 276P. 34X43 CMH.
521.60.
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NR-O8-00-000-01532 ALBLM OF AERIAL PHOTGRAPHS OF ICE FORMATIONS OF SEAS.
REPORT NOS. NOO-TRANS-138, AND )1-62-24067. U.S. NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1961, 106P. TRANSL.
OF RUSSIAN MONOGRAPH - ALOM AEROFVOTSNIMKOV LDOWVYKH
OBRAZOVANI I NA MORYAKH, GOSUDARSTVENNYI OKEANOGRAFICHESK I
INSTITUT, LENINGRAD 1960. PP.1-224. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-720478
NR-08-00-000-01536 A COMPLI'ER PRHOG.Ri TO ESTIM\TF 1HE C(OIlNF') EF"'I"'T O"'
REFRACTION AND DIFFRACTION OF WATER VWAVES. FINAL
TEHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. RAt4J-SG-70-219, AND COE-127.
HENRY W. WORTHING7ON (M.S. THESIS), AND JOHN B. HEHBICH,
iEXAS A AND M UNIV., COASTAL AND OCEAN EXAINEtRING DIV.,
COUL.GE STATION, TEXAS. AUG. 1970, 66P. $4.00. COTAC'n T
NO. NSF GRANT GH-59. MICROF'ICHE COPY. PB-194668
N71-16995
NR-C8-00-000-01555 IN-WATER PHOTOGRAPHY - THEORY AND PRACT'ICE. LAWRENCE E.
MiRTtNS, RCA SERVICE CO(PANY. JOIN WIlY AND SONS, NEW
YORK. 1970, 405P. $19.95.
NR-8-0000-0-01557 OCEAN CURRENTS. G. NEUMIANN, DEPT. OF METEOROLOGY AND OCEAN-
OGRAPHY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, BRONX. ELSEVIER PUBLISHING
COMPANY, NEW YORK. 1968, 363P. $20.
NR-G8-00-000-01607 ECONOMIC BENEFITS FROM OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH. A SPECIAL
REPORT OF THE COMMIITEIE ON OCEANOcGRAPHY NAS/NRC. NATIONAL
AMADEMY OF SCIENCES-NATIONAL RESEARCH COU(CIL, WASHINGION,
D.C. 1964, 57P. $2.
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hNR-9-00-000-00006 DFt.rMlINING SLUFACE 'l't.PFAlRE AND O CtLAJI) TEt,1PFRALTIE FR(M
EWT~eIMOL)GICAL EAR'rH SAT:EUI'I'S. K. VA. KO(l)A'I'T'EV, EI' AL.,
USSR, 1966. lRANSLATION OF GU.VNANAA GEOFIZICHESKAYA
OISEURVATRIYlA, LENINHRAD. 1TRUDY, N. 196, PP.3-23, 1966.
MICROFICHE COPl.
NH-G9-00-000-00018 THE DIRECTIONAL SPECTRHIM OF A WIND GENERATED SEA AS
DE'ERMI NED FIOM DATA OBTAINED BY THE STERO WAVE OBSERVATION
PRoWECT. WILLARD J. PIERSON, JR., ET AL. NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY, COUlEM OlF eNGi , I N1, Mb ,EX)ROURLICAL PAPERS,
VOL. 2, NO. 6. JJUNE 1960. CONTRACT NO. NONR-285(03).
NR-G9-00-000-00019 THE LFFECTS OF EDDY VISCOSITY, CORIOLIS DEFIlCTION, AND
TePERATtRE FlUiCTUATION ON THE SEA BREEZE AS A FLNCTION OF
TIME AND HEIGHT. WILLARD J. PIERSON, JR., NEW YORK
UIVERS ITY, COLLEGE OF' E;GINEING. M'IUXOLO ICAL PAPERS,
VOLEt 1, NBER 2. JAINUARY 1950. C)NTRACT' ).
NONR-285(03).
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NR-G9-00-000-00023 THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED RESULTS FUR THE ZERO AND ORDINATE
CROSSINO PROHL24S OP STATIONARY GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH
APPLICATION TO PRESSURE RECORDS OF OCEAN WAVES WILLARD J.
PIERSON, JR., RAYM4)ND STEVENS, LkO J. TICK, SLYVAIN
IIRENFELD, NATHANIEL. R. COOM4AN, SYEMOUR KAPLAN, AND 0MIANUEL
ME'R, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, COULGE OF' ENGINEERING, RESEARCH
DIVISION, DEPARI1E2',T OF 1' METROL¥GY AND OCEANOGRAPHY AND
BGINhE.RING STATISTICS GROUP. DECEMBER 1958. OONTRACT NO.
NOBS 72018 (1734F).
NR-09-00-000-00024 THE APPARENT LOSS OP COHERENCY IN VETOR GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
DUE TO COMPUTATIONAL PROCEFJURES WITH APPLICATION TO SHIP
MOTIONS AND RANDIM SEAS. WILLARD J. PIERSON, JR., AND JOHN
P. DALZE1L, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, COLL.EE OF' ENGINEERING,
RESEARCH DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF' MTEAIMOLXGY AID
OCEANOGRAPHY. SEPTEMBER 1960. CONTRACT NOS. NONR-285(17)
AND NONR-263(09).
NR-G9-00-000-00025 MODELS OF RANDOFM SEAS BASED ON THE LACRANGIAN EOUATIONS OF
MOTION. WILLARD J. PIERSON, JR., NEW YORK UNIVERSITY,
COO-qCE OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF'
EThOiSLOGY AND OCEN Y. AUGUST 1966. CONTRACT NO.
NONR-285(03).
NH-G9-00-000-00026 ON THF' PHASES OF THE MOU'IONS OF' HIPS IN C.XJI511) S1AS
WILLARD J. PIElSON, JR., NE.W OHK UNlVE.RSITY, C(XLJ.J O('
ENOINEERING, RESEARCH DIVISION, DEPAR'IWNT OF' WI'FIXHOLZtYX
AND OCErNOGCRAFf. TEiXHNICAL REPORT NO. 9. NOVFIMBER 1957.
CONIRACT NO. NONR-285(17).
NR-09-HJ-000-0027 THE ACCURACY OF' PRES.FT WAVE' !'`'AS$TING f,'DIlON WITH
REFRENCE TO PROAI.01S IN BEACH EROSION ON '1HE NEW JR.SE, AND
lONG ISLAND COASTS. WILAHR) J. PIERSON, JR COULX;E OF'
ENOINEERING NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, RESEARCH DIVISION.
IEPARTTX bEF' IETI ROLXCI. NM1'DIER 1950. CONHACTi NO.
1OIW-285(03).
R-GC9-00-000-00028 T1E AVERAGE HORIZONTAL WIND DRIVEN MASS TRANSPORT OF '1ltE
ATLANTIC FUR JEBRUARY AS OBTAINID BY NURICAL. MEfTHS.
D. M. GARNER, G. NEULANN, AND W. J. PIERSON, JR., NEhtW YOIK
INIVERSITY, COLLGE OF' ENGINEERING, RESEARCH DIVISION.
DEPARTilNT OF' FEEIROOY AND uCE;UOGRAPHY. DECX4ER 1962.
CITRACT NO. NONR-285(03).
hR-G9-00-000-00029 WAVE SPECTRA ESTIMATED FROM WAVE RECORDS OBTAINED BY THE
OWS .EA11HE1 EXPLORE AND (WS WEATHER REPORTER (1). L.
MOSKOWITZ, W. J. PIERSON, AND E. !MF., NEW Y(RK (UNIVERSITY,
CLLXEG OF ENGINElFRING, RESEARCH DIVISION, DEPARTI',"NT OF'
MIETN RO~LGY AND OCEANOURAPHY. hMNE'R 1962. CONTRACT. NO.
N62306-1042. STAR N65-82026.
NR-G09-H-128-00047 THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AND THE GULF OF MFWCO. LCDR DON
WALSH, USN, TEXAS A+M UNIVELRSITY, DEPART'MENT OF'
OCEANOGRAPHY, CfOLESE STATION, TEXAS. JULY 8, 1967.
PUBLISHED APRIL 1967. CXNIRACT NU IBER NON 2119(04).
NR-G9-H-000-000-00050 REFRICTIONS OF THE SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FIELD IN LOW
LEVEL CLUUD DEVDElI`'NT: AN OBSERVATIONAL AIR-SEA
INTERACTIoN STUDY FROM SPACE. JAMES E. AROLD, TEXAS A + M
UNIVERSITY, DEPAR7T1*N OF OCEANOGRAPHY PRELIMINARY REPORT,
APRIL 1967. CONTRACT NO. NONR-2119(04).
NR-G9-P-000000-57 SOME EXPERIENCE WITH A RADIATION fTH1EFEOTIR OVER THE
AGUL4AS CURRENT. T.F.W. HARRIS AND C.C. STAVROPCIL0S,
NATIONAL INSTI'ITTE FMR WATER RESEARCH, (CSIR), SOJFH AFRICA.
PUBLISHED IN SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNAL OF' SCIENCE, VOL. 63,
NO. 4, APRIL 1967. PP.132-136.
Reproduced from
178 { best available copy.
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NR-09-J-000-000 58 RADIH0MEIC AND SPECTIROUITRIC ANAIA\SES OF yWI'IlUX SEDIMEN'T'S
ON BOARD SHIP. V.I. OZUH.M, tE. N. NEtvE.SSKl', ETl AL,.,
P.P. SHIRSHOV INSTI'IVrE OF O(XCEA~NOL;, UiSSR ACtUMN OF'
'.SCIENCES. PUBLISHED IN OCEANXOUOGY OF' 1tE ACAIU)EY OF
SCIENCES OF THE USSR, VOL. 9, NO. 3, 1969. PP.426-430.
iR-G9-RJ-000-00059 SOME RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE DOPPLER EF}C!T f'OR RE)I'E
SENSING OF SEA WAVES. V.V. VINOGRADOV AND N.N. LAZARENKO,
STATE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE, LENINGRAD DIVISION, USSR.
AILISHLED IN OCEAPHICLY OF THE ACADEUY OF SCIENCES OF THE
USSR, VOL. 9, NO. 3, 1969. PP.414-421.
NR-9--00-000-00069 PROCESSING OF' SATELLITE INFRARED DTA FUOR SEA SURFACE
TEMPERA'TURE DETElMINATION. JAMES R. GREAVES AND JAMS H.WILLAND. ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS.
JANUARY 1967. CONTRACT NO. NASW-1157. STAR N68-14108.
NR-G9-00-000-00071 SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY PROJECT. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PREPARED BY THE PHILX) CO PIWATION,
SPACE AND RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS DIVISION, PALO ALTO, CALIHlURNIA.
JULY 1967. CON'IRACT NO. N62306-2141. FWLR REPORTS.
SPOC-TN 1. OBSERVATIONS FROM SATI.LITES: POTENTIAL IMPACT ON
TFI UNITED STATES FISHExY, BH J.A. CRUTICHFIELD. SPOC-TN 2.
SOWE CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING SATELLITE DATA CONTRIBI'I(ONS
TO FISHERIES, BY E.H. COXHRAN AND R.H. SULLIVAN. SPOC-TN 3.SEA SURFACE EFFECTS AND CONSIDERATIONS RELATED TO REMOTE
SENSING FROM ORBITINC SATELLITES, BY A.C. DUXIURYY.
SPOC-TN 4. STATE OF THE ART: ALL-WEATHER SEA SURFACE SENSING
BY R.H. VANFIAAGCN.
NR-G9-00-000-00072 ON THE GROWf OF THE SPECTRLM OF A WIND GENERATED SEA
ACCORDING TO A MODIFIED MILES-PHILLIPS MEHAN[SM AND ITS
APPLICATION TO WAVE FORECASTING. CGEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES
LABORATORY TR-67-5. TIKLUIRO INOUE. GCEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES
LABORATORY, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY. JULY 1967. CONTRACT NO. N62306-1589.
MN-G9-F1H-128-00074 GROUND TUH RE0UIREMENTS FOR REMOTE SENSING OF
OCEANOGRAPHIC FEATURES. JAMES E. ARNOLD, LUIS R.A. CAPURRO,
JACK F. PARIS, AND DON WALSH. DEPARRT*NTT OF OCEANOGRAPHY,
TEXAS A.M UNIVERSITY. N0VEMER 22, 1967. CONTRACT NO.
NOIR 2119(04). STAR N68-19951.
NH-U9-EJ-998-00091 SPACE PHn.X;RAP-IS OF THE EARTH IN THE S'11;l) OF' CUFX7I'XUlrNIcS.
ERWIN Y. KEDAR, NASA/itNNED SPACE FI.IGtKI' CEN'I'ER, H1;Sus,
TEXAS. PRESENTED AT AMER I CAN ASTRONAL'l I CAIL. SOC II',"
NATIONAL MEETING, NE. ICXl.UO S.TATE UNI',VESITY, [AS tCHLCES,
NEW 4MEXICO, OCTOIXX* 1969. PAPER AAS 69-579. MICROFICHE
AND HARD COPY.
NR-G9-00-000-00096 POTENTIAL USE OF' EARTH SATELLITES FUR SOLVING PRHOHUBLS IN
OCEANOGRAPHY AND HIDROLUGY. E. PAUL MC CIAIN, ESSA/ENVIHRON-
MENTAL SCIENCE GROUP, WASHING'ON, D.C. AMFR-HICAN AS'IHONAI'-
ICAL SOCI EY, \NATIONAL MEE'r ING, NEW NEXICO S'rATiE UNIVERSI]T,
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO, O.UITtR 1969. PAPER AAS 69-596.
MICROFICHE COPY.
INR-G9-00-000-00097 SYNOPTIC OCEANOGRAPHY - RE!MfTE SENSING STUDIES OF THE OCEAN.
JCHN W. SHEHMAN, II, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE,
WASHINGTUN, D.C. PUBLISHED IN ANERICAN ASTRLONAUTICAL
SOCIETY, JUNE 1969, DENVER, COLORADO. A69-42822
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hR-9-WG-000-00098 1T91ER BAMLrN FUR SIWY OF COSTAL DMNAMICS. CASTAL
STUDIES INSTITUTE, TR-66. CHEULL J. SONU, LOUISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE, LA. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT IU3MEI
NONR-1575(03). REPRINTED FROM SYNPOSIUM ON EARTH O(SENVA-
TIONS FROM BALLOONS, AMERICAN SOCIEFY OF PI'KIiUc El¥ Y,
WASHINGTON, D.C. FEB. 1969. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
STAR N70-12791.
NRt-GJ9-.-000-00099 E MOST GRAINS OF VERY COARSE SAND AND FiNE GRAVEL ARE
DEPOSITED. COASTAL STUO)IES INSTITUTE, TR-68. RICHARD J.
RUSSELL LOUISIANA STATE, UNIVbRSITY, BA1TN ROUGE LA. JULY
1968. CONRIACT NO. NONR-1575(03). REPRINTED FM SEDIMENT-
OLOGY, VOL. 11, 1968. PP.31-38. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR NTO-12791.
NR-G9-00-000-00105 INFRARED CHARACTERISTICS OF OCEAN WATER (1.5-15 MICROETR)
REPORT NO. NRL-6736. D. FRIEDMAN, NAVAL RESEARCH LAB.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8,
NO. 10, OCT. 1969. PP.2073-2078.
NR-09-HJ-138-00106 OCEAN CURRNT AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS FRCM
MI'ETIEROLUGICAL SATELLITES. NASA TN-D-5142. GCUIIEN
WARNECKE LARRY M. MCMILLIN, AND LEWIS J. ALLISON, GODDRD
SPACE FLIGCHT CENTER, GHENBELT, MD. NhOVEM4ER 1969.
STAR N70-16237.
NR-G9-00-000-00114 DIRECTIONAL RADIANCE (LUMINANCE) OFC h1E SEA SURF"ACE. R:POH'I'
NO. SIO-REF-69-20. JACC'LLINE I. (L.RXONi, SCRIPPS INS'I'ITU-
TION'OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, SAN DIEWG, CALI'URNIA.. OCTOIH 1969.
OONTRACT NO. N00024-68-C-1100. STAR N70-19697.
NR-G9-00-000-00128 ORBIT CONSIDERATIONS FOR RADAR IMAGERY OF ARCTIC SEA ICE.
REPORT NO. CRES TM 137-1. RALPH W. GERCHHEHG, UNIVERSITt OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, MAUH 1968. COWCT NO.
N00 N62306-67-C-0044.
1R-G9-00-000-00164 A WAVE METHOD FUR DENERMINING DEPTHS OVER BOTI'I DISCO'NTIN-
'UITIES. TEtHNICAL t'cD RANDUM NO. 5. 'MARTIN A. MASON AND
"O.H. KULEGAN ARMY CORPS OF' ENGINEERS, WASHINGfON, D.C.
MAY 1944. MI6ROFICHE COPY.
NR-GS-00-000-00166 SCME BIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE WHITE WHALE FROM THE
AIRCRAFT. V.M. BELKOVICH USSR. TRANSLATED FIROM
ZOOOCICHESKIY ZHURNAL, VOL. 39, NO. 9, MUSXOW, 1960.
PP.1414-1422. MICROF'ICH X)PY. STAR N70-12151.
MI-G9-00-000-00168 AN OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE INT*RACTION EXPERIMENT FUR THI ARCTIC.
A.F. TRESHNIKOV, kT AL., USSR. TRANSLATED FROM PROHLEMf
ARKTIKI I ANTARKTIKI (SSSR), NO. 28, 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
K-,;9-00-000-00179 ON THE QUESTION OF LOW-LEVEL CLMxD RESPONSE TO THE
TEMPERATUIE FIELD OF' THiE SEA SURUACE. JAtWS E. ARNOUD,
TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, DIPART'iFNT OF OCEANOGRAPHY, COLXJUk
STATION, TEXAS. SEPTE$,ER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER
NONR 2119(04).
tR-G9-gJ-000-00189 TIDAL INLETS AND WASHOVER FANS. J.W. PIERCE, DIVISION OF
SEDIMENTOLOGY, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN JOUtNAL OF' GXLLGY, VOL. 78, NO. 2, MARCH 1970.
PP.230-234. ,
M-G-CK--000-00192 USE OF NIMBUS II APT TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF ICE DISINTE-
GRATION AND DISPERSION IN HUDSON BAY. NASA CR-106478.
IbtLORT NO. 9C45-31. CLINTON J. HOWLEY, ALLIED RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC,. CONCORD, MASS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS5-10343.. STAR N69-41162
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NRI-09-00-000-001 9 5'IE pt'VGRAPHY 'RW4 SPACE (O1 CFAjW(IC I'.lC F'yIg'IEHS.{ROERT B. STEiCVENSON, T AL., UREAU. (.) C(MIERCIAI. I"ISHI. HIEL,
GALVESTON, TEXAS. PUL ISHED IN MARI NE SC I : CES I NSrHt lN*.N-
TATION, VOL. 4, 1968. PP.314-31$. PRES:NTI*. MV' 'T IE
NATIONAL INSTRhUNT SOCIETll ' AOF *.RICA, (XXXA HtEACH, lA.
JAN. 1968, PROCEEDINGS.
rNI419-W-998-001 9 6 STwY OF Te R.M OMl W$vASURE14NT OF OCEAN COMLR. FINAL RI'f.
NASA CR-100294. RICHAIRD C. IRAMSEY, TRW SYST'ES GRH(LUP,
REDODO BEACH, CALIFORNIA. JAN. 1968. CON1THAC NU**R
NASW-1658. STAR N69-19618
NR-G9-HJ-998,-00199 SOME ASPECTS OF RFMYTE SENSING AS APPLIED T) THE OCAIN.
V.E..NOLE, R.D. KETCLM, ET AL., U.S.NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTDN, D.C. PU1BLISHFD IN IEEE PROCEEDINGS,
OL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. PP.594-604.
NR-G9-00-000-00205 A NOE ON JLTIPLE IMAGE PTIOO-NSAICS FM 7E SWi'FRN
"fMISPHTERE. N.A. STI'.EN, ALASKA, UNIVERSITY, GWPHYSICAL
INSTITUIE, COLL.LE, ALASKA. PUmLI SHE I N AUSTRALIAN
METIOROLO!ICAL MIPAZINE, VOL. 16, DEI. 1968. PP.127-136.
MICROFIQHE COPY.
NR-G9-GH-000-00206 PROOF TEST OF WATER TRANSPARENCY ME'HOD OF DEPTH DETERMIN-
ATION. REPORT iO. TM-9, ENCINEEIING NOTES-29. J.V. HALL,
JR., U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEEURS, WASHINGION, D.C.
JULY 1948. MICOF'ICHE COPY.
NR-09-00-000-00207 MFAS(IRME'NT OF OCEAN WAVES IN A SATELLITE PIOf GRAPH.
L.M. LIBBY, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, I3ULDlE, COLO.,
OCT. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-18317.
MR-G9-KJ-000-00213 FUIORESCENCE EXCITATION AND EMISSION SPECRA OF DISSOLVED
ORGANIC MATTER IN SEA WATER. EUAtENE D. TRAGANZA, U.S. NAVAL
ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND. PUBLISHED IN BULfLETIN OF'
MARINE SCIENCE, VOL. 19, NO. 4, DEC. 1969. PP.897-904.
NR-09-HJ-138-00214 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY FEASIBILITY STUDY UTILIZING NIMBUS 11
HRIR SATELLITE DATA. FINAL REPORT. FRED M. VUKOVICH,
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE, DURHAM, N.C. AND JACKSON O.
BLANTON, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, N.C. JULY 1969.
STAR N70-13239.
hR-G9-00-000-00224 RADAR ALTIMEIRY F*ROU A SPACECHAFT AND ITS POI'ENTIAL
APPLICATIONS TO CEODXESY AND OCEANCCILAPHY. GCIfPHiSICAL
SCIENCES LABORAlTRY 1T-67-3. J. ARTR;R CRtEENOOD, '. AL.,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, SCHUL. OF E.NINIEtl1NG AND SCIk.E,
DEPARlltNiT OF' METROOLOC AND OCFA.NUCRAPHft , NF N (CK' CIT ,
NEW YORK. MAY 1967. CN'I'HRAT "MtEM N62306-1589.
NR-09-00-000-00229 INVESTIGATION OF VISIBLE REUION INSTHLRENTATION FtVR MEOCNU
GRAPHIC SATELLITES, VtOL. 1. HE-31. A.C. C.hH(O),
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUIE OF' TECWNOLGY, EX.PblIN'I.h'-AL
ASTRO1N!Y LABORATORY, CAIMvHIIDGE, MASS. JULY 1967. CONlTRAC'I
NLMIER N62306-2082.
NR-09-GH-162-00230 AERIAL PHrIVOr APHY FOR SHAtJ$IW WATER SltDIES ON THE WEST
ED)GE OF THE BAHAM BA NKS. RE-42. A. CONROD, M. KELLY AND
A. BOERSMA, EXPERIMENTAL ASWONA(Y LAIOHAlURY, MASSACHSSFIEIS
INSTITUTE OF ThECHwJL(Y, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS.
NOVEBUER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER N62306-2082.
NR-09-00-000-00239 AIRBORNE RADIATION THERMtWR (FRB-2). FISHERIES RESEARCH
BOARD OF CANADA MANUJSCRIPT REPORT SERIES (OCEANO0RAPHIC AND
LIiNNOXlGICAL) Ni. 168. M. PIRART, J. CARSWELL, D. OLIVER,
AND W.H. BELL, PACIFIC OCEANOGRAPHIC GROUP, FISHERIES
RESEARCH BOARD OF' CANADA, NANAIMO, B.C., CANADA. MARCH 1965
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R-G09-00-000-00241 THE THORY OF RADAR SCATTER FROM THE OCEAN. CRES TECHN ICAL
REPORT 112-1. RICHARD C. CHIA UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTIER
FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. OCTOBER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBERS NSF GK 1153 AND
N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-G9-00-000-00253 MICROWAVE RADIOME'TRY AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO MARINE
MElIROLoGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY. JACK F. PARIS, TEXAS A+M
UNIVERSITY, DEPAHRIMNT OF OCEANOGRAPHY, CXLLEGE STATION,
TEXAS. JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT NLUBER NONR 2119(04).
N69-31076. NASA-CR-103227. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NIR--090-000-00259 A STUDY OF CLUXD PATTERNS OBSERVED FR0M ESSA 3 SATELLITE
PHOTOGRAPHS, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SEA SURFACE TEMPER-
ATIUES IN THE EASTERN GU F'OF MEXICO. REPORT NO. IR 68-118.
WILLIAM T. MORTON, U.S. NAVY, NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE,
WASHINTON, D.C. OCTOIER 1968. CONTRACT NO. ZRl-011-01
6.11.01N 691-XE(2).
NR-G9-00-O00-00288 SPACEXRAiT RADAR AS A M-ANS "R STtJDUING THE ANTARCTIC.
CRES REPORT 61-4. D.S. SIMONOET AND D.A. HR(OWN, UNIVE.RSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FIR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEIRHING SCIE.CE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NU4Lq3 NSR-17-004-003.
A PAPER PRESENTED TO VII OCOGRESS INTERNATIONAL QUAHTERNAH't
ASSOCIATION, BOULDER, COLORADO, SEP'I'EI*R 1965.
STAR X66-35972.
NR-09-00-000-00289 REMCTE SENSING FiRCM SPACECRAFT AS A TOOL IIUR INVESTIGATING
ARCTIC ENVIROMNTS. · CRES REPORT 61-5. D.S. SIMONE'rf' AN)
S.A. MORAIN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT R FOR RESEARCH, INC.
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. (XICONTRACT
NUQBER NSR-17-004-003. A PAPER PRESENTED TO VlI CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL QUARTENNARY ASSOCIATION, BOULDER, COLAWDO,
SEPThMBER 1965. STAR X66-35946.
NR-G9-00-000-00308 AN INDEX OF OCEAN FEATURES PHOTOGRAPHED FROM CEMINI SPACE-
CRAFT. ROBERT E. STEVENSON AND HTH M. NELSON BUREAU OF
C., ERCIAL FISHERIES, CONTRIBUTION NO. 253, &CLVESTIN,
TEXAS. JANUARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. N 62306-67-D-0123.
NM-09-00-000-00321 MEASURING SEA STATE AND ESTIMATING SURFACE WINDS FROM A
POLAR ORBITING SATELLITE. R.K. MOORE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENER F-OR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AND W.J. PIERSON, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY,
DEPART OT Iq O I'XOROLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY, NEW 'ORK CITY,
NEW YORK. CONIRACT Nu4BERS N62306-1589, NSR-17-004-003,
NSG-298 AND NSF GP-2259. PUBLISHED IN INTERNATIONAL SYMPO-
SIUM ON ELECTIMAGNETIC SENSING OF THE EARTH FRM" SATELLITES
MIAMI BEACH, FiORIDA, NOVEMBER 22-24, 1965.
NM-C9-00-000-00333 FROM SPACE- NEW TOOL FOR S'IOYING OCEAN WEATHER. ROBERT E.
STEVENSON, BUREAU OF COitRCIAL FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL
LAHORATORY, GALVESTON, TEXAS. PUBLISHED IN OCEAN INDUSTRY,
V.4, NO.3, MARCH 1969, P 51-55.
NR-G9-DK-000-00350 THE RELATIDNSHIP BETWEEN ATMOSPHERIC* LICHT SCATTERING CO-
EFFICIENTS AND VISIBILITY. HE4UTJH HORVATH AND KENNEIM E.
NOLL, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. PUB-
LISHED IN ATM4OSPHERIC ENVIRCNMENT, VOL. 3, SEPT. 1969.
PP.543-550. A70-18923.
NR-G9-00-000-o00352 REMXTIE SENSING OF ThE' SEA CONDITIONS WITH MICROWAVE RADIO-
IsT'ER SYSTI4S. J.C. AUIKLAND, El' AL., SPECTN, INC.,
DORNI*'Y, CALIF'.NIA. PUHtLISHED IN AIAA, EARTh RESULHCES
OBSERVATIONS AND INi.Ut4ATION SYSTEMS TIvING, ANNAPOLIS, I).
MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-318. A70-22869 MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-GC9-HJ-138-00353 OCEAN AND WATER SURF'ACE TENIPRATURFE MFASLRE-',dNTS USING
INFRARED R'.MUEI SENSING TEXHNIQ(ES IFRlU AIRBORNE PLAI'FUIMS.
MORRIS WEISS, BARNES ENGINEERING )CO., STAMUHD, CONN.
PUBLISHED IN AIAA, TRHtOPHYSICS CONFIHw:NCE, 4TH, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. JUNE 1969, PAPER NO.69-590.
A69-33286. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-G9-00-000-00367 COBINED AERIAL AND SHIPBOARD UPlWELLING ST'DY IN THE
BENGUELA CURRENT. W.R.H. ANDREWS, DIV. OF SEA FISHERIES,
SEA POINT, CAPE TON, SOLUR AFRICA, AND D.L. CRAM, CSIR,
OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH UNIT, UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOUN, s'OijH
AFRICA. PUBLISHED IN NATURE, VOL. 224, NO. 5222, NOV. 1969.
PP. 902-904.
NR-G9-00-000-00393 OCEAN-rOTTOM SEISMOGRAPH. R.A. ARNETT AND T.W. NEWFH(USE,
TEXAS INSTRUMEt'S INC., DALLAS, TEXAS. PUHLISHi'D IN
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, V.53, NO.12, DECEMBIER 1965, P.1899-
1905.
NR-G9-00-000-00401 A RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUE FOR TRACING AIR MLOEMENTS IN CLEAR
AIR AND IN CLOUDS. R.A. FIOOES AND J.S. WAT1', ISOTOPES DIV.
AUSTRALIAN ATOMIC ENEiRGY COMMISSION. J.A. WARBURTON, RADIO-
-. PHYSICS DIV., C.S.I.R.O. SYDNEY. PUBLISHED IN NATURE, VOL.
196, OCTOBER 1962. PP.328-329.
NR-G9-HJ-138-00413 AN OCEANOGRAPHIC AIRCRAFT. REPORT NO. IR NO. 66-26.
JOHN J. SCHL-, JR. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNET! DEPT., AND
JIHN C. WILUERsON, OCEANOGRAPHIC REDICTION DIV.., MARINE
SCIENCES DEPT., NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
JAN. 1967, 14P.
NR-09-00-000-00428 THE TRANSPORT OF TRACE SUBSTANCES IN THE ATIOSPHERE AND
THEIR IMPLICATIONS FIR THE GENERAL CIRCbLATION OF THE STRAT-
OSPHERE. REGINALD E. NIEWLi, MASSACIHSETTS INSTITUTE OF
TECNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. COMNRACT NUMtERS AT(30-1) 2241
AND AF 19(604) 5223. REPRINT FROM GEOFISICA PURA E APPLI-
CATA 49, PP.137-158, (1961/IT).
NR-G9-00-000-00431 AN EVALUATION OF' SEA SURF'ACE l'hP EHAll.HRE AS MEAS9UNR) HI THE
NIMBUS I HIGH RESOU.FiON INFRARED HRADI(ETI'I.H. 1T D-4078.
LEWIS J. ALLISON AND JAMES S. KE'NNED, (GO.UXR) SPACE I'LIGHlI
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. NOV1E24EI 1967.
STAR N66-10222.
MI-G9-00-000-00437 DEVELDPMENT OF' UNDERWATER RESEARCH. B.P. MANTEYEII 'L,
MOSCOW, 1965. TEEHNIICAL TRANSLATION 67-31170. JOINT PUHLICA-
TIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, 40,526, APRIL 5, 1967.
STAR N67-83715.
NR-G9-00-000-00439 RADIATION AND ASSOCIATtD OBSERVATIONS MADE ON INDIAN OCEAN
CRUISES. I. CRUISES "IURING 1962. TECHNICAL PAPER NO. 16,
E.L. DEACON AND J. STEVENSION, CUIMMt(NEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, MELBUORNE, AUSTRALIA.
1968. STAR N68-34257
IR-G9-HJ-998-00444 AIRBORNE OCEANOGRAPHY. JOHN WILKERSON, U.S. NAVAL OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC OFFICE. PUBLISHED IN GEO-MARINE TECHNOLOGY,
VOL. 2, NO. 8, SEPT. 1966. PP.9-15.
NR-G9-00-000-00447 ATIENUATED TOTAL REFl.ECTANCE INFRARED ANALYSIS OF AQOEOUS
SOLUTIONS. BERNARD KATLAFSK'- AND ROE*RT E. KELLER, RESEARCH
DEPT., ORGANIC CHEMICALS DIV., MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. ST.
LOUIS, MISSOURI. PUBLISHED IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. 35
NO. 11, OCT. 1963. PP.1665-1670.
NR-G9-GH-162-00448 OCEANOGRAPHY FROM SPACE. L.R.A. CAPURRO, TEXAS A+M UNIV.,
DEPT. OF OCEANOGRAPHY, COUCLGE STATION, TEXAS. REPRINT FROM
BOLLETTINO DI GEOF'ISICA TEXORICA ED APPLICATA, VOL. IX,
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'3-00454 ARCTIC ICE TYPE IDENTIFICATION BY RADAR. 'J.W. ROUSE, JR.,
TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, CXJLLEJ STATION, TEXAS. REPRIN'TE
FRMM PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 57, NO. 4 APRIL, 1969
P.605-611. CRES TR 121-3, AD-688 936 SAME A CRES TR 121-1.
J8-00458 OBSERVATIONS OF SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND OCEAN CURRENTS
FRMM NIHBUS 11. GUENTER WARNFXKS, LEWIS J. ALLISON, AND
LUINNi L. FOSH'E, GOODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MD. AUGUST 1967. STAR N61-34261.
0-:00459 A SURVEY dOF' THE EXPfRI'NTAL VAIAES OF" THE ABSORP'rlION W-
EFFICIENT OF' WATER IN T1E INHUARED. REPORT NO. 1F-67-4.
H. ZEMEL, NEW YORK UNIVERSIT, COLLEGE Of ENGINEf'IING,
RESEARCH DIVISION, DEPAH'RnMEN OF ME' tXXLROUGY AND OC(XEAUc-
RAPHY. APRIL 1967. RESEARCH GRANT NGR-33-016-067.
STAR X67-36976.
)0-00467 APPLICATIONS OF REMUIE SENSING TO EXPLORATION FOR OF'VSHORE
GOU). CASE 630. W.L. SMITH, BELLLUMM, INC., WASHINGTUN,
D.C. SEPTEMBER 1969.
)8-00478 EXPERIMENTS IN OCEANOGRAPHIC AEROSPACE PHO4`OGRAPHY. I BEN
FRANKLIN SPECTRAL FILTER TESTS. REPORT NO. TR-DA2108.
D.S. ROSS, SPACE AND RE-ENTRY SYSTE'MS DIVISION, PHILCO-.F')
CORP., PALO ALTO, CALIFHRNIA. 29 AUGUST 1969. CONTRACT NO.
N62306-69-C-0072.
)9-00480 MICROWAVE DETECTION OF PRECIPITATION OVER THE SURFACE OF THE
OCEAN. S.F. SINGER AND G.F. WILLIAMS, JR., INSTITUI'E Ot"
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL GA C HLES, FLA.
REPRINT FROM JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 73,
NO. 10, MAY 15, 1968. PP.3325-3327.
)0-00481 AERIAL MEASREMENT OF RADIATION TEMPERATURES OVER MT. FUJI
AND TOKYO AREAS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE iDI'ERMINATION
OF( ROUND AND WATER-SURFACE TEIPERATURES. SA'ELLITE AND
MESOUMETXROLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT,'PAPER NO. 72. TETSUYA
FUJITA, DEPARTMENT OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES, THE
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, AND KIYOSHI TSUCHIYA, JAPAN MET'EXO-
LOGICAL AGENCY. MARCH 1968. CONWRACT NUMBERS CB W]G-34,
NSG 333 AND NSF GfC-225.. STAR N68-34246.
)0-00491 SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FMEASURIENTS FRM-'SATELLITES.
P. KRISHNA RAO, ENVIRO'NMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICE ADMINISTRA-
TION, WASHINGTON, D.C. REPRINTED FlROM MARINERS WEATHER LOG,
VOL. 12, NO. 5, SEPT. 1968. PP.152-154.
NR-Gg9-H-162-00492 MPIOGRAPHIC AND SPECIRAL FACTORS AFFCTING DEPT ANALYSIS
BYPCOLOR VARIATION. DONALD S. ROSS, PHILX-FURD CORP., 
SPACE AND RE-EnTRY SYSTS DIV., PALO ALTO, CALIF., JANUARY
1968. PRESEYIED AT THE NINTIH EEffING, AD HOC SPACECRAIT
OCEANOGRAPHY ADVISORY GROUP. TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY,
JLLEWZ STATION, TEXAS.
NR-09-00-000-00495 OCEANOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS OF" RADAR ALTIlt'CTRY FHRM A SPACE-
CRAFT. A. NATHAN, G. NELU4N%, W.J. PltR'SON, tT AL., NF.
YORK UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF *tUHOULOGXY -AND OCUEA.V;APtft,
BRONX, N.Y. CON'RiACT NO. N6Z306-1589. REPRINT FRIUM RH1I'E
SENSING OF" ENVIRwoMNT 1, 1969. PP.71-80.
NR-G09-D-998-00497 SPEC'RORADICMETRI CHARACT'ERISTICS OF' NA'IIRAL LIGI' UNDER
WATER. RArUiND C. SMITH AND J(OHN E. TYLER, SCRIPPS INS'TIT-
-UTION OF OCEANXGRAPHt, UNIVERSIT11 OF CALI.FUHNIA, SAN DIE WO,
CALIFJORNIA. REPRINTED FROM JOCLRNAL OF OPTICAL SOCIETY, VOL.
57, NO. 5, MAY 1967. PP.595-601.
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NHR-G9-00-000-00498 LIGHT IN THE SEA. SEIRERT 0. DUNTL:Y, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF
OCEANOGRAPHY, UNiVE¥L SITY OF CALIFRNIA, SAN DIEM.O, CALIF.
REPRINTED FCM JOUCNAL OF" THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
VOL. 53, NO. 2, FEB. 1963. PP.214-233.
NR-G9-WD-012-00499 IN SITU SPECITROSCOPY IN OCEAN AND LAKE WATERS. JOHN E.
TYLER, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF' OCEANOGRAPHY SAN DIECO, CALI^-
FORNIA. REPRINTED IFROM JOLMUAL OF 'IIE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF
AiERICA, VOL. 55, NO. 7, JUL! 1965. PP.800-805.
NR-9G-00-000-00500 SUEHM'RSIBLE SPECTRORADIOM*HTER. JOHN E. TYLER AND RAYMUND C.
SMITH, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF'
CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO, CALIFURNIA. REPRINTED Fi.M JOUNNAL
OF1 THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, VOL. 56, NO. 10, OCT.
1966. PP.1390-1396.
NR-G9-00-000-00501 TIH SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO CONCEPT IN UNERWATER OPTICS. R.J.
ARJCUE[WiT AND H. HODARA, TETRA TECH, INC., PASADENA, CALIF.
REPRINTED FROM APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MARCH 1966.
PP.527-534.
NR-G9-CH-998-00504 APPLICATIONS OF RE0TE PHOTOGRAPHY TO THE STUDY OF COASTAL
ECOLOGY IN BISCAYNE BAY, FLORIDA. MAHLON G. KELLY, NEW YORK
IUNVERSITY, DEPT. OF BIOLOGY, BRONX, N.Y. JULY 1969.
CONTRACT NUMBER N-62306-69-C-0032.
NR-09-00-000-00505 MICROWAVE RADIOMIRY OF .THE OCEAN AND THE POSSIBILITY OF
MARINE WIND VELOCITY DEIMINATION FROM SATELLITE OBSERVA-
TIONS. G.F. WILLIAMS, JR., UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL
GABLES, FLORIDA. CONTRACT NO. N62303-69-C-0301. PUBLISHED
IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 74, NO. 18, AUG.
20, 1969. PP.4591-4594.
NR-G9-00-000-00506 RIKn'E-SENSOR APPLICATIONS IN F'ISHERY RESF:IRCH. PAUL. M.
MAWUGAN, BUREAU Ot' COIHICIAL FISHEHIES, WASHINGIIN, D.C.
REPRINTED FIOM MARINE X.*I)LUULi SOCmI'iY JOURNAL. VOL. 3,
1NO 2, MARIH, 1969. PP.11-20. A70-18951
NR-09-00-000-00507 IN SITU DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF' CHILROPHYLL AND CYlER
IomiETS IN THE OCEAN. JOHN E. TYLER, UNIVSITY' OF' CALIF.
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEAXIRAPHF, LA JOt.LA, CALIFORNIA.
PgINTED FRO. THE PROCEEDINUS OF THE NATIONAL ACADkFY OF
SCIENCES, VOL,.. 47. NO. 11, PP.1726-1733. N\.EMER~ 1961.
NR-G9-00-000-00508 IN SITU DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF CHL/,OPHYLL AND OTHER
PIGMENTS-PRELIMINARY RESULTS. JOHN E. TYLER, UNIVERSIT '(VO
CALIF]ORNIA, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAP~t, LA JOLLA,
CALIFORNIA. REPRINTED IRTUI THE PROCEEDINGS OF 'lE NATIONAL
ACADEIY OF SCIENCES, VOL. 51, NO. 4, PP.671-678. APRIL 1964.
NR-09-00-000-00509 WAVE STATISTICS FIROM HLRRICANE DORA. J. IAN COLLINS, TETRA
TECH, INC., PASADENA, CALIF11NIA. PUBLISI"D IN JOURNAL OF
TIH WATERWAYS AND HARBORS DIVISION, ASCE, VOL. 93, MAY 1967,
PP.59-77.
hR-G9-00-000-00513 DETERMINATION OF THE LEV,l OF MEAUREEM'NT ON SEA SURFACE BY
RADAR ALTIMETER. CRES TECHNICAL bLkRANDM.4 112-6. HAN L.
LkE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER IUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGIN-'
EERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1969.
.(ONTRACT NUMBER N62303-67-C-0044.
NR-G9-EJ-027-00518 OCEANOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF TWO GEMINI V PHCOGRAPHS..
REPORT NO. IM-66-14. T.P. BARNETT, U.S. NAVY, OCEANOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. AUGUST 1966. STAR X67-10912.
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NR-G9-CH-155-00522 SPECTRAL DISSIPATION OF FINITE-DEPTH GRAVITY WAVES DUE TO
TUREBILET BMI4M IFRCTION. J.1. COLLINS, MT. AL., TEFRA
TEICH, INC., PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. REPRINTED FHIM SEARS
FUFWNDATION - JOURNAL OF MARINE RESEARCH, VOl. 26, NO. 1,
JAN. 1968. PP.1-12.
-CG9-00-000-00523 COLRSONDE FOR AERIAL DETERIINATION OF SHALLDW WATER DEPTH.
REPORT NO. NRL 6561. ROBERT E. RUSKIN, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1967. STAR X67-21793.
NR-G9-00-000-00525 OCEAN WAVE PROIL'.INC RADR SYTS1F. HEPURTT NO. NHIL 6052.
C.M. MOHROW, U.S. N.VAL RESFiARCH LAH . ASHISI'~G, I).C.
APRIL 1964. STAR N6$-e3320.
NH-G9-HJ-138-00526 MEASURILA*NT OF OCEAN CURRENTS By PH Y XUC Rt*IH IC tWqlRDS.
ThUIICAL FMlORANDUM C+GS'1N5- Evtaw5rr H. E *U,. ENhVIROhN-
MENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTWAT'ION, WASHING'1UN, D.C.
HAY 1968. STAR N69-12298.
NR-C9-00-000-00536 A SYSTEM FUR AIRBORNE MEASRENTIS OF' THE TOI'AL HEAT FU)W
FROM 1HE SEA SLHFACE. E.D. MCALIST'r, UINVERSITy OF' CUALIF.,
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPtHY, LA JOLLA, CALIIIOHNIA.
JUNE 1967. 0XNIRACT NUME4R NION 2216(13). MICO'FICHE CXWY.
STAR N67-35894.
NR-GC9-00-000-00545 THE POTENTIAL OF OBSERVATION OF THE OCEANS FROM SPf*At'CRAFi'T.
REPORT NO. 177726. GENFRAL EILECRIC CO., PHILAI)ELPIA, PA.
DECiBEJR 1967. STAR N6W-31894.
NH-Gg9-00-000-00546 A SATELLITE VIEW OF TYPHOON MARIIE 1966 IDEVELOENT. NASA
TN D-4757T 0. WARN]FP., ET. AL., NASA/GCODARD SPACE FLIGHT





)-00556 AERIAL SURVEY OF HLDSON BAY SURFACE TEIPERA1.RE. REPORT NO.
TR-28. WAYNE M. WENDLANDI UNIViERSITY OF WISCONSIN, EPOT. OF
MITELROLO¥Y, MADISON, WISCONSIN. JULY 1966. CONTRACT NO.
NONR-1202(07). MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-15350.
-00557 SURVEY OF SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FLICTUATIONS WITH THE AIR-
BORNE INFRARED THERIHMWIER. ROBERT M. ALEXANDER, WOODS HOLE
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, WOODS HOLE, MASS. JULY 1965.
CONTRACT NO. NONR-3351(00). MICROFICHE COPY.
1-00569 APPLICATION OF AEROMEIHODS FMR INVESTIGATION OF THE OCEAN.
V.0. ZDANOVICH, ET AL., U.S. AIR FURCE, AIR FORCE SYSTEMS
C(MMAND, WRIGHT-PATIERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO. APRIL 1967.
STAR N68-14347. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-662 577
1-00572 SOWE APPLICATIONS OF SPACE OBSERVATIONS TO METXOROULOY,
OCEANOGRAPHY AND HYDROLXY. VINCENT J. OLIVER, ENVIRON-
MENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTHATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PRESENTED AT THE FCLURTH ANNUAL ME'ETING AND TECHNICAL DISPLAY
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITIUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS.
OCT. 23-27, 1967. ANAHEIM, CALIFURNIA. STAR N68-14690.
NR-G9-EJ-998-00573 SPECRAL STUDIES OF REFIELT'ED SOL(AR ENEHGY FIEU)S, RFID TIlE,
KELP 0.68 'U 2.4 MICRONS C-47 AIHCHRA)1'. REPO(I'T hNUI.H
X-622-6d-451. W.A. HLVIS, GODDARD SPACE FI.,IGn' CEN''E,
GREENBELT, ND. NON(A*.E- 196b. STAR N69-16104.
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NR-G9-00-000-00577 RM'OTE SENS ING IN OCFcANcORAPH. I(MD E. OLSON, U.S. NAVY
DEPT., NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGlUN, D.C. MARCH
1968. STAR N68-30759. MICHOFICHE COPY.
NR-O9-HJ-998-00578 THE APPLICATION OF RADAR SCArTFERMETRY TO C[E'AN PHYSICS.
WILLIAM L. FLDND, RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO., HOUSTOUN, 1TEXAS.
PRESENTED AT THE AMEIICAN AST1ONAUTICAL SOCIELTY, ANNUAL
MNE'rING, 14TH, DEIcXHA, MASS., MAY 13-15, 1968. MICROF'ICHE
COPY.
WR-G9-00-000-00589 OBSERVATION OF SEA SURFACE TE'MPERATURE PATTERNS AND 1TEIR
SYNOPTIC CHAN3ES THRCUGH OPTIMAL PROCESSING OF' NIMBIUS 11
DATA. REPORT NO. 9051-5. FINAL REPORT. JAMES R. GREAVES,
JAMES H. WILLAND, AND DAVID T. CHANG, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOC.
CONCORD, MASS. SEPTEMBER 1968. COINRACT NO. NASW-1651.
STAR N68-36931.
NR-G9-JH-998-00598 DATA COLLECTION BY THE USE OF THE NASA NP3A AIRCRAFT DURINO
B(MEX AND PRELIMINAR'Y RESULTS OF" ANALYSIS. VICTOR S. WHITE-
HEAD, THORAS L. BARNEtT, AND IVAN D. BHOWNE, NASA/MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTUN, TEXAS, PRESENTED AT THE SYMPO-
SIUM ON THE EARLY RESULTS FRCM B(MEX, SEATTLE, WASHINIGTN.
NOVEMBER 20-21, 1969.
NH-G9-FH-998-00613 FTUOINTE.PRETAZIONE DELLE STRUTI'IRE OCEANOGRAFICHE QUALI
APPAJONO NELLE FnI'OuRAFIE RIPRESE DURANTE I VOLI GENINI.
ROBERT E. STEMENSON, BUREAU OF (XCtR1CIAL FISIERIES,
GALVESTON, TEXAS. 1969. ESTRATTI ENCICLOPEDIA
DEIRA SCIENZA E DELLIA TECNIA MONDADORI, S AND T/69 ANNUARIO
DEULA EST, PP.185-188.
NR-G9-GJ-000-00621 AIRCRAFT RECONNAISSANCE OF.WINTER COASTAL CYCLONES IN THE
NORTHEASTfRN UNITED STATES. JUEL(X SPAR, NEW YORK UNIV.,
AND HOWARD A. FRIEDMAN, RESEARCH FLIGHT FACILITY, ESSA,
MIAMI, FLORIDA. PUBLISHED IN BULLE'IN AMERICAN METEXROLO-
GICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 50, NO. 11, NOV. 1969, PP.857-865.
NIR-9-GH-162-00622 APPLICATIONS OFW M.UERWATER P(IXUb.;!*lnRV.. INIUtIhAL RHP)H:I'
NO. 68-52. JOSEPH POLLIO, U.S. NAVUAL OC(FUPOGRAPHIC Ol'(FICE.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1968.
NR-C9-00-000-00627 OPTiCAL RADAR MEASLREMENTS O' THE AltUSPH*RE. NASA CR-729.
J.D. LAWRENCE, JR., F.H. CROWNF'IED, JR., ET Al., XXALJEF (W"
WILLIAM AND MAR, WILLAMSBLRU, VIRGINIA. APRIl 19b7.
CONTRACT NO. NSG 710. STAR N67-21982.
NR-G9-00-000-00633 SATELLITE APPLICATIONS TO MARINE GEODESY. NASA CR-1253.
A.G. MIURAD, N.A. FRAZIER, ET AL., BATIEUE EI I>MIAL INSTI-
T'T, COLUMUS, OHIO. JAN. 1969. CONXIRACT' NO. NASR-100(11)
STAR N69-16645.
NR-G9-00-000-00637 PERFURMANCE ANALYSIS OF' A SALINITY/TIPERA1, RF/:/ iDEPTH SYSTEM.
ROY D. GAUL, TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OW OCEAN-
OGRAPHY, COUtLLE STATION, TEXAS. REPRINTED FRWM IEEE TRANS-
ACTIONS ON GEUSCIENCE ELECITRONICS, VOL. GE-6, NO. 4, NOV.
1968. PP.185-189.
NH-09-00-000-00653 MEASU.FEN'T OF OCEAN XCRRENTS BY PH!IXUGRAETRIC MFHODS.
TECN ICAL MMRA~NDUM C-GS1T-5. EVEREN'T H. RAIWEY, ESSA CX)AST
AMN GEODETIC SURVEY, ROCKVILLE, MD. MAY 1968.
NR-G9-00-000-00660 ON THE MEASUREtMIN OF LOW LEVEL HURRICANE WINDS BY AIRBORNE
DUAL BEAM RADAR. REPORT NO. AF'CRL-69-0169. KENN'FiH M.
GLVIER, AIR F3RCE CAtHIDGE RESEAHCH LAB., BEDF.lHD, MASS.
APRIL 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-34297.
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NR-G9-00-OO000-00672 SPECTRA OF INTERNAL WAVES AND TURUILENCE IN STRATIFIED
FlUIDS. PART 1. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND INDICATIONS FUIUM
MEASRlWFNTS IN STABLY STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE AND OCEAN.
YIH-HO PAO, BOEING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH LAB., SEATTLE, WASH.
JUNI 1969. STAR N69-35845.
NR-G9-00-000-00674 ANALYSIS OF MEAS.UEMIETWS OF MICROWAVE EMISSION FIROM THE
EARTHS SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE. REPORT NO. DAC 60693.
H.A. HYATT, DULAS AIRCRAFT 00., INC MISSILE AND SPACE
SYSTEMS DIV., HUI.TINGTIN BEACH, CALIFRNIA. JUNE 1967.
CONTRACT NUMBER E-43-67(N). STAR N68-16140.
R-G9-00-000-00692 Dt.X:DIN AND SINOPTIC INT.RPHI'I'A;l'I( (W' INRII-'A) (IR) CtIl;D
Ct(ER PHO'IX;tIAPHS. E.P. .IX.MtOSKA, USSR. ISSL.E) HF ,lIN
AI] I NI STAT I ON OF' THE: H DH1'I.X)HOtLXCL I CL .SFRV I CF, C(X;xCI 1
OF' MINIST'It'S, USSR. PUHLISHIHD. tN GIIH(.l*'ITF(. tXlI*.S*KI I
NAUCHN0-ISSLt]XVATEISKI I, SSSR. TRLU), NO. 11, 1967.
MICROFICHE COPS. STAR N69-34373.
MNR-9-H-145-00694 AIRBORNE MEASUlEN-NTS ON INFRARED SEA TlF'PI`RATRE IN 1E
NOIR GUiLHE .. U F' 0 ,XIXCO. K.L. DRENNAN, JL.' COAST RESEARCH
LA., OCEANOGRAPHY SECTION, OCEAN SPRHINS, MISS. DEC. 1966.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-2951.6. AD-650 314
NR-G9-00-000-00700 THE VALUE OF WEATHER FORECASTS. J.C. TMPSON, SAN JOSE
STATE COLLEGE, DEPT. OF MELTEROLXY, SAN JOSE, CALIIUlORNIA.
PUBLISE*D IN SCIENCE JOURNAL, VOL. SA, NO. 6, DEC. 1969.
PP.62-66.
fIR-G9-CH-162-00709 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC STLDIES OF SHALLOW WATER BEWHIC
ECOLCGY. NWHLO G. KEILY, NEW OK UNIVERS I TY, BRONX, N.Y.,
ALURED CONROD, MASSAC1fUSUITS INSTI'ITUTE 01" TENOUOGY,
C KI!DCGE, MASS. PUBLISHED) IN REtOFE SEISIG IN EUCCGY,
1969. PP.173-184.
NR-G9-EJ-181-00716 A MElTH4D OF ELIMINATING CLOUD INTERFERENCE IN SATELLITE
STUDIES OF SEA SURFACE T'IPERAIJRES. PAUL E. LAVIOLTE'IE,
AND PAUL L. CHABOT, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OF'F'ICE, WASH.
D.C. PUBLISHED IN DEEP-SEA RESEARCH, VOL. 16, NO. 5,
NLV. 1969. PP.539-547.
NR-G9-00-00-00732 A MODEL ATMOSPHERE FUOR EARTH RESOURCES APPLICATIONS.
NASA-TM X-58033. DAVID E. PITTS AND KIRBY D. KYLE, NASA/
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. NCVEMI4R 1969.
STAR N70-15687.
H-.09-00-000-00739 GENERATION AND AIRBORNE DE-TECTION OF INTERNAL WAVES FROM AN
OBJECT MOVING THOUH A STRATIFIED OCEAN. VOL. II. WALTER
H. MUNK, CURTIS O. CALLAN ET AL., INSTITUTE FOR DFENSE
ANALYSES, JASON DIV., ARLINTXON, VA. APRIL 1969. CONTRACT
NMJBER DAHC15-67-C-0011. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-13409.
NH-Ug9-H-998-00741 INVESTIGATION OF VISIBLE REGION INSTRLwENTATION FOR OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC SATELLITES. VOL. II. A.C. CtJNROD, M.O. KELLY,
ET AL. MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TIEHMJGCY, EXPERIMENTAL
XASirRNY LAB., CAMHRIDXUE,. MSS. MARCH 1968. CONTRACT NO.
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NR-G9-00-000-00747 INllERPREI'ATION O()' DIF. 1'HEN' T'PES OF' TIUNURA lFOb AERHIAL
PHIUOXGRAPHS AN)D THi:IH AEROVIlSUAL. DESCHIPTI!ON UN T"ht;LE SIS OF
iFOST JOINTING. REPORT NO. FS'IT'-H'-23-316-6b. V. ANlID)HIEV,
TRANSLATED FROM GC.LGHAFICHESKII SHORNIK, (SSSR)I OL. 7, 1955
PP.103-120. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-11609.
NR-G9-00-000-00753 OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTRULEKNTATION. FINAL REPORT OF 1tE
0(M0IiEE ON INSTRLh*fINTATION. SECOND EDITION. REPORT NO.
SP-41. U.S. NAVY HYDHOGHAPHt OFFICE, WASHING1MN, D.C.
OCTOLBER 1960. MICROFICHIE COPY.
NR-G9-00-000-00758 HIGH FRIUENCY RADAR SFA RETURN AND 1ME PHILLIPS SA1Ti:ATION
CONSTANT. W.H. MLNhK, ET' AL., SCRIPPS INSTIlVI'ION OF OCEAN-
OGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LA JOLLA, CALIFIUNIA.
PUBLISHED IN NATURE, VOL. 224, NO. 5226, DEC. 1969. P.1285.
NR-C9-00-000-00759 OBSERVATIONS OF AN ANTARCTIC OCEAN TABULAR IC[F"iHG IqNM THIE
NIMBUS II SATELLITE. JOHN SISSALA, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOC.,
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND. PUBLISHED IN NATURE, VOL. 224, NO.
5226, DEC. 1969. PP.1285-1287.
MH-C9-00-000-00761 POWER SPECTRA F04M OCEAN M(NEt.NTS MEASLRED RMnlI.LY BY
IONOSPHERIC RADIO BACKSCAl'ER. J.F. WARD, TOMNSVILLE UNIV-
ERSITY COLLEGE, TOWNSVILLE, QLEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA. PUBLISH-
ED IN NATURE, VOL. 223, NO. 5213, SEPT. 1969. PP.1325-1330.
NR-G9-00-000-00764 SPACE RECONNAISSANCE OF THE OCEAN - OPPORTUNITIES AND LIMIT-
ATIONS. GIF'FURD C. EWING, WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTIT-
UTION, WOODS HOLE, MASS. PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF NEW )ORK
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, VOL. 140, NO. 1, DEC. 1966. PP.83-92.
NR.-G9-00-000-00767 AN UNDERWATER SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE COLECTOR. RAYMOND C.
SMITH, SCRIPPS INSTIT1TE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFURNIA, SAN DIECO, LA JOLLA, CALIIFHNIA. PUBLISHED IN
JOIRNAL OF MARINE RESEARCH, VOL. 27, NO. 3, 1969. PP.341-
351.
NR-G9-00-000-00768 CORRELATION OF RADAR BACKSCATIERING CROSS-SECTIONS WITH
OCEAN WAVE HEICH'TS AND WIND VEI.OCITY. TECHNICAL REPORT.
K. KRISHEN, LOCKHEED ELEklXltONICS CO., HOUST1N, TEXAS.
REPORT NO. LEC/HASD NO. 649.21.025. COCNRLACT NO. NAS9-5191.
NR-09-00-000-00769 1T: RErMnE SENSING FHO2 AIHCRALI' AND SPACE V;1)ICiJ. OIF Th1CE
VAKXIL*S ASSOCXIAT'I) 1ITh HI(tX.;ICIU )C.TIVI'I* IN T'E (OCxEANS.
A.R. BARRINM.ER, ARRINGM;R RESEARCH, LTD., HEX)ILE, ONtARIO,
CANADA.
NR-G9-00-000-00770 REYFlEE SENSING OF MA'RINE EFIUVIA. A.R. IRRINGIR,
BARR IN GE RESEARCH, LTD., REXDAULE, ONTARIO, -CANADA.
NR-G9-00-000-00773 INFRARED-OXP'ICAL 1T'tHNIOIUES APPLIED TO OCEANXORAPHI. I.
MEASURI NT OF" TOTAL HEAT F1U)W 1 KhlE SEA SUHFACE. E. D.
MC ALISTFR, SCRIPPS INSTITII'lON OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, UNIVESIlTY
OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEUO, CALIFIURNIA. PUBLISSHED IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL. 3, NO. 4, M\Y 1964.
NR-G9-UVF-000-00777 A T'I-EE-DIfENSIONAL BATHIOROGRAPHIC MAP OF CANION ISLAND.
A STUDY IN THE PR(OH.i]S OF COXNSTRUl''ING AND S4IN1LIZING MAPS
OF MARINE ENVIRONENTS. GCRCGE F.- JENKS, UNIVE1rSITY OFX
KANSAS, LAWRECE, KANSAS, AND PAUL V. CRAWFORD, HOWLING
GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, HOWLING GCREEN, CHIO. PUBLISHED IN
GCOGRAPHICAL REVIEW, VOL. 60, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.69-87.
NM-G9-00-000-00781 HURRICANES AND THE SEA SURFACE TEMPERATIURE FIEID. EDWIN L.
FISHER, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. PUBLISHID IN JOURNAL OF'
MIE1bROLGWY, VOL. 15, NO. 3, JUNE 1958. PP.328-333.
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NR-G9-HJ-138-00782 GULF STREAM THE4lAL GRADIENTS IFRM SATELLITE, SHIP, AND AIR-
CRAFT OBSERVATIONS. WILLIAM R. CUR'IS AND P. KRISHIA RAO,
NATIONAL ENVIROfT TAL SATELLITE CENTER, ESSA, WASHIN'IUN,
D.C. PJULISHlVD IN JOJRNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 74,
NO. 28, DEClR 1969. PP.6984-6990.
NR-G9-00-000-00783 STUDY OF THE APPLICATION OF LASER TEONNOLOGY TO A14)0SPHERIC
CONTAMINATION MEASURATION. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT, MAY 1968
APRIL 1969. NASA-CR-86221. JOIN U. HIDALC TULANE UNIV.,
MNI ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. APRIL 1969. CONI T MIER
NAS12-664. STAR N69-36282.
NR-G9-BH-057-00787 ABYSSALLY GENERATED T PHASE. HAWAII INSTITUTE OF GEXPHYSICS
CONTRIBUTION 179. ROCKNE H. JOHNSON, ET AL. UNIVERSITY OP
HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII. 1968. CONTRACT Nb. NONR-3748(01)
STAR N69-38887.
NR-G9-00-000-00791 ATMOSPHERIC TURBIDITY ,9VR THE. UNITED STATES, 1961-1966.
E.C. FULWIERS, ET AL., CONSLI*.R PHII.ECTION AND ENVIONFT-'NTAL
HEALTH SERVICE DIV., RALEI(H, N,C. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED
MIEI.HOL.Y, VOL. 8,, NO. 6, DEC. 1969. PP.955-962.
NR-G9-00-000-00796 A STUDY ON SOME EDUIPMiF'T AND ENVIR(.NMN*TAL PARAMETHRS
AI"'ECTIN AIRBORNE REOUTE PROBING OF TEPPERATIUHE AND PRESS-
URE PROFILES. REPORT NOS. AFCRL-69-0188 AND SHRC-CH-69-9.
WAYNE D. MOUNT, RICHARD B. I.F, ET AL., SPERRYL RAND RESEARCH
CENTER, SUDBUY, MASS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NtMIER
P19628-68-C-0295. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-37972.
NR-G9-00-000-00797 PHYSICS OF THE A'TMSPHERE AND OCEAN. TRANSLATION FLNM
IZVESTIA AKADEMIA NAUK, SSSR, FIZIKA ATl.OSFERY I OKEANA(WOSCOW) APRIL 1969, PP.341-432. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
STAR N69-39076 THRU N69-39086.
NR-09-OJ-998-00799 A PROCEDURE TO ELIMINATE PERIODIC NOISE FOUND IN NIMIIUS 11
HIGHI RESOUUTION INFRARED RADIOMI'ER'I'EASUREMNTS. LARRY M.
MC MILLIN, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, ASS.
FEB. 1969. REPCRT NO. 9C45-32 AND TR-9. CONTRACT NO.
NASS-10343.
NR-G9-BH-057-00817 UNDERWATER DEPTH DETERMINATION BY AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
A.C. LUNDAHL, U.S. NAVY PUOGCRAPHIC INTERPRETATION CENTER.
FRILISHED IN PHOO!GRA4METRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 14, NO. 4,
1948. PP.454-462.
NR--9-GJ-167-00822 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SHALLOW WATER WAVES IN LAKE MICHIGAN.
WOEPRT NO. MP 69-2. PAUL C. LIU, U.S. LAKE SURVEY, ARMY
CORPS OP ENGINEERS, DETROIT, MICHIGAN. PRESENTED BEIURE
11T CONNiERENCE GREAT LAKES RESEARCH, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
MARHi 1968. PP.412-423.
NR-G9-00-000-00848 ENVIRONMNTAL MANAGEMENT IN MARINE WATERS. MARINE POLLUJTION
PANEL DISCUSSION. CLARENCE M. TARZWELL, NATIONAL MARINE
WATER QUALITY LAB., WEST KINGSTON, R.I. AND CHARLES J.
ROBINOVE, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SATEJLITE ?PUGRAM OF
I* DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT
TH NORTH EASTERN REGIONAL ANTIPOLLUTION ANNUAL CXNF]RENCE,
UNIVERSITY OPF RHIDE ISLAND, JULY 1969.
Ni-09-00-000-00850 PHOIUGRAPHIC IN1VSTIGATION OF SF.DIFtNT T','XTtLH, wH(Ynl
CUhRENT AC.'IVITI, AND tE.Nh'I-l.IlC (HGIANISM' IN 1H.': V lhll;GlN-
SULMARINE CANWON. U.S.C.G.C. HOCUhA'A-.'MITH.SONIAN INSh'T'I'r-
ION CRUISE (ROSZ) OCFANGtAPHIC REPORT NO. 22. DANIEL J.
STANLE%, 'SMITVLSONIAN INSTrlriON, WASHIM.TON,, D.C. AND
GILBERT KELLING. UNIVhlSIT' O(' WAL'LS, SWANSEA, ;GRAT
BRITAIN. U.S. COAST t;ARD OEAMNAPHIC UNIT, WASHINGTON,
D.C. FEB. 1968.
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NR-G9-0o0-000-00855 RADAR ALTIMETRY FIR(l A SPACECRAFT AND ITS PUTENTIAL APPLICA-
TIONS TO GCXJES1 AND OCEANOGHAPHY. NHEP(fT INO. TR-67-3.
J. ARURI GCREI:%W(X), ALAN NATIbN, ET AL., NEW YORK UNIV.,
DEPT. O1' METElROLOCY AND OCFXANGRAPHt, NEW YORK, N.Y.
MAY 1967. STAR X67-22164.
R-GC9-JH-00Q-00857 SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY SARGASSO SEA WATER. GUNNER
KULIENI]CG, UNIVERSITY OF' COPENHAEN, INSTiI'UTE OF' PHYSICAL
OCEANOGRAPHY, COPEI:AGN, DEIARK. PUBLISHED IN DEEP-SEA
RESEARCH, VOL. 15, AUG. 1968. PP.423-432.
NR-G9-00-000-00859 NIIt4JS 11 SATELLITE SEA SLRFACE TEMiPERATRES VERSUS
HISTORICAL DATA IN A SE.Lt-i:D RECIION, A CXMPARATIVE STUDY.
PAUL E. LAVIOLE1'TE AND PAUL L. CHABOT, U.S. NAVAL OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN DEEP-SEA
RESEARCH, VOL. 15, OCT. 1969. PP.617-622.
NR-G9-00-000-00860 INVESTIGATING THE FEASIBILITY OF' CENSUSING DEER BY REMOTIE
SENSING OF THERMAL INFRARED RADIATION. RICHARD M.
BART-HOLOEW, INDIANA DEPT. OF' NATURAL RESOCRCES, AND ROGER
M. HOF'ER, LABORATORY FUR RICElN SENSING, PLRDUE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYT'.E', INDIANA. PRESENTED AT THE MIDWEST WILDLIFE
CONFEHENCE, CHICAGO, ILL., DEC. 1966.
NH-G9-00-000-00861 MILTIPLE SCATTER EFVFECTS IN REMOTIE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL
POLLUTIION. DAVID L. FEINSTEIN AND KENNE9TH R. PIECH, CORNELL
AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BUIVALO, N.Y. 1969.
NR-G9-00-000-00863 REMOTE SENSING F1R PLANNING RESXURCE CONSERVATION. C.J
JOHANNSEN AND M.F. BAMU4ARDNU, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAB. FOR
ACRICULTURAL REZI$E SENSING, LAFAYE'TE, INDIANA. 1968.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION J(UJRNAL, NO. 3439.
NR-G9-00-000O-00866 TEST PHOTOGRAPHY WITH MS EXTACHRO.P FIOR WATER PENETHATlON
AND DEL.PIC'TION OF T1HE OFFSHORE SEA FLOOR. WILFRED G.
TUDDENHAM, UNIVERSITY OF' SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. 1968.
NR-G9-00-000-00873 tMWEO.lXOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF' REFIECTI'D RADIANCE MIFASLRE-
MENTS FROM ATS I AND ATS 3. T'hMAS H. VONDER HAAR, UN IV. OF'
WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN. PUBLISHED IN GEOPH'SICAL
RESEARCH, VOL. 74, NO. 23, OCT. 1969. PP.5404-54412.
NR-G9-00-000-00889 RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN AN A'ITMOSPHERE-OCEAN SYST'1M. GILBERT
N. PLASS AND GEORGE W. KATTAWAR. TEXAS A+M UNIVFRS'IT,
DEPT. OF PHYSICS, COLLUEE STATION, T130S. R'PRINqlED IRUML
APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 2, FEB. 1969. PP.455-466.
NR-G900-000-00 899 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE BAHAMA ISLANDS. REPORT NO. RN-37.
ANNE BOERSMA, MASSACHUSENTS INSTITU1IE OF' bEXCHNNLGY,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. AUGUST 1968.
NR-G9-00-000-00913 TIDAL CURRENT SURVEYS BY PHOTOGRAMETRIC ME'IOOS. COAST AND
CGEODeTIC SURVEY TECHNICAL BLUIBTI N NO. 22. MOR'iUN KELIJKR,
ESSA, COAST AND GEXo)ITIC SURVEY, RoCKVILLE, MARYLAND.
OCT. 1963.
NR-G9-00-000-00933 HISTORY OF SHORE GROWTH FROM ANALYSIS OF' AERIAL pHIOGRAPHS.
FRANCIS H. MtIF'ITIT, UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFORNIA, HYDRAULIC
ENGINEERING LAB., BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. DECEMBEH 1968.
HICROFICE COPY.
iR-G9-00-000-00944 SEISMIC PROPILING IN THE CULF OF MEXICO. H. ROBERT
ENSMINGER, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFF'ICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN UNDER SEA TEFNOLOGY, VOL. 11, NO. 2, FEB. 1970
PP.22-25.
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NR-G9-00-000-00947 ICE OBSERVATICXS BY 1NHE TIROS II SATELITE AND BY AIRCRAFT.
D.O. WARK, R.W. POPHAM Er AL., U.S. WEATHE BUREAU,
WASHINOIUN, D.C. PUBLISHED IN ARCTIC, VOL. 15, NO. 1, 1962.
PP.9-26.
NR-G9-00-000-00962 iMETHOS AND INSTRtUENTS ON THE VERTICAL TENPERATIRE PROFILE
NEAR THE AIR-SEA INTERFACE. E.G. ANDREYEV ET AL USSR.
PUBLISHED IN ACADEMY SC0IECES OF THE USSR bCEANiLxdY,
VOL. 9, NO. 2, 1969. PP.287-290.
S-G09-LG-000-00968 BEACH RIDCES IN R*ITEA.STFi.N TNZANIA. CIRUUI.S S. ALE:XANI:RUNIVElrSI1 OF I,INOIS,, DyPr. OF' GuX;iAPifi, L;HINA, ILL,.
PUBLISHFD IN GECUFRAPHICAL REVIEW, VOL. 59, K). 1, JAN. 1969.
PP.104-122.
NR-09-CH-998-00976 INVESTIGATION OF VISIBLE REGION INSTRtLMNTATION FUR OC(EAN-
OGRAPHtC SATELLITES. VOL. I. A.C. CONHOUD, MASS. INSTIl'ln'E
OF TE1C1 LOCG, CAF*RIDGE, MASS. JULY 1967. CWXOTRAC'I' NO.
N62306-2082. MICHOFtICHE COPY.
tR-G9-00-000-00984 SPACECRAF'T iFR FISHERY RESEARCH. PAUL M. MAtUHAN, BUREAU OP'
COtMJERCIAL FISHERIES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968. STAR
N69-41280.
MNl-9-00-000-01006 ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES AND REFLCTrANCES OF OCEAN WATER AND
OTiHR SLRFACES IUR A LOW SUN. A.R. BOILEAU AND J.I. GOIUXN,
SCRIPPS INSTI'ITUTIE OF OCEANOGA ', UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFURNIA,
SAN DIEOO, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 5, NO.
5, MAY 1966. PP.803-813.
NR-G9-00-000-01009 REJIOE SENSING OF WATER POLLUrION. LEONARD W. HOM, SACRA-
MENTO STATE COLLEGE, SACRAMETNU, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN
JOURNAL OP WATER POLUTION CONTROL FEDERATION, VOL. 40,
NO. 10, OCT. 1968. PP.1728-1738.
NR-C9-00-000-01010 COMPARISON OF RADAR SEA ECHOES WITH STEREXlPHUIOGA14EIR IC
PICTUIES OF THE SEA SURF'ACE. H.C. FREIESLEBEN. PUBLISHED
IN JOURNAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION, VOL. 22, APRIL
1969. PP.-198-204.
NR-G9-DJ-012-01011 REMOTE SENSING OF OCEAN COLOR. JAMES S. BAILEY AND PETER G.
WHITE, TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. PUBLISHED
IN ADVANCES IN INSTRIMENTATION, VOL. 24, PART 3, 1969. ISA,
PITTSBURiH. PP.635-I TO 635-7. PRESENTED AT THE INSTRUMENT
SOCIETY OF AMERICA, ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 24TH, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
OCT. 1969. A70-18592.
I*R-G9-00-000-01014 A REVIEW OF RADAR SEA ECHO. MERRILL I. SKOLNIK, NAVAL
RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. REPORT NO. NRL-MR-2025.
JULY 1969. AD-693 452. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-11459
AD-693 452
NR-09-00-000-01017 ANALYSES AND FRECXASTING OF' SEA-Sl1'FACP TI';T1`P01IAHE (SS'I').
P.M. WOLFF, L.P. CARSI'hNSEN, AD 1'. IAFVANS'U, FlJ:FI' i.lf*tH-
ICAL 'WEATHE1 FACILITY, M.'TEHE., CALIPOltNIA. EtH. 1965.
TE)HNICAL, NO'E NO. 8. ST'AH X65-16643. AD-460 150.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-G9-CH-000-01031 BEACH EROSION H DUU) HKU'rTIN. U.S. AR4Y COHPS OF ,GClkNEhIS,
WASHIN.;lTN, D.C. PUBLISHED IN REACH EROSION BOARD tlUIi'lIN,
,L. 1, NO. 1, APRIL 1947. AD-699 907. HICRo'ICH E COPY.
tR-G9-00-000-01040 WIND WAVES AND THE EFFECrTIVE REIlECTIN AREA OF THE SEA
SIRFACE. YU. A. MLJLLAMAA, ACADEM, OF SC I ENCES O THE
ES1TNIAN SSR. TRANSLATION O1F AKADII IA NAU( SSSR, TZVESTI IA
FIZIKA A'IMOSFIy I OKEANA (MOSCOW), VOL. 4, NO. 7, JULY
1968. PP.759-764. PUBLISHED IN ACADEMY O(' SCIENCES USSR,
IZVESTIIA, AT*OSPHIRIC AND OCEANIC PHY SICS, VOL. 4, NO. 7,
DEC. 1968. PP.435-437.
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OCEAN DATA STATION ALPHA SENSOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION NORTH
PACIFIC STUDY CONFIGURATION. DAVID L. BEfWUIST, GECNEAL
DYNAMICS/CONVAIR, SAN DIEGO, CALIFURNIA. JULY 1969.
CWNTRACT NO. NONR-3062(00). STAR N70-11713. AD-693 544.
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MEASLUEMENT'S OF UPWELLING NATURAL LIGHT
OFF THE EAST COAST OF THE UNITED STATES. G.L. STAM AND
R.A. LANGEL, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, JOULNAL, VOL. 51,
NO. 10, OCT. 1961. PP.1090-1094.
EASLRE7ENT OF THE ROUGHNESS OF THE SEA SURFACE FROM PHOOD-
GRAPHS OF THE SUN'S GLITTER. C.S. COX AND W.H. LMUK,
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, LA JOULA, CALIFRRNIA.
PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
VOL. 44, NO. 11, NOV. 1954. PP.838-850. COnRACT NO.
AF19(122)-413.
THE RED SEA HOT BRINES. WXN T. DEcENS AND DAVID A. ROSS,
NO ADORESS. PUBLISHED IN THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, VOL. 222,
NO. 4, APRIL 1970. PP.32-42.
NH-G9-00-000-01048 S-BAND RADIOMETER FOR MEASUREIENT OF SEA SURFACE TIMPERA-
TURE. PART I - PROGRESS REPORT. G.M. HIDY AND K.W. GRAY,
NIORH AMEIRICAN ROCKWELL CORP., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF. 1969.
NR-G9-HJ-998-01058 RADAR SCATI''ERO(I'i DATA ANA\SIS - SEA S'ATE. NASA/MSC
MISSION 20 AND MISSION 34. 'ITCHNICALI REPUI'' HSC-9.
RICHARD W. NEW1TON, TEXAS A+M LNIVESIT'Y, COULLXE STATION,
TEXAS. IAY 1970. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N70-43133.
NR-G9-00-000-01059 STUDIES IN MARINE GEOXPHYSICS AND UNDREWATER S.UND FRI(IM
DRIFT'ING ICE STATIONS. FINAL REPORT. KENNETIH L. HUNhKINS,
HENRY W. KUTSCHAIE AND JOHN K. HALL, COW4U13IA UNIVERSITY,
PALISADES, NEW YORK. SEPT. 1969. CX)XNTRCT NO.
NONR-266(82). STAR N70-17145. AD-696 997.
NR-G9-00-000-01065 DETECTING THE OCEAN'S IUOD (AND POtLUTAN4S) FROM SPACE.
A.R. BARRINGER, BARRINGER LTD., CANADA. PUBLISHED IN OCEAN
INDUSTRY, VOL. 2, NO. 5, MAY 1967, PP.28-34.
NR-G9-00-000-01068 THE CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE WAVE FIUDAER. MART PEEP AND
RONALD J. F]LL*ER, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVEURSITY, BALTIItIE, MD.
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL REPORT 58. SEPT. 1969.
(ONTRACT NO. NONR 4010(11). W70-02872.
NR-G9-JC-192-01073 A SEA-AIR INTERACTION DEEP-OCEAN BUOY. K.L. WARSH AND
M. CARSTANG, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA.
PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF MARINE RESEARCH, VOL. 28, NO. 1,
JAN. 1970. PP.99-112.
NR-G9-00-000-01074 APPLICATIONS OF AIRBORNE RADAR BACKSCATTER TO MEASURMENrT OF
STATE OF THE SEA. WILBUR MARKS, OCEANICS, INC., PLAINVIEW,
NEW YORK. PROCEEDINGS OF THE IXT1H C(XONIFENCE ON COASTAL
ENGINEERING, LISBON, AUG. 1964. PP.377-391. CONTRACT NO.
NONR-3961(00).
IR-G9-XF-000-01076 COASTAL CURRENTS AROUND BIAK ISLAND AS SEEN FRM APOLLO 7.
ROBERT E. STEVENSON, UREAU OF COXtMRCIAL FISHERIES,
GALVESTON TEXAS AND RICHARD D. TENRY, SEAONICS INTER-
NATIONAL INC., INCLEWOOD, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN AUSTRALIAN
FISHERIES, VOL. 28, NO. 7, JULY 1969. PP.11-12.
iR-G9-CJ-000-01079 THE BIG EXPEDITION-ATLANTIC SHELF SURVEY. DR. HARRIS B.
STEWART, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES, ESSA, MIAMI,
FLORIDA. PUBLISHED IN UNDER-SEA TECH9tLOGY, VOL. 10, NO. 1,
JAN. 1969. PP.42-43 AND PP.64-65.
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NR-09-00-000-01080 SUME PROIOfl.S ASSOCIATED WITH AIRHWRNE RADIO'nH4RY O' 1HE
SEA. H. L. CLARK, NAVAL RESEARCH LAU., WASHINGTUN, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 6, N). 12, DEC. 1967.
PP.2151-2167.
NR-O9-00-000-01083 PROPOSED M'I1OD OF SURVEYINO THE WAVE STATE OF THE OPEN
OCEAN. N.F. BARBER, DOMINION PHYSICAL LAHTOITURY, DEPT. OF
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. PUBLISHED IN NEW
ZEALAND JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, VOL. 2, NO. 1, 1959. PP.99-108.
MR-G9GH-128-01084 THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER OUTFI'LW, ITS SEASONAL VARIATIONS AND
ITS SURU"ACE CHARACTERISTICS. DON WALSH, TEXAS A+M UNIVER-
SITY (XOJOFE STATION lEXAS. PUBLISHED IN DISSEI'TATION
ABSTRACTS, VOL. 29, 1669. PP.4774B. STAR N70-20057.
NR-GO-HJ-130-01090 AIRBORNE OCEANOCRAPHY. CYNTHIA RIOGS STUERTZ. PUBLISHED
IN MARINE TEXHiOLLUY SOCIETY JOURNAL, VOL. 3, NO. 2, MARCH
1969.
NRI-09-FH-000-01092 TIME VARIATION OP THE ROUGH OCEAN SURFACE AND ITS EFJFCT ON
AN INCIDENT LASER BEAM. CLINTON E. PREI'1'TMAN, OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY, COLtMUS, OHIO AND MARY D. CERMAK, UNIVUISITY
HOSPITALS, CLEVELAND, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN IEEh' TRANSACTIONS
ON GEOSCIENCE ELECTRONICS, VOL. GE7, NO. 4, OCT. 1969.
PP.235-243. A70-16687.
MIR-09-IJ-138-01098 FEASIBILITY OF MONITORING WEST AFRICAN OCEANIC FRONT FRIM
SATELLITES. DR. PAUL M. MALUHAN, MARINE RESOLRCES, WASHING-
TON, D.C., DR. MERON C. IHAM AND DR. J. FRANK HEBARD,
BCFP IWPICAL ATLANTIC BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, MIAMI, FLORIDA,
U.S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR COOMERCIAL FISHERIES BUREAU,
WASHINTON D.C. PUBLISHE IN CMlE2RCIAL FISIENIES REVIEW,
VOL. 31, NO. 10, 1969. PP.24-29.
fR-09-HJ-138-01101 DETAILED THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE WESTERN-GULF STREAM
RECION. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TEXHNICAL REPORT
TR-210, DEC. 1968. BERTRAND J. THOMPSON AND WILLIAM H.
GEIMILL, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OF'ICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-G9-HJ-138-01104 A NEW PME1D OF TRACKING THE GULF STREAM. FP.C. RLISTER,
ET AL., OODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, WOODS HOLE,
MASS. PUBLISHED IN LIMNIILOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. 10,
.1915. PP.R115-R124. CONTRACT NO, NONR-2196.
MR-G9-00-000-01108 SIGNIF'ICANCE OF' RkEMri*: 1SHNVAIJ.:S 1T FI..HFRIES. R.H.
DUUCLASS, AND S. IGOENHEiI N, T1W SI.StS, HEIX(DW BEA\CH,
CALIF. JAN. 1968. STAR N69-23244.
P1A-09-00-000-01110 VISIBILITY IN THt: OCEANS. SEIPERT O. DUNLE'Y, U.S. NAVY,
BUREAU OF SHIPS, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN OPTICAL
SPECTRA, 4TH OTR., 1967. PP.64-69.
MR-GC9-GJ-167-01115 AIRBORNE TIMPPRATURE SURVEvS OF' LAK MICHIGAN, OCTOBER 1966
AND 1967. VINCENT E. OIBLE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN AND JOHN C. WILKER.SON, U.S. NAVAL OCEAN-
OGRAPHIC OF-'ICE, WASH., D.C. PUHLISHED IN LIMbOLXUY AND
OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. 15, NO. 2, MARCH 1970. PP.289-296.
IR-C9-G9J-239-01116 OREAT LAKES THERMAL STUDIES USING INFRARIFD IMWGRY. RO'ER'
K. LANE, CANADA CEN1TRE FOR INLAND WA1ERjS, ONTARIO, CANADA.
PUBLISHED IN LIXMFtLU;Y AND OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. 15, NO. 2,
MARCH 1970. PP.296-300.
NR-G9-DJ-008-01118 AN OPTICAL AND HYDROGRAPHIC STUDY OF A TEPERATIURE INVERSION
OFF OREGON DIIRNG UPWILING. ROHBIET L. SMITH, ET AL.,
CRBOON STATE UN I VERSITY, OURVALLIS, OREUON. PUBLI SHED IN
J(URINAL OF CGEPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 3, JAN. 1970.
PP.629-636. W70-04709.
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NR-Gg-00-000-01120 USE OF AERIAL PHIOCnGRAPHY IN SEAWEED SURVEYS. HARCOURT L.
CAMERON NOVA SCOI'IA RESEARCH FUUNDATION, HALIFAX, N.S.
PUBLISH, D IN PHUlGRAIE*WRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 16, NO. 4,
SEPT. 1950. PP.493-501.
MN-G9-00-000-01121 ICE-OOVER SURVEYS' IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWIUENCE BY RADAR.
H.L. CAMERON, HCADIA UNIVERSITY, NOVA SCUTIA, CANADA.
PUBLISHED IN PHUIiROGRAMMRIC ENCINEERING, VOL. 30, NO. 5,
1964. PP.833-841.
NR-G9-00-000-01122 EXPLORING THE OCEAN - TECHNIOUES IN SOUND. FRANK H.
VANZUTPHEN, EDO (CANADA) LID. PUBLISHED IN ELECTRONICS AND
CMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 12, NO. 11, NOV. 1964. PP.23-24,
33-42.
NR-GgC9-JH-710-01123 SENSING OCEAN CURRENTS FROM SPACE. RAYMOND M. NELSON,
INSTITUItE IFR OCEANOGRAPHY, ESSA. PUBL ISHED IN OCEAN
INDUSTRY, VOL. 2, NO. 5, MAY 1967. PP.40-42..
NR-C9-00-000-01124 WATER CURRENT AND ArE2MENT MEASUREt: :NT BY TIE-IAPSE AIR
PHOTOGRAPHY. HAHCOlHT L. CAMEHON, NOVA SwOcIA HRESAt.CH
FOUNDATTION, HALIFAX, NOVA St(XI'A. PULI SHE-) IN PHUI*U-
CRAMMETRIC ENGINEIJNG, VOL. 28, NO. 1, AHRCH 1962.
PP.158-163.
NR-G9-00-000-01125 USING INFRARED TO MEASIRE HEAT FIDW FROM THE SFA. E.D.
MCALISTER, SCRIPPS INSTITUTE OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, SAN DIE"LW,
CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN OCEAN INDUSTRY, VOL. 2, NO. 5,
MAY 1967. PP.35-39.
NR-G9-00-000-01126 HOW SPACE RESEARCH CAN HELP DEVELOP FISHERIES. WILBERT
MCLkED CHAPMAN, VAN CAMP SEA FX)D DIV., RALSTON-PURINA CO.
PUBLISHED IN OCEAN INDUSTRY, VOL. 2, NO. 5, MAY 1967.
PP.43-49.
NR-G9-EJ-130-01127 SOME TIME AND SPACE RESO!UTION REQUIRI4ENTS FOR SPACE
OCEANOGRAPIt. ROFtERT E. STEVENSON, HUREAU OF CXtERMCIAL
FISHERIES, GALVESTON, TEXAS. PRESENTED AT INSTRUtlENT
SOCIETY OF AMERICA, ANNTAL CONFERENCE, 24TH, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
OCT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. ISA, PITTSBIURGH, ADVANCES IN
INSTRUMLETATION, VOL. 24, PART 3, 1969. PP.636-1-636-4.
A70-18593
NR-G9-GH-998-01130 SPACE PHtOXGRAPHY OF SOME OCEANIC PHENOMENA AND COASTAL
PROCESSES. JAMES S. BAIlEY AND ROBERT E. STEVENSON, BUREAU
OF XtMMERCIAL FISHERIES, GALVESTON, TEXAS. PUBLISHED IN
IEEE, NATIONAL TELM!ERING CONFERENCE, RECORD, 1968.
PP.296-300.
NR-C9-EJ-000-01134 RADIamETRIC DETECTION OF OIL SLICKS. FINAL REPORT. A.T.
EDCRTION AND D.T. TREXLER, AEROJET-GENERAL CORP., EL MONTE,
CALIFORNIA. JAN. 1970. REPORT NO. SD 1335-1. CONTRACT
NO. DD-OC-93, 228A. AD-702 402 N70-36217 W71-01144
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-C9-HJ-998-01142 COMPARISONS OF REMDTE AIRBORNE OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSORS.
TECHNICAL REPORT NO. TR-204. CLINTON F. BECKNER, U.S.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFiFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1968.
NR-C9-CH-155-01147 THE FEASIBILITY OF DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF FISH OIL
SLICKS BY REMOTE SENSING. BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED,
ONTARIO, CANADA. REPORT NO. TR-68-54. FEB. 1968.
N69-21068, NASA-CR-100466. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-09-00-000-01157 THE AIRBORNE RADIATION IHtO (.E*TIt ON THE PACIFIC COAST (OF'
CANADA. J.P. TULLL, FISHERIES RESEARCH IWOARD Ot CANADA,
PACIFIC OCEANOGRAPHIC GROUP, NANAGlO, H.C. APRIL, 1964.
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NH-G9-00-000-01158 SLAR IMAGERV FiR SEA ICE STUDIES. RICUHRD A. H.U)DIE,,
RA'lTHE]N/ALUT.]'HIC, ALNMUDRIA, VA. PULHLISHED IN PIKYv-
ORANTETRIC ENGINEERING, COL. 33, NO.- 7, 1967. PP.763-766.
NR-G9-LL-166-01171 WORULDIDE OCEANIC WIND AND WAVE PREDICTIONS USING A SATEL.-
ITE RADAR RADIHETI'ER. RICHARD K. MOIRE, UNIV'fSI1T OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AND WILLARD J. PIEiSRON, JR., NEW
YORK UNIVERSITY, BHONX, NEW YORK. PRESENT'ED AT THE AIAA
EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFI.HMATION SISTEMS Mt.ETING
ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970, PAPER NO. 70-310. A70-Z2877.
NR-G9-GJ-239-01174 GREAT LAKES WATER WTIPERATUiRES BY AERIAL SURVEY. T.L.
RICHARDS, MPE.UROWLICAL SERVICE OF CANADA,
PUBLISHED IN THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTIFIC
HYDROLOGY, NO. 70, 1966. PP.406-419.
NR-G9-00-000-01176 TO HUNT AN ICEBERG - MICROWAVE RADIOEWIRY. ENSIGN CHARLES
W. JUDIE, U.S. COAST GUARD. PUBLISHED IN GECMARINE TECH-
NOLUGY, VOL. 1, NO. 3, FEB. 1965. PP.29-31.
MR-G9-HJ-998-01190 THE HORIZONTAL EXTENT AND PERSISTENCE OF THERMAL FRONTS IN
1TE SARGASSO SEA. ARTHUR D. VOORHIS, WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAP-
HIC INSTITUTION, WOODS HOLE, MASS. PUBLISHED IN DEEP-SEA
RESEARCH, SUPPLWENtT TO VOL. 16, 1969. PP.331-337.
*CONTRACT NO. NONR-2196(01). AD-699 886.
1R-G9-GJ-000-01200 DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF PROCEDURE FOR USING AERIAL
PHOCTOGRAPHS TO CONDUCT A SURVEY OF COASTAL EROSION. DONALD
BENNETT STAF"FRD, (PH.D THESIS) NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV.,
NORTH CAROLINA. ABSTRACT PUBLISHED IN DISSERTl'ATION
ABSTRACTS, VOL. 29, 1969. PP.4163B-4164B. N70-10073
NR-09-00-000-01201 OCEAN SURFACE ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION UTILIZING LASER TECH-
NIQUES. RONALD L. KIRK, ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS,- INC.,
PASADENA, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
REXXRD, 1967. ANNUAL, PART 8, MARCH 1967. PP.84-93.
CONTRACT NO. N(W 66-0509-C.
'NR-09-00-000-01205 IUTILIZATION OF SATELLITE PHOTOS IOR ICE INTELLIGENCE.
GABRIEL J. P(TIUCSKr, NAVAL OC~EAMX}RAPHIC OFF'ICE, WASHI';'U'iN,
D.C. PRESENTED AT THE AMERRICAN GWPHYIICAL UNION, 491H
ANNUAL MEETING, APRIL 1968. PUBLISHED IN A*HRICAN GWP'fhS-
ICAL.UNION TRANSACI'IONS, VOL. 49, NO. 1, MARCH 1968.
PP.219-223.
NR-G9-00-000-01206 COLOR ENHANCEMENT OF' NIMBUS HIGH RESOUJTION INIRARED RADIO-
EnrER DATA. E.R. KREINS, U.S. AIR IFURCE, ENVIRO*X.E.'AL
TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS CEN111, WASHINGTON, D.C. AND L.J.
ALLISON, GODDARD SPACE ILIGHT CENTER, CGREENBELT, MD. PUB-
LISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 3, MARCH 1970.
PP.681-686. A70-25636.
NR-O9-00-000-01210 A PHOTOGRAPHIC ME4NS OF' OBTAINING MNOCHROMATIC SPECTRA OF'
MARINE ALGAE. S.R. BAIG AND C.S. YENTSCH, NOVA UNIVERSITY,
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA. PUULISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS,
VOL. 8, NO. 12, DEC. 1969. PP.2566-2568.
NR-G9-00-00-000-01211 VIEW OF THE OCEAN FROM SPACE. BLREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHER-
IES BIOLOGICAL LAB. (GALVESTON) CONTRIBUTION NO. 259.
ROBERT E. STEVENSON, BUREAU OF COMMRCIAL FISHERIES BIOLOG-
ICAL LAB., GALVESTON, TEXAS.
MI-G9-GJ-998-01212 APPLICATION OF INTFRARE MEASURING TECHNIQUES TO THE REMOTE
SENSING OF WATER SURFACE TEMPERATURE. MORRIS WEISS, BARNES
ENhINEERING CO., STAUF`RD, C(NN. PUBLISHED IN CANADIAN
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE JOLRNAL, VOL. 15, NO. 5, MAY 1969.
PP.165-172.
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NR-G9-HJ-998-01213 DATA HANDLING, DATA ANALYSIS AND GROUND VERIFICATION OF
COLOR AND MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGERY FKR COASTAL SURVEYING.
ALFRED C. C(NROD AND EDWIN A. OLSSON, MASSACHJUSbTTS
INSTITU'E OF' TECfMNUJLY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. CONTRACT NM4ER
NAS 12-2213. PUILISHED IN AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVA-
TIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS EETIIN, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-299. A70-22885.
NR-C9-00-000-01214 THE RELATION OF BACKSCATrERED RADIATION TO WIND-STRESS AT
THE SEA SURFACE. FINAL REPORT 1967. SIO REFEHENCE SERIES
67-28. CHARLES COX, UNIVERSITYC OF CALIFORNIA, SCRIPPS
INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, LA JOLLA, CALIF. CwONRACT NO.
N62306-1165.
NR-09-00-000-01217 AERIAL. - F:H.Su*,El NT OF' St*,-SLFWACE ElX'I~PI*A'RHE IN THE INIFUA-
RED. Pt:rtN M. SAlND+FiS, WOOD. HOLE OC.U..Ai1WPHIC INST'I'UrT'-
ION, WO*0 HOLE, MASS. PUHL.ISHE;[D IN JOLRNAL OIF GEOPHISICAL
RESEARC*, VOL. 72, NO. 16, AUG. 1967. PP.4109-4117.
NR-G9-00-000-01218 EFlF-ECT OF lTMPERATURE, ANGLE OF' OER.HVATION, SU.lINITY, AND
THIN ICE ON THE: MICH(OAVE IHlSSION OF WAT'ER. V.A. SIHOLNIAN
DOUGLAS AIRCRA.'T COMPANY, SANTA MONICA, CMAIF'. PUBLISHEiD IN
JOURNAL OF GEX)PHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 73, NO. 14, JULY 1968.
PP.4481-4486. A68-35784
NR-C9 00-000-01223 OCEAN WAVE PROFILE RECORDER. AN OCEANOGRAPHIC I NSTHLMISSNT
TRANSPORTABLE BY HELICOPTR. E.B. CROSON, U.S. NAVAL MISS-
ILE CENTER, POINT MKUU, CALIF. JULY 1966. REPORT NO.
TH-66-33.
NR-G9-CH-000-01225 AER(WMANETIC SURVEY OF TAMPICO BANK. U.S. NAVAL OCFANOGRA-
PHIC OFFICE. LEONARD S. DENNIS AND PATRICK T. T'AUL/R, U.S.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHIIGIUN, D.C. DEC. 1967.
REPORT NO. IR-67-89.
NR-G9-HH-092-01229 AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A SEA CLAUTER MODEL. NORMAN W.
GUINARD AND JLI-ON C. DALE', NAVAL RESEAHCH LAB., WASHINGTON,
D.C. PUBLISHED IN 1HE PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 58,
NO. 4, APRIL 1970. PP.543-550.
NR-G9-00-000-01231 SEA CLUTTER MEASUREMENTS BY A FOUR-FREOUIENCY RADAR.
M.B. LAING, NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
PRESENTU'D AT EASCON 69, IEEE ELECRON ICS AND AEROSPACE
SYSTEMS CONVENTION, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT. 1969, REOCRD,
PP.286-293.
NR-G9-00-000-01235 A STU)Y OF ThE MECHANISM OF SEA SURFACE SCATTERING. J.D.
DELORENZO, SPERRY RAND RESEARCH CEN,'ER,, SLWURY, MASS. AND
B.S. CASSEDY, POLYTECHNIC INSTITLUTE OF' BROOKLYN, BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK. PUBLISHED IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS OF ANThENAS AND
PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-14, NO. 5, SEPT. 1966. PP.611-620.
NR-G9-00-000-01243 MICROWAVE REFLECTIVE PROPERTIES OF WATER SURFACES. I - THE
REFLECTIVITY OF SMOOXI WATER AT 19.24 AND 22.43 GHZ AS
MEASURED WITH A FREE-WAVE MICROWAVE REFIE)4FETER. EDCGAR J.
THOMPSON AND ROBERT W. SIL.ERBERG, NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
CORP., DOWNEY, CALIF. IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE
THEORY AND TEOINIQUES, VOL. MTT-16, NO. 11, NOV. 1968.
PP. 938-943.
NR-G9-00-000-01244 INFLAElCE OF CIJOTDS ON MICH(.AAWE HHIuGHNESS T'iWtPIlH.ES
VIEWING DOXNWAHD OVER OPEN SAlS. W.1T. KH:ISS, IK*:IN(; SCIEN-
TIF'IC RESEARCH LAB., SEAI'LE, WASH. IN IFF:E PROCEEDINGS,
VOL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. PP.440-446.
NR-9G-00-000-01245 APPARENT TEtMPRARUE' O(F' Th1E SEA AT MICROUAVE .RXJUENCIIES.
A. SlUGRYN, SPACE-GENERAL CORP., EL MONTE, CALIF. IN IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAC'TION, VOL. AP-15, NO. 2,
MARCH 1967. PP.278-286.
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NR-09-00-000-01247 SURFACE EVALUATION AND DEFINITION (SCIE'D) PROGRAM.; FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. EDS-7067-FINAL. RONhAD 1,. KIRK
ELECTOM-OPTICAL SYSTES4, INC., PASADENA, CALIF. iaC. 1966.
CONIRACT NO. NOW 66-0509-C. N67-26255.
MNR-.G9-00-000-01248 SATELLITE INFTRARED OBSERVATION OF ARCTIC SEA ICE. JAMES C.
BARNES DAVID T. CIA9I, AND JAWES H. WILLAMD, ALLIED
RESEA ASSOCIATES, INC., VIRGINIA ROAD, CONCORD, MASS. IN
AIAA EARH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFiURMTION SYSTEMS
iETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970. PAPER NO. 70-301. 6P.
CKNTRACI NUMBER N62306-68-C-0276. A70-22884.
1R-09-DK-000-01249 CURRENTS AT THE MOUITH OF THE COLMBIA RIVER. ALYN C.
DUJXBtY UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATLE WASHINGTON.
IN PiG RIC EN'GINEERING, VOL. 33, Nb . 3, MARCH 1967.
PP.305-311.
NR-G9-00-000-01250 DETERMINATION OF HYDRO-OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS ON ThE BASIS
OF AIRBORNE MEASURMENT OF' THE SPECTRAL LLMINANCE FACITORS OF'
THE SEA. I .V. SEMEI-NENKO LABORATOHY OF AERIAL Il.HOS,
LENINGRAD, USSR. IN OCEANUOCY, VOL. 6, NO. 6, AUG. 1967.
PP.861-867.
NR-09-00-000-01251 INS1RLMENT ARRAYS FOR DEEP SUBMERSIBLES. H.L.C. HASCALL.
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER, PASADENA, CALIF. IN ASTRO-
NAUTIICS AND AERONAUTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. PP.56-
65.
NR-09-00-000-01252 STIDY OF SHORE PROCESSES WITH AID OF AERIAL HOOCRAMMETRY.
CHOULE J. SONU, COASTAL ENGINERING LAB UNIVERSITY OF
FLORIDA, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA. IN PH gRIC i ENGIN-
EERING, VOL. 30, NO. 6, 1964. PP.932-941.
NR-09-00-000-01254 A MULTIPLE PURPOSE OPTICAL INSTHlRt;T I'FUR S1tUIIIS OF' SH(H'T
STEEP WATER WAVES. TEXHNICAL RtPORTI 231-19. JIN WU, J.
LAWRENCE, ET AL., HYDRONAU1-ICS, INC., PINDELL SCHLOL XROAD,
LAIUREL, MARYLAND.
NR-G9-00-000-01255 COMPATIBILITY OF AIRCRAFT AND SHIPIORNE INSTRIMENTS USFD IN
AIR-SEA INTRACT'ION RESEARCH. JAWlES D. MCFAIDDEN AND J.W.
WILKCLSON, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHININOCN, D.C.
SEA AIR INTERACTION LAHORAlHRY, ESSA, SILVER SPRING, M). IN
M4NTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, WASHINGiOUN, D.C., VOL. 95, NO. 12,
DOG. 1967. PP.936-941.
NR-G9-00-000-01256 EXPLORATION GEOLOGY TO BE ASSISTED BY AIR AND SPACEBORNE
REIMDTE SENSORS. W.D. CARTER, U.S. COEUXGICAL SbRVEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT GEOLJOICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, NORT1EAST SECTION, WASHINTIDN, D.C., FED. 1968.
liP.
hR-09-HJ-138-01257 CULF STREAM WALL CHARTED FOR ASW. ROBERT W. NIBLOCK. IN
MISSILES AND ROCKETS, WASHINGTON, D.C., VOL. 18, NO. 19, MAY
1966. PP.40-41.
hR-09-00-000-01258 ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION IN TROPICAL REGIONS. T.H.
VONDER HAAR AND K.J. HANSON, SPACE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
CENTER, UNIVERSITY (OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WIS. IN JOLRNAL
OF THE ATMOSPERIC SCIENCES, VOL. 26, JULY 1969. PP.652-
655. A69-38058.
NR-09-0-000-01259 SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES IN THE WAKE OF HURRICANE BETSY
(1965). JAMES D. MCF'ADDEN, SEA-AIR INTERACTION LABORATORY,
INSTITUTE FUR OCEANOGRAPHY, ESSA, SILVER SPRING, MD. IN
MWNTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, WASHINinON, D.C., VOL. 95, NO. 5i
MAY 1967. PP.299-302.
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NR-09-00-000-01260 COASTAL WATER CLARITY F`R0 SPACE PHCIOGRAPHS. L.K. LEPLEY,
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGITON, D.C. IN PHOTX)-
GRAM*RIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 34, NO. 7, JULY 1968.
PP; 667-674
NR-G9-00-000-01264 DIRECT ILUSTRATION OF' ONE WAY SAND TRANSPORT BY TIDAL
CULRENTS. ROBERT H. BELIRSON AND NEIL H. KEN'ON, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, GODALMING, ENGLAND. IN JOURNAL
OF SEDIMENTARY PIOLOUX;Y, VOL. 39, NO. 3, SEPT. 1969.
PP.1249-1250. W70-00436.
NR-09-00-000-01265 DETERMINING TH:E THIChNESS OF ICE Il)UES HY STI'.X)PI-KIlXIX.;)-
MItTRIC ANALSIS OF AERIAL PH(YIlXX;PHt.. V.A. VON()(DIN AIND
L.V. MIRONOV, STA'ITE OCFANGAPHIC INS'l'llrl', , L-:NINGRH ,
USSR. IN OCEAN)XOGY, VOL.. $, NO. Z, LFC. 196t. PP.Zb4-Z7i
NR-G9-JK-998-01266 REMOTE SENSING OF THE OCEANS. KTRT R. STl-HLIMI, STAFF
CONSULTANT FIR ESSA, EDITOR ('F ASTR(NAUI'lICS ANID A-OuNAIT'ICS.
IN ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUIICS, VOL. 7, NO. 5, I\l 1969.
PP.62-67.
NR-G9-00-000-01270 SATELLITES CAPABLE OF' OCEAOGRAPHIC DATA ACUUISITI(ON--A
REVIEW. PAUL E. LA VIOLiTiE' AND SANIDA E. SEIM, U.S. NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINiG'IUN, D.C.
NR-GC9-JK-087-01271 AERIAL ICE RECONNAISSANCE AND ICE ADVISORY SERVICE CANADIAN
ARCTIC, APRJL 10-NOV. 15, 1970. CANADA - MEt'I'X!OUJICAL
BRANCH, TIORONOD, ONTARIO. JULY 1970.
NR-GC9-00-000-01274 EMISSION, REFLECTION, AND ABSORPTION OF MICROWAVES AT A
SMDOT AIR-WATER INTERFACE. H.A. HYATT, MCDONNELL DUOUGIAS
ASTRONAUTICS CO., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. IN JOURNAL OF WUANT-
ITATIVE SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIATIVE TRANSFIR, VOL. 10, APRIL
1970. PP.217-246. A70-27169.
NR-G9-FH-998-01277 A LASER PROFILCETER. WILEY S. OLSEN AND ROBERT M. ADAMS,
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN, TEXAS. IN JOURNAL OF" GPHVSI-
CAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 12, APRIL 20, 1970. PP.2185-2187
A70-28003.
Ng-G9-OJ-000-01280 OBLIQUE WAVE PH(YTORAPHY WITH A SINGLE AERIAL SURVEY CAMERA
EROM AN AIRPLANE. US. S. KORSHLNNV, USSR. IN SOVIET OCEAN-
OGRAPHY TRANSACTIONS, VOL. 28, NO. 2, 1963 SERIES (JAN.
1965). PP.56-58. TRANSLATION FRLOM AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR,
MORSKOI GIDHOFIZICHESKII INSTITUT, THLDY, 1963.
NR-GC9-FU-998-OZ81 REMOTE SENSING OF COASTAL WATERS USING MULTISPEEITRAL PHOTO-
GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
SERG-TR-10. EDWARD YOST AND SONDRA WENDIROTH, LONG ISLAND
UNIVERSITY, GREENVALE, N.Y. SCIENCE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
GROUP. CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-C-0281. AD-706 116.
N70-32264. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-G9-00-00001282 SPECIALLY EWIPPED AIRCHAI-T .U"I) F-H OCEAN 1T1I'Lt. MAPPIN..
STAFF, U.S. NAVAL XOCtEAMX;PHIC OFFICI, SUI'I'IJND, HU. IN
U)ERSEA TECHNOLUG, VOL. 11, NO. 7, JUlA 1970. PP.32-34.
NR-C9-00-000-01286 SPACE OCEANOGRAPHY, PCFlNTIAL AND USE. L.A. CHtENE., CGENr\L
ELECTRIC CIMPANY, PHILA)ELPHIA, PA. AT AIAA ANNUAL MELTING
AND T1ECHICAL DISPLAN, 5T1, PHILADELPHIA, PA. OC'. 1.968,
AIAA PAPER NO. 68-1078.
NI-G9-HJ-151-01287 SENSING SEA-SURFACE TtElPEA1ILE BY AIRB.ORNE IR. ALE'1RT H.
OSHIVER AND GEMWtE A. ItEHERIAN, U.S. COAST AND GcpaIr'IC
SURVEL. - IN GCMIARINE TECHMA.IXM, VOL. 1, NO. 4, MIACH 1965.
PP.22-26.
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NR-09-00-000-01295 SUN GLITTER VIEWED FROM SPACE. STANLEY D. SXLIFS, ESSA
NATIONAL ENVIRW*'ENTAL SATELLITE CENTER, WASHISGTON, D.C.
IN DEEP-SEA RESEARCH AND OCEANXUiOAkpIC ABS'nACTS, VL. 17,
1970. PP.191-195. A70-30345.
R1-09-IH-057-01299 SPACE OEODESY ALTIMETRY VERIFICATION EXPERIMkFN.T DESIGN STUDY
(VEDS). FINAL REPORT. APRIL 1970. REPORT NO. SR70-4108.
RAYTHION COMPANY ED;UIPMENT DIV., WAYLAND LABORATORIES,
SULIURY, MASS. NlRACT NSO.-NASW-1920. N71-14791
NASA-CR-115897. 300P. MICROFICHE AND UARD COPY.
MiR09-00-000-01300 SPACE CEODESY ALTIMETRY STUDY. FINAL RETORT. OCT. 1968.
REORT NOS. NASA CR-1298, R68-4459. RAYTHE¥ON COMPANY,
SPACE AND IN'RUMATION SYSTEMS DIV., SUDELURI, MASS. CNTRACT 
NO. NASW-1709. N69-21117.
MR-09-00-000-01301 SPACE GEODESY AIRCRAFT EXPERIMENTI. .FINAL REPORT. MAY 1970.
RAYTHEON COMPANY EMUIP2IT DIV., WAYLAND LABORATORIES,
SU[BLURY, MASS. CNTRACT NO. NASW 1932.
i N-09-00-000-01309 AERIAL ICE RECONNAISSANCE AND ICE ADVISORY SERVICES, HUDSON
BAY AND APPROACHES APRIL 15-NOV. 15, 1970. CANADl, EThflR-
alOOICAL BRANCH, 6RONTO, ONTARIO. JULY 1970.
NR-G9-00-000-01313 WATER DEPTHS FROM AERIAL PIHOIXRAPHS. O.C. TEWIMEL, U.S.
COAST AN)D CGEETIC SURVEY WASHING'TON D.C AND M.C. VAN
WIJK, NATIONAL RESEARCH CJ6UCIL OF CAiADA, OT'rAA, CANADA.
IN PHO.ORAMERIC ENOINEERINO, VOL. 29, 1963. PP.1037-1042
DISCUSSION PAPER BY M.C. VAN WIJK IN PHlOOGRAMIFRIC ENCGINE-
_IRING, VOL. 30, NO. 4. 1964. PP.S47.
11-09-00-000-01314 RADIATION THEtR4'fl4l IN 11HE AXIF)SPHIER. CANMIMU, F'ISiH*IIS
RESEARCH ,OARD, PACIFIC OUIAGXHnAPHIC (ttR(&P, NA;NAIrt), H.C.
CIRC!ULR 1964-6, APRIL 1964. W.H. BF:LL, FISHtIE.S RHE:SFUlCH
BOARD OF CANAUA, PACIFIC OCEANOGXAPHIC GHO;P, NANAIMN, H.C.
NR-09-00-000-01316 RF1qTE TEMPERATLRE SFNSINO. MORRIS WEISS, HARNES EMINFt.mH-
INC CGO. STAMfvUHD), XNN. IN OCEAMUL;Y INTERNATIONAL, VOL.
3, NO. 6, SEPT./OCT. 1966. PP.44-47.
MR-09-00-000-01321 OCEANOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF SATlLITE
RII'EI SENSORS. ROl1_HT E. STEVENSON, U.S. tLHEAU OF' CClH-
CIAL.FISHEIIES, GALVESTON, TEXAS. AT THE AIAA, EARTH RE-
SOURCES OBSkRVATIONS AND INFUliATION SYSVTES MIEkTING, ANNA-
POLIS, MD., MAR0H 1970, PAPER NO. 70-306. A70-22880.
mr-Gl-woJ-252-0133 PASSIVE MICROWAVE MEASUREIINTS OF SFA SURFACE TIMkPERATURIE.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. SE)-R-3525. DUN O. SHIPLEY AND
KENNE{IH J. TOR(K, RCA CORP., PRINCETON, N.J. DEC. 1969.
CONTRACT NO. N00014-69-C-0245. N70-27958 AD-.702 044.
MR-G9-HJ-086-01326 OCEANOGRAPHIC RESFARCH AT M. I .T., IN THE DEPT.* OF EARTH AND
PLANETARY SCIFNCES AND 1HE DEPT. OF' MEf'1XOR(XOGY. ANNUAL
REPORT, JAN-DEC. 1969. ROBERT C. BEARDSLEY SHAWN HIEtiL,
Er AL., MASSACHUISlTS INST'ITU' OF TOEHNO Y, CAMIRIDGE,
MASS. MARCH 1970. C(NTRACT NOS. NONR-1841(74) AND
N00014-67-A-0204-0024. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-704 604.
N70-36268
MR-09-CL-998-01328 U.S. NAVAL ARCTIC RESFARCH LABORATORY DEDICATION SytPOSIUM
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA, APRIL 1969, PROCEElDINGS. REPORT NOS.
AINA-TR-3, AND TR1947. A.P.B. MONSON AND J.E. SATkR, ARCTIC
INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMIERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN ARCTIC,
JOURNAL OF TE ARCTIC INSTITTIE OF NORTH AMERICA, VOL. 22,
NO. 3, SEPT. 1969. PP.173-364. CONTIACT NO. NONR-3996(01).
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-699 968' N70-25280.
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tR-0G9-IH-057-01329 FLIGHTS WITH AIRBORNE RADIATION TH11ERMM1 TERS IN HAWAIIANWATERS. REPORT NO. HIG-70-5. KLAUS WNRlXI, UNIVtRSIlTY OF
HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII. IFW. 70. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
AD-704 538 N70-36303
NR-G9-00-000-01330 AN I SOSTATIC STUn.DY OF NHlHHRN AND CENTRAL GREENL'NDI) HASEDON GRAVITY VALIEES AND AIRBORNE RADAR ICE-THIChNESS MsF'-ASUHE-MENTS. FINAL, REPORT, SEPT. 67-F'F:B. 69. REPORT NO.NCEL-TR-619. DlJlND FRANK PAWLOWICZ, U.S. NAVAL CIVIL ENG-INEERING LAB., PORT Hi.Eh'E, CALIF. MRC'H 1969. MICROFICHECOPY. AD-685 237 N69-29858.
NR-'9-DJ-211-01332 TIDAL FLAT SEDIMENTATION AT COXLEY LANDING, S.W. SAND FRAN-CISCO BAY. TECH-NICAL REPORT. RAtMUND PES'iRONG, SAN FRAN-CISCO STATE COOLLE E, SAN I-FANCISCO, CALIF. STANI.URDUNIiVRSITY, STANFORHD, CALIF. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-702 059.
NR-C9-00-000-01335 OCFANOGRAPHIC SPXECTRAL PHoTCrGRAPH, PART I--BASIC INVEST'IGA-TIONS. VIDYA REPORT NO. 219. E.A. BAILEY, I'iEK CORP, PALOALTO, CALIF. AUL. 1966. CONTRACT NO. NON1-4786(00).
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-634 748.
NR-G9-00-000-01338 SCINTILLATION RANGE NOISE AND RELATED PHENME)NA IN WATERWAVE PROF'ILING WITH MICROWAVE RADAR. INT1RIM REPORT.
REPORT NO. NRL-6641. ARNO M. KING, C.M. MORROW, C.G. MYERS,AND C.L. MOODY, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATURY, WASHIGT'IN,
D.C. SEPT. 1968. MICROI'ICHE COPY. AD-677 030
N-G09-HJ-998-01339 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER OF THE NOR'H ATLANTIC OCEAN
AT ARGUS ISLAND AND BHLCK ISLAND SOtJNDS AT LNX ISLAND.PHASE REPORT. REPORT NO. NADC-AE-6918. R. MORRISON, U.S.NAVAL AIR DEVEL.P1NENT CENTER, JioSVILLE, PA. FEB. 1970.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-703 215 N70-31629
NR-G9-00-000-01342 MARINE MULTIPASS PH{bTHE'-ER-'RANSPARENCyY MEtER. (MORSKOI
MiOGDOKHtXVOI F1PRMEIRPROZRACHNclER). G.G. NEUYMIN AND E.A.AAFUNOV, USSR. TRANSLATION OF OPI'KO-MEKIHANICHESKAYA
PROMYSHLkINOPST (USSR), VOL. 35, NO. 6, 1968. PP.31-36.NICROFIC~E COPY. AD-703 817
NR-G9-00-000-0134 7 THEI EMISIVE POWER OF' WATER IN THE INFRARED REGION OF THE
SPECTRLM. TRANSLATION OF IZLUCHATELNAYA SPOSONOST VODY VINFRAKRASNOY OBLASTI SPECTRA. REPORT NO. NASA-TT-F-319. M.
A. BRAMSON I.L. ZELMANOVICH, AND G.I. KULSHOVA, USSR. INGLAVNOE GX)FIZICHESKII OISERVATOHI I IM. A.I. VOYEXOVA,
TRLD.Y, NO. 152, 1964. PP.31-67. MICROFICHE COPY.
N05-20880
NR-C9-00-000-013 4 9 BEACH EROSION )OARD. BIIL.-lIN, VOI.. 4, NO. 4, O'I'. 19-0.PROFESSOR VAIJFRID PAUL:NGHEN fb'.NCH-PII'E.RSEiN, Il IAD Asc\(1bl,U.S. ARMY CORPS OF NGINEEUS, WASHII',"IXU, D.C. MICROFICHE(X)PY. AD-700 669
NR-09-00-000-01354 SOVIET BLOC RESEARCH IN GX)PHY'SICS, AstROIM(Y AND SPACE,
NO. 221. FEB. 1970. MICROF'ICHE COPY. N70-24792 THINU
N70-24797.
NR-G9-00-000-01356 INVESTIGATION OF TEIPERA'1JE IUJC'UATIONS NE,~R 'I.E AIH-SFA
INTIEFACE. JA,, HO)'BERT RAMZ AND ENES:T TIlUSON NOLN;, U.S. NAVAL POS1URALIAD E SCHOOL, MONTIREY, CALIF. DMX. 1968.MICROFiCaE COPY. AD-705 080
N-0Cg-W-211-01358 AN OCEANOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF THE COASTAL WATBRS BETWlUN SAN
IFRANCISCO) BAY AND HOTEREY BAY, CALIFORNIA. PETI STEPHELABYAK, U.S. NAVAL POSTGRAIDA SCHOOL-(, MONTEE, CALIF.OCT. 1969. MICROF.ICHE COXPY. AD-703 645 N70-32645
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NR-G9-00-000-01371 A TWO-WAVEL]EN-i MICROWAVE RADIOTMEER FUR MEASUREMENT OF 1TH
TOTAL HEAT EXCtANGE AT THE AIR-SEA INITERFACE. E.D.
MtALISTER, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OC'EAIROtAPHY, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIF., SAN DIECO, CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 4, NO.
1, JAN. 1965, P.145-146.
NR-C9-00-000-01374 SOWE SMALL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE EFI'TC OF CLOD ON AN AIR-
BORNE RADIATION THEROtItME'IR. REPORT NO. CIRCULAR 1963-2.
H.O. ANDERSEN, FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD OF CANADA, PACIFIC
OCEANOGRAPHIC GROUP, NANAIMO, BRITIAH OOLX.BIA, CANADA.
MARCH 1962.
N'-09-00-000-01375 REFLE;TIVITY OF ELECTRIMAGNETIC WAVES AT AN AIR-WATER
INTERFACE FOR PURE AND SEA WATER. REPORT NO. TEECHNICAL
REPORT NO. 24. LARRY K. LEPLEY AND WILLIAM M. ADAMS,
UNIVERSITY OC' HAWAII, HONOLULU, HAWAII.
NR-09-00-000-01378 TECHNICAL DATA ON AIRBORNE SEA SWELL RECORDER. REPORT NO.
10101. HAZELTIME CORPORATION, LITTLE NECK, NEW YORK.
FEB. 1963.
NR-G9-CK-000-01383 ASSESSMENT OF TEPERATURE STRUC'UiRE IN THE EASTERN SUBARCTIC
PACIFIC OCEAN. MANUSCRIPT REPORT SERIES (OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
LIMHNOLXCICAL) NO. 103. JOHN P. TULLY, FISHERIES RESEARCH
BOARD OF CANADA, NANAIMO, B.C., CANADA. NOV. 1961.
NR-G9-CK-000-01384 REPORT ON THE FLYING OF 1'HF AIRHORNE RADIATION THFItM.'EIER.
REPORT SOS. CIR-3778 AND TEC-445. W.J. S.4DEN, CANADA DEPl'.
OF' TRANSPORT, METXrFOLU ICAL BRANCH, lUHON, ONTARHIO,
CANADA. DEC. 1962.
NR-G9-00-000-01390 THE MEASUREMENT OF OBJECTS IN OPEN SEA WITH THE AID OF'
PHORUORAPHY. (I2MHERENIE PRIF'"INW V OT1RYTLU MORE'S PUM)-
SHCHNU F)UOGRAF'IROVANI]NA) V.L. LEE:E.V, USSR TRANSLATIION
OF GOSUDARS5''VENN'I OKI'AXOGRAF'ICHESKII INSTITUT. TRUDY
(USSR), VOL. 40, 1957. PP.156-162. AD-705 815 N70-34287
IR-G9-00-000-01391 UNDERWATER VISIBILITY OF OBJECTS IN OPEN WATER BASINS.(PODCVDNAYA VIDIMOST OBC1XTOV V OIl<KRYTYKH VOIX.,4AX) O.A.
SOKOLOV, USSR TRANSLATION OF OK)EANOLLUfIA .(USSR), VOL. 4,
NO. 4, 1964. PP.564-573. AD-705 816 N70-34208
NR-G9-DJ-000-01397 PROGRESS ON AIRBORNE INFRARED SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
SURVEYS OF THE EASTERN PACIFIC CONTINENTAL .SHkLF. JAMES L.
SQUIRE, JR., BUREAU OF' SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE,
TIBURON MARINE LAB., BELVDERE-TIBURON, CALIF. IN MARINE
TEIPERATURE MEASUREMENTS, SMPOSILM, MARINE TEXHQO4LCY
SOCIETY, ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 5TH, MIAMI, FLA., JUNE 1969,
TRANSACTIONS. PP.209-226.
NR-O9-00-000-01401 A STUDY ON A CONTiOLED SURFACE ACOUSTIC SIMULATOR OF
BACKSCATITERIN FROM OCEANIC SURFACES. REPORTI' NO.
CRES TM 112-7. A. ZACHS, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH, INC,INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
-JUNE 1969. CONTRACT NO. N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-G9-00-000-01423 DOPPLER SPECTRtM OF SEA ECHO AT 13.56 MC/S. D.D. CRAMBIE,
DQOINION PHYSICAL LAB., LOAER HIUT, NEW ZEALAND. IN NATURE,
VOL. 175, NO. 4459, APRIL 16, 1955. PP.681-682.
NR-G9-00-000-01428 PASSIVE MICROWAVE RADIOMETIRY O' SEA STATE. REPORT NO.
DAC-60-786. V.A. SIROUNIAN, EOGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., DOLULAS
MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS DIV., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. SEPT.
1967.
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NR-G9-HJ-138-01432 AERIAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE SEA SLRFACE OFF THE ATLANTIC
COAST OF THE UNITED STATES. K.O. EMERY, WOODS HOLEOCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, WOODS HOLE, MASS. IN SCIENTIFICEXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED ORBITAL FLICHT, CODOARD MEMORIALSYMPOSIUM, 3RD, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 1965, PROCEEDINGS.(AAS SCIENCE AND TECHNU(XGY SERIES.) VOL.. 4. PP.171-182.
uOXs H.XE O(XeCFANX;APHIIC INS'I'IT'l(fON, C)hN'IHII:I'II(O NO. Ih0Z.
NR-C9-CH-18-01443 AN AIRBORNE WEASURNIENTr OF THE SAI.INIT1 VARIATIONS MP' 'ItmMISSISSIPPI RIVER OCUTFlL. J.D. DRHOPPtIVE0AN, AND R.A.
* ENNELLA, LOCKHEED ELtX'TRONICS, KHtS'IUN, TEXAS, AND D.E.EVANS, NASA, MANNED SPACkIRAFIi' Ctl.NT, HU'S'IUN, 'TEXAS.
IN - JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 30,
OCT. 20, 1970. PP.5909-5913. A70-45979 W71-00562
N4-C9-CH-162-01447 RADAR SEA STATE ANAL'[ZER, MAY 68-AUG. 69. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. ML 70012 AND B8765-1. GEURGE FP. ANDREWS AND
HOMER W. HISER, UNIVERSITY OF' MIAMI, MIAMI, F'LA. DEC. 1969.
CONTRACT NO. N00019-68-C-0393. N70-30327 AD-702 469
NR-G9-00-000-01450 HEAT AND MASS BUDGET OF ARCTIC ICE, SEA ICE DRIFT,
MICRO!MElTEOROGY, RADIATION, ATtPOSPHtI-I( CHtEIST1Y, ANDARCTIC OCEANOGRAPHY. FINAL REPORT, SEPT. 58-SEPT. 68.
UhIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATILE, WASHINrTrON. DEC. 1969.CONTRACT NOS. NR 307-252 AND NONR-477(24).
AD-698 305 N70-23462
NR-G9-00-000-01451 APPLICATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SATEILITE DATA TO OCEANOGRAPHY
AND HYDROGRAPHY. ESSA TE1,N I CAL bENtRANDUM N'ESCIN 19.
E. PAUL MCCLAIN, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVIRONMNTAL SATE.LLITE
CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. JAN. 1970. N70-26957 PB-190 652
NR-G9-CJ-167-0145e AERIAL MAPPING OF SURFACE TEMIPERATURE PATTERN OF LAKE
MICHIGAN. J.D. MCFADDEN AND R.A. RADOTZKIE, UNIVERSITY OF'
WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
GREAT LAKES RESEARCH DIV., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PUBLICATION
NO. 10, 1963. PP.55-58. COM'RAq'T NO. NONR 1202(07)
NR-G9-HH-237-01462 TEKTITE - FROM SPACE TO SEA. HOWARD M. WITTIER, GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. IN - INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE, 8TH, TOKYO
JAPAN, AUG. 1969, PROCEEDINGS (AKIRA TAKANO, ED. TOKY6 , AGNEPLBLISHING, INC., 1969) PP.1089-1102. A70-35306
NR-G9-00-000-01465 AIHHlRNE MEASURHFf:NTS OF' THE TlWAL HEAT' FIUX 'H(RtlH TE SEASURFACE - PROGRESS REPOR'I'. E.D. SCAl .1'STE, SCHIPPS
INSTITUTION OF" OCEANt(CIGRAPH, LNI'VESIT) (O' CALItHNIA, SANDIECO, CALIF. IN MAHINE SCIE:CE:S INS'HLld'6'?TATI' NI, V(tl. 4.
PP.301-305. INSTHLbI'T S(CIEl OF" Ai'*RICA hA'ONAL
SiPOSIN, 4TH, COCOA BEACH, .LU.IDA, JAN. 1968, PROCEEDINGS
NR-G9-00-000-01466 SEA SURFACE TEPERATIRE VERIFICATION OF I.R. PHX(711'RY DATAAND SURFACE WATER SAMPLING IFHOM FIXED WING AIRCHIT1'.CORTLAND B. CONVERSE AND EDWARD C. BRAINARD, II, BRAINNCONCORP., MARION, MASS. IN MARINE SC I ENCES I NSTHRE'NTAT' ION,
VOL. 4. PP.296-300. INSTRU-NT S(CIEI¥Y OF' AMERICA NATIONALSYIPOSILM, 4TH, COCOA BEACH, ILRIDA, JAN. 1968, PROCEEDINGS
NR-G9-00-000-01467 UNDERWATER SOUND MEASLUHEMENTS FROM AN AIRCRAFT. R.J. URICH,
AND C.E. KEUL,, U.S. NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB., WHITE OAK, SILVERSPRING, MAR.LAND. IN MARINE SCIENCES INS1TRUNTAT IONVOL. 4. PP.306-313. INSTRLMENT SOCIETY OF' A.bRICA NATIONAL
SYPOMSIUM, 4TH, C(COA BEACH, I'I.RIDA, JAN. 1968, PROCEEDINGS
NR-G9-00-000-014 71 ThEOUETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON MARINE OPTICS IN THE
SOVIET UNION. V.A. TIMOI'ENEVA, AND G.G. NElYMIN, U(RAINIAN
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, INSTITUTE OF MARINE HVDROPHNSICS, USSR.
IN IZVESTIYA, ACADEMIY OF SCIENCES USSR, A1TMSPHERIC ANDOCEANIC PHYSICS, VOL. 4, NO. 12, 1968. PP.1305-1323.
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NR-G9-00-000-01476 THE FAR INFRARED LINE SCANNER AS A SMALL BOAT SEARCH S.NSOI.
FINAL PROUECT REPORT. REPORT NO. PROJECT NO. 791201.003.
JAMES A. MCINTOSH, U.S. COAST GUARD, APPLIED TECHNOLiGY
DIV., WASHINGTUN, D.C. APRIL 1970. AD-706 708. N70-38034
NR-G9-00-000-01480 STUDY - FISH OIL FILMS ON THE SEA SURFACE. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. 970-5388-FR. BAIRD-ATOMIC, INC., BEDFORD, MASS.
OCT. 1970. CONIRACT NO. N62306-69-C-0354.
NR-U9-CL-219-01481 AUTOMATIC PROCESSING ARCTIC PACK ICE DATA OBTAINED BY MFANS
OF SUHMARINE SONAR AND OTHER REC4E SENSING TECHNIQUES.
TSC4NICAL REPORT, DEC. 69-SEPT. 70. REPORT NO. D+RT CO. NO.
S. LEO.NARD A. LESCHACK, WILLIAM D. HIBLER III, AND
FREDERICK H. MORSE, DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES TRANSPORTATION 
00C., SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND, SEPT. 1970, 50P. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-70-C-0110. AD-713911 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
N#-*9-EJ-000-01492 THE: USE OF' REItI'E: SENSING IN WAT'* RESOURCE MANkCUV;Fe:)NT.
RUOBIN 1. WELCH, STANF(UHD RKSEARHCH INSTITTE, M.NAlD PARK,
CALIF. N WITH EAHRTH SATELLITE CORP. HI.KEL'., CALIF.
PRESENTED AT tAJIWROPHICATION-BIOST I rILATION ASSESSMENI'
WORKSHOP, Ihi'LEY, CALIILNIA, JUNE 1969, 26P. PUHLISHI)
IN THE PROCEEDINGS, PP.227-242. (JNTHACT NO. W70-03985.
NR-G9-'J-998-01506 AN AERIAL PHOrOGRAPHIC SURV*' OF COASTAL EROSION. DONALD B.
STAFFORD, CLU*SON UNIVERSITl, CLk>SON, SOLIH CAROLINA, ANDJAY LANGfl:D :R, NORTH CAROL I NA STAT'E UNIV., RALE I GH.
PRESEIN) AT A:t..RICAN sm;IIqY OF PHmxU;HA*&-tM ANNUAL
MEZ*TING, 36TH, WASHINGIOIN, D.C. MARCH 1970. IN 1THE PAPERS
FROM THE 36T11H ANNUAL M.ETING, PP.533-558. A70-24748
NM-G9-00-000-Ol507 SATELLITE-OBSERVED SUNiLINT PATTERNS - UNUSUAL D4RK
PATCHES. CLINTOUN J. BOMLEy, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
INC., C(N(XRD, MASS. IN TXiUO[,OGY TODAY AND TUMIRRUOW,
CANA, (XAvCIL OF TECHNICAL SOCIETIES, SPACE CONGRESS,
TTH, OCOA(X BEACH, FLA., APRIL 1970, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1,
PP.11-29 ID 11-39. A70-33725
N1-C9-OJ-998-01511 PHOTOGRAPHIC MONITORINI OF SHORELINE MDVETr. JO'H D.
WEERR, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF' EIINERxS, WILMINGTON, N.C. IN
SHORE AND BEACH, VOL. 38, NO. 2, APRIL 1970, PP.36-38.
W70-07164
IR-C'9-00000-01513 RADIOPHYSICAL MFFFDS OF RESEARCH IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN AND
ANTARCTICA (RADIOVFIZICH-ISKIE 'ETODY V ISSLEXOVANIYAKH
SEVERNOGO LxDOVITOGO OFEANA I ANTARKTIKI). REPORT' No).
TF-69-55083. V.V. BOSURDSKII. TRANSL. OF ARKTIHiESKII I
AMNARKICHESKII NAUC!O-ISSLXOVATE19SKII INSTITUV, T7UDY(SSSR) VOL. 284, 1968. N71-15541 MICROFICE AND HARD COPY.
N,-G9-HJ-138-01538 REMOTE SESING OF OCEAN URRENTS AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERAoUnE
KA4NGES DERIVED FROM THE NIMB43US 2 SATELLITE. GUENTERWARNE:KE, ON LEAVE FRU FREIE UNIVEIRSITAT, BERLIN, GERMANY,
LEWIS J. ALLISON, LARRY M. MCMILLIN, ALLIED RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS., AND KARL-HEINZ SZEXIELDA,ON LEAVE FR(OM FACULTE DES SCIENCES, MARSEILLE, FRIANCE. IN
JOURNAL 1' PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, VOL. 1, JAN. 1971,
PP.45-60. A70-46400
NR-09-EJ-026-01539 DIRECT MAPPING (OF '1E SfI 1 IUXR LISIGM; SIDE-SCANNING ONAAR
AND 1THANSPOhDER NAVIGATION. RI:IT' NO. MPL-U-5-bg.9. J.D.
FUDIE, W.R. NORMAHK, AND E.J. CRI, JR., SCRIPPS INSl'lTl' lONOF OCEANOCGRAPHY, SAN DIE[ZO, CALIF. Det. 1969. UP. IN
GXELOGICAL SOCIE'T O(W Ao2RCA HLLETkIN, VOL_. (l, NtA 1970,
PP.1547-1554. 'CONTRAC!' NO. N00014-69-A-0200-6002.
AD-709495 MICROFICHE, AND HARD COPY.
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RADAR STUDIES OF ARCT'IC ICE. REPORT NO. TR-RSC-20. J.W.
ROUSE, JR., AND J.A. SCHELL, TEXAS A AND M UNIVEHSIT1,
RE4oE SENSING CENTER, CXJUtLE STATION, TEXAS. OCT. 1970,
61P. CONTRACT NOS. 1370-9826-1, AND GRANT hSG 239-62.
THE REMOTE SENSING OF OIL. SLICKS BY RADAR. REPORT ON
C-EDAHtUCI BAY CASE S1UDY. REPORT NOS. NRL PRO)B R07-02, AND
5270-02. N.W. GUINARD, AND C.G. PURVES, NAVAL RESEARCH
LAORAITORY, WASHINCTON, D.C. APRIL 1970, 34P. CONTlRAT NO.
MIPR NO Z-70099-0-03459. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
AD-709982 NT0-42226
THE DETERMINATION OF SEA-SU;RFACE TMPERATULRE FROM SATELLITE
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED WINlhX RADIATION MEASULREIENTS.
W.L. SMITH, P.K. RAO, R. KOF'I-kR, AND W.R. CURTIS, ESSA,
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SAITLLITE CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
IN MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, VOL. 98, ALC. 1970. PP.604-611.
A70-42122
NR-G9-00-000-01563 INSTANTANEXUS VELOCITY AND PRESSURE MEASUREENTS ABOVE
PROPAGATING WAVES. TfEHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO. 1R-4.
O.H. SHEMDIN, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, DEPT. OF COASTAL AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC ENGINEERING, GAINESVILLE, F'LA., JULY 1969,
121P. CONTRACT NOS. NSF-CK-3986, AND GK-736. PB-194015
NR-09-00-000-01564 LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF WAVE-INDUCED MOTION ABOVE
AIR-SEA INTERFACE. REPORT NO. TR-6. O.H. SHEM[N, AND R.J.
LAI, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, DEPT. OF COASTAL AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC ENGINEERING, GAINESVILLE, FLA., JULY 1970,
101P. CONTRACT NOS. DACW72-69-C0019, AND GRANT NSF-GK-3986.
PB-194016
NR-G9-GH-128-01565 ANALYSIS OF MULTISPECI'RAL SCANNER DATA FOR LOCATION OF
SAND AND GRAVEL DEPOSITS. FINAL REPORT.- REPORT NO.
BSR-2829. DAVID S. HANSON, AND DAVID R. MORGANSTEIN,
BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTENS DIVISION, ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN, JAN. 1970, 80P. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-69-C-0705.
AD-705673 N70-36496. MICH(OI(:tCHE ANDl) AHI) COP.
NR-G9-GF-000-01568 THE USE O. SATEIl.ITE CttAX.L PInlXYH. APft 10 INFER
OCEA[MXLH 1PHIC PHE-:.NEO-:A. JAI::S H. GHKVIE:S, ANI) Ct.IN'IXb
J. BeIgLEL, AUElI) HEStARH ASSOCIA'I'F: INC., C(XbU)NHD, MASS.
IN TEX-UMCLX 1UiDAN AND 'IbXtH'HOW, CANAVR:HAL C( NCI, (*'
TECHNICAL SOCI'TIES, SPACE CONGRESS, 71H, (XXCO) HPEACH, IFLA.,
APRIL 1970, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.6-5 TO 6-15. A70-33713
NR-G9-00-000-01578 VISIBLE AND INFRARED IMAGERY FROM NT MH)R(EO ICAL,
SATELLITES. W.E. SHENK, AND V.V. SAI.U-O.4SON, NASA, GDOOXUD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARILAND. IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL. 9, AUI. 1970. PP.1747-1760. A70-39076
NR-G9-GJ-239-01579 REMIOE SENSING BY INFRARED TECHNICUES. T.L. RICHARUS,
DEPAR4EIT' OF TRANSPORT, MN'EX)FOL[OICAL BANCH, TOUHU'iO,
ONTARIO, CANADA. IN CANADIAN HtDR(OXX;Y StiPOSllM NO. 7,
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, MAY 1969, PROCEEDIN;IGS VOL. 1,
PP.295-309. NATIONAL RESEARCH (X..CIL OF CANADA,
SU(BCMHMITliE ON 1HDROLOGU . W70-01623
NR-G9-00-000-01582 REqI4TE ANALYSIS OF FLUXRESCENCE BY A FIRAUNM1iF1I LINE
DISCRIMINATOR. GEORGE E. STOERTZ, AND WILLIAM R. HR1MPHILL,
U.S. CE&LOGICAL SURVEY, WASHING'IIN, D.C., AND DAVID A
MARILE, PElKUIN-EULrER CORP., NORWAL(, CONNECTICUT. IN MARINE
TENOLOMY SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING, 6TH, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
JULY 1970, 6TH ANNJAL PREPRINTS, VOL. 2, (REPRINT) 24P.
W71-00565
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MNG9-0-00-o0-01583 TIE VALLE OF IMPROVING OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA PREDICTION BY
SATELLITE MEASUIREtN'TS, VOLUME 1. FINAL REPORT. REPORT
NO. KTR-690-3-69-320-007-VOL-l. JOHN S. FUNURK, AND DR.
JOHN S. TIEDEMAN, KETTELLE (JOHN D) CORP., ARLINGTON VA.,
AWO. 1969, 36P. CONTRACT NO. N62306-69-C-0099. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-699192 N70-24715
IR-09-00-000-01584 HE VALUE OF IMPROVING OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA PREDICTION BY
SATELLIT' MASWURME1'S, VOLUE 2, FINAL REPORT APPENDICES.
REPORT NO. KTR-690-3-69-320-007-VOL-2. JOHN S. TIEDEMAN,
JOHN D. IKEELLEU CORP., ARLINGTON, VA., AND JOHN C.
WILKERSON, AND VINCENT NOBLE, NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. KETiEILE (JOHN D) CORP ARLINGTON, VA.,
AUO. 1969 114P. CONTRACT NO. N62306-69-C-0099.
MICROFIC' COXPY. AD-699193 N70-2471 ..
NR*G-00-0 00-01586 MEA.SJR4ENTS PROGRAM FUR OIL-SLICK CHARACTERISTICS. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. 2766-7-F. R. HORVA1H, W.L. MORGAN,
AND R. SPELLICY, UNIVMSITY OF MICHIGAN, INFHARE) AND OPTICS
LAB., INSTITUIE OF SCIENCE AND TEX~HOLOGY, ANN AHHUR, MICH.,
FEB. 1970. CONTRACT NO. DUT-CG-92580-A.
R-G09-00-000-01596 PRIORITY PROBLkMS AND DATA NEXDS IN COASTAL ZONE
OCEANOGRAPf. EARTH OBSERVATION SATILLlITE PLANNING.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111779. JOHN C.'MUNDD, JR. EDWIN B.
JOSEPH, ROBERT J. BIRNE, E' AL., VIROINIA INSTITUTE OF'
MARINE SCIENCE, GaOUCESTER POINT, VA. SEPT. 1970, 138P.
CONTRACT NO. NASI-9461. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-40772
NR-G9-00-000-01618 RESULTS FROM SOME PARACHUTE DROGUE MEASLREYNTS IN THE
CENIRAL NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN, 1961-1962. REPORT NO.
NO4A TR-ERL-191-POL-5. R.K. REED, PACIFIC OCEANOGRAPHIC
LABORATORIES, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. JAN. 1971, IIP.
NR-G9-00-000-01622 RESEARCH NEEDS ON THERMAL AND SEDIMENTARY POLWTIION IN TIDAL
WATERS. AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. C(M.ITTEE ON
TIDAL HYDRAULICS OF THE HYDRAULICS DIVISION. JOURNAL OF' THE
HYDRAULICS DIVISION, PROCEEDINGS OF ASCE, VOL. 96, NO. HY7,
JULY 1970, PAPER 7426. PP.1539-1548. W70-09161
R-0G9-00-000-01631 A SURVEY OF THE PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE COASTAL
ZONE. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111780. WILLIAM J. HANNA, HAROLD
0. MARSHALL, JAMES F. SLJb'Y, EDITORS, OLD DOMINION COLLUGE,
NORFOU, VIRGINIA.. SEPT. 1970, 109P. CLNTRACT NO.
NASI-9434. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-40812
NR-G9-JH-710-01636 ATNOSPHERIC AND OCFANOGRAPHIC SUPPORT STUDIES FUR LASER
RADAR EXPERIMENT ABOARD THE ADVANCE 2 DRING eOMElX.
REPORT NO; NASA-CR-66978. WALTER D. BACH, JR., AND JAMES
R. SMITH, RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE, ENGINEERING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES DIV., [URHAM, N.C. AUG. 1970, 32P.
CONTRACT NO. NASI-9161. N70-38552
NR-G9-00-000-01637 CHARACTERIZATION OF OIL SLICKS ON SURFACE WATERS. FRED K.
KAWAHARA, AND DWIGHT G. BALLINGER, ANALYTICAL QUALITY
CONTROL LAB., FEDERAL WATER QUALITY ADMIN., CINCINNATI,
OHIO. IN INDUSTRIAL ENCGININ G CHEMISTRY PROUCT. RESEARCH
AFND DEVELPYlhrT, VOL. 9, NO. 4, 1970. PP.553-558.
NR-09-00-000-01640 PATTERNS COF THE THI.HI'VL HI'UIMEH OF' 'ITHF: SIRFACE LA,'R (wI
WATER. M.P. T'I!f'~EEV, AND S.P. MALU'V.SKII-MALEVICH, (UISSR)
IN SOVIET HIDROiUXY, SELC.'IED PAPERS, M). 1, 1967.
PP.102-109. TRANSLATION IFRM -EI'l'X.HUlt)GIA I GILUHU*)LLIA,
NO. 2, 1967. PP.57-65. W70-00741
MR-09-1H1-092-01644 COLOR AND INFRARED FXPFRIMENTAL PHOt(GRAPHY I R C()ASTAL
MAPPING. CHARLES THEEHER, CL)AST AND GE).A'lC S,,RVEkt,











GEOSYNCHiROxS MEIX)ROICAL SATELLITE. V.E. SUOLI, AND T.H.
VONDER HAAR, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, SPACE SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING CENTER, MADISON, WIS(X)iNSIN. AIAA ANNUAL
MFTEING AND TECHNICAL DISPLAY, 5TH, PHILADEPHIA, PA., OCT.
1968, PAPEIR NO. 68-1094, 7P. IN JOUtNAL OF' SPACECRAJFT AND
ROCKETS, VOL. 6, NO. 3, MARCH 1969. PP.342-344.
GUIDE ToI THE USE OF DATA OUUXECTD BY THE NASA NP3A AIRCRAFT
IN THE BOhEX, 2-10 JUNE 1969. REPORT NO. NASA-TM-X-5S049.
VICTOR S. VHiTEEAD, NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENIER,
H(XJSTON, TEXAS. SEPT. 1970, 40P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
N70-42049
IMPROVED 11FTINIQUES FOR MAPPING SEA ICE FROM SATELLITE
INFRARED DATA. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. 8G74-F. JA'MES
C. BARNES, DAVID T. CHAMN, AND JAWi-S H. WILLAND, ALLIIED
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASSACHUiSE.TS. NOV.
1970, 104P. CONTRACT NO. E-67-70(N).
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY FEASIBILITY STUDY UTILIZING.
SATELLITE DATA. PART II. D[ETAILED SEA-SURFACE TtMPERATURE
ANALYSIS JUTILIZING NIMBUS HRIR DATA. FINAL REPORT. REPORT
NO. NOAA-E236-69(N)-1. IFRED M. VUKOVICH, RESEARCH TRIANGLE
INSTITUTE, i9URHAM, N.C. OCT. 1970, 80P. CXNTRACT NO.
ESSA-E230-69(N). COM-71-00014
f4R-C9-HJ-138-01660 A NOTE ON THE USE OF SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE FOR OBSERVING
OCEAN CURRENTS. DONALD V. HANSiEN, AND GEORGE A. MAUL,
ENVIRNMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, MIAMI,
FLORIDA. IN RE4ME SENSING OF ENVIROiENT, VOL. 1, 1970.
PP.161-164.
NR-G9-00-000-01662 AIRCRAFT -MICROWAVE MEASUR04ENTS OF' IHt'.ARCTIC ICE PACK.
REPORT NO. ESSA-IH-NESC.I-25. ALAN E. STRONG, MICHAiEL H.
R.IMIING, ENVIRONMNTAL SCIENCE SERVICE ADLIlNISTHAll'ION,
NATIONAL ENVIIRON*J:NTAL SATELLITE CENTER, WASHINGTOiIN, D.C.
AUG. 1970, 20P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N70-40933
PB-194588
NR-G9-00-000-01664 ESSAY OF AN OCEAN-MKRPHOTOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF' SATELLIT'E
PICIT1ES. (VE1RSLCH EINER I.EEEkSNCtPHPIW'GISCHEN DEUTIlJ'
VON SATELLITEN-LUI'TBILDlERN). REPORT NO. NASA-I'T-F'-13159.
EGBERT HAASE, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, MAINZ, GERMANY, HEIhZ
KAMINSKII, HOCHiM INSTITU TE FUR SPACE RESEARCH, ,O.H(IU4l,
GERMANY, AND MAX PFANNENSTEIL, UNIVERSITY OF' FREIUERG,
GERYANY. SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATION SERVICE, SANTA BAHRBARA,
CALIF. AUL. 1970, 29P. CONTRACT NO. NASW-2035. MICROF'ICHE
COPY. N70-34781
NR-G9-00-000-01667 A STUDY OF CLOUD PATFERNS OBSERVED PI"M ESSA 3 SATELLITE
PHOIIOGCRAPHS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SEA SURFACE
I'TMPERATU1RES IN 1'HE EASTERN GULF OF' MEXICO. REPORT NO.
N00-IR-68-118. WILLIAM T. MORTON, U.S. NAVAL OCEAIOGRAPHIC
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT. 1968, 244P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-854007
NR-G9-EJ-998-01669 ATMOSPHERIC LIMITATIONS ON REMUTE SENSING OF SEA SURFACE
ROUGHi. ESS BY MEANS OF' REFLECTED DAYLIGHT. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-73479, AND SIO-REF-70-27. S.O.
DLNT1EY, C.F. EDGERTON, AND T.J. PETiZOLD, UNIVERSITY OF'
CALIFURNIA, VISIBILITY LAB., SAN DIECO, CALIF. SEPT. 1970,
118P. CONTRACT NO. NAS12-2126. MICROF'ICHE COPY. N70-42184
NR-09-00-000-01671 REPORT OF THE ARCTIC ICE OBSERVING AND FORECASTING PROGRAM -
1965. REPORT NO. N00-SP-70-65. U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OF'FICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1967, 173P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-655231
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NH-09-00-000-01672 N')D FOR GREAT ADVANCES IN oCEbTIC WORK.' H. PESHEL, EAST
OG.MANY. IN JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE(TNANSLATIONS UN EASTERN EUUROPE SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS.) NO.
131, 16 SEPT. 1970. PP.8-16. TRANSL. FROM VERMESSTGSTE1C-
NIK (EAST BERLIN). JUNE 1970. PP.201-205. MICRHFICHE COPY.
NW0-39813
IR-Gg-JH-710-01680 BOIW M-,'X)rX}L}GICAL DATA. PART 1 - CuANT'l'TATIVE CulXu
IASURItF:Nh'rS. PARI' 2 - SEA StRFA'E l'RA'lX.HES. PAW'I' 3 -
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. VW11-70-49. ANIRE.W F. INbKMt, AND
MARARET A CHAJFIEE, WOODS HOLk OCEAMRAPHIC INSTI'I.N'ION,
WOXXS HOLE MLSSAUISE'TTiS. SEPT. 1970, 67P. C(tNTRAC'r NO.
GRANr NSF' A-1700. MICkUIiOE COPY. N71-1I171
NR-09-00-000-01682 OPREDELENIE TEIMPERATURY MORSKOI POVERKHNOSTI I
VLAGOSORHAN II A AIl)SFIfIY PO I EN I I AM TEPLOVOGO
RADIOIZUL-ENIIA SYSTE n. ZEMLIA-AIt)OSFE1A S ISZ.(H!EWRINAT ION OF SEA SURFACE T0EPI'0ATURE AND A[L)SPHFRIC
HUMIDITY F`C SATELLIT'E _MEASUtINTS OF THE-T MAL RADIO
EMISSION OF THE EARTH-ATM)OSPHRE SYSTEM). E.P.
DOBKOVSKAIA, USSR IN SPUTNIKOVAIA METEXOIGIIA (SATELLITE11
!MElROGWXY) EDITED BY V.G. BOLDYREV, AND N.F. V!LTISHCHEV,
LEN I NGRAD, G!O I )EI'EI ZDAT (aI DHRI'F.TJROLUGICHESKI I
NAUCiHO-ISSLXOATESiKII TSENTR SSSR, TUDY NO. 50) 1969.
PP.75-85. IN RUSSIAN. A70-32069
IR-G9-00-000-01689 FISH IDENTIFICATION BY RkNE SENSING. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. 11435-6001-RO-00. TRW SYSTEKS GROUP, REDONDO
BEACH, CALIF. DEC.. 1968, 68P. CONIMACT KO. 14-17-002-330.
NR-G9-DJ-998-01690 PASSIVE MICRLIAVE MEASL MENTS OF OCEANOGRAPHIC PHEN04ENA,
ICE AND SEDIMENTS. TECHNICAL REPORT, NOV. 68-FEB. 70.
REPTOR NO. AGC-9016R-7. A.T. EDGEIXM, D.T. TRI.E(LER, G.A.
POE A. STOGRYN, AND S. SAKAMIIO, A.MJET-CEitRAL CORP.,
MICROWAVE DIVISION, E'L MONTE, CALIF. NOV. 1970, 112P.
ONllRACT NO. NONR-4767(00). MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
AD-715645
NR-G9-00-000-01692 NITROL)D PROCESSING OF DIRET READoT A DATA FROM WEATHgR
SATELLITES. REPORT NOS. AFCRL-70-0589, AND AFCRL-ERP-334.
ROBUER F. MYERS, EDWARD D. SPRAGUE, AND BARRY A. MAREIRO,
AIR FORCE CAfMBRIGE RESEARCH LABS., L.G. HANSCOM FIELD,
MASS. OCT. 1970, 73P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
AD-715892
mR-G9-00-000-01693 CASE STUDIES IN WATER POUIJTION DEwECTION BY REMOTE SENSING-
FULTIPLE SPE'IRAL APPROACH. ROBFNT WEICH, EARTH SATELITE
CORPORATION, BERKELEY, CALIF. PRESENTED AT. RE4IE SENSING
OF ENVIRiM.4*TAL POUJLJFION CONFWNCE, MADISON, WISCONSIN,
NOV. 1970, 8P.
NR-09-00-000-01699 PHOIX)GRAPHIC CHARAC!RHISTICS OF' *ATF. POLrrTlION. JA'ES P.
SCERZ, WILLIAM C. HBOILE, UNIV. OF1 WRI'.X.SIN, DISON, AND
DONALD R. GRAFF, ITll< LX)HP., ALUXANDHIA, VA. IN
8IOURA 'TRIC EGINEEtING, VOL. 35, NO. 1, JAN. 1969.
PP.38-43.
kR-09-GH-998-01705 BUREAU OF COCIAL FISHERIES, XxPLURATOHY FISHlING AND GEAR
RESEARCH BASE, PASCAG(X;LA, MISSISSIPPI, JULY 1967-'O JLNE
1969. REPORT iKS. COX-71-00105, FIS-CIRC-351, AND
CONTRIB-212. HARVEY R. B,1LIS, JR., AND JOHN R. 'IPSON,
BlREAU OF COMMcRCIAL FISHtERIES, PASCA(L.XlA, MISSISSIPPI.
NOV. 1970, 35P.
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NhR-9-EJ-026-01708 DEGRADATION BY THE A'IMOSPHERE OF MICROWAVE RADIOMElR.ICOBSERVATIONS Il-M SPACE - 0.5 TO 20 GHZ. FINAL REPORT,
VOLUME I OF 2 VOLUM4fS. REPORT NO. NASA CR-86384. RONALD A.
PORTER, RADIOMIfRIC TECROLOCY, INC. CANI3RIDGE, MASS,
AND NORMAN E. GAUr, AND AIARD C. REIFENSTEIN II,
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, INC., WALTHAM, MASS.
RADIOMTRIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. APRIL 1970,205P. CONTRACT NO. NAS12-2120. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
N70-27290
R-Gg9-FJ-026-01709 DEGRADATION BY THE AIMOSPHERE OF MICROWAVE RADIOMETRIC
OBSERVATIONS FROM SPACE - 0.5 TO 20 GHZ, VOLUM 2. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA CR-86385. RONALD A. PORTER,RADIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS., AND NORMAN
B. GAUT, AND EDWARD C. REIFENSTEIN III, ENVIRO'ENTAL
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, INC., WALTHAM, MASS. RADIONIORIC
TECHNOLLOGY INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. APRIL 1970, 283P.CONTRACT NO. NAS12-2120. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-27291
NR-G9-00-000-01710 A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF CERTAIN BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
ON THE SPECiRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT IN THE OCEAN.
FINAL REPORT FOR IR AND D MJO 9843-37. REPORT NO.99900-6845/RO-00. GERALD F. JOHNSON ALAN BURBANK,
STEPHEN C. PYKE, TRW SYSTEMS, AEROSCIENCES LABORATORY,
OCEAN SYSTEMS DEPT., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. JAN. 1969, 89P.
NR-G9-BlL-093-01714 WATER STRESS STUDIES. ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT,
UNIV.. OF' WASHINGTON, DIV. OF MARINE RESOURCES, SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON. JAN. 1971, 59P. AIDJEX BULLETIN NO. 4.SR-09-CL-998-01715 REMTI'E SENSING AND ICE MORPHOLO(X -- I9tI PILXT Slll)IpS.
ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EPF'lN*":l', UNIV. OF WASHIM'Wir,,
DIV. OF MARINE RESOL*HCES, SEATiLE, :ASLbHIN;UN. .FEB. 1971,
63P. AIDJEX I:JLLI'IN NO. 5.
IR-G9-GH-998-01717 OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF' OIL
SLICKS DURING THE CHI.VRON SPILL, MARCH 1970. FINAL HREPORl',
MARCH-JULY 1970. REPORT NiOS. USCG-714104/A/006-Z, ANDHARD COPY IS 1R-87. STEPHEN P. MIJRRAY, WIULIAM G. SMI1'H,AND CHtLE J. SONU, COASl'AL ST'IDIES INSTITI.E, LOUISIANASTATE UNIV., BATON ROUGE, LA. JULY 1970, 112P. HARD COPY
IS SEPT. 1970, 120P. CONTRACT INS. Wr!-CO-03592-A, AND HARD
COPY IS N00014-69-A-0211-0003. MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPY.
AD-716324
NR-G9-00-000-01720 AUSTRALIAN FISHERMEN USE T.IHEERNoEER TO LOCATE TUNA. IN
OCEAN INDUSTRY, VOL. 5, NO. 11, NOV. 1970., P.33.
NR-G9-00-000-01721 STUDIES OF HIGH FRFUUENCY WIND WAVES. REPORT No. TR-231-26.
JIN WU HYDRONAUTICS, INC., LALREL, MARYLAND. OCT. 1969,
44P. CONTRACT NOS. NONR-3688(00), AND N00014-70-C-0345.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-712787 N71-13171
NR-C9-00-000-01722 SURFACE ROUGHNESS, SEA-SURFACE SLOPE AND WIND-WAVE SPECTRUM.
REPORT NO. TR-231-29. JIN WU, HI'DRONAUrICs, INC., LAUREL,
MARYLAND. JAN. 1970, 26P. CONTRACT NOS. NKNR-3688(00)
AND N00014-70-C-0345. MICROF'ICHE COPY. AD-712790
N71-13191
NR-G9-JH-710-0172 4 USE OF RN/RA RATIOS TO DETERMINE AIR/SEA GAS EXCHANGE AND
AND VERTICAL MIXING IN THE OCEAN. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. PALTR-223. DAVID R. SCHION, JOEL J. SIGALOVE,
ROBERT L. CHARNELL, AND NORMAN L. GUINASSO, JR TELEDYNE
ISOTOPES, PALO ALTO, CALIF. FEB. 1970, 50P. 6NRACT NO.
N00014-69-C-0254. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713129 N71-14783
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NR-G09-C-164-01729 LOW-ANGLE RADAR SEA RETURN AT 3-MM WAVELENOTH. FINAL
TIECdICAL REPORT. PRWIECT A-1268. WAYNE RIVERS GEORGIA
INSTITU'E OF TECHNCLOY, ENGINEERIN EX(PERIMINiT SATTION,
ATLANTA GA. NOV. 1970, 84P. CONTRACT NO. N62269-70-C-0489
MICROFICIE COPY. AD-717082
NR-09-DJ-007-01731 INSHORE SEA SURFACE TI*PERA1tRE AND SALINITY C(XNDITI(OS AT
ACATE REACH, YAQUINA HRA AND) WAL COVE, H*FXt'N, IN 1970.
* TECNICAL REPORT, JAN-OCT. 1970. REPORT NOS. DATA-45, AND
REFI-70-44. JEFMlRSON J. GONOR, ALAN B. 1l4U, AND DAVID
W. ELVIN, ORFrOrN STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPT. (' OCEAOXRAPH4Y,
CORVALLIS, ORUON. NOV. 1970, 30P. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-67-A-0369-0001. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717068
NR-09-RH-000-01737 THE D[VEtDPMENT O' UPWELLINF ALONG THE SOfMALI COAST AS
OETICTED WITH NIMBUS 2 AND NIMHUS 3 SAlTELITTES. HREPORT NES.
NASA-TM-X-65387, AND X-651-70-419. KARL-HEINZ S7.KIELDA,
NASA,* GOCARD SPACE FLICHI' CENTER, GHEENSHEL'T, MARYLAND.
SEPT. 1970, 56P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-13088
NR-09-CL-219-01738 ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPFERIMET. THE)RFITICAL
DISCUSSION. ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMtNT, DIV. OF
M4RINE RESOURCES, UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEA1TLE, WASHIN(UMN.
OCT. 1970, 74P. AIDJEX BULLETIN NO. 2.
NR-G9-CL-219-01739 ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT. STATUS REPORT.
ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERtiMENT, DIV. OF' MARINE
RESCFRCES, UNIV. OF WASHINGCON, SEATTLE, WASH. SEPT. 1970,
40P. AIDJE(X OULbTIN NO. 1.
NR-09-CL-219-01740 ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT. SELECIED SOVIET
RESEARCH. JOSEPH O. FLETCHER, AIDJEX COORDINATOR, ARCTIC
ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT, DIV. OF MARINE RES(URCES,
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASH. NOV. 1970, 124P.
AIDJEX BULLbTIN NO. 3.
NR-G9-RH-000-01741 SEASONAL SEA SURFACE TEMPERATlRE VARIATIONS IN THE PERSIAN
GULF AS RECORDED BY NIMBUS 2 HRIR. REPORT NOS.
NASA-IM-X-65385, AND X.651-70-416. K.H. SZEKIELDA, V.
SAL.MONSON, AND L.J. ALLISON, NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENIER, GREENBELT, MARY1AND. NOV. 1970, 18P. MICROFICHE
AND HARD COPY. N71-13087
NR-G9-BL-093-01747 A PORTABLE SPEUIROPH(IYfIrER FOR GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS.
REPORT NO. SCIENTrIFIC-9. RONALD R. ROUIET, UNIVERSITY OF
WASHiGTION, DEPT. OF ATMCPHERRIC SCIENCES, SEAT1TLE, WASH.,
DOC. 1970, 100P. C(NTRA(t NO. N00014-67-A-0103-0007.
ADI-715790
NR-G9-00-000-01748 AIRWHNE OCEAN AND SEA SURIACE T'iP.RHAltUE 9EASlRHt~*lS
USING INH/aITbD RADICOLTEHS. REKPOT' NO. JPHS-52039. N.N.
VEIRINCHIKOV, (USSR) JOINT PUHLICATIONS RESLARCH S.ERVICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. DEC. 1970, IIP. HTANSL. FRtlI THUDW
C.AVNAYA GEOFIZICHESKAYA OWSERVAITHIYA (LENINGRAI)), NO. 235,
1970. PP.146-154. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-15438
bR-G9-00-000-01753 SPEUTRA OF' BACKSCATTIERFD LIGFHT FR THE SEA OBTAINNDI) IFHM
AIRCRAFT AS A MEASURE OF CHLUHOPHILL COxNCENlTA'rlON.
TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO. WHII-REF-70-51. GEURCE L.
CLARKE, CIFFORD C. EWING, AND CARL J. LUMEN2ZiN, WOODS HOLE
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, WOODS HOLE, MASSACHiSE'nIS. DLE.
1969, 8P. IN SCIEI2CE, VOL. 167, NO. 3921, FEB. 20, 1970.
PP.1119-1121. CONTRACT NOS. N00014-66-C-0241, AND
NAS12-631. AD-715560 A70-22250
NR-G9-00-000-01760 SPATIAL SPECTRA OF OCEAN SURFACE TEMPERATURE. WILLIAM
MCLEISH, NOAA, SEA-AIR INTERACTION LAB., MIAMI, FLA. IN
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 33, NOV. 20,
1970. PP.6872-6877. W71-01907
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NR-9-DJ-007-01779 ORECON AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL RECONNAI ISANCE:
REPORT NO. TR-86. RICHARDI J. RUSSELL, LUUISIANA STA'IE
UNIVERSITY, COASTAL STUDIES INSTITUTE, BATON ROLGE, LA.
AUG. 1970, 34P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-69-A-0211-0003.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717359
NR-09-00-000-01781 STATISTICAL TIME-VARYING AND DISTRIBUTION PROPERTIES OF
HIGH-RESOUCLION RADAR SEA ECHO. INTERIM REPORT. REPORT NO.
NRL-7150. KARL R. SCHMIDT, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 1970, 32P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-714836 N71-17742
NR-09-00-000-01796 ON THE MEASURE14NT OF RADIANT ENERGY FOR CORRELATION WITH
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN THE OCEAN. FINAL REPORT, 1966-1970.
REPORT NO. SIO-REF-70-38. JOIN E. TYLER, SCRIPPS
INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, VISIBILITY LAB., SAN DIECO,
CALIFORNIA. DEC. 1970, 12P. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-69-A-0200-6017. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-718367
NR-G9-00-000-01797 SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA OBTAINED DURING WG-15 SEA TRIALS IN
THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA MAY 5 TO MAY 16, 1968. REPORT NO.
SIO-REF'-68-29. RAYMOND C.. SMITH, AND JOHN E. TYLER,
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, VISIBILITY LAB., SAN
DIEOO, CALIFRNIA. AUG. 1968. 33P. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-69-A-0200-6017. MICHOFICHtI COP'. AD)-71h3bt.
NR-09-00-000-01798 A REPORT OF Ti': PR(CF'SSIN, OF AIRCRAT' FXPF'NI)UUJ.:
BA1TH1THEIMU]HAPH DA-A. INTIRIM I¥'EICOAI. HREPKlI' M). 5
(FINAL), JAN. 68- DEC. 70. RICHIW) C. LAIlHktv, HAWAII
INSTITUTE OF' Gkt-)PHSICS, K)HONOXUJ, HAWAII. JAN. 1971, 4ZP.
CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-03e7-0004AC. MICRFICH, CUPI.
AD-718393
NR-G9-GH-128-01799 OCEANOGRAPHIC .PEtRIMWNT SUPPORT .(REMIYE SENSING OF
OOASTAL OCEANS). ANNJAL REPORT, KlY 69-MAY 70. REPORT NO.
A/M-REF-70-20A. LUIS R.A. CAPUWWO, TEXAS A AND M
UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF OCEANOGRAPHY, COXXJIE STATION, TEXAS.
MAY 1970, 143P. CONTRACT NO. N62306-69-C-0263. MICHI'I*CHE
COPY. AD-717936
NR-G9-CH-128-01805 TRANSFER OF ThERMAL MICROWAVES IN THE A'll.SPHERE.
JACK FREDI)RICK PARIS (DISSEIRTATION), TEXAS A AND M UNIV.,
COLEIGE STATION, TEXAS. MAY 1971, 292P.
NR-09-HJ-138-01808 CORRECTIONS FOR AIRBORNE RADIATION THERMtIETRY. T1CfNICAL
REPORT. REPORT NOS. WHOI-REF-71-6, AND WHOI-CONTRIB-2476.
PETER M. SAUNDERS, WOODS HOLE OCEAMXRAPHIC INSTITUTION,
WOODS HOLE, MASSACHIUSE!'TS. SEPT. 1970, 8P. IN JOURNAL
OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NO. 36, DEC. 20, 1970.
PP.7596-7601. AD-718196
NR-G9-JG-998-01814 A RADIOMEITRIC SYSTEM FOR AIRBORNE MFASUREENT OF THE T'OAL
HEAT FlW FRCM THE SEA. SUMMARY REPORT. E.D. MCALISTER,
AND W. MCLEISH, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE
PHYSICAL LAB., SAN DIEGIO, CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL.
9, NO. 12, DFC. 1970. PP.2697-2705. CONTRACT NOS.
N00014-69-A-0200-6009, GRANT NSF-GA-1491, AND
NSF-GA- 11975. AD-719425
N1R-G9-HJ-138-01818 MEASUREMIET OF THE WATER TEMPERATtFJE OF THE CASPIAN SEA WITH
A RADIATION THERMDETER. V.L. GAEVSKIY, YU. I.
RABINOVICH, AND A. I. RESHE'TNIKOV. IN SOVIET HYDROOGY -
SELECTED PAPERS, WASHINGTON, D.C., NO. 4, 1965, PP.402-405.
NR-G9-BL-093-01822 ICE DYNAMICS. (4 PAPERS). J.R. WE.BER, R.L. LILLESTRAND,
ROY M. LERINER, L.A. TIMOkHOV, K.L. YEHOROV, ARCTIC ICE
DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT, DIVISION OF MARINE RESOURCES,
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASH. MARCH 1971, 67P.
AIWDEX BULLETIN NO. 6.
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IR-09-GJ-998-01626 SIGNIFICANCE OF' CAMILLE (19691. Wlli.lAM F. TANNET FULORIDA
STATE UNIV., DEI
' .
OF' CGEIl.., TA.ASSEt', M.A. iN
SOIEASTERN GEXOLCGY, VOL. 12, NO. 2. NOV. 1970. PP.95-103.
W 1-02908
NR-09-1.-158-01826 I.RRICANE CEL.IA, 30 JUIY-S AUOUST 1970. U.S. ARMY
ENGINERT DIST1ICT -CORPS. OF ENGINEERS, GALVESTOIN, TEXAS.
FEM. 1971, 58P. $2.00.
NR-09-CL-219-01627 1971 PILOT STUDY NARRATIVrES. ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINTi'
EXPERIMENT UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGIVN, SETarl', WASHINIOUN.
146AY 1971, 39P. AIDJEX BlJUlIN NO. 8.
PMR-9-00-000-01828 NASA CONVAIR 990 REMYTE-SENSING MISSIONS OVER AIDJX SITE,
WMRCH 9-16, 1971. REPURT. :'-ANN D. MOEN, U.S. GIXJLXICAL
SURVEY. IN AIDJEX BLULETIN .(ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT
EXPERIMNT, UNIV. OF'WASHI/ITN, SEATTLE), NO. 8, MAY 1971,
PP.9-14. :
NR-G9-00-000-01829 SEA-SURFACE TEMPERA1TRE. XO1MMISSION FOR MARITIME
MICEROLGY, 51H SESSION, GEtEVA, 1968, PROCEEDINOS.
REPORT NOS. VWOM-247-TP-135, AND TN-103. WORLD
MEROL0OGICAL ORGANIZATION, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND. 1969,
166P. 16 SW.FR. MOSTLY IN ENGLISH, SaOE FRENCH, RUSSIAN.
.N70-24776 THRU N70-24783
NR-G9-00-000-01835 ARCTIC DATA BUOY AND POSITIONING SYSTFMS. SERGE M.
OLENICOFF, RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. BEAUMINT M.
BUCK, REX P. BRLUMBA4H, JR DEWCO ELECTRONICS DIV., GENERAL
IMTORS CORP., SANTA BARBARA, CALIF., AND K. HUNKINS, JOHN
HALL, LAMONT-DOHRTY CGEnLOcICAL OBSERV. PALISADES, N.Y.
ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMEiT, DiV. OF MARINE
RESOURCES, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGIUN, SEATiLE. APRIL 1971,
.69P. AIDJEX BULLE.TIN NO. 7.
NR-G9-000-0-01840 OCEANOGRAPHY. JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE
WASHINTON,. D.C. JAN. 1971, 10P. IN SOVIET BLOC AESEARCH
IN GEO[PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY AND SPACE, NO. 244, JAN. 1971.
PP.19-28. N71-16920
NR-G9-CH-15-01847 WORLD FISHERY TEFCNOLOGY. HARVEY BULLIS, ADORESS lUNKNCWN.
IN CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE OCEANIC FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS.
REPORTS VOL. 14 (STATE OF,' CALIF. MARINE RESEARCH CMMITT'EE,
LONG BEACH, SEPT. 1970). PP.57-66.
NR-G9-00-000-01848 CALIFORNIA COUPERATIVef' COANIC F'ISHEHIES INVE.SI'GATIO'S.
* REPORTS VOLIM 14, JU.L I96be-JUNtE 1969. S'IIATE OF" CAU.IIiUHNIA
MARINE RESEARCH CLXMI'TEE, I:*I'. C'" FISH AND GLWIE, LtJG
BEACH, CALIFHRNIA. SEPT. 1970, 133P.
mR-G9-00-000-01849 ON THE M M.TDD OF' OBSERVATIONS ON SEA ICE IROHLM AIRCRAF'T.(K M'UIDIKKE NABLIUN I I NAD MINSKINI LVI S SAhJL.,'IUV)
REPIORT NOS. OlU-TRANS-123, ANl) TT-61-2H002. V.V. ItFl'lN,
'S.V. ZHADRINSKII AND N.S. LRALOV, AUXDESS UNhMNN.
U.S. NAVAL OCEAKgH.PHIC 1-'ICE, WASHINITUN.f D.C. 1961,
20P. TRANSL. OF' - GOSLDAHRSTVtNNYI UCKAXRAI K IC ESK II
INSTITUT. TRDI. (USSR), NO. 40, 1957. PP.147-155.
MICROC'IChiO COPY. AD-720161
NR-9-G J-086-01854 THE UPWIND/D'NWIND DEPEDENOE .' 1THE X)PPLER SPECTRA OF'
RADAR SEA ECHO. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NRL-7229. M.B.
LAING WAVE PROPAGATION BRANCH, tELECRONICS DIV., U.S. NAVAL
RJESEAR LAB., WASHINGPIN, D.C. JAN. 1971, 22P. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-719383
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ACCESS ION NUhIN CESi I PiI1 'ON
-09-00-o00-01855 EXPEIRIMENT IN USING THE LABO'ATORY INTEREROMTER' ITR-2 FOR
DETERMINING THE SALINIT1 X.* SEA WATER. (OPYT PRIMEtiENIlA
LAIBORA'TONOG0 INTEIRIbTLME'RA ITR-2 DLYA OPREIJLENIYA
SOLENOSTI MSKOI Vt) RPORT NO. EP N. OO-THANS-63. K.D.
SABININ, AND A.E. GAMATIWV, ADDRESS UNKNOWN. U.S. NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHIINGUN, D.C. 1959, 10P. TRANSL.
OF - tE, CROLX3IYA .I GIDHROUDIYA (USSR), NO. 5, 1958.
PP.51-54. MICROFICHE CPY. AD-720146
NR-09-00-000-01856 CORRELATION OF SEA SURFACE ROUGHNESS WITH MICROWAVE
RADIOMETRIC 'IEMPERATURE. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
AED-R-3696. DON G. SHIPLEY, AND MELVIN N. MILER, RCA ASTRO
ILECITONICS DIV., PRINCETDN, NEW JERSEY. MARCH 1971, 31P.
CONlRACT NO. N00014-71-C-0013. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-719447
NR-G9-00-000-01859 A METHOD OF INS'IRUIMhAL AERIAL OBSERVATIONS ON LAND ICE IN
THE SEA. (SPASOB INSTRUMENTALNYKH AVYLANAHILYUDENII NAD
MATERIKOVYMI LDAMI V KORE). REPORT NOS. NOO-TRANS-122, AND
TF-61-28006. V.V. BETIN, S.V. ZHADRINSKII, AND N.S. URALUV,
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1961,
14P. TRANSL. OF - MITEIRLOX)GIYA I OIDROLOGIYA (USSR), NO.








NE,' ME,'HODS OF AEURtIAL MSIERVI'I()NS ON SIA: ICE (NOVE: FM.HOI)Y
MOHSKIIKH L.E.I1VI A"VAN,\I..\l)%I I ). HERI'rT NOS.
T1'-62-33569, AND OX)-'TIH\S-10?-6. V.V. HFR'IN, S.V.
ZHADRINSKII, AND N.S. LHNV, AUI)HESS UNIhMNN. U.S. NAVAL
OCEAXOXGHAPHIC OtFICE, ,ASHING;UNI, D.C. 196Z, 41P. '11R.Nt,.
OF - GOSUUIRSTVENNYI tOKtISUXA;AFICHESKII INS'I'IT'1T, TIULD%
(USSR) NO. 37, 1959. PP.205-230. MICROFDICHE COP.
AD-120157
REPORT OF THE INTERNA'IONAL ICE PAlTROL SERVICE IN THE NORTH
ATLANTIC OCEAN, SEASON OF 1969. REPORT NO.
USOC-188-24, US(C-BGLL-55 JAiES R. IEILY, AND CHARLES W.
MLRGAN, U.S. COAST GUARD, WASHIN7U'UN, D.C., DEC. 1969, SIP.
MICROF'ICHE COPY AD-718504
PICTURE ATLAS OF THE ARCTIC. R. THOREN, SVID)ISH RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF NATIONAL I)IECE, ,S1OCKHLLM. ElSE'VIEI
PUBLISHING CO., NEW YORK 1969, 461P. 22X30 CM. $57.50
THE MISSISSISSIPPI RIVER OUiFtOW, ITS SEASONAL VARIATIONS
AND ITS SLRFACE CHARACITERISTICS. DON WALSH (PH.D. DISSERH-
TATION). TEXAS A+M LRNIV., COLLUE STATION, TEXAS. 1968,
A SURVEY OF SEA-ICE-THICKNESS MEASURING TElHNIOUES. REPORT
NO. CRC-1214. A.W. ADL'Y, C044UNICATIONS RESEAHCH CEMlRE,
DEPT. OF COMMUNICATIONS, 'OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA. EXC. 1970
28P. N71-14827
ON AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE MULTIPLE STRUCT1RE IN RADIATIVE
TEMPERATiRE PATIERNS OVER C URENT-RIPS AND OF THE SKIN
TEMPERATURE OF SLICKS. KANTARO WATANABE, KOBE MARINE
OBSERVATORY, KOBE, JAPAN. IN- UMI TO SORA, VOL. 46, NO.2,
1971, P.27-36.
SLM4ARY OF' DRIFT ICE IN THE OKHOTSK SEA. KANTARO WATANABE,
THE KOIE MARINE ORSERVATURY, KOBE, JAPAN. IN-PHYSICS OF
SNOW AND ICE- INTFRNATIONAL 00NFERENCE ON LWV 1ENPERATURE
SCIENCE, 1966, PROCCEEDINGS (INSTI1Ji'E OF' LW TEMPERATRE
SCIENCE, HOKKAID[O UNIV., SAPPORO, JAPAN, 1967), VOL. 1,
P. 667-686.
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NR-G9-00-000-01884 IDFNTIFICATION OF( OHANIC POL.IU'ANTS' Y INFRIAHID SPCqI'tO-
SCOPY. IHED A. VOtX;E, AND HtURY L. VAI:4SCHE, DIV. (F' LAH.,
ONTARIO WATER RES(XLRCES (C.IISSIION, T1ION'IU, ONTAHIO, CANIDA
IN- AI'tRICAN WA1'*ER WORKS ASSOC. JOURNAL, VOL. 56 NO. 10,
OCT. 1964, P. 1351-1356.
NR-G9-00-000-01894 MEASLRNT OF SEA CL'TER (lRRLATION WITH ERENLY
AGILITY AND FIXED FRXXtENCY RADAR. C. LIND, PHILIPS
T:lINWDUSTRI AB, S1UCKIit, SWE..N. IN- PHILIPS T1lkWEf.]IJN-
ICATION REVlEWI, VOL. 29, NO.1 APRIL 1970, P. 32-38.
MICROFICHE C)PY A70-39200
NR-G9-00-0d0-01895 LOW TEPERA1E SCIENCE, SERIES A - PHYSICAL SCIENCES, 1969,
432P. IN JAPANESE - ENGLISH SLMMARIES. HIOKAIDO UNIV.,
SAPPORO, JAPAN, INSTITVIE OF LOW 111PREATLURE SCIENCE.
MICROFIiCE COPY. N70-352368, N70-35270
NR-G9-EH-214-01919 AN OCEANOGRAPHIC TEST SITE FMR SATELLITE INFRARkD SENSORS -
THE GULF OF CALIF. REPORT NO. IR 69-80. PAUL E. LA VIOLUIFTE











'SURVEYMARINE' A HIGH SPEED HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY PLATF0URM.
REPORT NO. IR 69-27. J.N. SPINNING, AND D.G. DIXON, U.S.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969, 21P.
FACTORS AFFECTING BIOLlGICAL OBSERVATIONS FRLM THE ASWEPS
AIRCRAFT. REPORT NO. IR-68-102. COLEMAN LEVENSON, U.S.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 1968, 6P.
INFRARED SCANNI N THE ARCTIC PACK ICE. REPORT NO.
IR 68-115. R.D. KETCHIM, JR, AND W.I. WITIMANN, U.S. NAVAL
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. DEC. 1968, 30P.
A 350 DEGREES PANORAMIC CAMERA FOR UNDERWATER USE. REPORT
NO. IR 68-107. ROBERT L. MAIRS, AND CHESTER V. BRIGHT,
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 1968,
15P.
TEST AND EVALUATION OF THE HYDRA SURVEY AND DATA PROCESSINO
SYSTEM. REPORT NO. IR 70-3. J.N. SPINNING, AND MICHAEL
PARADIS, DAN G. DIXON, J.P. FLETCHER, AND D.S. VON NIEDA, JR
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE,. WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 80P.
CtRRENTS FROU AERIAL PHOInXGHAP' IN COASTAL P(XUlI'ION
STUDIES. MICLHAEL WALDICHI*U, FISHtHIES RESARLH, HO H)M) OF
CANADA, BIOLOGICAL STATION, NANAINMO, B.C. IN - WATER
POLULTION RESEARCH, 3RD INIIUNA'IOUNAL olNFrtlEtNCE, tUNICH,
SEPT. 1966, PROCE;DIG;S (1967), P. 263-294.
POULLJION SURVEILLANCE BY NON(XNTACT INFRARi' TEN ~IOQUES.
J.R. VAN LOPIK, G.S. RAMbIE, AND A.E. PRESSMAN, GWSCtIENCES
OPERATIONS, TEXAS INSTRUblfNTS INC., DAIIAS, TEXAS. IN-
WATER POULUTION C(XOIROL IERATION. JOUiHNAL, VOL. 40, NO.3,
PART 1, MARCH 1968, P. 425-438.
REMOTE SOUNDING OF THE ATMOSPHIRIC TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN
TE PRESENCE OF CLOUD. C.D. RODGERS, OXJFURD UNIV., OXFURD,
ENGLAND. IN- ROYAL MT')OLI CAL SOC I E'Y, OUARTERLY
JO.RNAL VOL. 96, OCT. 1970, P. 654-666. MICROFICHE COPY.
A71-10854
CORRELATION OF SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE WITH CLAUD PATTrUNS
OFV THE WEST COAST OF NORTH' AtERICA DLRINO THE UPELLIhNC
SEASON. ANTHONY LED CGEST (MASTER'S THESIS). NAVAL
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MON1EI'Wl, CALIF. OCT 69, 122P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-70-9066
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NR-G9-00-000-01937 PROI3iE.IS OF SATELLITE METEOROLOGY (VOPROSY) SPUTNIKOVOI
MEOEVROLJGII). REPORT NO. TT-70-50001. I.P. VET'LOV, AND
0.I. MORSKOI, EDITORS. TRANSL. BY ISRAEL PROGRAM FOR
SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS., LTD., JERUSALkE. 1970, 106P.
TRANSL. OF GIDR(LTE'lXRXOLOGICHESKII NAUCHNO-ISSL.IXNVATEL'
SKII TSENTR SSSR (LENINGRAD) TRUDY, NO. 36, 19686.
MICROFICHE COPY N70-36639
NR-G9-00-000-01941 SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF RADAR SEA REI1RN. GEORGE F. ANDREWS,UNIV. OF MIAMI, FIORIDA. IN- AMERICAN MI'EOXROLGICALSOCIETY, RADAR MEriX)ROLOGY CONFERENCE, 14'1, TUCSON, ARIZ.,
NOV. 1970, PROCEEDINGS, P. 449-451. MICROFICHE COPY.
A71-10600
NR-C9-00-000-01942 THE TERRESTRIAL THERMAL RADIO-EMISSION FIEU). A.E.
BASHARINOV, A.S. GURVICH, L,T. TUCHKOV, AND K.S. SHIFRIN,
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR, INSTITUT FIZIKI AIVMOSFERY AND INSTITUTOKEANOLUXII, MOS(OW, USSR. IN- ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, USSR,
IZVESTIYA, AT'MOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PHYSICS, VOL. 6, APR.
1970, P. 210-218. TRANSLATION. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-45192
NR-G9-00-000-01944 RADICF'Tt'R MEASL.1*;NTS OF WATERM StF'ACE lTiPERA-1HE.
REPORT NO. JPRS-47,69e. N.P. SMIRNOVA, L.D. Kh(JvUAITvlA,
LUNINGRAD. TRA'NSL. OF - LENINGHAD ULNIV. VESTNIK, VOL. 23,NO. 6, SEXIYA GLXX.II;11 I (UX;HAII,I, NO 1, I968, P. I0-I Z0.
MICROFICHE COPY. N69-23202
NR-G9-00-000-01947 MISLRE DE1LA TFItPERAl.A SUPERFICIALE DFL. MAR Ll(ARE
Ml*DIANTE RPADIC'ltI'HO INF1blROSA() (PRT-5). (L,ICtHIANV SFASURFACE TetPlRAlltlR: E\SbUlWENTS WITH I NFlIFr) HU)DI( I*Ts:ER(PRT-5). IN ITALIAN, ENGLISH SLMt+ARY. REPOH1'T NO. IA-SH-5
M. COLACINO, CONSIGLIO NAZIONiALE L*.A HICHEH!':, ROKlE,
ITALY. INSTI lUIO DI FISICA DU:L,'AllK)SPI¥tA. APRIL 1969,33P. IN ITALIAN. MICROFICHE COPY N70-35009
NR-G9-00-000-01948 A SHORT RADAR DESCRIPTION OF A CRUISE THE BLACK SEA-FAR
EAST. REPORT NO. N-TRANS-129, '11'-62-13481. N.F.BUIANOV, TRANSL. BY-NAVAL OCEAOGCRAPHIC OFF'ICE, WASH I MION,
D.C. 1961, 95P. TRANSL. OF KX"OGRAPH- KRAThK RADiIOLxCK-TSIONMN OPISANIE MARSHRUTA CHENOAE L ORE-DALNI I VOSTOK,
MOSCO, 1960, 26P. MICROFICHE 'COPY. AD-720165.
NR-G9-{H-128-01956 MICROWAVE STUDIES AT TEXAS A AND M UNIV. JACK F. PARIS,C(XOIEE OF CGESCIENCES, TEXAS A+M UNIV., COIEGCE STA1'TIONTEXAS. IN- MICROWAVE OBSERWATIONS OF ThE OCEAN SLRI-'ACE-
ANALYSES OF THE NASA/NAVY REVIEW JUNE 1969 (U.S. NAVALOCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE SP-152, DEC. 1970), P. 15-49.
NR-G9-C'I-128-01957 INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE APPLICATIONS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE
RADIOMETRY TO OCEANOGRAPHIC AND IME'E)'OLO CICAL PROLEMS
AT TEXAS A+M UNIV. (SUMMARIZED FROM SPEAKER'S NUrES).
JACK F. PARIS, IN- AD HOC SPACECRAFT' OCEANOGRAPHY ADVISORY
GRJOUP 9TH ETING COE(XI E STATION AND HOUSTON, TEXAS,
JAN 1968, TEEHICAL PAPERS, P. 5-11.
NR-C9-FJ-085-02173 U.S. CGEOLX ICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-173.
IM C(IPLPEHiNTARY ROLES OF AERIAL PHOIOGRAPHY AND RADARTIMHEING RELATED TO WEA4hI'R CONDITIONS. DAVID S. SIMNETT,
JOE R. EAMXIEwAN, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, DEPT. OF




MULTISUBJECTSECTION H1 - SITE MAPS
ACCESSION hUMHeR L]CATION







NR-HIl-00-999-00047 U.S. SITE INDEX TO SPECIAL MiS



















c:1-21 IRt IMAGitrY AIUGiS1' 1966, U.S.
GELmlICAL SURVEY
U.S. SITE INDEX - AREAS IM.Ia I)BY
WESTINGHOUSE MAPPINGC RADAR(FLIGHTS 78 T1'WLCH 106)
U.S. SITE INDEX - AREAS IM1OED BY
WESTINGKOUSE MAPPING RADAR
(FLIIHTS 122 TIAH 130)
SECTION H2 - SITE DESCRIPTIONS
An-HCSSIXN- N ':HPR
NH-2-HH-092-00043 SITE 092-PLItOX RICO
DESCR IP i ION
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002-PISGiAH CHA1T'1, CAI.I.THNIA (2)
003-(KO t,'RAT'IMS, CALIHURNIA (4)
024-SAN ANIUHAS FAULT, CALIIURNIA (6)
076-CUlDE CITV, KANSAS (7)
085-LAWRECE, KANSAS (8) 
SECTION H4 - MISSION SCREENING AND
SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESSION NLhU4R DE1SCrI PTION
IR-H4-EJ-998- 001 31
NH-H4-.J-998-D0089
MISSION NO. 131 SITES 029, 030, 165, 210, 217
EARTH RF'(XE'CES PRIGRAM HIH AITI'TtI : AIHCHAU"I' PI(YIUL;t\PHIC
PRwIECr ISSION Stlmrit HIP('Trr - MISSIO( I THwu 8,
IARCH-NOV. 1969, SITES 1-14. LX) F'. CHIImS, PHR(Ut'



















13 SITES 003, 007, 019, 020, 050, 051, 040,
048, 049.
132 SITES 044, 168i 178, 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
132 SITES 044, 168, 178, 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
132 SITES 044, 168, 178, 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
18 SITES 015, 027, 028, 031, 051
132 SITES 044, 168, 178, 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
21 SITES 002, 003, 040
23 SITES 046, 095, 099, 105-108
25 SITES 043, 088
28 SITES 024, 114, 130
29M SITE 252
29 SITES 040, 130
32 SITE.S 011, 076
34 SITES 099, 128, 138, 046
36 SITES 095, 098, 102, 103, 104
40 SITES 099, 103, 104, 132, 133, 134, 137
42 SITE 130
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NO. 47 SITES 143, 093
NO. 50 SITES 099, 095, 108, 128
NO. 53 SITES 046, 150, 142, 152, 153, 124, 151, 148,
992
NO. 54, SITES 044, 076, 085, 118, 144
55 SITES 007, 048, 056, 156
56 SITES 003, 019, 130, 157
57 SITES 146, 158
58 SITES 128, CAPE KENNEDY, TITUSVILLE, F.lORIDA
59 SITES 020, 051, 135, 156, 159
61 SITES 129, 076, 085, 079, 141, 992
62 SITES 032, 132, 133, 134, 137
65 SITES 46, 124, 142, 150, 151, 152, 161
66 SITES 128, 162, 163, 164, 155, 132
67 SITES FIREANT, 145, 146, 147, 165.
70 SITE 166
72 SITES 041, 044, 126,. 167'
73 SITES 020, 027, 048, 072, 130, 157
74 SITES 044, 076, 085, 168, 174
75 SITES 032, 162
77 SITES 044, 076, 148
MISSION M). 78 SITES 019, 003, 056, 040, 156
MISSION NO. 79 SITES 173,-155, 164, 16e, 174, 172
MISSION NO. 80 SITES 076, 118, 171
MISSION NO. 81 SITES 165, 163, 146, 147, 145, 132
-MISSION NO. 981 SI7lES 030, 175, 181, D4IJAS/FT. WOH7H, T1X\S
ANSON/SNwIE1, TEXAS, EL PASO, TEXAS, SAN ANIUN(lO, 1'TEgS
MISSION NO. 82 SITES 152, 161, 176, 147
MISSION NO. 84 SITES 178, 179
MISSION NO. 85 SITES 146, 164, 165
MISSION NO. 89, SITES 030, 175, 179.
EARTH RFSOUIRCES PROGRAM HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRA!*T PIrOGRAPHIC
PROJECT MISSION SLMMARY REPORT - MISSION I THRU 8,
MIRCHI-NOV. 1969, SITES 1-14. LEO F. CHILDS, PROJECT
MANAGEI, NASA, MANNED SPACEL"RIT CENTER, HLIUSON, TEXAS.
FEB. 1970, 68P.
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91, SITES 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706.
92 SITES 165, 164, 163, 169, 147, 146
93 SITES 165, 169, 145
95 SITES 165, 179
96 SITES 801, 802, 803, 804, 805
EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT
20, 48, 56, 131 (SEE SITE 019), 135, 189, 193
100 SITES 007, 020, 048, 135, 189, 193
MISSION 101, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 011, 030, 149, 185, 186, 194, 195, 029
MISSION NO. 101 SITES 011, 030, 149, 185, 186, 194, 195
MISSION 102, FARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REFHR'I'.
SITES 011, 039, 076, 085, 186, 197
MISSION NO. 102 SITES 011, 039, 076, 085, 186, 197
MISSION 103, EARTH RESOXRCES SCREINING AND INDEIS NG X R EPOT.
SITES 167, 168, 176, 177, 188, 191, AND 224
MISSION NO. 103 SITES 167, 168, 176, 177, 188, 191, 224
MISSION 104, FRTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 142, 151, 168, 174, 176, 188, AND 201
MISSION NO. 104 SITES 142, 151, 168, 174, 176, 188, 201
MISSION 105, EARTH RESO.RCES SCREENING AND INDEXlING REPORT.
SITES 076, 085, 178, 184, AND 185
MISSION NO. 105 SITES 076, 085, 178, 184, 185
MISSION 106, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REP
SITES 085, 175, 178, 184, AND 996
MISSION NO. 106 SITES 085, 178, 184, 996
MISSION 107, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPK
SITES 155 AND 198
MISSION NO 107, SITE 198, 199
MISSION 110, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REP
SITES 222, AND 223
MISSION NO. 110 SITES 155, 198, 222
MISSION 111, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REKP
SITES 196, 203, 208,
MISSION NO. 111 SITES 196, 203 AND 208
MISSION 112, EARTH RE.sOR.HC:S SCHIF:KNIMG A\L) INI*:XIM; HER
SITES 044, 146, 163, 164, 165, 169






R-H4-FYH-998-A0115 MISSION 115, iAsTH RES(XORCES SCHEENING AND INDi:XING HEP(OHT.
SITES 171, 175, 202, AND 205
220
MISSION WSCH:'ENI G AND SLF4tRY REPORTS - HL.T ISUItJI.T
'ACCESSION NMJ4ERI DESCRIPTION
R'd-H4-F1-998-B0115 MISSION NO. 115 SITES 171, 175, 202, 205
SITES 029, 044, 210, 212, 220
R'-H4-FH-098-A0117 MISSION 117, EGART RESOURCES SCREENING AND
SITES 032, 707, AND 708
-NR-4-FH-998-B0117 MISSION NO. 117 SITE 032, 70T, 708
%R-H4-EJ-998-A0118 MISSION 118, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND
SITES 029, 175, 210
NR-H4-EJ-998-B0118 MISSION NO. 118 SITES 029, 175, 210
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0120 MISSION 120, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND
SITES 029, 194, 210
1R4-H4-EJ-998-B0120 MISSION NO. 120 SITES 029, 194, AND 210
NR-H4-GJ-998-A0121 MISSION 121, EARTH RESORCES SCREENING AND






NR-H4-HJ-998-90121 MISSION NO. 121 SITES 124, 125, 142, 151, 152, 188, 215
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0123 MISSION 123, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXINO REPORT.
SITES 029, 165, 210, 211, 213
IR-H4-EJ-998-B0123 MISSION NO. 123 SITES 029, 165, 210, 211, 213
NR-H4-BL-098-A0126 MISSION 126, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENINO AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 093, 219, AND 221
MR-H4-EJ-998-A0127 MISSION 127, EARTH RE.SLRHCES SCREENING AND INUEXING REPORT.
SITES 029, 030, 175, AND 210
NR-H4-EJ-998-B0127 MISSION NO. 127 SITES 029, 030 AND 210
NR-H4-WJ-998-AI28A MISSION 128A. EARTH RE.SOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
S1TES 046, 132, 175, 217, 227
NR-H4-FJ-098-A128B MISSION 128B, EARTH RFSOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 029, 030, 211, 225, 235, 238, AND 994
Ii-H4-EJ-998-A0129 MISSION 129, EARTH RESOLRCES SCRE'ENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 029, 030, 210, 216, AND 218
NR-H4-KJ-998-B0129 MISSION NO. 129 SITES 029, 030, 210, 216, 218
NR-H4-F1-998-A0130 MISSION 130, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 076, AN) 175
WM-H4-F'H-998-B0130 MISSION NO. 130 SITES 076, 175
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0131 MISSION 131, EARTH RES(XRCtS SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 029, 030, 165, 210, AND 217
NI-H4-FJ-998-90131 MISSION NO. 131 SITES 029, 030, 165, 210, 217
WI-H4-GJ-998-A0132 MISSION 132, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 044, 168, 178, 190, 197, 216, AND 239
NR-H4-GJ-99-B90132 MISSION NO. 132 SITES 044, 168, 178, 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
NR-H4-FJ-996-A0133 MISSION 133, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 076 AND 178
NR-H14-.J-998-B0132 MISSION NO. 132 SITES 044, 168, 178,- 190, 197, 216 AND 239.
IR-H4-FJ-998-80133 MISSION NO. 133 SITES 076, 178
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MISSION SCREENING AND StIM"ARl HREIP(1TS - NI;I'IIl.!t iX.'
ACCIESS ION N1t.HER DESCR I PTI ON
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0139 MISSION 139, FARTH RE.SOIRCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 010, 020, 029, 211, 242. 243,
NR-H4-EJ-998-B0139 MISSION NO. 139 SITES 010, 020, 029, 211
NR-H4-EJ-998-C0139 MISSION 139, EA*RTH RESJHCES AIRCHAF'I' PH(r*V - St1UFACE
WEATHER OISEHVATIONS, SITES 242, 211, 243, 020, 220, ANI)
029. NASA/MSC, SPACfEI',UI' HrI':EX)HO(X);. GR(XP, Olx.s'Tt)N,
TEXAS. JULY 20-31, 1970.
NR-H4-WJ-998-B0140 MISSION NO. 140 SITES 007 AND 022
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0141 MISSION 141, EARH1 RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPI-RT.
SITES 217, 220, AND 246
NR-H4-OJ-998-C0144 MISSION 144 - SEP11q14W 19-29, 1970 - METIOHOXR)GICAL
OBSERVATIONS - SITE 167 - LAKE: MICHIGAN. SPACE FLIGHF
ME-I'EROLOGICAL GROUP, NASA/MSC, HWSTOr, TEXAS
NR-H4-FJ-998-A0145 MISSION 145, EARTH RES(XJRCES SCR.ENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 029, 175, 190, 209, 239, 244, 253, AND 257.
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0146 MISSION 146, EARTI RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 209, 220, 246, AND 255.
NH-H4-EJ-998-B0146 MISSION NO. 146 SITES 209, 220, 246, 255
NR-H4-DJ-998-C0146 MISSION 146, NOVI.1ER 9-20, 1970 - SITE 211-SAN FRANCISCO
BAY AREA, SITE 220-FT. HUACHJCA, SITE 254-CALI.FRNIA COASTAL
AREA, SITE 255-NORTH HIGH PLAINS, SOUTIH DFI)AOTA. SPACE
FLIICHT MET ROLH GY GROUP, NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
NH-H4-GH-998-A0147 MISSION 147, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 164, 247, AND 248.
NR-H4-CH-998-A0149 MISSION 149, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT,
SITES 175 AND 155
NR-H4-J-198-A0150 MISSION 150, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXINC REPORT
SITE 198
NR-H4-OJ-998-B0150 MISSION NO. 150 SITE 198
NR-H4-EJ-998-A0153 MISSION 153, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT.
SITES 076, 185, 245
NR-H4-EJ-998-B0153 MISSION NO. 153 SITES 076, IL5, 245
NR-H4-F'H-998-A0154 MISSION 154, FA\RTH RE.S(X,RCES SCREENIM; AND INDEXING REPOHT.
SITES 128, 175, 251, AND 256
NH-H4-EJ-998-A0155 7ISSION 155, FARH RESOLRCES SCREENING AND I.NDEXING REPORT.
SITES 259, 261, 262, AND 275.
NR-H4-EJ-998-C0155- MISSION 155, EARTF RESOURCES AIRCRAT'I PROGRAl (ERAP) WEA1'HER
CIARTS AND OBSERVATIONS. PART 1. JAN. 15, 18, 19. PART 2.
JAN. 21, 23. PART 3. JAN. 24, 25, 1971, Sl.RFIACE AND UPPER
AIR. NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATOSPHIRIC AGE NCY (WM)I),
WEATHER LUUEAU, SPACEFL.IGHT MtF'.HXOli1 GROUP, MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTIE, HOI'S1ON, TEXAS. JAN. 1971. PART' . 21,
PART 2. 15, AND PART 3. 15 FOLDED CHARTS, PSF.UX)-ADIAHATIC
CHARTS, AND LISTS.
NR-H4-FH-998-C0157 MISSION 157 - FEB. 8-9, 1971 - tMF'IU'ROWXICAL, OSFERVATIONS -
SITE 263-GUADEJPE MT., SITE 264-PAINl'tED DF:SERT, SITE 128-
OIL SLICK, SITE 253-CENTRAL CGLP COAST AREA, SITE 217-
ATLANTA, SITE 169-FLORIDA KEYS, SITE 182-VEST PAiL I7EACH,
SITE 114-VWHITE SANDS, SITE 261-JORNAlDA HIC4?E, ,iF.X)ROtGLICAL
DATA COVERING FIEB. 13-19, 1971. SPACE FILIUA-T METhEUROtOY
CROUP, NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, '.TEXAS.
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MISSION SCREENING AND SLIMARY REPORTS - MULT'ISURJ'XT
ACCESSION NLMHER DESCRIPTION
hIR-H4-EJ-998-B0158 MISSION NO. 158 SITES 29, 32, 217, 220, 246
MR-H4-EJ-998-C0158 MISSION 158 MARCH 2-8 1971 - METlEOROLGICAL OBSERVATIONS -
SITE 029-PHOENIX, SITA 220-FT. HUACHUCA, SITE 246-G1LA.
RIVER, SITE 032-WESLA(OO, SITE 217-ATLANTA. SPACE FLIGHT
IiT1eROLD;Y GROUP, NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, 1TXAS.
NR-H4-FH-998-B0159 MISSION NO. 159 SITES 128, 251, 256, 265
IR-H4-WD-998-C01 64 MISSION 164 - SITES 211, 254, 260, WFATHER DATA, MARCH 30-
APRIL 5, 1971.
INR-H4-CH-996-C0165 MISSION 165 - MEETOROLOGICAL DATA AND CHARTS, MAY 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 1971.
WR-H4-WD-998-C01 67 MISSION 167 - BUCK'S LAKE, CALIF., SAN PABLO RESERVOIR,CALIF, ME'XJROLOCICAL DATA AND CHARTS, JiUNE 2-4, 1971.
NR-H4-EJ-9g98-C0!64 MISSION 166 Mf'qTI'IU iXICAIL DAlTA ANI) CHARTS, 1,tlhE 4-17, 1971
SPACFEJ'L IG-r wFr'l'FxJHOIIH(}j. HCmp, tNFsl)D .PAC'X.'Ir CEN.I'.H,
HOUSTON, 1TEXAS. JUNE 1971, 1 ROLl,.
SECTION H6 - DIVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY
ACCESSION NUM2 DESCRIPTION
NR-HG-00-000-00011 RECORDING AND PROCESSING OF' MLTI!H$EL.Cy RCADHR DATA.QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, I SEP'lFII*HF 1965 THRUOiH 30
NO VU4R 1965. RADAR AND OPTICS LAHtRATURV, WILLoW RUN
LABORATORIES, THE INSTITUTE OF' SCIENCE AND TlEX¥OUXY.
PREPARED FR THE ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, CSEN'R I' UR
RESEARCH, INC., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LMAHENCE:, KANSAS.
CONTRACT NO. CRES-61-2. BY REED MARS, APRIL 1966.
STAR X66-18724.
NR-H6-00-000-00023 MAINID MARS SURFACE OPERATIONS. FINAL REPORT, DETAILED
TECHNICAL REPORT, PARTS 4 - 7. RESEARCH AND ADVANCED
DKVELCOPENT DIVISION, AVCO CORPORATION, WILMIN;TON,
MASSACI.SETIS. PREPARED FUR ADVANCED SYSTEIS OWF'ICE GE)RGE
C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGIHT CIENTE, NATIONAL 'AERONALT'ICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA. SEP'IT'EMtI 30,
1965. O(NTRACT NO. NAS 8-11353.
NR-H6-00-000-00025 FEASIBILITY OF OBJECTIVE COLOR SYSTEMS. FINAL REPORT,
SEPTEZBER 13, 1965. U.S. ARMY ENGINEERS, GE)DESY,
INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND DOEVEDPtNT AGENCY,
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. PREPARED UHR THE NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. PREPARED UNDER NASA-
NR-H6-EJ-071-00037 MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION INVESTICATIONS. SEMI'-ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT, JULY 1, 1964 TO JANUARY 1, 1965. APPENDICES
A. 0, C, AND D. FEtIRUARY, 1965. CONTRACT NO. USOS.
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DIVISION BIHLIOG[RAPHt - MUTISUHJECT
ACCESSION NLUMtR DESCRIPTION
NR-H6-00-000-00040 RECORDING AND PROCESSING OF' ULTIFREOLUENCY RADAR DATA.
QUARTEILY PROGRESS REPORT, 1 DECEIMHER 1965 THROU.GH
28 FERUARY 1966. RADAR AND OPTICS LAiORATORY, WILUO. RUN
LABORATORIES, INSTITU1'E OF SCIENCE AND TE'LW4A=GY,
R-ED MAES, JUNE 1966. PREPARID PFOR THE E IINEMEING SCIENCE
DIVISION, CEN'iIR FIR RESEARCH, INC., UNIkJRSITY OF KANSAS,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT CRES-61-2. STAR X66-19715.
NH-H6-00-000-00043 PROGRESS REPORT FOR MJLTI-SPECTRAL TIACKING TELESCOPE FOR
THE APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM. OPTICAL SCIENCES
LABORATORY, UNIVMEHSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA.
SEPTENBER 1967. CON1'RACT NO. NSR-03-002-066.
NH-H6-FJ-085-00044 RADIR STUDIES RELATING 1TO THE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEi
PROGRAM. HMONTLY PROGRIESS REPORT HFII'-3. I ALUST 1967 TVO
I SEPTN1BER 1967. CENT'I'ER FUH RESEARCH' INC., ENGINE.ERHING
SCIEINCE DIVISION, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAHRENCE, KANSAS.
CONTRACI'r NO. NAS 9-7175
NI-H6-FJ-998-00046 SCA'T'RU)I T'ER DATA ANALI SIS FOR EARTH RESFU.CES PROGRAM
MN't'ILY PROGRESS REPORT', 7 SEP TFMIR I) 7 O'IUIHER 1967.
W.L. FLOYD, RYAN AtRONAUTICAL CULPANY, SAN DIEltO, CALIFOURNIA
OCTOtER 1967. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-6059.
NI-H6-00-000-00050 PROGRESS REPORT FOR bULTI-SPECTRAL TRACKINC ThUtE:SCOP FOR
THE APOLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM. CONTHOL NO. PR 10-6208.
P.N. SLATER, R.H. NOtLE, B.J. BOK, AND B.J. SAVIDG;E. STEWARD
OBSERVAlTRY, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TU'CSON, ARIZONA. JLUNE 1,
1967. COXNTRACT NO. NSR 03-002-066. STAR X67-19628.




INFRARED SPEC'RA. IST SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT, I JUNE 1967 WU
30 NOVEI'R 1967. RF'TE SENSING LAHORATORY, GCEOPISICS
DEPARTINT, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANUORD, CALIFORNIA.
JANMARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NGR-05-020-237. STAR N68-20277.
000-00060 SCATIEROI-.ER DATA ANALYSIS FUR EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM,
4TH MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT. 7 DEC4MHER 1967 TO 7 JANUARY
1968. RYAN AERONAUTICAL CWMPANY, SAN DIECO, CALIFORNIA.
F!BRUARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-6059.
-086-00062 SCATTEROMETER DATA ANALYSIS FOR EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM.
PIFIH MONIHLY PROGRESS REPORT, 7 JANUARY 1968 TO 7 FEIRUARY
1968. RYAN ARONAUI'ICAL COMPANY, SAN DIEGIO, CALIFORNIA.
MARCH 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-6059.
-002-00066 SCA1TEROMI'rER DA'I'A ANALYSIS FOR EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM,
SIXTH M'NTHLY PROGRESS REPORT, 7 'EBRUARY 1968 TO 7 MARCH
1968. RYAN AERONAUT'ICAL OOMPANY, SAN DIU4O, CALIFORNIA.
MAY 8, 1968. COONTRACT 'O. NAS 9-6059.
NR-H6-DJ-020-00074 A TEST OF THE CONCEPT AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF MULTIRAND
RECtNNAISSANCE. FINAL REPORT, SEPTEMBER 30, 1967. ROBERT
N. CO*LWI .L AND JERRY D. LENT, UNIVEHSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY, BERKLE'Y, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER
NGR 05-003-080. STAR N68-18199.
NR-H6-EJ-998-00075 SCATI''-rOFI*i,'H D\ATA ANALYSIS FH) EARTH HE,(SXHCI-.S PH(X;.HM.
SEOXND MONTHLY PROGRESS HE:)1T'l', 7 (XE'IX9':H 1967 1) 7 NMkIIFIM
1967. RYAN AFUNVULrTICAL. CUcP/A%, SAN DIEUO, CALIFORNIA.
O0(lRACT IU4IER NAS 9-6059.
NR-H6-JK-160-00076 SCATIlRX-,rER DATA ANALYSIS FR EARTH HRF:S(XRCES PROGRLIM.
THIRD OMLn7hY PROGRESS REPORT, 7 NI(AF24IR 1967 1') 7 D.FC:tItF*
1967. RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, SAN DIMUlO, CALIPNIhlA.
CONTRACT NUMtER NAS 9-6059.
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DIVISION BIHLIOGRAPHF - F.LTISURtH.Lr
ACCESSION NLMHER DESCIPTION
NR-H6-HJ-998-00091 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE Ht-,H"ONl) OF PROCESSING SCATIUNER:-
*TER DATA. FIRST MONhHL- PROGRESS REPORT, I JUNE 1968 1T
I JULY 1968. RYAN AERONAt'ICAL CUHPAMN, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
CCNTRACT NtLUEER NAS 9-8252.
MI-H6-GCH-998-00092'ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPR(N E'THOS (PF PROCESSING SCA1TEROME-
TER DATA. SE'VNTH MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT, 1 DECEMHiE 1968
TO I JANUARY 1969. RYAN AERONAUTICAL (XOMPANY, SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-8252.
SR-H6-EJ-998-00093 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE ErnHODS OF PROCESSING SCAT II9bU-
TER DATA. EICHTH MONIHLY PROGRESS REPORT, I JANUARY 1969
TO I FEBRUARY 1969. RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA. CO1'RACT NUMBER NAS 9-8252
NR-H6-00-000-00094 CUARTFRLY PROGRESS REPORT, JULY, AUCUST, SEPTEMBER 1968.
B ELLOMM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. REPORT NO. 68-101-4.







i6-00099 INTERIM TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT, PROJECT ITHEMIS: A CENTER
FOR REME SENSING. FIRST SEMI ANNUAL TECHNICAL REPORT,
SEPTEMIER 1967 TO APRIL 1968. CRES REPORT 133-2. COMPILED
BY R.D. ELLEMEIR, UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, INC., EGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KAN.
IMO'ITRED BY U.S. ARMY ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES,
FT. BELVOIR, VIROINIA. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.-' /
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
D0-00101 STUDY OF ADVANCED MULTISPECTRAL SENSOR SYSTEMS. INTERIM /
REPORT 1. P.N. SLATER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, OPTICAL
SCIENCES CENTER, TUCSON, ARIZONA. DEiCEMER 5, 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7081.
16-00102 RADAR STLDIES RElATED U 1THE 'ARTH RESOURCES SUtHV'; PRH(X.t.
PROGRESS REPORT MR 118-14. JANUAHY I TO FI':HUAH'Y 21, 19)f9.
PREPARED BY R. GkCHiBEG, UNIVEISITW OF" KANSAS, CEk''ER rUHN
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWH:ENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACT NLRER NAS 9-7175. -
D0-00103 REFERENCE DOCUMENT: INTRODUCTION TO NASA 926 AND 927
REMOOIE SENSOR AIRCRAFT AS APPLIED TO THE EARTH REtSOUCES
PROGRAM, MARCH 1966
D0-00104 FIELD INFRARED ANALYSIS OF TERRAIN - SPECTRAL CXORRELATION
POG .RAM. PART I - ORIGINAL LMSC SC-4 PROGRHA UNIVAC 1107
(FEBRUARY 8, 1967) RSL TECH REPORT NO. 67-1.. STANFURD
UNIVERSITY, REMLTE SENSING LABORATURY, STAN!URD, CALIFURNIA.
CONTRACT NMB4ER NAS 2-2527.
D0-00108 MODIFICATION OF 16.5 GHZ SIDE UIOKING RADAR SYSTt'M, FINAL
REPORT, PHASE 1. KEITH A. PARADIS AND F.AIK.JANNE, PHILX)-
FORD CORP., AERONUTRONIC DIVISION, NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
NOVEMBER 30, 1967. CONTHACT NLIbER NAS 9-7835.
STAR X68-15906.
D0-00109 MODIFICATION OF 16.5 CHZ SIDE LDOKING RADAR SYSTEM, FINAL
REPORT, PHASE II. KEITH A. PARADIS, PHILCO-'FIRD, CORP.,
AERONlT'RONIC DIVISION, NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA.
SEPTEMBER 23, 1968. CONTRACT N1FmiR NAS 9-7835.
NR-H6-00-000-00110 OPERATION, CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE PROCECURES FUR THE
INFRARED PALLET. LOCKH.ED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, SPACE
ELECI'TRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS.- 'MSC/SESD
DOW*E"T 9-16. NOVEMBiR 12, 1968.
-H6-00-000oo-00111 MOBILE RECEIVING STATION OPERATING INSTRUCTION. LCKHEI D
ELCITRONICS C(MPANY, SPACE ELE.11TNIC SYSTEMS DIVISION,
ILUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/SESD DOCwr 9-17. -NOVEMEN 27, 1968.
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DIVISION BI!LIOGRAPH' - MJUL'ISUI-EL'T
ACCESSION NLbHE.R DEsCR I PT ION
NR-H6-00-000-00 11Z ANALYSIS OF THE SPAN SOLAR TELESCOPE OPTICS. W.H.CLdWARD,
I o(EEUD,) ELECTRONICS COMPANY, SPACE PHYSICS DEPARTllENT,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/SPD DIXMOC NT 21-57. FEBRUARY 2, 1968.
CONT(RACT Ai'BE]M NAS 9-5191.
NM-H-0,0-000-00113 ANALYSIS Ot" 1HE OPTICS OF' THE R.AIZDw TEtLES(XPE.
W.H. CL*AAHD, LUCKHEEDI) EILL'THONICS (.XbPI'A, SPACE Pt'HSICS
DEPAR1IENT, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/SPD XXt(lIEN', ZI-b1.
FEBRUARY 2, 1968. CON'RACT NLmR4 NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00114 INFRIARED IMAGIN SISTFN (RX-4)(RE(XNOFAX IV), CALIH TION,
MAIII'TANCE AND OPEIlATION PROCEULRES. LXCk'H.IFD ULITrINONICS
CQMPANY, INSTRLUWNTATION AND ELEC'RONIC SS'l'ItIS DIVISION,
HOUS1tON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOUCUX NT 9-18. SEYITIt* 5, 1968.
CXMTRACT NUfIR NAS 9-5191.
14R-H6-00-000-00115 RS-7 INFItARED SULRVEILLANCE SYSTEM OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND
CALIBRATION, PRELIMINAR*. LOCKHEED ELk.ThONICS C:MPAN,
INSTJUMENTATION AND LECTRONIC SST1'I5 DIVISION, HOUSTON,
TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUMENT 9-21. CONTRACT NUtHER NAS 9-5191:
MNR-H6-00-000-00116 16.5-CHZ SIDE-LOOKING RADAR SYSTEM FAMILIARIZATION MANUA)L,
PRELIMINARY. LOCKHEU) ELETRONICS COMPANY, INhSUiLbNTATION
AND E1LEIIXRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HUUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD
DOCUMENT 10-5. COaINACT NUMHER NAS 9-5191.
SR-H6-00-000-00117 APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM, ORBITAL WORKSHOP MISSION,
EXPERIMENT DATA AC(UISITION SYSTEM, PRELIMINARY REPORT.
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS C(MPANY, INSTRUTATION AND
EECITRONIC SYSTkMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD
DOCWNT 21-29. C(0IRACT NL141lE NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-1-J-114-00118 SH 3A LOW-LEVEL SCATTER ER~ MISSION, MWHIT SANDS, NEW
EXICOt JULY 13-JULY 27, 1967, FINAL REPORT. LQ1Ei-)
Ei&CT1ONICS CS MPANY, INSTRUMENTATION AND EtECITRONC SYSTEMS
DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOLUIENT 21-39.
NOWVER. 15, 1967. ClNTRACT NUIMER NAS 9-5191.
NR-HG6-00-000-00119 SPACECRRAFT PANORAMIC CAtRA PROGRAM, PHASE 1, A REVIEW OF'
THE STATE-'F-THE-ART, PRELIMINARY. LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS
CCMPANY, INSTRUlENTATION AND ELECIRIONIC SYSTELtS DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD'DOCU4E:NT 21-48. CONTRACT NUMBER
NAS 9-5191.
hR-H6-00-000-00120 SPACECRAFT PANORAMIC CAMERA PROGRAM, PHASE II, .PARAE`'TRIC
STUDY OF' SYS'EM DESIGN CONCEPTS. LOC'EED ELXlRrONICS
COMPANY, INSTRIMENTATION AND ELEINONIC SYS1'EMS DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUVMET 21-54. JANUARY 19, 1968.
ONIRACT NUMBER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00121 AAS-5 SCANNiNC/IMAGIWIG SYSTEM, 'VALUJATION 01" SPCT"lb~L
RESPONSE CHURACTERISTICS, lTEST' iEWP'. LU'IKHE') EL.'I'HONRICS
COMPANY, INSTHLRENTATION AND ELEXTRONIC SYSTE''LS DIVISI(%,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCLIE'NT 21-85. SEPTI.I.E. 5,
1968. CONTRACT NUMTER NAS 9-5191.
NN-H6-00-0oo-00122 DIGITAL SYSTEMS DATA VERIFICATION PHOCEDLUR. PRF.LIMINAU'.
LCKHEE E LXmWlNICS COMPANY, INSTRUW.ENi'ENATION AND ELECRIONHIICSYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUCS'1N, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOUCLbNT 2,-7.
CONTRACT NLUMER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00123 NASA 926 (CV-240) 13.3 GC SCATTELf.'TPt DATA VERIF'ICATION
PROCEDURE. LOCKHEED ELELTRONICS (CIPANY, INSTRLIENTAT'ION
AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUS$1N, TIXFlAS. MSC/IESD
OCUMENT 24-8. FEBRUARY 5, 1968. CON'TRACT Wo . NAS 9-5191.
NR-H16-00-000-00124 VERIFICATION OF P3A DATA REXXORDING SYSTEM OPERATION (POST
FLICHT. .CKHEE,'D ElkXlTRONICS COMPANY, IhSTRLUMEhlATION AND
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD
DOCIUET 24-9. CON'IRACT NLIBER NAS 9-5191.
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NR-H6-00-000-00125 CV-240 hR-62, 64 MICROWAVE RADIOMETR DATA VERIFICATION
PRCEUXRE. LOOCKHEED ELELIRONICS COMPANY, INSTRUMENTATION
AND ELEC'RCNIC SYSTIMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD
DOOCMNT 24-10. MARCH 1, 1968. CONTRACT NUMB4 R NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6j00-000-00126 NASA 927 (P3A) DEW-POINT HCGRCTMEER (CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS, INC)
VERIFICATION PROCEDURE. LOCK.E ELCIRONICS COIPANY,
INSTIRUM ATION AND EL.ECRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HUUSTON,
TEXAS. MSC/IESD DCUME 24-11. JANUARY 19, 1968.
COTNRACT MBER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00127 NASA 927 (P3A) LIQUID-WATER-0CNTENT INDICATOR DATA VERIFICA-
TION. LOChHED) ELECRONICS COMPANY, INSTRUMENTATION AND
BE.CTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON TEXAS MSC/IESD
DOXUMENT 24-12. JANUARY 19, 1968. CONTRAC T NO. NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00128 ERAP TOTAL AIR TEMPERATURE INDICATOR DATA VERIFICATION,
VERIFICATION PROCEDURE. LOCIEED ELECTRONICS CUMPANY,
INSTRUMENTATION AND LE'TRIONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON,
TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCMIENT 24-13. MARCH 25, 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-O0-000-00129 POSTFLIIHT V-RIF'ICAl'TI(X OF CV-240 (NA.\S 926) DIT'A H(XX.U)IN/
SYSTEM OPWRATI(ON, VEHII'ILCA''lI( N PH(XOEIXHI. ILX'M.IIEID
ELUCTRONICS IOMPANl, INSTRLI4:NlTATI(ON AID .El]FI.'H(NIC
SYSTEMS DIVISION, HUiSlUN, 'EXA;S. MSC/IESD IDOClU*N1' 24-14.
APRIL 29, 1968. CONTRA' NU*14HER tMS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00130 NASA 927 (P3A) 400-MHZ RADAR SCATFC.4OMTI R DA1TA VERIFICA-
TION, PRkELIMINARf. LXKHJl ID tFXL'IRtUNICS L(PANt,
INSTRUMN'ATION AND EL.C.HtNIC S:STFlitIS DIVISION, HtUSOI`N,
TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUUNT 24-15. cuTmCr No. NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00131 NASA 927 (P3A) RADIOWtUER DATA VHINFICATION, PRELIMINARY.
LOCKHED ELECTRONICS LXMPANS, INS-IHLf*.:NTATION %D I"UELIRONIC
SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUS1TN, TEXAS. NASA/MS.C O I.U.fi.T 24-16.
CONTRACT NUBrER NAS 9-5191.
NR-HO-00-000-00132 13.3 GHZ SCATTEP0ETER COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING PLAN,
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION, PRELIMINARY. LOCKHEE0D IkURONICS
OMPANY, INSTRUMItNTATION AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEWS DIVISION,
hiUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUMENT 28-74. COlRACT
NMIEER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00133 EARTH RESOLRCES AIRCRAT PROGRAM DAYA VERIFICATION FIDOW AND
RESPONSIBILITIES, SPECIAL INSTRHCT'ION. ULCXEFRD ELECIRONICS
COMPANY, INSTHLMENTATION AND E'LETIN IC SYSTEMS DIVISION,
HOUSTON TEXAS MSC/IESD DOCUMENT 28-79. NOI4MER 24,
1967. OONTRACT NIMBER NAS 9-5191.
NR-HG-00-000-00134 ULTRAVIOLET SCANNING SYSTEM (AN/AAS-5), SPECIAL INSTRUCTION.
LOIIKHED ELCIRONICS CMIPANY, IINSTRULZ4TATION AND ELE"TRONIC
SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOULIMET 28-2.
MAY 8, 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-5191.
hR-H6-00-000-00135 NASA 926 (CV-240) DATA VERIFICATION, SPECIAL INSTRUCTION.
LOCKHED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, INSTRLI*WTATION AND ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUMENT 28-91.
JULY 17, 1968. CCNTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-5191.
SR-H006--000-000136 EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM UV AND IR IMAGINO/NON-IMAGINa
SYSTEMS, INVESTIGATOR QUESTIONNAIRE. LOCKHEED ELECIRONICS
C(MPANY, INSTRUMENTATION AND EMLCIRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCUEXT 28-99. MARCH 11, 1968.
COITRACT IMBER NAS 9-5191.
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RADIATION THF'MF'ER (M)DEL PRT-5), PRFIIMINAR. LOCiE:D
ELC"HON I CS CtXPANY, I NSTHlhlENTAT I ON 1) El ECITHLN I C SIS'I 1XS
DIVISION, HOUSIN, TE.XAS. MtsC/IESD [XXU*NT 28-100.
SEPTE R 5, 1968. CONTRACT NU43l NAS 9-5191.
IR IMAGERS (ERAP) FILM HANDLING AND QUICK LXWK EVAUATION,
SPEC IAL INSTRUCTION, PRELIMI NARY. LOUC'KIHE) ELtXRON I CS
C(IPANY, INSTRUEtTAT ION AND ELECIRONIC SS1'ES DIVISION,
HOUST(N, TEXAS. MSC/IESD DOCIUMNT 28-114. SEPI`3T' R 11,
1968. CONIRACT NLZ4ER hAS 9-5191.
RADIO EIIER, SPECIROMEtER , AND CA'IA ASSEMI_ LY, BORESICH T
PROCDURE SPECIAL INSTRUCTI ON, PRELIlMINARY. LOC*1E)D
EZCIRONICS CXMPANY, SPACE ELUTlRONIC SYST1MS DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/SESD DOCUMENT 28-107. C(XNT'ACT
NUMBER NAS 9-5191.
SELECTION OF CM CAMERAS FR APOLLO LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHY -
CASE 340. D.D. LLUD, BELLooMM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
SEPTEMBER 9, 1968.
A PROPOSED 2 COLOR PHOtOGRAPHIC CSM EXPERIMNrT - CASE 340.
A.F.H. OOETZ, B&ELLOMM, INC., WASHING'ION, D.C.
SEPTEMBER 20, 1968.
RADAR STUDIES RELATED TO THE EARTH RE.SXURCES SURVEY PROGRAM.
PROGRESS REPORT MR 118-15. R. GERCHUIERG, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCI ENCE
DIVISION, LAURENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 24, 1969. CNTIRACT
NUMBER NAS 9-7175.
NR-H6-00-000-00145 APOLLO CAMERA RESOUJTION TEST - CASE 340. A.F.H. OOETZ,
BELLOMM4, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 6, 1969.
NR-H6-00-000-00146 APPLICATION OF THE S065 EXPERIMENT TO LUNAR ORBITAL
COL0RIMERY - CASE 340. A.F.H. GOETZ, BELLlMM4, INC.,
WASHINCGIN, D.C. MARCH 10, 1969.
NR-H6-WJ-998-00147 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF THE MULTISPECTRAL DATA COULE-
CTION AND REPRODUCTION FACILITIES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN. INTERIM REPORT. WRL 2599-11-P. PHILIP G.
HASELL, JR., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
AND ITE1HNtOGY, WILUOW RUN LAUS., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
MARCH 1970. CXNTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-9304.
NR-H6-00-000-00148 PREDICTING THE DE .LAE.R LI.;SlIIS OF (XLOR INFRAREI)
TRANSPARENCIES - WITH AN AUXF.MIXJLM - C(UI INI.AUHED
PHlIUGXRAPY 1HROIGH SPACECH-A'I' WINIXS H( . W. Pi.ASE,
UNIVERSITY OE CALIFURNIA, DEPARTl-*'FI' OF GF=UHAPHV,
RIVERSIDE, CALIFURNIA.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00151 ONE-YEAR STUDY 10 IMPROVE (WI-KOD OF' PROCESSIMN SCAl'CEROlF:-
TER DATA. SEXOND UOTHHYIA PRX;G*R:SS REPORT, I JULY 196e8 TO
I AUGUST 1968. RYAN A 'RONAUTICAL CltP~A, SAN DIEMO,
CALIFURNIA. CONIVACT,' N NAS 9-8252.
NR-H6-Fi-998-00152 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE mT-lOGS OF PROCESSING SCATTE'ItI.:-
TEI DATA. THIRD MONHLLY PROGRESS EPOH'I', I ALUUST 1968 TO
1 SEPTEMI ER 1968. RYAN AERONAI'ICAL PANY, SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA. CONTIACT fUtiER AS 9-8252.
NR-H6-GJ-998-00153 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE E.'lTODS OF PROCESSING SCATTEIROE-
TE1R DATA. FXRITH IMOLN*ILY PROGRESS REPORT, I SEP'TFI'E*I 1968
TO I 1OCTOHER 1968. RYAN AERIONAUICAL (XMPAN-I, SAN DIELO,
CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT N UBER NAS 9-8252.
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NR-HG-EJ-998-00154 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE METHODS OF PROCESSING SCATTE'RW-
TER DATA. SIXTH M)HLY PROGRESS REPORT, I NOVEMBE 1968
TO 1 DECEMBER 1968. RYAN AERONAUTICAL OUMPANY, SAN DIEGKO,
CALIFURNIA. CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-8252.
NR-H6-EJ-998-00155 ONE-YEAR STUDY TO IMPROVE MEIOODS6 OF PROCESSING SCAT'VlI1M-
TER DATA. TENT( MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT, I MARCH 1969 TO
1 APRIL 1969. RYAN AERONAUTICAL OOMPANY, SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NlF.ER NAS 9-8252.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00156 SCATIl'ROMTER DATA ANALYSIS PROGIAM. FINAL REPORT FOR THE
PERIOD 18 OCTOBER 1967 TO 31 MAY 1968. RYAN AERONAIM1CAL
CQMPANY, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-6059.
STAR N69-30745.;
NR-H6-EJ-998-0015? ENVIROIENIAL, STUDIES USING GEMINI PHIOCGRAIPHY. REPORT NO.
TR 48.68.002 IFRANK J. WOBHER, IBM, FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.,
BETHESDA, MARYLAND. MAY 1, 1968.
NR-H6-00-000-00158 PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSORS AVAILABLE FMR MEITEORLGY AND
EARTH RESIOURCES REMTEM SENSING - CASE 710.
B.E. SABELS, W.L. SMITH, -IELCMlO , INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
MAY 2, 1968
MN-H6-FJ-998-00159 ONE-YEAR S'UDY TO IMPROVE E'IYXODS O(1 PROCESSING SCATIlR-
OMETER DATA. ELI.'VTH MIN'fILLY PRUGRESS REPORT APRIL 1, 1969
TO MAY 1 1969. REPORT NO. 57663-29. RHAN AkIONAUI'ICAL CO.,
SAN DIEUG, CALIFURNIA. MAY 1969. CONTRACT' NU4MBR NAS 9-8252
NR-H6-0§-000-00160 PATTERN RECOGNITION APPLIED 1') INHOIMATION HANDLING IN
COMPLEX SYSTI3-'21 . E'-(P47). ' IRAD-LINE ITEM DE'SCRIPTION.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS 0O. PATI'ERN REXUN IGNTION
RESEARCH DEPT., NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFIRNIA. 1970.
MR-H6-LL-998-00161 SCATrERMcwER DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM, FINAL REPORT, FUR THE
PERIOD I JUNE 1968 TO 31 MAY 1969. REPORT NO. 57667-4.
N. GUILLJD AND S. BENEDICT, RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY,
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-8252.
NR-HB-00-000-00164 EARTH RESOURCES SURVEYS FROM SPACE. PETERt C. BAICLEY, NASA,
WASHINGTON, D.C., AND LED P. CHILDS,.NASA HOUSTON, TEXAS.
PRESENTED AT THE OCEAN FRMN SPACE. A.SYTMPOSIUM SPONSORED BY
TIE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR OCEAN PHY AM) THE GULF
UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH CORPORATIONS, APRIL 1967.
STAR X68-10595.
WR-H6-FJ-129-00166 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON RADAR LINEAMENTS IN THE BOSTON
MOUINTAINS OF ARKANSAS. CRES TECHNICAL MOMFAN)UM 118-5.
J.N. KIRK AND R.L. WALTERS UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENIGINE5ErRIN SCIENCE'DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACI' NUMBERS NSG-298'AND NSR-17-004-003.
PUBLISHED IN COMPASS OF SIGMA GA~ EPSILON, V.45, NO.2,
JANUARY 1968, P 122-127.
NR-H6-EJ-998-00167 INFRARED SPECTIETRY STUDIES. QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT
MAY 1, TO JULY 1, 1969. R.J.P. LYON STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, ·STANFORD, ALIFURNIA. CONTRACT
NO. NAS 9-7313.
NR-H6-00-000-00168 PRELIMINARY 400-MIZ RADAR SCATTERCIMTER QUICK-LOOK DATA
VERIFICATION PROCEDURE. LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., SPACE
ELEC'RONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MSC/SESD
DOCUMENT 24-22. JULY 1, 1969.
NR-H-eiJ-998-00169-ANALYSIS OF EARTH RESOCURCES ON APUOLD 9 PHICOGRAPHY.
PROGRESS REPORT. ROBERT N. COLWELL., El. AL. FORESTRY REMOTE
SENSING LABORATORY, SCHOOL OF' I"URESTRY AND CONSERVATION,
UNIVERSITY OF' CALIfRNIA, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. JULY
1969. CONTRACT N. NAS 9-9348.
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NR-H6-00-000-00170 PLANETARY TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN THE: UPPER A'ILV'PHEIHE.
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. RFIXNALD E. NKM:.U., MASSAClHUSFNl'S
INSTI'ITlE OF I'ECX.LOU, DEPARTWIFNT OF MIl't:XI'EDLOGN, CAI,-
RIDGE, MASSACHUSEt'TS. MAY 1967. CONlTAClI' NO. AT(30-I)-EZ41
STAR N67-37874.
N1R-H6-00-000-00172 EVALUATION OF' NASA DATA LASE FUR APPL.ICATION TO TF: NA1TRAL
RESOURCES INIJSTRIFS. PROGRESS REPORT. WILLIAM A. SHINNICK
TEINOLOGY APPLICATION CEN'EN, UNIVERSITY OF N.EW MEXICO,
ALBUOUEWUjE, NEW hEXICO. 1966. CONTRACT' NtMHER NSH-32;-004-
013.
NR-H6-00-000-00173 EVAIJJATION OF POTENTIAL USERS OF NASA GENERATD) NATNRAL
RESOURCES INFEURMATION. J.L. ALBRHIGH, TECHNOULGD APPLICA-
TION CENTER, UNIVERSITY O' NEW MEXICO, ALHUUHKOULE, NEW
MEXICO. MARCH 1967. CON'RACT NUhEtx NSR-32-004-013.
NR-H6-00-000-00174 INFRARED EMISSIVITIES OF: SILICATES. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND A CLOUDY ATMOSPHERE MODEL OF SPEC'IAL E41ISSION FROMI CON-
DENSED PARTICULATE MEDIUMS. JAM:S E CONEL JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, CALIPURNIA INSTITUTEOF i'ECHi INOX , PASADENA,CALIFORNIA. INFRARED ENISSIVITIES OF SILICATES 1.(PREPRINT) IN JOURNAL OF GEOCPHSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 74,
NO. 6, MARCH 1969, PP.1614-1634.
NR-H6-00-000-00177 FEASIBILITY STUDY ON COMPARATIVE CLUUD ELEVATION DETEIIMIN-
ATION USING ESSA SATEILLITE PHOTIGRAPHY. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD
NO. T*P-68-30. AUL1Mi RIC OPERATION, RANTHEON CO. ALEXAND-
RIA, VIRGINIA. JULY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-5191.
NR-H6-00-000-00181 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, APRIL, MAY, JUNE 1969. BELIXMM,
iNC., WASHINGIUN, D.C. REPORT NO. 69-101-3. AUAJST 8, 1969
CONTRACT NI4BER NASW-417.
NR-H6-EJ-114-00189 RESEARCH ON TERRAIN EFFECTS ON OPTICAL TURBULENCE GENERA-
TION. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NLUMBEt STEWS-ID-65-3. JOHN A.
ROTH, INSTRUMENTATION DEVEWLPMET DIRECTORATE, WHITE SANDS
MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO. JANUARY 1965. STAR N65-33728.
NR-H6-FJ-996-00190 REVISED 90 DAY APOLLO 9 SCIENCE REPORT. THE UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVI-
SION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUST 27, 1968.
NR-H6-00-000-00198 LA)RiAlTRH AND M)XE:I.ING STLDIFS OF' MICH(OhAI: AND RUAUR HIES-
POSE!S TO SIIIA't'ED TERRAHIN. AHTWEHLY. S'1A'IlS HREK'I-T RtE
PERIOD I OC.'-31 LD). 1964. U.S. ARM, (.XHP (1F ;,'IN:EI-S,
WATERWAYS EXPUEIMHNT STATION, VICESHKFG, MISSISSIPPI.
STAR X65-14000.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00205 MtLT'-IMiV;E COHRRLATION SISTFLMS STUD FRI baGI. FINAL REPORT.
GEORGE W. DAU.KE AND JOHN E. ESTES, LNIlVNSI1'1 O(F KANSAS,
CENTERI RI RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING .SCIENCE DIVISION
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DEXCtI41t 196e. (.XN11CT NtItHHJS DLAK-02-
67-C-0435 AND DAAK-02-6e-C-0089.
NR1-H6-EJ-027-00207 PRELIMINARY POST-FICHT CALIBRATION REPORT ON APOWU 9
MULTIBAND PHOITUGRAPHN E.APRHIruT S065. P.B. KEENAN AND P.N.
SLATER, OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER, UNIV.NSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA. SEPTI)41ER 1969. CONTRAC' NO. NAS 9-9333.
NR-H6-00-000-00208 THE BAYESIAN APPROACH TO IDENTIF'ICATION OF A REU'ELY SENSED
ENVIRONENT. SPEXCIAL INTERIM lTEIHNICAL EPORTl' CRES 133-9.
RO:E.RT HARALICK, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FRtI RESEARCH,
INC., ElGINElRING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAIRNFCE, KANSAS. JULY
1969. CON'I'RACT NUhH4ER m02-68-C-00o9. X70-10765
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NR-H6-00-000-00210 A TEST OF COU RT-STENOGRAPHIC TEICHNIQUES FIOR REOURDINO CI.lL-
OGIC DESCRIPTIONS. INTEIAGENCY REPOR'-ASTlOLAXA 10.
DAVID SCHLEICHER U.S. GEULUGICAL SURVEY, U.S. DEPT. OF IN-
ITERI, WASHIiGTON, D.C. NOVEMBER 1968.
R--0H60-000-00211 PHYSICAL CONSIDE'RATIONS IN THE CHANNEL SELECTION AND DESIGN
SPECIFICATION OC' AN AIRBORNE MULTISPECRAL. SCANNER.
C. LAUINCE KORB, NASA/MSC, EARTH RES"URCES DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. REPRINT, PURDUE CENMihI!AL SYMPOXSIUM ON
INFORMATION PROCESSING, APRIL 28, 1969.
NR-H6-00-000-00212 APPLICATION OF PERCEPTRONS TO PHOTOINTERPRETATION. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. VE-1446-G-4. T.R. BABCOCK, ET. AL.
CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAIORATORY, INC., BUVI-ALO, N.Y. JUNE-
1963 TO JULY 1964. CON'RACT NIMBER NONR 3161(00).
NR-H6-00-000-00213 SCOE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FR SPACECRAFT MULTISPECIRAL
CAMEIAS. D.S. ROSS, PHILCOX-IFRD CORP., SPACE AND RE-ENTRY
SYSTEMS DIVISION, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1967.
NR-H6-00-000-00219 GEXUSJIC SE IT'rIS OF THE LUNAR SAMIPIJS RItRNED WITH APOUlD
XI. PRELIMINARYF REPORT. NATIONA, AE:ONAUI'ICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, MANNED SPACEX.RATI CEN.'EHR, HUUS1UN, TEXAS.
SEPTEMBER 1969.
NR-H6-00-000-00223 STEREO RADAR TEX1HNIIJES STUDY. PHASE I, INTERIM TEIHNICAL
REPORT, VOL. 1, - ANALYSIS. REPORT NO. 157. GEOIRGE H.
ROSENFIELD, RATHEX)N CO., AUTLM'IRIC OPERATION, AIFLXANDHIA,
VIRGINIA. JU1E 1966. CONTRACT NO. DA-44-009-AMC-1192(X).
STAR X67-11418.
NR-H6-00-000-00226 PART 1. PROJECT - COLD REDIONS RESEARCH. SENSING AND TER-
RAIN ANALYSIS. QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, MARCH-MAW 1966.
U.S. ARMY COLU) REIONS RESEARCH AND ENGRIING LABORAlURY,
HAOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE. STAR X66-22699.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00227 DATA PROCESSING PLAN FOR THE EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRA.FT PRO-
GRAM. INTERNAL NOTE MSC 00110. LOCKHEED ELIETRONICS CO.,
INSTRUMENTATION AND EILECRONIC SYSTEIS DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS.
JULY 1969.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00229 INFRARED SPECTROMETRY STUDIES. FINAL REPORT PHASE I.
JULY 1, 1967 TO MARCH 31, 1968. REPORT NO. RSL 69-5.
R.J.P. LYON, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES,
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. SEPTE4tER 1969. CONTRACT NUIWERS
NAS 9-7313, NGR-05-020-237 AND NAS 2-3402 (F).
NR-H6-00-000-00231 PHOTOGRAPHY - RAPID PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING. VOL. II.
REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY. JAN. 1953-MARCH 1969. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H6-00-000-00235 LUNAR/EARII DATA BANK STUDY. NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT STUDY,
VOL. 3. LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
JANUARY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 95191. STAR N69-28022.
NR-H6-FJ-998-00237 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF AS-502 COLOR PHOTOCXRAPHY OF EARTH
RESOURCES - CASE 340. NASA CR-97033. B.E. SABELS, HELL-
COM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1968. STAR X68-88765.
NI-H6-EJ-998-00238 APOLLO 502 COLCR PHOTOGRAPHY OF EARTH RESXOUCES - CASE 710.
NASA CR-95467. B.E. SABLES, BELLCOMM, INC., WASHINGTON,
D.C. MAY 1968. STAR X68-86893.
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NR-H6-EJ-998-00239 EARTH RESO.IRCES AIRCRAI'T PHROGAM TEST SIT'E (X)VEAUE HN EX-
PEXTED AS-502 CO(I.H PHOIX;GRAPHN - CASE 630. H.E. SAHEIS,
BELXi, INC., WASHING'1N, D.C. FEBRUARY 1968. STAU
X68-84027.
NR-H6-00-000-00242 GROUND-TRUH RESEARCH FUR AN AIRHOINE MU.TISENS.A SUMWVE
PROGRAM. FINAL REPORT, MN. 1, 1966. 1'EXAS INSTIHIM'NTS,
INC., DALLAS, TEX(AS. CONTRACTI NO. (MNHN00014-66-C0049.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-20728. AD-641 804
NR-H6-00-000-00245 REXJTE MEASUREt4* NT OF SURFACE TF,-PEitHATIR' AND ITS APPLICA-
TION TO ENERGY BALANCE AND EVAPORATION ST1DIES OF' HARE SOIL,
SLRFACES. INTERIM REPORT TR-EtX.. 2-679-1. JA(CK CONAWAY ET
AL., U.S. ARMY ELECiLRONICS CO.IAND, A1tX-SPH'FiIC SCIENCES
LAB., FURT HIUACHUCA, ARIZONA. DEC. 1966. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N67-29052.
NR-H6-00-000-00247 SENSING OF TETUROLCOICAL VARIABLES BY LASER PROBE TECH-
NIQUES. SEMIANNUAL REPORT COVEHING PERIOD FEB. - JULY 1967.
NASA CR-88872. GIORGIO FIOCCO, MASSACHUSI`.'TS INSTITUTE OF
T'DiCOLOGY, RESFARCH LAB. OF 'L t.L .)ONICS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
AUGUST 1967. CONTRACT NO. NGR-22-009-131. STAR N67-3d030.
NR-H6-CJ-998-00249 ANALYSIS OF MULTI-SENSOR DATA FROM NASA/USGS EARTH RESOURCES
PROGRAM. REPORT NO. FR 3311. RICHARD E. PASCUCCI, GARY W.
NORTH, ET AL., RAYTHEON CO., AUTCMETRIC OPERATION, ALEXAND-
RIA, VIRCINIA. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-11505.
NR-H6-00-000-00250 EXPERIMENF S046 VISIBLE RADIATION POLARIZATION MEASUREMI rS.
PHASE C, FINAL REPORT. DR. R.T. FROST, GENERAL ElIECRIC CO.
SPACE SCIENCES LAB., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA. JANUARY 1968.
CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7267.
NH-H6-00-000-00251 TARGET SIGNATURE ANALYSIS CENTER. DATA COMPILATION. FIFTH
SUPPLEMENT. DIANNE EARING, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLOW
RUN LAB., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. AUGUST 1968. CONTRACT
hUMBER F33615-67-C-1293. STAR X69-10543.
AD-840091 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 194P.
NR-H6-00-000-00252 USE OF SO-121 FILM AS A DUPLICATION STOCK. FINAL REPORT ON
TASK B-46. REPORT NO. DR1-69-9. DAVID J. KEICH, AND LESTER
D. OLIN, DATA CORPORATION, DAYTON, CHI. 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS 9-7003.
NR-H6-EJ-998-00253 INFRARED SPECTiHMETRY STUDIES. FINAL REPORT--PHASE 11, UOR
PERIOD - APRIL. 1968 TO MARCH 1969. RSL, R.PIOHT NO. 69-6.
R.J.P. LYON AND ATT'ILA KILINC, STANFORD UNIYVESIT", SCH(X.,
OF EARTH SCIENCES, STANlFtUD, CALIFHRNIA. OC'IX.)ER 1969.
OONTRACT NUMBER NAS9-7313.
NR-H6-00-000-00254 ELECIROMAGNETIC SENSOR CORRELATION STUDY. FINAL. REPORT.
RYAN ELECTRONIC AND SPACE SYST1IS, 'SAN DIEGO, CALIFUIRNIA.
NR-H6-E-J-998-00255 ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION AND LUMIINESCENCE INVESTIGATIONS OF'
NATUIAL MATIRIALS. STATUS REPORT MARCH 1966 - JUNE 1966.
WILLIAM R. HE'PHILL, U.S. GCXLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 00NTRACT NO. R-146/09-020-006. STAR X66-19712.
NR-H6-00-000-00258 STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC PARA.E-rERS ON INFRARED
TRANSMISSION MEASUREI4NTS AND THE EFFE'TS ON NON-THFIMAL OR
C0HERENT iSlOCES. OCT. 1964 - DEC. 1967. DUDLEY WILLIAMS,
DEPARTMNIT OF PHYSICS, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS. FINAL REPORT. CON'THACT NO. AF19(628)-4315.
NR-H6-00-000-00260 CYCLOPS-3 SYSTtM RESEARCH. FINAL REPORT FEB. 1966-JAN. 1969
REPORT NO. AFCRL-69-0323. THCMAS MARILL, ET AL., (XCPLJU'TR
CORP., OF' AMERICA, CAHIRIDGE, MASS: MARCH 1969. CONIRACT
NO. AF19(628)-5914.. MICROFICHE COPY.
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CALIBRATION OF' AN AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL OPTICAL SENSOR.
P.O. HASELL AND L.M. LARSEN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLOW
RUN LAB., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. SEPTEHER 1968. CtNTHACT
NUIBER DA-28-043-AMC-00013(E). MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR X69-11458.
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF OONTAMINANT AND A'IMOSPHERIC SENSOR.
PHASE 1, FINAL REPORT. THE PERKIN-ELMER CORP. AEROSPACE
SYSTEMS, POM*NIA, CALIFORNIA. NOVEIMER 1968. COIClRACT
MNUBER NAS 1-7260.
IMAGE MODIFICATION STUDY. FINAL REPORT. JOHN E. POLGER,
PERKIN-EUMtR CORP., ELECTRO-OPTICAL DIV., NORWALK, CONN.
CONTRACT NUMBR AF'30(602)4007. AUG. 1966. MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPY.
APOUD 11 PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT. NASA SP-214.
NATIONAL AEHONAUTICS AND SPACE AIMINlSSTRAT'ION, (*O''ICE OF'
TECHNOLUXY UTILIZATION, WASHINGIVN, D.C. 1969.
STAR N70-10030.
APOLLD 9 MULTISPECTRAL PHcnuRHAPHIC INlFURFaTTION. REPOR1'T NO.
MSC S-226. ROBERT N. COLWELL, UNIVERSI1'Y OF CALIR)HNIA,
PAUL D. LDUAAN, OODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, EDWARD ¥OST AND)
SONDRA ,WI1ER7IXH L0NG ISLAND UNIVERSI1Y. NASA/MANNiD
SPACECRAI'T CNTE EARTH RESOURCES DIVISION, HOUS1TN, TEXAS.
NOVEMBER 1969. O6NiRACT NUMIFr, 160-75-02-03-72.
R-MH6-00-000-00272 COLOR TONE REPRODUCTION. PART I. THElRY MANUAL. FINAL
REPORT, MARCH 1966-JUNE 1967. JERRY HICHES, ET AL., ITIX
CRP., LEXINGTON, MASS. MARCH 1968. CONTRACT NU43ER
AF33(615)-3584. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
STAR X68-16790.
NR-H6-00-000-00273 COLOR TONE REPRODUCTION. PART II. PRACTICE MANUAL. FINAL
TECHNICAL REPORT. JERRY HUIHES, ITEK( ORP. LEXINGTON,
MASS. JAN. 1969. COONTRACT NIEER AF'33(615)-3584.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. STAR X69-14325.
NR-H6-00-000-00280 BOEL.CM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, OCIUBER, NOVMER,
DErCA1BER. REPORT NO. 70-101-1. BE;LLIM14, WASHINGlON, D.C.
FE. 1970. CONARACT NO. NASW-417.
IbR-H6-00-000-00286 RADAR SCATFERCM1`R DATA VALIDATION - PHASE ONE. REPORT NO.
MSC-CA-R-67-3. KENNETH B. CRAIB, NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT
CEIiTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. NOVEMBER 1967.
R-H6-00-000-00313 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL PIUI'GRAPHIC TARGETS FOR
·APOLL 14 (FRA MAURO) IN TERMS OF EARTH-BASED INFRAR.D
OBSERVATIONS. TECHNICAL N(IE 033, (WORKING PAPER)
R.W. SHORIHILL. JUNE 1970.
NR-H6-00-000-00321 THE EROS PROGRAM OF' THE DEPARITMNT OF THE INTERIOR.
WILLIAM A. FISCHER U.S. GELOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PRESENIED AT ThE S6 CIETY OF' PEHOL ENGINEERS OF' AIME,
ANNUAL FALL MEETING, 44TH, DENVER, COLO., SEPT. 28-OCT. 1,
1969, PAPER SPE 2703. A70-171&5.
NR-H6-00-000-00338 PRED:SIGN DATA FOC THE RADAR ST1'UIX) EWUIPENT PROGRt%.
INTERIM REPORT NO. 1. REPORT NO); G1RA-1500. F.'.'. MIRAFVA,
G01DYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., LITCHE.ELD PARK, ARIZONA.
AUG. 1969. CXOAITACT NO. DAAK02-69-C-0265. AD-701 169.
it-H46-00-000-00339 PROJECT ThNIS. A CENTER f'R REMOTE SENSING. SEXX)ND SEMI-
ANhNAL TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT, APRIL-OC'. 1968. R.D.
ELLERMEIR, UNIVIERSIT OF' KANSAS, CENTER FHR RESEARCH, INC.,
LAkRENCE, KANSAS. OLT. 1968. CONT'ACT NUINHR
DA/K 02-68-C-0069. AD-683-584. MICRO"ICH-E AND HARD COPY.
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DETERMINATION OF 'HE SPFLTRAL COEFFICIENTS OF' REI'FI'CLTI FUR
FRIABLE MATERIALS IN THE 0.7-15 MK WAVELENUTH RANCE.
M.A. KROPOTKIN AND B.P. KOZkREV, USSR. TRANSLATED FIROM
IZVESTIA VYSSHIKH UCHEINNKH ZAVED)NII, FIZIKA, 1965.
STAR X68-19247. AD-835 299.
APOLLO PHOTOGRAPHIC EVALLIATION PROGRAM. REPORT NOS.
TRW-11176-H5L3-R0-00, NASA-CR-108321, AND TRW-70-FMT-816.
H.H. CUNNINGHAM, AND R.C. THOMAS, TRW SYSTEMS GROUP,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-8166 -
PROJECT APOLLOD. X70-14003.
BLACK-AND-WHITE FILM FOR COL(R PHOTOGRAPHY. FINAL REPORT,
OCT. 68-NOV. 69. REPORT NO. AF'AL-TR-69-335. GERSHON GOLD-
BERG, TECHNICAL OPERATIONS, INC., BURLINGlTON, MASS. NOV.
1969. CONTRACT NO. F33615-69-C-1084. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-864 913 X70-14076.
TEST AND EVALUATION OF' TE PAVELLE MODEL 401 COLOR HEAD AS
USED ON THE DWRST L-1000 ENLARCER. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. NAVPHOTOCEN-R/D-69-32. JOHN P. CUNNINGHAM, U.S.
NAVAL PHOIUCGRAPHIC CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. FMB. 1970.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-865 351L X70-14162.
AIRBORNE GRAVIMETRY PROGRAM. FINAL REPORT, AUG. 65-OCT. 68.
REPORT NO. AFlCRL-69-0316-VOL. 1. EL~IR J. FREY AND RAYMOND
B. HARLAN, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUITE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDE,
MASS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NO. AF 19(628)-5546. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. AD-861 793 X70-14362.
NR-H6-00-000-00373 PROJECT THFllS - A CENTER FHR RIFM'U'E SENSING. SIhMIANNUAL
TECHNICAL REPORT, 4TH, APRIL-SEFI'. 1969. RHEP(OH' NtI*.'R
CRES-TR-133-10. F.T. ULAIY, UNIVEtISI1T OF KANSAS, [LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. SEPT. 1969. MICHOI'ICE XCOPY. CON1TRACT NULBER
IDAK02-60-C-0089. AD-864 859 X70-14037.
NR-H6-00-000-00374 THE 3.5 INCH F/5.6 120 DEGREE FIELD MAPPING LENS. FINAL
TECHMICAL REPORT, DEC. 67-AUG. 69. REPORT NO.
AFAL-TR-69-366. BARRY ROBINSON, PERKIN-FI-M CORP. WRI GIr'-
PATIERSON AFB, OHIO, AFAL. FIB. 1970. CWN'IVAC'I' NU*lR
F33615-68-C-1132. MICROF'ICHE COPY. AD-865 447 X70-14240.
NR-H6-00-000-00375 ESSAY ON PEACEFUL USES OF' A SURVEY SATELLITE. CAILIE C.






ATS-E MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR INSTRF4ENTATION. PREPRINT.
REPOIRT NOS. NASA TIM-X-63825 AND X-645-70-54. T.L. SKILL"AN,
NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLICHTI CENTER, GREENLELT, MARYLAND.
JAN. 1970. N70-22958
IDECS STRATEGY REPORT. REPORT NO. CRES 'I 133-11. P.
ANDERSON, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTE FR OR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWHRENCE, KANSAS . MARCH 1970.
CONMRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089
FOURIER TRANSFORM REPRESENTATION OF AN IDEAL LLNS IN
C(XERENT OPTICAL SYSTEMS. REPORT NOS. X-521-68-292 PREPRINT
AND NASA-TM-X-63347. GERALD J. GREBOWSKY, COOOARD SPACE
FLICHT CEIT'ER, GREINBELT, MARYLAND. AUG. 1968, 74P.
N68-35749'
ELIMINATION OF COHERENT NOISE IN A COHERENT LIGHT IMAGING
SYSTEM. REPORT NO. X-521-70-76 PREPRINT. ERALD J.
GREBOWSKY ROBERT L. HERMANN, HUOH B. PAULL, AND ARNOLD R.
SHULMAN, &DX)iRD SPACE FLIGHT CEE~R, GREENBELT, MARYLAND.
MARCH 1970, 18P.
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i THE APPARENT TE'1PERA1URE AND EMISSIVITY OP NATURAL SURFACES
AT MICROWAVE FREUtENCIES. REPORT NO. CRES TR 133-12.
FAWWAZ T. ULABY ADRIAN K. FRNG, AND SHIH-TSENO WU
UNIVERSITY O' KANSAS, CENITER FR RESEARCH INC., EZINEERINO
SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, MARCH 1970, 32P. CONTRACT
NO. THEMIS CONTRACT DAAK02-68-C-0089. AD-872 878
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
A rOTE ON THE AMN'ENNA Ht" I MWlH T.'HM USED IN I'UE
SCATTrIUi,*Tr' DATA RIUlX '1IO0 PROGRAM. REK'I' M).
'CRES-TM-177-13. J.D. fC,0;, AND G.A. IIHUXkY, UNIVE:HSITT
OF KANSAS, CENTER IUR RESEARCH IN ENG I NERIN I SC I EE,
ROO1ME SENSING LAHHRA1ORY, LAWRENCE, KNSAS, LN,'. 1970, 10P.
AIRBORNE PHTYOCGRAPHIC EDUIPRNTr. VOLAM: I - CA*:RAS,
MAGAZINES AND MIUNTS.. 2ND )EDITION. REPORT NO.
RC-013200/1/. DATA CORPORATION, \YTON, UHIO. 1965, 470P.
CONI'RACT NO. AF33(657)-14443. MICHO*'ICIE CUPWY. AD-475002
X66-81807
AIRBORNE PH(TOGRAPHIC EOUIPMENT. VOIME 3 - GROLND SUPPORT
TEST EOUIPMkENT. 2ND EDITION. REPORT NO. RC-013200/3/.
DATA CORPORATION, DATO1N, OHIO. 1965, 438P. CONflNALT NO.-
AP33(657)-14443. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-475084 X66-81761
AIRBORNE PHTIOGRAPHIC E.OUIPMENT. VOLUE 2 - COONROLS,
ACCESSORIES, AND MISCELlANEOUS. 2ND EDITION. DA'A
CORPORATION, DANTON, OHIO. 1965, 453P. CONTRAC' NO.
AF33(657)-14443. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-475083 X66-81576
E. I. DUPONT DENEM(.RS AND COMPANY, INC., PLAINTIFF-
APPELLEE, V. ROLFE CRHRI-STOPHER EI' AL., DEFELDANTS-
APPELLANTS. NO. 28254 UNITED STATES COXLRT OF APPEALS, /
FIFTH CIRCUIT, JULV' 20, 1970. IN FEDERAL REPORTER, 2ND
SERIES, 431, 1970. PP.1012-1015.
SR-H6-00-000-00530 AIRBORNE REMOTE-SENSING TECHNIOUES FOR SITE SELE)CTION.
REPORT NO. AFWL-TR-68-115. F.J. BUCIEIER, A.E. PRESSMAN,
S.A. TERRY, ET AL., TEXAS INSTRLMF'TS, INC., DALAS, TEXAS.
DEC. 1968, 94P. CONTRACT NO. F29601-68-C-0076. MICROFICHE
OOPY. AD-845756
NR-H6-00-000-00553 INFRARED PHO'rOGRAPtHY, VOLLIME 2 OF 2. REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY
DEC. 1949-MAY 1970. REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-70-75-11. DEFENSE
DOCUMENTATION CEITER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. SEPT. 1970, 229P.
ICROFICHE COPY. AD-875400
NR-H6-00-000-00561 COLOR FILMS. REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY, JAN. 60-JAN. 70.
REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-70-48. DEFENSE DOXI.ENTATION CENTER,
ALEXANDRIA, VA. MAY 1970, 104P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-86P825
NR-H6-00-000-00562 TEXTURAL SIGNAR.ME ST*LD. OUART:ER.. PR(GRESS REPORT NO. 1,
JULY-NOV. 69. RFPORT NOS. OH-1027P, AND TH-F.XXM-0435-1.
L. DAVID NAMAN ALVIN J. LEVY, MARTIN RIEI'rTA CORP.,
ORLAN)O DIV., OR1LANDO, FLA., NOV. 1969, 31P. CONTRACT NO.
DAAB07-69-C-0435. MICROFICHE COP'. AD-i62072
NR-H6-00-000-00563 TEXTURAL SIGNATURE STUDY. QUAR'TERLY PROGRESS REPORT, NO. 2,
OCT.-DEC. 69. REPORT NOS. OR-10611, AND Tl-EXX)M-0435-2.
ALVIN J. LEVY, CHARLES P. MCCANLESS, CHARLFS W. STEPHENS,
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., ORLANDO DIV., ORLANDO, L)HRIDA.
.FB. 1970, 24P. CONTRACT NO. DAABO7-69-C-0435. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-866183
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NR-H6-00-000-00564 TEXTURAL SIGNATLRE STUDY. QUAWRTERLY PROGRESS REPORT SO. 3,
JAN.-MAR. 70. REPORT NOS. OR-10653, AND THN-XXtM-0435-3.
ALVIN J. LEVY, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., ORLANlX) DIV.,
ORLANDO, FLORIDA. JUNE 1970, 156P. CONThRACT NO.DAAB07-69-C-0435. MICROFICHE COPI. AD-872026.
NM-H6-00-000-00565 TEXTURAL SIGNATURE STUDY. FINAL REPORT, JULY 69-JUNE 70.REPORT NOS. OR-10791, AND TR-EXXM-0435-F. ALVIN J. LEVY,
JAMES M. MARTIN, MARTIN MARIE'TA CORP., ORLANDO DIV.,
ORLANDO, FLA. AUG. 1970, 64P. CONTRACT NO.DAAB07-69-C-0435. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-874340
MR-H6-00-000-00591 CALCULATIONS OF AT'MOSPHERIC ATTE'NIATION PARAMETERS ANDANGULAR SCATTERIN DA1'A FUR LIGHT SCATTiER ING IN hODEL ATMOS-
PHERES. REPORT NO. RRA-T702 W.C. BLATTNER, RRA RADIATION
RESEARCH ASSOC., FORT WORTH, TEXAS. MARCH 1970, 124P.COINRACT W0. N00140-70-C-0233 MICROFICHE COPY AD-868745,
X71-15972
SECTION H7 - SUMMARY REPORTS
ACCESSION NUMER DESCRIPTION
NR-H7-00-000-00001 PEACEFUL USES OF EARTH-OBSERVATION SPACECRAU'I'T. V(ALi I,INTROlX*TION AND SLF',Hl, NASA CH-586, CONTRAC'I' M).NASW-1084, BY UNIVERSI11 OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARHUOR, MICHIGAN
STAR N66-37028.
NR-H7-00-000-00002 PEACEFL, USES OF EARTH-OBSERVATION SPACCX;RA.FT. VOUL%* 11,SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS AND BENEF'ITS, NASA CH-587, (CON.TICT
NO. NASW-1084, BY UNIVISITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARHOR,
MICHIGAN. STAR N66-37029.
SR-H7-00-000-00003 PEACEFUL USES OF EARTH-OBSERVATION SPACECRAFT. VOUNIE I II,
SENSOR RFXUIIREP&fI.S AND EXPER.IMENTS, NASA CH-588, CONTRACT
NO. NASW-1084, BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN AHBUR,
MICHIGAN. STAR N66-37030.
SR-H7-00-000-00005 A SURVEY OF SPACE APPLICATIONS. NASA SP-142. OFFICE OF'
lTECNOLoGY UTILIZATION SCIENTIFIC INRI'HMATION DIVISION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL 1967. STAR N67-23338
NR-H7-00-000-00007 EARTH RESOURCE SLRVEYS FRtM SPACECRAFT. SAMPLE ANALYSES AND
INITEMRETATIONS RELATING TO AGRICULTURE, CAR'ItGRAPH.-,
FORESTRY, GXGRAPHY', GEXLOGY, HNDROLOGY, AND OCEANOGAPHY.
ROGER A. LEESTMA AND RICHARD A. WHITE. PREPARED B'1 THE U.S.ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS FUR THE FARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
PROGRAM, SPACE APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS OFFICE, NATIONALAERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONS, WASHINGTODN, D.C.
ISSUED 1967. INTERUGECY PURCHASE REXUCEST R-47-009-001. 2 V.LIBRARY CALL NMIBER OE 501 U4.
NR-H7-00-000-00008 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REMOT SENSING OF RESOURCES. PREPARED FOR
THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, SPACEAPPLICATIONS PROGRAM, EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM, BY
MRS. NATALIE E. JONES AND DR. ROGER A. LEESTMA. U.S. ARMY
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. SEPTEMER 1966.
D:E.ESE PURCHASE RKXIUEST R-47-009-006. STAR N68-19870.
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NR-Hi-00-000-00009 RADAR BIBLIOGRAPHY F'OR GE)SCIENTISTS. CRES REPORT 61-30.
ROUERT L. WALTERS, RtEMTE SENSING LAHORATOHY, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH INC., ENGINEER ING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. HARCH 1968. CONTRACT NUBRS
NSR-17-004-003, NSG-298, USGS 14-08-0001-10848, AND
NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-30303.
'NR-H7-00-000-00010 PROCEEDINGS OF' GCH(IND TRUH' SESSION, MN(I4MI: 1967.
PREPARID 'In TEST AND OPEPRTIO'lNS t'iF'ICt:, SCIENCE AuND
APPLICATIONS DIHRECXUHATE, NAT'IONAL. AFU.H(ALtrI'CS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, EAHT' HRESOLCES PH)UAM, MiUNE'D SPACI'WHAJI'
CENTER, HIUSI'N. STAR N69-30352
INR-H7-00-000-00012 PROCEEDINGS OF THE WINIEM STUDY ON USES OF-' MAiNNtD SPACE
FLIGHT, 1975-1985. NASA SCIF.'C AND TEI'N0IMfLUA AI'VISHM
COtHITTEE FiUR MkNNEFD SPACE FLIiHT'. A CEI'UENCE HE:I) AT' LA
JOLUA, CALIF'ORNIA, DEC. 6-9, 1968. VOL. I, PHOCEE:)DINS,
VOL. II, APPENDIXES. NASA SP-196. NI'IONAL AEHONAUI'ICS AND
SPACE ACMINISlTRATI ON, *OFFICE OF TiXlI.UNYO UTILIZAL I ION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. (VOL. II) STAR N70-170:6.
NR-H7-00-000-00015 PROCEEDINGS OF THE. FURRT S`MPOSIUM ON RE$E' SEN1SING OF'
ENVIRONFNT, APRIL 12-14, 1966; INFWARFV) PHISICS LA,1 HR'ID,
WILLOI RUN LABOIRAW'URIES, INSTI'IUiE Of' SCIENCE AND l't1CHU.;M
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
STAR N67-13461.
NR-H7-00-000-00016 MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CEN1TR RETE SENSING SYMPOSIUM,
NOV(PEER 9, 1965. NASA TElHNICAL t.tM4ANUCM: NASA TM-X-53514.
GEDRGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLI GHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLF:, ALABA.
SEPTIEMBER 8, 1966. CONTRACT NO. NASA 1M-X-53514.
STAR X68-86970.
NR-H7-00-000-00017 SPACE APPLICATIONS SU'_R STUDY 1967, INTERIM REPORT V.1,
CENTRAL REVIEW CtOMMIvfEE CONCLUSIONS ANT)D R :XiNDATIONS,
S:44ARIES OF PANEL REPORTS. NATIONAL ACADI:Y OF' SCIENCES-
NATIONAL RESEARCH COACIL, WSHI.GTON, D.C. JANUARY 1968.
TASK ORDER NSR 09-012-909. STAR N68-18135.
NI-H7-00-000-00018 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST SYMPOiSILM ON RERqTE SENSING OF
ENVIRMNMENT, FEHHIUARY 13-15, 1962. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
INFRARED LAHORATORY, INSTIVTIFE 1iF' SCIENCE AND TEXHNOLXY,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. SECOND REVISED PRINTING, APRIL 1964.
CONTIACT N43ERX NONR 1224(44).
NR-H7-00-000-00019 PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND SYMPOSIUM ON REYE SENSING OF
E'NVIRONMET, OCTUIBER 15-17, 1962. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
INFRARD LAORATOURY, INSTITUT'E OF SCIENCE AND TEHNOLCGY
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. FEBRUARY 1963. CONTRACT NU4IBR
NONR 1224(44). STAR N66-81277.
IR-H7-00-000-00020 SUPPORTl'ING HRE.iARCH AND irMVANCEI) DoI-t:l)Pl.'%T. .sPACE
PROCH,%S SUIt AR1 37-5., V(X.. 3. JET PIO()PISI(O I.AI{t'IN)HI,
CALIFtRNIA INSTIT1J'E OF Tlt:C.t'(X;N , PASA,UDNNA, CAIR.lITXNNIA.
FEBRUARY 2r, 1969. CO(NTHALC' NLlt4:H NAS 7-100.
NR-H7-00-000-00021 T'hm UNIVERSIT1Y (F MICHIGAN NYI*'}ES t)H A PH(XLNfAM (#N' S11)) IN
RF)l4E SENSING OF' EAH'H RE:.SX HCES. (Xt~'I'3) Al' NASA, tL'.C,
HOUSTON, 1TXAS, 14 E'IHHUARI 196I - 3 H\tl 196h. INIVENSITI
OF MICHIGAN, W11..O RUN LA)-VIXRUHIES, ANN ARI*H&, MlCHICGAN.
NOVLEM: 1968. CONTlAC71I' NU*tH MS 9-7676.
NR-H7-FIH-998-00022 GENINI StIMARY CONFI.ENCE. 'I.:HMRIARU 1-2, 1967, MANiD)
SPACECRAJ-T CENTER, HOUSI1UN, 1EXAS. NATI'INAU. A.ONAUTI'ICS
AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, WA!HINKlO(XN, D.C. NASA SP-138.
STAR N68-14941.
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NR-H7-EJ-998-00023 EARTH PHOKUGRAPHS FROM GICfIINI III, IV, AND V. NATIONAL
AIRONAUT'ICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATI ON, O('F'ICE' O' TElHXNCDUY
UTILIZATION, WASHINGl;1, D.C. 1967 NASA SP-129.
STAR N67-26641.
NR-H7-CH-998-00024 EARTH PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GEMINI VI THROUGH XII. NATIONAL
AERONALTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF TCFXOLUDGY
UTILIZATION, WASHINGION, D.C. 1968 NASA SP-171.
STAR N69-28909.
NR-HT7-'I -998-00025 SL4MARY OF THE GCMINI PROGRAM AND ITS EFTCrT ON MANNED SPACE
SCIENCE. PRESENTED AT THE PROCEEDINGS OF' THE SEVENTH IN'MR-
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE 'ilX'NOLOGY AND SCIENCE. TUKO.
1967. ROBERT O. PILAND AND PAUL R. PENROD, NASA/MANNED
SPACECRAFT CiNTdR, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
NR-H7-00-000-00026 ECOLOGICAL SURVEYS FROM SPACE. NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1970. REPORT NO. NASA SP-230. STAR N70-26981.
W70-08465
NR-H7-00-000-00027 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON OPTICAL IN!'DRMATION AND DATA PROCESSING.
EML RESEARCH REPORT NO. 3. J.P. MOF''AT'T, A.T. SHANKLE, AND
F.J. TISCHER, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH,
NORTH CAROLINA. NMOV*BR 1966. CONTRACT NO. NGR-34-002-038.
STAR N67-17966.
NR-H7'-00-000-0002 PKIX;I(GH\APIH (-' IHI*: FH'IT IH(N F .S.NXDIN, HF(X`IT'S AND SA'I'FI-L,-
ITE.S. A HE\ I1FW. PAll I). LO [\.N, JR., (UA)AHlU) SPACE Fl.l(; r
CENl'tE, N.tDU.:B:IT, ,). 1964
I--H7-00-000-00029 FARTH-RE"XRHCE StRVt..l FR.M SPACE. PALL G. C11-IAS, ASS.O.CI'ATE
EDITUR, SPACE/AEROALrTl'ICS. Pl.LUHi.HE) IN VOL. 50, JLlA 196b,
P.46-54.
NH-H7-00-000-00030 USEUL. APPLICATIONS OF FIl'TH-ORIEN1TD SAI'.U,ITtS. REPORT OF'
THE CENTRAL REV'IEW IM'rrEtE. S:M i"H S1TU. ON SPACE APPItI-
CATIONS. NTIIONAI, ACAI' OF SCIENC:ES, NATI(UNAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL, WASHIIG'TON, D.C. 1969. CON1-HAI' NULIil.R
NSR 09-012-909. STAR N69-27755.
NR-H7-00-000-00031 USEFIL APPLICATIONS OF EARTH-ORIEMTD SATELILITES. SLtANRIES
OF PANEL REPORTS. SU*RI S'Ul)Y ON SPACE APPLICAIIONS.
NATIONAL ACADEUM OF' SCIENCES, NATIONAL REStARCH COUNCIL,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1969. CO'TlRACT NL4"RH NSR 09-012-909.
STAR N69-28240.
NR-H7-00-000-00037 SPACE APPLICATIONS SU1M STUDY 1969. USE-L, APPLICATIONS
OF' EARTH-OR I ENl'D SATELLIT ES. SENSORS AND AT'A SY STENIS-
NO. 6. NATIONAL ACAD OF' SCIECES, NATIONAL RESEARCH
COaLCIL, WASHINGIUN, D.C. CON(XlAC"' NLIbE NSR-09-012-909.
STAR N69-27754.
NR-H7-00-000-00038 SPACE APPLICATIONS SLtN , STUDY 1969. USEFUL APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-O  I EN't) SATELLITES. POINTS-TO-POINT COEtJUN I CATION
NO. 7. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, NATIONAL RESEARCH
COJNCIL, WASHIGIUN, D.C. COhTRACT NUMBER NSR 09-012-909.
STAR N69-27S76.
NFR-H7-00-000-00039 SPACE APPLICATIONS SUMMER STUDY 1969. USEFUL APPLICATIONS
OF EARTH-ORIENTID) SA'IFELLITES. S¥S'IIMS IUR REMOTE-SENSING
INFDRMATION AND DISTRIBUTION-NO. 8. NATIONAL ACADE:M OF
SCIENCES, NATIONAL RESEARCH COtNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
CONTRACT NLbER NSR 09-012-909. STAR N70-23540.
NR-H7-00-000-00040 SPACE APPLICATIONS SLUMMER STUDY 1969. USEFUL APPLICATIONS
OF' EARTH-ORIENTED SATELLITES. POINT-TO-POINT COMMUJNICATIONS
NO. 9. NATIONAL ACADEMY OF' SCIENCES, NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. CON'IRACT NUMBER NSR 09-012-909.
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NR-H7-00-000-000-00041 SPACE APPLICATIONS SUMLlt. SlIDY 1969. USEi'.L APPLICATIONS
OF EART'H-ORIENTED SATEUl'TES. HHOAI.XAST'INU-NO. 10. NAT ION-
AL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, NAl'IONAL RESEAHCH (.XNCIL, WASHING-
TON, D.C. CONTRACT WNLUMH NSR 09-012-909. STAR N69-26938.
NR-H7-00-000-00044 SU4MARY OF TANIRLE RESULTS ACHIEVED BY EARTH OiSERVATION
SALLITES TOIV DAT1'E. ERIC S. BLUNIT, 1HW SS1T'IS, REXD)NOO
BEACH CALIFORNIA. JUL. 1969. A70-24637.
PUBLIAHI IN BRITISH INTERPLANETrARY SOCIE.'TY JOLRNAL, VOL. 23
APRIL 1970 PP.275-283. PRESENTED AT 1TE INT]iNATIONAU. NA'1U
SIM*MR SCO6 OL ON EARTH OISERVA'IONS SATU:LITES, CARI'i:E,
ENCLAND, JULY 1969.
NR-H7-00-000-00048 THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PH'TOURAH ttlRY. SEMII-ANNIUAL IMEE,'ING
SEPTEMBER 29, OCITOER 3, 1968. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.
hR-H7-00-000-00054 REMOlE SENSING RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES. A St*,MARY.
WILLIAM A. FISCHER, U.S. GOXLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINC''rN, D.C.
PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS PDR PHWItRAML E`,RY,
11TH, LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND, JULY 1968. STAR N69-40907.
NR-Hi-EJ-998-00057 SUM'ARY REPORT ON PH(OCRGRAPHY OBTAINED WITH ALOTS (AUIIMATIC
LIGHTEIGHT OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM) IN SUPPORT OF THE EARTH
RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROC;RAM-. P.N. SLA1TE, R.H. NO8LE AND
B.J. SAVIDGE, UNIVERSI1'Y O" ARIZONA, OPTICAL SCIENCES LAB.,
TUCSON, ARIZONA. MARCH 1967. CONTRACT NO. NSR-03-002-066.
NR-H7-LL-166-00058 REPORT OF NRL PROGRESS. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON,
D.C. MAY 1969. STAR N70-10264. PB-184 248. MICROFIC'HE
OOPY
NR-H7-EJ-998-00060 UTILIZATION OF ORBITAL DATA THROUGH INTERNATIONAL AND NAT-
IONAL ORGANIZATIONS. DR. ARCH O. GERLACH, U.S. GEOLUGICAL
SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESE*T1ED AT THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN CEXORAPHERS, ANNUAL ME.ETING, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI,
FEB. 1967.
INR-H7-00-000-00062 USE OF SPACE PHOTG;RAPHS AND IMAGERY IN GEOGRAPHIC EDUCAT-
ION. DR. ARCH C. GERLACH, U.S. GEXLOGICAL SLRVEY, WASHING-
TON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE NATIONAL OOUNCIL FOR GE)OGRAPHIC
EDIxCATION, ANNUAL MEE'ING 54TH, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI,
NOV; 1968.
hMR-H7-EJ-998-00064 HR.SLTIl'S OF1' iWR'I'H R:SONHCFS SLHV:,S (OF THE i:'.lT AND PtLNS
FR I.UlnHE SAl'I'EL.IITE. ILLI:A AS. 'IS.CHH. , U.S. l G1IXXIUICAI,
SLRVEY, WASHING'TON, D.C. PRFHSEITlF:I) ,'f l'IfTHe A:HICAN AS'IHO-
NAUTICAL SOCIET'i AND OPtFA4TION.s H:sE.:ARCH SOUCIlT OF' AlHICA,
JUNE 1969, AAS PAPER 69-058. A69-4224..
NR-H7-00-000-00065 SURVEYING EARTH RESOIRCES WITH RIF>I'E SEN.SORS. JOHN D.
K(CUTSANDREAS, NAS4, WASHINGTIN, D.C. PUBLISHE.I IN NATIONAL
TELbMTERIiNG CONFERENCE RCEXXMHD. PP. 132-144. PRESENTElD AT
THE NATIONAL TELEMBETRING CONFERkENCE, WASHIN'VLN, D.C.,
APRIL 1969. A69-36259.
NR-H7-00-000-00074 THE EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SATEILITE PROGRAM. E.S.
BURNETT, TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDX)NO iAC~H, CALIF. PRiSENTED
AT THE BRITISH INTERPLANEITARY SOCIl'l AND NATO, INM'tNATION-
AL SUMEWR SCHOOL ON EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY SATtLLI TES, CAM-
BRIDGE, ENGLAND, JULY 1969. PUBLISHED IN BRITISH INT'RPLAN-
ETARY SOCIET JOURNAL, VOL. 23, APRIL 1970, PP.251-256.
CONTRACT NO. ONR N00014-67-A-0226-0004. A70-24626..
NR-HI-00-000-00075 ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS, 1968 - CHRONOLGCY ON SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY AND POLICY. NASA SP-4010. NASA/WASHINGTON, D.6.
STAR N70-27240.
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NR-H7-W-998-00076 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY CONFIERNCE, 97TH, ON AEROSPACE ME11IODS
F~R REVEALING AND EVALUATING EARTH'S RESOU'RCES, PRINCkTON,
N.J., SEPT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. (PHINCE'IOtN UNIVERSITYCONFRENCE, 1970. J. PRESTON LAYtON, EDITOR, DEPT. OF
AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAL SCIENCE, PRINCEONb' UNIVERSITY,
PRINCEITON, N.J. JUNE 1970. A70-39051
NR-H7-CH-998-00077 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSILM ON REM1OE SENSING OF' ENVIRINMENT,
6TH, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, OCTOBER 1969. PROCEEDINGS VOL. I.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, CENT'ER FIUR H.FIlI'E SENSING INFUR-
MATION AND ANALYSIS, ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN, 1969. A70-26929.
NR-h7-GH-998-00078 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONENT,
6TH, ANN ARBOR, MICH., OCT. 1969, PHOCEEDINGS VOL. 11.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, CENTER FI U'EIOTIE SENSING INFORMA-
TION AND ANALYSIS, ANN ARBOR, MICH., 1969. A70-26901.
NR-H7-00-000-00079 A REVIEW O' RFII'E EARTH OBSERVATIO(N 1'TCtHNLt/. R.W. LAING
AND U.K.C. PAfUIOE, HAK.ER SIDI)EL;Y DINAlMICS LTID., H\'ATFIELD,
HEn'S, E.LAND. AT NA1T, BRITISH INTl'HPLAN'I'AHI SOCIFKI',
INTERNATIONAL SI++ER SCHOOL ON EARTH RESOCRCES SUHVEY SAT-
ELLITES, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND, JULY 1969. MICROFICHF COPI.
A69-38624 N70-11275.
NR-H7-00-000-00084 PRDUXE UNIVEISITY, SCHOOL OF FlECTRICAL ENGINEERING. SIE4I-
ANNUAL RESEARCH SLb4ARY. I1TH, JUbL THROUGH NNIFB:ER 1969.
SCHOOL OF ELL[X'RICAL ENGINEERING, PURDIUE UNIVEHSITY,
LAFAYETI'E, INDIANA. DEC. 1969, 137P. CONTRACT NO.
ONR N00014-67-A-0226-0004.
NR-H7-00-000-00085 PLRDUE UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. SEMI-
ANNUAL RESEARCH SLMItRY, 12TH, DEC. 1969 THIOUGH MAY 1970.
SCaOOL OF ElECTHRICAL ENGINEERING, PLIUXE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETT'E, INDIANA. 1970, 157P. CONTRACT NO.
ONR N00014-67-A-0226-0004.
NR-H7-DU-998-00086 EGING1EERING RESEARCH - A REVIEW OF THE PAST ACAD"EIC YEAR AT
CRES. VOULIM 3 (1967-1968). E. DEAN BEVAN, ED)IOR, CENTlER
FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS, 1968, 75P.
NR-H7-EJ-998-00089 MICROWAVE ENISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL MATIERIALS AND
THB ENVIRON¥ENT. A SUM4ARY OF SIX YEARS RESEARCH, JAN.
65-FEB. 71. REPORT NO. 9016R-8. A.T. E;DGERTlN, F. RUSKEY,
D. WILLIAMS, A. STOGRYN, G. POE, D. MEEKS, AND O. RUSSELL,
AERWET-GENERAL CORP., MICROWAVE DIVISION, EL, MONTE, CALIF.
FEB. 1971, 302P. CONTRACT NO. N00014-70-C-0351.
NR-H7-DJ-998-00090 REIOTE SENSING, 1969 - INTERNATIONAL REMIOFE SENSING
INSTITUTE, ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM, IST, SACRAM;NTO, CALIFORNIA,
1969, PROCED0INGS, VOLUlE 1. INTERNATIONAL RkMYTE SENSING
INSTITUTE, SACRA±MENl, CALIF. 1970, 457P. $25.00 FOR 2
VOL. SET.
NR-H7-DJ-998-00091 REMOTE SENSING, 1969 - INTERNATIONAL REIMOTE SENSING
INSTITUTE, ANNUAL SNMPOSIUM, IST., SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOLUME 2. INTERNATIONAL REMaTE SENSING
INSTITUTE, SACRA*NTO, CALIF. 1970, 198P. $25.00 FOR 2
VOL. SET.
NR-H7-EJ-998-00093 RFErI'ES SENSIN; OF ENVIRONM'N.T - IhNTERNATIO(XU. SNIOSIIm,
7TH, ANN ARBOR, MICHI(AN,, K\1 1971, SbINtOHIES. CEN'I-E HR
RLEF-lE SENSING INPX*htMATION Ahl) ANAL1SIS, W1111 HRUN LABS.,
UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR. AI 1971, 230P.
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SPACE EXPLORATION AND APPLICATIONS. PAPFNS PHESENTID) AT
TIE UNITED NATIONS CONFEENCF ON 11tE tEP.\l'*ATION AND
PEACIE:UL USES OF' (UErR SPACE, VItENA, AUW. 1968. IN 2
VUIMiES. UNITED NATIONS, NEW YORK. 1969, 2 V(LS. 1333P.,
$20.00. IN 1ELISH, FRENCH, RUSSIAN OR SPANISH, WI1H
SItMARIES IN OIU'IE LAMAUAJES.
IREMI'E SENSINO OF' ENVIHRONENT, SIMPOSILM, ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN, OCT. 1964, PROUE)DINGS. 2ND eDITION.
UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIAN, WIUlU.l( RUN LAHORA1URIES, ANN ARBOR,
MICH. NOV. 1965, 844P. $10.00.
EARIH RESOARCES SURVEY SYSTE?4S, INTEINATIONAL WORKSHOP,
MAY 1971, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2. NASA, OFFICE OF SPACE
SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1971,
611P. AVAILABLE U.S. 'GOVT. PRINTING OFF'ICE, S5.25.
RECOTE SENSING OF ENVIRO!ENT, SYMPOSIUM, ANN ARBOR, MICH.,
APRIL 1968, REPORT NO. 4864-18-X UNIV. OF MICH., WILLOW RUN
LAB., ANN AR"B3R, MICH. SEPT. 1968, 996P. $10.
SPACE SCIENCES - FUIURE APPLICATIONS FOR MANKIND - VANDEN-
BERG SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SOCIETIES COUNCIL, WESTERN
SPACE CONGRESS, 1ST, SANTA MARIA, CALIF., OCT. 1970 PROCEED-
INGS, PARTS 1 AND 2. WESTERN PERIODICALS CO., MORT HOLLY-
WOOD, CALIF. 1970, 2 PARTS, 1091 P. $50. PT. ONE.




NR-H8-00-000-00001 MANNED LUNj'AR ORBITAL MISSIONS; VOIlAlt I (2ND DIl'TIO), A\PRII.
1965, PRbLIMINAUW MISSION DtIl'NITION FUR POST AP(JIt) mILNN:
EXPLORATION OF SPACE
NR-H8-00-000000-02 MANNED LUNAR ORBITAL MISSIONS; VOtCMIF: IA, APRIL 1965,
REVISE) SUbIMISS IONS FI1OM PIEI'E'IAL EXPERIIMENH',lS
NR-HO-00-000-00003 ANALYSIS OF' RIOTE SENSIMN DATA RFX1UIREl*NTs' BY EX(PElI'MEN';
NASA MSC, ISSUE DATE, NOVE!MtR 1965.
NR-H8I-00-000-00004 CALIBRATION OF' RADIC&'TE'S IN ABSO(I.rE RADIATION UNITS.
REPORT NO. FSTC-HT-23-496-70. L.N. AKSrLrJVN, D.K. SFU.;Z-
NEVA, ET AL., USSR. TRANSLATION OF' OPTI KO-4XHiJ i'HNICH'SKAA
PW4YSHLENNOST, VOL. 35, NO. 11, 1968. PP.8-11. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-700 159 N70-26221.
NR-HS-00-000-00005 SELENODerIC STUDY ON CONSOLIDATION OF' AEONAUTICAL CHART
AND INFORMATION CENTRAN AND ARMY MAP SERVICE I"NAR CONTROL
SYSTES. FINAL REPORT, FEBRUARY 1966. U.S. AIR FLRCE, LUNAR
AND PLANETARY BRANCH, CAR1IUCRAPHY DIVISION, AkIONAbT ICAL
CHART AND INFI'RMATION CENTER, ST. LWIS, MISSOURI. NASA
DEFENSE PURCHASE REOUEST T-42805 (G).
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NR-H8-00-000-00006 CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE E'T A LA REALISATION D'UNE CAMERA A
RAYONNEME'NT GAMMA EN VUE D'UNE APPLICATION A LA SCINTIGRAP-
HIE. JACOUES FELIX, AIX-MARSEILLE UNIVERSITY, FRANCE.
CMMISSARIAT A L'ENEC]GIE ATIOMIUE, CADARACHE. CENIRE
D'ETUDES NUCLEAIRES. OCT. 1969. STAR N70-17334. MICRO-
FICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00007 AN IMPROVED UV INTERFITDIFER. RICHARD A. DAY; UNIVERSITY
OF OKLAHOMA, NORMAN, OKLAH4MA. JAN. 1970. REPORT NO.
NASA CR-108131. STAR N70-18889. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
ALSO NASA-CR-1666 AND N71-10025.
NR-Hs-00-000-00008 CONCENIRATION OF' EFFLUENTS IN A PLUME AS PREDICTED BY A
MODEL AND OBSERVED IN FIELD. FLUID ME'CHANICS LABORATORY
PUBLICATION 69-7. GEE TSANG, MASSACHUSE'TTS INSTITUTE OF
TELHNOLQCY, DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINE'ERINC, CAM4RIDGE,
MASS. AUG. 1969. CONTRACT NO. PHS GRANT AP-00678-01.
MICROFICHE COPY. N69-40884.
NR-He1-00-000-00011 RkM8O'E SENSOR AIRCRAFT DATA GA'THERING SYSTE DATA PHOCt.'SING
AND DISTRIBUTING UNIT; NATURAL RESOUXCES PHOGH/*AI, SPACE
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS OFFICE, MARCH 1966.
NR-H8-00-000-00012 PRELIMINARY NEWSLE.TER, 'PURDUE FIELD E:XPF'RIFt*:NS USING THE
PERKIN-ELIU*R SG-4 SPEXTROIkETER;' JULY 11, 19b6, PURILUE
UNIVERSITY, LAFAYFI'1'E, INDIANA. ROGE.R A. {-KNI4;S, SCHOOL OF'
ElECTRICAL ENGINEERING. CONTRACT Nt.bEIR NGR-15-005-028.
NR-H6-00-000-00013 SOM PHYSICAL FACTORS AF-'ECTINC RADI(XGRAPHIC IMAGE QUALITY -
THEIR THEUtE TI CAL HASIS AND *LtASUH{l'.*NIr. ULUD M. AT'ES,
DEPT. OF RADIOLOGICAL SERVICES, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIViRSITI,
BALTIMORE, MD. JUNE 1966. PUBLISHED IN ENVIHONfiENTAL
HEALTH SERIES, PUBLICATION NO. 999-RH-3d.
NR-HS-00-000-00014 DESCRIPTION OF IMAGES OF VISUAL OBJECTS THRlUGH CORRELATION
RFUCTIONS. V.M. MOROZ, PUBLISHED IN AVTMA1'TIKA,. VOL. 14,
SEPT.-OCT. 1969. PP.80-82. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00017 PROPOSED INSTRLUENT CALIBRATION SITES, APPLICATIONS AREAS
AND RESPONSIBLE AREAS AND RESPONSIBLE SCIENTISTS, MAY 2,
1966
N'R-HO-00-000-00020 MULTIPLE IMAGERY WITH BIREFRINGENT LENSES. R.S. EKG, AND
K.G. LEIB, GRI~UAN AEROSPACE CORP., BEIHPAGE, N.r. PUBLISH-
ED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 10, OCT. 1969.
PP.2117-2120.
NR-H6-00-000-00021 DIE BEaCUNGSERSCHEINUNGEN - A TRIBUTE TO F.M. SCHWERDS
MONUMENTAL WORK ON FRAUNHOFER DIF'FRACTION. RICHARD B.
HOOVER, NASA/MARSHALL SPACE ILIGT-f CENTER, HUJNTSVILLE', ALA.
PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 11, NOV. 1969.
PP.2161-2164.
NR-H8-00-000-00022 HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY OF AIRBORNE AT'IMOSPHERIC PARTICLES.
ThEODORE W. CANNON, NATIONAL CENTER UOR A'1OSPHERIC
RESEARCH, BOULDER, COLORADO. PUBLISHED IN J(ARNAL OF
APPLIED METEXJOLOGY, VOL. 9, NO. 1, FEB. 1970. PP.104-108.
NR-H8-00-000-00023 A PASSIVE OPTICAL TECHNIOUE FOR REMOTE SENSING OF HORIZONTAL
WIND PROFILES AND ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE. FRITZ R. KRAUSE,
AERO-ASTRODYNAMICS LAB., NASA/GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA. PRESENTED AT AMERICAN











SUBJECT RELATED D(OCXULNTS - MLi.T I SLUJE;'T
ACCESS ION &NlER DESCRI PT ION
NR-HF-00-000-00024 DESIGN GUIDE - MEASLING TmNPfITLHE. ULAENCE I. tlNN(XI'II,
PA!t4i'RICS INC., ES1-TENLINE CORP., WAL:HA,, MASS. PiHli. lH-
ED IN MACHINE DESIGN, VOL. 41, NOV. 1969. PP.189-204.
NRM-H8-00-000-00025 O RASC.`TE OSVESHCHiENOSTI PRI AERFOTIIV*OS(E NA TSV':IUXTYIU-
GRAF'ICHESKIKH MATERIALANH. V. IA. MIlKIAII)V AhD
A.N. USPENSK I I, USSR. PUL, ISH.D I N GkXJ:ZI IA I KAHNRIU. I' IA
VOL. 14, NO. 11, 1969. PP.56-59. A70-19633. MICHOI'ICE-
COPY.
NR-Ho-00-000-00026 OBSERVATION OF RAMAN SCATTERING BE WATER VAPOR IN 1TE
ATMDSPHERE. S.H. MEL'I, J.D. LAWRENCE, JR., E'T AL., NASA/
LANGLEY R:SEARCH CENTER, HAMPIUN, VA. PUIBLISHD IN APPLIEl
PHYSICS LETElRS, VOL. 15, NO. 9, NOV. 1969. PP.295-297.
iNR-HS-00-000-00027 DIGITAL 1ERRAIN MHDEL. M.W. GRIST, MERIDIAN AIR,.PS, LTD.,
LONDON, ENGLAND. PUBLISH'D IN THE CONSULTIEO ENGINER,
VOL. 33, JUNE 1969. PP.46-47.
NR-H8-00-000-00028 THE ROLE OF OPTICS IN THE APOll) PROGRAM. L. RICHARD LAN(ES
LOOCKED ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. PUBlLISHED IN
OPTICAL SPECRA, VOL. 3, SEPT.-OCT. 1969. PP.35-56.
NR-H8-00-000-00029 THE OPTICAL ARRAY - AN ALTERNATIVE TO SCATERING OR EXTINC-
TION FOR AIRBORNE PARTICLE SIZE DE'IRMINATION. ROF*NT G.
IIKNOUIBERG, NATIONAL CENTE'R FOR ATMiOSPHERIC RESEARCH,
BOLDER, COLORADO. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF APPLIED METX)-
RaOLUY, VOL. 9, NO. 1, FEI. 1970. PP.86-103.
NR-H8-00-000-00030 SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES. WILLIAM R. CORLISS. OFFICE OF
TECHNOLUGY UTILIZATION SCIENTIFIC AND TElHNICAL INFORMATION
DIVISION, NASA, WASHIN~lTN, D.C. 1967. NASA SP-133.
STAR N68-14965
MR-HS-00-000-00032 THE PHDI!GRAPHIC IMAGE. SHIN00 OOUE RESEARCH LABTORIES,
FUJI PHOTO FILM CO., LTD., KITAADACHI, JAPAN. PUBLISHED IN
PRCORESS IN OPTICS, VOL. 7, 1969. PP.299-358.
NR-HS-00-000-00033 MANUAL OF COLOR AERIAL PIOTOGRAPHY. AMERICAN SOCIETY OP
IIGRY, FIRST EDITION 1968. JOHN T. SMITH, JR.,
iDITOR-IN-.CIEF, AND ABRAHAM ANSON, ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Mt-HO-00-000-00035 THIRD ANNUAL NASA-UNIVERSITY CONFIRE'NCE ON MANUAL CONTh(I..
MARCH 1-3, 1967. UNIVERSITY OF' SO(Xl-TIRN CALIIORNIA,
LS ANGELES, CAL IURNIA. NATIONAL AEHOlNAULTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, OF'IICE OF' 1'1XMlIJGI UTILIZATION, SCIENTIFIC
AND TEINICAL INFMATION DIVISION, WASHIN;IUN, D.C.
NASA SP-144.
NR-H8-00-000-00036 SPACE ENVIRONMNT CRITERIA GUIDELINES FIO USE IN SPACE
VEIICLE DEVELOPtENT (1968 REVISION) NASA TM X-53798.
EDITED BY ROBERT E. SMITH AND DON K. WEIDNER, AHO-
ASTR(DY~NAMICS LAHORAT1RH, MA. .ALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
ALABAMA. OCITOBE 31, 1968.
NH-H8-00-000-00037 A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SIMPLIFYING INCOMPLETELY SPECIFIED
SENL'EITIAL MACHINES USING THE PAULL AND UL'R TECHNIQGE.
lED1NICAL REPORT 32-997. M.M. EJIERSOLE AND P.E. LECXX, JET
PROPULSION LAIORAITORY, CALIFIORNIA INSTITIUE OF TECHNX ,GY
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, NVCHlER 15, 1968. CO'TRACT NUMER
NAS 7-100.
NR-H8-00-000-00038 CARD FORMAT FOR OPTICAL AND RADAR PLANETARY DATA. TENIICAL
REPORT 32-1296. DOUGLAS A. O'HANDLEY, JET PROPULSION
LABORATRY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF' TEIf tXk, PASADEA,
CALIFRNIA, MAY 1, 1968. CONTIRACT INUER NAS 7-100.
NR-H8-00-000-00039 HOLOGRAPHIC COLOR SCHLIER1EN. J.E. CHARE AND J.D. TROLINGERi
ARO INC., ARNOLD AIR FURCE STATION, T1EN. PUBLISHED IN
APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 10, OCT. 1969. PP.2047-2050.
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NR-H8-00-000-00040 CONSTANTS AND RELATED INIORMATION FIR ASTRODYNAMIC
CALCULATIONS, 1968. TI3HNICAL REPORT 32-1306. WILLIAM O.
MELEURNE, J. DENRRAL PMUJLOAND, ET AL, JLE' PROPULSION
LABORATORY, CALIFIRNIA INSTITUTE O' F T'CHIhXNLGY, PASADENA,
CALIIURNIA, JULY 15, 1968. CXNTRIACT NUBER NAS 7-100.
N1R-H-00-000-00041 LANDING DYNAMICS PROGRAM FOR AXiSYIMETRIC IMPACT ATITENUATINGO
VEMICLES (LANDIT) 'IXTENICAL REPORT 32-1341. ALBERT C.
KNOELL, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFURNIA INSTI'IVIE OF
TEFiNOLOGY, PASADENA, CALIFIRNIA, N(OVER ER 15, 1968.
CONTRACT NL4B1kR NAS 7-100.
NR-HS-00-000-00042 INFIRARiD AND MICROWAVE C0]MUNICATION BY K"THS. IH:NRY S.
HSIAO AND DR. C/ELU:.S SUSSkKIND, UNIVHSIIT' OF' CAI.IF'tUHNIA,
IEIiNEE)HING DElPY., BtE~I.hl, CALIFURNIA. PIHLISHEI) IN
IEEE' SPECTRUM, VOL. 7, NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.69-76.
NH-Hd-00-000-00043 RADIO-REXIL1UCY PERFRMANCE OF' AN 85-F0T GROUND ANTENNA:
X-BAND. TELCNICAL REPORT 32-1300. LD.N A. 1A'it.ER, JE'T
PROPUlSION LARA'IOWU, CALtIUNlA INST'I'1Il'E OF' 'ECHNOL(X;Y,
PASADENA CALIFURNIA, JULY 1, 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 7-100.
NR-H8-00-000-00044 THE RANGER IX IFLIGHT PATH AND ITS DEITFMINATION FROM
TRACKING DATA. TEIU..ICAL REPORT 32-767. C.J. V.UOS,
F. BORNCAMP, El AL, JET' PROPl.SION LA-IIRAIURC, CALAIAtRNIA
INSTIIVTE OF TElNOLGO, PASADENA, CALl.I'UNIFA. Mht]I" I,
1968. CONTRACT NUEIfR NAS 7-100.
NR-H8-EJ-000-00045 VARIATIONS IN THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF' ATTIJSPHERIC DUST.
REPORT NO. EXOM-5274. G.B. HOIDALE AND A.J. BLANCO, U.S.
ARMY ELECX1ONICS C014IAND, FIRT 'oM41 W4, N.J. CCT. 1969.
MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N70-17236.
NR-H8-00-000-00046 A SELEITED ANNOT'ATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LIGHTNING (1964-1969).
REPORT NO. USAF' ETAC-TN-69-8. ALVIN L. SMITH, JR., AND
DENNIS L. BORTR, U.S. AIR FURCE, ENVIROlt*NTAL TECHNICAL
APPLICATIONS CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 1969.
MICROFiCHE COPY. STAR N70-17008.
NR-Hd-00-000-00047 BICMECHANICS STUDIES ON. DYNAMIC SHAPE RECOGNITION. FINAL
TECXNICAL REPORT. CABRIEL E. L04ITZ, TRW SYSTEMS, REDMXDDX
BEACH, CALIFORNIA. NOV. 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER
0AHC04-68-C-0016. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00048 THE DOPPLER MAP OF' AN EDGE. M.R. WEISS, THE MITRE CORP.,
BEDFURD, MASS. hMV. 1968. CONTRACT NO. AF19(628)-5165.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00049 COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF INFRA-RED SPECTRA. REPORT NUMBER
ESRO-TN-27/ESTEC. A. ACCENSI AND J. DAUPHIN, EUROPEAN SPACE
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER, NOORDWIJK, THE NErHERLANDS.
MAY 1968. MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N68-36936.
NR-H8-00-000-00050 RADIANCE AND POLARIZATION OF' ILTIPLE SCAT'I`'RFD LIGfHT FROM
HAZE AND CU)UDS. CEOHRE W. KAT'iAWAR AND GILFEHl' N. PLASS,
SOUTIFHST CENIER F:OR ADVANCED STUDIES, IALAS, 'EXAS. SEPT.
1967. REPRINTED IFROI APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 8, ALG.
1968. PP.1519-1527. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00051 RECENT PROGRESS IN a[4PUTRI PROCESSING OF X-RAY AND RADIO-
ISOi'OPE SCANNER IMAGES. RHOFiT' H. SELZR-, CALIFORNIA INST.
OP l ¥TEXe=Y, JET PROPLuLSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIIUVhRNIA.
PRESEN1'ED AT INSTRLiUENT SOCITY OF A*I'RICA, ANNUAL BIU1ODI-
CAL SCIENCES INST ENI4NTATION SIMPOS I M, 71H, UNIVERSITY (0'
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, MAY 1969, PROCEEDIGS,
VOL. 6, 1969. PP.225-234. MICRO'ICi:E COPY.
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mR-H8-00-000-00052 APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAMMITRY TO TRIEE-DIMENSIONAL GEDE'SY.
HELIMT H. SCHMID, ESSA/COAST AND GO1DETIC SURVEY, ROCKVILLE,
MARYLAND. PUBLISHED IN EOS, VOL. 50, JAN. 1969. PP.4-12.
NR-H8-00-000-000-3 ESTIMATE OF CORRECTIONS FUR THE NONSIMULTANEITY OF MEASURE-MENTS TO CORRELATIONS IIE'Ei' THE SPECTRAL INTENSITIES OF'TWESTRIAL RADIATION. A.I. LEHW)INSKIY, ET AL., USSR.PUBLISHED IN GE1AGET'FISM AND AONMY, VOL. 9, NO. 2, 1969.
PP.169-173. I1CROf'!IQE COPY.
NR-Hg-00-000-00054 MACNETIC VARIATION SOUNDINC USING THE SPACE DERIVATIVES Of'
THE FIELD. M.N. BRDICHEVSKII, USSR. PUBLISHED INGIEMDCNETISM AND AOiOOP Y , VOL. 9, NO. 2, 1969. PP.299-301.
MICROFICIE COPY.
NR-H8-00-00-00055 OE CONNEFTIOr OF MIRICS OF VISUAL AND AUDIO SPACES FOR A
ETHIOD OF TRANSFtRMIhG AN IMACE INTO SOUND. V.G. GRISHIN,USSR. VSESOhUZNAYA NAUCHNAYA SESSIYA POASHCHENNAYA
DNYU RADIO, 22D, 1966. SEKTSIYA BIONiKI. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
MR-HS-00-000-00056 DATA CATALOG OF SATELLITE AND ROCKET EXPERIMENTS.
NSSDC 69-01. JANUARY 1969. NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA
CENTER, NASA, GOD(ARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GHEEhBELT, MD.
NR-H1-00-000-00057 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENT CATALOG LISTING, REVISION,
MAY 1, 1969. BEILLIXM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-H6-00-000-00058 THE NIWMtIS III USER'S GUIDE. THE NIMHUS PH'IFRLI', GXULAD)SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, NATIONAL AEMHOVAUTICS AND SPACE ALMINIS-TRATION, IREENBELT, MAR{1IN'D, AND EDIT1ED BI AllllE R.SARHCHHASSOCIATES, INC., CXOCNRD, 'MASSA .iJSHSiS. CONJ'Il'lCT
NMU4e3 NAS 5-10343.
KR-H8-00-000-00059 MEXTEJRLOOICAL SATELLIT'ES. OMMIVME PRINT. CXM,4I1Ti ONAERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES, LiNITE STAT'IES SENATE.
MARQi 29, 1962.
NR-H8-EJ-998-00060 KODAK EKCTACHROE AERGCRAPHIC FILM (HIGH DEI'INITION, ESTAR
BASE, TYPE SO-12l) TEST. REPORT NO. NASA 1M X-58021. NOEL
T. LAMAR, NASA MANNED SPACECRAIFT CENTIR, HOUSIUON, TEXAS.
JULY 1968
NR-H8-(H-998-00061 GCEINI MIDPWRORAM CONFtEI E (INCJDING EXPERIENT RESULTS).
REPORT NO. NASA SP-121. NATIONML AERONAU1'ICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, MANNED SPACEUECWT CENTS'R, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
FEBRUARY 1966.
IR-H1-00-000-00063 COMPARISON OF TWO IME'HODS FUR THE COMBINATION OF' SATELLITE
AND GRAVIMI'RIC DATA. SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 22. AHCRL-
6-0386. RICHARD H. RAPP OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, RSEEARCH
FONDATIONg (XOLAJ3US, OH16. JULY 1968. OLNTRAC4T N MERAF19(628)-5701. MICROFICHIE COPY.
MI-H8-00-000-00O64 RADAR BACK-SCATIER THEORIES FTR NEAR-VERTICAL INCIDENCE ANDTHE'IR APPLICATION TO AN ESTIMATE OF HE LUNAR SURJACE
RCUGHNESS. HARBHAJAN S. HAIRE AND RICHARD K. MOORE
UNIVERSITY OFN NEW !1(IW, ENGINEERING EXPERIM-ENT STATION,
ALBUUUEUE, NEW tOXIO. JANUARY 1962. NASA GRANT NSG 129-61
STAR N62-11754.
Nf-H8-000-000- 65 THE TRLD WMANE'TIC SURVEY. NASA TN D-2109. JOIe P. HEPPNER
_ODUW RD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREEBELT, MARYLAND. JAN. 1964
STAR N64-14984.
NR-oHS-00-000-00067 OBSERVATIONS FRtEt THE -NImUiS I M1FElROLOGICAL SATELLITE.
NASA SP-89. WILBlR B. HUSTON, ET. AL. GCODARD SPACE FLIGHT
C:NE, WREEN4iLT, MARYLAND. 1965 STAR N66-12130.
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SHORT GCLUSAW OF' SPACE TER'MS. NASA SP-I. NATIONAL AI.HO-
NAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTHATION, WASHING'IXO, D. C. 1966.
STAR N66-25785.
SKY IL-t11INATION PHMF'),ENA. RIPOT ')NO. B-64-42. PHO(F. C.
HOFI'* EIIST, '.T. AL. S.OVIt'-BLXC, MOUS; , USSR.
THE COMPOSITION AND STRL7U1ME 0F' ThE TERRESTtHRIAL AlkJSPHEI-E.
AFCRL-63-289. MARCEL. NICtIE'T, PENN.SIL.VANIA STATE LNIVEHSI'l
COLLEGE cOF ENGINEERIG, UNIVERSIT PAREK, PE.NNSLVANIA.
MAY 1963. C(ONIRACT NU4EtR AE19(604)-4563. STAR N63-14174.
TRANSFRfT1TION OF' THE EMIUATIONS OF MOL'ION OF 'METUEOROtGY
INTO ARBITRARH O(.HIXXOGUL. COORDINA¥TES. EL.ENE M. LAXS,
ME'I1X*WLOG ICAL RESEARCH LAB. A.F. CAMHRIDGE RESEARCH LAB.
OFFICE OF' AEROSPACE RESE.HCH, U.S.A.F., L.G. HANSC(M FIELD,
MASS. SN .L'4ER 1962. CONTRACT Nt4fER AF19(604)7247.
STAR N63-20732.
WHAT ARE THE CAUSES OF THE A0IlT-IAN ANTICICLONES. B.W.
BOVILLE, hCGILL bUIVEHSITY, U'*lN'REAL, CANADA. AUGUST 1962.
STAR N64-10985.
PHEXNENA IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE. REPORT NO. AID-P-63-116.
N.P. DANIU(IN, C0MPILATION OF' ABHSTRACTS FROM SOVVIET LITERA-
TURE. OCTOBER 1963. STAR N64-11447
PHENOiENA IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE. REPORT NO. AID-P-63-98.
G.G. DZHIMILEV, LT. AL. PUBLISHED IN REVIEW OF SOVIET LIT-
ERAITtRE. JULY 1963
MEIXOLL;GICAL DATA REPORT AfROIBEE KP 3.2 REPORT NO. ERDA-
61. MARJORIE MCLARDIE HOIDALE, U.S. ARMY ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH AND DiVELUPiEiT' ACT'IVITY, WHI1T'E SANDS MISSILE RANGE
NEW MEXICO. AUGUST 1963. STAR N63-21208.
THE APPLICATION OF REME SENSING INSTRUMENTS IN EARTH
RESOURCE SULRVEYS. PEIER C. BAIXLEY, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
LE) F. CHILDS, MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS, AND WILLIAM L. VEST,
IIT RESEARCH INSTIT'IUE, WASHIN1TON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE
36TH ANNUAL Mi.TIIN OF' THE SOCIETY OF' EXPLORAT'ION
CGPHYSICISTS, NOVEMHER 1967, PAPER NO. G-23.
NR-H8-00-000-00078 NASA F'AIRTH-SENSI' S SPACE Fl.lI(.' FXPEH i'YI'S. PElH4 C.
BADCILEY, AJI*:N P. C(.L.X.A'ESl:h.iESS AND) CH\HI.ES D. CF:NI'F:H., NASA
EARIH RF.SOLRCES StAHvEI PlH(X.NAbt, WASHI;I(uON, I).C. RmU
PRESENTATI.ON Al' 1TE ANUAU. M4:F'I'INS OF' 'I1HEk AI* ICA% , SO.l CIF'I'
OF' PHTUIU.RAlt*,'lt, MARCH 9, 967.
NII-HO-00-000-00081 POTENTIAL :ARIH RHS-(XRCES APPLICATIONS (OF' 1'! AP(AII) 6
(502 MISSION) PTIXUL\APti'. J(*IN L. I.AL,'lENIa,", NASA-M,'ci,
EARTH RE!S(FCES DIVISI(ON, HOI.iUTON, TEX.AS. PI.HI.ISHI'D) IN
SPIE, 13TH ANNUAL TECYH1ICAl SNMPOSIUM'PHOC(X;Ei1)IS,
19-23 AU;AUS1' 196n, A.;HINI;TON, D.C., P 311-323.
hR-Hd-00-000-00084 CGXDFETIC PARA4,1'EtS FOR A 1966 SMITHS.iIAN. INSTITJUTION
STANDARD EARTH. SAO SPECIAL REPOH'LT NO. 200, SCI'ON I2I, 5;
P.185-190. EDITED BY CHARLES A. LUNIXXAIST, AND GC.XlilE VEIS,
SMITHSON IAN INST I T'ION, ASTROPHYSICAL OBkSERtVA1UHY,
CAMBRIDGE, MASSAtI.IUSbETS. STAR N67-35962.
NR-H8-00-000-00085 RADIUFI'TRIC EUUIPMEtNT ON THE OSMOOS 41 SA1E'LLITE:. I.A.
SAVENKO, E'T. AL. MHSW STAl:TE UIVEtRSI'TY, INSTI1TIE OF'
NUCLEAR PHYSICS, KOSXWW, USSR. REPRINTED IN TECHXLVUI;Y
APPLICATION CE':TE, LUNIVESITY OF' NEW '(IiCO, MAY 1965
P.889-891.
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NR-H8-00-000-00086 CONTRIUTIJONS TO THE COSPAR MEETING - MAY 1965. NASA TN D-
3091. NATIONAL AEJONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, GOCDORD
SPACE FLIGHT CEN]ER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. JULY 1966
NR-HS-00-000-00087 PROJELT GEMINI: A OCHRNOLOY. NASA SP-4002. JAMES M. GRIM-
WOOD, BARTON C. MHACK AND PkTUR J. VORZIMMER NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGION, D.C. 1969.
STAR N69-36501
NR-H8-00-000-000e8 THE NATIONAL Al24ONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION TOPSIDE
SOUNDIER PROGRAM. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTE'R 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE T1CHXILOGY, PP.1-15. REPORT NO.
T1M4-57738. L.J. BLUML.E, R.J. FITZENREITER, AND J.E. JACKSON
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, CRENBELT, MARYLAND. MICROF'ILM
COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00089 THE ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY SPACECRAFT. PUBLICATIONS OF
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTERI 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TE¥HNOLLXY,
PP.15-21, REPORT NO. TMX-57738. E.P. DOLDER, O.E. BARTOE,
J.C. LINDSAY, ET. AL., OC)DARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREEN-
BELT, MARYLAND. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
MN-H8-00-000-00090 STLREO PHI(CYHAPH' OF" THE IXO) ItI t*IXNS, NtuIE.t 9, 11,
AND 13. PUHLICATIONS OF' CUCUHD SPACE PIGHl' CTNTh1'H 1963.
VOL. 2, SPACE TMWc L'X¥Y, PP.~Z-31, REHPR1- NO. 'IX-57730I.
SOL H. GENATT, GOIDH)D SPACE FLIGHT' CENl'EH, GHEiENHELT, MD).
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-HS-00-000-00091 GRCOND OPEIRATION EDUIPMEFNT FUR THE ORBITING ASlTRNJMICAL
OBSERVATURY. PUBLICATIONS O GO)DARUD SPACE FLIGHr CEWrmiR
1963.. VOL. 2, SPACE TEXH.)WLUA, PP:32-47. REPOH'IT NO. 1(NX-
57738. E.J. HABIB, AND A.G. FERRIS, GODUUU) SPACE iLIGHT'
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYIAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Hd-00-000-00092 EXPLORATION OF THE AlMPSPH}XE OF' VENUS BY A SIMPLE CAPSULE.
PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2,
SPACE TSLHXNOLY, PP.48-61. REPOHT NO. '1TX-57738. RUIXDF
A. HANEL, GOODIAD SPACE ILIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLNOD.
MICROFI'HE COPY.
Nl-HS-00-000-00093 THE ORBITIN GCEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES. PUBLICATIONS OF'
GODDARD SPACE FLIGCHI' CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE 'IWEHNOtLY,
PP.62-92. REPORT NO. TMX-57738. CEOGRE H. LUDWIGC COODARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, CREINBELT, MARILAND. MICROFVIC-E COPY.
NR-Hd-00-000-00094 OPERATIONS WITH AN EXPERIMIENTAL SATELLITE'. PUBLICATIONS OF
OOODARD SPACE FLIGCHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TEX'FNOLLGY,
PP.93-104. REPORT NO. TMX-57738. D.G. MAZLR, CGOOARD SPACE
FLIGHT CrENTR, GREENIEl'T, MARYLAND. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
MR-H8-00-000-00095 RELAY. PUBLICATIONS OF COIDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963.
VOL. 2, SPACE TE<IMOLUCY, PP.105-110. REPORT NO. TMX-57738.
SIDNEY MET.ZGER, AND ROBERT H. PACKARD, (XMtJNICATIONS
SAITELITE CORP., GOIDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND. MICROFICHE' COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00096 RELAY 1, SPACECRAFT PER. FRANCE. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TEXHIOLCGY, PP.111-
115. REPORT NO. TMX-57738. ROBERT H. PICKARD, GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GRENBEILT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00097 RELAY, AN EXPERIMENTAL SATEITEC FOR TV AND MLTICHANNEL
TElEPHONY CWHNICATIONS. PUBLICATIONS 0'GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOULGY, PP.122-140,
REPORT NO. TrMX-57738. R. PICKAHD, S. ROTH, AND J. KIESLING,
GODOARD SPACE FLICHT CENTER, CREENSELT, MARYLAND. MICRO-
FICHE COPY.
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NH-He-00-000-00098 I'lROS OPERATIO(NS. Pl.1 . ICA'(IONR OI ()..RI) SPACE Ftl. IGtf'
CFN-';ER 1963. XOL. 2, SPACE TECHNllXAt, PP.141-145. HEPl(IT'
NO. 1tX-5773. ERNEST F'. P(NIHS, U(XX),UR SPACE FI, 10I' CEl''FI'
GCREt,'itLT, MARILAND. MICH(OFICHE C)P.
NR-HO-00-000-00099 TIROS ACHIEVfIt.NTS. REPOtn' NO. 1TX-57738. R.M. RUX)S,
CGOIARDI SPACE FLIGHT CEN'ilti, GHt;Flh:HEIq', 4). IP-LIs1t1) IN
PUBLICATIONS OF' (UOIX)HuD SPACE FIGHTl CFNI'EIt 1963. VOL. I1,
SPACE TECXHMMX. Y. PP.146-148. MICROIICHE COPY.
STAR N66-32055.
bR-Hb-00-000-00100 THE ORBITING G)PI-'SICAL OtSRVATORIES. RPORT NO. 'ItX-
57738. W.E. LSCRILL, GOC(UI) SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GRF.:HELUn',)D. PULISHID' IN PUHLICATIONS OF (CfXXI) SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER 1963. VOL. I I, SPACE TEX.WHUXV. PP.160-167.
MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N66-32056.
NR-HO-00-000-00101 ARIEL I, TlHE FIRST INIIHNATIONAL SATElLITE. REPORT NO. iMX-
57738. GODCaRD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GCREt'HELT', NID.PtUBLISHED IN PUBL.ICATIONS OF' G(XOIUU) SPACE FLIGHT CFNTER
1963. SPACE TEkX1OLOGY. PP.160-167. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N66-32063.
NH-Hd-00-000-00102 UNITED KINCGXI F(XPERIHENTS. LA'GIHR PROVE FUR WASLRF.tITOF EILlRON TEMPERA'IUHE AND DeNSITY. REPORT NO. 1X-57738.
G]UDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN'TER, CGHEEi.ELT, D. PUBLISEUD IN
PUILICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. II,SPACE TEHl¥Xk3Y. PP.168-229. MICIOF'ICHE COPY.
STAR N66-32058.
NR-HM-00-000-00103 A SMAULL MLTIPURPOSE ROCKET PAYLOAD FUR IONOSPHIERIC SThDIES.
REPORT N.O. T-X-57738. S.J. BALHER AND J.E. JACK."SN, GODOARD
SPACE FLIGHi' CENTER, GREEiNBILT, NV. PUBLISHED IN PUWLICA-
TIONS OF' GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. II, SPACE
TIEHOLGUY. PP.230. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N66-32059.
NR-H8-00-000-00104 TS1EBUETRY DATA PROCESSING FUR THE ECCENTRIC ORBITING GEOPHY-
SICAL OBSERVATORY SATELLITE. REPORT NO. '1X-57738.
E. HABIB, ET AL., GODDARD SPACe FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MD. PUBLISHED IN PUBLICATIONS OF' GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER 1963. VOL. 11, SPACE TECHOLL Y. PP.242-250..
MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N66-32060.
NR-H8-00000-00105 MATHF2tIATICAL ANALYSIS FUR THE ORIF:NT'ATION AND CX)NTROL OF' TlE
ORBITING ASTROINUMICAL OHSERVA'IRI SAIL'F:ILITE. REPORT NO.
SMX-57738. P.B. DAVFNPORT, GOOD)RD SPACE FL.IGHI' CENTEH,
GREENBELT, MD. PUBLISHED IN PUBLICATIONS OF' GODOARD SPACE
FLIGHT CEMTEH 1963. VOL. II, SPACE T'ECrxMXLGY. PP.251-259.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N66-32061.
NR-H8-00-000-00l06 A PRECISION ELXESS-LOOPP NbVL'TIC TAPE RECOURDR FUR SPACE
APPLICATIONS. PUIL.ICATIONS OF' GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTFIR
1963. VOL. 2. SPACE 'TE(NL)UGY, PP.260-271. R.C. FAIELL,
K.W. STARK, AND A.F. WHIITE, GODDARHD SPACE FLIGHT CENl'ER,
GREEBELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY. e
NR-HS-00-Q00-00107' ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE STRETCH YO-YO FOR DE-SPIN OF
SATELLITES. PUBLICATIONfS OF' GOOOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TEXhNOLUHY, PP.272-282. JOSEPH V. iFElUROODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENLELT, MARYLAND. 1963
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00108 THE MRIR-PCM TICkRrRY SYSTE14: A PRACTICAL EXAIPLE OF MICRO-
ELECTRONIC LOGIC DESION. PLBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CE'NFER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE 'lEX:lHNOC, PP.283-293.
PALL M. FEINBERI, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND. 1963. MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-HO-00-000-00109 FINE POINTING CONlIXL FOR THE ORBITING ASTRONCMICAL OBSERVA-
TORY. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963.
VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOLOY, PP.294-298. 1963. GORDON E. GRAHAM
GOODARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MICRO-
FICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00110 ADVANCED EARTH SENSOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. PUHLICATIONS
OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOL-
OGY, PP.299-301. BARBARA K. I.bD'E, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER, GREEIBELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
IN-H8-00-000-00111 RELIABILITY VERSUS ACCURACY TRADEOFFS. PUBLICATIONS OF
GODDARD SPACE FLICHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOLOY,
PP.302-306. BARBARA K. LUNDE, GODOARD SPACE F'LIGHT CENTER,
GREENBELT, MARYLAND. 1963. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Hd-00-000-00112 A RELIAB EARH SEN. NSOR A'ING. PL;HICA'I'I(NS
OF'.CODDRD SPACE FiLIGH;I' C'ftN:R 1963. V(X.. 2, SPACE 'I'+CHNOI,-
OGY, PP.307-312. BARHBARA K. LUANDE, G(XODU) SPACE F'.IlGH'l'
CENTR, GREENBELT', MARYLAND. 1963. MICROFICHE COPt.
NR-H8-00-000-00113 ANAIYSIS O-' THE DYNAMIC TESTS OF' HE STHFt'H YO-YO DE-SPIN
SYSTtE. PUBLICATIONS OF" G()DDAR SPACE LIG;HI' CENTE'R,
1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNO Y, PP.313-325. WILLINt R.
-MENTZER, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHf' CEN'ER, GREENELl', HARIsHLAD.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00114 A HMEHIYOD TO OPTIMIZE THF: SOAR CELL PRER SUPPLY FOR INTER-
PLAhNTAHY SPACECRAF'T. PUBLICATIONS OF' CGODARD SPACE FLICHI'
CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECXMNOMII, PP.326-335. GlH'U)
B. NICHOLS, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHI'T CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
MICROF'ICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00115 A MAGNETIC CORE VOLTAGE-TO-FREULENCY CoNVERTER. PUBLICA-
TIONS OF GODDARD SPACE I-LIUHr CENT'E 1963. VOL,. 2, SPACE
TEXICIHUGY, PP.336-345. STEPHEN PAULL, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT'
CENTR, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. 1963. MICROFICHE COPY.
WR-HS-00-000-00116 CHARACTERISTICS OF PASSIVE COMlMNICATION SATELLITES WITH
LABERTI AN SURFACES. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE F'LIGHT
CWI'ER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOL)OGY, PP.346-356. HERBERT
P. RAABE, GENERAL MILLS ELECTRONICS DIVISION. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H80-00-000-00117 DATA STORAGE FOR FITEOROLGICAL SATELLITES. PUBLICATIONS OF
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TElCHTNOLY,
PP.357-362. M.I. SCHNEEBALM AND R.A. STAMPFL, GODDARD SPACE
FtLIHT CIEFER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-HQ-00-000-00118 A MEDILM-DATA-RATE DIGITAL TELEMEtRY SYSTEM. PUBLICATIONS
OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOL-
GOY, PP.363-367. MARJORIE R. TOWNSEND, PAUL M. FEINBERG AND
JOHN O. LESKO, JR., GODDARD SPACE FLOIGM CENTER, GR'ENBELT,
MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00119 THE SOLAR POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR THE ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATORIES. PUBLICATIONS OF GODIDRD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
1963. VOL. 2,SPACE Tt-CHNOLOGY, PP.369-378. CARL J.
WENZINCER, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, CREENBELT, MARYLAND,
HENRY CARLETON, MARSHALL SPACE FILIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE,
ALABAMA. MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-Hg-00-000-00120 A LINEARIZED ANAI.SIS AND DESIGN OF AN AtIl)}VNTIC IIANCING
SYSTEM H THE THREE-AXIS AIR HEARING TAI'ME. PUIHL.ICATIONS
OF G(CtAHD SPACE 9LIHI' CEN'I'H 1 63. VOL. 2, SPACE T'UIAHMX.-
C3b, PP.379-318. 'LEX ,,AJAC AND DAVID S*tI., ("OII)AHD SPACE
FLIC.f'' CENT1r, HlEENHEIT , MARILAND. MICR'OICHE C(OP.
iR-HO-00-000-0012L V1IICLE TELHtHLXJ CONSIDRATIONS FKR A ,SLAR PRO(E. PLiI.I-
CATIONS OF GOLDARD SPACE FLIGHT C'ENTER 1963. V(XL. 2, SPACE
TUC0X-O Y, PP.402-40e. JOHN A. 'USC'*rl'I , GxODX4JD SPACE
FLIGHT CENhER, GREENBtELT, MARtLAND. MlCROFICHIIE COP.
NR-H6-00-000-00122 ROCK'ET SOUNDIMNS IN THE MESOSPHERE. KPBLICATIONS OF' G(XDARD
SPACE F'LIGHT' CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE 'lCHtf.OLX;, PP.425-
442. WILLIAM NHDICERG, GODDARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREEN-
BELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00123 THE. ROCKET-GRi-FNADE EXPERIMENT. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CEi.aTR 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE iTECHmlXGY, PP.443-
463. WILLIAM NODHIER AND W. SMITH, GODDAHD SPACE I-LIGHT
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MICHOFICHE COPY.
NR-N-00-0000-00124 INVESTIGATION OF HF' AND VHF ROCKET-BORNE SHROUD ANTENNAS.
PUBLICATIONS OF' GXDARD SPACE FLIGIHT CENTER. VOL. 2, SPACE
TECHNOLOGY, PP.464-471. G.H. SPAID AND J.R. HAcFEI&ER
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYIAND. MICRO-
FICHE COPY.
NR-H-00-00G-00125 A POSSIBLE MhEI*iOD OF COCRRhTII LOW FREQCENCY RADIO OBSERVA-
TIONS FOR IOhOSPHERIC ABSORPTION. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD
SPACE FLIGiff CENT'ER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECHNOLOGY PP.475-
490. LARRY W. BROWN, GODDARD SPACE FLICHT CENTER, iREEN-
BELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
N#R-H8-00-000-00126 SCINTILLATION CURNTER TELESCOPE FOR CHARGE AND MASS IDENTIF-
ICATION OF PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. 2, SPACE TECFHNO.COY PP.491-
496. D.A. BRYANT, G.H. LUDWIG, AND F.B. MCDONALD, 6 00dRD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MICROFICHE COPY.
kR-H8-00-000-00127 SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE PHOlUDETEXCYRS FOR THE MIDDLE AND
VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET. LAWRLNCE DUNKElMAN, GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE
FLICHT CENTER 1963, VOL. 11, SPACE '1XFHNOL0 Y, PP.513-521.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H18-00-000-00128 bLTRAVIOLET PRYIXETI'-ElCORS. LAWRENCE DIKNEIXMAN, GODDARD
SPACE FILIGHT CEN.TER, R;HEENHELT,I' M. PtHICATIO'1 S OF GUOIAWI)
SPACE iFLIGHT CtEN'EH 1963, VOL. II, SPACE P'ptCH.OUX;Y, P.522-
531. MICROFICHE COPY.
Nh-H8-00-000-00129 MIDDLE ULTRAVIOLET PHOTUEECLIRIC DF't1CTION TI'tHlNI(JLUS.
LAWRENCE DUNKEbLMAN, ET AL., GODARHD SPACE Fl. IGHT CEN'I'tR,
GREENBELT, MD. PUtLICATIONS OF' GODDAHD SPACE FILICHT CENTER
1963, VOL. II, SPACE TECHNO)L LY, PP.532-541. MICROF"ICHE
COPY.
NR-Hd-00-000-00130 FAILURE PROBLEM WITH A RHENIIUM MASS SPEC0IR-I ,TER FILA1ENT
AND ITS SOLUTION. A.G. ELBIANKS, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT-
CENI'R, GREEtNBLT, MD). PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLICGH'
CEXIHE 1963, VOL. 1I, SPACE TECHNOLICX, PP.542-545.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-HS-00-000-00131 AN ATTITLDE CONTROL SYSTEM iFR THE ADVANCED ORBITING. PAUL
G. FAHLSTHRO, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBHELT, MD.
PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLICHT CEN'fER 1963, VOL. II,
SPACE TICHNOLaXY, PP.546-548. MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-H8-00-000-00132 EXPERINMETS FROM A SMALL PROBE ,HICH ENTERS THE ATMOSPHfRE
OF MARS. R.A. HANEL, R.A. STAMPEL, ET AL., GODOARD SPACE.
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. PUBLICATIONS OF GOCODRD SPACE
FLIGHT CE,4TER 1963, VOL. 11, SPACE TECIWMA Y, PP.549-562.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00133 PHYSICAL MEASURE7MENTS FROM METEXROLOGICAL SATELLITES. R.A.
HANEL, GOODARD SPACE FLIGHTf CENTER, GREE2BELT, MD. PUBLICA-
TIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. 1963, VOL. II, SPACE
TECHNOLOGY, PP.563-568. MICROFICHE COPY.
NM-HS-00-000-00134 IMAGhE CONSTRUCTION FOR CONCAVE CRATINGS AT GRAZING INCIDENCE
BY RAY TRACING. S.O. KASTNER AND W.M. NEUPERT, CODOARD
SPACE FLIGHT CE'NT, GREENIHELT, MD. PUBLICATIONS OF' GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963, VOL. 11, SPACE TEDiNOLOGY, PP.569-
574. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-N8-00-000-00135 A DETECIOR-ANALYZER FUR STUDING TE INTERPLANETARY PLASMA.
K.W. OGILVIE, N. MCILWRAITH, kT AL., GODDARD SPACE F'LIGHTf
CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. PUBLICATIONS OF' GODDARD SPACE FLICHT
CENTER 1963, VOL. 11, SPACE TECHNOLLGY, PP.575-582.
MICROFICHE OOPY.
hR-HO-00-000-00136 AIMUSPHERIC SAMPLING INSTRLUMI.NTATION. NELSOJN W. SPENCIF,
GOOD)RD SPACE F'LIGHT CEN1'FR, GRF:NHF.:LLT, MD. PIUHLICA'flONS OF
*D0[DARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN'I'ER 19b3, VOL. II, SPACE TE'NCXLal. ,
PP.583-586. MICkOF'ICH COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00137 A MASS SPECXRCOETER FUR AN AERONtMY SATELI.,IE. N.W. SPENCtR
AND C.A. REBER, GOOANHD SPACE FLIGHTF CENTER, GR:ENhIELT, H).
PUBLICATIONS OF' GOD)AUD SPACE FLIGHI .CENTEIR 1963, VOL. I1,
SPACE TCHN(OLLXY, PP.587-589. MICROFICHE COPY.
SR-H8-00-000-00138 THE AULrTATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) TV CAR'*:A S*STEl'
FOR MET*EROLUGICAL SATELLITES. RUDOLF A. STAMPFL AND
WILLIAM G. STROUD, COUDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN'E.H, GRHENh:ELT,
MD. PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE F.IGHT CF.NTER 19b63
VOL. 11, SPACE TE(HNOL.GY, PP.590-598. MICROFICHE COPI.
NR-H8-00-000-00139 A VACbUM ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOIONIZATION DE'ECTOR. A.K. STOBER
AND R. SCXOLNIK, GODARD SPACE FLICHT CEN'TR, GRE12BELT, )D.
PUBLICATIONS OF GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963, VOL. II,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY, PP.599-604. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00140 ULTRAViOLET OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DIA/MND. W.C. WALKER AND
J. OSANUSKI CGODDARD SPACE FLIGCHT CENTER, CGRFUldELT, MD.
PUBLICATIONS hr' GOXDXRD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963, VOL. II,
SPACE TECHNLOGCY, PP.605-610. MICROFICHE COPY.
MN-HO-00-000-00141 THE ULTRAVIOLET RE,'I[TION SPECTRUM OF, CADMIUM SULFIDE.
W.C. WALKER AND J. OSANTOWSKI, GODDARD SPACE FLGICHT CENTER,
GREENBELT, MD. PUBLICATIONS OF GOODARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
1963, VOL. 11, SPACE TEFINOtQCY, PP.611-612. MICROFICHE
OoPY.
NM-HS-00-0-0000142 ACHIEVING SATELLITE RELIABILITY THROIGH ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS.
JOHN C. NEW, GDD)ARD SPACE FLIGiHT CEXI'ER, GREENBELT, HMD.
PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963, VOL. 11,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY, PP.722-733. MICROFICHE COPY
NR-IH-00-000-000143 PUBLICATIONS OF GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 1963. VOL. II,
SPACE TECHNtQGCY. REPORT NO. T1MX-57738. GODDARD SPACE
FLIChT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
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NR-Ht-00-000-00144 MANUAL OF PH(YIX.GHAPHIC INTF:HPRE''ATION. ANtRICAN .SOCIETY
OF' PHOT'OtAMME'Y, WASHING'I.N, D.C. 1960.
NR-H8-00-000-00145 FIUDAti'NTALS OF' OPTICS. FRANCIS A. JENKINS AND HARVEY E.









NIMBUS II USERS CUIDE. THE NIMBUS PRWUlbX', CODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GRCEENhBELT, MARLAND. PREPARED BY ARACONGEDOPYSICS COX., (.ONCRD, MASS., A DIVISION OF ALLIED
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., JULY 1966. CONTRACT NU4IER NAS
5-10114.
THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOULOY SATELLITE MEIELOLoG ICAL DATA
CATALOG. VOL. 1. JANUARY-JUNE 1967. ALLIED RESEARCH ASSO-
CIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS. AND NASA/GODDARD SPACE FILIGHTCENTR, GREtENELT, MD. OCTWI ER 1967. CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-
10343.
APOLLO - SATUjRN 6 VERTICAL STEREO PHOtOGRAPHY CATALOG.
RICHIARD W. UNEIRWOOD AND HERBHR A. TIELTUvNN, NASA/MANNED
SPACECRAFT CErTl, HOUSTON, T1'EXAS. APRIL 1968
GEMINI DISCIPLINARY SET CATALOGUES. COMPILED BY UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO, TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION CEN-TER, ALBULUERUE,
NEW MiXI CO.
GEMINI SYNOPTIC PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOG. CM4PILED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, TENOLUGY APPLICATION CENTER,
AL.UMtERMUE, NEW MEXICO.
CORRELATION MECHANICAL AMD THERMAL OF TME LUNAR SURFACE.J.D. HALAJIAN AND J. REICFANI, GRLMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING
CORP., BElTHPAGE, NEW YORK. REPRINT FHOM ICARUS 10, P.179-
196 (1969)
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SATELLITE GEODETIC TECHNIQUES TO
GEOSCIENCES. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY U1ILIZATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968.
NASA SP-158.
NR-H8-00-000-00155 THE SCIENTIFIC REPORT OF THF ROICiELI. POlAR I'l.G-fr'. NM'IR
A*EHICAN ROCKWELL (CRP., IXDNEN, CALI-LIA. 1965.
STAR N69-71406.
NR-H8-00-000-00159 A SYSTEM FOR AU1OMATIC OXL.LnCI'ION AND PROCESSING OFW GIt.)-
MAGh'NETIC DATA IN DIGITAL, UHM. FINAL SCIENTIFIC RI:eP(i',
FEB. 1965-FEB. 1969. AI''RL-69-0Z69. G'XR;E C LSTAiRsSON,
KIRUNA GD)PHYSICAL OBSERVATORY, SWEDEN. APRIL 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-12449.
NH-HO-F!K-000-00160 WATER USE. PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES FtlR PLANNINC AND MANdG-
.EWNT IN WISCONSIN. WISCONSIN CHAP'fIT_, SOI1, LXNSERVATION
SOCIETY OF AO * ICA, MIDISON, WISCO(NSIN
NR-HdS-KE-000-00161 DESCRIPTION O'F TE BRAZILIAN PRORAM F1OR REIfIE SENiSING OF'
EARTh RelSOLRCS. TECHNICAL REPORT LAFE-90. J.B. IMACWADO,
CONSELHO NACIONAL DE PESOUISAS, CMIISSAO N4CIONAL DE ATIVI-
DADES ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS CAMqPOS, SAO PAULO, HRAZIL.
JULY 1969. STAR N70-11059
NR-H8-00-000-001 6 5 ARIEL 1. THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE. EXPERINNTAL
RESULTS. NASA SP-119. GODDARD SPACE F'LIGHT CENTER, GREEN-
BELT, MARILAND. 1966.
NR-H8-00-000-001 6 6 A SLRVEY OF ATTITUDE SENSORS FOR SPACEURAFT' NASA SP-145.
NOIMPAN M. HATO-R M LAGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLEY STATION,
HIAMPTON), VIRGINIA. 1967
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NR-H8-00-000-00167 DIGITAL FILTErNNG FOR OPTIMIZATION OF' SIGNALS SUH1EFGED IN
NOISE. REFORT NO. TM-69-1033-2. S.Y. LEkE, BEIOULM, INC.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. OCTO 7, 1969.
NR-H6-00-000-00168 MAGNETIC TAPE REXICRDING. SKIPWITH W. ATHEY, PH. D.
NATIONAL AERNOMUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF
TECHOLOGCY UTILIZATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. JANUARY 1966.
COXITRACT NO. NASW-945. NASA SP-5038.
NR-H6-00-000-00169 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF' A'IOSPHERIC OZONE TO 40 KM. ITS CONCENTRA-
TION, DISTRIBUT!ION, MEIntJUDS OF DEI1'CTION, AND RELATIONSHIP
WITH O IE X METROLOGICAL PHENOMENA. REPORT NO. LA-3328-MS.
BET!Y S. JACKSON, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY, LOS
ALAMOS, NEW MEIiC, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFURNIA.
APRIL 1965. CONTRACT NO. W-7405-ENG. 36.
NR-HO-00-000-00170 ADVANCED TELHNIQUES FOR AIROSPACE SURWIUIANCE. AGAD C(X)N-
FERENCE PROCEEDIN)IGS NO. 29. NA'IU AD VI.II GHOLIP TI P \ AFHO-
SPACE RESEARCH AND D)EV.DPFT:NI', AGARD, 64 HLE I* DF Z.,UtjN:,
PARIS VII RHANCE. (PHRCEEIDINGS OF' TIE 131H Sll')IOSILNI OF
THE AVIONICS PANEL OF' AGARD). 1968. STAR Nb6-3339;Z.
NR-HN-00-000-00172 OBSERVATI(ONS OF' THE EARTHS RESX.RCES. MONICA M. CXXE,
BED)(FRD COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF' L)NDUN. PUBLIS-HED) IN PHOIEE-
DIKNS OF ROYAL SOCIE''Y A. VOL. 308, PP.173-12Z (1968).
NR-H8-00-000-00177 A NUVICAL LEAST-SQUARE FPII:. FOR RESOLVING C(XtPLkX PUlSE
HEIGHT SPECITA. INASA SP-3044. J.I. THU~QNA AND H.L. .. H-IA-
DEBECK, GODDARD SPACE FLIGCI' CENTER, GREENBELT, ND., 1968.
NR-H8-00-000-00178 THIS NEW OCEAN. A HISTOWY OF PROWECT IFCtRY. NASA SP-
4201. LOYD S. SIWENSON, ET. AL., NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE AD MINI STRATION, OF ICE OF' T EO GY I ILI ZAT I ON,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1966.
IR-H8-00-000-00179 PROCEEDINGS OF 1TE SECOND NATIONA., CONFENCE ON THE PEACE-
FUL USES OF' SPACE. NASA SP-8. PRESENTE1iD IN SEATTLE, WASH-
INGTON, MAY 8-10, 1962. NATIONAL AFtlONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, OF'FICE OF' TkECtrl4OLY UTILIZATION, WASHING-
TON, D.C.
NR-HI-00-000-00180 PROCEEDINGS OF' THE FOUTH NATIONAL 'CONFEIENCE ON THE PEACE-
'OUL USES OF' SPACE. NASA SP-51. PRESENTEl) IN BOSTON, MASS.
APRIL 29-MAY 1, 1964. NATIONAL AEOAUlI'ICS AND SPACE ADHIN-
ISTRATION, OFFICE OF' TECHIO Y L Ul ILIZATION, WASHINTIUON,
D.C.
NR-H8-00-000-00181 PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE ON SPACE-AGE PLANNING. NASA
SP-40. A PART OF THE THIRD NATIONAL COXNF'FRECE ON THE
PEACEFUL USES OF' SPACE, CHICAGO, MAY 1-9, 1963. NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADHINISTRATION, OFFICE OF TEYMNOUY
UTILIZATION, WASHINGIDN, D.C.
NR-H8-00-000-00182 SPACE MEASUREENTS SURVEY, INSTRLMcNTS AND SPACECRAFT.
OCIOBR 1957-MARCH 1965. NASA SP-3028. ELECTRO-OPTICAL
SYSTEM'OS, INC., PASADENA, CALIPIRNIA. 1966. CONTRACT NO.
DA-49-146-XZ-100.
NM-H8-00-000-00183 All.-llNION SC'IENT'I'IC MFI/'FXIHOIXXICAI. O'I-HRE:NCE. SEIJ','I')ED
AHRTICLES. N. E .M. F'ELS')N, ;.SH. VOl.. I, 1963, PUi'l' I AND)
II. STAR N68-o7o51.
NR-H8-0.0-0o0-001o6 PRIf)ICl'ION OF' CX.GEmNE;'TIC A'I'I''. RPr H'M). 6130b.
KENNETH WE AND SNNC U!. CH(LX.FN. CIX)hNNt:I. LXU;IA.S AST'IH()-
iAUTICS WCO., WESEN DIV., I ., A ONtICA, CAi.IRNUIA. AL(Asr
1969. CONiTACTr NO. NAST-30156
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NR-Hi0-000000-00187 C RD TSE7i''VIOS ON . SCIENCE AND EM;NG IN}.lIR . RHEP(HT M).
JFPKRS-47,23I.. B. 7ME: A'.N D N. SEAA.'Gi/,giM..', Mt'.'~, HLJSSIA.
F.LDSOtf) EN RA9DIO, Wi. , N. 1 , 196o. PP.33-34.
STAR N69-17090.
NR-NO-00-000--00 0 APPLICAlT ' S OC PRCEPTRHS 'ID Pt!Vi~.)0N 11%RMS 'ATI'IN. StIP4WARV
:C'AT. NO1' :T . VE-1446-G-3. CRNELL , UNI¥NSITP , COHN-
L.L P,4vLAiM'ICAL }A.., hNC., BULFtF'ALO), N. U. AbST 1963.
(Dll'll !"D. NORSD6D{OtO).
iN-HS-00-000-O019 $USSR ACtNEiE"vc'NTS IN SPACE RESEARCH. FIRST DECADE IN SPACE,
D957-D967. ACADEMY F'.SCIENCES, INSTIlTUT: OF' THE: HISTORY OF'
NATURAL SCiENCE AND lT'X.t]M.UGY, MOSCC(., LUSSR. STAR N69-17187
iR-He-00-000-00BO0 D+NS0IT DISCRIMINATION FTU IMAGE EVALUATION. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT MO. RADC-1T-67-483. JOCHN JHOAUHDAN AND LEON LESINSKI,
TECKiNiCAL OPERATIONS, INC., BLURLINGIl , MASS. (XOUB"IIE 1967.
CONTRACT 1NUFER AF30(602)-3917. STAR )X68-11719.
NR-H§-00-000-00191 ANALbTCAL AE'FO-TRIAN'ULATION. ZHIGNIE SW iTE, POLAND.
RE.PR1INTD FWfOM GE'XDE'FIC REVIEW, 'WCL. 37, NO. 9, 1965.
PP.374-377. STAR X68-12094.
NR-H8-00-000-00192 IMAGE PROCESSING-ANAL IMAGE PROCESSOR SUCCESSFULLY REVXNES
IMAGE BLUR. W. SWINDELL, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZNA, OPTICAL
SCI(ENCE CENTER, TUCSON, ARIZONA. PUBLISHED IN OPTICAL
SCIENCES CENP1ER 'WSL.STER, JUNE-AUGUST, 1969. PP.122-123.
tR-H8-00-0000-195 MUILTILAYER FILTERS FOR TBI REGION 0.8 TO 100 MICRONS.
VOL. I - TEXT AND TABLES. FINAL SCIE.NTIFIC REPORT, NEMIBER
1964 - MAY 1968. AFCRL-68-0496-(1). S.D. SMITH AND J.S.
SLEY, UNIVERSITY OF READING, READING, ENGLAND. MAY 1968.
*11NTRACT NUMBER AF61(052)-833. MICROFICHE COPY.
NB-HIS-00-000-00196 MUTILAIER FILTERS FIM THE REGION 0.1 TO 100 MICRONS.
VOL. I - ILLUSTRATIONS. FINAL SCIENT'IFIC REPORT, NOV:MHER
1964 - MAY 1968. AT;IRL-68-0496-( II). S.D. S,,ITH AND J.S.
SEELEY, UNIVERSITY OF READING, READING, ENGLAND. MAY 196n.
ONTIRACT NtLIER AF'61(052)-833. MICROFICHE: OPY.
KR-H8-EJ-114-00198 A DIMENSIONLESS SOLUTION FOR THE WIND AND TIEMPERAT. PRO-
FILES IN 'HE SURFACE IDN)ARY LAtER. FHANK V. HANSEN AND
JUANA SERNA, tWHITE SANDS MISSILE I NGE, NEW KMEXICO SEPT.
6969. REPORT NO. ECOX-5267. STAR N70-18355. AD-697 109.
eI4CROFICHE COPY.
NR-HO-00-000-00199 ATOISPHERIC T'RBULE. CE. REPORT NO. I 'D-I'-24-45-69.
V. I. TATARSKI I, USSR. TiANSLATED R"OM ZIR'IL A I VSELENNAYA,
WML. 4, NO. 2, 1968. PP.43-46. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N70-13553.
NR-H8-00-000-00200 MODUIATION BY WATER WAVES OF RADAR REUIRN AT VERTICAL INCI-
DENCE. TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 2. A.B. ABELING, ET. AL.,
CGERGIA INSTITUtE OF TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING E[PERIMENT STA.
ATLANTA, GEORGiA. NOVREMER 1966. CONTRACT NO. N62269-3112.
STAR X67-15716.
NR-HO-00-000-00201 ANTARCTIC TiEMPERATURE STUDIES UTILIZING HRIR DATA FROM
NIMEUS I. WILLIAM OSCAR KEUMAN, JR., AND DON DALE FIAME,
U.S. NAVY DEPT., POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTUREY, CALITRNIA.
MAY 1966. STAR X67-12897.
NR-H8-00-000-00203 SPACE TECHNOLOGY. VOL. V. TELECOMMUNICATIONS. NASA SP-69.
J.J. STIFFILER, CALIFORNIA INSTITUE OF' TECHNOLXCY, JET' PROP-
ULSION LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIKMNIA. 1966. CONIRACT
NUBEIR NSG-598.
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R-HO8-00-000-00206 PROCEEDINGS OF ITHE FIFTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PEACEI3UL..
USES OF SPACE. HELD IN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, MAY 26-28, 1965
NASA SP-82. NATIONAL AERONAUT'ICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF TECHN(i.GY UTILIZATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-H-00-000-00210 A'MEICAS NECI' DECADE IN SPACE. A REPORT FOR TE SPACE TASK
GROUP. PREPARED BY THE NATIONAL AEFUNAUTICS AND SPACE AD-
MINISTHATION. SEPTEMIiER 1969.
WR-HO-00-000-00211 1HE POKS'-\APOIUD) PACE PH(E;RH.\ - DIHF.CTIo(S IF'X th'11K Pl'llHI-:.
SPACE TASK GRO(,P REPORT l' 'IltE PREtIDl:NT'. SE:P'fI>;:H 1969.
WASHINGIX)N, D.C. N70-41475 
NR-HO-00-000-00212 RADICMENRIC STANDARDS AND bM'\StURE':NTS. E.J. GllR-NI",
NATIONAL PHiSICAL LABOURA'ItRY, TlEDDING'IN, M1I LX'.SFEX,
bGLAND. NOTES OF APPLIED SCIENCE, MD. 23.
NR-H-OCH-998-00214 EXPLORING SPACE WITH A CAN.RA. NASA SP-16d. FI'IAR M.
C{RMTIGHT, NATIONAL AERONALAI'ICS AND SPACE AUI41NISl'H'ATION.
FF'ICE OF 'lXtkULW L'I'I.IZATION, %ASHINGTON, D.C. 19b6.
NR-H8-00-00000-00215 LIGHT SOLRCFE FCR R1FTD'E SENSING SISThV)S. NASA CR-854.
M.W.P. CANN, IIT RESEAHUCH INSTI'711E, CHICAGO, ILI.INOIS.
AUGUST 1967. CiNTR,%C' NO. NAS 8-20107. STAR N67-36490
NR-Hd-00-000-00216 REM)OTE IPURMATION RSlRIEV'AL FACILITY. NASA CR-1318. RE-
PORT NO. N-07-68-i. ROGIE K. SUM4IT, LCt-IED )AIRCRAUFT
CORP., PALO ALTOD, CALIFORNIA. APRIL 1969. CO(NTRACT Nut-3'J
NASW-1454. STAR N69-23381.
NR-H8-00-000-00217 ULTRAVIOLET DNCGLOWi AND STllAR RIGHTiNESS MBASURLMFNT FHOM
THE X-15 AIRCRAFT. NASA CR-1017. LOWELI, R. D[H-Rly, UNIV-
ERSITY OF WISCONSIN, DEPAR]TE.'NT OF ASTHONOMY, MADISON,
WISCONSIN. MARCH 196Y. CONTRACT' NUIBER NSG-618.
STAR N68-19590.
NR-Ho-00-000-00218 SURVEY OF DeIECOnRS AND DYNAMIC CALIBRATION FIn"IOaS FOR
REMOTE SENSING SST1I4S. NASA CR-751. G. JOHNSON AND A.J.
MONTG'MERY, IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
APRIL 1967. CONhTACT NO. NAS 8-20107. STAR N67-22779.
NR-H8-00-000-00221 CHARACTERISTICS AND USE OF X-15 AIR-DATA SENSORS. NASA TN
D-4597. LANNIE D. %EBB, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD-
MINISTRATION, FLIGHf RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIFORNIA.
JUNE 1968. STAR N68-25317.
NR-H8-00-000-00222 EXPERINE'NTAL USE OF RADIO INFORMATION FROM SATE'LLITES IN
OPERATIONAL WORK. P.N. BELOV, AND YR. V. KURILUVA, USSR.
TRANSLATION OF GIDROMETFEROLOR ICHESKII NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVAT-
iLSKII, USSR. TRUDY, NO. 26, 1968. PP.54-60. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00223 SlUIGIF'IClNT ACHIEi"EMIEN'TS IN SATELLITE CG')DESY 194;-1964.
NA.4A SP-94. NATIONAL AERONAUT'ICS AND SPACE AlIINISR'I'Vl'ION,
OF'ICE OF TBCHNGLOt;' UTILIZATION, WASHINGlON, D.C. 1966.
NR-H8-00-000-00224 SELECTED Pt(lXTOGRAPHIC TECHNICUES. A COmPILAT'ION. REPORT
M). NASA SP-5914 (01). NATIONAL AEHONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION, CFFICE 01" TECHNWX. C f'lLZATl'lON, WASH.,
D.C. 1968.
NR-H8-00-000-00225 ESSAI EN BALLON S1TRATOSPHE[RIUE DUN ALTI.MEI:RE FjPLW/YANT UN
DETECTEUR SEMICONlDUCTER. REPORT NO. CEA-11-3516. L. AIS
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NR-HO-00-000-00226 SATELLITE MAPPING OF' TH PACIFIC TROPICAL CLOLDINESS. JACOB
HBJEKiES, ET. AL., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DEPT. OF METiOX)-
RMUSLY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFIRNIA. PBLISHSD IN BL UI1TIN
AK.E3ICAN NE'TMXOIXO1ICAL SOCIE1'Y, VOL. 50, NO. 5, MAY 1969.
PP.313-322.
NH-H0-00-00-0O227 HIGH ALTITUIE RADIGLE'TRIC WASURIBIENTS O' CIRRUS. P.M.
UKl-H, EIT. AL., ENVIRM41TAL, SCIENCE SFRVICES AHIINIST1A-
TION, ESSA RESEARCH LAB, RISLUER , COLUL.. PULLISHED IN
JOURNAL OF APPLIED bET DI l'D VOL. 8, FEB. 1969.
PP.B47-154.
NR-H--00000-0228 GRIDDING SSH1E FOR APT SATELLITE PiCTBRES. WILLIAM D.
BONNER, UNIVERSITY OF CALI FORN IA, DEPT. OF' METEORCOX;Y,
dLS ANGELJES, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED I N JAURNAL OF GEOPHY-
SICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 74, NO. 18, 1969. PP.4581-4587.
NR-H~-00-000-00229 HICH RESOLUTION IALAOERNE TEMPERATURE SENSOR. DENNIS W.
CAM, ET'. AL., NASA/MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTS-
VIL/LE, ALAAMA. OCItBER 1968. PUBLISHED IN JOCUNAL OF
APPLIED METEURLOUY, VOL. 8, FEB. 1969, PP.159-166.
NR-HO-00-000-00230 MOSAIC-MIRROR CAMRP~A FOR MULTIPLE IMAGE, HIGH RESOUJTION
PHFt'OGRAPHV. A.I. CARSELL, ET. AL., RCA VlCTOR, LTD.,
RESEARCH LAB., MONTREAL, QUEBEC. JULY 1968. PUBLISHED IN
APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 3, MARCH 1969, PP.712-713.
NR-HB-00-000-00232 A BIH.IIOGR APH OF. CE]TAIN OfT'ICAL PHOPtEH'IES OF l. I (ll) WlW'l'EH
IN THE INFRARE) HEGION (1-2000 MICRONS). NHI. HIHILI(XHiRAPHN
WN. 25. P.W. DIAVIS, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LA\H., A\SHIN'IXON,
D.C. AUGUST 1965. MICROFICHE COPN. STAR N66-13765.
NR-Hb-00-000-00234 EVALUAATIO OF MIUTION-DFXRADED I{MAGES. NASA SP-193. NASA/
OFFICE OF' TECFHLNOLLVG UI'ILIATIOr, WASHING1UN, D.C. A StM-
INAR HELD IN CANt*lIDGE, MASS. LDEItlBE 3-5, 1968.
STAR F69-33322.
NR-H8-00-000-00236 GEt_)GICAL SURVEY RESEARCH 1963, SHORT PAPERS IN CGI-FLX3 AND
'HiDROLOGY, ARTICLES 1-59. GOOLOGICAL SURVE' PROFESSIONAL
PAPER 475-B, 1963. U.S. GCELOGICAL SURVE'l, WA.4HINGIO1N, D.C.
NR-HB-00--00000238 SEPARABLE GRAPHS, PLANAR GRAPHS ANDW'EB GRACW_4AS. TECHNICAL
REPORT 69-96. UGA) M)NiANARI, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND,
CSMPUTEM SC IENCE CENTER, CO.LLXiE PARK, MARYLAND. AUGUST
1969. C0NRHACT NUM:IEER NON'R-5144(00).
NR-H8-00-000-00239 THE PAX I P ICTURE PROCESSING SYSTE1. TECHNICAL REPORT
68-67. JAMES W. SNIVELY, JR., AND EDGAR B. BUTT, UNIVERSITY
OF MARYLAND, COMPUTER SCIENCE CENTER, COLLEXE PARK, MD.
MAY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NSG 398. STAR N68-28308.
NR-Hb-00-000-00240 OPERATIONAL PROCESSING OF LOW RESOLUTION INFRARED (LRIR)
DATA FRIM ESSA SATELLITES. TEI-NICAL REPORT NESC-42. LOUIS
RUBIN, U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, ENVIRN1MENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES AE2MINISTRATION, WASHINGTUN, D.C.' FEBRUARY 1968.
{N-H1-00-000-0024 1 W1E GRAMMARS. TECHNICAL REPORT 69-84. JOHIN L. PFALTZ AND
AZRIEL ROSENFELD, UNIVERSITY OF' MARYLAND, COMPUTER SCIENCE
CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND. JANUARY 1969.
ONTRACT NUMB1ER NONR-5144(00).
NR-H8-00-000-00242 ON LIMIT PROPERTIES IN DIGITIZATION SCHEMES. TECHNICAL
REFORT 69-95. 1UO HONTANARI, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND,
OMPUTER1 SCIENCE CENTER, COaLLh3E PARK, MARYLAND. JUNE 1969.
RACT MEER NONR-5144(00).
NR-Hd-00-000-002 4 3 MECHANICAL SCANNER FOR OFF-LINE PICTURE DIGITIZATION. TECH-
NICAL REPORT 69-92. ANDREW PILIPCHUK, UNIVERSITY OF MARY-
LAND, C(PUTINER SCIENCE CENTER, COJkL;E PARK, MARYLAND.
APRIL 1969 COiNTRACT NUM4R NSC 398.
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NR-HO-00-000-00244 EDGE AND CURVE ENHANCM+ENT IN DIGITAl, PIC1,RES. TECHNICAL
REPORT 69-93. AYRIEL ROSENFELJ), HICIIAHI) B. 1)KhttAS, AND) YLMG
H. LEE, UNIVERSITY OF MAHRLAND, C(IPfI'ER SCIE:NC CE:'I':R,
COU.1lXE PARK, MARYLAND. MAY 1969.
CONTRACT WvBtRH AT-(40-1)-3662. STAR N70-28629.
NR-H8-00-000-00245 ThE PAX II PICUIRE PROCESSING SYST"EM. TECHNICAL REPORT
68-67. EDGAR B. BUlM' AN) JAMES W. SNIVEL.-, u'NIE.RsIT'I O`F
MARYLAND, CGMPUl'ER SCIENCE CENTl', COLLHX E PARK, AH/AIAND.
SEPTEIER 1969. CONTRAC' NFUNBER NSG 39d. (REVISED VERSION)
MICROFIIHE AND HARD COPY. STAR N69-40022.
NR-H8-00-000-00246 PICTURE PROCESSING BY COMPUTER. TECHNICAL fREPORT 68-71.
AZRIEL ROSENFELD, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, XJMPU!ER SCIENCE
CEITER, COLALEGE PARK, MARYLAND. JUNE 1968.
CONIRACT NM.NBfR NONR-5144(00). STAR N68-35317.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NW-H8-00-000-00247 STUDIES IN VISUAL TEXTURE MANIPULATION AND SYNTiHESIS, 1.
TECHNICAL REPORT 68-64. EDGAR B. WUIT, YUNG H. LEE AND
AZRIEL ROSENFELD, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, CLPUTFER SCIENCE
CENTER, COUD1GE PARK, MARYLAND. FINAL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD
15 MAY 1967 - 14 MAY 1968. STAR N68-29373.
NR-H8-00-000-00248 AN APPLICATION OF CLUSTER DETECTION TO TEXT AND PIC'1URE
PROCESSING. TECHNICAL REPORT 68-68. AZRIEL ROSENF'ELD, V.H.
SCHNEIDER, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, C(PULfl'ER SCIENCE
CENTER, COXLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND. JUNE 1968.
CONTRACT NUMHER NONR 5144(00).
NR-H8-00-000-00249 NOISE CLEANING IN BINARY-VALUED DIGITAL PICTURES USING PRO-
PAGATION PROCESSES. TECHNICAL REPORT 69-91. AZRIEL ROSEN-
FELD, CHAN M. PARK, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COqMP.fUER SCIENCE CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND. MAY 1969.
CONTRACT NUMBER AT-(40-1)-3662.
NR-H8-00-000-00250 CCNNECTIVITY IN DIGITAL PICTURES. TECHNICAL REPORT 68-81.
AZRIEL ROSENFLD, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COMPUITER SCIENCE
CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND. NVVEMBER 1968.
CONTRACT NUIMBER AT-(40-1)-3662.
NR-H8-00-000-00251 SYMPOSIIM ON T1HMAM. RADIATION (F SUX.II)S, SAN FRN\CISO),
MARCH 1964. NASA SP-55. NATIONAL AIH-ONAUTI'ICS ANID ',PACE
ADMINISTIATION, SCIENT''IFIC AND TI'CHNICAL INFUIA.TION DIV.,
WASHINGlUN, D.C. 1965. STAR N65-26855.
INR--H-00-000-00252 LIGHT PROPAGATION IN A '11URT;INT ATNIOPHERE. All) H:POT'I NO.
67-52. ANDREY POLUSIHKIN, AERHOSPACE T'ECI-IWL(XJ DIV., I.IIIWm.
OF CONGRESS, WASHINGION, D.C. IARHCH 1969. STAR Nb69-Z0974.
NR-HB-00-000-00253 INVESTIGATION OF DUST IN THE UPPER A'l'USPHIFE HY OPTICAL
RADAR. NASA CR-99157. FINAL REPORT' - JULY 1966-Jl.Yl 196B.
GIORGIO F'IOCCO, MASSACHUSETS INST'ITLI'E OF TECIX.IXIX;Y,
RESEARCH LAB. OF EL"J'lU I CS, CAMB IDCGE, MASS., NOV'>,HtEN
1969. CONTRACT M). NGR 2Z-009-(114). STAR N69-15e33.
NR-H8-00-000-00254 INVESTIGATION OF AIR-F.L.U VELOCITY BH LASER HACKSCA'I'I'R-
NASA TN D-4453. KENT R. HIO[UIN AND 'RED H. SHIGEI[71),
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MF'FLT'I' FIELD, CALI)P.N IA. APRIL 1968
STAR N68-20375.
NR-H8-00-000-00255 THE RADIATION BALANCE OF T'HE EARTH-ATSPHERE SYST1'M FklOM
RADIATION IEASU¶RLENTS OF ThE NIMHUS I I MIIX)ROLIX;ICAL
SATELLITE. NASA TN D-4589. EHIRHARD RAS.CI, GU)DARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENtBELT, M). JULY 1968. STAR N68-2t222.
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NR-Hg-00-000-00256 PRODUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC RELIE' IMAGES WITH ARBITRARY
PROFILE. HOWARD M. SMITH, EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHFESTER,
NE. YOu. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF' 1TE OPTICAL SOCIE`5'Y OF
tANCICA, VOL. 59, NO. 11. 1969. PP.1492-1494.
NR-H&-0O-000-00256 RESONANCE AMPPLIICATION AND VlCXIUS AITENUATION OF A'T'OS-
P-H!C Ej tJ.AVES. FGbENE M. WILO(INS, LIKG-TELX)-VOLXW,
In., iDAlA, S TA, AND ' OSHIK AZ SASAKI, LUNIVSSITY O'
'AUAfIO A, KDbOMAN, OKLAXKMA4. PUWLISHED IN JOURNAL OF
GUPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VL. 74, NO. 23, OCTOBER 1969.
PP.5416-5424.
NR-HO-00-000-00259 ELFT'RICITY OF THE FREE ATMHOSPHIE. (TRANSLATED FIOM
RUSSIAN) I.M. IMYANITOV AND E.V. CHUBARINA, MAIN ADMINIST-
RATION OF THE HYDROMETJEROLDGICAL SERVICE OF THE USSR
COUNCIL OF' MINISTERS, MAIN GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY. 1967.
STAR N66-10079.
N-H0-0-00-00-00260 PFULIICATIONS OF T'HiE: JI' PROPL-S ION [ABRAIITORY. BIHLI(XIRPHY
39-10. JULt 196H IHHiLH Jt.NE 1969. JTI' PHOPULSIO( LAt3.,
CALIDORNIA INSTITLTE OF TECHNLLU.Gl, PASAdEINA, CALIFTXINIA.
CUCER 31, 1969.
NR-HO-00-000-00261 AUT'iATIC PATTERN RECONITION !FN CLINICAL MEDICINE. ROH.'RT
S. LEDLEY, NATIONAL BICOEDIICAL RESEARHCH KF2lNDATI'ON, SILVER
SPRING, MARYLAND. PL~ISHED IN PROCEEIDINGS OF' 1E IEEE,
VOL. 57, NO. 11, NOV. 1969. PP.2017-2035.
NR-HS-00-000-00262 AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF' SATELLITE DATA FINR THF, STUDY OF'
SECULAR VARIATIONS. G.I. KOL(~MIVTSEVA AND L.O. TIYRMINA,
INSTI'ITgIE OF TERRESTRIAL MGNET'ISM, IONOSPHERE AND RADIO
WAVE PROPAGATION, ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, USSR. PUILISHED IN
JLNA OF' G)XJM~aETISM AND AEROCNOM, VOL. 8(6), 1968.
PP. 863-866.
NR-H0-00000-0-00263 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET PUBLICATIONS ON ROCKET AND SATELLITE
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE UPPER A1NOSPHERE AND OCiER SPACE IN
1964. TRANSLATIONS OF' THE RUSSIAN HIBLIOGRAPiW-I OF A REPORT
PRESENTED AT COSPAR, 8TH, IBUcS AIRES, MAY 1965. PP.82-
117. STAR N65-27664.
NiR-HO-00-000-00264 SCATTERING OF LIGHT IN A TURBID MFDIUM. NASA TT F-477.
K.S. SHIFRIN, MAIN GEOPH'SICAL OBSERVATORY, VOYEIKOV,
LENINGRAD, USSR. ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1968.
CXOTRACT NUBIER NASW-1496. STAR N68-22462.
NR-HS-00-000-00265 THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT. A CHRONOLOGY. VOL. I, THROUGH NOV.
?, 1962. NASA SP-4009. IVAN D. ERTEL AND MARY LOUISE
MORSE, NASA/OFFICE OF' TE)CHNtGY UTILIZATION, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1969.
NR-H--00-000-00266 T'E INFhE.NCE O1' 1TIE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION IN THJUNDERSTORMS
FRaM AIRBDIRNE MEASULREMNTS OF TE ELECTRIC FIELDU). EL.ER L.
SCHUMAN, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS AND CHFISTRY LABORATORY, ESSA
RESEARCH LAB., BOjLDER, COLORADO. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF
APPLIED M1'EB ROLO.GY, VOL. 8, NO. 5, OCT. 1969. PP.820-824.
NIR-Ht-00-000-00267 PROPAGATION OF CENTIMITER, MILLIMIEER, AND SUB-MILLIM'TER
WAVES IN THE EARTHS ATMOSPHERE. S.A. ZHEVAKIN, ET AL.,
USSR. TRANSLATED FROM IZVESTIIA VYSSHIKH UCHEN/IKH
ZAVEDENII. RADIOPIZIKA (GORKI) VOL. 10, NO. 9/10, 1967.
PP.1213-1243. MICROF'ICHE COPY. STAR N70-14862.
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NR-HS-00-000-00268 DIURNAL VARIATION OC' COSMIC RAIS NIAR T'HF: G-X'LtVN;.'IC P(I.:.
S.P. DLU;GAL, AND M.A. P.ObHN1'TZ, t\H'I'(). RHF:,SEitCH F(XNI.Vi'I()I
OF' THE IRANKLIN INSTIlll'E, SAR1HMFE, PF:NNS)I.VANI A.
PRESENTED AT THE INTi'RNATIrAL CYEHR-.'HCF: ON (.XmIC f\AS,
8TH, JAIPUR, INDIA, DtiC. 2-14, 1963 PHOCEEDINGS. V(t. . 2.-
MODU0LATION. PP.375-360.
NR-H8-00-000-00269 FURTHER STUDIES IN THE (XtBINA'ION OC GRAVIEiRIC AND
SATELLITE DATA. REPRT'I' O). AFCHL-69.0249. HICI\HD H. H.APP,
DEPT. OF' GCECOTIC SCIENCE, H1IO STATE hIVERSIT'I', COL.AIS,
GHIO. DECHbtl'EM 1968. CONl~TACT I. OAF19(6bZ)-5701.
MICROFI";HE COPY. STAR N70-I2554.
NR-H8-00-000-00270 A STULY OF GEfINI AND AOLLOD PHIIOtEAP-F USERS. ROHtRT W.
JOSELYN, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER, INIUSTHIAL EOI.XU ICS DIV.,
DENVER, COLORADO. OCTOBER 1969. C(XORACT NUFIER
hSR 06-004-063.
NR-HS-00-000-00271 VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFRH],F ETRY. J.L. LOCKE, NATIONAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, RADIO AND ELEtH'RICA ENO, IINEEHRIG
DIVISION. PUtLISHED IN SCIENCE JOURNAL, VOL. SA, NO. 5.
NOV. 1969. PP.41-46.
NR-HS-00-000-00272 AIR PHOTOGRAPHY. CYRIL PELCKHAM, ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIEty
OF GREAT BRITAIN. PUBLISHED IN THE AERONAUTICAL JOIRNAL 0L'
THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 73, JANUARY 1969.
PP.9-19.
N'R-HB-00-000-00273 IMAGING OP OJErCTS VIEWED THROUGH A TURtiLEUNT A'ITMSPHERE.
NASA CR-105397. TECHNICAL REPORT 469. JOHN C. MLUXDN,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE O( TECXOLJX0Y, RESEARCH LAB. OF ELE-
CTRONICS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NO. DA 28-043-AMC-02536(E).
STAR N69-35872.
NR-HS-00-000-00274 MAGNETIC FIELDS - EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL. NASA SP-8017.
MARK HARRIS AND ROBERT LYLE, EXOTECH INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.PREPARED FOR GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
MARCH 1969
NR-He-00-000-00275 AEROSPACE RELATED TECHNOLOGY FOR INDUSTRY. THE PROCEEDINGS
OF A TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION CONFERENCE HELD AT LANGLE'Y
RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VIRGINIA, MAY 1969. NASA SP-5075.
NATIONAL AERONAUJTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, OF('ICE OF'
TECHINOLOY UI'ILIZATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NR-H8-00-000-00276 SUPPLIE.NT TO DATA CATALOG OF SATE'LITE EXPER.lMENTS NtbHE*.'R
NSSDC 69-17. REPORT' NO. NSSICX 69-17. NASA/(OX),U-I) SPACE
FLIGHT CENT, GR;HEENBELT, MD. W.IUOHH 1969.
NH-HO-00-000-00278 AN ON-LINE CONVERSATIONAL INOR4IATION ST(XAGE AND HRETRIEVAL
SYS1TE. A.L. SCHEILWL;EHR, GENERU. ELkX'HIC CO., APO.IOSYSTI"S DEPT., CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA: PHRSEN'I)D AT SPACE,
T'CHIOLOGY AND SOC I EIY, CANAVERAL C(XAC IL O' TE'CHN I CAL
SOCIETIES, SPACE C(X;RSSS, 6'T, CXCOA BEACH, L.A., MAHCH
1969 PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1, PP.12-21 TO 12-30. MICHOF'ICHECOPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00279 ALITOATIC RECOGNITION OF PATrERNS. (AV1UT1ATICHESKOrE OPOZ-
AVANIYE OBRAZOV). V.S. FAIN, IFU'IG CEN 1'EH.Ol DIV.,
WRIG1rT-PATI'ERSON AFM, OHIO. AKADtEY NAUl, SSSR. VESTNIK,
NO. 10, 1965. PP.127-129. STAR N68-20763. MICROF'ICE COPY
NR-H8-00-000-00281 ELECTRICAL ST1UCRIJE OF T'E STRATOSPHI.RE AND MESOSPH-RE.
REPORT NO. AIAA TIS 3/13. WILLIS L. WEBB, ARMY EICTHNROICS
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NR-HI-00-000-00Z3 AN ATLAS OF POLARIZATION FEATURES OF LIG-rr REFUCTED, BY
DESENT SAND, MITE SAND, AND SOIL. REPORT NO. ACRL-69-0005
REPURT NO. 3. C.R. NAGARAJA RAO AND HSI-SHU CH'N, UNIV. O'
VALIaURNIA, DEPT. OF i,'Ti'EVROLIGY, WS ANGELES, CALIORN IA.
JANUAY D969. COTRACI' NO. F1962z-67-C-o196. MICROFICHE
C(T. STAR N69-33183.
M-HO-00-000-00286 A REVIE' OF' TE IAGEE DISSEUOITR NECROLDICCAL CAMPtRAS AND A
VIE, OF 'KEIR PIFiJRE. d3LWARD W. KOENIG, IT' CORP, AEROSPACE
PI'TICAL DIV., URIT WAYNE, INDIANA AND GILBERT A. BRANCH-
IRL(ERY, NASA/GODDARD SPACE E'LIGIfl' CENTER, GREENBETLT, MiD.
CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-9619. PUBLISHED IN SPACE, TECHNOLMGY,
AND SOC I E'TY - CANAVErAL COUNC IL Of TECHN ICAL SOCIETIES,
SPACE COGiRESS, 6TH, COCOA BEACH, FlA., MARCH 1969. PROC.
VOL. 1, PP.16-23-16-41. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Ht-00-00 0-002 MLECULAR RADIATION OF THE UPPER AIMODSPHERE IN THE 3-8
MICRON SPECITRAL REGION. M.N. MARKOV, AKADE1 IIA NAUK SSSR,
'flZI0CESKII [INSTITLN', IDvSCCA, USSR. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED
-nTICS, VOL. 0, MAY 1969. PP.887-891. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Hd-00-000-00291 A LAS'R RADAR I ' A1'iSPHFRIC SllDIES. PHR(kI.CT' M11H() I .
EI.ATlUI!O TIC;NIVC) I ,'E-43. HR. N.CI}t,'SA, CONSE:Ikt) NACItnA.
DE PE:.UIISAS, CXIMISSAO NACIONAL U: AT'l IDAUIM.I E.sPICIAIS,
LACORATURIO DE F"ISICA F'SPACIAL, SAO PAULD, WI'ZIL.
JANIJARY 1969. STAR N69-1e940
NR-HO-00-000-00293 SPREAD F AND IONOSPHERIC F-RGION IHRRECIA'ITIS. J(1IN H.
HERMaN, L!AEll. I'lX;EINOiUICAL INSTITUfI'; RESEARCH FtLNLI'I'ON,
WAEILL, MASS. PUBLI ISHED IN LELL TECHN.L I CAL I NSTI'UI'E
RESEARCH RJXNDAITION JOXRNAL, VOL. 2, NO. 2, PP.51-106.
1969. REPRINTED MI , REVIEWS (' GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 4, W\Y
I966.
NR-H8-00-000-00294 E B IXPERIhENTAL SPACE MEI-110" ICAL SYSTI. NASA-
CR-1056Z18. I.M. ANVURUNOV, Et. AL., (USSR). PRESENDl) AT
UNITED NATIONS CONIERENCE ON THE EkPUIATION AND PEACEFUL
USES OiF' OT`R SPACE, VIENNA, ALGUST 14-27, 1961. CONTRACT
1NIIR NAS 5-14826. STAR N69-36672.
NR-Hd-00-000-00295 VARIATIONS IN ELECTRIC FIELDS FRK,1 POLAR ORBITING SATELL-
ITES. NASA-TI-X-63657. N.C. MAINARD AND J.P. HEPPNER,
NASA/GODCaRD SPACE FLIGIff CENIER, GRECINBELT, fMD. A.IUST
1969. STAR N69-37026.
NR-H3-00-000-00296 TH ASSESSMENT OF PI-IUCJCGRAPHIC MATERIALS AS DETEL"S RS OF L.V
CONTRAST IMNAES. REPORT NO. WRE-TN-PD-96. F.A. DIXON, E''r
AL., EAPOD S RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, SALISBURY, S(XUTH
RUSTRALIA. NOV~EIBER 1968. STAR N69-36338.
iNR-aH-00-000-00297 %EATIER THAT IS NOT VISIBLE F}RDI EART - HI"I-RE5OULTIOqNI
TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY. NASA-CR-105643. N.F. VEL TISHCHEV,(USSR), PRESENTED AT UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE EXPL-
ORATION AND PEACEFjL USES OF OUTER SPACE, VIENNA, AUGUST
1968. STAR N69-36275.
NR-H8-00-000-00298 WRESTAR-A. WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISrH-MEf SMALL TARGET AIR-
CRAFT RECORDER TYPE A. REPORT NO. WRE-TN-PD-98.
P. SPENCR, WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTAB3LIShI- , SALISELRY, SUMIH
AUSTRALIA. FEBRUARY 1969. STAR N69-36245.
NR-Ht-00-0o-o00299 THE ROLE OF MINOR A'iSPHERE ADM1IXTURES IN THE ABSORPTION OF
INFRARED RADIATION. NASA-CR-105718. B.P. KOZ'REV, (USSR).
PUBLISHED IN FIZIKA ATMOSFERY I CKEANA, MOSCOW, VOL. 5,
NO. 7, 1969. PP.738-744. STAR N69-36448..
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NR-H8-00-000-00300 MUDE:IS OF EARTHS AlT4)SPH.HE (IZ0 T1) 1000 hKh). NASA SP-kOeI.
D.KK.tEILtNEH, ET AL.., GEtXME C. 4W\HASHI.1 SPA\Ct': Fl.tIHl' (C':N-
TEN, HLT1SVILIE, ALAAA. MA\ 1969.
NR-H8-00-000-00301 AIRHOPNE BIASUREYFIFNTS OF 1TE IONOSPHERE. FINAL RP:1XT'I' FO)
PERIOD IOXERING NOV. 1964 - UO'T. 1967. REPOH'I' NLrH:H
AFiCHL-6E-0106. K. BIBL, J. BICHAU, ET AL., LAAEUl ''IT '\O(t)-GICAL INSTITUI'E RESEARCH F)BUNIATION, L(tELL, MASS. JA\LAHY
1968. CONTRACT NUR AF'19(628)-4801.
NR-H8-000-0O0-0030 SPATIAL SURVEILlANCE OF' NATURAL RESLIACF.S. ,IHB-RAR HIH. IO-
GRAPH- NO. 308. COMPLIEID B D. I. RAIl'l', HONAL AIRCR,\F`A'
ESTABLISH$t-NT, FARNABORt.OiH, EGLAND. JANUARY 1969.
STAR N69-22801. W71-00452
NR-H$-00-000-00303 WIEXROXICA L SATELLITE INSTR'LI.NTATION AM) DATA PROCESS-
ING. NASA CR-103670. FINAL REPORT. VEtNEH F. SI1KI, ANDROI*BRT J. PARENT, UNILVESITY OF WISCONSIN, DEPT. OF' ht'I'ELtl-
OLOGY, MADISON, WISCONSIN. DECtMX ER 1968. ONTi'RACi' NL-IER
NASW-65. STAR N69-33576.
NR-H8-D-998-00307 MANUAL OF' MULTIBAND PHOITOGRAPHY. PARTS I AND 11. ROBIRT N.
COLWEJLL, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY PHILIP N. SLATER, EIFAARD YOST
AND SON(RA W1EDEUITT, UNI VRS TY OF CALi FUHN, IA, SCHK OF
FURESTRY, BERKELEY, CALIFURNIA. JUNE 1968. CONTRACT NU4*ER
05-003-080.
NR-H6-00-000-00308 PERFOUWANCE AND COST OF FELICIT FlUNCTIONS. F.L. CORTEN,
INTERNATIONAL INSTI,'IFE FUR AERIAL SURVEY AND ERTlH
SCIENCES, DELFT', NE'IE'-LANDS. PRESENTED AT INhlLNATIONAL
OCONRESS OF PHOTOnrCtMMENRY, 11TH, LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND,
JULY 1968, PROCEEDINGS. MICROFICHE COPY.
N1R-H8-00-000-00309 AIRCRAFT HNGROCIETER FLIGHT TEST. FINAL REPORT, AUG. 67-OCT.
69. REPORT NOS. HONEF1ELL-12089-FRI AND At-CRL-69-0511.
LYLE E. KOEHLER, HONEYWELL, INC., ST. PAUL, MINN. NOV. 1969
-CONIRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0066. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-700 096
N70-25861.
R-HS-00-000-00310 TE1CHNIOUES, EVALUATION AND APPLICATIONS OF AUXILIARY DATA IN
AERIAL TRIANGULATION. H.G. JERIE, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
FOR AERIAL SURIVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES, DELF'T, NEItERLANDS.
PRESENT,1)D AT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF PHOaI'XGRA/IEqY, 11iH,
LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND. JULY 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
NH-HO-00-000-00311 MICRO-MINI M:DIA. GILBERT E. ST'F;AI.I , \.I'ION I. WF'V1llEH
REXCORDS CENTEH, ASHi-I I[E, N.C. PI HI Iq).) IN lAij) MilI:t'((-
OLhUGICAL (ORIANIZATION J(tI.NAL, 1969. PP.1-3.
STAR N69-365s7.
NR-H,-00-000-00313 AUTYInMATIC DISCRIMINATOR OF' DIST'IOTl'ED IMV.;FES. (O()t (XON4
UST1OISTVE AV1X'IATICHF.SK.(X) RAZLIICIN I. IA A:NH ISAlHE NIKH IZOH-
RAZiENII) RUSSIAN THANSLATION. ' V.. I. UIYlKIII, I INI'CRU,)SKII
INSTITIU' AVIATSIONNOLU) PRIHOtOSWTOE:NIIA, L-..\IN; XD, I;.$H.
PUBLISHED IN PRIHOROSilENIE, VOL. 1e, NO. 6, 1969. PP.48-
50. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00314 ELECTRONICALLY TUNhARLE ACOU;SqT-OPTIC FILTER. S.E. HAHHIS,
S.T.K. NIEI, ET AL., ST'ANIFORD LUN1IVERSIT11, ICHMAE [LABH.,
STAN-ORD, CALIFOlNIA. PUBLISHEhD IN APPLIED PHISICS LEJ'liiEHS,
VOL. 15, NO. 10, NOVI~N 1969. PP.32i-3;6.
NR-H8-00-000-00315 APPLICATIONS OW' AMPLITUDE-MODULATE) RED'IICL' TO IT bGE-
ANGUILAR-VELOCITY SENSING AND OntHER PU.POSES. SUl71El) TuIUIM,
KYOTO TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY, KlOrFO, JAPAN. PU.BLISHtF) IN
ELEIC'ONICS AND CIaJUNICATIONS IN JAPAN, VOL. 51-C, NO. 2,
FEB. 1968. PP.100-108.
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N-H8-00-0000-00316 PAR'IC'l:;-S?.E ' EI'HEMINATI(N RY LIWV-ANGI.U" LIGHIT SCATTElIING -
N"-!T lfMIlJ:NTATlON AND A RAPID N+'FI'l)ID OF IlNTERPRETI'IM; DAT1'A.
P.J. AV'I:.SKE AND F'.W. BILA.PIEN~: R, JR. , RKl'NSi.SlSLAEI POLYTbCHNIC
-SI'T'Tfl':, Di'PT. jF Cfr4S1Ill'i, TROY, N.'. PuBLISHEID INJC,'t.A' 3!* Cli.WID AND INI'ER'ACE SCIEiNCE, VOL. 30, NO. 4,
A2.. ;9S. P. 447-472.
NR-Hi-00-000-0Q!3:7 t I\: CAD'i. ' TElilll: AS A 1-20UM .tAV.91k-T1 INFRARED
LU~t:'-Z'.,, ;'UP. YACE APPLICArONS. lCi-A\RD D. PACKARD, NASA/Li:;T:-JICRS ,EAXC-3 H CENTER, CAtRUILgE, MASS. PUiLISHED INAAA WRNA.L, VOL. 7, NO. 0, AUI. t1959. ?P.1570-1573.
NR-HS-00-000-00322 STl3DY AND ANALYSIS OF POSITION DATA AUJJISITION TECHNIQUES
PR OVVER-OCEAN AIR TRAFl' C CONTROL. FINAL REPORT. LYLE D.
FILKINS, E' AL., UNIVERSIT'Y OF MICHIGAN, INSTIIUTE OF
SCIECIE AND Y Y, ANN ARE=O, MICHIGAN. DECEIffiER 1963.
Nh'-HO-00-000-00323 CLFAR AIR lTl,.JLENCE - A BieBLICGRAPHY 1950-1967, FINAL,
REFPOT. D '-OR(III E. BULIUD, l!RAIL AVIATION ADMINISTRA-
T!'CNJ, NATNAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPEIPElNTAL CENTER,
L4'LAPNTIC CITY, NEt. Ji::ISEY. MAY 1968. STAR NP69-24020.
A\D-567 73.. NICROtFICuI- COUPY.
NH-HI--00-000-00324 'f-Ut\ ICAl, AND ( tl; I\ Ai.\'l'l(AL HFlA'lil-.;:'TlI'S i-I EK\-l'H (IRS:EHVA'I-IGNAL. SAX':I.I.I1;E It(i; i. fS S.. PI:''D 1 '}
BI1'I'1SHI NI''IPL.,AN:I)kt . 1: *lI't'N) . '1', 1'ITIPH\A tI I(Yt.
5fi',F.t S"F,.31. ON.tR''1 Pd'l.'qt liCFt-q:S ,l.H\I;I .SI'F'I .I T',I..
CA4[Mil.;-:, ENt.iAND, JlI.\ 19I9. Ab9-36t'2U. MIC41C'cItE'i UO)P'.
STAR N70-105~.0 A69-3maa{b
NH-Hki-00-000-00325 HIL.¢1'INIAE AL)N HA$S1T'Ki ._SCIO.AlNTI'C AND TF.tl-lNICAL PUt.R.CAT-
IO(NS. KlkSSACXtL;Sf;I'S INSTI11'T'E 0:-' l'T-.tXIu11aIG, TLi cd.;4'rIlN,
bMbASA'1"3SF-rl.'.S. APRIL 19bP. UtUNlTAtA'I' NO. A~"t9(6Ze)-516l7.
A-S663 435. MICRCL'I":-It tOX)p.
NR-Hb-00-000-003?6 PLEk'L-LAR l ACK.SCAT'IR OF LAS be RADIATION 'FRO(M 'RHLl}N'¥I' AIR.O.P. Si1AR BA AND S.S. PENNER, UN0E-ISI''I" O'F CALIF"lNIA,
SAN DIEGO3 AND LA JOLLA, CALOIIlNIA. RE:PRINT'ED -HUM
AIAA JOLRNAL, VOL. 6, NO. 10, Our. 1968. PP.2035-2037.
AD-682 155. HICRO'FICE I,'CPY.
NR-H--00-000-00328 METI-.'I)S OF ES'TI'itATI' IN'JRARbRD FA,X AND SURFACE T'INPERA1tURES
RGpM M/t"lI' W-ILICA SAT'IELLIT'ES. D.0. t;ARK, El' AL., U.S.CEAI'EI HURAULJ, tASH I NG'IN, D. C. PEUMLISHED I N JOUtNAL O'W
A'DrP'HERIC SIENCES, VO,. D9, D962. PP.369-384.
NR-H--00-000-00329 PZIOTCTOROMICS. 2Ot.TAN J. KISS. PLELISHI1D iN PHYSICS TODAY,
VOL. 23, NO. i, JAN. D970. PP.42-49.
INR-HO-00-000-00330 CLOLD AND TERR:S1TAIL AIbE-D} D'n'R!MINATION F1ROM TIROS
SATElLITE PICTLRES. J.H. CONv'ER, AIR JHXCE CAHRID!GE
RESEARS'3 - Ll. , EKIUXD, MASS. PUILLI SED IN JOUR\AL OF
APPLIED E'-ULSY VOL , JL. 4, NO. 3, JUNE 1965. PP.378-386.
NR-HO1-00-000-00331 ON THE INFRPARED TRANSMISSION 'T fRJGH CIRRUS CLIUZIS AND THE
EZSTATIAT!ON OF RELATIVE HUfMIDIT¥ FRQH SATELLITES. S. FRITX
AND P. KRISHNA RAO, NATIONAL ENVIRCOatENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
ESSA, WASHINMTQN, D.C. PL1.LISHEI IN JoGLRAL( OF APPLIED
VE'~I'MXknY. , VOL. 6, DEC. 1967. PP.100B-1096.
NR-Htl-00-000-00332 IOA"USPHERIC RESEFARCH USING SATEL,LITES. ANbNU, SUHMARY
REPORT, OUT. 1967-OUT. 1968. ARIW&1 W. . -NTER AND RAIMOND
F. .LEH.R, UNIVIitSI1'Y CtL')GE, DEPT. OF PHYSICS, NAIROBsI,
E'NYA. NOV. 1968. CONTRACT NO. AF61(052)-909.
STAR N69-37167. AD-711403 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
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hR-He-00-000-00333 EF'1FXT OF DISPARITY IN PHMt'O SCALE AND (ltIENTATION ON LC-TNGEDEI1'iE'ION. REPOUT NO. 206. C.L. KI.NC&:HL, C.L, . ELMT'IH,
ET AL., THE BtIEINs CO., SEAl'l'LE, WVASHI C'IIN. JANUARY 1969.
STAR N69-37752.
NR-H8-00-000-00335 CCMPARISON (' AIRBURNE AND CR(XON HASED WEA1HR RADAURS.
LESTER P. LRII'RlT, ESSA, NATIONAL SEVERE S1XUtML IAl)ORAtORI,
ifORXN, iKLAELMAk. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED MI.lEXROLWCJU, VOL. 8,
NO. 6, DEC. 1969. PP.963-974.
NR-He-00-000-00336 REPORTS PRESEN'TED AT THE SATEILITE RESFACH SMINlNAR, OJLU
UNIVERSITY, OULI, FINLAND, JAN. 1969. OLU LNIVtERSITY,(CU., FINLAND. STAR N69-39286-N69-39295. MICROFICHE COPY.
Nh-H6-00-000-00337 JAHRESBERICHT 1967 DES INSTITLTS FIUE SATELLiTEN- U.
~WL, RAUM~FtSCHUNG. (ANNUAL REPORT 1967 OF '1hE INSTlIlnE OF
SATELLITE AND SPACE RESEARCH). H. KAMINSKI, STNWAH1E DERSTADT BOCDHLM (BOCHUM4 OHSERVATOR ), WEST, GE1MANY. 1968.
STAR N69-38150. MICROFICHE COPY.
KR-HO-00-000-00338 DETE3RMINATION OF' INTEGRAL ELEXTRON CONCENTRATION. (OB OPRE:-
DELENII INTEUCALNOI EkllONNOI KONTStENTHATSSII) RUSSIAN
TRANSLATION. M.D. FLIGE1., AKADREY NAUK SSSR, INSTITlr
ZEMNOGO MAGNET I ZA, I COOSIqRY . I RASPROSTRANEN II A RADIOVOIN,
KRASNAYA PAKHRA, USSR. PUL ISHED IN GEXOMAGNE'I21M I AERONO-
MIIA, VOL. 9, NO. 4, 1969. PP.748-750. MICROFICH'E COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00340 TELSTAR 1. NASA SP-32. VOL. I T#RU IV. NASA/GCXDDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. JUNE 1963, VOL. I - STAR
N64-10868. JUNE 1963, VOL. II - STAR N64-10882. JUNE 1963,
VOL. Ill - STAR N64-11079. DEC. 1965, VOL. IV (WITH A SUP-
PLEMENT ON TELSTAR II) - STAR N67-12301.
NR-H8-00-000-00341 A .MEl'NOD FUR RELATING SATELLITE TOGRAPHS TO LOCATIONS.
M. NAZIROV, USSR. TRANSLATION OF' MEIUX.KXOLGIYA I GIDROLOL-
IYA (USSR), NO. 5, 1969. PP.89-91. AD-700 355. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. N70-40308
NR-H8-00-000-00342 DATA CATALOG OF SATELLITE EXPERIfMEWTS, NO. NSSDC 69-17.
SUPPLEMENT TO NSSDC 69-01. NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA
CENTER, GODACRD SPACE FLIGHI' CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
OCToCER 1969.
NR-H8-00-000-00344 INFRARED D TEICTRS - SPECIAL IN'I't-.REST HIBI.I(XRA\PH W1TH
ABSTRACI'S. T'ECHNICAL REPORT HSC-05. RICHDI) H. ,r'M)I),
TECXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, RH.CI'E SENSING CENT*RM, C(..l;ESTATION, TEXAS. SEP11TE*Ri 1969. NASA-CR-114177.
N70-42665. MICROFICHE ADl) HARD COPY.
NR-H8-00000-00347 CONNECTION BETWEFN ASCENDINC TERRESTRIAL ANL) TH)OPoPI*URIC
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METROGICHE.SKII INSTITUTOV, THRUDY, NO. 90, 1967. STAR
N70-14450. AD-694 583. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00498 FUNTSII SPEKTRAL NOGO PROPUSKANIIA V POLASKH PAROV H20, 03,
N20, I N2 KOMPIU-ENT V A1IOSFERE. N.I. MISKALENKO, USSR.
PUBLISHED IN AKADENIIA NAU( SSSR, IZVESIJA, FIZIKA AITOSFIFRY
I OKEANA, VOL. 5, NOV. 1969. PP.1179-1190. A70-20306.
MICROFI[CHaE COPY.
NR-H6-00-000-00504 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SATELLITE OEO4ESY AND RELATED SiUBJEECTS
JAN ROLFF, BARBARA ALPERN, AND LIENNA PIZER, SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION, ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY, CAMiRIDGE, MASS.
PUBLISHED IN CENTRAL BUREAU FUR SATELLITE GEX ESY, VOL. 5,
NOV. 1969. STAR N70-18019. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H18-00-000-00505 EXPERIM'ENT'AL. VERIFICATI'ON 1' OF lHE PROPERH KIRHCHIK)i'F' TlH-X)H 01'
WAVE SCArERtilG FH(1 hKN(M, tN HND'IH,. H(IA SLH*''ACFS. A.K.
RG, AND T. L.EXOVUIS, CEN'iEH tRt H';F RESt-AR'CH, INC., ,NIVt:RSI'I'
O' KANSAS, LAWRHENCE, KANSAS. IN JOU.HNAl, OF' liE AC(UjS'I'IC CL
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XMLMXPH'- O.' AIQUID DROPS. R.i'ETI' WHCeLLING, GENIIAxL MCOIRS(ORP. PUTL!5HD IN THE J(LTUNAL 0' l.HE OPTICAL SOtf5IT' O'
, Ai'C~N, V.O. 59, KU. 10, tT'. 1969. PP.1334-1339.
ANWll'ATFD 0I LICiAPhhY OF RES.GLRCE USE, TVXAS GUYb (CXOST.
SEA C'.ANT ?LfJL.ZCATINS NO. 2G4. DR. CLH.E A. WGaN, TEAS
A- bV O SiTI, ULLeX].F STATIOCN, TEXAS. rNV. 1969.
P3-.R9 760. Ny1-15459
FART'I 3SERVATIONS ~FRO ItALlOONS. PUBLISHED iN ARXICAN
S Z 1i''Y O Pq.IP :AvstRY, SI1OS IL4, VWASHI O N, D.C.
ME3. 969e, PROCEIDItUS.
ThE RIANN EFE=T AND EXTINCTION IN ~KXGRAPHY. V. V.
ARgIS1XV, V. SH. SHBOI-tAN, AND V.B. TI .FEEV, SOLID STATE
NYSiiCS UINSTITr, ACAD' OF? SCIENCE O' T1E USSR,
3MNOCrXL3VK.A, USSR. PHYSICS L&'1IiES, VOL. 28A, EB. 1969.
PL.TO~'13:. A69-?1492.
".DR? CLOG t 0t ? 'j- NITDEAL PASE OF 'tGNIC STORS AND
,S.D>.1 IMP1SULSES. E.,. B.'AINBERG, 1AXADIIA NAUX TrbKMENSKOI
SSR, INSTITT FiZIKI I ATOSFI-Y, AS]<iAHAD, 1TUR'lN SSR.
IRULIS1HED IN NGX2UAGN1fTISM AND AEXNIY, VOL. 9, NO. 1, 1969.
iP.145-147. A70-11556 AND A69-23930.
THE PRESSURE-SU''1ARACT'I' HYPSON&.T - A NW INSTRLRIT FOR
"-AS!UL NL A'1WSPHEkIC PRESSUWE. RNEST 0. S . CHIELD,
iATICNAL CEdTE3R UND AL3)SP.,RIC RESEARCH, ILDER, COL, D.
F .LiSHED IN APPLIED fI )ORGjYZ, VOL. S, DME. 1969.
PP.975-984. A70-§Z247.
MAiCHNE OXSTRiUCTIC OF? 'iERATPIRE MAPS OF THE EARTH'SSURF'ACE AND THE ALTITUDE OF THE UPPER CLOD BUNDARY ACCORD-
Et, TW DATA F`RO4 E.TEU OLG1iCAL SATEU. ITES. V.G. BOUI)YR EV,
USSR. TRANSLATION 01 SPUTlIKOVAYA MEVI'X.OLDIIY YA (LENINGRAD,
SSSR), NO. 11, 1966. PP.96-104. STAR N69-36404.
NR-H8-00-000-00514 NOR' AMElRHICAN DA1' IN VIEW 01' G"Fb S I Oi..VW'RTI(SN.S. IVAN
A. ,L1.ER, JA*ibS P. REI JA, AND CARL:.ES R. SCtAHW Z, H(IO
STATE UNIVERSI112 RESEARCH I-U.;NDAVI'IION, L(dLtbiR S, (HIO. JUNE
1969. M'ITRAC.' NO. PI;4-36-008-093. REPM{'I' N. NASA
CR-107103. STAR N70-12525.
NR-HO-00-000-00515 SELCIIVE' 4UIDE TO CLIbMATIC DATA SO.UCES. KEI' TO 'IIJ.HO-
LICOICAL R 0IHDS MILLMItNTATION NO. 4.11. (ESSA ENVIRMOM'N'I'AL
DA-TA S.RVICE) NAT iONAL VAThER RkA{D,.US CENTkH, AASHEVILLLE,
NOYMT" CAROLINA. 1969.
NR-H8-00-000-00516 LPPER A')SPH]RE2 AS A RI/U.ATGR OF" GHNAGNE1'IC S'OtMS, SbM-
STORNS6, AND ALRORAS. V.I. KLASOVSKI I, ANAXDI-NIIA NALX SSSR,
DNSTRDF FIZIKD A1OSI9FEY, MUSCOA, USSR. PBU1LIS-ED IN
6E qN&TISM AND A RIO..',: VOL. 9, NO. 1, 1969. PP.23-31.
A70-1 523 AND A69-23903.
NR-H8-00-000-00517 GLDAL ISOYOR CHARTS FUR TW PERIOD 1960-1965. V.P. ORDV
AND M.P. IVCHENKO, AKAD I4A IIA NAUK SSSR, INSTI1TUT ZEV"OUO
C.ANETIEA IiS'2¥F!RY I RASPROSTRANENIIA RADIOVOLN, KRASNAYA
PAKIRA, USSR. PUBLI SHED IN G;XI'AGNETIlSM AND A11RMO4¥,VOL. 9, NO. 1, 1969. PP.106-111. A70-11540.
NR-IHk-00-000-00 51i VARIATION IN THE F:RENCy OF APPEARANCE OF GEIctGNEFIC}IRLSATIONS TL ThWE LUEVEL O' GCXMAGNET'I C AND SOLAR ACTIVIT'.
IA. M. GCGATISHVILI ANKAHfl IA NALU GRUZINSKOI SSR, INSTI'IT
GEIIZIKI, TILS 6S EtGIAN SSR. PUBLISHEI IN GkA1FGNETiSM
AND , VOL. 9, NO. 1, 1969. PP.147-148. A69-23939
AND A70-11559.
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NR-HS-00-000-00519 WIDE ANGULAR APERA1TRE IMAGE UP-CONVERSION. R.A. ANDREWS,
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN IEEE
JOtRNAL ;' IUVAN1t" ELXECTRONICS, VOL. QE-5, NOV. 1969.
PP.548-550. A70-15621.
NR-Ho-00-000-00520 ENVIRONWENTAL DATA FURMAT STUDY. FINAL SLMMARY REPORT.
IN)IMATION CIRCULAR 61. JOHN C. BELLAMY, UNIVIESITY OF
WYOMING, LARAMIE, WYOIING. AUG. 1969. CONTRACT NO.
E-12-70(N). STAR N70-12771. PB-1B5 892.
NR-H8-00-000-00522 NOCTIURNAL AIR TEMPERAIURE ON A FORESTED MOUNTAIN SLOPE.
JAWBS D. BERGEN, ROCKY MIUNTAIN FOREST + RANGE EXPERIMENT
STATION, FORT COLLINS, COW.. 1969. REPORT NO. FSRP-RM-52.
STAR N70-25344. P8-187 646.
NR-HS-00-000-00523 TACTICAL AID DISPLAYS (TAD) - AN APPRHOACH T I.I(;nU'EIGtI',
MULTISENSOR, AIRHHNE ASW ltL'U. IZLAT I ON MIS I( S.
R. .VAN AUKEN. PHESEN'TEDrA T' 'HE AIAA AND U.S. NAW, PHOP(L.-
SION AND ASW ,E.r'1'N, NEPOHT', R.I., lMA,. 1970, AIAA PAPER
70-517. A70-29036.
NR-Ho-EJ,-130-00524 CALIFORNIA UNDERSEA AAJEDI:XT PRt.iECXNAISSANCE STD1)I.
EWREAU OF RECLAMATION, DENVN,, OXAWO). DEC. 1969.
hR-H8-00-000-00525 %OBBLE-SPIN TECHNIOUE FOi SPACE'CRAJ1' INVERSION AND EARTH
PHOXX3ilGAHY. NORMAN H. HEACHIl"Y AND J(lN J. UICKER, JIH.,
UNIVERSITY OF' WISCONSIN, MAD)ISON, WISC(ONSIN. P'tLHI..'HE:I) IN
JOURNAL OF SPACECRAFT AND RO)CKI:'S, VOL. 6, NO. 3, MARCH
1969. PP.245-248.
NR-H8-00-000-00526 PATTERN RX)COGNITION FOR PICrtRES CONTAINING A KULTIPLICITW
OF OBJECTS. T. KASVAND, NATIONAL AERONAfI'ICUAL ES'I'ABLISH-
MET7, OITTAWA, CANADA. PUBLISHED IN hE QUIAR''ERLY B1 I.rlIN
OF CANADA - NATIONAL RESEARCH CXWEC'IL, DIV. OF tFECHANFICAL
ENGINEERING AND NATIONAL AFRONAUTICAL ESTABLISI I-Il:NT, NO. 3,
1969. PP.35-43. A70-24659. MICROFICHE COPI.
NR-HB-00-000-00527 AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF MEASLRFD RADIOlFITRIC DATA, VOUF4, 1.
RONALD A. PORTER, RADIOMETRIC TECHNOIIXY, INC., CAMBRIDGE,
MASS. DEC. 1969. REPORT NO. NASA CR-108769. CON'IACT NO.
JPL-95Z397. STAR N70-20193.
iR-H-0000-0-00528 AN ANAYTICAL STUDY OF WEASLRFD RADIlCOF'IRIC DATA. VOLIME 2
SEA WATER DATA. RONALD A. PORTER, RADI OCEIR IC TECHNXOL/Y,
INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. DEC. 1969. REPORT NO. NASA CR-
108260. COalRACT NOS. NAS7-100 AND JPL-952397. STAR
N70-20194.
NR-H8-00-000-00529 AN ANALYTICAL S1UD)Y OF' WEASLIED RADIOME`TRIC DATA. VOULAE 3
SALINES, QUARTZ SANT AND LIMESTONE DATA. RONALD A. PORTeR,
RADIOMFTRIC qTECHNOLOGY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. DEC. 1969.
REPORT NO. CR-108259. CONTRACT NOS. NAS7-100 AND
JPL-952397. STAR N70-20195.
NR-HS-00-000-00530 HOLOGRAPHER'S CONPACT MULTI-LENS SYSTEN ENHANCES LONG-
DISTANCE PHOTO RE$SOLUTION. DR. GEOCGE W. STROKE, STATE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK, N.Y. PUBLISHED IN
LASER FOCUS, VOL. 6, NO. 3, MARCH 1970.
NR-H8-00-000-00531 OPTIC4L APFH'IVHF. SIN'HXESIS USINM; S.tCCESSIVE FXP()t 1: O()' 
SINGM;L PHI(.YXt.,PH AND PAT'iIAL-FILTFI:EHIN(; (IA1-IHFIA -.\C\ HF;-
DULNDlAC) SUPPRESSI-:ON. .L UI*. W0. S1.(EK;F ,H(, SI'A'Tl lNIV-
ERSIT' OF NFbe ORh, S'IUN't H,(X}(, N.Y. PLItIHIF;I) IN
PI'OSICS LET'EI.RS, bOL. 30A, NO. 9, DEC. 29, 1969. PP.405-
486.
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N-M-H-0O-00-000532 I1L-XRAPHIC IMA,' DEPIL.l*RINrG AND O7TCAI. APIaI TUi: SvNN'I}-U:-
515. DR. 7LEm h'. . STW("X, SlTAI'.t ,hEA" IY ~ O.' C. R:M OUK,
S~T.M iRcO0XI Nh. i. Pr.ISCE 1F-; I 3 FiEF I 1Sll I A. ONAL
!(ST;;XC'Uj 3i8GZ5T1, PAPIE 7EB.5p 1S70- VP9.3r(0-341.
KIA-Ht)-o-0000-00533 S'11IDV' EO H V!4 U'iM AWAT bELit.VEs. N1ARIM EIGNEPrir
3E2,;11T NO. G. :5 a'^X. 19c3 TO :'5 AJ'i", 19a)4. C.C. LBOUK,
£O. 2TF(94048-7. CMTdaiCVT NO. AF3316510-958. AD-600 950.
NmCRSF3]CE ccv'
f-R-H8-O0-000-00534 STUDY OF IMSE-E.VALUATIGN TE0CHNIL'ES. iNI'lRIM E'NsINEERING
REPORT NW. 7, 15 DEI. 1963 '1 15 APRIL 1964. G.C. BHROCK,
R. BARAKAT, E1,T AL., ITEX CORP., LEXINTOIN, MASS. RFPORT NO.
ITEX 9048-8. CONTRACT N' . AF33(657)-9158. AD-602 625.
MWICROFICHE OV.
N-Hil-00-00 0-00535 ST9DY OF 5AUSE-EVJiJATlON T A:.fNlt'ESE. RNTERiM EkN.INEERINC
E5C'.T NO. 8, I5 AFtiL TI 15 JULY :964. VJ.L. AlTAVA,
R '.3.c.K',AcT ' -, Y11', CO'RP. LENXGITiN, MASS. REPORT NO.
S115E5 048-9. ¢O'?NRAa-x' tO. AF33(673-915. AD-602 853.
MR-H8-00-000-00536 STUDY CY IMACE-EVALUATIMN TcHNIVUES. INWTERIM ENGINEERI c
REFPRT NO. D3, n5 JULY TO R5 OUT. 1965. ITEX CORP., LEX-
Ni'UTN, MASS. REPORT NOD. ITEM 9048-14. CONTRACT NO.
AF33I¢57-91g50. AD-473 799. MCiQOFW'1"E DOPY.
NR-lH-00-000-00537 DMAZE EVAU.ATICN FUR RE. NWARSSANCI , PROQE)DINGS OF A SYMP-
IS I M, WRIgcT-PATTERSON AF, APRIL 1963. ITEK CORP., LEX-
RNTCN, MSS. REPORT NO. 9048-6. 0O0qRACT NO.
tF33G571)-9AS5. AD-455 766.
NM-Ma-00-000-00536 STUDY OC' DA4E-EVAlUATOGN TENIMNES. INTRIlIM E:NGINEERING
REFCRT NO. 1, 10 JULY TO Ao OCT. 1962. G.C. BROCK,
T.L. ATTAYA AND E.P. MYSKOWSKI, ITEK CORP., LEXINGTON,
[~ASS. REPORT NO. ITEX 9048-A. CONTRACT NO. AF"33(657)-9158.
A>-286 488.
NH-H8-00-000-00539 STl:D OFl' IM(VlE-ENALAIA' TO TlECHN IO. ;S. I T'ERM lE;, I NE-lI l N
REPORT NO. 2. It1 l'. 1962 'ITO 15 JAN. 1963. G.C. iH(]CK
AND tI.L. ATTANA, ITEII, RP., LEXINiUTN, MASS. RFP(O)I' NO.
gTLEX 9048-2. CUNITRAl'F NO. AF'33(657)-9158. AD-294 77P.
NR-H1-00-000-00540 STUDJ) OF IMAGE-ENVAJATION T''hNIUES. NTI'iRIM EMNINEt'ERING
REPORI' O. 3, JAN. 1963 - MAY 1963. G.C. HROCKU, h.L.
AT'AYA, ITE; CORP., LEXINGTN, MtASS. REPORT NO. IT'h
9048-3. CONTRACT NO. A/'33(657)-9158. AD-408 969.
NX-H8-00-000-00541A SSTUDY CF IMA0E-E'VAUATION TE'NICUES. INTERI E.INI FRING
REPORT MN. 4, 15 MAY TO 15 AUCUJST 1963. G.C. BROCK AND
DR. E. hNGLESTAM, ITFK CORP.., LEXINUlIN, MASS. REPORT NO.
TIT'( 9048-4. CONARACT NO. AF33(657)-9158. AD-422 487.
FR-H8-00-000-00542 STUDY OF' IMAGE-EVALUATiCN TE-'NIGD'ES. INTERIM ENCGINEERING
REPORT NO. 9, 15 JULY TO 15 Oi''. 1964. ITtXK (RP., LtEXIG-
TON, MASS. REPORT NO. ITEK 9048-10. COINTRACT NO.
AF33(657)-9158. AD-457 952.
NR-HB-00-000-00543 STUDY OF IMAGE-EVALUATION TECHNIQUES. INTERIM ENGINEERINW,,
REPORT NO. 11, 15 JAN. TO 15 APRIL 1965. ITE:K CORP., LEX-
PtNOU1N, MASS. REPORT NO. ITEK 65-9048-12. CONTRACT NO.
A'33(657)-9D58. AD-615 648. MCICRC'IIE COPY.
NR-HO-00-000-00544 S1TDY OF IMAGE-EVALUATION TECHNIQUES. INTERIM EN3INEERINO
REFORT NO. 12, 15 APRIL TO 15 JULY 1965. ITEK CRP., LEX-
iNGTON, MASS. REPORT NI. ITEK 65-9048-13. XONTTRACT NO.
AF33(657)-9156. AD-466 577. MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-H8-00-000-00545 STUDY OF IMAGE-EVALUATION TECHNIQUES. INTERIM EtCINEiRING
REPORT NO. 14, 15 OCT. 1965 TO 15 JAN. 1966. ITEK CORP.,
LEXINGTON, MASS. REPORT NO. ITEK 66-9048-15. CONTRACT NO.
AF33(657)-9158. AD-480 300. MICROFICH(E COPY.
NR-HS-00-000-00546 STUDY OF IMAGE-EVALUATICN TECHNIQUES. FINAL TECHNICAL REP-
ORT, JUNE 1962-JUNE 1966. W.L. ATI'AYA, G.C. BROCK, ET AL.
ITEK CORP., LEXINGTON, MASS. REPOR1' NO. AFAL-TR-66-343 AND
ITEK 66-9048-16. CONTRACT NO. AF33(657)-9158. AD-803 4599.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-HS-00-000-00547 ST'D¥ OF I ,GE-EVALUA-I'ION TE.HNIP.':S. IN'IRIM F:NGINF:;'HING"
REPORT NO. 5, 15 AUG. 1O 15 MEC. 1963. G.C. tBIRCK, :.P.
MVSKOWSKI, ANPD W.L. ATT'AYA, I'EK CORP., [LXING'IT, MlSS.
JAN. 1964. REPORT NO. ITE1' 9048-5. C(o'RACLr NO.
AF33(657)-9158. AD-427 806.
NR-H8-00-000-00549 A'TMLSPHERIC TRANSMITTANCE IN THE 590-750 CM-1 IN'TERVAL.
T.G. KLIE, J.N. BROOKS, D.G. MIRCRA¥, UNIVERSITY OF DeNV:,R,
DENVER, COLD. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 9,
SEPT. 1969. PP.1926-1927. A70-11926.
NR-H8-00-000-00551 THE SELEXCTION OF A SATELLITE SYSTEN FR DETEMING THFE CEO-
POTENTIAL. C. BYRON WINN, COLOHAUX) STATE UNIVERSI1Tf, RI'IT
COLLINS, COLD. PRESENTEID AT AAS/AIAA ASTrHODNAM'I1CS SPECIAL-
IST C(XNFEI'ENCE, JACKSON, MWOMINC, SEPT. 1968. AAS PAPER
68-137.
NR-H8-00-000-00552 ONLY A COUNTArLE NUMBER OF BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATtRE DISTHIBUl'-
IONS COULD PRODUCE AN O(:SIVED INlTENSITY INTERFI-RO(GR.I.
R.H.T. BATES, UNIVERSIT1 OF CANTERIBURY, CHHIS1tCIrUII, NEt
ZEALAND. PUBLISHED IN NEW ZEALAND JOLHNAL OF' SCIENCE, VOL.
12, SEPT. 1969. PP.467-469. A70-25335.
NR-H8-00-000-00553 OPTICAL SPACE COCMUNICATION, MIT-NASA WORKSHOP, PR(CEEDINCS,
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. AUG. 1968. ROBERT S. KENNEDY AND
SHElRMAN KARP, MASSACHUSETI'S INSTITTVrE OF TECMHNLUAY, NASA,
WASHINGTON, D.C. REPORT NO. NASA SP-217. STAR N70-18007.
MR-HB-00-000-00554 A FILTER FOR PROTOGRAPHY OF CO'E CONTINUA. 'FREI-AN D.
MHlLER, UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PUB-
LISHED IN ASiRONOgICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC, PUBL,ICATIONS,
VOL. 81, NO. 482, OCT. 1969. PP.594-600. A70-12707.
NR-Hd8-00-000-00555 MEASUREMENTS IN 1HE SOLAR SPECTRUM BETWE'N 1400 AND 1875
ANGSTROMS WITH A ROCKET-EKORNE SPEClHROMI'ER. W.H. PARKINSON
AND E.M. RkE.VES, HAI/ARD COLLEJE OBSERVATORY, CAMBRIDGE,
MASS. REPRINTED FROM SOLAR PHYSICS, VOL. 10, 1969. PP.342-
347.
NR-HI-00-000-00556 3-D CCMPUTER-GENEIATED MOVIES USING A VARIFOCAL MIRROR.
ERIC G. RAWSON, BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, MURRAY HILL,
NEW JERSEY. REPRINTED FRO( APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 8,
AUG. 1968. PP.1505-151.
NR-H8-00-000-00557 INSTHRLP:NTATION AND F'LIGHT PIFHFI\ONCF (' fCY) HOll H9:St(rl'-
ION *AVElENGTH SPECIRl'MElt'H - NASA A:HO(IIEE F1.I(;Il' 4. I-5 US.
W.H. PARKINSON, HIt\RVAD COLIJ.lL;E (OIBS]IVA,'IVXr , CA,'IH1HIIlE:,
MASS. MAY 1969. REPO1'RT NO. NASA CH-107441. CONTIHUCT NO.
NSR-22-007-067. STAR N70-14846.
NR-H8-00-000-00558 GEOOETIC AND GECPH-SICAL. APPL.ICA'IONS OF LASER SA1Et.LIlT
RANGING. CAHLTON G. Lk-R. SMITH.SONIAN ASTROPI'HCSICAI. OSHER-
VATORYl, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. PUBLISH3ED IN IEE:E 1TRANSAC'lIONS ON
GE:SCIENCE E:CTRWONICS, VOL. GE-7, NO. 4, OCI'. 1967.
PP.261-267. A70-16691.
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LLI TaIMPE:RATUWE HIGCH SENSlITiVITY TEIhPERAWHE C4PENSATE'])
'EAT FDUAU SENSUS. E.H. SCt'LLT'H AND .F. KOH,, MCIX)NNEIL
HaJGLAS a."YP., ST. iLIS, IiO. PU1LISiD IN REVII•M ,OF
SCE~NTlIC INSTR'.LHAENTS, U'CL. 40, 'O. I:, RM. t969.
BP. t4:,5-?517. AO-i 't60.
VN T'-tŽ ET:;,' M,' C' k'_ATIVE SMIOTV ?fROR;YILES FROM MIaDIL4-
F&;-.i'~j?:Y" -N 'iA-'..:i.k ?':Zfl GI'.EfaD FI"/lMI A SATELLITE.
'aiUtN u;. ~,3q1":Ah, C2DD,1U. SPiACE: :'Lii7[' CENTER, GREE'NB4ELT,
VSo1aVLj. Pz JLCS, ItN JUtlhlNAL OF GEW:-IYSICAL RESEARC1,
VUL. 743 JUHN:E 20, 1969. PP.3347-336Z. A69-34284.
S' 5ONSIDEATI0NS PERTAININi TO THiE DESIGN OF LARGE ASTRO-
MICAL SPACElRH.NE SPE'FR(RAPHS. RH;IER A. BARIEY, LCHt SLR
CORP. SPACE DIVISION, NEW ORLFANS, LL~JISIANA. JUNE 1966.
PD'hER EFF'IC ENCY AND UANTUL EFFGIC I ENC I ES OF EL)-ON--BFI'AM
kLhI"ED LASERS. CLAUDE A. Ka :lN, RATH1X)ON WCNPANY, WAL'TAM,
-SS. RFR ffTE GLti IE JONM UURNAL (iF GUAWiR ELIRON ICS,
VUL. C - N K0. 4, APRIL l9G6. PP.186-194.
CN P .YTOSAT6RATE GN OF INTR INSC H NFBRARSD DE'Il"ITRS. CLAUDE
A. (LEHiN, RAY1-Y.iXN CO., WtAL'IiAM, MASS. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED
C7EiCS, VOL. B, NO. 9, SEPT. 1969. A70-11925.
AN ANNOTATe1D BIBLIOIRAPHY ON PI'FTDS OF V1$SIB1LITY MfASURE-
VETF, 1950-1969. TECINICAL MMNORANDL.. ANNIE E. GRIMES,
ESSA, ,.(KVILA., .MARLAND. SEPT. . 1969. REPORT . ATSTIM-
LCB-2. ?B-1a8 652. N7C-26053
t'9AStNRIF%':,NTS OF 1WIND SPEEDS wl¥11 AN OPTICAL. CHOSS-H/AM
SYS'I'. D.J. PCKE'LNEt:, NASA, S\AHRS.AI.I P. CE' FLIGTIfl CENT'fR,
{UI:'SVIU i.E, AlAAMAD AND V.A. ASANIAh N, COiXLuIX) S'I VtI'E \ l-
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N-Ha8-o0-000-o0046 SATF.LITE T'CHIriQt;ES FOR O[SER.VIN WA\TER VAPOR-IH'fIG-f'
PROFIUS. DR. HANS-JUtGEN HLX.L:, M1,)(OL(.X;ISC.;HF:S INSTITlJI',
UNIVEISITAT MUNCHEN, , WEST GERMANY. IN ZEITlSCHRIIF'' FH
GEOCHYSIK, VOL. 36, JAN. 1970. PP.1-25. A70-Z8571
hR-HS-00-000-00847 ON THE USE OF HODOGRAPHIC MAPPING IN 'RMAJEC(-X.H ANAL]SIS.
REPORT NOS. NASA-Th-X-62852 AND PMI-o2. FA., lI SULN, NASA,
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH C'N'ER, CAHlRIDGE, MASS. JUNE 1969.
N70-26283
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-R-DH8-00-000-0084§ SPACE PROWa.MS Su.WLARV 37-62, VOL. III. SUPPORTING RESEARCH
AMD ADVANCED' U.1VE1OtMENT LUt THE PJRI(D `FEB. 1 -MARCH 31,
D970. JET' PROPULSION LAB., CALIURNIA INSTITUTE OF
TciNGLEGY, PASADENA, CAIF. APRIL 1970.
WIR-H0-000-000-00849 RESULTS OF ThREBIDITY Nh E S. REPORT NO.
AFCRL-70-0369. PEB).IC E. VOLZ, AIR FI.CE CAMIiRIDGE
RES@AR$H LAB., L.G. HANSWC' FlELD, PABED- D, MASS.
PRESENTED AT U1.G-WVO SMPOSILM ON RADIA'ION, INCLUDING
SAT']LITE TLCHNILC,ES, BERGEN NOaWAY, AUGUST 1968. IN
*TELZS, VOL. 21, NO. 5, 1969. PP.625-630.
NH-H8-00-000-00850 MNIC iMGING DVICES AND DETIE-TIVE QUANTUM
EFFICIENCY. S. NUDELNAN, UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND,
KINGSTON, RHODE ISAhND. PRESENTED AT SYMPOSILM ON
ACCELEfATED EVOLA ION OF EITH-OPTICAL IMAGING DE ICES,
OFIC¢.AL SCMIE'N OF AMERICA SPRING MEITING, APRIL 1970.
PR-HS-00-000-00851 FE4SIBILITY ST'DY FuR WE D OF A I.JLTIFUNCTIONAL
D'24ISSIONi DEIELTR FUR CO, NO, AND SOZ. FINAL REPORT, AUL.
68-ALU. 69. G AR91-. R D. SN'`DER, AND GERGE W. OFOTEN,
;IMNSAfITO RESEARCH CORP, DAYTON LAB., DAYTON, OHIO. OCT.
1969. CONTRACT NO. CPA-22-69-8. PB-188 103 N70-21798
NR-H8-00-000-00852 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS ON GMINI AND APOLLD EARTH ORBITAL
FLIGŽt'S AS PRECLURSORS TO APOLL EXTENSION AND ORL EART'I
ORBITAL MSS(IONS. J. TRCMBKA AND J.R. GILL, NASA,
VASHJIGTON, D.C., AND L. ULEYN, JET PROPULSION LAB.,
PASADENA, CAL IF. I N SC I 'T IC EXPhERIMEN$TS FOR MANNED
RBITAL FLIGC., GODDARD MIURIAL SYMPOSIUM, 3RD, WASHINGTON,
D.C. PARCH 1965, FHCEE.DIRS (AAS SCIENCE AND TECIHWLGY
SRIISS, VOL. 4) PP.24-259.
NR-H8-00-000-00853 G~HOSCOP:C SLWVE I N. G.HB. LAUF, COlXUAWI SCH(X)L OF MtINES,
.ULDEsN, COLD. COL9U tbIO SCiLJL OF MI[NElS. CUArl'tELI, \(t,.
55, N). 2, APRIL 1970,
hR-H8-00-000-00854 INSTLMP'NTAL PRO8LX.¶S IN PRECISION '-ASLEUINT1'S OF' SOlCAR
RADIATIVE RIAJES ABHOE THiE EARTH'S SRFACE. REPORT NO' .
IAF PAPER AS-176. A.J. DHUlPtiD, THE EPPLE' LAB., NEAPORI',
RSIiDE DSLAND, AND E.G. LAUE, JET PROPULSION _LAt HAltUR,
PASADENA, CALIF. INTERNAT'IONAL ASHRONAUlA'ICAL FEDlH>)'lION
CONGRESS, 19TH, NEM % (ORK CITY, OCtOE'R 196d, PAP.H AS-176.
A68-44200
WR-HO-00-00-00855 INDEX TO PUBLICATIONS N THE ENGL.ISH 'LAMUAGE PERTAINING 1U
A· l..'RIAR.GULATION IN SPACE. GORDON ORACIE, UNIV+RISITT OF'
LIANOIS, LPANA, ILL. IN PH GRAENI-P+1RIC ENGINEERING, VOL.
30, MARCH 1964. PP.312-319. A64-17069
NR-H8-00-000-00857 ON NEIRWICAL EVALUATION OF' POwE DENSITY SPECTRA OF RAND(O
tUJINCTIONS. A.K. FLTJG, CENTER K'UR RESEARCH, INC.,
UNIVSITY OF KANSAS, LA"R-ENCE, KANSAS. IN IE'EE
TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO AND EL'I:'ROACOUSTICS, VOL. AU-16, NO.
4, DEC. 1968. PP.527-528.
NR-H8-00-000-00858 OPTIAL PERTlURATION SIGNAL WAVEFORN FOR SENSING ARRAYS.
Pl-FlAY CHEN, U.S. ARIMY, ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LAB., IORT
EELVOIR, VA. IN nEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INSTRU'EbTATION AND
MEASURKENET, VOL. IM-19, NO. 2, MAY 1970. PP.136-139.
A?0-3?725
NR-Hd-00-000-00859 NOM3GRAM RELATING TRUE AND APPARENT RADICMETRIC TEMPERATURES
OF GRAREGODiES IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ATiOSPHERE. REPORT NO.
AFCRL-70-0350. ENi'AiLL. E. BLIAMPTIS, AIR F0RCE CAME3RIDGE
RESEARCH LAB., OalICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH, L.G. HANSCOM
FlIs, BED&XRD, MASS. IN REIOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMNT,
WOL. 1, 1970. PP.93-94.
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NR-HS-00-000-00861 OGO DATA PROCESSING PROGRAS. JiBM SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 1.
REPORT NO. AFCRL-69-0156. WILIAM B. %RIGH'WAND EDWARD V.
RUTHKOWSKI, IBM, CAMBRIDGE ADVANCED SPACE SYSTEMS DEPT.,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. MAY 1969. CONTRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0252.
NR-H8-00-000-00662 MEASURIMbNT OF THE ISO(I'HOPIC HACKGROi(L)D RADIATION IN THE
FAR I.NFRARED. DIRK MF&LANE1R, AND -AINERN W'EISS,
MASSACHUSET.'S INS'l'llnT'E OF T1'tHNOiGlY, C/MHURIDU.E HRESEARCH
LAB. OF ELXNTRhONICS, CAMURIDGE, MASS. IN PH-SICAL HEVIEW
Lk.iERS, VOL. 24, NO. 13, MARCH 30, 1970. PP.742-746.
I'RACT NO. DA-28-043-AMC-02536(E). AD-706 298
NR-H8-00-000-00863 COMPIHTER APPLICATIONS IN THE EARTH SCIENCES - COtlOtU'lUM
ON CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES. KANSAS STATE GEX)LGICAL
SURVEY, OMPtJiER CONTRIBJIGON 7. 1966. D.F. MIRRIAM,
)EDITOR, STATE GE3LOGICAL SURVEY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
LA 4EE, KANSAS.
NR-H8-00-000-00864 INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFIWTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS UPON
REFLECTANCE. D.C. LOOK, JR., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI,
ROLLA, MDO., AND T.J. LOVE, UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOA, NOMAFN,
OKLA. PRESENTED AT AIAA THERMOPH}SICS CONFERENCE, 5TH,
LDS ANELES, CALIF. JULY 1970, PAPER 70-820.
NR-H8-00-000-00865 ON DUST IN THE TROPICAL AND MIDLATITUDE STRATOSPHERE FPROM
RECENT TWILIGHT IMEASUREMENTS. REPORT NO. AFCRL-70-0233.
FREDERIC E. VOLZ, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESFARCH LAB.,
BEDFORD, MASS. IN JOURNAL OF' GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 75,
NO. 9, MARCH 20, 1970. PP.1641-1646.
NR-H8-00-000-00866 THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE PROGRAM. IN SPACE
WORLD, VOL. G-9-81, SEPT. 1970. PP.18-20.
NR-H8-00-000-00867 THE PHILOSOPHY OF LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL CAMERA DESIGN. JOHN ERIC
ANDERSON, AND HANS R. BUCHER, BALL BRUIHERS RESEARCH CORP.,
BOULDER, COILRADO. PRESENTED AT - ELECIRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS
DESIGN CONFERENCE, IST, NEW YORK, N.Y., SEPT. 1969.
(PUBLISHED IN THE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINiS, P.1-11)
NR-HS-00-000-00868 SPACE RESEARCH IN ARGENTINA. CARLOS FEDERICO BOSCH, MIGUEL
SANCHiES PENA, PRESIDENT AND HEAD, NATIONAL C(OMISSION ON
SPACE RESEARCH, ARGENTINA, 1969.
NR-H8-00-000-00869 THE SAVART INTIERFEWRCMER MODIFIED FOR HIGH SENSITIVITY IN
MEASEURMENTS OF REFRACTIVE INDEX GRADIENTS. LARS-ERIK
WALLIN, AND KERSTIN WALLLIN, CHAMIERS UNIVERSITY OF"
TECHNOLCXY, GCOFENBURG, SWEDEN. IN - OPTICA ACTA, VOL. 17,
NO. 5, MAY 1970. PP.381-392. A70-30400
NR-H8-00-000-00870 A L,IGHT SOLRCE FOR SENSI1TI ,'ltfR OF AERHIAL FlilS. P.D.
CARMAN, NATIONAL HESEARCH COt.UIL OF CANAhlDA, DIV. (OF APPLIED
PHYSICS, OTTAWA, CANADA. IN - PHUII;HRAPHIC SCIENCE AND
E2GINEERING, VOL. 13, NO. 6, NOV.-UEC. 1969. PP.376-381.
NR-HS-00-000-00871 A RADIOMtTER EMPL. ING FRX.tENCfM-DOFMAIN (Xl)ING. G.J.M.
AITKEN, AND R.J. MILLS, ULEE:N'S UNIVERSIT', DEP:l'. OF
ELBCTRICAL ENGINEERING, KINGSTON, ON'lAHIO, CAN.'%a\. IN -
RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 5, NO. 3, MARCH 1970, PP.535-539.
A70-32926
NR-H8-00-000-00872 COLOR DIFFERENTIATION BY COPPUIJER IMAGE PHOCESSING. HEPOIh'
NO. JPL-TR-32-1472. F.C. BIUl1NGSL., AND J.N. LINDSL.",
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIF. INSTIIIE OF' TEC F T OGY,
PASADENA, CALIF., AND A.F.H. GOETZ, BHELCXhM, INC.,
WASHINGIlTN, D.C. IN - PHDUGIRAPHIC SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING,
VOL. 14, NO. 1, JAN-F3B. 1970, PP.28-35. COUNlALC'. NOS.
NAS7-100, AND NASW-417. A70-33097
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N1R-~H-00-000-00873 SPACE-RESOLVD) RADIATION INTENSITY DISTRIHUTIONS OF NEAR-
HBNIARRED LA.SERS AND NUN-COHERENT SOURCES. REPORT NO
AFOSR-70-G1676TR. 0T..) M. FRIIfDRICH, JR., FiREIDIC WEIGL,
AND ARtIN A. DOLUAL, DEFPT. OF' ELkL.TRICAL E INEIF INCG, AND
ICIUTRONICS RESFA-RCH CENTER, UNIVERSI'Y OF TEXAS, AUSTIN,
TELAS. I N StI EEECO '70 RECORD, SOUAI'IWEStI'RN I FEE
CDNVETIDCN, DALLAS, TEXAS, APRIL 1970, TECHNICAL PAPERS,
PP.5f3-517. ODNMACT NO. GRANT AF-A'QOSR-1792-69 AD-708247
NR-H0-00-600-00874 2X2 D'BNSIONAL COLOR DISPLAY BY OCPUTIER. F.C.
BILLIN$SLEY, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTIE
OF TECIHNOLGY, PASADENA, CALIF. 1970, 19P. CONTRACT NOS.
NAS7-100, AND NASW-417.
NR-H8-00-000-00875 THE REDUCTION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RADIATION
BALANCE NEASURkEMSr'S FROM ESSA WEATHER SATELLITES. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. COA-TR-69-17-G. F.B. HOUSE, GCA CORP.,
GCA TEZHN'LOGY DIV., BEDI-UD, MASS. APRIL 1970, 75P.
CONTRACT O. . E-ll9-6O(N). PB-192427 N71-13243
NR-H8-00-000-00876 STUDY OF' EFFICDENT TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF IMAGE-TYPE
DATA USlnh rNILLIm'rER WAVES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
T-DA2a. C. . LOUIS CLICIA, PHILCO-FlRD CORP., WESTERN
DEVE1"PJENT LAOaATORIES DIV., PALO ALTO, CALIF. JUNE
1970; 515?. CONTRACT NO. NAS12-2186.
NR-HO-00-000-0087i8 ltE NIM0IUS III DATA CATALOG. VOLU.E 2. JUNE 1969, D'l'A
ORBIl'TS 640-1041. ALLIf)D RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.', C(XNCHD,
.ASS. FOR ThE NIMtSUS PRWETX.' NOV. 1969, 480P. X)NTRACT
?O. RAS5-10343.
NR-HB-00-000-00881 PROBL.ES OF AITOSPHE11C PHYSICS - COLLECTION 5. REPORT NO.
[VASA-TT-F-587. K. YA. KONDRAT'EV, EDITOR, NASA, WASHINGTON,
D.C. TRANSL. F' PROHLEa' FIZIKI ATMOSF"RY SHORNIK 5
L.ENINURAD, LENINGRAD STATE .,UIV. PRESS, 1967) PP.3-261.
COi ITRACT NO. NASW-1692. N70-30852
NR-H8-00-000-00882 THE NI-MUS IV USER'S GUIDE. ROMD) R. SABATINI, EDITOR,ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD, MASS. NASA,(]GDDARD SPACE "LIGT CENTE'R, lTE NIMBUS PRWOECT, GREiENBItT,
MAR1LAND, MARCH 1970, 229P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-10343.
NR-H8-DJ-211-00883 PRINCIPLES OF IMAGING RADARS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ENGINEERING SLMiER CONFERENCES, ANN ARBOR, MICH. JULY 1970.
INTENSIVE SHORT COURSE. REPORT NO. 7030. UNIVERSITt OF
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR. 1970, 530P.
AR-H8-DJ-211-00884 PRINCIPLES OF IMAGING RADARS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
EN"INEERING SIUaER CONFERENCES, ANN ARBOR, MICH., JULY 21-
AUG. 1, 1969. INTENSIVE SHORT C(ORSE. REPORT NO. 6930.
NJIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR,. MICH. 1969, 686P.
A59-3763-
NR-H8-00-000-00885 TII STEPS TO SLVtESSFU, APPLICATION DEVELOPENT. KENNTH R.
.ARSTAD, COLLINS RADIO CO., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. IN -
INSTRUMENTATION IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY. VOL 15 -
INSTR'MENT SOCIEiY OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE
INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM, 15TH, LAS VEGAS, NEV., MAY 1969,
PROCEEDINGS, PP.264-269. A70-35507
NR-H8-00-000-00886 IMAGE CODING BY CODING CONTCURS. L.C. WILKINS, AND P.A.
IIENTZ, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYE'E, IND. IN - IEEE,
INTERNATIONAL CONEEIRENCE ON .COMMUNICATIONS, SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF., JUNE 1970, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I (IEEE, CONFERENCE
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NR-H6-00-000-00888 INFILAENCE OF THF: AT'IOSPH:RE ON OTI'ICAL S'-ST'FSi. J.H.
FARROW, HAWKER SIDXELF. DINAMICS LTD., HATF'IFI:t, HI:R'I'S,
ENGLAND, AND A.FE. GIlBSON, UNIVERSI'I' OF ESSEX, ID'I'. OF
PHYSICS, COLCHESTl'E, ESSEX, EMNLAND. OPT'ICA AC"I'A, VOL. 17,
NO. 5, MAY 1970, PP.317-336. A7a-30399
NR-H8-LL-998-00890 THE NIMBUS 4 DATA CATALOG, VOL. 1, 18 APRIL THRCXUH 22 MAY
1970, DATA ORBITS 131-600. ALLIED RESFARCH ASS.(IA'IES,
INC. (ARA), GEOPHYSICS AND AEROSPACE DIVISION, CONCORD,
MASS. AUGUST 1970, 273P. CON11TRACTn NO. NAS5-10343.
NR-HS-00-000-00892 PARAETERS OF HMLAN PATTERN PERCEPTION. SEbIANNUAL PROXRESS
REPORT NO. 5, SEPT. 69-MARCH 70. PRWECT THt-IS, PROPOSAL
NO. 367. SELBY H. EVANS, TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY,
INSTITUTE FOR 1E STUDY OF COGNITIVE SYSTfIS[, FORT 1ORTH,
TEXAS, APRIL 1970, 24P. CONTRACT' NO. DAAD05-68-C-0176.
AD-705 466 MICROFICHE AND HARD (OPY.
NR-18-00-000000e94 ELECTRON OPTICS AND SIGNAL READ-our OF HIGH-DEFINITION
RE1UARN-BEAM VIDICON CAMN*RAS. OTTO H. SCHADE, SR., RCA
-LECTIRONIC llFPONENTS, HARRISON, N.J. IN RCA REVIEW, VOL.
31, NO. 1, MARCH 1970, PP.60-119.
NR-H8-00-000-00895 THE CONTRIBUTION TO SURFACE MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM SOURCES
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL TO THE EARTH. FINAL REPORT. S.H.
WARD, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SPACE SCIENCES LABORA1q~Y,
BIRKELEY, CALIFORNIA. MARCH 1970, 4P. SPACE SCIENCES
LABORATORY SERIES 11, ISSUE 20. CONhlRACT NO. NONR 222(89).
AD-702 494 N70-29813 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H8-00-000-00897 RADAR ASTRONOMY USAGE. REPORT NO. CRES TR 60-1.
RICHARD K. MOORE, UNIV. OF KANSAS, RELMOTE SENSING
LABORATORY, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IEEE SPECX'LUM, VOL. 3, NO. 4,
APRIL 1966, PP.156-159. CONTRACT kOS. GRANTS NSF GP-2259,
AND NASA NSG-298.
NR-HO-00-000-00900 A REGRESSION METHOD FOR OBTAINING REAL-TIME TEMPERATURE AND
GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT PROFILES FROM SATELLITE SPECTR(OPETER
FEASLREMENTS AND ITS APPLICATION TO NIMBUS 3 (SIRS)
OBSERVATIONS. W.L. SMITH, H.M. WOOLF, AND W.J. JACOB,
ENVIROU*N TAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMlINISTRATION, WASHINGTON,
D.C. IN MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW, VOL. 98, NO. 8, AUG. 1970,
PP.582-603. A70-42121
SR-Hb-00-000-00901 EFFECT OF HIGH SCANNING VE:IICI'IIFS (h THE HOLX;APH-IC
,IMAWGE. B.P. HIL:-HHAND, H\''I¥:t.F .t*II-HlIAL, INS'I'I'II'E,
RICHLAND, WASHING'IUN. IN OPTICAU, SOCII-' ()NO' AM:RICA.
JOURNAL, VOL. 60, NO. 9, SEP'I. 1970, PP.IIb6-116i.
A70-41928
NR-H8-00-000-00902 PASSIVE MICROW'AVE SPFECRUM b`WASIRtfFIENTS OF AthUSPH-.HIC
WATER VAPOR AND C.LO.WS. H.D. tIONG, AD D.H. STAE.IN,
MASSACHUSETTS NST ITUTE OF TETIHNML.Y, 'CAiBR IX;E, MASS.
IN JO.RNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, VOL. 27, AUG. 1970,
PP.781-784. CONTRACT NO. GRANT NGL-22-009-016. A70-40906
NR-H8-FJ-000-00903 AT'OISPHKIIC AND SURF!ACE PROPERTIES FROH SPECTRAL RADIANCE
OBSERVATIONS IN THE 4.3-MIClON REION. J.H. SHAW, (OHIO
STATE UNIV., atAMBUS, OHIO, M.T. CHAHINE, C B.. FAR'MER, L.D.
KAPLAN, FT AL., CALFI. INSTITUTE OF' 1T'EC(MIOOGY, JET
PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA. IN JOURNAL OF' T1E ATlODSPHRIC
SCIENCES, VOL. 27, AUG. 1970, PP.773-780. CO1'RALC NOS.
NAS7-100 AND NAS9-7218. A70-40905.
hR-H8-00-000-00904 GEOPHYSICAL DATA REDUCTION AND PLOTrING CIPII'ER PROGRAMS.
REPORT NOS. TR-180, AND REF-70-10. MICHAEL -GIMPERLE, AND
KEIN KEELING OREION STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF OCEANOGRAPHY,
CORVALLIS, 6 R5O.N. MAY 1970. 116P. CONTRACT NO.
N00014-67-A-0369-0007. AD-708060
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NR-H8-00-000-00905 A LlE.RAT'LJRE SURVEY OF QLFAR AIR .TRULENCE. REPORT NO. 1,
NASA-CR-C16211. DON R. VEAZEY, TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, DEPT.
CGF LThEU-LC¥Y, CGLLCE' STATION, TEXAS. MARCH 1970, llOP.
CO1TRACT MS. GtANTi' R-44-00-001-01. N70-32002
ICROWQFICHE AND HARD COPY.
Nh-Hd-00-000-00906 THE DESIGN OF RADIALLY SYMMETRIC LENSES. TUiOS L. AP RHYS,
JOHHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, SALTIKINE, ND. IN - IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-18, NO. 4,
JULY 1970, PP.497-506. CONTRACT NOS. AF33(615)-3585, AND
AF33(135)-69-C-1317. A70-40307
NR-Hs-00-000-00907 DESIGN, DEVELOPiENT, AND INITIAL MEASUREMENTS OF A 1.4MM
RADIOMETRIC SYSTEM. WALTER A. JOHNSON, TSUTIUMU T. MORI, AND
FRED 1. SHIABU(URO, AEROSPACE CORP., ELECIRONICS RESEARCH
LABORATORY, LDS ANGELES, CALIFIRNIA. IN - IEEE TRANSACTIONS
ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. AP-18, JULY 1970,
PP.51?-514. CONTRACT NO. AF04(701)-69-C-0066. A70-40308
itt-Hb-00-000-0090P PHROPAGAT'ION (F CE'NTI'l'I.'TE ,RND MIU.IMF'IR WAVEI .I:NG'Ili
THNiUSH PRFCIPl TI'I0 N. S:HGE L,. (XX)\HI), P-LY-IX,
OBSERVATOIRE, Cl.Rl.ET'-F<HIAnd,, PU-'l:-'At-FE,. H*Ci'. IN -
IEE'" TRA\SACT'lONS ON ANT'ENNAS AND PH(IPAGAT;ION, V(o,. AP-Il ,
NO. 4, JULV 1970, PP.530-534. A70-40310
hR-HS-00-0-00- 00909 TEPERATLRE .MASUREIE-.NT BY INFRARHED RADIATICO. DAVID
SULALEl', ORTUhNICS, INC. IN INSTRL*.'NTS AANtD C(XIROL
SYSTUES, VOL. 43, SEPT. 1970, PP.91-93. A70-41698
WR-H-00-000-00910 MICRGOAVE BEiEAXIWN IN AIR PWJ'S H20. H.W. HNDF:L, AND A.D.
bACDCNALD, LOCkPHEED RESEARCH LMU _A'IXtIESt, PALOi ALTO, CALIF.
EN JCtRNAL O' APPLIED PMfSiCS, VOL. 41, JUNE 1970,
PP.2903-2905. A70-37757.
NR-H8-00-000-00911 PURE ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM OF WATER FROM 108 TO 30 MICRONS.
RICAIRD T. HALL, AND JEROiE M. DOwLING, AFROSPACE CORP.,
SPACE Pi'SICS LABORATORI, EL SEGUNIX), CALIF. IN JOURNAL OF"
CHEMICAL PHYSICS, VOL. 52, FEB. 1, 1970, PP.1161-1165.
CONTRACT WD. AF 04(701)-68-C-0200. A70-35949
NR-Hn-00-000-00912 CONPUrER PROCESSING (F SEN IMAGES BY CONtnUIT ANALYSIS.
REPORT NO. TR-2. WILLIAM L. MATSON, HERBERT A MLKINSTRY,
GERALD G. JOHNSON, JR., E'T AL., , PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV.,
,ATERIALS RESEARCH LAB., UNIVERSITY PARK, PA. JAN. 1970,
26P. PRES&NTED AT SYIPM.)SIUM ON COMPUTATIONAL
PR CJ1GRAK-'ETRY, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1970. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY. CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0385-0007. AD-701 782
[70-34025
WIR-HB-00-00-00913 EXPERIENCES WITH HIGH PRECISION LASER DISTANCE MEASURING
E I PTENt. REPORT ND. [ElDl.AND/E NiR D8. IAN BROUK,
GROGRAPHICAL SURVEY OCFFICE OF SWED.N, STIOCK(HOt, SEDEN,
1970, 24P. ADA CORP., GEODIMTER DIV., SOJTH SAN FRANCIS(O,
CALD'.
NR-Hd-00-000-00914 OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS FOR A 10-YEAR SPACE STATION. REPORT
NO. PIAC PAPER WD 1379. R.E. HOLMEN, AND F.C. RUNGE,
,CDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.
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ELMER J. FREY, AND RAYMlOND B. HARLAN, MASSACHUSEIfTS
INSTITT'E OF TECHNOOGY, EX.PERIMENTAL ASTHONO'4Y LABORATORY,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. TO BE PRESENTED AT NORTH ATLANT'IC TREATY
aRQ.ANIZATIGN, ADVISORY GROUPL FOR AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND
DEVEIOFPMENT, OXFORD, ENGLAND, SEPT. 1967. 35P. CONTRACT
NO. AF19(BZ6)-554t.
NR-Hb-00-000-00986 DIM L.IG-n' PI7YllXHAPH1 AND) VISlAIL (OtiVA'TIONS OF SPACE
PHENOMENA FR-I ANNEID SPAC-CRAF'I', I. R:POT' NOS.
X-613-66-54, AND N ASA-3T-X-5575L. . L. tIXNEI1t4AN, AND R.D.
MERCER, NASA, )DARD SPACE FLIAGHI' CEN'IEH, GREENB:L'T,
MARYLAND. FEB. 1966, 19P. N67-23909
NR-H6-00-000-00987 OPTO-EEICTRONlCS SIGNAL PRHOCESSING TECHNIAOIS. PAPERS
PRESENTED AT THE AVIONICS PANEL 171H 'TECHNICAL Sblt)SI(1t,
TONSBERC, NORWAY, OCT. 1969. REPORT NO. AUCAUD-CP-50.
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORLiANIZATION, ADVI.SORY CHGROUP IUHR
AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, NEtL L -SLM-SEI NE,
FRANCE. FEB. 1970, 500P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
N70-32686
NR-Hg-00-000-00988 ESTIMATING ATTENLATION THROUGH PRECIPITATION '11M ThE RADR 
ECHO. REPORT NO. P-41. M.S. {-L]IJ, AND A.H. LAGRONE,
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION DIV., AUSTIN,
TEXAS. JAN. 1970, 27P. C(XTRACT NOS. GRANTS NSF GA-772 AND
NSF GA-11462. PB-190162 N70-37270
NR-HS-00-000-00989 EVALUATION OP A MENOD FMR OBTAINING SIGNAL ATIENUATION FROM
BACKSCAT''ER MEASURE1MEN"TS. REPORT NO. P-42. M.S. {'WI'R
AND A.H. LARONE, UNIVERSIT1 OF' TEXAS, ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGATION DIV., AUSTIN, TEXAS. FEB. 1970, 15P. CONTRACT
NOS. GRANCTS NSF GA-772, AND NSF GA-11462. PB-190161
N70-37246
NR-H8-00-000-00990 PHITOGRAPHIC FIL11 AS A RADIOMETRIC IMAGE CDETCETOR. REPORT
NOS. MS-2606, AND ESD-$TR-70-165. DAVID C. KOCHER,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOCY, LINCOLN LAB.,
LEXINGTN, MASS. 1969. 10P. PUBLISHED IN SPIE ANNUAL
TECHNICAL SMWPOSIUi4, 14TH, PROCEEDINGS, N.D. PP.11-19.
CONTRAC1T FS. AF19(628)-5167, AND ARPA ORDER 600.
AD-708 599
NR-H8-00-000-00991 NASA DIRECTIRY OF OBSERVATION STATION LOCATIONS. 2 VOtUMES.
COPUTER SCIENCES CORP., GEONAUTICS OPERATION, FALLS CI UCHt,
VIRGINIA. NOV. 1970. VOL. 1, 235P., VOL. 2, 318P.
PREPARED FOR - NASA, GODARRD SPACE FLIGHT CENTR, GREENBELT,
MARYLAND.
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tIR-H8-00-000-00992 STANDIU.RD LAND USE fXCDIMN MLNUAL. L*:ll'. OF IW.,NSPlYI'ATIO(N,
BUREhAU OF PUBL.IC hk1OAS, WA\SHNIXSlN, D.C., JAN. 19b6i,
REPRINTED 1969 120OP.
NR-H8-00-000-00993 *MEASLRt ENTS OF ULTRAVIOLET SPEC'IAL RADIANCE OF 1THE.
HOIIZON SK.. G.L. KNES1TILC, AND J.A. CINCIO, U.S. NAV,
NAVAL RESEARCH LAWI'AVIXRI, W'ASHIN1;RIN, D.C. OPTYICA.L S OlE.Ir
OF AMEIRICA, ANNUAL .}irTING, CHIC.A)O, Il,., O(U1' 1969
PRES.TATION. PtULLlSHFi.D IN APPI. D OPlTICS, Vu,. 9,
JULY 1970. PP. 574-1576. A70-3i752
NR-HB-00-000-00994 AN INVESTIGATIONAL T'iEClNIgu KcR TH,' 1-bAVICH OF A
CONTAMINATED OPTICAL SULFACE IN THE NFAH LL'IHwAVI(N.'I'-
VISIBLL-NEAR INMFARED. t. t. WALDINSG bXME, JR., PHILIP W.
TASHBAR, NASA, MASL9HALL SPACE -LIGfHT CENTER, SPACE SCIENCES
LABORATORY, fNTSV I LLE, ALA., AND GEXGWE L. BLRNS, HHOWN
ENOINEERING CO., IN., . UNTSVIJL , ALA. IN APPLIED
SPFCTOCOPY, VOL. 24, JULY-AUG. 1970, PP.457-459.
A70-36786
NR-H8-00-000-00995 THE POLARIZATION OF VARIABLE RADIO ScERCES AT 8 GHZ. I. THE
OBSE.RVATIONS. HUGH D. ALULER, RADIO ASTROLMY OBSERVAlUORY,
ANN ARBOR, MICH. IN ASTOPI-SICAL JOURNAL, VOL. 161, JULY
1970, PT. 1. PP.1-18. CONTRACT NOS. NSF GRANT GP-2103, AND
CON1RACT NOWR-1224(61). A70-37001
NR-H8-00-000-00996 THE POLARIZATION OF VARIABLE RADIO SOURCES AT 8 CHZ. II--
INTERPRETATION. HLHCH D. ALLER, RADIO ASIwONXOMY OBSERVATORY,
ANN ARBOR, MICH. IN ASTROPHYSICAL JOVJURNAL, VOL. 161, JULY
1970, PT. 1. PP.19-31. CONTRACT NOS. NONR-1224i61), AND
NSF GRANT GP-2103. A70-37002
NR-H8-00-000-00997 IMEWX)OLDXGICAL APPLICATION OF" SATELLITE WINDOW RADIATION.
KONG SAM PAK, MEISEI DENKI CO., LTD, T'KlO, JAPAN. IN -
JOURNAL OF APPLIED vTW7EROE LGY, VOL. 9, JUNE 1970.
PP.521-529. A70-35932
NR-H8-00-000-00998 FEASIBILITY OF.HIGH-RESLUTFION OPTICAL IMAGES FIO MICROWAVE
FAR-FIELD HOCLGRAMS. D.N. SWINGLER, SHE'I'IELD UNIVERSITY,
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND. IN ELETRONICS LEFllRS, VOL. 6, NO. 12,





FULJX EMISSIVITY TABLES FH .ATER VAPOR, CAHtON DIOXIDE AND
OZONE. D.O. STALEV, AND G.M. JURICA, UNIVEHSIT1 OF ARIZOGA,
INSTITUTE OF ATMOSPHEHIC PHYSICS, 1U.SON, ARIZONA. JOURNAL
OF APPLIED MT'EH Y, VOL. 9, JUNE 1970. PP.365-372.
CONTRACT NO. N00014-67-A-0209-0004. A70-35927
THE RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES OF POLYE`'I.ENE SHIELDEDI NET
RADIbtkrERS FOR SHORT AND LONG WAVE HADIAT ION. SH IO00D B.
IDSO, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULLTU1E:, WATER CONSERVATION
LABORATORY, PHOENIX, ARIZONA. IN REVIEW OF' SCIENTIIFIC
INST'IUITS, VOL. 41, NO. 7, JULY 1970. PP.939-943.
A70-37087
TRANSFOMAT ION PROPERTI ES OF PHOOGRAS S. A.D. GALPERN, AND
IU. N. DENISIUK. IN SOVIET JOULRNAL OF OPTICAL TECHNOLMGY,
VOL. 36, SEPT-OCT. 1969. PP.680-683. TRANSLATION.
A70-34216
THE EFFClS OF DIFE-RACTION ON THE FIELD OF VIEW OF AN
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. W.C. BRAUN, ESSA, NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL. 9, AUG. 1970. PP.1862-1867. A70-39087
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NR-HWO-00-000-01004 PRESPECSTIVE AND SYST'EWiS ENGINEERING 'OF MANNED PLANETARY
FLIGHT. REFPORT NO. SD70-339. KRAFI'T A. EIRICKE, NORTH
AMNERICAN ROCK ElL CcORPOATION, SPACE DIVISION, W[X)NEY,
CALIFORNIA, JUNE 1970, 70P. PRESENTATION - PUBLISHED AS
AMERICAN ASTRONAU ICAL SOUCIEY, ANNUAL MEETING, 16TH,
ANAHEIM, CALIF., JUNE 1970, PAPER AAS 70-037. 72P.
A70-34776
hR-H6-00-000-01005 GRAVITY WAVES IN A RA.ISTIC AITHOSPHERE. J.E. MIDIXLEY, AND
H.B. LINt1UHN SIUfII-~EST CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDIES, DALLAS,
TEX' S. 57P. SUmll'ED TO THE JOUIRNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH, FEB. 1966. CONTRAC'' NO. CRANT NOR 44-004-026.
WR-H8-00-000-01006 INVESTIGATION OF THE LOWER 300-METER LAYER OF THE
ATM0SPHERE (SELECTED ARTICLFES). REPORT NO. FID-MT-64-361.
AIR FORCE SYSTEWIS CU41AND, FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIV.,
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO, MAY 1967, 62P. TRANSL. OF
AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR. INSTITUT PRIKIADNOY GEXOFIZIKI.(ISSLESXlVANIYE NIZHINEC 300-MLE'TLVQO SLOYA A'IvOSFEZ¥Y),
MS0OSC, 1963. PP.3-34. AD-658244 N68-10052 N68-10055
NR-H8-EJ-194-01008 AN OPERATIONAL I.NbARW I.EE AAVE .tOD.I. F.M AHI4I'ITRA'r HAWSIC
FI.w AND TO-DIM*:NSI(lNAL 'IOPO(tAPH . REPORT M).
NCAR MANlUSCRIPT' 70-44. I. 'vF:HGEItNER, NAT'IONAL. CENTER R1TH
AlPSPHk.RIC RESEARCH, HOUI.:HR COLD. C(XtXt-AX) STNI'E I.hlV.,
DEPT. OF ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE, FORT C.A.INS, COL)., APRIL
1970, 90P. CONTRACT' NO. NAS9-10305.
NR-HO-00-000-01009 MANNED PLANE-'AR'i SPACECRAI'T Cb0M4ALI'T WIT SPACE STATION.
REPORT NO. SD70-342. KRAFI-T A. I"M}RICKE, AND AUlAN L. JONES,
NRTE1 APMYRICAN ROCKk~ELL CORPORATION, SPACE DIVISION, DOWX\F,
CALIF.XRNIA. JUNE 1970, 42P. PRESENTATION. PUBLISHED AS
CAl:tRICAN ASTRONAUn'ICAL S. UIET'I, ANNU.AL N:ETI.IG, 16TH,
A/AHEIM, CALIF., JUNE 1970, PAPER AAS 70-023. 44P.
A70-34799
NR-H~-0000-0-01010 BIBLIOGRAPIHYC OF FAR IN-RARED SPECTROSCOPY. D. BLIX)R,
DEIPT. OF PHYSICS, cLEEN MARY CXOLLIE, LONDON E.I, ENGLAND.
IN INFRARED PHYSICS, VOL. 10, MARCH 1970. PP.1-55.
A70-30987
N'R-H8-00-000-01011 ThE.RMAL E.ISSION SPEITRA OF Th1 EAiTH AND ATMOSPHERE FR'M
NIMBUS 4 MICHELSON INTEU'FEi.T(n':iER EXPERIME.T. REPORT WOS.
NASA-T'-X-63974, AND X-620-70-244 PREPRINT. R.A. HANEL,
AND B.J. CONRAqT, NASA, GODDARD SPACE FILIGHT CENTER,Q LREENBET, MD. JUNE 1970, 14P. IN NATURE, VOL. 228, OCT.
10, 1970. PP.143-145. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPIES.
A70-44066 N70-33160
NR-H8-0000-0-012 A DIGITAL COIOR PRINTER. JAMES M. D[*ASO, RICHARD P.
RAPPAPORT, AND ABRAHAM L. RUIZ, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
INC., CO.CORD, MASS. PRESENTATION; 7P. PIULISHE) IN
iELTRO-OPTICAL SYST&]S DESIGN CONR.ERNCE, IST, NEW YORK
CITY, SEPT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS. PP.663-665. A70-33180.
NR-Hi-00-000-01013 ANALYSIS OF SURVEYOR DATA, I JULY 1968-30 JUNE 1969.
REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-109788, AND JPL-TR-32-1443. JET
PROPULSION LAB., CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
PASADENA, CALIF., JUNE 1969, 180P. CONTRACT NO. NAS7-100.
N70-33455
NR-H8-00-000-01014 FIRST RESULTS FROM THE SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADICME'ER ON
NIMBUS 4. P.J. ELLIS, G. PECKHIAM, S.D. SMITH, READING,
..IVERSITY, READING, BERKS, E1NGLAND, AND OTHERS. IN NATURE
VOL. 320, COT. 10, 1970. PP.139-143. A70-44865
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NR-H8-00-000-01015 UNFOCUSED SINTHE'lIC APFR'TRE RADAR - WBSIC SYS'ItN
REMUIREt:N'NTS. REPORT NU. ORES IN 137-2. R. GCCHI:H(;G,
UNIVERSI'1l OF KANSAS, CEN1ER FMOR RESEUICH, INC., EN.GINIEERING
SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, MARCH 1968. CON'tiRACl' NO.
NOD N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-H8-00-0000-1016 OEODETIC SATELLITE RESULTS ICRING 1967. REPORT NO.
SAO-SR-264. C.A. LUNCDIIST, EDIT(OR, SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION, ASTROPHYSICAL OSERVAa1M, CAMR;IUGE, MASS.,
DEC.. 1967, 354P.
NR-HS-00-000-01017 A SCIENCE IMPROVENIENT PRORAM PFR TH&E GULF COAST REGION.
IKIRODUCTION AND PART 1. FRE'DERICK RUECKING, JR., FUNUREN
LIBRARY, RICE UNIVERSITY, HUSSTON, TEXAS, MAY 1970, 110P.
PB-192 127
NR-H8-00-000-01019 SIRS--AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE TH FREE AIR TEMPERATILE
FRUM A SATELLITE. D.G. WARK, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVIRON:1ENTAL
SATELLITE CEhTER WASHINGTON, D.C. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL.
9, AUG. 1970. PP.1761-1766.. A70-39077
NR-HS-00-000-01020 ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF' THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION FOR
TH TEMPERATURE AND ABSSRBING GAS PROF'ILE OF' AN A1TOSPHERIE.
W.L. SMITH, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
WASHINgTON, D.C. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, SEPT. 1970.
PP.1993-1999. A70-40803
NR-H8-00-000-01021 SPACE RESEARCH II, PROCEEDINGS OF' TE SECOND INTERNATIONAL
SPACE SCIENCE SYIPOSILM, FLOBENCE, ITALY, APRIL 1961. H.C.
VAN DE HT.LST, C. DE JAGER, AND A.F. MOORE, EDITORS,
AMSTERDAM NORTH-HOLLAND PUBLISHING CO., 1961, 1 VOL., 1256P.
NR-HS-00-000-01022 SPACE RESEARCH III, PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL
SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM, WASHINGTON, D.C., MAY 1962.
WILJUANG PRIESTER, EDITOR, AMSTE]RDAM, NORTH-HOLLAND
PUBLISHING CO., 1963, 1 VOL., 1291P.
NR-'H-00-000-01031 TARGET SIGNATURES ANALYSIS CENTER - DATA CXOPILATION.
SUPPLEENT 2 - DATA COMPILATION OF TARCET AND BACKGROUND
CHARACTERISTICS. IN 3 VOLS. REPORT NO. 7850-2-B. DIANNE
GEORCE EARING, AND JAMES A SMITH, INFRARED AND OPTICAL
SENSOR LABORATORY, WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. JULY 1966, 1088P. IN 3 LOOSELEAF
VOLS. CONTRACT NOS. AF33(657)-10974, AND AF33(615)-3654.
MICROF'ICHE pND HARD COPY. AD-489968
hR-H8-00-000-01032 SHIRAN - GCL'XDETIC SLRVEY SIsrlqt, ELk,,THOUNIC, AN/U.SQ-32
(XA-1). SLUt.RY OF WORHK PE-*1rt.:D), FEB. 6Z-OCT. 64.
REPORT NOS. SEG-1'R-64-72, AND vITR/21-2. CUBIC CORPORATION,
SAN DIEGO, CALIFURNIA. APRIL 1965, 206P. CONTRACT NO.
AF33(657)-7546. AD-618 063
WR-H8-00-000-01033 CLDUD COVER DATA FUR LANDMARK STUDIES.' REPORT NO. E-1333.
CHUNG L. PU, MASSACHUSE'TS INSTITUI'E OF' TECXHNUO.L',
INSTRUMENTATION LABURATORY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS., MARCH 1963,
37P. CONTRACT NWS. AF" 33(600)-3t8967, AND NAS9-153.
WR-Hl8-00-000-01034 PROPOSAL FOR LASER ALTIMEtER. REPORT NO. P-1913.
TRG/DIVISION OF (XCNTR DATA COPOHATION, MELVILLE, NEw
YORK, JUNE 1967, 215P.
t-H18-00-000-01035 AN AIR PHCU INTERPRETATION TABLE FOR MIRROR STEREtiSCOPE.
GARY R. JENSEN, AND MERLE P. MER :, SCHOL, OF FL]RESTR',
UNIVERSITY OF' MININESOTA, ST PAUL, MINN. IN JOURNAL. OF
FORESTRY, VOL. 66, JUNE 1968. PP.490-491. ALSO PUBLISHED
AS - MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, SCIENTIFIC
JQURNAL SERIES PAPER NO. 6386.
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Ves 8v8 dable copy.
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NH-HO-00-000-09037 APPLICATION OF STATF-VARIAB3LE TECHNIGUES TO OPTIMAL F-EAIUE
IATRIACr'ION--fL'r ICHANEL ANALOG DATA. REPORT NO.
AFUST'-70-235lTR. TEIRRY L. KENDERSON, AM)D DbWIRIOS G.
6AINIOTIS, UNtVERSIT 0UP' TkXAS, CUkXE OF ESINERINO,
AUSTIN, TEXAS. NOV. 1969, 13P. IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON
NilWqATl(N hR¥ .RY, VOL. IT-16, NO. 4, JULY 1970.
PP.396-406. GaNTRACT NOR. GRANTS AF-AFOSR-1764-69, AND
A-AFOSR-7G6-67. AD-711438 HMICROFICHSE AND HAMD COPY.
WR-HO-00-000-01038 A M.DIFIED FIGURE OF nERIT FOR FEATLRE SELkCTION IN PATTERN
REXOGNITION. PEPORT NO. AFOSR-70-2357T1R. J.E. PAUL, JR.,
A.J. OE'TZE, AND J.B. O'NEAL, JR., NORTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIVERSITY, SCHXOOL OF ENGINEERING, RALEIGH, N.C. AUL. 1969,
5P. IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INIDURMATION THEIY, VOL. IT-16,
NO. 4, JULY 1970. PP.504-507. CONTRACT NO.
F44620-69-C-0033. AD-711423
[NR-HB-BH-057-01039 TIME, SHADGWS, TERRAIN, AND PHOTOINTERPRE'TATION. ROBERT J.
HACI(MAN, U.S. OGEDLXXIICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. IN
GELOGICAL SURVEY RESEARCH 1967, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY








EF}I"''T OF OPTICAL INHEIUU.ENEIT' Ot"F 'HE A1LOSPHEE (ON IrVGE
QAALIT . V. . 0 USHPIL, G.S. OSTANIN, AND K.N .H F. AZ AK.
IN SOVIZeT JLR.NAL OC' OPTICAL. TECHIO{lIX, (VOLX. 36, PF'T-OC"}'.
1969. PP.669-672. TRANSLAI'ION. A70-34215
CALIH1RATION OF' I EL[b-M:l( n-:TEHRS. A.I. LAZIAE.V, (USSR) IN
SVIEr' JXRhNAL OF' OPTICAL TiCH.\Oi ', XOL. 37, JA-N. 1970.
PP. - 10. TRW'S.AT' O( {RO OPTr 1{lkO-tt.eI-vN ICHe:SKA IA
PMtASK112.NbiSTo, VJL. 37, JAN. 1970. A70-39790
A LARCRATOUI S'ISTI1' KR SHORT WAVF CALIHRATION OF NFn'
P`RoEADI({.2'TERS. B.G. CUJINS, CBINAFiLlTH SCIENTIFIC AND
IBN1ISTRIAL Ri:SEACH ORGAN ZATI iON, DIV. OC l*'EF)(iOIUILICAL
PHYSICS, ASPENDALE, VICLXHIA, AUSTHALIA. IN PLHE AND
APPLIED GEYXHfSICS, VOL. 80, NO. 3, 1970. PP.371-377.
A70-39147
UN NO .EAU TYPE DE GRI.LLE M SPEUIR "]ETE. (A NEW TYPE 'F
SPECTRXOIl- GRILLE,) J. .MOE'rI'-AILLY, CL. MILAN, AND J.
CA¢¢1, DIJON UNIV.SIT'E, LAW)RATOIRE DE SPECMHOSCOPIE
JLR.JLAIRE, DIJON, PFANCE. IN K"NOUVE ' REVUE D'OPTIQLE
APPLIGUjE, VOL. 1, KAY-JUNE 1970. PP.137-144. IN-FHREH.
A70-37358
AN I NTR 1(ION 'ITO REIMiTE SENSING FR ENV I ROLFV TAL
ONITR1ING. REPORT )NO. REPORT NO. 1. JA/MES P. SCHERZ, AND
ALA R. STEVENS, AND E]iTLrND R. BEIA_, JR., UNIVERSITY OF
VISCONSON, REHI F SENSING PROGRAM, MADISON, WISCONSIN, ALSG.
1970, 02P.
ToE RELATIONSHIP EIS.'%EEN THE MAGNET'IC FIELDS IN SPACE AND AT
THE EARTH'S SURDFACE. S.M. MANSUROV, AND L.G. MANSLROVA,
AX(ADE[:IIA NAUl SSSR, INSTITVI ZEIbNOO MAGNI'iZMA, IONOSFERY
I RASPROSTRANEN IOA RADIONOLN, MOSCOW, USSR. IN ANNALES DE
GEOPHYSIGUE, VOL. 26, APRIL-JUNE 1970. PP.397-399.
A70-432G5
INFRARED EMISSION BY FINE WATER AE1OSLS AND FOGS. H.R.
CARL"N, U.S. ARMY, DEFENSE DEVELOP[I:NT AND ENINEERIr,,
LAE'RATNRIES, EDGFlGPUD ARSENAL, MARYLAND. IN APPLIED
OG?TDCS, VOL. 9, SEPT. 1970. PP.2000-2006. A70-40804
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NR-H8-00-000-01049 PRACTICAL. APPI,ICATI(ONS OF SLXtENT'IIAL, PATlTERN RIXXX;NITION
TECHNIQUES. R. NELbbN, AND H. IRISI,, PLRHIaJ UNIVt:RSilIT",
LAF'A ETT'E, IND. IN TECXNL'G, TEIX)D, AND '1XFIH(ROW,
CANAVERAL COUNCIL F 'T'ECHNICAL SOCIET'IES, SPACE (X)NGHESS,
7TH, COCOA BEACH, FLA., APRIL 1970, PHOCI'ibINOS, VOl,. 1.
PP.2-1 TO 2-9.
NlR-H8-00-000-01050 A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF REMUOTE SENSING OF' TH ATMOSPHERE.
H.M. lATES, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVIRCONENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
SUITLAND, MARILAND. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, SEPI'. 1970.
PP.1971-1975. A70-40801
NR-HO-DK-000-01051 SOME SHIFTING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE USER C(LIJNITY AND
THE EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM. ALLAN H. MUI R, EARTH SATELLITE
CORP., WASHINGTON, D.C. IN TECIM Y TODAY AND TRMC"R(1,
CANAVERAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SOCIETIES, SPACE CONGRESS,
TIH, COCOA BEACH, iF'A., APRIL 1970, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1.
PP.2-11 TO 2-14. A70-33708
NR-HO-00-000-01052 AIRBORNE ANALYSIS OF ASW UNDERSEA DATA. JAMES R. ER-ARiT,
AND LANE F. ESSWEIN, SPERRY RAND CORP., UNIVAC DIV., ST.
PAUL, MINN. IN SPERRY RAND ENGINEERING REVIEW, VOL. 23, NO.
2, 1970. PP.40-41, 44. A70-40575
NR-H8-00-000-01053 IMAGE EN1IANCEMENT TECHNIQLES. DONALD B. GENNERY, RCA,
PATRICK AFB, FLA. IN TECHNOLOGY TODAY AND TOORROW,
CANAVERAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SOCIETIES, SPACE CONGRESS,
TIH, COCOA BEACH, F1A., APRIL 1970, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1.
PP.12-19 TO 12-36.
NR-H8-00-000-01054 L'AVION, PLATEFE D'OBSERVATIONS SCIENTIFIOUES (THE
AIRCRAFT AS SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATION PLATFiORM) PIEIRE LENA,
OBSERVATOIRE DE : JN ET UNIVRSITE DE PARIS, 92, MEUX)N,
FRANCE. IN SPACE SCIENCE REVIEWS, VOL. 11, SEPT. 1970.
PP.131-151. IN FRENCH. A70-43146
NR'H8-00-000-01055 A NEW HOLORAPHIC IMAGE DEBLUJRRING EI1tC. G. STROKE, AND
M. HALIOJA, NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY, STONY BROUOK, N.Y.
IN PHYSICS LETITES, VOL. 33A, NO. 1, SEPT. 21; 1970.
PP.3-4, 6. COINTRACT NOS. NSF GRANT GK-4543, AND
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ACCESSION NUMIBER DSCRIPTION
NR-HO-00-000-01139 THE UNITED KINGDOM NATIONAL SPACE PROCGRIbE. JOHN E.
TWINN, ROYAL AIRCRAF'T EST'ABLISK-ENT, FARNBOHOCJH, HANTS,
CLAND, AND B.G. PRESSEV, SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, ILN[DON,EJGLAND. IN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE T'ECHYNOUY
AND SCIENCE, 8TH, TOKrO, JAPAN, AUG. 1969, PROCEEDINGS(AKIRA TAKANO, ED. 'KYO, ACNE PUBLISHING, INC., 1969).
PP.63-70. A70-35206
NR-HS-00-000-01140 ESRO - ORGANISATION AND PROGRA*E. WERNER J. KLEEN, ESRO,
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOXOGY CENTRE, NOORDWIJK,
NETHERLANDS. IN INT'ERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE TENOuLLUXY
AND SCIENCE, 8TH, TUKAO, JAPAN, AUG. 1969, PROCEEDINGS(AKIRA TAKANO, ED.) TOKYO, AGNE PUBLISHING, INC., 1969),
PP.33-50. A70-35204
NR-H8-00-000-01141 STATUS OF HMlMIINBIRD FILM DIGITIZERS. REPORT NOS.
SLAC-PUB-752, AND CONF-700519-1. JOHN L. BROWN, STANFORD
LINEAR ACCELERATIU CENTER, STANFORD, CALIF. MAY 70, 17P.
PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL COLULQUIUM ON PEPR, (2ND),
CAMBIRIDGE, MASS., MAY 1970.
NR-HS-00-000-01143 THE JPL STANDARD TOTAL-RADIATION ABSOULTE RADICMETER.
REPORT NO. JPL TR-32-1263. J.M. KENDALL, SR., JET
PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOCY,
PASADENA, CALIF. MAY 1968, 16P.
NR-H8-00-000-01145 AN EXTERNALLY SYNCIRONIZED CLOCK FOR SATELLITE APPLICATIONS.
REPORT NO. RAE-TR-69105. P.H. CLARKSON, ROYAL AIRCRAF'T
ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOROUMH, ENLAND. MAY 1969, 20P.
N71-11531
NI-HO-00-000-01146 STUDN OF' THE PEtI.IFtANCE CHAL7I'tlISTIC OF THE BENDIX T7'PE
DRA-12 AIRBtORNE IXPPLER R.ADAR SST'rkt. FINAL HREPOH'I', FEB.-
OCT. 1970. REPORT 'I'S. FA-NA-70-50, ANI) F'AA-R)-70-7:.
ROBERT H. MAIER, NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIF*ENTAL
CENTER, ATLANTIC CT1', NEW JERSEY. NOV. 1970, 20P.
N71-10394 AD-715444 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
IR-H8-00-000-01148 ATTENUATION OF RADIO WAVES BY THE A'IMOSPHERE A' THE
FREQUENCY 1415 MHZ. P.J. ENCRENAZ, MUD'ON OHSERVAIlIRE,
-IAUTS-DE-SEINE, FRANCE, AND A.A. PENZIAS, R.W. WILSON, ELL
TELEPHONE LABS., 1HLUri)EL, N. JERSEY. IN ASTRONOMY AND
ASTROPHYSICS, VOL. 9, NO. 1, NOV. 1970. PP.51-52.
A71-11381
MR-H8-00-000-01149 A FAR-INFRARED fbONOCH*ROMATOR. REPORT NOS. TM-20, AhD
AFOSR-70-1861TR. HEC'IUR J. RUIZ-CARDeNAS, AND S.S. SESNIC,
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN,
'TEXAS. JULY 1970, 76P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT AF-AFUSR-179Z-69
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-712675 N71-13365
MR-H8-00-000-01150 7W) BLACKHODY RADICFETERS OF HIGH ACCURACY. J.M. KENDALL,
SR., AND C.M. BERDAHL, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, PASADENA,
CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 5, MAY 1970.
PP.1082-1091. A70-32036
hR-H8-00-000-01151 OPTICAL THERMAL TESTING - A STATE OF THE ART REVIEW.
RICHARD F. LEFMWICH AND GEORGE B. ORDwAY, BARNES
ENGINEERING CO., STAM*URD, CONN. IN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
OF NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING, VOL. 2, SEPT. 1970. PP.129-'170.
A70-40747
NR-H8-00-000-01152 SPACE HANDBOOK - ASTRONAUTICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS. STAFF
REPORT OF 1E SELECT COMmITT'EE ON AST1ONAUTICS AND SPACE
EXPLORATION. REPORT NO. HOUSE DOCUIJNT NO. 86. ROBERT W.




SUWJLLT RELATEl) DOCUMIENTS - MUlC.TISUH Et!'
ACCESSION NUER~ DESCRIPTION
NR-HP-00-000-01156 VARIATIONS IN THE EARTH'S SLRFACE MAGNrTIC FIELD FROIM HE
IMAGNE'OPAUSE CURRENT SYSTEM. W.P. OLSEN, MCDONNELL DOLOLAS
ASTRONAUTICS CO., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. IN PLANETARY AND
SPACE SCIENCE, VOL. 18, OCT. 1970. PP.1471-1484.
A70-45355
NR-F1-00-000-01157 SE4IIAUIThVITIC ACOUISITION (O' FX EII'H : II.TAl.V I(1.I1'
REPU.X1'ANCE DATA FUH CAI.1ATING OP'IC'AL C(X)S'I'ANTS. .R.
HUNTER, U.S. NAVY, AND E.O. HLLLHLRT, CENTER FU.R SPACE
RESEARCH, WASHINGTUN, D.C. IN REVI.EW OF SCIENTIF'IC
INSTRLE 4TS, VOL. 41, OCT. 1970. PP.1419-142Z. A70-44470
NR-H8-00-000-01158 SE CONSIDERATIONS AH(UT ERROIR PROPAGATION IN STRIP
TRIANGULATIONS - AI'IAINAFL. ACCURACY. A.J. BRANDFH]H,
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITf, GRADUATE SCHOOL, C(I.JU/S, OHIO.
1958, 8P. PUBLICATIONS OF THE INSTITUTE OF' GtCESY,
PHOTOCRAWM'TRI AND CAHRUGRAPHY OF THE, OHIO STAT'E LNIVERSITY,
NO. 8. IN PH{TOHGRAMETRIA, VOL. 14, NO. 2, 1957-58.
NR-H8-00-000-01159 A REVIEW OF A DECADE OF SPACE CAlE*RA SYSTEIS DMVELOPENT
FOR METEROLOGY. HARVEY OSTROW, AND OSCAR %EIANSTEIN, NASA,
GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. IN SPIE
JOUR:NAL, VOL. 8, AUG-SEPT. 1970. PP.201-208. A70-43963
NR-HO-00-000-01160 LASERKINST IN ER DUNKEU(A . (LASER ART IN THE DARK
CHA3ER). J. BRAUNE.XK, KONSTANZ, GERMAN. IN LASER, VOL.
2, SEPT. 1970. PP.4,6. IN GERMAN. A70-45559
NR-H8-00-000-01162 AN EVALUATION OF' ANALOG TECHNIQUES FMR IMAGE REGISTRATION.
REPORT NO. USGS OPEN-FILE REPORT. ROBERT B. MCEWEN, U.S.
GEXLOGICAL SURLEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. FEB. 1970, 23P.
NR-H8-00-000-01164 PHOTOGRAPHIC CALIBRATIONS FOR EMISSION SPECTROGRAPHY USING A
SMLIL COMPUiER. REPORT NO. RI-7447. RAYO-ND J. HEEMSTRA,
U.S. BUREAU OF MINES, PEIROLUM RESEARCH CENTER,
BARTLESVIULE, OKLA. NOV. 1970, 15P. N71-10876
NR-H8-00-000-01165 INFRARED TECHNIOUES. W.D. LAWSON, AND J.W. SABEY, ROYAL
RADAR ESTABLISHMENT, MALVERN, WORCS, ENGLAND. IN RESEARCH
TEXHINICUES IN NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING, 1970. PP.443-479.
A70-42595
NR-HI-00-000-01166 PHOITOGRAPHIC IMAGE ENHANCEMENT BY SUPERIMPOSITION OF
IULTIPLE IMAGES. ROBERT J. KOILER, AND HUTSON K. HOWEL,,
ITEK CORP., LEXINGTON, MASS. (SOCIETY OF PHOTOCRAPHIC
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, ANNUAL CONFERENCE, BOSTON, MASS.,
MAY 1962). IN PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, VOL. 7,
JULY-AUG. 1963. PP.241-245. CONTRACT NO. AF33(600)-43383.
A63-22796
NM-H8-00-000-01168 THE RELATION OF" PICTURE DEFINITION OF AERIAL PHO(nYRHAPHS UD
SOLAR AZI7riTH. R.N. V4)UIE, AND S.A. TUCCIO, EASlTwN% KOl)AK
CO., RESEARCH LAH:HA'ITH IES, ROCHESTER, N.Y. (SOCIEN' OF'
PHOTUGRAPHIC SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, ANNUAL CONFEIENCE,
BOSTON, MASS., MAY 1962). IN PHOUTLRAPHIC SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, VOL. 7, NO. 2, MAR-APR. 1963. PP.109-112.
A63-15292
NH-Hd-00-000-01169 COLOR FILM OUTPUT FROM CWMPUTER RUNS. REPORT NO.
LA-4278-MS. F.G. BERRY, D.C. BUJChKNIER, R.C. CROOK, AND
D.O. DICKMAN, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., LOS ALAIMS,

























INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATION OF' COHERENT ACOUSTIC
IMAGING TO NONIDESTRUCT IVE TESTING. SEMIANNUAL TECHNICAL
REPT., MAY-OCT. 1969. REPORT NOS. PE-ER-9725, AND
AMMRC-CR-70-14.' WALTER R. ARNDT', AND JUSTIN L. KRElXJZR,
PERKIN-EMN CORP., OPTICAL GRCOUP, NORWALK, CONN. APRIL
1970, 69P. CONTRACT NOS. DAAG46-69-C-0010, AND
ARPA ORDER-1245. MICROFICBHE AND HARD COPY. AD-711085
N71-10397
INVESTIGATION OF THE APPLICATION OF' CCORENT ACOUSTIC
IMAGING TO NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING. SEI-ANNUAL REPORT, 3RD,
NOV. 69-MAY 70. REPORT NO. A1PIRC CR-70-14/2. WALTER R.
ARNDT, AND JUSTIN L. KREUZER, THE PERKIN-EL1IA CORP.,
OPTICAL GROUP, NORWALK, CONNECTICUT. DEC. 1970, 70P.
CONTRACT NOS. ARPA ORDER 1245, AND DAAG46-69-C-0010.
INFRARED 10.6-MICRON PHODIE HETERODYNE DETECTION. B.
PEYTON, E. SARD, R. LANGE, AND F.R. ARAMS, CUIJTER-HAt*tR,
INC., MELVILLE, NEW YORK. IN IEEE PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 58,
OCT. 1970. PP.1769-1770. A71-12035
EXPERIMENTELLE PRUFRNG VON AUSWEIRTEMETHODEN IN DER
IeSSTEXHNIK DURCH SIMULATION. (EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
OF MEASUREMENT DATA REDUCTION IMTITODS USING SIMULATION.)
P. CLEINSVIK, ADDRESS UNKNOWN. IN ZEITSCHRIFT FUR
VERMESSUNGSWESEN, VOL. 95, OCT. 1970, PP.417-428. IN
GERMAN. A71-10357
OPTICAL WAVEA'IDE TRA.NSMISSION. DI1.'lF:F UIl; , HFElL
TELEPHONE LA.S., INC., HAII)ELt,, NM* JE.HSF:. IN IEEI:F
PROCEEDIINGS, VOL. 58, OwT. 1970. PP.I513J-1I5. A71-12009
THE OPTICAL SCAITER CHANNEL. ROt(*RT M. LURNEH, MIT,
LEXINGFCN, MASS., AND AIFRED E. HLAND, NASA,  WAIJPS
ISLAND STATION, *AUIDPS ISLAND, VIHGINIA. IN IEEE
PROCEDIMNGS, VOL. 58, OCT. 1970. PP.1547-1563. A71-12012
LANDFORMS AND CLIMATIC CHtKa. IN THE KALAHI AND
NCAMILAND. A.T. GROVE, DEPT. OF GEX.I;HAPHfi, CWAHIIXGE
UNIVERSITY, CABHRIIGE, ENG;LAND. IN CGFXAAPHICAL J(OHRNAL,
VOL. 135, NO. 2, JUNE 1969. PP.191-212. W71-00702
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFTICE GECXlAGNE'IC SLRVEYS.
REPORT NO. IR NO. 70-18. U.S. NAVAL OCEANM.RAPHIC OFFICE,
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS DEPT., WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 90P.
PREXORAZCNANIE IZOBRAZHENIIA IZ ININRAKRASMNGO DIAPAZONA V
VIDIMYI ME'TODAMI NELINEINOI OPTIKI. (CONNVSION O' AN
INFRARED IMACGE INTO A VISIBLE IMAGE BY NONLINEAR OPTICAL
M-ITHODS). E.S. VOCRONIN, M.I. DIVLEKEEV, E'. AL., MOSKOVSKII
GOSUDARSTVENNYI UNIVERSITE!', MOSCO(, USSR. IN ZHUtRAL
EKSPERIMENTALOI I TEXRFE'ICHESKOI 'FIZIKI, VOL. 58, JAN.
1970. PP.51-59. IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-27543
MAN'S ENVIRONMENT FROM SPACE. K. IA KOINDRATYEV, USSR
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FI.ERATION, IN1TRNATItONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL CONGHESS, 21ST, KONSTANZ, WEST GERMANY, OCT.
1970, PAPER, 13P. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-44634.
i HE USE OF OPTICAL RADARS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
ATMOSPHERIC CCMPOSITION, MOTION AND TUERIPRATURE. REPORT NO.
ESRO-SN-81-ESRIN. GIORGIO FIOCCO, EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, FRASCATI, ITALY. PRESENTED AT - ESRO SLM"ER
SCHOOL, 511, FRASCATI, ITALY, ALE. 1967, 31P. (DEC. 1968.)
MICROFIOCHE COPY. N70-42503
RRE NEWSLEITER AND RESEARCH REVIEW, NO. 9. ROYAL RADAR
ESTALISHMENT, MALVERN, ENGLAND. 1970, 125P. MICROF'ICHE
COPY. N71-10201 THRU N71-10234
Reproduced from
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RHE NEW'SLETER AND RESEARCH REVNIEW, NO. 8. ROYAL RADAR
ESTABLISI-MENT, MALVFRN, ES.LAND. 1969, 151P. MICROFICHE
COPY. N71-10126 1'U N71-10234
A DUAL-PRF, DUAL-PULSE-LE-NGTH SYNCHRONIZER FOR THE T*0O-
FRUKXJNCY RANDLE CLI FE RADAR. INTERIM REPOHR'. REPORT NO.
NRL-7120. PHILLIP L. WAtKINS, NAVAL RESEARCH LAB.,
GEOPHYSICS BRANCH, WASHINGTUN, D.C. JULY 1970, 23P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-709902 N71-10303
INTERFERXME'ER POSITION LOCATION CONCEPT. PHASE REt)VERY
AND CALIBRATION. PHASE 2. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-111137, AND FSC-70-5269. I1HM CORP., `EDLERAL
SYSTEMS DIV., GAITHERSBLRG, MARYLAND. OCT. 1970, 96P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-21043. MICROFICH]E COPY. N71-10652
POLAR MOTION DETERMINATIONS BY US NAVY DOPPLkR SATELLITE
OBSERVAfIONS. REPORT NO. NWL-TR-2432. R.J. ANDERLE, NAVAL
WEAPONS LAB., WARFARE ANALYSIS DEPT., DAHLC.REN, VA. JULY
1970, 83P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-712058 N71-12141
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A LUNAR RADIOMETER. REPORT NO.
NASA-TM-X-64539. WALTER FORUNTAIN, SPACE SCIENCES LAB.,
NASA, MARSHALL SPACE FLICHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA.
JULY 1970, 42P. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10275
NOVYE PRIBORY DLIA IZMERENIIA RADIATSII. (NEW DEVICES FOR
MEASURING RADIATION.) V.I. SHLIAKHOV, M.B. FRIDZON, AND
V.I. KURAKIN, TSENTRALNAIA AEROL0GICHESKAIA OBSERVATIRIIA,
DOLG;OPRUDNAYA, USSR. IN METEDROLOGIIA I GIDROLOGIIA, AUG.
1970. PP.84-89. IN RUSSIAN. MICROF'ICHE COPY. A71-10541
ATS-5 MILLIETER WAVE EXPERIMENT DATA REPORT. JAN-AUG.
1970, VOLUME 2. REPORT NOS. X-751-70-369-VOL.2, AND
NASA-TH-X-65371. LOUIS J. IPPOLITO, NASA, GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. OCT. 1970, 54P. MICROFICHE
AND HARD COPY. N71-10654
STATISTICAL THEORY FUR THE DETECTION OF SIGNALS UNDER LINEAR
SCALE TRANSFORMATIONS. REPORT NO. THEMIS-SMUJ-TR-68.
GIBB BLANKS MATLOCK (PH.D. THESIS), SOUIiERN MElHODIST
UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF STATISTICS, DALLAS, TEXAS. APRIL 1970,
53P. CONTACT NO. N00014-68-A-0515. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-711112 N71-10663
NR-HO-00-000-01203 A THIN FILM FACSIMILE SCANNER. REPORT NO. EtX.t-3.308.
GIlRGE E. HtROWN, AND WIIFHED H. HELL, A,,t-I ELE("]T ONICS
C4OND, FOR)T M'LfI'H, NEW JEIHSE'. JUNE 1970, 14P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-710953 N71-10d58
NR-HE-00-000-01204 MOTION PICTURE AND TElEVISION ENGINEERING. VtXLM,E 13, NO.
12. REPORT NO. FTD-HT-23-275-70. .V.P. AZOVI'SEV, AIR
FRCE SYST IS (XbiAND, )IOREIGN T1XUMJI)O DIV., WRHIC H'-
PA'TER1SON AFB, OHIO. JULY 1970, 44P. THASL. FROM -
TEOHNiKA KINO I TELEVIDENIYA (MU.SCORW), VOL. 13, NO. 12,
1969. PP.39-51. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-711748 N71-10969
NR-H8-00-000-01207 RESEARCH REPORT ON LASER INFURMATION PROCESSINGS.
IE.JIRK) SAKURAI, KEISLKE KIKUCHI. YOSHINO(U MITSU'(ASHI,
ETl AL., LUkIRM HNICAL LAB., T(OlKO, JAPAN. FEB. 1970,
257P. IN JAPANESE, ENS. SHl+IARY. E CLEC-TROTEiNICAL LAB.(TO(YO) CIRCLAR NO. 168. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10017
NR-H8-00-000-01208 AINOSPHERIC TRANSPARENCY IN 'HEI VISIBLE AND THE INFRARED
(PRZRAq-,lOS~ T ATO'ISFERY DLYA VIDIMIKH I INFRAKRASNYKH
IEI). REPORT NO. TT-69-55102. V.E. ZLEV, USSR BOOK
PUBLISHED BY IZD. SOVE`TSKOE RADIO, MOSCOW, 1966. TRANSL.
BY ISRAEL PROaRAM FUR SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS, LTD.,
JERUSALE4, 1970, 223P. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-33401
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ACCESSION NUMEIR DESCRIPTION
NR-H-00-000-01209 RESPONDING TO REQUESTS AT THE NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA
CEITER. REPORT NOS. X-601-70-162-REPRINT, AND
NASA TM-X-63909. JAMES A. FAVAj C. KENNEl1H MICL3VITZ, AND
NICK KARLOW, NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CE2ITER, GREENBELT,
IARYLAND. .M4Y 1970, 13P. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-28288
MR-H8-00-000-01210 OPERATIONAL BRIGHTNESS NORMALIZATION OF ATS-l CLOUD -
PICTURES. REPORT NO. ESSA-TM-NESCTM-24. V.R. TAYLOR,
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
AUI. 1970, 18P. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-41219 PB-194638
MR-NS-00-000-01211 DESIGN OF ROCKET-BORNE INSTRUME~N TO MEASURE FAR-INFRARED
RADIATION IN THE NIGHT SKY. REPORT NO. LA-4357-MS. J.G.
BERRY, A.O. BLAIR, F. EDESKUTY, R.D. HIEBERT, D.M. JONES,
UT AL., LDS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY, L)S ALAMOS, NEW
MEXICO. APRIL 1970, 28P. CONTRACT NO. W-7405-ENG-36.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-41747
NR-H8-00-000-01212 FtATURE SPACE DIMr:NSIONALITY REM.CTIO(N SING O1Tl-K(XONAL
POLlNOMIALS. REPORT NO. LARS INuRM1'4TION NI'E 101066.
J.R. SEtO, LABORATORY IUR APPLICATIONS OFI' HlEIrE St:NSlNG,
PURDUE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PARK, WEST .'AFVEl-,I'E, INDIANA.
N.D., 6P.
Nl-H8-00-000-01213 OBJECTIVE COIPARISON OF FILM -FILTER COMBINATIONS FOR PHOTO-
INTERPRETATION. J. VERMEER, INTERNATIOIAL INSTITUTE I'Ol
AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES (I.T.C.), DEU'T, THE
NETHERLANDS. IN'TRANSACTIONS OF THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON PHOTO-INTERPRETATION, VOL. 2, PP.81-84,
EDITIONS TECHNIP, PARIS, 1967.
NR-H8-00-000-01214 LOGICAL THOUGHTS ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PHOTO-INTERPRETATION.
W.G.L. DE HAAS, AND S.A. HEMPENIUS, INTERNATIONAL INSTIlTTE
FOR AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES (I.T.C.), DELFT, THE
NETIERLANDS, A.P.A. VINK, UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM, 'HE
NIHERBANDS. TRANSACTIONS OF THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON PHITO-INTEIRPRETATION, VOL. I, PP.43-46,
EDITIONS TECHNIP, PARIS, 1967.
NIR-H-00-000-01217 INTEGRAL EQUATION FORfMULATIONS OF SCATIERING FROM TWO-
DIMENISIONAL INHCMIGENEITIES IN A CONDUCTIVE EARTH. FINAL
REPORT, PART 2. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-110911. JOHN RObERT
PARRY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SPACE SCIENCES LAB.,
BERKEIEY, CALIF. AUG. 1969, 183P. SPACE SCIENCES
LABORATORY (UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY) SERIES 11,
ISSUE 47. CONTRACT NO. NAS2-5078. MICROFICPHE COPY.
N71-10784
NR-H-00-000-01218 THE FUNDENTAL INFRARED' T'IRSI-O IN THERMAL IMAGE
DETECTION AS AFFECTED BY DETECTOR COOLING AND RELATED
PROBLEMS. REPORT NO. ARL-70-0042. RADAMES K.H. GEBEL,
AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATIERSON AFB, OHIO.
MARCH 1970. IN ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRON
PHYSICSp VOL. 28. PP.685-704. AD-706526
NR-HS-00-000-01219 PARAMETERS OF HUMAN PATTERN PERCEPTION. SEMI-ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT, NO. 6, MARCH-SEPT. 1970. SELBY H. EVANS,
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE FUR THE STUDY OF
COGNITIVE SYSTEMS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS. OCT. 1970, 31P.
CONTRACT NO. DAADOS-68-C-0176. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713185
NR-H8-00-000-01220 MODERN TRENDS IN ACTIVATION ANl.YSIS, Vt-*/: I -
INTlERNATIONAL CONIeRENCE, GAITHIHiSHtCi, MAHILANID, OL'T. 19be,
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I OF 2 VOLS. JAi*:S R. DI".%, AND
PHILIP D. LAF.LEk, EDITORS, NATIONAL BR.FAU OF STANDWA)S,
WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 19b9, 68"eP. NATIONAL IREAU OF'
STANDARDS SPECIAL PUBLICATION 312, V. 1. MICHOFICHE (XCPW.
8t0-15226 TfHRU 15312.
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NR-HA-00-000-01224 VISUAL RESPONSE OF WTE I 'iPRFPRETt. REPORT NOS. C00-7t-225,
AND DCONF-700516-2. E.C. G(REGG, CASE WEST'WN RFSElRVE UNIV.,
IDEPT. OF RADIOLCGY, CLE'VEIAN.D, OHIO. PRESENTED AT
CONFERENCE ON QUANTITATIVE ORGAN VISUALIZATION IN NtCULAR
MEDICINE, IST BIENNIAL, MIAMI FILMIDA, 1969, 19P. CO(TbiACT
NOS. W-31-109-ENG-78, GRANTS NIH AM-06760, AND NIH CA-08034.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-39358
NR-HO-00-000-01225 SATELLITE PICIXRE INTERPRETATION FUR EROPE. REPORT NO.
2W1-THN-70-3. RICHARD E. WILLIAMS-ON, HEATHER WIN (2ND), APO
NEW YORK. SEPT. 1970, 56P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-712393
N71-12772
NR-H8-00-000-01226 SOME PROBLEKS IN DESIGNINO RADIO INTERFEROElITERS WITH
INDEPENDENT RECEPTION. (NE)OIXoRIE VOPROSY POSTROHENIYA
RADIOIlNTFERObRETROV S AVTOU MN(TM PRIaEMOM). REPORT NO.
NASA-TT-F-13382. V.A. ALEXSE.EV, E.D. GATELYUK, 'ET AL.,
TRANSLATION CONSULTANTS, LTD., ARLINGTON, VA. NOV. 1970,
16P. TRANSL. OF - IZVESTIIA VYSSHIKH UCHEBNlKH ZAVEDENIY,
RADiOFIZIKA (GORKI), VOL. 13, NO. 1, 1970. PP.5-15.
CONTRACT NO. NASW-2038. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10361
NM-418-00-000-01227 THE REFLECTOMETER EXPERIMENT FMR APPLICATION TSCHNOLMY
SATELLITE, PHASE 2. ANNUAL REPORT, NOV. 67-JAN. 69. REPORT
NOS. NASA-CR-107063, AND REPT-7003-AR. ELECTRO-OPTICAL
SYSTEMS, INC., PASADENA, CALIF. JAN. 1969, 87P. CONTRACT
NO. NAS5-9669. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10364
NR-HS-00-000-01229 COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF' PRISMATIC SOLIDS. REPORT NO.
MAC-TR-73. ARNOLD KOONS GRIFFITH (PH.D. THESIS),
MASSACHUSEITS INSTITUITE OF TEXHNO.LLGY, DEPT. OF
M'ATHEMATICS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. AUG. 1970, 182P. CONTRACT
NO. N00014-20-A-0362-0002. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-712069
N71-11175
NR-HB-00-000-01230 INVESTIGATION OF AT'lX)SPHE'IC PARAMEnI'ERS WITH IUVRWARD
SCAT 'ER PROBING. FINAL REPORT, JAN. 69-JUNE 70. REPORT NO.
AFCRL-70-0397. PHILLIP A. EULLO, PE'TE AIEXANDER, ANi) S.
AHMED MEER, SIGNATRON INC., LEXINGl)N, M\SS. JUNE 1970,
159P. CONTRACT NO. F'19621-C-0176. MICROFICHE COPI.
AD-712088 N71-11130
NH-H8-00-000-01231 A SYNTACTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PATTERN DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
PADEL. REPORT NOS. TR-2768-2, AND AiUSR-70-2359TR. JOHN O.
AIOSS, AND KENNE~H J. BREEDDIN, , OHIO STATE UNIV., tLEC.'IO-
SCIENCE LAB., .CO(tUUS, OHIO. JULY 1970, 34P. CONTlRACT'
NO. GRANT AF-AFOSR-1710-69. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-711406
1N71-11305
NR-H8-JH-710-01232 ESTIMATING CL0UD AMOUNT AND HEIGHT FROM SATELLITE INFRARED
RADIATION DATA. REPORT NO. ESSA-TR-NESC-54. P. KRISHNA
RAO, NATIONAL ENVIRONM'NTAL SATELLITE CENTER, WASHINGTON,
D.C. JULY 1970, 16P. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-41205
NR-H8-00-000-01233 AN INTRODUCTION TO PSEUDO-NOISE MOXULATION. REPORT NO.
TM-64-4. J.P. CHANDLER, U.S. ARMY MATERIAL COMMAND, HARRY
DIAMOND LABORATORIES, WASHINGTON, D.C. JAN. 1964, 47P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-479308
NR-H8-00-000-01234 AN INFI"ORMATION REWRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.
REPORT NO. NSSDC 69-09. B.I. ULLUM, WOLF RESEARCH AND
DEVELDPMENT CORP., BOSTON, MASS. NATIONAL INFURMATION
RETRIEVAL COULLOUIUM, 6TH ANNUAL, PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA, MAY 1969, PAPER. 19P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS5-8060. MICROFICHE COPY. A71-11425
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NR-H8-00-000-01235 DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE PLUG-IN UNITS FrIR INSTANT WAVEFORM
ANALYSIS. REPORT NO. GEPP-73. J.F. HOELL, GENERiAL
ELECTRIC CO., NEUTRON DEVICES DEPT., ST. PETERSBURG,
FLORIDA. OCT. 1969, 36P. CONTRACT NO. AT(29-2)-656.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-42801
NR-H8-00-000-01236 CORAT INSTITUTE OF MATHBEMATICAL SCIENCES DIVISION OF
EL)CIRONAGNE'rIC RESEARCH. FINAL REPORT, MAY 61-JAN. 70.
JOSEPH P. KELLER, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, COXRANT INSTITUTE OF
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES DIVISION OF' ELECTROMGNETIC RESEARCH,
N.Y., N.Y. JAN. 1970, 23P. CONTRACT NO. NONR-285(48).
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-708749
NR-HO-00-000-01237 TEMPERATR': EI T O'NS  PIUJRAPHIC SENhSITIVI'K REPOR'I'
WOS. NASA-CH-11276", AND T-70-17. ID-:NNIS H. JI\.ARS,
STEWARD OBStRVATOUR, AR I lt)A NIVEHS I I, lW..Ou, AH I A)NA.
JULY 1970, 6"P. (XONTlbHAT N. iRANT GHR-03-002-03e.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-37050
NR-H8-00-000-01239 PRINCIPLES OF' OPTICAL DATA PHOCESSINU FI' ESNGINEtRHS.
REPORT NO. NASA-TR-R-327. A.R. SII-MAN, NASA, CODUARD
SPACEFLIGHT CENTlER C, Ri'NELT, MARILAND. MAY 1970, 126P.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-33770
NR-H-00-000-01242 ENVIROENTAL POLLUTION - A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY,
INFOTMATION FUR BL;SINESS AND INLiSTRY. REPORT F'I JAN. 68-
APRIL 70. REPORT NO. NTIS-BIB-70-01. CLEARING HOUiSE FUR
FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INUDHMATION, SPRINGFIELD,
VA. MAY 1970, 37P. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-11078 PB-192318
IR-H8-00-000-01243 AUTIMATIC SCANNING. REPORT NO. JPRS-51512. G.P. KATYS,
(USSR) JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON,
D.C. OCT. 1970, 442P. TRANSL. OF RUSSIAN HOK -
AVTOMATICHESKOYE SKANIROVANIYE. MOSCOW, MASHINOSTROYENINYE,
1969. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-42431
NR-He-00-000-01244 INTEGRATED DATA-PROC.ESSOR-COtIROLLER FIR AN ASTRONOMICAL
TELEVISION SYSTEM IN A SPACE-BORNE OBSERVATORY. YASLSHI
NOZAWA, SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVA1'URY, CAMIRIDGE,
-MASS. INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION, INITERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS, 21ST, KONSTANZ, WEST GEbHANY, OCT.
1970, PAPER. 18P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-1535. MICROFICHE
COPY. A70-44649
NR-H8-00-000-01246 RADEL - A PATTERN DESCRIPTION LANGUAGCE. REPORT NOS.
AFUOSR-70-2586TR, AND ESL-2768-1. KENNETH J. BREEDING,
CHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, ELECTROSCIENCE LAB., COUIBUS, OHIO.
JUNE 1970, 44P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT AF-AFOSR-1710-69.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-714594
NR-H8-00-000-01247 K VOPROSU OPREDELENIIA TEMPERATURY I NEKOTORYKH
FIZICHESKIKH KHARAKTERISTIK PIVERKHNOSTI ZEILI PO
RADIOMETRICHESKIM IZMERENI AM SVERKHVYSOKOCHASTUNOrO
IZLUCHENIIA S ISZ. (DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE AND
SaC PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE
FROM SATELLITE RADICMEI'RIC MEASUREUENTS OF SUPERHIGH-
FREOUENCY RADIATION). A.M. SHULTKO, USSR IN SPUTNIKOVAIA
ME'EXORXOLGIIA (SATELLITE MIETEORO(OGY), EDITED BY V.CG.
BOULDtHEV, AND N. I.. V:;I'I'.'iFtP/, GlI Ilr[ln.;'.i.VI
* ( IDH(J'ITI.EN(X; I CHI*:SK II bNAtC.(;INXO- l.l.X.VIT:I k s I I'.''lSSSH, 1HTn M). O50) 1969. P. 10I-110. IN HSIAN.
MICHOtICHE C.OP. A70-3,(j7 
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NR-H-00-000-01250 PCL)SHcE*:NIE INFRARASNO)I IRDIATSI I VO(BANItM P/AHWM V
(NAKH pROALHN)S'lTI. (INhRAHED IbWIA'l'l(h iUhSYIt'I'IO L H
WAT's VAPOR IN h'['ANNIf'ICE AINIXN$h ). H.P.- KOZ.HEV, AND
V.A. aA71*:N-I, LP;NINGHADSKII EL-FX'I"HUI'TIICHSKI I INS'l'llrr,
LENIURXAD, USSR. IN AKaU'Nl IA NAU.K SSSH, IZVt:STl' IA, FIZIKA
ATNI7'SF'.Y I OLXANA, VOL. 6, JUNE 1970. PP.644-646. IN
RUSSIAN. MICROFI1.TiE COPY. A70-37425
IR-HB-00-000-01251 RASPROSl A.NEIE IRADIV(X.N NAD NEXDROD()NVM!I 1RASS*ll/
EISPISIMENTALINE SS:LDOIXVANI IA. (iHA)IO WAVF PHOPAGAT'I'ON
OVER I N GL ENPFXXS 1TE'RAINS). A.K. HtlA3A(OV, (USSR) IN
PROBLE' DIFIAKTSII I RASPROSTRANENIIA VOLN, NO. 9, 1969.
PP.145-154. IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICH;E COP. A70-38573
NR-H8-00-000-01252 NEMOITtORE PRINTSIPY DLINNOVOLNOVOI POLUPR(VODNIKOlvOI
FItXRGRAI"I cSOtEE PRINCIPLES OF LOM;WAVE SENICOXNDCIT R
PHOIXGRAPH). L.G. PARITSKII, AND S.M. RVK1IN, AKADI-t1IIA
4NAt SSSR, FIZIKO-TEKHNICHESKII I NSTill', INIhlkNAD, USSR.
IIN- ZHURNAL NAUCHNO! I PRIKLADN)I FlTO;RAFII I
KINEIAtN'OGRAFII, VOL. 15, MAI-JUNE 1970. PP.184-191. IN
RUSSIAN. p4ICR3ICHE COPY. A70-362(2
NR-HI1-00-000-01253 RESEARCH AND ADVANCED DEVELOPU)ET. SEMI-ANNtJAL REVIEW,
JAN.-JUNE 1970. REPORT NO. 701-90. JLT' PROPuLSION LAB.,
CALIFORNIA INSTITUI'E OF' TE.CHNOLGY, PASADENA, CALIF.
AUI. 1970, 250P. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-39411 THRU
N70-39416.
NR-H8-00-000-01254 THE TRANSFURMATION OF' A BEAM DIRING INTERACTION OF LIGHT
WITh A SUBSTANCE. REPORT NO. FTD-HT-66-651. F.I.
FEDIROV, (USSR, FREIGN ECHNLLOGYCY DIV., VRIIrHT-PATIrmsc
APE, OH10. DEC. 1966, 13P. TRANSL. OF - ZVJRNAL
PRIKLADNOY SPEXTROSKOPII (JOURNAL OF APPLIED SPECTR¥SCOPY),
VOL. 4, NO. t, 1966. PP.58-63. AD-646 376
NR-H8-00-000-01255 DEVEOPNMET OF A GRADIOE'TER FOR MEASURING GRAVITY GRADIENTS
UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITIONS. REPORT NOS. AFCRL-70-0267, AND
SCIENTIFIC 1. GLENN KLOIBER, FHGHES AIRCRAFT X)., AEROSPACE
GROUP, CbLVER CITY, CALIF. MARCH 1970, 48P. CONTRACT NO.
F19628-69-C-0219. MICROFICHiE COPY. AD-707545
NR-HO-00-000-01256 EINE GFNAUIGKEITSUNTERSSICHUNG DES O'IHOPROJWIXTUS GIGAS-
ZEISS. (A PECISION EVALUATION OF THE UHTI-K)-PRHWLEC'I
GIGAS/ZEISS.) HERMXNS C. NEUHAUER, INSTITlQ' .l:tR
ANGCWAND'TE GEO)DASIE, FRANKFTRT AM MA IN, YEST GERMANY.
NACHRICfHTE AUS DEM KART'LN-UND VEt ESSUNGSWESEN, REIHE I -
DIFSCHE BEITiAGE LND INtORMAiTIONEN, HEI'T NH. 42, 1969, 76P.
N70-2406 e
NR-H8-00-000-01259 AN OPTICAL SPATIAL PHASE NODULATOR ARRAY, AC'TIVATED BY
OPTICAL SIGNALS. RE1?'f1 REIZXN, Pt.EKIN-EL*R ,X)HPORATION,
WILTON, CONN. IN ELEHTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEINS DESIGN
CEON'RNCE, 1ST, NEW' YORK, N.Y., SEPT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS
(CHICAGO, INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC CONMi'.NCE MANAGIEINT,
INC., 1970). PP.225-230. A70-33147.
NR-HO-00-000-01260 NEW DESIGN FOR LASER IMAGE-SPECKLE I .NTERFERONMlIER. KARL A.
STETSON, MINISTRY OF TECHOLOY, NATIONAL PHISICAL LAB.,
TEDDINTIN, MIDDLESEX, MNGLAND. IN OPTICS AND LASER
TEVIM)GY, VOL. 2, NOV. 1970. PP.179-181. A71-12718
NR-HS-00-000-01262 SOME METiODS AND INVESTIGATIONS FOR DETERMINING THE QUALITY
OF AERIAL PHKlIRAPHS. ERIK WELANDER, GEO;UAPHICAL SURVEY
OFFICE, $Q SSW"EDEN. IN INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVE:S OF
P A'I I E'lYI, TRANSACTIONS OF Th1: SIMPOSILU ON P.OTD-
INTERPRETATION, V(OL. 14, 1962. PP.28-38.
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NR-H8-00-000-01263 ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS - SEPT. 1967 THROUGH AUG.
.970 FROM 'PARAMEMERS OF HUMAN PAr1ERN PERCEPTION'. SELBY
H. EVANS, TEXAS CIHRISTIAN UNIV., INSTITUTE FIR THE STUDY OFC
COGNITIVE SYSTEMS, FORT WORT'IH, TEXAS. OCT. 1970, 20P.
CONTRACT NO. DAAD05-68-C-0176. MICRO'ICHE AND HARD COPY.
AD-714672
NR-H8-00-000-01264 THE DESIGN OF REPLACE42NT AERIALS FOR M0RSIDE EDGE. REPORT
NOS. REPT-1970/21, AND RA-64. P. KNIGHT, BRITISH
BROAICASTING CORP., RESEARCH DEPT., KINGCSWOOD, ENGLAND.
JUNE 1970, 5P. N70-36797
NR-H8-00-000-01265 UIF RADIO LINKS - 2.5 QiZ TRANSMITTING AERIALS FOR MOBILE
RADIO CAMERAS. REPORT NOS. REPT-1970/20, AND RA-61. N.H.C.
GILCHRIST, AND J.H. MOORE, BRITISH BROADCASTING CORP.,
RESEARCH DEPT., KINGSW2ODI, ENGLAND. JUNE 1970, 7P.
N70-36796
WN-H -00-000-01266 IMPROUVq:FNTS TO C(O(XRt *11 PRlJt* r'ION HN Mt}uI*' INT 1iHiE
SPECTRUM OF' THE IULIMINhA'l(O HREPORT NOS. HEPT-1970/19, AND
PH-60. J.O. DLEWEP.Y, BRITISH BROAillASTING CORP., RESFAHCH
DEPT., KINGSVO , ENGLAhD. 1970, 16P. N70-33554
NR-H8-00-000-01267 A RADIAL-SHEAR INTERiF/RN I*FR USE WITH A LASRH S.URCE.
w.H. STEEL, mU !X.."ALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL H:ESEUHCH
ORCANIZATION, NATIONAL STANIhXRDS LAB., SIDNEN, AUSTRALIA.
IN OPTICA ACTA, VOL. 17, OCT. 1970. PP. 721-724. A71-12144
NR-H8-00-000-01268 NEW DOMESTIC SPECTRAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR GCHOUH
POTENTIAL. N.G. IAROSLAVSKII, AND I.I NIKOL(t,VA, (USSR)
IN SOVIET JOCRNAL OF' OPTICAL I'ECH IX.G, VOL. 37, APRIL
1970. PP.219-232. TRANSLATION. A71-12710
NR-H8-00-000-01269 DIE MESSUNG SCHWACHER MfGNETISCHER FULCR MITTELS
M'GNEIXCFE',R MIT DIREKTER ZEITVc.LSCHLUSSELLUNG. (MEASUREr'iNT
CFP WEAK MAGNETIC FIELDS BY MEANS OF A bMAGNE'RITEER WITH
DIRECT TIME OWDING.) G. TRENKLER, BRAUNSCHf*EIG, WEST
GEM4ANY. IN MESSTEXINIK, VOL. 78, OCT. 1970. PP.205-209.
IN GERMAN. A71-11722
NR-HO-00-000-01270 EIN SPEK RALPHOT(7E ZR  MESSUNG KLEINER DIFFIERENZEN VON
TRANSMISSIONSCRADEN. (SPECTROPHlUlMETER FUR MEASUR I NG SMALL,
TRANSMITTANCE DIFFERENCES). D. HOESCHIEN, AN)D G. VIEiH,
PHYSIKALISCH-TECHNISCLHE BUNDESANSTALT, HRAUNSCHWEIG, WEST
GERMANY. IN MESSTECHNIK, VOL. 78, OCT. 1970. PP.200-202.
IN GERMAN. A71-11721
NR-HO-00-000-01271 THE EFFEX)T OF FILTERS ON CONTRAST AND READABILITY OF CRT
DISPLAY. GARY M. SACH, HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., FtULRTON,
CALIF. IN SOCIETY OF INFURMATION DISPLAY. PROCEEDINGS,
.OL. 11, 4TH QUARTER 1970. PP.177-186. A71-12073
NR-H8-00-000-01272 A REAL-TIME LASER PHOTIOCHROMIC DISPLAY. ROBERT J. ANDERSON,
SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION, INC., LITTLE FALLS, NEW JERSEY.
IN SOCIETY OF INFORMATION DISPLAY. PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 11,
4TH QUARTER, 1970. PP.151-163. A71-12072
NR-H-F'H-000-01273 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HURRICANES AND SEVERE STORMS OF THE COASTAL
PLAINS REGION. REPORT NO. PUBL-70-2. COASTAL PLAINS CENTER
FOR MARINE DEVELDPMENT SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT.
1970, 74P. N71-11847
NR-H8-00.-000-01274 EINE VOLLAU.TFATI.SCHE AEHlkGISCL; HOtF:NSTATION. (A FtIUL.]
AUTUMATIC AEROL0GICAL GROUND STATION). E. AUS'S1FIN, M.
DUJNC(L, UNIVIERSITAT HA-LHU]G, H tI*HkG, WEST GER;,MN, ,ND
O. WReILE, SItMINS AG, KARLSRUHE, WES'I' GEItA\N. IN ARCHIV
FUR TEW ISCHES MESSEN UND IhNDISTR I ELLE M:SST~X-.LN IK,
LIEFERUNG 417, OCT. 1970. PP.R117-R125. IN GERiAN.
A71-10360
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NR-H8--00-000-01275 NONPARA-ETRIC AND LIKNGUISTIC APPROACHES 1d PATTERN
REOGUNITION. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-111119, AND TR-EE-70-20,
AND AFOSR-70-2005TR. P.H. SWAIN, AND K.S. FU, PURXUE
UNTVERSITY, SCHOOL 0' EL.ECT RICAL ENGINFhERING, LAF'AYEITE,
ENDIANA. JUNE 1970, 195P. LARS INFhiM-l'ATIO NOUrE NO.
051970. CONTRACT NOS. GRANTS NCL-15-005-112,
Af-AFOSR-1776-69, AND NSF GK-1970. N71-10966
NR-HO-00-000-0127G AUOAATED RAW ENVIR)NNENTAL DATA PROCESSING. WILLIAM A.
.HUBER, U.S. AlMY ELE Tl ONICS COElAND, FORT M '' l 1H, N.J.
1940, 14P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-713 543
NR-H8-00-000-01279 AEROTRIANCULATION WITH INDEPENDENT MODELS ON THE ZEISS
PLANIMAT - A STUDY OF t'E INSTRUI.ENT. REPORT NO. S51-539E.
H. EBNER, AND W. WAGNER, STVITGART, WEST GERMANY. TRANSL.
OF - BILDMESSUNG UIND LU'TBILDWESEN, NO. 4, 1970.
PP.249-257.
NR-HO-00-000-0B231 CREATING HLOGRAPHIIC FILTERS FOR AUTCMATIC RECOGNITION
SYSTE'S. JAMES T. TH'UiASSON, LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC., DATA
SYSTEHLS DIV., VAN NUYS, CALIF. IN PATTERN REXOUNITION
ST-DIES, ,SIEY 0F' PHOi)TO-OPTiCAL INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS,
SERINAR-IN-DEEPTH, NEW YORK, N.Y., JUNE 1969, PROCEEDINGS
(SPIE SE41MNAR PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 18). PP.3-12. A71-11702
NR-H8-00-000-01282 REVUE TECHNIGUE THOMSON-CSF, VOLUME 2, NU4lER 2, JUIN 1970,
PP.183-344. PUBLiSHED BY TH4MSON-CSF, 78 VERSAILLES,
FEANCR. 1970:, 64P.
NR-HO-00-000-01283 ANTENNE MILLIMETRIQUE 4MULTIFAISCEAU. (MJLTIBEAM
MILL4IMETER ANTENNA.) R. MALISSIN, TIC'MSON-CSF,
LAERATVOIRE CENTRAL DE RECHERCHES, ORSAY, ESSONNE, FRANCE.
IN REVUE TECHNICUE TIWMSON-CSF, VOL. 2, JUNE 1970.
PP.217-226. IN FRiENCH. A70-46320
NR-H8-00-000-01284 ECtAR107TIFRE INFVARHLAWF (SRt41FAMIS). ($SIIIHRivIS I NFRHI:I)
ANGULAR-D.'VIATI1OiN 1I'IEH. ) G. CXXIUHC, 'I..)SON-CSF',
DIVISION MATERIELS AEHOSPATIAIX, VFLIlS'-VII.I .1ACX.IA',
YVELINES, FLANCE. IN HRE.'VE 'It-HNI.UE T1iSON-CSF, *Ol.. 2,
JUNE 1970. PP.263-282. IN FRIEN'CH, A70-46322
NR-H8-00-000-01285 NOUVEAU SPF1'TRWORTRE A DOUBILE FAISCKAU POUR L't71C.I DE
L'IN-IFAROXGE LVINTAIN DANS DE RtXGION DE 40 MICRONS A 1 NH.
4A NtE DEHLE-BFAM SPETRULWEVEt R FUR FAR-INFRARED RESARCUH IN
THE RANGE I'FROC 40 MICRONS 'I) IMM.) M. 'rG, J.M. ALEXANOHE,
AND J.M. IRO.UE OL, CUM(PAGNIE D'APPLICATIONS NECANIQUIES A
L'ELECTRONIOUE, AU CINEhA El' A L'ATOMISTIOUE, COLRBLt.OIE,
BAUTS-DE-SEINE, PRANCE. IN REVUE T'LCHNIMlUE ITUH(ON-CSF,
VOL. 2, JUNE 1970. PP.283-294. IN FRENCH. A70-46323
NR-H8-000-000-01206 CON(RHCIAL INSTRIFb§rTATI(O FOR SPACE STATION APPLICATION.
VULUNE I - -FASIBILITY OF USING CL'(} CIAL LAIIORAUHY
INSTRUE'NTS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-102940,
AND FR-1065-101-VOL-1. ALLEN C. NORTON, BECKMAN.
INSTRUMENTS, INC., ADVANCED) TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS,
FULLERTOIN, CALIF. OCT. 1970, 11P. CONTRACT NO.
·NIAS8-26119. MICROFICHE AND HARD O.PIES. N71-13299
,R-H8-00-000-01287 C0IIERCIAL INSTRUMENTATION FDR SPACE STATION APPLICATION.
VOLLM 2 - SULVEY OF COX]t+CIAL LABOHRATORY INSTRULtNrTS.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-102941, AND
FR-1065-101-VOL-2. ALLEN C. NORTON, BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS,
INC., ADVANCED TECHNOL0GY OPERATIONS, FULLERT'ON, CALIF.
OCT. 1970, 319P. CONTRACT NO. NAS8-26119. MICROFICHE
COPY. N71-13300
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NR-H8-00-000-01288
NR-H6-00-000-01289
ATS-5 MILLIMETER WAVE EXPERIMENT DATA REPORT, OCT.-DEC.
1969. REPORT NO. X-733-70-123. LOUIS J. IPPOLITO, NASA,
GODDARD SPACE FLIHTI' CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MARCH
1970, 103P.
LINE PARAMETERS FUR I.9 AND 6.3 MICRON WATER VAPOR BANDS.
WILLIAM S. BENEDICT, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., LAB. FOR
ASTROPHYSICS AND PHYSICAL METEXOLoGY, BALTIMORE, MD., AND
ROBERT F. CALFEE, INSTITUTE FOR TEICMMUNICATION SCIENCE
AND AERONODY, ESSA, BOIDER, COLD. ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1967, 209P.
ESSA PROFESSIONAL PAPER 2. CONTRACT NOS. 19(628)4330, AND
250-61.
hR-HO-00-000-01290 LINE PAIAMETFRS AND C()MPUTED SPEC'TRA FOR WA'Tl'( VAPOR HANDS
AT 2.7 MICRONS. DAVID M. GA'TtS, ROHH'I' F. CALtlE,, I)AVID W.
HANSEN, AND W.S. BENEDICT, NATIONAL BHUREAU O ST'AND\I)S,
WASHINIG1ON, D.C. AUG. 1964, 134P. NATIONAL BURAU OF-'
STANDARDS MINOGRAPH 71.
NR-Hd-00-000-01291 CALCULATED SLANT-PATh ABSORPTION AND DISTRIHUTION OF'
ATOiSPHERIC WATER VAPOR. ROfiRT F. CALJIEE, AND DAVID M.
GATES, INSTITU'E FXR TELEX)C4'NICATION SCIENCES AND
AlERONCI, ESSA, tUXt)D, COLD. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 5,
NO. 2, FMB. 1966. PP.287-292.
NR-H8-00-000-01292 COMPUTED TRANSMISSION SPECTRA FOR 2.7-MICRON H20 BAND.
DAVID M. GATES, ROBERT F. CALF'E, AND DAVID W. HANSEN,
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, BOUUDER, COLORADO. IN APPLID)
OPTICS, VOL. 2, NO. 11, NOV. 1963. PP.1117-1122.
NR-HS-00-000-01293 AN(MALOS DISPERSION CALCULATED FUR ATMOSPHI'IC WATER VAPOR.
-ROBERT F. CAL.EE, ESSA RESEARCH LABORAT I ES, BUlDER,
COLLRADO. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 8, ALU. 1968.
PP.1652-1654.
MR-H8-J-252-01294 INFRARED ABSORPTION PROPERTIES OF ATI'SPHERIC GASES.
ROBERT F. CALFEE, ESSA, BOULDER, COW. IN JOLRNAL OF
QUIATITATIVE SPECIROSCOPIC RADIATION TRANSFR, VOL. 6,
1966. PP.221-228.
NR-H8-00-000-01295 ATMOSPHERIC SPECTROSCOPY. FINAL SUM4ARY REPORT, MARCH
69-SEPT. 70. ROBERT F. CALFJEE, NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATMSPHERIC ADMINISTIRATION, WAVE PROPAGATION LABORATORY,
BOUDER, COLD. NOV. 1970, 34P. CONTRACT NOS.
ARPA ORDER-1390, AND CONTINUATION OF ARPA ORDER-250-61.
HICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-715 482
NR-HS-00-000-01296 SPACE PROGRAM BENEFITS. REPORT NO. NASA-1M-X-58055.
FREDERICK A. ZITO, (M.BA. THESIS), NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT
CETER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. JAN. 1971, 107P.
NRI-H8-00-000-01298 DATA REDUCTION PROCESSES FOR SPINNING FlAT-PLATE SATELLITE-
BORNE RADIOMETERS. REPORT NO. ESSA-TR-NESC-52. TORRENCE
H. MACDONALD, NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
WASHINGTO4, D.C. JULY 1970, 40P. N71-14779
R-H-0000-000-01299 PERSPECTIVE CENTER DEt'ERMINATI(ON. OPEN-FILE RFE'T.
REPORT NO. USUS-TD-70-006. J(HN D. M''IAUlIN, l'.S.
OEXO1GICAL SU.RVE, UPOUGWRPHIC DIVISION, W,\SHI'IXGIN D.C.
MAY 1969, 52P. USGS (XWIPI CONIRIBL'I!ON, NO. i.
PB-195999
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ACCESS ION NUMB.RL. DESSCRI PT IN
NR-HN~-FJ-052-01300 SEISMIC RElACI'lON SL.HbE AT 'I'HE UNA SITE, NEVAUA TEST SITE,
FME OC T', NEVtADA, REPNT MNOS. U.SS-474-76, AND N'iS-226.
R.1M. HAZLESUwD, U.S. G3~lt1JCAL SLRVE}', FbtDIAL CEN''EH,
Vo E, COLD. 1970, IOP. N71-13326
KIl-H00-00000-01301 ATMOSPHERIC 'ITRANMISSION HANMhOXK - A SLR'vEY OF
IXRL'LxRWGNE' I C ~WAVE TRANSMISSION IN THE EARTH'S A1TOSPHEIE
VUE THE FRI;UENCY {WAVELA>kNTH) RANGE 3KHZ (100KM) 3,000 'IHZ{O.LUICRMI.ERHS). REPURT MN. LIUC-T'SC-NASA-71-6. WILLIAM
I. 7TEQPSN, D, U.S. DEPT. O" TRANSPORTATION,TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMXS CEWI'E, CAMBRI GDE, MdSSACHiUSef'S.
FEB. 1971, 300P.
NR-HO-00-000-01302 THE ENTRY PLASMA SHEATH AND ITS EFI"EXTS ON SPACE VEHICLE
ELkCTrCMAGNETIC SYSTEMS. VOULME I. PLASMA SHEATH
SYMPOSIlM, 4TH, HAMPTON, VA., OCT. 1970, PROCEEDINGS.
REPORT WN. NASA SP-252. NASA, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTrm,
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA. 1971, 629P.
NR-H8-00-000-01303 AN INTRODUCTION TO GE1XIGNETIC INSTRULENTS AND OBSERVIN.
REPORT NO. ESSA-TR-ERL-183-ESL-12. W.H. CAMPBELL, ESSA,
EARTH SCIENCES LBZRATORIES, BOU, , COLRADO. SEPT. 1970,
45P. OM"-71-00134
NIR-HB800-0-01305 ELECTRNIC-SERVO GOVERNED PHOT0ELECTRIC POLARIMEIER .OR
AIREORNE MEASUREAMtNTS OF SKYLIGHT POLARIZATION. C.R.N. RAO,
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. IN ITE31NATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL FED:ATION, CONGRESS, 19TH, NEW YORK CITY,
OCT. 1966, PROCFEDINS S, VOL. 1. PP.151-160. CONTRACT NOS.
AF19(628)67-C-0196, AND NSF GRANT NO. GA-837. A70-45006
NR-HO-FJ-000-01306 NEa K.ASURERENTS OF LOW ALTITUDE REGIONS OF DISTRIBUlTED
LNDEX GF REFRACTION BY RADAR, INSTRUMENTED AIRCRAFT AND
PI[ALS. REPORT NO. P-44. ALFRED H. LAGHONE, AND ANDREW P.DEAM, UNIVERSITY .OF TEXAS, AIl'ENNAS AND PROPAGATION DIV.,
AUSTIN, TEX3AS. APRIL 1970, 15P. CONTRACT NO.
GRANT NSP GA-11462. PB-192345 N71-14865
NR-H-0000-000-01307 TOWAURDS A OUANTITA'TIVE SNMI-AtI'UOI'TIC SNST[I.I IFOR IHE PIO)U-
INTEHPRIEFATION O'' TERRHAIN C'VER TIPES. D. STEINER, AND H.
MAURER, UNIVERSITIY OF ZULICH, SWITZERLAND. IN THANSACTI(NSOF THE SEO)ND INTERNATIONAl. SNMPOSIUM ON PHOT7-
INTERPRET'ATION, VOL,. II, PP. 51-54, EDITIOINS TECHNIP,
PARIS, 1967. (INTERNATIONAL ARCHIVES OF PI-lGJRAMMETHR,
VOL. 16, 1967)
NR-HO-00-000-01308 A PLATE-DOLDER FR ThE NAFA-3S/25 CANRA. ¢KASS,~TA DLA
F'OPLASTINKI KAE'R¥Y NAFA 35/25). RP'ORT NO.
NASA-IT-F-13352. K.K. HAVLICER, SCRIPTA TECINICA, INC.,WASHINGTON, D.C. DEU. 1970, 4P. ITRANSL. FR(1M B~LUlJ-7iN
STANTSII OFT I CHESKOGO NAHLYUDEN YA I SSKUSTV!.bNN'KH
SPUTNIKOV ZRvLU (USSR), NO. 53, ISSUE 1, 1969. PP.38-40.CONTRACT NO. NASW-2036. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-12661
NR-H8-00-000-01 3 09 SDOE RESULTS O' THE EXAMINATION OF THE SATELlITE CAmERA
AFLU-7S AT TMh UZ-&ARO TlRA-CKING STATION. (HEZULTAT'
N(E.OTOR¥H, ISSLEDOVAN!I SPrUTNI KOVOY FU('OKAME:Y AFlJ-75
UZIORODSKCO STANTSL FUIDGRUAF'ICLESKIKH NABLYUDENIY
ISSKUSSTV, SPUINIKOV ZE!LI.) REPORT NO. NASA-T'-F-13349.
94.V. BRATIYCHtX, AND A.G. KIRICHENKO, UZI-C/HOD, USSR.
SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC., WASHINGIXN, D.C. DEC. 1970, 7P.
TIRANSL. FROM BULLLTI'EN STANTS I OPTICHESKOGO NABLYIDENIA1fSSKUSTVENNI. SPL`I'NIKOV ZL! (MOSXW), NO. 53, ISSUE 1,
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NR-H-00-000-01310 APPLICATION OF LASER T ECHN( Y TO GE)DETIC MEASUREMENTS AND
MAPPING. TECHNICAL SULMVtARY REPORT. REPORT NOS.
NASA-TIM-X-66489, AND PM-46. JANIS BEHRIS, NASA, ELECIRONICS
RESEARCH CENTER, CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETrS. APRIL 1968, 22P.
MICROFICHE COPY. N7?-1242A
NR-H8-00-000-01311 A COMPARISON BEPWEEN MONOSTATIC AND BISTATIC SCATTERING
FWRM RAIN AND THIN TUREUBINT LAYERS. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-111618, AND TN-1970-29. R.K. CRANE, MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, LINCOLN LAORATORY, LEXINGTON,
MASS. OCT. 1970, 47P. 970,ONTRCT NO. NASS-21532. MICROFICHE
COPY. N71-12395
NR--H8-00-000-01312 AN OPT'ICAL INTERFEROtEITR IC NEtI-tOD 1O EL,IMINATE THE
ATIOSPHERIC DEG.H DA''ION OF' HESOLUrlON. FINAL SCIEN'I'IFIC
REPORT. REPORT NO. AU-SR-70-Z419TR. IX)ALA\S G. CL.HRIE,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, DEPT. OF PHYSICS AND AS.1'H(NOMI,
OLjLECE PARK, MARHLAND. SEPT. 1970, 8P. CONTIRAUC NO.
GRANT AF-AFkSR-1729-69. MICHOFICHE COPY. AD-71[717
N71-14812
NR-HS-00-000-01313 APPLICATION OF SENSING ARRAYS TO PHOLCnt H*EA'TRY AND
METROLOGY. DES(cOD C. O'COHNJR, AND PI-FUAY CHEN, ARMY
ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., FURT BELVOIR, VA. 1970, 14P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713568 N71-14893
NR-H8-00-000-01314 PHOTUGRAPHIC OBSERVATION OF SATELLITES USING THE K-24 AERIAL
CAMERA WITH POLAROID FILM. (FORYGRAFICHESKIYE
NABLYUD1ENIYA SPUlFNIKOV S POtSHI-tHfU AERO'I'OR YIENC~H NOY
KAIMRY K-24 NA PLLNKE POLYAROID).' T M. VERMEESCH, AND L.J.
LANTWAARD, SATELLITE TRACK I N SERVICE, UTRECHT', NEHIERLANDS.
SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC., WASHINGiON, D.C. DEC. 1970, 5P.
TRANSL. FROM BYULLETE'N STANTSII OPTICHESKOGO NABLlUtl*NIYA
ISKUSTVENNYKH SPLI'NIKOV ZEMLI (MOSCOW), NO. 53, ISSUE I,
1969. PP.41-43. CONTRACT NO. NASW-2036. MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-12695
lNR-H8-00-000-01315 INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN 'THE ECHO-2 SPECTRLUM. (O
RASPEDELENII INTENSIVNOSTI V SPEXCRE ISKUSSTVENNOGO
SPUTNIKA ZB2LI ZXO-2). REPORT NO. NASA-TT-F-13287. V.A.
SMIRNOV, AND YU. D. RUSSO, ODESSA ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY,
(USSR) SCRIPTA TECHNICA, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. DEC. 1970,
5P. TRANSL. FRUM BYUUMEEN STANTSII OPTICHESKOGO
NABLYUDENIYA ISSKUSTVENNYKH SPUTNIKOV ZEMLI (MOSCOW), NO.
53 ISSUE 1, 1969. PP;6-8. CONTRACT NO. NASW-2036.
1ICROFICHE COPY. N71-12996
NR-H8-00-000-01316 THE MEASURlEMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE USING SATELLITE
INFRARED OBSERVATIONS IN THE 9.6 MICRON BAND. REPORT NOS.
REPT-03635-1-T, AND NASA-CR-111566. JAMES MADISON RUSSELL,
III (PH.D. TESIS), UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, HIGH ALTITUDE
ENGINEERING LAB., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. JULY 1970, 160P.
CONTRACT NOS. NSR-23-005-376, NASR-54(03),
GRANTS NGR-23-005-394, AND ESSA-E92-69-N. MICROFICHE COPY
N71-13089
NR-H8-00-000-01317 METEYXROLOLGICAI, WASt;REIMENTS OMH SATELLITE PLATI"OR-S.
ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC REPOf.T, 1968-1969. REPOHRT' NO.
NASA-CR-111369. V.E. SU(MI, TH"KIIlS H. VONDER HAL-R,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, SPACE SCIENCE AND ENGINE+ING
CENTER, MADISON, WIS. AUU. 1970, 383P. (X)'R4C' NO.
NASS-11542. N71-11613 TIHRU N71-11625.
NR-H8-00-000-01318 AIR FORCE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING SYMPOSILM, 13TH ANNUAL,
ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION, TENNESSEE, SEPT. 1966,
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. AIR FIUCE SVST-IS COlUtAND, *ASHING1TN,
D.C. SEPT. 1966, 611P. MICROF'ICHE COPY. AD-641921
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THE USE OF A SINGLE PLATE InI' O.E IN THE HOOK-MEIH-IOD
F' ROSCHDESTVENSKY. REPORT NOC. &ERL-R-1499. JOSEPH H.
SPURK, HvIZUND J. GION, AND DAVID B. SLEATO, BALLISTIC
RESEARCH LABS., AIE*DEEN PROVING GRA(ND, MAWHIAND. OCT.
1970, 22P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-716335
MESSUNGEN MR BRECHUNGS INUEX-UND TEMiERA1RMSCHIIIiLNG IM
BEREICH V(ON RICiT'FbtKSTRH, KEN, EGEBNISSE VON
FGZZUr1AUF'STIEGCEN .UEI:F DEH DWI'SCHEN FIUC''. (AIRCU.A'T
HEASURk?4ENTS OF REFRACT'lVE INDEX AND TEI4PERAIURE IN THE
RANGE OF RADIO TRANSHORIZON LINKS OVER SEA.) REPORT NO.
H. MUELLER, GHAMIR UNIV., INSTITUT FitER RADIOCEWIX)ROLLOGIE
UIND MARITINE MEhrEROXLIIE, HANBtURG, WEST GERMANY. 1968, 73P
IN GERMAN, ENGLISH SLUMMARY. MICROF'ICHE COPY. N71-13489
NEVADA AERIAL TRACKING SYSTEM (NATS) - BEAITTY WASTE DLMP
SURVEY. REPORT NOS. EGG-1183-1481, AND TR-L-991. P.K.
BOYNS, AND M.D. SEVART, EDGERTON, GEMESHAUSEN AND GRIER,
I[C., LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. MAY 1970, 13P. MICROFICHE COPY.
N7?-14402
AUTIMATIC PATIERN RECOGNITION. (AVTaOATISCHESKOE
RASPOZNAVANIE OIRAZOV). REPORT NO. JPRS-51963. V.P.
PERESADA (USSR) JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. JEC. 1970, 112P. 1RANSL. OF RUSSIAN
IMOGRAPH, LENINRAD, ENI.GIYA PRESS,.N.D., 92P. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-HO-00-000-01324 FLOWOF RADIATION IN ftE EARTh'S ATMOSPHERE. FINAL REPORT,
D1M.. 65-MAY 69. REPORT NO. AFCRL-70-0415. WALTER J.
WILLIAMS, FRANK H. MURCRAY, DAVID G. 4JRCRAY, AND THOIAS G.
KYLE, DEaNVER UNIVE.RSITY, DEPT. OF PHYSICS, DENVER, COLO.





SCA'tI'tERIN3 B A PERIODIC SURFACE. REPORT NO. URt.L-70-0507.
TtU'lt C. TONG, AND qHIWS B.A. SENI(O, UNIVERSIT1 OF
MICHIGAN, RADIATI'O LAB., ANN ARHOR, MICH. SEPT. 1970, 69P.
CONTRAC' NO. F19628-68-C-0071. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-713183 N71-14825
CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS. REPORT NO. TECHNICAL NOTE.
GDFFPREY H. BALL, STANFRUD RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MELOW PARK,
CALIF. NOV. 1970, 120P. CONTRACT NO. NONR-4918(00).
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-716482
A FEASIBILITY STDY FOR A NONPHOIUCRAPHIC SATELLITE TRACKING
SENSOR. FINAL REPORT, APR.-JULY 1970. REPORT NOS. 3'ST-115,
AND AFU.RL-70-0436. GERHGE RUPPRECI.T, AND T.J. STEVENS,
BENDIX CORP., NAVIGATION AND CONTROL DIV., DENVER, COLD.
OCT. 1970, 119P. CONTRACT NO. F19628-70-C-0161. MICROFICHE
COY. AD-713162 N71-14854
NR-HO-00-000-01333 BALLMON BORNE POLAR NEPHEL3MEh'ER MEASUREELATS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE. FINAL REPORT, JUNE 67-DEC. 69. REPORT NOS.
SM-70-1, AND AFCRL-70-0084. WILLIAM C. ELLIOTT,
SPECTRAMETRICS, INC., BLULINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS. FEB. 1970,
137P. CONNTRACT NO. F19628-67-C-0412. MICROFICHE COPY.
W71-12865 AD-712091
hR-H8-00-000-01334 SHAPE SYNTHESIS, I. REPORT NOS. SCIENTIFIC-2,
SC-TR-71-130, AND AFCRL-70-0502. AZRIEL ROSENFELD, AND
MILY JO-fNSTN, UNIVIRSITY OF MARYLAND, COMPUTER SCIENCE
CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND. SEPT. 1970, 33P. CONTRACT
NO. F19628-70-C-0208. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713163
171-14833
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NH-H8-00-000-01335 OWENS VALLEY RADIO OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA.
FINAL TtWHNICAL REPORT, AWO. 66-AUG. 70. GORDON J.
STANLEY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TEH Y.Y, (owNS VALLEY
RADIO OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF. OCT. 1970, 43P.
CONTRACT NOS. N00014-67-A-0094-0008, AND NONR-220-19.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-712825
NR-HO-EJ-998-01336 SURVEY SYSTEMS, AIRBORNE. FINAL REPORT ON MATERIAL TEXT
PROChAJRE. REPORT NO. MTP-6-2-334. U.S. ARMY TEST AND
EVALUATION O044AND, ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND. DEC.
1969, ISP. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-866620
NR-H9-00-000-01337 SPCtRIORADIO(.,NRY AND CINVENTITOAtL PHMOYI.E'IRHY - AN
INTRIA1K2RAIURI COMPARISON. REPORT NO. NKh,-1T-559. I).A.
ICSPARRON, K. MOHAN, R.C. RA!HOID, H.D. SALNDE.HS, %AND E:.E,
ZALEWSKI, NATIONAL, RREAU OF' STAl'UAIUS, INSTIT'I'E RNt HA\SIC
STANDaRDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. N)V. 1970, 196P. MICH(OFICHE
COPY. N71-15476
,R-HB-00-000-01338 SPECTRAL ABSORPTION CHARACTTERISTICS OF THE MAJOR CIt'NF.NT'S
OF DUST CLAUDS. TECHNICAL HEKORT, MAY 6t-I*'E. 69. HI-F'RT
NO. EA-TR-4430. DENNIS F. FLANIGAN, AND HARRY P. DE LWN;,
U.S. ARII"M CIMICAL CENTER, DEEV,'IION AND WAHNIM; IAB.,
EDGEMW )D, MARY.AND. SEPT. 1970, 47P. MICHIO*'ICHE C.)P'.
AD-712989 N71-12730
NR-H8-00-000-01339 PROCESSING OF VISUAL IMAGERY BY AN ADAPTIVE MODDEL OF THE
VISUAL SYSTEM - ITS PERUFMANCE AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE.
FINAL REPORT, JULE 69-MARCH 70. REPORT NO. AMHL-1H-70-45.
OLIVER H. TALLMAN, II, AEU]SPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAH.,
WRICHT PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. NOV. 1970, 50P. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-717157
NR-H8-00-000-01340 THE LINEAR SEPARABILITY OF MULTIPLE-FRMOLECY RADAR RfETqNS,
WITH APPLICATIONS TO TARGET CLASSIFICAT'ION. REPORT' NOS.
OSURF-2768-5, AND AFISR-70-2928TR. ANDREW G. REPJAR, OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOtLiDATION, COU(IBUS, OHIO.
NOV. 1970, 106P. CONIRACT NOS. AFUSR-69-1710A, AND
GRANT AF-AFOSR-1710-69. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717 198
NR-H8-00-000-01341 A DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF IH WOXLLASTON PRISM SCHLIkBEN-
INThREMIENR., PROJECT THEMIS. REPORT NOS.
RU-TR-134-MAE-F, AND AFOSR-70-2497TR. RICHARD D. SMALL,
RUTIERS - THE STATE UNIV., DEPT. OF' MECHANICAL AND
AWIOSPACE ENGINEERING, NEW BRUNSWICK, NE,* JERSEY. JULY
1970, 36P. 'CO1RACT -NO. F44620-68-C-0018. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-716861
NR-HS-00-000-01343 DETRMINATION OF A HYPSOMrIER PERFORACE FUNCTION F"RO
AIRBORNE DATA. REPORT NO. TE-33. PATRICE MARIE LATRON(MASTER'S THESIS)', MASSACHUSEITS INSTITUTE OF' TECHNULOGY,
MEAS.UIREMT SYSTEMS LAB., CAMBRiDGE, MASS. FEB. 1970,
175P. CONTRACT NO. F29600-69-C-0028. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-716823
NiR-HS-00-000-01344 ONE MtTI(D OtF C(ONSTUC'I'IN, A bRGE: NIMBER OF' ASS(CIATIVE
PERCE:P'RON ELtIENlTS. REPORT NO. I'l'D--HC-2I3-141l-6t. L.V.
KLYKOV, AND G.G. SM"E'TSY'LA, (USSR). TRAnSL. OF
AVTUATICHIESKOE CHTENIE TMI(STA (AUnU4'V1EIC PRINI' HEAUFHR)
!OSCON, 1967. PP.137-142. MICROFI(;CHE COP. AD-717056
NR-H8-00-000-01346 COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING OF MUJI'IO-DIRALD-D IM, ;ES..
R AND D REPORT., OCT. 68-JULY 69. REPOH'I' NO. NE.EC-TH-1720.
M.A. MONAHAN, U.S. NAVAL LEI'RONICS LAHHcXlY CENT.R-, SAN
DI!GO, CALI.URNIA. AUG. 1970, 53P. MICRO.ICiH: COPi.
AD-716779
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NR-h, -00-000-01347 RADAR POLARIZATION DIV'RSITY EF1:1'CTS ON TARGET READIAT'EDFHASE FRONT. JOHN L,. HA'CHER, AND CARLTON H. CASH, AHRM
MISSILE WC01AND, REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALABAMA. 1970, 15P.MICROFICHkl COPY. AD-713535 N71-15353
fR-:-);.-0O-000-0134B AN ZXPERI..N TAL DETERMINATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
TK1?ERAYTlRE PROFILE BY INDIREIT MEANS. D.T. HILLEARY, D.O.WARK, U.S. VEATHER BUREAU, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND D.G. JAMES,
pETE_,CLM!CAL OFVICE, BtRACKNELL, BlEKS, ENGLAND. IN
NATURE, VOL. 205, NO. 4970, JAN. 30, 1965. PP.489-491.
NR-H8-00-000-01349 MONOGRAPHIE H'DROGEOLLOGIQUE DE LA MA4MORA (HYDROGEOLJGIC
STUDY OF MAIMORA). JEAN-PIERRE THAUVIN, MINISTERE DE
L'INDUSTRIE ET DES MINES, DIRECTION DES MINES ET DE LA
GEL!XGIE, DIVISION DE LA GEOLCGIE, RABAT, MOROCCO. 1966,
2ItP. NOTES EF MIE.OIRES DU SERVICE GEOUXOIQ'E NO. 195.
M70-01911
NR-Ht-00-000-0Q350 BACKGROUND NOISE IN OPTICAL COC4UNICATION SYSTEMS. NORMAN
S. KOPEIKA, AND JOSEPH BDORICNA, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
IHILADELPHIA, PA. IN IEEE PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 58, OCT. 1970.
PP.1571-1577. A71-12015
NR-HO-00-000-01351 STEREXXC(MPARATOR COORDINATE REIUCTION. (TIES COMPUTER
PROCRAM NO. R-0100). JESSE R. CHAVES, HIGHWAY ENGINEER,
U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION, BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS,
VCASHINCTON, D.C. MARCH 1970, 63P. N71-15500
N- H8-00-000-02352 ACCOMPLISI04T SLMimARY 1969/70. REPORT FOR JUNE 69-MAY 70.REPORT NOS. BCL-70.2, UILU-ENG-i70-291, AND AF[R-70-2595'R.
H. VON FOERSTER, UNIVERSITY OF' ILLINOIS, BIOLOGICAL COMPUTER
LAB., URBANA, ILL. JULY 1970, 348P. CONTRACT NO.
GRANT AF-AFOSR-1865-70. AD-714608
NR-H8-00-000-01353 KLANDIDATS - KANSAS DIGITAL IMAGE DATA SYSTEM. REPORT NOS.
CRES TR-133-22, AND Et'L-CR-71-3. GEXtGE GNhlNELS, UlNIVRHSI1'tOF KANSAS, CEINTE i'UR HRESEARCH, INC., RIM",1a'E SENSING LAB.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JAN. 1971, 135P. CONI'HACT NO.
2AAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H1-00-000-01354 HOLOGRAPHIC INSTRLMENh'ATION APPLICATIONS, CONFERENCE,
NOF'fTT FIELD, CALIF., JAN. 1970, PROCEEDINGS. REPORT NO.iSA-SP-248. BOHIS RAGENT, AND RICHARD M. BRlOW-, EDITORS,NASA, AMES RESEARCH C'EN-T'1R, MI0FT'r FIELD, CALIF. 1970,
249P. MICROFICfHE AND HARD COPY. N71-12776
NR-H8-00-000-01355 NITROGEN OXIDES - AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. REPORT NO.
NAPCA-PLU-AP-72. NATIONAL. AIR POLtIJJLON CONTROL ADMIN.,
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA. AUG. 1970, 636P. PB-194429
N71I-1472
NR-HO-00-000-0i356 M 1DE~INF ERRORS IN KALMAN FILTERS. REPORT NO.
JPL-TR-32-1319. T. NISHIMlRA, JET PROPULSION LABMRATORY,CALIF'ORNIA INSTITLTE OF TEX~HNOLOG, PASADENA, CALIF. JUN',E
1970, 21iP.
NR-Ht-0000-0-01356 A ONE-BIT VIBI RECORDING AND PLAYBACK SYSTEM USING VIDEOTAPE
RECORDERS. R.D. MICHELINI, SMITiHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. IN RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 5,
OCT. 1970. PP.1263-1270. CONTRACT NO. NSR-09-015-079.
A7l1-12332
NR-H-00-000-01359 UTILIZATION OF IMAGE THEIRY TEHNIQUES IN DETERMINING hE
VALh OOUPLING BETWEEN ELEVATED LON HORIZONTAL LINESOLRCES. PETER R. BANNISTER, U.S. NAVY, NAVAL UNDERWATER
SYSTES CENTER , NEW LONDON, CONN. IN RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 5,{'V'. 1970. PP.1375-1381. A71-11615
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R-H-0000-000-01360 PERFORMANCE OF ATS SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CAMERA (SSCC)
EQUI PMEF AT MOJAVE GROUJND STATION. ATS PROJECT.
REPORT NOS. NASA-IM-X-65401, AND X-460-70-386. NASA,
OODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. O(T.
1970, 74P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-14801
NR-HS-00-000-01362 REQUEST FOR PROCRAMMING - PHOTO QUALITY PREDICTION. ALSO -
PHrTO QUALITY PREDICTION PROGRAM (QUAL.), AND COORDINATION
SHEET (NO. 2-7826-10-122). REPORT NO. D2-100663-1. D.W.
EXNER, JR., PETER T. SKELLY, THE BOEING COMPANY, SEATTILE,
yI,3 I NTN. 1966, 65P., 14P., AND 20P. CONTRACT NO.
-3800,0
NR-Hd-0000-0-01363 HANDBOOK OF CORRELATIVE DATA. REPORT NO. NSSDC 71-05.
JOSEPH H. KING, EDITOR, NATIONAL, SPACE SCIENCE DAT1'A CENTER,
NASA, GODDARD SPACE ILIGHT CENTER, GREAt;NHF:LT', MARtAND.
P1B. 1971, 212P.
NR-H8-00-000-01365 AN/fPPS-18 (XN-1) ULTRA RELIABLE RADAR. INTERIM MDN'.LO:)PE',NT
REPORT, 1-30 JUNE 1970. PHASE 11. J.D. -11AI'ItRA, RADIO
CORP. OF AtERICA, MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIV.,
ORES'T0N, NEW JERSEY. JULY 1970, 66P. CXXNTL,"' No.
N00039-70-C-3502. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-709138 N70-41010
NR-HS-00-000-01366 AN/PPS-18 (XN-I) ULTRA RELIABLE RADAR. INTERIM DEVELORPENT
REPORT FUR SEPT. 1970. PHASE 11. J.D. FRATILRA, RCA
DEFENSE ELEC'RONIC PRODUCTS, MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIV.,MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEY. OCT. 1970. CONTRACT NO.
N00039-70-C-3502. AD-713707
NR-H8-00-000-01367 AN/PPS-18 (XN-1) ULTRA RELIABLE RADAR. INTERIM DEVEIOPMENT
REP(RT NO. 9 ON PHASE 2, 1-31 OCT. 70. J.D. FRATURiA,
RCA MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIVISION, MOORESTOWN, NEW
JERSEY. NOV. 1970, 14P. CONTRACT NO. N00039-70-C-3502.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-715063
NR-H8-00-000-01368 AN/PPS-18 (XN-1) ULTRA RELIABLE RADAR. INTERIM DEVELOPMENT
RETORT NO. 10, 1-30 NOV. 1970 ON PHASE 2. J.D. FRA'iIRA,
RCA MISSILE AND StRFACE RADAR DIV., MOOREST'rN, NEW JERSEY.
DEC. 1970, 22P. CONTRACT NO. N00039-70-C-3502. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-717044
NR-HI-00-000-01369 EDGE AND CURVE DETECTION FOR VISUAL SCENE ANALYSIS.
TEIHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. SCIENTIF'IC-1, CSC-TR-70-128,
AND AFC;RL-70-0488. AZRIEL ROSENFELD, AND MARK T'URSTON,
UNIV. OF NARYLAND, COMPUIER SCIENCE CENTER, COLX_.,E PARK,
WMRYLAND. AUG. 1970, 36P. CONTRACT NO. F19628-70-C-0208.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-713159 N71-14832
NR-H8-00-000-01370 REIOTE-READING BOREIOLE INCLINMEIER. FINAL REPORT.
B. KAEM, AND C.F. RAYMOND, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF




UNIDERWATER AC(XJSTIC IM;GING - PREL.IMINARY I-F¥SIHIEI'IT' S'I'l'1.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. SC-CH-70-6102. S. FIRNhNKEIL,
IRANKEL (SIDNEY) AND ASSOCIATES, ENLO PAHRK, CA.IF'. SEPI'.
1970, lISP. CONTRACT NO. 72-6049. MICROFICHIE COPY.
N71-15646
STAGE I TRIALS OF' STORAGE AERIAL RADAR. NEW STAR. REPORT
NO. RAE-TR-70138. D.A. BEAMISH, ROYAL AIRCHRAFT
ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBORLOGH, ENGLAND. ALaG. 1970, 30P.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-14776
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NR-t, -00-000-01373 ANALYSIS OF' FOLARIZATION EFF'ECTS IN THE SIRS H SATELLITE
SPECNTMETER. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. AI-691017. M.G.
DRE~IYFUS, RAI CORP., GLENBKHOOK, CONNELTTICUT. 1970, 25P.
MICROFICHE COPY. PB-192130 N71-15161
NR-H-4-00-000-01374 ON THE TIXTRY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE
COIaS BY THE INTERFER.ENCE MEIfHOD. REPORT NO. TH-59.
M.G. LIPPMAN, GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BOE-PAGE, N.Y.
NOV. 1970, i7P. TRANSL. FRIM JOURNAL DE PHYSIOUE (PARIS),
VOL. 3, 1894, 17P. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-14871
NR-H8-00-000-01375 XERRADIOGCRAPHY AND RELATED TOPICS. REPORT NOS. NDT42, AND
AERE-BIB-173. V.M. KIRK, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY
AUIHORITY, MATERIALS PHYSICS DIVISION, HARWELL, BERKSHIRE,
ENGLAND. JULY 1970, 13P. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-15300
NH-Hd-00-000-01376 ATS RANGING AND POSITION FIXING EXPERIMENTS. PERIODIC
PROGRESS REPOR1', 1 AUC.-31 OCT. 1970. REPORT NOS.'
NASA-CR-115782, AND S-70-1107. GENERAL ELX.CTRIC CO.,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENIfER, SCHE'NECTADY, NEW YORK.
CLUT. 1970, 25P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11634. MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-n4492
NR-HS-00-000-01377 THE GEOLE PROJECT (LE PROJECT GEXLE). REPORT NO.
NASA-I'T-F-12645. J.C. HUSSON, AZTEC SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES,
INC., RESEARCH TRANSLATION DIV., MAYNARD, MASS. 1969, 34P.
TRANSL. FiCM CNES REPORT (FRENCH), JUNE 1969, 31P. CONTRACT
WO. NASW-1692. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-27325
NH-H8-00-000-01378 {ULIE"'lN OF OPTICAL ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE TRACKING
STATIONS. REPORT NO. JPRS-50035. JOINT PUBLICATIONS
RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1970, 112P.
TRANSL. OF BYULL.ETEN STANTSIY OPTICHESKOGO NABLYUDENIYA
ISKUSSTVENNYKH SPUTNIKOV ZEILI (MOSCOW), NO. 55, 1969.
PRESEN1'ED A1' SlINAR ON GCtXR)Ft'IC PH(OCIFSSING ()F' HR'IIICIAI,.
EAR'II .SATELLITE OHS;IVAT.HNI'IONS, TASHI-.\T, NOV. 19b.
MICROH ICHiE; COPY. N70-Z7252
'H-H6-00-000-01379 INTERNATI(ONAL CXLIUA;lIM ON PEPR (PHRECISION EN.(X)ING
AND PATIEHN RHCONI'ION), NIJX.IwXFAN UNIV., NEItWIi..1ANI)S, JI %E
1968, PROCE)I;NGS. RHEPOHT NO. CONF-640bZ1. NIJ.'4I-EN UNI1V.,
NIJM,3EN, NE-THU..LANDS. 1968, 142P. MICHOFICHIE .X)PI.
N70-270o5
NR-H8-00-000-01380 THE PERF'OMANCE OF AN INCLINOMETER R F lEASRI'NG LAq'TERAL
OVIL'ENT'S IN SOIL. REPORT NO. RHL-LR332. R.T. KMHHAY, AND
M.J. iRWIN, ROAD RESEARCH LABORATORY, EAR'TI-WRKS AND
lC'UNDATIONS SEC'lON, CHROA'NE, ENGLAND. 1970, 33P.
MICROFICHE COPY. PB-194035 N71-14919
NR-H8-00-000-01381 SOVIET GRAVIMETRIC ,ORK, 1966-1969. REPORT NO. JPRS-52102.
JOINT PUILICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JAN.
9971, 17P. TRANSL. OF INTERNATIONAL GRAVITY C'OISSION
*MEETING (4TH) PARIS, SEPT. 1970, PAPER, 16P. MICROFICIHE
COPY. N71-15503
NR-H8-00-000-01382 NASA-OSSA PROJECTS - SUPPLF1ENTAL REVIEW. CONGRESS. HOUSE.
COM4ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS. OCT. 1969, 40P.
HEARINGS BEEORE THE SUBCOt4411'EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS OF THE CQM4IT'EE ON SCIENCE AND AS1TRONATICS,
91ST CODNRESS, 1ST SESSION, NO. 9, OCT. 16, 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-36162
NR-He-0000-0-01384 LASER GOCNICON1RY ON SATELLITES. REPORT NO. ONERA-TP-845.
CLAUDE VERET, OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETJUDES ET DE RECIERCHES
AEHOSPATIALES, PARIS, FRANCE. 1970, 18P. MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-11564
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NR-H8-00-000-01385 ANALIZA NIEKTORYCH WYRAZOW POPRAIWKORYCH STOSOWANYCH PRZY
REDUXCJI OBSERWACJI FOTCGRAF'ICZNYCH SSZ. (ANALYSIS OF' SOME
CORRECTION TERMS USED FMC REDUCI1NC THE PHOTCURAPHIC
OBSERVATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES. JAN LA'1A,
ADDRESS UNKNN. IN GEODEZJA I KARTOGRA'IA, VOL. 18, NO. 2,
1969. PP.135-144. IN POLISH. MICROFICHE COPY. A69-38606
NIR-HO-00-000-01387 IMAGE STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS FOR LIBRARIES,
CONFERENCE, GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND, DEEC ,IBER 1969,
PROCEEDINGS. MADELINE M. HENDERSON, NATIONAL BURIAU OF
STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. SEPT. 1970, 297P. MICROFICHE
COPY. PB-193692 N71-12499
NR-H8-00-000-01388 ATMOSPHERIC RtFFRAClTJlETRY AT HIGH RElATIVE MH;IDITIES. H.E.
TURNER, AND D.R. HAY, UNIV. OF' WEST''FRN ONTAHIO, DNIX)N,
ONTARIO, CANADA. IN CANADIAN JOURNAL OF' PH'SICS, VOL. 4H,
NOV. 1970. PP.2517-2536. CONTRACT NOS. AF19(623)-444, AND
AF1.9(628)-3835. A71-10252
NR-H8-00-000-01389 THE NIMBUS 4 MICHfLaSON INTI.FI.(1FETER. R*:PORT NOS.
NASA-TM-X-65395, AND X-620-70-421. R.A. HANEL, H.
SCHLAHM:AN, D. ROGERS, AND D. VANOUS, NASA, GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. DEC. 1970, 33P.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-14802
NR-H8-00-000-01390 SOVIET BLOC RESEARCH IN GEOPHYSICS, ASTRONMNY, AND SPACE,
NO. 232. REPORT NO. JPRS-50941. JOINT PUBLICATIONS
RESEARCH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY 1970, 131P.
PAGES 14-18, 21, 26, 31, 38-39. TRANSL. FROM VARIOUS
SINO-SOVIET BL0C PUBLICATIONS. N70-37880
NR-H8-00-000-01391 HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE INTENSIFICATION BY SUPERPOSITION OF
HOLOGRAMS. D.J. DEBITETIO, AND A.L. DALISA, PHILIPS
LABORATORIES, BRIARCLIFF MANOR, NEW YORK. IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL.-9, NOV. 1970. PP.2588-2590. A71-10838
NR-H8-00-000-01392 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FWR AN INFRARED FLYING-SPOT TELESCOPE.
A.D. SHUIMAN, MITRE CORP., MCLEAN, VA. IN APPLIED OPTICS,
VOL. 9, NOV. 1970. PP.2505-2510. A71-10830
NR-H8-00-000-01393 MILLIMETER-WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS UTILIZING THE ATS-5
SATELLITE, URSI CONFERENCE COL(IXJ S, OHIO, NOV. 1970,
PAPERS. REPORT NOS. NASA-TM-X-65404, AND X-751-70-428.
LDUIS J. IPPOLITO, C(MPILER, NASA, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. 1970, 124P. MICROFICHE AND
HARD COPY. N71-14738
NR-H8-00-000-01394 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL AND MAGNETIC
FIELD. HEtENDRA K. ACHARYA, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
MIDDLEION, WIS. IN NATUIE, VOL. 228, NOV. 21, 1970.
PP.758-759. A71-12953
NR-H8-00-000-01395 LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION IN PHYSICAL GEODESY. REPORT NOS.
DGS-130, AFCRL-70-0202, AND SR-4. HEMlcMJ MORITZ, OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF GEODETIC SCIENCE, COUMIBUS, OHIO.
MARCH 1970, 59P. CONTRACT NO. F19628-69-C-0127.
MICROFICiE AND HARD COPIES. AD-707508 N70-38203
NR-HO-00-000-01396 DOPPLER SHIFT IN HICH-FRA.EU:NCY (H(IoD FLCK.SCA'I''t.:H r IPAHFID
WITH DOPPLFR SHIFT IN A Rr'IIR/NSMITI'F:D SIC;NAL.. F'.1. DFAHK:*N,
STANFORD UNIV., STANFORD, CALIF. IN J(X HNAL OFI' CIX)PH SICit.
RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NOV. i, 1970. PP.632-63b. CONTH..iC'
NO. N"OR-225(64). A71-11524
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NNp-H'- ;0-000-01397 EF,'MINATION OF" SUL'ACES EXPOSEl) TO A NMETItUJCENT CIAX.D,
ALtJUS' E, 1968. NEIL, H. FARLLL, GUY V. 'ERHY, ADI) NiAXAF:iLL
D. ANCHARD, NASA, AMES RESEARCH CENTER, SPACE SCIENCES
DIV., VlWFE1r F'IELD, CALIF. IN JOURNAL. OF' GFPHYSICAL
RESEARCH, VOL. 75, NiV. 20, 1970. PP.6736-6750. A71-12702
NR-HO-00-000-01398 CERTAIN PROIaLETS O' PROPAGATION OF MILLIEt.ER AND
SUMNILUIMET'ER RADIGAAVES. (NIEI<0(.Ri E PRFOHL.NY
RASPROST1ANENIIA MILLIWNLNOV'1KH I SU1BMIIi.IMEROV'VKH
RADICOVLN). M1.A. KOLOSOV, AND A.V. SOKO(XV, (USSR)
IN RADIO ENGINEERING AND ELECTHONIC PHYSICS, VOL. 15, APRIL
1970. PP.563-570. TRANSLATION. A71-11872
NR-H8B-00-000-01400 ON BAYES' T'HBOR AND ITS APPLICATION TO RELIABILITY
EVALUATION. REPORT NO. 67SD213. W.T. WEIR, MODERATOR,
GENERAL El lCTRIC, RE-ENlRY SYSI1IS DEPT., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
APRIL, 1967, 234P. N68-86487
Nl.-HO-00-000-0a401 AGFALO7XjU.R (FILM) PROFESSIONAL DATA. AGFA-GEVAERT, INC.,
mT"ER,' -, NEt JERSEY. MARCH 1971, 6-PAGE FULDER.
NR-H8-00-000-01402 CONSiD-ATI~ONS IN REME RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY. STANIE'Y M.
i;AINER, AND E. ROBERT SCHILDKRAUT, BLOCK ENGINERIING INC.,
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, AND HARVEY TANNENBALM, AND DAVID
TANENI'ALU4, EDGEY(.I)D ARSENAL, MARYLAND. PRESENTED AT
SYMPOPSI OL ON ENVIRON.I ENTAL POUIIJfION, 2ND ANNUAL,
AME2RICAN CRDNANCE ASSOCIATION, MARCH 24, 1971, 27P.
NR-H0-00-000-01403 AERIAL PfTlGORAPHY COVERAGE SECURED BY AGRICULTURAL
STABI LI ZATION AND CONSERVATION SERVICE. COMPREHENSIVE
LISTING, (INCLUDES NEAR ALL AREAS WITHIN COUNTERMINOUS U.S.
AND PFSSESSIONS) REVISED MARCH 31, 1969. AERIAL PHUIOGRAPHY
DIVISION, AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION AND CONSERVATION
SERVICE, U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1969, 75P.
NH-H8-00-000-01405 COQH CHAR' RESOLUTION AS A T1OL IN PHI"UIYRAPHIC SIS'i'].N
DESIGN. PART 1. I.J.G. HBLLANT, HONAL AIRCHAJI'
ESTABLISHIENHT, FARNWHORCGH, HAN'I'S, ENGLAND. IN J(XIRNAL OF
PHTrOXRAPHIC SCIENCE, VOL. 18, JULY-AUG. 1970. PP.117-130.
A70-45449
NR-H8-0000-0-01406 COBH CHART RESOLXUTION AS A TOOL IN PHOItOGRAPHIC SYST'EM
DESIGN. PART 2. J.C. BALLANT'NE, RONAL AIRCRAIT
ESTA'BLISHfMENT, FARNBORAOL;H, HANTS, ENGLAND. IN JOURNAL OF'
Pt{lJl:RAPHIC SCIENCE, VOL. 18, SEPT.-OCT. 1970.
PP.185-201. A70-45450
NR-H8-00-000-01407 INFRARED PHOGRAPY. VU I. REPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY JAN.
54-MAY 70. REPORT NO. DDC-TAS-70-75-1. DEFENSE
-OCDIENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. . SEPT. 1970, 107P.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-712100 N71-11833
NR-H8-00-000-01408 RESTORIMN} lW h MAXI41(U LIKELIHOOD. B. ROY FRIEDEN,
OPTICAL SCIENiCES CENI'ER, THE UNIVERSITY OF AR I ZXNA, TUCSON,
ARIZ. FEB. 1971, 16P. OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER TIHNICAL
REPORT 67.
NR-H8-00-000-01409 A PASSIVE STABLE SATEL.ITE FOR EARTH-PHYSICS APPLICATIONS.
CANTM0NBALL - A SATELLITE FOR ACCURATE LASER RANMIN. REPORT
WNS. SAO-SR-329, AND SAO-010-36A. G.C. WEIFFENBACH, AND
T.E. HPOMAN, SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. NOV. 1970, 58P. N71-14116
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10 SPACECRAFT SUN SENSORS, NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA(GUIDANCE AND CONTROL). REPORT NO. NASA-SP-8047. NASA,
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER, CAMBRIDIE, MASS. JUNE 1970,
42P. N71-17756
12 SCATTERING BY A STATISTICALLY ROUGH SURFACE (PERTURBATION
METI'HD). S.M. RYTOM, LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALOD
ALTO, CALIF. 1970, 7P. TRANSL. FROM BOOK - (VVEDENIE V
STATISTICHESKUIU RADIOFIZIKU) MOSCOW, NAUKA, 1966.
PP.352-359. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-17033
13 SCATTERING BY A STATISTICALLY ROUGH SURFACE (KIR(HHIOFF
METHOD). S.M. RYTOV, L ;CKH-IEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO
ALTO, CALIF. 1970, 9P. TRANSL. FROM BOOK - (VVDENIE V
STATISTICHESKUIU RADIOFIZIKU) MOSCOW, NAUKA, 1966.
PP.359-369. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-16941
14 DEFLECTION OF IASLE HBEAAMS BH *ANS OF VIHRATING MIRRORS AT
HICGf-FHORkUNCIES IFOR OPl'ICAL DATA RECORDINM . M. HOHNt.:R,
S. MASLOWSKI, AND H. SCHUSSLER, ,IXC(. LuB., bVl'S. INS'I'. OF'
TNCLOGY, LEXI;INGTON, MASS. MAY 1970, 30P. lA"NSL. OF'
WISSENSCHAF-TLIHE BERICH1'E AEC-TELEIIJNKEN (W. G.btl~ A),
V. 42, NO. 1, 1969. PP.4-12. MICROi'ICHE COPY. N71-17036
15 RESEARCH DIRECITED TOWARD THE COLLECTION, RE'XUCTION AND
EVALUATION OF GCEil NETIC FIELD DATA AND ELECTrIC FIEID
PHENA, ATI1OSPHERIC AND TERRESTRIAL. F'INAL REPORT, NOV.
67-OCT. 70. REPORT NO. AFCRL-70-0656. P,'TER D. PREt'I'i',
BOSTON COLLEGE, CHESTNUTI HILL, MASSACHUSEIT'S. NOV. 1970,
64P. CONIRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0100. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-717779.
16 SHAPE FRONM SHADING - A MFEID FOR OBTAINING THE SHAPE OF ASM40O OPAQUE OBJECT FRUI ONE VIEW. REPORT NO. MAC-TR-79.
BERTHO K.P. HORN (DOCTORAL THESIS), MASSACHUSETI'S
INSTITUTE OF TECHNtLXMY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. NOV. 1970, 198P.
CONTRACT NO. NONR-4102(02). MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717336
17 AN/PPS-18(XN-1) ULTRA RELIABLE RADAR. INTERIM DEVEIOPMENT
REPT. NO. 11, 1-31 DEC. 1970. J.D., FRATTURA, RCA MISSILE
AND SURFACE RADAR DIV., MOORESTPWN, NEW JERSEY. JAN. 1971,
20P. CONTRACT NO. N00039-70-C-3502. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-717672
19 THE INVERSE SCATTERING AND TARCGET IDENTIFICATION PROLEM.
TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. ESL-2768-4, AND
AFOSR-70-2780TR. K.J. BREEDING, AND A.A. KSIENSKI, OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY, E'LUTROSCIENCE LAB., COWLIBUS, OHIO.
NOV. 1970, 73P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT AF-AFUSR-1710-69.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717 747
20 AN ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ACOUSTIC IMAGING SCANNER ASSEMBLY.
JOHN DAVIS PEARSON (MASTER'S THESIS), U.S. NAVAL
POSTCRI DUATE SCHOOL, MLNTEREY, CALIF. DEC. 1970, 38P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717586
21 ELECTRO-OPTICAL PHOarOGRAPHY AT LOW ILLUMINATION LEVELS.
HAROLD V. SOULE, RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, ASTHO-EL-RIONICS
DIV., PRINCEION, N.J. JIHN WILEY AND SONS, NEW YORK, 1968,
408P. S15.95.
NR-H8-00-000-01422 METHOOIXLOGIES OF PATTEI'RN REXOGNITION - INTIN1ATI(ONAL)CONFERENCE, HONOLUL, HAWAII, JAN. 196L, PHOCF:DINGS.
SA')Il WATANABI, ED)ITOR, ACADEMIC PRESS, NEW NOHK, 1969,
589P. $16.00.
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NR-Hm-00-000-01423 SPHERICAL AND PRACTICAL ASTRhONCM AS APPLIED 1T0 ~9':,:SY.
nVAN II. N'l.LAk11, OHIO STATE UNIV., AND HEINRICH EICIO/RN,
UN;V. OF' SCUMlT FO1RIDA. F__EDIsICK UNGAR PUBLISHING CO.,
NZE IORK. 1969, 645P. $18.50.
NR-Hd-00-000-01428 OPTICS OC' TlHE ELECTROALCNETIC SPECTRtUM. C.L. ANDR[E'S,
CHAPRMAN, DEPT. OF PHMSICS, STATE UNIV. OF' N.N.
FRENT'CE-HALL, INC., ENGL~EROUD CLIFFS, NEW JERSEY. 1960,
52SP. $12.25.
NN-H8-00-000-01429 OPTICAL AND PHITOOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE SYSTE7MS. NIELS
JENSEN, RECONNAISSANCE AND INTELLIGENCE LAB., LITnON DATA
SYSTE4S DIV. JOHN WILEY AND SONS, INC., NEW YORK. 1968,
222P. $13.95.
NR-H8-00-000-01430 ElEICTROMAGNEl'IC ENERGY TRAN.SMISSION AND RADIATION.
RICKARD B. ADLER, LAN JEN CHU, AND ROBFERT' M. FANO.
T' E. I .T. PRESS, MASSACHUSE-,lI'S INSTITUTE OF' TECHNOLOGY,
CMI'RIDGE, MASS. JOHN WILEY AND SONS, N.Y. 1960
5STH PRINTING 1969, 638P.)
NR-HO-00-000-01431 PICTORIAL PATTERN RECX;GNITION. PROCEEDINGS OF' SYMPOSIUM
ON AUKRiATIC PHOroINTERPRE-TATION, WASHING1'IN, D.C., MAY-JUNE
1967. GEXRtGE C. CHEN, ROBERT S. LklDlEY, DONALD K. POCLOCK,
AND AZRIIEL ROSENFILD, EDITORS, THONPSON BOOK CX4PANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968, 530P. S18.00.
NR-H8-00-000-01433 SYN$TE'TIC APERTURE RADAR SYSTIMS - THEORY AND DESIGN.
.GrEERT O. HARGER, DEPT. OF ElEtTRICAL ENGINEERING, UNIV. OF
MARYLAND. ACADE4IC PRESS, N.Y. 1970, 253P. $13.50.
NR-H8-HH-092-01437 AERIAL SURVEYS AND INTEGRATED STUDIES. PROCEEDINGS OF THE
TOULOUSE CONFERENCE, (TOULUUSE, SEPT. 1964). UNESCO, PARIS.
1968, 575P. $23.00. UNESCO NATURAL RESOURCES RESEARCH
PUBLICATION VI.
NR-H8-00-000-01440 OPTICAL FIX.DNIENTALS OF' UNDERWATER PHO[IlXPRAHI-.
CTb*R T. MCNEIL, PRES. PHUiOTXIAFE,'T\ INC., HOCtVlLLE, NO).
1968, 120P. $5.00.
NR-He-00-000-01441 AERIAL DISCOVXtRY MANUAL. CARL H. S'U\AND.*'H, DATA
ANALYSIS CENTER, ITEW CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA. J("N WILtE. AND
SON5, INC., NEW ' ORK. 1967, 263P. SPIRAL BINDING.
$14.95.
NR-HO-00-000-01442 ANNITATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON PHOTO
NTE'RPRETATION AND RLt)'E, SENSING. DIEN'I' STEINER, DEPT'.
0CY GEOGRAPHY, UNIV. OF WATERLOL, WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CUANADA.
.}DN PIETlIGRA1RIA, VOL. 26, OET'. 1970. PP.143-161.
A71-11379
NR-H8-00-000-01443 SYNETiTE1IC APERT1RE OPTICS - SYMPOSIUM, TUCSON, ARIZONA,
JAN. 1970, ThECHNICAL PAPFRS. OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER, THE
UNIVERSIT* OF ARIZONA, TUC'SON, ARIZONA. ALG. 1970, 93P.
33.00. OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER TECHNICAL REPORT 58.
hR-H8-EJ-998-01444 INTrODUCTION TO ELKCTROWMGNETIC REMOTE SENSING WITH
EWIfASIS ON APPLICATIONS TO GEXLOGY AND HNDHOOLCGY. AGI
SHORT COURSE, HOUSTIOUN, TEXAS, NOV. 1968, LECIRE NOTES.
R0ERT G. REEVES, EDITOR, AMERICAN GEOLOGICAL INSTI1TTE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1968, 282P. $8.00.
NR-H-00-000-00-01445 SCATTEED RADIATION IN THE OZONE ABSORPTION BANDS AT
SEL$t UTED LEVELS O' A TERRESTRIAL, RAYLEIGH A'T)SPHER.
J.V. DAVE, AND P.M. FteUKAWA, AMERICAN METBEORODOGICAL
SOCIETY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSEITS. 1966, 359P. $10.00.
ETERSOLD4ICAL MONOGRAPHS, VOL. 7, NO. 29, JAN. 1966.
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NR-H8-00-000-01447 ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN CONIFEENCE, NEW YORK CITY,
SEPT. 1970, PROCEEDINGS OF THE TECHNICAL PROGRAM.
INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC CONFE.ENCE MANAGEIBNT, INC.,
CHICACO, ILLINOIS. 1970, 995P. $19.50.
NR-H8-00-000-01448 VISUAL AIRBORNE TARGET LOCATION SYSTEMS. FINAL REPT. ON
MATERIEL TEST PROCEDURE. REPORT NO. MTP-6-3-320. U.S.
ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION CUM4AND, ABRDEEN PROVING CROUND,
MARYLAND. MAY 1970, 32P. CON1RACT NO.
DA-18-001-AMC-.1045(R). MICROFICHE COPY. AD-872675
NR-I-00-000-01449 TEMPORAL WAVEFlRM CLASSIFICATION USING SELECTI'ED PAT'FI'RN
RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE:S. FINAL REPORTI. REP1'T NO.
AF'SR-70-2762'1. ERNEST G. HENRICHON, JR., INFU'ON INC.,
BUIRLINTON MASS. NOV. 1970, 93P. CONTPRACT NO.
F44620-70 -- 0048. MICROFICHE C()P. AD-717754
NR-H8-00-000-01450 ABSORPTION ET CONTRASTE EN RADIOGRAPHIE-ECLAIR.
(ABSORPTION AND CONTRAST IN X-RAY FLASH PHOt'IUGPHY).
F. JAMET, AND G. THOMER, INSTI'IT FRA.NCO-ALL' -VAND DE
R :CHERCHES, SAINT-LOUIS, FRANCE 1969, 49P. IN FRENCH,
SSUMfWlY IN GERMAN. N71-13146.
NR-H8-00-000-01451 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PICTURE QUALITY OF' PHMTICRAPHS.
REPORT NO. NLL-T-6267-(5809.95). RULOLF REl-IER, AND
JCHANNES RUDOLPH, SCIENTIFIC-PHOTOGRAPHIC INS'I'I'TU TE,
TECHNICAL UNIV., DRESDEN, GERMAN'. 'IRANSL. FROM -ZEITSCHRIFF WISSENSCHAF'T PHOCnTXRAPHIE PHO'IPHtYSIK PHOI'OCHEM(LEIPZIG), VOL. 61, NO. 7/9, 1967. PP.125-144. N69-41395
NR-H8-00-000-01453 RADIOMETER ZUR GUANTITAVIVE AUSWERTUNG KLURZZEITIGER
EL*TROCAGNETISCHER STRAHILUNG IM BEREICH 50-500 it4Z.(RADIOMETER' FOR THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF' SHORT-TIME
ELET[ROMAGNETIC RADIATION IN THE RANGE 50-500 NIHZ). REPORT
NO. T-30/69. G. SCHULTZE, AND PH. RATEAU, INSTITLUT FRANCO-
AIAMND DE RECHERCkES, ST. LWLAIS, FRANCE. 1969, 49P. IN
GERMAN, SUMMARY IN FRENCH. N71-13144
NR-H8-00-000-01454 AMPLITUDE SCINTILLATION STUDY. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. FSC-P/166, AND RADC-TR-68-416-VOL-2.
MARK R. WEISS, THMA4S W. PARSONS, AND JOSEPH H. FLINK,
FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC CORP., NEW YORK CITY. FEB. 1970, 328P.
CONTRACT NO. AF 30(602)-4222. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-702131 N70-28349
NR-H8-00-000-01455 AEROSOL SCAT'TERINC IN THE NEAR-EARTH LAYER OF AT'IMOSPHERE.
K.P. KUTSENOGII, LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO,
CALIF. 1970, 8P. TRANSL. FR.M PRIhlADNAIA MEKHANIKA I
'!TEHINICHESKII FIZIKA (USSR), NO. 4, 1970. PP.180-185.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-16923
NR-H8-00-000-01456 OPTICAL IMAGING OF ULTRASONIC FIELDS BY ACOUSTIC BRAGG
DIFFRACTION, ADRIANUS KORPEL (DOCTORAL DISSERTATION),
* TIECHNISCHE HOGESC(HOOL, AFDELING DER TECHNISCHE
NATUURKUNDE, DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS. 1969, 198P.
MICROFICHE COPY. A71-19575
NR-Hb-00-000-01460 APPLICATION OF' THE OPTICAL I'RANSFER FUNClTION IN ELFITH)O
OPTICAL SYSTEMS. REPORT NOS. MS-2b07, AND FDl)-H-7O-lb6.
DENNIS KELSAIL, MASSACHIJSI:I'rr I NS'IT If' OF 'i'-:c-INOALt .X;,
LIN(XOLN LABORATORY, LEXINGl)N,, MASS. 1969, 8P. IN SPIE
ANNUAL TECHNICAL SYtPOSILM, 14TH, PROCEEDINGS, 1969.
PP.3-9. CONTRACT NOS. AF19(628)-5167, AND AIPA OHDEH-600.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-708 602
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NR-He 00-000-01462 4UJSAT' IV, VOLLME 1. FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT, JUNE 67-NOV.
70. REFORT NO. EiL-CR-70-6-VOL-I. ATEF' A. ELASSAL,
RCNALD K. BRMFER, CG.RLXN GRACIE, AND MICHAEL A. CROHclt IE,
RAIhaXIN CCLPANY, AUnl`JWUNRIC OPERAT'ION, ALEIXANDRIA,
VIRGINIA. NOV. 1970, 159P. CONTRACT' NO. DAAK02-67-C-0592.
MBICRO'SfHE COPY. AD-717105
NR-H8-00-000-01463 ~MUSAT IV. VCllkNE 2 - OPERATION MANUAL. REPORT FIR JUNE
67-NOV. 70. REPORT NO. ETL-CR-70-6-VOL-2. ATEF A.
EKASSAL, AND RONALD K. BREWER, RAITHEXJN CO., ALfriTRIC
OPERATION, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGJINIA. NOV. 1970, 62P.
CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-67-C-0592. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-7 7106
INR-H-00-000-01464 AN ADVANCED ALUIOIATIC TELESCOPE :XMPIIlTE CONTROL PROGRAM.
REPORT OF' THE MOUNT HALEAKALA OBSERVATORY. REPORT NO.
REPT-1386-27-T. J.D. 3tICKSON, P. TANNER, AND C. lUWII,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILWL RUN LABS., ANN ARBOR, MICH.
AUG. 2970, 202P. CONTRACT NO. DA1C15-68-C-0144. MICROFICHE
CO?'. A!-710414 N70-42822
NR-Hd-00-000-01465 ADVANCED DCITAL PROCESSING TECHNIQES. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. RADC-TR-70-75. IRA M. LANGENfIAL, AND
SANARAN GCOIRI NATAN, SIGNAL ANALYSIS INDUSTRIES CORP.,
HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. MAY 1970, 112P. CONTRACT NO.
P30602-69-C-0119. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-708736 N70-40680
NH-Hd-00-000-0i466 AIREORNE RADIAC. PROGRESS REPORT PROBLEM H0I-32, 1 JULY-
31 DEC. 1969. REPORT NO. NRL-MR-2131. CHARLES W. PETERS,
ALLEN L. SNYDER, AND ODEL. RHUE, U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB.,







ALTIbE'TRY - A L.ITERALRE REVIEW AND BIHLIOCRAPHN, FINAL
REFORT' (PASE I ). REPORT NOS. F'AA-H)-70-S2, AND
FAA-NA-70-19. JACK J. SHRAGER, NATIONAL AvIATION
FACILITIES EXPERIME.NTAL CEN'TER, ATLANTIC CITY, NFw Jt.;ERS.
SEPT. 1970, 104P. MICROFItCHE COPY. N70-41197 AD-713 010
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF SPEC FOPHO7I4TR HIC vASLRE"ItNT (WO
THE CREPUSCULAR HALD (' TERRESTRIAL AlKlPHEE FH(OM
.SO`US-S SPACESHIP. TRANSL. FROM THE RUSSIAN. HEPORT M).
FTID-MT-24-442-69. K. YA. KONDRATEV, B.V. VLYNOV, El' AL.,
AIR PMRCE SYST~ES OUM4AND, WHICGi'-PA'I'ERSON AFB, OHIO.
FOREIGN TEQIOWQCY DIV. FEB. 1970, 22P. SORLCE - NOT
AVAILABLE, PAGES 1-23. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-703547
N70-32633
ANNOTATED MlCROPFRORAMING BIBAIOGRAPHY (1951 TO 1970).
REPORT NOS. M69-65, AND ESD-TR-70-204. TrHK4AS P.
.LSCHB:ACK, MITRE CORP, BEDFURD, MASS. JULY 1970, 73P.
OD'TRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0365. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-709765 N70-42946
PtDOTfETh'aURS R THE 0.1 MICRO1E'rER TO MICRCOM'IER SPECTRAL
RECIOQN. REPORT NOS. TR-0059(9230-20)-1, AND SAMSO-TR-71-14.
DAVID H. SEIB, AND LEE W. AUKERMAN, ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
LAB., AEROSPACE CORP., LAB. OPERATIONS, EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
JAN. 1971, 212P. CONTRACT NO. F04701-70-C-0059. MICROFICHE
OPT. AD-718096
ABSORPTION OF SOUND IN AIR. FINAL REPORT, JUNE 69-JUNE 70.
REPORT NOS. %WR-70-14, AND AROD-8725.2-E. L.B. EVANS, AND
L.C. SUI}ERLAND, WYLE LABS., INC., HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA.
JULY 1970, 80P. CONTRACT NO. DAHC04-69-C-0088. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-710291 N70-43062.
SUBJECT RELAI:'ED iD(XItU.NI'S - IJLTISI.IU.L,'
ACCESSION NUMBER DE:SCRIPTION
NR-H8-00-000-01472 AN APPROACH TO ARTIFICIAL NONSYMBOLIC COGNITION.
REPORT NOS. R-478, AND UIUJW-ENW-70-223. FRAN(CO P.
PREPARATA, AND SYLVIAN R. RAY, COORDINATED SCIENCE
LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL. JULY
1970, 36P. CONTRACT NOS. DAAB07-67-C-0199, AND
OE-C-1-7-071213-4557. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-709332,
N?0-42210
NR-H8-00-000-01474 AERONAUTICAL APPLICATIONS OF HiOlGRAPHIC INl'].ER}iC''THYn.
JAMES HOWARD HUtDS (MA\STE''S THE.SIS), U.S. NAVAL
POsTCRADUATE SCHOOL, KNT'iEHER, CALIF. JUNE 19b7, 44P.
MICROFICHE COPI. AD-816056
NIR-H-00-000-01476 AERIAL CAIERA LENSES TYPE I - AERIAL RECXXNAISSANCE, TYPE 2-
AERIAL MAPPING. REPORT NO. AFAL-RAB-RC-027000. DATA
CORPORATION, DAYTO , OHIO. 1967, 385P. CONTRACT NO.
AP33(657)-14443. MICROFICHE COPV. AD-824353 X68-82804
NR-H8-00-000-01477 MUSAT IV. VOLlPE 3 - PROGRAM DOCULMAATION. REPORT fOR
JUNE 67-NOV. 70. REPORT NO. ETL-CR-70-6-VOL-3. AT'EF A.
ELASSAL, RAYTHEON CO., AUTl'ETRIC OPERATION, ALEXADR IA,
VIRGINIA. NOV. 1970, 204P. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-67-C-0592.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-717107
NR-HB-00-000-01478 KODAK FILTERS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL USE. REPORT NO.
KODAK BOOK NO. B-3. EASTMAN KODAK COIPANY, ROCHESTER, N.Y.
1970, 90P. $2.00.
NR-H8-00-000-01481 ATMOSPHERIC EBMISSIONS - NATO ADVANCED STUDY INSTITUE, AS,
NORWAY, JULY-AUG. 1968, PROCEEDINGS. BILLY M. MCCORMAC,
LOCHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABORAIXRY, PALO ALTO, CALIF.,
AND ANDERS OM-OLT, EDITORS, UNIV. OF OSLO, OSLO, NORWAY.
VAN NOSTRAND REINHIO)D ClIPANY, NEW YORK. 1969, 574P.
324.95.
M.-HR-00-000-01482 THE PHYSICS OF MICROWAVE PROPAGATION. DONALD C.
LIVINGSTON, BAYSIDE RESEARCH CENTER, GENERAL TELEPHONE AND
EtCIIRONICS LAB., INC. PRENTICE-HALL, ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS,
N.J. 1970, 215P. S13.95.
NR-H8-00-000-01483 PICTURE PROCESSING BY COMPUrER. AZRIEL ROSENFELD, C(IPUtI]R
SCIENCE CENTER, UNIV. OF MARYLAND, COL1UCE PARK, MD.
ACADEMIC PRESS, NEW YORK. 1969, 206P. $11.50.
NR-HS-00-000-01484 ELECI'ROIMAGNETIC SENSING OF THE EARTH FROM SATELLITES,
SYMPOSIUM, CORAL GABLES, FLLRIDA, NOV. 1965, PROCEEDINGS.
RALPH ZIRKIND, EDITOR. POLYTECHNIC PRESS OF THE POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTIE OF BROOKLYN, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 1967, 386P.
S10.00. (CONTAINS 26 OR MORE PAPERS PERTINENT 'TO THIS
FIElD).
NR-HI-00-000-01485 PRINCIPLES OF' HIGH-RESOL.UTI(ON IU. R. ALl'' %.
RIHACZKt, .TECHOUX;GY SEtVICE CORP., S.A'I'A irhICA, CALIF.
MCGRAW-HIIL BOOK COMPANY, NEW IOHK. 19b9, 5.10P. S19.50.
NR-H8-0000-0-01486 HANDBOOK OF RADAR NEAS.;RlIENT. DAVID K. IWRT'ON, AND
HAROLD R. WARD, IRAlYHUN (XMPAN-Y, PRiNTICE-oIAI.l, INC.,
EGLE*(XOD CLIFFS, NEW JERSEY. 1969, 441P. Sl..00.
NR-H8-00-000-01491 ATLAS OF PHOUTGRAMM.'RIC INSTRL.4'NTS. V.J. CIMRlxN,
UNIV. OF SKOPJE, UL.KOSLAVIA, AD Z. 'IbLAS.;OVIC, UNIV. OF'
ZAGREB,' Yl.IOSLAVIA. ELSEVIER PUBLISHING COI'PAN, N.W YORK.
1970, 224P. S32.00.
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NR-H8-00-000-01493 OPTICAL AND EUtIRO-OP'rICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING.
SP 'MISIF Oct O'ICAL AND EL)CI'HO-OPT'ICAL INF),tMATI(JN
MI1F-SS"n TXt.,L llWY, BOSTON, MASS., NOV. 1964,
~E~DCIN{D];S~. EDITORS - JAMES 1'. TIPPElT, DAVID A.
RERM(GI TZ, LEM1S C. CLAPP, CHAeLF.S J. KOESTER, AND
I ,'XtM V¥ANM'RNRCH, JR., MASSACHUSET'S INSTIT'E OF'
Ta'l SYOV PHRSS, CAMRIlDGE, MASS. 1965, 795P. $30.00.
NR-H8-00-000-01495 INFRARED SYSTFN GINEERING. RICHARD D. HIUSON, JR.,
INFRARED LAIH0ATUR I ES, HUHES AIRCRAFT CtCbPANY, (WOOOLAND
HILLS, CALIF. JOHN WILEY AND SONS, NEW YORK, 1969, 666P.
S19.75.
NR-H8-00-000-01496 REFlECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY, PRINCIPLES, MEIHODS, APPLICATIONS.
*USTAV KGRTUM, 1UR INOEN, GERMANY. THANSLATED FROM THE
GERMAN BY JAMES E. LDHR, PHILADELPHIA. SPRINGER-VERLAG,
MEW YM(' iNC., 1969, 372P. $21.50.
NHR-H-00-000-0o.498 USE FACTORS INFlUENCING THE DESIGN OF' MtLTIPURPOSE EARTH
RESURCEF SATELLITES. W.A. FISCHER, U.S. GEXLOGICAL
SURJVEY, WASHINSTON, D.C. IN INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL
FIEERATi:CN CONGRESS, 19TH, NEW YORK CITY, OCT. 1968,
ROCEEDINGS, VOL. I (EDITED BY MICHAL LUNC. OXFORD,
PERGAMON PRESS, 1970). PP.135-138. A70-45005
NR-H8-0000-000-01o00 RENOTE SENSIWN OF ENVIRONMENT. JAMES P. LATHAM. IN
GEGRAPHICAL REVIEW, VOL. 56, NO. 2, 1966. PP.288-291.
NR-H8-00-000-01502 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A FAST SCAN INFIRARE) DE'7'EC'I'IlO AND
MEAStURE!NT INSTRLMENT. REPORT NO. TEXH. HIEF-71-10022.
R. VANZEI'l, A.S. DOST1JOIAN, RAY1ThI)N CO., WAYbAhD, HASS.,
AND L. HAMITER, M. N(?OAKO<SKI, NASA, GEUIGE C. MARSHALL
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALAIMA.
ATTN - T.U. OFFICE. JAN. 1971, 45P. CONIRACT NO.
NAS8-11604.
NR-Hs-00-000-01503 LLTRAVIOLET INTERFERONE'TER. REPORT NO.
TECH. BRIEF-71-10026. R.A. DAY, UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHMA.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OFFICE, NASA HEADQXUARTERS, WASH.,
D.C. JAN. 1971, 2P.
NR-IH8-00-000-01504 RESOLUTION, PRECISION AND ACCURACY. (WITH APPLICATION TO
SATELLITE GEODESY). FRANK L. CU.LE, U.S. ARMY TOPOGRAPHIC
CiMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON ELCEXRlIAGNETIC DISTANCE ME-ASLMEtINT AND
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION, BOLJ)ER, XCOLO., JUNE 1969, 7P.
NR-H8-00-000-01505 COLOR PICTiRES FROM CONOCHROME TRANSPARENCIES. F.C. EISEN,
C.N. KURTZ, AND G.C. HIGGINS, EASTMIN KODAK CQOPANY,
RESEARCH LAEORATORIES, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. RECEIVED FEB.
B971, 24P. ORAL PRESENTATION.
NR-H8-00-000-01506 SYSTEM FOR ALGORIT'!MIC CONSTRUCTION OF SIGNAL WAVEFORMS WITH
OPTIMAL ALUnX:CVARIANCE PROPERTIES. REPORT NO).
C}fTRIBUTTION-345. NOHMAN W. LORD, HUDSON LABS., C(XOLUBIA
UNIVERSiTY, DOBBS FERRY, N.Y. OCT. 1969, 20P. IN
JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, VOL. 46, NO.
4, OCT. 1969. PP.840-858. AD-719941
NR-H8-00--000-01507 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ThE RESOU.TION CAPABILITY OF
HICROMAVE ULTRASONIC-BEAM VISUALIZATION TECHNIQOES USING
BRAGG DIFFRACTION OF A LASER BEAM. C.S. TSAI, CARNEGIE-
ELLAON.UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA., AND H.V. HANCE LOCKHEED
PALO ALTO RESEARCH LAB., PALO ALTO, CALIF. LCKHE
MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. LOCKHEED
RESEARCH LAB. MAY 1970, 9P. IN J(uiRNAL F THE ACOUSTICALSOCIETY OF AMERICA, VOL. 48, NO. 5, PART 2, NOV, 1970.
PP. 1101-118. AD-'718947
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NH-H1-00-000-01509 THE SCATTERING OF E1.MCTRUM(N'I'IC WAVES FRIm(I R(AH
SUF'ACES. PEIER H ECKFMANN, Ci2ECt)SLU)WV AC/ADNl OF(
SCIENCES, PRAMUE, AND ANDRE SPIZZICHINO, CENTRE NATIO(hAL
D'LIU[ES DES TELkXX.1MJNICATIONS, PARIS. H\CMILLAN CC)IPANI,
NEW YORK. 1963, 513P. $15.00.
iSR-Ht-00-000-01511 EITARY PHURAETRY. FIRST A-*RICAN E)ITION 19b6.
WITH APPENDIX II. D.R. CRONE, ADDRESS UNKNO%'N. FRE*: RHICK
UqCGAR PUBLISHING CO., NEW tORK. 196$, 205P. $6.50.
NR-HE-00-000-01512 DAYLIGHT AND ITS SPEcTRUL. S.T. 'NDER.SON, BRITISH LICHT'IN;
INDUSTRIES, LTD. AIEHICAN ELSEVIER, N.i. 1970, 26tP.
$15.75.
hR-H8-00-000-01514 INFRARED RADIATION. HENRY L. HAC~KFRTH, NORTHROP CORP.,
NORTONICS DIV. MGXRAW-HILL BOOK CO., INC., NEW YORK. 1960,
314P. $15.00. (XEROX O¥PY}
hR-H8-00-000-01515 RADAR FUNDI ATALS. GERSH1N J. WHEE1ER, SYLVANIA
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, ADVANCED.SYSTE4S TECHNOLOGY DEPT.
PRENTICE-HALL, INC., ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, NEW JERSEY. 1967,
S11P. $7.95.
NR-H$-00-000-01517 SIGNAL PROCESSING IN THE PRESENCE OF SIGNAL-DEPENDENT
NOISE. JOHN G. I'THUNEN, OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER, THE UNIV.,
OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZ. MARCH 1971, 67P. OPTICAL
SCIENCES CENTER TjXHNICAL REPORT 65.
NR-H8-00-000-01518 AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS AND AERIAL
PHOIOGRAPHIC APPLICATION TO PLANT SPECIES IDENTIFICATION AND
DISEASE DEEitTION. PART OF THE 1965 HONORS PROGRAM REPORT,
DEPT. OF FRESTRY. B.S. NELSON, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY,
DEPT. OF FORESTRY, AMES, IOWA. 1965, 19P.
fR-H8-00-000-01519 SEQUENTIAL STRUCTURE AND PARAMEER-ADAPTIVE PATTERN
RECOCNITION. PART 1. SUPERVISED LEARNING. REVISION OF
REPORT DATED OCT. 1969. REPORT NO. A)OSR-TR-71-0280.
D.G. LAINIOTIS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, ELECIRONICS RESEARCH
CENT!M, AUSTIN, TEXAS. MARCH 1970, lIP. IN IEEE
TRANSACTIJONS ON INFORMATION THE'JRY, VOL. IT16, NO. 5,
SEPT. 1970. PP.548-556. CONTRACT NOS.
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NR-H8-EJ-998-01606 TERRESTRIAL ENVIROIINT (CLIMATIC) CRITERIA CUIDELINES FIR
USE IN SPACE VEHICLE DEVA"'L.MFNT, 1971 REVISION. REPORT NO.
NASA-IM-X-64589. GLENN E. DANIELS, NASA, GCERGE C. MARSHALL
SPACE FLIGIfT CEN'IER, ALABAMA, iAY 1971, 400P.
NR-HS-00-000-01608 INFRARED RADIATION. IVAN SIMON, ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC.
D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, INC., PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
1966, li9P. PAPER 61.50
tN-H8-00-000-01609 ABSOUUTWE ALTIMTERS. MATERIELTEST PROCEDURE. REPORT NO.
-TrP-6-2-013. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION CWIMAND, ABERDEEN
PROVING GRUMND, MD., FEB. 1968, 26P. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-720507
NR-H8-00-000-01610 SOVIET BLOC RESEARCH IN GEOPHYSICS, ASTRONOMY, AND SPACE,
NO. 236. REPORT NO. JPRS-51357. JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH
SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. SEPT. 1970, 39P. TRANSL. FROM
VARIOUS SINO-SOVIET BLOC PUBLICATIONS. MICROFICHE COPY.
N70-40721, N70-40725.
NR-H8-00-000-01611 THE DEEP SPACE NEIc])HK. SPACE PHO]tVkS SUMIAHY 37-65,
VOL. 2. FUR THE PEHIOD JUL I TO A W. 31, 1970. HEPROHT NO.
NASA-CR-115066. JET PROPLSION LAB., CALIF. INSTITll 'F: OTECHOMLCXY, PASADENA, CALIF. SEPT. 1970, 168P. MICHOFICHE
COPY. N71-14954, N71-14965.
Nk-H8-00-000-01612 MEITEOROLOGY FRUM SPACE ALTITU)ES. REPORT NO. JP'HS-50814.
K. KONDRATEV (USSR). TRANSL. OF' - NALtA I ZHIZN (MUSCCU),
NO. 4, 1970, P. 142-149. MICROF'ICHE COPY. N70-33931.
NRMH8-00-000-01613 SOVIET BLOC R&SEARCH IN GE)PHYSICS, ASTRONOfM, AND SPACE,
NO. 240. REPORT NO. JPRS-51760. TRANSL,. FHOM VARIGU(S SINO-SOVIET BLOC PUBLICATIONS. MICROF'ICHE COPY. N71-14656
Ml-H8-00-000-01615 FILTERS FOR THE REPROUXCTION OF SUNLIGHT AND DAYLIGHT AND
THE DETERMINATION OF' COLOR TEPERAtlRE. RAYOUND DAVIS, AND
K.S. GIBSON, NATIONAL BUREAU OF' STANDARDS, WASHING1TN,
D.C. JAN 1931 169P. NBS MISCELLANEUUJS PUB-114. MICRO-
PICHE COPY. PB-192894
NR-He-00-000-01616 MINIM.IM IMAGE SIZE IN AN ELECTROSTATIC SPCTROGRAPH.
REPORT NO. ESRIN-IN-93. O.A. PROCA, AND T.S. GREEN,
E8UROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, FRASCATI, ITALY. JUNE
1970, 25P. MICROFICHE COPY N71-11522
NR-H8-00-000-01617 MICROWAVE RESEARCH. REPORT NO. JPRS-52129. M.P.
DOUKHANSOV, (USSR), TRANSL. FROM THE BOOK -- OT MILLIGERTS
DO TERAGERTS, LENINGRAD, SUDOSTROYENIYE PRESS, 1970, P.
61-103. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-14987
NR-HS-00-000-01618 METHOD OF VISUALIZING AN INFRARED IMAGE (ZPUSOB ZVIDITEL-
NENI INFRACERVENEHO OIRAZL). REPORT NO. UCRL-TRANS-10473
A. VASKO, TRANSL. OF CZECHOSLDVAKIAN PATENT 101 721, NOV.
1961. MICROFICHE COPY
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NR-H9-00-000-00001 PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A K4JLTISPECTRAL EXPERIMENT' . AHUAM
ANSON, SV/STNS MIANCH, INTELLI"GNCE DIVISION, USA.JGIMn ADA.
fEIRPUAR 18, 1965. .N'!ALT' NU'*ER R-47-009-002.
STAR N65-05566.
NR-H9-00-000-00002 KJLTISPELAXL EXPERIME.NT NO. 2. ARA~HAM ANSON, SSTE1'lS
BRANCH, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, USAFICIMA)A. AUGUST 3, 1965.
COWNTRACT NUER R-47-009-002.
NR-i9-00-000-00003 THE INVESTIGATION OF FLAME SPREADING OVEI THE SURFACE OF
ICGNITING SOLID PROPELLANTS. ROBERT F. MCALEVY, III,
PROESSOR OF M'tXHANICAL ENGINEERING, STEVENS INSTI.1IJ'E OF
TECHNOLOGY, HO 'KEN, NEW JERSEY, JANUARY 15, 1966. CONTRA'T
NO. NGR-31-003-014. STAR X69-90091
NR-H9-00-000-00005 SGME EMPIRICAL, AND THEORETICAL INTkRPRETATIONS OF' MULTIPLE
FOLARIZATIUN RADAR DATA. R. D. ELLEHMEIER, A. K. RFM1, AND
D.S. SIMONE-T7, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CRES REPORT 61-10.
APRIL 14, 1966. CONTRACT NU4tEH NSR-17-004-003.
STAR N68-1343?.
NR-H9-00-000-00007 FRESNEL ZONE PROCESSING OF SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR DATA.
M.D. BUCHANAN AND R.K. NOORE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CRES REPORT 61-1. JANIUARY 3, 1966. CONTRACT NULHEltbR
NSR-17-004-003. STAR N66-21651.
NR-H9-00-000-00010 PLANE WAVE SCATTEUFING FROM A ROUGH SURFACE .WITH CORRELATED
LARGE AND SMALL SCALE ORDERS OF ROUGHNESS. H. S. HAYHE AND
D. B. KAUFNAN, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF
ELEC'TRICAL ENGINEERING, MANHATTAN, KANSAS. MAY 1965.
SUBCONTRACTED FROM THE' UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FIR
RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 61-2. CONTRACT NO.
NSR-17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00022 SOME NEW UNSOLVED PROBLEiS IN CONNECTION WITH RANDOM
PROCESSES OF INTEREST IN GEOPHYSICS. WILLARD J. PIERSON,
JR., NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, COLLEE OF' ENGINEERING RESEARCH
DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLO)GY AND OCEANOGRAPHY.
JANUARY 1962. CONTRACT NO. NONR-285(03).
NH-H9-00-000-00031 AUW'AT'IC PROCESSING (OF' UTI-SPECTRAI. IMG;ES. GtCOGE W.
DALKE, UNIVERSIT 01" KANSAS, CRES HEP'T NO). 61-16.
AUGUST 1966. CONTACTl' NO. NSR-17-004-003. STAR N67-18052.
NR-H9-00-000-00033 0ACKSCA'iTER OF El}XR('MAiC:NETIC WAVES FROM A RC(XHI LtERH.
VIJAY R; KU.AR, S.H. D.RR.INI, AND W.W. KOEPSEL., KANSAS
STATE UNIVE.SITY, DFPAR'1I•.NT OF ELICTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MANHATTAN, KANSAS. TECHNICAL REPORT EE-1'R-3. MAY 1966.
C(XNIRACT NO. NSR-17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00034 BACXSCATTER OF ULTRASONIC WAVES FROM A ROLCH LAYER. WU.-SHI
SK·qU!N,, W. W. KOEPSEL, AND S. H. DLRHRANI, KANSAS STATE
UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF' ELECTRICAL ENGINEkERING,
MAINHATIAN, KANSAS. MAY 1966. CONTRAC' hO. NSR-17-004-003.
STAR N67-10976.
NR-H9-00-000-00036 THE GENERAL LINEAR EQUATION IN PREDICTION. PROFESSOR E. H.
TIM3llY WHITTEN. NORTlHESTERN UNIVERSITY REPORT NtII-IH 8.
DEPARITMEN OF GEOLOGY, N.ORqESTERN UNIVER'SITY, EVANSTUIN,
ILLINOIS. DECEMBER 15, 1966. CONTRACT NU4MER
PGR-14-007-027.
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THE EFFECT OF GROUND TEMPERATURE ON THERMAL RESOLUTI ION IN
INFPARED IMAGERY. C.P. A-STUSC-I'k-K, HRH-SINNG'R, INC.,
SCIENCE PARK, STATE COLIU;E, OA. PRESENTED AT' THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAR&`h5RY AND AMERICAN (XCONESS OF SURVEYIN;
AND MAPPING, PORTLAND, OREGON. SEPT. 1969. PP.T-25.
ORBITAL REMOTE SENSING AND NATURAL RESOURCES. DR. PETER C.
BADGLEY, NASA AND WILLIAM L. VEST, lIT RESEARCH INSTITLq'E,
CHICAGO, ILL,/NASA MHD., CODE SAR WASHING')IN, D.C. JUNE 8,
1967, PUBLISH DATE SEPT. 19, 1966. IN PHOIOGRAME'TRIC
ENGINEERING, VOL. 32, NO. 5, 1966. PP.780-790.
POLARIZATION DEPEMDENT RADAR RETURN FROM ROlGH SURFACES. K.
KRISHEN W. W. KOEPSEL, S. H. DUJRRANI, DEPARTMIENT OF
uLCTRICAL ENGINEERING, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN,
KANSAS. TECHNICAL REPORT EE-TR-2. JANUARY 1966. CONTRACT
NOS. NSG-692 AND NSR 17-004-003. STAR N67-18974.
A PROGRAM FOR THE RAPID SCREENING OF MULTIVARIATE DATA FROM
THE EARTH SCIENCES AND RE1M31TE SENSING. NORTi-HESTERN
UNIVERSITY REPORT NUMBMER 11. ROIERT G. GARRET'T, DEPARTMENT
OF GEILOGY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTODN, ILLINOIS.
JULY 1967. CONTRACT NO. NGR-14-007-027. STAR N67-33962.
PROBI.I'S IN PHOTO.,'TnRIC ANALYSIS OF IM*ACGEY FRHO SA'I'E.LI. IES.
JOSEPH O'TERHMAN, TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY, RAtMAT AVIV, ISRAEL.
PRESENTED AT BRiTISH INTERPLANET'AHRY SOCIlkTY AND NATO, INTER-
NATIONAL SIUM4ER SCHOOL ON EAHlRTH RESOURCES SURVEY, C~AIIDGLE,
ENCLAND, JULY 1969. PUBLISHED IN JOCRNAL OF' THE BRITISH
INTEIRPLANETARY SOCIETY, VOL. 23, NO. 5, MAI 1970.
PP.349-356. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
A69-38627. N70-11112.
NR-H9-00-000-00054 A NEW TECHNOLOGY, SURVEY PHOTOCRAPHY AND FLIGHT. FRANCOIS
CORTEN, LECTIUR AT INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIE FIR AERIAL SURVEA
AND EARTH SCIENCES, DEL'`', NETHERLANDS. FE'BRUARY 1969.
STAR N70-10896. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-FH-000-00055 A REMOTE SENSING SURVEY OF AREAS IN CENTRAI. COASTAL
LOUISIANA. PART I-DISCUSSION. FINAL REPORT. R. LtIXAM AND
JACK R. VANLOPICK, TEXAS INSTRILEN'TS INC., DALLAS, T'EXAS.
DECEMBER 1966. CONTRACT NO. N00014-66-C-0309. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00056 USE OF AERIAL MENTHODS IN LANDSCAPE STIUDIES. S.V. VIKTOROV,
ET AL., USSR. 1959. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-20494.
NR-H9-00-000-00060 RADAR AS A REMOTE SENSOR. CRES REPORT 61-7, R. K. MDOORE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER F'OR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS, JANUARY 1966. CONTRACT
NO. NSR-17-004-003. STAR N66-32761.
NR-H9-00-000-00065 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON 400 MC RADAR SIGNALS. CRES TECHNICAL
REPORT NO. 61-15. H. UNZ, DEPARTIENT OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
SEPTEMBER 1966. UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER IOR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRNFCE, KANSAS.
CONTGIRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003. STAR N67-12277.
NR-H9-DJ-049-00066 EDDY CORRELATION MEASURE$EMNS OF SENSIBLE HEAT FUJX NEAR ThE
EARTHS SURFACE. M.L. WESELY, C.B. TANNER, ET AL., DEPT. OF
SOIL SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN.
PUBLISHED IN JOtRNAL OF APPLIED METEOROLOGY, VOL. 9, NO. 1,
FEB. 1970. PP.45-50.
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NR-H9-00-000-00075 ANIS.OROPI IN REF'lCTED .SOAR RUDIATION. V.V. SAItl[.NSON,
COLDOMA STATE UJIVERSITn, PI.0T COLLINS, COXIHAIX). 196b.
STAR N70-16735.
NF-H-9-E.J-029-00078 A FMDIAL MOINT TANSIMATl' l ION' O O-DIMENSIONAL DATA WI'H
APPLICATIONiS TO DATlA C(XPRESSION AND NOISE RX4'lT'ION. CRES
REF{.T NO. 1' 118-1. IRVIN iEMARD C,(iA.jMHE(G, R1.tUI'E SENSIMI
LATR'V, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENITER FtR HRESAItCH INC.
EItNE. INI SClIENCE DIVISION, LARENCIE, KANSAS. A;GUST 1967.
ONTRACTF NO. NAS 9-7175. ST'AR N69-10484.
NR-H9-0-0000-00082 ADAPTIVE PATTEIN RE)COGNITION BY USING A PREDICTIVE K)EEL IN
CONSTRUCTION OF SIMILARITY SETS. CRES TELM'NICAL REPTI' 118-5
ROBERT HARALICK, HEMUTE SENSING LAHORATIIT, UNIVE I 'ST OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FLR RESEARCH INC., E I NE-ERI N SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCe'I1'ER 1967. CONTRACT NOS.
NSR 17-004-003 AND NAS 9-7175. STAR N69-32554
NR-H9-00-000-00003 C4PUPIJTEN RECTION AND ANALYSIS OF AN INFRARED IMAGE.
'ICIICAL REPORT 67-4. KEENAN LE., REMOTE SENSING
LAkERATUY, GEPHYS I CS DE'PARThNT, STANIRD UN I VES I TY,
STANIWtD, CALI*RHNIA. DECEEdiER 31, 1967. CONTRACT NO.
N-o5-b20-n ti5. STAR N68-19332.
NR-H9-00-000-00084 COIENTS ON REM4rE SENSING. RICCARDO GIACCONI AND BERNARD
HARRIS, AIERICAN SCIENCE AND "ENINEERING, INC., CAMBRIDGE,
MASS. PUBLISHI'D IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON GE)SCIENCE
ELiCTRNICS, VOL. GE-7, NO. 4, OCT. 1969. PP.179-190.
NI-H9-00-000-00085 IUAGE PROCESSING. AZRIEL ROSENFELD, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND,
CQOPtpFER SCIENCE CENTE, COLLEG; PARK, MARYLAND. PUBLISHED
IN SPACE/AERONAUTICS, VOL. 52, DEC. 1969. PP.48-55.
NH-H9-00-000-00086 A DOUBLE BEAM INT"FRLEOTfNER FOR THE MIDDLE INFRARED.
R. HAhEL, M. FDRMAN, ET AL., NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT'
CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. PUBLISHED' IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8,
NO. 10, OCT. 1969. PP.2059-2065.
NR-H9-00-000-00087 SPACE SYSTES FOR EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION. DONALD M.
WALTZ, TRW SYSTEI'S, REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA. PRESENTED AT
-AERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY, NATIONAL MEETING, NEW MEXICO
STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CRUCES, NEW tMEXICO, OCTOBER 1969.
PAPE AAS 69-584. MICROFIlCHE COPY.
NH-H9-00-000-00088 A TAdXF*)O" Sn.TU IN SPACE GCX)'ESY ALTI'1n'NY. EPHHIAM WE.ISS,
RAATHEULN CO., CFUUIM:NTr DIV., SLtRIt, MA.SS. PHESENTEI) Al'
AM8.RICAN ASTRHONAL'ICAUL S.OCIL-' , NATIO'AL ME-.I'lNG, NE (*.l( M )IC
STATE UNlVERSIT'r, LAS CRUCES, NEW N*:XICO, O'IXUHE 1969,
PAPER AAS 69-604. MICRO'ICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00090 A MltTIHAND PFKtIGVRAPHIC SYSTEN. BANS.UN CHANG, NMlRT
AMERICAN ROCK.MELL CORP., SPACE DIV.i UIXNEY, CA4.IIUNIlA.
PRESENTED AT A1ERICAN ASTR(AUT I CAL SOCIETY, NATIONUAL
METING, NEW ME.XICO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CHRUCES, NEW
MEXICO, IUtlbER 1969, PAPER AAS 69-582. MICHOMICtE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00095 SIMULATIN THE CO$NSEOXUNCE OF CLUUD COVER ON EARTH-VIEWING
SPACE MISSIONS. S.C. BHOWN, NASA/MARSiHA.LL SPACE FLIGCh'
CENTER, S'INTSVLLE, ALABHMA. PRESENTED AT A*IERICAN ASTHO-
NAUTICAL SOCIETlY, NATIONAL. ME'TING, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.,
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER 1969. PAPER AAS 69-577.
MICROFJIE COVY.
NRl-H9-00-000-00102 ANALYSIS OF DATA FIROM REMUTE SENSING SYSTE4S. RICHARD F.
PASCUCCI, RAIYITEUN CO., ALFXANDRIA, VA., AND GARY W. NORTH,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT
AIRICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIE-n, NATIONAL MEE'TING, NEW
MEIOCO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CRLCES, NEW MIXICO. OIUXTIF.
1969. PAPER AAS 69-575. MICROFICHE COPY.
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SCATTERING AND REFLECTANCE OF LICHT FROM AIRBORNE LASER
SYSTEMS. DAVID G. COLLINS AND MICHAEL B. WIELLS, RADIATION
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES INC., FURT W.RTH, TEXAS. JUNE 1968.
CONTRAC NUER F19628-67-C-0298. MICROFICHE COPY.
LIDAR-RADAR OhER ATMOSPIElRIC OBSERVATIONS. FINAL REPORT
OCT. 67 - OCT. 68. tWlILLIAM VIEZEE AND JOHN OBLANAS,
STANFORD RESEARCH INST I TUTE, N1O PARK, CALIFON IA. NOV.
1968. CONTACT NO. I. 19628-68-C-0021. MICROFICHE COPY.
CHRONOLOGICAL CATALOG OF REPORTED LUNAR EVENTS. NASA
TECtNICAL REPORT R-277. BARBARA M. MIDLESUIST, UNIVERSITY
OF ARIZONA, LUNAR AND PLANE'ARY LABORATORY, TUCSON, ARIZONA,
JAYLEE M. BURLEY, GOIDARD SPACE LIGCHT CENTER, GRFENBELT,
MARYLAND, PATRICK MOORE, ARMAGH PLANETARIUM, ARMAGH,
NOlRTERN IRELAND, AND BARBARA L. WELTHER, SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. JULY
1968. CCNThACT NULMERS NSF OP-5940 AND NSF OP-6709.
ITHE SIU-A DIEIIST]HATION PRH(TXIET LAND HER.S('HCK INVFNI)HR A)ND
ENIINEENING SLRVE'S. HREPORT 'I'. ETHN-7100-2. JOHN H.
SWhNERUTON, U.S. I-URIST' SERVICE, AMLINl(IN, VIHGINIA. 1969.
A STUDY OF EARTH RADAR REHINl.HS I-RlN ALtFUnl'E SATELLITE.
CRES REPORT 37-1. R.C. CHIA, H.H. LX*XAN.D, AND H.K. M4X)H:,
UNI VULS I T' OF KANSAS, CEhNTElR 10 RESEARCH, INC., ENG I NF4 I NG
SCIENCE DIVISION; LAWRENCE, KANSAS. APRIL 1967. CON'IUTUI'
NMIE§ NSG-477. ST'AR N61-2L044.
THE (MNIDIRECTIONAL SCAT" RIN; OF" ACUL;STIC WAVE:S FHROM ROLUIH
SUIRFACES WITH APPLICATION TO EIJ-L,'In(WJU.N.ETIC SCA1TERING.
CRES REPORT 48-4. BOE.N E. PAHKINS, UIIVFISIT. OF' KANSAS,
CD4NtI'R FIR RESEARCH, INC., ElhINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1965. C(LIHNACT NUI*NH S N.SC-298,
NSR 17-004-003, AND NATIONAL SCIENCE FCOLNATION GRANT
GP-2259.
SCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZATION OF( EL' lnK4AGNETIC WAVES BY
ROUXCH SURFACES. CRES REPORT 4e-5. ADRIAN K. IFJNG,
UNIVERSITY' OF KANSAS, CENTER F.UR RESEARCH, INC., EhGINIEERIN
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRzENCE, KANSAS. NOVE]tf*R 1965.
CONTRAACT 4*9IRS NSC-298 AND NA'IOLNAL SCIENCE P1UNDATION
GRANT GP-2259. STAR N68-10004.
SCATTERING Th'ORIES AND RADAR IRETURN. CRES REPORT 48-3.
ADRIAN K. FUN1, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER F]R RESEARCH,
INC., INGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
MAY 1965. CONTRACT NlUIERS NSG-298 AND NATIONAL SCIENCE
FCUNDATION GRANT GP-2259. STAR N68-10090.
USE OF TiH RADAR SCArTIR momER IN AIRCRAFT AND SPACtcRAFJ
RESOURCES PROGRAMS. TECHNICAL ME'lORANDM 118-7. R.K. MOORE
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER 1UR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERINC
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCIVIER 1968.
CONTRACT NMBER NAS 9-7175.
SURFACE PROFILING USING A RADAR INTE1RERfF`ER. TECHNICAL
E.ORAANDIN 61-9. JEROME BUTIkR AND R.K. MOORE, UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTR F10 RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1965. CONTRACT NUMBEX
NSR 17-004-003.
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NR-H9-00-000-00118 ATI'NATIC .':1AS$Ltit:NTS OF T'XTI'RE AND DET''TION OF' LINES INA FLYING-SPOT SCANNER S'iSTE. TEC'HNICAL NH!',I*ANLD 61-33.
GECoGE DALKE, LIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOP RESEARCH,
IkC., SCIEINNE1. G NCE DIVISION, LARHENCE, KANSAS.
AUG.UST 1966. CNTRACT' NO. NSR 17-004-003.
1R-H9-00-000-00119 PHOtORAPH IC COLOR COMBINATION PROCEDURES AND) UIIPMNT
AVAILA AT CRES. TEC.tIC AL, N.)RANDUL 61-24. DIUG-f
IEGERT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CEN'I'TER F RES'ARCH, INC.,
EiGSINEE]RIN SCIENCE DIVISION, iLARENCE, KANSAS. JLUNE 1966.
CZNTRACT NUHkER NSR 17-004-003. STAR X69-74556
NR-H9-00-000-00120 AULA'IATIC ACLT'fNESS MEASULREMENTS FOR MULTIPLE IMACES.
TECHNICAL i :ER,-ORANIXH 61-31. GEXRGE DALKE, UNIVERSITY OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, IhC., ENCINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LA5RENCE, KANSAS. AUGUAST 1966. CONTRACT NUMBER
NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00121 PATTERN RECGNITION PROBLEM. TECHNICAL MbFI4RANDuM 61-23.
RaEERT HARALCK;, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERIKN SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
AULUST 1966. CONTRACT NUItMER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00122 CALCULATION OF TRISTIMULUS COEFFICIENT FOR THE CRES MULTI-
OJLOR DISPLAY. TECHNICAL P.IFRA.NDLU 61-14. GEORGE W.
M.BUE, UNIVERS IITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
EGINERIUNG SCIEN*CE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MAY 1965.
C(NT1RACT 2ER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00124 POSSIBLE LNIAR ANALOGS FUR USE BY THE WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT
STATION, VICKSURG, MISSISSIPPI. TECHNICAL MLA.g."NLM
61-11. DWIGHT BROWN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT'R FOR
RPSEAIRCH INC., ENDGINUERIN SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. D2CX4SER 1964. CONTIACT NIMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00126 TIE (3 X 3) MATRIX UNIT. TECHNICAL ,IMRANDU 61-22.
F. WELTER, UN7iVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENITE FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERIEER/NG SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MAY 1966.
OONIRACT NU'-E NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00127 ESTABLISHoENT OF THE CRITERION FMR DE'ERMINING THE PULSE
REPE'TION FREQU]'bCY, THE BEAM LkNGTH, PULSE WIDTH AND PULSE
LENGTH ON E GROUND. TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 61-6.
J. 6B.TLkR, UNIVEWSITY OF KANSAS, CENER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRIENCE, KANSAS. OCTOBXER
1964. Cal)N\C' T Nti'*:H NSH 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00129 S'lNTHlT'IC APE'Il,RE RADAR A(X!S'I'IC SI AIO'XlH.. E'I'.-1NICAL,
MXWDANUIM I l-3. J. LANCE IFt4E, LNILERSIT (OF' KANSAS,
CENTER F'U RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEE:RIM'G SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DICF-11IElR 1967. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7175.
tN-H9-00-000-00130 LINE DRIVING PIPLIFIER. TECHNICAL MENIORANDIM 1I-a. JOHN
RVtAN', UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR HESEARCH, INC.,
ldGI NEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. N.OVhtIR
1967. CINRACT NhLBER NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-00131 ACOUSTIC SCATTERING FROM SURFACES WITH C(X)NIROUD WAVE
$SPE'TRA. TECHNICAL iMEORANDU, 112-2. H.L. KNLCKEY,
UNIVElRSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGlCINEERI
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1967. CONTRHACT
M2NHER N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-H9-00-000-00132 ACOUISTIC SCATTERIN FRNt SUR.FACES WITH CONTROLJED WAVE
SPEC6RA. TECNICAL MUIMWANDtXJ 112-1. R.L. KNLXLKEl,
UNIVERSITY 0? KANSAS CENTr/ER FR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LARiENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1967. CONTRACT
KEMN62306-67-C-0044.
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NR-H9-00-000-00133 MULTI-FRDUENCY ACOUSTICAL SIMULATION SYSTEM. TE*HNICAL
EMORANDUM 61-2. MIKE BUCHANAN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE*DIVISION
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPI'EMBER 1964. CONTRACT NIUtER
NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00134 A METHOD OF ANALYZING NRL FLIGI'H RADAR RETtURN. TEXHNICAL
MEMIORANDUM 61-3. J.W. RCUSE, UNIVERSIT OCF KANSAS, CENTER
FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. SEFTEMBER 1964. CONTRACT NUMBR NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00135 SYNTI1FTIC APERTIRE POWER REgUIREES. TECHNICAL MEMIRANDUM
61-S. R.K. MOORE AND JERWE EUTLER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CETE FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. NOV(14BER 1964, REVISED JULY 1967.
CONTRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00136 INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FUR THE MULTI-COLOR DISPLAY.
TECHNICAL MEJORANIdM 61-5. G.W. DALKE, J.E. RATHKE, AND
J.W. ROUSE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DECEMBER
1964. CONTRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00137 SINT1HETIC APEHRTRE ANTENNA. TFXCHNICAI. M,4UHLANDXl 61-13.
JOHN ROUSE, UNIVEHtSITN OF KANSAS, CENTI'H FOH RESEAHCH, INC.,
EIGINEERIMG SCIENCE DIVISION, LA1HENCE, KANSAS. MAN 1965.
CONTRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00138 RANGE ERROR STATISTICS FUOR SPLIT-GATE ALTINt.-I'ER: PART I,
SQUARE LAW DETECT lON. TECHNICAL N*(AN!LX.M 112-3. HAN L.
LEE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUH RESEARCH, INC.,
ENCINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. APRIL 1968.
CONTRACT NUMHER N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-H9-00-000-00139 MODIFICATIONS MADE ON PHOTOVOLT 520-A DENSI1'T!TiR. .
TECHNICAL MEMORANtUM 61-15. MIKE HULG.HANAN, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEER I N SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MAY 1965. CONTRACT NUiER
NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00140 ON THE FEASIBILITY OF IMAGING RADAR ON SMALL SPACECRAIFT.
TECHNICAL MEMRAN)tM 118-6. JOHN W. ROUSE, JR., UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER IFR RESEARCH, INC., EG;INEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1968. CONTRACT NLtIBER
NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-00141 RANGE ERROR STATISTICS FOR SPLIT-GATE ALTIMF'ER: PART II,
LINEAR DETECTION. TEC-HNICAL MENCRANDUM 112-4. HAN L. LEE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ECNGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. APRIL 1968. CONTRACT
NUMBER N62306-67T-C-0044.
NR-H9-00-000-00142 I14 PAPER TAPE PUNCH PROGRAM FUR THE LCGP-30 COMPUTER.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 61-56. IRVIN EDIARD YOUNGBERG,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUST 1967. CONITRACT
NUMBERS NSR 17-004-003 AND NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-00143 ANALOG TO DIGITAL TO PAPER TAPE DATA PRINTER FOR THE LGP-30
COMPUTER. TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 61-57. IRVIN EDWARD
YOUNGBERG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUST 1967.
CONTRACT NU4MERS NSR 17-004-003 AND NAS 9-7175.
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NH-Hg-00000-00000144 USE O 1THE N1Ea'RICAI, TAX(bMN.f SYSTEM. T'ECHNICAL htlblNblXM
61-54. HWI&RFT HARALICK, Ul"VERHSIT' OF KANSAS, CENTER'' IOR
RESEARCH, INC., EMI:NEEHRING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAHENCE,
KANSAS. JULY 1967. COA'IRACI' NbtHERS NSR 17-004-003 AND
9AS 9-7175.
N-Hg9-00-000-00145 THE 3-CHANINEL FLYING SPOT SCANNER. TE-CHNICAL NMI.RANIti
61-39. J.E. RATHXE, UNIVERSITY OF1 KANSAS, CENT'ER IUFt
RESEACH, INC., ENGINEERING RESEARCH DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. AUdUST 1966. CONTRACT NULIER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00146 THE TRI-COLOR DISPLAY UNIT. TECHNICAL MEIORANDIM 61-40.
J.E. RATHKE, UNIVEHSITY OF KANSAS, CEN'ER FOR RESEARCH, INC.
ENGINE1EING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPT'lEMBER
1966. CONTRACT Nt4BER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00147 LGP-30 ALTC/RRELATION PROGRAM. TECHNICAL _MEMORANltM 61-55.
IRVDN E3DMARD YIUMGG.BERG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER F.R
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAYR.ENCE,
KANSAS. JULY 1967. CONTRACT NU-MERS NSR 17-004-003 AND
NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-00148 AN ANALOG TO DIGITAL TO PAPER TAPE 'NVEER. TECHNICAL
fElORANIUM 61-44. JESS BEFTLACK, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FMR RESEARCH, -INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. APRIL 1966. CONTRACT NO. NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00149 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A FLYING SPOT SCANNER SYSTEM.
TEIHNiCAL, MRMRANDnM 61-36. J.E. RATHiKE, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. NOVE3fER 1966. CONTRACT
1RNBMER NSR 17-004-003.
hR-H9-00-000-00150 THE CRES DATA HANDLING SYSTEM. TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 61-37.
J.E. RAIHKE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.
ENGINE.ERIN SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUJST
1966. CONTRACT NUMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00151 PHOTIILLTIPLIER, COMPENSATED VIDEO AMPLIFIER AND VIDEO
AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS, TECHNICAL MEO4RANDLM 61-38.
J.E. RATIKE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.
ENGINEERINC SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPTEMBER
1966. CONTRACT NUIBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00152 PATTERN RF'XX.;NITION AND SIMILWRIT'-A PHIU)OSOPHIC DISCUSSION.
TEChNICAL lb IANIRNIM bI-35. ROHERT HAHrA\I.ICK, NIVERHSSI OF
KANSAS, CENTIR -tR RESEARCH, INC., IM:N;INEHING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWREiC.E, KANSAS. AU.AST 1966. CONXllACTI NL I'*R
NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00153 PAlTTERN RECOGNITION AND SIMILARITY-A MATHFIIlATICAL
'ESCRIPTIGN, TECHNICAL M C"NIXR,-D 61-35A. ROERHT HALWICK,
UNIVERSITY ON' KANSAS, CE.NTER FIR RESIAFHCH, 'INC., EN1IN:EERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAwRENCE, KANSAS. OUi'HER 1966. CONTXHACT
NM2BER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00154 UNIOCUSSED SYNTHETIC APERTLRE ANTENNA RADAR POWER
RE[UIREMENTS. TECHNICAL FMjRANDULM 61-16. JOHN HORISE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CIETER FUH RESFARCH, INC., ENGINEIIRING
SCIENCE DIVISON, LAWRELNCE, KANSAS. JULY 1965, REVISED JULI
1967. CONTRACT NUfiERl NSR 17-004-003.
NH-H9-00-000-00155 TECHNIOTE FOR PRODUCING A PSEXUD THRE' DIMENSIONAL EFi'XCT
WITH MoNOSCOPIC RADAR IMAGERY. TECHNICAL NUt:OR.ANIM 61-19.
L.F. DEILWIG, H.C. MACDONALD, AND J.N. KIRK, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER F'lR RESEARCH, INC., EN(IINE'RING SCIE`NCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DECEMB 1965. CONTRACT
&NL1B43 NSR 17-004-003.
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NR-H9-00-000-00156 REDUCTION OF LIKE-IMAGES TO SPACE CORRELATED DATA LISTS.
TECHNICAL {E1ORANDLN 61-21. G.W. DALKE AND M.O. MICHELLICH,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MAY 1966. CONTRACT
NUMBER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-FJ-085-00157 RADAR LINEARS NOT RELATED TO CGEOLOY. TECHNICAL MEJ1RANDLM
61-26. H.C. MACDONALD, ELLIOT CILLERMAN, L.H. DEILWIG, AND
NORMAN KIRK, UNIVERSITE OF' KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1966.
CONTRACT NM4IER NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00158 IMAGE REPRODUCTION WIT11 TH COLL TELEVISION RECEIVER.
TISNICAL IM4RANUXM 61-28. R.L. KMK, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FIOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUST 1966. CONTRACT NIMBER
NSR 17-004-003.
NI-H9-00-000-00160 COWLR THFXRY. TECHNICAl. MEURRANLtXN 61-4. G{OHGE DAIhFE,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER" FTt HE;S/s-CH, INC., . EG II N:R I HN
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCTI'R. 1964. CONTRA\Il'
NUMIER NSR 17-004-003.
MWR-H9-00-000-00167 FREQUWENCY DEPENDENCE OF WAVES SCAT1'tDREI) FH1 ROIU H SURFACES.
CRES REPORT NO. 48-6. ADRIAN K. FUMN, UNIVtESIT1 O' Ki%$SAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DEC[!LE.IER 1965. CONTRA'CT NU-*Ii NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION GHANT GP-2259.
NI-H9-00-000-00169 LITERATURE SURVEY ON SCATTERIIN FROM LAYERED MEDIA. CRES
REPORT 48-7. TONY LkXVARIS, UNIVEHSITY OF KANSAS, CENT'ER
FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. JULY 1966. CONTRACT NUl ERS NSG-298 AND NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANT GP-2259
NR-H9-00-000-00170 EXACT SOLTION T TO E SCA'ITERING OF WAVES FROM A ROUH
SURFACE. CRES REPORT 48-1. A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1964. CONTRACT N'UIB:ES NSG-298 AND
NATIONAL SCIENCE RFUNDATION GRANT GP-2259.
NR-H9-00-000-00171 SCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZATION OF ELF'TR(OAGNE'I'IC WAVES FROM
A SLIGHTLY ROCGH DIELECT"RIC LAYER. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT
105-3. A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER LUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEER.ING SCIENCE DIV., LAHWENCE, KANSAS.
MAY 1967. CONTRACT N.tIER NATIONAL SCIENCE I-'NI)ATTION GRANT
GK875. PUBLISHED IN CANADIAN JOURNAL OF PHNSICS, VOL. 48,
1970. PP.127-136.
NR-H9-00-000-00172 SCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZATION OF ELETIROMAGNETIC WAVES BY A
HORIZONTALLY WEAKLY I N1-GENEOUS EDI U11. CRES TECHNICAL
REPORT 105-2. A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER iFOR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. MAY 1967. CONTRACT NLMBERS NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOXNDATION GRANTS GK-875 AND GK-1153.
NR-H9-00-000-00173 WAVE PROPAGATION ACROSS AN IRREGULAR INTERFACE BETWEEN A
HUM4GENXEOUS AND AN INfEOCNtiXGNS MEDIUM. CRES TECHNICAL
REPORT 105-4. ADRIAN K. F'MIG AND CHIEN-MIN TU, UNIVERSITY
O' KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERiNG SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1967. CONTRACT NUMHERS
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NR-H9-00-000-00174 THE F-I-F)UT OF' OtJET MrFION IN FtAUlN)FIM HtUAL;P\PHI WITH
APPL ICAT'ION TO VFUXOI 'I'! MESIr I"tENTS. NASA T1N-0-5515.
WILLIAM P. DV',SON, JR., NASA/MANNED SPACV.AITI' CENTElH,
C1UJS1 T, EXAS. ~NASA/WASHIL;'ION, D.C. NOV. 1969.
MICROFICHEI AND FAR) COPIES; N69-40812
NR-H9-00-000-00?N77 S$YNI TlC-APFRlIlRE SIGNAL 'FIL QUALITY CALUCLATIONS.
TEClHN4ICAL [SI 'WkA,)1SI 61-43. J[HN ROUSE, kNIVERSIT OF'
KANSAS, Ct.2TE- VRM RESEARCH, ONC., ENGINEER I NO SC I ENCE
DIVISI.N, LA'WRENCE, KANSAS. OE-'IUt 1966. LXO'IlbACT NULt;:R
NSR 17-004-003.
NR-H9-00-000-00178 4,,LTICOLOR PRESENTATION OF IMAGES WITH EDGE EHANCIEMNT.
TECHICAL MEOIDANOUM 61-42. R.L. KNIXKEY, UNIVEHSI'T O1
KANSAS, CENTER IFU RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. (L'OtXER 1966. CONTHACT NUI*ER
NSR a7-004-003.
NM-Hg9-WJ-99-00182 PRECISION IJULTISPERAL PHXORA APHY FOR EARTH RESOUCCES
APPLICATIONS. SE'O-TR-04. SODNRA WENDE'U)TH AND EIU.ARD
YOST, SCIENCE ENG I'NERlING RESEARCH GROUP, LONG ISLAND
UNIVERSITY, (GREENVALE, NEW NORK. SEP'EIIER 1968. CONTRACT
£VSER BNA 9-7291. STAR N68-38166.
NR-H9-00-000-00185 A FAR INFIARED SPECTlROMETER. I.P. SILVERA, AND G. BIRN\ULIM,
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKhELLL CORP., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA.
PBELISHED. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 3, MAR0H 1970.
PP. G6 -625.
NR-H9-00-000-001G7 A NV .EL MEANS OF THERlAL IMAGING. J.G. HIRHS.BERt, PHYSICS
DEPT., UNIVERSI1 ll ' MIAMI, CORAL GABLES, FLA. PUBLISHED IN
APPLIED OPTICS VOL. 9, NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.761-763.
A70-25643
NR-H9-00-000-00o88 COLOR PICTLRE REPRODUCTION USING A HIGH-RESOLUTION TELEVI-
SION SYSTEM. C.R. SMITH, ETr AL., RCA DEFENSE ELECTRONIC
PRDUICTS, PRINCETON, N.J. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE
SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS, VOL. 79,
NO. 3, MARCH 1970. PP.218-222.
NH-H9-EJ-998-00191 ANALYSIS OF EARTH RESOURCES ON SEQUENTIAL HIGH ALTI'ITUDE
MULTIEAND PHOOrGRAPHY. SPECIAL REPORT. LAWRENCE R.
PETTINGER, EF AL., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SCHOOL OF
FEESTRY AND CONSERVATION, FORESTRY REMOTE SENSII N LAB,
-BERKEY, CALIFURNIA. DECEMBER 1969.
NH-H9-00-000-00190 IMAGE 'l(ION ST'I'ABlIZ.I.IATION HtFX.IHt I I1:''I%.S .OR I)F Nl.MIC VISLIAL
TASKS IN SPACE. REP:K'I' NO. G;-I64 - NASA CH-7.3351. HARRU J.
1-t:EN, JA,,ES T. MILLkEH, Fi' AL., MxCwhElIL, ILRX;ULS CXHP.,
ST. LIUIS, MIS"SOURI. JAN. 1969. CXNIHAW\ll' NLb-*H*R NASZ-49e5.
STAR N70-10866.
N-H9-CgJ-000-00201 AERIAL PaLYUX-RAPHY AND MtLTISPECIRuAL R7'.E; SENSING; FH
ENGINEERING SOILS MAPPING. PRULXRESS REPuFT ON PHASE B.
REFOAT NO. JNRP-13. MARC G. TAMAIAY, Pk.HDL'E UNIVE¥SIT,
LAFAYEI'E, INDIANA. MAY 1969. MICHO"FICHE COPY.
STAR N70-12905.
NIH-H9-00-000-00202 REMOTE SENSING OF THE ENVIROiNT. A TWU)-.EEK SHORT ClX:RSE.
UNIVERSIT1 OF' CALIFRNIA, LOS AmGELES, CALIFtRNIA. ALGUST
1968. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-14072 THRU N70-14104.
NR-H9-00-000-00204 A SEY'-CALIBRATING RADIO(MI'ER FOR THE ['A.SL.RE2INT OF '1HEMAL
RADIATION MICROWAVES OF THE EARTHS SURFACE FIROM AN AIRCRAIFT.
JOHANN-PEXER HACH, TECHNI$SCHE HOCISCHULE, MU.HuEN, WEST
GERMANY. 1968. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-23741.
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NH-H9-00-000-00216 THE PACA-70 CAMERA, A DEVELDPMENT FUR A UNIOLE APPROACH TO
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY. JAN GRI"FFIOEN, AUE'JET DEIT'F CORP.
PLAINVIEW, LONG ISLAND, N.Y. AND VINCENT W. BALL, U.S. ARMY
ULCTRONICS COctAND, FORT MONL)JfHI, N.J. PIBLISHED IN
PHVIDGRAPHIC SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, VOL. 12, NO. 1, JAN.-
Fe . 1968, PP.53-56.
NH-H9-FJ-998-00219 SOURCES OF ELECTROM:GNETIC RADIATION. RICHARD R. LEGAULT,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLOW RUN LAB., ANN ARBOR, MICH.
AIAA EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFUI'MAL'ION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970. AIAA PAPER NO. 70-287.
A70-22851.
NR-H9-00-000-00220 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN. JACK WING, TRW SYSTEMS
GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN AIAA EARTH
RESOIRCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFRMIATION SYSTEMS MEETING,
ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970. AIAA PAPER NO. 70-321.
NR-H9-HH-998-00221 SOME EXPERIMI2ENTAL RESULTS ON EARTH RESOURCES DATA TRANS-
MISSION B0MEX 1969. S,D. DORFMAN, J.R. CASTALUO, ET AL.,
HLUHES AIRCRAFT CO., EL SEGUNDO, CALIFURNIA, PRESEN'TE]D AT
AIAA EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFURMATION SISTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD. MARCH 1970, AND AIAA 3RD CmImUNICA-
TIONS SATELLITE SYSTEMS CONFERENCE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, AIAA PAPER NO. 70-328.
NR-H9-00-000-00223 NEAREST NEIGHOR' - A N.W NHO-PAHAM'IHIC T'E.I'T 1.F:) -iH
CLASSIFS ING SPECTRAL. DA'TA. STl'A"U HSI, TE:CH HI.I'I(XI h-.l.
PAUL SWITZER, ET. AL., ST'fIUAIOHD UNIV I':HSI'I' , HIIsYI'`; S'F:-.-IM.;
LABORATORY, STAN1)URD, CALIFIURNIA. -CEI-l: .10, 19b".
CONTRACT NU4* NAS 9-7313. S1'AR N6b9-31177
NR-H9-00-000-00225 PRESENTATION (0' BASIC MICROW'AVE RAD:)ICt1*lH. SG P-htb64.
SPACE-CGENERAL, A DIVISION OF AEHWEt'-GENE':HAL COtRI)HAYI'IION,
El MONTE, CALIF.ORNIA. NOVEERt 2, 1967.
NR'-H9-00-000-00228 FINAL REPORT ON SPOT EXPERIE.'NTS ON SKY HIGHlhII.SS MEAS0I.I:-
MENTS IN THE VISIBLE SPECTl`HI FUM R T1'H STAF-'F PHtGIHAM, O(X.. 2,(VOL. 1, SEPARATELY BOUND AS A CLASSIFIEtl) [XULCIN'lT). HE-2".
A.C. CONRAD AND R. KEZAR, EX(PERIMrENTAL ASTHOW(N LAHRA-'*Hl,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUrE OF' lTECNXGY, CAMHHIDGE, MASS.
JANUARY 1966. CONTRACT NUBEH AF'04(694)327.
NR-H9-00-000-00232 FREDUECY DEPENDENCE OF 8ACKSCATTER FPRO ROU;H SULF'ACES.
CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 133-4. JOHN W. HORJSE, JR., LNIVERSIT1
OF KANSAS, CENTER FMR RESEARCH, INC., ENCINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWHENCE, KANSAS. SEPTh"tUER 1968. CONIRAC'l
NMBERS NAS 9-7175, CK 1153, AND IUAK0-68-C-0089.
AD-847 275. 162P. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00233 SPECTRAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE: COMPOSITIONAL
IMPLICATIONS. J.W. SALISBLRY AND G.R: HUNT, SPACE PHYSICS
LABORATORY, AIR FtRCE CAMRIDClGE RESEARCH LA~ORAIURIES,
BEDfORD, MASSACHUSETTS.
NR-H9-00-000-00234 EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC PATH ON AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL
SENSORS. ROBERT HORVATH, JOHN G. BRAIlTHWAITE, AND F'ABIAN
C. POLCYN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, INSTITIl:I' OF SCIENCE AND
TEIHNOLOGY, WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT NLUMER NSG 715/23-05-071.
NR-H9-00-000-00235 UJNAR RIVERS. J.E.M. ADLER AND J.W. SALISBURY, SPACE
PHYSICS LABORATORY, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABS.,
BEDFORD, MASSACIHUSETTS.
NR-H9-00-000-00236 REFIECTION PROPERTIES OF VENUS AT 3.8 CM. TECHNICAL REPORT
456. RICHARD P. INGALLS, El'T. AL., LINCOLN LABORATORY,
MASSACIUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECiNOtLGY, LEXINClGU , MASS.
SEPTEMBER 6, 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER AF 19(628)-5167.
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NF-H9-00-000-00237 AN ANAiU.ASIS OF AIRRIlAST LADICIS (F' SHI'C1tRHF:S. H()EIIHl' O.
CLAR ANID t ANE PI. NC KR'IHIMl, hNIVESI T' OF NEW M':XIC O,
A1I.EWnJE, NE`* MEXICO. JAINARN 1h9b. AIR FO1CE AtKAf\tNS
~LABIXRY, hIR'I', ILAND AIR RI~{CE tt\SE, NtE.W h fI)C. 'I'FCt\fICAL
REPORT WtO. AiLI,-TR-6b8-121. (CX'ltA,'I' NUMt.:HS AF.2 (l hi )-6002
AND F29601-G6-C-000 9.
NR-H9-00-000-00240 INTEFERENCE F';LTNtS FUR MLLTISPEVTE AL PHKI'fURAPHI.
TEhfIICAL REulT 25. D.B. P KENNEY AMD P.N. SLATER,BlDIVERSITYV U' A\R ANA, OPTICAL SCIEsNCES CENT'FR, 1'CSON,
ARIZ/NA, ALCUST 1, 1968. COTRACU' NWU-ie INAS 9-7081.
STAR N69-33735.
NR-H9-00-000-00242 PANCHROMATIC AND POLYPAN(HR(.IATIC RADAR. CRES'REPRINT'3.
R.K. HI[,RE, J.W. ROUSE, JR., AND W.P. WAITE, UNIVERSITY Of'
KANSAS, CEMl'nR SUX RESEARCH, INC., ENG I NEE I Nl SC I ENCE
DIVISION, LARE.NCE, KANSAS. VRI\HCH 1969. XCONTRACl' NUMHsS
9'7?175 AND DAAK02-6o-C-00o9.
NiR-H9-00-000-00243 AERIAL PHX3GRAPHIC ENERGY MODEL. TECXINICAL REPORT AFAL-
TR-68-D36. D.R. DAKIN, C.D. HARTKY, El'. AL., PHILCO-FRHD
CORFORAT'ION, ,ARONIU, I CS DIVISIlON, NEPO.'I' BEACH, CAL I '.
JUNE 1966. CONTRACT NUIMER F33615-67-C-1359.
NR-H9-00-000-00249 FERAUNI-fER LINE DISCRIMINATOR. FINAL REPORT. E.GINEHRING
REPORT NO. 9148. PERKIN-EI.JW*i , CORP., OPTICAL GROUP,
,RWALK., CONNEI'lCUT. APRIL 15, 1968. CONTRACT NUtBER
HAS 9-7447. STAR 468-21919.
NR-H9-00-000-0051 FLICHTf TEST EV/AUATION OF AUTONErTICS X-BAND MAPPING
RADIOIMET'ER MODEL R112A. A.H. KAZAKEVICIUS, AIUTNETICS
DIVISION OF NRTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION, ANAHEIM,
CALIFRNIA. APRIL 27, 1968.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00254 RADAR RETURN FRON THE GROUND. BUTLETIN OF' ENGINEEING
MD. 59. RICHARD K. MOORE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, SCHOOL OF'
ENINEERING, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00257 TELElRlY ''RANSDUCER HANDBOOK, VOLUE I. WADD T'XHNICAL
REPORT 61-67, U.S. AIR IFORCE, AIR FORCE SYSTEIMS COMMAND,
* WRIGHT-PAESN AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO. PREPARED BY RESEARCH
DIVIlSION, RADIATION, INC. ORLANDO, PILRIDA. JULY 1961.
CNt~RCT N1SER AF 33(616)-7466.
NR-H9-00-000-000-0066 SIC INSTRUCTION IN P FKln INTlERPREtTATION FOR CON(SEHVATION-
iSTS. JOE 0. LAMI, .SCi-XL (O' F)HEST RES(X.UI.CES, N(ORMIH CAHO-LINA STATE UNIVERSI'Il, RALEGl(;H, NI'IH CAROLINA. Pl:HLISHEDI)
IN TEE AMERICAN SOCIETI O(F' PH(IUOtLNEIlTHY. 1968 St.l-i%-iNUAL
lMEE.TING, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. SEPT. 29--Ix. j.
NR-H9-00-000-00269 NEVW PHIPOGRAPHIC PROCESSES. JOHN S: ODF1L, U.S. ARMY MIP
SERVICE, WASHI.WCT)N, D.C., PUBLISHED IN THE AMERICAN SOCI',tr
CF ;,CR.,v.MET . 1968 SEMI-ANNUAL FEEnTING, SAN ANTUONIO,
TEXAS. SEPT. 29-OCT. 3.
NR-H9-00-000-00270 REFLkECTIONS ON THIRTY YEARS Of' I%'GE ENALUATION. G. BROCK,
ITEK CORP., LiEXINTON, MASS. PUlLISHED IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, VOL. I1, NO. 5, SEPT.-OCT. 1967.
PP.356-362.
NR-H9-EJ-99.-00271 PROJECT: APOLLD 9. PRESS KIT. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADOINISTRATION, WASHIN'TON, D.C. FEBRUARI Z3, 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00272 APOLLO 5 MISSION REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-PA-R-68-7. APOUD
5 MISSION EVALUATION TEAM. NASA, MANNID SPACECLRA'T CEhTER,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1968.
NR-H9-00-000-00273 PROCESS INSTRULRTATION DEVELO.PT.. RETPORT NO. ORNL-3782,
PP.91-101. OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY, OAK RIDGE, TENN.
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NR-H9-EJ-998-00275 THE COLOR CHARACTERISTICS OF APOLLO 7 MISSION 70 Mt PHOTO-
GRAPHY. SERG-TN-07. EDIARD YOST, ET. AL., SCIENCE ENGINEER-
INO RESEARCH GROUP, LONC ISLAND UNIVERSI TY, BROKVIJLLE, , NEW
YORK. MAY 1969
NR-H9-00-000-00276 HINTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS, NASA SO 65. SERG-TN-05. EDWARD
YOST AND SONDRA VENDEROTH, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, SCIENCE
ENGINEERIN GHiUUP, GREENVALE, NEW YORK.
NR-H9-00-000-00277 USE OF INTERFERENCE PASSBAND FILTERS WITH WIDE-ANGLE LE1NSES
FOR MULTISPEC1RAL PHOTOGRAPHY. D.B. MCKENNEY AND P.N.
SLATER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER,
TUCSON, ARIZONA. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT NU4tERS NAS 9-7081 AND
FO 4695-67-C-0197.
NR-H9-00-000-00278 IMAGE-STABILIZED CA,!.'RA. T'EtHNICAL. REPORT AFAL-TR-69-Al,
U.S. AIR F'LCE, AIR FtHCE AVIONICS LAIERA'ITORH, WRIwHT-
PATT'IESON AIR FIHCE BASE, OHIO. W.R. PiiNELIA, IARHK
SYSTE.1S, INC., CUPERTINO, CALIItORNIA. FEHHUAHRY 17, 1969.
OONTRACT NU4BRH F33615-67-C-1648.
NR-H9-00-000-00279 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CALIBRATION OF APOLLO FILM CAMEHAS. INTER-
AGENCY REPORT: ASTROGFXXLGY 15. W.T. WORGESON AND R.M.
BATSON, U.S. DEPARTHMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GXUIXtLXGICXAL SURLVE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER T-65253G.
NR-H9-00-000-00281 INFRARED AND MLLTISPECIRAL SENSING. MARVIN R. HOI,TER,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MARCH 1967.
PUBLISHED IN BIOSCIENCE, V. 17, NO. 6, JUNE 1967, P 376-3803.
NR-H9-00-000-00282 AN EXPERIMENTAL SELF-REPAIRING COMPUTER. TECHNICAL REPORT
32-1356. A. AVIZIENIS, JET PROPULSION LAI)RAlTOY,
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTtE OF TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA.
AUCUST 1968. CONTRACT NU~ltER NAS 7-100. REPRINTE1'D IFl THE
PREPRINT BOOKL.ET E OF THE 1968 CONGRESS OF THIE INTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION FOR INFOIIMATION PROCESSING, EDINBUCRGH, SCOI'AND.
NR-h9-00-000-00284 FORTRAN IV PROGRAMS TO DETERMINE SURFACE ROLGHNESS IN
TOPOGRAPHY FOR THE CDC 3400 CMPUTL E. NOR'fH-ESTERN UNIVER-
SITY REPORT NO. 10. R.D. HOBSON, DEPARITENT OF GEXLUGY,NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON ILLINOIS. FEBRUARY 1967.
CONTRACT NUMBER NCR-14-007-027. PUBLISHED AS COMPUTER
-ONTRIBUTION 14, STATE GEXLOGICAL SURVEY, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE. AUGUST 1967. STAR N67-33245.
NF-H9-00-000-00290 IMAGING RADARS ON SPACECRAFT AS A TOOL FOR STUDYING THE
EARTH. CRES REPORT 61-6. R.D. ELLERMEIER AND D.S. SIMNNETF,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINE.ERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CO)N1HACT NUIBER
NSR 17-004-003. A PAPER PRESENTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON ELECIRMAGNE`I'IC SENSISG OF THE EARTH FROM
SATELLITES, MIAMI BEACH, FIORIDA, NOVENBER 22-24, 1965.
NR-H9-00-000-00291 RADAR SCATTEROMETRY - AN ACTIVE REMOTE SENSING TOOL. CRES
REPORT 6-11. R.K. M!ORE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER IFUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KAN.
CONTRACT NUMBER NSR-17-004-003. A PAPER PRESENTED TO THE
FOURTH SYMPOSIUM ON REJOTE SENSINO OF THE ENVIRONME'T,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, APRIL 1966.
STAR N66-36083.
NR-H9-00-000-00297 FRXJUENCY DEPENDENCE AND SLHIFACE RUd-HNESS. CRF:S TECHNICAI.
REPORT 48-17. A.K. FiNC;, NIVERSITI Ol KN.SAS, CEN'I.'H I-OH
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAHtENC-:, KAN.
CONTRACT NUIERS NSI-' GP-2259 AND GK-875. PLHLISHI-F IN
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, V.54, NO.10, OCt'HER 1966, P 1482.
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hR-H9-00-000-00298 SCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZAl'ION OF EM WAVES FH(M A ROUXH
SURF'ACE. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT' 48-13. A.K. FtLC,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT-lER FPR RESEARCH, INC., :NGCINEERtI.NG
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CON'I'ACT NL. t4i'HS NSF
GP-2259 AND NSG-298. PUBILISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE,
V.54, NO.3, MARCH 1966, P 395-396.
NR-H9-00-000-00299 THE CORRELATION FJNCTION IN KIRCHOFF'S METHOD OF SOLUTION OF
SCATl'E'RING OF WAVES FRO*I STATISTICALLY ROUGH SURFACES.
CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 48-14. A.K. FUNGC AND R.K. MOXRE,
LUNIVESITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT N4IEHS S NSF
GP-2259 AND NSG-298. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF' GCOPHiSICAL
RESEARCH, V.71, NO.12, JUNE 15, 1966, P 2939-2943.
NIl-H9-00-000-00300 NOTES ON BACKSCATTERING AND DEPOLARIZATION BY GENTLY
UNDULATING SURFACES. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 48-12.
A.K. FUNG, R.K. MOORE AND B.E. PARKINS, UNIVERSITY OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERlING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NUIBOERS NSF' GP-2259
AND NSG-298. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH,
V.70, NO.6, MARCH 15, 1965, P 1559-1562.
NR-H9-00-000-00301 VECTOR SCATTER TH'fRY APPLIED TO MOO)N AND VENUS RADAR
RftI.MN. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 48-16. A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., EN I NEER INC SC I ENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NLIBER NSF GP-2259.
PUBLISHED IN THE.PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, V.54, NO.7, JULY
1966, P 996-998.
NI-H9-00-000-00304 ELECTRONIC PROCESSING FOR SYNTHETIC APERTURE ARRAY RADAR.
CRES TECHNICAL MEbORANDLM 61-48. R.K. MOORE AND J.W. ROUSE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NUiR
NSR-17-004-003. PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, V.55,





Et:'F'XLS OF STHLUt(LRE SIZE ON NOMXN AND FHRT'IH RAIIA RF'IRHNS
AT VARIOUS ANUL;.S. CHES T'ECHNICAi, HREF-'I' 4--Il . A.K. FLNU
AND R.K. bF001H,, UNIV:HS I 'l ()F KANSAS, CF:N'I'F.H IW. RESEARCH,
I NC., ENGI NEEIR I N SC I ENCE DI v I S I ON, lAiWRENCE, KANSAS.
CONT'RACT NUERS NSCG-477 AND N.GM-298. PCHLISHIED IN J(XHNAL.
OF GF'OPHYSICAL RESEARCH, V.69, NO.6, MARCH 15, 1964.
STAR N64-19586.
TERRAIN DISCRIMINATION BY RADAR IMAGE POLARIZAT'ION (XIMPAR-
ISON. CRES TECHNICAL NMIUHRANIDU 61-45. R.K. H4X-E AnD
L.F. DELLWIG, UNIVERSITn OF KANSAS, CEl'NTFHR F-U RESIEARCH, INC
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONX'lfRAC
NU4tiE NSR-17-004-003. PUB1LISH'ED IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE
V.54, NO.9, SEPTEl'BER 1966, P 1213-1214.
ON DEPOLARIZATION OF EL FXrl'1NE`'IC WAVES :IACKSCATTERFD
FR1I A ROUGH SLRFACE. CRES TECHNICAL REPORHT 4-15.
A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT
NUMB.ERS NSF GP-2259 AND NSG-298. PUBLISHED IN PLANrT'ARl
SPACE SCIENCE, V.14, 1966, P 563-568.
CHARACTER OF WAVE DEPOLARIZATION BY A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING
ROUGH SURFACE AND ITS APPLICATION TO EARTH AND MOON WEPERI-
MENTS. A.K. FUNC, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NkU:;RS NSF
GK-1153 AND GK-875. PUBLISHED IN PLANETARY SPACE SCIENCE,
V.15, 1967, P 1337-1347.
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NR-H9-00-000-00310 MFXlHANISMS OF POLARIZ{ED AND DEPOLARIZED SCATTERING FR3M A
ROU(H DIELECIRIC SURFACE. A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CO(TRACT NUSBERS NSF GK-1153 AND CK-875.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE FIRANMLIN INSTITUTE, V.285, NO.2,
FEIRUARY 1968, P 125-133.
NR-H9-00-000-00311 REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM A TWO DIHENSIONALLY
IINWOENEOUS MEDIUM. A.K. .FNG AND C.M. TU, UNIVERSITY OFKANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NUMbR NSF GK-1153.
PUBLISHED IN THE SOUIHWE STERN IEEE CONFIERENCE RECORD, 1967,
P 12-4-1 TO 12-4-7.
NR-H9-00-000-00312 (MNIDIREtCTIONAL SCAT'I'RING OF' ACOX.STIC WAVES FRIM R(AV;H
SURFACES OF' KNOWN S'fATISTICS. R.K. bt.)HE AND H.E. PIAHNINS,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER F-UR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINFERINGSCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONX)TIA'CT NItHERS NSF'
GP2259 AND NSG-298. PUBLISHED IN JOHRNAL OF' HE ACOUSTICAL
SOCIETY OF AMERICA, V.40, NO.I, JULI 1966, P 170-175.
1'NR-H9-00-000-00313 THEORY OF CROSS POLARIZED POWER RE.TRNED FRO( A RANXOM
SURFACE. A.K. FlUiG, UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGlINEEING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. CONTRACT NUtBERS NSF GP-2259 AND GK-875. PUBLISHID
IN APPLIED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, V.18, AUUST 1967, P 50-60.
NR-H9-00-000-00314 tOMNIDIRECTIONAL SCATTERING OF ACOUSTIC WAVES BY ROLGH,
IMPEiECTLY REFLECTING SURFACES. B.E. PARIKINS, UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT Nl.MB'IS NSF GP-2259
AMD NSG-298. PUBLISHE IN JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
OF AtE4RICA, V.41, NO.1, JULY 1967, P 126-134.
NR-H9-00-000-00315 HIGH FREQUENCY BACKSCATTER FROM THE EARTH MEASURED AT 1000
KM ALTITUI'DE. R.C. CHIA, A.K. FUNG AND R.K. NBOURE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING
SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NO. NSG-477.PUBLISHED IN RADIO SCIENCE, JOURNAL OF RESEARCH NBS/USNC-
URSI, V.69D, NO.4, APRIL 1965, P 641-649.
NR-H9-00-000-00316 A NOTE ON THE WIENER-KHINTCHINE THEOREM FOR ALUOCORRELATION.
A.K. FUNG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC.,ENGINEERING SCIE2CE DIVISION, LAWRk'NCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT
NUMB.ERS NSF CGK-875 AND GK-1153. PU]BLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF'
lTE IEEE, V.55, NO.4, APRIL 1967, P 594-595.
NR-H9-EJ-000-00317 AN AIRBORNE MULTISPE'TRAL TELEVISION SYSTEN. C.J. ROBINOVE
AND H.E. SKIBITZKE, U.S. CGELCGICAL SURVEY, WATER RESOtRCES
DIVISION WASHINGTON, D.C., AND PHOENIX, ARIZONA. PULLISHED
IN U.S. CEOX)ICAL SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 575-D, 1967.
STAR N69-30689
NR-H9-EJ-002-00318 RADAR SCATTEROMETER DATA ANALYSIS TECfNIQUES. R.K. MOORE,
W.P. WAITE, ET. AL., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,KANSAS. PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS, FIFTH SYMPOSI U ON RAOrESENSINO OF ENVIRON"iNT, UNIVERSITY OF MICHICGAN, ANN ARBOR,
MICHIOAN, APRIL 16-18, 1968.
NR-H9-00-000-00319 BISTATIC M{ASLUIR2-ENTS OF ACOUSTIC WAVES SCATTERED FH(Ol ASTATISTICALLI ROLUH KNOWN SURFACE. CHES T1'FCItbICAL REHP''R
48-9. W.D. HOLES, A.K. {.NG AND R.K. i.LXE, UNIERsHsIr't O1KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE I)IVI-
SION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONT1RCTi' Nt-b*E.S NSF' GP-22S9 AND(K-1153. PRESENTED AT' THE 1966 FALL INTERNAT''IONAL SCIE'N-
TIFIC RADIO UNION 'EE'ING, PALO ALTDO, CALIFIRNIA.
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NR-H9-00-000-00320 RESEARCH IN RADAR SCAr'IEROMIF''IRY AND ALTIMETRY. R.K. MOORE
AND A.W. BIGGS, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT1ER FUR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
CONTRACT NUi*ER N62306-67-C-0044. INCLL*UtD IN NINTH MEETING
OF THE AD HOC SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY ADVISORY GROUP,
TECHNICAL PAPERS, JANUARY 23-24, 1968, TEXAS A+M UNIVtRSITY,
COLXEGE STATION, TEXAS.
NH-H9-00-000-00330 GROUND CHRRENT PAT'ERNS OF THE SOUCIHERN CALIFORNIA HVDC SEA
ELECIRODE. I.C. BEUHMOLD, LA HABRA, CALIFORNIA, AND W.R.
SMYTHE, CALIFORNIA INSTI1TUE OF TECHNOXLOY, PASADENA, CALIF.
PAPER NO. 38, PREPRINT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORROSION
ENGINEERS, 1968 CONFURENCE, CL.VELAND, OHIO.
NR-'H9-00-000-00349 DUAL CHANNEL SCANNING RADIOMIETER, FINAL REPORT. RCA,
PRINCE'IT, NEW JERSEY. JAN. 1968. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-
95618 AND AED)-R-3278. CO(NRACT NO. NAS5-10414. STAR
N69-28504.
NR-H9-00-000-00354 SENSOR PERFORMANCE AND THE VEHICLE. PAUL L. PRYOR, USAF,
1ARICAGH-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN AIAA, EARTH
RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS MEETING,
ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970, PAPER NO. 70-291. A70-22853
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00355 O MIKROFILMIROVANII AEPONEGATIVOV. (MICROFILMING OF AERIAL
NEGATIVES). V. IA. MIKHAILOV, USSR. PUBLISHED IN GEODEZIIA
I KARTOGRAFIIA, VOL. 14, NO. 10, 1969. PP.67-71. A70-18692
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00356 OPYT PROIZVODSTVENNOGO PRIMENENIIA SAMLXETNOOO RADIODALNO-
HERA PRI SEMKE V MASSHTABE 1.25,000. (EXPERIMENTAL APPLICA-
TION OF AN AIRCRAFT RANGE-ONLY RADAR IN SURVEYS ON A SCALE
OF 1.25,000). PUBLISHED IN GCEJOEZIIA I KARTOGRAF'IIA,
VOL. 14, NO. 11, 1969. PP.29-35. A70-19632. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00359 PROGRESS IN HKXtRAtPHt. D. GAIHO, IMPERIA. CIXJl;E OF'
SCIENCE AND 'tE;CIHXOLG, LNDON, EN.ILAND. PtI..ISHtI) IN
REPORTS ON PROGRFI;SS IN PHYSICS, 'vOL. 3Z, PAHI' , 1969.
PP.395-404. A70-189. MICRHOFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00362 THE ThIXIRY AND CONSTRLCTION OF A PROPOSED SUPEItCONDLCC'ING
AERMoAGNETIC GRHADIO.TR'ri. MATTI O1'AtA, OL.AN i LIOPIS1TO,
OULU, FINLAND. PUBLISHED IN ACT'A POL(X'IFTINICA SCA NDINAVICA,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SERIES, NO. 21, 1969. A70-10289.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00363 APOLLO 9 MISSION REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-PA-R-69-2.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRArTION, MANNED SPACE-
CRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAY 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00364 TECHNICAL INFORMATION SlMARY, APOLLO-9 (AS-504), APOLLO
SATURN V SPACE VEHICLE. REPORT NblIER R-ASTR-S-69-7.
GEXRGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLICHT CENTER, HUNTSVIILLE, ALALAMA.
FEBRUARY 3, 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00365 APOLLO 8 MISSION REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-PA-R-69-1.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, MANNED SPACE-
CRAFT CEINER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. FEiBRUARY 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00366 APOLLO VIII PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING STANDARDS. SUmMARY
REPORT, REPORT NU4BER DTR-69-4. KENNE'H B. NEWMAN, InI'. AL.
DATA CORPORATION, HOUS'TON, TEXAS. MAY 1969. CONTRACT NO.
NAS 9-7003.
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NR-H9-00-000-00368 EARTH SCIENCE APPLIED TO MILITARY USE OF NATURAL TERRAIN.
AIR FORCE SURVEYS IN GEOPHYSICS, NO. 211. REPORT NO.
AFCRL-69-0364. STANLEY M. NEEIXEMAN, EDiTOR AND CONTRIBU-
TOR, AND CARLTON E. MOLINEUX, CONiRI BUTUR, AIR FORCE
CArMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES, L.G. HANSCOM FIELD,
BEDFORD, MASS. AUG. 1969. AD-704 140 N70-31335
NR-H9-EJ-998-003 69 THE STANFORD INFRARED SPECTRA PROCESSING PACKAGE. STANFORD
RSL TECH REPORT 69-3. J('N R. MOORE, STANFORD UNIVEHRSITY,
REMOTE SENSING LABORAUTRY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. MAY 1969.
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7313.
NR-H9-00-000-00378 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH-, PART 2. CARL H. STFANDHIER, PUBHLISHI.D
IN PHOTCXt\APHIC APPLICATIONS IN SCIENCE, F''ECHNO(EGI AND
IMEDICINE, WINTER 1968/1969, VOL. 2. NO.9 P.41-47.
NN-H9-00-000-00379 NOTES ON CALIBRATION OF' CAMERAS AND PHOTOGRAPHS IN PHnUO-
RAMMETRY. B. HALLERT, INSTITUTE FOR PHO-IXXtR,*;t 'I'R, ROY\AL
TECXHNICAL UNIVERSITY, STOCKHOLM, SWbIEN. PUBLISHED IN
iPHOTGRAMMETRIA, VOL. 23, NO. 5, SEPT. 1968. PP.163-17m.
NR-H9-00-000-00380 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. PART 1. CARL H. STRANDEERG, PUBLISHED
IN PHOTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOCI AND
MEDICINE. VOL. 2, NO. 8, P.25-31. FALL 1968
NR-H9-00-000-00381 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. PART 3. CARL H. STRANDBERG, PUBLISHED
IN PHIOTGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
MEDICINE. VOL. 2, NO. 10, P.23-30. MARCH 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00382 EARTH RESOURCES DETERMINATION WITH TERRAIN IMAGING RADAR.
L.C. GRAHAM, GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., LITCHFIELD PARK,
ARIZONA. PUBLISHED IN RESOURCES ROUNDUP, INSTI1'TE OF
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, REGION SIX CONFIRENCE,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA, APRIL 1969, TECHNICAL PAPERS, PP.89-95.
NR-H9-00-000-00384 CLOUD HEIGHT COONTURING FROM APOLLO 6 PHOIUGRAPHY. BUILE'TIN
OF THE AMERICAN MTEOtROLOGICAL SOCIETY. VOL. 50, NO. 7.
PP. 522-528. VICTOR S. WHITEiEAD, IVAN D. BROWN, AND JOE G.
GARCIA, NASA/MSC EARTH RESOURCES DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
JULY 1969
MR-H9-00-000-00385 MONOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET.
W.M. BURTON, UNITED KINGDOM ATCMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY;
ULHAM LABORATORY, ABINCDON, BERKS. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL
OF SCIENTIFIC INSTHUMENTS, V. 42, JULY 1965, P.477-479.
hR-H9-00-000-00386 SPACE AND TIME RESPONSE OF AIRBORNE RADIATION SENSORS FOR
TE MEASURB1EENT OF GROUND VARIABLES. JOHN A. DUI'TON,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, DEPARTMENT OF MrTEOSROLGY, MADISON,
WISCONSIN. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH,
V.67, NO.1, JANUARY 1962, P.195-205.
NT-H9-00-000-00388 PHOTOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES OF DIFFERENT
TYPES OF RADIATION. MARGARETE EIRLICH AND WILLIAM L.
MCLAtCHLIN, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
V.51, NO.11, NOVECBIER 1961, P.1172-1181.
NR-H9-00-000-00389 WEhODS FOR AU'llDMATIC COMPENSATION (W IIl*, II
COEFIICIET IN *\ASURIN; THE PLAS0.MA 1T l.PEt':LIHE WI'IH
RESPEC'T TO RADIO-FI=X;C¥g 11"t:AL RADI)ATION.
G.L. IOSEL'SON, KHAR'KOV STATE INSrT'Ir'I'E OF M'E\.HES AND
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, USSR. TRANSLATE1D l.Obl TI':PLt)FIZIK IA
VySOKIKH TEMPERA.TUR, V.1, NO.3, NOV.-D*C. 1963, P.437-442.
PUBLISHED IN HIGH TE'PERATRE, V.!, NOV.-DN . 1963, P.391-5.
NR-H9-00-000-00390 THE USE OF A PLASTIC SCINTIUATOR AS AN AIRIOHNE; .1Qt'A
RADIATION DGIYEC1OR. J.C. DlUXU... Pt, AUSTRAlI.Al AIU-IIC
ENERGY COIMISSION, SUIHERLAND, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA. PL.HLI,_'HED
IN JOUIRNAL OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRLb:NNTS, V.42, 1965, P.772-773.
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NR-H9-00-000-00394 STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION OF THE OUrTWARD RADIATION F'IELD)
AS _MEASURED BY TIROS II AND TI'ROS 111. E.P. HOHISENKOV,
YU.P. DORONIN, AND K.YA. KONURAT'EV. TRANSLATED FROM
KOSMICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIYA, V.3, NO.3, MAY-JUNE 1965,
P.433-443.
NR-H9-00-000-00398 CERTAIN PHOBLEMS IN THE INTERPRE''ATION OF MIASLFRE.ENT DATA
ON OnGcOINGi RADIATION OBTAINED WITH IME`I'!ROUCLICAL
SATE'LITES. K.YA. KONDRAT'EV. TRANSLATED IFROM
KOSMICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIYA, V.1, NO.I, JULY-AULUST 1963,
P.98-112.
NH-H9-FJ-998-00405 THE E'FFECT OF AMPLIFIER SATIRATION ON A DOPPLER SCATTERO-
MEIER. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 118-17. G.A. BRADIXEY, REMFTE
SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRETNCE,
KANSAS. JULY 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-EJ-003-00406 MICROWAVE RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURES OF TERRAIN. REPORT NO.
1903-2. R.L. RIEGLER, DEPARTMINT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FWJNDATION, COL.MIUS, OHIO.
JUNE 30, 1966. CONTRACT NO. NSR-36-008-027. STAR NLBER
N66-31370.
NR-H9-00-000-00409 FLIGHT FILM CONTROL FRISKETS APOLOD IX. REPORT NO. DTN 69-4
TERRY D. GLAZE, KENNETH B. NEWMAN, ET. AL., DATA CORP.
DAYTON, OHIO. JULY 1969. CONTRACT NLUMER NAS 9-7003.
NR-H9-GH-162-00416 AERIAL PH(YlXnU IPIft. VIXHLN C;. KEI.IA, NF. I(}HK NIVIE SITN,
DEPT. OF' BIOUL;G, BHONX, N.A. AND AI.I:ED C(OHOD, HA\i.SACFt S-
ETTS INSTITUTE OF' TFI)Ht)t%.XL, CNAHIIX;iE, t\SS., Pl1IU.IHFl D IN
BIOSCIENCE, VOL. 19, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. PP.352-353.
NR-H9-00-000-00417 BEYOND VISION. SENSORS AU.LF' PROMISE NEW' A(ROPAChE GC(IM'H.
JONATHAN EBtERHART, SCI ENCE SERVICE, WASHI.ANG1TN, D.C. PLIH-
LISHED IN SCIENCE NEWS, JUlE 1966. VOL. 93. PP.527-52.
NR.H9-EJ-029-00418 IMPROVING THE PH -UE RiMF;ItRIC CHMRAClE'RISTICS OF AERIAL
CAMERAS. CLAIRE L. NORIN., FAIHCHIULD SPACE AND IF:l',SE
SYSTEMS, SYOSSET, NEW IORK. PIILISHFD IN OPTICAL SPELC.A,
JAN.-FEB. 1968. PP.64-69.
MR-H9-00-000-00420 IMAGE QUALITY IN AERIAL PHOTCOGAPI'. LUIS ROSENBUM,
POTIGRAPHIC SYSTEMS CO., PULLI SHED IN OPTICAL SPEC.LT7A,
JAN./IfB. 1968. PP.71-73.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00421 APPLICATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC SPACE IMAGERY. DR. FRANK J.
IOBBER, IEIM CORP., IUlERAL SYSTEM DIV., BETIESDA, MD).
PUBLISHED IN SIGNAL, CX'TOIER ISSUE, 1968.
NR-H9-00-000-00426 THE STANFORD INFRARED SPECTRA PROCESSING PACKAGE. RSL TECH-
NICAL REPORT 69-3. JOHN R. MOORE, STANFURD UNIVERSITY,
SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, STANFORD,' CALIFORNIA. (WITH SUB-
SEQUENT MODIFICATION BY MICHAEL HEATHIAN) MAY 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS9-7313.
NR-H9-00-000-00430 SENSITIVITY ENHANCEMf/T OF A LIMITED POUER EARTH SENSING
RADAR. CRES TEXHNICAL M EEORANDUM 118-14. RALPH W.
GECHBERG, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESFARCH, INC.,
DGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUGUST 1969
CONTRACT N4HES NAS 9-7175 AND DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-00432 ATHOSPHERIC LIMITS ON THE OBSERVATIONAL CAPABILITIES OF
AEROSPACECRAFT. TN D-4940. JOHN C. EVVARD, LEWIS RESEARCH
CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO. DEECMER 1968. STAR N69-12934.
NR-H9-00-000-00446 A MICROWAVE SCANNING RADICTXR. KLANS KUENZI AND ERWIN
SCHANDA, INSTITUTE OF APPLIED PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF BERN,
BERN, SWITZERLAND. PUHLISHED IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICRO-
WAVE THi'RY AND TECHNIQUES, SEPT. 1968. VOL. MTT-16,
PP.789-791.
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NR-H9-00-000-00449 MACHINE LAGL.AGE PROfLLAS AND H(lnrINES FR 1'E: CLMPLf'IrTtR OF
THE O.M. I.-BDIX ANALTICAL PLUn-.ER AP-2C. PHUIU-IHAl'*I'Hl
SERIES NO. 1, PART 1. C. KONECNN AND S.E. MASHN, DEPARHIT:NIT
OF SURVEYING E.NGINEERING, UNIVEHSIT OF NEW BUHNSWICK,
FREDERICITN, N.B. CANA. ALIUST 1969
NR-H9-00-000-00450 RET71E SENSING. VISION BIO'ND SIGTi'. RONALD J.P. LNON AND
ROGER S. VIl(ERS, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES, STANI'UHD LUNIER-
SITY, STANIFURD, CALIFURNIA. OC"I7UER 1966. PULISHFIt IN
STANFORD TODAY, SERIES 1, NO. 17, PP.2-1.
NR-H9-00-000-00451 MATRIX TREAT1kNT OF THE ERROR ELLIPSOID. PHLtXIRAvFIE SERIES
NO. 24. R.C. 4ALHOq'RA, UNIVTI1SI1T OF ILLINOIS, URHINA, ILL.
AUGUST 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER NATIONAL SCIENCE FULNDAT'ION
GK-1888.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00452 MULTISPECIRAL COLOR SPACE PHOCOGRAPHY. SCIENCE REPORT OF
APOLLO 9 MISSION 70MM AND SUPPORTING AIRCHAFI' PHOIX)GHAPHT .
REPORT NO. SERG-TR-09. EDWARD IOST, ROBIERT ANDER.SON, AND
SONDRA WENUEROH, SCIENCE ENGINEE:RING RESEARCH UGHU'P, WLNG
ISLAND UNiIVERSITY, GREENVALE, NEW tORK. JULY 1, 1969.
CON'RACT NUBER NAS9-9341.
NR-H9-00-000-00453 HEI(HTS FROM SIMULTANEOUS RADAR AND INFRARED. R.K. MOORE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., LA*HENCE,
KANSAS. REPRINTED FIRM PHOTOiGRAE'TRIC ENCGINEERIN, P.649-
651, J.LY 1969.
NR-H9-EJ-029-00455 PATTERN RBCOGNITION WITH MIEASUREMEF SPACE AND SPATIAL
CUWSTERING FUR MULTIPLE IMAGES. CRES REPRINT 133-1. R.M.
HARALICK, AND G.L. KELLY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NO. DAiK02-68I-C-
0089. REPRINTED FRCM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 57,
NO. 4, APRIL 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00456 THE RADAR RADIOHETER. CRES REPRINT 133-2. R.K. MORE AND
FAWWAZ T. ULABY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FtR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRE7NCE, KANSAS.
REPRINTED FROM TI'-H PROCEEDINGS OF 1E IEEE, VOL. 57, NO. 4,
APRIL 1969. P.587-590.
NR-H9-00-000-00457 PANCH.IOAlTIC AND POL,*PANCRTW(IATIC HRAIR. CRES REPRINT 133-3
R.K. MOORE, W.P. WAITE, AND J.*. H(X'StE, JR., UNIVERSIT OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FDH RESEARCH, INC., ENG;INEERING SCIENCE DI1I-
SION, LA;'NCE, KANSAS. REPRINTED FPROI 1THE PROCEEDIINS OF'
1T IEEE, VOL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. P.590-593.
NR-H9-00-000-00462 RADAR POLARIZATION EFVI'CTS. REPORT NO. JPRS 46624.
D.B. KANAREYKIN, ET. AL. USSR. OCITOER 1966. STAR N68-38217
NR-H9-00-000-00463 NEIVDO FUITGRAmETRICO Y DE COMPUOID ELECIRONI APLICADO AL
PROYECIO DE UN CAMINO. LUIS AVILES. DIAZ DE IktX), LNIVERSITY
OF SAN LUIS POTOSI, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, MEXICO. AU;UST
1967. STAR N68-85354.
NR-H9-00-000-00472 ACRACY OF DETERMINING SENSOR BORESICHT POSITION DURING
AIRCRAF'T FLICHT-TEST. W.G. EPPLEN, LOLKH*ED ELECTRONICS CO.
HOUSTON, TLXAS. CONTIACT MNLIER NAS 9-5191.
NR-H9-EJ-027-00473 MULTISPECTRAL TERRAIN PHI'OGRAPHY ON APOLLO 9. PAUL D.
LOUMAN, JR., GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GR.ENI:ELT, MD.
PUBLISHED IN CGETIMES, JULY-AULUST, 1969. P. 17.
NR-H9-00-000-00474 WITH A CAMERA IN SPACE. REPORT NO. U.D.C. NO.77.044. MaJOR
GItRAN THOV, USSR. PUBLISHED IN PRIRODA. 1961. P.8-9.
MICROFICHE COPY.
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NR-H9-00-000-00476 EILOGISMOGRAPHIC NONLINEAR OPTICAL IMAGE PROCESSING FOR
PATTERN RECOGNITION. J.K. HAWKINS AN'D C.J. LMUNSEN, PHILCO
RESEARCH LABORATORIES, NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFURN IA. PUBLISHED
IN JOLURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, VOL. 54,
-NO. 8, AUGUST 1964. PP.998-1003.
NR-H9-00-000-00479 PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING FOR ENGINEERS. REPORT
NO. TM X-55767. A.R. SHUUMAN, GOODARD SPACE FLIGHT CENMER,
GREENBELT, MARYLAND. AUCUST 1966. STAR N67-26633.
NR-H9-00-000-00484 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF' LASER PHOI0GRAPHY.
DR. BRIAN J. THOMPSON, TECHNICAL OPERATIONS WEST, MT. VIEW,
CALIF. PROCEEDINGS S.P.I.E. LASER RANGE INSTRUMENTATION
SEMINAR-IN-DEPTH, OCT. 1967, EL PASO, TEXAS. P.69-79.
IAA A68-29046.
NR-H9-00-000-00485 NEW IDEAS AND NEW' WORK AT THE FIPI'H SYMPOSILM ON RE1IrT'E
SENSING OF' ENVIRONMENI' - CASE 710. B.E. SABLES, RE.(XHCES
TEtHN~OLOGY CORP., HOUSTON, TEXAS, AND W.L. SMITH, BELLUIM,
INC., WASHINGIIN, D.C. MA' 196d. PRESENNTrD AT THE FIF-TH
SYMPOSIUM ON THE REMIF'E SENSING OF' ENVIRONMFENT, ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN, APRIL 16-18, 1968. STAR X68-87063.
NR-H9-EJ-019-00486 RELATING REMOTE SENSOR SIGNALS TO GROUND-TRUTH INPI}MMATION.
W.G. EPPLER, LOCKHEkD ElECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS, AND
ROY D. MERRILL, LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LAB. PALO ALTO,
CALIF. JANUARY 1969. CO(NTRAC' NO. NAS9-7313. PUBLISHED IN
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969. PP.665-
657.
NR-H9-GH-998-00488 IMAGE-TONE ENHANCEMENT. DONALD S. ROSS, PHILCO-FURD CORP.,
SPACE AND RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS DIV., PALO ALTO, CALIFIDRNIA.
PRESENTEI'D AT THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHOTf(t)RAOMhIRY AND
AMERICAN CONGRESS OF' SURVEYING AND MAPPING, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00493 A DISCUSSION OF SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
ACOUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF' MULTISPECTRAL PH-I'OGRAPHY.
D.S. ROSS, PHILCO-FURD CORP., SPACE AND RE-EN!TRY SYSI'IES
DIV., PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. PRESENTED AT THE FIFT'H MEETING
OF THE AD HOC SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY ADVISORY GROUP, JOHN
P. KENNEDY SPACE CEN*TER, COCOA BEACH, FPA. JANUARY 1967.
NR-H9-00-000-00494 COMPARATIVE PHOTOINTERPRETATION FIRO PANCHROMATIC, COLOR AND
EKTACHROME IR PHOIOGRAPHY. ABRAHAM ANSON, U.S. ARMY CORPS
OF ENGINEERS, IiRT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. PRESENTED AT SEMI-
ANNUAL ()NVENTION OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHfnXRXlYt MTRY
IN DAYTON, OHIO. SEPT.22-24, 1965. STAR X67-88032.
NR-H9-00-000-00502 LASER WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE. H. HODARA,
TETRA TECH, INC., PASADENA, CALIF. REPRINTED FROM THE PRO-
CEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 54, NO. 3, MARCH 1966, PP.368-
375.
NR-H9-00-000-00503 EFFECTS .OF A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE ON THE PHASE AND FREOUENCY
OF OPTICAL WAVES. H. HODARA, TETRA TECH, INC., PASADENA,
CALIFURNIA. REPRIN1)D FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE,
VOL. 56, NO. 12, DEC. 1968, PP.2130-2136.
NR-H9-00-000-00510 ON TIHE APPLICATION OF MAN-MACHINE OUPUI'lING S'SlI',]S TO
PHO:UFMS IN lEM'JI'E SENSING. PHILIP H. SWAIN AND LDON A.
GERMANN, LAHORATUR' FPR Ri'HoIE SENSING, PL;RIXE UNIVtERSl'Y,
LAFAYErIE, INDIANA. CONTRACT NO. 12-14-100-"926(20).
PRESENTElD AT THE 11TH MIlDEST SFtMPOSIUM ON CIRCUIT HI$-URN,
NOIRE DVvlE UNIVERSITY, INDIANA, MAY 13-14, 1969. P.241-250.
NR-H9-00-000-00515 THE INTERPRETOSCOPE, A NEW INSTHRUENT FOR PHOT1UGRAPHIC
INTERPRET'ATION. BH K. HERDA. PUBLISHED IN VEti':SSUNGSTECH-
NIK, (ARMY) (GECETIC TE'HI OLOGY) NO. 12, 1965, PP.457-460.
STAR X69-12733.
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NR-H9-HJ-092-00516 (U) DIGRADATION OF IMAGERY FROM OPTICAL-MECHANlICAL SCANNERS,
MDISTURE CONDENSATION ON OPTICS. REPORT NU-LbER APICHL-67-
0398. RICHARD S. WILLIA, JR., AND ROIERT W. FENN, U.S. AIR
FORCE CAERIDE RESEARCH LAB., IBEDTARD, MASS. JUNE 1967.
STAR X67-23248.
NR-H9-00-000-00520 A STATISTICAL STUDY OF TARGET TEMPERATURE. FINAL REPORT.
TECHNICAL REPORT NO. RADC-1'R-66-160. M. LOTMAN AND J. ACK-
ERMAN, AERO SERVICE CORP., PHILADELPHIA, PA. AUGUST 1966.
STAR X67-13186.
INR-H9-DJ-024-0521 EAR!H4UAKE PREDICTION FROM LASER SURVEYING. NASA SP-5042.
R.A. FMWLER, NORITH At*RICAN ROCKWELL CORP., DOWNEY, CALIF.
1968. OONTRACT NLUMBE NASW-977.
NR-i9-DK-007-00524 TECHNIQOUES FOR CUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF INFRARED IMAGERY.
J.R. ELIASON, BATTELLE HMEMRIAL INSTITUTE, PACIFIC NORTH-
WEST LABORATORY, RICHLAND, WASHIN1TON. FEBRUARY 1968.
NR-H9-00-000-00527 NAROW-BAND ULTRAVIOLEr FILTER PHOTOGRAPHY. REPORT NO.
AFI-'L-T-66-140. VERNON L. MANGOLD, U.S. AIR FURCE AVIONICS
LABORATORY, WRI(IHT-PATTERSON AIR FURCE BASE, OHIO. OCTOBER
1966. STAR X67-17083.
NR-H9-0000-000-00532 REMTE SENSING PAPERS AT THE AAAS-IMPACT AND IMPLICATIONS.
JAMfS P. LATHAM, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF
GEORAPHY, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA. JUNE 1967. CONTRACT NUM3ER






APOLLD TESTS RXUR-CAM.RA TE.RAIN STIDY. PAUL D. LW*Vk%,
NASA/GODDARD SPACE FI.IGfI' CENTER, GHEtNHELT, MAtIYLAND.
PUBLISHED IN SPACE TECHFOULX.Y INTlERNATl'IONAL, VOL. 12, NO. 3,
JULY 1969. PP.19-26.
EXTERNAL GEOME1RIC EFF"C'TS ON IMAGERY FROM AN EARTH RE-
SCOURCES TEXHNOLOCGY SATELLITE. ALDEN P. CULVOCORESSES, U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. AUCOiST 1969.
SURVEYING THE EARTH FROM 20,000 MILES. A.P. COLVOCORESSES,
U.S. GEOULDICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTFD AT THE
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE SOCIE'Y OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENTISTS
AND) ENGINEER. MAY 1969.
ORBITAL SURVEYS OF THE EARTH. WILLIAM A. FISCHER, U.S.
GOULOGICAL SLRVEY, WASHING"TN, D.C. MAY 1967.
DIGITAL REGISTRATION OF MULTISPECTRAL VIDEO IMAGERY. PAUL
E. ANUTA, LABORATORY FUR ACRICULTLRAL REMOTE SENSING,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYFEITE, INDIANA. COC)RACT NUER
12-14-100-9549 (20). PUBLISHED IN SOCIETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEFRS JOURNAL, VOL. 7, NO. 6, SEPTLEIER
1969. PP.168-175.
NR-H9-00-000-00549 APPLICATIONS OF HKXOGRAPHY IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE. J.D.
TROLINGER; ET AL. UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, SPACE INSTI-
TUTE IUULAHOIA, TENN. PUBLISHED IN JCURNAL OF ENVIRON-
ENTAL SCIENCES, VOL. 12, NO. 5, OCT.* 1969. PP.10-14.
NR-H9-00-000-00550 DEVELDPHEN' ANTD USE OF AN AIRBORNE AIR MARKER FOR ATMOSPH-
ERIC RESEARCH. KLAUS W. NIELSEN AND EDWIN X. BERRY, UNIVER-
SlY OF NEVADA, DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, RENO NEVADA
PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF APPLIED MEUOFROLOGY, V(L. 8, NO. 4,
ALUUST 1969. PP.502-505.
R1-H9-00-000-00552 PRINCIPLES OF AERIAL PHOTOJRAPHY AND PHOTOGROC*RAFY. F.V.
DR[BISHEV, U.S. AIR FORCE, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE,
OHIO. JUNE 1967. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N68-27136.
AD-668 519
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NR-H9-00-000-00564 A SPECTROCONIOCRAPH FOR DETERMINATION OF THE INDICATRICES OF
REFlECTI--ETC. '(U) K.H. M0LDAU, USSR. JAN. 1968. MICRO-
FICHE COPY. STAR N69-11888.
NR-H9-GH-998-00566 STATUS OF AERIAL CXLJR PHOUIRXAFPHN IN G('i"NI:N'I' ,VGENCI:S.
ABRAHAM ANSON, U.S. AHRM EIGINEER, G I tlDA, UH'I' HELV()OIH,VIRGINIA. MAi 1968. MICROFICHE COPt. STA;iR Nhb-3J142.
NN-H9-GJ-000-00567 AN AAR-32 AIRBORNE RADIOMETER SYSTEM. FINAL REPORT, DEC. ;
1967. SPERRY RAND CORP., CLEARWATER, FI/HIDA. MICROF'ICHE
COPY. STAR N68-38066.
NR-H9-00-000-00584 LASER RADAR APPLICATIONS. RONALD T.H. COLLIS, STANFORD
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, AEROPHYSICS LAB., MhWLO PARK, CALIF.
' PUBLISHED IN MICROWAVES, VOL. 8, MARCH 1969. PP.94-101
NR-H9-00-000-00586 COLOR CONTACT PRINTS FROM 70-MM. XJLOR FILM...PROOUCED BY
SMALL PHOTO LAB. U.S.D.A. FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH NOTE
PSW-185. RICHARD J. MYHHE AND RALPH J. CHOXTON, PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST FOREST AND RAINE XPERIMIENT STATION, U.S. FOREST
SERVICE, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. 1968.
NR-H9-DJ-998-00588 SIDE LOOK RADAR. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND. 1968.
NR-H9-00-000-00590 PHCTOGRAPHIC RESOLVING POWER OF AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE LE.NSESAS A FUNCTION OF TARGET KXXLJATION. 'tECHNICAL REPORT 28.
JAMES WILLIAM MAYO III, UNIVtRSITY OF ARIZONA, OPTICALSCIENCES CENTER, TUCSON, ARIZONA. AUGUST 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00591 DUAL RADIOMETER ASSEMBLY FOR PROJECT SCANNER. NASA CR-1086.
STIULLMAN C. CHASE, SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER, COLETA,
CALIFIRNIA. JULY 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 1-3827.
NR-H9-00-000-00593 THE APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGCY SATELLITE IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA
EXPERIMENT. NASA TN D-4186. G.A. BRANC~HE.lER, GODDARD
SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD. OVEMBER 1967.STAR N68-10647.
NR-H9-00-000-00596 EFFECT OF IMAGE CONTRAST AND RESOLUTION ON PHDTOINTERPRETER
TARGET DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION. THOMAS L. COLUCCIO ANDSHLTON MACLEOD, ROME AIR DEVELOP.ENT CENTER, GRIFWISS AFB,
NEW YORK. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF
AHMRICA, VOL. 59, NO. 11, NOV. 1969. PP.1478-1481.
NR-H9-00-000-00597 INFRARIED HOLGcRAPH BI HW, MInIOS Oh' .NOLINEAR OPTICS. E.S.
VORONIN, N.I. DItVLIEEV, E'l' AL., M)SCOW STA'I'E UNtIVE;SITY,
USSR. PUBLISHED IN JETP LFTEl-R, VOL. 10, N). 4, AUG. 1969.
PP.108-110.
NR-H9-00-000-00603 SPECIFICATIONS FOR AERIAL PHOTOGHAPHY. FOREST' SERVICE,
U.S. DEPT. OF ACRICULTURE, WASHINGTO, D.C. JANUARY 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00606 SPATIOTEMPORAL CHROMATICITY DISCRIMINATION. CGERARD J.C. VANDER HORST AND MAARTE A. BOL.UN, PHYSICS LA(BORATORY, DEPT.
OF MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PHYSICS, THE NE'I-ERLANIDS.PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF A'I*RICA,
V0L. 59, NO. 11, NOV. 1969. PP.1482-1488.
NR-H9-00-000-00609 MICROW*AVE HOLGRAPHY USING A TWO-BEAM INTERFERENCE MEflOD.
YOSHINAO AOKI, HOK(KAIDO UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF ELECITRONICS
ENGINEERING, SAPPORO, JAPAN. PLBLISHED IN LECTRONICS AhNDCMMUJNICATIONS IN JAPAN, VOL. 52-B, NO. 1, 1969. PP.47-53.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00612 FUTOGRAFIA ORBITALE. UN NUOVO ME'ODO PER OSSERVARE LA
TERRA. FRANK J. WOB8ER, IBM FEERBAL SYSTEM. CENTER,
GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND. 1969. PUBLISHED IN ESTRATTI ENCIC-ODPEDIA DELLA SCIENZA E DELUA TECNICA MONDADORI, S AND T/69,




TEHNICAL REPORTS - MUlJTISLWFtl'T
ACCESSION NUMIiER DF'SCIP I' ON
NR-H9-00-000-00615 TRANSF'R OF MICROWAVE RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE. (PERENOSMIKRVNOLxNOGO IZLUCHENIYA V AT'MOSFEE) TRANSACTIONS OF,'
TE MAIN GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY IM. A.I. VOE'YKOV, NO. 222.REPORT NO. NASA 'IT F-590. EDITED BY K.S. SHIIRIN, JULY 1969
N69-31851. ALSO MICROFICHE OF TT-69-55104 (N70-33405)
A DIFFERENT TRANSLATION.
NRo-H9-00-000-00617 MULTIBAND CAMERA MONOGRAPH. REPORT NO. 44. P.N. SLATER,
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER, TUCSON,
ARIZONA. OCTOBER 1969.
NR-H9g-00-00-00623 DIE LURIMUNC PHOTOCRAMMETSISCH GEIMESSENER KOORDINATEN.(THE TRANSFORMATION OF PHOOCGRAMMETRICALLY DETERMINED COOR-
DINATES). RUDOLF FORSTNER, INSTITUT FUER ANGEWANDTE
GELDASIE, FRANKFIRT AM MAIN, WEST GERMANY. 1967. PUBLISHED
IN AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAF!EN, MIUNICH. DEUTSCHE GEUOAET-
ISC.E KOMMISSION. VEROEFFENTLICHUNEN. REIHE B. ANGEWANDTE
GEDOISIE. BAMBERC, HEFT 130. 1967. STAR N69-30650.
NH-H9-00-000-00626 TH: APKXI) CXOLR TL.NVISION CAs.:K\A. Lt.l,. NIINIFmH, JR.,
WEISTIN;ktXSIE DE.EN ANI) SPA\CE C:'l'S.1+. AF:HOP()iP\C: DIV.,
BALTIMORE, MD. PIMLISHiFD IN ,S'I'I.NGULE :,N;INr.:-., O(X. 29,
NO. 6, hNW. 1969. PP.170-171. A70-331"7.
NI-H9-00-000-00628 THE RANGCE ERROR STATISTICS OF A SATI.iLTI: RADAH ALTIMT'I,4.
TECHNICALREPORT 112-2. HAN L. Lk:E, HEInW': :'.NING LAH.,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTEH IOR HESEAHCH INC., FI:.9NIMFIN9G
SCIENCE DIVISION; LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPTtXH*.FX 1969.
CONTRACT NO. N 62306-67-C-0044.
NR-H9-00-000-00629 RADAR DETEFRMINATION OF THE SURFACE PROPEITIES OF RANDOMLY
ROLIt SURFACES. A.K. I'NG, UNIVERSI1' OF KANSAS, CENl't FURI
RESEARCH INC., "IINEERI N SCIENCE DIV., LAAWECE, KANSAS.PUELISHED IN PROCEEDINIS OF IEEE, VOL. 56, DEC. 196,.
PP.2163-2164.
NR-H9-00-000-00632 THERMAL MAPPING. RICHARD BLYTHE, AND ELLEN KURATH, THE
BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTE1MS DIV., ANN ARaHR, MICHIGAN.
RPULISHED IN S.P.I.E. JOURNAL, VOL. 8, NO. 1, NOV. 1969.
PP.18-23.
hR-H9-00-000-00635 MULTISENSOR RECONNAISSANCE. STUIENT TEXT TS-1-91. ARMEDFORCES AIR INTELLIGENCE TRAINING CEITER, LL*RY AFB, CLORADO
JUNE 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00636 GRIDDING 'TElCNIOUE RFR SATELLITE PICIlRES. E. DE DYCKER,
ROYAL UEL1IUM MElTEUOLGICAL INSTITUTE, DEPT. OF APPLIED
METEOXOLOGY, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM. PU.LISHED IN INSTITUT ROYAL
MFlU'*lOL-OGIGUE DE BELCGIUE, PUILICATIONS, SERIES B, NO. 56,
1969. PP.3-12. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00640 OPTIMUM FINITE SEQUENTIAL PATTERN RECOGNITION. LARS INFOR-
MATION NOTE 070767. K.S. PU AND G.-P. CARDIUL, LUBORATORY
FOR ACRICULTURAL REMOTE SENSING, PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. JULY 1967. CONTRACT NUMBER
12-14-100-8926(20). STAR N68-17167.
NR-H9-00-000-00645 ON THE APPLICATION OF' DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFICA-
TION IN AERIAL PHOrOGIRAPHY. L.N. KANAL AND K.K. NAMBIAR,
* PHILCO SCIENTIFIC LAB., BLUE BELL, PA. PRESENTED AT THE 7TH
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NR-H9-00-000-00651 MEASUREMENTS OF EL.11rMOMACGNETTIC HACKSCAl'TtING RH(M KNOWN,
ROIGH SURFACES. JACOUES RENAU AND JAN*,S A. (XLL I NSN,
-AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEUHAPH CO., NEW YORK, N.V.
PUBLISHED IN 1HE BELL SYSTEN TECHNICAL JOURNAL, VOL. 44,
NO. 10, DECEMBER 1965. PP.2203-2226.
NR-H9-0000-0-00654 THE INTERPRETATION OF DAYTIME: MEASURtEENTS BY THE NIMBUS I
AND 11 HIGH RESOLUTION INFlARE)D RADIic'EItRS. NASA TND-4552.
G. KUERS, NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD).
JUNE 1968. STAR N68-25862.
NR-H9-00-000-00655 SATELLITE MWrEXJOLOGY. TRANSLATED FROM SPUTNIKOVAYA MErw-
ROLDGIYA, LENINGRAD. JULY 1969. NO. 11, PP.15-33, 98-104,
115-137, 145-159. STAR N69-36401.
NR-H9-00-000-00656 SMALL PAYLDAD POTENTIAL FOR EARTH RESOURCES. ALFRED I.
SIBILA, LTV AEROSPACE CORP., DALLAS, TEXAS. PRESENTED AT
BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL SU'tER SCHOOL
ON EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY SATELLITES - JULY 14-15, 1969.
CAMBRIDGE, !EGLAND. A70-24641.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00657 APOLID 9 M.ULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY - GEOLOGIC ANALYSIS.
REPORT NO. X-644-69-423. PAUL D. LOWMAN, JR., NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. SEPTEMBER 1969.
STAR N69-40203.
NR-H9-00-000-00658 ELECTRONIC RAPIDLSCANNING SPECRLF" rER. FINAL REPORT COVER-
ING PERIOD FEB. 1965 - JULY 1968. REPORT NO. AFCRL-68-0597.
ALLEN J. STEED, JOHN C. KEMP, ET AL., UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY,
EECITRO-DYNAMICS LAB., LUWAN, UTAH. JULY 1969. CONaRACT
NUMIBR AF19(628)-4994. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-34295.
4k-H9-00-000-00661 PHYSICAL BASIS AND TECHNICAL FEANS OF AERIAL METHODS. B.V.
SHILIN, U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1967. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-33287.
NR-H9-0-000-00662 SATURATION OF SCINTILLATION MAGNITUDE IN NEAR-EARTH OPTICAL
PROPAGATION. SUPERSEDES BRL-MR-1941. PAUL H. DELTZ AND
NEAL J. WRIGHT, ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, BALLISTIC RESEARCH
LAB., MARYLAND. OCT. 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
STAR N69-20514.
NR-H9-00-000-00664 HOLDGRAPH AND STERECOPC. REPORT NO. HAFP 'SH 69-1466blH.
NICHOtAS CGXHt.E AND J.T. MCCRICKFIh , CALIIHNIA INSTITUTE ()FTECHNOLOGY, PASADENA, CALII'UHNIA. PRE,1i'N'IED AT 1HE ANNUAL
CONFERENCE ON PIOGRAPHIC SC ItENCE AND EN INEER I M, LXS -
ANGtEES, CALIFORNIA. MIA 1969. MICHOFICHE COPY.
STAR N69-35681
NR-H9-00-000-00665 INVESTIGATION OF TH INFRARED E]ISSION SPECWRIM W THE AI)O-
SPHERE AND EARTH. PART II, HALUX)N-H.RNE RADI(MI'ItES MOH
MEASLREIENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC INFRHARED RADIATION. FINAL
REPORT. P. BLRKEITf, ET AL., ULDWIG-MAXIMILIANS UIVEI.SITA'T,WMETEROLOGISCHES INSTITIT, MUNICH, WEST GERMANY. OL'B3ER
1968. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-35i75.
NR-H9-00-000-00669 SCATTERING OF WAVES FROM A ROUCIH LAYER. CRES TECHNICAL
REPORT 118-19. WILLIAM D. BOLES, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., EGCINEEWING SCIENCE DIVISION,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPTEIBER 1969. CONTRHACIT NU'IERS
NAS 9-7175 AND DAAK02-68-C-0089. STAR N70-15793.
INR-H9-00-000-00670 CONVERSION OF INFRARED IMACES TO VISIBLE IN COLOR. L.W.
NICHOLS AND J. LAmAR, U.S. NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE,





TECHNICAL REPORTS - MULTISUJWEL;T'
ACCE.S'ION NuMII A DESCRIPT ION
NR-H9-EJ-998-00676 MICROWAVE RADIOME'IRIC INSTRUMENTATION FR REEMOTE SENSING
APPLICATIONS. HEiRBERT G. PASCALAR, AEUWT1-GENERAL CORP.,
EL MDNTE CALIFORNIA. PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY OF PHI'O-
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS, ANNUAL TECHNICAL SYMPOS-
IUM AND EXHIIBORAMA, 14TH, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., AUG. 1969.
PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRUvMENTATION APPLICATIONS
AND) THEORY, VOL. 2, AUG. 1969. PP.217-234. A70-23763.
NR-H9-00-000-00677 CHRRE2ATING REMOTE SENSOR SIGNALS WITH CR(XND-TRUTI INFORMA-
TION. WALTER G. EPPLER AND ROY D. MERRILL, L)CKHEED MISSILE
AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIFIORNIA. NOVEMBER 1968.
STAR N69-34996.
NR-H9-00-000-00678 THE APPLICATION OF A MULTISPELIRAL COLOR PHIOTOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM. EDWARD YOST, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, GREENVALE,
NEW YORK. PRESENTED AT THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE C.I.S./
I.C.A.S., SYMPOSIUM ON AIR PHOTO INTERPREITATION, ONTARIO,
CANADA, 1967. PP.176-182.
'R-H9-00-000-00683 RE&CURSIVE AILXHITHIS FIOR PA'I'FRN CLASSIFICATION USING MIS-
CLASSIFIED SAMPLES. REPORT NO. TH-EE-68-14. NASA CR 96120.
R.L. KASHYAP, PURDUE CNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF ELETRICAL tEGIN-
EERING, i.AE'TI'E, INDIANA. JUNE 1968.
MN-H9-00-006-00691 INTERPRETATION OF AERIAL PHOTXIGRAPHS IN THEXRY AND PRACTiCE.
TRANSLATED FROM RUSSIAN. V.M. AKHVALWV, V.V. KOLTSOV, tET
AL., OSCOW. FIUREIGN TEIHNOLUXG DIV., AIR FURCE SYSTEMS
COMMAND, WRICHTI-PAT'I.IrSON AF8, OHIO. SELEUCTED ARTICLt:S FOM
TEORIYA I PRAKTIKA DESHIFRIIROVANIYA A-ROSNIMK(N, (K.HSCX')
1966. PP.16-27, 55-60, 170-179. MICROFICHE COPI.
STAR N69-18523 - N69-18526.
NR-H9-00-000-00693 DEBLLRRING OF MOTFION-BLURRED PHOTOGRAPHS USING EXT.NDED-
RANGE HOLIURAPHIC RJFLIER-TRANSFORIM DIVISION. GEORGE W.
STROKE, ET AL., NEW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY, ELECTRO-OPTICAL
SCIENCE CENTER, STONY BROOK, N.Y. PUBLISHED IN OPTICS COM-
MIUNICATIONS, VOL. 1, JULY-AUG. 1969. PP.141-145.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00697 HOLOG;RAPHIC PHOTCGRAEb'IRY. J.D. REDMAN AND W.P. WOLTON,
UNITED KINGCDM ATUMIC EtNERGY AUTHURITY, BERKS, ENGLAND.
PRESENTED AT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF PHtI'OTGCtE'!RY, 11TH,
LAUSANNE, SWITZER.AND, JULY 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-GJ-000-00698 COMPARATIVE PHO0DINTERPRETATION FROM PANCHMATIC, COLOR,
AND EKTACHROM IR PHOTOGRAPHY. ABRAHAM ANSON, U.S. ARMY
TOPOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES, FORT BELVOIR, VA. PRESENTED AT
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF POTOGRA014'ITRY, 11TH, LAUSANNE,
SWITZERLAND, JULY 1968. MICROFICHE COPY.
hR-H9-00-000-00699 INCREASED iUMINANCE IN THE DIRECTION OF REFLEX REFLEXION-
A RECENTLY OBSERVED NATURAL PHENOMtiNN. JOHN A. HOWARD,
SCHOL OF FORESTRY, UNIVERSITY OF MlIOSURNE, AUSTRALIA.
PUBLISHIED IN NATURE (LONDON), VOL. 224, DECEMBER 1969.
PP.1102-1103.
NR-H9-00-000-00701 REMOTE SENSING OF THE TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT WITH AN HF
RADIO HIGH-RESOLUTION AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION SCAN SYSTEM.
LOnELL H. TVETEN AND ROUIERT HUNSUCKER, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ACMINISTRATION, HOXUDER, COLORADO. PUBLISHED IN
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 57, NO. 4, APRIL 1969.
PP.487-493.
NR-H9-00-000-00703 APPLICATIONS OF' SPACEI:tNE SEIN.SR S'S-'IttS. H.:. RHOWN ANI)
T.H. CHIN, GENERAL t.:tLT IC COHP., PHIIUAJI:L.IIA, PA.
PRESEN'TED AT T1E IEEE INTE;HNA'I-IONAL COhvEN'FION, NO.W OIK
NEIW ORK, MARCH 1968, PAPER 5E-5.
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NR-H9-00-000-00704 APOLLO 8 C8XLtRIMIk'IRY. NASA CH-10645S. A.F.H. Gn.T'Z,
BELLXCOM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1969. XUNTLbACT
LNUMBER NASW-417. STAR N69-40799.
NR-H9-00-000-00705 RALMFAHRT UND GICXISSENSCHAEJT. (SPACE TRAVEL AND EARTH
SCIENCES). F. DLUR. R 0U(O, HOW, CM _. llH, OtIRUN, WEST GL;-t;VIAN.
PUBLISHED IN WELRAUMF'AHRT RAKETEN1TFHN IK, VOL. 18, HElT'. 4,
JULY-AUG. 1967. PP.100-107. MICROFICHE COP{Y.
NR-H19-00-000-00710 HOLOGRAPHIC COMPENSATION OF MOTION BLUR BY SHUJrER MMXL.lA-
TION. OLOF BRMiGDiHL, IBM RESEARCH DIV., LOS GATOS, CALIF.
ADOLF LUMANN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LA JOLLA, CALIF'.
PIWLISHED IN JOtRNAL OF OPTICAL SOCIETY OF' AMIHICA, VOL. 59,
SEPTEMB&R 1969. PP.1175-1178.
NR-H9-00-000-00711 REMOTE SENSING WITH OPTICAL CROSS-CORRELATION 7METODS.
F.R. KRAUSE, AEiRO-ASTRODYNAMICS LAB., MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA, AND M.J. FISHER, I IT RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL. PRESENTED AT THE INTER DISCIPLIN-
ARY SYMPOSIU4 ON APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM, JANUARY 1966.
PP.191-214. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-24276.
NR-H9-00-000-00712 EARTH RESOURCE SATELLITE SYSTEMS. G.K.C. PARDOE, HAWKER
SIDDELEY DYNAMICS LTD., SPACE DIV., HATFIELD, HERTS, ENG.
PUBLISHED IN THE AERONAUTICAL JtORNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUT-
ICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 73, APRIL 1969. PP.297-306.
NR-H9-00-000-00713 SOURCE-SCANNING TYPE HOULOGRAPHY. MAKOTO KATSURRAI, UNIV. OF
TIKYO, JAPAN. PULLISHED IN ELECTRtONICS AND COMMUNiCATIOhS
IN JAPAN, VOL. 52, NO. 2, MARCH 1969. P.112.
NR-H9-00-000-00714 A NEW ELEIIRO-OPTICAL TECHNIOUE FOR PARTICLE SIZE MEASURE-
MEI'NTS. ROBERT O. KNOILENBER. AND W. EDWARD NEISH, NATIONAL
CENTER FR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, BXULDER, COLORADO.
NR-H9-00-000-00719 EXPERIMENTS IN LONG-DISTANCE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGERY. J.W.
GCXOMAN, D.W. JACKSON, ET AL., STAN!FRD UNIVERSITY, ELECT-
RONICS LAB., STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED
OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 8, AUGUST 1969. PP.1581-1586.
NR-H9-00-000-00723 A ME4*IIOD FUR PHOTOGRAPHING MICR(RWAVE WITl A POH()II) FIll.
NASA CR-94305. REPOtT NO. 558. KEIGO I IZUlA, RAHHVAI) MNIV.
DIV. OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED PHmStICS, CAHlIXD;:E, MASS.
MARCH 1968. CONTIRACT NO. N00014-67-A-029t-0005.
STAR N68-22035. AD-667 729
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00724 TARGET DETECTION IN AERIAL P!-IXUXRAPHY. L.N. KANAL AND N.C.
RANDALL, PHILCO CORP. BLUEJ BELL, PA. PUBLISHED IN IIEE
WESCON, AUG. 1964. PP.8.3-1 'THU 8.3-10.
NR-H9-00-000-00726 SIDE-LOX)ING RADAR PRESENTATION VIEWING AND MEASURING INSTR-
UMENT. CLIFFIORD J. CRANDALL, U.S. ARMY ENGINEtER, GIx:.Sy,
INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND DENbEOP.MENT AGENCY,
FT. BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. JANUARY 1965.
NR-H9-00-000-00727 IMPROVING THE EFI'CIENCY AND SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF FREE
RADICAL PHOTOGRAPHi. REPORT NO. AL TDR 64-106. R.H.
SPRAGUE, HORIZONS INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO. JUNE 1964.
* XChTRACT NO. AF' 33(657)-11004.
NR-H9-00-000-00729 ANALYSIS OF APOLLO 8 PHOTOGRAPHY AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS.
NASA SP-201. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
1969.
MR-H9-00-000-00734 MRB 9/2323 AERIAL SURVEY CAMERA. GIHARD WtRTZ. PUBLISHED
IN JENA REVIEW, VOL. 14, NO. 2, 1969. PP.111-114.
MICROFICHE COPY.
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NEW HIGH-RESOLWTION PHOTOIRAPHIC LAYERS AND THEIR STUDY BY
TIE METHOD OF HOLOGRAPH IC RESOLVMT'I'RY. IU. A. BYKOVSKII,
ET AL., USSR. PUBLISHED IN AKADEMIIA NAU( SSSR, DOKLADY,
VOL. 185, NO. 3, MARCH 1969. PP.552-554: MICROF'ICHE COPY.
A STEREDPHOTOCRA*tETRIC INST'IRfUENT. REPORT NO. F7D-HT-
23-202-68. G.V. LAZAREV, USSR. DEC. 1963. MICROFICHE
OOPY. STAR N70-11695.
AN IMAGING SYSTEM EXHIBITING WAVELENYTH-DEPENDENT RESOUJ-
TION. S.Y. CHAI, AMERICAN TEL. AND TEL. CO., NEW YORK, N.Y.
PUBLISHED IN THE BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL, VOL. 48,
NO. 6, JULY-AUG. 1969. PP.1885-1907.
NR-H9-00-000-00763 DIE ELEITRONISCH!N. FLN'FIRNT.,SE,' SSER WILD DISRTIXV DI 50 TNO
DI 10. (THE ELkERONIC DISTANCE1 MERSS WIID DIST1UAT DI 50
AND DI 10. ) GEXRGE S1TRASSER, WILD HE:EHRLCG AG, REk'I'Ft IN,
SWITZERLAND. PUBLISHED IN MESSTECHNIK, VOL. 77, NO. 12,
DEC. 1969. PP.279-286. A70-16799.
NI-H9-00-000-00778 TEXRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN BLACK AND WHITE AERIAL.
FILMS AND THEIR EFFET/T ON IMAGE DEFINITION. V.Y. MIKHAILOVA
CENRAL SCIENTIFIC-RESEARCH INSTITlTE OF' GExDES-, USSR.
PUBLISHED IN GEOIESY AND AkHFOttXAGRAPHl, NO. 3, 1965.
PP.191-194.
NR-H9-00-000-00780 THE EFFECTS OF' MOTION ON RESOLUTION. TIMn'HY TROI'T, THE
AEROFLEX CORP., L.OG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. PUBLISHED IN PH(TO-
WRAMMTRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 26, NO. 5, 1960. PP.819-827.
NR-H9-00-000-00784 LIMITING RESOLUTION LOOKING DO*N TIROUGH THE AT'IIDSPHRE.
D.L. FRIED, NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., ITIOUSAND OAKS,
CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AME'RICA,
VOL. 56, NO. 10, OCTOBER 1966. PP.1380-1384
NR-H9-00-000-00785 FACTORS AFFECTING THE RECXGNITION OF SMALL, LOW-CONTRAST
PHT1OGRAPHIC IMAGES. ROBERT S. BARROWS, EASTMAN KODAK CO.:,
ROCHESTER, N.Y. PUBLISHED IN PHOLOCRAPHIC SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, VOL. 1, NO. 1, JULY 1957. PP.15-22.
N-H9-00-000-00789 INFERNCE OF PROPERTIES OF THE EARTH FURM SATELLITE MEASURE-
MENTS OF INFRARED EMISSION. REPORT NO. NASA TM-X-55910.
W. NORDEERO, GODDARD SPACE FLIFHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MD.
AUJUST 1967. STAR N67-36612.
MI-H9-00-000-01790 AN EXPERIMENTAL DEF4MINATION OF THE DEPOLARIZATION OF
SCATTERED LASER LIGHT BY ATMOSPHERIC AIR. ARIEL OCHEN, ET
AL., HEBREW UNIVERSITY, JERUSALEM, ISRAEL. PUBLISHED IN
JCURNAL OF APPLIED IMEXROXWOY, VOL. 8, NO. 6, DEC. 1969.
PP.952-954.
NR-H9-00-000-00792 AIR RECONNAISSANCE IN THE ROYAL AIR FORCE PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE. THE PRINCIPLES, AIRCRAFT, ASSOCIATED CAMERA AND
AIRBORNE SENSOR SYSTEMS, GROUND SUPPORT FACILITIES AND
INTELLIGENCE EXTRACTION METHODS. E.D. CREW, AOC, CENTRAL
RECOMNAISSANCE ESTABLISHMENT, GREAT BRITAIN. PUBLISHED IN
1IE AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY,
VOL. 73, NO. 706, OCTOBER 1969. PP.869-880.
NR-H9-00-000-00793 T1E IMPORTANCE OF APPLICATION SATELLITES TO THE EUROYEAN
ECONMY. R.C. CURNOW, SCIENCE POLICY RESEARCH LJIT,
UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX, ENGLAND. PL- LISHED IN TH£E DYAL
AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY, VOL. 73, NO. 700, APRIL 1969.
PP.306-310.
NR-H9-00-000-00794 DATA UTILIZATION FROM ME'EXHOLOGICAL SATEI.LITES. CLIFFIRU
A. SPOHN, NATIONAL ENVIR ONENTAL SATEUIlTE CENTEi, SUITLAND,
MD. PUBLISHED IN THE TRANSACTIONS OF' THE NEOW ORK ACADEM.
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NR-H9-00-000-00795 TWILIGHTS AND STRATOSPHERIC DUST BEIt'RE AND Ai'ER THE AUNG
ERUPTION. F.E. VOLZ, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESFARCH LAB.,
BEDFORD, MASS. PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 8, NO. 12,
DECEMBER 1969. PP.2505-2518.
NR-H9-00-000-00798 PRACTICAL UTILIZATION OF DATA OF MFTEXaOLGICAL SATELLITES.
NASA-CR-83393. K. YA. KONDRATYEV, ET AL., RUSSIA. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS5-12487. 1966. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N67-22437.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00801 GEOSCIENCE APPLICATIONS OF RADAR SENSORS. J.W. ROUSE, H.C.
MCCONMALD, AND W.P. WAITE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, REMITE SENSING LAB., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. REPRINTED
FROM IEEE TRANSACTIONS, GEXSCIENCE ELECRONICS, VOL. GE-7,
NO. 1, JAN. 1969. PP.2-19.
NR-H9-00-000-00803 EFFECTS OF INFORMATION REUUIREKNTS, TIMING PROCE1XRES, AND
PHOTO SCALE ON INERPRETER PERURMANCE. THOMAS E. JEFRE'Y,
SUPPORT SYSTEMS RESEARCH DIV., ARMY BEIAVIORAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH LAB., ARLINGTON, VA. JULY 1969. MICtROICHE COPY.
STAR N70-12715.
NR-H9-00-000-00804 AUIUMATIC MAINTENANCE OF LINEAR OVERLAP IN AERIAL PHOTO-
GRAPHS. I.V. ALMAZOV, USSR. EDITED TRANSLATION OF
GEXDEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA, NO. 4, 1967, PP.42-48. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00805 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF RADAR SIGNALS FR(M EXTENDED
SURFACES IN SYSTEIMS WITH INTERNAL C(HERENCE. V.V. TSVETNOV,
USSR. EDITED TRANSLATION OF AVIATSIONNYI INSTITUT, MSCOXW,
NO. 1, 1966, PP.5-26. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00810 TEAM INTERPRH'ATION PROCLAES, SFtLFXTION OF' TEA'Il.ES AND
ROLE ASSICGNNNT. ROBERT SADICCA, U.S. ARM' 1E:iAVI(IAL
SCIENCE RESEARCH LAB., ARLING'IUN, VA. JANUARY 1969.
CONTRACT NO. DA-49-092-ARO-65. MICROFIICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00 11 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL INVERSE SCATTERING PROHITM. INTERIM
REPORT. WILLIAM A. IMMRIALE AND RAJ MITTRA, ILLINOIS UNIV.,
ANTINNA LAB., URHANA, ILL. MAY 1969. CONTRACT NLb*lER
F19628-69-C-0015. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N69-39560.
NR-H9-00-000-00812 ON THE EVALUATION OF STRONGLY ENLARGED PHOOGRAPHS. REPORT
NO. ARL-60-275. KARL G. GLt.ERLEY AND MAR' D. LUM, AEHO-
NAUTICAL RESEARCH LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
FEBRIARY 1961. MICROFICHE COPY.
*NR-H9-00-000-00813 AN INVESTIGATION OF TWO FACTORS IN THE INFRARED ENVIR1N'T
OF AN ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE. M. DOWNING, ET AL., GENERAL
DYNAMICS CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIFURNIA. APRIL 1960.
MICROFICE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00814 CHANGE DETECTION IN AERIAL PHOTO COVERAGE AS INFLUENCED BY
NEIHODS OF COMPARISON. C.L. KLINGEERG, ET AL., BOEING CO.,
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. JAN. 1969. CONTRACT NLEtx
DA-49-092-ARO-92. MICROFICHE COPY. STAR N70-11566.
NR-H9-00-000-00815 PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES AND TECHNICAL MEANS OF AERIAL SURVEYING.
CHAPTIERS IV AND V. A.I. VINOGRADOVA, ET AL., RUSSIA.
TRANSLATION OF FIZICHESKIE OSNOVY, TEKHNICHESKIE SREDSTVA
AEE"TOV, LENINGRAD, 1967, PP.72-147. MICROFICIHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00818 PSEXDOCOLOR AS A MEANS OF IMAGE ENHANCEMENT. REPORT NO.
P.-3988. JOSEPH J. SHEPPARD, JR., ROY H. STRATTON, ET AL.,
RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. PRESENTED AT THE
ANNUAL IMETINi OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPIIETRY, BHlVERLY
HIUS, CALIFORNIA. DEC. 1968.
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NR-H9-00-000-00819 SENSORES REIMOTIOS Y SATELITES PARA LA OL SERVACION DE LOS
REtJRSOS NATURALES DE LA TIERRA. (ROEOITE SENSORS AND
SATELLITES FUR THE OBSERVATION OF THOSE NATURAL RESOURCES OF
THE EARTH) WILLIAM D. CARTER, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON, D.C. PRESENTED AT THE 8TH CONGRESS OF E 6 INEERS
OF VENEZUELA, LA INGENIERIA Y EL DESARROLLO, EN CARACAS,
VENEZUIELA, MAY 1969. STAR N69-40761.
NR-H9-00-000-00820 REPORT OF THE MOUNT HALFAKALA OHSERVAOIUHY - A PHOIUCGHAPHIC
STUDY OF APOLUL 9. REPORT NO. 1386-25-T. WAYNE PARSONS AND
JOSEPH HEATH, ULJIVEVSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLL RUN LAB.,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. DEC. 1969. CONTRACT NUFIER
DAHC 15-68-C-0144.
NMR-H9-00-000-00821 ANALYTIC AERIAL TRIANGULATION FUR HIGHWAY LOCATION AND
DESIGN. H.M. KARARA AND G.W. MARKS, UNIVERSITY 08' ILLINOIS,
URBANA, ILLINOIS. JULY 1969. ILLINOIS COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY
RESEARCH PROGRAM SERIES NO. 100, CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDIES
PHOTICRAYETIRY SERIES NO. 22. STAR N70-22629
NR-H9-00-000-00826 DISCUSSION OF THE LEAST SQUARES TECHNIQUE AND DEV'ELPMENT OF
A CURVE FITTING SUBRWUTINE. TECHNICAL REPORT RSC-04.
T.A. EPPES, TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER,
COLLJEE STATION, TEXAS. SEPT. 1969.
NASA-CR-110868. N70-42812. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00827 MEASUREMENT OF UPPER-AIR POLLUTION. OPTICAL PHYSICS LAB.,
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB., BEDEORD, MASS. PUBLISHED
IN OAR RESEARCH REVIEW, VOL. 9, NO. 1, JAN./F'EB. 1970.
PP.20-21.
NR-H9-00-000-00828 OBSERVATIONS OF IONOSPHERIC MOVE7METS BY THE USE OF A LARGE
AERIAL ARRAY. B.H. BRIOGS, DEPT. OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF
ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA. PUBLISHED IN OAR RESEARCH
REVIEW, VOL. 9, NO. 1, JAN./FEB. 1970. PP.21-23.
NR-H9-00-000-00829 ON THE ROLE 'OF VERTICAL TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY PROFILES IN
THE DETERMINATION OF' THE EARTHS SURFACE TEIMPERATIRE FROM
OUTGOING RADIATION. V.G. BOLUDYRE, ET AL., USSR. PUBLISHED
IN IZVESTIYA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, USSR. ATMOSPHERIC AND
OCEANIC PHYSICS, VOL. 1, 1965. PP,406-411.
NR-H9-00-000-00830 CALCULATION OF THE TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
IN THE 8-12 MICRON REGION OF THE SPECTRLM FUR THE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE. V.G. BOLDYREV, USSR. PUBLISHED IN IZVESTIYA
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, USSR, ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PHYSICS,
VOL. 1, 1965. PP.401-405.
IR-H9-00-000-00831 SOMW RESULTS OF SURFACE MEASUREMENTS OF THE INFRARED
ABSORPTION AND TERMAL RADIATION SPECTRA OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
K. YA. KONDRATEV, USSR. PUBLISHED IN IZVESTIYA ACADEMY OF-
SCIENCES, USSR, A'WtDSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PHYSICS, VOL. 1,
1965. PP.215-222.
WR-H9-00-000-00832 INT'ERPRETATION OF (XJORS BV A TELEVISION SCANNING AND WAVE-
FURM SYSTEM APPLIED TO.) GXX;APHIC ANALYSIS OF MULTISEN.l'lFN
IMWAGEY. TEUHNICAL REPORT NO. 8. DILLARD A. LARSON,
WILLIAM H. KU\PER, AND JAMES P. LATHAM, LUJRIDA ATLANTIC
UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF' GXXRAPHf, HOCA RATON, FWLR IDA.
SEPTEMYER 1969. CONTRACT NO. NOKN 4761(00).
STAR N70-14996 AD-694 064
NR-H9-00-000-00833 A TREATISE ON ANALYTICAL PH-O)IGRA'MMERY. LEC'UtRE NOTES.
PHOTOCRAMMETRY SERIES NO. 10. GIUSEPPE INGHILLE1I,
INSTITUTE OF TOPOGRAPHY AND GEODESY, POLITECNICO DI T'ORINO,
ITALY. UNIVERSITY OF' ILLINOIS, DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
URBANA, ILLINOIS. SEPT. 1968. STAR N69-29041 PB182 618
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R-H9-BL-000-00834 THE ATTENUATION AND BACKSCATT'ERING OF INFRARED RADIATION BY
ICE FJG AND WATER FOG. REPORT NO. CRREL-RR-264. M(1OI
KUMAI AND JACK D. RUSSELL, ARMY CO(D REGIONS RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING LAB., HANOVER, N.H. APRIL 1969. STAR N69-37933
hI-H9-00-000-00837 ERWEITERTE GRUNDAGEN DER HOLXGRAFIE. (FUNDAMENTALS OF
HOLOGRAPHY). FRITZ BESTENREINER, AGFA-GEVAERT AG,LEVEKUSEN, WEST GERMANY. PUBLISHED IN EI.EKTRONIK, VOL. 18,
HEFT 9, SEPT. 1969. PP.279-284. (IN CGEMAN)
NR-H9-00-000-00838 L'ANALYSEWR D'IMAGES 'CALIFE'. (THE 'CALIFE' IMAGE
ANALYZER). Y. NOLRISSAT, LABORATOIRE CENTRAL DE L'ARENT,
ARCUEIL, VAL-DE-MARNE, FRANCE. PUBLISHED IN L'ONDE
LECTRIQUE, VOL. 49, SEPT. 1969. PP.869-873. (IN FRENCH)
NR-H9-00-000-00839 AUTIMATION IN PHI !OGRAMETRIC COMPILATION. WALTER E.CHAPEIUE, ARLISS E. WHITESIDE, ET AL., BENDIX RESEARCH LAB.,
SOUIF!IELD, MICHIGAN. PUBLISHED IN S.P.I.E. JOURNAL,
VOL. 7, JULY 1969. PP.137-149. A69-43566
ALSO IN BE!DIX TEiHNICAL JOURNAL, VOL. 1, JUNE 1968, P.1-13.
A6e-42296
NR-H9-00-000-00840 ACTIVE VIBRATION ISOLATION OF' AERIAL CAMERAS. JEROME S.
PEPI, BARRY RESEARCH AND DENVELPMItNT, BARRY CONTROLS,
WATERTIWN, MASS. PRESENTED AT NEW HORIZONS, INSTITUTE OF
ENVIROMtENTAL SCIENCES ANNUAL TECHNICAL MEETING (14TH),
ST. LOUIS, MO., APRIL/MAY 1968. PROCEEDINGS, PP.389-399.
NR-H9-00-000-00841 REMOTE SENSING OFi' WINDS AND ATMOSPHERIC '11lUHUl.ENCF HN CROSS-CORREIATION OF' PASSIVE OPTICAL SIGNAtLS. A.J. M )UNIUIt3V,
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL. PUBLISHED IN SPACE
SCIENCE REVIEWS,-VOL. 10, NO. 2, NOV. 1969. PP.291-313.
NR-H9-00-000-00842 THE METEOROLOGY AND VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF' POL/I'AN'TS I'N
AIR POLJUTION EPISODES IN PHILADELPHIA. FRANCIS K. DAVIS,
AND HERMAN NEWSTEIN, OREXIL INST'IT'UTE OF' TFtH.OUiY ANDWFIL-TV, PHILADELPHIA, PA. PUBLISHED IN AIMDSPHERIC
ENVIRONMENT, VOL. 2, NO. 6, NOV. 1968. PP.559-574.
NR-H9-00-000-00844 SPACE RESEARCH AND A BETTER EARTH. THOMAS O. PAINE, NASA/
EADUUARTERS, WASHING'UN, D.C. PUBLISHED IN IMPACT OF
SCIENCE ON SOCIETY, VOL. 19, NO. 2,. APR/JUNE 1969.
PP.123-134.
NR-H9-EJ-998-00847 ORBITAL IMAGES FOR EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE MISSION PLANN-
ING. FRANK J. WOBBER, IHM FiDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.
GAITHERSBLRG, MARYLAND. TECHNICAL PAPER PRESENTED TO THEEARTH RESOIRCES SUWVEY SATELLITE SLbIR SCOOL, CANIFIDGE,
ENGLAND, JULY 1969. STAR N70-11277.
NR-H9-00-000-00863 REMOTE SENSING FOR PLANNING RESO(RCE CONSERVATION. C.JJOHANNSEN AND M.P.. BALIGARDNER, PURDE UlNIVERSITY, LAB. FOR
ARICULTURAL REMOTE SENSING, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. 1968.A[RIC.T'RAL EXPERiIIENT STATION JOURNAL, NO. 3439.
-H9-00-00000-0-00867 ELECTRICAL ANALOGS FIR OPTICAL SYSTEMS - PARTS I AND II.
STEPEN W. MIKUU(A, HADRON, INC., WESTBUIY, N.Y. PUBLISHEDIN MICROWAVES, VOL. 8, NO. 9, SEPT. 1969, PP;94-103, VOL. 8,
NO. 11, NOV. 1969, PP.116-122, AND VOL. 9, NO. 1, JAN. 1970,
PP.76-8i.
NR-H9-00-000-00869 EF`FECT OF LEAF PUBESCENCE OF GYNUA A!RANTIACA ON LIGHT
REFECTANCE. HAROLDU) N. GAUSMAN, AND RUBEN CARDENAS, U.S.
DEPT. OF AGRICULTUIRE, WESLACO, TEXAS. REPRINT FRoM
BOTANICAL GAZETTrE, VOL. 130, NO. 3, SEPT. 1969. PP.158-162.
NR-H9-00-000-00872 METOROLDGICAL RESEARCH SATELLITES - NIMBUS D. R.W. PORER,
GENEiRAL EECTRiC CO., VALLEY FORGE, PA. PUBLISHED INAE~NAUrICAL JOURNAL OF TE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY,
VOL. 73, NO. 700, APRIL 1969. PP.288-297.
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NR-H9-00-000-008t76 !METEOROLOISCH UND GEULOUI.CH HE)INGTE SCMANKMUNSBREITE DERNATURLICHEN RADIOAKTIVITAT DES AESR(SOL IN DEN M.}DALPEN
NACH NIUESTEN MESSUINEN. (IN GERMAN) I'rFUOUXJ I CALLr ANDO }I)GICALLY LIMITED DISTRIBIUTION RANES OF NATLRAL RADIO-
ACTIVITY IN AEROSOLS OF 'E NORTHERN ALPS FW1M THE LATES'r
MEASURMENTS. RE I NXD RE I TER. PUBL. ISHID IN ZENTRAA AITT
FUER BIOLOGISCHE AIOSOSL.OURSL G U. THERAP. VOL. 7,
FEB. 1958. PP.98-112.
NR*-H9-00-000-00877 UBER DIE MOGLICHKEIT DER WLTFERVORAUSSAGE AUF GRUND DERELITRISCHEN LEITFAliCIKE ITSVERMINDOeRUFNOSE'SSUiG DER LIJ'T.
POLARISATIONSWIRKNGIDRC NEUTRIINOS, SOWIE IHR BIOLCGISCHktEINFLUB. (IN GERMAWN) TRANSLATION - ON THE POSSIBILITY OFWEATHER PREDICTION ON THE BASIS OF MEASUHEMENT OF DIMINUTIONOp THE ELECTRICAL CONDL'TIVITY OF THE AIR. POLARIZATION
EFTECTS OF NEUTRINES, AND THEIR BIOLOGIICAL E7FJEr'T. SAID-ALI
ANKARA, UNIVERSITY OF ANKARA, TLUKEY. PUBLISHED IN NE.IE
PHYSIK, VOL. 4, 1964-1965. PP.97-119.
NR-H9-00-000-00880 EXPERIMENTAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF IMAGE MOTION ANDAIR CONDITIONS IN AERIAL PYHcTGRAPHY. L.O. HENDEBERC,
INSTITUTE OF OPTICAL RESEARCH, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. PUBLISSHED
IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 2, NO. 4, APRIL 1963. PP.379-386.
NR-H9-DK-236-00881 TECHNIQUES FMR QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF
INFRARED IMAGERY. REPORT NO. BNWL-SA-1698. BATIELLE-NORTH-
WEST, PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY RICHLAND, WASHI UCN.(WATER AND LAND RESOURCES DEPT.) 1 EB. 1968.
NM-H9-00-000-00883 A HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGESENSOR. FRANK H. EASTMAN III, RCA
CORP., ASTRO-ELECTRONICS DIV., PRINCE'[ON, N.J. PUBLISHED INJCOUNAL OF SOCIETY OF MO4TION PICTURE AND TELEVISION
ENGINEERS, VOL. 79, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.10-15.
NR-H9-00-000-00887 AN ANALYSIS OF ME1HODS FOR CALIBRATING THE 13.3 CHZ SCATITER-]METER. CRES TECINICAL REPORT 177-1. G.A. BRADLEY
UIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTIE FOR RESEARCH, INC., MlINEERING
SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DECEMBER 1969. CONTRACT
NMtE NAS9-10261.
NR-19-00-000-00888 CALCULATIONS OF REFLECED AND TRANSMITIED RADIANCE FUR
EARTHS A1TMOSPHERE. GILMERT PLASS AND GEURGE W. KATTAWAR,
TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY (XC kE STATION, TEXAS. REPRINT
FRQO APPLIED OPTICS, VL. 7, NO. 6, JUNE 1968. PP.1129-1135
NR-H9-00-000-00890 MElwH OLOWGICAL INI'1RENCES IH(W) RADiANCEl Mf*ASHFi*NT'S.
FINAL REPORT ON PHt\SES A AND B. T'XIHNICAL HEP)'IRT .OCA-TR-68-I-G. IFED.'RILK B. OIlSE, HICHARD HitURHIsO,, EDWIN
T. FLURANCE, ET AL. GCA CORP., GCA TEDHmt(AU, DIVISION,
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETfS. SEPT. 1968. PB-110 296.
R-H9-00-000-00891 HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDINi OF FOCUSED IMdCAES AND THEIR REkIVSTH-UCTION IN WHITE LIH(.T. 1.S. KLIMWO; ,E1' AL., IUSSR.
PURLISHED IN OPTIKA I SPEKCROSSKOPIIA, VOL. 26, JUNE 1969.
PP.1019-1026. HICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00892 CONTRAST CONSIDERATIONS FUR EVALUATION OF AERIAL PHOTO-
GRAPHIC IMOES. REPORT' NO. AL TIR 64-232. H.E. U;ELTKLj",AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COFAD, WRIG.f'-PATrERSON AIM, OHIO.
SEPT. 1964. AD-452 081.
MI-H9-00-000-00893 LIQUID LASERS. H. SAIELSON, ET AL., GENERAL TELEPHONE AND
ELECIRONICS LAB., BAYSIDE, N.Y. PUlLISHED IN NAVAL RESEANCH
REVIEWS, VOL. 23, NO. 1, JAN. 1970. PP.10-19.
NR-H9-00-000-00894 7TE ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION ALOfG ATM:SPHERIC SLANT
PATHS, OILBERT N. PLASS, TEXAS A + H LUNIVERSITY, CO[U.JE
STATION, TEXAS, REPRIN'I'E) FROM APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 5,
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NR-H9-00-000-00897 ESTIMATING MAXIM.M WIND SPEED OF TROPICAL STORMS FROM HIGH
RESOUTION INFRARED DATA. REPORT NO. ESSA-TR-NESC-50.
L.F. HUBERT, A. TIMCHALU, ET AL., ESSA, WASHINGTON, D.C;
MAY 1969. STAR N70-10175.
NR-H9-00-000-00898 DEVELOPMENT OF FILTERS FOR THE FAR INFRARED. FINAL REPORT
MAY 1964-DEC. 1968. REPORT NO. AFCRL-69-0184. KARL D.
MEULER, FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVER'SITY, TEANECK, NEW
JERSEY. MAY 1969. CONTIRACT NO. AF 19-(628)-4084.
IR-H9-EJ-994-00901 GEOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF A MULTISPECTRALLY PROCESSED APOULLO
SPACE PHOTOGRAPH. WILLIAM D. CARTER AND RICHARD F. MEYER,
U.S. GEXLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PUBLISHED IN NEW
HORIZONS IN COLOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, ASP/SPSE SEMINAR,
NEW YORK CITY, JUNE 1969. STAR N70-10976.
NR-H9-00-000-00902 RACKSCATI'ER ELHO IROM LAND AND SEA AT 16 MHZ. A. MIR,
UNIVERSIT' OF OLUJENSLAND, DEPT. OF' PHi'SICS, ST. LUCIA,
BRISBANE, AUSTRLALIA, PUBLISHED IN AUS'lALIAN JOURNAL OF'
PHYSICS, VOL. 22, NO. 6, DEC. 1969. PP.757-766.
NR-H9-00-000-00903 IMAGE QUALITY AND TARGET RECOGNITION.- C.A. BENNET,
R.E. KENT, AND S.H. WINTERSTEIN, IHM, OWEGO, NEW VORK.
PUBLISHED IN HUMAN FACTOR, VOL. 9, FEB. 1967. PP.5-32.
NR-H9-00-000-00917 SIDE-LOOKING AIRBORNE RADAR (SLAR). A NEW CEOPHYSICAL TOOL.
RAYTHEUN CO., AUMEMTRIC OPERATION, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA.
NR-H9-00-000-00926 VIBRATION ISOLATION OF OPTICAL AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
SENSORS. JERCME S. PEPI, BARRY CONTROLS, WATERTOWN, MASS.
OCTOBER 1967. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00929 METHODICAL APPROACH TO INTERPRETATION OF SPACECRAFT PHUOO-
GRAPHY OF HUMID AREAS. V.M. DeIAI KUU(ARNI, K.J. SOMAIYA
COLLECE, BNBIAY, INDIA. PRESEiTED AT THE NATO/BRITISH
INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY, INTERNATIONAL SLMIER SCHOOL ON EARTH
OBSERVATION SATELLITES, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND, JULY 1969.
STAR NO. N70-36298. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00930 TERRAIN TRAFFICABILITY EVALUATION USING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS-
A MODIFIED APPROACH. A.R. NATARAJ, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
FOR AERIAL SURVEY AND EARTH SCIENCES, DEiFT, NEIHUELANDS.
ITC PUBLICATIONS, SERIES B, NO. 52. JULY 1969.
STAR N70-10520. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00935 AFA-TE AERIAL CAMERA WITH OPTICAL FIIDUCIAL MARKS.
V.B. ILIN, USSR. TRANSLATED FR(M GCODEZIYA I KARTOCGRAFIYA,
1968. PP.68-69. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00936 AN EXPERIMENT RELATIVE TO THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
ATIMSPHERIC OZONE. FINAL REPORT, MARCH 1966-MARCH 1969.R.T. BEITINGER AND J. BOHSE, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE
PARK, MARYLAND. JAN. 1970. STAR N69-41351. MICROFICHE
COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00937 DETERMINING ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION FROM THE DISPERSION OF
LIGHT. RUDOLAF BREIN, INSTITUT FUR ANGEWANDT GEODASIE,
FRANFIRT AM MAIN, WEST GERMANY. PUBLISHED IN NACHRICHTEN
AUS DEM KARTEN-UND VERIESSUNGSWESEN. REIHE 11. DIEUTSHE
BEITRACGE IN FRFM)EN SPRACHEN, HEFT NR. 23, 1969.
STAR N69-40337. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-00939 AIR-PHOTO INTERPRE-rATION IN ARCHAW'XCIC AREA) S1,DIE':.
WILLIAM G. LOY, UNIVEHSI'ry OF (UUFLON, DEI ' . OF GCEUK;HAPH,
EULGEE, ORECON. PRE-SENTED AT IhIE ASSOCIATION OF' AIMFHICAN
GEOGRAPHERS, 64T1H ANNUAL MEET'ING, WASHINGM;N D.C., AL'. 1968
ABSTRACT PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF' Am*HIrICAN
G.OGRAPHERS, VOL. 59, NO. 1-, MARCH 1969. P:191.
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NR-H9-00-000-00940 BROAD-BAND RE!OTE-SENSING MAGNEWIW'rER. ROUERT M. KNOX,
IIT TECHNOLLG CENTER, ,MICAGO, ILL. PUBLISHED IN IEEJh
TRANSACTIONS O INSTRUMLNFATION AND EASUIREENT', VOL. IM-118,
NO. 4, DEC. 1969. PP.330-335. A70-22716
MR-H9-00-000-00941 TERRAIN SEEN FROM TIROS. P.M. MERIFIELD, EARTH SCIENCE
RESEARCH CORP MALIBU, CALIFYORNIA AND J.R. RAt,*l'UAMP
LOS ALAMITOS, CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN PT-IUCL HA*M'RIC
ENOINEERING, VOL. 32, NO. 1, 1966. PP.44-54.
NR-H9-JO-998-00942 ABSOLUTE IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION OF AIRBORNE HUMIDITY INSTRU-
MENTS. H. OETE OESTLUND AND ROBERT D. STEARNS, UNIVERHSITY
OF MIAMI, INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCES, MIAMI, FLA. REPORT
ND. ML-69013. JUNE 1969. PB-184 568. STAR N70-10310.
M-Rn9-00-000-00945 HOLOGRAPHY - A STATUS REPORT. E IET'F N. LEITH, IUNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PUBLISHED IN LASER FOCUS,









0-00950 GROUND RESOfWTION STUDY. FINAL REPORT. LUTER B. JENNINCS
FIREDRICK B. tEEXER, ET AL., MI NNEAPOLIS-HONEY-.EL.L REULATOR
., WEST COVINA, CALIFORNIA. NOV. 1963. REPORT NUMER
RAdC-TDR-63-224. CONTRACT NO. AF30(602)-2653. AD 425 676.
)0-00951 SOHE APPLICATIONS OF AERIAL INFRARED IMAGERY. JOHN E. ESTES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF' THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
GICXRAPtERS, VOL.- 56, 1966. PP.673-682.
30-00952 ON APPLICATIONS OF AERIAL INFRARED IMAGERY - AND CO(W4W IN
REPLY. BARRY S. WELLAR, NORTHESTERN UNIVERSITY, AND REPLY
BY JOHN E. ESTES, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA. PUBLISHED IN ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN CEXGRAPHERS. VOL. 58, NO. 2, JUNE 1968. PP.411-415
27-00954 GROCND TH'UIH PRO.IIXt-:S IUt AIDING iNT-FHPl0I'.'fI(% -' HI-( C':
SE.SOR DATA. JOHN E. lN'lHSS, U.S. GCIXX.l;ICAI. Stl,
WASHINGIDN, D.C. PUILl.SHi ) IN *A, lICANU St"l.l (" PtKYIO-
GRAFtI-Y 34TH ANNUAL MtI'.lMiN, WASHING-It'N, D.C. nUU;H 19b6.
PP.365-375
DO-00955 .GE0XP7IRIC CALIBRATI(ON OF TIEVISION ¥SY.STE-' HU P1YHi)-
GRA'114TRIC APPLICATIONS. KAM W. IONG, ,lIVtlrSIT OF'
ILLINOIS, RUiANA, ILL. PUILISHED IN 4 .HICAN l)C'IEIn' OF
PHOTIOGRAMMTR 34T1 ANN'AL MEI'IING, WA*IINHU1ON, D.C. MU1
1968, PAPERS, PP.376-416. PB-182-715
30-00956 ELEVATION MEA.SUI.tNTS I1CN RADAR IlE;tRY. GCFLHC 1..
LAPRADE AND EARHL S. LUNAWDO, (.lDtiW AEROSPASP : CXHP.,
LITHIFIELD PARK, ARIZONA.- PUBLISHE IN AMI'NICAN SLIEIlt. OF
PfOIIRA lTRY 341H ANNiAL WltrM;i, WASHINGt1)N, D.C. MARCH
1968, PAPERS, PP.153-164.
)0-00958 DIGITAL IMAGE FORMATION I-FRO D"TEUCED HOAXRAPHIC DATA.
J.W. O(lXIAN, STANFURD UNIViERSITY, STANIIORD, 'CALI FUR IlA.
REPORT NO. TH-2314-1. Q1M'ACT NO. N00014-67-A-0112.
PIBLISHID IN ACOUSTICAL HOuL;RAiPY, VOL. U, PRAOCEDINGS OF
Tt FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, HUNTINM'ON BEACH, CALIF.,
DIEC. 1967. AD-687 818. A69-23547.
)0-00959 MIERNE FEESSVRFAEN. (MODRN REMOlTE SENSING wMiLr. s).
H. BElXER, GERMANY. PUBLISHED JN UJFTFA',I4HTIK
RAUM'AHRlECNIK, VOL. 15, NO. 8/9, ALCG.-SEtT. 1969.
PP.238-239. A70-11266.
NR-H9-00-000-00960 LASERS IN TRANSITION. BRUCE SHORE, SCIENCE EDITOR, RCA
CORP. PUBLISHED IN SIGNAL, VOL. 24, NO. 7, M;RCH 1970.
PP.8-10.
TECHNICAL REPORTS - MULTISUHJEtT
ACCESSION NU4IER DESCRIPTION
NR-H9-00-000-00963 APPLICATION DU FILTRAGE OPTIQUE A L'ELUDE DES PHOTOGRAPHIESAERIENNES. (USE OF OPTICAL FILTERING FOR S1'DYIIN AERIAL
PHOTOS) IN FRqENCH. R. CHEVALLIER, ECOLE PRATIQUE DES
HAUTES ETUDES, PARIS, FRANCE, ET AL. PUBLISHED IN CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL DE PHOITOrAMMGR RIE, XIE, LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND
JULY 1968.
NR-H9-GJ-000-00964 INFRARED AFRIAL SURVEYS IN ENVIHONNIFNTAL F-(IN:ERING.
RFUDOLPH V. MATALUCCI, WRI UH''-PArTlHNSON Ai"B, OHIO, AND
MOHAMED ABlEL-H.AD, OKLAIHUKMA STATE UNIVERHSIT, STILLWATk.,OKLAHOMA. PUBLISHED IN AMERICAN SOCIE'lt OF CIVIL ENGINEEIS,DIV. OF SANITARY ENGIN.ERING, PAPER 6277, NO. SA6, IDC. 1968
PP.1071-1084.
NR-H9-00-000-00969 RAPID ESTIMATION OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC DISTIRBANCE TO SUPER-
FICIAL THERMAL GRADIENTS. ARTHUR H. LAUHENIRUCHL, U.S.GEOLDOICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK, CALII URNIS. PUILI SHED IN
REVIEWS OF GEX)PHYSICS, VOL. 6, NO. 3, AUG. 1968. PP.365-400
AD-078 228.
NR-H9-00-000-00971 VIBRATING VARIFOCAL MIRRORS FOR 3-D IMAGING. ERIC G.RAWSON, BELL TELEPHONE LABORATRIES, INC., MURRAY HILL, N.J.
PUBLISHED IN IEEE SPEL'RUM, VOL. 6, SEPT. 1969. PP.37-43.
A70-12631.
NR-H9-00-000-00973 INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC AND C4EtRCIAL APPLICATIONS OF NASADEVElOPED TELE'ETRY TECH(LOGY. ERWIN S. TELTSCHER, DIGICCMINC., ROSYLN, NEW YORK. PUBLISHED IN NTC '69 RECORD, APRIL1969. PP.124-131. PRESENTED AT THE NATIONAL TEL'"ETERINGCONFERENCE, WASHIiNGON, D.C., APRIL 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00974 MULTI SPECTRAL IMAGE ANALYSIS. PATRICK D. FLIGOR, TECH-NOLOGY, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN '69 NAECONPROCEEDINGS, MAY 1969. PP.57-61. PRESENTED AT INSTITUTE OF
ELECTIRICAL AND EIECTRONICS ENGINEERS, NATIONAL AEROSPACEELECIRONICS CONFERENCE, 21ST, DAYTON, OHIO, MAY 1969.
A69-34064.
NR-H9-BL-093-00977 AIRBORNE OBSERVATIONS OF CLOXD PARTICLES AND INFRARED FUX
DENSITY (8-14 MICRONS) IN THE ARCTIC. HOWARD JOE WIT'E,WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, SFATTLE, WASHINGTON. N(MER 1968.
CONIRACT NO. NONR 477(24). MICROFICHE COPY.
IR-i-H900-000-00978 TARGET DETECTION AND RECOGNITION ON SINGLE VERSUS DUAL
SENSOR DISPLAYS OF INIFARED AND SIDE-LOOING RADAR. REPORTNO. AMU,-TR-68-127. JAWES L. PORTERFIELD AND ALMON J. BATE,AEROSPACE DICAL RESEARCH LAB., WRIGHT-PATT'ERSON AJ'B, OHIOFEB. 1969. STAR N69-40223. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-Hg-00-000-00980 SMALL SIZE AERIAL CAIMtA AFA-MIIGAIK. B.N. H()I('%OV, tSSH.TRANSLATION 0' INSTI'IXJT INZ)tI-'NIiHOV G.EU)t:Z II, AERO.Y'IXS lkl'lKI
i KARIItRAFII. TRlI. (MOS;OW), NO., 5, 1961. PP.9-11.
STAR N69-32950. MICROFICH.E COPr.
NR-H9-00-000-00983 A SUDY OF' RAPID PHtIIN'INkRPTRI.1ATION f'MNHOS. REPORT NO.
BESRL-TRR-1153. R.L. BEECHIR, S.H. WINTERSTEIN, ET AL.,U.S. ARMY BEIAVIORAL SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY, ARLINGTON,
VIRGINIA. JUNE 1969. CONTRACT NO. DA-49-092-ARO-44.
AD-694 348. STAR N70-16246
NR-H9-00-000-00987 TERRAIN ANALYSIS BY IEXRMACNE'TIC MEANS. REPORT I - LAB-
ORATORY INVESTIGATIONS IN '1lE 0.76- TO 5.00-MICRON SPECTALREiION. TECINICAL REPORT INO. 3-693. B.R. DAVIS,
E.B. LIPSCOi, E'T AL., U.S. ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERI-
MENT STATION, VICKSBURG, MISS. OCT. 1965.
NR-H9-00-000-00992 M4.LTISENSOR ANALYSIS FR SOILS MAPPING. HAIROL T. RIB, BUR-
EAUJ OF PUBLIC ROADS AND ROBERT D. MILES, PIDUE UNIVERSITY,LAFAYEiFE, INDIANA. PUBLISHED IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY ENGIN-
EERING REPRINT, CE-266, JUNE 1969.
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NR-H9-00-000-00994 PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF ANALYTICAL MIRROR PHIUJGRAM-
MITRY. EDMARD M. MIKHAIL, PjRDUE UNIVERSITY. PUBLISHED IN
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGINEERIN G REPRINTS, CE-247, JAN. 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-00995 DEFINING AND MEASURING LIGHT. O.A. ULLRICH, BATTELE
MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, CLUMBUS, OHIO. PUBLISHED IN MACHINE
DESIGN, VOL. 40, NO. 12, MAY 23, 1968. PP.172-179.
NR-H9-GJ-000-00996 ENGINEERING SOILS MAPPING OF INDIANA FROM AIRPHOTOS.
PACIFICO MONTANO, PURDUE UNIVERSITY LAFAYE*I'E, INDIANA.
PUBLISHED IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY, ENGiNEERING BLU.ETIN,
NO. 84, MARCH 1953.
NR-H9-00-000-00997 FACITORS LIMITING THE USE OF AERIAL PHOiOGRAPHS UOR ANALYSIS
OF SOIL AND TERRAIN. ROBERT E. FROST, PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
LAFAYETEM, INDIANA. PUBLISHED IN PKUMXE UNIVERSITY, ENGIN-
EERIN BULETIN, NO. 88, SEPT. 1953.
NR-H9-00-000-01008 A NEW TECHNIOUE FR COLOR SCHLIEREN. JCHN H. AND JENNIE W.
WAIDELL. PUBLISHED IN RESEARCH/DEVEL)PIMENT, VOL. 21, NO. 3,
MARCH 1970. PP. 30 + 32.
MN-H9-0O-000-01015 FLICHT EVALUATION O ' AN INI1FARi'D SPECrHCtI-FER AS A CLkAR
AIR TIRBULENCE OI''FCxtR. G.A. MAT.ER, NATIONAL AF;HROAnl I CAL
ESTABLISHMENT, F LIGHT RESEARCH SECl'ION, OI'4AWA, ONTARIO,
CANADA. MAY 1967. AS-819 533. MICROFICHE CWOP.
NR-H9-00-000-01030 PRO(IPMS OF' INFRARI D A'IM)SPHERIC SPEUTROSCOPY INVOLVEDI IN
SATELLITE MEASLHE"ENTS OW THE UNDI2R-LYI N SURFACK TWEPEHA-
T'RE. K. IA. KONDRATEV, LENINOHADSKII GOXCSU)ISlVENNr I
,lzVER.SITTr, LENINlRAD, USSR. PUBLISHED) IN ACADEMYF OF
SCIIENCES, USSR, IZVESTIYA, ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PHNSICS,
VOL. 5, JUNE 1969. PP.351-359. A70-17205. MICROFICHE
COPY.
MI-H9-EJ-027-01033 OPTIMIZATION OF MICROWAVE RADIOIETRIC SYSTEMS F'OR EARTH
RESOURCE SURVEVS. FINAL REPORT. NASA-CR-86316. H.I. EWhI
AND A.H. BARR.ETI, EWIEN KNIGHT CORP., EAST NATICK, MASS.
JUNE 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS12-2047. STAR N70-17428.
NR-H9-00-000-01035 PERFmANCE OF A SPECIRO'IER FOR MEASURING THE EARTH'S RAD-
IANCE NEAR 4.3 MICRO'T'ERS. P.W. SCHAPER, JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OC' TEUHZJOJY, PASADENA,
CALIF. AND J.H. SHAW, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, C(XOLlIUS, OHIO.
PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 4, APRIL 1970.
PP.924-928. A70-27752
NR-H9-00-000-01038 RADAR SCATIER[VRY. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 118-15.
R.K. MOORE AND W.P. WAITE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR
RESEARCH, EGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
JANUARY 1969. CONTRACT NUtER NAS9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-01043 PH!lOGRAPHS OF 1HE EARTH FROM AIS (ZOND-5). TRANSLATION
FPRM PRAVDA, OCT. 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-12487.
I4-H9-00-000-01045 ENVIRINt)NTAL PREDICTION USING ORBITAL SENSORS. DR. WILLIAM
O. DAVIS AND DR. JOACHIM P. KLTNER, NATIONAL ENVIRO(NMTAL
SATELLITE CENTER, ESSA, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND. PRESf6EED AT
AMIRICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCI ElY, ANNUAL MIETING, 13TH,
DULAS, TEXAS, MAY 1967. PAPER AAS 67-104. A67-29959
NR-H9-EK-998-01046 PROWECTED USES OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE EARH FRKM SPACE --
1THE EOS PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. WILLIAM
A. FISCHER U.S. GCXtOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGITON, D.C.
PUBLISHEiD IN AIAA PROCEEDINGS, MARCH 1970, PAPER NO. 70-332.
PRESENTED AT THE AIAA EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFO-
1'ATION SYSTEMS MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, MARCH 1970.
I A70-22889' A70-41071
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NR-H9-EJ-998-01050 REMO.'E SENSING OF AGRICULTURE IOHRESTRY AND WATER RESO.RCFS.
RONALD J. JSCHtERllR, NASA, LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLtEVELAND,
OHIO. PRESENTED AT THE AMERICAN SOClIE'Y OF' F'ARM MANAGEtRS
AND RURAL APPRAISERS CONFERENCE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. DEC.
1969. REPORT NO. NASA-lM-X-52724. A70-16164.
MI-H9-00-000-01053 ATTITUDE-REFERENCED RADIOMTER STUDY. VOLLME 2 - PRECISION
RADIOMETRIC SYSTEM. JOHN R. THOIMAS AND JOHN C. CARSON,
HONEYTELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ALGUST 1969. REPORT
NO. NASA-CR-66855. CONTRACT NO. NASI-8801. STAR N70-17760.
NR-H9-00-000-01054 INFRARED PH(tI10TE9CTIR. FINAL REPORT, 13 MAY 68-12 MAY 69.
HONEYWEL.L INC., LEXINGTON, MASS. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-107351.
CONTIRACT NO. NAS5-11554. STAR N70-14145.
NR-H9-00-000-01057 DISCUSSION OF A MODEL OF TH APPARENT TEMPERATi.RE OF NATURAL
SURFACES IN THE MICROWAVE RANGE. TECHNICAL REPORT RSC-10.
JERRY A. RICHARDSON, TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, COLULEE STATION,
TEXAS. MAY 1970. CONTRACT NO. NASA GRANT NSG 239-62.
NASA-CR-110832. N70-42657. MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPY.
lR-H9-00-000-01060 THERMAL MODELING AND INTERPRETATION. DANA C. PARKER,
-QEDAWLS ENTERPRISES INC., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PRESENTED
AT FUNDAINfTALS OF REMYTE SENSING - UN IVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
ENGINEERING SUMME'R CONFERENCES, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, JULY
1969. A69-37740.
NR-H9-00-000-01061 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF RETE SENSING SYSTEMS. I.J. SATT-
INGER. JULY 1969. PRESENT'ED AT FUNIW4.T ALS OF REMkF
SENSING - UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ENGINEERING SU4M CON-
FERENCES, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. A69-37742.
NR-H9-00-000-01062 THE RCA DEVELOPMENTAL HIGH-RESOLUTION 4.5-INCH IMAGE-
IN1ENSIFIER/RfTURN-BEAM VIDICON AND CAkERA SYSTEM. C. BRUE
JOHNSON, RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, LANCASTER, PA. AND (l1l0 H.
SCHADE, SR., RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, HARRISON, NEW JERSEY.
PRESENTED AT THE NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFEREiCE,
21ST, DAYTON, OHIO, MAY 1969. A69-34063.
NR-H9-00-000-01063 MICROWAVE SENSING OF SOILS AND SEDIMENTS. J.M. KENNEDY AND
A.T. EDGERTON, AEROJIT-GEiNERAL CORP., EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA.
PRESENTED AT AMERICAN CGEOPHYSICAL UNION, 48TH ANNUAL MiET-
ING, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1967.
NR-H9-00-000-01072 A NEW AUTOmATIC F.POSILE CON1HOL SIST1'N. EL.IEZE:R E. L[JV AIl)
KARL H. RO1lH, PHOUI'O-SONICS, INC., HlMHAN, CALIF. PULjISHED
IN SPIE JOURNAL, VOL. 8, MN. 1969. PP.Z4-27. A70-15771.
NR-H9-00-000-01078 SOW OBSERVATIONS ON PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION. l&LTI-
SPECITAL CAMERA SYSTEMS. CHARLUS E. OiSON, JR., UNIVEHS1ITY
OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PRESENTED AT RI'NDAMENTAI.S
OF REMFME SENSING-UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ENGIrNEERING SL+4*2
CONF1RENCES, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, JULY 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-01081 AN INTRlOUCTION TO SYNTI'TIC-APERATIRE RADAR. LUXNARD J.
PORCkELO, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
PUBLISHED IN IEE' SPECTRUM, VOL. 6, SEPT. 1969. PP.52-62.
A70-12632.
NR-H9-EJ-998-01082 BIDIRECTIONAL REFUECTANCE MASLREMENTS ;FROM AN AIRCRAFT OIER
NATURAL EARTH SURFACES. BARBARA RtENNEN, NASA, GODDARD
SPACE FLICHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND. MAY 1967.
REPORT NOS. NASA TM-X-63564 AND X-622-69-216. STAR
N69-28454.
NR-H9-00-000-01085 SOWE TRENDS IN A'IIU4TION OF PHO(Xly.4TRY U.V. HELAVA,
SOUIHF'IELD, MICHIGAN. PUBLISHED IN BILESSUNG UND LUT-
BILDESEN, VOL. 37, NOV. 1, 1969. PP.261-270. A70-12652.
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MR-H9-00-000-01088 MLLTIPURPoSE UTILIZATION OF AERIAL FMTHoDS ABOARD. P. YA.
RAYZER, AIERIAL f14OCS LABORATORY. PIUBL ISHED IN GEIESY AND)
MitiiUIbOURAPHkY, NO. 1, 1967. PP.400-401.
NR-H9-00-000-01095 THX AC(CUACY OF SHE HIGH RESOLUIJION INFRARED RADIMET'e ON
NIMBUS 2. B.J. WILLIAMSON NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CT1ER, GREENBELT, MARYIA 6 . AUG. 1969. REPORT NOS.
NASA-'M-X-63687 AND X-622-69-313. STAR N69-38583.
AND N70-24798.
MN-H9-00-000-01096 OPTIMIZATION OF RADAR SCATTERIMTER SYSTEM. ALBERT W.
BIGOS, UNIVERSITY OP KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. PRESENTED AT
HE7 INSIiRUMET SOCIETY OF AMERICA, ANNUAL CONXI'F.NCE 24TH,
HAOUS7TN, TEXAS, OCT. 1969, PAPER 69-637. PUBLISHED IN
ADANCES IN INSTRUMENTATION, VOL. 24, PART 3, 1969.
PP.637-1 O0 637-7. A70-18594.
NN-H9-00-000-01106 INTERACTION O( OPTICAL ENERGY WITH AIM)SPHERE. SEIBERT O.
OI[TLEY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIHURNIA, LA JOLLA, CALITHRNIA.
PUBLISID IN AIAA EARI4 RES('ACES OiSERIVATIONS AND INJIlAiA-
TION SYSTEMS MEETiNG, ANNAPOLIS, MD, MARCHT 1970,
PAPER 70-288. A70-22893
iM-H9-00-000-01107 AIRPHtOI IN'ERPRETATION AND RURAL LAND-USE MAPPING IN
CANADA. L.C. MUNN, ET AL., DEPT. OF iURESTRY, OTTAWA,
CANADA. PUBLISHED IN PIlNtGt'E'FRIA, VOL. 21, JUNE 1966.
PP.65-76.
MR-H9-00-000-01109 WORKADAY JOBS EARTH SATEILITES WILL DO. PUBLISHED IN
OIANOING TIMES, T'HE KIPLINGER MAGAZINE, VOL. 24, NO. 7,
JULY 1970, PP.23-24.
INR-H9-00-000-01111 OPTICAL PATIERN CLASSIFICATION. S. HOLDEN, HAWKER SIDOELEY
DYNAMICS LTID., HATFIELD, HERTS, ENCLAND. PUBLISHED IN
JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC INShll.FENTS, SERIES 2, VOL. 1, 1968.
PP.827-828
MR-H9-00-000-01112 IHE APPLICATION OF REMfTE SEYSING INSTRUMENTS IN EAR'TH
RESOURCE SURVEYS. PEiER C. BA[CLEY, NASA/WASHINGIIN, D.C.
LD CHIiLDS, NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, EXAS,
AND WILLIAM L. VEST IIT RESEARCH LNSTITUTE, WASHIGiiTON,
D.C. PUBLISHED IN EiiPHYSICS, VOL. 32, NO. 4, AUG. 1967.
PP. 583-601
hR-H9-00-000-01117 AIRBORNE INFRA-RED MEASURIEENTS AT THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT
ESTABLIIME.-T. N.D.P. HUHS, LT AL ROYAL AIRCRAJ"F
ESTArBLISHMENT FARNBOROU, HANTS, E LAND PUL B ISHED IN
INFRARED PHYSICS, VOL. 8, NO. 3, 1968. PP.79-88.
!I1-H9-00-000-01119 RADIO ICE SOUNDINO OF POLAR ICE SHEETS. J.T. BAILEY,
iL AL., SCOr POLAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CAIMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.
PUBLISHED IN NATURE, VOL. 204, NO. 495T, 1964. PP.420-441.
NR-H9-00-000-01132 EARTH ORBITING SPACE-BASE CREW SKILLS ASSESSMENT. ROBERT T.
GO.NrES-, 4N4SC/NASA, HIWSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1970. REPORT
NO. NASAA-'IdX-1982.
MR-H9-0000-0-01135 USE OF MICROWAVE SENSING CIWS. WILLIAM S. HIERONYMUS.
REPRINED FROM AVIATION WMEE AND SPACE TEXCNOLCCY, VOL. 92,
NO. 13, MARCH 1970. PP.44-46.
hR-H9-00-000-01136 1969/70 STANIUHD SPECTHAL DATA. MANFMF'lNT Si'Sl'M. STA.t.ID
RSL TECH ICAL F.PORT 70-11. MICtAFEL HEFVIlMW, STANRHI)
UNIVEISITY, RNEMn'E SENSING LAB., STANIXHD, CALIFUHNIA. JLhE
1970. C 'NTRACT NO. NAS9-7313. N70-36360 hASA-UR-lI05t4
INFRARED SPECTFO'UMTRY STUDIES, SU-RSL-TR-70-II.
I ReProduced frome387 1be9 avas1ab 8 copy. 
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ACCESSION NUMBER DEISCRIPTION
NR-H9-CJ-998-01138 GEC40RPHODXGY OF' TH LIWER COASTAL PLAIN OF SOUTH CAROL I NA,
WITH FOLDED INDEX MAP. DONALD J. COLL-HON, UNIVERSI1T (O'
SOUIH CAROLINA, C(LUMBIA, S.C. STATE DEVELL)PM.eNT HOARD,
DIVISION OF' GECLOGY, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA. 1969.
NR-H9-DJ-049-01139 MULTISPECTRAL EXPERIMENT. NO. 2. ABRAHAM ANSON, U.S. ARMYENOINEERING, GEDOESY, INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND
DE, PMNET ACENCY, FORT lBELVOIR, VIRGINIA. AUG. 1965.
NASA-DEFE'SE PURCHASE REOUEST NO. R-47-009-002.
NR-H9-00-000-01140 BASIC MATTER AND ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVED IN REMOTE
REXONNAISSANCE. AMERICAN SOCIIETY OF PHOWUIORAIMMTRY, SU3B-
COMMITTEE I OF' PHOTO INTERPRETATION COMMITTEE, R. COLWELL,
CHAIRMAN. PUWLISHED IN PHItGRA*IETRIC E..GINEERING, VOL.
29, NO. 5, 1963. PP.761-799.
R-Hg-00-000-01141 STUDY OF A DESIGN MODIFICATION TO THE INFRARED MULTIDELTECOI
SPECTROM'El FORR THE NIMBUS F EXPERIMENT. FINAL REPORT.
B.D, HENDERSON, BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., Fr1JURTON, CALIF.
FEB. 1970. -REPORT NO. NASA-CR-10934 AND FR-1042-101.
CONTRACT NO. NAS7-100 AND JPL-952673. STAR N70-23454.
NR-H9-00-000-01143 PHOTOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR AEROSPACE, SECOND EDITION.
O.C. BROOCK, R.J. KOHUIR, ET AL., ITI'K CORP., LEXING"IaN,
M4ASS. 1969
NR-H9-IJ-998-01146 RESOLUTION OF THE NIMHUS HIGH RESOUUITION INFRARED RADIO-
METER. TETSUYA FUJITA, ET AL., UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO,
CHICAGO, ILL. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF APPLIED fETEOROLCGY,
VOL. 4, AUG. 1965. PP.492-503.
.NR-Hg-BH-057-01148 WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA USING IDCSP
SATELLITES. WALTER J. GILL, PHILC)-FORD CORP., PAUD ALTO,
CALIFORNIA. IN C014UNICATIONS AND DISPLAYS, WESTERN
BEJCTRONIC SHOW AND CONVENTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFRRNIA,
AUG. 1969, TECHNICAL PAPERS, VOL. 13, PART 2, PP.12/4 1-
12/4 6. A70-17343.
NR-H9-00-000-01149 FEASIBILITY STLDY OF MICROWAVE RADICFETRIC RI.O'E SENSING,
VOL. I. REPORT NO. NASA CR-U6296. VOL. 2, XIPLT'R PRINT-
OUrS, REPORT NO. NASA CR-86297. VOL. 3, ADDITIONAL P.WIS
AND PRINIUuTS, REPORT NO. NASA CR-86298. RONALD A. PORT'!H,
AND EDWIN T. iFRANCE, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. JANUARV 1969.
CONTRACT NO. NAS12-629. STAR NOS. N70-14446, N70-14447, AND
N70-14448.
NR-H9-00-000-01150 APOLLD 8 PH _TOGRAM4IRY. PAUL E. NORMAN, MAPPING SCIENCE
LAB., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS. PRESENTED AT THE ASP/ACSM
SEMI-ANNUAL CONVENTION, PORTLAND, OREGON, SEPT. 1969.
MI-H9-00-000-01152 A SEMIAUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR INFRARED
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS. R. HA1MR, IHAM CORP., THUMAS J.
WATSON RESEARCH C0ETER, YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, N.Y. PUBLISHED IN
REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRI14TS, VOL. 40, NO. 10, OCT. 1969
PP.1330-1333. A70-10747.
R-H9-HJ-000-01154 LOCATING POTENTIAL OUTX)OR RECREATION AREAS FRON AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS. JOHN J. LINDSAY, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT,
BLRLINGTON, VERMNT. PUBLISHED IN JOURNAL OF FORESTRY, VOL.
67, NO. 1, JAN. 1969. PP.33-35.
hM-H9-00-000-01155 SPACE SYSTEMS FOR EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION. DONALD M.
WALTZ, TRW SYSTEMS, RFIX=DO BEACH, CALIF. PRESEED) AT THE
4ALRICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIE!TY, NATIONAL MEETING, LAS
CRUCES, NEW MEXICO, OCT. 1969. PAPER NO. AAS69-584.
A70-14643.
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NR-H9-EJ-998-01156 CENERAL INFORMATION OF MU4LTISPECIRAL PHOCOGRAPHY NASA EX-
PERIM4NT S065 AS FLOWN ON APOLLO 9 MARCH 1969. PAUL D.
L!MMAN, JR., NASA/G(ODDRD SPACEFLI ir CENTER, GREENBELTT,
MARYLAND.
MN-H9-00-000-01160 SPOITTING POLLUJTIC FRMO SPACE. KIRT R. STEHLING. PUBLISHED
IN SPACE/AERONAUTICS, VOL. 53, NO. 6, JUNE 1970. PP.47-49.
MR-H9-00-000-01165 INFRARED COLDLR PHITOGRAPHY. ALAN MARSHALL, KODAK, LTD.,
HARRDW, MIDOLESEX, ENGLAND. PUBLISHED IN SCIENCE JOURNAL,
VOL. 4, NO. 1, JAN. 1968. PP.45-51.
NH-H9-DJ-998-01167 AERIAL PHOXIOCRAPHf OF T1E ATlH'S SUIRFACE, ITS PIH)CIHwi:NT
AND USE. ROHERT N. .,)Le:U., UNIViESITY OF CALIITHNIA,
BERKELEY, CALIF. PUBILISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VUI.. 5,
*NO. 6, JUNE 1966. PP.883-892.
NR-H9-00-000-01168 SPACE OBSERVATIONS AID EARTH RESUC'CE S1UDIES. WILLIAM A.
FISCHER, U.S. GCX)tL.GICAL SURVEY, WASHINIUIN, D.C. PHESFA'EID
AT'THE AIAA ANNUAL MEETING AND TECHNICAL. DISPLAY, 4TH,
ANAHEIM, CALIF., OCT. 1967. PAPER NO. 67-764.
NR-H9-00-000-01169 SENSING WITH RADAR. DR. LEONARD J. PORCEIOI, UNIVERSITY OF'
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. PRHESENTED Ar THE .;NI.,LdsI'TY OF
MICHIGAN, EN.GIN.]ING SUMMER CUNFUbkENCES, FIUND-.TALS *F
REMJTE SENSING, ANN ARBOR, MICH., JULY 1969. A69-37741.
.NR-H9-00-000-01170 THE EXTRACTION OF DATA FROM AERIAL PHOTOCRAPHS BY HIMAN AND
MECHANICAL MHEANS. DR. ROBERT N. COLWELL, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, BERIKLEY, CALIF. PUtLISHED IN PHIUtXC AMMEiRIA,
VOL. 20, 1965. PP.211-228.
NR-H9-00-000-01172 PHOTOCGRAPHY AND IMAGERY - A CLARIFICATION OF TERMS. CHARLES
J. ROBINOVE, U.S. GEULOGICAL SLRVEY, WASHINI,'TN, D.C.
PUBLISHED IN PHOOCGARME'*TRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 29, NO. 5,
1963. PP.880-881.
hR-H9-00-000-01175 REMOTE DETECTION OF SOLAR STIMUILATED LUMINESCENCE. WILLIAM
R. HEMPHILL, U.S. GEOULOICAL SURVEY WASHINGTON, D.C.
PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL AST(NfAUTICAL, IDERATION
CCNGAESS, 19TH, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, OCT. 1968. PAPER
AS-156. A70-45007
NR-H9-00-000-01178 GEDPHYSICAL INVESTICATIONS ON MANNED SPACECRAFTS. K.YA.
KONDRATYEV AND O.I. SMOKTY, LENINGRAD STATE UNIVERSITY,
LEIINGRAD, USSR. PUBLISHED IN PURE AND APPLIED CGEPHYSICS,
VOL. 72, NO. 1, 1969. PP.227-246. A69-16633.
NR-H9-00-000-01179 TERRAIN RADAR SCATTER - EXPERIMkENTAL AND THBORETICAL.
WESCON TECHNICAL PAPERS 1968. PART I, SESSION 22, 5 PAPERS.
WESCON (WESTERN E.L'TRIC SHOW AND CONVET ION), SPONSORED BY
RE GION 6 OF TH IEEE AND THE WESTERN ELICTRwNIC MANU-
FACTURERS ASSOC.
MR-H9-00-000-01181 APPARENT TEMP'ERAtRES OF' SOW TERRES1RIAL MATERIALS AND THE
SUN AT 4.3-MILLlIn't-* WAVELENGTHS. A.W. STRAITON, C.W.
TOULERT, AND C.O. HRIIT, UNIVERSITY OF IT'XAS, AUSTIN, TEXAS.
PUBLISHED IN JOLRNAL F' APPLIED PHYSICS, VOL. 29, ND. 5,
MAY 1958. PP.776-782.
NR-H9-00-000-01182 SOME IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF PHO'OGRAPHIC MATERIALS FIOR
AIR PHOTOGRAPHS. L. M.LLINS, KODAK, LTD. PUBLISHED) IN
PHOIOCGRAMMEIRIC, VOL. 5, NO. 28, OCT. 1966. PP.240-270.
NR-H9-00-000-01185 THE USE OF COLUXR PHOTOCRAPHY FOR LARGE-SCALE MAPPING.
H.C. kOODROW, ORDNANCE SURVEY. PUBLISHED IN PH(l t.rO lMR ERIC
RECORD, VOL. 5, NO. 30, 1967. PP.433-460.
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NR-H9-00-000-01187 MIKR(METTEROLOGISCHE TIMPERATURMESSUNGEN VON LUIF'VAHRZEUGEN
AUS. DIETER LORENZ, M&TEXI3RAXLISCHES OBSERVATORIUM
HOHENPEISSENB ERG OHIERBAU1ERN, DEIVFSCHLAND, WEST GERMANY.
PUBLISHED IN ANNALEN DER MElIEXROOGIE, NO. 3, 1967. PP.154-
158.
WR-H9-00-000-01191 A GUIDE TO SATELLITE CLOUD PHOTO INTERPRETATION. ROY LEE
AND CHARLES I. TAGGART, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT, MENTUROLGICAL
BRANCH, TORONTO, CANADA. PUBLISHED IN EFlICTS OF ATMOSPH-
ERIC WATER ON EEIWtWNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION, NATO,
ADVANCED STUDY INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS, LUNXON, ONTARIO,
SEPT. 1969. PP.73-90. A70-28786.
NR-H9-00-000-01192 LIDAR. R.T.H. COLLIS, STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MENLO
PARK, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN EF.FECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC WATER ON
LECRFAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION, NATO, ADVANCED STLDY
INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS, LXNDON, ONTARIO, SEPT. 1969. PP.104-
120. A70-28787.
NR-H9-00-000-01193 SE PHOTOGRAPHIC RESULTS OF THE APOLLO 11 MISSION. PAUL
A LARSEN, NASA, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE,
ALABAMA. REPORT NO. NASA-IM X-64501. STAR N70-24246.
NR-H9-00-000-01194 AIRBORNE CEOPHYSICAL METHODS. PETER HOOD, GEOLOICAL SURVEY
OF CANADA, OTTAWA, CANADA AND S.H. WARD, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF. PUBLISHED IN ADVANCES IN GED-
PHYSICS, VOL. 13, 1969. PP.1-112.
NR-H9-00-000-01197 ME'I'HOOOLOG O.' AIH-PH(IU-INT'F.HPHRILEATI'( As It.L'ILHATiI) I-R(OM
TIE SOIL SCIENCES. A.P.A. VINK, UNII:EHSIlT ()OU*V'I'F:HDVq,
AMSTERDAM, NE'IEHLANDS. PUWLISHED IN BIIllIFS':.SUG LND
LUFTBILDWESEN, VOL. 38, JAN. 1970. PP.35-44. A70-1977e.
NR-H9-00-000-01202 S(ME OBSERVATIONS ON PHOIOWGRAPHIC IN'IPHRETATION. WHAT IS
PHOIrOGRAPHIC INTERPRE'ATION. CHARL'S E. OULSN, JR., UNIlVRH-
SITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. PHES.ENTI'ID AT ITHE LNIFN-
SITY OF MICHIGAN, EGEINEERING SUtFtlR (H)N-'H.ENCES, tLNDAENT'-
ALS OF REM4TE SENSING, ANN ARBOR, MICH., JULt 1969.
A69-37739.
NR-H9-00-000-01204 INFRARED SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY OF' TERRAIN. FINAL REPORT, JAN.
1957-MARCH 1958. W.R. iFEDHICKSON, N. GINSHLRG, AND R.
PAULSON, SYRACUSE UNIVEIRSITY, SYRACUSE, NEW 'tOHK. REPORT
NO. WADC-TR-58-229. CONTRACT NO. AF'33(616)-5034 AND
4056-40560. AD-155-552.
MR-H9-00-000-01207 MAKING PHOKTORAPHS CLEARER. RESEARCH TRENDS MCAGAZINE,
CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., IUFFALO, NEF VORK. PtHLISSHED IN
INDUSTRIAL Pft0fGRAPHY, VOL. 18, OCT. 1969. PP.24-27, 81-
82.
NR-H9-00-000-0120§ PHIIOGRAPHISCHE AUFNAHIMEN AUSSERHALB DEM ERDATMOSPHARE LND
IHRE MOGLICHE KUNSTIGE BED)EUJIUNG F'R DIE WISSENSCHATT.
(PHOTOGRAPHS OUTSIDE 1'HE EARTH'S A1M)SPH'iE AND THEIR POSS-
IBLE FIUTURE IMPORTANCE TO SCIENCE.) PROF. HARALD VOULMANN,
CARL ZEISS, WEST GERMANY. PUBLISHED IN NAlURWISSENSCHAFT-
LICHE RUNDSCHAU, VOL. 22, HEFT. 10, OLT. 1969. PP.431-439.
A70-13168.
NR-H9-00-0(0-01216 DIFFRACTION-PATTERN SAMPLING FOR AUTCIMATIC PATTERN RECOGNIT-
ION. GEORGE G. LENDARIS AND GORDON L. STANLEY, AC EIECURON-
ICS-DEFENSE RESEARCH LAB., SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. PUBLISHED
IN IEEE PROCEEDIINGS, VOL. 58, FEB. 1970. PP.198-216.
A70-23802.
NR-H9-HJ-998-01220 OPERATIONAL AIRBORNE THERMAL IMAGING SURVEYS. RONALD W.
STINCELIN, HRB-SINGER, INC., STATE COULLUGE, PA. PUBLISHED
IN GEDPHYSICS, VOL. 34, NO. 5, OCT. 1969. PP.760-771.
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NIR-H900-000-01222 A SPECTIRM MA1tHING THNIOES IOR ENANCING IM1E l(XRAST
DONALD S. LOE AND JON GU.N. BHRAIlTHAI1TE, UNIVEFS1TY OP"
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBUR, MICHIGAN. PUBLISHED IN APPLIEI) OPTICS,
VOL. 5, NO. 6, JUNE 1966. PP.893-698.
MI-H9-WEJ-998-01232 MANNED SYSTENS FOR SENSING FARTH'S RESOLRCES. JOHN E.
DORNACH NASA/MSC, EARTH OBSIRVATI ONS DIV., HOLUSIUN, TEXAS.
PUBLISHEDI IN PRINC,-'FN UNIVE-SITY CONI-EENCEE ON AEROSPACE
M8fl`DS lUR REALLI NG AND EVALUATi EARTH'S RES"(UCES,
PRINCEION, N.J., SEPT. 1969, PROCEEDING, PP.6.1-6.35.
NR-H9-00-000-01233 OPERATIONAL PLANNING FOR GU)BAL EARTH SURVEYS USING SPACE
VEIICLES. PETER BDCK AND JOHN G. BtYAMBY, IIT RESEARCH INST-
ITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL. AND ROBERT OBINSKY, GCENAUTICS, INC.,
IASHINTONG, D.C. PHESENTED AT THE, SOCIETFY OF PHtIO-OPTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS, ANNUAL TECHNICAL S$MPOSIUM AND
EXHIBORAMA, 14TH, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. AWU. 1969. PUB-
LISHED) IN PHCY-OPTICAL INSTHIME'NTATION APPLICATIONS AND
THIfRY, SOCIETY OF PHtID-OIPTICAL INSTRLMEINTATIUN ENGINEERS
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2, AUG. 1969. PP.199-206. COhNHACT.NO.
NASR 65(10). A70-23762.
NR-H9-00-000-01234 SEHEN UND WAfIIINEEN BEI DER LUIFTILDINTERPRETATION.
SEEING AND PERCEIVING AT AERIAL PHtIUGRAPHIC INTERPlETATION
J. ALERTZ, KARLkSRME, UNIVERSITAT, KARLSRUHE, WEST GERMANY.
PUBLISHED IN BILDESSUNG UND LIFTBILDWESEI, VOL. 38, NO. 1,
JAN. 1970; PP.25-34. A70-19777.
NR-H9-00-000-01236 LASER RAMAN SCATTERING FR AIR POLLUTION MFASURIEME.
HIDE'YA CGAO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFJORNIA, IRVINE, CALIF.
PRESEITED AT ThE SYMPOSItM ON OPTICAL IDENTIFICATION OF AIR
POLUTANTS, OPTICAL SOCIIETY OF ANERICA, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
APRIL 1970.
MR-H9-00-000-01242 NEW VISTAS IN RECONNAISSANCE FROl SPACE. J.S. BUTZ, JR.,
TECHNICAL EDITOR, AIR FURCE/SPACE DIGEST. PUBLISHED IN
AIR F1RCE IN1AZINE, VOL. 51, NO. 3, IHUt 1968. PP.46-48,
50-51, AND 53-56.
NR-H9-00-00001262 RF~e OBSERVATION OF EARTH RESOURCES. R.W. LAING AND O.K.
C. PARDOUE, SPACE DIVISION, HAWIKR SIELEY DYNAMICS LIMITED,
STEVENGE, HERT*ORDSHI*RE ENGLAND. IN JOURNAL OF THE
BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SCIETY, VOL. 23, NO. 5, MAY 1970.
PP.329-348. PRESENT'ED AT T'HE NATO, BRITISH INTERPLANETARY
SOCI!TY, INTERNATIONAL S$R SCHOUL ON EARTH OBSERVATION
SAT:u. ITES, CtHVRIIXR FI:, LA,.I). Jt;LN 19t9.
NR-H9-00-000-01273 CLDUD PHULX i )* l,*Rrl FROM AIRHORNE TIMN:-LAPSE PHOIUC RAPHY.
L.IS M.H. CANTIWL AND WILLIAM L. WXUUXY, UNIVERSITY OF'
MIAMI CORAL GABLES, iFIUIIDA. IN JOURNAL O1' THE SMPTE, VOL.
79, N6 . 7, JULY 1970. PP.604-606.
NR-H9-00-000-01278 QUANTITATIVE ONE-EMULSION OR ONE-TV-TUBE COLuRIMETRY OF 'IHE
EARTH. GEDRGES COURTES, CNRS, LABORAIDIRE D' ASTRONOMIE
SPATIALB, TRAVERSE DU SIPHON, LES TROIS ULCE, MARSEILLE,
FRANCE. AT BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SO I TY , INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL ON EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITES, ClVIRRIOG:E,
ENGLAND, JULY 1969. IN BRITISH INTERPLANhI'ARY SOCIETY
JOURNAL, VOL. 23, MAY 1970. PP.357-362. A70-28987.
NR-H9-00-000-01279 PATTERN RECOGNITION FROM SATELLITE ALTITUDES. EUCENE M.
DARLING, JR., NASA, ELECTRONICS- RESEARCH CE.TER, CAMIRIDGE,
MASS., AND R. DAVID JOSEPH, DU[LAS AIRCRAPT CO., ISC.,
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS
SCIEICE AND CYBERNETICS, VOL. SSC-4, NO. 1, MARCH 1968.
PP.38-47. A68-24527.
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NSR-H9-00-000-01284 THE NATURE OF INFRARED RADIATION AND WAYS TO PHOTOGRAPHY
IT. DR. G.H. SUITS, THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILU.OW HUN
LABORATORIES, ANN ARBOR, MICH. IN PHOT(GRAMEWRIC 1ENCINEER-
ING, VOL. 26, NO. 5, 1960. PP.763-772.
SR-H9-00-000-01294 COLOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN PRACTICE AND APPLICATION. P.G.
MNOIT, HINTING SURVEYS LIMITED. IN PHOTOGHRAM'TRIC RECORD,
VOL. 5, NO. 28, 1966. PP.221-239.
NR-H9-00-000-01302 INTERACTION OF INFRARED ENERGY WITH THE EARTH'S ATIOSPHERE.
W.A. HUVIS, NASA, GOODARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT,
MD. IN AIAA, EARTH OBSERVATIONS AND INIFURMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., MA"'H 1970. PAPER 70-289.
A70-22892
NR-H9-00-000-01303 IN SITU CALIBRATION OF INFRARED THERMIETrERS. R.D. BOUDREAU
DESERET TEST CENTER, FORT DOUXLAS, UTAH, AND G.A. FRANCES-
CHINI, TEXAS AqM UNIVERSITY, COLLECE STATION, TEXAS. IN
APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEB. 1970. PP.513-514.(REPRINT). A70-23536
NR-H9-00-000-01305 AN INT'EPREIN'FR'S PERSPI-.lI'I 'v ON MM4)LN AIHH(HNNE-HADAI
IMAGER\. RICHARD H. INNE., LNIVERSIT'I' OF MICHIGAN, INS'l'l-
TUTE OF SCIECE ANhD TEtlHNOLGU, WILLM RUN IAHA'I'UI IES, ANN
ARBOR, MICH. IN IXDAE.5vNT`ALS OF' HRFrYI': SE:SINr, UNIVFHSIT'S
OF MICHIGAN, ENGINEERING SIFW*R CO(iE':NcEIS, ANN ARHOH,MICH., JULY 1969. ALSO IN RECORD UOF 5TH SIMPOSIUM ON Hflt*lY'E
SENSING OF ENVIROtETNT, UNIV. OF MICH., ANN ARBOR, MICH.
1968. A69-37735.
NS-H9-00-000-01306 SOVIET BLOC GEO)PtfSICS, ASTRONUMY AND SPACE, NO. 228, MAY
13, 1970. PP.25-33. ABSTRACTS OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.
REPORT NO. JPRS 50505.
NR-H9-00-000-01310 PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FUR DIFF'RENCES IN REIF'CET-
ANCE OF HEALTHY AND DISEASE) PLANTS. CRREL TECHNICAL REPORT
EDWARD B. KNIPLING, U.S. ARMY (OLD RECIONS RESEARCH AND EIG-
INEERING LAB., HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE. CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
U.S. ARMY, WASHINGTON, D.C. AT WORKSHOP IN INFREUD O(XUR
PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE PLANT SCIENCES, WINTER HAVEN, FLA., MARCH
1970.
NR-H9-00-000-01311 A SMALL, HIGH SPEED INTERFIRCO ER FOR AIRCRAFT, BALLOON,
AND SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS. R.A. SCHINDLER, CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOCY, JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA,
CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEB. 1970.
PP.301-306. A70-23508.
NR-H9-00-000-01312 THE EFFICT OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL TOPOGRAPHY ON SUPERFICIAL
THERMAL GRADIENTS. GEXXLGICAL SURVEY BULETIN 1203-E.
ARTHUR H. LAOHEIBRUCH, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1969. AD-698 156 N70-20948.
N1-H9-00-000-01317 THE ROLE OF SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR IN EARTH RESO(RCE MONI-
TORINO. LoUIS J. UTRONA, KMS TECHNOXGCY CNKTER, SAN DIEGO,
CALIF. AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, MARCH 1970, PAPER
70-315. A70-22872.
NR-H9-,J-998-01324 THE NATIONAL ESTUARINE POLLUTION STUDY, 3 VOALUES. FEDERAL
WATER POU.TIFON CONTROL AiMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C. AND[DALAS, TEXAS. NOV. 1969. W70-04299-V.1, W70-043990V.2,
WT70-04301-V.3.
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NR-H9-00-000-01337 TARGET'TETPtRA'R.E MODELING. FINAL REPORT, IEC. 67-JUNE 69.
REPORT NO. RADC-TH-69-404. D. tBONMEIER, R. BENNEiIT, AND
R. HORVATH, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBUO, MICHIGAN.
DEC. 1969. CUNlHACT NO. F30602-68-C-0099. MICROF'ICHE COPY.
AD-704 170
NR-H9-00-000-01341 DEVELOPENr OF' INFRARED SPECTRIHMETERS IN RECENT YEARS.
I-SHAN CHENG (CHINA), EAST CHINA NURMAL UNIVERSITY. TRANS-
LATION I-ROM K'O HSEU4 I CH'I (CHINA), VOL. 4, NO. 4, 1966.
PP.145-154. MICROF'IOCH COPY. AD-698 520 N70-23328.
MR-H9-00-000-01343 A DEVICE F10 AIiU.iATIC CODING AND INPUT OF IMPAES FR(M
BLACK-AND 'WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS INTO tVM. V.A. LVOV, N.S.
IOLESHCHIK AND N.M. KAZA, USSR. TRANSLATION PLUM PER1E-
D NOI ITEHIOIESK1 I PROIZVODSTVENNYI OP'T (USSR),
M0. 19, 1967. PP.1-13. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-700 344
170-27627
NR-H9-00-000-01345 CONSIDERATIONS IN CHOOSING THE ORBIT FOR AN EARTH RESOURCES
SURVEY SATELLITE. JOSEPH OTTRWAN AND BRUCE T. BACHOFKER,
OGENERAL EELTRIC CO., SPACE SYSTEMS DIV. PHILADELPHIA, PA.AT NATO/BRITISH INTERPIANE'TARY SOCIETY, iNTERNATIONAL SUM+ER
SCHOOL ON FARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITES, CAMBRIDGE, EN*GLAND,
JULY 1969. MlCROFICHE COPY. N70-11211.
MR-H9-00-000-01348 LIMITATIONS IN OPTICAL IMAGIN0 DEVICES AT LW LICHT-LEVELS.
REPORT NO. SRDE-69010. E.A. RICHARDS, SIGNALS RESEARCH AND
DEVELU.OPME ESTA8LISHMENT, CHRIST , ENGLAND. JAN.* 1969
MICROFIlCHE OPY. AD-697 169 N70-18538.
MR-H9-00-000"01351 0 DAL4.STI DEISTVIIA RADIOLKATORA BOK(OVOGO OBZORA. (OPERA-
TIONAL RANGE OF SIDE-LOOKING RADAR ) I.M. BARANOV, USSR.
IN RADiOEINITROJKA, VOL. 12, DEC. 1969. PP.1473-1475.
MICROFIOCE COPY. A70-25139.
NR-H9-00-000-01353 LASER RADARS. TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK - LOKATORY NA
LAZERAKH, MOSCOW, PUBLISHING HOUSE OF THE MINISTRY OF
DEF.SEK) FEB. 1969, PP.1-104. V.1. PETROVSKII A)D O.A.
POZHIIDAYEV, USSR. FEB. 1970. MICROFICHE ODPY. N70-24292.
MR-H9-00-000-01359 PARTICLE SIZE SPEC'IROMTRY OF AEROSOLS 'TROIUG LIQIT SCAT-
TFIING IN A LASER BEAM. W. JACOBI, J. EICHLER, AND N.STOLTEWRFHT HAHN-EITNER INSTITUTE FMR NUCLEAR RESEARCH
IN BERLIN, lERMANY. TRANSLATION FROM TEILCENGROSSEN-
SPTRO IE VOlgN AESO DURCH LICHTSTREWNG IN E INEM
LASERSTRAHL, HAHN-IEI'I'fTNE.-INST lil'n' IIR kHKIttItsCIt:; IU:IHI.I ;,
NOV. 1967. MICHLWFICH:E L,)P. Pi-1I7 70IT Nt?-dd,694
hR-H9-00-000-01362 SPEXCILATIONS ON THE APPLICATION OF PAT13IN RECOGNITION TEICH-
NIQlS TO EARTH RSUI CE SATELLITE DATA. H.M. WATRASI.EWICZ
AFD M.P. BARTON, BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., FILTON, tEGLAN).AT NATO/BRITISH I NIERPLANETAHY SOCIE I'l I NTHRNAT iONAL SJlI*2lSCHOOL ON EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITES, CA'I RIOGE, EM;LAND,
JULY 1969: MICNOI'ICIE COPY. N70-13605
NR-H9-H-000-01377 AERIAL PHPITO INTIERPRETATION OF LAND USE HANGES IN hMADAWASKA
COUNTY, NEW BRUNSWICK 1944 TO 1961. · REPORT NO. 64/4. L.E.
PHILPOTTS, CANADA DEPT. OF ACRICULTURE, OTTAWA, ONTARIO,
CANADA. 1964.
NR-H9-EJ-998-01379 SELECTED PAPERS ON REDTE SENSING OF ENVIR(01ENT. REPRINT-
ED BY 1T AI.RICAN SOCI ETY OF PHOTIUGRAm1mTR, IN CowPERATIONWITh WILUOW RUN LABORATORIES, INSTIVIIE O( SCIENCE AND TECH-
nIMOY, THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR. JULY 1966.
MR-H9-00-000-01369 AN ANALYSIS OF AIRBORNE MICR(OAVE RADIOMETRIC DATA. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA CR-109846. RADIOvET'RIC TEHNOLOGY,
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WI-H9-GH-997-01395 IMACE TRANSFORMATIONS OF SATELLITE CLOUXD PHOTOGRAPHY. FINAL
REPORT MAY 1968-APRIL 1970. REPORT NO. AFCRL 70-0221.
ROBERT L. PETERS, SINGER-GENERAL PRECISION INC., LINK DIV.,
SUNNYVALE, CALIF. APRIL 1970 CONTRACT NO. F19628-68-C-0283
AD-707 509 N70-38369. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-01402 APPLICATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS TO PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
SOIL SURVEYS. ROBERT D. MILES, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, JOINT
HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT, LAFAYETTE, IND. IN SYMPOSIM OF
SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE RECONNAISSANCE, AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
TESTING MATERIALS, SPECIAL TECINICAL PUBLICATION NO. 122,
1951. 'PP.57-72. JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT,
ENOINEERINO. REPRINT NO. 77.
NR-iH9-00-000-01403 BROAD SPECTRLM BACKSCATIER ACOUSTIC SYSTEM. REPORT NO.
CRES-TM-133-2. J.W. ROUSE, JR., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1968. CONTRACT NOS. NAS9-7175,
AND [DAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01404 ANTENNA AND OUTPUT POIER CSIDEHATIONS PRm THE
POIPANCH'IOATIC RADAR SSI'TEM. REPORT M). CRES '1 133-1-1.
W.P. WAITE, RkIR.[E StESING LAB., KANSAS UNIIERSI'', CE:NTI'
FUOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAMHENC1E,
KANSAS. JAN. 1968. CONTRACT NO. DAAAK02-68-C-0069.
iR-H9-00-000-01405 MULTI-IMACE CLUSTERING. REPORT NO. CRES T1-133-13.
ROBERT M. HARALICK, RP.IqTE SENSING LAB., UNIVERSIT O1.
KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., 1ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1970. CONTRACT NOS. NAS9-7175, AND
DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01411 MULTIPLE IMAGE CLASSIFICATION WITH SPATIAL AND MEASLREMtENT
SPACE CLUSTERING. REPORT NO. CRES TM 133-6. ROBERT M.
HARALICK, REMOTE SENSING- LAB., UNIV'ERS.ITY OF KANSAS, CENTER
FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. OCT. 1968. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01412 A PROPOSAL FOR A STUDY OF RECTIFYING AND COINGRECING
MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGERY. REPORT NO. CRES TM 133-10. G.C.
THOCANN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE; KANSAS. NOV. 1969.
CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01413 ACOUSTIC SIMULATION OF STEREOX RADAR. REPORT NO.
CRES TM 133-8. GARY C. THOMANN AND RICHARD L. WHITEHOUSE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1969.
CXNTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01414 ACOUSTIC SIMULATION OF WIDE BANWIDTH RADAR. REPORT NO.
CRES 1M 133-7. GARY C. THOMANN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NO.
0iAK02-08-C-0089.
MR-H9-00-000-01415 IDECS SYSTEM DEVELO)PENT. REPORT NO. CRES TM 133-9.
GERRY L. KELLY AND GEORGE W. DALKE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. NOV. 1969. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089
Nh-H9-EJ-130-01416 DESCRIPTIONS AND AIRPHOFI CHARACTERISTICS OF DESERT
LANUDFRMS. CLARENCE K. DAVIS, ARCT'IC INST'ITllnE OF NORTH
AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND JAMES T. NEAL, LT., IISAF TASK
SCIENTIST, AIR FIORCE CAMHRIDE RESEARCH LABS., 1U1RHRD,
MASS. IN - PHOOCIGRA*E',HIC EbGINEERING, VOL. 29, JUL% 1963.
PP.621-631.
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NR-H9-00-000-01418 C(tMENTS ON A PAPER (ELECTRiMAGNE'TIC SCATTE'rING FROM ROU(H
FINITELY CONDICTING SURF'ACES) BY ALEX STOGHYN. A.K. "UING,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS, AND ALEX SIUGRYN, AEROET-GENERAI: CORP., EL MONTE,
CALIF. IN RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 2, NEW SERIES, NO. 12, DEC.
1967. PP.1525. ALSO (REPLY TO A.K. FRCG'S COMMENTS)
CONTRACT NOS. NSF GRANTS 6K-1153 AND 6K-875.
NR-H9-EJ-998-01426 APLICACION DE SEN.SORES REBM(TOS PARA DE'IERMINACION,
CONSERVACION Y DESARROU.O DE RESLRSOS NATRALES, SIMPOSIO,
IST, LA PLATA, ARGENTINA, OCT. 1969. VOL. 1, REPORTS, 135P.
VOL. II ILUUSTRACIONES, 125P. IN SPANISH.
H.J. RICCIARDI, EDITOR, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE LA PLATA,
ASOCIACION ARGENTINA DE CIENCIAS AEROESPACIALES, AND
COMISION NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIONES ESPACIALES, LA PLATA,
REPUBLICA ARGENTINA. VOL. I - REPORTS, 135P. VOL. 11 -
ILLUSTRACIONES, 125P. N71-14916
NR-H9-00-000-01427 METHOD OF SIGNAL SAMPLING AND DATA RECORDING FOR A
POLYPANCHRMATIC RADAR SYSTEM. REPORT NO. CRES 1M 133-1-4.
P.D.. SHAW, M.E. SHAW, AND I. DINSTEIN UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS,
CENTER FRE RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERIN6 SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT MBER
DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01429 THE RESEARCH POrENTIAL OF MANNED EARTH ORBITING SPACECRAFT
FOR MTEIXROLOY. S. FRED SINGER, U.S. DEPT. OF THE
IN1ZRIOR WASHINGTON, D.C. IN MANNED LABORATORIES IN SPACE,
INERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF AST'RONAUTICS, INTERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS, 19TH, INTERNATIONAL ORBITAL LAB.
SYMPOSIUM, 2ND, NEW YORK CITY, OCT. 1968, PROCEEDINGS-
(ASTROPHYSICS AND SPACE SCIENCE LIBRARY, VOL. 16, 1969.)
PP.33-45. A70-27744
NR-H9-00-000-01430 SLRFACE CURRENT OF A L;CALLY FLAT CXX~DYiUR AND DF:POXAIZID
BACKSCATIER. A.K. ItN AND P. BEAtN, CENTER KFR
RESEARCH, INC.. ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., UN'IVINSIT OF'
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. IN PROCEEDINGS IEEE, VOL. 55,
NO. 7, JULY 1967. PP.1235. CONDIACT NO. NSF GRANT GK-789.
NR-H9-0000-0-01434 NON-PH(OTGRAPHIC DETECTORS. DONALD S. LLWE, THE INSTITUTI
OF SCIENCE AND T1HML CY, UNIVERSIITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICH. IN FIUNDAMEN'ALS O REMOTI'E SENSING, UNIVFHSITY
OF MICHIGAN, ENGINEERIIN SULM]R COINFIRECES, ANN ARBOR,
MICH., JULY 1968. A69-37736
NR-H9-EJ-000-01435 OBSERVATIONS ON THE GEOMORPHOLGCY OF PART OF THE WASATCH
RANGE, UTAH. REPORT NO. CRES TM-133-4. REX PETERSON,
REMOIE SENSING LAB., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, INC ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
MARCH 1968. ONTI;4ACT Nas. DAAK02-68-C-0089 AND NAS 9-7175.
NR-H9-00-000-01436 A DIGITAL SYSTEM TO CON'ROL SAMPLING M4ASUREMENTS FR A
POLYPANCtRO4ATIC RADAR. REPORT NO. CRES '14-133-1-3.
ITS'HAK DINSTEIN UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCT. 1968
CONTRACT NUMBER DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01438 SYSTEM AND C(MPONENT CONSIDERATIONS IOR THE POLYPANUOiATIC
RADAR. REPORT NO. CRES IM 133-1-2. P.D. SHAW UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCT. 1968. CONTRACT NLRER
DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-H9-00-000-01439 THE USES OF WIDE IIANDWIDTH SIGNALS IN RADAR SYSTEMS - A
REVIEW. REPORT NO. CRES TM 133-12. GARY C..THOMANN,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS CENTIER FR RESEARCH, INC., ErNGINEERI NG
SCIENCE DIV., LAWIHENE, KANSAS, MARCH 1970. CONTRACT
NUMBER DAAKO2-68-C-0089.
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SEEPAGE DETECTION BY REEVEE SENSING. THOMAS R. ORY,
HRB-SINGER, INC., RADIOMETRICS LAB., STATE COLLXUE, PA.
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
WASHINGlON, D.C. IN U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULITURE, ARS-41-147,
APRIL 1969.* PP.128-133. W70-02169
SONIC HOLCLAPPH. t. FRED W. HOKU)E, (N) ADDRESS) IN
ELXECIROCICS *URLD, VOL. 83, 1N. 6, JUNE 1970. PP.32-35.
S1T'LY OF THE BARRINGER REFRAC'HOR PLATE CORRELAT1ION
SPECTRtME'TER AS A REIJ4YE SENSING INSTRUF*.T. REPORT NO.
UTIAS REPORT NO. 146. MILLAN M. MILLAN, SlTANLEY J.
TOWNSEND, AND JOHN DAVIES, BARRINKMIE. RESEARCH LTD., REXD41FE,
ONTARIO, CANADA. TORONTO UNIVERSITY, TORONTO, CANAI)A. AUG.
1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-9492. NASA-CR-11373.
UTIAS REPORT NO. 146-REV. 100 PAGES, MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY .
MATHE4ATICAL THEORY OF FILTERING PROGRAM. REPORT NO.
CRES TM 177-2. ROBERT M. HARALICK, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CiMPR FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10261.
COMMfENTS ON MICROWAVE SENSING OF SOIL MOISlTRE. TECHNICAL
MEMtRANDUI RSC-4. B. RANDALL JEAN, TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY,
R6MOTE SENSING CENTER, COUIGE STATION, TEXAS. APRIL 1970.
EVALUATION OF INFRARED EMISSION OF CLOUDS AND GROUND AS
MEASWRD BY WEATHER SATELLITES. ENVIHONrENTAL RESEARCH
PAPERS NO. 155. REPORT NO. AFCRL-65-840. CLIIFORD D.
KERN, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAB., L.G. HANSCOM
FIELD, BEDFORD, MASS. NOV. 1965.
NR-H9-EJ-130-01459 ELECI RO-OPTICAL SENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS. A.J.
MOFFAT, J.R. ROBBINS, AND A.R. BARRINGER, BARRINGER RESEARCH
LTD., REI'ALE, ONTARIO, CANADA. PRESENTrED AT AMERICAN
CHEMICAL SOCIETY MEITING, 158TH, DIV. OF' INDUSTRIAL ANDM)
ENINEERING CHEMISTRY, NEW YOHK CITY, SEPT. 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-01469 IM!AE PROCESSING - A REVIEW AND PROJECTION. J.K. HAWKINS,
ROBOT RESEARCH, LA JOLLA, CALIF. IN AUTOMATIC INTERPREtTA-
TION AND CLASSIFICATION OF' IMAGES, NATO ADVANCED STUDY
INSTITUTE, PISA-TIRRENIA, ITALY, SEPT. 1968, PROCEEDINGS.
PP.199-234. CONTRACT NO. NR-048-255. A70-28107
AD-711 700.
NH-H9-00-00-0 1470 PHOTO-ARCHAEOLOGY. CARL H. STRANDBERC, ITEK DATA ANALYSIS
CEITER, ALEXANDRIA, VA. IN PHOUTGRAMMTRIC ENGINEERING,
VOL. 33, NO. 10, OCT. 1967. PP.1152-1157.
NR-H9-00-000-01478 SIMl.TANEXL;S IDAR1 AND REI.AC'1U'.]'+N .OLhDINGS O*' IbAlH
STIRUCLU1E IN THE 'TOPOSPHENE. G.E. ALHE:II. AND J.A. IA'%E,
RADIO AND SPACE RESEARCH Si'AT'ION, DI'rX PARK, SiLt.H,
lUCKINKEAMSHIRE, ENGLAND. IN NAlulE, VOL. 222, MAW 3, 1969.
PP.464-466.
SR-H9-00-000-01487 REMTE SENSING OF THE EARTH'S SLRFFACE. GERGE WI\'HCIVKI,
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CLONXRD, MASACHUSK'II'S,
1970, 33P.
NR-H9-00-000-01489 FREDUENCY DEPENDENCE OF ULTRASONIC SCATTER FIR(M
STATISTICALLY hINON ROUCH StURACES. A.K. FtCG, AN) A.
LEOVARIS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN ENGINEtERING SCIENCE, LNIV.
OF KANSAS, LAIRENCE, KANS. IN - IEiEE-ESCON TECHN.ICAL
PAPERS, VOL. 12, PT. 1, SESSION 22/5, PP.1-4, AUG. 1968.
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NR-H9-00-000-01490 MEASURING MAN'S ENVIRONM'ET FROM THE AIR. C.N. ANDERSON, D.
H. BUNDY, H.E. ESKRIDGE, AND JE. E. HAND, EO AND G, INC.,
LAS VEGAS, NEV. IN INSTRLUENTATION IN THE AE]ROSPACE
INDUSTRY, VOL. 15 -INSTRUIENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA,
INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE INSTRUEi"TATION SYMPOSIUI, 15TH,
LAS VEXAS, NEV. MAY 1969, PROCEEDINGS PP.380-382.
A70-35476
NR-H9-EJ-114-01493 RADAR STUDIES OF 'THE EARTH. WALTER E. BROWN, JR., SPACE
SCIENCES DIV., JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF. INSTITUTE OF
TECFNLCXCY, PASADENA, CALIF. 1EE PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 57,
NO. 4, APRIL 1969, PP.612-620. ALSO IN - WESCON TECHNICAL
PAPERS 1968, PART 1, PAPER 22/1. CONTRACT NO. NAS 7-100.
1NR-i9-HH-998-01496 SPECTRAL SKYLIGHT AND SOLAR RADIANCE MEASURR4TS IN THE
CARIBBEAN - MARITIME AEROSOL AND SAHARA DUST. F.E. VOLZ,
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LAORATORIES, BEDFORD, MASS.
PART OF PAPER PRESENTED AT - OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
SPRING MEETING, WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL 1970. PUBILN. IN
JORNAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, VOL. 27, NO. 7, OCT.
1970, PP.1041-1047.
NR-H9-00-000-01497 BODENKUNDE UND KLIMATOLOGIE ALS FAKTOREN ZUR ERFASSUNG
ARCHW)LOUISCHER MERKMALE AUF LU'FTBIL DERN. (SOIL SCIENCE AND
CLIMATOILLGY AS AIDS FUR DISTINGUISHED ARCHEOLOGICAL FEATIRES
IN AERIAL PHCTOGRAPHS). ANNE-MARIE MARTIN, RHEINISCH-
WESTF'ALISCHE TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHILE, AACFEN, WEST GERMANY.
IN BILEDESSUNG UND LUFTBILDWESEN, VOL. 38, SEPT. 1, 1970,
PP.307-310. IN GERMAN. A70-41402
hR-H9-00-000-01498 IN'TERNE UND INTEGRIAI: PHI{D)IN1}EPRETAT ION. (IN'ERNAI. AND
INTEUALU PHUIlXINTl'PHFI'ATION). H. .S'M.-l1Y'-F"ALJ': NICI.,
INSTITIT' IER A.LF.ANLf'E (;FX)ASIE, R,.ANKIR1-' AM MAIN, WEST
GERMANY. IN BILDL-:SSUNG I)TD LU'HIUUL tE'N, VOL. 31, .SErF.
1, 1970, PP.313-318. IN GEfN. A70-41403
NR-H9-EJ-029-01501 AN EVALLATION OF'  lTIXLND AND COLOR AERIAL PHOUIRAPHI' I-UR
SEECITED MILITARH GEOAPHIC INTELLIGENCE IN A SU.'ROPICAL
DESERT ENVIRUONMT. REPORT NO. 54-1T. ALLIS O. LIND, U.S.
AiR4M COLD REG;IOS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERIANG LAIIUTHR,
HAUVER, NEW HA.%PSHIHE. U.S. ARMY ENGINEER T1PO).APHIC
LABaORATORIES, IUHtT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA. JAN. 1970, 122P.
AD-707 429 N70-37990 MICROFIOQ' AND HAND COPX.
NR-H9-00-000-01502 HYPERALTITUDE PIOGRAPHY AND ITS APPLICATIONS. PAUL D.
L~M, JR., GODARD SPACE FLITCF' CENTER, GI'ENI:ELT, M).,
AND TE LOU CHANG, UNESCO. IN SCIENTIFIC EP'.RIEN.TS IfOR
MNNED ORBITAL FLIGHT, GODaARD MHlIRIAL SIMPOSIUM, 3RD,
YASHINGlTN, D.C., MARCH 1965, PROCEEDINGS (AAM SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLDGY SERIES, VOL. 4) PP.153-170.
NM-H9-00-000-01503 THE NEASU1EMENT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE WITH AN IR SCANNING
IHMdER. REPORT NO. TECH. PURL. 488-0080. P.J. WALSH, AND
R.J. SPENCER, LO1KHEED ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS.
1969, 28P. A VERSION WAS PUBLISHED IN - Elt]I11O-OMf'ICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN CONFERENCE,, IST, NEW YORK CITY, SEPT. 1969,
PROCEEDINGS. PP.533-534. A70-33170
NR-H9-JH-710-01508 LIDAR. R.T.H. COLLIS, STANFORD RESEARCH iNSTITUTE MENW
PARK, CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, NO. 8, AU. 1970,
PP.1782-1788. A70-39079
NR-H9-00-000-01512 DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR INFRARED IMWGING IN THE 10-12.6
MICRON BAND FROI A SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE EARTH'SATELLITE.
P.W. SChEhKEL, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., APPLIED PHYSICS
LAB., SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND. IN JOURNAL OF THE BRITISH
INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY (JBIS), VOL. 23, NO.'2, JUNE 1970,
PP.423-440. A70-30974
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NRI-H9-0000-000-01516 AIRBORNE MILTISPECRAL SENSING AND APPLICATIONS. JCOl
IBRAITHIWAITE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
IN SPIE JO.NAL, VOL. 8, APR-MAY 1970, PP.139-144.
A70-34874
NR-H9-00-000-01518 REMYI'E HAMAN MEASLRbWIENT' O1 CONTAMINATS IN AIR. T.
HIRSCHIELOD, AND S. KLAINER, BAUC'K EI GINEEHRING INC.,
CAlBRIDGE, MASS. IN LASER APPLICATIONS IN THE GEIX)SCIENCES,
SYMPOSIUM AT 1HE DOUGLAS ADVANCED) RESERCH LAB., H'N'V'IG'NIlN
BEACH, CALIF., JULY 1969, PROCEEDINGS, PP.69-76. A70-33018
l-H9-00-000-01519 TH DETECTION OF TOXIC COaNTAMINANTS IN T'HE ATMOSPHERE USING
SINGLE EhND)ED RMI RAMAN SPECMTBO(I'RIC TECX-tINIUES.
STANLEY M. KLAINER, IU4AS HIRSCHIU.D, BLWC(K ENGINEERING,
INC., iCAMiDGE, MASS. AT CbMIRAL STATES SELCTION OF THECOMBUSTION 4NSTITUTE EETING, HOUJSTON, TEXAS, APRIL 1970,
PREPRINT, 30P. ABSTRACT IN JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETI
OF AI.RICA, VOL. 60, NO. 5, MAY 1970, PP.731.
NR-H9-QI-998-01522 ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION AND HE TERRESTRIAL SURFACE. AFCRL
SPECIAL REPORT, NO. 83. REPORT NO. AFCRL-68-057Z. J.F.CRONIN, T.P. ROONEY, R.S. WILLIAMS, JR., Er AL, AIR FORCE
CAM.RIDGE RESEARCH LAB., L.G. HANSCOM FIELD, B/D*URD, MASS.
NR-H119-00-000-01523 THE PROBLEM OF INFRARED TElEVISION-CAMERA TUBES VS. INFRARED
SCANNERS. JAES A. HALL, AEROSPACE AND ELiCTRONIC SYSTEIIS
DIV., WESTINCIHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., BALTIMORE, MD., AND
ELECTRICAL ENG. DEPT., UNIV. OF RHODE ISLAD, KINGSTON,
RHODE ISLAND. PRESENTED AT SYNPOSIUM ON ACCELERATED
EVOLUTION OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGIiNG DEVICES, OPTICAL
SOCIETY OF AMEIICA SPRING MEETING, APRIL 1970, 23P. ABST.
IN JOURNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY OF A/VICA, VOL. 60, NO.
5, MAY 1970, PP.736.
NR-H9-00-000-01526 MEASUREIMENS OF TERRAIN BACK-SCATIERINO COEFFICIENTS WITHAND AIRBORNE X-BAND RADAR. RADAR TERRAIN RE11.N STUDY
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. GERA-463. GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORP.
LITCHFIIELD PARK, ARIZONA. SEPT. 1959, 183P. CONTRACT NO.
NOAS-59-6186-C. AD-229104
NR-H9-DW-012-01530 COX4NTS ON MICROWAVE RADIOE'ITRY AS A REMOTE SENSOR FOR THE
GE)SCIENCES. TECHNICAL NMJRANUIm RSC-06. 21P. B. RANDALLJEAN, TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, REIMTE SENSING CENTER,
COULXGE STATION, TEXAS. 1970
Nl-H9-00-000-01531 REcIOTE SENSING - GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATION. J.W. ROUSE, JR.,TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, RIEI SENSING CENTER, CO(LLGE
STATION, TEXAS. PRESENTATION TO THE FORT WIORTH GEOPHYSICAL
SOCIETY, APRIL 1970, 16P. TECHNICAL WIORANDUM RSC-05.
NR-H9-00-000-01535 IMAGE ENI'VUNCI?.'NT AND FIL-M-GRAIN NOISE. DAVID C. FALLXCONEH,
STANPURD RESEARCH INSTIITITE, bti':Nt. PARK, CALIF. IN OPTICA
ACTA, VOL. 17, NO. 9, SEPTi. 1970. PP.693-705. A70-4J30Z.
NR-H9-00-000-01536 APOLLO TELEVISION CAMERAS. L.L. NIPbINll, JR., AND E.L.
SVENSSON, WESTIN-HtXSE DEIENSE AND SPACE CENTERH, HALT.TIMORE,
M. IN SMPTE. JOURNAL, VOL. 79, OCT. 1970. PP.926-930.
A70-44382
NR-H9-EJ-998-g01540 THE USEFRLNESS OF SEwUNTIAL SPACE PHO'IU RAPHY !iFOR MiNRH
RESOURCE INVENTOh'RY. REPORT NO. IAF PAPER AD-163. RO*HRT
N. COLWELL, UNIVERXSITY OF CALIFORNIA, H0.KELEY, CALIF.INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL PI-'E.ATION 19T1H (X)NGR.SS,
NEW YORK CITY, OL'T. 1968, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1. PP.139-150.
A68-44282
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NR-N9-00-000-01542 THE EFFFECT OF THE LONG-WAVE REFECTIVITY OF NATUR1AL SURFACES
ON SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASLRMNTS USING RADIOMETERS.
DIETER LORENZ, INSTITUT FUIR FELTXROLUXIE UND GECPHISIK DER
UNIVERSITAT, FRANK, RRT AM MAIN, GERMANY. IN JOURNAL OF
APPLIED MWTEM¥OLOGY, VOL. 5, AUG. 1966. PP.421-430.
NR-H9-00-000-01555 PASSIVE MICROWAVE _EASURIMENTS OF SNOW AND SOIL. TECHNICAL
REPORT, MAY-DEC. 1966. REPORT NOS. SGC 829R-5, AND TR-3.
J.M. KENNEDY, R.M. MANDL, G.A. POE, AND R'.T. SAKAMVTD,
SPACE-GENERAL CORP., .ADVANCED MICROWAVE SYSTEI4S DIV.,
GEOSCIENCES DEPT., EL MONTE, CALIF., FEB. 1967. CONTRACT
NOS. NCNR 4767(00), AND NR 387-033.
NR-H9-JH-710-01562 A C0MPARISON OF REMOTE SENSING OF THE CLEAR ATMOSPHERE BY
OPTICAL, RADIO, AND ACOUSTIC RADAR TECHNIQUES. V.E. DERR,
AND C.G. LITTLE, ESSA WAVE PROPAGATION LABORATORY, BOULDER,
CODW. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, SEPT. 1970. PP.1976-1922.
A70-40802
NR-H9-0000-0-01566 TIH TERRESTRIAL ENVIROFNMENT - SOLID-EARTH AND OCEAN PHYSICS.
REPORT NO. NASA CR-1579. MASSACHUSETTS INSTIlUTE OF
TECNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS., APRIL 1970, 153P. CONTRACT
NO. NAS 12-2180. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-26126 THRU N70-26132
NR-H9-00-000-01569 NEW EYES FOR EPIDEMIOLOGISTS - AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND OHER
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES. BARNEIT L. CLINE, DIV. OF
EPIDeMIOLOGY, SCOUL OF PUBLIC HEALT'IH, UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.,
BERKELEY, CALIF. IN AMERICAN JOURNAL OF EPIDEMIOLOGY,
VOL. 92, NO. 2, 1970. PP.85-89.
1NH-H9-EK-000-01570 AIRBORNE T1'E..NIOUES IN CLIMA'IXLUEY - OASIS EFI'IECI'S AHOVE
PRAIRIE SURFACE FtATltE:S. REPORT'I' NO. TB-19. R.M. H(ltl:S5,
DEPT. OF ENERGY, MINES AND HESUl;lCES, INLAND %WA'EHS HH"\CH,
OTTAWA, CANADA. INLAND WATERS HRANCH, DEPr. OF ENt-LGE,
MINES AND RESO.URCES, TECHNICAL HULLETIN NO. 19, CANADA,
1969, 28P. W70-06766
NW-H9-&J-000-01572 SURFACE TEMPERAT.RE VARIATIONS MEASULED FROM AN AEROPLANE
OVER SEVERAL SURFACE 'iPES. D.H. LENSHOW, AND J .A. DntIUN,
UNIV. OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN. IN JOURNAL OF
APPLIED MTEiMOLOUGY, VOL. 3, 1964.' PP.65-69.
NR-H9-00-000-01575 AUFBAU UND LEISTUNGSFAHIGKEIT NEUZEITLICHER I. JTBILDKNAEXHN(DESICFN AND PEXUOMANCE OF" MDERN AERIAL CAMERAS). HANS-
KARSTEN MEIER, CARL ZEISS, COERKOCIEN, WEST GERMANr. IN
VDI-Z, VOL. 112, NO. 16, AUG. 1970. PP.1079-1084. IN
GEIRAN. A70-41268
NR-H9-EJ-998-01576 L'OHBSERVATION DE LA TERRE DEUIS L'ESPACE. (OBSERVATION OF
THE EARTH FR(M SPACE). JEAN RENE GERMAIN. IN FORCES
AERIENNES FRANCAISES, JULY 1970. PP.49-69. IN FRENCH
A70-37387
NR-H9-HJ-998-01581 OPTICAL REMDOE SENSING OF BIORESOURCES. REPORT WO. RM-482J.
W.G. ECAN, CRULMAN AIRCRAFT ENCINEERING CORP.,
GEC-ASTROPHYSICS SECTION, BEITHPAGE, h'EW YORK, AUG. 1970,
24P. PRESENTED AT NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON HYDROBIOXQY,
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA, JUNE 1970. MICROFICHE COPY.
N70-41202
MI-H9-OH-132-01587 EARTH RESOURCE SENSORS ON AIRCRAFT, ON SPACECRAFT AND ON 'iE
CROUIND. DONALD T. LAUER, AND DON L. OLSON, LUCKHkIED
ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. IN AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES
OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS HMETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
MARCH 1970, PAPER 70-296. PP.9. A70-22887
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NH-H9-00-000-01589 EARTH RESOURCE OBSERVATIONS FROH AN ORBITING SPACECRAFT.
WILLIAM T. PXECORA, U.S. GEXXIICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
IN MANNED LABORATORIES IN SPACE, INTERNATIONAL ACADENY OF
ASROAUTIiCES, INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS, 19TH,
INITERNATIONAL ORBITAL LABORATORY SYPOSIUM, 2ND, NEW YORK
CITY, OCT. 1968, PROCEEDINGS. PP.75-87.
NR-H9-00-000-01590 OPTICAL-MECHANICAL SCANNING T]CHNIO(X'S. M.R. HOLTER, AND
W.L. WOLFE, WIULLW RUN LAORATOHIES, LUNIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
ANN ARBOR, MICH. IN PROCEEDINGS OF 1HE IRE, VOL. 47, NO. 9,
1959. PP.1546-1550.
NR-H9-00-000-01592 EXPLORATORY STUDY IN INTERPRETATION OF VERTICAL AND HIGH
OBLIQUE PHOtKYIRAPHS. REPORT NO. TECHNICAL lRESEARCH
NOTE 174. ABRAHAM H. BIRNHAUM, ARMY PEHSONNEL RESEARCH
OFFICE, SUPPORT SYSTEMS RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
JUNE 1966, 43P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-643242 N67-23127
NR-H9-00-000-01596 A MOBILE FACILITY FOR EASL;RING TME BACKSCA'ITErING AND
BRICHT'NESS TEMPERATURE OF TERRAiN AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES.
OCT. 1968. REPORT NOS. NASA CR-100644, AND REPT.-1903-6.
T.L. OLIVER, (M.S. THESIS), OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
ELECTROSCIENCE LAB., COLUMBUS, OHIO. OcT'. 1968, 90P.
CONTRACT NO. NSR-36-008-027. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-27032
NR-H9-00-000-01599 STUDIES TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF MEASURING AIRBORNE
DEBRIS IN DUST AND HOT GAS ENVIRON1ENTS USING AN INFRARED
SCANNING CAMERA.. FINAL REPORT MARCH-AUGUST 1969. REPORT
NOS. IITHI-J6172-FR, AND DASA-2400. PAUL LIE-IIMAN AND
RLIOIT RAISEN, IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTkE, CHICAGO, ILL. SEPT.
1969, 101P. CONTRACT NO. DASA-01-69-C-0097. MICROFICHE
COPY. N70-29939 AD-702 523
NR-H9-00-000-01600 THE PARACHUTE ALTITtDE WIND SENSOR. MlENDEL N. SILBERT,
NASA, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. IN NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
AEROSPACE MTETR9OLGY, 4TH, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, MAY 1970,
PREPRINTS. PP.188-196. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-30577
NR-H9-00-000-01604 TERRAIN SPECTRAL IMAGERY FROM SPACE IN VARIOUS SPECTRAL
REJIONS. K. IA KONDRATEV, V.D. STEPANENKO, AND B.V.
VINOGRADOV, LENINGRADSKII GOSUDARSTVENNYI UNIVERSITET,
LENINGRAD, USSR. IN MANNED LABORATORIES IN SPACE,
INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF ASTRONAUTICS, INTERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL CONRESS, 19TH, INTERNATIONAL ORBITAL
LABORATORY SYMPOSIUM, 2ND, NEW YORK CITY, OCT. 1968,
PROCEEDINGS (D. REIDEL PUB. CO.-ASTROPHYSICS AND SPACE
SCIENCE LIBRARY, VOL. 16, 1969). PP.46-67. A70-27745
NR-H9-00-000-01605 APPLICATIONS OF Rh1OTE SENSING IN AGRICLU'I.H.: AND FTRESTRI.
ROBERT N. LX.WE.LL, .CHOOL OF' Ft RESTHY AND CONSI-NVATI(ON,
UNIVERSITY OF' CALI.URNIA, IEIKELEY, CALIIORNIA, AN) J.R.
SHAY, DEPAR'1TET OF HOTANY AND PLANT PAIHOLUtL, PUIHUE
UNIVERSITY, WEST LAJAYE1'E, INDIANA. IN SCIENTI"IC
EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED ORBITAL FLI-fl', CUOSARD HIFNIAL
SYM4POSIUM, 3RD, WASHINGTUN, D.C., MARCH 1965, PROCEt)INGS
(AAS SCIENCE AND TEXCINOLOY SERIES, VOL. 4). PP.35-69.
NR-H9-00-000-01608 RELATIONSHIPS BE'IWEEN VERTICAL ATTENUATION AND SRAFI'ACE
HETEORCtOGICAL RANGE. REPORT NO. AFI'RL-70-0575.
b. ELTERMWAN, USAF, CAM4R IDGE RESEARCH LAHORATORIES, HEDIURHD,
MASS. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, AUC. 1970. PP.1804-1810.
A70-39082
NI-H9-00-000-01610 VERTICAL-ATTENUATION MODEL WITH EIGHT SURFACE MElTEROGX;ICAL
RANGES 2 TO 13 KILCMEq'ERS. REPORT NOS. AFCRL-70-0200, AND
ERP-318. LOUIS ELTERMAN, AIR FURCE CAMBiRIDGE RESEARCH
LABS., BED'ORD, MASS. MARCH 1970, 67P. N70-37731
AD-707488. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
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NR-H9-00-000-01615 NEW TECHNIQUES FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING OF THERMAL DATA.
DEDAILUS ENTERPRISES INC., ANN ARBOR, MICH. N.D., 4P.
IR-H9-00-000-01620 REGIONAL SLOPES WITH NON-STEREO RADAR. REPORT NO.
CRES REPRINT 133-3. GEORGE W. DALKE, UNIV. OF KANSAS,
CENTER FR RESEARCH INC., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AND ROGER M.
MCOOY UNIV OF KEtIUCKY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. IN
iRiibURAX.t"iRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 35, NO. 5, MAY 1969.
PP.446-452. CONTRACT NOS. NSR 17-004-003, AND
NASA GRANT NSG 298.
NR-H9-00-000-01623 PHYSICAL STIDIES OF NATURE BY THERMAL MAPPING. E.
"ACGEI.JND, B. KLIMAN, L. SELLIN, RESEARCH INSTITITE OF
NATIONAL DEFENSE, STOCKHO4X , SWEDEN, AND H. SVENSSON,
U1ND UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY, LUND, SWEDEN.
IN EARTH-SCIENCE REVIEWS, VOL. 6, NO. 3, JUNE 1970.
PP.169-180. W70-09540
NR-H9-EJ-030-01627 ATM)SPHERIC LIMITATIONS ON THE FIELD OF VIEW IN tULTIBAND
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. OSC-TR-60. WILLIAM J.
CUNEO, JR., (ADAPTATION OF M.S. THESIS), OPTICAL SCIENCES
CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA. OCT. 1970,
40P. OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER TECHNICAL REPORT 60.
NR-H9-00-000-01629 OBSERVATION LIMITS OF ULW POWIER SPACEHORNE SIDE-U.XKING
RADAR FOR EART'H RESOUiHCES APPLICATIONS. TECHNICAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. RAE-TR-70015, AND 1'C-BR-18486. S.L. ENTRES,
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, F'ARNHUROLH, HANTS, ENGLAND.
JAN 1970, 18P. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-705 971
N70-37285. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
MR-H9-00-000-01633 LOOSE ROCK CAN BE DETECTED BY INFRARED DEVICES. ROB*RT H.
MERRILL, AND RAYMOND M. STATEIAM, DENVER MINING RESEARCH
CENTER, U.S. BUREAU OF MINES, DENVER, COLO. IN MINING
EGINEERING, VOL. 22, NO. 11, NOV. 1970. PP.59-62.
R-1H9-00-000-01634 OPTIIMU METHODS FOR USING INFRARED-SENSITIVE COLOR FILMS.NORMAN L. FRITZ, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N.Y.
IN PHlOTORAMMWTRIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 33, NO. 10, OCT. 1967.
PP.1128-1138.
IR-H9-00-000-01638 MONITORING WATER POLLUTION BY MEANS OF REMOFE SENSINC
TECHNIQUES. JAIMES P. SC-ERZ, DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADI'"N, WISCONSIN. ASCE NATIONAL
WATER RESOURCES ME'E'ING, PHOEiA, ARIZONA, JAN. 1971, PAPER,
27P.
NR-H9-00-000-01641 REMOTE SENSING WITH ORBITING GRAVITY GRADIOMETERS. REPORT
NO. RR-432. ROBERT L. FURWARD, EXPLORATORY STUDIES DEPT.,
HIQIES AIRCRAFT CO., IIXHES RESEARCH LABORATORIES, MALIBIU,
CALIF. DEC. 1970, 23P. SUeITrED TO - IEEE TRANSACTIONSON GEOSCIENCE ELECTiONICS, SPECIAL ISSUE ON REMOTE SENSING
OF T1H ENVIROtMENT, JULY 1971.
NR-H9-00-000-01642 USE OF SPECTROPHCTOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OBJECTS FORAUTIMATING AERIAL PHOTOINTERPRErATION. K. YE. M41E51SO,
LABORATORY OF AERIAL EThODS, USSR. IN GEODESY AND
AERDPtOTOGkAPtY, NO. 2, 1969. PP.106-107.
NR-H9-00-000-01649 AIRCRAFT, SPACECRAFT, SATELLITE AND RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF
HURRICANE GLADYS, 1968. REPORT NO. SMRP-RP-83. R. CECIL(METRY, ROBERT C. SHEETS, NATIONAL HURRICANE RESEARCH
LABORATURY, CORAL GALLES, F'LA., AND ThTSUYA T. FUJITA,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, SATELLITE AND MESME¥TEOROLOGY
R{SEARCH PROJECT, CHICAGO, ILL. MAY 1970, 29P. IN JOURNAL
OF APPLIED METEXROLOGY, VOL. 9, NO. 6, DEC. 1970.
PP.837-850. CONTRACT NOS. ESSA-E22-69-70, AND
ESSA-E22-41-69. PB-194758
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NR-H9-00-000-01651 TERRAIN BACKSCA1'TTER MF:ASLN.ENTS AT 40 TO 90 GHZ. REPORT
1-JR 1968-69. REPORT NOS. 'IR-0066(5i16-41)-I, AND
SAMSO-'R-70-220. HO'AHD) E. KING, AND CIRLJ:S J. 'AMIT'ES,
LABORATORY OPIARATIONS, A'ROSPACE CORP., EL SEGUNLX, CALIF.
JULNE 1970, 36P. 'IN IEEE ITANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGCATION, VOL.. AP-1o, NO. 6, NOV. 1970. PP.76,0-7m4.
CONTRACT NO. F04701-69-C-0066. MICROFICHE OF REPORT, HARD
COPY OF JOURNAL ARTICLE. AD-708463 N70-40817
NR-H9-EJ-998-01653 GEOXULGY AND HYDROLOGY OF' SLECUTED PLAAS IN WESTERN UNITED
STATES. FINAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT, PART 2, JAN. 63-JUNE 67.
REPORT NO. AJICRL-69-0214. WARD S. NVT'S, DAVID CARPENTl'ER,
CHARLES G. GROAT, DAVID MATZ, AND RO*'1RT F. WAUIER, DEPT. OF
GEXIlXY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSTIT'S, AMHERST, MASS. MAY
1969, 298P. CONTRACT NO. AFL19(628)-2486. MICROF'ICHE AND
HARD COPY.* AD-709 683
NR-H9-PH-998-01656 APPLICATIONS OF AIRBORNE REMOTE SENSING TECIfOXGY. RALPH
W. KIEFER, AND JAMES P. SCHERZ, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
DEPT. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, MADISON, WIS. IN ASCE
PROCEE'DINGS, JOURNAL OF THE SURVEYtING AND MAPPING DIVISION,
VOL. 96, NO. SU 1, APRIL 1970, PAPER 7225. PP.57-80.
W70-07649
NR-H9-00-000-01657 SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC DUST BY LASER AND
BALLOON SOUNDING TECHNIQUES. FINAL REPORT, NOV. 68-JUNE 70.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111798. JAMES M. ROSEN, UNIVERSITY OF
WYOMING, LARAMIE; WYOMING. JULY 1970, 99P. CONTRACT NO.
GRANT NGR-51-001-019. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-10042
NR-H9-00-000-01658 ThE SOLAR CONSTANT AND THE SOLAR SPECTRUM MEASURED FRLM
A RESEARCH AIRCRAF'T. REPORT NOS. G-991, AND NASA-TR-R-351.
MATTHEW P. THEKAEXARA, NASA, GODD4RD SPACEFLIGHT CENTER,
GREENBELT, MARYLAND. OCT. 1970, 92P. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY. N70-42638
NR-H9-CH-998-01661 REMOTE SENSING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. IN CHALLENGE
(GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY), VOL. 9, NO. 4, WINTER 1970.
PP.26-29.
NR-H9-00-000-01670 SPECTIRPHOITEiTRY OF THE EARTH FROM MANN'ED SPACECRAFTS.
(FRM THE DATA OF SOYUZ 7 AND SOYUZ 9). K. IA.
KONDRATEV, A.A. BUZNIKOV, L.I. CHAPURSKII, V.V. GORBATKO,
ET AL., AKADEMIYA NAUK URSR, KIEV. INTERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTrICAL FEDERATION, INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL
COMhS. 1S , I KONSTANZ, %''AN l' (:lS.t't.\\, (t'. 19l70, PAPEH.
1SP. MICHOhICHE COPN. A70-4 Ih b N71-lilb9
NR-H9-00-000-01673 RADIOMETER CALIRATi'N. .H G. COX.ll.NS, NDl) H.A.H. RAHIlH,
COMMON.IEALTH SC I I F IC AND I NX 'T'H I At. RFSEACH
ORGANIZATION, DIV. O. Sb'l:'RX)I(XJt;ICAI. PHNSICS, ASPENI>\tl:,
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. INM'TERNATIONAt. OIAJ ENtFNh .'OCIEI'Y,
CONFERENCE, MEtLULRNE, AUSTRALIA, MARCH 1970. PHEPINlh' OF'
PAPER NO. 3/6. BP. A70-31806
NR-H9-JH-710-01676 BOIE3( ETt)EROLDGICAL DATA. REPORT NO. WtOI REF hO. 70-34.
ANDREW F. H:UNKE, WOWO HOLE OCEANOURAPHIC I.NSTITll'ION;
)ODS HOLE, MASS. AUG. 1970, 30P. COUlTRACT' hO.
(RANT NSF GA-1700. MICROFICHE COPY. N70-41551 N70-41153
NR-H9-FJ-996-01681 AN ALGORITH1 FOR GRIDDING SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NOS. DGS-135, AND USGS-TD-70-004. LEE U.
BENDER, DEPT. OF GBCOOTIC SCIENCE, OHIO STATE UNIV S IT',
COLULBUS, OHIO. APRIL 1970, 165P. CONTRACT NO.
DI-14-08-0001-11996. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
N71-10888 PB-193314
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N.-H9-00-000-01685 MIXING HEIGHT DETERMINATIONS BY MEANS OF AN INSTRHELNTED
AIRCRAFT. REPORT NO. APTD-0572. R.O. MCCALDIN, AND R.S.
SHOLTES, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA. JUNE
1970, 31P. CONTRACT NO. PHS-CPA-22-69-76. PB-193419
N71-10895
NR-H9-00-000-01686 SOVIET-BLC RESEARCH IN GEOPHYSICS, ASTRONOMY AND SPACE,
NO. 229. TRANSL. FROM VARIOUS RUSSIAN PUBLICATIONS.
REPORT NO. JPRS-50591.. JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1970. PP.12-13, 25, 42-43, 46, 57-58,
60-61. N70-33501
NR-H9-00-000-01687 THE SATELLITE APPLICATIONS SECTION OF THE NATIONAL
HURRICANE CENTER. REPORT NOS. COM-71-00005, AND
ESSA-WBT!M-SR-51. R.H. SIMPSON, AND D.C. GABY, WEATHER
aUREAU, SOUTHERN REGIOfNAL HEADUARTERS, FORT WORTH, TEXAS.
SEPT. 1970, 15P.
NR-H9-00-000-01702 DUAL SWEPT RADIOMETER FOR THE ATS-5 SATELLITE. n. CHOT,
R. WATfERSON, SANDERS ASSOCIATES, INC., PLAINVIEW, N.Y.,
AND) R.G. STONE, NASA, WASHINSGTO, D.C. IN NTC 70, IEEE,
NATIONAL TELEM!ERINO CONFERENCE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.,
APRIL 1970, PROCEEDINGS. PP.125-131. A71-10985
NR-H9-EJ-998-01712 DEiaL DPM'NT OF MARK I RADI(WO'IHIC 'hERmiASONDE AND SIMILATI(O
AND WEXPiIMENTAL STUDIES IFR PASSIVELY PROHING l'ITPtHA'IlHE
STRUCTURE WITHIN 'IHE FIRST MILE OF' THE AIFUSPHIRE. F'INAL
REPORT, APRIL 1968-SEPT. 1969. REPORT NO. SRHC-CR-70-6.
W.D. MOUNT, A.C. ANWAY, C.V. WICK, C.M. MALIY, AND R. WILT,
SPERRY RAND RESEARCH CEI'ER, SUDiURY, MASS. 1969, liSP.
CONTRACT NO. PH-22-68-22. PB-192333 N71-14730
NR-H9-00-000-01713 THREE RADIOCETRIC DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIOUES FUR MEASURING
AIR TEMPERATURE PROFILES. FINAL REPORT, JUNE 69-OCT. 70.
REPORT NO. SRRC-CR-70-27. W.D. MU'NT, H.R. FOt, C.V. WICK,
AND C.M. MAIDY SPERRY RAND RESEARCH CENTER, SUDBURY, MA:SS.
N.D., 112P. CO6 iRACT NO. CPA 22-69-116
NR-H9-F'H-179-01723 THE CONTINUATION OF THE STUDY OF THE DETECTION OF MACNETIC
ANOMALIES BY IWANS OF THE PERITURBATIONS IN THE NATURAL
GE14WINETIC FIELD. FINAL REPORT, SEPT. 68-AUG.' 70.
H.W. SMITH, F.X. BOSTICK, JR., AND B.C. FI.MER, UNIVERSITY
OF TEXAS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB., AUSTIN,
TEXAS. AUG. 1970, 17P. CONTRACT NO. NONR-375(14).
MICROFICHIE COPY. AD-712131 N71-13030
NR-H9-00-000-01725 THE MICROWAVE RADIOME'ER AS A REMOTE SENSING INSTRUMENT.
REPORT NOS. TR-1903-8, AND NASA-CR-99102. W.H. PEAKE,
ELECTROSCIENCE LABORATORY, OH110 STATE UNIVE'RSITY, COLUMBUS,
110. JAN. 1969, 48P. CONTRACT NO. NSR-36-008-027.
N69-15769
MN-H9-00-000-01726 INVESTIGATION OF INFRARED EMISSION SPECIRUM OF THE
ATMOSPHERE AND EARTH. ROCKET-BORNE RADIC4'*TEkRS FR
MEASUREMENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC INFRARED RADIATION.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. SCIENTIFIC 1, AND AF*CRL-70-0376.
W. BANGERT, H.J. BOLAE, P. URKERT, AND D. RABUS, MUNICH
UNIVERSITY, METWXRULU;ISCHES INSTITUT, MUNICH, WEST GERMANY.
MARCH 1970, 26P. CONTRACT NO. F61052-68-C-0026. MICIROFICHE
COPY. AD-713219 N71-14974
NR-H9-00-000-01728 NEW INFRARED DETECTORS. E.H. PUTLEY, ROYAL RADAR
ESTABLISMENT, GREAT MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE, ENCLAND.
IN ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 14 (NEW YORK, ACADEMIC
PRESS, 1970). PP.129-163. A70-29656
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NR-H9-00-000-01732 AN ADAPTIVE LIMNUISTIC MODEL 1IR PATT'ERN HEPRISEkNTATION
AND RECOGNITION. DIRECT PROtXICTS OF' HREATIONAL SIST'FINS.
NOTES ON A C4MBINATIONAL S'HRAl''F I-UH ENL!MIRAT'ION PROHLI'LS.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. AI-`sR-70-Z9271TR. DAVID
-ROTHIENBR,, AND ERIK ELLUENI.K, I NXACT IVE INFE]RENCE, INC.,
NEW YORK. JAN. 1971, 249P. CONTACT' NO. F44620-70-C-0060.
MICROFICIHE COPY. AD-716656
NR-H9-00-000-01734 THE USE OF' CO AND CO2 LASERS TO DETELT POLLUTANTS IN THE
ATMUSPHERE. REPORT MJ. AlNSR-70-2921TR. ROBE;RT T. MENZIES,
CALIFIRNIA INSTITUTE OFI T OLOY, DIV. OF ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED SCIENCE, PASADENA, CALIF. DEC. 1970, 30P.
CONTRACT NO. GRANT AF-AFUSR-1492-68. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-717171
MW-H9-F'J-996-01735 UNIQUE DESIGN OF THE RS-14 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING SYSTEM.
ELEC'RO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN (NI'FiRENCE TECHNICAL PAPRM.
DON M. MOHR, JR., TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., DALLAS, TEXAS.
N.D. 48P.
NR-H9-00-000-01736 SOVIET AND BULGARIAN PHu0CRA4mwTRIC TECHNIOUES. REPORT NO.
JPRS-51920. N.M. FILCHAGIN, P. ZAFIROV, AND V.B.
DUBINOVSKII, AND A.A. CHUPIN, JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH
SERVICE, WASHINMtGN, D.C. DEC. 1970, 25P. TRANSL. FRUM'
CEXIEZIYA I KARTOGRAFIYA (USSR), VOL. 14, NO. 6, PP.38-46,
NO. 8, PP.44-47, NO. 10, PP.61-63, 1969.
NR-H9-00-000-01742 RECMOTE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY AS A POLLUTION RADAR. T.
HIRSCHFELD, AND.S. KLAINER, BLOCK ENGINEERING, INC.,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. IN OPTICAL SPEITRA, VOL. 4, NO. 7,
JU.LY/AUL. 1970. PP.63-66.
NR-H9-FH-998-01743 PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS OF NASA'S EARTH OBSERVATIONS
PROiRAM. ALSO PUBLIC HEALTH OBSERVATIONS. CHARLES E.
RULLER, CHARLES M. BARNES, NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER,
PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS, AND HAROLD G.
JONES, TH BOEING CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. PRESENTED AT
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, 98TH ANNUAL MEETING,
OCT. 1970, 18P.
NR-H9-EJ-130-01744 ABSOU(JE CALIBRATION OF A LASER SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERIC
PROBING. P.F. HALL, JR., DUGlAS ADVANCED RESEARCH LABS.,
IHUNTINGTCN BEACH, CALIF., AND H.Y. AGENO, MISSOURI UNIV.,
ROULLA, MO. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, AUG. 1970.
PP.1820-1824. A71-10874
NR-H9-GJ-998-01751 ANALYSIS OF' MULTI-SENSOR DATA, 1i SEP'TI'lHI.R-II DE.Cl-l,-R
1968. REPORT NOS. OEPR-3311, AND NASA-CR-1 16425. EIAIUHD
T. HUFFMAN, CHARLES A. AY', AND RICHARD) F. PA.SCI.CCI,
RAYTHEON CO., ALEXANDRIA, VA. DEC. 1968, 57P. (.NThC'I NO.
DI-14-08-0001-11505. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-17870
NR-H9-00-000-01756 A PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE KR IM E ENHA~NCiENT - PSIO(XX)U)R
THREE-SEPARATION PROCESS. REPORT NO. R-596-PR. R.H.
STRATTON, AND J.J. SHEPPARD, JR., RAND CORP., SANTA IH{ICA,
CALIFORNIA. OCT. 1970, 52P. CONTRACT NO. F44620-67-C-0045.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-717143
NR-H9-EJ-000-01757 ATMDOSPHERIC OPTICAL MEASUREN*TS IN CFN'IRAL COLORADO IN
CONNECTION WITH LONG RANGE OBLIQUE PHUTUGRAPH). A.R.
BOILEAU, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY, VISIBILITY
LAB., LA JOUA, CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 7, NO. 3,
MARCH 1968. PP.407-414. A68-23354
NR-H9-00-000-01764 RS-14 TI MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SYSTEM. TEXAS INSTRLMtENS
INC., DALLAS, TEXAS. N.D. 6-PAGE FOLDER.
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NR-H9-00-000-01769 RS-310 AIRBORNE INFRARED MAPPING SYSTEM. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INC., DALLAS, TEXAS. N.D. 6-PAGE FOLDER.
NR-H9-00-000-01771 INFRARED SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. REPORT NO.
SP14-GP68. TEXAS INSTRLUMENTS INC., GOVERNMENT PRODUC'S
DIV., DALLAS, TEXAS. MAY 1968, 2ND PRINTING OCT. 1968, 39P.
NR-H9-DU-998-01774 REM0TE SENSING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGRICULTURE AND
FORESTRY. COMMITTEE ON REMOTE SENSING FOR AGRICLLTURAL
PURPOSES, AGRICLTUiRAL BOARD, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 437P. AVAILABLE - NATIONAL
ACAIEMY OF SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D.C. $12.95.
NR-H9-00-000-01778 THE BLOCK ENGINEERING, INC. PULSED UV LASER RAMAN
.SPECIRETER. BLOCK ENGINEERING, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
RECEIVED APRIL 1971, 7P.
NR-H9-00-000-01780 APPLICATIONS OF OPTICAL PARAMETRIC UPCONVERSION TO IR
VIa'WING SYSTEMS. REPORT NO. NRL-7154. R.A. ANDREWS, U.S.
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT. 1970, 12P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-715339 N71-17847
NR-H9-00-000-01782 TERRAIN SCAqWERING PROPERTIES IXOR SENSOR SYST'IM DESIGN.
TERRAIN HANDBOOK II. R.L. COSGRII'F, W.H. PtEAE', ~AND F.C.
TA1LOR, ANTENNA LABORATORY, E"NGINkEEtRING EXPER IIEN 'l SATION,
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COAUMHUS, OHIO. MA* 1960, 124P.
53.00. ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION (OHIO) BULULE'IN 181.
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY STUDIES - ENGINEERING SERIES, V.29,
NO. 3.
NR-H9-00-000-01783 ADVANCES IN DYNAMIC GRAVIMETRY, PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIMPOSILM
ON DYNAMIC GRAVIMETRY, IURT WORTH, TEXAS, MARCH 1970.
WILlUR T. KATITNER, EDITOR (GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP., U-RT
WORTH, TEXAS). PUBLISHED BY - INSTRLU4ENT SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, PITTSBURCH, PA. 1970, 178P. $10.00. A70-43656
MR4-H9-CU-998-01784 REOTEI SENSING IN ECOLOGY. SYMPOSIUM, MADISON, WISCONSIN,
JUNE 1968, PROCEEDINGS. PHILIP L. JOHNSON, EDITOR,UNIVERSITY OF GEORCIA PRESS, ATHENS, GA. 1969, 252P.
58.00.
NR-H9-00-000-01787 ASPECTS ECONOMI0UES DE LA PHOTO-INTERPRETATION. JACQXWES
J.O. PALGEN, UNIVERSITE LAVAL, QUEBEC, CANADA.
IN AIR PHOITOINTERPRETATION IN THE DENELOPiENT OF CANADA,
2ND SEMINAR, OTTAWA, MARCH 1967, PROCEEDINGS. PP.206-212.
NR-H9-00-000-01789 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION. D.R. UJEDER,
MCGRAW-HILL, NEW YORK, N.Y., 1959, 478P. $24.95.
IR-H9-00-000-01790 A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF LASERS WITH PHOIROGRAPHY FOR
FINDING TACTICAL TARGETS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
AMRL-TR-69-115. HERSCHEL C. SELF, AEROSPACE MEDICAL
RESEARCH LAB., WRIGCTf-PATTfERSON AFB, OHIO. WILLIAM S.
MYERS, UNKER-RAMO CORP., CANOGA PARK, CALIF. BUhKER-RAMO
CORP., DEFENSE SYSTEMS DIV., CANOGA PARK, CALIF. JAN. 1970,34P. CONTRACT NO. F33615-68-C-1593. MICROFICHE COPY.
AD-705652
NR-N9-00-000-01795 BRAZILIAN PROGRAM FOR REMOTE SENSING OF EARTH RESOURCES -
PROJECT SERE. REPORT NO. LAFE-152. J. BOTELHO MACHADO,
CONSELHO NACIONAL DE PESQUISAS, COMISSAO NACIONAL DE
ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS, ESTADO DE SAO
PAULO, BRAZIL. REPORT TO - INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON EARTH
RESORCES SURVEY SYSTE4S, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, MAY 1971,
15P.
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NR-H9--J-000-01810 MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE SENSING SWDO ('F IND:S'rRIAI. DiSCHARGES.
C.T. WEZiERM, AND F.C. P(WtiN, UNI¥VFHSIT' OF bMICHIGUAN,
PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTI'ON bSEVICFE, ANN AHH}ti, MICHIGAN.
MAY 1970, 28P. PRESENTrED AT PUIiXE IMNASTRIAL %ASTE
CONFI'ENCE, 25T' ANNUAL, LAF'AYET1'E, INDIANA, MAI 1970.
NR-H9-00-000-01819 A GUIDE TO THE INTERPRETATION AND ANALSIS OIF AERIAL PHOTOS.
KIRK N. STONE. IN ANNALS OF 1HE ASSOCIATION OF AI*R ICAN
GECGRAPHERS, VOL. 54, SEPT. 1964. PP.318-328.
NR-H9-00-000-01824 DIE A NENDUNG GROSSMASSSTABLICHER LU'BILDER ZUR
GRUNLANDBONITIERUL( UNTER BESONDERER BERLCKSICHTIIGU DES
SOWJETISCHEN SPEKTROZONALF'ILMS. (1HE USE OF LARGE-SCALE
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE IMPROVE1iET OF CGRASSLAND SITES,
WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO SOVIET' SPETIROZONAL FILMS).
ARTUR REINHOLD UND FRITZ ASMUS. IN ZEITSCl-IRFT I'LER
LANDESKULTURE (BERLIN), SD. 9, HE;FT 1, 1968, S. 3-25. INGERMAN .
N-H9-00-000-01830 ZUR BEDEXIUNC DER LUFIPHOTOGRAPHIE FUR STICHPRO1ENVERF'AIWE'.
(THE IMPORTANCE OF' AERIAL PHITOGRAPHY SAMPLING TESTS).
B. RHODY. IN SCHWEIZERISCHE ZEITSCH-RIT FUR DAS
FIRSTWESSEN, VOL. 119, NO. 10, OCT. 1968. PP.739-744.
IN GERMAN, SUMMARY IN FRENCH.
NR-H9-OJ-998-01831 DETROIT - A SPACE-AGE VIEW FRCI 12 MILES UP. IN THE
DETROIT NEWS, MUN. APRIL 19, 1971, P.1, 19A, 16C.
NR-H9-00-000-01832 ESTUDIO DE LA COMPOSICION DEL TERRENO MEDIANTE EL USO DE
SENSORES RHEIDTOS. (STUDY OF LAND COMPOSITION BY NMANS OF
RBMOTE SENSORS.) MARCO ANTONIO MACHADO GAMA (THESIS),
UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE EXICO, FACULTAD DE
CIENCIAS, MEEXICO, D.F. 1971, 74P.
NR-H9-00-000-01833 PHOTORAMMETRY AND PHOTO-INTERPRETATION. WITH A SEETION ON
APPLICATIONS TO FORESTRY. SECOND EDITION OF AERIAL
PIVPOCRAPHS IN FURESTRY. STEPHEN H. SPURR, UNIV. OF
MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. RONALD PRESS CO., N.Y.
1960, 478P. $12.00.
NR-H9-00-000-01834 USE OF EARTH SATELLITES FOR THE STUDY OF NATURAL RESOURCES.(USO DEI SATELLITI TERRESTRI PER LO STUDIO DELLE RISORSE
NATURALI). ROBERTO STEIFTENSEN, N.R.C. SENIOR RESIDENT
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. TRANSLATION OF' ITALIAN MANUSCRIPT
PRE:SENTED AT - XV CONVFlXNO NAZIO()Nh.: S. I .. E.T'., PAL.jAi)O,
SEPT. 1970, AND) HREPHRIN' OF' I'l'All\AN P-PI-.I PPtBI.IISIlI) IN -
iELrI.,'11O DEt:I.IA S I. FF:.T, (SOUI. X,'A ITAL.I A.\A I)l
IUflnGHAtW.l:I'IA I. 'I(X;HF\F'HIA) 4O. , I*:C. 1970.
NR-H9-00-000-01842 EFFEC1TS OF RE:LkX;TION PROPERTIIES OF' N.TRAl. SUiHRFACES IN
AERIAL REXX)hNAISSANCE, KINSELL L. (XXtSON, LblIV. OF CALIF.,
DEPT. OF AGR. ENGINEERNliM, DAVIS, CALIF. IN APPLIED OPTICS,
VOL. 5, NO. 6, JUNE 1966. PP.905-917.
NR-H9-00-000-01850 SCANNING SYSTEMS FOR TH1RMAL VIFE'*RS; E. YA.
KARIZ-ENSKII, AND M.M. MIROSHNIKOV, ADDRESS LUNKNOWN.
LUCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUNN¥VALE, CALIF. T1ANSL.
OP - OPTIKO-M4XHANICHESKAYA PROMNISHLENNST (SSSR), VOL. 37,
NO. 9, 1970. PP.39-42. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-719854
NR-H9-00-000-01851 ON A COMPUTATION OF THE ENERGETIC RESPONSE OF INFRARED
SCANNING APPARATUS. N.F. SOdXOLEVA, ADDRESS UNKNWhN.
LCCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 1971,
3P. TRANSL. OF - OPTIKO-MEh0HANICHESKAYA PR(MYSHLENNOST
(SSSR), VOL. 37, NO. 19, 1970. PP.9-11. MICROFICHIE COPY.
AD-719847
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NR-H9-00-000-01852 OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCANNING SYSTEMS OF THERMAL
VIEWERS. N.I. KULIKOVSKAYA, L.A. GALPERN, AND V.M.
KURYSHEVA, ADDRESS UNKNOWN. LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE
CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 1971, 5P. TRANSL OF - OPTIKO-
MEKHANICHESKAYA PROMYSHLENNOST (SSSR), VOL. 37, NO. 10,
1970. PP.21-23. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-719852
NR-H9-00-000-01853 INFLUENCE OF SECONDARY RADIATION FUIXES ON THE OPERATION OF
AN INFRARED RADIOlcETR. M.M. MIROSHNIKOV, AND G.M.
OVCHARENKO, ADDRESS UNKNOWN. LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE
COD., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 1971, 5P. TRANSL. OF - OPTIKO-
MEKHANICHESKAYA PROI'YSHLENNOST (SSSR), VOL. 37, NO. 10,
1970. PP.3-6. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-719846
NR-H9-00-000-01857 GLOBAL PHOTOGCRAPHY OF THE EARTH AND POSSIBILITIES FOR
INTERPRETING ITS DATA. REPORT NO. FID-HT-23-505-70.
B.V. VINOGRADOV, AND K. YA. KONDRATEV, ADDRESS UNKNOWN.
FOREIGN TECHNOLXDY DIV., WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
NOV. 1970, 22P. TRANSL. OF - IAF CONGRESS, 20TH, MAR DEL
PLATE, ARGENTINA, OCT. 1969, PAPERS. PP.1-22. MICROFICHE
COPY. AD-719781
NR-Hg9-W-998-01665 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY LITERATURE PACKET. REPORT NO.
KODAK LITERATURE PACKET U-914. EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHESTER
N.Y., REPRINTS, AND FILM4 DATA RELEASES (21 PAPERS) DATES
VARY. S1.
NR-H9-00-000-01867 CANADA'S APPROACH X) HRIi-.'E SENSING. L.W. N}RLJ:, PROGXFbM
PLANNING OFFICE iUH Ht:E.HCE SATELLI'TES AND RHI'UIi'E AIRHOHNE
SENSING, DEPT. OF ENEIHG, MINES AND RESO.URCES, OVI'IAWA,
CANADA. PRESENlIED AT THE UNITED NATIONS/NASA WORKSHOP, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN, MAY 1971, 18P.
INR-H9-DJ-211-01880 APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING TEC>HNOLGY TO THE STUDY OF
COASTAL ZONES. JOHN E. EST1IS, UNIV. OF CALIF., DETI'. OF
CECGRAPHY, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 1967, 15P.
NR-H9-00-000-01882 PHOIOINTERPRETATION AND ITS USES. A NON-TECHNICAL REVIEW.
REPORT NO. KODAK PAMPHLET NO. M-42. EASTMAN KODAK COMPANc',
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 1969, 12P. $1.
MNR-H9-00-000-01883 APPLIED INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. KODAK PUBLICATION
NO. M-28, EASTMAN KODAK CWOPANY, ROCHESTER, NEW ]ORK. 1970,
92P. $2
NR-H9-00-000-01885 AIR SURVEY METHODS. THEIR APPLICATION TO PHYSICAL PLANNING.
M.G. BURRY, IN - TOWN PLANNING REVIEW, VOL. 38, 1967,
PACE 135-151.
M1-H9-00-000-01886 ESTIMATING LAND-CLEARING COSTS USING AERIAL PHOTOCRAPHY.
LEONARD A. LESCHACK, DEELOP11ENT AND RESOURCES THANSPORTA-.
TION CO., SILVER SPRING, MD, AND ROBERT G. BROWN, ROBFRT G.
BROWN AND ASSOCIATES, LEE, MASS. IN-CIVIL ENCINEERING, FEB.
1969, 4 PAGES.
NR-H9-00-000-01887 PHOROGR AtETRY. SECOND EDITION. FRANCIS H. MOFFITI,
PROF. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, UNIV. OF CALIF. INTERNATIONAL
I'EXTBXK CO., SCRANTDN, PENN. 1967, 551P., S10.
NR-H9-00-000-01889 ISPOLZOVANIE SPEKTROF0UFT09RICHESKIKH KHARAKTERISTIK
OBEKTUV DLIA AVIU`tATIZATSII DESHIFRIROVANIIA AEROSNIMKOV.
(USE OF SPEKTROPHOTUMERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OBJECTS FUR
AUTIMATION OF AERIAL PHOTO INTERPRETATION). K.E. MELESHKO,
(USSR) IN- GEODEZIIA I AEROFOTISEK(A, NO. 2, 1969, P.69-72.
IN RUSSIAN. MICROFICHE COPY A70-33227
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NR-H9-00-000-01890 EFFECTS OF' THE ATMOSPHERE ON PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSING
IN THE 20 TO 100 CHZ RLEGION. REPORT NO. AIAA PAPER 70-198
W.H. CONWAY, AND G.A. LAROCCA, MICROWAVE SENSOR SYSTEMS,
DOWNEY, CALIF. AIAA, AEROSPACE SCIENCES MEETING, 68T, N.Y.,
N.Y., JAN. 1970, PAPER 70-198, 6P. IN- JOUIRNAL OF SPACE-
CRAFT AND ROCKETS, VOL. 7, AUG. 1970, P. 1020-1022.
MICROFI'ICHEI COP. A470- 1-0nt., 170-4q970
NR-H9-BH-057-01891 ENERGY RITXETn RES*ARCH IN HAWAI I. PAWT' 2-THE I)IST'HI*n I (ON
OF1 SURFACE COEFF'ICIENTS IN THE HAWAIIAN ISL;ANI)S. J.O. JIVNIK
HAWAII UNIV., HONOLULU, 1970, 13P. CONTRACrI' NO.
GRANT ESSA-E265-L,(G) MICROFICHE COPY PB-190188, N70-34230
NR-H9-00-000-01892 INTRODUCTION TO RESTORATION AND ELNHANCEMEN1'NT OF RADIOGRAPHIC
IMAGES. REPORT NO. LA-4305 H.R. HUNT, D.H. JANNEY, AND R.K
ZEIGLER, LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., LOS ALA.OS, N.M.
APRIL 1970, 28P. CONTRACT NO. W-7405-ENG-36 MICHOFICHE
COPY. N70-39062
NR-H9-GJ-174-01893 INSTRLINME'T AIRCRAF'T MEASUREIENTS IN 1HE VICINITY OF' CLEAR
AIR RADAR STRUCTIRES. GRAH;E K. MAT'HER, NATlIONAL AEHO-
NAUTICAL E-STABLISHMENT, OTTAWA, CANADA, AND KENN1ETH R. HARDY
USAF, CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABS., BEDI-FRD, MASS. IN- AMERICAN
ETEX)ROUXGICAL SOCIETY, RADAR METEHRHOLUXY CONFFIRENCE, 141H,
TUCSON, ARIZONA, NOV. 1970, PROCEEDINGS, P. 49-52.
MICROFICHE COPY A71-10560
NR-H9-00-000-01896 MICROWAVE RADIcMETRY AND ITS APPLICATIONS. PHILIP J. CARUSO
JR., SPECTRAN INC., HOLLIWOOD, CALIF. IN- INTERNATIONAL
ASTRIMALUTICAL FIDERATION, INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTI'ICAL
CONGRESS. 21ST, KONSTANZ, WEST GERMANY, OCT. 1970, PAPER
29P. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-44648.
NR-H9-00-000-01897 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN STUDY FIR AN AIRBORNE IR MAPPER. REPORT
NO. CWRR-14-3. DONN C. COODE (MASTERS THESIS). UTAH STATE
UNIV., LOGAN, UTAH. UTAH CENI'ER FOR WATER RESOURCES
RESEARCH, LOGAN, UTAH 1969, 39P. MICROFICHE COPY.
P.-192210, W70-07330
NR-H9-00-000-01898 APPLICATIONS OF THE AGA THERMOVISION INFRARED CAMERA IN
SPACE TECHNOLOGY.' REPORT NO. ESRO-TM-150-ESTEC. B.G.M.
AALDERS, EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLCGY CENTER,
NOORDWIJK, NETHERLANDS. SEPT. 1969, 37P. MICROFICHE COPY
N71-13272
NR-H9-FJ-238-01 899 APPLICATIONS OF EARTH RES(JURCES SURVEY TO THE MONITORING
OF THE ENVIRO!NT-ENT. WILLIAM O. DAVIS, ESSA, OFFICE OF PLANS
AND PROGRAMS, WASHING'1N, D.C. INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL
FEDERATION, INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS, 21ST,
KONSTANZ, WEST GERMANY, OCT. 1970, PAPER. 20P. MICROFICHE
COPY. A70-44664
NR-H9-EJ-998-0190 2 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINFS, E.CHNICAL L.EfTEH - 2. VARIA'I'I(ONS OF
EMISSIVITY IN Th INFRAREDI RAM.;E ( 'IX) 14U). JOSE:PH L.lINTZ,
JACK QUADE, ET AL. MACKAI SCHOXL OF' MINES, LNIVEHSIT'r OF1'
NEVADA, RE10, NEVADA. C(XOTHA7l' NO. NCR 1-38-7751.
NR-H9-EJ-019-01905 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LETI'ER - 5, SLRHFACE
ROUCHNESS 1/10 TO 100 IM. JOSEPH LINTZ, JACK oLADE, T' AL.
MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSI1T O' NEVADA, HENO, NEVAtA\.
CONTRACT NO. NMR 1-38-7751.
NR-H9-EJ-998-01906 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LTFITER - 6. (;GWXJCD
MONITORING OF OVERFLIGH'TS. DH. JOSEPH LIN'Z, JACK .XLADF, EFT.
AL. MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF' NEVADA, RENO
NEVADA. CONTRACT NO. NCR 1-38-7751. N69-74845
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KR-H9-EJ-998-01915 MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, TECHNICAL LETTER - 15.
J.P.L. MICROWAVE EXPERIMI*NT SUPPORT. Pt'I'ER A. BRENNAN,
PETER E. CHAPMAN, AND JACK G. QUADE, MACKAY SC:UOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. N1OV4:R 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7779. N69-31198
NR-H9-00-000-01917 AIRBORNE INFRARED FXURIER SPECILROMRER. REPORT NO.
JPRS-51426. M.N. MARKOV, V.I. VEDERNIKOV, V.V. IVANOV, ET
AL., ORDER OF' LENIN PHYSICS INSTITUTE IMENI P.N. L:FXT.VN,
MOSXOW. TRANSL. OF BORTOVOI INTRAKRASNYI FIURYE-SPIT]MEH'l4,
M0SCOW, PREPRINT 189, 1969, P. 1-509 MICROFICHE COPY
N70-42141
NR-H9-00-000-01934 OPTICAL WAVEFPRONT RFO)NSTRI"TION. REPORT NO. WRE-TN-OSD-108
R.G. HUGHES, WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, SALISLURY,
AUSTRALIA. SEPT. 1969, 22P. MICROFICHE COPY. NT0-36863
NR-H9-DJ-211-01945 OZONE WITHIN AND BELOW THE WEST COAST TEMPERATURE
INVERSION. A. MILLER, AND D. AHRENS, SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEC, SAN JOSE, CALIF. TELLUS, VOL. 22, NO. 3, 1970,
P. 328-340. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-35945
NR-H9-00-000-01946 WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF BACKSCATIER FROM ROUGH SURFACE.
REPORT NO. RSC-12, NASA-CR-110833. JOHN W. ROUSE, JR.,
TEXAS A+M UNIV., REMOTE SENSING CENTER, CLL..OEE STATION,
TEXAS. SEPT. 1970, 28P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT NGL-44-001-001
MICROFICHE COPY N70-42712
NR-H9-00-000-02010 U.S. GICXLCICAL SIRVEY, 'I't'HNICAL LE'q'IER NASA-10
LABORATORY TESTS OF '-IH: RECONO'AX IV INFhIREFI) IMAGINGSYSTEM. WILLIAM R. HF'IPHILL, CHARLES R. FROSS CGIJRU;E R.
BOYNTON, PHILIP W. PHILBIN AND MAS'iUN O'NEAL, i I,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. DELC4IE 1965
NR-H9-00-000-02014 U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LhTnER NASA-14, SUM4ARY OFSIGNIFICANT RESULTS OF' RIEY-TE SENSING STUDIES IN 1965. W.D.CARTER, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-020-013. X66-18330 N70-41148 NASA-C0H-75462.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
'NR-H9-00-000-02015 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETER NASA-15, A
MILLIMET'ER WAVELECNTH INTERI"IROCMEfTi SPECTHOMERIR. CEERT
WYNTJES AND NEILS O. YOUNG, BLOCK ECOINEERiING, INC.,
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. MAY 9, 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146.
'X66-19189 N70-38940 NASA-CR-75556.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-H9-00-000-02022 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-22, TIME,
SHADOWS, TERRAIN AND PHOTOINTERPRETATION. R. J. HACK1~ ,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1966. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-020-013. X66-18939 N70-41125
NASA-CR-75770
NR-H9-00-000-02031 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-31,
ULTRAVIOLET INSTRUMELNTATION FUR ORBITAL REMOTE SENSORS.
H.T. BETZ, IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
JUNE 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006. X66-18311
M70-41120 NASA-CR-74516 MICROFHICHE AND HARD COPY. 42P.
NR-H9-00-000-02035 U.S. GEOXOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-35, CEOLOGIC
INTERPERTATION OF NIMBUS PHOTOGRAPHY - EVALUATION OF HIGH
RESOLUTION. M. A. CONTI, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. APRIL
1967. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-011. X67-18228 N70-38895
NASA-CR-85482 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 19P.
NR-H9-00-000-02065 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECNICAL LETER NASA-65, DISPERSIVE
IULTISPECTRAL SCANNING: A FEASIBILITY STUDY. J. BRAITHWAITE.
WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES OF THE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHQOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
NOVEMBER 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-006.
N67-11848
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NR-H9-DJ-998-02066 U.S. GELOGDICAL. SUIRVEY, TECHNICAL L U-TFER NASA-66, STAll,SREPORT OF' INFRARED INVESTIGATIONS (JId.L 1, 1966 1D SFPTI'slHI.R
30, 1966). ROBERT M. OUX)AM, U.S.G.S., WASHINGO)N, D.C.NOVEMHE1 N 1966. CONTRACT NO. R-146. X67-10475
N70-38883 NASA-CR-79892 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY
NR-H9-00-000-02067 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LE'ITt' NASA-67. RADAR AS
A TOOL FOR REGIONAL INVFST'IGATlIONS. NEILSON R. NU'NNALLw,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, DEl-I ' . OF GICEXRAPHY, URBANA, ILL.
FEBRUARY 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER R-09-020-024.
NR-H9-00-000-02069 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETl'tR NASA-69, GFMINIPHOTOGRAPHY EVALUATION. ROBERT H. NUGENT AND LLUEIL E.STARR, U.S.G.S., WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1967. CONlRACT NO.
R-09-020-024. X67-18318 N70-38844 NASA-CR-84588.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 17P.
NR-H9-EJ-000-02075 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LE''ER NASA-75.
USE OF' INFRARED) IMAGERY AND COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY IN STUDY OF
MISSILE IMPACT CRATERS. HENRY J. NUORE, DAVID CULMINVS, ANDD.E. GAULT, U.S. GCECLGICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK, CALIFIRNIA.
APRIL 1967. CONTRACT NlUBER R-09-020-015. X67-21921
N70-38846 NASA-CR-85481 MICROFICHE COPY. 7P.
NR-H9-HK-000-02081 U.S. GEILJGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-81, RADAR
IMAGERY: PARMACHENEE LAKE AREA, WEST-CENTRAL MAINE. D. S.HARWOD00 U.S.G.S. WASHINGTON, D.C., JUNE 1967. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-020-015. X67-17994 N70-38942
NASA-CR-85279 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. 16P.
NR-H9-00-000-02086 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-86. ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPIY OF USGS TEC'HNICAL LE`TVERS-NASA ON REMOTESENS:;NC INVESTIGATIONS THROLUH JUNE 1967. WILLIAM D.CARTER, U.S. CGEJMICAL SURVEY, WASHINUTON, D.C. SEPTEMBER
1969. CONTRACT NUMBER R-09-020-011.
NR-H9-00-000-02088 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-88, ANENGINEERING FEASIBILITY S1UDY OF AN ORBITING SCANNING
RADIOMET ER. J. BRAITHWAITE, A. W. KRAUSE, AND W. L. BROWN,
WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES OF' THE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE ANDTECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MAY1967. CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-10108. N69-28322
NR-H9-00-000-02091 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 'ITECHNICAL LtFl'ER NASA-91, FAR
INFRARED UkIINESCENCE. A.E. S1X}UODAD, U.S.G.S., WASHINl'IN,
D.C. OCIUtBER 1967. CONTRACT NOS. R-146-09-020-006 ANDT-65754. N69-28319
NR-H9-00-000-02092 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LFIT'ER NASA-92, VISIBLF
AND ULTRAVIOLET Rb'LrAICtCE AND UMLINESCENCE FROM VARIOUS
SAUDI ARABIAN AND INDIANA LIMESTONE ROCKS. H.V.- WA'l'S AND
H.J. GOUDMAN, IIT RESEARCH INSTI'lin'E, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.OCTOBER 1967. CONTRACT NO, T-65757: (CONTINUATION OF
INFURMATION IN TECHNICAL LkTlTI.R NASA-32)
N69-28161
NR-H9-00-000-0209 4 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEC, TECHNICAL LFTTE NASA-94. FILMDENSITY ANALYZERS FOR INIFARED INVESTIGATIONS. ROBERI' M.TURNER AND G1CXGE R. BOYNrOVN, U.S. GECLxGICAL SURVEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.- JANUARY 1968. CONTRlAC' NO. T-65754-G.
N69-28159
MR-H9-00-000-02095 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-95, A SURVEY
OF LLAR GEOULOGY. JERALD J. COOK, WIL DW RUN LABORATORIES,INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHN(LOXY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. NOVEMBER 1967. COI4RACJ' NO. H-146-09-
020-006. N69-28247
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N,-H9-00-000-02097 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-97, CCMPARISON
OF A UV SCANNER/PHOlTXLTIPLIR WITH AN IMAGE ORTHICON.
HIWARD GOLDMAN AND ROBERT MARSHALL, I IT RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. OCTOIER 1967. CONTRACT NUMBER
R-146-09-020-006. N69-28376
NR-H9-FJ-014-02103 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-103. IMAGERY
OF CRATERS PRODUCED BY MISSILE IMPACTS. HENRY J. IDORE AND
REUBEN KACHADOURIAN, U.S. GEOCLOCGICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK,
CALIFORNIA, AND J.F. MCCAULEXY, FLAGSTAFFV, ARIZONA. MARCH
1968. CONTACT NUMBER R-09-020-015. N68-19346
NR-H9-EJ-998-02105 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-105. INFRARED
IMAGERY AND RADICFETRY SLIUMMARY REPORT. R.M. MOXHAM, G.W.
GREENE, J.D. FRIEDMAN, AND S.J. GAWARECKI, U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. DECEMBER 1967. COaWRACT NUMBER
T-65754-G. N69-28153
NR-H9-EJ-998-02117 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL UL.IWER NASA-117. MAKING
COLOR INFRARED FILM A FRHE Et'FEC'1LIVE HIGH ALI'ITUI; SENSOR.
ROBERT W. PEASE AND LEOXNAHD W. BO)DEN, DELPARlN'-NT OF
GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSI 01F.' CALIIR.NIA, HIVERSIID, CALIFIRNIA.
MAY 1968. (ON1TRAC' NUMBER R-14-08-0001-10674.
N69-28379
NR-H9-00-000-02122 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITER NASA-122. GRIDDING
OF NEAR VERTICAL UNREC'TIFIED SPACE PHTUOGRAIPHS. RICHARD H.
RAPP AND WILLIAM. H. SPRINSKY, OHIO STATE LNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF GCEOETIC SCIENCE, COLUMHUS, OHIO. JUNE 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBER 14-08-0001-10666. N68-27573
NR-H9-OJ-142-02128 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECtHNICAL LETER NASA-128.
PRELIMINARY REI('E SENSINC OF' THE DELAWARE ESTUARY.
RICHARD W. PAULSON, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA. OCTOBER 1968. CONTRACT NO. R-146-09-020-011.
N69-28326
NRI-H9-00-000-02129 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTIER NASA-129.
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHN OF RE(1ME SENSING. ROBERT B. HONEA,
EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY, JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE,
AND VIRGINIA L. PRENTICE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN. SEPTEER 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER U.S.G.S.
14-008-001-10921. N68-36402
NR-H9-EJ-998-02132 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-132.
MISSION 73, SLM4ARY AND DATA CATALOG. RICHARD F. PASCUCCI
AM) GARY W. NORThH, AUlUETRIC OPERATION, RAIHEUON COMPANY,
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. AUCUST 1968. CONTRACT NUMBER
R-09-020-024 (A/1). N69-28163
NR-H9-WD-061-02136 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-136. A RAPID
FILM DENSITY ANALYZER. G.R. BOYNTON AND R.M. MOXHAM, U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. F1BRUARY 1969.
CON'RACT NUMBER T-65754.
NR-H9-EJ-998-02142 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEITTER NASA-142. ANALYSIS
OF MULTISENSOR DATA. RAYTHEON CO., AUTOIETRIC OPERATION,
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. N(1EMBER 1968. CONTRACT NO. W-12589.
NR-H9-FJ-998-02143 U.S. GFDXOGICAL SURVEY, qTECHNICAL E1I1'tH NASA-143. SENSOR
DETECTION CAPABILITIES S1TC). JOHN E. WILS*ON, U.S.
GCELOGICAL SURVEY, *ASHINGlUN, D.C. 1969. CONl'RAClI' NhItl.HS
W-12570 AND 160-75-01-31-10. W70-04592
IN CEOLOGICAL SURVEY CIRCULAR NO. 616.
NR-H9-CJ-06-02145 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-145. COHERENT
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING AND RIONI'ELY SENSED IMAGERY. HWUCE
E. MACDOXtALL, UNIVERSITY O( TURONTO, DEPT. Ot' GEIX;RAPF,
T0RONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA. MAY 1969. CONlRACT NUMBER
R-09-020-024(A/1).
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NR-H9-00-000-02146 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LF]TER NASA-146.
PREDICTING THE RELATICE DYE LAYER DENSITIES OF COLOR INFR'A-
RED TRANSPARENCIES. ROBEiT W. PEASE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.,
DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHY, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. JANUARY 1969.
CONTRACT NUMBER R-09-020-024(A/1).
NR-H9-00-000-02147 U.S. GEOiLCICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-147. STUDIES
IN REMOTE SENSING OF' SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND RELAT]) ENVIR-
ONMENTS. PLANT TISSUE AND THE COLOR INFRARED RECORD.
ROBERT W. PEASE, UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFURNIA, DEPT. OF GECGRA-
PHY, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. FEBRUARY 1969. CONtRACT hlIER
R-09-020-024(A/1).
MhRH9-EJ-998-02149 U.S. CGELOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-149.
MICROWAVE RADIO.ETRIC SITDIES AND CROUND TRU[H MEASUREENTS
OF THE NASA/USGS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TEST SITE. A.T. EDGER-
TCN, ET AL., AEROET-GENERAL CORP., SPACE DIVISION, EL
MONTE, CALIFORNIA. MARCH 1969. CONTRACT NUHBER W-12570.
NR-H9-0000-02157 U.S. GECLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-157.
THE FRAUNHHOFER LINE DISCRIMINATOR - AN AIRBORNE FLUfROMETEtR.
GEORCE E. STOERTZ, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINTION, D.C.
1969. CONTRACT NUMBER T-80485C.
NN-H9-00-000-02159 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETER NASA-159. TESTING
THE FRAUNHOFER LINE DISCRIMINATOR BY SENSING F'lORESCENT
DYE. GEORGE E. STOERTZ, U.S. GCELGdICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1969. CONTRACT NUMLR T-80485C.
NR-H9-DJ-211-02167 U.S. GEOLDGICAL SRVEY, 'TE'CHNICAL L.K1'I'ER NASA-167.
FLUOROqME.ER APPLIC ABLE TO HIAHINE AND ES'i:.AHINE S1Ti)I1ES.
GEORGE E. STU:RTZ AND WILLIAM H. HILPHIIL, U.S. G[XXIGICALSURVEY, WASHING"UON, D.C. DAVID A. MAHKLE, PtEKIN-EtI*.I
CORP., NOHWALK, C(XO). JAN. 1970. CONTHRAC' NO. T1'-0465C.
REPRINTED FI'OM L RINE TFXCHX)tXG SUCIE'l J(U.HNAL, NOV.-DL;.
1969, VOL. 3, NO. 6, PP.11-26. A70-23350
NR-H9-W1-211-02175 U.S. GEOLUCGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LE'TIR NASA-175. TEST Oi'
DATA OMPIWLATION PROCEDURES FUR THE IFRAUN1*)UR LINE DI.CHRIM-
INATOR. CEORGE E. SUO.ERTZ, U.S. GIKXXVUICAL SLRVEt, WASHING-
TON, D.C. 1969. CONTRACT' NLMBtER T-80485C.
IR-H9-DJ-211-02178 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LEiI'ER NASA-178.
REMOTE SENSING OF LUMINESCTET MA1TERIALS. WILLIAM1 R.
i4EMPHILL, GEORGE STOERTZ, AND DAVID A. MARKLE, U.S.
GCEOOXGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. MARCH 1970.
CONTRACT NU4BERS T-80485C AND 160-75-03-12-TA2511-TF'41.
NR-H9-00-000-02189 U.S. GEOLOGICAL SLRVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-189.
REMOTE SENSING BIBLIOGRAPHY PFR EARTH RESOURCES, 1966-67.
RITA K. LLAVERIAS, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
MAY 1970. PB-192 863
NR-H9-00-000-02195 U.S. GEXOLGICAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-195.
MORE INFORMATION RELATING TO THE HIGH ALTITTID USE OF COLOR
INFRARED FILM. ROBERT W. PEASE, DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHI
UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. JAN. 1970.
CONIRACT NIMERS W-12782 AND 160-75-01-16-10.
PUlLISHED IN REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONElNT, VOL. 1, NO. 2,
MWRCH 1970. PP.123-125. PB-193 512
NR-H9-EJ-998-02196 U.S. GEOLOXSCAL SURVEY, TECHNICAL LETTER NASA-196.
MULTISPECTRAL SEPARATIONS FROM MULTILAYER FILMS. ROBERT W.
PEASE, DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSI1'Y OF CALIFORNIA,RIVERSIDE, CALIF. U.S. GCELOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
DEC. 1969. CONTRACT NOS. W-12792 AND 14-08-0001-11914.
P8-195498
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NR-H9-JG-998-02200 MAPPING TERRESTRIAL RADIATION EMISSION WITH TIE RS-14
SCANNER. REPORT NO. IR-USGS-200. RoB0ERT W. PEASE, DEPT. OF
GEXIGRAPHY, UNIV. OF CALIF., RIVERSIDE, ROBERT H. ALEXANDER
GOOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS PROGRAM, USCS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
STENVEN R. PEASE, DEPT. OF GWEORAPHY, UNIV. OF WISC.,
MILWAUKEE. U.S. GCIXIGICAL, SURVIE, WASHINGTON, D.C. JULY
1970, 30P. AlSO ISSLE1I) ,. TIFiHNICAI HFP(O1' 4 Ht I lV. (O
CALIF., ID:PI'. OF' GX);IX;H\IIP, HIVtI*' ,., CLIIF'. C(N'l'HA/CI' NO.
W-127?2, 14-0e-0001-11914
NR-H9-00-000-02203 U.S. CGX)LXIICAL SURVEI, TX.KHNICAL, [L.'I'IER NASiA-03. HIMJl'lt
SENSING BtlIt\PNGR, I I"R1 AIH EI.1 l .XHC:NS, 1!)',. HNITA Ih.
LLAVERIAS, AND U.HYlrl G. UI.E, U.S. (CFXIIX;ICAL SLUVE1,
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NR-P3-FJ-194-00361 SITE 194-DENVER, (XCLUADO
NR-P3-HK-221-00341 SITE 221-KA'MAI NATI(.,At. 1tI ','NT, ALASKA (I)
SECTION P6 - DIVISION BIBLIOGRAPHY
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRI PT ION
NR-P6-EJ-998-00001 RADAR SENSING FOR CEOSCIENCE PURPOSES. FMNTHLY PRHX;RHSS
REPORT, CRM 61-15, 1 OCT'!IHU* 1965 1I I (NVENHER 1965. NASA
CONTRACT NO. NSR 17-004-003. CtFPILFJD B J.W. HOWJSE,
UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, LAWHENCE, KANSAS. STAR N66-91604.
-NR-P6-00-000-00003 OUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 81, APRIL 15, 1966.
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUl'E OF' 'IXCHNAOLUG, RESEARCH LAOIATUORN
OF ELECTRONICS, CA4MBRIDGE, MASSACHUSFi'S. NASA CONT1RACT NiJS.
NSG-496, CAR 22-009-(114), NGR 22-009-131, NSCG-334, NSG-419,
AND NSR-22-009-120. STAR N66-31903.
NR-P6-00-000-00004 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FUR I DCEE4HER 1965 - 28 FEBRUARY
1966, 1 MARCH 1966 - 30 MAY 1966. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH FRUNDATION, ANTENNA LAHURATORY, PROJECT 1903,
OONTRACT NO. NSR-36-008-027. STAR X66-21285.
.NR-P6-00-000-00008 QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1965 - DEXEBIER 15,
1965. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF.THE INTERIOR GEXXUXICAL
SURVEY. NASA CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-019.
Ml-P6-EJ-998-00009 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FUR PERIOD I JUNE 1965 TO 31
AUGUST 1965. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FUUNDATION,
ANTENNA LABORATORY, PROJECT 1903. CONTRAC' NltBER
NSR-36-008-027. STAR X66-13190.
NR-P6-oo00-00oob-00010 GEOSCIENCE DATA MANAGEENT. 5TH AND FINAL QUARTERLY
PROGRESS REPORT, 30 JUNE 1966. U.S. ARMY ENCINEER, GEODESY,
INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACENCY,
FURT t.LVOIR, VIRGINIA. NASA DEF-NSE PURCHASE REOUEST NO.
R-47-009-006. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS DR. ROGER A. LEESTMA
AND NATALIE E. JONES.
NR-P6-00-000-0016 SErMI-ANNUAL REPORT. MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
RESEARCH LABORATORY OF EXECTRONICS, CAMBRIDGE,
MASSACHUSETTS. SEPTEMBER 1, 1965 TO FEBRUARY 28., 1966.
NASA CONTRACT NO. NSR 22-009-120. STAR X66-17770.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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NR-P6-00-000-00017 SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SCHOOL OF IMEDICINE, BI!OMEHANICS LAiORATORY, SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA. NASA CONTRACT NO. NSG-722.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00031 SEMI-ANNUAL PROGRESS HEPORT. MACKA SCHOXt, OF' MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NtVADA, RENO, NEVAIA. PEHIOD COVHERD F'HOM
JUNE 10, 1966 TO "OR-l4ER 28, 1966. RESEARCH GHANT
NGR-29-001-015. STAR X67-10769.
NI-P6-00-000-00033 SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT. MARCH 1, 1966 TO AUtjIST 31, 1966.
tMASSACtUSETTS INSTITUTE OF' TECHhOIXGY, RESEARCH LAHORATURYOF ELEM'RONICS, CAHIRIDGE, MASSACI-JSE'I'S. (XONTRACT
MUMBER NSR-22-009-120. STAR X67-11523.
NM-P6-DJ-998-00041 LEITER PROGRESS REPORT NO.. 1 AUCGUST 1967 AND NO.2.
I SEPTEMiER 1967. R.J.P. LYON, GEOPHYSICS DEPARTIENT,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFiORD, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NO.
NAS-9-7313.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00045 INFRARED SPECTRME'RY STUDIES. LETTER PROGRESS REPORT NO.3
T1O OOBIER 1, 1967. R.J.P. LYON, MINERAL ENCINEtRING,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA.
CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00054 LEITER PROGRESS REPORTS NOS. 4 AND 5 TO DECEMBER 1, 1967:
INFRARED SPECXTRMETRY STUDIES. R.J.P. LYON, SCHOOL OF EARTH
SCIENCES, STANFORD UNIVERSITY', STANFtRD, CALIFORNIA.
DECEMBER 20, 1967. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.
PR-P6-EJ-998-00055 LETITER PROGRESS REPORT NO. 6 TO JANUARY 1, 1968. INFRAREDSPECTROMETRY STUDIES. R.J.P. LYON, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. JANUARY 1966.
(XNTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.
NR-P-EJ-998-00058 LETTER PROGRESS REPORT NO. 7, TO FEBRUARY 1, 1968. INFRARED
SPECTROME'TRY STUDIES. R.J.P. LYON, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. FEBRUARY 15,
1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.
NR-P6-H-128-00059 MMIORANDUM TO PERSONS CONCERNED WITH ALAMINOS CRUISE 68-A-1,
OF 9-14 FEBRUARY 1968. LCDR DON WALSH, TEXAS A + M
UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY, COLLECE STATION,
TEXAS. CONTRACT NO. NOhNR 2119(04).
SR-P6-EJ-998-00061 BUDGETS FOR STUDIES IN THE FIELDS OF'GEOLOGY/HI)RO.LOGY AND
CGXOGRAPHY/CARTOGRAPHY, OCTOBER 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968.
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. AUGUST 25,
1967. CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-011.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00063 LE'ITER PR(X;HRES REPORT NO. 8, TX) MARCH I, 196$. INFRARIw
SPEUIKt)MI'R1 STtDIES. R.J.P. LION, SCHOX, OF' EART'I
SCIENCES, STANFIORD UNIVERSITY, STANIUHI), CAIFUHhNIA.
MWRCH 15, 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-7313.
NR-P6-CJ-998-00068 FULTHER INFRARE'D SYSiTS STUDIES FOR THE EARTH RESOURHCES
PRCGRAM. FINAL REPORT. J. BRAITHWAITE, L. LARSEN, AND
B. WORK, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, WILLUOW RUN LA1)RATURIES,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. DECEt3ER 1969. CONTRACT NUhLER
NAS 9-8381. STAR N70-16407
NR-P6-EJ-99Q-00071 INFRARED SPtXROMETIRY STUDIES. LETTER PROGRESS REPORTS,
NMBEwRS 9, TO APRIL 1; 10, TO MAY 1; 11, TO JUNE 1; AND 12,
TO JULY 1, 1966. R.J.P. LYON, STANIORD UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL
OF EARTH SCIENCES, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. JULY 15, 1968.
CONTRACT NUMBIER NAS 9-7313.
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NR-P6-FH-076-00073 COMPARISON OF RADAR IMAdERY AND PH'l]OGRAPHY TO DISCRIMINATE
AGRICULTURA LAND USES IN SEPTt443ER. REPORT NO.
CRES TM 169-1. W.G. BROOER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER
FOR RESEARCa INC., EIGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. 0NIRACT NO. 14-08-0001-12077.
NR-P6-HL-093-00078 PRELIMINARY MISSION ANALYSIS REPORT NASA/MSC MISSION NO. 47,
SITE 93, PT. BARROW , ALASKA. TECHNICAL M124RANDLM 118-4.
JOHN W. ROUSE, JR., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENT-ER IUR
RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIVISION, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. OCTOBER 1967. CONTRACT NUMER NAS 9-7175.
STAR X69-16562
NR-P6-00-000-00079 LETER PROGRESS REPORT NO. 16 T1O NYVE 3ER 1, 1968. INFRARED
SPECTr ETIRY STUDIES. R.J.P. LYON, SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCES
STANFURD URIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIRFRNIA. NOV1cFER 1968.
CONIRTAT NUMER NAS 9-7313.
WR-P6-DJ-056-00086 NINETY DAY REPORT. MISSION NLUBER 76, MT. LASSEN TEST SITE
NU3LER 56. SPECIAL REPORT 1. JACK O. QUADE, PETER E.
CHAPMAN, Er AL, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RE.O, NEVADA.
OCTOBER 17, 1968.
MI-P6--0-000-00097 MODIFICATION OF 16.5 GHZ SIDIE-LOKING RADAR SYSTEM FOR NASA
C-130 AIRCRAFT. FINAL REPORT. NASA CR-101746. R.E.
MC CAIN, PHILC)-FURD CORP, AERONUTRONIC DIV., NEWPORT BEACH,
CALIFORNIA. SEPTEMHER 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9116.
STAR N69-40391.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00098 MISSION 76 - tIGHT'S I ANtI) 2, NIN-'Fn DA\ RE':PHT. HMtlI'E
SENSING LABORAlTHt TECHNICALt REPORT 69-1. H.J.P. I,(ONh ,D
ATILLA KILINC, Sl'ANUHD UNI) lt:RSITY', SCtXX. OF' IWTH
SCIENCES, STANFUHD, CALIFUH.NIA. JANLiAHR 10, 1969. CLUNlAC'I'
NIU4MER NAS 9-7313.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00178 INFRARED SPECITRH ETER STUDIES. LE'LTFR PH(X;R:SS REPORT
NO. 25 TO AUGUST 1, 1969. R.J.P. LNON AND Arl'ILA KIt.INC,
SCHOxL OF EARTH SCIENC;S, STANMU)D LNIlVERSI'rn, STAFURU),
CALIFORNIA. AULLiST 1969. CNTICT TNktHE NASt. 9-7313.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00192 INFRARED SPECIROMETRY STUDIES. LETrR PROGRESS REPORT 26,
TO SEPTE'IrR 1969. R.J.P. LYON AND.ATFILA KILINC, STANI'IUU)
UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EAHTH SCIENCES, STANFUHD, CALIRURNIA.
CONIRACT tM&4ER NAS9-7313.
NR-P6-00-000-00194 SECOND QUARTERLY STATUS REPORT FUR PERIOD ENDING FEIHURAHI-
29, 1968. JAMES R. GREAVES, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
INC., CONCXRD, MASS. CXRACT NUMVBER NASW-1651. STAR
X88-83717.
NR-P6-FJ-076-00201 NASA/MSC MISSION 74 SITE 76, GARDEN CITY, KANSAS. 90-DAY
MISSION ANALYSIS REPORT. CRES TECHNICAL MEMOiANDUM 118-9.
D.H. BERGER, REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF'
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH INC., bGINECfIRING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEFPI1lER 1968. CONITRACI NLERS NAS 9-
7175 AND USGS 14-08-0001-10848.
NIR-P6-00-000-00218 MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIWENTS BOARD MINUTES, MEETING 69-5,
SEPEIER 24, 1969. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN-
ISTRATION, WASHINGION, D.C.
hR-P6-00-000-00233 PROSAL TO THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA-
TION FOR A HIGH RESOLAJTION EARTH SENSING EX.PImENT FmRM
OGXSTATIONARY (GEOSYNWCHRONOS) ORBIT. U.S. GECXA.lICAL
SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Nit-P6-00-000-00234 THE RB57 F AIRCRAFT-PROGRAM FUR EARTH RESOURCES REM1TE SENS-
ING. CASE 710. B.E. SABELS, BELULXOM, INC. WASHINGTON,
D.C. FBRUARY 1968. STAR X68-84031
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NR-P6-00-000-00236 CUtRENT PROGRAM AND CONSIDERAT'IONS OF THE FtnURE F-OR E'ARlH
RESOURCES SURVEY BY REtMYfE SENSING - CASE 710. NASA CR-
95516. F.O. ALLEN AND B.E. SABLES, ELL/CWtI, INC.,
WASHINGTON, D.C. MAY 1968. STAR X68-86978.
NR-P6-J-044-00246 MAY 13 AND MAY 26, 27, 1969 FLIGCHT MISSION - SITE 44,
90 DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT. PURDLE UNIVERSITY, LAH-
ORATORY FOR REMn'E SENSING, LAFAYETrE, INDIANA. DEC. 1969.
NR-P6-00-000-00259 EARTH RESOLRCES DATA PROCESSING CENTER STIDY. FINAL REPORT.
VOL. I, PROGRAM SUMMARY. VOL. II, STUDY FINDINGS.
FAIRCHILD SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTEMS, SVOSSET, N.Y. SEPT.
1969. CONTRACT NUMIER NASW-1811. N70-17721 VOL. i,
NASA-CR-107884. N70-17429 VOL. 2, NASA-CR-107887.
NR-P6-DJ-998-00264 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR NASA CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002
FOR THE PERIOD I APRIL 1968 TO 30 JUNE 1968. UNIVERSITY OF'
CALIFORNIA, FURESTRY REMOTE SENSING LABORIATORY, BERKELE',
CALIFORNIA. 1968.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00274 SCIENCE REPORT ON THE 70-MILLIMETER EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE
APOLLO 6 MISSION. NASA TECHNICAL NOTE. (REVIEW COPY,
INTERIM DRAFT.) REPORT NO. MSC-S-217. JOHN L. KALTENBACH,
COMPILER. NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
NOV. 1969, 331P.
NR-P6-00-000-00275 THE MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE WITH AN INFRARED
SCANNING IMAGER. TEST REPORT MSC/SESD 21-140. LOCKHEED
- LECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAY 1969.
NR-P6-FJ-085-00276 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION FARTH
RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION ANALYSIS REPORT.
NASA/MSC MISSION 102, SITE 85, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CRES
TECHNICAL MFbORANDIM 169-3. ANKE NEUMANN AND DAVID E.
SCHWARZ, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DECEMBER 1969.
CONTRACT NUMERS 160-75-01-32-10 AND 14-08-0001-12077.
NR-P6-FJ-076-00277 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION EARTH OBSERV-
ATIONS SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION ANALYSIS REPORT.
NASA/MSC MISSION 102, SITE 76, GARDEN CITY, KANSAS. CRES
TECHNICAL 4MEORANWXM 169-4. STANLEY MORAIN, CARL WOOD AND
DEL CONTE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. FEBRUARY 1970.
OONTRACT NUMBERS 160-75-01-32-10 AND 14-08-0001-12077.
NR-P6-00-000-00279 AN ANALYSIS OF RF PHASE ERROR IN THE 13.3 GHZ SCA1'R(}IETI'ER.H
CRES TECHNICAL. MFIRhANDLM 177-1. G.A. I:UXE1, UNIVERHSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FM' RESEARCH, INC., E.NGIN.EH NC SCIENCE
DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. NOV. 1969. CO'NTHACT' NUlbER
NAS 9-10261.
NR-P6-00-000-00281 ANALOG AND DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING OUTPUT FOR EARTH RE-
SOURCES REMO'E SENSING DATA. TECHNICAL REPORT N1UtBEfR
LEC/HASD NO. 649D.21.010. R.A. LIGONS, LWCKHEED ELECXRONICS
CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191.
hR-PS-00-000-00282 OPTICAL EVALUATION OF THE WINDOWS TO BE INSTALLED IN NASA
927. MSC INTERNAL NOTE NO. 67-1G-1. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFl'
CENTIR, HOUSTON, TEXAS. JANUARY 24, 1967.
NR-P6-00-000-00283 REMXOTE SENSING - A SURVEY REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-CA-R-67-2.
KENNE-H B. CRAIB, NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEXAS. AUGUST 11, 1967. N70-35895.
NR-P6-00-000-00284 A VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF THE NP3A AIRCRAFT NASA 927.
REPORT NO. MSC-CA-R-67-1. KENNErH B. CRAIB,' NASA/MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENLTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. AUGUST 1967.
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NR-P6-00-000-00285 INRLODUCTION TO NASA 926 AND NASA 927 REM7OTE SENSOR AIRCRAFT
AS APPLIED TO THE EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM. NASA/
uNNED SPACECRA.FT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1966.
NR-P6-00-000-00287 EARIH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT AND SENSORS. NASA/MANNED SPACE-
CRAFT CEITER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. OCTOBER 1969.
NR-P6-00-000-00288 RS14 DUAL CHANNIEL AIRBORNE INFRARED IMAGING SYSTEM - FINAL
REPORT. NASA-CR-99666. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., ELECTRONIC
AM)ND OPTICAL SYSTEMS DEPT., DALLAS, TEXAS. MARCH 1969.
CONTIRACT NUMBE NAS9-7575. STAR N69-26346.
INR-P6-EJ-998-00291 INTERIM POST-FLIGHT CALIBRATION REPORT ON APOULL 9 MULTIBAND
PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT S065. OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER TECH-
NICAL MEORANDUM 2, JUNE 1970. P.B. KEENAN, P.N. SLATER,AM)ND R.A. SCHONGEN DT, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZ.
CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-9333.
NH-P6-00-000-00294 400-MHZ SCATTIERE(',ER PHOCEI'HRE F) (XCIMPUI'IG HACKSCAT'IER
FROM SPECTRUM PLOTS. REPORT NO. MtSC/TCSD IUC.iXX NT' 28-153,
AND LEC DOCUMENT 641D.28.802: LOCKHEED 'LUAXIDNICS CO.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. IFBRUARY 1970.
NR-P6-00-000-00295 PROGRAM DOCLhENTATION - EARTH RESOURCES INI'RARED SPELIRO-
METIR/RADICMOEER. LOCKUE:D ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, 1EXIAS.
APRIL 1969. CONTRACT NUkER NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00296 PROGRAM EOCUtI NTATION - EARTH RESOURCES CONVERSION OF'
DIF!'EENTIAL RADIANCE TO SURFACE TF]PPFRATtRE. LtklHEED
,ECtTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEEMBER 1969. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00297 PROGRAM DOCUI.ETATION - EARI RESOURCES SENSOR STATUS
SUI24ARY. (SENSAT) GERALD E. IHUBACEX, LOCKHE'D ELEtRON ICS
CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. OCTOBER 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00298 PROGRAM DOCWMENTATION - EARTH RESOURCES 400 MHZ SCATTER-
OMETER DIGITAL REFLECTIVITY PROGRAM. J.D. GARRETT,
LOCKHEED ELECTRONIC CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. JANUARY 1970.
NOW INCLADED IN GPRP NRP600302
MR-P6-EJ-998-00299 QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR PERIOD OCTOBER 1, 1969 TO
DECEMBER 31, 1969. UNIVERSITY OC CALIFORNIA, FURESTRY
REMOTE SENSINO LABORATORY, BERKEEY, CALIFRNIA. COITRACT
NUMBER R-09-038-002.
F1R-P6-00-000-00300 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION. EARTH RESOURCES SCATTERtPETER
RESCALE AND PLOT PROGRAM. (REPLT) PROGRAM 0620, PROJECT
4610. LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO. HOUSTON, TEXAS. FEB. 1970.
CONTRACT NUMIER NAS9-5384. THIS iOCIUMET REPLACES
lIE EARLIER DOCUMENT TDR-2383 (SIARP) NRP600301.
MR-P6-00-000-00301 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION. EARTH RESDURCES SICIGMA INCIDENT ANGLE
REPLDT. (SIARP) PROGRAM 0612, PROJECT 4610.. LOCKHEED
ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. FEB. 1970. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-5384. OBSOLETE, THIS DOCUMENT REPLACED BY
REPt.Dl-NRP6-00300.
NR-P6-00-000-00302 PROGRAM DOCMIENTATION. EARTH RESSOURCES GENERAL PURPOSE
RADAR REIECTIVITY PROGRAM. (GPRP) PROGRAM 0577, PROJECT
4610. LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. JAN. 1970.
OCNTRACT NO. NAS9-5384. INCLUDES THE EARLIER DOCUMENT.
'TR-2341 (ENSCAT) NRP600298
NR-P6-00-000-00303 PROGRAM DtbL.EN''AlTOl . PH(HIA,1'1I O(JUAN'TII. P'HAS'E I TAPES
FOR INPUT TO tUIA,\A AND ¥II1A. 3. (VIHPHII) PHOGHAM Q55b,
PRJUECT 4587. LCH;FD: EU'IRtCONICS )O., HOU.STN, T'EiS..%.
(AUGUST 1969) RkVISED MARIH t970. CON'IHACT' MO. hAS9-53t4.
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NR-P6-00-000-00304 BRM UPDATE PACK",': - CONSISTING (OF CHANCE HI - 22 APRIL 1970
APLLOU APPLICATIONS PR(X;RAM BASELINE HF:FEHENCE MISSION,
AAP-I/AAP-2, AAP-3 AND AAP-4. NASA/MANNED SPACFCHRA'I'
CENTEHR, AJSTON, TEXAS.
NH-P6-CH-164-00305 90 DAY REPORT FUOR MISSION 112, (OCTOBER 15-16, 1969) OVER
EASTERN FUR.IDA, SOU-IH f' CAPE KENNEDY - CENTERED ON IX)CA
RATON, FLORIDA. DR. JAWES P. LAlHAM, F1URIDA ATLANTIC
UWIVERSITY, BOCA RAION, IFLORIDA. MAY 1970.
NR-P6-00-000-00306 FILM SENSITOCE-TRIC CALIBRATION, PROCESSING, HANDLING, AND
EOUIPMENT CAPABILITIES. DIVISION INTERNAL NOTE, REPORT
NIUMER MSC-02439. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAIFT CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEXAS. MAY 4, 1970.
NR-P6-00-000-00307 XOMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SO-246 AND TYPE IV-N SPECTROSCOPIC
FILM FX)R AERIAL INFRARED PHO1TOGRAPHY. REPORT NO. DTH-70-11.
KEVIN R. GILSON, DATA CORP., DAYltiN, OHIO. APRIL 1970.
ONTRACT NLUER NAS 9-7003.
NW-P6-EJ-998-00309 REMT SENSING APPLICATIONS IN FORESTRY. QUARTERLY PROGRESS
REPORT, JAN-MARCH 1970. R.N. COLWEIL, R.C. ALDRICH, tT AL.,
UNIVEkRSITY OF CALIIFURNIA, FORESTRY REvT'E SENSING LAB.,
BE.KELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-EJ-003-00310 PROGRESS REPORT 1FWM MAY 1, 1970 - MAY 31, 1970.
JACK GUADE, MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA,
RENO, NEVADA. JUNE 1970. CONTRACT NUIBER NAS 9-7779.
NR-P6-FJ-149-00311 PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT (90-DAY)-IMAGERY EVALUATION FUR
THE NASA RB-57 FLIGHT, MISSION 101, OVER SITE 149, BLACK
HILLS, SOUTH DAKOTA. ROBERT C. HELLER, U.S. FOREST SERVICE,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. MAY 11, 1969. CONTRACT NUMBER
R-09-038-002.
NH-P6-BL-093-00312 INXRMAL LOX; - MISSION 126 - PT. BARROW, ALASKA. APRIL 8-
23, 1970. TECHNICAL MEF)RANDUM 177-6. (90 DAY REPORT)
G.A. BRADLEY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH INC.
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. CONTRACT NUM8ER
NAS9-10261.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00320 EARIH Rt.HEOL'HCES PROGRtAL GH(XiND THlII'H SESSION. FINAL REPORT,
NUV. 1967. NASA/MSC, HIOiUS1XN, TEXAS.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00323 NASA APOLLO 9 SO65 EXP'RIM'rNT MtULTISPETIURAL TERRAIN PfH'O-
GRAPHF - CX-INVESTIGATIR REPORT. EIDWARD (OST, O'(X1Rl'
ANDERSON, SONDRA WENDERUTH, LONG ISLAND UN IVERSI'TY SCIENCE
ENGINEERlNG RESEARCH GRUUP, GREENVALE, NEW YORK. JAN. 1970
COhTNRACT NO. NAS9-9341. NASA-CR-106562.
N71-12060. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P6-CH-998-00324 RADAR SCATTEROMn'TER DATA VALIDATION. FINAL REPORT.
KENNETH'B. CRAIB, NASA/MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1968.
REPORT NOS. NASA-TM-X-61291 AND MSC-CA-R-68-1. CONITRACT
NO. NAS9-6400. STAR N68-36499. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P6-JH-998-00325 FIELD CALIBRATION OF' THE RS-14 DUAL-CHANNEL AIRBORNE INFRA-
RED IMAGER. VICTOR S. HI4'TEI}AD, NASA/MSC, HOLUSTON, TEXAS.
APRIL 1970. REPORT NO. TM X-58042. STAR N70-29170.
NR-P6-1H-998-00327 EARTH RESOURCES SYNOPSIS OF ACTIVITY - MARCH 1970. NASA-
S-70-12696-X. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT' CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEXAS.
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NR-P6-GJ-998-00333 MULTISPECTRAL FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND DATA COJLrCTION -
INRARED AND OPTICS LABORATORY. MONTHITY REPORT MDH PERIOD
JI*E 1970. PHILIP O. HASELL, JR., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, AND MARVIN R. HOLTER, NASA/MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. CONTRACT NUMBER
NAS 9-9304.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00334 INFRARED SPECITROCIERY STUDIES. LETTER PROGRESS REPORT
NO. 9, 10, 11, 12 TO APRIL 1, MAY 1, JUNE 1, JULY 1, 1968.
R.J.P. LYON, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, REMDTE SENSING LAB
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA. JULY 15, 1968. CONrRACT NUMBk
NAS 9-7313.
NR-P6-FJ-076-00340 INTFR4AL LOG - MISSION 130 - GARDEN CITY KANSAS.
CRES TECHNICAL MEMORADUM 177-8. J.D. YOUNG, UNIVERSITY
OF KANSAS, CENTER FIR RESEARCH, INC. ENGINEERINO SCIENCE
DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MAY 1970. COiRACT NU4MER
NAS 9-10261.
NR-P6-OJ-998-00346 RM-E M-ULTISPECTRAL SENSING IN AGRICULTURE, VOL. 1, NO. 4,
1969. LABORATORY FtR AGRICULTRAL REl,,TIE SENSING, PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, WEST LAYFANTrE, INDIANA.
NR-P6-00-000-00347 AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFEC-TS OF AIRCRAFT DRIFT ANKLE ON REMJI'E
RADAR SENSORS. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 177-5. REPORT NO.
MSC-03707. G.A. BRADLEY AND J.D. YOUNG, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUG. 1970. CONTACT NO.
NAS 9-10261. REPRINTED DEC. 1970 AS MSC-03707, BY
NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
NR-P6-FJ-076-00348 AN EVALUATION OF FINE RESOLUTION RADAR IMAGERY FOR MAKING
ACRICULTURAL DETERMINATIONS. CRES TECHNICAL REPORT 177-7.
S.A. MORAIN AND J. COINER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. AUG. 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10261.
REPRINTED DEC. 1970 AS MSC-03708, BY NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT
CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS NASA-CR-115858. N71-15001
NR-P6-FJ-076-00349 INFORMAL LOG - MISSION 133, GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, SITE 076,
JUNE 26, 1970/JULY 9, 1970. TECHNICAL MELORANDUI 177-9.
O.A. BRADLEY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH,
INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., REMOTE SENSING LAB.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. AUW. 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10261.
NR-P6-WD-998-00350 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF MULTIBAND PHOTOGRAPHIC TECH-
NIQUES. INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT. DONALD T. LAUER AND
* ROERT N. OLWJELL, FORESTRY REJOI SENSING LAB., SCHOOL OF
PORESTRY AND CONSERVATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
ERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. APRIL 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-9577.
NR-P6-00-000-00351 STEPS CURRENTLY RECoM4ENDED FOR A (STAND'RD) CLASSIFICATION
TASK. PURIXU' UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF
REMOTE SENSING, WEST LAFAYLITE, IND. DEC. 1969.
IR-P6--0HH9-00352 PROPOSAL TO MAKE A CMPRENENSIVE EVALUATION OF FACTORS
EvFECTING RESOLAJUONS OF BOTIM FEATURES IN AERIAL
-MIVORAPHY. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAFT CENIER, HOUSTON,
T*XAS. 1970
NR-P6-HH-092-00353 TEST PLAN FOR TEKTITE 11 MISSION. NASA/MANNED SPACECRAPT
CEMIER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. 1970
.n-P6-HJ-086-00354 EARTH RESO' HCEtS AiRCRAT' PRHIURM INESTIGATION PLAN -
SITE e6 - ARGUS ISLAND - AUAH SCA'l'ER(t1nrY, PASSIVE
MICRO(AVE RADIOlEbRY, AND ML;L'IiSPftVI-1I. PHOXMI'(XAPHt
APPLICATIONS TO SEA-STA'TE DEn'EI4MINATION. PRELIMINARY
REPORT. MMMAN M. HATCHER, NASA/HANNI) SPACI'CHRAI' CENTER,
HIOSTON, TEXAS. JANUARY 1970.
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NR-IP6-wJ-0o0-00356 EFWECXTS OF ORGANIC MATTFER ON THE MtTL'ISPECTRAL PROPI-l'TIES OF
SOILS. M.F. BAUMJAURD)NER, C.J. JOHANNSFEN, ,ET AL., PLRHIE
UNIVERSITY, WEST LAFAIY ET1'E, INDIANA. LABS INURMA'TIrON NUI'E
030570. ACRICULTUlAL EXPEHIMENT STATION JOLtRNAL NO. 3939.
ALSO IN INDIANA ACADCMY OF' SCIENCE. PHOCEEDINSS FUR 1969,
VOL. 79, 1970, PP.413-422.
NR-P6-00-000-00357 A STUDY OF THE ECON)MIC BENEFITS AND IMPLICATIONS OF SPACE
STATION OPERATIONS. VOL. 1, SLUIARY, VOL. 2, COST/BENEFIT
MEI}OOOLOGY, VOL. 3, CASE STUDIES. ALLAN H. MUIR, PLANNING
RESEARCH CORP., WASHINGTON, D.C. REPORT NO. PRC R-1218.
CONTRACT NU4*3 R NASW-1604. JANUARY 1968.
NR-P6-00-000-00358 SOME NOCES ON USE OF PICTOUT PROGRAM. LARS INFORMATION NOTE
123068. ROGER M. HOFFER, PURDU.E UNIVEltSITY, LABORATORY FUR
ACRICULTURAL RBJIE SENSING, WEST LAF'AETTrE, IND. 1968.
NR-P6-00-000-00359 AUTCMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF CREEN VEGETATION, SOIL AND
WATER. IARS INFORMATION NOTE 102067. RESEARCH PROGRESS
REPORT 310. PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FUR ACRICUL'JRAL
REMOTE SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. FEB. 1968.
NH-P6-00-000-00360 TRUCK INSRLUMENTATION AND CAPABILITIES. LARS INFORMATION
NOTE 081467. PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULTURAL
REMOl'E SENSING, WEST LAFAYET'TE, IND.
NR-P6-00-000-00361 SU14ARY OF SEMINAR-WORKSHOP ON RFEMOTE SENSING AND ACRICUL-
TURAL DEVELDPME'NT. LARS INFOIRMATION NOTE 120667. PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULlUVRAL REPXOTE SENSING, WEST
LAFAYETTE, IND. JULY 1967.
NR-P6-00-000-00364 DOCUMENTATION OF ANALYSIS RESULTS. LARS INFORMATION NOTE
120668. PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULTURAL
REMOTE SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. 1968.
NR-P6-00-000-00365 LARSYSAA, A PHOCESSING S'STI1,4 F1OR AIRIK)RNE-EAH'1 RFS(XRCES
DATA. LARS INFORtX'TION NO.'E 091968. D.A. LANFIX;HEIU, PtHIXE
UNIVERSITY, LAWOHA'Ih I..R ;AGHICULLHRAL REMUTE SEN1SINGO, WEST
LAFAYETITE, IND. 1968.
NN-P6-00-000-00366 PORTABLE PRECISION THERMISTOR "]Lt44 !ER. LARS INIFxUfTION
NOTE 072470. BARRET F. ROBINSON AND LkINO SILVA, PLLDUE
UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF R8EMITE SENSING,
WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. 1970.
NR-P6-00-000-00367 A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF IMAGE QUALITY IMPROVEI. 'I ftOLUH
DATA PROCESSING. LARS INFtRMATION NOTE 052770. JACK DEHMR,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAHORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF REn'OTE
SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. 1970.
NR-P6-CJ-000-00368 PRELIMINARY MUULTISPECIRAL STUDIES OF SOILS. LARS INFtRMA-
TION NOTE 043070. ACRICbJLRAL EXPERIMENT STATION JOURNAL
NO. 4042. DR. STEVAN J. KRISTOF, PURDU4E UNIVERSITY, LAUOHA-
TORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF RETE SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE,
IND. 1970.
NR-P6-WD-998-00378 MjLTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENITS BASED ON STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS OF SPECTRQIMEIRIC DATA. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA CR-78256. ROBERT N. COLWELL, W.C. DRAEGER, ET AL,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SCHOOL OF FORHESTRY, BERKELEY,
CALIF. CONTRACT NO. NASA GRANT NGR-05-003-080. MICROFICHE
COPY. X66-24196.
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NR-P6-EJ-998-00380 STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF' THE COMPOSITION, PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES AND SURFACE CONFIGLRATION OF TERRESTRIAL TEST
SITES AND itEIR CORRELATION WITH REMOTELY-SENSED DATA.
FINAL REPORT. NORTHWESTERN ULIVERSITY REPORT NO. 24.
B.H. TIMCIHY WHITTEN AND WALTER A. BECKMAN JR., NORTH-
WESTERN UNIVERSITY EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. OCT. 1970.
CONTRACT NO. NASA iRAT NGR-14-007-027.
MN-P6-HI-092-00381 NASA EARTH OBSERVATIONS SURVEY PRCGRAM 90-DAY MISSION
ANALYSIS REPORT. NASA/MSC MISSION 98, SITE 92, PUERTO RICO.
REPORT NO. CRES TM 169-5. ROLAND D. MOWE'R, REMDTE SENSING
LABORATORY, CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1970.
CONTRACT NMS. 160-75-01-32-10 AND 14-08-0001-12077.
NR-P6-EK-039-00382 90-DAY AIRCHAFT MISSION REPORT '- BHEU(XYiH M'S., SITE 39 -MISSION 101. LA'HENCE C. HUWAN, U.S. GKUXLL;ICAL SURVEY,
DENVER, COLORAO.
NR-P6-FJ-195-00383 NINETY-DAY MISSION RFPORT TO NASA - MISSION 101 - SITE 195.
THE REMOTE SENSING INSTITLT'E, SOtliH DUOTYA STATE UNIVERSITY,
BROOKINGS, SOUT3H DAKOTA. CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
MR-P6-GH-155-00384 FINAL REPORT ON MISSION 114 - FULWN OVER SITE 155, NOVEMBER
17-20, 1969. KIRBY L. DRENNAN, U.S. DEPT OF 7THE INTERIOR,
BLREAU OF COctIRCIAL FISHERIES - EXPLURATORY FISHING AND
GEAR RESEARCH BASE, PASCACOULA, MISS.
NR-P6-GJ-16S-00385 PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT ON MISSION 103, SITE 168 - JAMES
RIVER ESTUARY PHASE.
NR-P6-DJ-211-00386 90-DAY NASA AIRCRAFT MISSION REPORT - TEST SITE 211- MISSION
123 - SAN FRANCISCO BAY, MARCH 10, 1970. PAUL R. CARLSON,U.S. GEODGICAL SURVEY, OFFICE OF MARINE GEULOGY, MENLW
PARK, CALI JURNIA.
NR-P6-HJ-151-00387 90-DAY AIRCRAFT MISSION REPORT - MISSION 121 - LONG ISLAND -
SITE 151. E.J. PUUHOWSKI, U.S. GEOLOUICAL SURVEY, ARLINC-
TON, VIRGINIA.
NR-P6-FH-032-00388 90-DAY REPORT, MISSION 117. JAN. 7-8, 1970, SITE 32 - WES-
LACO. CRAIG L. WIEGAND, U.S. DEPT. OF AIRICUL11ME, WESLACD,
TEXAS.
NR-P6-DJ-211-00389 90-DAY NASA AIRCRAFT MISSION REPORT, MISSION 123 - NASA TESTSITE 211, SAN FRANCISCO BAY, MARCH 10, 1970. PAL. R.CARLSON, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, MENLO PARK, CALIFURNIA.
tR-P6-GJ-168-00390 NINETY-DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC REPORT, MISSIONS 103 AND
104 - NASA TEST SITE 168, SEPT. 15 1969 RICHARD R. ANDER-SON, THE AMRICAN UNIVERSITY, WASNHiN'I,; D.C.
NR-P6-FJ-171-00391 90-DAY AIRCRAFT REPORT, TEST SITE 171 MISSION 115. DANIELC. HA.IL AND KARL W. RATZLAIVi, U.S. 6dALN ICAL SURVEY,
OUSTON, TEXAS
MR-P6-FJ-149-00392 90-DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENCE RPORT RUR RS1*', MiSSION 101
OVER NASA TEST SITE 149, tBLACK HILLS, SO'IYI DAKTiA, AUG. H,1969. WILLIAM J. CREA, JR., NASA MANNU)ED SPACUERAFIT CE'NTER,
HUS , ThEAS.
M-P6-dF,-029-00393 90-DAY REPORT, MISSION 120 - NASA TEST SITE 029, FE'BRUARY
1970. ROIERT H. ALEXANDER, U.S. DEPT. (OF' T INTERIOR,
WASHINGOON, D.C.
IR-P6-EJ-011-00395 PRELIMINARY EVAUIATION OF DATA FROM EARTh RESOXUCES AIRCRAFT
MISSION 102 - SITE 011 Y.LWSTOIUNE NATIONAL PARK, WOOMIMG.
mWARD It. COX, U.S. EoXl.3GICAL SIRVEY, WASHINGIOli, D.C.
425 \eProduced fromavailable copY.
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NR-P6-H,-188-00396 90-DAY REPORT ON DATA OBTAINED DURING NASA AIRCRAFT MISSIONS
103 AND 104, NASA TEST SITE 188. MAHLON G. KEILY, NEW FORK
UNIVERSITY, BRONX, NEW 1ORK
MR-P6-EJ-185-00397 NASA-ERSP MISSION 101, NINETY-DAY DATA REPORT, NASA TEST
SITE 185 AUGUST 11-12, 1969. J.R. FRAHM, MARTIN MARI[ETFA,
DENVER, .NRADO.
IR-P6-CJ-04-44-00398 JUNE 25, 26, 1969 FLIGHT MISSION, TEST SITE 044, 90 DAY
PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT. LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF
REMOTIE SENSING, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYI'TE, INDIANA.
NR-P6-GH-998-00399 THE USE OF AERIAL PHtI1GRAPHY FOR STUDY OF COASTAL ENVIRON-:
MENT AND ECOLOGY IN 'UR3BID, TEIPERATE AREAS. MAHLON G.
KELLY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, BRONX, NEW WORK. CONTRACT NO.
N62306-70-A-0075003.
NR-P6-FJ-076-00400 EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY DATA HANDLING PlAN. PRELIMINARY
DOCUMENT. NASA, EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION, MANNED SPACE-
CRA;T CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS, SEPT. 1970.
.NR-P6-00-000-00403 NASA/MSC 16.5 GHZ SLAR COVERAGE GUIDE. REPORT NO. CRES TM
118-16. ROBERT L. WALTERS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPT. 1969.
NR-P6-FJ-998-00404 THE UTILITY OF RADAR AND OTHER REMTE SENSORS IN THEMATIC
LAND USE MAPPING FROM SPACECRAFT, SECOND ANNUAL REPORT,
COVERING PERIOD MAY 68-MAY 69. REPORT NO. CRES TR 117-4.DAVID S. SIMONETT, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
CONTRACT NO. USGS CONTRACT 14-08-0001-10848.
NR-P6-00-000-00405 AIRCRAFT SCANNER DATA OVERLAY PRHOWXF, STATUS REPORT.
LARS INFORMATION NI'E 103068. PAUL E. ANJnA, PLUiUXE
UNIVERSITY, LABORA'ORY F[UR AGCICLLWURAL RH'UTE SENSING,
WEST LAFAE'!TS, INDIANA. 1968.
MR-P6-00-000-00406 EARTH RESOURCES REM!Y'E SENSING SYSTE'MS. NASA, MANNED
SPACECRAF'T CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. NOV. 1970.
NR-P6-FH-998-00407 SPECTRAL SURVEY OF IRRIGATED REGION CROPS AND SOILS. 1970
ANNUAL REPORT TO NASA, FOR THE PERIOD OCT. 1969-SEPT. 1970.
REPORT NO. 70-2. U.S. DEPAKR TENT OF AGRICULTURE,
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE, SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
RESEARCH DIV., WESLACO, TEXAS. MNOV. 1970. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-038-002.
MR-P6-FH-998-00408 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM, DATA REVIEW REPORT,
MISSION NO. 91 (MEXICO). M. JAY HARNACE, JR., INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS MANAGER, EARTH RESOURCES OPERATIONS BRANCH, NASA,MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1969.
MI-P6-00-000-00409 MSC STATISTICAL AND WAVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM (VIBAN3). PROGRAM
0467. PROJECT 4587. coMPLUrR PROGRAM. ABSTACT. LCKHEED
mCTRONICS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TELXAS.
NR-P6-00-000-00410 VARIABLE BANDWIDI1 DIGITAL FILTERING (EI.LT). PROGRAM 0554.
PRWIECT 4610. C.'PurER PROGRAM ABSTRACT. LOCKHEED
EBCTIRONICS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
MR-P6-GJ-998-0041 1 REIOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN FORESTRY. QUARTERLY PROGRESS
REPORT, APRIL-JUNE 1970. R.C. HEILME, C.E. POULTON, ET AL.,UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN!IA, FORESTIRY RL4%X.E SENSIIG LAB.,
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NR-P6-J-190-00o412 P RE OTE SENSING OF CHANGES IN MORPHtIOGY AND PHYSIOLCGY OF'
TREES UNDER STRESS. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. SEPT. 1969.
CHARLES E. OLSON, JR., JENNIFER M. -WARD, AND WAYNE G. ROHDE,
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICH. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFtRNIA, FORESTRY ¥REMOE
SENSING LAB., BERKELEY, CALIF.
NASA-CR-113803, N70-41162
NR-P6-00-000-{0413 PROGRAM DCLCUF.NTATION. EARTH RESOURCES PASSIVE MICROWAVE
TAPE REF}RMAT PROGRAM (MICWAV). PROGRAM Oi00. PROHWtT
4605. REPORT NO. TDR 2343. D.J. SULIK, WI)LE L. JOHNSON,
ET AL., LOCSiEED ELEXILRONICS CO., H USIUN, TEXAS. DEC.
1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-5384. O ISOLE'E, CHANGES
INCLUDED IN NRP600495.
NR-P6-00-000-00414 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION. EARTH RESOURCES SCAT'HERO(.TER TIME
TABLE COMPUTATIONS PROGRAM. (GPTIME). PROGRAM 0617.
PROJECT 4610. REPORT NO. TDR 2297. D.J. SULIK, DOYLE L.
JOHNSON, ET AL., LXCKHEED ELECTRONICS CONPAN', HOS1USIN,
TEXAS. DEC 1969. CXNTRACT NO. NAS 9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00416 THE SENSOR STATUS PROGRAM (SENSAT), PROGRAM SUMMARY. REPORT
NO. TR LEC/HASD NO. 649.21.037. R.A. LIGONS, SR., LOCKIEED
ELBCTRONICS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEXAS. AUG. 1970. CONTRACT
NO. NAS 9-5t91.
hR-P6-00-000-00417 PROPOSAL TO CONDUCT SEA STATE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE MDAC-WD
RADIOMETER AND TO DELEHMINE APPLICATION AND INSTRUMENT
DESIGN REOUIREBMENTS. REPORT NO. MC G0565P. MCDONNELL
DOUCGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. MAY
1970.
NI1-P6-HJ-998-00418 SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY PROJECT, REVIEW OF NASA EARTH
RESOURCES AIRCRAFTI PROGRAM AND REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENTS.
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE. PHILCO-FORD CORP., PALI
ALTO, CALIF. JAN. 1968.
IR-P6-UD-998-00421 RENMTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN FORESTRY. PROGRESS REPORT
FOR THE PERIOD I OCT. 1967 TO 31 MARCH 1968. FORESTRY
REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CAL IFORNIA,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-DJ-998-00422 REMTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN FORESTRY. QUARTERLY PROGRESS
REPORT FOR THE PERIOD APRIL 1, 1969 TO JUNE 30, 1969.
FORESTRY RE~MTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONIRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-DK-998-00423 REbMTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IN FORESTRY. PROGRESS REPORT
FOR THE PERIOD I OCT. 1968 TO 31 DEC. 1968. FORESTRY
REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CONTRACT NO. R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-00-000-00424 EARTH RESOU'CES AIRCHAFN' PRWOJCT, MISSION HEPORT, 'T/U)-SI'1-
KOSAIA C..Tr. NASA/!SC, EARTH RESOLHCES OIF'FICE, HSI'(IN,
TEXAS. OCTIUER 1970.
hR-P6-CJ-998-00425 MULTISPECTRAL FACILITY MAINhTEANCE AND DATA COLLET'ION.
MFO1'HLY REPORT FOR O(XTIHER 1970. REPORT N). 02599-20-tL.
PHILIP G. HASELL, JR., WILUW HRUN LAHXHUXlUHIE., INMlHARDI-.) AND
OPTICS LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARIOR, MICH.
CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9304.
.NR-P6-GJ-998-00427 THE MEASLUREi' T OF' WATER DEPTH BY REMYITE SENSING iTFCHNI4IES.
REPORT NO. 8973-26-F. F.C. POLCIN, W.L. BHRON, AND I.J.
SATI7I'NGER, INFRARED AND OPT'ICS LAHORAUIORY, WILLW RUN
LABORATORIES, THE INSTIil.TE OF' SCIENCE AND 'lXMln..UL ,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. OCT'. 1970.
CONTRACT NIMBER N6z306-67-C-0243. AD-71400.1
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
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NR-P6-00-000-00429 RADAR SATELLITE OCEANOGRAPHY. FINAL REPORT ON CONTRACT
N62306-70-A-0075 FUR THE PERIOD IFR(M JUNE 1969-1'TO JUL, 1970.
WILLARD J. PIEiSON, JR., NEW VORK UNIVERSITY,- DEPT. OF












)8-00430 SPACECRAFT OCEANOGRAPHY PROJECT DOCLENITATION STUDY.
WILLIAM L. VEST, AND B.D. CLAOGEI7T, COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.,
FALLS CHURCH, VA. NOV. 1970. CONTRACT NO. N62306-70-C-0149
)0-00431 PRECISION MULTIBAND VIEWER STUDY. REPORT NO. SERG TR-14.
JEH0ME LIBBY, AND EDWARD YOST, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY,
SCIECE ENGINEERING RESEARCH GROUP, GREENVALE, NEW YORK.
1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9489.
'8-00432 MULTISPECTRAL FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND DATA COLLECTION.
MONTHLY REPORT FOR PERIOD NOVEMBER 1970. REPORT NO.
02599-21-L. PHILIP G. HASELL, JR., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, INFRARED AND OPTICS LABORATORY,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. DEC. 1970, 4P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9304
0-00433 SOUTHERN CORN LEAF BLIGHT. STATUS REPORT. REPORT NO.
LARS INFORMATION NOTE 083170. LABORATORY F'OR APPLICATIONS
OF REMLTE SENSING, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, WEST LAFAYETfE,
INDIANA, AUG. 31, 1970, 16P.
50-00434 SCnIUHER CORN LEAF BLIGHT. STATUS REPORT NO. 2. REPORT NO.
LARS INFUYMATION.NII't 091170. LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS
OF REIMITE SENSING, PULX.E' UNIV., WEST LAFAlET'E, INDIANA.
SEPT. 11, 1970, 14P.
57-00436 MULTISPECTRAL DATA ANALYSIS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-86409, AND BSR-2941. DAVID S. HANSON, AND DAVID
R. MORGANSTEIN, BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MAY 1970, 129P. MICROFICHE AND HARD
COPY. COINiACT NO. NAS12-2123. N70-30925
)7-00440 SITE 7 - COAST RANGE ORE.ON/WASHINGTON. PRELIMINARY SCIENCE
REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-03701. OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY,
DEPARTMENT OF' OCEANOGRAPHY, CORVALLIS, OREION. NOV. 1970,
43P.
'6-00441 NASA EARTH OBSERVATION SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION REPORT-
MISSION 133, GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, SITE 76. DATE OF FLIGHT -
JULY 9, 1970. REPORT NO. CRES 1T-177-15. WILLIAM O.
LOCKMAN, L. THOMAS JAMES, AND JERRY C. COINER, UNIVERSITY OF'
KANSAS/CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. DEC.
1970, 16P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10261.
D0-00442 A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF' APPLICATIONS OF EARTH ORBITAL SPACE
TECHNOLOGY TO SELECTED CASES IN WATER MANAGEMENT AND
AGRICULTURE. VOL. I - TECHNICAL SblMARY. REPORT NO.
PRC R-1224. PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES,
CALIF., WASHINGTON, D.C. REVISED NOV. 1969, 61P. CONTRACT
NO. NASW-1816.
D0-00443 A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS OF EARTH ORBITAL SPACE
TECHNOLOGY TO SEEXCTED CASES' IN WATER MANAGMEN AND
AGRICULTURE. VOLUFE 2 - TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
PRC R-1224. PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES,
CALIF., WASHINGTON, D.C. REVISED NOV. 1969, 326P.
CONTRACT NO. NASW-1816.
NR-P6-DK-000-00444 A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS OF EARTH ORBITAL SPACE
TECHNOLOGY TO SELECTED CASES IN WATER MANAGEMENT AND
AGRICULTIRE. VOLUE 2 - TECHNICAL REPORT - APPENDIXES.
REPORT NO. PRC R-1224. PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION, LOS
ANGELES, CALIF., WASHINGTON, D.C. REVISED NOV. 1969, 560P.
CONTRACT NO. NASW-1816.
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NR-PG-00-000-00445 PROGRAM DOCUAENTATION. MSC STATISTICAL. AND WAVE ANALYSIS
PROURAM (VIBAN3). PROGRAM Q467, PHROe'T 4700A. REPOR'T' NO.
DPD 0036. JACK D. MCHRIDE, JACK I. PICKHEN, J.D. GARHEfi',
AND J.L. FISHER, LOCKHEIED ElStRONICS ClMPANY, HOUS'IUN
AEROSPACE SYSTEMSs HOUSTON, TEXAS. iE'VISED JUNE 1970, 312P.
NR-P6-DJ-998-00447 ANALYSIS OF REOTE SENSING DATA FOR RANGE RESOURCE
M4ANAGES NT. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT. DAVID M. CARNEUGIE,
FORESTRY REIMOTE SENSING LABORATURY, UNIV. OF CAL IUHANIA,
BEIRKEEY, SEPT. 1968. 66P.
NR-P6-DJ-049-00448 THE APPLICATION OF RENOTE SENSING TO THE INVENIORY OF
LIVESTOCK AND IDENTIFICATION OF CROPS. FINAL REPORT. ItlWIN
H. ROBERTS, AND ROBERT N. CXLAELL, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SCHOOL OF FIRESTRY AND CONSERVATION, BERKELZEY, CALIF.
SEPT. 1968. 54P.
NR-P6-GJ-239-00449 SIMULATION STUDIES OF THE ERTS A AND B DATA. 90 DAY REPORT
ON NASA OVERFLICGHT 6 JULY 1970, SITE 239--LAKE ONTARIO.
C.D. LONG, PROJECTS OFFICER, CARED PROJWEC' NO. 154, CENTRE
FOR APPLIED RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING DESIGN INC., MCMASTER
UNIVERSITY HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA. DEC. 17, 1970, 4P.
CONTRACT N6 . USCGS CONTRACT 14-08-0001-12654.
NR-P6-GJ-998-00450 EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS OF MULTISENSOR DATA TO NAITURAL
RESOURCE INVNTORY AND SURVEY. A STATUS REPORT OF RESEARCH
PERFORMED ON NASA EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSIONS
104, 115, 136. HARRY J. MALLON, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
OFFICE OF £MERCENCY PREPAREDNESS (NRAC), EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON, D.C. NOV. 12, 1970, 38P.
.NR-P6-00-000-00451 SYNOPSIS OF THE FINAL REPORT ON RADSCAT. GENERAL ILECTRIC'
COMPANY, SPACE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION, PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA. DEC. 1970, 16P. CONTRACT NUMBER
N62306-70-C-0304.
NR-P6-HJ-086-00452 COMPOSITE MICROWAVE RADICMETER-SCATThIEROMTER (RADSCAT)
TEST FLIGHTS.OF FEBRUARY-MARCH 1970. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. 70SD4290. GENERAL HLECTRIC COMPANY, SPACE
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, AUG. 1970,
51P. CONTRACT NO. N-62306-70-C-0304.
NR-P6-00-000-00453 IMULTIFREOUENCY MICROWAVE RAICU)IO.'R CALIBRATION StARW AND
PROCGA1WED INPUTS. REPORT NO. TH-LEC/HASD NO. 649D.21.043.
R.A. LIGONS, SR., AND R.A. MENNEklA, LUHhEtD ELF.DtHINICS
CO., HOUS1ION AEROSPACE SSTEhTS DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. JAN.
1971, 37P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950.
MR-P6-00-000-00454 MICROWAVE RADICMETER DATA STUDY. AN ANALYSIS OF" SYSTN
ACCURACY, EXCU.DING ATMOSPHERIC AND ANTENNA PATTERN EFJECTS,
ADOENDUM A TO PHASE I REPORT. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-108567,
AND SD-1344R-I-ADD-A. AEROWET-CENERAL CORP., MICROWAVE
DEPT., EL MONTE , CALIF., AUG. 1969i 10P. COeNTACT NO.
NAS9-9363. N70-34435
NR-P6-00-000-00455 MICROWAVE RADIOMETER DATA STUDY, PHASE 2. FINAL TECHNICAL
REPORT, OCT. 69-MAY 70. REPORT NOW. NASA-CR-108561, AND
REPT-1344R-2. A.T. EDGERTON, AEROJE-GNERAL CORP., EL
MONTE, CALIF., JUNE 1970, 98P. OONTRACT NO. NAS9-9363.
N70-34027
NR-P6-GJ-998-00458 MULTISPECTRAL FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND DATA OOLLECTION.
MONTHLY REPORT FOR PERIOD DEG. 1970. REPORT NO. 02599-22-L.
PHILIP 0. HASELL, RESEARCH ENGINEER, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
WILLW RUN LABORATORIES, INFRARED AND OPTICS LABORATORY,
ANN ARBOR, MICH., 4 JAN. 1971, 4P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9304.
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NR-P6-FJ-085-00460 NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION
ANALYSIS REPORT, NASA/MSC MISSION 74, SITE 85, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. REPORT NO. CRES TMI 118-11. ROBERT L. WALTERS,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., EMGINEERING
SCIENCE DIV.,.LAWRENCE, KANSAS. SEPT. 1968. CONTRACT NOS.
NAS9-7175, AND USGS CONTRACT 14-08-0001-10848.
NW-P6-FJ-085-00461 NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION ANALYSIS
REPORT, NASA/MSC MISSION 61, SITE 85, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
REPORT NO. CRES 'ITM 118-10. ROBERT L. WALTERS, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS CENTER FOUR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERINN SCIENCE
DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, SEPT. 68. CONTRACT NOS.
NAS9-7175, AND USGS CONTRACT 14-08-0001-10848.
NH-P6-LL-166-00462 NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 90-DAY MISSION ANALYSIS
REPORT, NASA/MSC MISSION 70, SITE 166, ICELAND. REPORT NO.
CRES 1M 118-8. W.P. WAITE AND R.L. WALTERS, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AUGUST 1968. CONTRACT NOS. NAS9-7175,
AND N00 N62306-67-C-0044.
NR-P6-FJ-085-00463 GROUND TRUIH MEASURFMENTS PERFOMEtD AT SITE 85, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS, IN SUPPORT OF NASA EARiTH RESOLRCES PHOGRAM AIHCHRNI'
MISSIONS 102, 105, AND 106. REPORT NO. CRES 'I 169-2.
D.B. SCHWARZ, W.G. BROONER, AND C.R. WOOD, RE:MOTE SENSING
LAB., UNIVERSITY OF' KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS, OCW'. 1969.
CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-12077.
NR-P6-FJ-998-00464 EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION SYSTEMS ANNUAL REPORT '1 THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, FISCAL YEAR
1970. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHING'IN, D.C., NOV. 1970.
1 LOOSELEAF VOL. OF 380P. AND 2 POCKETS OF FILDED MAPS.
NR-P6-CJ-998-00466 MULTISPECTRAL FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND DATA COLLECTION.
MONTHLY REPORT FUR PERIOD SEPTEMBER 1970. REPORT NO.
02599-19-L. PHILIP G. HASELL, JR., RESEARCH ENGINEER,
INFRARED AND OPTICS LABORATORY, WILUIDW RUN LAHORAlURIES,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. OCT. 1, 1970.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00467 REMOTE SENSING AGRICULTURE, EARTH RESO4RCES, AND MANS
ENVIRONiENT. LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF REMTE SENSING,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, WEST LAFAYEI'TE, INDIANA, 1971, 22P.
NR-P6-BL-093-00468 MISSION 126, 90-DAY REPORT, PT. BARROW, ALASKA, APRIL 1970.
REPORT NO. CRES 'IT-177-14. O.A. BRADLEY, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE, KANS. DEC.
1970, 9P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10261.
NR-P6-FJ-149-00469 90-DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT - MISSION 101 - TEST SITE
149, BLACK HILLS AREA. LABORATXRY FOR APPLICATIONS OF
R4OlTE SENSING, PURDUE UNIV., LAFIAYET'E, INDIANA, JUNE 26,
1970, 8P.
N4-P6-CJ-044-00470 90-DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT, FLIGHT MISSION SITES 112
AND 116, OCT. 7 AND DEC. 4, 1969. LABORATORY FUR
APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING, PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE,
INDIANA. MAY 20, 1970, 10P.
NR-P6-CJ-044-00471 90-DAY PRELIMINARY SCIENCE REPORT - TEST SITE 44, JUNE 25,
26, 1969 FLIGHT MISSION. LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF"
REMiTE SENSING, PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. JULY 6,
1970, liP.
NR-P6-FJ-213-00472 90-DAY REPORT Ft"R MISSION IZ3, SITEl 13. Z .. He.M.HS:'I(X)D,
GCOSCIE ENCES, NASA, MANNED SPACE'EAJlI' CENTEH, HtX^S'IU, 'I'EXAS,
JULY 1, 1970, 9P.
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NI-P6-GJ-244-00473 GROAND TRIUTH OBSERVATIONS AND DATA, SLUMMRY, PROCEUHES AND
NO-TES. NASA MISSION 144, SITE 244, CHESAPEAKE HAN - pA'L.IWO
SOUND REGION, SEPT. 22.-30, 1970. VIRGINIA INSTIlTUTE OF
MARINE SCIENCE, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA., DEC. 15, 1970, 29P.
NR-P6-00-000-00474 GROUND DATA-HANDLING SYSTEM STUDY FUR THE EARTH RE.SOURCES
OBSERVATION SATELLITE. PHASE 1. FINAL REPORT. REPOR' NOS.
AED-R-3408, AND USGS-DO-70-001. H. GtRK, P. MOXD, AND C.
SMITH, RCA DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PROoCl'S, ASTRO ELE.IWRONICS
DIV., PRINCETON, N.J., DEC. 1968, 99P. CONTRACT NO.
DI-14-08-0001-11430. PB-193829
NR-P6-EJ-998-00475 GROUND DATA-HANDLING SYSTEM STUDY FUR THE FARTH RESOURCES
OBSERVATION SATELLITE. PHASE 11 - USER DATA PROCESSING
REQUIREMENTS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. AED-R-3515, AND
USGS-DO-70-002. H. GLRK, P. WOOD, AND C. SMITH, RCA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, ASTRO ELECTRONICS DIVISION,
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, NOV. 1969, 132P. CObTRACT NO.
DI-14-08-0001-11915. PB-193666 N71-11594
NR-PS-00-000-00476 STUDY OF ANENNA PATTERNS AND PARAMETRIC EVALAJATION FOR 13.3
GHZ SINCGLE POLARIZATION RADAR SCATTEROMETER. REPORT NO.
TR-LEC/HASD NO. 649D.21.030. NICK VLAHOS, LOCKkED
ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., HOUSTON,
TEXAS, NOV. 1970, 240P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00477 ELECTRONIC DATA STATUS FOR 1969-1970. REPORT NO.
TR-LEC/HASD NO. 649D.21.044. R.A. LIGONS, SR.,
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. JAN. 1970, 18P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950.
NR-P6-00-000-00481 EXPERIMENT REOUIRE4kTS DOCLtENT FOR 10 BAND MULTISPECTRALt
SCANNER, EXPERIMENT S192. REPORT NO. MSC-01178. NASA,
MANNED SPACECRAF' CENTER, SKYLAB PROGRAM, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
MARCH 1970, 55P. MICROFICHE COPY. (NASA) W70-10638
NR-P6-00-000-00482 LINCXLN LABORATORY LASER RADAR PROGRAM. INTERIM REPORT.
REPORT NO. PROJECT REPORT AP-42 (APOLLO). A.A. GALVIN, G.F.
DALRYMPLE, M.E. AUSTIN, B.S. GOLDSTEIN, ET AL.,
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUITE OF' TCHNOLOGY, LINCOLN LABORATORY,
LEXINGTON, MASS. DEC. 1964, 102P. .CONTRACT NO. NAS9-105.
INR-P6-GF-851-00484 PEHUVIAN FARTHUUAKE, DAMAGE ASSESSM:NT. EARTH RES(UHMCES
AIRCRAFT PROGRAM MISSION 148, JUL.Y 31, 1970. DAVID L.
AMSBURY, GICX)CI ENCES SECI'ION, EARTH OH1':VATI'ONS DIVISION,
NASA, MANNED SPACFCRAJ'T CENTEl'R, HOUST1Th, 'EXAS. 1970,
MANUSCRIPT IN UOSXELEAF BINDER, 41P.
NR-P6-00-000-00485 NASA/MSC EARTH RESOURCES SPECTRAL INFIURMATION SYSTEM
PROCEDURES MANUAL. REPORT NO. 3165-32-T. DIANNE L. EARING,
VIRGINIA W. LEEMAN, INFRARED AND OPTICS LAHORATORY, WIULUL
RUN LABORATORIES, UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARHUR, MICHIGAN.
N.D. (RECD. MARCH 71), 156P. COGNHACT.NO. NAS9-9784.
NR-P6-00-000-00486 A PROPOSAL FR A PILOT STUDY OF PLANT DISTRESS
FINGERPRINTING. (UNOFFICIAL PLAN, UNPUBLISHED) FORREST C.
HALL, AND DAVID E. PITTS, NASA, EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. ALUG 1970, 16P.
NR-P6-FH-158-00488 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS, HURRICANE CELIA - 3 AUGUST 1970,
IMAGE ANALYSIS DAMAGE ASSESSMENT. NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT
CENTIER, EARTH OBSERVATIONS DIVISION, MISSION SUPPORT AND
IMAGE INTERPRETATION OFFICE, HOUSTON, T'EXAS. SEPT. 1970,
4P. AND 18 COLOR PHOTOS IN LOOSElkAF BINDE.R.
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NR-P6-00-000-00489 PROJECT THEMIS - A CENTER FOR REMOTU SENSING. SEMI-ANNUAL
TECHNICAL REPORT, NO. 5, SEPT. 69-MARCH 70. REPORT NO.
CRES 'R-133-14. F.T. ULABY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER
FUR RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV., LAWRENCE, KANS.
MARCH 1970, 202P. CONTRACT NO. DAAK02-68-C-0089.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-869511
R-"P6-LL-166-00490 PROJECT THE!IS - A CENTER FOR REMTrE SENSING. SEMI-ANNUAL
TECHNICAL REPORT, 3RD, OCT.* 68-MARCH 69. HEPOR1' NO.
CRES TR 133-7. F.T. ULABY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR
RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. MARCH 1969, 189P.
CONTRACT NOS. DAAK02-68-C-0089, AND ARPA ORDER-1079.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. AD-853884
NR-P6-00-000-00491 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION. SCATTERWETRR FILTER PROGRAM
(FILT13). PROGRAM 0605. PROJECT 4610. REPORT NO.
TIR-2382. M.O. HERNANDEZ, DOYLE L. JOHNSON, ET AL.,
OCKHlEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TEXAS. FEB. 1970,
130P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00492 PROGRAM WDCIl'NTATION. GUIDANCE ANt) NAVIGATI'ION DATA
AVERAG NM; PROGRAM .LR EAHRTH RESO HCES (ASUAVE). PRH(X;GR
0644. PROJECT 4699. REPORT NO. DPID-003. ¥VONNE
CHI'4PINSKI, JACK I. PICKREN, Er AL., LOCKHE:ED .LU:CTfHON ICS
COMPANY, HUUS1UN, TEXAS. JUNE 1970, 95P. CON'iRALI' NO.
NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00493 PROGRAM DOCUM.INTATION. GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION RATE PROGRAM
FOR EARTH RES(URCES (ASORAT). PROGRAM 0636. PROJECT 4699.
REPORT NO. DPD-0064. YVONNE CHEMPINSKI, JACK I. PICKHEN, EL'
AL., LMEKED ELCTIRONICS COMPANY, HOUSTON, 'I-XAS. AU;.
1970, 60P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5384.
NR-P6-00-000-00495 PROGRAM DOC'ENTATION. EARTH RESOCRCES MICROWAVE
RADIIETER CALIBRATION PROGRAM (NMCAL). PROGRAM 0627.
PROJECT 4605. REPORT NO. TDR-2440. GERALD E. HUiACE(,
DOYLE L. JOHNSON, ET AL., LOCK:E)D EL'RON ICS C(NPANY,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1970, 99P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5384.
CONTAINS CHANGED PARTS OF EARLIER DOCU1ENT TDR-2343
(MICWAV)-NRP600413.
hR-P6-00-000-00496 MULTISPECTRAL RECCGNITION TECHNIQUES - PRESENT STATUS AND A
PLANNED HYBRID RECOCNITION SYSTEM. R.E. MARSHALL, F.J.
KRIECLER, WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. (N.D. 1970), 22P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-9784.
NR-P6-EJ-990-00497 A VEGETATIONAL INVENTORY AND FCOLOGICAL RESOURCE ANALYSIS
FROM SPACE AND HIGH FLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. CHARLES E. POULTON,
DAVID P. FAUUKNER, AND BARRY J. SCHRLMPF, OREGON STATE
UNIVEIRSITY, DEPT. OF RANGE MANAGEt,*NT, CORVALLIS, ORECON.
14P. PRESENTED AT EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM REVIEW, 3RD
ANNUAL, NASA, HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 3, 1970, 14P.
NR-P6-LL-166-00498 INFORMAL LDO, MISSION 156 - JOSS II, NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN -
SITE 166, FEB. 8-19, 1971. REPORT NO. CRES TM 177-17.
O.A. BRADLEY, REIOTE SENSING LABORATORY, CENTER FOR RESEARCH
IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OFt KANSAS, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. MARCH 1971, 12P. CONTRACT NO, NAS9-10261.
NR-P6-00-000-00499 SOME NEEDS FUR EXPANDING AGRICULTURAL REMOTE SENSING
RESEARCH. J. RALPH SHAY, DEPT. OF BOTANY, PURDUE
UNIV1RSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE
FOURTH SYMPOSIUM ON RkMn'E SENSING OF ENVI!RONwENT, ANN
ARBOR, MICH., APRIL 1966. PP.33-36. N67-13467
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NR-P6-EJ-210-00501 ANALYSIS OF DIGITALLY-R8EWONST I 1TLD SO-65 IMAGERY. REPORT
NO. S.1. 300,068. STAFf' OF THE GROUND DATA HAhDLING SdS'IS'MS
SECTION, FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INS'RUHLitENT CORP., FAIRCHILD
SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTRS DIV., SYOSSET', N.Y. AUG. 1970,
23P.
hR-P6-00-000-00502 CORRELATION SWTDIES (GRID OVERLAY EXPRIENTAL PROGRAM).
REPORT NO. ED-AU- 17. ROBERT P. WAKEbN, FAIRCHILD CAMERA
AND INSTRUMENT CORP., FAIRCHILD SPACE AND DEFENSE SISTWES
DIV., SYOSSET, N.Y. SEPT. 1970, 29P.
hR-P6-00-000-00503 ALUTMATIC DATA CORRELATION SYSTEM STUDY. FINAL REPORT, JULY
69-JUNE 70. VOLLE I - PROGRAM SUMtARY. FAIRCHILD CANI*RA
AND INSTRUIENT CORP., F'AIRCHILD SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTENS
DIV., SYOSSET, N.Y. JULY 1970, 56P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-9842.
NR-P6-00-000-00504 ALUTOATIC DATA CORRELATION SYSTEM. FINAL REPORT, JULY 69-
JUNE 70. VOLUME II - SYSTEM DESIGN. FAIRCHILD CAFERA AND
INSTIRMENT CORP., FAIRCHILD SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTEMS DIV.,
SYOSSET, N.Y. JULY 1970, 297P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9842.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00505 SKY LAB A - EARTH RESOURCES DISCIPLINE/EXPERIMENT LIST
(PRELIMINARY). NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, EARTH
OBSERVATIONS DIV., MISSION SUPPORT OPERATIONS AND IMAGE
ANALYSIS GROUP, HOUS1TIN, TEXAS. DEC. 1970, SIP.
NR-P6-CJ-044-00506 NASA AIRCRAFT DATA REPORT - MISSION 52 (JUNE 27-29, 1967),
AND MISSION 54 (AUCUST 3-4, 1967). ROGER M. HO'FFER, PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, APPLIED ELECTRONICS RESEARCH LABORATORY, WEST
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. N.D. (1968), 23P.
NR-P6-EJ-185-00507 NASA MISSION 105, FLIGHT 5. SUM4ARY REPORT. R. BINIKI,
J. CLIOZZI, R. IOLSTRUM, ET AL., COLRA SCHOOL OF MINES,
DEPT. OF GEOXXCY, BONANZA REMOTE SENSING PROJEC, GOLDEN,
COLD. JAN. 1971, 56P. FLED MAP IN POCKET. CONTRACT NO.
NASA GRANT NGL 06-001-015.
NR-P6-FJ-998-00508 THE USE OF AN AERIAL PHOO!GRAPHIC SURVEY IN POST TORNADO
RELIEF ACTIVITIES (MISSISSIPPI TORNADO - FEBRUARY 21, 1971).
NASA, EARTH RESOURCES LABORATORY AT THE MISSISSIPPI TEST
FACILITY, BAY ST. LOUIS. MISS. MARCH 1971, 12P.
NR-P6-00-000-00509 A STUDY TO DEFINE A SCATI'E.*1H'I'ER DATA PREPROCESSING SYSTEM.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. REPT-74267-1, AND NASA-CR-10063B.
R.E. CHAPMAN, AND '.J. JANZA, RYAN AElRONAIi'ICAL CO., SAN
DIEGO, CALIF. JULY 1970, 277P. CONTRACT' NO. NAS9-9723.
MICROFICHE COPY. N70-42370
NR-P6-00-000-00510 PASSIVE MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS OVER THE OCEANS. REPORT NO.
*NASA-CR-111105. LEE LUPHHESS MARTIN (M.S. THESIS), LUNIV.
OF WASHINGTOIN, DEPT. OF ATMOSPHFRIC SCIENtCES, SEATTLE, WASH.
AUG. 1970, 99P. CONTRACT NO. GRANT NGR-48-002-009.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-10354
NR-P6-CH-128-00511 RESULTS OF OVERFLICHTS OF CHEVRON OIL SPILL IN GULF' OF
MEXICO. FINAL REPORT. CLARENCE E. CATOE, COAST GUARD,
APPLIED TECiOYLOGY DIV., WASHINGTON, D.C. AUG.- 1970, 21P.
MICROFICHE COPY. AD-714681
NR-P6-CJ-99g-00512 AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS AND REuUIREMETS PROGCRAMS.
QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT, 3RD, I APR.-30 JUNE 1969. REPORT
NOS. NASA-CR-110780, AND OPR-3. PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF REM4YE SENSING, LAFAYEUTE,
IND. '1969, 81P. CONTRACT NOS. NASA ORDER WIZ-996, AND
USDA-12-14-100-9549(20). MICROFICHE COPY. N70-42235
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NR-P6-00-000-00514 EARTH OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT-SENSOR SYSTEMS FACILITY OF THE
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER. VOUME I PRELIMINARY - NASA 927(NP3A) AIRCRAIFT SENSOR SYSTE4 FACILITY. LECKHEED
ELECTRONICS CXMPANY, AEROSPACE SYSTL4S DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS.
DEC. 1970, 214P.
NR-P6-00-000-00515 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT FACILITY OF THE MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER. VOtLME 2 PRELIMINARY - NASA 929(NC1308) AIRCRAFT SENSOR SYSTEM FACILITY. REPORT NO.
002024. LOCKHEED ElkELIHONICS COMPANY, AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1970, 201P.
NR-P6-00-000-00516 UNISTAR - USER NEIWORK FOR INFORMATION STORAGE, TRANSFER,
ACQUISITION, AND RETRIEVAL. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-61333. AUBURN UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING,
AUBURN, ALABAMA. OCT. 1970, 312P. CONTRACT NO.
GRANT NGT-01-003-044. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-10806
NR-P6-00-000-00517 MACKAY SCH(XL OF MINES PROGRESS REPORT, JAN. I TO 31, 1971.
JACK OUADE, MACKAY SCiHOXL OF MINES, UNIVERSITY OF NEVII\X,
RENO, NEVADA. 3P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-7779.
MR-P6-0000-0-00518 NASA-MSC EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE PARMiITEHS.
LOCKHEED TLECTRONICS COIIPANY, EAITH OBSERVAT'IIONS DEPI'.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. N.D. 6P.
NR-P6-00-000-00519 PCM TELETRY FOR EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT. END ITEM TEST
REPORT, CONTRACT. ITEM NO. 1. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-108700,
AND MCR-69-286. DUANE L. STARNER, MARTIN MARIEITA CORP.,
DENVER, COLD. JUNE 1969, 76P. CONTRAC'r NO. NAS9-h146.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. N71-13474
lN-P6-00-000-00520 PCM TELQETRY FOR EARTH RES(XRCES AIRCRAFT. END ITEM TEST
REPORT - CONTRACT ITEM Nt'I31S 2, 3, AND 7. REPORT NOS.
NASA CR-108701, AND MCR-69-376. DUANE L. STARNER, MARTIN
MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLD. JULY 1969, 7P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-8146. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-13477
NR-P6-00-000-00521 SIGNATURE DATA PROCESSING STUDY. FINAL REPORT,
PRESENTATION VUE-GRAPHS. BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
DIVISION, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. FEB. 1971, 45P.
NR-P6-00-000-00522 SIGNATIRE DATA PROCESSING STUDY. VOLCUM I - SIUMARY. FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-108760. CHERYL L. CRAWFORD,
REBERTH. DYE, AND DAVID S. HANSON, BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE
SYSTEMS DIV., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. AUG. 1970, 213P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9848. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-12508
MR-P6-00-000-00523 SIGNATURE DATA PROCESSING STUDY. VOLME 2 - EVALUATIONS
AND Fli.W DIAGRAMS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-108761. CHERYL L. CRAWFORD, AND DAVID S. HANSON,
BEDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
ALU. 1970, 128P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9848. MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-12509
NR-P6-00-000-00524 SIGNATURE DATA PROCESSING STUDY. VOLUME 3 - ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-108762.
KEINNEiH J. BRENDA, DAVID R. MORGANSTEIN, AND DAVID S.
HANSON, BENDIX CORP., AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN. AUG. 1970, 31P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9848.
MICROFICHE COPY. N71-12510
NR-P6-FJ-195-00525 PATrtERN REXXCGNITION Al' SOInH DArI'A STATE' INlERSI1T.
GERALD D. NELSON, HEIK7n'E SKNSIM INSi'ITI¥1'E, SOtflH D,(nr'A
STATE UNIVERSITY, BtOOI(IM3S, S.D. JAN. 1971, 36P. CO'I*N C.I'
NOS. 12-14-100-10291(20), AND R-09-038-00Z.
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NR-P6-FJ-195-00526 REME SiENSING ICR DF.REC'1ION OF' SOIL LIMITATIONS IN
AGRILUiRAL AREAS. C.J. I1AZEE, R.D. HEIL, F'.C. %&STIN,
PLANT SCIENCE DEPT., S(XII DAKOTA STATE UNIVVRS1 TY,
BROOKINGS, S.D. JAN. 1971, 24P. PRESENTED AT EARTH
RESORCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM STATUS REVIEW, 3RD, HJUSTON,
TEXAS, DEC. 1970. COINTRACT NOS. 12-14-100-10291(20), AND
R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-FJ-184-00527 NINETY-DAY REPORT ON SPECIAL F'LIGHT FOR TEST SIGHT NO. 184,
CHICKASHA, KLAHEO. BRLICE J. BLANCHARD, RESEARcH HYDRAULIC
ENGINEER, U.S. DEPT. OF ACRICULIURE, SOIL AND WATER
OONSERVATION RESEARCH DIV., CHICKASHA, OLAH'fMA, JAN. 9,
1970, 2P.
NH-P6-00-000-00528 EXPERIMENT S046 VISIBLE RADIATION POLARIZATION MEASLRE*NTS,
PHASE C. FINAL REPORT, JULY 67-JAN. 68. PAUL A. LANI , AND
T.A. HARIHARAN, INSTITUTE OF GEXOPHYSICS AND PLANETARY
PHYSICS, UNIV. OF CALIFURNIA, L)S ANECLES, CALIF. JAN.
1968, 46P. CONIRACT NO. NAS9-7267.
NR-P6-HJ-086-00529 GROUND TRU'IH DATA, MISSION 119 (19-27 JANUARY 19i0).
REPORT NOS. 102056A, AND 'R-LEC/HASD-649D.21.052. F.E.
ALZOWFlN, WCHEED ELECIRONICS CO., INC., AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1971, 92P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-10950
IR-P6-FJ-195-00531 REMOTE SENSING FOR DIeEXTTION OF SOIL LIMITATIONS IN
ACRICULTUtAL AREAS. QUARTERLY REPORT, APR.-JULY 1970.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111423. SOUH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY,
REIOTE SENSING INSTITUTE, BROOKINGS, S.D. JUNE 1970, 22P.
CONRACT NO. NASA ORDER W-12996. MICROFICHE COPY.
N71-11974
NR-P6-00-000-00532 STUDY OF ANTENNA PATTERNS AND PARAMETRIC EVALUATION FOR 400
MHZ MULTIPOLARIZATION RADAR SCATTERDMETER. TECHNICAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD-649D.21.036. NICK VLAHOS,
LOKEEZD ELICTRONICS COMPANY,. HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEltS
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1970, 304P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-10950.
NR-P6-00-000-00533 A PROTOT'PE HYBRID ,iLTISPECIRAL PROCESSOR (SPARC/H) WITH
HIGH 'ItIXHPUTr CAPAHILITY. REPK)T NO.
NASA CR-WRL 3165-23-T. RH.E. MARSHALL AND F'.J. KRIEGLER,
INFRARED AND OPTICS LAB., WILIDW RUN LAHBRATORIES,
UNIVERSITY OF' MICHIGAN, ANN ARIOR, MICH. MARCH 1971, 58P.
CONTIRACT NO. NAS9-9784.
NR-P6-00-000-00534 DATA CAPS IN THE NASA EARTH RSOURCES SPECIRAL INFOHMATION
SYSTEM. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-WRL 3165-25-T. ROHERT K.
VINCENT, INIRARED AND OPTICS LAB., WIULLOW RUN LABORATRIES,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. MARCH 1971, 27P.
CONIRACT NO. NAS9-9784.
NR-P6-00-000-00535 OPTICAL TRANSFER TECHNIQUES FOR ORBITAL SCANNERS. REPORT
NO. NASA-CR-WRL 3165-21-T. J. BRAIT'IWAITE, AND E. WRK,
INFRARED AND OPTICS LAB., WILLOW RUN LABORATORIES,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. MARCH 1971, 46P.
OJNIRACT NO. NAS9-9784.
IR,-P6-PJ-178-00536 REMOTE SENSOR APPLICATION STUDIES. PROGRESS REPORT, JULY
68-JU"E 69 - A. INTRODUCTION AND SUtMARY, AND DATA ANALYSIS
1EHNIOUES . REPORT NO. USGS-GD-71-004. KENNETH WATSON,
U.S. GECLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 62P.
ONITRACT NO. NASA TASK 160-75-01-43-10. PB-197098
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NR-P6-EJ-998-00537 REMOTE SENSOR APPLICATION STUDIES. PROGRESS REPORT, JULY
68-JUNE 69. CONTROLLED FIELD EXPERIMENTS. REPORT NO.
USGS-CD-71-007. L.C. ROWAN, T.W. OFFIELD, R.D. WATSON,
P.J. CANNON, AND M.J. GROLIER, U.S. CEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 41P. CONTRACT NO.
NASA TASK 160-75-01-43-10. PB-197099
NR-P6-FJ-178-00538 REDYIE SENSOR APPLICATION STUDIES. PROGRESS REPORT, JULY
68-JUNE 69. REMO:TE SENSING RECONNAISSANCE MILL CREE< AREA,
ARJtCKLE MOUXNTAINS, OCLAHKMA. REPORT NO. USGS-GD-71-008.
L.C. ROWAN, T.W. OFFIELD, KENNEIH WATSON, P.J. CANNON, AND
R.D. WATSON, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970,
53P. CONTRACT NO. NASA TASK 160-75-01-43-10. PB-197100
NR-P6-FJ-178-00539 RhNOTE SENSOR APPLICATION STUDIES. PROGRESS REPORT, JULY
68-JUNE 69. ANALYSIS OF IMAGES AND PHUTOGRAPHS BY A RONCHI
GRATING. REPORT NO. USGS-GD-71-005. H.A. POHN, U.S.
CGEL)GICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1970, 14P. CON1RACT
NO. NASA TASK 160-75-01.-43-10. PB-197101
Nh-P6-00-000-00540 Rl-U1'E SENSOR APPLICATION STrDIES. PR(XJHF:S HE'POTr, JUNt
6$-JUNE 69 - LAHORATORt AND lTHXtHET'CAIL INVSTI'IGAT;IOS.
REPORT NO. USS--GD-71-006. R.D. WA'.S(N, kEFI'I WV'I'SON,
T.W. OFFIELD, AND L.C. HOWAN, U.S. GIUILGIC.AL SLHVEt',
WASHING'IN, D.C. 1970, 51P. CON1RACT NO.
NASA TASK 160-75-01-43-10. PB-197102
NR-P6-EJ-998-00541 THE APPLICATION OF HIGH ALTITDE PHUITGIRAPHY FUR VAUEtLATION
RESOURCE INVENTORIES IN SOIfHEASTFRN ARIZONA. FINAl, REPORT.
LAWRENCE R. PETI'INJTEH, FURESTRY RlUT'E SENSING LAHURAIUH'I,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, FIIK.ELE'V, CALIF., AND CHAHLES E.
POULTAN, ET AL., OREGON STATE UNIVElRSITI, COHVALLIS, ORE.O)N.
DEC. 1970, 152P. FoLDED MAP IN POCKET'. CONT'RACT NO.
NAS9-9577.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00542 OUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF MULTIBAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
IECHNIQUES. FINAL REPORT. DONALD T. LAUER, CLAIRE M. HAI,
AND ANDREW S. BENSON, IFURESTRY REMUVE SENSING LAUORATORY,
UNIVERSITY OF CALI'URNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF. DEC. 1970, 112P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9577
NR-P6-00-000-00543 ANALYSIS OF ANALOG VS. DIGITAL FILTERING TECHNIQUES AS
APPLIE'D TO RADAR SCATIEROMETRY. REPORT NO.
LEC/HASD-649D. 1.032. NICK VLAHOS, LOCh:HFID ELECTRONICS
OD., HOJSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., HOUS1UN, TEXAS. JULY
1970, 142P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191.
NR-P6-00-000-00544 AIDJEX - ARCTIC ICE DYNAMICS JOINT EXPERIMENT. PART I -
SCIENTIFIC PLAN (SECON)D DRAF'T). N. UNTERSTEINER, G.A.
MAYKUT, AND A.S. THORNDIKE, UNIVFRSITY OF WASHINGTON, DIV.
OF MARINE RESO(RCES, SEATTLE, WASH. MAY 1970, 52P.
NR-P6-EJ-114-00545 ALTITUDE DEPENDENT RADAR RETURN STATISTICS. REPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-114803, AND TR-68-10. H.S. HAYRE, AND R.F.
BRODERICK, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, WAVE PROPAGATION LABS.,
HOUSTOsN, TEXAS.. 1970, 19P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9828.
N71-14755
NR-P6-00-000-00546 STUDIES OF ADVANCED MULTISPETRAL SENSOR SYSTEMS. P.N.
SLATER, W.J. CUNED, P.B. KEENAN, D.B. MCKENNEY, OPTICAL
SCIENCES CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA.
JUNE 1971, 58P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-70t1.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00547 INVENTORV OF" NATIVE VLFE'I'ATION AND RF:IA'I'U)ED RF.(HCES HRM
SPACE PHIX;GRAPHN. ANNUAL PH(X;HESS REPO:H', SEPT'. 1970.
CWARLES E. POULTOUN, JAMtES R. JOHNSON, DAVID A. MOUAT,
MFRESTRY REKYE SENSING LAHORAIUHY, LNIV. OF CALIFORNIA,
BEUKELEY, CALIF. SEPT. 1970, 37P.
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-242-00548 MULTISTAGE, MULTISEASONAL AND MULTIRAND IMAGERY TO IDENTIF'Y
AND CUALIFYr NON-FUREST VILEN'AT ION RESOURCES. ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT, SEPT. 1970. RICHARD S. DRISCOLL, AND
RICHARD E. FRANCIS, FRRESTRY REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY,
UNIV. OF' CALIFURNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF. SEPT. 1970, ?0P.
-197-00549 VIGOR LOSS IN CONIFERS DUE TO DWARF MISTLEI'OE. ANNUAL
PROGRESS REPORT, SEPT. 1970. MRLE P. *EMER, D.W. FRENCH,
ROBERT P. LATHAM, CHARLES A. NELSON, FORESTRY RF..,MOTE SENSING
LABORATORY, UNIV. OF CALIFURNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF. SEPT.
1970, 24P.
998-00550 ANALYSIS OF REMOTE SENSING DATA FOR EVAUJATING VEGETATION
RESOURCES. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, SEPT. 1970. FURESTRY
R1MOTE SENSING LABORATORY, SCHOL OF FORESTRY AND
CONSERVATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY. SEPT.
1970, 175P.
-000-00551 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF MIJLTISPEECRAL SCANNER DATA
ANALYSIS STATION. JOHN D. SARGENT EARTH OBSERVATIONS
DIVISION, NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT ENTE'R, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
FEB. 1971, 28P.
-000-00552 EARTH-ORBITAL ELECiRO-OPTICAL MULTIBAND CAMERA. INTERIM
REPORT. L. RALPH BAKER, OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTEIR, THE UNIV.
OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZ. DEC.'1970, 20P. OPTICAL
SCIENCES CEN4TER TECHNICAL REPORT 62. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-10366.
*000-00554 PROGRESS REPORT FROM MARCH 1, 1971 TO MARCH 31 1971:
JACK QUADE, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, MACKAY SCH OOL OF MINES,
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA. 3P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-7779.
185-00555 BONANZA. APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSOR DATA TO GEOXLOGIC AND
EOONOMIC ANALYSIS OF' THE BONANZA TEST SITE, COLARADO.
FIRST YEAR SUMMARY REPORT. REPORT NO. MCR-70-80. MARTIN
MARIETTA DENVER DIVISION, DENVER, COOLRADO. MARCH 1970,
20P. CONTRACT NO. LEITER CIONRACT 9-W-06040.
-185-00556 BONANZA. APPLICATION OF' RE4I:'E SENSOR DATA 1T CEUIIC ANhD
ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF' THE BONANZA T'EST SITE, LCOLRADO. FIHST
ANNUAL REPORT. KEENAN LEE, ASSOC. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA'IIR,
BONANZA REMI1'E SENSING PROJECT, DEPT. OF' GM{L.Xa, COLU=oA)
SCH01L.OF MINES, GOLDEN, OLOXRAIX. MARHU 1970, 38P. AND
PACKET OF FILDED MAPS. CONTRACT NUMIIER
NASA GRANT NGL 06-001-015.
-255-00557 NINEFl-DAY MISSION REPORT TO NASA, MISSION 146, SITE 255.
REMOTE SENSING INSTITUiTE, SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSIT' ,
BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA. APRIL 1971, 9P. CONTRACT NO.
160-75-01-61-10.
WR-P6-GJ-217-00558 TIE USE OF SPACE AND HIGH-ALTITUDE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY TO
CLASSIFY FOREST LAND AND TO DETECT FVREST DISTHURANCES.
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, SEPT. 1970. R.C. ALDRICH, W.J.
GREENTREE, R.C. HELER, N.X. NORICK, FORESTRY REMOTE
SENSING LABORATORY, UNIV. OF CALIFURNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF.
SEPT. 1970, 39P.
NR-P6-00-000-00559 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT FACILITY OF TIE MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER. VOLUME 3. - RB-57E AIRCRAFT SENSOR
SYSTEM FACILITY. REPORT NO. 102018. NASA, MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1971, 107P.
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NR-P6-FH-998-00560 FIELD CALIBRATION TARGET RECXTNDATIONS FOR ERAP, EREP AND
ERTS. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD NO. 649D.21.066. BARRY H.
M{XRE, LOCKHEED ELECIONICS CO., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1971, 48P. CONITRACT NO.
NAS9-10950.
1o-P6-00-000-00566 RADAR BACKSCATTERING FROM THE OCEAN - AN EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD-649D.21.003. NICK VLAHOS,
LCKH1EED EuIRHONICS CO., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV.,
HIOSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1969, 57P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191.
NR-P6-FJ-194-00567 DEVELOPING REIE SENSING DISPLAY MODES TO SATISFY URBAN
PLANNING DATA INPUT NEEDS. 90-DAY REPORT. THOMAS M.
GRIFFITHS, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER,
DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHY, DENVER, COLORADO. JULY 17, 1970, 5P.
CONTRACT NO. 14-08-0001-11979.
NR-P6-OJ-165-00568 90 DAY AIRCRAFT MISSION REPORT. MISSION 123, TEST SITE 165,(GEUGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF' FIRE PHI-.*.,iE;NA IN THOPICAL
CRASSLANDS) PROWEC'I'. MEHRLE C. PRHbN,, JR., UNIVEtRSIT1 OF
GEORGIA, DEPT. OF' GFXX;RAPHY, ATHENS, GEOIGIA. ALt;. 4, 1970,
4P.
NR-P6-00-000-00569 THE LEAF MESOPHYLLS OF' TWENTY CHOPS, THEIR LICHT SPECTRA,
AND OPTICAL AND CGEX'HITICAL P4RAMt:IES. REPORT NO.
SWC-RR-423. H.W. GAU*SMAN, W.A. ALLJN, C.L. WIECAND, ET AL.,
RIO GRANDE SOIL AND WATER RESEARCH CENTER, U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICLLTURE, WESLACO, TEXAS. JUNE 1971, 91P. CONTRACT NO.
R-09-038-002.
NR-P6-CJ-998-00570 EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM - CORN BLIGHT STATUS
REPORT, PHASE 2 - MISSION 166, 25 MAY 1971. REPORT NO.
LEC/HASD NO. TWP-71-22. D.L. OLSON, F.W. STANFORD, AND F.C.
FORSBERG, LOCKHEED ELECIRONICS COMPANY, INC., AIRCRAI"'
PROGRAM OPERATIONS, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAY 1971, 5P. CONTRACT
NO. NAS9-10950
1N4"P6-00-000-00571 DESCRIPTION AND USER'S GUIDE FOR A PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR
AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA. INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DIVISION INTERNAL NOTE. REPORT NOS. MSC-01646, AND OC0010.
M.L. RATCLIFF, LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CUMPANY, HIUSTON, TEXAS.
OCT. 1970, 95P.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00572 POST-FLIGHT CALIBRATION REPORT ON APOLLO 9 MULTIBAND
PHOIOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT S065. INTERIM REPORT. R.A.
SCHO NGERUT, AND P.N. SLATER, UNIV. OF ARIZONA, TUCSON,
ARIZ. JUNE 1971, 14P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-9333
NM-P6-EC-000-00573 AN EVALUATION OF SKYLAB (EREP) REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO INVESTIGATION OF' CRUSTAL STRUCIURE. APRIL 1971.
PROPOSAL. IRA C. BEXMiOLD, PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. ARGUS
EXPLORATION CO., A RESEARCH SUBSIDIARY OF CYPRUS MINES CORP.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. FEB. 1971, 57P. 43 X 28 CM.
NR-P6-EJ-998-00574 SCIENCE REPORT ON THE 70-MILLIMETER EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE
APOLLO 6 MISSION. NASA TECHNICAL NOTE. (REVIEW COPY,
INTERIM DRAFT.) REPORT NO. MSC-S-217. JOHN L. KALTENBACH,
COMPILER. NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
NOV. 1969, 331P.
NI-P6-LL-166-00575 13.3 GHZ DOPPIER SCATl'ErR(Et-ER EVAL'lAfION. INTERIM REKPOT.
REPORT NO. LRC/HASD 649D-21.008 F.E. AL.Z)F'ON, SENIOR STA'FF
ENGINEER, LOCKXHED ELECTRONICS ()O., HOUS1ON AEROSPACE S~SIT'FM
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. A.;. 1969, 38P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-5191
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NR-P6-00-000-00576 RECMME~NDATIONS ON SCArTIrmE'IER SYSTI'EMS T':STS FUR SYSTEMS
VALIDATION. REPORT NO. LEC/HKSD 649D-.1-009 O. N _IHANBDT,
PRINCIPAL ENGINEER, AD ).KUMA KRISHEN, STAFIF' ENIINEIR,
LOUKHEED ELETRONICS COMPANY, HUUSTUN AEROSPACE SYSTEIS
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS OCT. 1969, 31P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-5191
IR-P6-00-000-00577 SLANT RANGE CALCULATIONS FOR VARIOUS HEIGHTS AND LOU( ANCIJS
FR A SPHERICAL EARTH. REPORT NO. LEC/HASK 649D.21.059
T. IKELL, AND L. STAFFORD, LCCKHEED b.LU'RONICS CO., INC.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS MARCH 1971, 186P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950
NR-P6-00-000-00578 ALPHANUtERIC DISPLAY TECHNIQUES FOR BENDIX D.A.S. REPORT
NO. LEC/HASD 649D.21.060 D. LOE, LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS
OCMPANY, INC., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., HOUSTON,
TEXAS. MARCH 1971, 13P. COXTRACT NO. NAS9-10950
NR-P6-00-000-00579 SCATTERING OF ELECI1RPACNETIC WAVES FROM THE SEA SURFACE(BREWSTER EFIECT) REPORT NO. LkC/HASD 649D-21-002. NICK
VLAHOS, SENIOR ENGINEER, LUCKHEED ELTiCON[ICS COMPANY,
HOUSTON, AEROSPACE SYSTTMS DIVISION, HOUSTON TEXAS. MAY
1969, 23P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191
NR-P6-UL-166-00580 RADAR BACKSCATTERING FROM THE OCEAN - AN EMPIRICAL EVALUA-
TION. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD 649D.21.003 NICK VLAHOS, SENIOR
ENGINEER, LOCKHEED ELCTRfONICS CO., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEM
DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. JUNE 1969, 57P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-5191
NR-P6-00-000-00581 A MTHFOD OF DETERMINING THE INTERIOR OF AN IRREGULAR
FIGURE GIVEN ITS CORNERS. REPORT NO. LEC/HASD 649D.21.050,
T.R. KElL, SCIENTIFIC PROORAMMR, LOCKHEED EXECTRONICS
COMPANY, HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
JAN. 1971, 10P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950
NR-P6-0000-0-00582 PH*E-I:,*(IC .At. APPHOACH TO SCA1TF.I(CUI'EH At,\A I Nh'IIPHE-
TATION. REPOH1' NO. LU.t HEP(HT 649.D-ZI-046 FI.E. ALY.UNh,
LOCKHEED ELk.THOCJi ,CS CO., HtUL,slN AEROSPACE .SlS'FtS DIV.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC 1970, 14P.
NR-P6-00-000-00583 DEF''INITION OF' SCATrlROpETE'R ANITENNA PRO(MIt.S AN%) POSIBtLE
APPRoACHES TO DATA PROCESSING. REPORT NO.
L.XC/HASD 649D.21.011 K. kRISHEN, STAFF ENGINEER, LUUCHED
ELETCIONICS COMPANY HOUSTUN AEROSPACE SISTEkS DIV.,
iHUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1969, 21P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191
NR-P6-HH-237-00584 TEtTITE 11 GRCFND TRU11 RADIOmI'TRIC DATA ANALiSIS. REPORT
NO. LEC/HASD 6490.21.039 J.E. HARIAN, ULX'KHEED 1ELH. U., ICS
* MPANY, HOUS'RUN AEROSPACE SISTEMS DIV., HOUS1UN, 1TEAS
SEPT. 1970, 69P. CONRACT NO NAS9-10950
NR-P6-00-000-00585 TABLE LOOK-UP ROUTINES. REPORT NO. L.EC/HASD 649D.21.055
C.A. HLU4E, AND M.L. RATCLIFF, LOCKHEED L.L,'f'ONICS COIPANY
HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYS'itS DIV., HUS1XON, TEXAS. MARCH 1971,
67P. DATA APPLICATIONS DEPART'I[T TR 642-31 CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-10950
INR-P6-FJ-195-00586 PATTERN RECOGNITION AT S(OUlH DAKOTA STATE UNIV. ANNUA
REPORT, JULY 1, 1969-JUNE 30, 1970. G.D. NELSON, SPECIALIST
PATTERN RECOGNITION, RIHHTE SENSING INSTITUTE, SOU(IH DAKOTA
STATE UNIV., BROOKINGS, SOUIH DAKOTA. N.D. 98P. CONTRACT
NO. NASA R-09-038-002, USDA 12-14-100-10291(20)
141-P6-LL-166-00587 TE DEPENDENCE OF SCATTEROERIC CROSS SE-TION OF O,,SERVA-
BLES AND PHE.EN~LOGICAL THEORY. INTERIM REPORT NO. 2.
REPORT NO. I.E/HASD 649D.IU.016 IFRED E. ALZO.`N, SENIOR
STAFF EG!INEER, LUCKHEED E1ERON ICS CO., HOUSTON AROSPACE
















RADAR STUDIES RELATED TO THE EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM.
INTERIM TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT. REPORT NOS.
MSC-04155, CRES-TR-177-13 J. HOLT2MAN, PROJECT ENGINEER
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FMR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. MARCH 1971, 372P. REPRINTED AS MSC-04155, BY 'NASA
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. CONTRAC NO.
NAS9-10261
TRINIl' HtA S'1. S'TL A.'1, EPl OHT NO. 3, PHLLlM'IINARH
PROJEC PLAN. LCLIiEE'I) Et:L}C.tlONlCS CULPAI'A , INC., HOUSTON,
TEXAS MAN 1971, 8P.
SPECIFICATION FOR THE SIGNAL. ANALYSIS AND DISSElINATI(ON
E.UIPMENT (SADE) SIS1T'M. HED A. WALTZ, DATA HLNDLING AND
QOPJEY.~RS, RFIPOTE SENSING INST I TUlIE, SW.OIHI DAItlrA STATE
UNIV., BiROOKINGS, S.D. JUNE 1971, 9P.
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NR-P7-EJ-998-00045 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAT PROG;RAM STAI:S REVIEW. VOL. I,
GCUU)G, GEOGXRAPHY, AND SEN.SO STIDI:ES. EAHTH R.HES.,;RCES
DIVISION, NATIONAL A;HONAUI'ICS AND SPACE ALDINISTRA'TION,
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, H(ASTON, TEXAS. 1968.
NASA-TM-X-62564. X70-11372 'HRU X70-11392.
NR-P7-WD-998-00046 EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAc STATUS REVIEW. VOL. 2,
AGRICULTURE, FURESTRY, AND SENSOR STIlDIES. EAHTH RES(,:RCES
DIVISION, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. 1968.





EARTH RESOURCES AI RCRAFT PROGRAM STATUS RV I EW. VOL. 3,
H"DROLOGi, OCEANOGRAPHY, AND SENSOR STIDIES. EARTH RE-
SORCES DIVISION, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AIl1NISLTRA-
TION, MANNED SPACECRAI'T CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. 1968.
NASA-TM-X-62566. X70-11412 THRU X70-11432.
AN ANALYSIS OF SEA-STATE MISSIONS 20 TlRIOUGH 60. REPORT NO.
CRES TM 177-12. J.D. YOUNG, REMOTE SENSING LAHORATORY,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS'. NOV. 1970.
ON)IRACT NO. NAS9-10261
EARTH RFSOLURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM STATUS REVIEW, 2ND ANNUAL,
VOL. 1, GE)LOGY AND CEX)GRAPHY. PRESENTED AT THE NASA/MANNED
SPACEERAFT CENTER, HOUS1ON, TEXAS. SEPT. 16 TO 18, 1969.
EARTH RESOAURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM STATUS REVIEW, 2ND ANNUMJAL,
VOL. 11, AGRICULIUvIE/FRRESTRY, AND SENSOR STUDIES.
PRESENIED AT THE NASA/MANNED SPACECRAIFT CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEXAS. SEPT. 16 TO 18, 1969. NASA-TM-X-66484.
N71-11976 THRU N71-11993
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EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM STATUS 'REVIEW, 2ND ANNUAL,
VOL. III, HYDROLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY. PRESENTED AT THE
NASA/MANND SPACECRAFT CENtR,, HUSTON, TEXAS. SEPT. 16 TO
18, 1969. NASA-ITMX-66481. N71-11151 71U N71-11170
_EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM REVIEW, 3RD ANNUAL, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
DEC. 1970, ABSTRACTS, AND ADDENDl. PRELIMINARY. NASA,
INNED SPACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS.
EARTH ORSENVATIONS PH(X;ROI REVIEW, 4 ANI) .5 NIHI.:R 1969.
NASA, OFF'ICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS, .AH'IH
OBSERVATIONS PROGRAFLS DIVISION, WASHIMN'IUN, D.C. 1969.
NASA-NI-X-66568. N71-15694
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA COWPUTER PROGRAM - GECSORT. REPORT NO.
LEC/HASD NO. TWP-70-12. S.B. HIXON, LXCKHEED tEL.1HONICS
CDO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-5191.
TECHNICAL WORIKIN PAPER. PIE. 1970, 355P. AND REVISION A,
DEC. 1970, 317P.
NASA EARTH RESOLRCES SATELLITE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNT
PROGRAM. LEONARD JAFFL', NASA, SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, WASHINGTON, D.C. PREPARED FUR PRESENhTATION
AT THE INTERNATIONAL AST'ONAUTICAL CONORESS 21ST,
OONSTANCE, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, OLT. 1970, 53P.
SUM'IARY OF BRAZILIAN REhOTE SENSING PROGRAMME FOR PERIOD
1969-1970. COMISSAO NACIONAL o ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS, SAO
JOSE DOS CAMPOS, 'ESTADO DE SAO PAULO, BRAZIL. MAY 1971, 9P.
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTFER EARTH OBSERVATIONS AIRCRAFT
PROGRAM, ANNUAL REPORT, IST, FISCAL YEAR 1970. NASA, MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. APRIL 1971, 86P.
THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES SPECTRAL INFORMATION SYSTE14 -
A DATA COMPILATION. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-VURL-31650-24-T
VIRGINIA LEEMlAN, DIANNE EARING, ROBIXRT K. VINCENT, AND
SHARON LADO, INFRARED AND OPTICS LABORATORY, WILLOW RUN LAB.
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NR-Pb-00-000-01551 NASA/MSC EARTH RESXkRHCES RESEARCH DATA FACIIITYI I;E-H
. ROL.RE. NASA, tMwNkt.D SPAC',AIU.'I' CEN'rEt, 'I S1N, TsA1'.\
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NR-P9-00-000-00089 THE ANAL, SIS OF' EARTHS RE.S.OHCt:S USING SPACE PH(IXRAPI\'H*.
ROBERT N. COLELL, UNIVERSI'TY OF' CALIItNIA, F t:.S'ITHY HtJll't.
SENSING LAB, BELELEY', CALIUHlNIA. PHESt;NTI.D) AT' At:HRICAN
ASIRONAUTICAL SOCIET'Y, NATIONAL MNIET:I'h;, NW. IV:XI(CO S'TATF
UNIVERSI1T, LAS CRUCES, NEt' MEXICO, (OItHtE 1969. PAPER
AAS 69-572. MICROFICHEt COPY.
NRH-9-00-000-00101 REMEI' SENSING INVESTIGATIONS FROM SPACECRAFT AND AIRCRAFT'.
W.T. PECORA, U.S. CEOUlXIICAL. SURVEY, WASHING'IUN, D.C.
PRESENTED AT AMNEHICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION AND MARINE 'TEtH-
NOLOGY SOCIETY, SYMPOSILM, WASHINGC1N, D.C. APRIL 1969.
MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-P9-00-000-00200 ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT - PROHLkN.S OF RF.fiE SENSING OF' THE
EARTHS SURFACE. MORRIS TEPPER, NASA/WASHINGTON, D.C.
PRESENTED AT AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF' AERONAUl'ICS AND ASTRO-
NAUTICS, AEROSPACE SCIENCES EETING, 8TH, NEW YORK, N.Y.
PAPER NO. 70-193.
NIR-P9-EJ-998-00824 RADAR SCATTERO0ETER DATA ANALYSIS. NASA/MSC MISSION 73,
SITE 130, SOUIINERN CALII'FRNIA. TEtHNICAL REPORT RSC-01.
JOHN W. ROUSE, JR.., TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, REM)'E SENSING
CENTER, COLLEkE STATION, TE;XAS. MAY 1969. N70-42682
MICROFiICHE AND HARD COPY. N70-42681
NR-P9-00-000-00825 INFRARFD DErTECTION OF CONCRETE DETERIORATION. TECHNICAL
REPORT RSC-02. R.H. ARNOLD, H.L. FURR, AND J.W. ROUSE, JR.,
TEXAS A + M UNIVERSITY, REHMOE SENSING CENTER, COLLUIGE
STATION, TEXAS. JULY 1969. NASA-CR-110869.
N70-42736. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P9-00-000-00836 BI-DIRECTIONAL SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF' HEALTHY GREEN
SOYBEAN AND CORN LEAVES IN VIVO. LABS INFURMATION NOTE-
033169. HARRY T. BREECE, III AND ROGER A. HOLbES, PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF' ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINO, LAFAYETrE,
INDIANA.. APRIL 1969. CONTRACT NUMBERS 12-14-100-8926(20),
12-14-100-9502(20), AND 12-14-100-9549(20).
MR-P9-00-000-00849 AN INTROODCCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE EARTH SCIENCES.
TECHNICAL NOTE, REPORT NO. DTN-69-11. KEITH R. ERB AND
DAVID J. KELCH, DATA CORP., DAYTON, OHIO. NOV. 1969.
CONTRACT NO. NAS9-7003.
NR-P9-00-000-01049 DATA MANAGIFM:NT SllUM. V(XOAE 3 - L:NAR/EARTH DATA BANK
STUDY. R.K. SUMMIT, LUCKHIE'D MISSILES + SPACE CO., PALO
ALTO, CALIF. JAN. 1968. REPORT NOS. NASA CR-101282 AND
N-71-68-1-VOL. 3. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-5191. STAR N69-280Z2.
NR-P9-DJ-056-01151 MULTISPECTRA RF-OI'E SENSING OF AN EXPOSED VOLCANIC PROVINCE.
TECHNICAL MEMO4RANDUM 33-453. J.G. QUADE, P.E. CHAPMAN, AND
P.A. BRENNAN, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO, NEVADA.
J.C. BLINN, III, JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIFURNIA INSTITUTE
OF TECNHNOLOY, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. JUNE 1970. CONTRACT
NUMBER NAS 7-100. NASA-CR-113826. N70-41107.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NH-P9-00-000-01272 ABSOUUTE SCENE RADIANCE SPECTRA IN THE 4 TO 16 MICRON
REGION. LARS INFORMATION NOl'E 022268. ROGER A. HOLMBS,
PURDUI UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULTURAL FRkIuYTE
SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. 1968.
NR-P9-00-000-01285 PER FIELD CLASSIFIER FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS. LARS
INFORMATION NO1'E 060569. TEDDY HUANG, PLRDUE UNIVI}RSIT,
LABORATORY FOR AGRIC'ULTURAL REMOII'E SENSING,, WEST LAFAYETTE,
IND.
NR-P9-00-000-01290 ON PATTERN RECOGNITION. LARS INFIORMATION NOTE 101866. G.P.
CARDILLD AND D.A. LANDGREBE, PUIRIJE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY
FOR AGRICULTUIRAL REolr'E SENSING, LAFAYET1fE, INDIANA. 1968.
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NR-P9-00-000-01298 AN AUTONATED METHOD OF CHOOSING TRAINING FIELDS. LARS
INFORMATION NOTE 040869. DANIELLE R. IERNSTEIN, PURDUE
UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR AGRICULTURAL REMOTE SENSING, WEST
LAFAYETTE, IND. 1969.
NR-P9-DK-040-01363 OPTIMUM RADAR DEPRESSION ANGLES FROM GEOLDGICAL ANALYSIS.
REPORT NO. CRES T1 177-9. H.C. MACDONALD, AND W.P. WAITE,
REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., UNI-
VERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE. AUG. 1970. CONTRACT NOS.
NAS9-10261 AND DAAK02-68-C-0089-TIEMIS.
NR-P9-FJ-998-01364 IMAGED TEXTURAL ANALYSIS BY CIRCULAR SCANNING TECHNIQUE.
REPORT NO. CRES TR 177-3. GEORCE O. NOSSAMAN, REMITE
SENSING LAHORATORY, CENTER FUR RESEARCH, INC., UNIV. OF
KANSAS, LAWRINCE, KANSAS. 1969. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10261.
NR-P9-00-000-01367 SwN1'.I1IC APERTHll .' RADAR AND DIGITAl. PR(FI-S.SIM;. HEPORT
NO. CRES TR-177-10. RALPH GEICHHEI:RG, tIWEHSI'I'' O'
KANSAS, LAWRFNCE, KANSES. SEPI'. 1970.
REPRINTED BY NASA/MANNED SPAECRAF'I' CENIEA, HULSTU'N, 'l'XAS.
NR-P9-NK-000-01368 ENIGMAS IN ASSESSING THE C(MPOSITION OF A ROLX UNIT - A CASE
HISTO'Y BASED ON THE MALSUHU GRANIITE, S.W. GERMAN\. SAI'IH-
WESTERN UNIVERSITY REPORT NO. 23. E.H. TIM(lIH WHII'I'EN,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, DEPT. OF' GEOtXL;ICAL SCIENCES,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. JULY 1970. CONTRAC'I' NO.
GRANT NGR-14-007-027. NASA-CR-111569. N71-13052
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P9-00-000-01369 PANCHRCMATIC IULUMINATION FUR RADAR, ACOUSTIC SIMUIlATION OF'
PANCIR04ATIC RADAR. REPORT NO. CRES T1 177-11. GARY C.
THOMANN, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCT. 1970,
OaONRACT NO. NAS9-10261
NR-P9-FH-998-01370 REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUOES USED IN DEnEIRMINING CHANGES IN
ODASTLINES. REPORT NOS. TR-RSC-16 AND COE-134. JOHN B.
HERBICH, AND ZELTON L. HALES, TEXAS A+M UNIVERSITY, RvM7I'E
SENSING CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. AUG. 1970.
CONTRACT NO. GRANT NSG 239-62
NR-P9-00-000-01386 PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS. REPORT NO. CRES TM 177-5.
ROBERT M. HARALICK, REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF'
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. APRIL 1970. COITHACT NOS.
NAS9-10261 AND DAAK02-68-C-0089-THEMIS.
NR-P9-00-000-01387 CORRELATED AVERAGING TO ENHANCE RADAR IMAGERY. REPORT NO.
CRES TM 177-11. RALPH W. CGERCHBER, AND ROHERT M. HARALICK,
REMOTE SENSING LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LAWRENCE,
KANSAS. SEPT. 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-7175.
MNR-P9-00-000-01388 DISCRETE PATTERN DISCRIMINATION USING NEIiHBORLY DEPENDENCE
INFORMATION. REPORT NO. CRES TR 177-12. R.M. HARALICK
CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN ENGINEERING SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF
KANSAS, LAWRENCE, KANSAS. OCT. 1970. 'CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-10261.
NR-P9-EJ-036-01392 ThE INFILENCE OF RADAR LWOK-DIRECTION ON THE DETECTION OF
SELECTED GEFOLGICAL FEATURES. REPORT NOS. CRES TR 118-7,
CRES REPRINT 118-6 AND CRES REPRINT 133-4. 'H.C. MACDONALD,
J. KIRK, L. DELLWIG, AND A.J. LEWIS, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER F10R RFISEARCH. INC.. LAWRENCE. KANSAS. IN INTERNA-
TIONAL SYMPO.SILt ON HIPYTrE SENSI, IN(1' EVIH(ON.I;.'I', 6',IH, A\NN
ARIOR, MICH., (x.r 1)69, PH(U.:F:I)IOS, (1.. I. PP.6.7-6%50.
(.XO'RACT' NOS. LIO.K0d-6BH-C-0089 ,AN) NAS9-7175.
NR-P9-IoK-000-01393 ON AIR TFMPRT ATLRF' RCTUATIOrN. IlF4.UlIA:I.L t dHU A
GLACIER SURFACE. REPORT NO. RSC-13. PAtt. E. CAHHAb\A, AND
AYtUfA H. TOMPSON, UNIVERSITY OF' C(X)IU.X), HOLu*:RI, CIA).
TEXAS A+M UNIVERSIT, COLLkLE STA'ION, T*EXAS. APHIL. 1970.
CONTRACT NO. NASA GRANT .NSC 239-62. NASA-CH-11034
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NR-P9-00-000-01410 SPATIAL REGISTRATION OF MULTISPFTECAI. AND MLLTITI-',~POXL
DIGITAL IMAGERY USING FAST FtORIER THANSFRti 'rECHtIHIUt:AES.
LARS INFORMATION NOTE 052270. PAUL E. ANll'A, Pt.HIE
UNIVERSITY, LAB. FOR APPLICATIONS OF RtIUI'E SENSING, WES1'
LAFAYETTE, IND. PRESENTED AT INTE'RNATIONAL IEEFE GFWSCIENCE
ELECTRONICS SYWPOSILM, 2ND, WASHINGTON, D.C., APRIL 1970.
NR-P9-BL-093-01417 RADAR STUDIES OF ARCTIC ICE. FINAL REPORT RSC 681-3.
REPORT NO. CRES NO. 1370-9826-1. JOHN A. SCHELL, TEXAS A+M
UNIVERSITY, REMIqTE SENSING CENTR, COLULE STAT'ION, TEXAS.
JULY 1970.
NR-.P9-00-000-01444 TESTING THE GAUSSIAN ASSUMPTION ON AIRCRAFT DATA. LARS
INFXORMATION NOTE 040469. PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAHORAIORY FI'R
AGRICULTUL AL REM0TE SENSING, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND. 1969.
NR-P9-00-000-01491 SYNTHESIS OF REDUIRE'MENTS FOR ADVANCED EARTH RESOURCES
SENSORS. ANDREW ADELMAN, AND LEWIS WILLIAMS, lte4, FD3ERAL
SY$TEMS DIV., SPACE SYSTEIMS CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA.
PAPER PRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL
FEDERATION, CONGRESS, 20TH, MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA, OCT.
1969. 48P. A70-31777 MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P9-FH-175-01527 AERIAL 8-14 MICRON IMAGERY APPLIED TO bLAPPING THIEMAL EFTEXT
MIXING BL)UNIDARIES. TECHNICAL REPORT RSC-15. 131P. NORMAN
GRAY FOSTER, TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING
CENTER, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. AUGUST 1970.
N70-42743. GRANT NGL-44-001-001. NASA-CR-110870.
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P9-00-000-01528 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF A FORWARD-VIEWING SCANNING RADAR
SCATTEROME'ER SYSTEM. TECHNICAL REPORT RSC-14. 138P.
RICHARD HARRISON ARNOLD, TEXAS A AND M UNIVERSITY, REM
SENSING CENTER, COLLEUE STATION, TEXAS. AUGUST 1970.
OONTRACT NO. NASA GRANT NSG 239-62. NASA-CR-110866.
MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPY.
NR-P9-FJ-076-01550 RADAR SENSING IN ACRICU'IIHE, A SOCIO-E'X)N1 MIC VI1FMPOINT.
REPORT NOS. CRES '1-177-14, AND MSC-037?0. tNIVEHSIl-
OF KANSAS, CENTER FIOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWHE:NCE, KANSAS.
DEC. 1970, 24P. REPRINTEID JAN. 1971 AS MSC-03720, BH NASA
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSlTON, TEXAS. CONTRAClrI NO.
NAS9-10261.
NR-P9-FJ-034-01551 A REGIONAL STUDY OF' RADAR LINFtAMENT PAT1'ERNS IN THE
OUACHITA MOUNTAINS, MCALESTER BASIN-ARKANSAS VALLEY, AND
OZARK REGIONS OF OKLAI-IMA AND ARKANSAS. REPORT NOS.
MSC-03714, AND CRES TR-177-4. J. NORMAN KIRK, UNIVEHSITl
OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE
DIV., LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JUNE 1970, 71P. REPHINTElD JAN.
1971 AS MSC-03714, BY NASA MANN-ED SPACECRAiT CENTER,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. COXNTRACT NO. NAS9-10261.
NR-P9-00-000-01558 EDGE ANALYSIS AS A Ff'ASLRE OF CAMERA SYSTEM PREFORMANCE.
PROJECT APOLLO. REPORT NO. MSC INTERNAL NOr'E NO. 67-TH-4.
ROBERT G. USGROVE, MAPPING SCIENCES RANCH, AND WENDELL W.
MENDELL, GEOPHYSICS BRANCH, NASA, MSC, HOUSTON, TEXAS, NOV.
1967, 18P.
NR-P9-WJ-043-01567 BROAD-SPECTRUM EL ROCIOMACNETIC BACKSCATTER. REPORT NO.
CRES TR-133-17. WILLIAM P. WAITE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
CENTER FIOR RESEARCH INC., ENGINEERING SCIENCE DIV.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AUG. 1970, 172P. CONTRACT NOS.
DAAK02-68-C-0089, AND NAS9-10261.
NR-P9-FH-032-01571 COMPUTER DISCRIMINATION PROCEDURE COMPARISONS USING FILM
OPTICAL DENSITIES. REPORT NO. SWC-RR-422. A.J. RICHARDSON,
R.J. TORLINE, D.A. WEI.ER, ET AL., U.S. DEPT: OF AGRICULTURE,
RIO GRANDEI SOIL AND WATER RESEARCH CENTER, WESLACO, TEXAS.
DEC. 1970, 84P.
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NR-P9-J-000-01632 RADAR LINEA4MiwT ANALYSIS, BURNINO SPRINGS AREA, WEST
VIRGINIA -'AN AID IN THE DEFINITION OF' APPALACHIAN PLATEAU
THRUSTS.. REPORT NOS. CRES TR-177-6, AND MSC-03715.
RICHARD S. WING,' WILLIAM K. OVERBEY, JR., LOUIS F. DELLWIG,
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC.,
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. JULY 1970, 24P. REPRINTED FEB. 1971 AS
MSC-03715 BY NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
CNTIRACT NOS. NAS9-10261. AND DAAK02-68-C-0089.
NR-P9-EJ-998-01716 PH(UOCRAt,1'T'HIC TEC'HNIOLES APPLICAIUIE T' F AR'I" HESO.HCIF:
ANALYSES. REPORT NO. NASA-T1-X-64546. PALI. A. LAHRSEN,
NASA, MARSHALL SPACE F'LIGHT CENTER, HkUjNTSVILLE, ALAHA/MV.
AUG. 1970, 65P. MICROF'ICHE AND HARD COPIES. N71-15409
NR-P9-OJ-990-01762 INVESTIGATIONS OF' MULTISPEIXTRAL SENSING OF CROPS.
TECHNICAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-WRL 31650-30-1'. H.F.
NALEPKA, H.M. HORWITZ, AND N.S. THOMS]N, INFRARED AND OPTICS
LABORATORY, WIU.LLW RUN LABORATORIES, UNIV. OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MAY 1971, 88P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-97h4.
NR-P9-FJ-998-01763 REMOTE-SENSINC DATA-ANALYSIS PROWECTS ASSOCIATED WITH ThE
NASA EARTH RESOURCES SPECTRAL I NFOHMATION SY STEM. REPORT
NO. NASA-CR-WRL 3165-26-T. ROBERT K. VINCENT', HOBERT
HORVATH, FRED THOMS1N, EIXAR A. WORK,- INFRARED AND OPTICS
LAB., WILLU.W RUN LABORATORIES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN. APRIL 1971, 66P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-97e4.
NR-P9-FJ-210-01800 STUDIES OF SPECTRAL DISCRIMINATION. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-WRL-31650-22-T. W.A. MALILA, R.B. CRANE, C.A.
OMARZU, AND R.E. TRNER, INFRARED AND OPTICS LABORAOURI,
WILLUW RUN LABORATORIES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN AR"OR,
MICH. MAY 1971, 148P. CON(RACT NO. NAS9-9784.
NR-P9-00-000-01807 MATEC - DIGITAL COMPIJTER PROGRAM FOR FREOUENCY RESPONSE
ANALYSIS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS. REPORT NOS. REF.671-41.9/14,
AM) LEC DOC-644D.41.03. JAMES J. CARNEY, SPACE PHYSICS
DEPT., LOCKHEED ELECTRINICS COMPANY, HOUSTON AEROSPACE
SYSTE"S DIV., HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1968, 78P. CONIRACT NO.
NAS9-5191.
NR-P9-00-000-01841 A PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF A
CLEAR ATMOSPHERE FROM RADIOSONDE DATA. REPORT NO.
LBC/HASD-649D.21.068. JACK F. PARIS, LOCKHEED
ELECTRONICS COMPANY, INC., HOUSTON AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV.,
HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAY 1971, 42P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-10950.
NR-P9-F(-041-01844 GEXLGCICAL EVALUATION OF REMOTE SENSING IMACERY OF THE
MESABI RANGE, MINNESOTA. A.S. WALKER (M.S. THESIS),
ADDRESS UNKNOWN. DEPT. OF' CGEOGY AND GEOPHYSICS, UNIV. OF
MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. JAN 1971, 90P.
NH-P9-00-000-01869 PROGRAMA DE SEN.SORES HiMTUOS. SEN.SOHIAMNTO RmV(Uo NO
QUAURILATEI'O FRHIF'IHO. PRELIMINAR. (HIR2l7':E SENSING OF'
F'ERRIFeROUS AREAS. PRELIMINARY REPOH'I') HRPORT ' ). LA*E- db
GABRIIEL MAIRO De A. OLIVEIRA, LUIZ HENHIU;E A. :E AZFVELX),
O1iO BI1TENCTW.T NET1iU, ET AL. CO.ISSAO NACIONAL DE
ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS CANOS, SP, HHASIL,.
JULY 1970, 130P. IN PURTUGUESE. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPr
N71-15552
NM-P9-KE-804-01870 PROJECTO SENSORES REMOTOS - GEOGRAFIA E URBANISiO. RELA-
TURIO FINAL DA FASE C. VOLS. I AND 2. (REIUI'E SENs;ORS
PROJECT - GECORAPHY AND URBANISM. FINAL REPORT OF PHASE C.
IN 2 VOLS., AND ENGLISH SLmtMARY). REPORT NO.
LAFE-133 AND ENGLISH SUMMARY. AIDA O. FEUREIRA DIE BARROS,
COMISSAO MACIONAL DE ATIVIDADES ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS
CAMPOS, SP, BRASIL, SEPT. 1970, 2 VOLS.- 194P., AND 7-PAGE
ENGLISH SLUMARY. HARD COPIES, ALSO MICROF'ICHE COPY OF'
VOL. 2, AND SUMMARY. N71-15546-VOL. 2, N71-14877 -
ENGLISH SLUMMARY.
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NR-P9-JE-801-01871 REMOTE SENSING PROJECT - AGRICULTC.E. PHASE C - FINAL
REPORT. REPORT NO. TR-LAW'-132. ARNAL)O GUIDO DE SOUiZA
.COELD, INSTITl'O ACROIOMICO DE CAMPINAS, SAO PAULO, AND
HECTOR W. MCNIELL, CUMISSAO NACIONAL DE ATIVIDADES
ESPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS, SP, BRASIL. SEPT. 1970,
102 P. MICRO'I!CHE COPY AND HARD COPY. N71-15653
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ACCESS ION NU4I*.b. D-:CICH I PT I (]h
NH-50-00-000-00001 CFI'INI 111, mICH Z;i, 1|965, 7(0 bq P-I' t;HAPII. HA.I.IU.
MODEL 500 C (NASA M[)IF'Ii])). I.VU;AZINE NO. I, I'*.l:S I-Z'.
POS IT IVE TRANSPAHENC .
NR-50-00-000-00002 CGMINI IV, JUNE 3-7, 1965, 70 W PK(XwRAPIF. SS.EIAI)
MOWFL 500 C (NASA MODIFIE.D). I;JAZ.INE NO. 16, FHA:IS 1-53.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENC1.
NR-50-00-000-0OQ03 GCMINI IV, JUNE 3-7, 1965, 70 *1 P(nrIXwPtHt. HASSE1I.)
MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED)). MLAZIVINF: O). 7, FIR*S 1-56.
POS ITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-50-00-000-00004 GCMINI IV, JUNE 3-7, 1965, 70 MM P1*XrIAP;RX. FASSF.LRL.AD
MODEL 500 C (NASA O-IF'IED). MIAZINE W). 6, FHA'MES I-IZ.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00005 GEMINI IV, JUNE 3-7,. 1965, 70 * PHOlRAPHY. HASSttELtAD 
MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED). MIl'AZINE NO. 8, IF-RAS 1-55.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00006 GC41INI IV, JUNE 3-7, 1965, 70 m PH(roGRAPHY. HASS-EL.AD
MfDEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED). KViAZINE NO. 9, FRHAES 1-43.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00007 GEMINI V, AULUST 21-29, 1965, 70 * PHOTOCRAPHY.
IHASSE.LBLAD, M[ODEL 500 C (NASA MtOIFIED). 'NGAZINE NO. 1,
FRAIES 1-62. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00008 CGMINI V, AUGUST 21-29, 1965, 70 *W PHOTCRAPHY.
HASSELbLAD, MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZINE NO. 2,
FRAMES 1-56. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00009 GCMINI V, AUGUST 21-29, 1965, 70 M P.HOTORAPHY.
HASSELELAD, MODEL 500 C (NASA MOD)IFIED). MAGAZINE NO. 3,
FRAMES 1-63. POSITIVE TRANSPAREICY.
NR-50-00-000-00010 CFM4INI V, AUGUST 21-29, 1965, 70 M* PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED). -MAGAZINE NO. 4,




GCFINI VI, DECI*F1ER 15-16, 19f65, 70 t1 PKtIRt;RAPH').
HASSEkLA:D MOI:L 500 (NASA DI)IFII)D). KV^!RZIEF A,
FRAM&S 1-62. POSITIVE TRANSPAHECX.
GEMINI VI, DEt:MBER 15-16, 1965, 70'M*.PHTUUHAPHY.
HASSELILAD MODEL 500 (NASA }DIFIktD). /,NAZINE B,
FR4AES 1-62. POSITIVE TRANSPAHNY.
GEMINI VI, DECF1BERR 15-16, 1965, 70 MM PHI[(XGRAPtf1,
HASSEELBAD MODE'L 500 (NASA MODIFIED). tAGAZINE C,
FRAMES 1-56. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00014 GCMINI VI, DWECItBER 15-16, 1965, 70 MM PHOTOGI APHI,
HASSELEIAD MODEL 500 (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZINE D,
FRAMES 1-12. POSITIVE TRANSPAR0'I'.
NR-50-00-000-00015 CGMINI VII, DFIFE1BER 4-18, 1965, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZIhE
NO. 22 (A), FRAMES 1-52. POSITIVE TRANSPARELCY.
NR-50-00-000-00016 CGMINI VII, DECEBER 4-18, 1965, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIED). MIAGAZINE
NO. 17 (M), FRAMES 1-59. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00017 GEMINI VII, DECE4HERI 4-18, 1965, 70 M4 PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZINE
NO. 24 (C), FRA4MES 1-61. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
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NR-50-00-000-00018 CFGMINI Vlf, DEMBE&'3 4-18, 1965, 70 HH PHOI`o.GRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA !M1DIFIED). MAGAZINE
NO. 25 (D), IFRAMES 1-62. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00019 GEMINI VII, DECE1,:ER 4-18, 1965, 70 Mm P10TOcRAPHY.
HASS1LAD, MWEL 500-C (NASA M)DIFIED). MAGAZINE
NO. 13 (K), FRAMES 1-42. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00020 GEMINI VII, DECEMBEI 4-18, 1965, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MIODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIED). MAG4ZINE
NO. 23 (B), FRAMES 1-60. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-50-00-000-00021 GEMINI VII, DECEMBER 4-18, 1965, 70 MM PHIROOCRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZINE
NO. 30 (G) (EXPOSED AND PROCESSED AT ASA 500), FRAMES 1-62.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENC[.
NR-50-00-000-0002Z CGMINI VII, L.-L'FNtINH 4-1it, 1965, 70 1,'f PtK(IRlX;H.APk.
HASSEIAD), *~:I. 500-C (NtA\ . D)II-I-:I)). ,t\XIS\-
NO. 26 (E) (IMNMHE)D F[l'ACit(E ; EI'lFt,$ 'IPF: .44..),
FRAMES 1-31. POSITJVE TRN',, E':CI.
NH-50-00-000-00023 GEMINI VIII, MXRCH 16, 1966, 70 NHM PYIXtlURAPi. HASSE.HIAI),
IKD:L 500-C (NASA MODIFIIF1)). AC AZINE 0, F-I,:,S 1-19,
POSITIVE TRANSPUENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00024 GEMINI IX, JUNE 3.-6, 1966, 70 M4 PtHYRUIAPH . iASSEI4LAI),
MODEL 500 C (NASA MUDIF'IED). NMAGAZINE NO. A (SN-7),
FRAMES 1-67. POSITIVE 'R.hSPAU.'C.
hR-50-00-000-00025 GHMINI IX, JUNE 3-6, 1966, 70 *1 PntKULY APHAV. HASSE1ltAD,
M4EEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED). MA;AZINE N). B (SN-8),
FRAMES 1-64. POSITIVE 'IRANSPAHRENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00026 CEMINI IX, JUIE 3-6, 1966, 70 MM PtH*IGRAPfY. HASSELBLAD
MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFI[FD). MAGAZINE NO. C,
FRAMES 1-70. POSITIVE T!NSPARENUI'.
NR-50-00-000-00027 GEMINI IX, JUNE 3-6, 1966, 70 MM PHIOOCCAPHY. HASSEL.LAD
SUPER WIDE AN.LE-C (NASA MODIFIED). MAGAZINE NO. D (SN-2),
FRAMES 1-58. POSITIVE TRANSPARPNICY.
NR-50-00-000-00028 GEMINI IX, JUNE 3-6. 1966, 70 MM PIfOlOCHPHY. J.A. MAFIYEM-
70 SPACE CAMERA. MAA2ZINE NO. F (SN-011), FRAMES 1-52.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00029 GEMINI IX, JUNE 3-6, 1966, 70 MM PHOOGRAPHY. J.A. MALRER-
70 SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. G (SN-012), FRAMES 1-51.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-50-00-000-00030 CGEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY. HASSELBLAD,
SUPER WIDE ANGLE. MAGAZINE NO. 5, FRAMES 1-62.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00031 GEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY. J.A. MAURER,
70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 10, FRAMES 1-50.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-50-00-000-00032 GFItINI X, JIIA 1-21, 1966, 70 t VI-n(lnX;HiPHl. J.A.  v tH;R,
70MM SPACE CA%'-R'A. ,V\;AZINE N). 11, FHA,-S 1-47.
POSITIVE TRAbSPARHENC1.
NH-50-00-000-00033 GEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 HM PFH(TJXAPHY. J.A. ItL.H;H.,
70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 12, FAVFt:S 1-48.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
,H-50-00-000-00034 GEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 M1l PHIOTOGRAPHY. J.A. MAIUE.R,
70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 13, FHAt*E:S 1-47.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00035 GEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 MM PHYI'RAPHY. J.A. K\LRFR,
70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 14, FRAMES 1-49.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
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hR-50-00-000-00036 GEMINI X, JULY 18-21, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPIY. HASSELILAD,
SUPER WIDE ANGLE. MAGAZINE NO. 28, FRAM1ES 1-68.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00037 GEMINI XI, SEPTEMBER 12-15, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSEJBLAED, SUPER WIDE ANGLE. MAGAZINE NO. 8, FRAWES 1-63.
PO SITIVE TRANSPAFENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00038 GEMINI X1, SEPTEMBER 12-15, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD, SUPER WIDE ANGLE. MAGAZINE NO. 9, FHAMES 1-67.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
WM-50-00-000-00039 GEMINI XI, SEPTEMBER 12-15, 1966, 70 m PHOTOGRAPHY.
J.A. MAURER, 70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 10,
FRA1S 1-49. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-00040 GEMINI Xi, SE'I-EMB&ER 12-15, 1966, 70 MM PtOTOGRAPHY.
J.A. MAURER, 70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 11,
FRAMES 1-43. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
TRANSPARENCY.
MI-50-00-000-00041 GEMINI XI, SEPTEMBER 12-15, 1966, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
J.A. MAURER, 70MM SPACE CAMERA. MAGAZINE NO. 12,
FRA/IES 1-16. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
TRANSPARENCY.
NR-50-00-000-0004Z GCllNI XII, mI-iU.H 11-1, 1966, 7t0 M1 ItMnIX;HRAI't.
HASSEL.,AD, S.t;P' %11D': AIJ':. .;\ZIXF %U ,.
FRAMES 1-150. PKITIFl'l'l: S 11MSPKS: I.
NR-50-00-000-00043 GEMINI XII, NF.I-M*3i 11-15, 1966, 70 MI Pt(KyXt;Ptfn .
FASSELBLAD, SLUPER WI: ANGLE. MAGZINE NO. II,
FRAMES 1-147. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCU.
NR-50-00-000-00044 GEMINI XII, N7I1M'I'R 11-15, 1966, 70 MM PHtUIN;WAIPHI.
J.A. MAUlER, 70"M SPACE CAtRA. MAGAZINE NO. 10,
FRAMES 1-48. POSITIVE TRANSPARNC~Y.
NR-50-00-000-00045 GCMINI XII, N;OVI21R 11-IS, 1966, 70 MM PHltXa.\APHI.
HASSELBLAD, SUPER WIDE ANGIE. WMVZINE NO. 17,
FRAMES 1-70. POSITIVE THANSPARE;NC.
NR-50-00-000-00103 GEMINI III (MARCH 23, 1965) 70MM PHOTIiUAPH IDENTIFICATI'(Y.
HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED) JUNE 15, 1966.
(3RD REV.) MAGAZINE NO. 1, IRAMES 1-25.
NR-50-00-000-00104 GEMINI IV (JUNE 3-7, 1965) 70MM PHIOTGRAPHY IDENTIFICATION.
HASSeLBLAD fM)EL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED) JUNE 15, 1966
(14TH RLEV.) MACAZINE NO.16, I.RAES 1-53. MACAZINE NO. 7,
FRAMES 1-56. MAGAZINE NO. 6, RAMES 1-12. MAGAZINE NO. 8.
FRAMES 1-55. MAGAZINE NO. 9, FRMFES 1-43.
NR-50-00-000-00105 CEMINI V (AULUST 21-29, 1965) 70MM PIOTOGAPHY IDENTIFICA-
TION. HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500 C (NASA MODIFIED) JLNE 15,
1966 (4TH REV.) MACAZINE NO.I. FIRAM 1-62. MAGAZINE NO.2,
FRAiES 1-56. MAGAZINE NO.3, FRAMES 1-63. MAGAZINE NO.4,
FRAMES 1-69.
NR-50-00-000-00106 GEMINI VI (DECEMBER 15-16, 1965) 70MM PHIt-'RAPHY IDENTIFI-
CATION. HASSELHLAD, M*UUL 500 (NASA MODIFIED) JUNE 15,
1966 (2ND REV.) MAGAZINE A, FRAMES 1-62. MAGAZINE B,
FRAMES 1-62. MAGAZINE C IFRAMES 1-56. MAGAZINE D,
FRAMES 1-12.
NR-50-00-000-00107 GEMINI VII (DECEMBER 4-18, 1965) 70MM PITIUCRAPHY IDENTIFI-
CATION. HASSELBLAD, MODEL 500-C (NASA MODIFIETD) JUNE 15,
1966 (2ND REV.) MAGAZINE NO.22(A), FRAMES 1-52. MAGAZINE
NO.17(M), FRAMES 1-59. MAGAZINE NO.24(C), FRAM.S 1-61.
MACAZINE NO.25(D), FRAMES 1-62. MAGAZINE NO.13(K),
FRAMES 1-42. MAGAZINE NO.23(B), FRAMES 1-60. MAGA.ZINE
NO.30(G), FRAMES 1-62. MAGAZINE NO.26(E), FIAMES 1-31.
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NH-50-00-000-00lo GII.hN li Vill (l.(HCI( I I, 19(bl) '70't' PIEYlX;H \tIt II1IIl 1' 1 1.. 1t)
HAS.EL-UAD, FtLtD. 5()t\-C (NA.A X,)l)It'I-)) Jkt i, Itbh(IST HRE.) ,WZINFE t.Zo, I'FSY J I-19.
NR-50-00-000-00109 GICFINI IX (JLNF: 3-6. 19b6) 7() M PHUIT'IHAP." IDENTI"ICA'I()..
HASSELBLAD, MXCEL 500-C (NASA 14)I)ID)); 'd, ,LPKi.-]MK, SI.KTH
WIDE ANGtE-C (NASA MI.)IFIE])); J.A. MtIHHR-70 SPACE CEA, :I.
JUNE 16, 1966 (IST REV.) I.;AINE NO. A(SN-7), I-L- .S 1-67
MAGAZINE ,O. B(SN-8), F'AiS 1-64. M1AGAZINE NO. C(SN-9),
FRRlMS 1-70. MAGAZINE NO. D(SN-2), FAl',t 1-5A. MAG\ ZINF
NO. F(SN-011), FHIAES 1-52. MAGAZINE NO. G(SN-01Z),
FRAMES 1-51.
NH-50-00-000-00110 GF'MINI X (JULY 1li-21, 1966) 70MM PHOtIOGRAPf ItI)NTIFICATIO(h.
J.A. MAUL14, 70*M SPACE CAtlRA; HASSI-5'.HAD, SUJPEH WIIE
ANGIE, 70MM. ALGUST 5, 1966 (ZND HV. ) MVA.)A ZINNE M).5,
FRAt:FS 1-62. MAGAZINE NO.10, Ml' .itS 1-50. MIuAZINE NO. I1,
FRAMES 1-47. MI4AZINE NO.12, I.:ES 1-48. MAGAZINE M).13,
FRAMES 1-47. MAGAZINE NO.14, FIAN-:S 1-49. WCAZINE NO).2,
FRAMES 1-68.
NR-50-00-000-00111 GCFlINI XI (SEPTEMBER 12-15, 1966) 70M1 PHOTGRAPHY IDENTIFI-
CATION. J.A. MALUER, 70MM SPACE CA1sLA; HASSELAD, SUPER
WIDE A"NLE, 70MM. SEPThIR2 19, 1966. MAGAZINE NO.8,
FRAMES 1-63. MAGAZINE NO.9, FRA:S 1-67. MAGAZINE NO.10,
FR4ES 1-49. MAGAZINE NO.11, FRAES 1-43. MAGAZINE NO.12,
FRAMES 1-16.
NR-50-00-000-00112 GEMINI X11 (N4OVEMIt 11-15, 1966) 70MM PHOOGRPH IDENTIFI-
CATION. HASSELBLAD, SUPEHWIDE A/*LkE-70M ; J.A. MALRER,
70HM SPACE CAERA. NM ER 21, 1966 (PHIIMINAHY EDITION)
MAGAZINE NO.8, FRAMES 1-150. MAGAZINE NO.11, FRA*'S 1-147.
MAGAZINE NO.10, FRAMES 1-48. MAGAZINE NO.17, FRAMES 1-70.
H%-50-00-000-00201 TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY FRIM CMINI SPACECRAPT - FINAL GEOLOXIC
REPORT. REPORT NO. X-644-71-15. PAUL D. LOMAN, JR., AND
HERBERT A. TIEDLMANN, NASA, GOODDRD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
GREEtNBELT, MARYLAND. JAN. 1971, 80P.
NH-50-00-000-00210 MANNED SPACEFLICHT EXPERIMENTS GEMINI 10 MISSION, JULY 18-
21, 1966. INTERIM REPORT. REPORT NOS. MSC-TA-R-67-1, AND
NASA 1M-X-60791. MISSION AND DATA MANAGCENT OtFICE,
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, NASA, H)USTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1967,
153P. MICRF'lICHE COPY. (NASA)-W67-10730 N68-14150
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NR-51-00-000-00001 APOLLO 6, APRIL 4, 1968, 70 M* PtLx; HAt .M IHE,
M4U. 220 G. lRAm*:S AS6-2-756 TIHU AS6-Z-1510.
POSITIVE TLASPARENCI.
NR-51-00-000-00002 APOLLO 7, OCT1BER 11-22, 1968, 70 MI4 PHIURAPHY.
HASSELIAD 500-C, NASA MODIF'IID. AK.AINE: NO. M,
FR4AES AS7-3-1511 TO 1557. PCSITIVE TIANlSPY.AREC.
NR-51-00-000-00003 APOLLO 7, C-I*YBR
HASSELBLAD 500-C,
FRMES 'AS7-4-1558
NR-51-00-000-00004 APOULD 7, OCTUOBR
HASSEEIAD 500-C,
PFVAMS AS7-5-1613
NR-51-00-000-00005 APOULLO 7, CTOER
HASSELBLAD 500-C,
FIAMES AS7-6-1672
NR-51-00-000-00006 APOLLO 7, OCTOSR
HASSELBAD 500-C,
PRAMES AS7-7-1738
11-22, 1968, 70 MHM PIGRAPHY.
NASA IM)'IIED. WlAZINE NO). N,
TO 1612. POSITIVE THINSPARENCt .
11-22, 1968, 70T 4 PHIIOGRAPHY.
NASA MO1DIFItD. MAGAZINE NO. 0,
TO,1671. POSITIVE IRANSPAROiW.
11-22, 1968, O7 MM1 PHltUGRAPHy.
NASA MDIYIFD. MAGAZINE NO. O,
TO 1737. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
11-22, 1968, 70 MM PIaIGRAPHY.
NASA MIDOIFIFD. MAGAZINE NO. 5,
TO 1879. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00007 APOLLO 7, OCTCBER 11-22, 1968, 70 MM4 PH(YUGIRAPHY.
lHASSEBLAD 500-C, NASA M)DIF'IED. MAGAZINE NO. R,
FRAMES AS7-8-1880 TO 1943. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00008 APOLLD 7, OCTOBER 11-22, 1968, T70M PHTIUGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD 500-C, NASA MODIFIED. MAGAZINE NO. P,
FRAMES AS7-11-1980 TO 2043. POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-5i-00-000-00009 APOLLO 8, DECEMBER 21, 1968, TO7 M PHOTSGRAPHY.
HASSELBLAD. MAGAZINE A, FRAMES ASS-16-2581 TO 2619.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00010 APOLLO 8, DECEMBER 21, 1968, 70 MM PHOItGRAPHY.
HASSEL:LAD. MAGAZINE 8, FFAMES AS8-14-2383 TO 2534.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-51-00-000000-11 APO(LLU , EUC94I 21, 1968, 70 M Pt(IgIX;HAPIH.
HASSELHLAD. MAGAZINE C, FIAHES ASS-17-2659 TO 227.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00012 APOLLO 8, DECEMIER 21, 1968, 70T PHO1 GAIAPHY.
HASSELBLAD. MAGAZINi D, IRAMES , A.8-12-2044 1D 2214.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00013 APOLLO 8, DECEMBER 21, 1968, 70 M-44 PHtOGRAPY.
HASSELILAD. MAGAZINE E, IR-MES ASS-13-2215 TO 2382.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00014 APOLLO 8, DECi BER 21, 1968, tO MM PHOOGRAPHY.
I HASSELBLAD;. MAGAZINE F, PRAMES AS8-15-2535 TO 2580.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00015 APOLLO 6, DEIFPEER 21, 1968, 70 MM PNl . lRAPH'.
IIASSELeLAD. MAGAZINE G, PRAlES ASd-18-2828 1T 2908.
POSITIVE TRANSPARECY.
NR-51-00-000-00016 APOLLOD 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 M4 PHOTGRAPHY.
HANMDEUD. MAGAZINE NO. 19, 14RAWES 2909 TO 3034.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
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'N1-51-00-000-00017 APOLLO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 PlH PHU'OGRAPHY. -
HANDHELD. MAGAZINE NO. 20, IRAMES 3053 TO 3177.
POSITIVE THANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00018 APOLLO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 M P.R)OGRAPHY.
HANDHELD. MAGAZINE NO. 21, I'RAMES 3178 10 3322.
POSITIVE 'TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00019 APOLLO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 MM PHOTGRAPHY.
HANDIHELD. MAGAZINE NO. 22, FIRPA.NS 3324 TO 3474.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NHR-51-00-000-00020 APOLLO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 MM PHOPOGRAPHY.
HANDHELD. MAGAZINE NO. 23, FRAMES 3475 TO 3619.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00021 APOLLO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 MM PHOTOGRAPHY.
HANDHELD. MAGAZINE NO. 24, FRAMES 3620 TO 3681.
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY.
NH-51-00-000-000,2 APOIJD 9, WRCH 3-13, I969, 70 bM1 PtYlIMX;HtIPH,.
HAKDHEU). M,(;.AZINtF N). /5, F-*,'i ;SJ 3b[',Z .Ih95.
POSITIVE T'ANSPARENCU.
NR-51-00-000-00023 APOLX;l) 9, M\RCH 3-1., 1969, 70 M+1 Pt(YRlX;AtPHN.
SO-65 ItI.T'ISPECT'IW.. MAAZINE 26, .'i-: 3 O696 T' 30:14A.
POS ITIVE TANSPAHENC, .
NR-51-00-000-00024 APOlU 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 HM PHOKIX;R'\PM.
S0-65 MLTISPI.X'ITAL. MAGAZINE 26, IMA%:S 369bH 'ITO 3t454H.
POSITIVE 'IANSPAR.'NCIT.
NR-51-00-000-00025 APOLLO 9, HARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 Mm POmHi\LAPHY.
50-65 MLLTISPFLTRAL. W,;IAZINE 26, F.v*W:S 3t96C TO 3123C.
POSITIVE T'RANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00026 APOIO 9, MARCH 3-13, 1969, 70 +M PHUCRAPH'IY.
SO-65 MULTISPECXITRAL. MAGAZINE 26, FIAtES 3696D TO 3854D.
POSITIVE T'ANSPARENCY.
NR-51-00-000-00106 APOLLD-SA'IURN 6 (APRIL 4, 1968) 70MM PHMUTORAPHIC IDOTlTIFI-
CATION LIST. MAELRE, MODEL 220 G. FNAMES 756-1510.
NR-51-00-000-00107 APOLLO 7 (OCTEOER 11, 1968) 70MM PHI1TOCGRAPH IDENTIFICATION
LIST. HASSELILAD 500-C (NASA MUDIFIEDI) N.VEMcH 14, 1968,
PRELIMINARY REPORT. MAGAZ4hE M, FRAMES 1-62. MAGAZINE N,
FRAMES 1-61. MAGAZINE O, FRAMES 1-66. MAIAZINE P,
FRAMIES 1-66. MAGAZINE 0, FR4,MES 1-61. MWGAZINE R,
FRAMES 1-65. MAGAZINE S, IFAMES 1-144. MAGAZINE U,
HFAMS 1-31. MAGAZINE V, FRAMES 1-5.
NR-51-00-000-00109 APOLLO 9 (MARCH 3-13, 1969) PRELIMINARY PLJYITING AND
INDEXINO REPORT. 70MM COLOR HANLELD AND ND MULTISPEIiRAL
EXPERIME'NT PHUIOGRAPHS. MAGAZINE A, FRAMES 2909-3052.
MAGAZINE E, FRAMfES 3053-3177. MAGAZINE B, FRA'MES 3178-3323.
MAGAZINE C, FRAMES 3324-3474. MAGAZINE D, FRAMES 3475-3618.
MAGAZINE F, FRAMES 3620-3681. MUGAZINE G, FRNMES 3682-3695.
SO65 MULTISPECTRAL *PfOGRAPHS, FRAIMES 3696-3854.
NR-51-00-000-00110 APOLLO 10 (DECFMBER 1969) PHO'OGRAPHY INDEX, 70MM AND 16MM,
PRELIMINARY. 70MM1 HASSELBLAD, MAGAZINE M, FRAMES 5009-5173.
MAGAZINE N, FRAMES 3855-3987. MAGAZINE O, FRAMES 3988-4163.
MAGAZINE P, FRAMES 4164-4326. MGAZINE O, FRAMES 4327-4499.
MAGAZINE R, FRAMES 4500-4674. MAGAZINE S, FRAMES 4675-4856
MAGAZINE T, IFRAE:S 4857-5008. MAGAZINE U, V, X, L, (NOT
INDE):.I) Al' MlS I)AI'E).
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11 APO)lO 11 P'I.RE.;. APH) - 70-m, Ib-M', ANI) .5-,btI -*.VI- INI-:X.
REPORT Nl,. NASA-lI-)h-6b4350 AN) N.S0'C 70-02. M\PIPI;%
SCIENCES LAIJIIATNI\, %S, %N%, N i) SPA.CE Ib\I' C':%'I':H ,
HOUlSTOl, TEXAS. . 1970. N70-34509 MICH*I'ICtDI AI) HAtiK)
cY .
12 APOLLO 12 KAteTISPEC.R. F RPI. EXIPIh'*NT. hIT P(HT MN.;.
;NASA-CR-1100?7 AND 'T-70-2015-1. A.F.H. (&*.rTZ, HELIAC(1M,
INC., WASkHIG1, D.C. Fl3. 1970. C(OUNiAT W. NAS%-417.
N70-28485
27 APOLLO 7-205 PRE.IMINARY PL.TITNG AND INDI'XIIN REPORT.
REPORT NO. LEC/HASD 671-50-037 (645D.21.029). J-V\'S
CLINI.ON, LOCKHE:ID ElCTILNICS COMPANY, HCOS:IUN AI.OsSPACE
DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. NOV. 19686, 35P. CONT1ACT PO.
NAS 9-5191
06 APOLLO AS-502 MISSION DATA AND INFR"MATION LIST, 70MM CX)R/
PHOTOGRAPFl . TECHNIICAL REPORT LkX/HASD NW.671-50-019,(645D.21.011). LOUCIDC EflA IONICS CO., HOUSTON, 1E(AS. 
JLiY 1968. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-5191.
07 APOLLO 7 MISSION DATA AND INFR4ATION LIST, 7CMiq X '
PHOCOGRAPHY. MAPPIN3 SCIENCES LABORATORY, NASA-MANNED 
SPACECRAFT CENT'ER, HOlSTON, TEXAS. 17 MARCH 1969.
LONTRACT NtB3EIR NAS 9-5191.
08 APOLLO 8 (DECFNBER 21, 1968) 70MM PHOTD INDICES. 70MM
HASSELBLAD. MAGAZINE A, FRAM.ES 2581-2658. MAGAZINE B,
FRAMES 2383-2534. MAGAZINE C, FRAMES 2659-2827.
4AGAZINE D, FRAMES 2044-2214. MAGAZINE E, FRAMES 2215-2382.
iWGAZINE F, FR*AMES 2535-2560. MAGAZINE G, FRAMES 2828-2908.
09 APOLLO 9 PHTUOSRAPHIC PLOTTING AND INDEXING REPORT. (INCLU-
DING AIRCRAFT UNDE!:LICHTS). NATIONAL AERUNAUTICS AND SPACE
AIMINISTRATION, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTEIR, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
AND LOCKHEED ELECTRUONiCS CO., HOUSTON, TEXAS. OCTOBER 1969.
CONTRACT KN1BER NAS 9-5191.
11 APOLLO MISSION 11, PHiUOGRAPHY INDEXES. DEPAR'IME2T OF
DEFNSE, WASHINGTON, D.C. OCTOBER-1969.
NASA-TI-X-65098. N70-36869
12 APOLID 12 PI71'U;RAPH INDEX, 701M AD 16*M. 1'FX'HICOU. ORHK-
INg PAPER, REPOH'I' N). J-C/MHASD NO. 1%P-69-044. LL'-iF':ID
F.IROtlCONS CX)., iKOUSJTON, 1'EXAS. ~ErtiER 1969. CO'NTI'CT
K'BEtR NAS 9-5191.
13 APOLLO 13 PHLUrOGRAPHIC INDEX 70MM AND 161m. LOCKE ED
kCIRTONIlC CORP., HOUS'1N, TEXAS. MAY 15, 1970. CONTRACT
NO. NAS9-5191. '
15 MISSION SCIENCE PLANNING DO0CCNT. J-l TYPE MISSION(APOLLD 15). FINAL. TRW SYS*1E'S O(RUP, HOSION~, TEXAS.
IARMI 15, 1971, 317P. CONTRACT NO. NAS9-8166
01 APOLLOD EARTll P 11r(RAPHS, INDEX MAPS - APOLLO MISSIONS 6, 7,
AND 9. NASA/IMANED SPACETRAF CENTER, ('STON, TEXAS.
MAY 1970.
302 APOLLO 12 MISSION REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-01855. NATIC.AL
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AOMINISTRATION, MAINED SPACECRAFT
CENIl, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MARCH 1970.
303 APOCU) 11 MISSION REPORT. REP(~ NO. 00171. APOLLO 11
MISSION EVALUATION TEAM, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD-
MINISTRATION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. MNVEMBE 1969.
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TEH.NIOUES APPLIED IN COMPILIrC THE TRANXUILLITY BASE
SURFACE AND EXPER IlENT POSITI'ONS MAP. 'IECHNI CAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. LEC/HASD NO. TWP-69-032, AND NASA-CR-106564.
W.H. ARANT, LC DKHEED EL.ECTRONICS COMPANY, AI3OSPACE SIS't2S's
DIVISION, HOUSTON, TEXAS. DEC. 1969, 24P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS9-5191. N70-34024
PARAPHRASED GOtmIGICAL IECERPTS FRFM APOLLO 12 MISSION.
REPORT NOS. INTERAENCY REPORT - ASTROGEXXXiGY 21, AND
NASA-CR-113797. DAVID SCHLEICHER, EDITOR, U.S. GEXOICALSURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. JUNE 1970, 129P. CONFTRACT NO.
NASA CONTRACT T-65253-G. N70-40833
SCIENCE SCHEFNING REPORT' OF 'IHiE AP(O.l) 7 IISSI(ON,
70-MILLIFifEFR PHIX;iH\RPHN AND NA\.SA KAf:U'I HF:.l(,(XRtH
AIRCURAF' MISSION 981 PtKYIItXl;APh'. NASA TH':CINICAI. jl-*IH tNI
'M X-58029. JOH( E. UOH\ACH, J(1N L. kAI;IN:h\(;H, F''. AL.
NATIO'NAL. AERONAUt'ICS AND S.PACE AIllNISTI'lol', I(M, IhtD SP U'F.C:-
CRAVIT CENTE, HOUSIDN, 'T'EXS. JUNF, 1969.
AN EVALXUATION OF' EART HES.ORCEES LSI'.1 APO.11) 9 PH(YIIURAPt\P .
NASA, MANNED SPACEXHRAF\' CEN'IER, Sk'ISLUN, TEXAS. 6bbP.
COaNIRACT NO. NAS 9-934e.
APOLIO--STEPS TO TIE OON. GX]UGF E. M.F'I.IJHR, NASA,QASHIhll`ON, D.C. IN INTEHhNATIONA,. SNIPO.SIL'I ON SPACEF
TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE, 6'TH, 1AO, JAPAN, ALG. 1969,
PROCEEDISNS 1969. PP.3-16. A70-35202
APOLLO II LUNAR PHOqlXXRAPH1. DATA USERS' NOTE. (NSSDC ID
NO. 69-059A-01) REPORT NO. NSSDC 70-06. A.T. ANIhRSON,
ACQIJISITION SCIENTIST, C.K. MICHL{LVITZ, DATA SERVICES
RhMANAG_, AND K. HUG, TECHNICAL %1RITER, NATIONAL. SPACE
SCIENCE DATA CEhTtR, NASA, (t)DARD SPACE FLIGHI' CEN'IRH,
AGRENBELT, MARYLAND. APRIL 1970, 22P.
APOLLO 14 DATA - ITOS (IMPROVFD TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE)
VISIBLE AND INFRARED IMAGtERY, JAN. 31-FE:B. 9, 1971.
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATNOSPHMIC AGENCY (NOAA), SPACEI-IGHT
iETtl'ROLOGY GROUP, MANNED SPACEC;RAr CENTER, HouSl, T'IX) x, S
FEB. 1971. 1 SMALL ROLL, FILL MISSION, 8XII REIXCTI'ON, AND
I LARGE ROLL, 40 IN. LONG X 6 IN. DIAMETER, FUI-JLL-SIZED)
CHARTS.
APOLLO 14 DATA - ATS 1, 3 (APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOCY
SATELLITE), CHARTS AND PHOITOGRAPHS, JAN. 31-F'EB. 9, 1971.NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATROSPHERIC AGENCY (NOAA), SPACEFLIGHT
NETR LOGI Y GROUP, MANNED SPACECHRAFT CENTER, HO-USIUN, TEXAS
FEB. 1971. 1 PACKAGE OF PHOITOS AND CHARTS, 29X291MM, EACH
I TE LABELED.
Nh-51-GJ-000-00 4 0 1 DELINEATION OF LINEAR FEATURES AND APPLICATION TO RESERVOIR
ENGIINEERIN USING APOLLO 9 ULTISPECTRAL PHOUIRA.PH.
GEDUXICAL SURVEY OF ALABAMA, INiU'IMATION SERIES 41. W.J.
POWELL, C.W. COPELAND, AND J.A. DHAHOVZAL. GEOlX)OICAL
SURVEY OF ALABAMA, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, TUSCALUDOSA, ALA.
1970. W70-09537
NR-51-00-000-004 02 APOL.L) 12 PHRE.IMIN\AR SCIE\CE HFP(.KTXI. NASA, ;hANNE') sP.\C:-
C.AFT CENTER, H(XjS'I)h, T'ENWS. CON'I'i-CT NO. NAS\ SP-Z35.
N70-35271
NR-51-00-000-00 4 0 3 1T:E GEXOUIC ELOLUJTION OF THE NTON. REFPOT No).
X-644-70-361. PALL D. LINhAN, JR., NASA, CAXOXAD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, CR:EENBELT, IMARLAND. SEPI'. 1970, 49P.
NR-51-EJ-998-004 0 9 APOUI) 9 HILTISPECXTRAL PHFIJIURAPHIC INFUlATION. REPORT m).
NASA TM X-1957. C0(lPIL.ED HB JOtIN L. KAL.EN'IHCH, NASA/
MANNEDI SPACECRIF.T CENTER, HOUSIXN, T'EXAS. APRIL I970.
CONTRAC' hlNtIER 160-75-02-03-72.
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NR-51-00-000-00410 GEOLOGIC ANALYSES O!F- SE.ECITD APOLLU 10 70MM LUNAR AND
.EiRRESTRIAL PHJUGRAPHS. PREPRI'NT. REPORT WS.
NASA 'M-Xt-63925 AND X-644-70-165. H.W. iBLOU.XT, P.D.
LXMAN, JR., AND J.A. O'KE.E, NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHCF
CBITER, GRENRELT, KARYL!AM. APRIL 1970. N70-28682
MR-51-00-000-00411 APOLLO 11 - IMPLCATIONS FOR THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE SOLAR
SYSTEH. JOHN A. O'KEEF, GOUDAHD SPACE FLIGHT CENTM,
GRElB.T, MARYLAND. IN EDS, VOL. 51, NO. 9, SEPT. 1970.
PP.633-636.
I1-51-EJ-998-00 600 APOU L 6 PIrMKAP-VWEST-EAST CHRRIDOR FR1M THE PACIFIC OCEAN
1TONORTHERN L. UISIANA-WEST-CENIRAL SHEEI'-2 0P 4. U.S.G.S.,
WASHINCTON, D.C.
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NR-5e-00-000-A000I FNRRE APPLICAl'l(NS OF E:AFlH RE.S -RCF: StHIVES I*i(mi SPiuCE..
tHARWLi J. hOHINO%E, U.S. GFA-I.(I;IICAl. -sH.F, 4A.sH., D.C.AIAA IEART H F:S(I.HCES (ORS .VI'ION'S AND INI-)RFTIO' StS'I'}-S
F(.lEt''IN, ANNAPOLIS, .WILAND, MARCH 1970. AIAA\ PAPER
hO.70-302. A70-22883
R-52-DIK-998-A0002 EARTH FU-O;(XL CFS OSERVATION SATllLITF IAGE 'TII.IT1 AT STATE
LEVEL. DAVID W. JAMISON, STAl'E (O' WAS.HI~NGIO, DI:F'I. OFNAlTUAL RES(FCACES, OLMiPIA, ,A.SHIS,',~ON. APRIL 1970.
N71-14846
N-52-EaJ-209-A003 GROt'.D OBsERVATIOS AND UTILITY .VALUATIONS O' SPACE AND
HIGH-ALTIlTIF: PHIIXLPW- EASTERN ARIZONA. RAI\IH ONCNP'AI , ALUXItE'TRIC OPERATION, AL..ANDRIA, VIRGINIA. JLLY
1970, 30P. COWlRACT NO. 14-08-0001-12064.
NR-52-00-000-A000 4 SATELLITE (ERTS-A) NEITIW(K OF' GROLD DATA SNF:SORS - A USER-
ORIENTED) EXPERIMENT. JA,-, FP. DL IEL, GCXXLUICAL SURVEI,
EROS PROCRAM, ST. LOUIS, ME). PAPER PRE.SE.tE. D 41' NATIONAL
SIP(aPXSIUM ON DATA AND INSTR1LtiNTATION IPR WATFIRI OCAL ITlbA4NIAG4N, F MI'OT, AD N, ISCONSIN, JLLI 1970. PREPRINT NO. 29,
13P. %71-01772
NR-52-00-000-00001 AT LDNC LAST, ERTS IS ON THE WAY. ALFRED ROSENBLATT AND
PALL DIUCKSON, ASSOCIATE EI)ITUS. PUIHLISHD) IN EL*ICTRONICS,
VOL. 42, HAY 1969. PP.98-106.
SR-52-EJ-210-00002 SMCHINE-AIDE'D PHOTO INTERPRETATION T'XNIIEGS FUR VECETATION
ANALYSIS. J.D. U'LT AND J.D. NICH)LS, LNIVtIESITl3 OF' CALIF.,
BERKELEY, CALIPRLNIA. AlAA EARTH RES1LUICES O(XSERVATIONSAND INiFOMATION SSTEMS MiLE'IMG, ANI-APOLIS, MN. MARCH 1970.
PAPER NO.70-308. A70-22879
NR-52-00-000-00003 RESOLRCE POLICY, ,MANACEENT, AND RI'TE SENSING. R. KEIT'
ARNOLD, U.S. DEPT. OF' AGRaICU.lE, WASHINGTON, D.C. AIAAEARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFOU1ATION SIST4MSPEbTING, ANNAPOLIS, M). MARCH 1970. AIAA PAPER MO.70-304.
A70-22881
NHR-5-00-000-00004 XOLLkCTION OF' DATA IRCM IN SI'LJ SENSORS VIA SAT'ULLITE.
S.D. I1RI-NANt, I'LHES AIRCRAFU CO., SPACE SYSTE'4S DIV.,
EL SECAXDO, CALIFIU.NIA. CONTRACT NO. NSR-09-012-909.
PRESENTE) AT CQ NICATIONS AND DISPLAYS, WtESTERN ELk. RONIC
SHl AND (XhVENTION, SAN I'RAC:ISOXO, CALIF., AWG. 1969,TE:CHNICI. PIPp.:HR, v(, .I i, P\HTI. , 170-17i4$.
NR-52-EJ-998-00005 AIR AND SPACEHNE RFkY'l'E SENS.OS IOR MINERAL HPLk1tATAlION.
W.D. CAR'I'EH, U.S. GtJXL;xJIClAL SLR'vlf, WA\SHI.;Iu, D.C.
PAPER PRESENTED AT' NEW MNE:XICO SIMN)iSIllAI ON MIN-.ERAL
RESWORCES, DISCOVERED AND DIsCO)VER SOCURH(O, NEW ltXICO,
MAY 1968.
NR-5Z-00-000-0000 6 EROS APPLICATIONS TO MINtRAI, EXPLORATION. W.D. CARTIH.,
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SLHVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. PAPER PRESb:SN'l'tED iD
COLBORI MINING ASSOCIATION, DENVER, COL., FER. 1968.
nH-52-00-000-00007 RI'U:XIR1'*:NTS AND TECJI!XES IRT AN EARTH RE.S(.1HCES AIi1UnNTIC
DATA COXRELATION SISTE. R. WAKEIAN AND E. HW1T, FAAIHCHIL)
CAMERA AND INSTRL-.;ENT CORP., SiOSSET, N.Y. AIAA, EARH1
RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFI"4AATION SIST'.NS MtI-:ENING,
ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970, PAPER NO.70-323. A70-22864.
NR-52-00-000-00008 EARTH RESOXRCES DATA PROCESSING AS VIEW)ED IFR AN ENIRON-
IE'NTAL SATELLITE DATA PROCESSING EXPERIENCE tASE. C.L.
BRIST{R, ESSA, NATIONAL ENVIRONNENTAL SATELLITE CENTER,
SUITLAND, MD. AIAA, EARTH RESO(XRCES OBSERVATIONS AND
INiFRMATION SYSTEMS 'E''INC, ANNAPOLIS, NM. MARCH 1970.
PAPER NO.70-284. A70-22894
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ACCESSION NULH*R DESCRI PI'ION
NR-52-00-000-00009 AUTOMATIC CHANGE DISCRIMINATION AS AN AID TO CITY PLANNING.
J.G. KAWAMlURA, TRW S'STEMS, REDONDOX BEACH, CALIFUR ,14.
AIAA, EARTH RESOULRCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD. MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-311.
A70-22876
NR-52-00-000-00010 EARTH RESOURCES DATA COLLECTION BY CMFIUNICATION SATELLITE -
PROBLEM, SCOPE, AND SMOE POTTENTIAL SOLUTIONS.
G.M. NORTHROP, THE THAVELERS RESEARCH CORP., HARTFORD, CONN.
AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSEIVATIONS AND INIRoRMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD. MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-327.
A70-22587
NR-52-00-000-00011 STATE-OF-ThE-ART PROJECTION FOR INFRARED EARTH RESOURCES
RADIOMETRY. D. GOE'ZE, HONEYWELL, INC., ST. PAUL, MINN.
AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD. MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-317.
A70-22870
NR-52-00-000-00012 EARfUIH HIF:.1CF:S .FNSE.OH IN'IH;H.ATI'O. .CAHI, .. (t1.'H, ,tl'lI'IN
MAHIRI'I'A CLHP., LD:NIE:R, ClJ). AIAA, jUI-A1fl HIE"IRHCEI.
OHSEtVAlTIOhS Al.I) INI.UrIl'ATION SIS'I',si t-I..FI'I., !NNAPI'1.15., nU.
MARCH 1970. PAPER NO.70-316. A70-Za?71
hN-5,-00-000-00013 WHAT EARTH RESOIHCES SATELLI'I'ES CAN DOX) IN THE ,V;FICllt:L.LHA
cOH 1UNIT. AA.B. Plh, U.S. i.:PT'. (O' AG;HICIl.'ILHE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PHR:SENTIED AT' 1HE 61tl AN.IAL h;.Ir-TIN AND
TllCHNICAL DISPLA OF 11HE V*)UICAIN INSTITll'E OF' AF.IUJHONAMnlCS
AND ASTWL)AUT ICS, ANA-HEIM, CALIRLNIA, PAPER NO. 69-1OeJ3,
OCT. 1969. A70-10624.
NR-52-00-000-00014 SATELLITE MAPPING; FR EARTH RES.URCES SLRHVES. H. tEl'NSTEIN
AND P.M. MERIFIELD, TFW S 'STMS. H(UCX) lEA\CH, CAII-OtlNIA.
PURLISHID IN THE AM'RICAN SOC IKI O-' PHYO'lU;tUNt-M.l.N. 1968
SEMI-ANNUAL ME.TING, SAN ANITNIO, TEXAS. SEPT. Z9-OC,'. 3.
SR-52-EJ-998-00015 EROS - INVESTIGATIONS FROM SPACE. WILLIAM A. FISCiER,
U.S.G.S., WASHINGltUN, D.C. PULLISHED IN GRHOLD vATER
RESOURCES INSTI'IUTE QUARTERLY, VOL. 2, NO. 1, SPRING, 1969.
STAR N69-41309.
MR-5Z-00-000-00016 EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITES - CAPABILITIES VERSUS REFXUIRE-
MENTS. ALAN J. STRATION, NASA/OF' ICE OF ADVANCED RESEARCH
PRESENTED AT AM.ERICAN ASTRONAUTII CAL SOC I EqT, NATIONAL
ME:TING, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS CRUCES, NEW
MEXICO, OCTOBER 1969. PAPER AAS 69-587. MICR)FICHE COPY.
NR-52-00-000-00017 EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITES. G.K.C. PARDOE, HAWER SIDOEtLY
DYNAMICS LTD., HATFIELD, HERTS, ENGLAND. PLBLISHED IN
SCIENCE JOURNAL, VOL. 5, JUNE 1969. PP.58-67.
NR-52-00-000-00018 A SURVEY OF SENSORS FOR EARTH RESOURCES SENSING. CLENN A.
CATO, TRW SYSIEMS GROUP, REONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA. PRE-
PRINT OF PAPER FOR AIAA EARTH RES(URCES OBSERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION SYSTEM4S MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD. MARCH 1970.
A70-22888
NR-52-DK-000-00019 A SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS OF EARTH ORBITAL SPACE
TECFiNOLUY TO SELELT'ED CASES IN WA'I'ER MANAGENT AND
AGRICULTURE. ALLAN MUIR, EARTHSAT CORP., WASHINGWY1N, D.C.
PRESENTED AT AIAA EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INDRHMA-
TION SYSTEMS MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970. AIAA
PAPER NO. 70-335.
NR-52-EJ-998-00020 COtIPAHISON OF' ASIS tX)ES FOR IMV;ING T'HllE EATH. AI)IN P.
COLVOR(HE:SSES, U.S. GFU)ILGICAL. SIHVEI, IK 1 AN, VIHG;INI4
PRESENTED AT tHE AIAA EARTH H R.tXHCES (~iSEHVAT'iI(S AND INFO-
RMATION SSTE'LtS IEETCING, ANNAPOLIS, MHILAN.D, MAU(CH 1970.
AIAA PAPER NO. 70-Z94.
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NH- 52-00-000-00021 DESIGN STLDt SPECIFICATIONS FUR THE ERH'TS A AND H. GODDARD
SPACE FLICI-f' CENTER, GRt:ENBEtLT, MA LAND. APHI-L 1969.
STAR N70-71034.
NR-52-00-000-00022 DEMITER, AN EARTH RES'.RCES SA'TEI.ITE PHROCrAM. R.H. MILES,
AND B.B. UJSIGNATN, STANFURD UN VtERS I ', STIANIFL), CALI F.
PRESENED) AT INTIWATIONAL ASTHONALUFICCAL FE.D),-'I'ION CO(XHESS
19TH, NEW YORK CITY, OCT. 1968, IAF' PAPER E-182. AD68-44Z;99
NR-52-00-000-00023 EARTH RESOLHCES SATELLITE SYSTEMS. D.W. KELU ER, GENERAL
LECIRIC CO., SPACE DIV., VALLU, FORGE, PA. JULY 1969.
PUBLISHED IN JOLRNAL OF THE BRITISH INTERPLANET'ARY SOCIETY,
VOL. 23, NO. 4, APRIL 1970. PP.257-274. MICROFFICHE AND
HARD COPY.
NR-52-00-000-00024 AIAA EARTH RESO.RCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, RIULAND, MARCH 1970. COLLX.TION OF
TECHNICAL PAPERS. AbgEICAN INSTITIE OF AERONAUI'ICS AND
ASTRONAUI'ICS, NEW NWK, N.Y.
NR-52-00-000-00025 IMAGING WITH OPTICAL MECHANICAL SCANNERS FROM EARTH ORBITING
SPACECRAFT. D.S. L'ME AND M.M. BEILOtX, BENDIX CORP., ANN
ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PUBLISHED IN AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERV-
ATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS HEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND.
MARCH 1970, PAPER NO.70-314. A70-22873.
NH-52-00-000-00026 THE USE OF ECOXMIC BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN EARTH RESOU;RCES
SATELLITE SYSTEM PLANNING. A.H. IUIR AND R.A. SLb1ERS,
NASA/WASHINGTON, D.C. CONTRACT NO. NASW-1604. PUBLISHED IN
AIAA ANNUAL MEETING AND TECHNICAL DISPLAY, 5'1, PHIL., PA.,
OCT. 1960. AIAA PAPER NO. 68-1077.
NR-52-00-000-00027 MANAGEF*NT, PROCESSING AND DISSEMINATION OF SENSORY DATA FOR
THE EARTH RESOlRCES TENOLOGY SATELL I TE. EARL S. MER I T,
WALTER C. AHLIN, ALLIEi L RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD,
MASS. DEC. 1969. REPORT NO. NASA CR-109081 REPT-9G45-43.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-10343. STAR N70-21089. MICNOFICHE COPY.
NH-52-00-000-00028 EAH1'H HF.XHCFS NATIONA'l(hl. DATA' PH(X_'sSIu CENt''l-:H - tml, ,H\'.,
HWEN, AND) H( It4cH. E. HAH1T AND) N. U1'l'lll:, .I-AINCHIII) 'P.(CF:
AND DFFENStE SSTE'RS, St()"SSEl', 1. ISIA,\D, N. fF'*'I-:I)
AT THE AIAA tEARTH HES(XNHCFS ( ,F:H\,ATIN( AM)ND INI-tXL'AV'I(h
S'ST'EM IFI',I, ANNAPOLI, , M,,HILANl, MAHCH 1970. PAPFH
70-324. A70-22'63.
NR-52-00-000-000o9 THE DESIGN OF' A RE.Q tXCF S11ItE 'Sl'IbN. MICAFEL. RICH'N,
1TR SSTl'ESI GHOLP, RHtlX)LX) HtACH, CAL.IFiOHNIA. Pl-LIFI.I) IN
IEEE TRANSACn'I'OS ON ;t"XiSCIENCE WFICTHttNICS., tX.. (iE-7,
NO. 4, OCT. 1969. PP.200-205. A70-b6r6e'
NR-52-00-000-00030 A DATA CENTER FOR THE EARTH RiSLO.HCFSL, SA'1.FITF. HF-I']RT M.
GURK, C.R. SMITH, ET' AL., HCA, INC. C(XltA\CI' ,lbtNEI
14-08-0001-11430. PAPER PRESItlEl) AT' WINCON/IEEE, UWS
ANGELES, CALIIFhRNIA. FEHB. 1969, IN SESSION ON - SPACE
OBSERVATION OF EARTH RESOHCE.S, PHEPRIN1'.
NH-52-00-000-000 31 TELEVISION SYSTEM FOR EARTH RESOLRCES SA'IELLITE. HERH1'T M.
GCRK, RADIO CORPORAl'ION OF' AItHtICA, PRINCEtON, N-* JMtSEt,.
AT NATO/BRITISH INTERPLANETARHY SIET;IFY, INl'.RNATIO.SAL. SLt*iR
SCHOOL ON EARTH RESOERCES SLHVEY SATELLITES, CAMIRIDGE,
ENGLAND, JULY 1969. MICROF;ICHE COPY. A69-38619.
NR-SZ-00-000-000 3 2 PRECISION PROCESSING FTR EARTH RESO(RCE SATELLITE IMV;GFRY.
W.F. SIlRI. AND D.S. WEBHtR, TRW SISlTEMS GROUP, REILX)DO
BEACH, CALIF. AT THE AIAA, EARTH RESRtHCES OMSERVATIONtS AND
INIORMATION SYSTEMS MEEkTING, ANNAPOLIS, M)., MARCH 1970.
PAPER 70-297. MICROFICHE COPY. A70-22852
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Nm-52-00-000-00033 TECHNOLOGICAL BASE OR PLANNING OF SPAC9L.IGHfTl MISSIONS TO
OBTAIN DATA ON THE EARTH'S RESORCES. DONALDU M. WALTZ, 11W
SYSTEMS GROUP, R)EDONDO BEACH, CALIF'. AT AIAA ANNUAL MtEE_.TINM
AND TECHNICAL DISPLAY, 51H, PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCT. 1968,
PAPER 68-1074. MICROFICHE COPY. A68-45000
IN-52-00-000-00034 THE IMPORTANCE OF ELEMTAL REGISTRATION AND CALIBRATION IN
ORBITAL EARTh RESOURCES MILTISPEI.RAL IMAGING. WILLIAM L.
CASEY MCDXX.NEL DUL AS CORP., MCDONNELL ASTRONAUTICS CO.,
ST. LULIS, MO. AT AIAA ANNUAL MEEKTING AND TECHNICAL DISPLAY
5TH11, PHILADEL.PHIA, PA., OCT. 1968, PAPER 68-1075. MICRO-
PICHI COPY. A68-44987
MN-52-00-000-00035 REI.ECTIO~NS ON SA*U.IATES IFUR EARTlI HEr.XNHCR' SuIWV"s. - PKN-
SONAL CONTRIBUTIONS' TO A SL+i0 s`11ADt. REPORT NM. HY-,t5:4.
AMl4UM H. KATZ, RAND CORP., SANI'A MONICA, CALIF. D*C. 1967.
MICRO'ICHE COPY. AD-663 371 N68-15094
NR-52-00-000-00036 EARTH RESURCES SATELLITES. REPORT MN. RAE-TR-69219. S.L.
MIORES, ROYAL AIHRCRAFT ESTAULISH**tNTr, rARNOUi, EAN , .LAND.
OCT. 1969. MICROFICHE COPY. AD-703 297
NR-52-00-000-00037 A FAULTISPECIRAL POINT SCAN CAMERA FOR EARTH RE.'SOLRCES 'TIEH-
NOLDGY SATELLITE. W.G. WM) AND E.G. DONrIAN, ESTINK.H(tSE
DEFENSE AND SPACE CE'TER, BALTIMORE, MD. AT ANEHICA,' INST-
ITUE OF' AERONAUI'ICS, EARTH RESOtURCES OBSERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS MEFTING, ANNAPULIS, M)., MAHRCH 1970,
PAPER 70-319. MICROF'ICHE COPY. A70-22867.
NR-52-00-000-00038 APPLICATION SATELLITES, SME4 ROLES AND TECXHNIOES. GCFIHU'EY
LEWIS, ADVANCED PRWOJIETS (SPACE), IRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP.,
BRISTOL, ENGLAND. IN FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL, VOL. 98, NO.
3201, JULY 16, 1970. PP.87-99.
!I-52-00-000-00039 A OPERATIONAL EARTH RESOURCE SATELLITE SYSTEM - WHAT DOES
USER EXPECT. HOMER A. HLMISTON, WESTINGHOUSE EL.ElTRIC
CORP., AEROSPACE DIV., BALTIMORE, MD. AT AIAA, E4RTH1
RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFURMATION SYS1'E5 MEETI NG,
ANNAPOLIS, MN., MARCH 1970, PAPER 70-293. A70-22890
NR-52-00-000-00040 PHOTOGRAHISCHE BIOBACHIUNCG KUNSTLICHER ERDSATELLITEN OHINE
HILFE RiEISTRIEHENDER ZEITEINRIfIHTUNEN. (PtHOYIUGRAPHIC
OBSERVATION OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES WITHOUT
CHRONOrETRIC RECORDING AIDS.) R. RAJCHL, CESKOSL.VENSKA
AKADEMIE VED GEO.'FSIKALNI USTAV, PRAGUE, CECHOSIVAKIIA.
IN ASTRONOMICAL INSTITUTES OF CZE'HOSLOVAKIA, HALL'TIN,
VOL. 20, NO. 6, 1969. PP.331-334. A70-23055
NR-52-00-000-00041 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLCY SATELLITE OPERATIONS CONTROL
CENTER AND DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. BOOC I - SYSTEMS
STUDIES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. DOC-70SD4226-BK-I, AND
NASA-CR-109909. GENERAL ElEI'RIC CO., SPACE SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA. APRIL 1970, 471P. CONTRACT
NO. NAS5-11529. N70-34451
NR-52-00-000-00042 E4RA'H RE:.XLH CE.s l'.tEIXJU' SA'I'I. IATEF IOP:HI'ION (h (Ch' lX.
CENIN, AND DA'A PROHt;SSIN ; FACIT.11i. ltxK i - .s',I'll-,
SIUDIES. FINAL RE;PORT. REPHOT Mi. ULX-70.)4Zh6--Hh,
NASA-CR-109N39. (G.;N-AL ELEIRltC LCO., SPACE SiN'IT'1iS
ORGANIZATION, PHILAD*.PHIA, PA. APRIL 1970, 525P. UhI'HLn
NO. NASS-11529. N70-34452
NM-52-00-000-00043 EARTH RESORCES TECHNOLlG SAT'U.ITE OPEiATIONS (XCONHOL
CEN1R AND DATA PHUROCESSIN FACILITY. R(OK 3 - SIS-'IE
SIU)IES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NS. NA.SA-CH-109910, AND
DWC-70SD4226-B(-3. GCiENRAL EkC'HIC CO., SPACE StSI*i-]S
ORGANIZATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA. APRIL 1970, 258P. tx'NRAClT'
NO. NASS-11529. N70-34453
MR-52-00-000-00044 EARTH RESOLRCES TIE[NOZL Y SATELLITE SPACECRAVT SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES. VOLWME I - SYSTEMS STUWIES. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-109907, AND DOC-70SD4207. GEN4RAL
IECIRIC CO., SPACE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION, PHILAUE*PHIA, PA.
FEB. 1970, 288P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11529. N70-34454
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EARTH RESORCES TECNXOlCOY SATELLITE SPACECRHAFT SYST'EM
DESIGN STUDIES. VOUtMlF 2, OUOK 2 - SUBSYSTkES STUDIES.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. NASA-CH-109908, AND DOC-70S)D407.
GENEIRAL ELECTRIC CO., SPACE S~Sl'TEIS ORGANIZATION,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11529. N70-34456
EARTH RESOURCES TECYHNOLXY SATELLITE SPACECRA1FT SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES. VOLUME 2, BOOK 1 - SUBSYSTIEMS STUDIES.
FINAL REPORT. REPORT NOS. NASA-CR-109837, AND DOC-70SD4207.
CENERAL EtECTRIC CO., SPACE SYSTEIMS ORGANIZATION,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. FEB. 1970, 703P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS5-11529. N70-34455
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE - SECURING
INITERNNATIONAL PARTICIPATION. JOHN HANESSIAN, JR., AND
JOHN M. LOGSDON, GEIRGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,
D.C. IN ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUI'ICS, VOL. 8, ALG. 1970,
PP.56-63. A70-39796
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES IN EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE
SYSTEMS PLANNING. ROBERT A. SRLM*S,' NASA, WASHINCION, D.C.
IN INTERNATIONAL SIMPOSIUM ON RETME SENSING OF ENVIRONIENT,
6TH, ANN ARBOR, MICH., OCT. 1969, PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 1.
PP.237-246.
USFR DATA PHOCCESS]N HIFXX IH I'VI'S. H-RHET M. 1 HK, HCA,
ASTHO El -l''H( I CS DIV. , PHI NCF:IO%, N.J. PHFSt:N'I'ED AT -
PRINCETON UNILVERSIT' CNIFFH-t'E.'CE (cAF:HOSPACI: WWII-).S IFR
REtVEAL I N AND i.VALUAT I NG EH'IH 'S HE.SOLHCtS ), PH I NCEIUN%,
N.J., SEPT. 1969, I1P.
INT'.lbUIF:NCN HEPROHT t.SS-40Z. HlkRYII': SENSI O t)l' tIH(l)ltGIC
RtE.StlHCES IN HE (;HEA'l' PilAINS. HEPt'I' ). I-FINA..
REPORT NOS. IA-bU.S-Z2O, AND L.';S-LU)-70-009. IF.A. *,\II'Z,
AND V. I .Ms ENS, S.Uril D(YI',A STATE' U I V., HFYI'FE SENSI NG
INSTITTqE, BROtUIMS, S.D. JUNE 1970, 10P. (X)'I.RC' N).
DI-14-08-0001-G-25. PB-195451
COASTAL-ZONE OCF:ANO(RAPHIC HREUIIR-IF*NTS I-UN EARTH
OBSERVATXRI' SATELLITES A AND B. PART i. F' I N Ht.EPOHT.
REPORT MO. ASA-CH-11116. THW S¥S'I'trLS GCHUP, O(E' SPACE
PARK, REDONIX) BEACH, CALIF. F-tH. 1971, 408P. CONTl11T' NO.
NASI-10280. MICROFICHE COPY. N71-17Zti2
NR-52-00-000-00057 COASTAL-ZONE OC'ANOXRAPHIC RIFXXlIUIIfiN-TS IUOR EARTH
OBSERVATORY SATELLITES A AND B. PART' 2. FINAlL HEPORT.
REPORT NO. NASA-CH-IIII7?. TRW SSTI'EIiS GROUP, ONE SPACE
PARK, REDXONDO BtACH, CAL,IF. FEB. 1971, 248P. (XNTRACT NO.
NASI-10280. MICROF'ICHE COP]. N71-17263
NR-52-00-000-00058 COASTAL-7LNE OCFANOiRAPHIC REQUIRIt.ENTS FOR EARTH
OBSERVATURY SATILLITES A AND B. SLUt1\HY. F I NAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-111818. TRW SYSTEM'S GROUP, ONE SPACE
PARK, RX:ONDO BEACH, CALIF. kEB. 1971, 16P. CONTRACT NO.
NAS1-10280. MICHOF'ILtHE COPY. N71-17264
NN-52-00-000-00059 EARTH RESOURCES TEOINOLCCY SATELLITE. VOLI0. I - SUlARY.
FINAL REPORT. TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REONDO BEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, 111P. CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-11260. N70-34409
NR-52-00-000-00050 EARH RESOL'CES SATEIJ'ITE SSTI'F. PRESENTI) TO. 'ITE
C(11T If'EE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUT IACS, U.S. HOUSE OF'
REPRESENTATIVES, 90TH (NRE:SS, 2ND SESSION, M*C. 31, 1961t.
JOSEPH E. KARTH, CHAI .MAi, SUCOIMI TrEE ON SPACE SC IENE AND
APPLICATIONS. U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE. CW4ITE'EE ON SCIENCEAND ASTRONAUTICS. U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE. C'ltI4TEE ON
SCIENCE AND ASTRONAIJICS. SERIAL W. N70-26798
MICROFICHE COPY.
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JMHER DESCRI PT ION
-00051 PICTORIAL NOISE EVALUATION IN SPACE IMAGERY. JACK J.O.
PALGEN, ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., LANHAM, MARWLAND.
PRESENTED AT SPIE TECHNICAL SiMPOSIUM, 15TH ANNUAL,
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, SEPT. 1970. eP.
00052 EARTH RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEMS USING SATELLITES,
AIRCRAFT AND GROUND TEAMS - AN OPPORTUNITY FOR INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION. PHILIP G. LAhGLEY, EARTH SATElLITE ORP.,
BERKELE., CALIF. INTElRNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL FEDtRAT ION,
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS, 21ST, KONSTANZ, WEST
GERMANY, OCT. 1970, PAPER. 12P. A70-44679
00053 THE EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOCY SATELLITES ERTS-A AND -B.
WILFRED E. SCULL, NASA, GODDRHD' SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
GREENBELT, MD. PRESENTED) AT SOCIETY OF' AUThFI T!E
ENGINEERS, NATIONAL AERONAUTIC AND SPACE EI.NEERING AND
MANUFACTURING IIMETING, LOS AN3ELES, CALIF., OCT. 1970
(THE SAME AS PAPER 700761) 22P. A70-45869
-00054 DIGITAL COMPURER TERRAIN MAPPING FROM MULTISPECTRAL DATA.
HARRY W. SMEDES, AND KENNETH L. PIERCE, USGS, DENVER, COULO.,
MARC G. TANGUAY, EOOLE POLYTEIN IQUE, MLNTREAL, CANADA, AND
ROCER M. HI'F}ER, PURDUE UNIV., WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.
AIAA, EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATIONS AND INFRIMATION SYSTEMS
MEETING, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, MARCH 1970, PAPER 70-309, 19P.
= A70-22878. IN JOURNAL OF SPACECRAFT AND ROCKETS, VOL. 7,
NO. 9, SEPT. 1970, P.1025-1031 = A70-41851.
CONTRACT NO. R-09-020-015. MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY.
A70-41851 A70-22878
-00060 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNMOGCY SATELLITE. VOUUME 2 - ERTS
SYSTEM STUDIES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109912
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, RE)NDO REACH, CALIF. APRIL 1970, 281P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34410
-00061 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE. VOLUME 3 - OBSERVATORY
SYSTEM DESIGN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-1098140
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDXNDOW BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 1970, 256P.
ONTIRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34411
-00062 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOUOGY SATELLITE. VOULME 4 - OBSER-
VATORY SUBSYSTEMS STUDY. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109917 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, RE21UNDO BEACH, CALIF.
FEB. 1970, 529P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34412
NR-52-00-000-00063 EAR1H RES(X'RCES TEt(X-ItXM SATELLITE. VO.IlE 5 - DATA
COLLECTION SYSTEM. FINAL R:P('RT. TlW StS'lT'FS CR(X:P,
REDUNDO BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 1970, I1OP. C(NXTIACI' NO.
NAS5-11260 N70-34413
NR-52-00-000-00064 EARTH RESOURCES TECXNOLOGY SATEL,ITE. VOUbNI 6 -
RELIABILITY PROGfRAM PLAN. FINAL REPORT. TRW SkSTbfS
GROUP, REO)NDO BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 1970, 66P. CONTRAC'r NO.
NASS-11260 N70-34414
NR-52-00-000-00065 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE. VOUUME 7 - OUALITM
PROGRAM PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109920 TRW
SYSTEMS CGRUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 1970, 132P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34415
NR-52-00-000-00066 EARTH RESOLRCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE. VOLUME 8 - TEST
MDNITORING AND CONTROL PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109926 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDXNDO BEACH, CALIF.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34416
NR-52-00-000-00067 EARTi RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES. VOLUME 9- CONFIGUHA-
TION MANACMENT PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109922 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
FIB. 1970, 93P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34417
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EARTH RESOURCES TElCI(I.OUGY SATELLITE. VOLtL. 10- SOLUD-RING
PRL;RAM PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109921
TRW SYSTI'4S CROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 1970, 70P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260. N70-34418
EARTH RESOI.,RCES TtCHOLOGY SATELLITES. VOLEME 11 - F'AILURE
REPORTING PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109925
TRW SYST{NtS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. FEB. 19'10, 27P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260. N70-34419
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNXOY SATE'LLITE. VOLUt 12 - OBSERVA-
TORY INTEGRATION AND TEST PLAN AND LAUNCH OPERATIONS PLAN.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109927 TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH,
CALIF. FEB. 1970, 47P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260. N70-34420
EARTH RES(ORCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE. VOULMEt 13 - GDHS
STAFFING AND MATERIAL USAGE PLAN. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109919 TRW SYSTEMS GROUJP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, 79P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 MICROFICHEi COPY
N70-34421
NH-52-00-000-00072 EAH1Th RFS(XHCFS TEF'tI'HXOX; SATFIE.1TE. V01.{M: 14 APPENI)l X-
OCC AM) NI)PF SPECIFICATIONS. HRFPOI',I' M). NASA-CH-10¶9q1 IHW*
SYST1',S GRH(P, REHFNI).) HBEACH, CALIF. APHI. 1970, Ih5P.
COiTCIr NO. NAS5-11260 MICHOFICHE COP] N70-344Z3
NH-5Z-00-000-00073 EARI'H RESOLRCES TErCH1M),OU SATEIJ.1TE. V(XI.: 14- GH(XND
DATA HANDLING S$STI',I DSIGN EPO NO. 'I' NASA-CH-1093
TRW SYST",S GRHOUP, REIX)NUO H:ACH, CAIF. APHIL 1970, 364P.
CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 MICHOtICHE COP] N70-344Z2
NR-S2-00-000-00074 EARTH RESOURCES TECHMXLY SATELLITE. VO(lIMF 15 APPENDIX-
FUNCTIONAL ANALISIS. REPORT NO. NLSNA-CR-109914 1RW SISTI'>iS
GROUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF. APRIL 1970, 16WP. CONTRACT NO.
NAS5-11260 N70-34425
NH-52-00-000-00075 EARTH RESCHCES TX>I-NMLGY SATELLITE. VOULLM 15- GROUND
DATA HANDLING SYST'EM S1LDY. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109924 TRW SYSlt'MS GROUP, RELXNDO BEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, 71P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 MICROFICHE COP]
'N70-34424
NH-52-00-000-00076 EARTH RESOLRCES TECHNOLOXY SATElLITE. VOLUME 16- OPERATIONS
CONTROL CENTl'ER STUDIES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109915 TRW SYSTIES GHOUP, REDOND tBEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, 211P. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-11260 N70-34426
NH-52-00-000-00077 EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE, VOUME 17 - NASA DATA
PROCESSING FACILITI STUDIES. FINAL REPORT. REPORT NO.
NASA-CR-109923 TRW SYSTLkTS GRCUP, REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
APRIL 1970, 401P. CONTRACT NO. NASS-Ii260 MICROFICHE COPY
N70-34427
NR-52-00-000-00078 EARTH RESOURCES TECMXOLGY SATELLITE. VoLu4 18 - AUTO-
MATIC DATA PROCESSING )UIPMENT PROCUPtIENT. FINAL REPORT.
REPORT NO. NASA-CR-109916 TRW SYSTEIS GROUP, REDONDO BEACH,
CALIF. APRIL 1970, 37P. CONTRACT NO.NAS5-11260 MICROFICHE
COPY N70-34428
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SECTION 53 - SKY LAB
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRI PION
NR-53-00-000-A0001 SKYLAB A. EREP US'RS HAMNDU1U. REVISI. ,SCI.'ECE
RHOUIRkEtNTS AND OPERATIONS BtANUCH, NASA MANNI-D SPACEI.Hh1T'
CEh'TER, HOUSION, TEXAS. MARCH 1971, 393P. (SUPEHSEDES 'E;H.
1971 ISSUE WMiCH I!S OtSOLU'.TE).
.NR-53-00-000-00001 MANNED EARTH ORBITAL MISSION; PART I (2ND EDITION) NOVEIIHi
1965, PRELIMINARY MISSION DEFINITION FUH POST APLULO MANNED
EXPULORATION OF SPACE.
Ni-53-00-000-00002 MANNED EARTH ORBITAL MISSION; PART II (2ND EDITION) DECIEMHIR
1965 PRELIMINARY MISSION DEFINITION FUR POST APOULD MANNED
0EXPIIRATION OF SPACE.
NR-53-00-000-00003 ORL EXPERIIENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 2 - GUROLGY/HYDROLUXY.
IBM CORP., FIDERAL SYSTEMS DIV., ROCKVILLE, MD. FI3B. 1966.
CONTRACT NLMBER NASW-1215. STAR N66-17048.
NR-53-00-000-00004 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 3 - OCEANOGRAPHY/
MARINE rTEClMOLLY. IBM CORP., FEDIRAL SYSTEIS DIV.,
ROCKVILLE, MD. FEB. 1966. CONTRACT NLMBER NASW-1215.
STAR N66-17049.,
NR-53-00-000-00005 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 5 - A'MIOSPFERIC
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. IBM CORP., FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV.,
ROCKVILLE, MD. FEB. 1966. (XONFRACT NUMIER NASW-1215.
STAR N66-17051.
NR-53-00-000-00006 ORL EXPERIMENT PROCRAM. VOL. B, PART 7 - BIIeDICINE/
BEHAVIOR. IBM CORP., FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV., ROCKVILLE, MD.
F'B. 1966. CONTRACT NUMBER NASW-1215. STAR N66-17053.
4NR-53-00-000-00007 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 8 - ADVANCED TECH-
NOLGY AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH. IBM CORP., F1EDERAL SYSTEMS
DIV., ROCKVILLE, MD. FMB. 1966. OONTRACT MBL.ER NASW-1215.
STAR N66-17054.
NiR-53-00-000-00008 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 9 - OPERATIONS TECH-
NIQUES. AD ADVANCED MISSIONS SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEIMS. IBM
CORP., IMFDERAL SYSTEMS DIV., ROCKVILLE, MD. FEB. 1966.





ORL EXPERINt:NT PRHO&LM. tOL. H, PART 10 - EIXA'WIVHI.Altr
EGINEItMIi ALTIVITIES. IHM4 C(RP., FlFIJEAI. S.ST'lXtEi Div.,
ROCKVILLE, MD. FEB. 1966. CTOUIAUC' N%14tHt- NAtS-1j215.
STAR N66-17056.
ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART II - ASHW(NIY/AS.'IO-
PHYISICS. B114 CORP., IEU.MA SYSm'1S DIV., WCvL'V!iJL, M).
FEB. 1966. CONTRACT NUMtER NASW-1i16. STAR Nb6-17057.
ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. B, PART 13 - PHYSICAL
SCIENCES. IBM CORP., FEDIRAL SYSTEMS DIV., RHOLVILUE, MD.
FEB. 1966. CONTRACT F14HER NASW-1215. STAR N66-170.59.
ORL EXPERIIENT PROGRAM. VOL. C - GUIDE'ILINES FOR W.XPH-)EN-
SIVE FLIGHT PROGRAM. IBM CORP., FEURA.L SY¥S1TIi DIV.,
ROCKVILLE, MD. FEB. 1966. CUNlRACT NU4BER NASW-1215.
STAR N66-17060.
1R-53-00-000-00013 ORL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. VOL. D - SUMMARY OF RE.SULTS.
IBM CORP., FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIV., ROCKVIUE, MD.. FklJ. 1966.
CONTRACT NIUMBER NASW-1215. STAR N66-17063.
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AC(CESSION NUMH.:H U'SCR I PT I (N
NR-53-00-000-00014 THE REMUrE SENSING OF EARTH RESOLRCES FR1M OHRITING
VEIICLES. A.N. SILVEI, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DELNER DIV.,
DENVER, COLLRADO. PRESENTED AT OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOC IEtr
OF AMERICA, NATIONAL MEETING, 36TH, MIAMI BEACH, FLA., MN.
1969. MICROFICHE COPY.
NR-53-00-000-00015 RI-MOIE SENSING OF EARTH RESOLRCES FROM AN EARLY MANNED SPACE
STATION. SOL ZWIRN, MC DONNELL DO(ULAS AS'TONALTICS CO.,
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. PRESENTED AT THE SOCII.T OF' PH[Iu-
OPTICAL INSTRULMETATION ENGINEERS, ANNUAL TECHNICAL SlPOS-
IUM AND EXHIBORAMA, 14TH, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., ALU. 1969.
PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRUtNtNTATION APPLICATIONS AND
THEIORY, SOCIETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRLNENTATION ENGINEERS
PROCEEDINGS, VOL. 2, AULC. 1969. PP.175-187. CONTRACT NO.
NAS8-21064. A70-23760.
NR-53-00-000-00016 SPACE STATION - KEY TO TE FLE. REPORT NO. NASA EP-75.




PH'(EX;HAPHi O' U;H(aI.) S'I-:S FROHM AAP (HHI'I'. HEPORT NOS.
NASA-CR-109772 AtD H70-0ZOZ3. D.A. I)tLAF AND E.W. HMU)'\N,
BELLCOM4, INC., WASHIG'IyT)N, D.C. FE.H. 1970. COH'\CT' NO.
NASW-417. N70-27747
HULTISPECTA1. PHlOTOGCHPHIC F'ACILITY, EXP.ERIMENT S-190 -
DEFINIT I VE CONTRAC'T MUH. (CONTRACT'OR - ITETh CORP., OPYI'ICAL
SYSTEMS DIV., LEXINGTON, MSS. ) HEPORH' M). MSC-T''F-SI90-102A
NASA MANNED SPACECRAI.T CENT;ER, SPACE SCIENCES PH(MXLRtEENT
BRANCH, HOUS10N, TEXAS. JUNE 1970. CONITACT NO.
NAS 9-10698.
SR-53-00-000-00019 HIULTISPEXC RAL PHO'OGRAPHIC FACILAITi, EXPERIM:NT S190 -
PRELIMI NARY ELECTR ICAL, !.ELEIHON C AND ELEL.ONCFtHAN I CAL
PARTS LIST. REPORT NO. ITEk 70-9451-eA. ITEX CORP.,
OPTICAL SYSTEB4S DIV., LEX(INGION, MASS. JUNE 1970.







FULTISPECTRAL PHOOGRAPHIC FACILITY, EXPERIMENT S190 
PR'L IMINARY F'AIURE  ODE AND EF"ECTS ANALYSIS REPORT.
REPORT NO. ITEK 70-9451-7. ITEK CORP., OPTICAL SIS'TEIS
DIV., LEXINTON, MASS. JUNE 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10698
I.'LTISPECT'RAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY, S190 - INTERFACE
CONTROL DOCU'NT TO EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMEI9T PACKAGE
EXPERIMET4T SUPPORT EUkUIPMENT. REPORT NO. MSC-01007. NASA
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, SKYLAB PRXORAM, HOUSTON, TEXAS.
JUNE 1970.
MULTISPECIRAL PHt'GRAPHIC FACILITY, EXPERIMENT S190 -
VERIFICATION PLAN FLIGHT HARDWARE. REPORT NO.
ITEX 70-9451-5. ITEX CORP., OPTICAL SYSTkMS DIV.,
LEXIiGON, MASS. JUNE 1970. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10698.
MILTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY, EXPERIMENT S190 -
PRELIMINARY NONMITALLIC MATERIALS LIST. REPORT NO.
IT1E 70-9451-9A. ITEX CORP., OPTI'lCAL SYSTEMIS DIV.,
LEXINGTON, MASS. CONTRACT NO. NAS 9-10698.
MULTISPECI'TRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY/HDA, EXPERlMENT S190 -
WEXHANICAL INTERFACE CONTROL DOCE'NT. REPORT NO. 13M12201.
NASA, GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNSVILIE,
ALAB4MA. MAY 1970.
tI.I SPMI-11l, PH(YI'(LI'lxPHtIC' FW I.l''/xt l.TI It: IXXt I
AIMPTEIt, E:XPERIMNT SI)90 - !IEUIZ'IHIC.I INb'IrE:HIFACF: (Xh'lIHO(0
DOCLt:ENT. REPO'lH' NO. 40M:35h.b. %A.SA, C;iX)H(;E P. AH4H.A!LL
SPACE FLIHfT' CENTER, HUNTSl'l.l, AAILAb\'. Jl,%E 1970.
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ACCESSION NUt4*t- UI:.SCH I r l'l(h
NR-53-00-000-00026 14I.N'ISPEtIl'AI. PYIXX;PL\PHIC F'C II.t1 1, I'il'I'i.-'S s-I q9 -FLIGHT F CHUHiM .AUL'l4(.I'IO. .sPI.CF'IC.'I'IU( FItR. CP(C)
300000. REPORT NO. IT'X 10-9451-b. I'l'X LX)P., ()rIlCI.
SYSTEMS DIV., IEXIMNG;1l,. MASS. JlNE 1970. CUNIHALAT W.
NAS 9-10698.
NH-53-00-000-00027 MULTISPE:TRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY, EXPiRIM:NT S190 -
SE DAT1'A SH:ETS. REPOR'T K). ITUI 70-9451-10. ITE'X CORP.,
-- OPTICAL SYSTEMS DIV., LEXINLTN, NMASS. JUNE 1970. CONIHACT'
NO. !LAS 9-10698.
NR-53-00-000-00028 TEN-YEAR SPACE STATION EXPERIIt'NT PROGRAM. WILLIAM P.
PRATT, MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., I~,ŽE, COL., AND R.FE. SMIT1HAND D.L. ERICKSON, MCDXNNEtL DALGLAS ASTHONAUTICS C().,
HRNTI ICTON BEACH, CALIF'. IN - SPACE STATIONS AND MANNEDPLANETARY EXPLLWATION, AMERICAN AlSTlDINATICICAL SOC ITY,
ANNUAL tME'TING, 16TH, ANAH:IM, CALIF., JUNE 1970, PAPER
AAS 70-033, 34P. A70-34802
NR-53-00-000-00029 SKYLAB. MARTIN MARIE'1TA, DEhvER DIVISION, DENVER, COLD.
JUNE 1910, PICTUIM FUJDOUT.
NR-53-00-000-00030 FORECASTING THE ECOSMIC IMPACT OF FL'URE SPACE STATION
OPERATIONS. REPORT NO. AIAA PAPER NO. 67-962. R.A.
SLUPERS AND S.M. SMOLENSKY, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C., AND
A.H. MUIR, PLANNING RESFARCH CORP., WASHINGTON, D.C. AIAA
ANNUAL MEETING AND TE'HNICAL DISPLAY, 4TH, ANAHEIM, CALIF.,
OCT. 1967, PAPER NO. 67-962. 15P.
NR-53-00-000-00031 SKYLAB STATUS REPORT (SPACE STATION SESSION). REPORT NO.
AIAA PAPER 70-1297. WILLIAM C. SCHNEIDER, NASA, WASHINGTON,
D.C. AIAA, ANNUAL MEETING AND TEtCHNICAL DISPLAY, 7TH,
HOUSTON, TEXAS, OCT. 1970, PAPER 70-1297. 24P. A70-45913
NR-53-00-000-00032 VARIATIONS IN ORBITAL ALTITUDE ATNISPtERIC DENSITY iOR
MSFIC 1971-1976 SPACE STATION PROGRAMS. REPORT NO.
NASA 14-X-53815. DON K. WEIDNER, C.S. WEST, AND G.R.
SWENSON, AERO-AS'TwODNAMICS LABORATORY, NASA, GECXRGE C.14RSHAU. SPACE FLIGHT CLPI"ER, MAHRSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CI7TER,
HUINTSVILE, ALABAMA. I1B. 1969. 147P.
NR-53-00-000-00033 NATLUAL SPACE ENVIH(IONF,:s CRIT.EHIA I-IH 1975-19q,5 A\ .A SAC'F
STATlIONS. REPORT NO. hA .X;'l)t-53b.,b % .I k .I-:NH,
EDITOR, NASA, uG!XiEF C. FI'RSHiLL SPACE KI.Il'(f CE':'I:E,
MARsHALL SPACE FCL IGHT CiNTE',, Ht''rs~LF.LE, &1,1t. A
1969, 231P.
NR-53-00-000-00034 SKILAB. DAVID DOOLING, JR., IN S'ACI-:.ICT, V(OL. 32, I-4.
1970. PP.470-475. A71-12738
NR-53-00-000-00035 AN EVALUATION O( EAHRTh HEiS(XHCES OiSERVATION OPPOHThnITII*:S
FR(# AN ORBITING SATI':.IT,' E. REPORT NO. NASA-lN-X-ib45%9
5g.H. SAU.R AND B.S. PKHHINE, A l)-ASllHOUDNICS IH(.XIUHI,
NASA, GRGE C. LMARtALL SPACE IIGH'If CENTR,, LN'VIL}-,ALAB&4M
MAY 1971, 89P.
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SECTION 54 - SPACE STATIONS
At'CEDSSI ( NbltE:H I*.:CH I YI' I kO
NH-54-00-000-00001
N11-54-00-000-00002
OltITAl,. INI'1.\XTI(I~M1. IG I-.HA'IIUH ,M\i) .'IA:I-. ('C I-'t'-S
lX)NI-'i.I-NCE:, cI(xlIX'H(OI-'I, NI.- .IFAIC'(), (X/'J. Iqhq, i'h('I-.:I)IN4'.
(HIXJBiJ.k'i@ AF'", NI-M o-:XIt:), ,~liX; PIIlI.~INm(; 'lk\. .I,'l..N'l'
t~NH, 1970), 50P. JI(IHN PtI. 'I'APP, H.Mi-IJ J.() IU('h,
JOiN I-,MARD, AND iH%.,T .I'A. S''l-. INtOIFl-', Fl) I 'II t S. I , 'I1:i\*\.V I (IN,.I.
ACADtRM$ OF' AS'IH()0ALfT I CS, ()HHIIA. I 'i  SNTH'NI' I [AHL. .1t(IrUlIIi
(OIL) Xit)l'l''it:. A70-43bi6
SPACE F:XPLIlU'TIlO - DLXAI): 1W). RENE I' HC;I.ND, (UG.Ntbh LUEIk.'lIC C(YIPA%' INTE'R:HVIt' FD) HRE:NE tI ,LFUlNI), NUH. OU'
ADVANCti) PH(XI-LN'S OF1IC' , .:ASA, . ) IN CHAIlJ- N; (C:.E\RAL
&lkLi'MHIC UX PAkNM), ,0(A.. 9, NO. 4, WINlt;EH 1970. PP.30-33.
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